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Potatoes—Continued. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The grapevine flea-beetle (Altica chalybea Jil.) is a grape pest 
which, in the period of its most destructive activity in early spring, 
eats out the swelling buds, causing severe injury in restricted locali- 
ties. It is one of the best known and most widely distributed of the 
insect enemies of the grape. No other is the source of so many com- 
plaints to the Bureau of Entomology, and American entomological 
literature is full of references to it. In general its life history is well 
known, yet, in spite of this, occasional discrepancies occur in ac- 
counts of its life history that have never been reconciled with the 
usually recorded observations. These discrepancies are usually 
disposed of by attributing them to the variation of individual beetles. 
A study of the life history of the grapevine flea-beetle was under- 

taken by the writer during the season of 1916 for the purpose of 
comparison with that of a smaller flea-beetle also attacking grape. 
A close similarity between the smaller beetle and the typical species 
was noted, but the differences, particularly in seasonal history and 
habits, were so well marked and so constant that the writer was 

1833°—20——1 
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surprised when the smaller beetle was determined as ‘‘ Altica chalybea 
Tll., small form.’”’? When it was noted that the seasonal history and 
habits of the typical flea-beetle conformed quite closely with those 
usually ascribed to it, particularly by Slingerland (/9)* and Hartzell 
(23, 24), and that those of the ‘‘small form’ coincided with the 
discrepancies mentioned above, the writer became of the opinion that 
two economic species had been masquerading under a single name. 
The existence of two species instead of one had long been suspected 
by Mr. E. A. Schwarz, who determined the reared material, but in 
the absence of biological data which would differentiate them he 
had not previously thought it advisable to erect a new species. 

It is obvious that the confusion of two pests that are similar but 
have different seasonal histories may. lead to a serious confusion in the 
application of remedial measures. I[tis, therefore, the purpose of this 
paper in the account of these two species, Altica chalybea Ill. and A. 
woodsi, heretn described as new, to give particular attention to 
structure and habits by which they may be distinguished. Where 
each species must be treated separately, the typical grapevine flea- 
beetle, being the one generally known, is first considered, and the 
‘‘small form”’ is then compared with it. The data presented are 
based on rearing records and field observations made at North East, 
Pa., during the seasons of 1916 and 1917 and miscellaneous field 
observations during the two seasons previous.” 

HISTORY. 

There are over 135 references to the grapevine flea-beetle in the 
literature of American economic entomology, a larger number of 
references than to any other American grape insect except the grape- 
vine rootworm (fidia viticida Walsh). Since 1859 there has been at 

least one reference to it each year except during the years 1866, 1873, 
and 1875. Most of these references no doubt apply to the typical 
form. 

The grapevine flea-beetle was first described in 1807 by Lliger 
(1), who named it Haltica chalybea. It was again described by Le 
Conte (2) as Galeruca janthina and later by Thomas (3) as Chrysomela 
vitwwora. Harris (5) in 1835 placed C. vitwora Thomas as a synonym 
of H. chalybea Tll., and the same year Herrick (4) showed that 

G. janthina Lec. was a synonym of the same species. In most of 
the recent literature relating to this insect it has been designated 
under the generic name Haltica. Woods (25) has recently shown 
that the original spelling <Altica should be used instead of the 
amended form Haltica. 

1 Reference is made by number (italics) to ‘‘ Literature cited,”’ p. 26. 

2 During the season of 1916 the writer was assisted by Mr. James K. Primm. The writer is further in- 

debted to Mr. J. H. Paine for the photographs used in Plates II and III and to Mr. H. K. Plank for the 
photograph used in Plate IV. 
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In the first account of the habits of the grapevine flea-beetle, 
Thomas recorded the destructiveness to grape buds by the adult, 
the feeding upon leaves by the larvee, and the transformation through 
the pupal stage in the soil. Regarding these habits there has been 
practically no disagreement by succeeding authors. Conflicting state- 
ments have been frequently made, however, regarding the number of 
generations a year, the place of oviposition, and food plants. 

Harris (6) outlined the seasonal history as follows: The emergence 
of adults from hibernation in April, followed by the development of 
immature stages, gives rise to another brood in July that are to pass 
through the ensuing winter. Harris called the brood of adults 
emerging in July a “‘second”’ brood, but he clearly meant that only 
one brood was produced annually. Harris’s observations have been 
upheld by subsequent investigations, notably those of Slingerland (19) 
and Hartzell (23, 24), who have made the most thorough studies of 
the insect. Kirkpatrick (9), however, says that there are several 

generations annually, and the statement that there are two or more 
broods has been frequently made by subsequent writers. Lowe (20) 
states that there is a partial second brood in New York. Slingerland 
(19) offered a reason for inferring the existence of a second brood by 
quoting correspondence with Lowe in which the latter stated that he 
had found a beetle of this species ovipositing as late as July 15. At 
that time many newly transformed beetles were emerging while the 
overwintering beetles had disappeared before the last of June. Slin- 
gerland explained this unusual record of Lowe’s as a record of an 
exceptionally late emergence of a tardy individual. 

Riley (10) first stated that the eggs were deposited upon the leaves, 
and for nearly 30 years this was the generally accepted belief and 
was frequently copied by subsequent writers. Accompanying his 
statement of the place of oviposition he describes the eggs as “‘ orange’”’ 
and “‘like those of the potato beetle,’ making it seem probable that 
he had observed the eggs of some other insect. Comstock (12), in 
the most complete account of the insect up to that time, also stated 
that the eggs were found upon the leaves, either on the upper or 
lower side, and gave authority to his statement by accompanying it 
with an accurate description of the general appearance of the egg, 
and stated that it was “‘straw colored”’ and averaged 0.65 mm. in 
length. Marlatt (18) also referred to them as occurring on the 

leaves, but on the undersides only. Slingerland (19) stated that the 
eggs were usually found in groups under bud scales and strips of 
bark, and this observation was confirmed by Hartzell (23). Both 
investigators state that eggs may occasionally be found on the leaves. 
Hartzell describes the eggs as orange or saffron colored and with an 
average length of 1.03 mm. 
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The grapevine flea-beetle has been recorded as feeding on various 
plants, including the following: Grape (Thomas, 3), black alder 
(Harris, 7), plum and elm (Fitch, 8); Virginia creeper (Saunders, 11), 
apple and quince (MacMillan, /4), peach (Neal, 16), and blue beech 

(Schwarz, 17). 

Of these food plants only three have been frequently listed, viz, 
the grape, the Virginia creeper, and the black alder. It was sug- 
gested by Lintner (13) that records of feeding upon black alder were 
probably due to a confusion of this species with A. bimarginata, the 
alder flea-beetle, which closely resembles A. chalybea. This view was 
confirmed, at least so far as Harris was concerned, by Slingerland (19), 
who found in Harris’s entomological correspondence evidence that 
Harris’s later studies convinced him that the alder flea-beetle and 
the grapevine flea-beetle are separate species. Hartzell (24) lists 
only cultivated grape of the Concord variety and the wild grape 
(Vitis bicolor) as food plants. 

Slingerland (19) records a difference of opinion among growers as 
to what varieties of grapes are most seriously attacked by the grape- 
vine flea-beetle, some correspondents stating that the flea-beetle pre- 
ferred Concord foliage and others that it preferred the thin-leaved 
varieties. 

In addition to the references designating the grapevine flea-beetle 
as A. chalybea Ill, Lugger (21) describes the habits of an insect 
which he calls “‘the lesser grapevine flea-beetle,’’ and believed to be 
A. ignita Ill., the strawberry flea-beetle. He describes the habits 
as similar to those of A. chalybea, the only difference noted being 
that the former was little more than half the size of A. chalybea. It 
is quite possible that the insect referred to was the ‘‘small form”’ of 
the grapevine flea-beetle. 

In discussing the ‘‘ignita group’ of the genus Altica, Woods (26) 
mentions a beetle believed to be a new species collected on woodbine 
both in 1917 and in 1918, which is probably the lesser grapevine 
flea-beetle. He describes the salient characteristics of the adult 
and mentions that the eggs are deposited singly or by twos on the 
under surface of the leaves. 

THE GRAPEVINE FLEA-BEETLE. 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 
THE ADULT. 

PL. Il, fig. 3. 

The following is a copy of Horn’s (15) description of the beetle: 

H. chalybea lig. 

Oval, of moderately robust facies, color usually metallic shining blue, rarely 
cupreous or greenish. Antenne half as long as the body, piceous, the basal half 

with metallic lustre, joints 2-3-4 gradually longer. Head smooth, slightly rough- 
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Bul. 901, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE Il. 

STAGES OF THE GRAPEVINE FLEA-BEETLES. 

A, Mature larve of Altica woodsi. B, Pup of Altica woodsi. C, Adult of Altica chalybea, 
D, Adult cf Altica woodsi. 



Bul. 901, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE III. 

WORK OF GRAPEVINE FLEA-BEETLES. 

A, Feeding marks of adult beetle of Altica chalybea on leaf of Concord grape. 
feeding marks of Altica chalybea on upper surface of grape leaf (thick-leaved variety). C, Feed- 
ing marks of adult beetle of A ltica chalybea on grape leaf (thick-leaved variety) 

B, Larve and 



PLATE IV. Bul. 901, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

BEET EE WoRK OF LESSER GRAPEVINE FLEA- 

Feeding marks of larve and adults on grape (thin-leaved variety). 

el a en Oe eee ae 
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ened near the eyes, frontal carina rather acute, the tubercles small, oblique. Thorax 
a little more than half wider than long, narrowed in front, sides arcuate, margin narrow, 

slightly thickened in front, disc convex, the ante-basal impressed line rather deep and 
extending from margin to margin, surface with extremely minute scattered punctures. 
Elytra scarcely wider at base than the thorax, humeri rounded, umbone moderately 

prominent, smooth, limited within by a slight depression, surface sparsely punctate, 

nearly smooth near apex. Body beneath and legs blue-black, moderately shining, 
abdomen sparsely punctate. Length .16-.20 inch; 4-5 mm. 

THE EGG. 

PI TeAB: 

In general shape the egg is subcylindrical, with the ends rounded. The surface is 

roughly pitted, and on the surface opposite to the side of attachment is a twisted 
brownish strand about one-third the length of the egg. The color varies from a deep 

yellow to orange. Length 1.10 mm.; diameter 0.42 mm. 

The size and color agree with the description by Hartzell (23) but 
differ from that of Comstock (12). 

ve THE LARVA. 

Similar to larva of Altica woodsi, P1. II, A. 

The larva is short and stout, convex dorsally and flattened ventrally, and is further 

characterized by a nearly hemispherical head, by short stout legs, and by an anus 

which functions as a locomotor organ. Each body segment is marked by a double 

series of chitinized plates or tubercles and the skin between these plates is dotted with 
minute wartlike excrescences. When the larva is newly hatched or molted it is yellow 

in color. Upon exposure to the air, however, the chitinized areas become shining 

black and as they fit closely together the larva itself becomes shining black. With 
growth the skin between the chitinized areas begins to show and when the larva is 

full grown the skin is so distended that a brownish yellow is the dominant color, the 

black being confined to the chitinized areas. The spiracles are located on the meso- 
thoracic and first eight abdominal segments. The head and body plates are fur- 

nished with sparse, long sete. 
The arrangement of the body plates and sete on the first seven abdominal segments 

is as follows: Dorsally each segment is furnished with two transverse rows of setiferous 

plates. The mid-dorsal plates are transversely elongate, the anterior one being slightly 

the longer, and are furnished with a seta on either side of the median line; on either 

side of each of these plates and above the spiracle are two smaller circular plates each 

bearing a single seta; below the spiracle is a prominent, longitudinal, compound 

tubercle, which roughly divides the dorsal and ventral aspects, bearing a pair of 

setee, and below this is another tubercle also bearing two sete; ventrally, near the 

anterior margin of the segment, there is one elongate, transverse plate crossing the 
median line and bearing one seta on either side; on the posterior half of the segment 

and at either side of the median plate is a small oval plate bearing two sete. 

On the first thoracic segment all dorsal plates are fused into one large plate, the 

prothoracic shield, which bears five pairs of setze along the anterior margin, and three 

pairs In a row on the posterior margin; latcrally there is one small tubercle bearing a 

single seta, and at the base of each coxa is a pair of tubercles each bearing a single 

seta; ventrally there is one large rectangular plate bearing an anterior and a posterior 
pair of sete. 

The second thoracic segment resembles the abdominal segments closely. The 

mid-dorsal plates are not continuous but are divided at the median line; on each side 
of the mid-dorsal plates is a single outer dorsal plate, the anterior one being quite 
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small and non-setiferous, the posterior one quite large and bearing two setz; on each 
side below the outer dorsal plates is the laterally prominent compound tubercle which 

bears three sete instead of two as on the abdominal segments; below the compound 

tubercle are two plates each bearing a single seta, the anterior one also bearing the 

mesothoracic spiracle; there is a pair of tubercies above each coxa, the posterior one 

of which bears a single seta; ventrally the arrangment of plates is similar to that of 

the first abdominal segment except that the posterior pair of plates bear only one 
seta each. 

The third thoracic segment is like the second but without the spiracle. 

The eighth abdominal segment is like the second, but with only one small dorsal 
plate on each side of the posterior mid-dorsal plate. 

On the ninth thoracic segment the dorsal plates are fused into a single large one, 

the anal shield, which bears five pairs of setze; ventrally there is a single elongate plate 
bearing two pairs of sete. 

The tenth abdominal segment is without plates or setee. 

Measurements: Width of head: First instar 0.32 mm.; second instar 0.51 mm.: third 
instar 0.74 mm. Average length of full grown larva 7.5 mm. 

THE PUPA. 

Similar to pupa of A ltica woodsi, Pl. IT, B. 

Tn general appearance this pupa is similar to the pupa of other chrysomelid beetles, 

the dorsal line being strongly arcuate, the legs folded ventrally, bent so that the 

femora are directed away from the median line and the tibie toward it, the prothoracic 

and mesothoracic legs over the wings and the metathoracic legs under them. 

Color bright yellow, appendages lighter. Antennal joints with a circlet of pro- 

jJections at the distal ends (four projections visible on each joint), especially con- 

spicucus on the distal segments; elytra reaching the fifth abdominal segment, wings 
the sixth; spiracles borne on the mesothoracic and the first six abdominal segments; 

arrangement of sete as follows: 3 pairs on head, 1 above clypeus, 1 on inner margin 

of the eyes, and 1 slightly above and between the eyes; on prothorax, 8 pairs; on 

mesothorax and metathorax, 2 pairs; on abdominal segments 1 to 8, 4 pairs in a row 

near the posterior dorsal margin; and on segment 9, 4 pairs around the anal hooks; 

3 setze on the distal end of each femur. Length 5 mm. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

The grapevine flea-beetle is found in the eastern half of the United 
States and in the Canadian Province of Ontario. In entomological 
literature and in the files of the Bureau of Entomology it has been 

recorded from the District of Columbia and from the following States: 
Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, 

New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North 
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis- 
consin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, Ne- 
braska, Colorado, and New Mexico. Some of these records may 
refer to the ‘small form.” 

FOOD PLANTS. 

A list of food plants recorded in the literature of the species is 
given under history. The writer has collected it only on cultivated 
grapes ( Vitis spp.), on various species of the wild grape (Vitis spp.), 
and on Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) . 
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HABITS. 

The beetle emerges from hibernation in the spring at the time of 
the swelling of the grape buds, which it attacks voraciously, boring 
into the sides of the buds and eating out the tender parts. (PI. I, B.) 
When the shoots begin to expand it eats large holes in the leaves 
(Pl. III, A), and often attacks the tender stems. The beetle is most 
voracious when newly emerged from hibernation and at that time 
can do an immense amount of damage. 

Eggs are usually deposited on their sides, in groups, under bud 
scales or strips of bark, as described by Slingerland (79) and Hart- 
zell (23 and 24). Occasionally they are placed on leaves on either 
the upper or the lower side. 

The larvee feed on either the upper or lower surface of thin-leaved 
varieties of cultivated and wild grapes, eating out large irregular 
holes, and often stripping out all of the leaf tissue except the leaf 
veins. On Concord or similar types of leaves they feed on the upper 
surface, leaving as feeding marks long, chain-like, whitish patches 
(Pl. III, B). 

During the feeding period the larva molts twice. Upon becoming 
fully fed it burrows into the ground and forms a pupal cell a fraction 

of an inch below the surface. A few days are passed in the pupal 
cell, the prepupal period, preparatory for pupation. At the close of the 
pupal stage, after eclosion, the adult does not emerge at once, but 
remains in the cell until it is hardened and fully colored. Following 
emergence the beetle feeds sparingly until it goes into winter quar- 
ters. None of the specimens under observation during either season 
showed any tendency to copulate or oviposit during the period be- 
tween transformation to the adult stage and hibernation.’ 

All stages of the beetles’ activity are greatly influenced by changes 
in temperature. Both adults and larve feed more voraciously on 
warm days than in cold weather and on the cold days of early spring 
the beetles even appear to return to winter quarters. Hatching of 
eggs and molting of larve occur in the greatest numbers during the 
warmest part of the day. 

LIFE HISTORY. 

REARING METHODS. 

The rearing methods used for the two species of flea-beetles were 
practically identical. Oviposition was secured from adults kept in 
battery jars or sleeve cages on grape shoots. Larve were reared in 

1 Tn addition to the insects native to the Erie-Chautauqua grape belt, upon which the foregoing account 

of habits and seasonal history and the following of life history are based, the writer received beetles from 

French Creek, W. Va., collected by Mr. Fred E. Brooks, and from Arlington, Va., collected by Mr. E. R. 

Selkregg, during the spring 0f 1917. These beetles and their offspring were reared in theinsectary at North 

East, Pa., and their habits, seasonal history, and transformations agreed in detail] with those of the native 

insects recorded herein, 
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1 by 4 inch vials. Transformations from the prepupal and pupal 
stages to the adult were passed in vials of the same size partially 
filled with earth. To determine the duration of each of these periods 
in the ground two methods were employed, as follows: 

The first was to place a vial five-eighths of an inch in diameter 
inside of a vial 1 inch in diameter, filling the space between the two 
with earth. In this narrow space mature larve were placed and 
most of them were forced to form their pupal cells next to the glass 
surface, where their transformations could be observed readily. The 
outer vial was covered with black paper, which was removed only 
when observations were being made. For convenience of identifica- 
tion each cell was marked with a wax pencil. This method was 
faulty, because of the difficulty of maintaining the normal soil mois- 
ture in so thin a layer. 

It was later learned that by pressing the earth in the middle of the 
vial, leaving the earth at the sides comparatively loose, about half of 

the larve would form pupal cells along 
Tase I.— Feeding period of third the sides of the glass. It was necessary, 

larval stage of A. chalybea, North Hae 
East, Pa., 1916. of course, for success with this method, 

| | as with the former, that the vials be 
eos pee wrapped with black paper. This method 
pig vies | ChE was most used in 1917. 

Sane These methods of observing trans- 
amie formation in the ground were developed 
ee lies. on in the latter part of 1916 and the data 
on, aah on these transformations secured during - 
is | eee that season are very meager. Hence 

paleo eae records for the prepupal, pupal, and 
callow adult stages of both species are 
given only for 1917. 

Detailed life-history studies of the typical grapevine flea-beetle 
did not begin in 1916 until the majority of the larve were at least 
half grown, since they were undertaken for comparison with the more 

common ‘‘small form.’ Accordingly rearing records cited below 
begin with the third larval stage in 1916. 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF FEEDING PERIOD OF THIRD STAGE IN 1916. 

The duration of the feeding period of the third larval stage varied 
from 6 to 13 days, with an average of 7.75 days, as shown in Table I. 
The period covered by these records extended from June 12 to July 8. 

DURATION OF PERIOD IN GROUND. 

The duration of the period in the ground of 87 individuals 
reared varied from 15 to 24 days, with an average of 20.71 days. 
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_ The period covered by records of larve in the soil extended from 
June 19, when the first larve entered the ground, to July 27, when 
the latest adults emerged. The variation in duration of this period 
is shown in Table II. 

EMERGENCE FROM HIBERNATION AND OVIPOSITION IN 1917. 

The earliest record of adult emergence is May 11, at which time 
grape buds were swelling. Eggs were first found May 18. Adult 
beetles were found on grapevines until re Ea : 

the latter part of June, when they disap- i an ean ey Be 
peared altogether. 1916. 

INCUBATION PERIOD IN 1917. Number of} Duration 
individuals.| of period. 

The duration of the incubation period 
in 1917 (see Table III) varied from 13 to B Deus: 

21 days, with an average of 15.18 days, 7 a6 
as shown in Table III. The period cov- 0 16 
ered by records on the incubation period x8 ys 

extended from May 26 to June 28. 2 Be 
7 24 

LARVAL FEEDING PERIOD. 187 P 290/71 

The duration of the larval feeding period he te Deeks ite 
of 46 individuals of Altica chalybea reared 
to adults varied from 19 to 33 days with an average of 24.26 days. 
The period covered by records of feeding larvae extended from June 
4, the earliest date of hatching, to July 20, the latest date, when 

larve entered the ground. Complete data on the larval feeding 
period are given in Table IV. 

TaBLE III.—Jncubation period of A. chalybea, North East, Pa., 1917. 

Date of Date of Number | Duration || Date of Date of Number | Duration 
oviposition.| hatching. of eggs. of period. ||oviposition.| hatching. of eggs. of period. 

| 

Days. | Days 
May 26 June 14 6 19 June 2 June 15 10 13 

26 |- 16 6 21 2 16 4 14 
29 12 1 14 2 17 5 15 
31 13 4 13 2 18 2 16 
31 14 4 14 2 19 2 17 
31 15 2 15 4 19 25 15 
31 16 2 16 4 20 17 16 

June 1 14 12 | 13 13 28 1 15 
1 15 4 14 oo 
1 16 1 15 1108 215.18 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF FIRST LARVAL STAGE. 

The duration of the first stage, of 68 larve reared, varied from 
4 to 14 days with an average of 8.74 days, as is shown in Table V. 
The total period covered by records on larve in this stage extended 
from June 4 to July 2. 

1833°—20——2 
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TaBLE 1V.—Time and duration of larval feeding period of A.chalybea, North East, Pa., 
LOTT: 

| l | | 
Date of | eae ot Number | Duration || Date of Dale or | Number | Duration 

| hatching. | around: of larve. | of period. | hatching. ground. | of larvee. | of period. 
| 

~ Days | Days 
June 4 June 28 2, 24 || June 17 | July 8 3 21 

12 July 1 1 19 | i) 10 1 23 
13 4 2 21 | a7 a 1 24 
13 5 1 22 19 10 3 21 
13 8 4 25 19 11 | 4 22 
14 | 7 1 23 19 13 | 3 24 
14 8 2 24 19 14 =| 1 25 
14 9 2 25 19 20 | 1 31 
14 | 17 (ia Meee 20 15 | 2 25 
| 1 2 26 | 20 17 | 4 27 

| 15") 13 2 28 20 20 1 30 
16 | 8 1 22 | 

| 16 10 1 24 146 2 24, 26 
} | } 1 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF SECOND LARVAL STAGE. 

The duration of the second stage, of 60 larve reared, varied from 
5 to 11 days with an average of 6.95 days, as shown in Table VI. 
ers We or oeiierual state. of The total period covered by records on 

A. chalybea, North East, Pa., larve of this stage extended from June 9 
TG to July 8. 

Number | Duration DURATION OF FEEDING PERIOD OF THIRD LARVAL 
oflarve. | of stage. STAGE 

ene The duration of the feeding period of 
eee: the third stage, of 47 larve reared, varied 
ee ae from 5 to 13 days with an average of - 
sf 5 8.53 days, asis shownin Table VII. The 
a A total period covered by records on larvee 
; e of this stage extended from June 15 to 
ee eae ee July 20. 

168 | 2 8.74 
| DURATION OF PERIOD IN GROUND. 

Bey rele ope The duration of the period in the ground 
varied from 15 to 25 days with an average of 19.24 days. The total 
period covered by records on the immature stages in the ground and 
emergence are given in full in Table VIII. 

DURATION OF PREPUPAL PERIOD. 

The duration of the prepupal period, of 23 individuals recorded, 
varied from 7 to 13 days with an average of 9.17 days, as shown in 
Table IX. The period covered by records on prepupez extended 
from June 28, when the first larvee entered the ground, to July 24, 
when the latest transformed to pupe. 

DURATION OF PUPAL PERIOD. 

The duration of the pupal period of 17 individuals recorded 
varied from 7 to 10 days with an average of 8.47 days, as shown in 
Table X. Records on this stage extended from July 17 to 31. 
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DURATION OF CALLOW PERIOD. 

The duration of the callow period of the adult stage varied from 1 
to 4 days with an average of 2 days. The records aresummarized in 
Table XI. Records on this period extended from July 24 to August 4. 

SUMMARY. 

There is only one generation annually, winter being passed in the 
adult stage. Beetles emerge from hibernation when the grape buds 
are swelling and oviposition begins soon 
after and continues until about the middle SE a 
of June, a few days before the latest’ 1917. eae 
adults disappear. 

The average duration of the incubation Pires Caen 
period in 1917 was 15.18 days. a 

The larval feeding period averaged s Bete 
24.26 days in 1917. Records of feeding iB S 
larve began June 4 and continued until $ 3 
July 20. The duration of the differ- hare 10 
ent larval stages was as follows: First abe) Raa SET 
stage, 8.74 days in 1917; second stage, | 
6.95 days in 1917; third stage, 7.75 SS alee ce. 
days in 1916 and 8.53 days in 1917. 

The duration of the period in the ground averaged 20.71 days in 
1916 and 19.24 days in 1917. Records taken during the two years 
Tanuz VIL Feed; od of Ob the transformations of this beetle 

third larval eo bee. while in the ground extended from June 
Lon (Dh, IN I 22 to August 4. The duration of the dif- 

ees ee ferent stages in the ground in 1917 was 
DIES escaaaael| as follows: Prepupa 9.17 days, pupa 8.47 

Daye. days, callow adult 2 days. 

Fo 5 THE LESSER GRAPEVINE FLEA-BEETLE. 

3 : (Altica woodsi n. sp.) 
11 1 s ee : . 
ots The specific name A. woodsi is given in 
2 13 ie ; 

——_—_————_. recognition of Mr. Woods’s recent sys- 
147 28.53 ° ° ° . 

tematic and biological studies of mem- 
} Total. bers of the genus Altica (25, 26), and 
2 Weighted average. 6 : 

; because he is the first to record what is 
probably this insect as a new species. 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 

THE ADULT. 

Pl. II, D. 

This beetle is similar to Altica chalybea, from which it may be distinguished as fol- 
lows: Color metallic green, rarely with purple or olivacious reflections; antennal 
joint 3 equal in length to joint 4; average length 3.05 mm., varying from 2.43 to 3.05 
mm. 
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TasLe VIII.—Time and duration of period in ground of A. chalybea, North East, Pa., 
1917: 

] i 
Date of Number ._ || Date of Number he 
entering Date of of indi- pasa || entering aie Of of indi- Puree 
ground. | ™Mersence.| viduals. P - || ground, gence-| viduals. P : 

aed 
| Days. |i | Days. 

June 28 July 23 1 25 || July 11 July 30 | 2 19 
July 2 27 3 25 | 11 Aug. 1 1 21 

4 26 2 22 || 13 July 31 2 18 
| 26 1 21 13 Aug. 2 2 20 
7 27 1 20 | 14 2 3 19 
8 27 4 19 || 15 July 31 1 16 
8 28 3 18 15 PAID; ed 1 17 
9 30 1 21 | 15 3 1 19 

10 28 iL 18 | 17 as! 3 15 
10 29 1 19 17s 4 | 1 18 
10 30 BL thc 20 | pe 
11 28 | 4 | 17 | [> 4g 219, 24 

i 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

Described from a large series of beetles reared at North East, Pa., under Quaintance 

No. 16427. 

Type.—Cat. No. 22290, U. S. National Museum. 

THE EGG. 

Pl..1, C. 

Similar to that of Altica chalybea. Length 0.75 mm., width 0.35 mm. 

Color straw yellow. Brownish strand much larger proportionately than that of the 
“large form,’’ about one-half the length of the egg. 

Taste IX.—Prepupal period of Thesizeand colorareas described by Comstock (12). 
A. chalybea, North East, Pa., = Ms 12) 
EO THE LARVA. 

ag j PUL At 

Number of} Duration Similar to the larva of the ‘‘largeform ” (A. chaly- 
Dg ee eee bea) but much smaller. The chitinized areas are - 

Hie smaller proportionately and the fully fed larva is 
2 7 distinctly yellow without the brownish color ele- 
a , ment. The sets on the ventral prothoracic seg- 
4 10 mentare wanting. Width of head: Firstinstarfrom 

i te 0.292 to0.312mm., average 0.306 mm. ; second instar 
1 23 29.17 from 0.435 to 0.458 mm., average 0.453 mm.; third 

Tee instar 0.577 to 0.624 mm., average 0.612 mm. 
2 Weighted average. Average length of full grown larva 5 mm. 

THE PUPA. 

PIAL B. 

The writer knows of no characteristic by which this pupa may be distinguished 
from that of its larger relative except that of size. The average length is 3.5 mm. 

TABLE X.—Pupal stage of A. chaly- TasBLe XI.—Callow period of adult 
bea, North East, Pa., 1917. stage of A. chalybea, North East, 

Pa., 1917. 

Number of} Duration Number of] Duration 
pupe. of period. individuals.) of period. 

Days. Days. | 
4 7 4 1 | 
4 8 13 2 

| 6 | 9 2 3 
| | 10 | 1 4 

| tay) | Saga7 | 1 20 | 22 
| | | 

1 Total 2 Weighted average. 1 Total. *Weighted average. * 
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DISTRIBUTION. 

The writer has collected this species in the vicinity of North East 
and Moorheadville, Pa., and has observed it at Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

The grape (Vitis spp.), both wild and cultivated, and the Virginia 
creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) are food plants of both the 
larva and the adult of this beetle. Of the cultivated grapes the 
larva flourishes on thin-leaved varieties like the Delaware but does 
not favor thick-leaved sorts like the Concord. Larve were fre- 
quently found on Concord grapes in the field but the majority of the 
newly hatched larvee placed on Concord leaves in cages failed to pass 
the first instar. After this instar was passed little difficulty was 
experienced in carrying them to the adult stage. 
Grape growers, mentioned by Slingerland (19), who stated that 

thin-leaved varieties of grapes were preferred by the grapevine 
flea-beetle probably had this insect to deal with instead of the typical 
species. 

HABITS. 

When the adult emerges from hibernation in the spring it attacks 
grape leaves which are already expanded. On the leaves of favored 
hosts it feeds on the lower sides, riddling them with holes. (Pl. IV.) 

On Concord and other similar varieties it feeds on the upper surface, 
pitting it with short irregular feeding marks but not eating through 
the leaf. (Pl. III, C.) Like the typical species it feeds much more 
voraciously at this time than later. It also has the same habit of 
feigning death when alarmed. 

Eggs are usually placed singly on the underside of grape leaves, 
along the veins. (PI. I,C.) Occasionally two or three are together 
and very rarely they are on the upper surface of the leaves. This 
is strikingly different from the place of oviposition and arrangement 
of eggs described by Slingerland (19) and Hartzell (24), but agrees 
with the records of Comstock (12), Marlatt (18), and others. 

Like the adult the larva usually feeds on the underside of thin- 
leaved varieties of grapes and the Virginia creeper. A newly hatched 
larva usually begins at the side of a leaf vein and bores upward. 
When leaves are first, attacked a series of small holes appears along 
the leaf veins, producing a characteristic marking which need not be 
mistaken for the feeding injury of any otherinsect. (PIL IV.) After 
feeding has progressed for some time the holes are larger and are 
scattered over the leaf, which may become entirely skeletonized. 
The larve do not move readily from one leaf to another and conse- 
quently the leaves on one part of the vine may be completely riddled 
while those near by are untouched. 
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On leaves of the Concord grape and similar varieties the larva. 
feeds on the upper surface, leaving narrow, irregular, chainlike feed- 
ing marks, much: narrower and less continuous than those of the 

: larger species. On these varie- 
Taste XII.—Incubation period of A. moods, North Basi Pa. 1916. ties there is also a great tendency 

for the larva to feed on leaf veins 

Date of Date of | Number | Duration and in the flower cluster. 
oviposi- : ze ipa! : 
‘aay hatching. of eggs. of period Its manner of passing the 

ce aes, pupal period and its relation to 
| ays. sities 

June 10 | June 23 2 13 temperature are very similar to 
10 25 4 15 : 
10 26 2 16 those of the larger species. 
10 27 1 1 
15 27 2 12 LIFE HISTORY. 
15 28 3 13 

15 _ 30 5 15 EMERGENCE FROM HIBERNATION AND 25 | July 7 9 12 : 
26 ° Lb ll OVIPOSITION IN 1916. 

1 40 212.82 Adults were first noted in 1916 

on May 29 and appeared in abun- 
1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

dance at that time. Beetles 
were copulating on the day when first observed and this was con- 
tinued intermittently as long as beetles of this generation were found 
on the vines. Oviposition was first noted on June 6 and continued 
until after the middle of July. 

INCUBATION. 

The incubation of eggs recorded in 1916 required from 11 to 17 
days with an average of 12.82 days, as shown in Table XII. 

TIME AND DURATION OF THE LARVAL FEEDING PERIOD OF ALTICA WOODSI, NORTH 

EAST, PA., J916. 

Forty-one larve were carried through the larval feeding period 
from the date of their hatching to the date of their entering the 
ground. The duration of this period varied from 13 to 27 days, with 
an average of 18.71 days. The period covered by records on feeding 

larvee extended from June 18 to July 26. Complete data on the time 
and duration of this period are given in Table XIII. 

Taste XIII.—Time and duration of larval feeding period of A. woodsi, North East, 
Pa., 1916. 

| | | || j 

| Date of vate ot Number of} Duration Date of poesnie Number of} Duration 
| hatching. eronnde larve. of period. || hatching. Paonia larve. of period. 

2 ! E 

Days Days. 
June 18 July 7 1 19 | June 26 July 15 1 19 

18 10 | 1 22 28 21 2 23 
20 10 | 2 20 29 15 4 16 
21 10 | 1 19 30 18 1 18 
22 19 1 27 30 24 1 24 
23 10 5 17 | July 1 24 1 23 
23 12 ae 19 | 4 17 1 13 
24 10 3 | 16 | 4 21 4 17 
24 12 1 | 18 8 21 2 13 
25 17 5 22 8 26 1 18 
25 18 1 | 23 
26 14 1 | 18 141 218.71 

1 Total. : 2 Weighted average. 
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DURATION OF FIRST LARVAL STAGE. 

The duration of the first stage, of 74 larve reared, varied from 3 
to 9 days with an average of 6.16 days, as shown in Table XIV. 

Taste XIV.—First larval: TABLE X V.—Second larval 
stage of A. woodst, North stageof A. woodst, North 
East, Pa., 1916. ; East, Pa., 1916. 

Number of} Duration Number of} Duration 
larve. of stage. larve. of stage. 

Days. Days. 
1 3 4 4 
1 4 18 5 

iefais 5 15 6 
32 6 il 7 
16 7 14 8 
3 8 2 10 : 
4 9 1 15 

174 26.16 165 26.46 

1 Total. : 1 Total. 
2 Weighted average. 2 Weighted average. 

The records in this stage cover a period from June 18, the earliest 
recorded date of hatching, to July 15, the latest recorded date of 
passing the first molt. 

DURATION OF THE SECOND LARVAL STAGE. 

The duration of the second larval stage varied from 4 to 15 days 
with an average of 6.46 days, as shown in Table XV. The total 

period covered by records on larve of 
ee Pra Hare te ‘this stage extended from June 25 to 

North East, Pa., 1916. July 2 

oR DURATION OF FEEDING PERIOD OF THIRD LARVAL 
Number of | Duration 

larve. of period. | STAGE, NORTH EAST, PA., 1916. 

Be The duration of the feeding period of 
2 Be the third stage of 41 larve varied from 3 

| . 

2 a to 13 days, with an average of 6.51 days, 
a aes as shown in Table XVI. The total period 
4 oe | covered by records of larvee in this stage 
1 13 extended from July 1 to 26. 

141 26.51 
DURATION OF PERIOD IN GROUND. 

1 Total, The period in the ground includes the 
2 Weighted average. 

prepupal period, which is the latter part 
of the third stage, the pupal period, and the early part of the adult 
stage before emergence from the pupal cell. Fifty-three individuals 
were carried through this period. The minimum time required 
was 14 days, the maximum 21 days, and the average of 16.15 
days. The period covered by these records extended from July 7, 
when the first larva entered the ground, until August 29, when the 
last adult emerged. These data are given in full in Table XVII. 
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Taste XVII.—Time and duration of immature stages in the ground of Alteca woodsi, 
North East, Pa., 1916. 

Date of Number ‘ Date of Number . 
entering ue aeot a of indi- eet entering cate ok e.| ofindi- Futon 
ground, 8 ‘| viduals. B i ground. Tgence.| viduals. P , 

Days Days. 
July 7 | July 24 1 17 July 21 | Aug. 7 1 17 

10 24 7 14 7 1 14 
10 25 2 15 Aug. 1 16 1 15 
10 26 di 16 1 17 1 16 
15 29 3 14 3 19 3 16 
16 Aug. 5 3 20 6 21 3 15 
17 July 31 2 14 6 25 1 19 
17 | ATIC. 32 1 16 8 25 1 17 
18 2 1 15 8 26 1 18 
18 6 a 19 8 29 1 21 
19 2 1 14 
21 5 3 15 153 216.15 
21 6 7 16 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

EMERGENCE FROM HIBERNATION, 1917. 

A few beetles emerged from hibernation in the latter part of May, 
but they were not abundant until the early part of June. The first 
specimens were collected May 19 on wild grape, when Concord grape 
shoots were about 8 inches long and the flower buds were showing. 

, None were collected on 
TaBLE XVIII.—Jncubation period of A. woodsi, North 

East, Pa. 1917. cultivated grapes until 
: June 3, when they were 

Date of Date of | Number | Duration in- 
oviposition.| hatching. | ofeggs. | of period. Cee f . The yan 
3 : = creased in numbers 

Days. until about June 9. 
July 19 July 2 16 13 

19 3 8 14 
20 3 6 13 OVIPOSITION. 

a Meg ola a Gt 
21 6 2 15 Oviposition began 

6 
23 7 8 4 about 18 days after the 

| 171 213.72 emergence of the earli- 
est adults and continued 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 
until the latter part of 

July. The latest recorded date of oviposition was July 26. The 
longest recorded period of oviposition for a single female was 41 
days, from June 12 to July 23; this beetle deposited eggs on 17 days 
during that period. The number of eggs deposited by four isolated 
females varied from 37 to 181, with an average of 102.5 eggs each. 
Thirty-one eggs is the largest number deposited on a single day. 

INCUBATION. 

The duration of the incubation period of 71 eggs varied from 13 to 
15 days, with an average of 13.72 days, as shown in Table XVIII 
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TIME AND DURATION OF THE LARVAL FEEDING PERIOD. 

The duration of the feeding period of 190 larvee varied from 15 to 
23 days with an average of 18.59 days. The period covered by 
records on feeding larve extended from June 26 to July 26. Complete 
data on time and duration of this period are given in Table XIX. 

TasBLeE X1X.—Time and duration of larval feeding period of A.woodsi, North East, Pa., 
HON. 

{ 

Date of pate of Number | Duration || Date of ate of Number | Duration 
hatching. aecanide oflarve. | of period. || hatching. santas of larvee. | of period. 

Days. | Days 
June 26 July 14 5 18 July 4 July 25 2 21 

26) ||. 15 6 19 5 22 26 17 
26 16 1 20 5 23 7 18 
2 17 11 21 5 24 | 2 19 

July 2 20 6 18 5 OS || 4 20 
2 21 a 19 6 23 3 17 
3 21 9 18 6 25 7 19 
3 22 15 19 7 23 6 16 
3 23 9 20 7 24 3 17 
3 24 3 21 uf 25 1 18 
3 25 1 22 9 24 2 15 
3 26 1 23 9 25 4 17 
4 22 9 18 9 26 1 18 
4 23 34 19 
4 24 5 20 | 1190 218.59 

{ 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF THE FIRST LARVAL STAGE. 

The duration of the first larval stage was from 4 to 11 days with an 
average of 6.35 days, as shown in Table XX. The period covered 

by records on larve of this stage extended 
Tee Poa coon from June 26, the earliest recorded date of 

East, Pa., 1916. hatching, to July 15, the latest recorded date 
of passing the first molt. 

Number | Duration 

CU are 01 StBee: DURATION OF SECOND LARVAL STAGE. 

Days. The duration of the second stage of 209 
20 5 larvee was from 4 to 9 days with an average 
4 7 of 6 days, asshownin Table XXI. The total 
oF 3 period covered by records on larve of this 
3 10 1 il stage extended from July 1 to July 21. 

28H) 8:98 | DURATION OF FEEDING PERIOD OF THIRD LARVAL STAGE. 

1 Total. 1 l Py] Se The duration of the feeding period of the 
third larval stage of 189 larve varied from 4 

to 9 days with an average of 6.62 days, as shown in Table XXII. 
The total period covered by records of larve in this stage is from 
July 6 to July 26. 
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TIME AND DURATION OF PERIOD IN GROUND. 

The duration of the period in the ground of 115 individuals reared 
varied from 12 to 17 days with an average of 14.50 days. This 
period is covered by records extending from July 14 to August 11. 
The data on time and duration of this period are given in full in 
Table XXIII. 

TaBLE XXI.—Second larval TaBLeE XXI1.—Feeding period 
stage of A. woodsi, North East, of third larval stage of A. 
Pa., 1918. - woodsi, North East, Pa., 1918. 

Number | Duration Number | Duration 
of larve. of stage. of larve. of stage. 

Days. Days. 
6 4 4 4 

41 5 72 5 
113 6 69 6 
45 7 12 7 
3 8 18 8 
1 9 14 9 

1 209 26.00 1189 26. 62 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF PREPUPAL STAGE. 

The prepupal period of 57 larve recorded varied from 4 to 7 days, 
with an average of 4.68 days, as shown by Table XXIV. The total 
period covered by records on the prepupa extended from July 14 to 
August 1. 

TaBLE XXII1.—Time and duration of period in ground of A. woodsi,. North East, Pa., 
TBE 

I 

Date of Number . Date of Number . 

entering |_niel, | otinai- | Buration | entering | .Dsteot, | “ofinai | Huration ground. gence. | viduals. P ‘|| ground. gence.) viduals. Pp : 

Days. Days. 
July 14 July 29 1 15 July 22 Aug. 6 11 15 

: 14 30 4 16 22 7 3 16 
15 30 4 LS 22 8 2 17 
15 31 2 16 23 4 1 12 
16 30 1 14 23 6 6 14 
17 31 2 13 23 us 10 15 
17 30 it 14 24 ff 3 14 
17 Aug. 1 2 15 24 8 5 15 
20 O62 2 13 25 6 al 12 
20 3 1 14 25 8 1 14 
20 4 1 15 25 9 6 15 
21 2 1 12 25 10 1 16 
21 3 4 13 25 11 1 17 
21 4 8 14 26 9 1 14 
21 5 5 15 26 ile 1 16 
22 4 4 13 | 
22 | 5 13 14 1115 214.50 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

DURATION OF PUPAL STAGE. 

The pupal period of 45 individuals recorded varied from 6 to 9 days, 
with an average of 7.24 days, as shown by Table XXV. The total 
period covered by records on the pupa extended from July 20 to 
August 7. 
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DURATION OF CALLOW PERIOD. 

The duration of the callow period of the adult stage, or the period 
after transformation of the pupa to adult and before its emergence 
from the ground, was recorded for 48 individuals. It varied from 
1 to 4 days, with an average of 2.19 days, as 
shown in Table XX VI. The period covered ae ofA. Woods Meth 
by these records extended from July 28 to East, Pa., 1917. 
August 11. 

SUMMARY. Number ea 
ofindivid- | Syuation 

The seasonal history of the lesser grape- De | 
vine flea-beetle is similar in general to that aie 

. . . he | 

of the larger species, but it is later through- 2 ed 
out. There is a single generation annually, i re 
winter being passed | in the adult stage. Prsigrvereeesates| 
Beetles emerge from hibernation in the latter 

T : 1 Total. : part of May or early June, some time after aE Weiahtedl agora 
_ the grape shoots have expanded, or about 

three weeks later than the typical species. Oviposition begins early 
in June and continues until the latter part of July, when the last 
adults disappear. 

The average duration of the incubation period was 12.82 days in 
1916 and 13.72 days in 1917, slightly less than that of the larger 
species, but this difference may be accounted for by the fact that 
these incubation records were taken later in the season, when the 
temperature was higher. 

TABLE XXV.—Duration of pu- TaBLE XXVI.—Callow period of 
pal stage of A. woodsi, North adult stage of A. woodsi, North 
East, Pa., 1917. East, Pa., 1917. 

Number : 
PNcenher \courstion of individ- | Duration 

of pupe. of stage. uals. P y 

Days. Days. 
10 6 12 1 
16 7 19 2 
17 8 13 3 
2 9 4 4 

145 27.24 1 48 22.19 

1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 1 Total. 2 Weighted average. 

Larve are found on the vines in midsummer, the records of collec- 
tion extending from June 18 to August 8. The average duration of 
the larval feeding period was 18.71 days in 1916 and 18.59 days in 
1917, or about one-fourth shorter than that of the “‘large form.” The 
duration of the three larval stages was as follows: First stage, 6.16 
days in 1916 and 6.35 days in 1917; second stage, 6.46 days in 1916 
and 6 days in 1917; third stage, 6.51 days in 1916 and 6.62 days in 
1917. 
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The maximum limits of records of individuals transforming in the 
_ ground were from July 7 to August 29. The duration of this period 
of transformation averaged 16.15 days in 1916 and 14.50 days in 1917, 
or about 5 days less in each season than those required for the ‘‘large 
form.” The average duration of the different stages in the ground 
was as follows: Prepupa 4.68 days, pupa 7.24 days, callow adult 

2.19 days. . 
After emergence from the ground the beetles feed until late in 

autumn and then go into hibernation. A comparison of the fore- 
going with the seasonal history of the typical grapevine flea-beetle 
shows that the lesser species appears in the vineyard about three 
weeks later than the other and continues later throughout the season. 
The typical species disappeared from vineyards at the season indi- 
cated by Slingerland (79), while the ‘‘smali form”’ was present at the 
time that the ‘‘tardy individual,” referred to by him, was found 
ovipositing, some time after the overwintering adults of the typical 
species had disappeared. Following Slingerland’s suggestion a little 
further, it seems probable to the writer that the collection of beetles 
of the ‘‘small form,”’ if confused with the typical species, could easily 
give rise to the two-brood hypothesis. 

This comparison also shows that the lesser grapevine flea-beetle . 
is more rapid in its development, particularly in the larval and 
prepupal stages. This more rapid development can not be attributed 
to any extent to the fact that the larve appear later in the season, 
for even late individuals of the ‘‘large form”’ reared at the same time © 
as the early individuals of the ‘‘small form’’ required more time for 
their metamorphosis. 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE. 

The grapevine flea-beetle, according to all accounts, has been one 
of the most destructive of insects to the grape industry. Slingerland 
(19) wrote in 1898 that for several years previous it had done more 

damage to vineyards in New York than all other grape insects com- 
bined. Emerging from hibernation at the time when the grape buds 
are swelling, a single beetle, by eating out comparatively few buds, 
destroys as many shoots and a much larger number of clusters. If 
the injury is repeated, according to Quaintance and Shear (22), the 
vines themselves may be weakened or killed. Feeding after the 
grapes come into leaf, either by the adults or by the larve, is less 
destructive. ; 
Compared with its larger relative, the lesser grapevine flea-beetle 

is greatly limited in its possibilities for destructiveness, because the 
adult does not emerge from hibernation early enough to attack the 
buds, but, like the larva, is strictly a leaf feeder. In spite of this 
limitation, however, where it occurs in large numbers it can cause 
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considerable damage by its skeletonizing of the foliage. In one 
instance the writer has noted the killing of l-year-old vines of the 
Delaware variety by repeated defoliation. Not the least important 
economic consideration with regard to this beetle is the possibility 
of its being mistaken for the larger form and the consequent con- 
fusion of remedial measures. 

In spite of their potential ability to injure the grape industry, dur- 
ing the years of the writer’s residence in the Erie-Chautauqua grape 
belt (1914-1917) both of these insects were of minor importance. 

Such infestations as were observed were confined to vines on the 
borders of vineyards adjacent to woodlands in which there were 
heavy growths of wild grapes. 

The grapevine flea-beetle, like a number of related insects, is 

given to sporadic outbreaks of destructiveness followed by periods 

of comparatively little economic importance. This is well illustrated 
by the periodic receipt of complaints by the Bureau of Entomology. 
Based on this source of information, it appears that there have been 
three distinct extensive outbreaks in recent years: One in 1892 in 

Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, and Kansas, one during 1894 and 1895 in 
New York, and one in 1911 in Maryland, Virginia, and the District 
of Columbia. Requests for information regarding this insect have 
been received in practically all of the intervening years, but they 
have been comparatively few in number and much more local. 
Slngerland (1/9), writing in 1898, also records a serious period of 

destructiveness in New York for several years previous. On the 
other hand, 17 years later Hartzell (24) estimated that in the Erie- 

Chautauqua grape region less than 1 per cent of the area was infested. 
It is probable that the period when the writer’s observations were 

made represented a low tide in the abundance of these beetles, due 
to natural checks, as they were totally absent not only in vineyards 
where measures to destroy them might be taken, but also from the 
majority of neglected vineyards and from most growths of wild 
erapes. But aside from the natural causes there are two other fac- 
tors which have contributed to a permanent change in the economic 
status of this pest. Poison sprays, applied primarily to destroy the 
efapevine rootworm (F%dia viticada Walsh) and the grape-berry moth 
(Polychrosis viteana Clem.), readily destroy the flea-beetle larve feed- 

ing on the leaves at that time and may destroy many of the adults 
of the lesser flea-beetle which are also still in the vineyards. Up-to- 
date methods of tillage under vines, which break open the pupal 
cells, are also a contributing factor. These two factors make it diffi- 
cult for beetles to reproduce in well-cared-for vineyards and limit 
them to neglected vineyards and wild vines. Sporadic outbreaks 
may nevertheless be expected in vineyards adjacent to favorable 
breeding places, and these may be very severe locally. 
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PREDATORY ENEMIES. 

The natural causes responsible for the periods of comparative 
unimportance of the flea-beetles at the time they were under observa- 
tion were undetermined. Three species of carabid beetles and one 
of ants were found predatory on both flea-beetles, although none of 
the carabids was found in large numbers. No species of parasites 
has been reared by the writer. 

Lebia viridis Say,! the most common carabid, was closely asso- 

ciated with both species of flea-beetles. It feeds upon the eggs, 
larve, and pup of both species. This Lebia, although classed as a 
ground-beetle, is largely arboreal. It was found in leaf mold under 
wild grapevines, where flea-beetles were pupating in large numbers, 
but more frequently on grape leaves, both in vineyards and on wild 
vines. One specimen was taken on a wild grapevine over 15 feet 
above the ground. In spite of their individual voracity, as these 
beetles always occurred singly and were never found in large numbers, 
they were not regarded as of sufficient importance to hold the grape- 
vine flea-beetles in check. 

The earliest recorded collection of Ledbia viridis was May 22, in 1917. 
This beetle was found feeding upon eggs under strips of bark on grape 
canes. No more were found until June 22, when larve of the typical 
flea-beetle were quite common on the vines. After this time until 
the first of August Lebia viridis was fairly numerous. The latest 
record of collection was September 11, in 1916, after all of the imma- 
ture stages of the flea-beetles had transformed. 

This carabid is steel blue in color and about the size of the typical 
grapevine flea-beetle, with which it might be confused by a casual 
observer. It is probably the enemy of the flea-beetle referred to by 
Hartzell (24), which he describes as a “‘carabid closely resembling the 
adult flea-beetle in size and color.” 

Lebia ornata Lec. and Harpalus erythropus Dej.t were found in 
very small numbers in leaf mold under wild grapevines, and fed upon 
pupe and prepupe of the flea-beetles in confinement. . 
A brown ant, Myrmica scabrinodis Nyl., subsp. schenchi Emery, 

var. emeryand Forel,’ destroyed a large amount of larval and pupal 
material that was intended for use in rearing work. Full-grown 
larve had been placed in earth in flowerpots partially buried in the 
insectary yard. A few days later ants were found carrying larve 
and pup from these pupation quarters. 

The Biological Survey has found grapevine flea-beetles in the 
stomachs of the following birds: Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus), 

meadowlark (Sturnella magna), Cape May warbler (Dendroica tigrina), 

red-eyed vireo (Vireosylva olivacea), white-eyed vireo (Vireo griseus), 

1 Determined by Mr, E. A. Schwarz. 2 Determined by Dr. W. M. Wheeler. 
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Philadelphia vireo (Vireosylva philadelphica), Carolina wren (Thry- 
othorus ludovicianus), and bluebird (Sialia sialis). 

METHODS OF CONTROL. 

As previously stated, no extensive infestation of either species of 
flea-beetle came under the writer’s observation in the Krie-Chautauqua 
erape belt, and those infestations that did occur were confined to 
vines at the ends of rows or the edges of vineyards.’ In such situa- 
tions hand-picking the beetles was the best means of control. The 
effect of this method is immediate, which is very desirable against 
SO voracious an insect, against which arsenical sprays actcomparatively 
slowly. On small areas in a corner or at the edge it is also cheaper 
than the employment of a power sprayer, which must be drawn the 
entire length of each row, of which only a small part may be infested. 
Had an extensive infestation occurred, spraying would have been 
resorted to, but as none was present no spraying experiments 
were conducted. 

The application of a spray mixture containing 3 pounds of arsenate 
of lead paste (144 pounds, powdered) to 50 galions of Bordeaux mix- 
ture is usually recommended for the control of the typical species. 
One of the recent investigators, Hartzell (24), states that this mixture 

protects the vines from severe injury because it is repellent to the 
beetles and disperses them over the vineyard, but that it does not kill 
them. To kill the beetles he has found that a high dosage of arsenate 
of lead, not less than 4 pounds paste (2 pounds, powdered) to 50 
gallons of water, is most effective. This high dosage is necessary 
to kill the beetles quickly before much damage is done, because of 
their voracity and resistance to poison. He also states that the 
effectiveness of the poison is much increased by the addition of 
one-half gallon of molasses to the foregoing mixture. The addition 
of molasses because of its solubility has the disadvantage, however, 
of making the poison likely to be washed off by rains. Owing to the 
frequency of rains at this season of the year this is a very serious 
disadvantage. Molasses should not be added to a spray solution 
containing Bordeaux mixture, or burning of the foliage is apt to 
result. The time of application should be on the first warm day 
when the grape buds are swelling, or as soon as the beetles appear. 

The difficulty of destroying the adults makes it important that 
these pests be not allowed to reproduce in a vineyard. The 

1 After this paper had gone to press, in the spring of 1520, the writer’s attention was called to extensive 

destructiveness by A. chalybea at Neosho, Mo., by Mr. F. W. Faurot, director of the Missouri State Fruit 

Experiment Station at Mountain Grove, Mo. It was stated that the greater part of the crop in a number 

of vineyards had been destroyed by the activities of this beetle during the previous season. In 1920it was 

apparently much the most destructive grape insect of the region. Spraying experiments for the control 

of beetles emerging from hibernation were conducted by Mr. A. J. Ackerman and the writer, in cooperation 
with the Missouri Fruit Experiment Station. Arsenate oflead at the rate of 3 pounds (powdered) to 50 

galions of water gave fair control, and this dosage was much more effective than one of 2 pounds to 50 gallons 

of water. 
va 
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immature stages are very susceptible to remedial measures, and their 
destruction incidental to good tillage and to spraying for the control 
of other pests has been referred to under the discussion of economic 
importance (p. 20-21). The regular spray applications for the control 
of the grapevine rootworm and the grape-berry moth are so timed 
-that they are entirely effective against the larve of Altica woodsi but 
can not be relied upon to destroy all of the larvee of A. chalybea. 
During both 1916 and 1917 the earliest larve of the latter species 
began entering the soil about 10 days before the first regular spray 
application was made. In case of a heavy infestation of larve of 
this species on the grape foliage an application made just before the 
grapes bloom is advisable to prevent a heavy infestation of beetles 
the following spring. This extra application, however, probably will 
be rarely necessary. 

GENERAL SUMMARY. 

The grapevine flea-beetle (Aléica chalybea Il.) is a grape pest which 
eats out the swelling buds in early spring, thus destroying the em- 
bryonic shoots and fruit clusters. Later both the beetles and the 
larvee feed upon leaves of the grape. It is single brooded. Winter 
is passed in the adult stage. Eggs are deposited in groups under bud 
scales or strips of bark; the larvee migrate to the leaves to feed and 
enter the soil to pupate; and the pupe transform to the adult stage 
by early summer. This is in agreement with the habits and seasonal 
history as usually described in the literature of the species. 

Statements that the eggs are deposited on leaves, that the insect 
is two-brooded, and that it prefers thin-leaved varieties of grapes 
as hosts rather than the Concord variety, are due to a confusion with 
a closely allied species, the lesser grapevine flea-beetle (Altica 
woodsi n. sp.}, hitherto usually determined as ‘A. chalybea, small 
form.’ This insect is also single brooded but emerges from hiber- 
nation enough later in the season to appear as a second brood of the 
typical species. Eggs are deposited singly, or sometimes in a cluster 
of two or three on the underside of the leaf upon which they feed. 
As in the case of the first-named species, transformations are passed 
in the ground and winter is passed in the adult stage. 

In addition to the above-mentioned characteristics, the lesser grape- 
vine flea-beetle may be distinguished from its larger ally by its dis- 
tinctly smaller size in all stages, by the green color of the adult 
instead of blue, the pale yellow of the egg instead of a deep yellow or 
orange, the yellow body color of the larva instead of a brownish 
yellow, and the absence of sete on the ventral prothoracic plate of 
the larva. The feeding marks of both larva and adult are also a 
ready means of identification. Both the adult and the larva of the 
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lesser species merely pit the upper surface of thick-leaved varieties 
of grapes, and eat small holes in the foliage of thin-leaved varieties. 
Both stages of its larger ally strip the leaf tissue of varieties like the 
Delaware, while on leaves of varieties like the Concord the larva 
makes large whitish patches on the upper surface, and the adult, 
also feeding on the upper surface of the leaves, eats large holes in 
them. 

Almost no other insect can cause as severe injury to the grape 
crop, in restricted areas, as that of which the grapevine flea-beetle 
is capable when the grape buds are swelling. The lesser species, 
which emerges later, is less destructive. Both species are sporadic 

- in their occurrence from season to season and they are now restricted 
in their distribution largely to vineyards adjacent to wild grape 
arbors. A number of predatory enemies, of which Lebia viridis Say 
is the most important, contribute to its natural control. 

Where vineyards are liable to injury from this pest, vigilance in 
early spring is essential to safety. When the beetles do appear their 
voracity makes prompt action necessary. If, as is usually the case, 
the infestation covers only a small area, hand-picking the beetles will 
probably be the most effective as well as the cheapest means of 
control, while if a large area is infested, spraying with arsenate of 
lead will probably be necessary. A spray application of 3 pounds of 
arsenate of lead paste (14 pounds powdered) is ordinarily recom- 
mended, but if the infestation is severe and rains can be avoided, a 
dosage of not less than 6 pounds of arsenate of lead paste (or 3 
pounds powdered) to 50 gallons of water may be used. The larve 
of the lesser species and most of those of the larger species may 
be readily destroyed by the usual spray applications for the grape- 
berry moth and the grapevine rootworm, and these measures, together 
with up-to-date vineyard tillage, make it practically impossible for 
these pests to reproduce in a vineyard and limit them to wild vines. 
Very rarely a spray application before the grapes bloom will be ad- 
visable to destroy the earliest larve of A. chalybea. These measures 
have probably been the cause for the change in the economic status 
of the grapevine flea-beetle from apparently a first-rate pest of 20 
years ago to one of second-rate importance at present. 
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NATURE OF INJURY. 

An insect enemy of cabbage, turnip, and other cruciferous crops, 
known as the western cabbage flea-beetle, ranks as a most trouble- 
some pest in the region which it inhabits.? 

It is primarily an enemy of gardens, but quite too frequently 
becomes a pest in large commercial plantings. The chief injury is 
done by the overwintered beetles attacking turnip, radish, and other 
cruciferous vegetables just as they are coming through the ground, 
and by the beetles of the first generation, which are usually at the 
maximum of their destructiveness during June and July. The beetles 
appear suddenly, and frequently in incalculable numbers, and large 
areas are completely devastated before the grower becomes aware of 
their presence. 
‘Although the larve feed on the roots of cruciferous vegetables, 

they cause little appreciable damage. 
The beetles are by no means confined in their injurious attacks to 

cabbage and other cole crops, since when they occur in unusual 
abundance they attack most forms of vegetable crops, including 
beans, peas, table and sugar beets, mustard, kale, and rape. As with 

1 Phyliotreta pusilla Horn; family Chrysomelidae, order Coleoptera. 
? This insect was under observation by the junior author (deceased) from 1909 until 1917,at Rocky Ford, 

1832°—20——_1 
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the majority of flea-beetles, this species does most harm to young 
plants, and, as an instance of its destructiveness, it has been reported 
to come in swarms, like black clouds, completely covering the plants. 

This species is not a periodical pest, ike army worms and others, 
but it is more or less injurious year after year in the regions which 
it inhabits. It is, however, like most other flea-beetles, subject to 

considerable fluctuation in numbers for reasons which have not yet 
been entirely explained, but which are doubtless due to atmospheric 
conditions either at the time that the insect is breeding or when it 
is in hibernation. : 

DESCRIPTION. 

BEETLE. 

The adult of the western cabbage flea-beetle (fig. 1) is shining 
metallic copper in color, measuring one-sixteenth of an inch or a little 

more in length. The body is elongate oval, 

Pest x, much flattened. The antenne are slender and 

the same in both sexes. The thighs of the 
hind legs are strongly developed, fitting the 
insect for jumping, whence its common name 
of ‘‘flea”’ or flea-beetle. 

Following is the original description of 
Phyllotreta pusilla (3,1 p. 802): 

lorm narrow, elongate, depressed, piceous, surface with 

distinct eneous lustre. Antenne slender, half as long as 

the body, piceous, joints 2-3 paler. Head scarcely visibly 

punctate. Thorax less than twice as wide as long, widest 
at middle, sides arcuate, apex slightly narrower than base, Fic. 1.—The western cabbage 

flea-beatle (Phyllotreta pus- : : pee 
illa):Adult, highly magniflea, “SC convex, surface shining, the punctures moderate, 

closely placed, but not convex. Elytra wider than the 

thorax, humeri obtuse, punctation coarser than that of the thorax, closely placed, 

very little finer near the apex, but less dense, surface shining. Body beneath and 
legs piceous, abdomen sparsely punctate. Length .06—.08 inch; 1.5-2 mm. 

Male. entral [segment] with a feeble triangular impression in the apex. 
Female.—Last ventral simple. 

The antenne are alike in both sexes and the joints 3 to 10 vary 
little in length, although slightly broader externally. 

This species is very easily confounded with related forms of similar 
habits. Prominent among these is Phyllotreta albionica Lec., which 
it resembles so nearly in form, size, and color that the females can 

scarcely be separated. It is, however, more shining, the head is 
nearly smooth, and the thorax and elytra are less densely punctate. 
Moreover, Ph. albionica may easily be separated by the male antennse 
which have the fifth joint dilated. The femaie antenne of the two 
species are almost identical. The color of pusilla is sometimes olive 
brown and inclined to black, but examination of a large series of 
properly preserved specimens does not show any material variation, 

1 Reference is made by number (italic) to ‘‘ Literature cited,”’ p. 21. 
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except in a few darker individuals from northern Colorado, the 

normal color being almost uniformly cupreous or copper-colored. 

The species is also apt to be confused with Ph. aeneicollis Cr., but the 

latter may be readily distinguished, inasmuch as it is more convex, 

more shining, and distinctly larger. 

EGG. 

The ege is light yellow, glistening, of oval form, and about 1/50 

of an inch in length. 
In confinement eggs were deposited in cracks in the soil “about 

the roots of the cruciferous plants on which the larva subsists and 

there is good reason to believe that this 
is the usual habit under field con- 
ditions. 

LARVA. 

The larva (fig. 2, a, 6) is thread-like 
in appearance, uniformly white, except 
for the head sclerites, the legs, and a 
chitinized area on the caudal abdominal 
segment, which are pale chestnut brown. 
The mature larva is about 5 mm. in 
leneth and from 0.5 to 0.65 mm. in 
width, or approximately 10 times as 
long as wide. 

The larve feed normally on the roots 
of cruciferous plants and remain con- 
cealed in the soil throughout their life. 

PUPA. 

On reaching maturity the larva selects : 
. : Fic. 2.—Western cabbage flea-beetle: a, 

a suitable place for transformation and outline of larva, lateral view; b, head 

tiem wreeles about until it has formed 220 ‘oracte segments of same, dorsal 

a compact, well-defined cell in the soil, Ee ae 
in the vicinity of the roots on which it fed. After the cell is formed 
the larva shortens and in about two days changes to pupa. 

The pupa (fig. 2, c) is approximately of the same size as the adult 
and is ent-rely white. The arrangement of the antenne, legs, and 
Wings is the same as that of the average halticine pupa.’ 

DISTRIBUTION. 

The range of the western cabbage flea-beetle, accorded by Horn 
and others, is from the Dakotas to Mexico and central and southern 
California. 

3 Detailed descriptions of the immature stages are omitted from this paper because fresh materialis not 

available and it is, moreover, desirable to compare all cf these stages with those cf related species and 

illustrate the same. 
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It is widely distributed in the Rocky Mountain region of Colorado 
and New Mexico, and is known to occur in more isolated localities in 
Arizona, Wyoming, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Kansas. It is also 
abundant in some portions of Texas, ranging southward to Browns- 
ville and undoubtedly into Mexico, although only doubtfully recorded 
from that country. The known distribution is shown in the map 

' (fig. 8). This species is to be found quite frequently at very high 
elevations and is also evidently a permanent inhabitant of lower 
areas,.as, for example, Brownsville, Tex. It is evidently a Sonoran 
form and common to both the Upper and Lower Sonoran Life Zones,‘ 
but in some States it has been observed in the Semitropical, Transi- 
tion, and Boreal Zones. 

Undoubtedly the species has a wider distribution than is indicated 
by the map, comprising an area considerably larger in extent than 
one-third of the United States. It probably occurs in southern 

Idaho, and without 
\} doubt is more widely 

distributed in the 
States of Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Montana, 
Utah, Arizona, and 
Texas than is at pres- 
ent known. While it 
does not approach 
the border lines of 
several other States 

Sie eee = known to be inhab- 
Fic, 3.—Map showing distribution of western cabbage flea-beetle. 5 

ited, nevertheless a 

lookout should be kept in the future for invasions in southwestern 
Louisiana, southeastern Idaho, and Nevada. 

REPORTS OF INJURY. 

Our record of injury positively attributable to the western cabbage 
flea-beetle begins in 1889, thé year when the species was described 
as new to science. That year, May 25, Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell 
sent specimens to the Department of Agriculture with the report 
that the insect did great damage to the leaves of turnip at West- 
cliffe, Colo. Injuries were reported at intervals in 1893, 1897, 1904, 
and 1906. In 1908 and 1909 there were several outbreaks over con-— 
siderable territory, and a somewhat smaller outbreak occurred also 
over a large territory in 1913. 

In 1893 Prof. R. Y. Croydon sent specimens from Laramie, Wyo., 
that were damaging turnips and radishes. — 

4 The species came under the observation of the junior writer at Rocky Ford, Manzanola, Fowler, Las 

Animas, Loma, Holly, Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, and Greeley, Colo.; Garden City, Kans.; 

Maxwelland French, N. Mex.; Sanibel and Mercedes, Tex.; Phoenix, Ariz.; and Thermal, Calif. 
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In 1897 specimens were received, July 10, from Mr. D. A. Pierce, 
Kennedy, Nebr., with the statement that the species had destroyed 
between 10 and 20 acres of corn in 24 hours. They were said to 
destroy everything in gardens. They came in swarms of black clouds 
and covered the plants. Later in the month Mr. Benj. F. Henry, 
Hill City, S. Dak., complained of a “‘flea””—a name commonly applied 
by farmers to flea-beetles—that was troublesome on cabbage and 
other cruciferous crops in his vicinity. Only a single grower in his 
neighborhood had saved any cabbage, all others having given up the 
fight against this flea-beetle. In addition to cabbage this species was 
injurious to radish, horse-radish, and turnip, and was stated also to 

injure peas. On the last-mentioned plant it ate the lower leaves 
or lower part of the stalk. Out of 1,000 good cabbage plants our 
correspondent saved only a hundred. The beetles seemed to prefer 
the younger plants, but thrived also upon the older ones. A neighbor 
of our correspondent reported that he had not raised a turnip for 
seven years on account of this insect. It was prevalent in injurious 
abundance throughout the region of the Black Hills. The beetles 
were first noticed the last week of June, and seemed to disappear 
toward the end of July. 

In 1904, during the first week of June, this species was observed 
by Prof. E. G. Titus, at Paonia, Fort Collins, and Longmont, Colo., 
and at Blackfoot, Idaho, June 22, attacking sugar beet. May 19, 
25 acres of sugar beets were reported destroyed to date by this beetle 
at Grand Junction, Colo. 

In 1906, Miss Hannah Carr, Mineral Hill, N. Mex., wrote January 
11 of this insect destroying crops in that locality, particularly turnips, 
beans, and cabbage. From an acre of turnips only a few pounds of 
the vegetable were obtained. The same year complaints of injury 
to cabbage, radish, and nasturtium were received from Mr. Nathan 
Hall, Socorro, N. Mex. 

_ The year 1908 witnessed severe outbreaks of this pest. April 24 
Miss Margaret Botchleott, Grady, N. Mex., sent specimens with com- 
plaint of injury to garden plants. At Chico, N. Mex., it was injurious 
to cabbage. January 22, Mr. D. K. McMillan observed many beetles 
on turnip at Corpus Christi, Tex. The same year the species was 
received April 27, and later, from Mr. C. A. Pugh, Verne, Okla., 

where the beetle was reported to be injuring garden truck generally. 
June 4 Mrs. Frank Perron, Hurley, Tex., sent specimens with report 
that the beetles were entirely destroying radish and cabbage crops 
in the Coldun Tract in the panhandle of Texas. Mr. A. Olson, 
Blacktower, Roosevelt Co., N. Mex., October 25, writing of this 

species as the ‘‘garden flea” stated that it was generally found on 
radish, beet, lettuce, and in fact on almost all kinds of plants when 

they first come up. The insect perforates the small plants with 
holes and eats the substance until they die. The beetles were very 
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hard to catch and did great damage. The same year injuries were 
also reported to gardens in Verne, Okla., in April and May, and an 
invasion occurred at Brownsville and at Harlingen, Tex., on turnip 

and cabbage, in November. According to reports by Mr. McMillan, 
the beetles were to be found continuously through the month of 

* November in south Texas. 

in 1909 Mr. H.J. Kelley, Springton, Idaho, complained of this species, 
June 18. It was observed by Mr. M. M. High attacking potato at 
Lyford, Tex., March 2, and turnips and radish at Brownsville, Tex., 

March 26. July 25, of the same year, complaint by Mr. R. E. Chevick 
was made in regard to the same insect, on beans, cabbage, sugar beet, 
garden beet, and mangels. During July also, Mr. G. E. Thompson re- 
ported it at Akron, Colo., on kale and rape, and a heavy infestation 

at Fort Collins, stating that farmers complained of serious injury 
in their gardens, espécially to cabbage, radish, and peas. November 
7, H. M. Russell found the beetle at Compton, Calif., feeding on wild 

mustard. 
In 1910 beetles were observed by Mr. High at Brownsville, Tex., in 

January, February, and March in large numbers on turnip, radish, 
and lettuce, doing great damage to young plants, the underside of 
the leaves being covered with excavations made by them. He wrote 
“in time this greatly devitalizes the growth of the plants and if the 
present number remains long enough, many of the leaves will wilt 
and die.” March 2 the species was observed in numbers on young 
Irish potatoes at Lyford, Tex., by Mr. A. Steller. 

During 1911, Mr. McMillan stated that in January and February 
this flea-beetle had been numerous at Brownsville, Tex., on wild 
water-cress (Roripa sphaerocarpa), wild pepper-grass (Lepidium vir- 
ginicum), and on young turnip, mustard, and rutabaga. The beetles 
pass through partial hibernation, but their wild hosts were only 
slightly injured. July 2, this species was the subject of complaint 
at Goodwell, Okla., by Mr. Gus Shubert, who stated that in spite 
of different plantings the insect, locally known as the “earth flea,” 
damaged radish, turnip, and cabbage. Serious infestation was re- 
ported the following day at Akron, Colo., to cabbage, lettuce, radish, 
and peas, and on July 25, to beans, cabbage, and sugar beets at Dulce, 
N. Mex. 

June 10, 1912, injury was reported at Moses, N. Mex., to cabbage, 

radish, and turnip. 
In 1913 this flea-beetle was observed in large numbers, January 

27, at Brownsville, Tex., by Mr. High, attacking radish and turnip. 

The leaves were full of small holes made by the beetles. Injury was 
less noticeable on spinach and table beets. May 17, it was quite 
abundant on cabbage. Small excavations had been made on the 
underside of the leaves but were not yet entirely through the upper 
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covering. During the same year further injuries were reported to 
turnip, mustard, and radish at Amarillo, Tex.; to radish at Sheridan . 

Lake, Colo., and to radish and turnip at Albert, Union@o.,N.Mex. Of 
the last occurrence our correspondent wrote, ‘we can not raise these 
crops for the flea eats them as soon as they come through the soil.” 
It was also injurious to cabbage, turnip, mustard, and radish at Tucum- 
cari, N. Mex., and to radish at Thermal, Calif. 

During 1914 Mr. F. B. Milliken reported this species attacking 
Lepidium pubecarpum at Garden City, Kans. He also observed 
larvee from which the beetle was reared, May 17. 

During 1915 this species was reported injurious to cabbage at 
Chico, N. Mex.; in 1916 to radish and cabbage at Fort Stanton, 
N. Mex.; and in 1917 to turnip, radish, and tomato at Golden, Colo. 

During 1919 this species was apparently rare, having been reported © 
in only four localities. At Brownsville, Tex., Mr. High found it 
attacking crucifers, and Mr. C. F. Stahl, Bureau of Entomology, 

~ collected specimens at Riverside, Calif., June 10 and July 14 on corn 
leaves. During July it made its appearance in injurious numbers 
at Lake Valley, N. Mex., where it was reported by Mr. John Avirette, 

attacking mustard, radish, and cabbage in the order named. He 

stated that without constant spraying with arsenicals these crops 
would all be ruined. August 26 of the same year Mr. A. E. Mallory, 
Bureau of Entomology, observed this species in moderate number 
on turnip. 

July 16, 1920, Mr. D. J. Balagna, a grower and shipper of vegeta- 
bles, Florence, Colo., wrote that this beetle was ‘‘destroying the entire 
valley,’ and unless something was done promptly, cabbage, cauli- 
flower, and all related vegetables would be destroyed. Our corre- 
spondent had tried nicotine sulphate, coal oil and soap, arsenate of 
lead, salt water, lime, and Paris green, but found nothing that would 
kill it. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

The western cabbage flea-beetle, although normally an enemy of 
cruciferous plants, frequently does much injury to sugar beets and 
other vegetable crops. Turnip (Brassica rapa), mustard (B. spp.), 
and radish (Raphanus spp.) are decidedly the favorite food plants. 
The beetles also attack horse-radish (Radicula armoracia), rape 
(Brassica napus), cabbage (Brassica oleracea), cauliflower (B. 

oleracea var. botrytis), water cress (Radicula nasturtium-aquaticum, 
foripa nasturtiwm), Chinese mustard or pe-tsai (Brassica juncea), 
nasturtium, bee-plant (Cleome serrulata), sweet alyssum (Alyssum 

maritimum), candytuft ([beris spp.), wild peppergrass (Lepidiwm 
pubecarpum, L. virginicum, et al.), hedge mustard (Sisymbrium spp.), 
wild water cress (Roripa sinuata and R. sphaerocarpa), and tansy 
mustard (Sophia pinnata). All of these are normal food plants. 
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When the beetles occur in great abundance they injure also sugar 
- beets and table beets (Beta spp.), mangel-wurzel (Bb. vulgaris var. 
macrorliza), lettuce (Lactuca sativa), beans (Phaseolus spp.), peas 
(Pisum satwum), carrots (Daucus carota), tomato (Lycopersicum 

esculentum), potato (Solanum tuberosum), and corn (Zea spp.). 
Injury is due to the beetles eating pitlike holes in the leaves 

of young plants, usually selecting the lower surface. Radish is so 
seriously attacked practically everywhere within the destructive 
range of this pest that it is almost impossible in such regions to grow 
this vegetable unless strenuous efforts are made to prevent the inroads 
of the flea-beetle. Turnip and mustard are about equally attractive 
to the beetles and unprotected beds are frequently destroyed. impor- 
tant injury to cabbage is confined to young plants in seedbeds or to 
plants soon after they have been transplanted in the field. Horse- 
radish is readily attacked and the foliage is often so completely — 
riddled that it has the appearance of a sieve when held up to the 
hight. This plant, however, is very resistant and the roots attain a 

good growth in spite of severe attack to the leafage 
The larve have been observed on radish, Cleome, and Lepidiwm 

pubecarpum only, but doubtless live on the roots of many other 
cruciferous and related capparidaceous plants. The injury done 
by the larvee is negligible, so far as our observations go, in which 
respect this species tHE ae from the related striped augnee flea- 
beetle and horse-radish flea-beetle.’ 

SEASONAL HISTORY. 

In its more northern range the beetle passes the winter months 
in hibernation under clods of earth, or under heaps of weeds, dead 
Jeaves, or other rubbish, whence it comes forth with the first warm 
days of spring. In the extreme South the beetles are active through- 
out the year but reproduction does not occur during the winter. 
In the Arkansas Valley the beetles issue from their winter quarters 
during the latter part of March or early April. At first the folage 
of Sophia pinnata and horse-radish supply them with food. From 
these plants they go to early mustard and radish, and throughout 
the season or until severe freezes have occurred the beetles are to be 
found on various cruciferous vegetables and weeds. In south Texas 
beetles occur afield from February until December, being found, with 
the exception of two months, practically fron the year. 

There are apparently three generations annually in Otero County, 
Colo. Egg laying begins within a few days after the beetles leave their 
winter quarters—as early as April 14—and continues until early 
September. 

5 Phyllotreta vittata Fab, and Ph. armoraciae Koch, respectively. 
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LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS. 

OVIPOSITION. 

Opportunity was afforded for observing the female of this flea- 
beetle in the act of laying her eggs, beginning June 18, 1915, at Rocky 
Ford, Colo. Ina period of 12 minutes 17 eggs were deposited. When 
fully extruded, the ovipositor is from one-third to one-half the length 
of the abdomen. The total time taken in laying an egg varied from 
2 to 5 seconds, 3 seconds being the average. During the laying there is 
a contracting movement of the abdomen, the ovipositor is extruded— 
not always to its full length—and an egg is forced through the 
opening. If, when the egg is forced out, it does not strike a surface 
and adhere to it the female twists the ovipositor about until the egg 
comes into contact with a surface to which it adheres. After an egg 
was laid the female generally ran about for a few seconds, then 
stopped and remained quiet for a few more seconds before laying 
another egg. Three different times the succeeding egg was laid at 
the same place within 2 or 4 seconds of the preceding one. As far 
as could be determined the eggs were not deposited in any particular 
order or arrangement, but were distributed quite promiscuously 
over the surface of the glass in the rearing cage. After having laid 
the last egg, the female ran down on the stem of a turnip leaf, which 
was in the cage, and commenced to eat. No further egg laying was 
observed, but as four other eggs were found it is presumed that they 
were laid before these observations began, which would give a total 
of about 21 eggs laid at this time. 

Subsequently eges were found in various other locations, one mass 
of 20 being laid on the soil, another of similar number on the lower 
surface of a turnip leaf, while others were scattered in small masses 
about the crowns of the plants. 

The number of eggs that might be deposited by a single beetle was 
very difficult to ascertain and although attempts were made only 
two records of egg laying were obtained. 

September 6, 1915, three beetles, two females and a male, developed 
dn the cages at Rocky Ford, Colo. They lived through the winter 
under bits of earth in a rearing jar, and March 29, 1916, the male 
mated with one of the females. This pair was isolated in another 
cage and the record of the eggs deposited is given in Table I. 

TaBuE I.—Lgg-laying record of a single female of Phyllotreta pusilla. 

Number Number 
Date. of eggs Date. of eggs 

deposited. deposited. 

1916. 191 
VANES ae te 21 WEN PALS coe teas 19 

11D} SS eee 27 Dp See masala tas 32 
Paes Ne cae 23 Phe en ae Aas 27 
29 sae See: 23 JUNMeROE Es! ase 21 

IMiaivenGepacssroeeer 16 WS Ae Le 20 

CB esescnc Be 1S Total....... 244 

1832°—20——2 
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The female died June 20, and the male July 31. 

The second female, which developed September 6, 1915, deposited 
193 eggs beginning March 26 and ending July 26, 1916. She died 
July 30. : 

Females collected in the field and confined deposited from 27 to 
163 eggs each, indicating that many of their eggs had been deposited 
before they were confined. 

HABITS AND BEHAVIOR. 

It was noticed in the occurrence of this insect in Otero County, 
Colo., that the beetles could best be collected during the middle of 
the day, the time when they were most active and were out on the 

plants in larger numbers. LEarlier or later in the day 
they were usually found lower down on the plants 
around the crown or in cracks in the ground. 

In order to collect them in numbers, a collecting bottle 
fixed somewhat as follows was used and found satis- 
factory: The bottoms of two small vials are broken out 
and then put end to end through the cork of the larger 
bottle (fig. 4). Upon inserting the neck of the outer 
vial over a beetle, it will invariably jump up into the 
vial. The neck is useful in that the beetle has a sup- 
port to fall on if it does not secure a footing on the 
side of the vial. Hundreds of beetles can be collected 
in a bottle of this kind with small possibilities of any 
escaping. This form of bottle has been successfully - 
used for the capture of other species of flea-beetles. 

Adults mated from the middle of June to the middle 
oe eee of July, and were sufficiently abundant to do noticeable 
flea-beetles damage to small plants. Small radish plants were very 
ous ay: much injured by the beetles eating into the stalk at 

the top or just below the surface of the ground, causing the plants 
to wilt and die. 

In rearing experiments considerable care is required to see that 
the soil, or whatever the insects are in, does not become too wet or 
too dry. If the eggs are allowed to become too wet, they do not 
hatch; if not moist enough, they shrivel and dry up. In general, eggs 
require soil that is moderately moist. 

The greatest difficulty in life-history studies was encountered in 
the larval stage. The larve were easily killed by excessive mois- 
ture, especially when accompanied by heat. Probably several 
thousand larve hatched but only a few lived to be adults. The 
most susceptible period is just after the larve have hatched. The 
laboratory temperature varied from 65° to 80° F. or above, with the 
maximum temperature for the larve about 70° F. This approxi- 

i 

a 

q 
i 
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Fi 
B ; 
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mated more nearly the soil temperature in the field. Much below 
this the larve did not develop well and above 80° there was a con- 
siderable increase noticeable in the death rate. If too much mois- 
ture accumulates in rearing jars or ‘‘cages”’, the air becomes satur- 
ated during the day and at night cools off and condenses. This is 
detrimental to the larve, as they often become submerged in drops 
of water. 

The young larve feed on the hair roots of their food plants and the 
older ones feed also on the main stalk and branches. 

It was necessary to supply fresh roots every two or three days as 
decay is apt to set in. Parts of the crown of small turnips were sup- 
plied to the larve as food and they fed on this readily but did not 
seem to do as well as on fresh radish roots. 
Upon reaching maturity the larve cease feeding and crawl rest- 

lessly around for a day or so before entering the soil. They make 
a distinct pupal cell with the inside compact and tightly cemented. 
Larvee were observed in these cells, in a number of cases, for several 
days before they began to shorten. The contracted prepupal 
period ordinarily lasts 4 or 5 days. 

Several times soil was secured in the field and brought to the 
laboratory and examined for larve or pupe of this flea-beetle. In 
no instance was any larva or pupa observed. A number of ex- 
aminations for larve and pupxe were made by digging around the 
roots of growing turnips and radishes. but neither was ever found 
in the field. 

Since the eggs and larve in the laboratory seemed to be so sus- 
ceptible to excessive moisture, the opinion was reached that it 
might be possible to control the species in the egg, larval, and pupal 
stages in the field by the practice of irrigation. Whenever the 
plants are irrigated, the soil around the roots is quite thoroughly 
soaked and it seems likely that the eggs, larvee, and pupe may not 
be able to withstand this. 

LIFE CYCLE. 

In working out the life history of the western cabbage flea-beetle 
_ adults were captured in the field and confined in cages consisting of 
battery jars and glass-covered boxes. The lid of a small tin salve 
box, filled with moistened earth, was placed in each cage, and in 

this earth the beetles deposited their eggs. The lids containing the 
earth were removed daily or at intervals of two or three days and 
placed in larger salve boxes. Food was supplied the larve by 
placing sprouted radish seed on the surface of the earth in the boxes. 
As the larve neared maturity most of the earth was removed from 
the lids in order to enable a close observation of the pup. 
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Owing to the extreme delicacy of the larve, it was impossible to 
rear large numbers at any one time. The small numbers of beetles 
which developed showed little disposition to breed and it was not 
possible to determine the number of generations occurring annu- 

ally from any given ‘‘stock,’” or lot of specimens. The rearing 
records obtained, however, indicate the probability of three genera- 
tions occurring annually in Otero County, Colo. 

In Tables IT, III, and IV records of the observed generations of the 

western cabbage flea-beetle in 1916 are given: 

TaBLe II.—First generation of western cabbage flea-beetle. 

First. 
Item. genera- 

tion. 

1916 
Adults cap tuned and: confined? 2222 eke saa cition oases k este Soe eeee cers has oe aii eae Apr. 10 
Nirst.eggs' deposited: i222 50l2.ch oe hee ede sh RE BersiDeltte Bie sihiene $2 SEE airs ais ee 14 
‘Hirstresgs hatched: sc.2..5 ot. ceeses tessa dese secretes doc eases sess eecheas See secs see eee 24 
Hirst lary pupaleds 2.25: s-tec seca sete aa he eee Barn a eiuate toes ers ee etee ats Soccer ae eee May 23 
Hirshadults developed: ses esc ce see Seneca eee See ae I ee csi oe oe eye hey ee June * 3 

Days. 
WIP PISLACC esas cating ocak Ss eee 2 captsine = Sees oe See eee ee eee NOR tee cis Oa aa eee 10 
Warvalistage. wi) cabes a52ec en ese s So ees noes eto cetn cera alee ees See cers ote eee ee 29 
Pipa stagesciss st 2522.08 13-7 Sea eee eke t een asd pete ita ee cietiad sae eect ne Siarateierer emer It 

Totalidurationz.2 35.24. are Ss ete ak Boe este ee Seis Oe ea ee ne eee ee 50 

TaBLe IIl.—Second generation of the western cabbage flea-beetle. 

Second 
Item. genera- 

vion. 

1916. 
WS COULES COMMMEG Esc 2.-sicre sere Bim ctecsihs olanei ale reiolo' ase aicie axese et sleeeiate © zest Solero Secs Se eee ee eee June 24 
Iirstzeggsid epositedins:i. 22552 aes hele stare Oe eet oe wae AS Gen Ge see et A i eee eee 26 
HiTstheg es NAtCH Ed sos eke eee itech oat otc Rin ck ue eS eget Sic a ree tee PCr ce July ‘1 
Birstilarves pupated os ic oo. 2 Sse ches edad. Sa Sino oue vec cuisines Dee eet eae ee ae See eee ae 19 
irshadtults:developed ts 2.0 Bees 2 ce cee aces See ole eee eee ene ener fe ctshare Soe Sse eee 25 

Days 
TS RIStAR Ci eco ic cnr cached ape Saree eognercmeee s as ole, Sees a opera eevee Ate et oti ee an cane re 5 
GAR VELISUAS Oe... 322-2 ew ics tes apes sin tele Le Se ee Spe oS ee era Rte a ee en 18 
pupalistage.,. Saco seeccssccd sees eeslcces atmos jeneoe se sa eeee lo oa Bide SS Mote ne we Ei eS 6 

Oval Curation yc 2 eee sees sen nese 25 Se We crac aR as 8 ee as tenes, Serene ee ee Bids 29 

TaBLe IV.—Third generation of the western cabbage flea-beetle. 

Third 
Item. | genera- 

tion. 

1916. 
Beétles:confined = 2.22. sets kbs eset oho eee de etic seater iad eaten Sat oem Aug. 8 
Hirsteggs: deposited: o: ok...) 5, 008 steal gcc ien oe tee Se eee ee eee. i ene See eee 12 
Hirstreres hatched -2'ha5 322783 pee See ae PL ee ek ne ee ee ae 19 
TUES TL AT ViER SUL PAG Casey ona eee tatiana cee eee = ee ee es nee ep Rae red = Sept. 10 
Kirstiadults developed 2.t.2 2.522 ices theses laos oe ee ae eee teens ba fet he Pon ees see ee 

Days 
IS PESTAR Cue Sie Sapa § take mycotic et cow Dak cree tay aan i SR alc ey 7 
Larval stage. .........2.... he EAS aed ic SNS a ne ng A A ae Moe etn Dap Oak ea 22 
IPUpAalislae e fae: ost lsd cco oe eee Sees le a ee ee ee ee les ee ee 10 

Po ted Guratiorie iat yee tei aye cre veyad ee ea St re canon ey 39 
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HISTORY AND LITERATURE. 

‘An account of this species, mentioned under the name of the Colo- 
rado cabbage flea-beetle (Phyllotreta albionica Lec.), was published 
by Riley in his 1884 report (1, p. 308),’ in which he stated that it was 
injurious to cabbage and other cruciferous plants in June and July 
throughout the Rocky Mountain region of Colorado, having been 
found in great numbers at the very highest elevations. 

In 1889 Prof. T, D. A. Cockerell (2) mentioned this species under the 

same name, quoting from Riley’s report. In a footnote, written by 
hand in a copy of his paper, appears ‘‘Dr. Horn says this is pusilla 
Horn and not the true albionica Lec.” The same year Dr. Horn 
(3, p. 802) published the original description of the species. 

In 1898 an editorial account of this species was given by Dr. 
L. O. Howard (4), citing injury at Kennedy, Nebr., and Hill City, 

S. Dak., previously considered in this bulletin under the heading 
‘Reports of injury,” p. 4. 

In 1900 Messrs. Forbes and Hart (5, p. 471) published an account of 
this species under the title ‘‘The western cabbage flea-beetle, Phiyl- 
lotreta albionica Lec.,” stating that it was reported by Bruner as 
injuring sugar beets in Nebraska, and by Gillette as infesting cauli- 
flower and other cruciferous plants and the bee-plant (Cleome 
integrifolia) . 

In 1903 the writer published a brief account of this species under 
its proper name, stating that it was observed doing considerable 
damage to sugar beet in portions of Colorado during 1901, preferring 
the younger plants (6, p. 18).8 

In 1909 this species was recorded (8, p. 572) in brief as having 
been very destructive to radish, turnip, cabbage, and some other 
truck crops in Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico, in 1908. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

The western cabbage flea-beetle is singularly free from natural 
enemies. The three species, other than birds, which have come under 
observation are all internal parasites. 

A BRACONID PARASITE. 

Perilitus epitricis Viereck, a braconid ichneumon-fly parasite of the 
adult beetle, was found during practically all the three summer 
months. It was most abundant from the latter part of June to the 
latter part of July. Two adults emerged September 13, and one 
larva was found the same date. The larva probably emerges through 
the abdomen and under the elytra, although this point was not 

7 Figures (italic) in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited,”’ p. 21. 

8 Remarks made by Prof. R. A. Cooley (7, p. 260) that he believes this species to be the cause of complaints 

of injury to turnip and cabbage in the Yellowstone Valley, Mont., may refer to the related Ph. albionica 

Lec., although Ph. pusilla is known to occur in that part of the State. 
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proved. The larva spins a light gray cocoon in which it transforms 
to pupa, and the adult parasite emerges through a small hole which 
it eats out of the end of the cocoon. The greatest percentage of 
parasitized beetles observed at any one time was 16. 

Just what influence this parasite has in holding the beetles in 
check has not been determined. It is sometimes an important 
enemy of the related striped cabbage flea-beetle (Phyllotreta vittata 
Fab.) 

A NEMATODE PARASITE. 

Nematodes infest the adult beetles: As generally observed these 
nematodes were young and small, about 1/40 cf an inch in length. 
From 200 to 500 were counted ina single beetle. In several instances 
adult female nematodes were observed which had the body sack filled 
with newly developed nematode young that had not yet escaped. 

As nearly as could be determined the nematodes were not confined 
to the digestive tract but appeared to be in the body cavity. In a 
number of cases eggs laid by the beetles were found to be infested 
externally with the nematodes. The eggs had an unhealthy ap- 
pearance and in no instance were infested eggs observed to hatch. 
Just what effect the nematodes have on the beetles would be an 
interesting problem to work out. 

A GREGARINE PARASITE (GREGARINA). 

Gregarine worms ® occur in the intestines of the adult beetles, 
infestation averaging as high as 40 to 50 per cent, but it could not be 
determined whether these had any detrimental effect upon the host. 
They occur in almost all forms of insects and as far as known have no 
serious effect on them. 

BIRD ENEMIES. 

Mr. W. L. McAtee of the Biological Survey reports having found 
the western cabbage flea-beetle in the stomachs of three species of 
birds, and other beetles of the same genus in the stomachs of 12 kinds 
of birds. The land birds include among enemies of these beetles the 
common and Texas nighthawks (Chordeiles virginanus and C. 
acutipennis texensis), white-throated swift (Aeronautes melanoleucus), 
horned lark (Otocoris alpestris), starling (Sturnus vulgaris), song 
sparrow ( Melospiza melodia), chipping sparrow (Spizella passerina), 

tree swallow (/ridoprocne bicolor), and marsh wren (Telmatodytes 
palustris). 

CONTROL MEASURES. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH INSECTICIDES AND DETERRENTS. 

Ten experiments with arsenicals and one with nicotine sulphate 
were made in Otero County, Colo., by the junior author, and may be 
summarized as follows: 

9 Identified by the junior author. 
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Experiment No. 1.—August 19, 1911. 
Nicotine*sulphates paste.2e--- 2-55-2523. Sts zest ee ounces... 3 
TOSLDE GSE SOR Ci seaaetes aes icses eee et i elgg re mee doz 8 
WISHED estos Sat a Bik a SONS Bees ate en eee reise silignec. 10 

It was noted that when the beetles were thoroughly wet with 
this spray they appeared to be soon killed. Later experiments, 
however, demonstrated that the beetles afterward came to life. 
Nevertheless, the single application showed considerable value, and 
if additional applications had been made to the same planting, the 
efficiency of this deterrent could have been demonstrated. Naturally 
no harm was done to the plants. 

Experiment No. 2.—June 3, 1911. 
Arsenate of lead was used with an equal amount of soap at the rate of about 6 pounds 

to 50 gallons of water, on radish, cabbage, and mustard, but as only one application 

was made the plants became reinfested. 

Experiment No. 3.—June 22, 1911. 

AUPPMACOl eAMsPASbe®..= 02-2225. ox oe eS e ooe eee oe pounds... 6 
SOP COMMON AUNTY 2252 sek Sah 2 oe ees ela ie GOSS Sia0 36 

WV Aen Seater Soe ieee eee ceiem swe ee oes eee Spee tape gallons... 50 

In this experiment young cabbage was sprayed on both the upper 
and lower surfaces and the plants were heavily coated, almost white- 
washed, the spray adhering well. This had the effect of deterring 
most of the beetles and although no dead ones could be found it was 
evident that the spray acted as a powerful repellent. 

Experiment No. 4.—July 22, 1911. 

Auseuave oLlead A pastes.pee: ce set as tel Steel eis pound... 1 
NWikale=oll Soap. cee. i pesee esse ees he ashe donee ol 
WEG Crery ee et a. ena ae sere Nae ee gallons.. 10 

This was applied to radish and cabbage, the leaves of the latter 
being badly pitted. Every portion of the plants was wet on both 
the upper and lower surfaces. As in the previous experiments no dead 
beetles could be found and, although rainfall washed away much of the 
arsenate, in four days the plants had improved wonderfully and 
made excellent growth. As the rain left the plants practically unpro- 
tected a second spraying was made of the same mixture two days 
later. Nine days afterwards the cabbage was in excellent condition 
and practically free from insect pests, only an occasional beetle being 
found. 

Experiment No. 5.—September 5, 1911. 
Neo timossulphate:: paste: go 2 eee ee tee da ounces... 4 
WWittete-OllsSOa Weer iat ey gee een Re Pe Bee dow. 28 

\ ENCES ESB GENS AOS Get Ba om oo Om ee eR ee I gallons.. 10 

After the application of this spray it was noted that the beetles 
which came in contact with the treated leaves jumped wildly and 
and after a brief struggle apparently died, but revived within half an 
hour. The plants showed no injury from the spraying. 
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Experiment No. 6.—April 29, 1912. 
Arsenate. Ob lead, past@s:.cecas i Sceees ecient bree eee mene pound. .2-:71 

Whale-oul soaps: a teaca bees Se eee ee eee dow... 4): 
Nicotine Subphalteise coe. face es see See ak eee ounces... 5 
Watensrtcs 2 SEC ate een cite an eis oe Rebels See gallons 10 

This was applied to young mustard plants which were so small 
that only the upper side was treated. In this case the beetles were 
apparently dead but after being confined in a cage revived within an 
hour. The following dav the plants showed an even coating of 
arsenate on the upper surface and were almost entirely free from the 
beetles. Some of the worse pitted leaves had died, became very dry, 
and crumbled when touched, but this was due to the attack of the 
beetles and not to the insecticides. This plat was examined at 
intervals, and a week later the plants were growing excellently. As 
the beetles began increasing in numbers an additional spraying was 
necessary. 

Experiment No. '7.—April 29, 1912. 

Arsenate: of lead, -pastes-2.2eseeurceres. set ssreeevee sess pound... 1 

Whatle-oil soap...::2cc.2. 22 ettieisteteetettetlteeeeeeetee dows. 1 

VV ee ce ce at ke a ee an eee gallons.. 10 

As in the previous experiment, the upper surface only was sprayed, 
radish and mustard being the plants treated. In this instance the 
infestation was so severe that many of the plants were so nearly 
destroyed that they failed to recover, partly because of hot, dry, and 
windy weather. It was only where the leaves were almost entirely 
consumed by the beetles that the plants died. The coating of arsenate 
was excellent and four days later the plants were growing well and 
were almost free from flea-beetles. 

Experiment No. 8.—May 9, 1912. 

The same formula as No. 7, applied to the same plants. Rain 
intervened for several days but nine days later the plants were 
described as growing beautifully and only moderately infested by 
flea-beetles, being beyond danger of injury. Although no dead 
beetles were found, the experiment was a success and the radishes 
were being sold at the time. 

Experiment No. 9.—April 29, 1912. 

A badly infested plat of mustard was dusted with dry Paris green 
inclosed in a cheesecloth sack, but there was a moderate wind and a 
considerable portion of the poison was blown away. The next day, 
however, although the plants were free from beetles they were nearly 
dead. Those which remained alive and were growing were practi- 
cally free from flea-beetle attack. 

Experiment No. 10.—May 2, 1912. 

Water s-ceten seat nin aN et) ae tse es eo ee eee! gallons... 10 
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Fig. I.—SPRAYING BEET FIELDS IN CALIFORNIA. 

Fig. 2. DUSTING CABBAGE WITH LEAD ARSENATE BY MEANS OF A TRACTION 

DUSTER. 
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In this experiment radishes were sprayed and only the upper side 
was treated. A good quantity of the poison remained, no injury 
resulting from the spray, but no dead beetles could be found. Nine 
days later a rain fell, leaving many leaves unprotected, the beetles 
becoming abundant. 

Experiment No. 11.—April 29, 1912. 

A badly infested planting of mustard was dusted with undiluted 
arsenite of zinc. As in the foregoing experiment a moderate wind 
was blowing at the time and carried much of the poison away. The 
result, however, was practically the same, some of the poison remain- 
ing on the leaves, and although no dead beetles were found the plants 
were comparatively free from flea-beetle attack a week later. 

It should be remarked that the plants at this time needed water 
but the irrigating ditch was dry. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

It appears to be practically impossible to kill an appreciable 
number of the western cabbage flea-beetles by spraying with arseni- 
cals. Repeated experiments have shown that whatever application 
may be made does not kill the insects but drives them away. In 
other words, this insect can not be controlled by poisons, but by 
repellents and deterrents. The beetles are dainty in their feeding 
habits, carefully avoid foliage which has been sprayed, and attack 
either unsprayed portions or fly to other plants. Repellents such as 
tobacco dust are the most efficient of those which have been tested, 
and of the arsenicals, heavy applications of arsenate of lead have 
given the most satisfactory results. 

LEAD ARSENATE. 

In large plantings, and especially where cabbage is infested, 
spraying heavily with arsenate of lead is advised (PI. I, fig. 1). The 
following formula has given excellent results: 

IAHeTIAbeOmledGd paste. .05 es eee LR SP A at pound: . 21 

HMish-oil soap (as a:stieker)- 222522222 2oaeae. 58 Aaa A doze eel 
AU HSS OS cy SE ec OI om ee pallonae 10 

This is at the rate of 5 pounds of lead arsenate to 50 gallons of water, 
or a trifle stronger than the standard formula of 4 to 50. One-half 
this weight of powdered lead arsenate, or 2 pounds in 50 gallons of 
water, is equally effective, with a corresponding quantity of soap to 
act as an adhesive or ‘‘sticker.’’ It should be applied with a sprayer 
fitted with elbow extension, and a special effort should be made to 
coat thoroughly the under surface of the leaves. Two or three appli- 
cations at 5 to 8 day intervals are sufficient even in case of severe 
infestation, provided the first application is made promptly on the 

- first appearance of the insects. 
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BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

It has been known for many years that Bordeaux mixture is an 
almost perfect deterrent against flea-beetles. There is something 
extremely distasteful in it to this class of pests but unfortunately 
it has not been tested thoroughly either alone or in combination 
with arsenicals. It is recommended that tests be made both alone 
and in combination with arsenate of lead, arsenite of zinc, and 

calcium arsenate against this species. The standard Bordeaux 
formula 4-4-50 should be employed. | 

NICOTINE SULPHATE, 

Experiments were made with nicotine sulphate at the rate of 3 
ounces with whale-oil soap, 8 ounces, in 8 gallons of water, with the 
result that the beetles were stupefied although not killed. In these 
instances there is abundant proof that the flea-beetles were strongly 
repelled but further experiment is desirable to determine how often 
this preparation should be used, that is, at what intervals. Naturally 
since tobacco dust has been found successful, nicotine sulphate 
should be nearly as useful if not equally so. 

INEFFECTIVE DETERRENTS. 

In some regions where the western cabbage flea-beetle is destruc- 
tive, growers dust the infested plants with air-slaked lime, ashes, 

insect powders, soot, or Paris green, but experiments made in Colo- 
rado have demonstrated that beneficial results from these substances, 

which also act as repellents, are of short. duration in that State. 
The dry, high winds which prevail there render it difficult to apply 
an even coating of any form of dust or powder or to make such 
material adhere to the lower surface of the leaves where it is usually 
most needed. 

A better coating, however, may be applied to the rough-leaved 
foliage of turnip, radish, and mustard than to the smooth-leaved 
cabbage, and some growers claim that the former class of crops may 
be efficiently protected by dusting with lime. 

TOBACCO DUST. 

A liberal application of finely ground tobacco dusted on the 
infested plants at 3 or 4 day intervals can be depended upon to protect 
radish, turnip, mustard, and similar vegetables from the beetles and 

for use on small areas is one of the most satisfactory control measures 
that can be recommended. 

The accompanying illustration (Pl. I, fig. 2) shows a method of 
dusting with an arsenical or deterrent by means of a traction sprayer. 

MAINTENANCE OF THRIFTY GROWTH. 

In regions where the western cabbage flea-beetle is a dangerous 
pest the farmer is advised to keep the plants in vigorous condition 
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by frequent cultivation and heavy manuring in order to stimulate 
the growth of the plant and enable it to recuperate from insect attack. 
The irrigation system should be so installed that it may be kept 
constantly in working order, that the plants may not suffer at any 
time for lack of moisture. It should be unnecessary to add that the 
crops be kept free from other insects and from disease. 

IRRIGATION. 

Irrigation has been suggested as a remedy for the hop flea-beetle 
in its occurrence on sugar beets and should be of value where irriga- 
tion is practiced on other crops. Its effectiveness could be increased 
by brushing the plants, causing the beetles to jump into the water 
and be carried away or drowned. 

MECHANICAL TRAPS. 

The use of sticky shields and tarred boards, which have proved 
effective in the control of the hop flea-beetle in hop yards, might be 
used against this pest when it occurs in its greatest numbers. The 
conditions, naturally, are different, but there might be some cases 
where either would prove effective. 

In 1914 Prof. H. M. Lefroy (9) made use of what he calls the Wisley 
turnip-fly trap against two allied species of -flea-beetles * in their 
occurrence on turnip with what he describes as amazing results, due 
apparently solely to the growth the seedlings make when their leaf 
surface is entirely unharmed. ‘This trap is made of two boards set 
at a slope on a pair of runners like those of a sledge with a space 
between. The trap is drawn along the rows so that the plants pass 
through the space in the middle. In order to disturb the beetles a 
loop hangs from a crossbar and brushes the plants. The boards are 
smeared with a sticky substance, which captures the beetles as they 
fly up. The illustrations furnished of the trap show that it can be 
easily made and should prove quite successful where radish, turnip, 
and similar crops are planted in rows, but, of course, would not be of 

service where the seed is sown broadcast. 

TRAP CROPS. 

The fondness of this, as well as other cabbage flea-beetles, for 
radish, mustard, and turnip suggests the employment of these as 
early trap crops to attract the beetles from the later-appearing main 
crops of cabbage, sugar beet, and others. The beetles may be swept 
up from these trap crops by means of a bag sweep net of the type 
used by entomologists to collect beetles and similar insects. This 
should afford protection for the main crop. 

10 Phyllotreta consobrina Curt., and Ph. undulata Kutsch. 
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. CLEAN CULTURE. 

The habitual appearance of this species in great abundance on 
young plants is a factor which prohibits the use of anything except 
immediate application of poisonous substances like the arsenicals or 
repellents, but there is little doubt that in the course of time this 
pest will lessen in numbers, provided concerted action is taken to 
controlit. Among the best remedies to be employed is the establish- 
ment of clean culture throughout the year from early spring until the 
crop is off and even thereafter. To accomplish this all cruciferous and- 

- related weeds on which the insects normally feed and breed should 
be kept down. It is desirable, therefore that the grower become 
familiar with all of these plants, or eise it will be necessary to destroy 
all weeds and keep the fields free from them at all times. This may be 
accomplished by the ordimary process of weeding and by burning 

over after the crop is off and again before the crop is planted. Plow- 
ing over may be sufficient at either time. 

SUMMARY. 

Cabbage, turnips and other cole crops, sugar beets, other vegeta- 
bles, and garden plants, are severely injured in the Western States 
by a minute flea-like beetle known as the western cabbage flea-beetle. 
Injury is chiefly due to the overwintered beetles during June and 
July, but the beetles accomplish more or less injury during the growing 
season. This flea-beetle develops on the roots of wild and cultivated 
cruciferous plants. The beetles frequently appear in great numbers, 
eat minute pitlike holes in the leaves of young plants, and often 
cause considerable injury in seed beds. 

The entire life cycle from egg to adult may be passed in about 30 
days in June and July and there are at least three generations pro- 
duced annually. 

Crops may be protected by means of a spray of arsenate of lead, 
applied at the rate of 2 pounds, powder, to 50 gallons of water, 
or by Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50 formula, these sprays acting as 
repelHents. It can also be controlled by nicotine sulphate, $ pint 40 
per cent solution in 50 gallons of water with 2 pounds of soap added, 
and by tobacco dust, which are deterrents. It is not possible, how- 
ever, to control this insect entirely when it occurs in its greatest 
abundance. 

In addition, it is desirable to keep the plants thrifty and well 
watered; mechanical and trap crops can be used with advantage, and 
clean culture is always advisable, especially the destruction of weeds 
in and near cultivated fields. 
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CALIFORNIA HISTORY. 

EARLY VINE PLANTING IN CALIFORNIA. 

The grape phylloxera is not native to California. It has long 
been recognized as originating in North America, but its native 
habitat is east of the Rocky Mountains. The insect has not established 
itself upon the native vine of California (Vitis californica) in the 
wild state, whereas in Arizona it is established on native vines. 

1Phylloxera vitifoliae (Fitch). 

2 Now in charge, Viticulture Service, California Department of Agriculture, Sacramento, 

Calif. 

Norr.—In connection with other work in California, the office of Deciduous Fruit 
Insect Investigations, Bureau of Entomology, in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant 

Industry, has been engaged in an investigation of the grape phylloxera during several 

years past, with principal headquarters for the work at Walnut Creek. The work 

inaugurated by H. L. Jenne, upon his death was taken over by S. W. Foster, assisted by 

R. L. Nougaret. Upon Mr. Foster’s leaving the service, the investigation was continued 

by Messrs. Nougaret and Davidson, the latter giving especial attention to biological and 

life-history studies and the former to investigations in the field and to remedial opera- 

tions. The present report deals with the history, injuries, and life history of the insect 

in California. Remedial measures will be made the subject of another publication. It 

has been necessary to omit an extended bibliography of the subject.—A., L. QUAINTANCH, 

Entomologist in Charge of Deciduous Fruit Insect Investigations. 

1900021 4) 
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More specifically, the insect is a native of the Mississippi Valley, 
where the vines have developed a resistance to phylloxera, and such 

species as Vitis riparia, V. rupestris, V. aestivalis, etc., thrive, not- 
withstanding the presence of the insect. These wild species possess 
varying degrees of immunity and through scientific selection and 
hybridization have yielded types of vines possessing inherent de- 
grees of immunity, known to viticulture as resistant vines, or re- 
sistant stocks when designated as a root upon which to graft com- 
mercial varieties of grapes in order to circumvent the ravages of 
phyloxera 

Vitis californica is « wild species of vine found not only in Cali- 
fornia but throughout the Pacific coast. Because normally found free 
of phylloxera in its wild state, it was at one time tried out as a 
resistant stock upon which to graft commercial varieties, but proved 
a complete failure in all but one or two instances. Even under normal 
conditions and environment, when once attacked it succumbs to the 

injury by the insect.® 
The Mission grape is a cultivated variety of Vitis vinifera, and 

although of Kuropean origin, its introduction to the Pacific coast is 
so intimately related with the first settlement of California under 
Spanish rule that it well deserves the oft-attributed title of ‘* Cali- 
fornia grape” (7)* The Mission grape was introduced into Cali- 
fornia by the Padres of the Roman Catholic missions. As early as 
1524 (18, p. 17), while Cortez was governor of Mexico, then called 
New Spain, seeds and plants were most often part of the cargo 
of vessels plying between the mother country and her colonies. 
Grapes and olives are plants mentioned as being among these. It is 

to be assumed that about that time |7tis vinifera varieties were intro- 
duced into Mexico from Spain® through both cuttings and seeds 
(1, v. 2, p. 181-138; v. 3, p. 618). 

’¥n the Annual Report of the California Board of State Viticultural Commissioners 

for 1887, published in 1888, pages 47-48, may be found the following: ‘‘ While visiting 

Mr. Hagan’s vineyard, we were led to examine an old vine—Y. californica—which 

appeared like one infested with phylloxera. This surmise proved correct 6 es 

“The commission has often sought for evidences of phylloxera on our wild vines in 

their native state, but up to this time none has been found, this being the first case of 

the kind discovered.” (See ‘‘ Literature cited (5), p. 127.) 

4 Numbers in parentheses refer to ‘ Literature cited,” p. 127. 

°JIn this connection F. T. Bioletti, professor of viticulture at the University of Cali- 

fornia, writes as follows: ‘‘No one has yet been able to trace the Mission grape with 

certainty to any Huropean variety. It is a remarkable coincidence, if nothing else, that 

a Sardinian grape known as the Monica resembles the Mission very closely. The Monica 

is said to be a favorite grape of the monks in Sardinia, and it seems probable that the 

missionary monks of Mexico, finding it difficult to transport cuttings from their original 

homes, obtained seeds of the grape which they liked the best and that from the seedlings 

grown they chose the one which most resembled the grape they were looking for. If this 

is in accordance with the facts, the Mission is simply a seedling of the Monica.” 

He further advances the suggestion that the Mission might be a seedling of the Monica, 

as published in, a report (2) of the viticultural work of the agricultural experiment 

station of the University of California * * * 41887-1893. 
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Later, in the early part of the eighteenth century, a long line of 
missions was established throughont the peninsula of Lower Cali- 
fornia, the Mission of Loreto being the first, in 1697. These missions 
all grew grapes. The vines were furnished to them originally by 
the colonies of Mexico. As missions were founded, products and 
plants were furnished to the new one by the older established ones, 
and grapes are almost always mentioned as being cultivated by the 
Padres. 

The Mission of San Diego was the first to be founded in upper 
California, and the vines planted there were brought from the mis- 
sions of Lower California. As no other variety but the Mission 
grape is known to have been cultivated by the different missions 
which were founded in after years, it is to be presumed that it was 

introduced into this State with the founding of the Mission of San 
Diego, 1769. 

The Mission is a long-lived, vigorous, and thrifty vine, as is 
attested by two remarkable specimens. The one planted in 1775, and 
still living, is on the property of the San Gabriel Mission in Los 
Angeles County, is trained on an arbor, covers 9,000 square feet, and 

its trunk just below the surface of the soil has a circumference of 
9 feet. The other, planted in 1842 near Carpenteria, died in 1915, 
presumably of the “Anaheim disease.” It measured at its base 84 
feet in circumference; at a height of 6$ feet it divided into three 
branches, one of which measured 34 feet in circumference. As an 
arbor it covered one-fourth acre. and in 1895 yielded its maximum 
crop of 10 tons, its average crop being estimated at 5 tons.° 

The Mission grape in early days was planted by the Padres around 
the missions and was used both as a table grape and especially for 
making wine. Gen. Vallejo (7) is authority for the statement that 
the Mission grapes grown at the Sonoma Mission. were of a better 
quality than those grown at the other missions in California, and 
that a recognized superior quality of wine was made from them. 

It was probably because of this reputation that the first commercial 
vineyards of wine grapes were established in the vicinity of the town 
of Sonoma. In this district the grape phylloxera was first discov- 
ered, and the dying of the vines, which for some time had puzzled the 
viticulturists, was finally determined to be the result of this insect’s 
attack. An importation of vines from Europe of unparallelled im- 
portance up to that time for California, and one which may ade- 
quately be termed a “ pioneer importation,” occurred at about this 
time and very shortly prior to the discovery in France of the 
phylloxera, thereby furnishing grounds for the subsequent report, 
more or less widely spread throughout the State and which persists 

® Details of its history can be obtained from the secretary of the Carpenteria Chamber 

of Commerce. 
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even at this late date, though refuted at different times by investi- 
gators, that this importation of European vines was responsible for 
the introduction of phylloxera into California. This is a mistaken 
idea. The history of the grape industry virtually proves that the 
insect was imported with American species or varieties of grapes 
from east of the Rocky Mountains. 

FIRST DISCOVERY OF GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

The first evidence of phylloxera infestation in California dates as 
far back as 1858. The dissemination of phylloxera continued for 
years in California before the existence of the pest was known, al- 
though its destructive work was observed, commented on, and desig- 
nated a disease of vines from unknown causes. Reference to the 
first discovery and determination of the insect in California is to be / 

found in a report (4, p. 108-111) dated August 28, 1880, and sub- 
mitted by H. Appleton. In his report the first ravages witnessed in 
California are discussed, and from them is inferred the date of in- 
troduction of the insect. Extracts from this report follow: 

On the nineteenth of August, 1878, an insect was found on the roots of 

grapevines by H. Appleton and O. W. Craig, in the vineyard of the latter, 

situated two miles north from Sonoma Town, en the west side of Sonoma 

Creek. An investigation was ordered at the time, for though the insect was 

identified as ‘‘ the insect, or louse, known in Europe by the title of phylloxera- 

vastatrix, and in the United States as pemphygus vitifoliae,” there existed a 

doubt in the minds of the investigators, because the injury was confined wholly 

to the roots of the vine, and no symptoms of injury such as recorded in 

Europe and in Eastern North America could be detected on the leaves. 

From information received from Mr. A. F. Haraszthy and Captain E. Cutter, 

Superintendent of the Buena Vista Company’s vineyards, I am able to give 

the following facts in regard to their large vineyards: 

A vineyard of about one thousand vines was planted in 1834-85, and was 
watered every year? In 1850 and 1852 the vineyard was largely increased, and 
the system of irrigation was stopped. In 1857 about two hundred thousand 
vines were set out, and in 1858S one hundred acres were put in vines (six 
hundred and eighty vines to the acre). Again, in 1860, fifty acres were 

laid out. In 1862, Colonel A. Haraszthy planted 70,000 European vines, and 
it was among these vines the disease increased most rapidly. 

In the Spring of 1868 the Buena Vista Company was incorporated, and in 

the Spring of 1864 that company planted 100,000 vines. 
As early as 1860 decayed and dying vines were noticed in the vineyard, and 

they were taken up and others planted in their places. An examination was 
made to discover the cause of the disease in these vines, and it was attributed 
to alkali water, which was found a few feet underground. The roots were de- 
eayed. No examination by microscope of these roots was made. Vines 
died from time to time, showing short growth, small and colorless grapes, 
early yellow leaves—in fact, all the symptoms were okserved of vines dying 
from the vine pest. 

In 1868 about 3 acres of diseased vines were taken up (planted in 1850) 
on the north side of the dwelling house, and new vines planted, which grew 
well, showing little signs of decay till they were four years old, at which 
time (1873) the Phylloxera Committee, of the Viticultural Club, found the 
phylloxera on several vines. 
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The facts of this statement are significant and by no means am- 
biguous if considered in the light of the knowledge possessed to-day 
of the life history and habits of phylloxera, the nature of its in- 
jury, and the progress of its ravages. 

This report also indicates how and when the first impulse was 
given to the development of the grape and wine industries of the 
State, then in their infancy. As interest grew in this direction, 
better varieties of grapes than the Mission would naturally be sought 
and given a trial. This was the case with the eastern variety of 
grape, the Catawba, a vine susceptible to the attack of phylloxera 
because of its fleshy roots and successfully grown at that time in 
the East as a wine grape. A weekly agricultural paper, the Cali- 
fornia Farmer (6), under date of Thursday, January 23, 1855, in an 
editorial article entitled “The Catawba Grape,” says: 

We sincerely esteem the Catawba grape, one of the very best varieties for 

eultivation in California. Longworth of Ohio, whose famous Catawba Cham- 

pagne is now esteemed equal to any wine imported, says it is the very finest 

wine grape known. Will be found far superior to our California Grape [Mis- 

sion]. We earnestly urge our cultivators to give the Catawba a careful trial. 

The same agricultural periodical from time to time that same year 
published other articles’ eulogizing not only the Catawba but also 
other vines of eastern varieties and quoting fabulous yields in wine 
and profits. 

Articles such as these undoubtedly influenced the planting of east- 
ern varieties, if only as an experiment. Can it be doubted that many 
vines were brought from the East to California and the phylloxera 
introduced with them ? 

The variety of grape planted in 1850-1852 in the Buena Vista 
vineyard is not mentioned. It is more than likely that the major 
part of the planting was of Mission. If these vines were inoculated 
with phylloxera shortly afterwards by means of a few eastern grape- 
vines planted near by, the vineyard would have experienced a spread 
of invasion as related above by Appleton. Evidence of the insects’ 
injury would be apparent as affecting only a few vines during a few 
years or up to about 1860, and eight years later the vines, covering 
an area of 3 acres, would have become so dwarfed and nonproduc- 
tive, with perhaps a few dead, that it would be necessary to grub 
them up. That this vineyard trouble was due to phylloxera is em- 
phasized by the further statement that the 3 acres were again 
replanted with new vines, and during the four following years 
(1869-1872) the vines were again affected in a similar manner, but 
to a slighter degree, just as a recurrence of infestation would act if 
vines were planted in infested soil. Finally, in 1873, just five years 

7H. g., “‘ What are the best grapes;” ‘‘ Extracts of the Cincinnati Gazette.” 
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after the replanting of the 3 acres, the committee of the Viticultural 
Club discovered the phylloxera on the roots of several of the replants. 

The history of this vineyard proves conclusively by direct and cir- 
cumstantial evidence that the trouble was due to phylloxera. It 
localizes the infestation, describes the progress and spread of the 
injury, and, by fixing dates, determines the period of time the prog- 
ress covered. Finally, the presence of the insect is discovered and 
its identity determined. 

In 1861 Goy. Downey, of California, appointed three commis- 
sioners to work in the interests of the grape industry, two of the 
members of this commission being Don Juan Warner and A. Ha- 
raszthy. The latter was sent to Europe to purchase for the State 

for distribution different varieties of grapes, and the result was the 
importation of 200,000 cuttings and rooted vines, comprising 1,400 
different varieties of grapes from all the vine-growing countries of 
Europe and also from Asia Minor. It may be that some of these im- 
ported rooted vines harbored phylloxera, which already had caused 
considerable damage to vines in France, although the insect was only 
discovered in that country the following year (1862). It is quite 
likely that a good portion of the 70,000 vines planted out on the 
Buena Vista vineyard in 1862 and referred to in Appleton’s report 
were propagated from this importation and that the pest may have 
been introduced simultaneously with the planting of the vines. The 
rapid destruction of the vineyard, as stated, however, could have been 
brought about in the case of the young vines just as well by infesta- © 
tion communicated by the old vineyard. 

The history of the Orleans Hill vineyard furnishes an insight into 
the methods of establishing vineyards with varieties of grapes im- 
ported from Europe in the early days of grape culture in California, 
and helps to give grounds for the belief that the earliest and original 
introduction of phylloxera into this State was due to eastern varieties 
of grapes only. 

Data of this history are contained in a report, dated 1880, submitted 
by the owner of the vineyard (4, p. 112). In 1853 the owner im- 
ported from Nassau, on the Rhine, in Germany, 15 varieties of grape 
cuttings (vinifera) and planted them in his garden near Sutters 
Fort, Sacramento, where they flourished splendidly and showed no 

signs of disease. In 1859-60 many vines were propagated here for 

planting the Orleans Hill vineyard in Cache Creek Canyon, Solano 
County. This vineyard was set out in two different situations, part 
being on a hillside and part in a flat. In the latter situation the 

soil was of a stiff clayey nature and the vines did not do as well as 
on the more friable hillside soil, and this necessitated replanting, for 

which there were procured later from Napa some Zinfandel vines. 
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The date when these replants were procured is not specified, but was 
probably about 1864 or 1865. Before the date of replanting the 
phylloxera had infested the Sonoma Creek district and had spread 

to Napa County. 
In 1859 a horticultural exhibit was held in the agricultural hall 

just completed that year at Sacramento, and the records of the State 
Agricultural Society mention exceptionally good exhibits of grapes 
by progressive fruit growers. The eastern grape Catawba is twice 
mentioned. 

From another report (4, p. 29-30) we learn to what extent the 
eastern varieties of grapes were grown prior to 1875 in El Dorado 
County. No mention is made of earlier dates, but it is more than 
probable that the European grapes were already supplanting the 
eastern ones, judging by the few of the latter type which were 
planted in later years and which to-day are found only in family 
vineyards and gardens. This report, written by Mr. G. G. Blan- 
chard, commissioner of the State board of viticulture, further stated 

that what was true of El Dorado County could also be said of 
Nevada, Placer, Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne, and Mariposa Coun- 

ties. A passage reads: 

The proportions and kinds (grapes) growing, taking one hundred as the sum, 

are as follows: Mission, or native grapes, sixty-eight; Catawba and Isabella, 

ten; White Muscat, Muscatella, Malaga, six; Tokay, Biack Morocco, Malvoisies, 

one; Zinfandel, Riesling, two. The other thirteen are made up of numerous 

other varieties, such as Sweet Water, Black July, Hartford Prolific, Cloantha, 

and Concord, and some others. 

In this enumeration eastern grapes would represent approximately 
23 per cent of the varieties grown. We thus see the important part 
played by eastern varieties of grapes in the earliest plantings and 

can conceive how the pest was introduced directly from its natural 
habitat. 

ACCIDENTAL AND NATURAL SPREAD. 

Centers of infestation, when compared according to the modes of 
dissemination which they engender, are of two kinds: Accidental 

and natural. An accidental distribution center would be a nursery 

which imported, unwittingly, phylloxera-infested grapes, propagated 
the vines, and by so doing bred the insect and disseminated it with 
the sale and shipment of these vines. The same is true when vines 
are procured from phylloxera-infested districts. For new plant- 
ings or replants, such a center would be the infested locality in Napa, 
from which the Zinfandel vines were the means of introducing the 
pest into a locality as yet free from it. In turn, the Orleans Hill 
vineyard became a natural distributing center because the insect 
by its natural increase and habit spread to other parts of the same 
vineyard or even to other vineyards of the district. 
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Infestation from accidental distributing centers may be avoided 
by strictly enforced quarantine measures. 

Accidental spread has been the main cause of most of the phyllox- 

era infestation throughout the vineyards of California because of 
its being an initial inoculation, developing later into a center of 
natura! dissemination. 
A general survey of the growth of the grape industry, which 

at times, as in the late eighties and early nineties, attained the 
proportion of a boom, furnishes an indication of the accidental 
spread which took place concurrently. 

Cuttings were used almost exclusively for planting vineyards in 
preference to rooted vines, the tatter being used for replanting 
“misses,” and even then not commonly used. As will be shown 
later, there is little, if any, danger in disseminating the phylloxera 
from cuttings, unless these are heeled in in infested soil while await- 
ing shipment. It is for this reason that the accidental diffusion 
was greatly restricted. If rooted vines had been commonly used, 
originating from the same district as the cuttings, the accidental 
diffusion would have been so general as perhaps to have precluded 
before long the growing of vinifera vines on their own roots. 

THE WINGED MIGRANT NOT A FACTOR IN SPREAD UNDER CALIFORNIA 

CONDITIONS. 

Profiting by the investigations and experiments that were being 
carried on in France, the University of California in conjunction - 
with the State Board of Viticulture made extensive efforts to ar- 
rest the ravages of the phylloxera, and made investigations pertain- 
ing to its life history and habits. These deserve special mention 
in this report. 

Dr. F. W. Morse (16) of Oakland, Calif., during the period 
1881-1886, as an assistant in the General Agricultural Laboratory, 
discovered in the course of his investigations on August 26, 1884, 
specimens of the gall louse or leaf-inhabiting form of the phylloxera. 
As is noted under the heading “ The gallicole and its relation to 
California conditions” (p. 95), this is the only recorded instance 
of the finding in California of the leaf galls. In this connection it 
may be said that in the experimental vineyards of the Bureau of 
Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, in which 

are collected many varieties and hybrids of species of American 
vines, not a few of which are susceptible to leaf galls when culti- 
vated in the Eastern or Middle States, an exceptionally good field 
for observation is offered. Mr. G. C. Husmann, under whose direc- 
tion these vineyards are conducted, states that the leaf gall, to his 
knowledge, has never been found in them. Extensive correspondence 
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with entomologists and prominent viticulturists in California elicited 
the same information. 

Laboratory experiments, conducted under favorable conditions to 
obtain winter eggs with the existing strain of phylloxera in Cali- 
fornia, have failed to go beyond the production of the winged form 
in specially devised cages, although in other laboratory experiments 
the sexed forms were produced and the discovery in the natural state 
of a single winter egg must be mentioned. 
A study of the life history has corroborated the observations of 

Dr. Morse relating to the sterility of a portion of the winged migrants 
and to the sterility of some and the debility of the remainder of their 
progeny. The writers’ observations demonstrate that the normal life 
cycle of the insect in California is wholly parthenogenetic and that 
the natural spread, or diffusion, is due entirely to young radicicole 
larvee possessing migratory instincts, at least during July, August, 
and September, and to which has been given the name of “wan- 
derers” to distinguish them from “migrants,” a term which com- 
monly is applied to winged forms of the Aphididae. 
The conclusions of the investigations of Dr. Morse point to the 

possibility of such a condition, though not affirming that the winged — 
migrant is not responsible for the diffusion of the species in Cali- 
fornia. The late Prof. E. W. Hilgard (14) shared this view, which 
he expounded in his report, in which he indicates the discovery by 
him of one of the first phylloxera spots in Napa Valley, as follows: 

The first phylloxerated “spot” within the Napa Valley was observed by me 

in 1877, close to the stage road and public highway leading directly from the 

worst-infested portion of Sonoma, and on which vineyard material was, and 

is, constantly being hauled back and forth. It is plainly from this highway 

and its infested wagonloads that the insect has spread in the Napa Valley. 

The “spot” alluded to is believed by the writers to have been 
either in the old Squibb vineyard (10 acres), in the old McClure 
vineyard adjoining, or in the Callan vineyard (50 acres). All these 
were located close together. They have long since been pulled up, 
the land is now pasture, and only a very few of the old original 
vines still exist, although browsed down by the stock. These vines 
date back to 1866. 
From present knowledge of the biology of the phylloxera, it is be- 

lieved by the writers that the vineyard material referred to by Prof. 
Hilgard was responsible for the spread of the pest to this location, 
but the inoculation was due to the wandering young radicicole 
larvee rather than to the winged form. 

PHYLLOXERA SPREAD BY PICKING BOXES. 

“Vineyard material” may imply many sources of infestation. 
Besides rooted vines, grape-picking boxes are very likely to trans- 
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port the insect from one district to another. At times grapes are de- 
livered to the wineries in greater quantities than can be handled, 
and boxes of grapes are unloaded and left at the winery instead of 
their contents being emptied into the elevators and the empty boxes 
returned to the same wagon. Boxes are exchanged, and some from 
infested districts find their way to uninfested vineyards. Wander- 
ing larvee (wanderers) easily shelter themselves in cracks and joints 
of boxes while these remain strewn throughout the vineyard waiting 
to be filled with grapes, and when the boxes are transferred to other 
vineyards, after having been emptied at the winery, the insects may 
be released by the shock of the empty box against the ground in 
the process of unloading. 

In their practical experience, certain grape growers have noticed 

that the first signs of phylioxera in their vineyards appear at places 
where they have been in the habit of dumping boxes for the con- 
venience of grape pickers. 

There were a number of wineries, reputed for the excellence of 
their wines, in the early-infested district around Glen Ellen, Sonoma, 
and Los Guillicos, and grapes were hauled to them from afar at 

about the time vines were dying rapidly in their vicinity. This 
accounts, no doubt, for the several early centers of infestation which 
appeared in a short period of time in Napa County. 

The pest spread into Napa County from Sonoma County not only 

along the highway to and beyond the vineyards cited in Prof. Hil- 
gard’s report, but also over the ranges of hills referred to in the same 

report by means of a mountain road which ran over the divide from 
Sonoma and descended into a long narrow valley (Brown Valley), 
which itself opened out into Napa Valley quite close to the city of 
Napa. At the head of Brown Valley and almost on the county 
boundary line is the Dell vineyard. From the owner, Mr. C. Dell, 
the following information was obtained: In 1867, 20 acres of Mission 
grapes were planted with cuttings obtained from the Wing vineyard 
(then owned by Buhman Bros.), material for which formerly had 
been secured from the Buena Vista district at Sonoma. After seven 
years the Dell vineyard began to show signs of phylloxera in small 

patches, but bore good crops for four years. The Wing vineyard, 

located close by, began to die at the same time. 
The phylloxera was introduced in this case probably by means of 

picking boxes, or else by rooted vines planted to fill out places where 
the cuttings had failed. If the dates are correct, the infestation 
would have been noticed, without the cause being known, in 1874, or 

about the time it was discovered along the Sonoma highway. 
The above data are recorded to indicate how important a role this 

Sonoma Creek district played in the first introduction of the insect 
into California and how the spread occurred through different chan- 
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nels. For this reason the early plantings give an idea of how the 
insect could have been spread before its presence was suspected. 

THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. et 

PRACTICAL METHODS EMPLOYED TO ARREST THE SPREAD OF THE PEST. 

When the discovery of phylloxera in California was first made 
known, the grape growers were already acquainted more or less 
with the havoc it had produced in the vineyards of France, and a 
panic spread throughout the different grape districts. It soon sub- 
sided, however, when the vineyards were not being rapidly destroyed, 
and even precautionary measures were overlooked. 

Of all the grape-growing counties, that portion of Alameda County 
known as the Livermore Valley district evolved the best organized 
system of quarantine measures, the aim of which was not to prohibit 
the importation of vines into the county, but to have cuttings, as 
well as rooted vines, thoroughly disinfected before they were per- 
mitted to be planted.® 

The disinfectant used was a commercial soluble phenol. Vines 
were immersed for one-half hour in‘a solution of 1 part phenol to 60 
parts water. Notwithstanding these precautions, vines were intro- 

duced without the knowledge of the quarantine commission, and 
there occurred three distinct centers of infestation from which the 
pest was remarked to spread with the prevailing summer winds. 
Two of these centers were planted originally with material from 
San Jose, and the third with vines from St. Helena, in Napa County. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

As far as has been observed, Stanislaus, Merced, Kings, and Madera 

Counties, north of Tehachapi Pass, are free from phylloxera. South 
of Tehachapi Pass it has not been found so far. Most of the counties 
named have either enacted ordinances establishing prohibitive quar- 
antine against the importation of grapevines or protective measures 
subjecting vines to strict inspection and fumigation. 

The absence of infestation is without doubt not wholly due to 
quarantine measures, which were enacted years after the pest had 
many opportunities to be introduced, but more likely is due to the 
combined conditions of climate and soil in these counties. 

The writers have made a personal investigation of the present status 
of phylloxera infestation, and have tried to ascertain and estimate 

approximately the damage caused to the viticultural interests. At 
this late date, however, there is much difficulty in obtaining informa- 
tion on which to base the estimate. Quite a number of vineyards have 
been replanted, some as many as three times; property has changed 
hands, and the history of vineyards has been forgotten. Again, 

8 Data personally contributed by Charles A. Wetmore, formerly chief executive of the 

State board of viticultural commissioners. 
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no traces exist of large vineyards pulled up but not replanted, 
and thus accurate data are unobtainable. Therefore a summarized 

statement based upon data to be found in the various reports of 
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lic. 1.—Map indicating progress of phylloxera infestation in California. 
not show the severity or degree of infestation. 

vineyards were not inspected. 

The map does 
Counties having less than 250 acres of 

In those counties marked doubtfully infested inspection 
took place at_a time of year when the insect was difficult to detect; none were found 

but the aerial growth of the vines suggested phylloxeration. In the counties of Kings, 
San Benito, Merced, Stanislaus, Calaveras, Amador, and Tehama no phylloxera was 
found at the time of inspection, but they should not be deemed to a certainty free of the 
insect. 

the State Board of Viticultural Commissioners and other agricul- 
tural and horticultural reports is presented. This, with the aid of 
a map of California (fig. 1) to indicate infested counties in shad- 
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ings to correspond to a period of years within certain dates, will 

enable one at a glance to conceive the degree of injury produced 

and the loss sustained by the viticultural interests. 

A general idea can be formed of the growth of the viticultural 

interests of California and correlatively of the economic importance 

of the grape phylloxera by comparing the report on grape produc- 

tion of the State statistician for the year 1914 with the report of a 

similar nature for the period 1856-1866 (Table I). 

TABLE I.—Planting of vines in California in different perods. 

Total Vines planted in— Ks Tasl | tie | Det 
County. existin wares existi 

in 1865 | existing | fn q9i0° 1856 1857 1858 - | in 1866. TTA 

Mamicdais shower eta) 48, 000 125, 000 175,000 | 1,575,000 155,070 | 2,390, 959 
crieyitare as ee ed 9,000 8,000 20, 000 180, 000 757,773 314, 604 
Butte eee oe 15,000 45,773 80, 707 726, 363 369, 785 258,742 
COBDS eo Sa SER aN a ee at a 6, 465 24,187 217, 665 515, 049 212, 300 

‘ 5 36, 000 47, 800 482) 417 
383, 760 2017518 | 2,972, 130 

Q, 190) [eae eee 
697,248 | 1,441,039 581, 342 
PHAOEON sees cane 40, 687, 207 
8, 235 839 4,095 

Sue Cah 252 39, 478 
18, 000 DEOL 75 |e ee nee 

ace ln A 11, 000 296, 752 
BSc NRE 200 31 

mospAmipelestae = Nae 42 Secs. 2 726, 000 600,000 | 1,650,000 | 14,850,000 | 3,000,000 4,923, 877 
IBS Ss as Ne a a ea 500 600 5, 400 11,542 115, 198 
Mariposa ite ea suis rat: 1,000 15, 227 15,000 135, 000 51,783 28, 647 
Mercodmnnee ne eis 10, 000 15, 000 15,000 135, 000 100,740 | 1,281,342 
IMontbereyacere sees te bars) 10,000 11, 650 50, 000 50, 000 84, 839 79, 935 
IDE aes ela EE nn eg 22; 700 55,000 90, 000 810,000 | 1,166)935 | 8,595, 338 

TNIG HENGE, 215 LUCAS CE RN em (are ea 6,000 8,000 72, 000 124, 000 ” 94,338 
lace er ve ree 2,702 5,742 5,000 45, 000 397,101 | 1,340, 132 
IDSs 66 ok SUBSE b aaa aenee sel Bene seneneme 80 400 3, 600 1,616 Nia genes 
Sacramento.--.....-.-.-...... 52, 200 119, 500 327,900 | 2,951,000 951,315 7, 627,510 
San Bernardino........-.....- 80, 000 38, 000 75,000 675, 000 312) 562 987, 127 
Sanppisgomeeeer fer ie, 4,000 4,000 50, 000 450, 000 1,915 | 1,228,858 
SamplranCiscOm caresses. - ales - see = ectnic 1, 200 1,000 9, 000 "5 4 3,000 
Sanvorquineee ose itr eT 13, 467 28, 640 40,000 | 4,112,792 493,387 | 13,371,794 
San Luis Obispo.............- 1,500 2,000 10, 000 90, 000 18, 263 "265, 481 
SaneMatcomete ti: Sn te 5,000 40, 000 40, 000 360, 000 16, 000 124, 990 
Santa Barbara 15, 000 70, 000 90, 000 810, 000 220, 000 208, 595 
Santa Clara 150,000 | 500,000} 513,000 | 4,617;000 | 2,000,000} 5,584, 480 
Santa Cruz....... 5,000 6,179 20,000 56,000 } 218,100} 1,365,418 
SIEGE. octa Lorem 5,348 6, 100 25,000 | 225,000 | 1,534,520 | 117,481 
BOR sconssoncssauassousnoadac| PesdosEecuar 1,900 3,500 31, 500 ATE | Sco ysadacce 
ISKayOUMeepe ase seo Ne ciceee ere 1,000 1,000 2, 000 180, 000 8, 469 2,473 
SEFC Co sss ec OPE Re Smee 56,178 50, 000 52, 869 554, 178 950,600 | 1, 213, 265 
Sonoma and Mendocino... -._- 61,590 170, 508 187,621 | 2,000,000 | 2,830,195 | 18,864, 163 
Sremislatis eeeen ye ae et ai 4420 3,020 1,800 162,000 | 112,310 |. 1,932,302 
Suter ee 45,123 | 135,369 50,000 | 450,000 163,663 | 1, 249, 923 
ehaninmeeehe Na Mi al Maven i, 2; 000 5,500 49) 500 145,883 | 1,307,218 
Mrnityeee ee ee Se 150 1,717 1,151 10,359 19,096 2, 842 
‘huni, Oe ee aa i eee 400 30, 000 2707000 100,950 | 7,227, 491 
Murine enn tl: i 9, 858 29, 891 57, 520 517, 734 505, 250 95, 811 
VOL ee een 26, 902 61, 903 155,425 | 1,398,825 157,434 | 2,568,019 
Yuba. SCHACHT ECU 28, 000 30, 000 50, 000 450, 000 494 472 162, 751 

Glee are er 20416 
baa OOH LA yea WER a aes 298 813 
ein Pe eres spraten tasty tee OT Late 419, 582 
ieee Seeuntere je aeeesotasie es ethe\cia 5 4, 538, 732 
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36, 398 

Total number of vines...| 1,540,134 | 2,265,062 | 3,854,548 | 40,172,654 | 19,695,814 | 139,099, 560 
Ota hacresbekeatsecacee lense eBeccee oer ne neaaaae 11,411 59,077 ZSeOGGIIE cemeaeseee 
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At this earlier period the pioneer growers of grapes were begin- 
ning to realize the possibilities of success due to the advantage of the 
peculiar suitabilities of climate and soil in California for the culture 
of European varieties of Vitis vinifera. 

Within the period of 48 years (1866-1914) there had been an 
increase of nearly 90,000,000 vines. Within this lapse of time, so 
comparatively short for such a prominent industry of the State, 
many changes occurred in the different viticultural districts with 
which phylloxera had little or nothing to do, and the gradual damage 
and loss caused by the insect could not be compared with the acutely 
sinister influence of extreme fluctuations in the market values of 
grapes, whether for wine, raisin, or table use, which swayed the 
industry at different times from opulence to ruin and vice versa for 
the growers; yet when looking backward over the years, the phyl- 
loxera stands out preeminent and is considered as the main single 
factor in the loss and damage sustained by California viticulture. 

In the early period the counties south of the San Bernardino 
boundary line were in the lead for the acreage in vines and for the 
production of wine. ‘To-day in these counties viticulture is of sec- 
ondary importance, yet phylloxera has never been discovered there. 
The Anaheim disease was one of the causes of this decline, but the 

change to the more lucrative investments in citrus culture, which no 
doubt appealed more to the tastes of the many eastern settlers who 
largely populated that portion of the State, is mainly responsible for 

the falling off in acreage of grapes and lack of interest in the industry. 
Another viticultural district which underwent a great change was 

that of the Santa Clara Valley. There grape growing increased 
rapidly from 1885 to 1895, when the acreage of vineyards was the 
greatest and the county of Santa Clara produced almost one-third 
of the dry wines of the State. From 1893, when the vines began to 
die, the decline in acreage was much more rapid than had been its 
growth. | 

It was commonly beheved at the time that the Anaheim disease, 
which had caused such great ravages in the southern part of the 
State, was also responsible for the sudden dying off of the vines in 

the Santa Clara Valley. The damage caused to the vineyards was 

so extensive that an investigation was instituted by the College of 
Agriculture of the University of California to determine the 
cause (3). The general conclusions arrived at were the following: 

First, that the dying vines exhibit symptoms differing materially from those 

shown by the vines in Southern California which were destroyed by the Ana- 

heim disease; and, second, that whether or not there be some “ unknown in- 

fluence” at work, as suggested by Mr. Newton B. Pierce, the real, determining 

factor is the deficiency of rainfall during the years 1897-1900. 
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At this time the phylloxera was known to exist more or less 

throughout the valley, and had been identified in different vineyards, 
but as yet its injury had not reached the advanced stage of noticeable 
characteristic phylloxera spots, was therefore little in evidence, and 
was not considered a prominent factor in connection with the de- 

struction of the vineyards. 
The following facts were brought out during the writers’ investi- 

gations and have a direct bearing upon existing conditions in the 

Santa Clara Valley at that time: 
Extensive areas of a vineyard may be infested by phylloxera be- 

fore characteristic spots are noticeable; a lighter crop and a slight 
decline in vigor of growth are for some time the only apparent signs 
of injury. 

Infested vines change suddenly for the worse, becoming rapidly 
stunted in growth, or even dying, when influenced by unusual con- 
ditions either from lack or excess of moisture. 

Injured roots, functioning poorly under normal conditions of 
moisture, reproduce with difficulty fibrous roots, or feeders, to replace 
those which have been destroyed by the insect, and when subjected to 
drought they starve the vine. 

Excessive moisture, instead of benefiting injured roots, causes them 
to rot and hastens the death of the vine. 

For these reasons it is believed that the phylloxera was responsible 
for a far greater share of the destruction of the Santa Clara Valley 
vineyards than has been ascribed to it. 

While Santa Clara and the southern counties have lost in acreage, 
_a larger gain has been made at about the same period and later 
in other counties, especially those of Sutter. San Joaquin, and 
Fresno. Many vines throughout the State have been killed by 
phylloxera and not replanted: more have been grubbed out and 
replanted, sometimes more than once, and it is estimated that the 
loss in these respects has been very considerable. 

Mr. George C. Husmann, pomologist in charge of viticultural 
investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department 
of Agriculture, estimates the loss at 75,000 acres; Prof. F. T. Bioletti, 
of the viticultural department of the University of California, makes 
a similar estimate; and Charles C. Wetmore, for many years identi- 
fied with the board of State viticultural commissioners, considers 
this estimate conservative. 

VINEYARD DESTRUCTION. 

PROGRESS OF THE DESTRUCTION OF A VINIFERA VINE. 

According to conditions there is a great variation in the number 
of months or years that elapse between its original infestation by 
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phylloxera and the actual death of the vine. The following points 
have important bearing on, this: 

Soil conditions and drainage.—From a survey made throughout 
the different districts of California, the following general statements 

can be made in regard to the destruction of vineyards when the vines 
are 8 to 10 years of age or older before becoming infested: 

Vines live longer in rich, deep, well-drained soils. Under such 
conditions, vineyards known to have been infested for 20 years and 
longer still bear crops, have only a few vines actually dead, and 
but a small percentage bearing little or no crop. 

Vines die sooner and the crop of the vineyard is more rapidly 
diminished in quantity and quality when established on rich soil 
only a few feet deep and with poor drainage, or on side-hill soils 
lacking moisture. 

Vines are still more rapidly affected in heavy soils, more or less 
shallow, with compact clay subsoil. In such types of soil, the vines, 
more or less stunted and enfeebled, may hve a number of years. 
After a winter of unusually heavy rainfall they may show a very 
rapid serious decline or even a majority of them may die within a 
year. 

Vines growing in a well-drained, very loose, and friable sandy soil, 
or one with a surface of blow sand several inches in depth, seem to 
be almost immune to the attack of phylloxera. 

As a sandy soil becomes heavier in texture and of poorer drainage, 
so the vine succumbs more readily to the attack of the insect. 

Age of vine at infestation.— Y oung vines are destroyed more readily 
during the first three years, before they have established a fairly 
good root system. When vines are 8 or 10 years old the quality and 
texture of the soil become main factors, and the more or less rapid de- 

struction of the vineyard depends on the adaptation of the vine to 

the soil and the advantages of prolification and diffusion for the 
insect. ‘The general experience has been as follows: 

Cuttings infested in their early growth rarely survive the first 
year. 

Rooted vines, infested from the time of planting, produce from the 

start a very poor vineyard, which rarely lasts more than three or four 
years, the individual infested vines living after infestation hardly 
more than two years. If vines become infested during the second 

or third year from planting, they may last longer if they have 
a good root system, and in this case the vineyard may produce one 
or two crops smaller than normal and perhaps last five or six years. 

When a vine is three years old or more before infestation, its longev- 
ity depends somewhat on variety, much more on age, and especially 
on soil conditions. 
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Too few American varieties, either nonresistant or resistant, are 
grown in the State of California at this time to have been con- 
sidered in this investigation. 

Intrinsic vigor of vines —Vines of great intrinsic vigor always re- 
sist phylloxera attack better than naturally weak plants. 

Varieties of vines—Amongst vinifera varieties grown in Cali- 
fornia, a few have shown certain resistance when inoculations have 
taken place several years after planting. Such are, in order, Flame, 
Tokay. Mission, and Muscat (I resno district), and in a lesser degree 
Grenache, Chasselas, and Burger. Laboratory tests with certain 
varieties in which phylloxera lesions rotted rapidly have shown that 
Zinfandel, Thompson’s Seedless, Carignan, Burger, and Muscat suc- 
cumbed more rapidly and Tokay and Grenache less rapidly. 

Destruction of a highly susceptible vine—Under favorable con- 

ditions for rapid phylloxeration, the hypothetical progress of de- 
struction of a highly susceptible vine, as Zinfandel, with established 
roots may be set down as follows: During summer and fall a few 
larvee settle on a part of the root system; the following year in- 
festation spreads to the surface fibrous and fleshy roots, and to a 
certain extent to the large roots near the crown, and nodosities and 
tuberosities are formed. The third year the subterranean infesta- 
tion spreads pretty well throughout the root system, although it 
is rare to find year-old wood much attacked, for it appears that 
the habit of roots of this age to slough the outer layer of bark pre- 
vents the phylloxere from retaining a hold, and compels those 
already settled to move to other more hospitable portions of the root 
system. In this year some of the larger roots decay under combina- 
tion of phylloxera attack and excessive moisture in the subsoil or 
become dried out from phylloxeration combined with too great 
drought, and thus the flow of sap between the feeding rootlets and 
the aerial portion of the vine is more or less cut off. This results 
in a shortening of cane growth and sometimes in an abnormally 
large crop of grapes. During this third summer as the larger roots 
die an emigration of young larvee takes place. Many winged forms 
also may be developed. The fourth year finds the larger roots in 
great part destroyed, the cane growth correspondingly reduced, and 
a large number of fibrous and fleshy rootlets sent out from the 
trunk just below the soil surface. The phylloxerz colonize these 
rootlets in spring, but leave them in summer, when they decay. There 
is also a heavy migration from the decaying roots farther down 
in the soil. In the autumn it is hard to find phylloxera on such a 
vine, and this explains the maxim that the best type of phylloxerated 
vine on which to look for the insect is not one badly stunted, but 
rather one with shght stunting of the canes; in fact, one in the 

1900°—21 2 
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second or third year of phylloxeration. Such a vine as has been 
portrayed generally dies in the fifth or sixth year from the initial 
attack. 

As has been pointed out above, the decline of a vine is influenced 

by many conditions, and the hypothetical case given shows the mini- 
mum longevity of an established susceptible vine after phylloxeration. 
Under favorable conditions infested vines live much longer, and in 
extreme cases their length of life seems hardly affected by the con- 
tinued presence of the insect on their roots, a shght decrease in the 
size of the crop being the only evidence of injury. 

HOW THE PRESENCE OF PHYLLOXERA IS INDICATED. 

The existence of the phylloxera in a vineyard is indicated by the 
well-known areas or “oil spots,” so termed because of their man- 
ner of spreading. A “spot” appears first in the form of one or 
two vines showing a slight shortening of the canes and a premature 
seasonal yellowing of the leaves, although the latter symptom may 
be caused by the red spider (ZVetranychus bimaculatus Harvey), or 
by alkah in the soil. The year following this indication the vines 
originally infested exhibit a more noticeably stunted appearance, 
while other vines surrounding them show slight shortening of canes 
and premature discoloration of fohage. After this the “spot” in- 

creases in size, in course of time the vines ‘in its center die, and 
finally the vineyard may become totally destroyed. The writers have 
never observed the “spots” to increase as rapidly in California as. 

they are reported to have done in the vineyards of France after the 
time the insect first reached that country, when 2,500,000 acres were 

destroyed in 25 years, and vineyards frequently have been observed 
in California which had phylloxera “ spots” of more than 20 years’ 
standing to have vines still living. 

The “oil spot” generally is circular in shape, but sometimes it 
assumes other forms. At times it is oval or narrowly elongate, the 
latter form occurring on hillside vineyards through which water 
rills run in the spring. In such cases spread of the “ spot” is often 
rapid in a downward direction, indicating that running water is 
an extra factor in the spread of infestation. The writers have 
demonstrated by experiment (see “ Diffusion of phylloxera,” p. 100) 
that the phyHoxerze can be carried in water from one vine to another, 
and when the rains of March and April occur there are plenty of 
active phylloxere on the roots. In other cases the spread of a “ spot” 
follows the direction of the prevailing winds and it appears that this 

spread is caused by wind agency in the transportation of wandering 
larvee in summer and autumn. In vineyards where vines are planted 

rectangularly (1. e., 8 by 12 feet), instead of square, the infestation 
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very frequently spreads along the shorter 8-foot rows, indicating 
that the insects traverse more easily the shorter than the longer dis- 
tances. Aerial and subterranean migrations of wandering larve 
play an important part in the enlargement of phylloxera “ spots.” 
Only an infinitesimal percentage of the thousands of wandering 
larvee succeed in reaching their goal, but, as they are parthenogenetic 

radicicoles, a single larva can cause a new infestation or start a 
new “spot” at quite a distance from the original one, either in the 
same or in another vineyard. 

The estimation of root injury from external appearance usually 
can be made with considerable accuracy, and the degree of infesta- 
tion of a vineyard computed by the number of “spots,” their size, 
and the stunted condition of the vines composing them. 
The diagrams (figs. 2 and 3) indicate a phylloxera “ spot ” charted, 

respectively, in the years 1914 and 1915. This “spot” occurred on a 
heavy black clay soil on a hillside of moderate slope. It appeared 
that the “spot” started about the year 1907 when the vines were 3 
years old, and that the first vines died about 1911. Surveys of the 
“spot ” were made October 13, 1914, and November 5, 1915, and the 
vines were designated in the following manner: Ten was given to 
vines which showed no external evidences of phylloxeration; 9 to 
those which showed very slight evidence, such as premature yellow- 
ing of foliage and slight shortening of canes; 8 to those showing 
more advanced symptoms of phyiloxeration, and so on down to 1, 
which was given to vines which showed only the most feeble vegeta- 
tive growth. In order to portray the “spot” more vividly, symbols 
have been utilized as follows: Healthy vines, 7; vines designated 9 

and 8, S; vines designated 7 and 6, 7; vines designated 5 and 4, U; 

vines designated 3, 2, and 1, ; vines killed by phylloxera, solid dot. 
In this vineyard every fourth vine had been replaced by a walnut tree, 
and these places where vines have been pulled out and not replaced 
are left blank in the diagrams. 

In the diagrams not all the “spot ” is shown, for it has extensions, 
the principal one being on the north side across a 24-foot avenue and 
continuing down a swale for some 60 feet. Enough of the “spot” 

is shown to indicate its general form. Between 1914 and 1915 there 
occurred an unusually wet winter and the “spot” grew considerably 

-in the 12 months between the surveys. Although the number of dead 
vines increased only from 43 to 49, and among the badly stunted 
types not much increase was shown, there was a marked increase in 
the number of vines showing recent phylloxeration. 
When more than one variety of vine is included in a “spot,” a 

good index of the resisting power of the several vinifera varieties 
frequently is observable. Among the dead or moribund vines of 
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the susceptible varieties stand out the more vigorous vines of the less 
susceptible kinds or even individuals of the same variety. 
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Fic. 2.—Phylloxera ‘ spot” in Zinfandel vineyard, charted in 1914. (See text.) 

The year previous to showing a marked decline, vines frequently 
bear an unusually abundant crop of grapes, and stunted vines seem 
to produce a larger amount of grapes in comparison to the size of 
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Fic. 1.— Young raisin vineyard uninfested by Phylloxera. 

Fic. 2.—Old vinifera vineyard infested throughout with Phylloxera and showing empty spaces 
where vines have been Killed; vine in foreground shows less infestation by Phylloxera than 
others near by, and would be rated at 7, but the canes show obvious stunting. 

THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 
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THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

Phyllorera vitifoliae: Fig. 1.—Phylloxera nodosities shown on Zinfandel grapevine: 
a, Nodosities on terminal rootlets; b, nodosity showing Phylloxera feeding; c, adult louse; 
d, molted skin of same. Fig. 2.—Phylloxera tuberosities on smaller root: a, Infested 
portion of root; 6, normal portion of root. Fig. 3.—Section of grapevine root showing 
adult louse with eggsin situ. Fig. 4.—Sections of root infested: a, Newly formed tuber- 
ositv; b, advanced stage of tuberosity; c, side view of older form of tuberosity; d, tuber- 
osity causing the cracked concition of bark; e, young colony ofinsects as found on roots. 
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their wood growth than do healthy ones. Such grapes mature, how- 
ever, without attaining a good size or their normal saccharine con- 
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Fig. 3.—Phylloxera ‘‘ spot” in Zinfandel vineyard, charted in 1915. Same « spot” 

as shown in figure 2. (Kor description see text.) 

tent. Stunted vines produce leaves of a more uniform size than 
healthy vines, and because the internodes of the canes are shorter, 
the leaves appear more closely grouped, giving the “ cabbage-head ” 
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appearance to the vines. Scarcity of rapid-growing terminal shoots 
and absence of tendrils are characteristics of stunted vines. Plate 
I, figure 1, shows a young vineyard which is uninfested and in which 
the vines have made normal growth. Plate IIT shows a small phyl- 
loxera “spot” in an old vineyard, the photograph showing stunted 
vines in the foreground. Plate IIT and Plate I, figure 2, indicate 
badly infested old vineyards, in which all the vines are phylloxe- 

rated and most of them badly stunted. The vine in the foreground 
of Plate III is obviously stunted, although less so than its neighbors. 

PHYLLOXERA ROOT LESIONS. 

‘Roos lesions are swellings on grape roots caused by the puncture 
of the phylloxera beak. They are of two types, (1) nodosities and 

(2) tuberosities. 
The nodosity—Nodosities (Pl. IV, fig. 1) are rapidly growing 

swellings on the white fleshy feeding rootlets. They soon acquire 
a characteristic greenish-yellow color, and curve and bulge around 
the phylloxere responsible for their inception so that the insects 
come to lie in a depression (PIL. TV, fig. 1, 6). A nodosity may be- 
come as much as six times the diameter of the normal size of the root 
when several insects have settled upon it, and about twice the di- 
ameter for a single occupant. Through its size, form, and color, 
the nodosity is very conspicuous in comparison with the root and is 
manifest proof of the presence of the phylloxera. . 

In most cases the formation of a nodosity arrests the growth of the 
rootlet. At times the rootlet grows one-fourth inch or so in length, 
and occasionally the puncture of the phylloxera does not affect the 
rootlet in its growth, the subsequent swelling acquiring a lgnous 
character and becoming a tuberosity. Nodosities are generally short- 
lived, lasting about a month. Excess moisture hastens their decay, 
lack of moisture dries them up, but a low, even temperature causes 

them to last longer. 
The foregoing also applies to the American variety of vines styled 

nonresistant. On the rootlets of the resistant American vines the 
phylloxere frequently fail to cause swellings, and when nodosities 
are produced they are smaller, less fleshy, and brown in color. At 
times, though no swelling occurs, the rootlet dies at the point of 

puncture. 

The tuberosity —Tuberosities (Pl. IV, figs. 2,4) also are swellings 
caused by the puncture of the aphid. Though of a similar nature, 
they differ from nodosities in form because of the lignous character 
of older roots. They oecur on all parts of the root system of vinifera 
vines except at the apex of the growing fibrous rootlets. They may 
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also occur on the trunk of the vine, both above and below the soil 
surface. They are less commonly formed on roots of one year’s 
growth than on older wood. On resistant vines tuberous swellings 
are normally quite unusual, but they may be formed on the healing 
growth of the cambium layer about an abrasion. On most American 
vines of nonresistant type, tuberosities are abundantly formed. On 
vinifera X resistant hybrids the more the resistant strain predominates 
the scarcer are the tuberosities. 

Tuberosities are formed at any time between March and October, 
most abundantly during the summer months. They are formed more 
readily on vigorcus roots than on those somewhat dried or decayed. 
Hibernants often choose tuberosities upon which to pass the winter, 

besides inducing their growth at points as yet sound and uninfested, 
the mere insertion of the beak being sufficient to stimulate growth. 
Tuberosities vary considerably in their general appearance, even 

on the same vine. Some are minute papille on the surface of 
the root. Others are large, fleshy, rapidly growing, globular out- 
growths, as much as half an inch in diameter, and this type is found 
chiefly on the smaller roots. Others are enlargements of the girth 
of the root at intervals, a type also confined to small roots. Others 
consist of more or less uniformly rounded swellings of one-sixth 
to one-fourth inch diameter on the root surface, and these are the 
ones most commonly found on larger roots. Such tuberosities by 
their growth generally split the epidermis of the root longitudinally, 
and as the split tends to lengthen at both ends, the tuberosity assumes 
an oval or elongate shape. Later, when the split enlarges, fresh 
tuberosities are formed by aphids on the inner layer of bark exposed 
by the split, and shortly a chain of lesions occurs along the crack. 
These cracks lengthen and often involve a length of more than 6 
inches. On roots growing horizontally or almost parallel to the soil 
surface, the majority of the tuberosities will occur on the lower side, 
the insects apparently settling there because of the greater moisture. 
On vertical or sloping roots tuberosities occur more or less uniformly 
all around. As long as they remain fresh, tuberosities provide an 
excellent quality of food for the aphids. This condition should be 
distinguished from the rapid development observed in the case of 

aphids settled on root callus, which forms at the point of severance 
and is caused by the action of the healing cells of the cambium layer 

becoming greatly enlarged and very fleshy, furnishing excellent 
food for the aphids, through the natural function of the wounded 
root. 

Many factors influence the length of existence of tuberosities. In 
general, it is found that those formed in the autumn will last until 
the rainy season, and commence to decay immediately afterwards. 
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Their decay is expedited by a heavy rainfall and a high-water table. 
Those formed during the spring and summer in a moist environment 
rarely persist fresh beyond two months, and most of them decay 
about one month after they arise. It has been repeatedly observed 
how quickly a fresh tuberosity decays when it is placed against wet 
sand, and if a stream of water finds its way down a root the tuberosi- 
ties thereon start to decay immediately. On the other hand, they 
are more capable of withstanding dry soil conditions than are the 
nodosities, and under conditions approaching drought, which some- 
times occur in late summer and autumn, may last for a considerable 
time and even lignify, the dry environment having caused the insects 
settled on them to seek more favorable conditions of moisture and 
at the same time having kept in check decomposition. Tuberosities 
withstand a considerably greater range in temperature than do 
nodosities, and they are not affected by sudden changes in tempera- 
ture in the same manner as are the nodosities. 

Tuberosities grow larger and more rapidly in proportion to the 
soundness of the roots. On roots previously uninfested the growth 

of the swellings is rapid and vigorous, and a root, after it has been 
heavily phylloxerated for several months, becomes so greatly ex- 
hausted that it can not respond to the punctures of the aphids by 
developing new swellings, and the phylloxere that are not gradually 
riven away to seek more nutritious food develop on the root without 
causing swellings. The decay of the tuberosities begins at the place 
first punctured by the aphids, generally at about the center of the | 
swellings. The tuberosity forms around the insect, and decay is 
first evident as a small, blackened spot, sometimes exuding a liquid. 
The rapidity of decay of tuberosities is in proportion to the increasing 
moisture content of their environment, and in an unusually dry 
environment they frequently will henify without causing the tissues 
to rot. Under moist conditions the inflated cells rapidly break down 
and decay usually spreads, and fungi and molds enter the tissues, es- 
pecially in the case of large bulbous swellings. Decay finally drives 
off the aphids, but through their stimulating action they are often 
able to retain the freshness of a tuberosity for some time after it 
has been surrounded by decayed tissues, and occasionally a fresh, 
vigorous specimen is found on a root otherwise quite decayed. The 
nutritious quality of these tuberous lesions provides for the produc- 
tion of nymphs in great numbers. 

HOW ROOT LESIONS AFFECT THE HEALTH OF VINES. 

Tt has been shown in the foregoing pages that the nodosities are 
those phylloxera lesions formed at the apex of growing fibrous root- 
lets, whereas the tuberosities are lesions formed on all other parts 
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of the root system. Since the vine derives its plant food through 
the growing rootlets that thrust their way through the soil, it is 
obvious that when such rootlets rot as a result of the decay of the 
nodosities situated on them no more sustenance can be afforded 
the plant through this medium. If, on the other hand, the rootlets 
continue to grow notwithstanding the nodosities situated on them, 
and if the nodosities lignify, the supply of nourishment provided by 
the rootlets is not cut off, and the nodosities become in effect tuber- 
osities. ‘This is often the case with resistant vines, and much more 

rarely with vinifera or nonresistant Americans. In resistants these 
tuberosities generally lignify and heal, but in the other types of vines 
they do this only if their environment is quite dry. Nodosities effec- 
tively destroy the terminal rootlets; but since the insects spread 
very slowly on resistants, a vine of any vigor has abundant feeders, 
and thus it follows that resistant vines bearing very few or no tuber- 
osities, but having many nodosities, do not succumb to phylloxera. 
Resistant vines never lack the power to produce enough feeding 
rootlets to sustain them as long as the following conditions, which 
are normal to these vines, obtain: (1) When the development and 
spread of the phylloxerz on them are comparatively slow; (2) when 
a large percentage of insects that have been raised on the nodosi- 
ties become nymphs and later leave the roots as winged migrants, 
in an endeavor to reach the surface of the ground or the aerial 
parts of the vines. Both of these conditions may be affected by the 
quality of plant food, as will be shown. Instances have been seen 
in which young resistant vines have been rid of their entire infesta- 
tion because all of the immature phylloxerz became winged migrants 
in the autumn, but in the majority of cases of infested resistant 
vines under observation there remained in late fall a small wingless 
infestation, and in some instances where the vines had been growing 
‘in small pots with insufficient nourishment infestations of wingless 
aphids persisted, and the production of winged migrants during the 
autumn was proportionately small. These wingless infestations, 
however, were not prolific. It appears that thrifty resistant vines 
afford poor nourishment for phylloxers, and they do not respond to 
phylloxeric irritation by producing swellings. When, however, re- 
sistant vines become weakened through a poor supply of plant food, 
the phylloxere attacking them persist and the vines respond to the 
phylloxeric irritation and form lesions. 
Although the decay of the nodosities on vinifera vines destroys the 

feeding rootlets, this in itself is not a potent factor in the destruc- 
tion of the vines by phylloxera. Except under abnormal conditions, 
such as the confinement of vines in pots with impoverished soil, no 
case has ever been observed in which the death of a vine could be 
attributed solely to the decay of nodosities, whereas instances have 
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been observed wherein vines flourished with their vitality but 
shghtly impaired, notwithstanding a nodositous infestation extend- 
ing over several years. One such instance was that of a 20-year-old 
vineyard of Burger and Chasselas (vinifere) near Napa, Calif. 
In 1913 the vines had been phylloxerated for upward of eight years, 
and each year the nodosities had been extremely abundant and prac- 
tically no tuberosities had been developed, yet the vines appeared 
quite thrifty, owing to the maintenance of a sufficient number 
of uninfested feeders.. It is the decay of the tuberosities on the 
larger roots, which the vine can not replace, that causes at first the 

impairment of the vine’s functions and later results in its death. 
The simultaneous decay of many tuberosities is the cause of rapid 
decline in the vigor of a vine and is the prelude to the vine’s death. 
The larger roots near the crown of the vine are especially susceptible 
to tuberositous decay, while the decay of a root below the crown 

is often very slow. This lower portion under favorable conditions 
is able to maintain itself undecayed for months, if not years, and is 
capable of providing nourishment for phylloxere. It is frequently 
observable that vines retain their vigor despite a ring of decay at 
the crown of the roots, and do not become stunted until the major 
portions of the larger roots have rotted. 

In a discussion of the effect of root lesions on the health of vines, 

emphasis should be placed upon the decay of the tuberositous le- 
sions and upon the fact that this decay is invariably hastened by 
moisture and retarded by dryness. Decomposition is often hastened | 
by the work of fungi, molds, thysanurans, and tyroglyphid mites. 
The most common mite so working is Rhizoglyphus elongatus Banks, 
specimens of which were determined by Mr. Nathan Banks. It is 
a rather large species and is very prevalent throughout the grape 
sections of California. It was frequently reared on decaying roots 
kept in the cellar of the laboratory. The mite is hyaline white, 
with two brown circular spots, one behind the other, on the dorsum 
of the abdomen. 

NOMENCLATURE AND SYNONYMY OF THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA. 

The genus Phylloxera was erected in 1834 by Boyer de Fons- 
colombe (10). The type species is P. guercus de Fonscolombe. In 
1856 Asa Fitch (9) described the grape-leaf gall louse as Pemphigus 
vitifoliae. The species was obviously placed in the wrong genus. 
In 1867 Shimer (21) erected a new family (Dactylosphaeridae) and 
anew genus, Dactylosphaera, for a new species of his (g/obosum) and 
tentatively placed vitifoliae Fitch in this new family and genus. Ina 
footnote he also proposed the genus Viteus for Fitch’s insect. In 1868 
Planchon (20) described the grape root louse from France as Rhyz- 
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aphis vastatrix Planchon, and in the same year Signoret (22) placed 
the species vastatriz in the genus Phylloxera de Fonscolombe. The 
year following Westwood (23), in England, described the insect as 
Peritymbia vitisana, but in a later article the same year he placed 

his species in synonymy as follows: Peritymbia vitisana Westwood= 
Pemphigus vitifoliae Fitch, Dactylosphaera (?) vitifoliae Shimer, 
and Phylloxera vastatrix Planchon (19). Until 1900 the name gen- 
erally recognized by writers had been Phyllowera vastatrix Planchon. 
In 1900 Del Guercio (12), in Italy, erected the genus Xerampelus to 

receive the grapevine species, which he therefore called Xerampelus 
vastator. This genus has not been recognized by all later authors. 
Grassi (11, p. 12) would retain Shimer’s proposed genus V2teus as a 
subgenus to Phyllovera, and would thus name the species Phylloxera 
(Viteus) vastatrix. The present writers are inclined to retain the 
specific name witifoliae Fitch on account of its evident priority over 
Planchon’s more widely known vastatriv, and notwithstanding the 
objections raised by authors as to its orthographical correctness 
(vitisfolii and vitifolii have been preferred and written). As to the 
generic title, it has been decided that Phyllovera will be retained, 
the question of the subdivision of the genus being left to those who 
have had more opportunity to study the specific ramifications of 
this group. 

The synonymy of the grape phylloxera as understood by the 
writers is therefore as follows: 

' Phylloxera vitifoliae (Fitch). 

Pemphigus vitifoliae Fitch, 1855-56. 

Dactylosphaera (?) vitifoliae (Fitch) Shimer, 1867. 

Viteus vitifoliae (Fitch) Shimer, 1867. 

Rhyzaphis vastatriz Planchon, 1868. 

Phylloxera vastatriz (Planchon) Signoret, 1868. 

Peritymbia vitisana Westwood, 1869. 

Xerampelus vastator (Planchon) Del Guercio, 1900. 

Viteus vastator (Planchon) Grassi et al, 1912. 

BIOLOGY OF THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

THE LIFE CYCLE. 

The complete life cycle of the grape Phylloxera under natural con- 
ditions, i. e., on the wild vines of eastern. North America, is extremely 
complicated (fig. 4). It is not the intention of the authors to enter 

into all the ramifications of this cycle in the present paper, but it 
may be said that the following are the main forms that occur: (1) 
The stem mother or fundatrix, which hatches in spring from the 
winter egg, ascends to an early leaf, settles on the upper surface, 
and causes to.form around her a pocketlike gall opening on the 
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BELOW GROUND | ABOVE GROUND 

Fic. 4.—Phyllozera vitifoliae: Genealogical graph of the grape phylloxera in the eastern 

part of North America and in the Mediterranean regions. A, Hibernant radicicole ; 

B-G, successive radicicole. generations; H, winged sexuparous migrant; J, sexes; 

J, stem-mother gallicole; K—P, successive gallicole generations, part of the young. larve 

of which proceed below ground (Q) to join the radicicole circle at various stages de- 

pendent upon the gallicole generation of which they were members; Z, emergence above 

ground of the wandering radicicole larve. In this figure, in order to avoid undue con- 

| fusion, no account has been taken of the development in the galls of winged sexuparous 

| migrants. Such development is unusual, but it indicates the possibility of a life cycle 

| entirely aerial. 
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upper side of the leaf; (2) several parthenogenetic generations to 
which the stem mother gives rise, some of which settle on the foliage 
and produce new galls, as gallicoles, while others repair to the roots 
and settle on them as radicicoles; (3) parthenogenetic generations 
on the roots descended from the phylloxersze which went from the 
foliage to the roots; (4) winged migratory forms, comprising a very 
variable percentage of the root and gall forms, produced in summer 
and autumn, which fly or are transported by wind to other vines and 
oviposit either under the bark or on the leaves; (5) the true sexes, 
which are wingless and beakless; (6) the winter egg, deposited under 
the bark by the sexed female after coition; (7) radicicoles, born on 
roots in the late autumn, which pass the winter thereon as small 
hibernants, mature the spring following, and give rise to radicicole 
generations which succeed one another during the summer and 
autumn. This, briefly, is the life cycle that occurs in parts of 
Europe where American vines are used for stock, and in the eastern 
and southern United States on the wild grapes and on varieties de- 
rived from them. 

It will be observed that the winter may be passed in two forms— 
the winter egg and the hibernant, the former on the aerial and the 
latter on the subterranean or root portion of the vine. On certain 
wild grapes, as V2tis riparia, V. rupestris, and V. berlandieri, and on 
hybrids from these species, the former is the normal form, and hiber- 
nating larvee are rare. On species like Vitis labrusca, V. monticola, 
and their derivatives, both forms may occur. On vinifere (V72tis 
vinifera) the latter form is by far the more common. In the 
majority of European grape districts both forms occur, the former 
on American resistant vines and the latter on viniferee, but in other 

localities, even where resistant vines are used, the winter egg is very 
scarce. These include certain regions of France and California, and 
it appears that in California the hibernant is normally the only form 
that passes the winter. 

The suppression of the winter egg, and, therefore, of the succeeding 
gall form, brings about a modified life cycle in the California vine- 
yard which may be briefly described as follows: (1) The hibernant 
radicicole passes the winter as a larva on the roots and occasionally 
on the trunk beneath the bark. (2) The hibernant, when mature, 
gives rise to generations of radicicoles, and the aphids that issue 
from eggs in late autumn become hibernants. (38) A certain per- 
centage of radicicoles, varying from causes such as humidity, tem- 
perature, condition of food, and variety of vine, develop into winged 
migrants and issue from the ground. (4) Radicicole larve forsake 
the roots and seek to reach other vines either by way of the soil 
surface or through subterranean passages such as cracks. 
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The part of the life cycle from the sexes to the gallicoles through 
the winter egg and fundatrix is either omitted or does not proceed 
beyond the winter egg in California, notwithstanding the frequent 

ABOVE GROUND 

SELOW GAOLIVO 

ric. 5.—Phyllorera vitifoliae: Genealogical graph of the grape phylloxera in California. 

A, hibernant radicicole; B-—G, successive radicicole generations; H, winged sexuparous 

migrant; J, sexes; Z, emergence above ground of the wandering radicicole larve. 

abundance of resistant types of vines, types many of which normally 
bear galls in other localities. The result is that the California cycle 
(fig. 5) is purely parthenogenetic and is therefore greatly modified 
from the original cycle (fig. +) occurring on wild vines, the natural 
hosts of the insect. 
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RESUME OF LIFE HISTORY IN CALIFORNIA. 

A résumé of the life history will be presented before all the dif- 

ferent stages and habits of the phylloxera in California are discussed 
in detail. This résumé is confined to the biology of the insect on 
viniferze and does not consider the life history on resistant roots. 

Over 99 per cent of the phylloxere pass the winter as small brown- 

ish unmolted larvee, the remainder hibernating after having passed 
one or two molts. All parts of the root system are used for hibernat- 
ing quarters, but the majority cluster on the larger roots, following 
an upward migration in the fall. 

Coincident with the first sap flow in early spring is the growth of 
the hibernants, but in a given vineyard the earliest individuals com- 
mence to grow fully six weeks before the most tardy ones, so that 
after the foliage has opened, hibernating larve are still to be found 
on the roots. The development of the hibernants is considerably 
slower than that of the summer broods, and the former mature on 
the average about five and one-half weeks after they commence their 
spring growth. The development of the larve is at all times influ- 
enced by the quality of food and by conditions of humidity and 
temperature. 

Upon casting its fourth skin, the hibernant is mature and com- 
mences ege deposition. Its progeny are the first-generation phyl- 
loxerse, and these on hatching from the eggs either settle beside the 
eggshell or go in search of new food. Many aphids settle on young 
growing rootlets and produce the fleshy swellings, termed “ nodo- 
sities.” Others settle upon older roots and produce swellings, termed 
“tuberosities.” Still others develop on roots without causing the 
development of either perceptible swellings or lesions. Individuals 
feeding upon nodosities develop more rapidly than do those on the 
unswollen surface of the root. The nodosities usually decay within 
a few weeks after their formation, and in most cases the destruction 
of the rootlets follows. The tuberosities also usually decay in time. 
The rotting of the nodosities is not very serious, as the vine can 
supply new apical growth, but the decay of the tuberosities leads to 
the decay of the larger roots either wholly or in part, and as a result 
the vitality of the vine is greatly impaired, or the vine is killed 
outright. 

The first-generation individuals are mature in from four to seven 
weeks after the eggs have been deposited, and they in their turn 
deposit eggs, which produce further generations throughout the 
summer and autumn. 

Owing to the fact that, under favorable conditions, the adults 
deposit eges during an average period of 45 days, an overlapping of 
generations ensues during the summer and fall. In order to avoid 
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confusion, it is assumed that there are five generations annually; 
since this number is about the average in a vineyard in which the 
sap moves early, although there might be, under certain conditions, 
from one to eight or even nine generations within a single year. 
The hibernant generation having matured in April, the succeeding 

generation matures about the time the canes have ended their first 
rapid growth, approximately the end of May. Succeeding genera- 
tions mature on about the following average dates: Second, July 6; 
third, August 15; fourth, September 30; the fifth generation hiber- 
nating. 

A variable percentage of the larve of generations 2, 3, and 4 
becomes nymphs, and these later emerge from the ground as winged 
insects and either fly away or are borne off on the wind. Large 
numbers of these are caught in spider webs. Many of the newly 
hatched larvae develop a wandering tendency just after they have 
issued from the eggshell and seek to emigrate to other vines either 
through the soil or over the surface of the ground. Large numbers 
of these migrating larve are also caught in spider webs on the surface, 
and while only a small percentage reach their destination, a single 
individual may start a new infestation. Those of the larvee that suc- 
ceed in fastening upon a root or rootlet develop as radicicoles. 
The winged forms normally occur from June to October, and the 
wandering larve are found from July to September. 
During July and August, when the adult radicicoles are most 

prolific, incubation and development proceed most rapidly, and the 
phylloxera may be said then to have reached its most active stage. 
Tt is at this stage that the greatest damage is done to the roots of the 
vines, although the effects are not generally apparent until the fall 
and winter following, when the lesions formed during the summer 
have decayed. 

At the end of September a few of the newly hatched larve 
hibernate, and throughout October successive generations become 
hibernants, so that by the end of the month a large majority of the 
phylloxera have reached this stage. During November and the 
first half of December, a few mature radicicoles and growing larve 
may be found, but after the middle of December, it is unusual to 
find any form but the hibernating larva. 

Under conditions of abundant food supply, the period of egg 
deposition of the radicicoles averages 45 days and may reach a 
maximum of 110 days. This average is nearly constant throughout 
the season. The average number of eggs deposited is about 117, 
but under certain conditions the number may be increased to 486. 
The daily average number is about 24+ eggs, and as many as 23 
eggs have been deposited in 24 hours by a single phylloxera. 
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The rate of egg deposition is usually indicated by a sharp rise shortly 
after commencement, followed by a gradual decline. During the 
period of egg laying the adult feeds, and after the last egg is laid 

may live for as long as three weeks. 
Incubation naturally is influenced by temperature, and the dura- 

tion of the incubation period may vary from five days in July to 
over a month in December. Very few eggs are laid in December, but 
in March and April, when many eggs are deposited, the maximum 
period of incubation is 27 days. 
The larve mature in midsummer in about 15 days, and in April 

and November in about 34 days, and the hibernant generation de- 
velops in about 180 days. The winged forms mature more slowly 
than do the wingless individuals, since the fourth or nymphal instar 

is noticeably extended beyond that of the corresponding wingless 
stage. 

In the late fall a few individuals intermediate in structure be- 
tween the nymphs and radicicoles are found. ‘These are called 
“nymphicals” or intermediates and, so far as is known, they de- 
posit the same type of eggs as the radicicoles, although they are 
not prolific. From egg deposition to the molting of the final skin, 

the period covered by the sexes, which develop from eggs of two 
sizes laid by the winged forms, was about 12 days in confinement. 

All stages of the phylloxera molt four times, and the first instar 
is always the longest (the adult instar excepted). 

THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. ee 

HIBERNATION. 

The phenomenon of hibernation—Throughout autumn and early 
winter an ever-increasing percentage of newly hatched radicicole lar- 

vee, instead of increasing in size and maturing normally, remain 
as very small brown phylloxerz (Pl. LX, d, p. 64). As winter pro- 

gresses, the mature individuals die, leaving only the small brown 
larvee and a few unhatched eggs. As soon as these late eges hatch, 
the larvee settle down, becoming brown like the others. These small 
larvee are the hibernants, and as such they remain throughout the 
dormant period. Occasionally phylloxere that have passed one or 
two molts hibernate. This type is quite unusual, and probably con- 

sists of individuals that have reached a certain stage of development 
and are unable, through lack of nourishment, to mature, most of them 
dying before spring. 

Hibernant larve occur on all kinds of vines—on vinifere and 
on American varieties and hybrids. While this form of phylloxera 
occurs more or less sparingly on American resistant vines (Vitis 
riparia, V. rupestris, V. berlandieri, etc.) and on some American 

1900°—21——-3 
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nonresistant >< resistant hybrids, it finds its greatest development 
on viniferee and on certain American nonresistant varieties of Vitis 
labrusca, V. aestivalis, and V. monticola. On the wild species of 
Vitis of the eastern and southern parts of North America, consid- 

ered as the original hosts of the grape phylloxera, is found a com- 
plicated life cycle embracing gallicoles (gall lice), radicicoles (root 
lice), winged migrants, sexed forms, winter eggs, and true stem 

mothers. The hibernants are rarely abundant on these wild spe- 
cies of vines, and the winter is passed chiefly in the winter-egg 
stage. On vinifera (Vitis vinifera) this complicated life cycle is 
rarely completed, and a simpler one, comprising only the root forms, 
obtains. Therefore, in the absence of the winter egg, the winter 
period must be tided over by another form, which is supplied in 
the hibernant larva. It appears that, to the phylloxera, Vitis vinifera 
is an acquired food plant, and that the nature and construction of 
the Old World grapevine has changed the habits and life history 
of the grape phylloxera feeding on it. 

On viniferee, although hibernation takes place chiefly on the 
larger roots and on the subterranean portion of the trunk, it occurs 
also on nodosities and on smaller roots. 

Hibernants are located both on lesions and on the normal surface 

of the roots. On the varieties of resistant vines and certain hybrids 
(vinifera < resistant and resistant < American nonresistant) that 

have been examined, it has been found that hibernation occurs 

chiefly on nodosities and less frequently on the normal root surface. 
Tuberosities rarely are formed on these vines. On American non- 
resistant and vinifera xX nonresistant hybrids, hibernation was 
chiefly of the type found on the viniferee. On Golden Champion, 
Agawam, Catawba, Isabella, Lenoir, and Delaware, hibernants oc- 
curred on tuberosities, nodosities, and the normal root surface. On 

Moore’s Early they were located on nodosities and on larger roots 
but not on tuberosities. 

Appearance of hibernants—The hibernants (Pl. TX, d, e, f, 
p. 64) appear as little oval brown insects flatly appressed to the 
surface of the root, their legs folded underneath the body. The 
antenne are borne at right angles to the major body axis, and hardly 
project beyond the maximum width of the body. The whole insect 
generally shows one color, but sometimes there is a darker median 
longitudinal line, except on the head. In those individuals which 
have molted before going into hibernation, a similar shade of darker 
brown occurs. Occasionally lighter individuals will be noted, but 
none is ever as pale as the growing and feeding radicicole larvee. 
Hibernants located under several layers of bark, as a rule, exhibit a 

paler color than those living more exposed. 
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FIXATION OF BEAK. 

To secure information regarding the fixation of the beak in the 
root five lots of hibernants were examined on January 23, 1914. 
The results are given below. 

TABLE II.—Fixcation of beak of hibernants of the grape phylloxera, 

Number | Number Number : : 
Lot No. of indi- with wath Remarks. midaals beaks beaks 

r fixed. pees 

Mises rapes ise INES 2 25 12 13 | Under 2 layers of bark on large root. 
Des ae Se ie eee 25 24 1 | Large root; insects originally under 2 layers of bark, 

but lavers peeled off some time before experiment. 
SLs te eb Oe 25 16 9 | Smal] root; insects on tuberosities. 
CSE DT aes eae 25 22 3] Do. 
GE GSES Be ee eS a Aaa 20 8 12 | Under several layers of bark on stock of vine 3 inches 

below soil surface. 

otale es ees: 120 82 38 

In lots 1, 2, and 5 the individuals that had their beaks fixed in the 

roots were obviously the more healthy. In lots 3 and 4 all the 
phylloxere appeared equally healthy. They were on more succulent 
roots than those in lots 1, 2, and 5, and it may be that on such succu- 
lent food the hibernants have a habit of driving in and drawing out 
their beaks at will, whereas on harder roots this would not be pos- 
sible. It is evident that hibernants situated on the outside bark of a 
root are likely to be washed off by water if their beaks are not in- 
serted into the root. The experiment would serve to indicate that in 
the individuals of lots 1 and 5, wherein the hibernants were protected 
under layers of bark, the majority had their beaks free, while in lots 
2, 3, and 4, wherein the hibernants were exposed, the majority had 
their beaks inserted, so that it appears that the fixation of the beak 
acts as an anchorage. 

NOURISHMENT. 

_ The hibernant larva partakes of nourishment very slightly, if at 
all, before it settles for the winter. During the period of true 
hibernation it apparently takes no nourishment. Therefore it is 
probable that the great majority of the hibernants take their first 
food when they arouse themselves from their lethargy in spring. Of 
those observed to feed before hibernating, a few pass one or rarely 
two molts, while the rest remain unmolted but larger in size than the 
true hibernating larva. The writers have observed instances in 
which severed pieces of roots infested by hibernants formed winter 
lesions, the presence of the beaks in the root affording a stimulus. 
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Hibernants on nodosities sometimes keep these fresh until spring 
by the stimulating action of their implanted beaks. Such nodosities, 
especially in vinifera and labrusca vines, otherwise usually fail to 
pass the winter in a fresh condition, as they are susceptible to rot 
through moisture. 

DURATION OF INSTAR. 

With the exception of the winter egg, the hibernant instar is the 
longest found in the life cycle of the phylloxera. <A series of experi- 
ments undertaken in the laboratory during the winter 1911-12 showed 
that the average for 12 individuals was 183 days, or approximately 
half a year. A later series of experiments, which took place both 
on living vines and in the cellar on severed roots, indicated that 
this period may be shortened to four and one-half months and length- 
ened to seven and one-half months, dependent, as usual, on food, 
temperature, and moisture conditions, and that six months is about 
the average period for the development of the hibernants. This 
period was considered from the date in the fall on which the insect 

hatched from the egg to that on which the insect became mature the 
spring following. The actual state of dormancy is from three to six 
weeks shorter, and thus approximates five months. Granted that 
radicicoles may live for three months after reaching maturity, it 
is apparent that hibernating phylloxeree might attain a total longev- 
ity of over 10 months. 

MOVEMENT ON THE ROOTS. 

On a sound root, the overwintered phylloxere rarely change their 
positions while they develop. If situated on tuberosities or nodosi- 
ties, they cause these lesions to become enlarged, and if situated on 
the normal root surface they cause the formation of new lesions. 
Occasionally they develop without causing a lesion to appear. On 
decayed and decaying roots, they move away after the first or later 
molts and seek better food. This movement is both upward and 
downward, indiscriminately, and is never extensive. The individ- 
uals show only feeble inclination toward migration. This genera- 
tion appears to be the lowest in vitality and the quickest to succumb 
to adverse conditions. 

GROWTH AND MATURING OF THE HIBERNANTS. 

During the true hibernation period the phylloxere apparently 

take no food, and if any be taken no increase in growth can be noted. 
Later a slow but appreciable growth may be observed, which indi- 

cates the termination of the true hibernation period. A growing 
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period, varying from one to six weeks, ensues, and after this the first 

molt occurs. In the course of from two to six weeks after the first 

molt three additional molts take place, and at the conclusion of the 

fourth molt the phylloxera is mature. This spring growth and de- 

velopment, as observed in the vineyard and in cages, is extended over 

a period of about three and a half months, and usually occurs during 

the period from February 15 to April 15. The commencement of 
erowth in phylloxera is noted to be coincident with the first move- 
ment of sap in the vine, and naturally both are influenced by pre- 
vailing meteorological conditions. Upon reaching the adult stage 
the hibernant immediately begins the deposition of its eggs, and in 
this manner the series of parthenogenetic generations destined to 

continue through the season is commenced. 

Measurements.—During the winter of 1913-14 hibernated larve 
were measured at certain intervals to determine at what time the 
spring growth started. On October 27, 1913, seven individuals 
which had recently hibernated averaged 0.333 mm. in length and 
0.202 mm. in maximum width; on January 6, 1914, four individuals 
which had hibernated in October, 1913, averaged 0.337 mm. in length 
and 0.198 mm. in maximum width; on February 23, 1914, four indi- 
viduals averaged 0.410 mm. in length and 0.217 mm. in maximum 
width; and on March 10, 1914, five individuals averaged 0.421 mm. 
and 0.241 mm., respectively. Between October and January there 
was no difference in size, but between January 6 and February 23 
there was a marked difference, both individually and collectively, 
showing that between these dates the hibernants had begun to feed. 
The measurements of the individuals taken on March 10 showed 
that considerable growth occurred between February 23 and that 
date. None of the insects measured had molted, and observations 
showed that perceptible growth did not begin before February 10. 
The average length of the beak of the newly hatched radicicole 

‘destined to hibernate is slightly over 0.2 mm., but after it has been 
inserted in the root it becomes somewhat telescoped and measures 
about 0.17 mm. 

The majority of the hibernants before they start to grow are 
smaller than the newly hatched radicicoles, and therefore they actu- 
ally shrink in size after they hatch from the egg and settle to 
hibernate. Those that feed before hibernating do not shrink to 
such a small size. 

Hibernation in vineyards.—In the vineyards it has been observed 
that the phylloxere enter into hibernation as early as September 15 
and as late as December 15. Prior to October 1 only a small per- 
centage of hibernants have been found, and after November 20 
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only a small percentage have been observed that were not hibernants. 
The greater number of the aphids enter hibernation during October 
and the first half of November; that is, a majority of the larvee 
hatching from eggs in this period settle down to hibernate. A few 

of those hatching before October become hibernants. After Decem- 
ber 1 it is very unusual to find eggs. The phylloxerz do not enter 
into hibernation all at one time, and even on a single given grape- 
vine the entering into hibernation is protracted over several weeks 
and often as long as two months. The causes that induce the young 
larvee to hibernate instead of proceeding with their normal growth 
are three: (1) Condition of sap flow, (2) condition of food, (3) 
temperature and humidity. Hibernation in general takes place at 
the time when aerial and radical growth of the vine slacken in the 
fall. If the soil temperature is high, there is a tendency to post- 

pone hibernating until some time after the terminal growths have 
apparently ceased. On decayed and decaying roots the phylloxere 
hibernate earlier and on nodosities and sound tuberosities later than 
on the surtace of a normal root. Regarding the influence of tem- 
perature, Mayet (15), in discussing the hibernant form, states that 

eggs die when the temperature falls below 10° C. He states further: 

This temperature of 10° C. appears to be the minimum under which the in- 

sects become numb, and above which they go out of their LOrpor = iss sine 

Maurice Girard proved, experimentally, by means of a freezing mixture, that 

the phylloxera would sustain a temperature of —8° and —10° GC. without dying. 

The present writers’ observations in the vineyards show that, 
broadly speaking, when the temperature drops to a minimum of 66° 
I’, about half the individuals are hibernants, and when the maximum 

in spring has risen to 58° F. about half the individuals have com- 
menced growing. The phylloxere enter hibernation under a consid- 
erably higher temperature than that which obtains at the time their 
spring growth begins. 

Character of soil has no direct influence on hibernation, but it may 
have an indirect influence in so far as it may affect the condition of 
the roots. ‘The heavier soils hold the moisture longer than those 
of lighter types, bringing about a more rapid decay of the roots and 
compelling early hibernation. Cold soils also force the insects into 
early hibernation. 

In the vineyards the bulk of the hibernants occur on the lower 
part of the stump and on the basal portions of the main roots. Hiber- 
nants also ascend older vines several inches above the soil surface, 
where they are concealed under layers of bark. Often most of those 
that go above the soil surface perish from cold (16). On the smaller 
rootlets are found small numbers of hibernants, many of them on 
nodosities on which they pass the winter, frequently with a consid- 
erable percentage of mortality. On vines that have been heavily 
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attacked for years previous, it is unusual to find hibernants, except 

at the base of large roots or on the trunk, because the roots that were 
attacked the previous summer tend to rot badly when moistened by 
winter rains, and consequently most of the hibernants remaining 
thereon die, and only those higher up on sounder pieces of roots 
survive in abundance. ‘The basal part of a large root is not gener- 
ally badly attacked during summer, and so there are not enough 
tuberosities to rot it during the succeeding winter. 
A very noticeable tendency is for the hibernants to congregate in 

masses. Such masses occur on the normal surface of the root, on 
tuberosities, on nodosities, and under one or more layers of bark. 
Perhaps in general on a grossly infested vine more masses occur 
on the outside bark, but this is only because the preferred sheltered 
places are too few and are inadequate to cover all the phylloxere. 
On younger vines a favorable location for hibernating is at the 
foot of the stump. On older vines this position is not so generally 

chosen. On vines which are only lightly infested the phylloxere 
often congregate at certain spots, while other spots, apparently as 
favorable, are neglected. On the heavily infested vines all the favor- 
able spots for hibernation are utilized, the majority of the insects 
being forced to locate on the unsheltered outside bark of the root. 

In vineyards the growth and maturing of the hibernants in spring 
extends over a period about as long as that covered by the entering 
into hibernation in the fall. The growth first becomes apparent 
about February 25, and proceeds until the time arrives when the 
most tardy individuals mature. Immature hibernants are found as 
late as May, but by April 15 the great majority have become mature. 

' Just as in the case of “entering hibernation,” so in the “spring 
development,” a wide range occurs even on single given vines. The 
earliest individual may commence growth two months or more 
before the most tardy. On an average, it takes about five weeks 
for the hibernants to mature after they have first shown perceptible 
growth. On sound lesions this is shortened to as much as three 
weeks, and on decaying portions of roots lengthened to as much as 

eight weeks. Many of those on decayed roots die from ill nour- 
ishment before maturing, but the majority of such move away to seek 
better food. 

The forces which influence the growth of the phylloxere in spring 
are a reversal of those which impel hibernation in the fall. As 
stated, the phylloxeree start to grow about the time when the sap 
begins to flow. On dying vines in which the sap flow is either not 
apparent or very weak, the phylloxere on the more healthy roots 
show perceptible growth in like manner to those living on healthy 
vines, in which case their activity is supposedly due solely or chiefly 
to meteorological effect. The spring growth on unhealthy roots 
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is curtailed and commences late. On nodosities and tuberosities 
which have remained fresh during winter, the succulent condition of 
the food induces early growth on the part of the phylloxere. 

LTibernation under cellar conditions —During the period 1911-1915 

hibernation was observed on severed roots in the laboratory cellar. 
These roots were kept in glass battery jars and in petri dishes and 
remained in a fresh condition when systematically moistened. Good 
callus growth and sometimes fleshy offshoots were obtained, es- 
pecially when a layer of moist sand was placed in the bottom of the 
dishes. The phylloxerz caused the formation of lesions in similar 
manner as on roots of living vines. 

Under cellar conditions hibernation was often prolonged beyond 
the period found to occur in the vineyards, and this prolongation re- 
sulted in a small number of phylloxere maturing very late. The 
“awakening” period in spring was not different from that found 
in the vineyards under equalized temperatures. Under cellar con- 
ditions a greater mortality existed among hibernants than in the 
vineyards. This was supposedly due to the greater range of daily 
temperatures, to the abnormal condition of the roots severed from 
the vine, and to the apparent lack of sap flow. In the cellar hiber- 

nants a greater variation in size and color existed, even in unmolted 
phylloxere, than in the vineyard on living vines. A very small per- 
centage of hibernants were observed to pass the winter in the second 
and third instars. Eggs were never observed to pass the winter, 
since all eggs laid late in the year hatched in due course according to 
temperatures. No mature or fourth-instar phylloxere were observed 
to hibernate. Adult radicicoles in late autumn, as at other times, 
lived for some days or even weeks after they deposited their last egg, 
but none was found that survived until spring. 

Observations on the hibernation of phylloxerse reared on sev- 
ered roots under cellar conditions may be summed up as follows: 
The first phylloxere entered hibernation as early as August, in ex- 
treme cases in July, and the percentage of hibernating individuals 
from that time gradually increased. By October 1, it was found 
that on the average about 30 per cent of the individuals were hiber- 
nants. By the last of October from 85 to 90 per cent were hibernants. 
All the living phylloxeree, however, were not hibernants until the end 

of December, and during November and December a dwindling num- 
ber of adults and unhatched eggs were observed. All larvee hatching 
after November 1 settled down to hibernate, and about three-fourths 
of those which hatched in October did likewise, the individuals com- 
prising the other fourth maturing toward the end of October and 
in November and continuing to deposit eggs up to December. 
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The spring growth began in the earliest individuals about Jan- 
uary 25; by the middle of March nearly all the phylloxere were 
erowing and about half were mature. Some individuals remained 
dormant as late as the middle of April, and the most tardy did not 
mature until the middle of May or even later. On very poor 
roots many never matured at all. The period of appreciable growth 
prior to the shedding of the first skin averaged two weeks and the 
period from first molt to maturity about three weeks. On vigorous 
roots the hibernants mostly developed without changing their posi- 
tions, but they forsook in large numbers roots decayed or decaying. 
These emigrations occur both before and after molting but chiefly 
just following a molt. 

In comparing the hibernation on severed roots as observed under 
cellar conditions with that on living roots as observed in the vine- 
yards, in pots, and in special box cages, several points are to be noted. 
(1) The phylloxerze on the severed roots in the cellar entered hiber- 
nation in a more irregular manner than did those on the living vines. 
This condition appears due to the following causes: The severed roots 
were cut off from a normal fiow of sap, the temperature fluctuations 
in the cellar were greater, and in the months of July, August, and 
September the temperature reached a lower daily minimum than 
in the vineyards; (2) the phylloxere hibernating in the cellar ma- 
tured earlier in the spring than those on living vines out of doors by 
reason of the higher temperature obtaining in the cellar during 
January and February; (8) there was a greater mortality among the 
hibernants in the cellar, due to the fact that the severed roots often 

dried up or decayed before spring; (4) numbers of the phylloxeree 
occasionally hibernated after they had shown appreciable growth 
or even cast a skin. This phenomenon rarely has been observed 
on living roots. In other respects the behavior of the phylloxere 
on severed roots did not differ from that on living roots. In excep- 
tional cases vigorous pieces of severed roots were observed to send 
out fleshy rootlets in early spring, indicating a modified sap flow, 
and on such roots the phylloxeree moved early and appeared to 
be influenced by this flow of sap. The comparatively high winter 
temperatures obtaining in the cellar undoubtedly produced this modi- 
fied sap flow, since it occurred much earlier than the corresponding 
flow in the vineyards. 

Hibernation on vinifera vines in cages, 1913-14.—The following 
observations were conducted upon the roots of living vines of differ- 
ent varieties growing in special cages (Pls. V-VII, p. 52). The vines 
were young and satisfactory specimens for the experiments. The 
exposed portions of the roots between the upper and lower pots were 
about 4 inches long, one-fourth inch in diameter, and from 10 to 14 
inches below the soil surface of the upper pot. Although both ends 
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of the exposed portions of roots were surrounded by an inch of fine 
sand, and all inoculations were made on these exposed portions, it 

frequently happened that phylloxerz found their way to the unex- 

posed portions, so that in the winter following the inoculations 
hibernants were found in both the exposed and unexposed portions. 

The temperatures in the cages differed but slightly from those re- 
corded simultaneously 2 feet below the soil surface in the laboratory 
vineyard. In 1913-14 in midwinter, however, the former touched a 

mark about 10° F. lower, besides being uniformly lower throughout 
December and January in both the seasons 1913-14 and 1914-15. 

During the period (August to November) in which the phylloxere 

entered hibernation there was no appreciable difference, and before 
the commencement of the spring growth of the hibernants the tem- 
peratures were again equalized. Thus, in the periods of entering 
into and awakening from hibernation, vineyard conditions were 
reproduced in the cages as far as temperature was concerned. Con- 
temporaneous vineyard observations show that the behavior of the 

hibernants on living vines in the cages simulated closely the be- 
havior of those in the vineyards in the locality, and the habit of 
clustering was often noted. The aphids entered into hibernation 

and showed spring activity much as they did in the vineyards, but 
in each phenomenon there was an exception. In 1914, six aphids 
out of a lot of nine individuals hatching between August 24 and 26 
proceeded to hibernate. Such early hibernation with succulent food 
present is quite unusual in the field. Again, in 1914, on another vine,,. 
part of a series of hibernants cast their skins as early as February 
23, indicating that growth commenced not later than February 15. 
In the vineyard, even upon warm soils, the first date; of activity was 
never earlier than February 25. This early spring activity in the 
cages was possibly due to comparatively high temperatures in Feb- 
ruary, this being the only month during which the cage temperatures 
exceeded those in the soil. 

Tibernation on American resistant and nonresistant vines in cages, 
1914-15.— Along with the vinifera vines planted in the special cages 
for observing the phylloxere on living roots, a number of American 
resistant and nonresistant vines were used for similar observation. 

''The nonresistant varieties (propagated from Vetis labrusca and V. 

aestivalis) were Catawba, Isabella, Lenoir, Delaware, and Champion. 
The Muscadine (V. rotundifolia) was used also. The resistant 
hybrids, some of which were grafted to vinifere, comprised Mour- 
vedre X Rupestris 1202, Solonis & Riparia 1616, Berlandieri & Ripa- 
ria 157.11, Riparia & Rupestris & Aestivalis « Monticola 554.5, 

Aramon Rupestris Ganzin 1, Riparia Gloire de Montpelier, Rupes- 
tris St. George. These vines were planted in the spring of 1914 and 
inoculated thereafter. . 



=a 

On the Muscadine the phylloxere upon hatching from the eggs 
refused to settle or feed. The nonresistant varieties were infested 
throughout summer and autumn, and on their roots the phylloxere 
entered into hibernation from September 20 to the beginning of No- 
vember; in the case of the Champion, they hibernated as late as 
December 1. On the Catawba and Champion, the most heavily in- 
fested, the aphids began hibernation earlier; on the less infested 
Delaware, Isabella, and Lenoir, somewhat later. 

Aphids became active about the middle of February, and all 
hibernants were adult by April 13. This spring activity was some- 
what in advance of that occurring in vineyards, but was similar to 
that which occurred on the caged vinifera vines. On all nonresist- 
ant varieties it was observed that the hibernants massed on tuberosi- 

ties, nodosities, and the normal surface of the roots; and in cracks in 
a manner similar to that observed to occur on vinifera vines. 
On the resistant hybrids repeated inoculations during summer 

and autumn failed to produce more than an extremely light in- 
festation. The phylloxere settled to hibernate during October, and 
at the end of that month all were hibernants. They were situated 
on side rootlets and on the normal surface of the root, but on the 
Rupestris St. George hibernants occurred also on nodosities which 

they had caused to form shortly after they settled. 
Hibernation on American vines in pots, 1912-1915 —A large series 

of 2-year-old vines (from cuttings) planted in 6-inch pots, originally 
used in resistance experiments and comprising resistant vines, were 
examined during the years 1912 and 1913 for hibernant observations. 
It was found that hibernation took place during the last half of 
October and first half of November and that the spring awakening 
proceeded from about March 10 to April 15. These vines were 
planted in hght sandy soil. The hibernants settled chiefly on nodosi- 
ties and to a smaller extent on the surface of the larger rootlets. In 
the spring there was a great variation in the growth of the vines. In 
the majority of instances the phylloxerxe on the early leafing vines 
molted sooner than those on the more backward plants. No tempera- 
ture records were kept with this series, but it is probable that the 
records taken 2 feet below the soil surface (Table XII) approxi- 
mated that which occurred in the pots in the winter of 1913-14. 
A further series (1914) of rooted vines in 9-inch pots, comprising 

Agawam, Isabella, Lenoir, Delaware, Catawba, and Champion, 
showed that with the exception of the Delaware, which was lghtly 
infested, hibernation proceeded from about October 1 to November 
i, nearly all the insects being hibernants on the latter date. On the | 
Delaware none of the phylloxere were hibernants on October 30, 
and the roots were on that date still running strongly in sap, while 
the sap flow in the other varieties was weaker. The temperature in 
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these pots was about the same as that occurring 2 feet below the soil 
surface. In the spring of 1915, on the Champion, Lenoir, Catawba, 

- and Isabella, the phyHoxeree began to grow about March 1. On the 
first three the bulk of the hibernants were mature April 6, but on 
the Isabella, which was moribund, more than half were unmolted. 

This vine was not retained further, but, considering the condition 
of its roots, it is not probable that any of the phylloxere would 
have matured. The vine was too weak to send out new rootlets, and 
the roots showed much decay. The abundance of phylloxere the 
summer previous had doubtless caused this weakness. 

THE RADICICOLE. 

EGG DEPOSITION. 

The adult radicicole commences to deposit eggs within 48 hours 
after the final molt. Occasionally there occur abnormal individuals 
which delay deposition of eggs as much as two weeks, and again 
there are others which fail te deposit eggs but continue alive for 

some weeks. 
Egg deposition on severed roots—Table IIT gives the summarized 

record of the eg@ deposition of radicicoles under cellar conditions 
during the years 1911-12. 

Taste IIIl.—Summarized record of egg deposition of radicicoles of the grape 
phylloxera under cellar conditions during 1911-12, Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Number of eggs per | Days in period of| A ver- 
adult. deposition. age 

num- 

Gener- nae Egg-laying period for gener- pea 
ation. ation. oe 

adults. Maxi- | Mini-| Aver- | Maxi- | Mini-| Aver- | ,Pe%, 
mum. |]mum.| age. | mum. |mum.] age. per 

day 

1() 52) | sApreatto Octet. sa222225. 42 347 4 84. 6 110 2 Dodo 1.53 
ut 45°| May'27 to Sept. 23\.0.-.002 5. 486 10 192. 0 96 5 46.3 » 4,1 
2 57 | June 29 to Nov. 6...... Lae 287 2} -102.0 106 1 48.5 2.1 
3 7 | Ae ea LOCC Stee oe oe ae 266 3 | 141.8 96 2 44 3.2 
4 211 | Sept. 5 to May 15, 1912 119 31] 67.2 83 23| 41.7 1.6 

35-10 20) | Apre26'tO:Oct: 62 c2046 oo een Jae 137 4 oO. 47 3 21.5 METS 

1 Overwintered generation. ? Including 3 individuals which matured in 1912. 3 Throughout 1912. 

Neglecting the series of generations 5 to 10, the individuals of which 
suffered through abnormal food and other conditions, it is shown in 

Table III that the aphids of the second generation were the most 
prolific. One aphid deposited 486 eggs in 79 days, an average of 6.3 

per diem. The greatest number of eggs laid within 24 hours by a 
single adult was 23 and the longest laying period covered 110 days. A 
true seasonal average of the number of eggs deposited by each aphid 
was 117 for 1911 and a similar average of the number of eggs per 

diem per aphid about 23. 
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Tn 1913, between June 26 and November 14, a series of observations 
on fecundity under adverse food conditions was made. Among a 
large number of aphids, on two occasions only were as many as six 
eggs deposited in one day by a single individual. In the cellar, 431 
eggs were deposited in a total of 331 days (1.3 eggs per diem per 
aphid), and in an electric incubator, wherein a slightly higher 
temperature was maintained, 787 eggs were laid in a total of 463 days 
(1.7 eges per diem per aphid). These averages were considerably 
less than corresponding ones found to result in the 1911 series, yet the 
insects raised in the incubator were subjected to higher temperatures 
than were those in 1911, raised in the cellar. 
Egg deposition on living vines—During the years 1913, 1914, and 

1915, series of generations were raised on living vines in cages. These 
vines were all vinifere, and comprised the following varieties: 
Muscat, Zinfandel, Mission, Burger, Thompson’s Seedless, and Gren- 
ache. The principal object in this work was to check up on the 
previous 2-year study of root cuttings under cellar conditions. ‘The 
initial inoculations in 1918 were made with eggs laid by adults of the 
overwintered generation on Zinfandel vines in the vineyard, and thus 
no record of the egg production of the overwintered adults was 
secured in the cages. Of the first generation, records of 10 indi- 
viduals were taken, but a complete record of only one was made, and 
this adult, between June 25 and July 14 (20 days), deposited 121 eggs, 
the largest number in a single day being 12. The 10 adults deposited 
482 eggs in 95 days, or an average of 3.1 eggs per diem per adult. 

Most of the individuals died early, and it is assumed that if they 
had been allowed to lay their full complement of eggs, the period 
of decline would have reduced this average. These adults were pro- 
duced, 7 on Burger roots and 3 on Mission roots. It appeared that 
those on the Mission were the more prolific. On both varieties 
some were situated on lesions they had caused to form. These aver- 
aged better in ege@ production than the others situated on the nor- 
mal root surface. Records for 14 adults of the second generation 
were taken. On a very healthy Mission root, living on lesions, 4 
adults averaged 4.5 eggs per adult per diem. On two less healthy 
Mission roots of the same cage vine, 6 averaged 2.4 eges per adult 

per diem. On a very healthy Burger root 4 averaged 3.9. The 
longest egg-laying period for any adult of this generation was 26 
days and the maximum eggs per day 15. In all, 489 eggs were laid 
in 136 days, 3.6 eges per adult per diem. 

The egg-laying period of this generation ran from July 8 to 
August 15, with an average temperature of 68° F. Four adults of 
the third generation deposited 284 eggs in 88 days, at an average 
of 3.2 eggs per diem per adult; the longest egg-laying period was 
28 days and the maximum number of eggs per diem was 8. These 
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adults lived on a healthy Muscat root on tuberosities, their egg- 
laying period being from August 28 to September 26, under an 
average temperature of 64° F. One of them did not commence de- 
positing eggs until the sixth day after it matured, having moved 
about considerably meanwhile. The fourth-generation phylloxere 
wintered on the same root upon which their immediate progenitors 
had oviposited and matured in the spring of 1914. Of these, 3 
adults laid 79 eggs in 42 days (aggregated) or 1.9 eggs per diem per 
adult. The maximum number for one day for a single adult was 
4 and, the longest egg-laying period 24 days. In this period one 
adult laid 56 eges. The egg-laying period, toward the end of which 
the root became lightly decayed, ran from April 6 to May 8, under 
a temperature averaging 58° F. 

In the ensuing generations throughout 1914 and 1915, the egg- 
laying records were mostly incomplete. Records of the fifth gen- 
eration on Muscat in the period May 28 to June 11 show an average 
number of eggs per diem per adult to be 2.8, the largest number 
deposited in a single day by a single adult being 5. The average 
temperature was 65° F. Records of the seventh generation on a 
slightly decayed Grenache root, July 29 to August 8, show an av- 
erage number of eggs per diem per adult to be 5.4, and the maximum 

number of eggs laid in a single day to be 7. The temperature aver- 
-aged 71° F. The records of these two lots are much too meager for 
comparisons. 

In comparing the ege production on the living vines with that on 
root cuttings, it should be stated that during the summer and fall 

months the aphids on the former enjoyed higher temperatures. This 
advantage was somewhat counterbalanced by the greater daily 

fluctuations in temperature which took place on caged living vines 
and which frequently resulted in a daily minimum lower than that 
simultaneously occurring in the laboratory cellar in which the root 
cuttings were kept. 

As a general rule the egg-depositing capacity of the adult in- 
creases rapidly after maturity, and after the zenith is reached de- 
creases slowly, so that half the complement of eggs is deposited 
before one-third of the egg-laying period is completed. 

The condition of the food is the chief factor in the production of 

egos, but there is also a meteorological control. Frequent fluctuations 
in temperature and humidity adversely affect deposition. 

Extrusion of the egg—During the process of egg extrusion, which 
occupies from 20 to 40 minutes, the abdomen of the adult radicicole is 

considerably distended. It is apparent, therefore, that when an 
adult deposits 23 eggs within one day, extrusion will be taking place 

intermittently for a very considerable part of the day. During the 
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period of egg deposition, the aphids often change their orientation 
by pivoting about the beak. 

Time of day of oviposition.—Between April 28 and May 25, 1913, 

records were taken in the cellar to obtain data upon the time of day 
of oviposition. The maximum daily temperature occurred about 
6 p. m.,° and the minimum about 7.30 a. m. Between 9 a. m. and 
5 p.m. (8 hours), 41 eggs were deposited, and between 5 p. m. and 
9 a.m. (16 hours), 52 eggs were deposited in the 27 days. Between 
9 a. m. and 5 p. m., there was an average hourly temperature in 
excess of that occurring between 5 p. m. and 9 a. m. of about 0.02° F. 
It is apparent that the higher temperature of the shorter period 

caused a comparatively greater number of eggs to be deposited, 
since the 52 eggs were laid in exactly double the time in which the 
41 were deposited. 
Lgq fertility and mortality—A large series of experiments took 

place in 1911 to determine the fertility and mortality percentages of 
the eggs of the radicicoie phylloxera. These were carried on about 
evenly throughout the year. One series was conducted under cellar 
conditions in petri dishes, and the other took place in the laboratory 
under a higher temperature and was exposed to subdued daylight. 
Table IV gives the results of these experiments: 

Taste 1V.— fertility and mortality of the radicicole egg of the grape phylloxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif., 1911. 

Total Number of Number of] “7 
Generation and environment. Sed of eggs eggs that Percentage 

sg hatched ‘aile atched. 
deposited. to hatch. 

ATK O Walle GVATLOUS) eile spe ict Mayen, Se re cen 965 712 193 80.00 

Te(Collar eee mete ct. ee ee rn ee 1, 000 911 | 89 91.10 
LK GH expOSediCOMl geht) jae es ee nae ace aeiotas cecele 490 422 68 86. 12 

ih, (ASPET son Weta 0 Sas ea 1,490 1,333 157 89.52 

5) (CTE) 9 2 A IE cI ee ee 1, 840 1,716 | 124 93.26 
24 CE POSCHLbONIED baste eals wert ech ewe Nae its 245 236 9 96.33 

D (GGT ND Ns aa hee ae ai Nea 2, 085 1,952 133 93.62 

35 (Cllter) 2's FAGAN AUR COA AS pee es Plea ne 987 125 88.76 
Aa EX POSCUGLONIING) | sot eee ads ecipects cate cete eee 524 486 38 92.75 

; Grand totale.) 0600.00.22. rs SN haat hae Spec 6, 176 5,530 | 646 | 89.54 

There was no appreciable difference between the fertility of 
those reared in the cellar and of those reared in the higher tempera- 

tures of the laboratory rooms. The results indicate that on the aver- 

age almost 9 eges out of every 10 laid will hatch. It is probable that 

vineyard conditions produced similar averages as no predators or 

other causes that might bring about a different average have been ob- 

served with the exception of the case of excessive spring moisture 
acting upon the eggs laid by the overwintered adults and in the case 

® All references to clock time refer to “ Standard time.” 
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of eggs laid on rotting tuberosities. The eggs have a considerable 
resistance to water at ordinary temperatures and may also hatch 
under water. Many, probably 25 per cent, of those that are laid on 
rotting tuberosities fail to hatch. They seem to be so impregnated 
with dampness and influenced by the rotting root tissues surrounding 
them that they turn dark brown prematurely and finally collapse 
after the embryo dies. It must be considered also that very slight 
pressure applied to the eggshell may rupture it and kill the em- 
bryo. 

INCUBATION PERIOD. 

The first incubation record at Walnut Creek took place during 
April, 1909. Between April 9 and April 26, 24 eggs were observed 

in the laboratory with the results shown in Table V: 

TABLE V.—I/ncubation period of the eggs of the grape phylloxera, Walnut 
Creek, Calif., 1909. 

Days 

Average: incubahlon sta tGea= 523 as ee eee alaies: 

Maxam INnGUbAtOM Steer == ee ee ee ee 15 

Mininiun InGUbEabOn IStaoe= sesso 2 ee eee eee 2 

No temperature records were taken. The eggs were presumably 
deposited by overwintered adults. During 1911 and 1912 a large 

series of incubation records was obtained. Table VI gives incubation 
records for each generation during 1911. 

TABLE VI.—I/ncubation records of the egas of the grape phylloxera at Walnut 
Creek, Calif., 1911. 

Incubation period. 
G Dat Pacer Average | Number 
enera- Re ates of period of | tempera-| of eggs : Environment. : pees Pp ge 
tion. ; incubation. ture. laid. MEE Mini- ica 

mum. mum. age. 

— oa | 
Days. | Days. Days. 

PT Gellar cecasoe. tere Apr. 28-May 18.... 61 49 LZ 10 13.6 
2 ee AO scnres cles Son oe June 4—Aug.19.... 64 889 15 8 10.8 
2J | Laboratory shelf...| June 13-Sept. 6-..- (3) 412 13 7 9.8 

TE Gellarig ia. ode. 28 June 13-Aug. 19... 64.5 1,797 14 i 10. 2 
II | Laboratory shelf...| June 5-Aug.18.-... (8) 235 11 6 toh) 

Tai Cellars jose aoe July 7-Aug. 20.-.-- 64. 6 969 14 7 IST 
IV | Laboratory shelf. ..| Aug. 9-Sept.2.-...- | (3) 551 | 10 6 7.2 
TV" | (Cellars o./ccs5,ceeisen Aug. 18-Oct. 26.... 64 10 18 7 1323 

1 Eggs deposited by overwintered adults. 
2 Later series of eggs deposited by overwintered adults. 
3’ Temperature at least 5° higher than that in cellar at corresponding dates. 

From Table VI it will be seen that the influence of temperature 

was very considerable. The records of 1912 are much more scanty 
and bear out the observations of 1911. Under an average tempera- 
ture of 70° F. the egg stage in 1912 averaged 8.9 days, with a maxi- 

mum and minimum of 10 and 7 days, respectively. The period cov- 
ered was from June 19 to October 3, but the great majority of the 
total of 55 eges were laid during June. A small series of 27 sixth- 
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generation eggs, laid May 6 to 8, 1912, under an average temperature 
of 63° F., incubated in an average of 10.7 days. 
The results shown in Table VII were obtained during 1911 and 

are in part a complement of those shown in Table VI: 

Taste VII.—IJncubation records of the eggs of the grape phylloxera, Walnut 
, Creek, Calif., 1911. 

a Egg stage. 
verage 

Grou . Month of | Number 
N ao Environment. pomtDerae incubation. | of eggs. | 4 verage Maxi- | Mini- 

m ©“) mum. | mum. 

O10 
Wi bexposeditolight--2. 202 S002 8st e 5g Avpril se. oe 43 15.14 18 13 
Dil ae Ons soso e Seisio te abe seas 601) Maye rss aoe 177 11.03 15 9 
Sh aoeen CO eres meee erase Gd be Sane aA 352 9.07 12 8 
CN Che See se eee Oe aera eee 52 | November. . 16 15.09 18 15 
5 | In darkness, laboratory drawer... 62 | May-June... | 323 10.66 14 9 

The eggs of the first four groups in the preceding table were 
exposed to light on a shelf in the laboratory, and those of group 5 
were incubated in a drawer in the laboratory. Both lots were sub- 
jected to a very abnormal fluctuation of temperature, this fluctuation 
in some cases reaching 20° F. daily. 

In 1912, 1913, and 1915 some additional incubation records were 
obtained, and Table VIII indicates the relations between tempera- 
ture, environment, and incubation to cover the four years, 1911, 1912, 
1918, and 1915. 

TABLE VIII.—Relation between incubation, temperature, and environment in the 
egg deposition of the grape phylloxera, Walnut Creek, Calif., 1911-1913 and 
1915. 

Average 

Vat Year. wee t ae inoue: Remarks on environment. 
ture. 

aE Days 
WG ML OL Ryan ac nee ae asc cleceee ese 16 52 15.09 | Exposed to light. _ 
Al eLOLS Seer attest. S258 Fo 3.c 13 55 20.50 | Cellar. 
SM PLO SMe sees cits ck snes aie 26 56.6 119.60 Do. 
APIS Odilensrem brew an SAE Oot ud 43 EXt/ 15.14 | Exposed to light. 
OMG TS Meters sectors ciare cis See seie ce Nine 17 59 15.50 | Cellar. 
|) nto ad cae as ees Cees Bone SeEeHEee 177 60 11.03 | Exposed to light 
Fie ELON tig pete Nac. eects a ebay law 16 60.5 15.40 | Cellar. 
Sip Olee eee Jae e ten SEO ASE EA a 49 61 13.60 Do 
C8] “SO C3 ce a oe 38 61.3 15.50 Do 

Op RUUD tera oe hfe a elise edieg a 26 63 10.70 Do 
DIG RUG Tae aE ee es es 48 63 15.50 Do 
10) UGH iS es aay ana as ee ne ep 28 63.8 11.00 Do 
13m |etO eae er ek es LA ee 889 64 10.80 Do 
TL Ee Ses Re Die ae eae 10 64 13.30 Do 
3G} | Gass 5s se RS en a 1,797 64.5 10. 20 Do 
BU Se ed LL ea ck ayn Sa NE ee 969 64.6 11.70 Do. 
Tet OM LTE a at I et a 286 65 10.29 | Laboratory drawer—darkness. 
At) ||US, eae a a eee es ae 352 65 9.07 | Exposed to light. 
TRS) 1 AS YR ea 13 65 9.40 | Cellar. 
OF LOT Seti s he ieee Rie FN i al pall 20 67 9.65 Do. 
Pah NN ay sega ee tee sie a eae eI pe 22 67.3 8.80 Do. 
OMMLOT Serena. acres Te We La 22 68 9.00 Do. 
CoB} OD US Bea RI Oa eR 62 68 27.00 Do. 
A aL OT irs SUS re eh 21 68.5 7.60 Do. 
OH LOU Zeneca tn Sele mi ee ay weak 55 70 8.90 | Incubator. 
ZOU PLOT See recarer aves ses Sune S oe a 61 70.3 8.40 Do. 
PAE ||: ING es ce Aes Seats hts as rah ae 38 72 8.70 Do. 

1 Maximum, 27 days. 2 Minimum, 5 days. 

1900°—21——_4 
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Examination of Table VIII shows that the incubation period 
gradually becomes shorter as the temperature rises. 

The exposure to light apparently produced abnormal rapidity 
in the development of the eggs. In lot 18 this influence was scarcely 
felt, while in lots 1, 4, and 6 it was very cogent, and it is evident that 
exposure to light is chiefly influential under low temperatures. The 
comparatively slow development of lots 25 to 27 apparently can be 
laid only to temperature fluctuations obtaining in the incubator. 
This fluctuation in the incubator sometimes consisted in the mainte- 
nance of a lower minimum for a longer period than that which 
obtained in the main part of the cellar. Such temperatures possibly 
would exert a retarding effect upon egg development that would 
not appear in the averaged readings of the thermometer. 

Even among the lots kept in the cellar under similar conditions 
there were apparent exceptions to the rule that “the higher the 
temperature the shorter the period of incubation.” One such instance 
is that of lots 15 and 16, in which two large series were used, yet 
under temperatures differing but 0.1° F. there was a difference in the 
average incubation periods of one and a half days. 
Among the individuals enumerated in Table VITI the maximum 

egg stage was 27 and the minimum 5 days. The respective average 
temperatures influencing the two individuals were 55° F. and 68° F., 
and both were incubated in the cellar. It was possible only to estimate 
an annual average incubation stage, and this was about 11 days. 
It should be added that eggs have been observed in December to 

incubate in a period exceeding 30 days, but it is unusual to find eggs 
at this time of year. 

Experiments conducted in the cellar demonstrated that eggs in- 
cubated as rapidly in arid as in humid surroundings, but submergence 
in water lengthened the incubation period, even under equal tem- 
peratures. 

Incubation on living roots—During the years 1913, 1914, and 
1915 biologic records were made on the living roots of young vines 
of viniferee and vinifera * American hybrids. <A series of gen- 
erations were conducted during these three years, and incubation 
was observed for each generation. In most cases immediately after 
deposition the eggs were removed to an unifested root, but in some 
they were allowed to incubate where they had been deposited. The 
cages containing the experimental vines were all placed together in 
one trench, and the temperature was alike in all of them. Table 
IX indicates the incubation periods with reference to temperatures 

and time of year. The years are not given, as in some instances 
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single lots containing individuals incubating under the same average 
temperatures but belonging to more than one year have been com- 
bined. . 

TABLE IX.—Incubation of the eggs of the grape phylloxera on living roots, 
Walnut Creek, Calif., 1913-1915. 

Average Number | Incuba- 
Lot number. tempera- : Months or month. 

of eggs. re tion. 

St Lis Days. 
19 56.8 119.0 | March to April. 
11 57 15.1 | April. 
11 58 14.8 | April to May. 

(2) 58.5 15.0 Do. 
7 60 12.3 Do. 
6 61.8 11.2 | May to June. 

(2) 62 9.0 Do. 
28 63 9.0 Do. 

(2) 64 9.7 | June. 
66 3905 0. 

11 68 10.5 | September to October. 
23 69 38.2 | June to October. 
26 70.5 37.7 | June to September. 
21 71.5 9.4 Do. 
11 72 8.4 | August. 
45 72.5 37.7 | July to September. 
23 73 37.0 Do. 
8 73.2 36.4 | July. 

1 Maximum, 20 days. 2 About 20. 3 Minimum, 6 days. 

Many of the lots contained a very small number of individuals, 
‘but in the main the incubation stage became progressively shorter 
as the average temperature rose. Between the temperatures of 56.8° 

and 62° I’. the incubation periods are rapidly reduced, while between 
62° and 73.2° the reduction is much less rapid in proportion to the 
rise in temperature. This is a somewhat similar condition to that 
found in the cellar records. 

It is evident that the stage was shortest during the months of July 
and August, and longest during the months of March and April. 
Records began as early in the year as March 31, and closed as late 
as October 5. Two of the individuals in lot 1 incubated in the maxi- 
mum period of 20 days (Mar. 31 to Apr. 20) under an average tem- 
perature daily of 56.8° F. The minimum of six days was reached 
by 17 individuals in each of the months from June to September 
under average daily temperatures of from 66° to 73.2° F. 
The condition of food had no apparent effect upon the duration 

of the egg stage. Eggs deposited by radicicoles which had developed 
from eggs deposited by gallicoles received from Virginia incubated 
in the same average period as those descended from radicicoles of 
many generations, and eggs deposited by nymphicals incubated pre- 
cisely as did those laid by normal radicicoles. Individual incubation 
records, both of eggs reared in the laboratory cellar and of others 
reared on living vines, are given in connection with the development 
of the radicicoles under the same conditions in the section on “ De- 
velopment of the radicicole larva,” pages 54, 55, 57, 60-62, and 63. 
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METHODS OF REARING THE RADICICOLE LARVZ. 

During 1911 and 1912 the radicicoles were reared exclusively, both 

within and without an electric incubator, in the cellar. The roots 

on which the phylloxeree were reared were kept in glass jars and in 
petri dishes with moistened filter paper. This method was not always 
satisfactory, since it was not easy to maintain an even humidity 
similar to that existing under natural conditions. 

In 1913, 1914, and 1915 the insects were reared in the cellar and in 
the cages described below. The jars in the cellar were moistened by 
a layer of wet sand placed in the bottom, This method was more suc- 
cessful than in the case where moistened paper was utilized ; the roots 
did not decay or dry up so rapidly, and they remained in much bet- 
ter condition through the winter. 

These cages (Pls. V; VI, fig. 1; VIL), constructed to hold young 
vines, may be described as follows: A trench 3 feet deep was dug 
wide enough to hold the cages with a space about 1 inch wide on each 
side. To prevent air passing down the cracks, small blankets were 
laid across the spaces, and this resulted in a temperature inside the 
rages of scarcely greater fluctuation than normally occurred 2 feet 
underground. The cages themselves were made of paraffined pine 
with an extra redwood bottom, and had two compartments, one above 

the other (Pl. VIL). The upper compartment had on each side one, 
and the lower two, detachable boards the whole length of the major 
sides, and these boards were detachable to permit examination of 
of the roots and the removal of the pots. The upper compartment 
contained one and sometimes two pots (8 or 9 inches in diameter), 
around the top of which was fitted the topmost beard of the cage, the 
outside measurements of which were 22 by 13 by 27 inches. The 
lower compartment contained 9-inch pots in saucers. 

The method of planting the vines in the pots of the cages was as 
follows: Into the middie board of the cages were fastened one or two 
saucers having holes bored through them. A short piece of glass 
tubing larger inside than the diameter of the roots was fixed into 
these holes with a cone of paraffin. Two half pots, bottomless, were 
bound together by wire or tin bands to make a single whole pot, and 
placed to rest on the saucer. The vine was then put in place, certain 
of its roots being passed through the holes in the saucer and protrud- 
ing below. The upper pot was then filled with soil with a thin top 

layer of fine sand. In the lower compartment, whole 9-inch pots, one 

or two, as the case might be, were put in place in their saucers, and 
the protruding roots planted in them, at the surface of the soil 
passing through about 3 inches of glass cylinder. The surface of 
the soil in the lower pots was covered in most cases with a thin 
layer of fine sand. [ine sand was tamped into the glass cylinders, 
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THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

General view of pit and rearing boxes employed in life-history studies of the grape Phylloxera. 
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Fig. 1.—Pit with rearing boxes, illustrating method of covering with quilted strips to preserve same 
temperature as in like depth of soil. 

Fig. 2.—Galvanized tin cans used in connection with studies of the underground diffusion of 
Phylloxera. 

THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 
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THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

Rearing box drawn up from pit; sides of box removed. 
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and those in the saucers above were also plugged with cotton. This 
procedure tended to prevent the phylloxerz from leaving the exposed 
portion of the root between the saucer of the upper pot and the 
surface of the lower. This exposed portion of living root averaged 
about 4 inches in length. 

Scaffolding was built above the trench and a rope and pulleys pro- 
vided in order that the cages might be raised and set in place on the 
stand for examination of roots. Electric connections were also pro- 
vided so as to enable the cages to be examined after dark. 

The cages above described were designed by R. L. Nougaret. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADICICOLE LARVA. 

The young radicicole larva (Pl. LX, g, h, p. 64), upon hatching 
from the egg, seeks a place on the root where it may implant its beak 
and settle down to feed. During the summer some of the newly 
hatched larvee desert the vine and go in search of other vines, travel- 
ing either through cracks in the soil or over its surface. Newly hatched 
larvee are very active at all times and, being flat, can go through 
very small passages. Considering only those that remain on the 
vine on which they were born, it is found that the length of time 
elapsing between the hatching and settling on the root surface varies 
according to conditions of food at hand. On a decaying root the 
insect may not find a location for several hours, but if the root is 
sound the larve mostly settle down immediately close by the egg- 
shells. 
A certain percentage of larve always wanders about on the roots. 

before finally settling. Many of these make their way outward and 
downward to the smaller rootlets, while others (mostly of the hiber- 

nant generation) in the fall make their way up to the bases of the 
larger roots and even to the main trunk. Larve hatching on a 
decayed root usually leave it, but occasionally they remain and die 
of starvation. Observations on pieces of severed roots kept under 
cellar conditions indicated very little movement of the young larve, 
provided their food was in good condition and they were not too 
much erowded. In the summer, however, large numbers deserted 
the roots in a manner similar to that observed in the vineyards, and 
these were apparently imbued with a wandering instinct. 

On vinifera vines young larve prefer to settle on succulent parts 
of roots or rootlets. When they settle on growing rootlets, they 
generally cause the formation of nodosities, and on the roots of one 
or more year’s growth the formation of tuberosities. They fre- 
quently settle on lesions already formed by older phylloxerz, and 
sometimes they settle and mature on the root without causing any 

perceptible lesion. When no lesion is formed, the insects develop 
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slowly, and as a rule the larger and more fleshy the lesion the more 

‘apid is the growth of the insect thereon. On resistant vines the 
newly hatched larva rarely fastens on any place except the apex 

of the rootlet or on a nodosity already formed. On American non- 
resistant vines the larve settle in the main as they do on vinifera, 
but on some varieties a decided preference is given to the growing 
rootlets over the larger roots. 

During the years 1911 and 1912 experiments were conducted to 
determine the growth and development of radicicoles under cellar 
conditions. Table X summarizes these observations. 

TABLE X.—Summarized records of incubation and development of the radicicole 
of the grape phylloxera under cellar conditions, during 1911 and 1912, Walnut 
Creek, Calif. 

| 

Incubation period. Develop ete Generation cycle. | Avet- period, age 

Num- Num- Num- tem- 
ber of ber of ber of Dees 

Generation. indi- indi- indi- BMS 
vid- 2 as vid- 7 as vid- : Ars during 
uals, |Maxi-| Mini- Aver- nals Maxi-| Mini-| Aver-| Jojs Maxi-| Mini- Aver-| period 
“"* tmum./mum.,| age. ’* |\mum.|/mum.} age. “* Imum.|/mum,| age. | of de- 

velop- 
ment 

Days. Days. Days. Days.|Days.| Days. Days.| Days.|Days.| °F. 
| ae ae 49 Li, 10 | 13.6 181 48 13 | 29.6 49 56 26 | 40.5 63 
VIE en Oe ape ae 58 ile) 8) ) 21052 352 61 16 | 31.7 58 74 25 | 42.2 64 
psn ge 21 12 Sale Cag 30 41 16 | 26.6 21 52 26 | 37.2 643 
Re a ee ere ae 10 18 ih Wel oes: 8 24 17 }21..9 8 38 24 | 34.6 64 
LG Ue Oe aOR | Ie een tell eRe ae Oi Pee se 13} 208 125) ERS Ot Senco) see cee eee | pees | serene 
tt eae ee eae | 3 12 16 Fp) Na I Se 18 45 1452766 3 41 Bias beaifeodd pean ae 

1 Hibernating individuals, maturing in 1912. 
2 In 1912 the records extend from Mar. 20 to July 2 

A summary of the observations made on the Poot and develop- 
ment of the radicicole on severed root cuttings in the cellar in 1911 

and 1912 may be given in brief. The great variation existing in 
the growth of individuals under the same temperatures, and even on 
a given piece of root, is resultant entirely from the condition of the 
food. An aphid living on a callus formation or tuberous lesion 
develops more rapidly than one living on the normal surface of 
the same piece of root. Individuals living on vigorous roots de- 
velop more rapidly than those on decayed or dying roots. Oc- 
casionally a decaying root will send out very fleshy lesions, and 
these, while they remain fresh, provide ample nourishment for the 
aphids and enable them to grow quickly. After a root reaches a 
certain point in decay or dryness the phylloxerz can no longer de- 

velop on it and must seek better food or perish. 
The growing period of the aphids recorded in Table X ranged 

from 13 to 61 days, hibernating individuals excluded. The grand 

average, hibernants not considered, was 30.57 days, practically one 
month. That the maximum period may be prolonged is evidenced 

from an observation made in the summer of 1912, in which a series 
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of individuals lived from 90 to 105 days on a particularly innutri- 
tious piece of root without maturing. 

During 1913 two series of further experiments were undertaken. 
One series was reared in the cellar and the other in an electric in- 
cubator, the latter under somewhat higher temperatures. Genera- 

tions were followed from May to October. Table XI summarizes 
these observations. 

Tarte XI.—Development of radicicoles of the grape phylloxera, Walnut Creek, 
Calif., 1913. 

Number | Average | Average 
Environment. Genera; of indi- | period of | tempera- 

Kec viduals. | growth. ture. 

°F. 
Cellar te ys) ape Maid ee Soe dk seas 1 44 37.25 65.1 

DDE 2 Scie ete ea ae J a 2 10 32. 40 69.8 
EH CTI D ACO Rei ee ees ss coe as ones ee cine ee None 1 15 35. 60 65.6 

1D) OS ee meee ee oo hee no ee eee 2 24 28. 80 71.1 
DOs cent sSanc sHesb ES ae ee ae ih 2 em Rei = 3 3 29. 70 70.3 

From this table it is noticeable that temperature exerted consider- 
able influence on the growing period of the aphids, and that warmth 
accelerated their development. In a series of generations reared in 
1915 on very nutritious food, recorded under the heading “ Maximum 
and minimum generations yearly ” (p. 71), this temperature influence 
is very apparent. The greater constant warmth in the incubator in- 
duced the aphids to remain active later in the fall, after those in the 
cellar had hibernated. In comparing the 1913 series with those of 
1911, it was found that the aphids of the former developed more 
slowly than did those of the latter, and this notwithstanding the fact 
that both the series of 1913 enjoyed higher temperatures than did the 
cellar series of 1911. The roots supplied in 1913 were of much poorer 
quality than were those supplied in 1911. 
Development on living roots, 1913-1915 —During 1913, 1914, and 

1915 the habits and development of the radicicoles were observed on 
living roots of vines growing in cages (Pls. V; VI, fig. 1; VIL) kept 
in a trench where the temperature approximated that obtaining 
beneath the surface of the soil. As far as the temperature was con- 
cerned, the monthly averages ranged less than did those obtaining 
about 2 feet below the soil surface, but the daily fluctuations were 
considerably in excess of those in the soil. In the cages the roots were 
subjected to an average daily fluctuation of about 3° F. in summer 
and about 2° F. in winter. Two feet beneath the surface, the tempera- 
ture never fluctuated more than 1° in any given day. As far as could 
be observed, this temperature fluctuation had little effect on the 
growth of phylloxere, except that it seemed to cause the nodosities to 

decay more rapidly than they would normally. Occasionally it was 
noted that some nodosities would dry up quickly after the cage had 
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been examined and its interior subjected for a few minutes to a tem- 

perature several degrees in excess of that obtaining in the trench 
immediately preceding the examination. 

Plate VII illustrates the details of the cages used for observing 
the phylloxeree on living roots. By means of the pulley and stand 
the cages were hauled up and set for examination. It is obvious that 
only young vines could be used for this work, as 9-inch pots were the 
largest used. The vines were planted in early spring, certain of the 
longer roots, drawn through holes eut in the saucer supporting the 
bottomless upper pot, being planted in the lower pots. Thus about 

4 inches of root between upper and lower pots were avaiable for 

inoculation and observation. At the upper and lower ends of this 
visible portion the root passed through glass cylinders, and the inter- 
vening spaces between the root and cylinder were filled with sand 
and cotton (sand only was used in the lower cylinders) to prevent 
the escape of phylloxere to the invisible portions of the roots, both 
above and below. For the vinifere and nonresistant American 
vines this, however, failed to answer the purpose in many cases. 

Out of 22 upper pots, which were examined several months after 
the exposed roots were inoculated and had suffered more or less 
severe infestation, 18 developed infestation on their roots, show- 
ing that phylloxerz had found their way up to the roots in the 
upper pots. Out of 86 lower pots Hable to infestation on their 
roots by reason of the fact that the exposed portions of the roots 
above were infested, the roots in 9 showed no infestation or indi- 

cations of any previous infestation, whereas in 13 others infestation 
occurred which had resulted from larvee successfully penetrating the 
lower glass cylinders; in the remaining 14 pots, infestation or signs of 
previous infestation occurred resulting from wanderers reaching the 
rootlets by penetrating cracks in the soil. In the case of the re- 
sistants, the cylinders of sand and cotton packed between roots and 
glass were effectual in preventing spread to the invisible portions 
of the roots. On these vines the infestation was always very slight, 
and the phylloxere exhibited very little desire to travel. On a 
Champini (rupestris & candicans), on which the phylloxere in- 
fested only the side rootlets, and which bore only a slight infesta- 
tion, wandering larvee entered the soil and infested the rootlets of 
one of the lower pots, but there was no penetration through the glass 
cylinders. 

As temperature is a factor of importance in the development 
of the phylloxera, the following comparisons (Table XII) of tem- 
peratures are noteworthy, taken (1) inside the cages containing 

living vines, (2) 2 feet below the soil surface, at a point in the 

laboratory vineyard a few feet distant from the trench containing 
the cages aforesaid, and (3) in the laboratory cellar: 
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TABLE XII.—Comparative monthly average temperatures; inside cages in trench, 
2 feet below soil surface in laboratory vineyard, and im laboratory cellar, 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 
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Two feet | In cages | In labo- 
below in ratory 

surface. | trench. cellar. 

cer PIR te 
Sy ate eye WOON sleomac see 
HOT EERE: | fe how ae 

76 reg = heron 
77 Yale sal ieaes NS Ca 
77 69 68 
70.5 65 63 
64 56 59 
53 49 55 

AIBSAA BIE EN acc SA, a ep aS eA en ee OL 54 52 55 
HODES) 00000 Seb ie ae ee aaa oe ie BS oe o4 Pe 

QTC eee Mil afcoditarna) nent, Joel ree RS okay ee ceil hay ee A Sf 
JT OVE ee Ss aie ten che es ee aT aL i a te Ee 62 58 59 
IMB RP oe Soca sc ee eNO I Oe en sal ce et A at ee 65.5 63 62 
AGT es Se AES Bs US ae ee a en pera Pa ae Dae 70 68 65 
AID 3 Ses pg SS ea Re Ea SI UG foe em Ue CS pe (225 72 67 
FAUT OUIS tipper te weet a ay aicetita Sing Ri Near EL ek her eee es. Bans ek NS a 74 72 69 
EHS YOY HSA OLLI Ne OG eR URN tie 70.5 66 67 
(OXG EO) OOP So us aia UE eg 4 a la ee ae rth NO ea cease lle Ce aya de acre 66 64 63 
ISON ASHI] YEN 25 ee sR A a ee I ge pra He 58.5 56 58 
IDC CETIDE Tae ee ete uate Bins Ne Mrea e yey ee UEDA ise a OSD shee eee 54 

1915 

Ui ania iio) ics Ge siya iacouans 565 DTU A Tay Ay eee eames Won ae aa Ge Ce mi ony eee eer degen DHE ENS gieivaen Ds 
IIIT ON as clk a cS a a a eR LL ae 57 56.5 yf 
PANTO Til peer rene seine ap eee Sn Ae cue a walle coat fa Ra mee he 62 Bf 58 
IM TENS eso co 5 CS Ss PO AA Me kT a 63.5 59 60 
RU UTI C Sm penny a te aminuen ye Pind Sein Wie ieee tak elma eo TOIBE) 68 65 
RI i ae Sie Sp ag Bs A EE AI a Ra 75.5 73 68 
PANIC US Eee epee aren ec TCE ee oD ha Se ae pel ol ein 75 13s 69 
FS HDR OE) oe 2 cy a as ck BR es le 71.5 69 66 
OCLC Taare er aie I A i PE accu pie 66 64.5 62 

1 Approximate. 

Examination of Table XII indicates that the cellar temperatures 
showed the least annual variation and that the average temperatures 
in the soil for every month, except February, 1914, exceeded the 
corresponding temperatures in the cages. It is probable, leaving 
other factors out of consideration, that the accumulated excess of 
heat in the soil over that in the cages throughout one season would 
produce an extra generation of phylloxeree, besides prolonging the 
active development later into the autumn. The summer of 1913 
was much warmer than that of the year following. This is borne 
out by the soil temperature comparisons, but does not appear from 
the cage temperatures. 

To obtain life-history data, the following vines were used: Burger, 
Muscat, Thompson’s Seedless, Mission, Champini, and Grenache. On 
the Champini the phylloxere refused to settle, except on fleshy 
side-rootlets, but on the others they settled at any point. On the 
Grenache roots, however, several of the inoculations proved unsuc- 
cessful, the young larve not settling. On the others, inoculations 
nearly always proved successful. Inoculations were made by transfer- 
ring eggs from one root to another with a camel’s-hair brush. Since 
the roots in all cases were vertical, or very nearly so, it happened 
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occasionally that some of the eggs used in the inoculations dropped 

off. This was unavoidable, and when egg-laying females were 
under observation it frequently happened that the eggs dropped 
down. When more than one female was producing eggs simul- 
taneously on-a single root, there even arose doubt as to which certain 
of the fallen eggs should be credited. For the biological records 
the first season, 9 vines were used, averaging 3 separate roots each, 

but since 8 of these roots died, after they were planted, only 24 
roots were actually used. Of these 3-were used for rearing gallicole 
progeny and 5 others were used for nymph production and ferti- 
lizer experiments on heavily infested vines, leaving 16 for individual 
records. In 1914 and 1915, only 4 vines were used each year to con- 
tinue the individual series. 
Many interesting habits were observed, but the behavior of the 

phylloxere in the main did not differ from that observed under 
cellar conditions upon severed roots. Newly hatched larve mostly 
settled close to the eggshells they had vacated, but if there were 
any fresh lesions near by, the young larvee often found their way 
to them and settled. Occasional movements of older individuals 
were observed, not only at the time of molting but at any time in 
the instars. These movements were generally in the direction of 
more succulent food. Occasionally egg-laying individuals shifted 
their positions without apparent injury, although this was some- 

times foliowed by a temporary halt in the production of eggs. The 
production of nymphs occurred from June to October, as in the vine- . 
yard. The tendency of the nymphs to crawl up the root just before 
transforming was noticeable. Most of them could go no farther up- 
ward than the cylinder plugged with cotton, and so perforce had 
to transform into migrants at this point. A small percentage trans- 
formed at points farther down the root and did not appear to have 
made any upward migration. On the heavily infested roots, wan- 
derers appeared from July to October. These roamed around the 
inside of the compartment, and succeeded in finding their way down 
through cracks in the soil of the lower pots, and infested the root- 
lets, especially those growing against the inside of the pots. After 
irrigation, cracks appeared in the soil around the inside of the pot, 
furnishing the wandering larve access to the rootlets. In no case 
was this infestation of any great extent, although large numbers of 
wandering larvee were observed in several of the cages, and only a 

very small percentage, presumably, found their way to a new food 
supply. This fact has an important bearing upon the distribution 
of the insect as will be noted elsewhere. Although it appeared dif- 
ficult for the insects to penetrate an inch of sand in the lower glass 
cylinder, the occurrence of large infestations immediately below the 
cylinder, coupled with evidences of only slight infestations on the 
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rootlets around the inside of the pots, showed that such a penetration 
had occurred. It was obvious in these instances, few though they were, 
that the heavy infestations could not have resulted from inoculations 
on rootlets from wanderers, because only a few nodosities occurred 
on the rootlets, showing a slight wanderer infestation, and not 
enough time had elapsed in the interim for the infestation present 
at the date of examination to be produced by so small a company of 

wandering larve. The phylloxere had no difficulty in finding their 
way through the upper cylinder to the root system of the upper pots 

through layers of cotton and sand each about half an inch thick. 
On the roots of the upper pot of cage V, Burger, there were, on 
November 26, 1913, upward of 1,600 hibernants disposed in large 

clusters on the main root. Since June of that year, the visible por- 
tions of four roots below had been well infested. Every one of those 
1,600 hibernants was the progeny of phylloxere hatched on the visi- 
ble part of the roots and which had penetrated the upper cylinders. 
It is obvious that a great many individuals penetrated the cylinders, 
as the scarcity of lesions showed that the greater part of the in- 
festation was comparatively recent. Apparently a natural law 

against overcrowding comes into play, and migration was encouraged 
by the fact that the tuberosities on three of the four roots had become 
rotted and threatened to decay all the visible portions of those roots. 
As, on this vine, no infestation other than a few nodosities occurred 
below the cylinders in the lower pots, it would appear that the heavy 
migration had been entirely in an upward direction. As far as could 
be determined, there appeared no reason why the insects could not 
penetrate the lower cylinders just as easily as the upper ones, so the 

conclusion is that in most cases they did not make the attempt. 
In the instances wherein phylloxeree had undoubtedly penetrated 

the lower cylinders they were found to be close to the cylinder as 
if the packing of sand and cotton had been so loose that no effort 
was needed for the insect to force its way through. The sand 
in the upper cylinders, by reason of the weight of earth pressing 
upon it, always remained well packed and presented a barrier to the 
progress of the phylloxere. That they were able to surmount this 
barrier is shown by the large numbers present, and indicates that 
the upward migration was a well-defined movement. The possibility 
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presented itself that infestations on the roots. of the upper pots could | 
have originated from wandering larve that had penetrated the 
soil of the upper pots in the same manner as they had obviously done 
in the lower pots of the cages. The absence of cracks except around 
the periphery of the soil in the pots and of nodositous infestations 
on the rootlets below taken in conjunction with the size of the infesta- 
tions precludes this as the sole source of the inoculations of the upper 
pots. 
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Some of the lower pots of the cages were filled with quartz of 
mixed grades. This was done chiefly for the purpose of experi- 
menting with liquid fertilizers as to the bearing of fertilizing 
substances upon the behavior of infested vines as an adjunct to 
similar vineyard experiments. ‘Twelve out of 86 lower pots con- 

tained quartz. It was found that the wandering larve were able 
to descend to rootlets growing in the quartz as easily as to those 
growing in earth. On the other hand, the phylloxere were not able 
to exist on the larger roots in the quartz in appreciable numbers, 
as it appeared that they could not pass through the quartz when it 
was packed around the root. This is similar to the condition existing 
on very sandy soils, wherein the phylloxere are unable to travel 
when the sand becomes packed around the roots. 

Table XIII indicates the incubation and development of the 
radicicoles on the roots of living vines. 

TABLE NIII.—Jncubation and development of radicicole of the grape phylloxera 
on living vines, Walnut Creek, Calif., 1913-1915. 

FIRST GENERATION, 1913. 

. Total 
Indi- | Date egg | Date egg | Meuba- | Pate | Growing | period of | Variety of vine ana | Average 

vidual |qaposited.| hatched pn insect | jeriod. | develop number of cage temper- No, |deposited. ‘| period. |matured.| Pee: Beate : os ature. 

Days. Days. Days. i, 
1 | Apr. 29 | May 14 15 | June 8 25 40) Mission Vile s2esseeoe eee 60 
2| May 28) June 6 9 | June 25 19 OS) eee OF tse oe eee 67 
3 EdOneesse-d Ones 9 do 19 Jake Re COvetiassatecesces 67 
re Peo Ka ae do 9 | June 26 20 29. sees GOs! abe ccceeeeen ces 67 
SiloecdOe- do 9 | June 28 22 Silas ees GO Lai. 255-c2 noeseeee 67 
6 “022 do 9} June 29 23, B2iileaces G0s2 soaciesaeeeeeeee 67 
7 do.- -do 9 | June 30 24 Saeeoe= GO nye Sk woes ceseenise 67 
8 sd03. do 9 Goyaee 24 Bie eee (6 (a epee seer ees 67 
9 |...-do-- do 9 dou... 24 BET see GOs. 18 ot eee eee 67 

10 | June 14 | June 22 8| July 5 13 21 | Burger Vile = cece~ ees ae 69 
a a Opel eae (LO 8| July 8 16 24 |..... OOve wast festa 69 
12). doo --.2) June 23 9) July —7 14 DB ul eee OO. sd Satomasaeseee 69 
13 |...do....| June 22 8| July 9 17 ODileeeee C6 (0 een PRS oe es a 69 
14 |...do....| June 24 10 | July 14 20 30 |....- C0 se eae eee 69 
15)| June 15 |...do ON seed One ae 20 yeh) Pee dO: se se2aeaeseeeeees 69 
16) |5s-0-=..2)|---d0 9| July 15 21 Bi Gears dO eases eeenee 69 
ily -do....| June 26 11 | July 18 22 Soule aeer COs ten stc eee se 69 
18 } June 16 |...do 10 | July 21 Dy Bn (eee GOs Sos 3358 tees 69 
19 | June 8 | June 17 9/ July 9 22 Ola BUureer iV tse.ecesene sane 68 
20) te esd Osea al2c-C0 9 |...do 22 BI oes Osteo ee See eee 68 
214 leeed oe June 19 11 | July 13 24 SDs lene dws fe slaheccoee eee 69 
22 do ro Koya 10s | edo. 24 SOF eae Onsen teteousetene 69 
23 do June 20 12 | July 15 25 at \eskes 6 (0 ee ee ee ene 69 
24 do June 17 CO uly ie 20 20) aes dOSa scene een 68 
25 do =d02.: 9/ July 8 21 BONE ee G02, daca ceteeeeenees 68 
26 do June 18 10 | July 2 14 DA) nie 0223224 een 68 
ZG do do. - 10°) 2-002 14 DLN een dO: ctccccesoeeeee 68 
28 do do..- 10° |... -do- 14 24 |..... (6 Ko eee rer mae rc ge 68 
29 do do... 10 | July 4 16 PAG BAe 7 Ke Pee ee ce 68 
30 do GOsecr 10 | July 6 18 2 eee G0. socks eae 68 
ob do do : LOM edo. 18 DSi | eaten Ose eek tae eee ne 68 
32 do do 10 |. .2do.. 18 pA ate GOs. arse ere 68 
33 do do 10 | July 7 19 YAY pepeseae 6 0 epee ey soar ae 68 
4) Seed Oze oe loceO Onsee LOH) doses = 19 20) 2h. (Ko Peete a eat nae 68 
35 | May 25 | June 4 10 | June 19 15 25 lee ee OO. bcscceesemeneen 67 
BO: lez OS. < aac 00- ..-1 10 | June 21 17 QA eee C0: 2 a cace eee 67 
37 do June 5 11 | June 23 18 29) pee ok (6 Ko ee ane 67 
38 do do 11 | June 24 19 BO) ese Ro Ko popes Meets Seperate 67 
39 do June 6 12 | June 25 19 a A es ee Co Ke pera ee ee mpas See ey 67 
40 do 5d0-- asad Oe 19 oie toeee GOs 2 Aucoece eeatceeee 67 
41 do .do.. 12 | June 27 21 Bon|eaeee GO}. sesccc. ceseecse 67 
42 |...do -do.. Led Oe 21 33 | Seoee Cosa a2 =) eae ee 67 
43 do laa Oars 12 | June 29 23 Oo) |osese 6 0 Se eS nore 68 
44 do June 8 14 | July 2 24 38: licens G0.e:i5-ceeacceece 68 
45 do -do.. 14| July 3 25 BON Geers dOse.-tccscscseeccee 68 
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Tasre XIIMI.—Incubation and “development of radicicole of the grape phylloxera 
on living vines, Walnut Creck, Calif., 1913-1915—Continued. 

SECOND GENERATION, 1913. 

a Total 
Indi- Incuba- Date Average 5 Date egg | Date egg : F Growing | period of| Variety of vine and . 
pide deposited.| hatched. ee pi eects, period. develop: number of cage. poraeet 

Days. Days Days. be es 

1 | June 10 | June 20 10 68 
2|June 11 | June 19 8 68 
3 | June 12 |..-do--..- 7 68 
4 |...d 8 69 
5 6 70 
6 |- 8 70 
7 8 70 
8 8 70 
9 8 ral 

10 9 70 
11 9 70 
12 9 ffl 
13 8 71 
14 8 71 

115 8 71 
16 9 71 
17 dj 70 
18 8 70 
19 8 70 
20 8 |. 70 
21) | edo- 8 70 
22 |..-do- 9 70 
23) [pe G0. rr dOMeis. 9 70 

124 | June 27| July 4 7 70 
25)ipeed Orr July 5 8 70 
26 | June 30 |..-do.... 6 71 

197 |...do.. July 6 6 71 
128) b=- Oe July 7 7 71 
MOTD) NE OOS ciiGaeOk eres 7 71 
130 | July 1] July 8- 7 71 
131 Ed Osea 52d Osea - 7 71 
1 32 ‘July ied Osiew 6 71 
133 |...do...-| July 10 8 71 

THIRD 

1] July 23 | July 31 8 | Aug. 25 25 33 | Thompson’s Seedless T. . 71 
2) July 28 | Aug. 5 8 | Aug. 28 23 Sle Musca til Vite nesses sees 71 
3| July 29] Aug. 7 9 | Aug. 30 23 32h hee OSE eee ee. ke 71 
As leeedoOenae 2.0. 9 | Sept. 1 25 Bs er GOs. se ee es 71 
5 |...do....| Aug. 8 10 | Sept. 3 26 3G6)|2 S252 Oats sues en 71 

FOURTH GENERATION, 1913-14. 

1] Aug. 26 cONp 3 8 OD aise PRE 80 OCLC ECA Thompson’s Seedless I. - 3 71 
2 oe Sept. 8 7 | Sept. 18 10 17) | Chamipinixe tess es 70 
3 One: Sept. 9 8 | Sept. 22 13 Pa ee CG Kay A 69 
4|...do....| Sept. 10 9 | Sept. 30 20 29a Go se er aie 69 
EARL a Relea ae Stores PB seabeaawe Apr. 6 TQ His ees sa at IY Nb ISTohe Be NVA sale wee |e aa 
(Gy ied eA BE ON ee is aes Apr. 9 LO Se ese aU ate LO ESI cee ati MR ae 
Uf SSaR Shee Sept 24s | Bisa an May Oct. 24 LO) ee MS ae ae CLO Ee DE Cae es eae 66 
{ie Rae Bi ACL Ops eee feats ie Apr. 6 QA | sees e intl eae CLO inten aus phen ae 
re aN a a BONO ee Poe ee ASOT Nia ICS Fa (AE WO GO Rha oe bhi Ge ye oar, Ronan 

TH ee eeaeeiae Br Omemets |e ee ae May 20 | DE Saltaire apse es | eel CO Kayley a ow ie eee Sa AIRS EPO 
TST FS BA LOS Ss | Seis Apr. 15 POS a enna | eset est £6 Ko eres is ea a hg Ne 
TO FAN eee pooh DAR Nhs este oe oy Apr. 24 PANT AP Sines CEE Pa LO WEE PASS se Strona Ito Eo 
TBS eA abouts Kaye tun | aA le Apr. 28 PASSA NECN ee Ae eee LO Sees en che rere apn eee ata 

FIFTH GENERATION, 1914. 

1] Apr. 25} May 9 14| May 28 19 62 
2) Apr. 26 |...do..... TS lea does eee 19 62 
ule Oneeer ee OOseen = 13 | June 2 24 63 
AWAD 22 22dOes..- 12| June 1 23 63 
No Wsched bee Osan 12} June 2 24 63 
GyleeAtpre 28! )62 2 doses: Ta CG Ko sees 24 63 
O eo CeO sse64 ot Oapoae 11} June 3 25 63 

1Indicates winged migrants. ? Hibernant. 3 Indicates average temperature of incubation period alone. 
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Tasle NIII.—Jncubation and development of radicicole of the grape phyllorera 
on living vines. Walnut Creek, Calif... 1913-1915—Continued. 

SIXTH GENERATION, 1914 

: F Total | 
Indi Date Date Incuba- | Date . ba ierd be oaere es pees Average 

vidual] egg de- egg tion insect | cow’ paaaaa i) Variety = eae and | eens 
No. | posited. | hatched.| period. |matured.| PeT#OC- | CEVE Op-) = _ Humber ol cage. ature. 

Days Days. Days. | °F. 
1| May 29| June 7 9} June 24 17 26 | Muscat TXA...2...._--- 67 
2 | June 2}June 8 6) July 1 23 29 | Grenache ITA. 68 
3; June 9) June 19 10 | July 10 21 31 |, Muscat PxcA:-< to ee §9 
4 |__.do....- June 20 11 |} July 26 36 ey i) poe 60. ee 69 

SEVENTH GENERATION, 1914 

1] June 24| July 3 | 9| July 23 | 20 29 | Muscat IXA...........- | 7 
2|_..do.....| July 4| 10 | July 29 | 25 ah eee doze ae ae 71 
3| June 25| July 3} S| July 2: | g ; : 7 
#.1°2:do.-2.. July 4] 9 | July 5 | 71 
5] June 26 |. --do....- 8] Juh 2 71 
6 |..-do...:- Bees $ | July 71 
7| July 1|]Juoly 9] 8| July fi 
8} July 2 | July 11 | 2 eee ip 
1 iat Ce poem) ero Fs ees 9 | Aug 7 
10LJuly 3 |..-do_-_.- 8 | Au 72 
dP) doe doses rot Ppp 7 

EIGHTH GENERATION, 1914-15 

1| Aug. 17| Aug. -24 7 | Sept 7 
> A (ies Uh eee [eee 6 Py epee Sjtacat 70 
Si oe dosee8 Aug. 25 8 | Se 6g 
4]._.do-. a 1 eee 8 | ME: 372 

Sie -do.2.—|-- dpe. = 8 | Me 372 

6 |. .do.....|...do....- | Apr. 372 
(eet 1 Nesey (es [a acer 8 | Apr. 372 
Site do = beede es 8 | 4 372 
3)| Rei ee Aug. 26 o) 3 72 

NINTH GENERATION, 1 

1| Sepi. 16 | Sept. 27 11 (. S| ee aa ee | Museat XTX.....22.2.2- 372 
Ad Beech eee ---do. =v 11} Apr. il 195 207 freee de eee 3 72 

NINTH GENERATION, 1915 

1| Mar. 31 | Apr. 19 | 19 | May 22 33 52 57 
74] ae peace tos ot 19 | May 23 34 53 57 
| ae eee ee do--222 19 | May 24 35 54 37 
4{__.do. Cai r wae 19 May 25 35 55 57 

TENTH GENERATION, 1 

1) May 23 June 3 11 | Jume 24 21 | 32 arignan XXTX....___] 66 
2| May 27| June 6 10; July 1 25 | 35 | Zinfandel X XTITA.____. 67 

ELEVENTH GENERATION, 1915 

1| July 9 | July 15 | 6| Aug. 10} 26 32 | Zinfandel XXTITA.._...| 73 
PE. SAneee (Seat ean Deen aneee tas duly 20) Fe be 2c on || Ca sie gee eee |e eee 

3 Sas BAe eee |. 200s -222]L bot c/a ee Ol 2 ee eee eee 
| 

TWELFTH ERATION, 1915. 

- - - 

1) Aug. 2] Aug. 9 7| Sept. 8 30 37 Zinfandel XXXVI......| 72 
2 }-..d0:=>..| Aug. 10 S| Sept. 9 30 38 |... - Ove soos Soe eee { 72 
3 |..-do.....| Aug. 9 7 | Sepz. 10 32 Le eee 0-2. 220 c= ee 72 
4) Aug. 4] Aug. 11 Tie igre! 30 | Bye aes C022 ee ee! 72 
5 Aug. 16} Aug. 24 Sy (ee Lorene) ies era eee Zinfandel X SCUGEA 27>. | sae eaeee 
6 |..-do_..._.| Aug. 25 9 
7 £42 2-005.- & 
s 18 | Aug. 27 | 9 
9 9 ee20Ggs 2 8 

3 Indicates average temperature of incubation pe lone * Died, 1915, 
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For the first generation, eggs deposited by adult hibernants were ; 
secured from a Zinfandel vineyard, and thereafter only eggs de- * 
posited in the cages and of known generations were used in the inocu- i 
lations. 

The average growing periods of the summer generations of wing- 4 
less aphids varied from 34.5 to 18.25 days, but in all except two gen- 
erations this period ranged between 18.25 and 24.20 days. Individ- 
uals varied between 36 and 10 days. The winged forms developed 
more slowly than the wingless, nine individuals averaging 343 days. 
The hibernants developed in an average of 62 months. 

Eggs were placed for the most part on roots never before infested, 
and tuberosities usually followed rapidly after the hatching of the 
larve. Nodosities were formed upon side rootlets. The main roots 
were all between one-sixth and one-third of an inch in diameter. 

Tt was found that about 40 per cent of the larve remained on the | 
exposed portions of the roots, the rest finding their way to the other | 
portions. In spring a large percentage and in summer and autumn 
a smaller percentage of larve settled close beside the eggshells from 
which they had issued. In spring the larve did not display a tend- 
ency to roam, but in summer and autumn they wandered consid- 
erably, especially if the root had begun to decay or was drying too 
rapidly. Similar conditions occur in vineyards, and it is In summer 
and autumn that the typical wandering larve are found. 

Excluding the winged migrants and the hibernated individuals, | 
the summary of the growing period of all the phylloxerz developing | 
on living roots during the years 1913, 1914, and 1915 is recorded in 
Table XIV. 

Tasle XIV.—Summary of Table XIII, 

Number of individuals ______-_______ eee 2 es a eee 114 

Average period of growth ____ SS ae ne ee see dayse= 2 22-45 

AVECEXATREIE DETIOUS Ome LO WAN = 2 ae 22 a ee doz== 2436 

Minimum period OLS STOW Lee hao es ss eee ie ee do = 71 10 

Taking into consideration the individuals removed before they 
attained their full development, the average growing period is to be 
estimated at about 25 days. The cellar experiments with severed 
pieces of roots in 1911 and 1912 combined yielded an average of 
30.57 days, and the experiments in the cellar and incubator combined 
in 1913 averaged 34.16 days. The cellar temperatures of 1911 and 
1912 averaged about 14° F. lower than the combined cage tem- 
peratures for the period 1913-1915 for the months from May to 
October. inclusive. The cellar temperatures for 1913 averaged about 

14° lower than the incubator temperatures for 1913 and about 4° 
higher than the cage temperatures for that year. 
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In the cellar and incubator during 1913 the phylloxerz developed, 

on the average, more slowly than in the cellar during 1911 and 1912, 
notwithstanding higher temperatures in 1913. This resulted from the 
fact that the food supply was much more succulent in 1911 and 1912. 
Likewise the phylloxeree developed much more rapidly in the cages 
in 1913-1915 than in the cellar and incubator combined in 1913, 
when the temperatures differed shehtly (the difference in favor of 
the cages being about 1° daily). This also was due to the superior 
food of the living vines. In comparing the phylloxera development 
in the cellar in 1911-12 with that in the cages in 1913-1915, it would 
appear that both temperature and food influenced the more rapid 
development observed in the cages. For 1911 alone the average grow- 
ing period was 29.37 days. This growth took place on succulent roots, 
to all appearances as succulent as the living roots upon which were 
reared the 1913-1915 phylloxeree, which averaged about a 25-day 
period, under a temperature averaging 44° in excess of that obtain- 
ing in the cellar in 1911. It would be natural to ascribe the faster 
growth in the cages to the higher temperatures, but in view of the 
discrepancies noted above in connection with the 1913 cellar and 
incubator observations, the writers are inclined to believe that the 
living roots afforded better nourishment to the phylloxere than did 
the severed roots of 1911 and that the higher temperatures of 1913 
had less influence than might appear in bringing about such a dif- 
ference in the growing periods. 

Excepting for a few isolated instances, the phylloxere on living 
roots developed more rapidly on nodosities and tuberosities than on 
the normal surface of the root. On nodosities development was the 
most rapid, noticeably more rapid than on tuberosities, and the more 
fleshy the swelling the more rapid was the aphid’s growth. 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 

The egg—When first laid, the radicicole egg (Pls. VIII, g; IX, 
ke, 1) is lemon yellow, about twice as long as wide, oval, both ends 
rather bluntly. rounded, the micropylar end a little more abruptly 
so. Thirty-six eggs laid by newly matured adults August 30 and 
September 6, 1911, averaged 0.3848 mm. in length and 0.173 mm. in 
width, with maxima, respectively, of 0.36 and 0.18 mm., and minima, 
respectively, of 0.34 and 0.17 mm. Of 25 eggs laid by overwintered 
radicicoles near the end of their laying period, the maximum length 
was 0.32 mm., the maximum width 0.18 mm., the minimum length 0.20 
mm., and the minimum width 0.12 mm., the average length 0.26 mm., 
and the average width 0.14 mm. Thus it appears that the size of the 
eggs laid by individuals decreases toward the end of their egg-laying 
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THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

Phylloxera vitifoliae: a-e, Winged migrant; a, dorsal view; b, antenna; c, basal sensorium of 
antennal segment III; d, hind leg; ¢, beak;/, male egg; g, radicicole egg; h, i, female eggs; 
j, k, l, sexed female; j, enlarged ventral view showing contained winter egg; k, antenna; 
l, newly hatched female; m, mature male just after casting last skin. 
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THE GRAPE PHYLLOXERA IN CALIFORNIA. 

Phylloxera vitifoliae: a, b, ¢, Adult radicicole; a, ventral view (beak shown telescoped ); 

b, dorsal view; c, antenna; d, e,f, hibernant larva; d, dorsal view; e, ventral view; , an- 

tenna; g, h, newly hatched (first-instar ) radicicole; g, ventral view; h, dorsal view; 

i,j, second-instar radicicole; i, dorsal view;j, antenna; k, /, radicicole egg corium; k, whole 

shell; 1, section to show structure. 

PLATE |X. 
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Phyllozera vitifoliae: a, b, c, Third-instar radicicole; a, dorsal view; 6, ventral view; c, left 
antenna; d, €,f, prenymph (third instar of winged form); d, dorsal view; e, ventral view; 
/, left antenna; 9-j, fourth-instar radicicole; g, dorsal view; h, left antenna; i, ventral view 
(beak shown telescoped); j, beak. 
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period. Toward the period of hatching the egg becomes darker and 
the eyespots of the embryo become visible. 

The larva—tIn hatching, the young larva (Pl. LX, g, A) splits 
the eggshell from the micropyle lengthwise to about three-fourths 
of its length. This splitting is more or less gradual and is caused 
by the thorax and head of the young phylloxera bursting the shell 
and then gradually enlarging the crack. The larva poises itself at 
an angle of 45°, with legs and antenne appressed to the body, and 
slowly eases its way out. It seems to rely simply on a slow side- 
wise body movement to free itself of the shell. When freed, it 
spreads the appendages and is then able to walk off. The newly 
hatched larva is of a pale lemon yellow, with dark claret-colored 
eyes, composed each of three circular facets and placed in the form 
of the angles of an equilateral triangle. The body segmentation is 
quite distinct, more so than in later instars. The shape is oval and 
very flat. The antenne, as in all forms of the grape phylloxera, are 
three-jointed. The terminal joint is twice as long as the two basal 
combined. Near the apex of the third joint occurs a circular sen- 
sorium. The beak in early generations reaches to the penultimate 
or antipenultimate body segment, and in later generations protrudes 
beyond the caudal segment of the abdomen. The legs and antenne 
bear hairs. Table XV gives measurements for five newly hatched 
individuals. 

TABLE XV.—Jeasurements of newly hatched radicicoles of the grape phyllosera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif., Oct. 23, 1914. 

7 Length of antennal joints. 
ees Maxt Length | Length | Length | Bt J Length 

Individual No. | ofhac.| width |of beak, | of hind | of hind of sen- 
y- Ctooas *| femur. | tibia. 1 9 3 sorium. 

Mm Mm Mim Mm. mY Mm Mim Mm Mm 
SSS) sees See 0.359 0.176 | 0.1964 050679) (53050574122 eae 0. 0161 OL0705i|-2=22222- 
OO a SE 327 179 20568 Sse te ree | cose 0. 0169 0143 06251| eee ee 
2 2 pecoanan acs seo cee HESRE Ease Saaenuraee eee 0562 - 0429 - 0214 0196 0680! |2=3=—- == 
1 oo SSS eae 359 189 2152 0580 - 0491 0232 0180 0705) | ease 
Sa nae ee ee . 341 . 190 . 2107 . 0566 . 0455 . 0188 . 0188 .0634 } 0.0231 
(Sipe 4e eke eee lasices alrmerresncy leceer = . 0554 - 0491 | -0179 |- .0152 . 0670 . 0228 

The young phylloxere hatching in spring have shorter beaks than 
those which hatch in the fall, the beaks in spring averaging in length 
about 0.155 mm. 

The first molt does not take place until more than half of the grow- 
ing period is passed. The molting of the radicicoles is a procedure 
quite similar in detail to the hatching from the egg. After each molt 
the individual for about 24 hours is brighter in color than at any 
other time during the instar. After the first molt the phylloxera 
changes from oval or suboval to pyriform in shape (Pl. TX, 7, /). 

1900°—21 5 



Vegien oe aeeckcoscees 0. 419 0. 234 0.154 | 0.0625 | 0.0526 
Bee eee PALS lenses | sees - 0624 0518 
De cvensce jaseoes aes 439 - 257 UE i pee eae | ett 
A ett see ysiare ce aie] - 499 - 270 NGS) Es teeeeee eos eee see 
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Table XVI gives measurements for four individuals of the second- 
instar radicicole. 

TABLE XVI.—Measurements of second-instar radicicoles of the grape phylloxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 

<i- Length of 1 joints. 
Length see Length | Length | Length voolmaneo sins Length 

Individual No. | 55 ape wate lott ir of hind | of hind of sen- 
af of body. ‘| femur. | tibia. 1 2 3 sorium. 

Mm. Mm. Mm. Mm. Mm. 

1 Telescoped. 

The roughened tubercular areas on the dorsal surface are more 
conspicuous after the first molt, and a rapid increase in bulk is 
apparent during the second instar. 

The second, third, and fourth molts occur at practically equidistant 
periods. Under highest temperatures and optimum food conditions, 
these instars are passed in about two days apiece. Under a tempera- 

ture of 58° F. from three to eight days elapse between molts, the 
average being about five and one-half days. 

Table XVII gives the measurements of five individuals of the 

third instar. 

TABLE X VII.—WVeasurements of third-instar radicicoles of the grape phyllozxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Maxi- Length of antennal joints. 
Indivi , | Length | mum | Length Length | Length Length 

ividual No. aatgl Srinithn ton beals of hind’) of:hind!|=——— ss 5 |= | LOnsen= 
fe of body “| femur. | tibia. 1 2 3 sorium. 

1 ee ee See: 0.592 0. 303 0.178 | 0.0699 | 0.0607 | 0.0202] 0.0321 | 0.0616 0.0 
DAA oe ete eS ee 524 312 LBA pe scc sone |e oe aces 0252 0207 0568 0144 
ite eae ere eae = Ns 522 332 179 0739 606221 226 Smee |2c- bees - | Seeeeecee eee pas 
Co eee ee 649 350 155 0732 . 0687 0241 0205 0634) 5.2sc2ee5 

EP ees Pee far per ene - 0758 . 0660 0197 . 0187 - 0589 - 0177 
Dee aya sah ates Stee Sele . 648 -371 145 - 0741 - 0692 . 0206 - 0194 - 0598 : bree 
OeeeRCh s Seer th sone ne se el 202 cee | oes Semivitocade.s ele | oceitome ls laos ememioue| seca ecs|ee sceeeee - O1S 

1 Individuals 1-3, newly molted; 4, two days after molt; 5, three days after molt. 

During the third instar (Pl. X, a, 6, c) the increase in bulk con- 
tinues rapidly. The dorsal tubercular areas are larger than in the 

previous instar, but in color and shape no differences appear. 
Table XVIII indicates the measurements of seven individuals of 

the fourth (penultimate) instar, 
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TABLE XVIII.—WMeasurements of fourth-instar radicicoles of the grape phyl- 
loxera, Walnut Creek, Calif. 

. Length of antennal joints. 
pei Maxi- Length | Length | Length gue aie Length 

Individual No. | offer | Sidth |ofbeak, | Qlnind | of hind of sen- 
UT Rite cae o *| femur. | tibia. 1 9 3 sorium. 

Mm Mim Mm Mm Mm. Mm. Mm Mm Mm 
0.919 ORS Ie eee see 0. 0848 0. 0687 0. 0321 0. 0259 O30669) | pense 

85 DISH hse et eee Aer. eet . 0321 0277 05710 ees 
824 BY Ss Seen eane 0830 0749 . 0276 0241 0768 0. 0212 
615 500 QOS 2 i ae a teats [peers a . 0306 0261 0748 0167 

mis Seere bag e eee 162 5| 5-482 Seale Bee te 0297 0248 0721 0162 
753 426 160 0802 0671 BesnotSsd |babsesacu beecocead lagececad= 
TRU, ease |p cate le rae ee ea LETH, gt tena ee ea ecaceeAcs 

ee 1-3 were measured. toward the end of the instar, and individuals 4-7 very shortly after 

2 Maximum height, 0.3 mm. 

A very obvious growth takes place during the fourth instar (Pl X, 
g-j). At the end of this instar the phylloxera casts its last skin 
and issues therefrom as an adult. The adults, except immediately 
following the molt, are never as pale as the immature forms. They 
may be distinguished from fourth-instar individuals by two longi- 
tudinal furrows on the thorax and by the relatively larger dorsal 
tubercular areas. The color varies from a lght green to a dark 
purplish brown in living specimens. This variation is to a great 
degree dependent on the food supply. On fresh, fleshy nodosities 
the insects mostly are pale green with the tubercular areas very 
noticeable. On tuberosities, or on the normal surface of a vigorous 
root, the color is yellowish green, olive green, or light brown, with 
the tubercular areas often less evident. 

On roots of poor quality the adults are brown or orange and the 
tubercular areas hardly perceptible to the naked eye. After weeks 
‘of egg production old adults become brown cr purplish brown. In 
shape the adults while not engaged in egg laying are hemispherical 
or short oval, about equally rounded at either extremity, but while an 
egg is being passed the insect assumes a pyriform shape and the 
caudal end is much tapered and extended. 

Mature radicicole. 

Pl. IX, a, b, e. 

Color varying from pale green and pale yellow to deep purplish brown, de- 

pendent on character of food and age of individual; shape hemispherical, 

short oval, pyriform while passing the ova; body obscurely glabrous, often 

appearing to be coated on the dorsum with a very fine whitish powder; under 

side of abdomen paler than upper. Body about twice as long as wide, widest 

at middle of mesothorax ; highest at about cephalic third; body flattening both 

cephalad and caudad from this point. Head with dusky central area; eyes 

dark red, each composed of three circular facets, arranged in form of an equi- 

lateral triangle; antennze pale, not quite reaching posterior margin of head, 

composed of three joints, of which the two basal are subequal in length but 
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joint 1 wider than joint 2; third joint about twice as long as the two basal 

combined and bearing a single oval sensorium near apex; all three joints bearing 

hairs. Beak pale, base and tip shining and dusky, reaching to second or third 

abdominal tergite; in specimens examined after they had transfixed the beak 

into the roots, this organ appears to be shorter, due to the telescoping of the 

sheath from the action of transfixing. 

Mesothorax largest segment of body, twice as long as prothorax, which is 

next largest ; mesothorax divided into two sections by transverse fold. Thoracic 

segments having median portions raised above lateral portions by means of 

two longitudinal curved folds. Metathorax very similar above to any of first 

five abdominal segments. Legs in pale specimens slightly darker than abdomen, 

coxee dusky. 

Sixth abdominal segment produced conically at each of its posterior angles 

and narrowed basally ; caudal segment twice as long as broad, bluntly rounded, 

with a small central emargination and fringed with a marginal row of pale 

weak hairs. 

The dorsum of the body bears six longitudinal rows of dusky circular tuber- 

cular areas, which under magnification appear as thickenings and roughen- 

ings of the epidermis, and each of these is surmounted by a single spine. 

Table XIX gives measurements of the adult radicicole. 

TABLE XINXN.—Mcasurements of mature radicicole of the grape phylloxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Neen Length of antennal joints. 
Jeeta ae Leneth | Length | Length 6 J Length 

Individual No. ze08. : 4e08 wep [cond ch ayo bt [ico il at 0 Oj lh oh ffs 
of body.| width | of beak. eatin Ane : 

of body. } f ‘ 1 2 3 sorium. 

Mm. Mm Min Mm Mm. Mm Mm Mm Mm 
aye a eteicicc teem eee 0. 854 O8502) een ssccee 0.0795 0.0786 | 0.0223 0. 0251 0. 0661 0. 0224 

Paperaictee eed lla Gals crease ere = oe aereis 0804 0759 0252 . 0243 0660 0195 
Diag nee occ kee 878 549 0. 281 0839 0748 0260 . 0230 0673 0196 
Mees area ruc veut 1.011 B84 i esses oo 0875 0768 0197 . 0230 0705 02065 
AEE fe eee ao oes 997 SHB iPhone ace al edeadoaae| we cerca sah ace cael e moreno eee | eee 
Lifes Aion oe ee SRE 942 at aU [ee ies |e EN be oer eed Une ens he eo See No celle he 
Cie oe ee 783 507A Gomes ts cere Sete cae, |Peeareesd [eee tee | ee een | 
1 ST ie ee em 778 DOB: Nee Sa A ceetal dyes ie oe | Siar syerseroe | msec eres nna | eros ears | eee ee | eee 
Ree re ape ata Lees 763 ADD Wicecind seek | Sarees ce Se | otoa se doa ee aaa hictin cee Veen eae | nee 
Se eel a a ee 734 ABD: ar ete ohne) 5S staan eee ctctavave acy crc | Sos epee aicta | eee aes | ere | 
WS tages ae ee 714 AA Ne 2s Sea | Renae see) sete ohare cheers Saad oe oe oe een ee ee 
Tee ares ete ey oe 712 B92 ica cc delat ahs nce oee | dcateeet «| eee cee | one. eee | oeeeeee | eee 
OS eee eee 686 AOS 2 soa cco Sars eece | eee wera 2 ercrnceere cio Se eel ees ae 
Weractice cee vetoes os 631 LUG ht os Serta Sete Boe este o's Saeed ceroce etre lee ere | a 
11: ees terrae eer 582 BO eee acc cee |S da, Wine SE Ss cre aut | eet Steele || | 

Measurements of beaks from nine adult hibernants were made 
March 18, 1915. Of these six, fixed in the root tissue, measured 0.276, 

0,243, 0.260, 0.252, 0.198, and 0.179 mm., respectively. The other 

three, not fixed since casting their last skin, measured 0.329, 0.317, 

and 0.299 mm., respectively. The basal joints of the rostrum are 
telescoped when the beak is thrust into the root. 

It is obvious from an inspection of Table XTX that the adult 
radicicoles vary greatly in size. This variation occurs whatever kind 
of food supply the phylloxere are getting, although the average size 
is larger on good succulent food than on that of poorer quality. Indi- 
viduals 5 to 14 in Table XLX were ail taken the same day (Mar. 18) 
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from equally succulent pieces of severed roots. They show a con- 
siderable variation in dimensions, but, being hibernants, their aver- 
age dimensions are less than those of the summer generations under 
equally favorable food-supply conditions; for among the hibernant 
adults there always may be found a considerable number of small- 
sized individuals which evidently owe their physical inferiority to 
the vicissitudes of the long hibernation period. Radicicoles raised on 
fleshy and succulent nodosities attain an average size of about 1 by 
0.55 mm., those raised during the summer on other parts of the root 
system average slightly less, and the hibernant individuals average 
0.75 by 0.50 mm. 

Radicicole molts—The radicicole, in common with other forms of 

the phylloxera, invariably molts four times. 
In 1914 and 1915 records of molts were taken, and Tables XX and 

XXI indicate molting records of 20 individuals reared on severed 

roots in the laboratory cellar during the summer of 1914. 

TABLE XX.—WMolting records of 20 radicicoles of the grape phylloxera, summer 
of 1914, Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Indi- Date of Date of Date of Date of Total neat 
vidual | Date ess | “firs First | second Second third Third fourth |Fourth| grow- terns No. batched. vaatask instar.| “jojt, | instar. molt instar. molt instar.) ing pera- 

period. t ure 

Days Days Days Days.| Days.| °F. 
1| July 22} Aug. 6 15 | Aug. 9 Aug. 11 2) Aug. 14 3 23 68 
2a don | Auge. 7 16 |...do. 2) ea dOne PAA Ae xe Koy Ne 3 23 68 
3 | July 23] Aug. 6 14 |...do. 3 | Aug. 13 4] Aug. 16 3 24 68 
GA NOK Sal eae Orie Te ce ene a Pa a er ge | PG rc Ul Lc a 
5 | July 24| Aug. 7 14 | Aug. 9 2) Aug. 11 2) Aug. 14 3 21 68 
6| July 25 | Aug. 4 10 | Aug. 6 2|Aug. 8 2| Aug. 9 1 15 68 
(ale sdorees|s-.dor 22 10 |...do.. 2 |...do. 2 | Aug. 11 3 17 68 
8 |...do....| Aug. 5 11 | Aug. 8 3 | Aug. 9 Tn peedore 2 17 68 
9 |...do. PRON ee 11 |...do. 3 | Aug. 11 3 | Aug. 13 2 19 68 

10 |...do....|...do.... 11 | Aug. 9 4] Aug. 12 3 | Aug. 14 2 20 68 
11 |...do....| Aug. 6 12| Aug. 8 2| Aug. 11 3 | Aug. 13 2 19 68 
12) Saedos= ss a--don. -& 12 |...do.. 22 2d One 3 | Aug. 14 3 20 68 
135 end Oss PAug. 45 11 |...do 3 | Aug. 9 1 | Aug. 11 2 17 68 
14 do....| Aug. 7 13 | Aug. 10 Bel PS ee oral Lae este a ae || RR [Alege eer PEs 
15 do....| Aug. 8 14 |...do 2) Aug. 13 3 | Aug. 15 2 21 68 
16 do eed ona: 14 |...do 2] Aug. 12 Qis2-d0 se 3 21 68 
17 |...do Aug. 9 15 | Aug. 13 4| Aug. 15 2| Aug. 18 3 24 68 
18 do Aug. 11 17 | Aug. 14 3 | Aug. 17 3)||52 done 1 24 68 
19 |...do Aug. 13 19 | Aug. 20 7 | Aug. 24 4| Aug. 28 4 34 68 

LV GXO): Iveses(O UO isco svc sie [ea ES PS aA ZA Fe Sa | DI Wt KS RG VE 

1 Hibernant died unmolted Oct.11. 

TABLE XXI.—Summary of Table XX. 

Maxi- Mini- 
eis mum mum 

* | period. | period. 

irae , Days. Days. Days. 
instinstar Ohm divd duals sats Wek Pee a ae eee 8 13.3 19 10 
Necondunstar, Ws individuals. 22. 2052505 22 ease ee Lae eee a ee 2.9 7 2 
Mhindinstarewdi/imdividualsss 4222 vay ae sha 2.5 4 1 
HOUT IMS GAT plsINCIVIGUAIS <\ jer «as cte oko ees ora! sien cei clniee see, <e nies 2.5 4 1 

Developmental period, 17 individuals .....................2..-2.--. 21.2 34 15 
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All the individuals utilized in this experiment were reared on 
severed pieces of roots in a petri dish under cellar conditions. In- 
dividuals 19 and 20 lived on a much poorer root than the others, and 
thus is explained the relatively slow growth (84 days) of the one 
and the early hibernation of the other. Individuals 4 and 14 moved 
away after their first and second molts, respectively. It will be 
observed from the summary that the average period of the first instar 
(13.3 days) is considerably longer than is that of the three succeed- 
ing instars combined (7.9 days). The comparative periods of the 
instars are about constant; that is, an individual with a short first 
instar will have short succeeding instars and one with a long first 
instar will have long succeeding instars. 

The records of Table XX were made in midsummer at a tempera- 

ture of 68° F. In the soil at such a time of the year the temperature 
is higher and the development of the phylloxera more rapid, while 
in spring and late fall the development is correspondingly slower. 
The developmental period of the hibernated larvee varies greatly, 

not so much from temperature as from other causes. There is an 

average period of two and one-half weeks from the commencement 
of feeding to the shedding of the first skin, and after that an average 
period of three weeks between the casting of the first skin and the 
shedding of the fourth, the second, third, and fourth instars occupy- 

ing an average space of a week each. As summer progresses the de- 
velopment of the radicicoles becomes accelerated, as may be observed 
from Table X-XIT. 

TasBLeE XNXII.—WMolting records of radicicoles of the grape phylloxera, March to 
July, 1915, Walnut Creek, Calif. 

met Dateegg| Pate of| pirct | Date of | Sec- | Date of | mpirg | Date of lpourth Total ee Gen- 
vial |hatched.| tSt |instar.| Second | ond | third eae fourth at 8TOW- | tem- | era- 
i noc! molt cust) molt. |instar.| molt. |7°"8t|molf. |+U°er-|) Ie © | pera |\:tion. 
No period t 

ure. 

Days. Days Days. Days. | Days. | °F. 
T Pees Mak 19 reed g a oe 10 f we 16 : Ar: 22 6 34 | 58.25 a 
Dyer Pol eto Lo Fees) ets 0) a ae Ose 23'sQ03 <2 = zea Ose 6 34 | 58.25 ; 
Bese ..-do....| Apr. 8 20 Apr. 13 5 | Apr. 18 5 | Apr. 23 5 35.| 58.254) A. 

Peed Orees| FADE 10 22 Apr. 17 7 | Apr. 21 4 | Apr. 25 4 37 | 58.25 | A. 
2 Seay tay Thil May 27 : May 30 3 ne 1 2 qune 5 + 25 61 B. 
eee $eeAOsese)oa-Q0s=-- ig) eo Co eee -do..-. 2 |..-@0: 4 25 | 61 r 
(ee May 23)|June 7 15 | June 10 3 | June 13 3 | June 16 3 24 | 63 Be 
Beko zune 16 euue a 11 | June 30 3 }July 1 1|July 4 3 18 | 65 Cc: 
OE eae -.-do....| June 3 14 | July 2 2|July 4 2|July 9 5 23 | 65 C. 
OF eee COlee ely 3 17 | July 6 3|July 9 3 | July 10 1 24 | 65 C. 

The individuals enumerated in Table XXII were reared under 
cellar conditions on equally succulent pieces of severed roots. Table 
XXIT, both by itself and taken in conjunction with Tables XX and 
X XI, indicates the influence of temperature upon the development 
of the radicicole under equal food conditions. Under a temperature 
of 58.25° I. the period of growth averaged 35 days, under an aver- 
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age of 61.75° F. this period was 24.75 days, under 65° F. it was 
almost 22 days, and under 68° F. it was lowered to 20.3 days 
(individual on unthrifty root disregarded). Under the lower tem- 
peratures all the instars are correspondingly longer than under the 
highest midsummer temperature, but the first instar is proportion- 
ately less lengthened than are those following it, a phenomenon 
that becomes quite apparent in the case of the hibernants, provided 
their first instar be considered in a restricted sense to cover only that 
period between the time when they commence feeding in spring and 
the date of the first molt. The hibernant feeds for two and one-half 
weeks before and for three weeks after its first molt, while in mid- 

-summer the larva feeds for 18 days before and for 8 days after its 
first molt before it matures. 

; MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM GENERATIONS YEARLY. 

In 1911 overwintered adult radicicoles matured at the end of 
April, throughout May and June, and as late as July 7. Eggs of 
the first generation were deposited from the end of April until 
October 1. From the earliest eggs there followed seven complete 
generations from hibernant to hibernant inside of the one year. No 
observations were taken of the hatching of the late eggs deposited 
by late first-generation phylloxere in September, but in the light of 
contemporary observations on individuals of later generations there 
is no doubt that a certain percentage of these late eggs would have 
hatched into hibernants, thus giving a minimum of one generation 
per annum. In 1915, taking advantage of a hibernant which ma- 
tured exceptionally early in the spring, it was possible to secure 
eight complete generations within the year. Table XXIII records 
the development of these generations. 

TABLE XXIII.—Maximum series of generations of radicicoles of the grape 
phylloxera, reared under cellar conditions, Walnut Creek, Calif., 1915. 

Genera- | Temper- 
Date of egg Date of egg Date insect tion ature Generation No. deposition. hatching. matured. eycle. |(average). 

Days. °F. 
FL Pe ee ee Se icine die Sicne Gases cis ee'ss —— —,1914 | —— —,1914| Feb. 26,1915 |..........].......... 
phe aBH SHO bOs Bo SO SRC R aoe aE eres Feb. 26,1915 | Mar. 19,1915 | Apr. 22,1915 55 58. 25 
BS SSG SSOEE DE OS BOGS eC peer ee eee rete Apr. 27,1915 | May 11,1915 | June 5,1915 39 61.20 
dhe Sdridh SAREE RCH Oo ACES EBLE aae Sunaee June 7,1915 | June 16,1915} July 4,1915 27 64. 50 
Bo See so reson GOO SR OCC ROBT E Sone neers July 5,1915 | July 14,1915} July 28,1915 23 69. 50 
BEe ball saten Sleek eels Cee Reine nS 2 eet July 28,1915] Aug. 4,1915| Aug. 23,1915 26 68.50 
Dsigsae eos ee ea Ea ear eR Aug. 23,1915 | Aug. 31,1915 | Sept. 23, 1915 31 67.00 
Serger ae spine sean DUE ER A See dee Sept. 25,1915 | Oct. 7,1915 | Oct. 27,1915 32 62.50 
Dee eGo cae So RAS gOS Cen BEER Ieee aeeee Oct. 27,1915 | Nov. 10,1915 | —— —,1916 |...-......].......... 

1 Hibernant. 

In this experiment the food supplied to the phylloxerse was, as 
far as one could judge, of equal quality and very nourishing. The 
influence of temperature is noticeable. 
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In observations with phylloxere developing on living vines there 
were secured in a period of three years 13 generations, an average of a 
little over four generations a year, but had the earliest eggs of each 
generation been successfully utilized, and had it been possible to 
start the first of the three seasons with the earliest eggs procurable 
in the vineyards, there is no doubt that six, and possibly seven, gen- 
erations could have been developed each year. 

Considering that the hibernant generation occupies a period of 
half a year, it 1s apparent that if seven generations are to be pro- 
duced in a year, the other six must be passed in an average maximum 
of one month apiece. In summer phylloxere have been reared from 
ege deposition to maturity in 21 days, but in April, May, and Oc- 
tober the cycle rarely falls below 35 days, so that in the six-month - 
period, April 15 to October 15, the average maximum cycle is roughly 
30 days. Thus, in the vineyard, even on vines that move early in 
spring, it is probable that more than seven generations rarely take 
place in 12 months. The period, October 15 to April 15, best rep- 
resents the cycle of the wintering generation, although these dates 
are somewhat arbitrary. 

Under vineyard conditions it is always possible to find hibernant 
phylloxeree as late as the beginning of June. It is also possible 
to find insects going into hibernation as early as September 20. Since 
the mature radicicoles deposit eggs for periods exceeding three 
months, it can be seen readily that the latest eggs of a radicicole 
hibernant maturing in June may develop larve which proceed to 
hibernate. A minimum of one generation a year thus may occur. 
Observations indicate that this minimum of one generation is not 
common, even on moribund vines with innutritious roots. 

WANDERING RADICICOLE LARV4® OR “ WANDERERS.” 

By the term “ wanderers ” are designated those forms (almost all 
newly hatched larvee) which forsake the root on which they issued 
from the egg and seek to reach the surface of the soil or to pass 
through the soil itself, with the object of finding new food. Those 
that strive to reach the surface exhibit in their efforts a very marked 
positive phototropism. It would appear that their first movement 

is simply one of ascending the root and that as soon as they are 
brought into the focus of a ray of light they immediately make it 
their goal, and thus finally ascend to the surface. The initial wan- 
dering movement comes irrespective of hght rays, but as soon as 
these rays are brought to bear the activity is very pronounced. The 
conclusion is that the production of individuals destined to wander 

is due to a combination of influences more than to any single influ- 
ence—the crowded condition of the phylloxere in summer, the decay- 
ing of the roots, especially the fleshy surface rootlets, found on 
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phylloxerated vines, the rising temperature, and the intrinsic vigor 
of the vine encouraging emigration. 

Apparently the young produced from the eggs deposited by over- 
wintered females do not become wanderers, but those of later gen- 
erations may, and many wandering larve produced late in the au- 
tumn settle on roots and hibernate. 
Wandering larvee play an important part in the diffusion of phyl- 

loxera. 

THE NYMPH AND WINGED FORM. 

DEVELOPMENT. 

The individuals which are destined to become winged are termed 
in their third instar “prenymphs” and in their fourth instar 
“nymphs.” They are produced from eggs deposited by adult radi- 
cicoles, and until after their second molt differ in nowise from the 
individuals destined to remain wingless; neither is there any dif- 
ference in the eggs from which the two types hatch. In their third 
instar the prenymphs (PI. X, d, e, f) differ from the radicicoles of 
that instar in that the former have more elongate and narrower bod- 
ies and longer antenne and legs. The prenymphs are generally pale 
greenish yellow, and their appendages appear quite dusky in com- 
parison. Table XXIV gives measurements of four prenymphs. 

TABLE XXIV.—Measurements of prenymphs of the grape phylloxera, Walnut 
Creek, Calif. 

| | 
Maxi- ie iS Length of antennal joints. 

cho Length | mum | Length Peng thi) Length 3 Length 
Individual No. bod aE TO TGAIE of hind | of hind of sen- 

y- ‘| femur. | tibia. f sorium. 
of body. 1 2 3 

1 SS eet ae DenaH SEE 0. 805 0. 405 0.357 | 0.0948 | 0.0821 | 90.0330 | 0.0268 | 0.0839 0.0196 
sobeokendlandeseued apdamoees 0939 - 0839 0321 0277 0889 0193 

PB ih SSS NS ag 660 325 193 0946 - 0713 0306 0279 09735 eee 
Seep BESB oS sie BESCE Ease ECE S bet He SEereEts 0306 0279 (Oo Me) eee ae 

eet we aeaecise 541 - 300 Th13) | eee aoa Cnsaeacae MSc sooeiad) Mensercad aeccroBEd Sporereass 
CHO ACA BOSE SESE Rees 555 AOA) [ie cs oltre fa epee cteath I Manped ecto tata crete ct pal ey ate acacia fn Aas ARN Re 

sca 1, just before molting into nymph; individuals 2 to 4, very shortly after molting into pre- 

The prenympk molts into the nymph or pupa. The pupa is the 

longest of all forms of the insect and is easily discernible on the 
root by the presence of wing pads, even just after it has molted from 
the prenymphal form, and has a greenish color. Immediately after 
the skin is shed, these wing pads are yellow, but very quickly they 
become gray or blackish. During the first few days of the nymphal 
instar the insect is green or greenish yellow, and the compound eyes 
are indiscernible, but as it grows it lengthens, becomes constricted in 
the region of the metathorax, and turns orange, the mesothorax, how- 
ever, remaining paler than the rest of the body. The compound 
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eyes show their red pigment and soon become prominent. Legs and 
antennee are relatively long, and the femora exceed the tibisx in 
length. At all times the rows of tubercular areas on the dorsum are 
well marked. During the nymphal instar the insect shows a very 
considerable growth; the newly molted individuals are quite flat, 
but full-grown nymphs are roughly cylindrical. 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 

The nymph or pupa, full grown. 

Pl. XI; text fig. 9, p.. 85. 

General color orange or orange yellow; anterior part of mesothorax and 

mesosternum whitish, or at least always noticeably paler than the rest of body. 

Antenne pale yellow, extended but little beyond anterior margin of prothorax. 

Compound eyes and ocelli dark red; former composed of large number of facets. 

Head and abdomen bearing 4, thorax 6 longitudinal rows of dark tubercular 

areas (coarse roughening of epidermis), each surmounted by a spine; wing pads 

dark gray, grayish black, or rarely jet black; legs pale yellow, often with a 

dusky cast; abdomen with 7 visible segments, mesothorax apparently bisected by 

a transverse fold; beak very pale yellow, reaching to posterior coxe. 

Measurements of 6 individuals are given in Table XXY, 

TaBLE XXV.—WMeasurements of nymph of the grape phylloxera, Walnut 
Creek, Calif. 

] | 
Maxi- | Length Teeth Length of antennal joints. Tecerh 

Pee Length | mum | Length | of hind hee eng 
Individual No. | 67 body.| width | of beak. | femur. ee est 

of body. | 1 2 3 

: | 
Mm. Mm. Mm. Mm. Mi. | Mm. Mm. Mm. Mm. 

eer cece ete ecsee ce MEAD 23 | eee 0. 3295 0.1500 Of13667|.222..26 6. 0402 0.1536 0.0223 
i ek Heese et aleeecewosl Ramer came - 1464 -1384 | 0.0339 . 0350 1545 . 0224 
Diieemeatem sas Cease Piste hl een 3600 - 1419 LOZ |B nee - 0331 1455 . 0230 

Ae oe Pee eae eee ese . 1488 La04:|Seeeeeceell coos, 1455 . 0254 
B ciate rte arc 957 . 507 - 3339 - 1089 -1071 0321 - 0339 1179 - 0223 

Bae Sade | leer oe S| ane ee | eee eee bee ee 0304 - 0295 1184 - 0232 
Ai oe araeeenasseeee BOL in esos Gl oa tacmslse | casmeetes lone sas ona see eco | peoeoee et eee ee een nee eeree 
3 Be icine ecamem acer 798 511 2695 1389 1252 - 0315 0309 mala yire 0198 
Saercetoseiee susie sees UIDD deco asec 2 x llerccse cassie garcackewtel sears oes| se areeteradia| se cee cea eee seers setae meet 

Vat asicerlera castes ces 1.121 OOO: | 35s 2a saca| a seie melete | eacioeeteleaa ce aistela| sememcoselesmescmes | aeaeeeeee 
te pares a ee See ey L197 D095 | ScaesScce| swecas scclecsceocee.c|Secmnoet sleaceoetecleceemeees tees eee 

1Individuals 1, 7, and 8 at end of stage; 4, 5, and 6 at beginning of stage; 2 and 3 about middle of stage 

Newly molted nymphs average about 0.78 mm. in length and ma- 
ture nymphs about 1.1 mm. The nymphs are always more active 

than the immature wingless forms, wandering larve excepted. Their 
eyes are well developed, as in the winged insect, and they have the 
ocelli found in that form. The third joint of the antenne bears a 
single sensorium corresponding to the apical one of the migrant, and 
as the last molt approaches the migrant antenne show through the 
nymphal skin, and thus the nymphal antenne appear to bear two 

sensoria. 
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The adult instar of the winged form shows what is probably the 
most highly developed form structurally of the phylloxera. The 
winged insect is, on the average, slightly shorter than the full- 
grown nymph. The antenne are longer than those of the previous 
instar and bear two sensoria of about equal size. The comparatively 
large wings are weakly veined but necessitate strong muscles in the 
interior of the thorax. The legs are quite long and the tibize exceed 
the femora in length. As the migrant sheds the nymphal skin, push- 
ing it back and moving about its appendages, the wing pads appear 
as little white rolls; the mesothorax is shining green, the head and 
abdomen bright orange. The wings unroll as the skin is being passed 
off the abdomen. As soon as it is entirely shed the insect moves off 
and then pauses while the wings assume their final shape and posi- 
tion, but remain whitish, hyaline, and limp. Soon, however, the 
wings dry and the thorax hardens and darkens until it is almost 
black. The head, prothorax, and abdomen remain orange, the head 
with a grayish luster. The molting process occupies about 50 
minutes. 

The adult winged form. 

Pl. VIII, a-e. 

General color orange or yellowish brown or gamboge yellow; head a little 

dusky on the anterior half, especially the cephalic margin (front) ; ocelli dark 

red; eyes brighter red than ocelli, compounded of many facets; ocular tubercle 

small; antenne with three joints, not quite reaching the anterior margin of 

the mesothorax, pale yellow, with apical fourth of joint 3 dusky gray; third 

joint much the longest, considerably over twice as long as first two combined, 

somewhat constricted beyond the basal sensorium and at extreme base; posterior 

half of head, prothorax, and abdomen orange, yellowish brown, or gamboge. 

Thoracic lobes, scutellar lobes, scutellum, and mesosternum dark gray or 

blackish; legs pale yellow, tarsi duskier; wing insertions, stigma, and veins 

gray (at first greenish) ; stigma equal in length to about one-fourth of wing. 

First discoidal arising from subcosta not far from basal angle of stigma, 

stout, not attaining the wing margin by a space equal to one-fifth its length; 

second discoidal faint, arising from the first vein or discoidal a little before 

its center and almost reaching the wing margin at a point a little nearer to 

the apex of the third discoidal than to that of the first; third discoidal faint, 

arising from first vein close to its base and continuing with a double shallow 

curve almost to the wing apex (the basal half of this vein generally obsolete). 

Lower wings with the costal vein running parallel to the anterior margin 

for its whole length; cauda bluntly rounded, bearing a fringe of hairs; beak 

slender, pale yellow, and almost reaching to second cox; two longitudinal 

oval sensoria on the third antennal joint; basal Sensorium situated at basal 

third of joint, apical sensorium close to apex of joint. Wings borne hori- 

zontally, apparently the positions interchangeable, the right pair sometimes over- 

lapping the left and vice versa. Abdomen widest at second and third abdominal 

segments, where it is wider than the thorax, and about as long as head and 

thorax combined. Body about as high as wide, not at all flat. 

Table XXVI gives the measurements from 8 individuals. 
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TABLE XXVI.—WMeasurements of the winged migrant of the grape phylloxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Mm. Mm. Mm. | Mm. Mm. Mm. Mm. | Mm. 
Weenie phe Pease Siete WE Se cat TP LOM | 2p eee | de Setar 2 yeh tae OsQ06is|otee seek | peaeae 0. 900 
Width (ibd ser3)< aare eee cee pr ahd ee eel ies ARs ES eee SOL | [Serene cs |e - 390 
Width oris)y esse een eee AEST el pee eae es ee Firs 0! Yam (eaten eer (Ciera rps | 
Antennal joints, length: 

1 eel ev eee oo PS” SE eee Sex| | CRS 0.0384 | 0.0375 | 0.0321 0320 }):050393:)|s2 222-24 |baeeene 
A eee 2 HOM aes ee ee ae eae Cee eel | eae ne: 0402 0393 0304 0366 O3S4a) See ae. ee 033 
een ye age et eee | Re 1902 1809 1777 1741 1946). 22.2. 207 

Antennal joint 3, base to apex of basal 
SETS OUIUITIUNE ee se cee alae eye: | oe reat) BODG2 aOR G4 Ne geen -0536 } .0589:) 0.063) |22- 222. 

Antennal joint 3, length of basal sen- 
BS OL TULIN eee te iene ae inven ye aes 

Antennal joint 3, length of apical sen- 
SODIUM oe. ae esterase ars teen ape ee 

Hinddemunslensthe - fs eo 
Han@tibisslenghhts ss. eee ee 
IB eal ke Len Of Desserts kets ee Mees 
W ing expanse 

The prenymphal instar is passed in three or four days, in the same 
time in which the corresponding instar of the wingless radicicole is 
passed. The nymphal instar, however, is relatively longer than the 
corresponding instar in the wingless form, and it is because of this 
fact that the migrant takes longer to mature than does the contempo- 
raneous wingless radicicole. The nymphal or pupal instar occupies 
from 5 to 12 days, the average being about 8 days. 
The nymphs take more food than does the corresponding wingless 

form, and after they have left a nodosity or tuberosity upon which 
they have been feeding, the lesion rapidly decays unless other in- 
dividuals are settled upon it. The nymphs do not usually move- 
much during their period of growth, but if disturbed they move 
quickly and display a negative phototropism when suddenly exposed 
to ight. The newly molted nymphs, however, often wander about 
with apparent aimlessness. The full-grown nymphs just before 

molting ascend the roots, seeking the surface, and transform on the 
trunk or else find their way along the root until they come to a crack 
in the soil, and crawling up the sides of the crack transform near the 
surface. In glass sections cages, wherein the glass plates did not fit 
very tightly to the soil, the nymphs were found sometimes crawling 
up to within 2 or 3 inches of the surface and sometimes transforming 
close by the roots as much as 17 inches below the soil surface, the 
resultant winged aphids being compelled to find their way to the 
surface. It was concluded that owing to the loosely fitted glass 
plates of the section cages, which allowed abnormal light to penetrate 
below the surface of the soil, the nymphs did not wait to ascend to- 
ward the surface, but transformed below, their transformation being 
governed by the strength of the light rays to which they were sub- 
jected. It may be said that these section cages measured 9 by 24 
inches, outside measurement, and allowed of a thickness of half an 
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inch of soil, which was a silty loam mixed with heavier clay loam. 
In some half-darkened cages, containing potted vines, the nymphs 
were observed to ascend to the level of the soil surface to transform. 
On the other hand, occasional nymphs have been found to transform 
on the roots as much as several feet underground, and many of the 
resultant migrants failed to reach the surface of the soil. 

HABITS OF WINGED MIGRANTS. 

Occasionally it was noticed in the jars that migrants would thrust 
their beaks into the roots and appear to feed. While engaged thus 
they lower the head so as to allow the beak to penetrate the tissues 
of the root. This organ appears to issue from the mesosternum, 
because of the curvature of the sheath. The femora are kept hori- 
zontal, and the antenne are usually in motion. While the insect is 
walking the antenne are in motion. The migrants, so far as has 
been noted, never feed after they issue from the soil. At all times 
they exhibit strong positive phototropism. When placed in a room 
they seek to crawl toward windows, and their activity is greatly 
increased when placed in the direct sunlight. If placed in a petri 
dish in the sunlight, they travel very fast and often take to flight, 
and are capable of keeping up a walking gait for hours. If the 
surface upon which they are standing becomes heated, they quickly 
die. Ifa vine leaf or other shade-giving object is placed in the dish, 
the phylloxere will finally settle on the shady side of the object. 
In the vineyard most of the winged phylloxerze were observed to 
issue from the soil by creeping up the stumps of the vine. On arriv- 
ing at the surface many of them passed to the soil and crawled 
around aimlessly. Others crawled up the vine, and when they 
reached a point of vantage, such as the end of’a cane, they spread 
and vibrated their wings, as though inviting the wind to bear them 
off. Finally they launched themselves into the air and if they struck 
a wind current were borne off. Often after spreading their wings 
once or twice they turned about and crawled down the stalk, and 
frequently when they launched themselves into the air no current of 
wind caught them, and they half fell and half flew to the ground 
in an oblique direction, but at other times they flew off strongly 
without the aid of the wind. The migrants are capable of traveling 
by flight and with the wind, as is evidenced by the experiments con- 
ducted with sticky papers. (See Diffusion of phylloxera, p. 100.) 
They have been taken on such papers at least 80 feet from the near- 

est infested vine, and undoubtedly they may travel much farther. 
In order to ascertain whether the migrants returned to the soil by 

crawling down the stem of the vine, 26 migrants were placed on the 
upper foliage of a small American vine (9 inches in height), on 
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August 17, 1914. Around the base of the vine stem were placed 
sticky papers, and the stem was encircled with glue. The vine was 
kept indoors and was not exposed to wind currents. Six hours after 

the phylloxeree were placed on the leaves, eight individuals were 
caught on the paper. After 24 hours, 17 winged phylloxerz were 

on the paper and 3 dead on the leaves, none having been caught in 
the circle of glue on the stem. Thus the phylloxerz had either flown 
or dropped down and none had descended the full length of the stalk. 

Since none of the individuals on the papers were over 4 inches from 
the stem it would appear that they dropped rather than flew from 
the vine. 

On August 22, 1914, 34 winged phylloxere were placed on the 
foliage of a riparia vine, 12 inches in height. This vine was potted 
and sunk in the soil and exposed to field conditions. Around the base 
an area of sticky paper 30 by 36 inches was laid. After two days an 
examination of the paper showed on the leeward side eight winged 
phylloxeree, occurring 164, 164, 16, 16, 12, 10, 6, and 14 inches, respec- 
tively, from the stem, and one winged phylloxera on the windward 
side 2 inches from the stem. The remaining 25 were not recovered, 
and probably flew off or were blown beyond the paper. The location 
in which this experiment took place was subjected to wind that blew 

from one direction only. It is obvious that the wind was a factor in 
the distribution of these phylloxeree. 

In the observations on the flying of the migrants it was found 
that individuals would fly both im the sunlight and in the shade, . 
that very frequently they refused to launch themselves even in 
bright sunlight and in all varieties of wind currents, and that they 
appeared to take no definite direction in launching themselves. As 
a general rule, the winged forms fly more abundantly in the sun- 
shine than in the shade, and they are the more active the hotter and 
drier are the conditions of their environment. 

PRODUCTION AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF MIGRANTS. 

In 1911, in the course of rearing experiments conducted in the 
laboratory cellar, the first winged forms were secured on August 2. 
These had been raised on a heavily infested piece of vinifera root 
and were part of the third generation of that year. In five localities 
in central California nymphs were collected in vineyards from 
August 3 to 19 and, judging from observations made in years fol- 
lowing, it is possible that nymphs had been developed earlier in 
that season. In the laboratory the production of migrants proceeded 
until the end of November, but in the latter half of October and in 

November only a few developed. 
In 1912 no record was made of the earhest appearance of nymphs 

and migrants, but they were found abundantly on young potted 
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vines (mostly resistants and American nonresistants) during Sep- 
tember and October, and some were reared in the cellar during 
August. 

In 1918 the first nymph was observed, July 9, on the root of an 
American vine, and at about the same time others appeared on 

young resistant hybrids in pots. On the severed pieces of vinifera 
roots kept in jars in the cellar nymphs occurred as early as July 12, 
and on July i7 the first migrants appeared. ‘This was the first year 
in which experiments were conducted with living vines in cages, 
and on these the earliest nymphs and migrants were reared on 
July 20 and 28, respectively. In the experimental vineyard (Zin- 
fandel) migrants were first collected about August 1, but some 
nymphs were found on July 25 in a vineyard at Napa, Calif. In 
general, migrants continued to develop until November, but after 
the middle of October their production was scanty, and in the vine- 
yard very few were found later than September. 

In 1914 nymphs were first observed on June 16, both in the ex- 
perimental vineyard at Walnut Creek and on roots kept in the 
cellar. On June 18 a migrant was reared from a nymph collected 
in the vineyard two days previously. On the roots of the vines 
growing in cages nymphs were reared June 23. Throughout July 
and August nymphs and migrants were abundant in the Zinfandel 
vineyard. In September the numbers fell off rapidly and none were 
found in October. In infested vines in pots migrants were secured 
in considerable numbers throughout August aad September, but 
were much more scarce in October. 

In 1915, in the material reared under cellar conditions, the first 
nymph was observed on June 14. The day following, a nymph oc- 

curred on the root of a young vine planted in a section cage. In the 
cages containing living vines, the first nymph was reared June 23, 
and in the experimental Zinfandel vineyard, nymphs were collected 
June 22 and evidently occurred as early as June 15. In the vineyard 
the production of migrants continued until the end of September, 
and was abundant from July 15 to the end of August. In the ma- 
terial in the cellar jars, abundant migrants were secured throughout 
the months of July, August, and September, and the production con- 
tinued until November 8. 

In summing up, it may be said that in California the period in 
which migrants are developed in vineyards extends from the middle 
of June until the end of October; that these forms appear in great- 
est abundance from the middle of July to the middle of September 
(the hottest time of the year); and that the production is very 
limited in June and October. In small vines in pots, especially if 
consistent irrigation is practiced, the October production of migrants 
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was frequently large. In the case of pieces of vine roots kept in a 
cellar, abnormal conditions of food, temperature, and humidity fre- 
quently arose. 

The conditions which affect the relative abundance of migrants 
are the following: Variety of vine, vigor of vine, humidity, tempera- 
ture, condition of roots, character of soil. 

Resistant and certain American nonresistant vines normally bear 
the greatest proportion of migrants. These vines are the descendants 
of the wild grapevines which formed, and still form, the natural 
food plant of the phylloxera, and which were immune from serious 
injury by reason of the fact that there was produced each year a large 
percentage of migrants, while few or no wingless forms persisted on 
the vines after the ‘winged forms had departed. The wingless 
radicicole forms during the summer fed only upon the terminal 
rootlets, and when these decayed the vine was easily able to replace 
them without suffering injury of any consequence. The resistant 
vines of to-day, except in instances in which the roots have been 
supphed with poor or insufficient soil, as is noted below, do not sup- 
port heavy and continued infestations of wingless phylloxera, and 
almost all the phyHoxere born in summer and autumn develop 
wings and become migrants. It may be said here that experimenting 
with resistant vines grown in pots with soil unchanged for over a 
year is apt to give misleading results, for as the soil becomes poorer 
and insufficient for the increasing root system of the vine, fibrous 
rootlets become scarce, and an abnormal infestation of wingless 
phylloxeree and a diminishing production of migrant phylloxere en- 
sue, thus approaching the conditions normally found on vinifera vines. 
On vinifera vines and on many American nonresistants, such as 
Isabella, Catawba, and Champion, the production of winged migrants 
is never proportionately as large as that which occurs on resistants. 
Well-nourished resistant vines have been observed to rid themselves 
entirely of the phylloxere, the insects all departing as winged forms, 
and in all cases under normal conditions, if any wingless forms 
remain after the winged forms have all left, the number is very 

small. On vinifera vines the total nymphal production has been 
found to be over 33 per cent of the whole in season, although three- 
fourths of the individuals produced on fleshy surface rootlets and on 
nodosities have been observed to develop into migrants, and on suc- 
culent pieces of severed root cuttings as large a proportion has been 
reared. 

In the vineyard the larger roots were rarely found to produce a 
number of migrants in excess of 25 per cent of the whole number of 
phylloxere simultaneously developed, and under unfavorable condi- 
tions extremely few and sometimes no migrants were produced. 
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Under average conditions the proportion on the larger roots was 
between 5 and 10 per cent. Regarding the American vines of non- 
resistant type, a considerable diversity in the production of nymphs 
has been observed. On some, like Moore’s Early, this production 
may be proportionately very large, while on others, like Isabella and 
Catawba, it may be smaller than on vinifere, as occurred in the ex- 
periments in caged and potted vines. Vines like Agawam, Lenoir, 
and Delaware, vinifera crosses, bore about the same proportion of 
nymphs as the vinifere, but among the labrusca types (Isabella, 
Moore’s Early, Concord, Champion) there was considerable variation. 

On resistant vines, the nymphs are developed on the nodosities, but 
on vinifere and American vines of nonresistant type they are also 
produced on other portions of the root system. On phylloxerated 
viniferee, the most abundant production of nymphs occurs on the 
fleshy and fibrous surface rootlets frequently observable in the 
vineyard. These rootlets are sent out in May and June, and often 
become grossly infested with phylloxere in June and July. Toward 
the end of July, they decay or dry out, and after that nymphs are 
produced only on the larger roots and on nodosities deeper in the soil. 

On the larger roots relatively few nymphs are produced before August 
or after September. 
Among viniferz the more vigorous vines produce the greater pro- 

portionate numbers of winged forms. Badly stunted vines showing 
several years of phylloxeration produce comparatively few, while 
the recently attacked vines around the periphery of “spots” produce 
large quantities. Viniferse vines in pots produce great numbers the 
first year of infestation, but if the soil is unchanged in the second 
and third years, as the vines become weakened, they produce fewer 
winged forms. 

As far as has been observed, all varieties of viniferee produce the 
same proportion of migrants. 

It has been observed frequently that a humid environment stimu- 
lates the production of migrants and a dry one precludes it. This has 
been especially noticeable in the cases of young vines in pots and of 
the severed roots kept under cellar conditions. The late appear- 
ance of the migrants in the experimental vineyard in 1913 as com- 
pared with those of 1914 and 1915 was perhaps due to lack of moisture 
in the soil in summer. The spring of 1913 was exceptionally dry, 
and the ground became very dry by June, whereas in the two years 
following, moisture was conserved in the top soil until July. The 
total migrant development of 1913, however, although at first re- 

tarded, was finally just about as large as those of the succeeding 
years. To hold the severed pieces of roots, glass jars and dishes were 
used in the cellar, and it was found that in the summer and fall 

1900°—21 6 
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a layer of wet sand placed in the bottom of the jar was conducive 
to the production of migrants. When moisture was applied peri- 
odically to filter papers, the production of migrants was greater 
the more frequent the applications. 

What effect, if any, temperature has upon the production of 

migrants can not be shown except that they are produced during the 
hottest months of the year. Contrasting the hot summer of 1913 
with the cooler one of 1914, it was found that the production was 
about equal each year. 

Migrants are produced in greater numbers in soils which retain 
moisture than in those which dry out rapidly. Otherwise no further 
influence traceable to soil conditions has been noticed. Although the 
general behavior of phylloxera differs considerably in relation to 
different types of soil, as between these different types the production 
of migrants does not appear to change. 

In the season 1914, 12 vinifera vines were growing in cages. These 
were inoculated in the spring, and six of them later treated through- 

out the summer and autumn with fertilizers applied in liquid form 
periodically. These fertilizers—nitrogen, potash, phosphoric acid, 
and magnesium—were combined in a normal fertilizer and also 
used in combinations in which one element was in marked excess. 
The fertilized vines produced noticeably larger nymphal infestations. 
In 1915 other potted vines were treated likewise, except that all 

the fertilizer was mixed with the soil at the time of planting, and 
the vines were not inoculated until a month later. In this series the. 
number of nymphs was no greater or less on the fertilized vines than 
on the unfertilized. 

Migrants formed part of radicicole generations 2 to 5, those of the 

third generation being the most abundant. It was never observed 
that any of the first generation (direct progeny of the hibernants) 
became winged. 

NYMPHICALS OR INTERMEDIATE FORMS. 

The insects of the nymphical type are intermediate in form between 
the winged migrant and the wingless radicicole. In their adult 
stage they vary largely. Grassi (11) has figured and described sev- 
eral individuals which represent stages in the variation. His speci- 
mens varied from a type which differed only from the radicicole in 
the possession of two or three extra eye facets and in longer append- 
ages to one which superficially resembled a nymph in that it had well- 
developed compound eyes and noticeable wing pads. This last type, 
however, upon close examination, differed from the nymph as follows: 
(1)The antenne (fig. 8; compare with fig. 9, antenna of nymph) 

frequently bore two sensoria, as in the winged insect, but the basal 

sensorium was less developed than in that form; (2) the wing pads 
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were not hard and straight and parallel to the sides of the body, but 
bulged out and appeared rolled up and were soft, also sometimes con- 
taining the sensory organs peculiar to the wing of the winged forms; 
(3) there were no wing muscles in the interior of the thorax; and (4) 
the structure of the vaginal segment of the abdomen was more devel- 
oped than in the nymph. From this it appeared that this type of 
nymphical was more comparable to the winged insect notwithstand- 
ing its superficial resemblance to the nymph, and this conclusion 
would be the more obvious when it is considered that the nymphical 
is an adult insect of the fifth stage. 

In Italy the intermediates are said to be quite abundant among the 
nymphs in the season of the year (July to October) when the latter 
are being produced on the vines. They were found to be especially 
abundant on vines of the American type but also not uncommon on 
vinifere. 

In California, in the year (1915) in which were carried on re- 
searches upon the intermediate forms, there was a very small avail- 
able supply of infested American vines, and the observations were 
confined chiefly to viniferee. On the American vines such as were 
examined one nymphical was found. 

In looking over a series of slides made in 1914, a single nymphical 
was recognized ; the year following, during the nymphal season (June 
to November), frequent examinations were made on vinifera vines, 
and in all 15 intermediates were secured from these. The individual 
from the American vine (Wyoming Red) and nine of those on vinif- 
ere were recognized through the medium of mounting large numbers 
of insects and later examining them through the microscope. The 
remaining six were discovered on the roots through the use of a 
binocular microscope, and all of them had rudimentary wing pads, so 
that it is likely that others of the type lacking these pads were ob- 
served but not recognized as intermediates. 

In the two years covering the investigation a total of 17 inter- 
mediates came under observation. None of these was found earlier 
in the year than the middle of September, and 12 were collected or 
observed between September 14 and 27, 1915, and 1 on September 10, 
1914. Of the 4 remaining, 1 was observed on a piece of root October 
14, 1915, and 3 others October 27, 1915, 1 of which was in the fourth 
stage and matured November 1. These 17 individuals differed 
greatly one from another and represented all the types discussed by 
Grassi and Foa. The types intergrade, and, in fact, no two of the 
examples were alike. For the sake of comparison, they may be 
divided into three arbitrary groups: (1) Those without vestige of 
wing pads; (2) those with small buttonlike wing pads not visible 

from above; (3) those with larger wing pads protruding (as in the 
nymphs, fig. 9) beyond the lateral margin of the body and there- 
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fore visible from above. In group 1 were two individuals collected 
on young vinifera vines. One of them greatly resembled an adult 

wingless radicicole, but be- 
sides the larval eyes it had 
two to three extra facets, and 
the antenne and legs were 
longer than in the radicicole. 
The other was slender, re- 

sembling a prenymph in 
shape, and had about six ex- 
tra eye facets, and one an- 
tenna showed two sensoria. 
Group 2 (fig. 6) had six rep- 
resentatives, all with small to 
very small rudimentary wing 
pads invisible from above. 
In all cases the antenne (fig. 

Fic. 6.—Phyllovera vitifoliac: Intermediate of 8) and legs were long, and 
type 2, ventral view. Much enlarged. one insect had two sensoria 

on antennal segment III. In shape the individuals resembled wing- 
less radicicoles. One specimen (from Wyoming Red) had no extra 
eye facets, and the others from young vinifere had a varying number, 
usually 10, although one had about 15. The remaining 9 individuals 
came under group 3 (fig. 7), 
and, because of their more pro- 
nounced nymphlike characters, 
these are more easily observed 
in life upon roots than are 
those of the other two groups, 
and 4 of the 6 individuals ree- 
ognized alive on roots were of 
this type. 

It is probable, judging from 
random collections, that the 

insects of groups 2 and 3 are 
about equally abundant and 
each somewhat more so than 
those of group 1. All the in- 

dividuals of ede 3 had rudi- Tic. 7.—Phylloxrcra vitifoliae: Intermediate of 

mentary wing pads, in many type 3, ventral view, much enlarged; an- 

cases almost aslargeasthe wing  *€"™* 8? Tleht, more enlarged. 
pads of the nymphs. They bulged out from the sides of the insects, 
and were soft and appeared coiled (fig. 7) or curled. The com- 
pound eyes were well developed, there being from 66 to 100 per cent 

as many facets as in the nymphal eyes. In some cases the larval 
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eyes were absent, and in no case were ocelli discernible. In most in- 
dividuals there were two sensoria on the last antennal joint, and in 
one antenna there were two small basal sensoria and the usual 
apical sensorium, making 
three nall. The basal sen- 
soria were not in any case 
as large as those of the 
winged migrant. The an- 
tenn and legs were about 
as long as those of the 
nymph, noticeably longer 
on the average than those of 
the individuals of group 2, 
which in turn were longer 
than those of the two indi- intermediates. Greatly enlarged. 

viduals of group 1.*° It would appear, therefore, that greater devel- 
opment cf wing pads and compound eyes is complemented with a 
lengthening of legs and antenne and a tendency to bear the extra 
sensorium of the winged forms. The femora exceed the tibie in 
length. 

There is among the intermediates a tendency toward asymmetry. 
This was remarked in Italy and has also appeared in California. 

Wie. 9.—Phylloxera vitifoliae: Nymph 

and antenna of newly molted in- 

sect, for comparison with interme- 

diates. 

One eye may have more facets than the 
other ; the lengths of antenne and legs 
may differ in individuals, those of one 
side being longer than their counter- 
parts, and one antenna may possess 
more sensoria than the other. 

In two instances the fourth stage of 
intermediates was observed in Califor- 
nia. In one case an individual of group 
3 molted from what appeared, under 
the lenses of the binocular microscope, 
to be a true nymph. In the other case 
an example of the same group molted 
from an insect which itself resem- 
bled a nymphical; in fact, after the 
molt the individual did not appear 
to have changed its structure at all. 
In both fourth and fifth instars the 
wing pads were large and “ fleshy.” 

From three individuals, all of group 3, eggs were obtained. These 
eges could not be differentiated from eggs laid by wingless radici- 
coles. One nymphical deposited two eggs, which were lost. An- 

10The insect depicted in figure 7 is considerably less enlarged than that represented in 

figure 6. 
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other deposited two eggs, on September 28 and 29. respectively. 
These hatched in 11 days, the resultant lary obviously being 
radicicoles but surviving only a few days. The third individual 
matured November 1, and between this date and November 10 it 
deposited 10 eggs. After this it became weak, and on November 16 
was mounted ona slide. The eggs were exactly similar to those laid 
by wingless radicicoles, and two of them measured, respectively, 
0.310 by 0.166 mm. and 0.297 by 0.168 mm. Seven eggs were trans- 
ferred for observation to another root, and three eggs hatched in 
trom 14 to 16 days, the resultant larve settling down for hibernation. 

One of these soon died, but the other two passed the winter in due 
form, and matured in April, 1916. Both of them were typical 
radicicoles and subsequently deposited many eggs. 

In Italy Grassi and his assistants found that the great majority 
of the intermediates were parthenogenetic, but one individual was 
found to contain a sexed egg. In discussing the phenomenon of the 
intermediates, they gave it as their opinion that the parthenogenetic 
individuals were those which up to their third stage were destined 
to become racicicoles, but in that stage changed their development 
to that of winged migrants, while the character of their eggs had 
been already fixed before the change and so remained parthenogene- 

tic. In the case of sexuparous intermediates the change was made 
in the reverse direction, the larve at first being destined to become 
migrants and, therefore, when they matured as nymphicals they 
deposited sexed eggs. 

In California the recorded eggs laid by nymphicals were all par- 
thenogenetic, but the possibility of some of such eggs being sexual is 
not entirely excluded, in the writers’ opinion. 

The nymphicals do not leave the roots in the manner of the 
winged insects, and therefore deposit their ova on the roots. In the 
case of seXuparous nymphicals. the sexes and winter egg would 

presumably develop underground. Whether in California such a 
development occurs or not can not be stated from our present knowl- 
edge, but in view of the fact that for many years the leaf galls have 
been unknown. it appears certain that such a cycle proceeds no 

further than the winter egg. 

DEPOSITION OF THE SEXUAL EGGS. 

The migrants deposit eggs (Pl. VIII, 7, 4. 7) which are of two 

kinds. viz. male and female. and from these eggs issue the true sexual 
aphids. Sexual eggs have never been found by the writers in the 
yineyard, either on vinifere or on resistant vines, although a large 
number of yines have been examined. In laboratory experiments a 
large number of sexed eggs have been produced. Considerable dis- 
cussion has taken place among European writers as to the normal 
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location of the sexed eggs. Taking the sum of these discussions, 
it appears that they are placed on the underside of the leaves and 
more abundantly in the bark, generally between the year-old layer 
and that of the current year, and are fastened to the inner side of 
the former. Occasionally eggs are found at the base of canes where 
the new wood joins the old, and rarely on the vine supports (stakes). 
They are laid on both vinifere and resistant vines, but preferably on 
the latter. 

Observations were conducted in small cages, and in a few instances 
on living vines in pots. In the latter instances eggs were found laid 
on both the foliage and bark. Many different kinds of cages were 
used and experiments with different degrees of light, moisture, and 
temperature were conducted. Vine leaves and pieces of bark were 
inclosed in the cages. As a rule, the migrants, though primarily 
attracted to light, deposited their eggs in semidarkness. They laid 
them on the leaves and more rarely on pieces of bark offered, but 
often also on the sides, lid, and floor of the cages and in cracks. In 
1911 the observations tabulated in Table XX VIT occurred. 

TABLE XXVII.—Sexual production of the grape phylloxera, Walnut Creek, 
Calif., 1911. 

Number puter Date of | Date of: Number 
of mi- Date and location of migrants. cops de. | deposi- | maturing USES 
grants. |. pee edi| tion. | ofsexes.| ,i3q 2 

25 | Aug. 4-6: Riparia vine in pot........2..........---- LG peAC UT ey AOR eae He Ate [EAE 
52 | Aug. 7-8: Vinifera vine in pot.......-.-..---.------ Wi eo cseden bas asadead scooouHess 
65 | Aug. 10-12: Riparia vine in pot...........-..-..----- 18 | Aug. 16 | Aug. 26 4 

Aug. 28 1 
80 | Aug. 13, 14: Vinifera vine in pot...............----- 2| Aug. 15] Aug. 30 1 

1 ug. 20 ].. ae 0 
25 | Aug. 15: Riparia vine in pot_..............-..- 2H Oe sae 0 
36 | Aug. 16: Riparia vine in pot..........-..--.--- yi) eaek0 COR 0 
30 | Aug. 17: Glass tube in drawer...........---- i LO) res Bicce acy aay ey ba a ag 
83 | Aug. 18, 19: Riparia leaves in petridish .....-....-. 7| Aug. 21] Sept. 6 1 

Si WAU EE 22 ia anee nae 0 
12 o ATI S523) eee 0 

1 | Aug. 19: Leaves in petri dish.................-.---- 1! Aug. 19} Aug. 30 1 
? | Aug. 23: Leaves in petri dish.....................-. 7 | Aug. 23] Sept. 2 1 

69 | Aug. 24: Riparia leaves in laboratory...--....-.---- Ts eAtg an 2oylse ee aaa 0 
Le PAN A226 | Enea eens 0 
| PATE 27) | AAe Re aE 0 
Bp INGE, BIG ean ad 0 
by AC e 329) || eee ee 0 

30 | Aug. 25, 26: Riparia leaves in petri dish....-.-..-.-- | A274 eee 0 
63) Aug e282 eee 0 
| ANA SO enue ee 0 

45 | Aug. 25, 28, 29: Riparia leaves in petri dish.-...-.... CAMS es ocaee see 0 
103 | Sept. 2-17: Vinifera vine in pot..............------- 30 | Sept. 25} Oct. 4 1 

Oct..-15 1 
Oct= 16 2 

50 | Sept. 19-23: Riparia vine in pot......-...-..-...-.-- GElUSepts 29) | Sys 0 
40 | Sept. 25-29: Riparia vine in pot.....-.....-........- | Ol) ae eee cg Gal ac eee. 

1Thirteen female and three male eggs. 
2 All maturing sexuals were females. 

TABLE XXVIII.—Summary of Table XXVII. 

JNM WDD VERE COMES Sirah gee oY Ss SEE le 734 

Number of sexual eggs deposited____---_--§--- ST A ER TO SAAT 

Number of; sexual, eges)hatehedis 22220 whe ay hs 13 
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Individual egg deposition by migrants, recorded for 5 individuals, 
was as follows: 3, 2, 1, 4, and 3; average, 2.6. Obviously the great 
majority of migrants died without depositing eggs. The eggs above 

recorded were laid in from 2 to 9 days, the majority in from 3 to 5 
days, after the migrants emerged from the nymphal skin. The great 
majority of the migrants did not live more than 3 days after casting 
their final molt, confinement evidently having caused premature 
death. 
From 100 migrants produced August 15, 1912, and placed on a 

small vine August 20, a single egg, which failed to develop, was 
deposited August 24. 

In 1913 different types of cages were utilized in an effort to induce 
a larger percentage of eggs and mature sexuals. The results were 
not encouraging. From July 17 to October 17 migrants were placed 
in the cages. During that time in some 60 experiments, 317 mi- 
grants were used, 99 sexual eges were secured, and 7 sexed phylloxerze 
(all females) matured. The migrants in no case lived more than 
6 days, the majority only 3 days, and quite a number did not move 
their position after having been placed in the cages. In most cases 
eggs were laid singly, but there was one group of 5, three groups 
of 4, and several of 3 and 2, laid by single phylloxeree. In two cases 
eggs, presumably of separate sexes, were deposited in the same group 
by the same individual, but in all other cases it appeared certain 

that the eggs laid by individual migrants were of only the one sex. 
Judging from the size, about twice as many female as male eggs 
were laid, besides quite a number (about 20 per cent) of eggs of an 
intermediate size. No male or intermediate sized eggs hatched, but 
it was noticed that the male eggs, as they developed, assumed a 
darker color than did those of the female. After a certain point in 

the development, all the moribund eggs began noticeably to shrink 
and turn dark brown. None of the eggs showed signs of infertility, 

and within about five days of deposition hatching occurred and the 
eyes and body segmentation were visible, after which the moribund 
individuals discolored and shrank rapidly. Dead migrants were 
found occasionally on the roots and sides of the cellar jars, beside 
egos that they had deposited. In the vineyard such a procedure was 
never observed, and therefore it is believed to be quite abnormal, and 
probably results from the inability of the migrant to escape from the 
cellar jar after having been overlooked in the periodical examinations 
for migrants. 

During the summer of 1914 a further series of experiments on the 
production of sexual eggs took place. The temperature that year 

was considerably below that obtaining in the years 191i and 1913, 
and this may account for the lack of sexuals maturing. In 1914 the 
cages utilized in 1913 and some of other types were employed. 
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The experiments began June 27 and terminated September 7. Three 

hundred and ninety-seven migrants produced a total of 143 eggs 
from which no sexual forms developed. Thus the proportion of 
deposited eggs to migrants in 1913 was 1 to 3.2, while in 1914 it was 
1 to 2.75, and in 1911, 1 to 4.3. In 1914 four migrants each deposited 
four eggs, and three eggs were deposited in nine instances, but most 
of the eggs were laid singly. In no case could it be definitely said 
that eggs of more than one sex occurred in individual groups. About 
three times as many female eggs as male were deposited, and about 
one-fourth of the eggs were intermediate in size (probably males). 
The winged sexupare died on the average two and one-half days 
after they were admitted to the cages, or about four days after they 
had transformed from the nymphal instar. 

In 1915 experiments were continued, migrants being secured from 
June 26 to October 27. Part of these were used in stender and petri 
dishes, part in small circular rubber cells (4%; inch high, 14 inches 
in diameter) mounted on microscope slides with cover glasses for 
lids, and a few on a living vine (Riparia). In the dishes small 
pieces of vine, bark, or leaves were placed, leaves of the Champini 
being used mostly on account of the fact that the migrants prefer 
to deposit eggs on a tomentous leaf. The effect of variations in 
temperature and humidity was noted. 
A total of 1,961 migrants deposited in all 472 eggs, and 52 sexuals 

matured. Thus the proportion of eggs to migrants was approxi- 
mately 1 to 4.15. In the stender and petri dishes and on the living 
vine combined, 938 migrants deposited 167 eggs, a proportion of 5.6 
to 1, of which 16 sexuals matured. In the rubber cells mounted on 
microscope slides, 1,023 migrants deposited 305 eggs, a proportion 
of 3.3 to 1, and 36 sexed forms matured. The rubber cells therefore 
gave a greater proportion of eggs per migrant. Part of these cells 
were kept in a cellar and part inside a slide box in a room of the 
laboratory. The egg deposition was not appreciably different in 
these two situations, but the sexes under the almost constant tem- 
peratures of the cellar matured better than under the fluctuating 
temperatures of the room. Part of the dishes also were kept in the 
cellar and part exposed to light in the room. Those in the latter 
situation averaged more eggs per migrant, but the proportion of 
sexes which subsequently matured was similar to that of the migrants 
and dissimilar to that of the eggs. 

It appeared at first that exposure to light induced the migrants to 
deposit a greater proportion of eggs and later appeared to have 

prevented a large proportion from maturing. Judging from the 
fact that the amount of light to which these eggs were subjected 
during their development was not greater than occurs under natural 

conditions, however, it would appear that this supposition is incor- 
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rect and that the disproportionate mortality among the eggs was 
caused rather by the uneven temperatures prevailing in the room. 
The presence or absence of humidity had no apparent effect on the 

deposition of eggs. Eggs and sexed forms developed better in dry 
than in moist rubber cells, but in the dishes exposed to light the 

converse occurred. Part of the migrants were stimulated to fly in 
the sunshine before being placed in the cages, and deposited a some- 
what larger average number of eggs than those which had not flown, 
but the flight or nonflight of the migrants did not appear to influ- 
ence the subsequent development of the eggs and sexes. In July 
and the first half of August, when the temperatures reached a maxi- 
mum, there was a higher average in egg production and in the pro- 
portion of sexuals matured, yet during the period September 16 to 
October 27, despite lower temperatures, a larger average proportion 
of eggs per migrant and of mature sexes was produced than during 
the intermediate period from August 16 to September 15. 
On the whole, development was most successful where migrants had 

flown and when eggs were kept in moderate light and in a moderately 
humid environment. 

The longevity of the migrants, the number of eggs deposited per 
individual, and the proportion of male and female eggs laid coin- 

cided with the results of experiments in 1914. 
It is only necessary to consider the very small proportion of eggs 

laid per migrant (in 1915, for instance, 1 to 4.15) and the very 

small proportion of eggs which succeeded in developing into mature 
sexes (in 1915, 1 in every 9) under artificial conditions to realize 
how abnormal these conditions must have been. From observa- 
tions made in California during 1915 the complement of migrant 
eges was found to average 2.6, so that if all the migrants in the 
experiments in that year had deposited their full complement, ten 
times as many ege@s as were actually deposited would have been 
obtained. European experimenters have had, for the most part, 
similar results in their study of migrants in confinement. 

In not a single instance was a migrant observed to deposit other 
than a sexual egg, so the possibility of the occurrence in California 
of a parthenoparous winged form may be regarded as excluded. 
There occurs, however, a parthenoparous nymphical form, which has 
been discussed above (p. 82). 

THE SEXUAL FORMS. 

The sexual forms (Pl. VIII, j7-m), male and female, issue from 

eggs deposited by the winged sexuparee or migrants. These eggs 
are of two types, male (Pl. VIII, f) and female (Pl. VIII, A, 7). 

Writers have attempted to recognize a third type intermediate in size 
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between the larger female and the smaller male egg, but these inter- 
mediate eges are apparently always of the male sex. Thus there is a 

considerable variation in the dimensions of the male eggs, as, indeed, 
there is in those of the mature male insects. According to Grassi 
(11, p. 184-135) eggs producing females vary in length from 0.384 
to 0.323 mm., and in width from 0.176 to 0.164 mm.; eggs producing 
males, in length from 0.247 to 0.250 mm., and in width from 0.152 to 
0.184 mm. He also states that eggs of the intermediate dimensions 
are fertile and are of the male sex, and that male and female eggs 
may exceed the limits in one dimension, but never in two. On the 
average the female eggs were slightly larger than the radicicole eggs 
and the male eggs slightly smaller, but intermediate eggs had meas- 
urements identical with those of the radicicoles. 

Measurements of sexual eggs, made in California in 1913, indicated 
a range in length from 0.450 to 0.257 mm., and in width from 0.171 
to 0.117 mm. A single female of these hatched (0.357 by 0.171 mm.). 
In the ight of measurements made in 1914 and 1915 it appeared that 
eggs of the sexes were similar in dimensions to those recorded by 
Grassi for Italy, except that the range in sizes was somewhat greater. 
The sexual eggs are bright shining yellow. The eggshell is very 

thin and membranous, quite differently formed from that of the 
radicicole. The egg hatches after about four or five days’ incuba- 
tion, the process of hatching consisting in the sloughing off of the 
thin shell, the emerging aphid settling at the place of hatching. 
The eyes and body segmentation become visible, and the undeveloped 
appendages are carried under the body. The insect then undergoes 
four successive molts, and does not move away until it is mature. 
During the first three instars there appears but little change, except 
that the body segmentation becomes more distinct. After the third 
molt the appendages project slightly beyond the sides of the body, 
but otherwise no visible change occurs. All the molted skins are 
contained one within another, adhering to the posterior end of the 
body, and when the last molt has taken place the adult moves away, 
leaving the “nest” of telescoped skins and eggshell behind. It 
sometimes happens that the adult is unable to cast off this pad of 
skins. The mature sexuals are capable of running actively, and, 
according to European investigations, they may live for some weeks, 
thereby facilitating a meeting of the sexes. The sexuals take no 
nourishment. The female is slightly larger and the male slightly 
smaller than the newly hatched radicicole. 

DESCRIPTION. 

THE SEXUAL FEMALE. 

Orange or orange yellow; antenne and legs dusky grayish; antenne longer 

than those of newly hatched radicicole. Body a little longer and wider than 
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the young radicicole. Caudal segment bluntly rounded. Eyes as in the radi- 

cicole larva. When the adult issues the single egg within is small, but within 

three days it becomes very evident (Pl. VIII, 7) and occupies in section an area 

equal to about three-fourths of the entire insect. 

’ 

TABLE XXIX.—J/easurements of mature serual females of the grape phyllozera. 

1 2 

: Mm. | Mm. 
Ape SEMLOL DOV aacmas ne sete Seed meee at ei oe ey Ane eee See eee see | 0.357 0. 464 
ING y-ahaayetadly ate lel aifeyego(ol6 ie es Soe ae ee eee eee ance, bie 2 See phe Ree eae ee a . 200 ~215 
Wheneth oh“ winter7 eos contained<.-< 2 decccn, iiss cewee oo. oe tee eee eee eee See Biel Peer 
Maximum width-ot “winter” esr containeds. 22-225. --22 2) 2.2 steak bee eee sli2|Peoneesees 
Amtential | OM lerichi len Sunes see eee ee ee er eee .017 0200 
Antennal) omits Leip len pM sen feces oo ee Ge Se Ses ee eo ee 016 .0179 
AMPeENH ALTON 2. ON Glen Opi: os sea eke eee eke eee ee .013 0205 
ATITCOM AL Olli es letis ONet im eae see eee eee ne ge oa ees ee ree eee 013 0188 
AMteNnnal] Olt; Von Gen Pte cate esa aeae eee eet ee eee eee ee ee . 054 0580 
ATILEN MAL OMG es LelGs 160 P ilies ccs oe oon tee eee eee ee eee eee eee aaa ee ee ee eae . 053 0553 

THE MALE. 

Dusky orange, darker than the sexed female; antenne, legs, and genital 

segment dusky grayish; eyes of three facets each, red; beak absent. Body 

quite noticeably shorter, flatter, and narrower than that of the sexed female, 

and shorter and narrower than that of the newly hatched radicicole. Genital 

organ acutely conical. 

TABLE XN X.—J/easurements of mature males of the grape phyllozera. 

| 1 2 
| 

Mm. Mm. 
PESTS GLANS OG, yom meet ra te etre eee een ee teagan ran erty Sn eats ee eral 0. 260 0.334 
Ma xiimumawidt br DO0 Veessessecesee se ccecesne eens ee es ee ee Se ee eee eee a= . 094 - 154 
PATICON TAL Ol tile den oils ees e sae Sec neste ances See nen eee ae Seen 013i |S" See 
Antennal joint 2, length. ...- Pe REET s WORE ee RSE Ce oe ae cue 501s a eae 
PATIGELIN AU] OMT Ge ale oils re eee ee er nee creee( tee eee et Sees eee . 065 .071 
Nn Gshibie sl ene phen es enn tee. ee ree mont, Sie eee ce eee ee 0459 |See ee 
BW ao Wh (e10 ah bop Ke 0 Vea A 0 gen eee eee er ae ieee ar ee ees Oe nO eee J0567|22o=35"ees 

In confinement both sexes at first exhibit a positive phototropism, 
At first they 

are quite active, but later become sluggish. Undoubtedly they are 
but after a day of maturity they seek shaded places. 

much less active in confinement than in the natural state. 

Table XX XI summarizes the development of the sexed form in the 

summer and fall of 1911 and 1913. All those which reached the 
adult state were females. 

TABLE XNNNI.—Sunimarized record of ser development of the grape phylloxera, 
Walnut Creek, Calif., 1911 and 1913. 

AVeracednGu bation: perlodi2 = See - oa8 fo ree eee Cerne oe eee eee ace niase ea eae seeeee 
Average: postem bry OniGiperi0d. oso. 25205 seems eee nen anne ae = ee ein eee 
Average period of development... -..-. Se Se ee eee Renae 

Number 
of indi- 
viduals. 

12 
12 
20 

Days. 

H Foren RS 
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In 1915, in all, there were reared to maturity 52 sexuals, of which 
9 were males, 2 of these having hatched from eggs of intermediate 
dimensions. These 2 males were noticeably larger than the other 7. 
The majority of the sexuals were reared in darkness under cellar 
conditions, the temperatures never averaging over 70.5° F. and in 
one instance falling to 61.5° F. A noticeable phenomenon was the 
death of a great number of sexes during the fourth instar, which 
appeared to be due to their inability to cast the final skin as a result 
of a deficiency of moisture. Tables XXXII and XXXIII show 
the development of the sexes in 1915. 

TABLE XXXII. Development of sexed forms of the grape phyllorera, Walnut 
Oreek, Calif., 1915. 

| 

Date of | Date of | Develop- Average 
Individual No. egg de- | maturing] mental Sex. tempera- Environment. 

position. | ofsexual.| period. ture. 

Days. Salts 
SER ber ae mm Ago he July 17} July 28 11 Q 70.3 
Nets see rattel sistas 2 slejeistie = =jn)2 donee. SSxelOsasse 11 Q 70.3 
Bok Sabi ee does domes 11 fo) 70.3 |\Cellar 
Aaa papa arp trash tee Le TY OL) 2d Oleee = July 30 13 Q 70 
Bill ae oe ae dome dows 13 9 70 
34 ,S5SHuSe SRS CS SSE See July 18} July 28 10 1) i Peecaeseee Room of laboratory 
Tati eat Se Se eee July 22} Aug. 2 11 Q 70 
Qs aU SESS ene a eae dors Aug. 3 12 Q 70 Cellar. 
O08 See eee ae eee dOlss5=|2-=00s52=- 12 Q 7 
OMe een ee July 30} Aug. 8 9 OF ME a see nice Room of laboratory 
HT pe nape Be Sa He July 31 Aug. 10 10 5 | p38 
12 AS Geer eae Sarees eee Osneats (te Ose il 5 ~ 
eR Ge ok ut Aug. i | Aug. 12 iat 6 69.7 [Cellar 
TNS ss ye Sis Sa ee aD Sdouie Ber doune: ial Q 69.7 
I SB Ma erate satel d Smtetoe ls < ale =O Ossa SeHOlo sees 11 Oi ft Coe ate 
UB ses oe ie ee ee ae ed Ovsrets zo Oss 11 Om iRa its = Sere cite 
Wife SBE Uae EEL COO Rene Eee ee dow: Aug. 13 12 Our Gate bos 
1) Re Se aoBE OEE ae a eH eeeaeee Ed Om tes Aug. 14 13 OF yagi sanee eee 
Oe oe emer ene Sc os Aug. 3 | Aug. 12 9 OR ie eect cee Room of laboratory. 
2) ose SGRoEs SESE eee do.....] Aug. 13 10 é haa 
hone bogs Sbaunas DEBS OaE pancea aa doses: |be dose. 10 OF Fad Cane nee 
hs ois UA SSG OB ED Ee a Ge Bee SEs Bee Gomes teed Ome 10 ORS at Ceetacr ets 
FAN) SO Se Sa See Ae es ee ene) do.....| Aug. 14 i Lee al Cecbenese 
Ae NE NEE re ae Cura kin are. Aug. 4] Aug. 15 11 Q 69 
Dios Stile Gs SBS Se eee eee Aug. 51] Aug. 16 11 ref 68.8 
EG ee teat aya ene stole = ajateiaeie med Osea ste | ee Oseeer 11 Q 68.8 
Toc nda dace Seas eae ee ea dow edo re il Olea Pian Gaes 
IBS s ReSBaEH eee EEA eee aeeeees AO see Oseen 11 Q | 68.8 
DO) ie SOS Lea ee oe Bidoneaeedoun 11 fe) 68.8 
SUE Rees eee Sie sens cease = GOs |= = COs 11 fe) 68.8 
Sil: and aE eae i eae dole Re dome 11 fo) 68.8 
Sod es us cl Aug. 6| Aug. 17 WW 9 68.5 
3B) copcanc oS cao seas a eee do..---}| Aug. 18 12 rf 68.5 
Be a dessoan ey Raese ee AeReeeee Ed Oesees ae: Ose 12 Q 68.5 | sCellar. 
SOL Ree ose oeysies ses (Chop eee Aug. 19 13 Q \ 68. 6 
SORA ears ome See eee Aug. 25 | Sept. 8 14 of 68.7 
SEE aa ear nye Les eek i dorse: Sept. 9 15 o 68.7 
312 shiney Oe le ea Sept. 1 | Sept. 15 14 3 66.9 |! 
5 Mga aie esl 6)! Selly Sept. 22} Oct. 4 1) Q 64.9 
AV sea sees he gee ee Sept. 24} Oct. 9 15 fo) 64.9 
Ae i epee me Ce (Pk 3 Uke sd oneal Ee doles 15 Q 64.9 
AUP SE A eI ec el doles: Oct. 10 16 Q 64.8 
1 oO adiabeisde BE Seo Soe eames Sept. 26 | Oct. 12 16 Q 64.3 
ASN Se Eek CARTS 0 5 doses Ocii213 17 9 64.3 
Ab wile ee ree SRR ee Oct226)|( Oct. 21 15 yee | sea trae | 
AG Ree eee sae ein eimiatete = Sine = = 2d Obs es] Osan - 15 ORSON, Kak BEES aN Room of laboratory. 
i]s she pte ee ee do.....| Oct. 22 Tea pags lees xe 25) f 
Oe Owe A aN SAS Eee Seer Oct) “7)| (Oct. -24 17 Q 62 
AG SMES AU Tp aN Si aled doz25:|) Oct2 25 18 Q 62 
eee ease e Soe cei Oct. 13 | Nov. 1 19 Q 61.5 |/Cellar. 
Sl oo obato Bao eene cueneE Benes omnes Sed ores: 19 Q 61.5 
ODE i laslins cas otic ce cies ese do....-| Nov. 3 21 Q 61.7 
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TABLE XNNIII.—Summary of Table XXXII, 

Days. 

Maximum developmental period_____ oe See eee ee eee 21 

Minimum developmental period _-_—______ Dee ee ee ee 9 

Average dévelopmental period 22-2 12. 73 

Average developmental period, female_________________________ 12. 65 

Average developmental period, male___________-_______ me Peperrerar als ye (0) 

During the developmental period preceding September the sexes 

developed in an average of 11.1 days, and in the remaining period, 
from September 1 to November 3, in 16.1 days. 

The males appeared to develop more slowly than the females, but 
a larger series might not indicate such a difference. 

The sexes, as soon as mature, were confined in a microscope-slide 
cell with a piece of vine bark and some filter paper. None lived more 
than three days, and copulation was observed in several instances, 
but on the whole the sexuals showed little activity and were not 
much attracted to each other. Several of the females partly ex- 
truded a winter egg, but chose no especial locality for oviposi- 
tion, and their action was undoubtedly abnormal. 

Mating is said to occur normally on the bark of the vine, the 
female depositing a single egg under and between the layers of 
bark. The egg is attached by a curved peduncle generally to the 
inner surface of the 2-year-old bark, but sometimes to older layers. 

The Itahan investigators found that eggs were most abundant 

about midway between the base and head of the vine trunk, but that 
they might be deposited on any wood of 2 or more years of age as 
well as on buds. The egg at first is greenish yellow, and later becomes 
greenish brown, remaining so until the time for hatching in the 
spring following. ‘The phylloxerz issuing from the winter egg are 
said always to become the gallicole (gall-inhabiting) stem mothers. 

At Walnut Creek all types of vines exposed to phylloxera infesta- 
tion have been searched exhaustively without more than a single 
winter egg being found. Among these vines were included viniferee 
taken from phylloxerated vineyards, and vinifere and American 
experimental vines grown in pots and boxes. The single egg brought 
to light was observed in December, 1912, located under the outside 
layer of bark of a young potted vine (Champenal). This egg, after 
having been kept under observation for three weeks, died. 
From all observations in California it appears that conditions are 

unfavorable for the successful development of the sexual phylloxeree 

and, therefore, for the “ winter” eg@ and succeeding generations of 
gallicoles. Since in some parts of France a similar condition in the 
phylloxera cycle obtains, it was concluded that some factor was 
lacking to insure successful development, and there was reason to 
believe that humidity was one of the factors until the discovery of 
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the existence of the gallicoles in Arizona under dry climatic condi- 
tions appeared to disprove this theory. At present it is held that 
the phylloxera in California is undergoing, and since it was first 
introduced (about 60 years ago) has continuously undergone, a 
marked change in habits resulting from variations in the character 
of its food. Wherever the phylloxera is attacking vinifera vines its 
habits are undergoing change. In many localities the production of 
sexuals, winter eggs, and gallicoles proceeds simultaneously with 
prolific agamous radicicole infestation, and in such places speedy 
diffusion of the species obtains by reason of the winged insects and 
gallicole in addition to the wanderers. In California and in certain 
other localities the spread of the phylloxera has been slow, primarily 
because the danger from the agencies of the migrants and gall in- 
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habitants has been very slight, and this notwithstanding the presence 
of resistant vines, the type on which the gallicoles normally form the 
galls and on which the “ winter ” eggs develop the more successfully. 
Thus it appears that the phylloxera, since it has been in California, 
has modified its habits to suit its environment, by exchanging the 
complicated life cycle on its native plants (native vines of eastern 
North America) for the more simplified life cycle upon Vitzs vini- 
fera. 

THE GALLICOLE AND ITS RELATION TO CALIFORNIA CONDITIONS. 

In the eastern United States, in Arizona, and in the majority of 

the phylloxera districts in Europe the gall form or gallicole occurs. 
This is most prevalent in the more humid districts, and occurs chiefly 
on American vines and American hybrids and only rarely on Vitis 
vinifera and its hybrids. Recent research in European countries, 
especially in Italy by Grassi and his colleagues, has proved that 
the original gallicole hatches from the winter egg deposited during 
the previous autumn by the sexed female in a crevice in the bark. 
This larva hatches with the appearance of the first leaves and 

attaches itself to the surface of a young leaf, where its punctures 
produce a “ pocket” formation in the leaf tissue. In this pocket it 
grows, matures, and deposits its eggs. Upon hatching, the resultant 
larvee seek young leaves higher up on the growing cane, and, settling 
on the surface, cause further pocket formations. Succeeding gen- 
erations follow throughout the summer, the numbers being more and 
more reduced by predacious enemies (Syrphidae, Agromyzidae, Coc- 
cinellidae, etc.), and also by a certain percentage of the newly hatched 
larvee deserting the cane for the roots. Among the later genera- 
tions the percentage of larve that seek subterranean existence in- 
creases, and such larve may be differentiated by certain character- 
istics, when newly hatched, from those destined to continue on the 
foliage. They possess relatively longer beaks and a different anten- 

1 
i 
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nal structure, including relatively larger sensoria. To these small 

larvee has been given the name neogallicole-radicicole (young gall 
lice with root louse characteristics), while to the type which merely 
moves from one leaf to another younger one has been given the 
name neogallicole-gallicole (young gall lice with gall louse char- 
acteristics). 

On the European vine (Vitis vinifera), according to Grassi, winter 

egos were rarely laid and galls rarely found, the majority of those 
found being imperfect. It was apparent also that growth was much 
slower than on American vine foliage. In Italy, from eggs pro- 
duced by nine gallicoles that had produced galls on a European 
vine, a few of the progeny had radicicole characteristics. This, 
however, Was a rare occurrence, the great majority of young larvee 
hatching in galls on European vines showing the gallicole charac- 
teristics and thus not being destined for subterranean life. The 
Italian investigators were able to cause radicicoles to settle and 

produce generations of gallicoles on the leaves of a Clinton (Ameri- 
can) vine. This succeeded after several fruitless efforts. In this 

connection it may be said that, at Walnut Creek, on a small Golden 
Champion (American) vine, radicicoles ascending the stalk and 
ovipositing in crotches of the stem as high as 5 inches above the 
surface of the soil were observed in the fall of 1914. A few of the 
resulting larve settled still higher up on petioles. Finally cold 
weather in November ended this aerial infestation either by killing 
the larvee or compelling them to descend below ground. 
On July 16, 1913, a shipment of eight leaves of an American vine 

well infested with gallicoles was received from Vienna, Va. The 
gallicoles were egg-laying females, probably of the second genera- 
tion (progeny of stem mothers), newly hatched larvee, and large 
numbers of eggs. Only one adult occurred in each gall. Four of 
these leaves were placed contiguous to foliage of three resistant 
vines. The varieties were Riparia < Rupestris 3309, Columbaud x 
Riparia, and Solonis & Riparia. The first two named, small vines 

in pots, each were inoculated with one infested leaf; the third vine, 
larger and growing in the vineyard, was inoculated with two leaves. 
In no case were galls developed on the foliage of the three vines 
inoculated. It is to be recorded that these three vines were of a 
different type from the infested vine, but the Riparia type is sus- 
ceptible to gallicole infestation. 
On September 6, 1913, a selection of foliage of a Riparia hybrid 

infested with gallicoles was received from Washington, D. C. The 
following vines growing in the vineyard were inoculated with the 

infested foliage in close contiguity: Riparia * Rupestris 3309, Ru- 
pestris St. George, Rupestris & Berlandieri 301 A, Berlandieri x 
Riparia 34 E. M., Riparia « Cordifolia x Rupestris 111-8, Riparia 
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Gloire de Montpellier. The infested foliage had an abundant sup- 
ply of newly hatched larvee, but in no case did the inoculation suc- 
ceed. It is possible, however, that many of the larve of such a late 
generation had radicicole characteristics, and therefore none such 
would settle on the leaves. Both of the foregoing series of inocula- 
tions were made under conditions of hight atmospheric humidity. 
Recent research in Italy (11, p. 335-345) (17) shows that in that 
country, at least, humidity and irrigation have much influence in the 
production of galls on resistant vines. Both the Riparia « Rupestris 
3309, and the Rupestris St. George are said by Panatelli to produce 
many galls in dry locations. It appears, however, that in general 
a greater humidity is conducive to the production of gallicoles on 
resistant vines and their hybrids. Thus out of 24 well-known resist- 
ant varieties enumerated by Panatelli, 21 produced many galls and 
8 few galls in humid localities, while in dry locations 10 produced no 
galls, 5 few galls, and 9 many galls (17). In this connection, it may 
be added that in California resistant vines have been frequently 
observed growing among badly infested viniferze and never showing 
any sign of gall infestation. On no occasion, indeed, have the writers 
ever observed phylloxera galls in California, and there is only one 
authenticated case in California of gallicoles, that being the discovery 
in August, 1884, by Dr. F. W. Morse (16), of gall-inhabiting phyl- 
loxeree on a Canada (labrusca x riparia X vinifera) vine on the 
University of California grounds at Berkeley. 

The two shipments of gallicoles cited above were also used in 
experiments to determine whether this form would live on roots. 
On July 16, 1913, 75 newly hatched gallicoles were placed on two 
pieces of severed root (Zinfandel) in a petri dish in the cellar. On 
a third smaller root 100 eggs from the galls were located. On 
August 18, on the two larger roots, five phylloxere with the typical 
radicicole characteristics matured. On September 3 there were 
altogether seven mature egg-laying radicicoles, of which six had 
matured on the two larger roots. Thus out of 100 eggs and 75 newly 
hatched larve only seven phylloxere matured. 
On September 6 a similar experiment was begun on severed roots 

in the cellar. On two roots 75 eggs apiece were placed. These all 
turned black and none hatched, it appearing that the embryo suffered 
injury through fermentation that developed during the transconti- 

nental journey. This supposed fermentation did not affect the larvee 
already hatched and which were used for the foliage experiment. 
A further experiment took place on roots of a living vine (Thomp- 

son’s Seedless) which was inoculated July 16 with 50 eggs. Three 
insects from this inoculation matured August 12, 13, and 14. They 
were typical radicicoles and laid eggs at the rate of between two and 

1900°—21——7 
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three daily, at first exceeding that number. These eggs were typical 
radicicole eggs, and produced further radicicole generations. Twelve 
of the eggs laid August 21-24 were transferred to another root of 
the same vine (Thompson’s Seedless) and four insects matured 
between September 28 and October 5, after an average egg stage of 
about seven and one-half days and an average growing period of 35 
days. The progeny of these four became hibernants, several of which 
matured and oviposited the following spring. These experiments 
demonstrate that under California conditions it is possible for larvee 
hatching in galls to mature on the roots and become typical radici- 
coles. No observations were noted regarding the characteristics of 
the newly hatched gallicoles used in the experiments. After the 
inoculation, July 16, of 50 eggs on the root of the living vine it was 
seen that most of these eggs turned dark brown and failed to hatch. 
The observations on the hatching of this batch of eggs indicate that 
those failing to hatch were the earliest deposited, and it may be that 
the change in conditions and environment affected the embryonic 
development adversely. ’ 

The present nonappearance in California of the gallicole and its 
work on the fohage of grapevines, a condition paralleled in certain 
portions of Europe, vitally affects the entire biology of the insect, 
since it has been ascertained that the phylloxera issuing from the 
winter ege@ can only exist on the leaf or petiole as a gallicole. The 
Italian investigators Grassi, Topi, Grandori, and Foa found that no 
larvee hatching from winter eggs fastened on the roots and that 
all of this generation of stem mothers (fundatrices) had the galli- 

- cole characteristics. This is a very important biological point. It 
is borne out by observations in those parts of Europe where the 
gall form is absent and in which winter eggs are extremely rare. 
It is similarly borne out in the phylloxera regions of California, 
where similar conditions occur. During the winters of 1912-13 and 
1913-14, an extensive series of vines, large and small, of all types, 
many of which had been infested the previous summer with winged 
phylloxerze, and others which, while themselves uninfested, had been 

erowing near such infested vines, were examined. With only one ex- 
ception, no trace of winter eggs or dead sexuals was found. This ex- 
ception consisted in the single winter egg noted under the preceding 
heading. 

EFFECTS OF WATER AND HEAT ON PHYLLOXERA. 

Experiments were carried out to determine (1) the resistance of 
hibernant larvee and eggs to water heated to various temperatures, 
(2) the resistance of hibernant larvee to submersion in water at ordi- 
nary temperatures, and (3) the resistance of eggs to the heat of the 

sun. 
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During the winter of 1913-14, two experiments were made on 
the resistance of hibernants to hot water. The temperatures used 
ranged from 116° to 137° F., and the duration of submergence 
ranged from one to four minutes. A temperature of 120° F. failed 
to destroy the aphids completely, while 125° F. with a submergence 
of one minute destroyed all the insects. Similar treatment of the 
roots of living vines resulted in no appreciable injury to dormant 
plants. 

The same winter, between December 3 and March 17, a series of 
nine experiments were carried out bearing upon the resistance of 
hibernant larvee to submersion in water of ordinary temperatures. 
Pieces of heavily infested grape roots were placed in petri dishes 
under about 1 inch of water. The periods of submersion ranged from 
48 hours (two days) to 1,512 hours (nine weeks). It was found that 

with the lengthening of the submersion period the percentage of 
aphids succumbing increased. A submersion of six weeks, however, 
resulted in the destruction of only 72 per cent of the aphids, one of 
five weeks in 64 per cent mortality, the final test (that of nine weeks) 
alone destroying all the aphids. In tests of from 48 to 168 hours’ 
submergence the temperature of the water averaged 47° F., in the 
final test of nine weeks it averaged 55° F., and in four intermediate 
tests of from three to six weeks, 53° F. 

In the light of the results of this series of tests the fact that a 
practical vineyard submersion requires at least two months’ flooding 
is not a cause for wonder. 
An observation made during the winter of 1913-14, from Decem- 

ber to February, showed that hibernant larvee can withstand short 
intermittent submersions in water interrupted by periods of low 
temperatures, even passing below 32° F. 

On June 9, 1914, two experiments were conducted, bearing on 
the resistance of eggs of the radicicole to heated water. In four of 
these tests the length of submersion was 90 seconds, and the tem- 
peratures ranged from 112.1° to 131° F.; in the other seven, the eggs 
were submerged 60 seconds under temperatures varying from 108.5° 
to 182° F. Results showed that a temperature of 123° F., with an 

exposure of 60 seconds, destroyed all eggs. For practical use it is 
desirable to have a temperature of at least 125° F. 

in the experiments the eggs after treatment were placed on pieces 
of vine roots and observed for possible development. Temperatures 
of 123° F. or over killed the eggs immediately, but the lesser tem- 
peratures killed none or only a variable percentage. Those eggs 
not killed hatched normally. 

During June and July, 1914, a series of tests was made with 
radicicole eggs exposed to atmospheric temperatures varying from 

76° to 90° F. for periods varying from 5 to 60 minutes. With a 
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shade temperature of 90° F., eggs exposed to sunlight were killed 
in 20 minutes. Ata shade temperature of 76° F., 40 minutes’ exposure 

to direct sunhght killed all aphids, but when placed in the shade 
the eggs resisted the maximum test of 60 minutes’ exposure. 

It is therefore apparent that eggs can resist the sun’s rays to a 

considerable extent. The extent of their resistance to atmospheric 
temperatures in the shade can not be estimated, though it is of course 
greater than their resistance to direct sunlight. The eggs utilized in 
these tests were selected at random, and therefore were in various 
stages of embryonic development. 

Experiments with the submersion in water of active newly hatched 
larve are detailed under the heading “ Diffusion,” which follows. 

DIFFUSION OF PHYLLOXERA. 

In European countries four natural means of diffusion are recog- 
nized: (1) By the winged insect; (2) by newly hatched wandering 
larvee issuing from the soil; (3) by newly hatched wandering larve 
traveling through the soil; (4) by the gall-inhabiting form. To 
these there should be added casual means, as follows: Cultivating 
instruments, vine supports and picking boxes, plants between the 
vines, man and domestic animals, water, cuttings and rooted vines, 
phylloxerated land, and old stumps. - 

DIFFUSION BY FLIGHT. 

Comparing the slower diffusion of the phylloxera in California 
with that of certain European vine-growing sections, it was from the 
first doubted that the winged form was a common diffusing agency, 
in spite of the fact that its production is often abundant in California 
vineyards on the roots of vines the second and third years after the 
initial infestation. This doubt became strengthened by (1) lack of 

leaf galls in nature and failure to discover winter eggs on a large 
number of vines of different varieties known to have been infested 
by migrants, or to have been close to vines thus infested; (2) the fact 
that, in confinement, during five years, thousands of migrants were 
utilized and only 72 sexual forms were secured, and, in turn, no 
normal winter eggs. On comparing the researches of European 
observers it is found, however, that in most cases they were unable 

to raise the sexual forms in confinement in any numbers, so this 

second point is inconclusive. 
Grassi (11, p. 188-148) and his colleagues demonstrated that the 

insect which hatches from the winter egg always settles on the young 

vine leaf and becomes the gall-making stem mother (gallicole). 
They also found (11, p. 274-280) that there occurred a nymphlike 
form which deposited parthenogenetic eggs from which issued root- 
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feeding insects. This form generally occurred on resistant vines, 
but also on vinifere: along with the sexuparous migrants. The indi- 
viduals exhibited much diversity in development, ranging from those 
with large wing pads to others bearing no vestige of wing pads, but 
having more fully developed eyes than the typical adult radicicoles. 
In nearly every case their eggs were parthenogenetic, the resultant 

larvee becoming root feeders. This form has been styled “ inter- 
mediate,” in that it is intermediate in structure between the, radi- 
cicole and the winged form. Observations indicate that it occurs 
rather infrequently in California. It has been discussed under the 
heading “ Nymphicals or intermediate forms” (p. 82). All the 
fully winged individuals observed in California which deposited eggs 
were sexuparous. 

To sum up, it is not believed that in California there is diffusion 
through the winged form. It is perhaps worth while to record 
some observations upon the behavior of the insects of this form in 

the vineyard. During July and August, 1914, these occurred in a 
Zinfandel vineyard badly infested with phylloxera. Previously 
roots of many of the vines on lighter soil had been dug up, and it 

_had been found that a large production of migrants was developing, 
especially on vines having the external appearance of not being badly 
phyloxerated. The condition of the roots on this type indicated 
that phylloxeration had not been in progress more than two years 
and the tuberosities had not reached a stage of advanced decay; but 
phylloxeree were abundant, and it was evident that another year 
would find the vines much less thrifty. Sticky paper, tacked to 
boards, was placed in the vineyards, both on the surface of the 
ground in a horizontal position and in a vertical position. The hori- 
zontal papers were placed beside infested vines at distances varying 
from 6 inches to 5 feet from the trunks. The vertical boards were 
placed throughout the infested part and outside of the vineyard 
and extended from the soil surface to a height of 74 feet. More 

- winged migrants were obtained on horizontal boards than on the 
vertical boards in proportion to a given area of paper. The majority 
of migrants caught on the horizontal boards were found at the 
edges, indicating that they reached the papers by walking rather 
than by flight. In some cases where individuals were found in the 
middle of the sticky papers it appeared that these might have 
fallen down from canes of the vine above, but in many instances the 
phylloxerze obviously had reached the papers by flight or had been 
blown thither by the wind. Those on the vertical papers had either 
been borne by the wind or had flown voluntarily. On the vertical 
boards facing away from the prevailing wind no migrants were 
caught. Vertical boards with sticky paper were placed in the vine- 
yard on the following dates: June 20; July 7, 10, 18, 21, 24, 31; 
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August 3, 7, 11, 14, 17, 20, 21, 81. Horizontal boards were placed 
July 10, 18, 21, 24, 31; August 7, 11, 14, 17, 21, 25, 31; September 

Dla 20: 

On the vertical boards eight migrants were captured between July 
13 and August 21, and on the horizontal boards, between July 10 and 
August 17,51 were taken. The area of paper exposed on the vertical 
boards was 63,725 square inches, almost 50 square yards, while that 
of the horizontal boards was 7,625 square inches, not quite 6 square 
yards. The papers kept sticky for about four days on the average. 
Considering the comparatively large number of migrants captured 
on the lmited areas of sticky paper, there must have been a 
heavy infestation throughout the vineyard. Winged phylloxerz were 
observed on and about the bases of vine trunks, and many were 
caught in spider webs and died. Whether the migrants deposit the 
sexual eggs in the vineyard or not, the total absence of galls on 
the vines (viniferz and resistants) surely indicates that such eggs 
come to nought. 

From rather meager observations it appears that the sexuals require 
a high temperature, coupled with considerable humidity, for their 
successful development, and that the climatic conditions of Califor- 
nia lack the requisite combination. 

DIFFUSION BY NEWLY HATCHED RADICICOLES ISSUING FROM THE SOIL. 

In the summer of 1868, Faucon, in France, observed young radici- 
coles wandering over the surface of the soil following a heavy rain, 
which had caused the soil to crack open in drying. He also observed 

the phylloxere to enter cracks and disappear. In 1872, he again 
observed these phenomena between August 4 and September 30. The 
year following, his observations were made from June 14 to Septem- 
ber 13, so that he was able to see wandering larvee during a period of 
three months. In 1876, Boiteau, in France, confirmed the observa- 

tions of Faucon, adding that he found that the greatest number of 
wanderers issued from vines at the periphery of the phylloxera 
“spot.” Since then other observers have discussed the phenomenon 
of “wanderer” diffusion. Grassi (11, p. 351, 138, 148) and his col- 
leagues, working from 1907 to 1911, conducted a series of experiments 
with the wandering larve. They found that these were strongly 
attracted to hght and that in walking over the soil surface they did 
not go in a straight line, but deviated according to the variations of 
the surface. Ona piece of glass they proceeded in a straight line and 
covered a distance of about 2 cm. the first minute. 

As regards inoculation of vines by these wandering young, suc- 
cessful experiments were carried out in Europe on vines in pots, it 
being found that the wanderers penetrated the cracks formed be- 

tween the inside periphery of the pot and the drying soil and infested 
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the rootlets growing in contact with the pot. Experiments showed 
that when sand was dry it obstructed the wanderings of the phyl- 
loxeree, but when moistened the phylloxere might be drawn through it 
with the water. It was also found that in sandy soils water might 
occupy all the interstices between the grains of sand, repelling the 
phylloxerz, whereas in soils of other types air cavities existed suf- 

ficient to enable the phylloxere to live. 
In California the wandering larve were first observed in glass 

jars in which were kept phylloxerated roots in the summer of 1913. 
When such jars were removed from the darkness of the cellar to a 
light room, young larve were observed wandering up the sides of 
the jars. In the dark cellar such wandering took place, but after 
light was admitted to the jar the wandering became much accentu- 
ated. Similar wandering of larvee was observed in the cages used 
for observations on living roots (Pls. V, VI, fig. 1; VIT). 

Until 1914 no vineyard observations in this direction had been» 
made, but in that year wanderers were observed in their normal 
state. For these observations, vines in a phylloxera “spot” in a 

- Zinfandel vineyard 10 years old were selected. This “spot” was 
situated on light clay loam upon sloping ground, and within its 
confines wandering larvee were observed during July and August. 
These were found in greatest numbers coming from vines near the 
outer edge or periphery of the “spot.” Such vines had little ex- 
ternal evidence of phylloxeration, but upon examination it de- 
veloped that the roots were heavily infested and produced many 
migrants as well as wanderers. From vines obviously moribund a 
smaller number of wanderers appeared. Wanderers also were ob- 

tained on the same horizontal boards with sticky papers on which 
migrants were caught. These were captured close to the edge of 
the sticky substance and never farther from it than 6 mm., and it 
appeared that all those taken had crawled to the papers and that 
none had been borne on the wind. On vertical papers, not even 
when placed within 2 feet of the wanderers, and to the leeward of 
them, were any phylloxerze captured. It was observed, however, 

that on favorable occasions wanderers are easily borne off by gusts 

of wind. The part of the vineyard in which wanderer activity oc- 
curred was moderately well cracked through drying. On the hori- 
zontal sticky papers wanderers were caught at points from a few 
inches from the vine trunk to 5 feet from the nearest vine and 
directly in the center of a square described with a vine at each angle. 

In this latter case either the phylloxere had ascended by the trunk 
of the vines, and then walked 5 feet, or else they had ascended by 
means of cracks nearer the paper. In either case it is obvious that 
the spread of a given phylloxera “spot” may result from the activi- 
ties of these wanderers without the agency of wind. 
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Wanderers were first caught on sticky papers July 21 and first ob- 
served alive in the vineyard August 11. After August 18, no more 
were caught on the sticky papers, and after August 25, no more were 

observed alive. The weather during July and August was for the 
most part bright and warm. In the vineyard the wanderers were 
observed in by far the greatest abundance near the trunks of the 

vines, and it appeared that they had reached the soil surface by fol- 
lowing up the roots. No wanderers were observed on the aerial 
portions of the vines themselves. They showed much activity, wan- 
dering aimlessly around over the soil. They seemed to prefer the 
shaded parts, but appeared also on ground surface exposed to the sun. 
Large numbers were found dead close to the vine trunks, and these 

occurred in places where the soil was very fine, indicating that the 

phylloxeree were unable to progress in fine soil. Laboratory ex- 
periments bore out this supposition. Many others became caught 
in spider webs stretched over the soil surface. ‘The character of the 
soil in the vineyard in August, 1914, was such as to enable phylloxere 
to pass from one vine to another without necessarily encountering 
very fine soil, as no cultivation had been practiced since May, 1914, 
and the vineyard had been cultivated previously only in one direction. 

As regards the capture of wandering larve upon sticky papers, 

the data given in Table XXXIV are of interest: . 

TABLE XNXNIV.—Wandering larve of the grape phyllomera; diffusion in vine- 
yard; Walnut Creek, Calif., 1914. 

Area of 
Number of Distance sticky paper 

Date caught on paper. wandering | from nearest on which 
larve caught.} vine trunk. phylloxere 

were caught. 

Fee. Square inches. 
Mal ye2la oA ore Oe hk Foie) eA ot RE gk ares A FAAS tes es 3 5 135 
rT la gs? 5 Spee ee 2 See Re CR en A aA Sy 1 2 135 
Ful aaa) Eas ab as pee or ae BO AR EO eS eee een ae 20 2 135 

Qi ers state Nee Seek =. BER Nace ROR 2 2h et ee 2 ooh ae 1 D 135 
D1 5 [hay ta pt ee ei a ene en RO yen Np ead 2 2 135 
Jab daa i al ae a Reel ee ee POE RO eee, OO Reree heen Real er T 2 - Meere 1 4 135 
aN BT UE fe lee RN TCDS Pg RRL NDS beta Pe ea 5 2 Use A 1 2 135 

During the period from July 21 to August 18 many sheets of 
sticky paper 135 square inches in area (9 by 15) were placed on the 
surface of the ground, and wanderers were caught on 7 (see above) out 

of 32 papers. In the majority of instances the individuals were caught 
on the side of the paper toward the nearest vines, which would indi- 

cate that they arrived there straight from the trunk of the vine. On- 
sides of the paper facing vines farther away it would be natural 
to expect fewer wanderers when one considers how the circum- 
ference of a circle increases in proportion to its radius, and also the 
comparatively equal diffusion of wanderers in all radu, if the vine 
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trunk is considered as the central point. On two occasions wan- 
derers were caught on paper placed equidistant (5 feet) from four 

trunks of infested vines. Examinations showed that between one 
vine and another, even of apparently equal phylloxeration, a great 
variation in the production of wanderers took place. It also ap- 
peared that there was a tendency to produce these forms all at one 
time as though they had collected in a mass and then issued all to- 
gether. As regards the time of day at which they were most abund- 
ant, it appeared that more might be observed between 10 a. m."* and 
1 p. m. than at other daylight hours. European observers found 
that in general the wandering larve appeared in greatest abundance 
in the early afternoon, which is the hottest part of the day. 

Vineyard observations were continued in 1915. The same vine- 
yard was used, but more attention was paid to phylloxerated vines 

on the parts in which the soil was a heavy black clay. On 
this heavy soil no wanderers appeared before July 24, and none 
was found after July 29. The larve also were always very scarce, 
notwithstanding the fact that the soil contained numerous cracks. 
which would enable the wanderers to reach the surface. On the 
lighter soil (clay loam), wandering larvee first appeared July 14, 
and they continued to issue until August 18. During this period 
of over a month about two-thirds of the phylloxerated vines exam- 
ined were producing wanderers. Between July 15 and 21 they 
were most abundant, as many as 20 or 30 living individuals being 
visible at one time beside the more heavily infested vines. In 
August hundreds of dead larve could be seen on the surface of the 

soil around the bases of the vine trunks, and large numbers were 
caught in spider webs. As in the previous year, the vines bearing 

the largest numbers of wanderers were those of recent phylloxeration. 
In 1915, during the period of wanderer activities, the weather was 

for the most part quite hot and dry. Occasionally there were cool 
days, and on these the wanderers appeared to be as active as on the 
hot days. 

It appeared certain that the great majority of the wandering larve 
ascended to the ight by way of the main trunk of the vines, around 
which there occurred almost always a wide crack. More issued from 
Zinfandel vines than from Carignan vines equally phylloxerated, 

perhaps because the Zinfandel had thrown out more fleshy rootlets in 
May and June, and these had decayed in July while heavily infested. 
It would thus appear that many of the wandering larve are pro- 
duced on these surface fleshy rootlets and leave them because they 
have become overcrowded or have started to decay. 

In each of the years 1914 and 1915 wandering larve appeared in 
the vineyard over the same period, i. e., from the middle of July to 

1 All references to clock time refer to ‘‘ Standard time.” 
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the end of the third week in August. The condition of the soil was 
about the same in both years, moisture being somewhat higher than 

usual because of extra heavy precipitation each spring. The reten- 
tion of moisture near the soil surface tends to produce many fleshy 
rootlets, and these in turn produce abundant nymphs and wandering 
larve. Thus a wet spring results in the early production of migrants 
and wandering larvee. 
A number of laboratory observations were made on the wandering 

larve. From these it appeared that the insects were capable of 
walking as much as 14 feet on a smooth surface, provided a strong 
light attraction was present. On fine soil their appendages became 
clogged very soon, and prevented further locomotion, but on hard 
surfaces, they progressed successfully. On warm surfaces they easily 
became “ baked ” to death, and in fact always lived the longest when 
least exposed to the sun, as the heating of the surface soil killed the 

aphids. Larvee easily passed over wet sand and were able to make 
headway on dry sand, but could not penetrate sand. It was found 

that the larvee could remain alive at least for three days, wandering 
around partly upon the soil and partly in cracks in the soil in a 
flowerpot subjected to an average amount of direct sunlight. 

During the summer and autumn of 1914 a number of young rooted 
vines were planted in 9-inch pots, and these were inoculated during 
May and June by burying phylloxerated roots around the stalk or by 
transferring eggs to the larger roots. These vines included vinifere, 
American honresistants, and resistants. On the top of these pots . 

and resting on the earth were fitted tightly circular pieces of wood 
with a hole in the center, through which passed the stalk of the 
vine. The whole aerial portion of the vine was inclosed in a muslin 
rage. This construction was designed to compel phylloxere ascend- 
ing to the soil surface to make their way through the hole around 
the stalk; and having done so, they would be unable to escape by 
reason of the white muslin cage and would soon die. In October 
and November these cages were examined, and in some of them 
small numbers of dead wanderers were found, in others none, and 

in still others very large numbers. Those containing dead wan- 
derers in abundance were the ones in which the vines had been fer- 
tilized with chemical fertilizers, and there was also a corresponding 
abundance of winged migrants from such vines. The action of the 
fertilizers produced many migrants and many wanderers and in- 
vigorated the vines, yet in all cases a large root infestation by wing- 

less forms persisted through the winter following. In the cages 
above mentioned fertilizers, in hquid form, were applied periodically 
during the summer. In 1915 a similar series of vines were fertilized 
with solid fertilizers at the time of planting in early spring, and 
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later observations showed that wanderers were no more abundant on 
fertilized than on check, unfertilized vines. On young vines in 
pots wanderers were often observed to ascend the vine stalks to 6 

inches above the soil surface, and in one instance on an American 
nonresistant vine (Golden Champion) several of them fastened on 
the bark and matured there (1914). This vine was never exposed 
to the brightest light and, moreover, during 1914, within a radius 
of 4 inches from its stalk was placed a glass cylinder, around the 
bottom of which was fastened 2 inches of black paper, so that the 
stem of the vine received little hight. In 1915 the glass cylinder 
and black paper were removed and no wanderers settied on the aerial 

portion, although from June 29 to September 10 a limited number 
of them could be seen almost daily ascending the stalk to about 6 
inches as in the previous year. 

During 1913 and 1914 many instances were observed of wanderers 
infesting the rootlets in the pots used in the cages for observations 
on living vines (Pls. V-VII). In these cases the wanderers were 

produced on the exposed portions of the roots, and wandering off 
these, they found themselves on the surface of the soil in the pots. 
They then proceeded to pass down through the cracks around the 
inside periphery of the pot, where the soil had dried, and finally 
reached the rootlets growing against the inside of the pot. Such 
infestations occurred on rootlets from the surface to the total depth 
of 9 inches. This infestation occurred during July, August, and 
September, and in November, when the vines were pulled up, most 
of the nodosities produced by the phylloxere had rotted. In some 
cases rootlets appeared above the soil around the periphery of the 
pot, and these were infested easily and abundantly through the 
agency of wandering larve. In the pots in which quartz had been 
substituted for earth for experiments with fertilizers, the wanderers 
were able to find their way down to the rootlets, although the cracks 
in the quartz were fewer and narrower than in the earth. It may 
be mentioned that the earth used in the pots in 1913 was a rather 
‘heavy dark loam, mixed: with sandy loam, and in 1914 only the 
heavy dark loam was used. A layer of gravel and sand about one- 
fourth inch thick was laid on the surface, but this did not prevent 
cracking around the inside periphery of the pot. The heavier soil 
of 1914 seemed to allow of easier passage for the wanderers. 

In the spring and summer of 1914 three vine section cages con- 
taining cuttings were placed together in a trench. Two of these were 
infested with phylloxere throughout May and June. On July 18 
it was found that a vine in the third cage was infested with two egg- 
laying adults, each situated on a nodosity. The vines in this sec- 
tion cage never had been inoculated, and it is certain that their in- 
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festation was caused by two wanderers from an adjoiing cage. It 
was judged that this infestation must have occurred about June 20, 
when many eggs were hatching in the adjoiming cages and many 
rootlets decaying, thus compelling the newly hatched larve to seek 
food elsewhere. 

INOCULATIONS WITH WANDERERS. 

On July 31, 1913, 30 wandering larvee were taken from jars in 

the cellar and placed on pieces of sound severed roots in a petri dish. 

On August 13, 25 half-grown phylloxeree found roaming around in 
jars were added, All the latter deserted the roots and died, but of 
the former, three matured August 25 to September 18. A later in- 
oculation (Sept. 25) with 40 young wanderers resulted in none of 

these remaining. Another similar experiment was tried on Septem- 
ber 29, with 40 young wanderers, but it also failed. Thus out of 
135 individual wanderers only three matured. 

In 1914 this experiment was repeated, and two pieces of sound 

severed roots were inoculated in a petri dish, one with 8, the 
other with 40 wanderers. In this case a layer of moist sand was 
placed below the roots, whereas in 1913, only filter paper had been 
used. Of the smaller lot 1 and of the larger lot 20 matured. Thus 
On August 28, 15 wanderers from jars in the cellar were placed on 
the living root of a Tokay, and 3 of these hibernated and developed 
the following spring. 

In the autumn of 1913 an attempt was made to inoculate the roots _ 

of sound potted vines by means of wandering larve placed upon 
the surface of the soil in the pots. For this purpose, 35 wanderers 
were placed on the soil of each of four potted vines (Resistant 
hybrid, Sept. 18; Agawam, Sept. 28; Burger, Sept. 26; Thompson’s 
Seedless, Oct. 6). In no case did the wanderers succeed in inoculat- 
ing the roots. The soil, however, contained extremely few cracks. 

The following year this phase was pursued further. Sound pieces 

of roots were planted 4 inches below the surface in four 9-inch pots. 
On July 8, 80 wanderers were placed on the soil surface of the first - 
pot, the soil being cracked from having been watered the previous 
day. The root below was never infested. The soil of the second 
pot was watered to cause it to crack extensively. After it became 
well cracked about 25 wanderers were shaken on it, July 8. An ex- 
amination of the root, August 25, showed it to be infested with a 

thriving colony of phylloxere. In the third pot the soil was not 
watered; consequently there was no cracking. On July 12, 50 wan- 
derers were shaken out on the surface. No infestation of the root 
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below occurred. The soil of the fourth pot was watered sparingly, 
and few cracks were formed. July 17, 12 wanderers were shaken onto 
the soil. No infestation of the root below occurred. Only one out 
of the four experiments resulted positively, and in that one the 

soil was very well cracked, affording access to the root. 
Inoculation of the wanderers on living vines was attempted 

through the following experiments: Five lots of four vinifera vines 
each were planted, two on light sandy loam and three on heavy clay 
loam. The vines were all young rooted vines, and they were planted 
roughly in the form of squares during the month of June. In the 
center in each one of four of the groups a phylloxerated vine (potted) 
was put in the ground at varying distances from the four surrounding 
vines. In one group the four outside vines were distanced, respec- 
tively, 14 inches, 2 feet, 3 feet, 34 feet from the central vine. In a sec- 
ond group they were distanced, respectively, 2, 3,4, and 6 feet from the 
central vine. In the third group they were distanced, respectively, 
2, 4, 6, and 8 feet from the central vine. In the fourth group they 
were distanced, respectively, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet from the central vine. 
In the fifth group the four vines were potted, and in place of an 
infested central vine, infested roots were buried 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet, 
respectively, from the outside vines. In this last case the vines were 
potted to prevent possibility of underground inoculation. The four 
central vines remained infested throughout the summer, but it was 
not disclosed that they, or the buried roots, produced any wandering 
larvee above the surface. The surface of the soil in the area used 
for these experiments was kept well cracked. In no instance did the 
20 outside vines become infested. 

In 1915, field experiments were conducted in a vineyard which 
had several large phylloxera “ spots” both on light and heavy soils. 
The light soil might be described as a silt loam with a clay admix- 
ture, and the heavy soil was black, sticky clay. In spring a number 
of sound rooted vinifera vines 1 year old were procured and planted 
in 5-gallon kerosene cans from which one side had been cut. Differ- 
ent types of soil were used in these cans. The vines thus planted 
were kept apart until July, when they were carried out to the vine- 

yard selected and planted level with the soil at varying distances 
from vineyard vines from which wandering larve were known to 
be issuing. To insure cracking of the soil, water was applied to 
the soil surface and also to the soil between the cans and the near-by 
vine. Wandering larvee were observed in this vineyard from the 
middle of July to August 20. In September, after the wandering 
of the larvee had ceased, the cans were dug up. Table XX XV gives 
the results of this experiment. 
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TABLE XXNXV.—/Tield experiments on inoculation of vines by wandering larve 
of the grape phylloxera, Walnut Creek, Calif., 1915. 
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31 | Heavy black loam, 1 part; silt, 1 part. Aol nsd 42) ea Ko eee ye 2 
32 | Heavy black clay\loam........-.---. £5 OO jens ele 1 Obici 2 
S50liSand y, Silt. sone scare au nes euCO 2 a.) eno Oine 2 

1 Entire vines died shortly after having been planted in vineyard, therefore can not be included in 
results of experiment. 

Of the 27 vines which were alive when the cans were taken up, 21 

had been planted in the phyHoxera “spot” on light soil and 6 in 
phylloxera “ spots” on heavy black clay. None of the latter and only 
4 of the former group became infested. Vine 6 was examined 
September 9, and an infestation consisting of 1 adult radicicole 
and about 12 larvee was found. This indicated that a single wan- 
derer had established itself on the vine. On vine 11, on the same 
date, there were found 3 adults and about 20 larve. On vine 12 

on September 17 there were 6 adults and about 200 larvee, besides 
many eggs. On vine 13 on September 15 there were over 350 phyl- 
loxeree, including some 50 adults. Vines 11, 12, and 13 were planted 

around the same infested vine. In the case of vine 13 the infestation 
was started either by a large number of wandering larve in August 
or more likely by one or two wanderers directly after the vine was 
planted on July 21. Since in August the phylloxera generation 
cycle may be passed in less than 22 days, and since each mature 
radicicole may average 8 eggs per diem for several weeks, it would 
have been possible for the infestation on vine 13 to have developed 
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from a single wanderer. Similarly, it is possible that the infesta- 
tions on vines 11 and 12 originated with one individual each. 

In all of four inoculated vines the infestations were confined to 
the larger roots, and there was no nodositous infestation such as oc- 

curred with wanderer inoculations in potted vines at the laboratory. 
This is explained by the fact that the soil in the cans did not crack 

deeply enough to reach the rootlets (none of which came near the 
soil surface) while it cracked badly around the base of the stems of 
the vines. It is therefore most probable that the wandering larve 
passed down the vine stem. Cracks of 1 foot or more in depth were 
quite abundant in the vineyards in July and August, and it was 
possible to find rootlets such as form nodosities when punctured by 
phylloxerze at a depth of 6 inches from the soil surface. At that 
time of year there is generally in the vineyards a wide crack about 
the base of the vines, and it is through these cracks that the great 
majority of the wandering larvee ascend to the surface. In the vine- 
yard a wanderer could never be kept under observation long enough 
to be sure that it entered a crack permanently, therefore, with the 
purpose of seeking a root. Wanderers readily enter any crack which 
they can not bridge but frequently reappear after a short period 

- of time. In pots they have been observed to enter whatever cracks 
they encountered, subsequently inoculating roots buried below. In 
other experiments with pots the wandering larve have been found 
to crawl down the crack between the soil and the inner side of the 
pot and inoculate the rootlets growing around the inside of the pots. 
Also it has been observed that in the vineyard experiments the inoc- 
ulation was probably made by the wanderers crawling down the 
stem, since no other available cracks were favorable. In the vine- 
yard, therefore, it is assumed that the wanderers enter the first crack 
they encounter. 

In the experiments of 1914 with sticky papers, wandering larvee 
were captured at varying distances up to 5 feet from the nearest 
infested vine. The four inoculated vines the year following were 
2, 15, 14, and 5 feet, respectively, from the nearest infested vines. 
It should be said that there was a possibility that the infestations 
were inoculated by wanderers coming from infested vines at a greater 
distance. In the instance of the three inoculated vines planted in 
cans around one single vineyard vine it is reasonably certain that 
all three became inoculated from the central vine. From this vine 
large numbers of wanderers were observed to issue. 

No vines were planted more than 54 feet away from a vineyard vine, 
the vineyard being planted 8 by 8 feet. 

The soils used in the cans were of different types, but no satisfactory 
conclusions were drawn from this feature. It was noted that the 
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vines planted in lighter soils grew poorly and that the percentage 
that died was greater than in the case of heavy soils. 

In 1914, wanderers were taken from jars in the laboratory cellar 

and successfully colonized on pieces of roots. It was found that they 
developed into the usual type of radicicole phylloxerz. In order to 
ascertain definitely the future of wanderers observed in the vine- 
yard a thrifty section of sound grape root was transported to the 
vineyard on July 17, 1915, and 12 larvee, wandering upon the sur- 
face of the soil, were placed thereon. Four of these subsequently 
matured as wingless radicicoles between August 23 and 27, and 
before the advent of winter a considerable colony was established. 
A contemporary experiment of similar nature was carried out with 
a like result with larvee taken wandering on the surface of the soil 
in pots containing infested vines. 

In conjunction with the inoculation experiment in the vineyard 
four Zinfandel vines were planted in kerosene cans in the laboratory 

yard, and after watering to insure soil cracking they were inocu- 
lated artificially by placing the larve on the soil surface. These 
inoculations comprised, respectively, 21, 190, 800, and 625 wanderers 

collected during the summer. ‘Two of the cans contained sandy silt 
and two heavy black clay. In no case did infestation result. 

For another experiment two galvanized-iron cans, 4 by 4 inches, 
and 10 inches deep, were used. Sound pieces of vine root were placed 
in each, 7 inches below the soil surface, and the cans then filled to the 

top, one with sandy silt and the other with heavy black loam, after | 
which the cans were buried, their tops at a level with the soil surface. 
The surfaces were watered to insure cracking of the soil. Between 
July 15 and August 4, several hundred wanderers were placed on the 
sandy silt, and between July 18 and August 4 several hundred on the 
black loam. On August 27 the roots in the cans were examined. 

Those buried in the sandy silt which had failed to crack much were 
uninfested, while those buried in the heavier soil bore a small infesta- 

tion, indicating that one or more wanderers had penetrated to the 
roots. 

From the results of experiments on natural and artificial inocula- 
tions of vine roots by wandering larve through the soil two facts 
stand out: (1) Notwithstanding the large numbers of wanderers 

available or utilized, positive results were infrequent. In the years 

1913, 1914, and 1915, altogether 14 vessels containing vine roots, 
either living or cut into sections, were inoculated by placing wander- 
ers on the soi! surface, and only two of these gave positive results. 
The average number of wanderers used for each vessel was about 150. 
In the vineyard experiment in 1915, only 4 of 27 exposed vines be- 
came inoculated, yet all these vines were planted near vineyard vines 
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from which wanderers were issuing. It is true that the soil surface 
inside the cans was a small area—126 square inches—and that the 
soil itself was not as thoroughly cracked as it might have been; but 
in many instances the cans were not more than 1 foot from the 
trunks of the infested vines, therefore, from the wanderers when 
they issued, whereas in vineyards vines are set 6 or more feet apart. 
(2) The presence of cracks in the soil leading directly to roots is 
necessary to permit the wandering larvee to descend to roots, for the 
larvee can not dig their way through the soil, and during the period 
when they are issuing, rain, which might provide moisture to draw 
them into the soil or wash them onto exposed roots, is lacking. 

The writers are of the opinion that wandering larve are the cause 
of considerable local spread of phylloxera, that is, within the vine- 
yard or district; and that they are instrumental in causing the 
formation of new phylloxera “spots” or foci. Under favorable 
conditions it has been proved that they may live for at least three 
days above the surface of the soil, and thus may be transported 
from place to place with the possibility of finally becoming located 
on a vine root. There is no reason why wanderers may not live for 
as long as two weeks on the soil surface without feeding, provided 
this surface is not heated by the sun. In one instance, after being 
placed on a piece of root, several of them wandered for as many as 
five days before settling down to feed. It may be said also that 
larvee have been found to live in water as long as nine days without 
food, and it may thus be assumed that they might remain as long in 
the open air under average conditions of temperature and humidity. 
This fact would explain how the insect may be spread from ore 
locality to another by wandering larve that lodge in such vine 
material as picking boxes (see following under “Casual agencies of 
diffusion,” p. 115). 

There are certain marked instances in California vineyard dis- 
tricts where phylloxeration has developed “with the prevailing 
winds.” ‘The only wind-borne forms of the phylloxera in California 
are the winged migrants and the wandering larve. The California 
biology indicates that the migrant has no bearing on the preserva- 
tion of the species, and therefore such phylloxeration has resulted 
from wind-borne wandering larve. 

DIFFUSION BY NEWLY HATCHED RADICICOLES TRAVELING THROUGH THE SOIL. 

In 1914, experiments on subterranean diffusion were conducted. 
In April three Muscat rooted vines were planted in a 4-foot square box 
containing heavy loam covered with a 3-inch layer of fine sand. The 
sand was used fer the purpose of preventing wandering larve from 
emerging upon the surface and reaching the sound vines. May 20, 
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one of the vines was artificially mnoculated. The second vine was 1 
foot distant, and the third 2 feet distant from the first. On October 

10, all three vines were dug up, and it was found that the first had a 

small infestation all over the root system. The second vine had a 
small infestation’ chiefly on nodosities on roots nearest those of the 
first vine. So far as could be observed, the roots of the two vines did 
not approach nearer than 2 inches at the closest point, but as some of 
the terminal rootlets had died during the summer and autumn it is 
quite possible that earlier in the season rootlets of the two vines were 
contiguous. The third vine was uninfested. Its roots had been sepa- 
rated from those of the first vine by at least 12 inches and from those 
of the second vine by at least 5 inches. 

This experiment did not appear to show that subterranean infesta- 

tion was a common mode of diffusion. The condition of the roots on 
the first vine when it was pulled up showed that its summer infesta- 

tion had been large and that many wanderers had been produced; 
therefore, one would expect that some of these would have found their 

way to both of the other two vines. The earth at the time of plant- 
ing, however, had been packed very solidly, and the layer of sand pre- 
vented cracking so that there were very few, if any, subterranean 
passages affording access to the phylloxeree. 
The following experiments also were made: On May 22 two young 

viniferee (Feher Szagos) were planted in a galvanized tin, 8 by 8 by 
10 inches. Two sides of this tin were basally produced in the shape 
of a cone (PI. VI, fig. 2, p. 52), and at each apex was a hole of one- . 
half inch diameter. The cones were then tightly fitted into wooden 
tubes, through the centers of which ran a square passageway of one- 
half inch diameter, and the junctions cemented. The cones and 
wooden tubes were buried 8 inches below the soil surface. At the 
farther ends of the two wooden tubes similar galvanized tins were 
connected, and in each of them was planted a single sound vine 
(Feher Szagos). In this experiment the tubes were, respectively, 2 
and 10 feet in length. The conical projections were expected to draw 
the roots toward the hole, therefore toward the tubes. No earth, 
except for about 2 inches at the ends, was placed in the passage in the 
tubes. Black paper was giued on to the top of the outside of the 
wooden tubes so as to prevent entrance of light. Thus the phylloxere, 

if they passed through the hollow inside of the tube, would not be 
influenced by any light rays. On September 23 the tins and tube were 
pulled up and the vines examined. Both central vines inoculated in 
May were well infested. Their rootlets and those of the two end vines 
had penetrated not more than 3 inches into the hollow of the tube, 
but in all four cases rootlets were abundant inside the conical projec- 
tions. The vine at the end of the 2-foot tube was well infested with 
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radicicoles in all stages and with a few nymphs, indicating that the 
original infestation occurred at least before August 1. The vine at 
the end of the 10-foot tube was uninfested and showed no indications 
of ever having been inoculated. 

On May 22 a similar experiment, with single vines (Carignan), 
was started, the length of the wooden tubes being 6 and 14 feet, re- 
spectively. On September 30 the vines were examined ‘and the roots 
of the central vines were found to be well infested. Rootlets of all 
four vines had penetrated not over 3 inches into the hollow interior 
of the tubes. The vine 6 feet distant from the infested vines showed 
a good infestation, whereas the vine 14 feet away was not infested. 

Thus, wandering larve, in two cases out of four, had found their 
way along the whole length of the interior of the tubes and had 
inoculated the roots at the farther ends of such tubes. The inocu- 
lated vines were those at the ends of the two shorter tubes (2 and 6 
feet), and the sound vines those at the ends of the two longer tubes 
(10 and 14 feet). Thus it would appear that there is a limit to the 

distance over which the phylloxeree will proceed when they have left 
a root, intent on finding new food. These experiments with wooden 
tubes demonstrated the wandering habits of the young radicicoles, 
and it may be readily understood how this subterranean movement 
may cause a phylloxera “spot” to enlarge, especially when the soil 
is cracked to any depth. 

DIFFUSION BY YOUNG GALLICOLES. 

In districts where the gall-inhabiting forms (gallicoles) are found, 
they may be the cause of diffusion. Either the branches of vines 
intertwine and the young gallicoles pass thus from one vine to 
another, or the young gailicoles are carried by the wind on to foliage 
of other vines or to the ground. Since the gall-inhabiting form is 
normally absent in California, this means of diffusion will not be 
discussed further. 

CASUAL AGENCIES OF DIFFUSION. 

CULTIVATING INSTRUMENTS. 

During May and June badly phylloxerated vines are accustomed 
to put forth an abundance of short fleshy or fibrous rootlets close to 
the surface of the soil. Usually these are infested heavily with the 
progeny of the overwintered phylloxere. The vineyards usually are 
cultivated and hoed at this time, and these surface rootlets are fre- 
quently broken off and carried along by the cultivator and_ hoe. 
This possible means for spreading the insect having been considered, 
a series of experiments was initiated as follows: On May 30, in the 
vineyard, pieces of infested fleshy surface rootlets were secured, 
placed in earth, and the whole transported to the laboratory. Four 
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lumps of earth and roots were partially buried in the soil of a 
containing a young sound vine (Pierce Isabella). The earth 

roots exposed to the sun quickly dried up and no infestation to 
vine resulted. It may be stated that the diameters of the lu 
varied from one-half to 2 inches. On June 4 the experiment was 
peated, but the infested fibrous rootlets were wrapped loosely in { 
lumps of earth with diameters 14 to 2 inches, and half buried in 
soil of a pot having a sound vine (Cornichon) growing in it. 
rootlets kept in good condition and the phylloxere lived four c 
(one of which was cloudy and rainy). On September 3 it was fo 
that the vine showed a rather scanty infestation. On July 16 m 
strongly infested fleshy rootlets found in the vineyard, from 4 1 
inches below the soil surface, were inclosed in a large piece of ea 
half buried in the soil of a pot in which grew a sound vine (Carign: 
On September 3 the vine was found to be strongly infested, especi 
on its upper rootlets near the inner periphery of the pot. On Jub 
the experiment of the day previous was repeated in its entirety, ¥ 
a Pierce Isabeila vine, and on September 3 this vine was found t 
severely infested, bearing many nodosities both on the upper 
lower rootlets. ‘Thus in three out of four attempts success was 
tained in securing an infestation upon sound vines by placing pi 
of infested rootlets in lumps of soil half buried in the earth of 
pots in which those vines were growing. In practice it would \ 
frequently happen that such rootlets severed by a cultural ins 
ment would be buried several inches deep after being dragged al 
by the instrument. It is easy to understand how the insect mi 
be diffused in this manner. 

VINE SUPPORTS AND PICKING BOXES. 

Vine supports or stakes (universally used), by reason of the | 
that they enter the soil contiguous to the main stem of the v 
are very likely to bear phylloxeree upon them. Since the ne 
hatched larve can live for at least three days, and probably m 
more, out of the soil and when not exposed to the sun’s rays, | 
apparent that infested stakes could be transferred to a consider 
distance and when set out in a vineyard upon their arrival coul: 
the origin of phylloxera infestation. 
Many growers have declared that in their vineyards the pl 

loxeree first showed evidence of their presence at a point or po 
where picking boxes coming from infested vineyards had been pi 
If picking boxes were scattered in an infested vineyard during 

time of the aerial wanderer migration, one can readily see that 
opportunity would be afforded for the phylloxere to climb u 
them, later to be transported to other vineyards, since it is a comr 
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practice to use the same boxes many times in the picking season, 
and the same boxes may be used in more than one vineyard or dis- 
trict. In California, wine grapes are rarely picked before the middle 
of September, and raisin grapes are picked toward the end of August. 
In the experimental wine-grape vineyard, wandering larvee were not 

found issuing after August 25, but in young vines in pots they were 
collected well into September. The fact that the wanderers were 
not found issuing in the wine grape vineyard at the time when picking 
boxes were distributed to a certain extent invalidates the theory of 
spread by these boxes. It is within the realm of possibility, however, 
that the latest issuing wanderers remained active and alive until the 
boxes were distributed some two weeks later. Observations on wan- 
derers issuing from potted vines lead to the conclusion that the natural 
period of wanderer issuance may be considerably lengthened beyond 
that which was found to obtain in the experimental vineyard during 
the years 1914 and 1915. This longer period would include the time 
of picking wine as well as raisin grapes. 

PLANTS BETWEEN THE VINES. 

Walnut trees planted in vineyards indicate the possibility of 
diffusion through the agency of plants. The long roots of the 
walnut offer facilities for phylloxeree to spread whenever vine 

roots come in contact with them or are very close to them. That 
phylloxeree have been found moving on these roots would indicate 
that the latter often provide an underground channel of diffusion. 

MAN AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

The possibility of the portage of phylloxere by man and do- 
mestic animals should not be overlooked. The winged forms and 
aerial wanderers may be blown on clothes or animals, and thereby 
spread, or they may be picked up with wet earth. This latter chance 
is greatly lessened under California conditions, because during the 
months in which wanderers and winged migrants are produced, 
the surface soil is dry, and the winged migrant is not a factor in 
diffusion. 

WATER. 

Recognizing the possibility of the spread of phylloxere through the 
agency of flowing water, the writers conducted the following experi- 
ments in 1914: From May 5, 11 a. m., to May 6, 11 a. m., a piece of 
severed root, infested by six adult overwintered phylloxere and about 
100 eggs and larve, was subjected to a stream of water for the most 
part playing directly upon the insects and flowing 6 feet to an unin- 
fested vine (Catawba) so as to effect contact with some of its roots and 
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also to stand on the surface of the soil about its stem. Examination 
of the piece of severed root after the experiment was concluded 
showed that about 40 eggs and young had been washed off. Five of 
the adults suffered no injury from exposure nor did most of the 
remaining young and eggs. On July 12 the Catawba vine was found 
to bear a strong nodositous infestation. On June 6, for eight hours, 
two pieces of severed roots bearing a total of about 200 phylloxeree 
were subjected to a similar stream of water which subsequently flowed 
6 feet to a sound Mission vine. On-the severed roots the majority 
of aphids were not washed off. In this instance the roots of the living 
vine were not bared, and there were no cracks on the surface of the 

soil around it. On July 27 this vine was examined and found to be 
uninfested. The third experiment took place July 29. For eight 
hours two pieces of severed roots bearing a total of about 250 phyl- 
loxeree were subjected to a stream of water which subsequently flowed 

10 feet to a sound Feher Szagos vine growing in a pot. The surface 
soil in this pot had been previously watered, and thus was cracked. 
After the experiment was concluded, it was found that very few of the 
phylloxere had been carried off the severed roots. September 16 the 
vine was examined, but it proved to be quite uninfested. In each of 
these three experiments a fine stream of water was used and the angle 
of dechivity was slight. In the first experiment only, wherein the 
roots of the living vine were actually exposed to the stream of water, 
did an inoculation through water agency occur. It is evident, how- 

ever, that diffusion may occur by means of water-borne phylloxere.. 
In the California vineyards such a condition could arise normally 
only between November and May, for in the other months it is very 
rare to have rain in any abundance. In April and May, however, 
when the phylloxere are active, heavy rains occasionally occur, and 
sometimes on the hillside vineyards deep waterways are formed, 

exposing the roots of vines to a depth of more than a foot. 
In this connection some laboratory experiments were made upon 

the resistance of eggs and larvee to water exposure. For this pur- 
pose small-sized glass vials and distilled water at about 64° F. were 
used. In one instance, in a corked vial, 9 out of 12 eggs hatched 
from 2 to 10 days after they were placed in the water. All those 
that hatched remained on the surface, while those that failed to 

hatch went to the bottom of the vial. In another instance eight 
recently deposited eggs were placed on the surface of the water in 
an uncorked vial. Six days later all had sunk to the bottom, but 
subsequently hatched. In a third experiment 11 well-advanced eggs 
were placed on the surface of the water in an uncorked vial. After 
11 days all the eggs had hatched, six having remained on the surface 

-and five having sunk to the bottom. In all three experiments the 
hatched larvee failed to fasten to pieces of roots provided for them. 
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In a fourth experiment 26 eggs were placed in water in a stender 
dish. Two days later all but four eggs had sunk, but subsequently 
all eggs hatched and none of the resultant larve settled on the roots 
provided for them. 

Table XXXVI indicates the results of experiments bearing on the 
behavior of newly hatched larve in water. 

TABLE XXXVI.—Behavior in water of newly hatched larve of the grape 
phylloxera, Walnut Creek, Calif. 

Number of indi- Number of indi- 
viduals viduals after 
that— submersion. 

Date Length 
placed of sub- Remarks. 

in water. Re- _ |mersion. 

Sank. ey Alive. | Dead. 

surface. 

Days. 
May 12 5 3 1 8 0 | In stender dish without cover. 

12 4 2 2 6 0 | Insmall vial—uncorked. 
27 2 0 2 2 0 Do. 
15 4 2 3 2 4 | In small vial—uncorked; sunk aphids dead. 
19 5 1 3 1 5 Oo. 

June 1 4 2 f 1 5 | In small vial—uncorked; sunk aphids alive. 
May 24 1 1 5 1 1 Do. 
June 1 0 4 6 3 1 | Insmall vial—uncorked. 

16 5 1 7 5 1 | Insmall vial—uncorked; sunk aphids alive, but 
none subsequently fastened on root. 

16 5 2 7 0 7 | In small vial—corked. 
1 0 4 9 1 3 0. 

July i5 6 2 4 8 0 | In small vial—corked; one aphid subsequently 
matured Aug. 12 on severed root. 

15 6 2 4 8 0| In small vial—uncorked;- one aphid subse- 
quently matured Aug. 11 on severed root. 

pores all except the first experiment, distilled water was used; in the first experiment, tap 

Prior to June 16 the phylloxersee were not followed up after 
their submersion to see whether they would fasten to the pieces of 
roots provided for them because the experiments were made only 
to ascertain how many of the larvee would be alive after submersion. 
It may be noted that in some cases the larvee which sank were found 
to be alive when removed from the water and in others those that 

floated were living when removed. The phylloxerz survived as 
many as nine days on the surface of the water, and as many as 
seven days when submerged, and at the bottom of the vial. The 
experiments, however, did not continue beyond nine days, and there 
is no reason to believe that the insects could not live in the water 
many days longer than that period. The fact that they did survive 
as long as a week was sufficient evidence of the importance of their 
resistance to water. The two experiments of July 15-19 demon- 
strated that after four days in water the young larve could settle 
on pieces of roots and later mature. In the seven-day experiment, 
none settled on the roots. In all except one of the vials distilled 
water at about 64° F. was used. The behavior of the young phyl- 
loxeree in water was characteristic. Those on the surface were active, 
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swimming around in circles, but those at the bottom remained almost 

motionless unless disturbed. 
To sum up, it appears: (1) That eggs of radicicoles hatch readily 

in water, floating and sunken; (2) that the newly hatched larvee 

may live for more than a week submerged, or on the surface film; 
(3) that these larvee are capable, at least after four days of exposure 

to water, of fixing upon roots and developing in a normal manner. 
Further proof of the ability of young phylloxere to live submerged 
occurred in an observation made from September to November, 
1914. A Riparia cutting had been placed in a glass vial in the 
laboratory. Immediately a callus formed, and many rootlets grew 
around the inside of the vial. On September 15, 20 eggs of radici- 
coles were floated on the water surface. None of the resultant larvee 
persisting, more eggs were floated October 10. October 12 the water 
had evaporated, and four days later two young larve had settled. 
These had hatched after the water evaporated. About 1 inch of 

water was then poured into the vial to cover completely all the root- 
lets and the two phylloxerz. October 22, three larvee were observed 
under water, one of which had been fixed since October 16. October 

27, there were visible under water, besides the original larve of 
the 16th, six additional larvee, five of which were settled. October 

30 all seven observed on October 27 had settled and an eighth was 

visible moving over the rootlets. A small tuberosity had been set 
up by one of the phylloxeree. All the unhatched eggs had died. It 
was noted that when the insects were exposed to sunight they moved 
their appendages actively. November 2, three settled larvee were 
visible. These included the individual on the tuberosity and the 
one which had settled October 16. All others were dead. November 
10 the only survivors were the original settler and the individual 
on the tuberosity. Shortly after November 20 all disappeared. 
Thus one individual, destined apparently to hibernate, persisted more 
than a month fixed on a root under water, and several others lived 
under water from 3 to 14 days. 

There also exists the possibility of infestation by seepage. On 
vineyards of porous soils young larvee on the surface may be drawn 
into the soil in time of a storm or irrigation. Also on steep hillside 
vineyards in the springtime, when heavy rains may fall or when a 
rise and fall in the “ water table” may occur, a seepage infestation 
may take place. Any artificial irrigation during the months June 
to October invites the spread of phylloxerze because in this period 

phylloxeree occur above the surface of the soil or are active on surface 
rootlets. 

CUTTINGS AND ROOTED VINES. 

In European countries where a small percentage of the winter 
eges are deposited under the bark of yearling wood there is a slight 
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danger of phylloxera infestation following the planting of a cutting 
from such wood. This danger does not exist in California, provided 
the cuttings are not “heeled in” before transportation, because the 

winter egg does not persist successfully. If the cuttings are “ heeled 
in” before transportation in an infested district, the possibility of 
their becoming phylloxerated exists. Similarly, the possible danger 
from gallicoles remaining upon the foliage of canes late into au- 
tumn is nullified, because the gall-inhabiting forms do not normally 
occur in California. 

The greatest danger of phylloxeration resides in the planting out 
of infested rooted vines. This is a very abundant means of distrib- 
uting phylloxera. Even if only one or two out of a thousand vines 
are infested at planting, a “spot” or “spots” will form within a 
few years, and the whele acreage eventually will become infested. 
While the vines remain small, diffusion is slow because the roots of 
one vine are separated from those of its neighbors, and underground 

diffusion thus is rare if not impossible. Also, the relatively small 
number of roots, coupled with the relatively small number of phyl- 
loxerze able to flourish thereon, prevents many opportunities for 
aerial diffusion by wanderers. If the majority of the vines planted 
out contain phylloxere, however, the vineyard’s complete phyllox- 
eration is not long removed. In a phylloxerated district the employ- 
ment of resistant roots obviates the necessity of treating the vines 
before planting out in the vineyard, yet danger exists in cases where 
grafted vines are planted too deeply and the stouter vinifera scion 
is enabled to send out its own roots, in many instances crowding out 
the roots of the resistant stock. The scion’s roots, being nonresist- 
ant, decay when phylloxerated just as though no resistant stock had 
been employed, and the expense and trouble of the grafting process 
are wasted. Even though phylloxere live on resistant stock roots 
in grafted vineyards without necessarily injuring the crop or vines, 
there still remains the possibility that infestation will arise from 
these grafted vines and that nongrafted vineyards near by will be- 
come inoculated. Such a possibility is accentuated the greater the 
proximity of two such vine areas, and especially if the nonresistant 
area is to leeward of the grafted area or if water flows from the 
grafted to the nonresistant vineyard. It is advisable, therefore, to 
disinfect even resistant roots when these are to be planted in a region 
free from phylloxera. 

PHYLLOXERATED LAND. 

Experiments with potted vines have given proof that phylloxere 
may live at least 10 months on buried severed pieces of roots, and 
also that such pieces may remain sound for 18 months and at the 
termination afford acceptable food for the insect. It is evident, there- 
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fore, that the planting of vines on land from which phylloxerated 
vines have recently been pulled up is a dangerous procedure. It is 

next to impossible to pull up grapevines without leaving pieces of 
roots in the ground. In the case of vine nurseries, this danger is very 
apparent. 

OLD STUMPS. 

Since the phylloxeree may live under the bark of vine stumps to 
several inches above the soil surface, it is apparent that these infested 
stumps might possibly be a means of diffusion if sound vines should 
be placed near them. Such stumps, however, soon decay after they 

have been pulled from the ground and severed from their roots. In 

the active season, however, any insects dwelling upon them would 
hasten to leave and seek other food, so that in this season it is quite 
possible for diffusion to occur from the stumps. In the winter the 
phylloxerze would all be hibernants, and these would die as the stump 
decayed. 

SUMMARY. 

HISTORY. 

The grape phylloxera was introduced into California about the 
year 1858, having been brought on vines imported by settlers from 
the East. It thus appears that the pest arrived on the Pacific coast 
at least as early as it reached France, where the first evidence of its 
activity was vaguely noted in 1862. 

For many years previous to this introduction the Spanish settlers 
and Missions had cultivated on a moderate scale the Mission grape, 
and this, though a very susceptible variety, as was afterwards 
proved, had flourished without disease. About the time of the advent 
of the phylloxera grape culture was receiving a great impetus, and 
many European varieties were being introduced which shortly showed 
signs of disease in localities in which the eastern vines had been 
planted. 
The phylloxera has since spread throughout most of the grape 

districts of California wherever conditions have been suited to it, 

but never has the pest assumed such disastrous proportions as it did 
during the first years of its ravages in France. It is possible that 
the insect has never reached such isolated vine districts as those of the 
southern California counties, but in many of such isolated localities 
the conditions are unsuited to the: insect, and thus we can not be 

certain that it did not reach these places and fail to establish itself. 
Coming upon the scene at the infancy of the commercial grape 

industry, the phyHoxera has been present throughout the growth 
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of that industry and, it is estimated, has in the course of some 60 
years destroyed about 75,000 acres of grapes. 

In many instances the insect has been distributed through the 
agency of infested rooted vines imported into an uninfested district 
or vineyard. In other cases the insect has been carried on vineyard 
material. In no instance has the distribution been as rapid as that 
which took place in the vineyard districts of France. The modi- 
fied life cycle in California, i. e., sterility of the winged form, 
coupled with topographic barriers, consisting of mountain chains and 
dividing valleys, is in very great part responsible for this. 

VINEYARD DESTRUCTION. 

There is great variation in the rapidity of the destruction of vines 
and vineyards by phylloxera. 

Apart from some variation in the different grape varieties, soil 
conditions must be considered as of great importance. In poorly 
drained soils the vines succumb much more rapidly than in well- 
drained land. Accumulation of moisture in the subsoil materially 
assists In the decomposition of infested roots, whereas if the subsoil 
is well drained, vines may flourish notwithstanding infestations ex- 
tending over many years. Vines attacked when young and before 
their root systems have become established will succumb more rapidly 
than will those infested at a greater age. 

The first indication of phylloxera in a vineyard occurs in the form 
of one or more stunted vines and a premature yellowing of the . 
foliage. In time, adjacent vines will show similar indications, and 
those first infested are more noticeably stunted. Gradually more and 
more of the surrounding vines are affected, and those in the center 

become very much weakened or die outright. Thus are formed the 
so-called “ oil spots” or foci for the distribution of the disease, which 
may be likened to the ever-increasing concentric circles of waves that 
are formed when a stone is cast into placid water. 
Following the initial infestation of a vine under favorable condi- 

tions for phylloxera, the insects multiply rapidly, and within two 
or three years increase their range to involve the entire root system. 
Those which settle on the growing rootlets form fleshy lesions or 
swellings, which are termed nodosities. These swellings are gener- 
ally somewhat curved, the insect inhabiting a depression of the inner 
are. In the great majority of instances the insect stops further apical 
growth of the rootlet, and thus the rootlet ceases to supply nourish- 
ment to the vine. Although the percentage of rootlets thus infested 
is often large, a vine of vigor can easily send out more and continue 
to draw its nourishment from the soil. Other phylloxere settle on 
the older roots and in most cases cause swellings termed tuberosities, 
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which vary in size, but the majority are about one-fifth of an inch 
in diameter. They are frequently very abundant, and two or more 
may coalesce. The bark of the root often cracks longitudinally, and 
a chain of swellings arises from phylloxera punctures. <As long as 
these swellings remain fresh, the health of the vine is not much im- 

paired, but as soon as they decay the vine is injured, and when they 
decay in numbers the roots are frequently destroyed, causing first the 
stunting and subsequently the death of the vine. 

BIOLOGY. 

The grape phylloxera was named in 1855 by Fitch in America 
from the gall-inhabiting form, and in 1868 by Planchon in Europe 
from the root-inhabiting type. In 1870 Riley and Lichtenstein 
proved that the two forms were two separate phases of a single 
species; consequently, Fitch’s specific name w7tifoliae must be con- 

ceded priority. 
In its native region, eastern North America, the insect has a very 

complicated hfe cycle, which includes an aerial gall-inhabiting 
form. In California the gall form has been observed only once and 
that in the year 1884. 

The California life cycle (fig. 10), as indicated by research, is 
much more simple than that which obtains in the East, and as far 
as the economy of the insect is concerned, is purely parthenogenetic. 

Winter is passed in the form of the hibernant larva. Virtually 
all hibernants are newly hatched larve which settle down to hiber- - 

‘nate immediately after hatching from the egg in the autumn, but 
a few hibernate in an older stage. Coincident with the first flow 
of sap in spring, these hibernants commence to feed, and mature on 

the average five and a half weeks later. The hibernant larva is hight 
brown in color, and is about one-third millimeter long and half as 
wide. The mature hibernant is about 0.75 mm. long and 0.40 mm. 
wide, and does not differ from the adult radicicole of any other 
generation. On the average, it takes the hibernant six months to 
mature, the period ranging from four and a half to seven and a 
half months. The mature hibernant gives rise to a number of genera- 
tions—as many as eight—of root-feeding phylloxere throughout the 
summer and autumn. Although somewhat arbitrary, April 15 to 
October 15 best indicates the period of the active half-year of the 
insect, the period October 15 to April 15 being the dormant or 
hibernating season. , . 

All forms of the phylloxera are oviparous. The average number 
of eggs per adult radicicole is about 110 and the average egg-laying 
period about 45 days. Incubation varies with temperature and lasts 
from 5 days in midsummer to over 30 days in December. The eggs 
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are lemon yellow and oval. Upon hatching from the egg, the bright- 
yellow larva seeks food. Larvee hatching in spring mostly settle near 
the eggshells, but in summer and autumn a considerable percentage 
travel along the roots or forsake the vine altogether, either following 
cracks in the soil to reach neighboring vines or ascending to the sur- 
face of the soil and traversing the ground in their endeavors to reach 
other vines. To those that voluntarily forsake the vine has been 
given the term “ wanderers.” ‘The larve molt four times, and on the 

Fig. 10.—Diagram to illustrate annua! life history : Innermost shaded crescent, active 

period of wandering radicicole larvee ; middle shaded crescent, period of development 
of the sexuparous migrant; shaded portion of outer circle, hibernation period of 

radicicole larve ; unshaded portion of outer circle, period of active life on the roots. 

completion of the final molt become mature insects. At first oval, 
they tend to become pyriform as they grow. The color, yellow, 
yellowish-green, or yellowish-brown, is dependent on the nature of 
the food. The length of the developmental period varies according 
to food and meteorological conditions. On succulent living roots 
the average period of larval development was found to be about 22 
days (hibernant generation excluded), and the maximum and mini- 
mum respectively 36 and 10 days. 
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The winged form is produced from the middle of June until No- 
vember. It is more abundant in the coastal districts than in the in- 
terior valleys. In their first two instars the larve of the winged 
form do not differ from the corresponding stages of the wingless 
form, but in the third and fourth stages they differ structurally, and 
in these stages are termed, respectively, prenymph and nymph. Both 
these forms are elongate in shape and are heht greenish-yellow or 
yellowish-brown. The nymphs have two pairs of grayish-black wing 
pads. The winged insect is orange in-color with grayish-black head 
and thorax and two pairs of scantily veined wings. 

The nymphs transform in most instances near the surface of the 
soul and the winged migrants issue on the surface and fly about in 
the vineyard and neighboring regions. 

The winged insects deposit eggs of two kinds, viz, male and 
female, and the insects which mature from these eggs are the true 
sexes. ‘These forms are unable to take food, and under normal con- 

ditions mate upon reaching maturity and the female forthwith de- 
posits a single egg under the bark of the vine. This egg hatches in 
spring and gives rise to a series of generations of gall-inhabiting and 
gall-making wingless aphids. <A certain percentage of larvee born in 
the galls, however, migrate to the roots before taking food, and in 
this way the species returns to the soil. 

In California, under natural conditions, it is doubtful whether 

any sexes mature and still more doubtful whether any winter eggs 
hatch. Laboratory experiments indicate that the sexes mature in 
about 12 days. 

In the late autumn, along with the nymphs are found curious 
forms intermediate in appearance between adult radicicoles and 

nymphs. These are called intermediates or nymphicals. They are 
not abundant and all those whose progeny have been observed were 
parthenogenetic. 

The diffusion of the phylloxera is effected in nature by the wan- 
dering newly hatched larve of the radicicoles during summer and 
autumn. These pass from vine to vine, either on the surface of the 
soil or through subterranean cracks or pathways. They may also be 
borne by the wind or on vineyard material, such as picking boxes. 
Probably water is responsible for some diffusion in hilly or irrigated 
vineyards, and cultivating instruments by picking up pieces of in- 
fested roots may effect fresh infestations. The phyloxera is easily 

introduced into a vineyard or section by the practice of planting 
infested rooted vines to make up for cuttings which did not succeed 

in previous years. 
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ORIGIN OF THE CORN-OIL INDUSTRY. 

The production of corn oil from the germ of corn kernels has been 
practiced on a commercial scale for probably a quarter of a century. 
From the time the degermination of corn became an integral operation 
in the hominy, starch, and glucose industries, the disposition of the 
germ has been a decided factor in the economics of these processes. 
At first the general practice was to dispose of the germ material by 
adding it to feed products, but as the demand for vegetable oils 
increased, for both edible and technical uses, it was found profitable 
to expel the oil from the germ, and in recemt years when oils have 
been high in price the production of corn oil has become one of the 
important phases of the corn-products industries. 

DEGERMINATING CORN. 

The germ of the corn represents approximately 10 per cent of the 
dry kernel and contains about 50 per cent of oil. It has been found 
that this amount of fat, representing about 5 per cent of the air-dried 

2467°—20—1 
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corn, has a tendency to become rancid when allowed to remain in 
the corn product, especially in the presence of moisture. It became 
desirable therefore to remove the germ in order that these manu- 
factured products might retain their quality after leaving the mill, 
and this fact has led to the scientific development of the dry corn- 
milling process and the starch and glucose manufacturing processes. 

The practice of grinding the whole kernel into meal without 
previously removing the germ is confined largely to the South, and — 
the product is sometimes referred to as ‘‘water-ground”’ meal. There 
is considerable difference of opinion as to the relative nutritive value 
and flavor of the products from the whole and the degerminated corn, 
but if the products are to be shipped extensively the removal of the 
germ minimizes the loss from spoilage in transit and in storage. 

Fra. 1.—Corn huller or degerminator. This type of machine is quite generally used in the dry 

degerminating process. 

The percentage of moisture present is of vital importance, and 
millers aim to reduce the moisture in their products to 12 per cent 
or less, in which case it is claimed that under normal conditions little 
difficulty is likely to be experienced in keeping the products. Cereal 
products are liable, of course, to infestation with weevils, and it is 
not probable that the removal of the germ from the corn will lessen 
this trouble to any considerable extent. 

METHODS OF DEGERMINATION USED. 

The methods of manufacturing corn products fall into two classes: 
- The dry milling process, used for making hominy products, such as 
crits, flakes, meal, flour, and hominy feeds; and the wet process, 
used in the manufacture of starch, glucose, and related products. 
The methods of degerminating differ materially in these two processes, 
and they will therefore be considered separately. 
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DRY PROCESS. 

After a process of cleaning to remove the dirt and foreign matter, 
the corn, while being agitated in a suitable container, is sprayed 
with water or treated with steam until it has a moisture content of 
about 20 per cent, after which it goes at.once into the degerminating 
machine. (Fig. 1.) This machine consists, briefly, of a horizontal, 
tapering drum, which revolves on a central shaft within a casing 
of the same shape. The surface of the drum, or core, is covered 
with cone-shaped protuberances about three-fourths of an inch high, 
and the interior of the casing has a similar surface. A space of seven- 
sixteenths of an inch is allowed between the two surfaces, and the 
core is rotated at 700 revolutions per minute. The space between 
the core and the casing can readily be adjusted while the machine is 
in operation. The corn enters at the top and narrow end of the 
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Fia. 2.—Diagram showing the various steps in the process of the dry milling of corn products in a 

hominy mill. 

machine and is carried forward through the length of the revolving 
core. During its passage through the machine the kernel is torn and 
shredded, the husk and germ are loosened, but the starchy material 
is not ground to any considerable extent. The finer particles escape 
through perforations, while the coarse material escapes at the dis- 
charge end. The bran is partly drawn off by suction. 

The germ thus separated contains some bran, husks, and meal, the 
quantity depending on the uniformity of the corn and the care prac- 
ticed in the operation. This germ material is then run through drying 
machines, where the moisture is reduced to about 14 per cent, after 
which it is usually run through hominy reels. With the decrease of 
moisture more bran and feed stock (a poor grade of grayish meal 
containing some bran) are separated. The germ is then ready to go 
to the oil-expellmg department. This is not the procedure followed 
in all mills, but the principle is the same in all. Figure 2 shows the 
general scheme of dry corn milling. 
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In most hominy mills the hominy products are the principal 
ones, while the feed, flour, meal, and oil are minor or by-products. 
Until recently the principal consumers of hominy products were the 
brewers, who used flakes and large quantities of grits of various sizes. 
These flakes are made from coarse hominy (pearl hominy), which is 

steamed, rolled,and dried. Theyarewhite and differfrom the ordinary 
breakfast aint mainly in the fact that they are not toasted. In the 
ordinary milling practice about 5 per cent of the corn kernel is made 
into flour. This amount develops ineidentally durmg the process, 
owing to the breaking up in the various machines of the starchy and 
brittle portions of the kernel. Whenever the market demands war- 
rant, however, the production of flour can be increased by reducing 
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Fig. 3.—Diagram showing the various steps in the process of the manufacture of products from corn 

in a glucose plant. 

more of the grits. During the war the demand for wheat-flour sub- 
stitutes resulted in a greatly increased production of corn flour and 
meal. | 

WET PROCESS. 

In starch and glucose plants the corn is degerminated by the wet 
process. The cleaned corn is placed in large circular wooden vats, 
which are filled about two-thirds full, where it is steeped or soaked 
in water containing 0.2 per cent of sulphurous acid. This acid is 
usually prepared by burning sulphur and passing the fumes of sulphur 
dioxid through coke towers in the presence of a spray of water. In 
some plants there is an arrangement to draw off the corn gradually 
at the bottom and to put in fresh corn at the top of the vat. The 
time required to prepare the corn properly for degerminating varies 
from 36 to 40 hours; hence in the automatic arrangement that much 
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time should be required for the corn to travel from the top of the vat 
to the outlet below. 

The object of using the sulphurous acid appears to be a matter of 
some dispute. The following reasons have been advanced for its use: 
(1) It softens the corn more than plain water, and hence aids in 

degerminating; (2) it acts as a bleaching agent and insures a whiter 
starch; and (3) it acts as a preservative and prevents the starch and 
gluten waters from becoming sour. The acid is largely dissipated 

- during the processes that follow, but the finished product should not 
contain more than a mere trace of sulphur dioxid. 

Figure 3 shows in a general way the variety of products made in a 
plant equipped for the manufacture of glucose. In plants where 

Fic. 4.—Machine for wet degerminating. In this machine the two plates revolve in opposite directions. 

only starch is made the general scheme as regards the degerminating 
is the same. 

The soaked corn is drained and then passed through a type of 
attrition mill, which shreds it and separates the germ from the re- 
mainder of the kernel and also loosens the hulls from the endosperm. 
The type of machine generally in use consists of two vertical plates 
mounted on a horizontal axis and geared directly to a motor. In 
the early type of machine the two plates were geared to different 
motors and revolved in opposite directions. (Fig. 4.) In some 
instances they were run at different rates of speed, apparently with 
good results. The latest approved type, however, has one stationary 
plate. This eliminates one motor and greatly reduces the cost of the 
machine as well as the operating expense. (Fig. 5.) 

The shredded corn is mixed with a large quantity of water and 
transferred to floating vats, which are long, narrow, metal vessels 
somewhat wider at the top than at the bottom. The watery mix- 
ture is slowly agitated and kept moving at the surface toward one 
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end of the vat. Most of the germs float on the surface and over the 
edge of the vat at one end. The bulk of the germ material is thus 
removed, but in the larger plants the remaining material is put 
through another floating vat and additional germs are separated. 
The germs, together with a lot of starchy water, are then run through 
reels having perforated copper sides, with the perforations about 
14 mm. in diameter. Here they are thoroughly washed to remove 
all starchy particles. The washings from these reels are run through 
a second set of reels having finer perforations, which catch the small 
germ fragments that passed through the first reel. The quantity of 
germ material thus recovered is very considerable. 

_ The corn material, which because of its greater gravity remains 
in the floating vats, is ground wet, and the starchy material is reduced 
to a fine condition. It is then sieved and washed repeatedly. These 
starch washings, together with those from the germ reels, are run 

over long shallow ta- 
bles,where thestarch 

is allowed to settle. 
The process there- 
after isoneof drying, 
but in the case of 
boiling starches the 
drying is preceded 
by chemical treat- 
ment. 

The husk and bran 
from which the 

Fic. 5.—Machine for wet degerminating. In this machine one plate St arch h as b een 

is stationary. washed are run 

through moisture expellers to remove part of the moisture and 
are then mixed or churned with the concentrated steep water from 
the steeping vats. This water, which contains considerable quan- 
tities of water-soluble proteins, is previously pumped into a vacuum 
tank and evaporated under reduced pressure. The evaporation is 
accomplished under a vacuum of about 26 inches, part of which is 
obtained by passing all the waste water of the plant through a 
special attachment, like a Venturi tube. The higher vacuum is 
secured with a power pump. As above stated, this protein water, 
to which is also added in some plants the gluten which tabled out 
at the lower end of the starch settling tables, is mixed with the feed 
material and the mixture pumped through filter presses. The press 
cakes from these filters are broken up by running’ them through 
mills. The material is then sent through driers. These driers are 
also used for drying the germs and will be described in that connec- 
tion. After becoming partially dry the material, which has become 
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agglutinated into small round balls, is passed through thrashers, 
which break up the balls, and then passed again through the driers 
until the moisture has been sufficiently reduced. 

After all the germ material has been separated in the manner 
described and washed free from starch it is run through moisture 
expellers to take out some of the excess water. The machines used 
are the same as those employed for expelling moisture from the feed 
material. Two types are in use. One consists of two vertical 
plates operated separately and so attached to separate shafts that 
the space between the plates at the bottom is much less than at the 
top. The wet material is caught in this constriction and the excess 
water squeezed out. 
(Fig.6.) The other 
type is constructed 
on lines similar to 
an oil expeller. It 
consists essentially 
of a worm revolving 
in a steel barrel 
through which the 
material travels. 
The pressure is ad- 
justed by means of 
a steel cone at the 
forward end of the 
machine. (Vig. 7.) 
The quantity of 

water left in the Fic. 6.—One type of machine used for expelling moisture from wet germs 
germs after passing and feed. 
through these ma- 
chines depends largely on the pressure applied. After the excess 
moisture has been removed, the germs are conveyed to the driers, 
which reduce the moisture to 5 per cent orless. These driers are also 
used for drying feed. ; 

In hominy mills the germs are also dried, but apparently not to 
such a degree. For this purpose there is in use one main type of 
drier which has been revised from time to time. (Fig. 8.) The 
oldest form consists of a long cylinder or drum about 5 feet in diam- 
eter and 28 feet long. On the inside of this cylinder, around the 
circumference, are parallel steam pipes 4 inches in diameter, and the 
whole apparatus slowly revolves. The steam enters through an 
opening in the central shaft, while the material to be dried enters 
at one end and travels slowly down the length of the machine, as 
the farther end is somewhat lower than the forward end. The 
material rolls and tosses between the hot steam pipes, and by means 
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of vanes on the inside of the cylinder is carried partly up the side 
and then tumbled back among the pipes. These driers appear to 
be efficient and are generally used for this purpose. Improvements 
have been added from time to time, but the basis of operation is 
the same. After, being dried, the germs are ready to go to the ex- 
pelling plant. , 

EXPELLING THE OIL FROM CORN GERMS. 

While the method of handling and degerminating the corn is 
totally different in the dry and the wet processes, the operation 
involved in handling the germ material after it is dried and ready 
for the oil machinery is the same for both processes. At this point 

Fic. 7,—A type of moisture expeller used for wet corn germs and feed. 

it is logical to discuss the difference in the germ material as obtained 
by the two processes. : 

The germs separated by the dry process contain considerable 
portions from other parts of the corn, which on an average reduce 
the oil content to about 18 per cent. Approximately 6 per cent of 
oil remains in the cake. Dry-corn millers agree that half a pound 
of oilis an average yield from a bushel of corn, and if 12 per cent of 
oil from the germ is representative it follows that 4.17 pounds of 
germs are obtained from a bushel of corn. 

The germs separated by the wet process are much cleaner—that 
is, they contain much less of the other parts of the corn, and there- 
fore average a much higher percentage of oil, or about 45 per cent. 
It is not usually possible, however, to obtain a cake with as low an 
oil content as that obtained by the dry process. The cake usually 
contains about 9 per cent of oil. Assuming that 14 pounds of oil 
represent the average yield from a bushel of corn, and that 36 per 
cent is obtained from the germ, the germ material obtained from a 
bushel of corn must be about 3.47 pounds.. 
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These figures relating to the quantity of germs and oil obtained 
from a bushel of corn are considered fairly representative and will 
be used in a later section on the economics involved in expelling 
the oil. 

Before the oil can be expelled the germ material must be cracked 
or ground. The germs from the dry process are ground less fine, 
as a rule, than those obtained from the wet process. The former, 
which contains some bran and husks, can be ground in an attrition 
mill if necessary, but in most cases all germ material is cracked by 
being passed between rollers. 

Without doubt the expeller is recognized as the ideal type of 
machine for removing the oil from corn germs and is almost univer- 

a 

Fic, 8.—Type of drier used in drying corn germs and feed. 

sally used. (Fig. 9.) The dried germ is tempered with steam, which 
heats it and also adds moisture. It might seem that if there were 
less drying in the first place the subsequent addition of moisture 
would be unnecessary, but it is evidently a case of first removing 
the interior moisture and then adding surface moisture when tem- 
pering. On this point operators are agreed. 

The pressure at which these machines are operated determines 
largely the quantity of oil left in the cake. Several factors are in- 
volved which limit the pressure that can safely be maintained. In 
the first place, increased pressure always involves a decrease of ca- 
pacity. Furthermore, the opinion obtains generally that if the pres- 
sure is too great the oil and cake will both darken, which is very 
undesirable. The wear and tear on the machine is also excessive 
under such circumstances, and consequently, as a rule, no effort is 
made to reduce the oil in the cake below 5 per cent when operating 

2467°—20——2 
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on germs from the dry process and below 8 per cent when using 
material from the wet process. 
A peculiar series of explosions often takes place in these expellers, 

mostly when used on germs obtained by the dry process. The cause 
does not appear to be well understood, but it is the general opinion 
that an excessive or an insufficient amount of either moisture or 
fiber is responsible. 

The oil obtained, which in most cases is of a golden color, is next 
passed through filter presses which remove the fine meal. This 

Fic. 9.—Complete 1-expeller oil plant. 

meal is then returned to the expellers and mixed with the fresh 
material. 

Hydraulic presses are used only to a very limited extent, having 
been almost entirely displaced by expellers. The question of the 
relative expense of operating presses and expellers is interesting, and 
several factors are involved. The cost of operating presses is some- 
what increased at present (1920) owing to the expense of the press 
cloths, which cost about $2 a yard. It is estimated that the entire 
set of cloths must be replaced every 60 days, and since 45 yards are 
required for one press of 15 plates, this item amounts to $90, or $1.50 
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a day for each press. These figures do not include the cost of re- 
pairing the cloths, which must constantly be done in order to make 
the set last 60 days. In the expellers this expense is eliminated. 
It is estimated that the cost of repairs on an expeller amounts to 
about $200 a year, or about 66 cents a day. It is evident, there- 
fore, that the replacing of parts in the expeller costs less than the 

press cloths for a press. 
It is estimated that the presses will deliver 1,400 pounds of oil 

in a 24-hour run, which is the oil equivalent of about 1,000 bushels 
of corn when degerminated by the wet process. The expeller will 
deliver 3,000 to 4,000 pounds of oil in 24 hours, or the equivalent of 
2,400 to 3,000 bushels of corn. The capacity of the expeller, therefore, 
is much greater than that of the press. However, the power required 
to operate the expeller is much greater, and the depreciation of the 
machine is also greatly in excess of that of the presses. The one 
great advantage of the press over the expeller is the exceedingly 
low upkeep and the practically indestructible character of the 
machine. 

HANDLING AND DISPOSING OF THE CRUDE OIL. 

FILTERING. 

Crude corn oil as it comes from the exyellers or presses is pumped 
through filter presses, which remove the fine meal and other sediment 
which has had time to settle. It is then placed in storage tanks until 
shipped. 

: BUYING AND SELLING. 

Operators who do not themselves refine the oil sell it to refiners, 
soap makers, brokers, and in some cases to bakers. The use of crude 
corn oil for industrial and edible purposes will be considered later. 
The price obtainable depends largely on the grade of the oil, and 
especially on the amount of free fatty acids present. Prime crude 
oil is usually limited to not more than 2 per cent of free fatty acids. 
The next lower grade must not as a rule contain more than 3.5 per 
cent. Refiners protect themselves from a heavy refining loss by 
paying less for an oil which contains such acids in excess of the 
specified quantity. Under normal operating conditions with average 
corn the crude oil contains from 1 to 3 per cent of free fatty acids. 
It appears that the oil from wet-process germs has a somewhat higher 
percentage of free acids than that obtained from dry-process germs. 

Large refiners, in order to have enough to supply the demand for 
their refined oil, have found it profitable to buy considerable quan- 
tities of the crude oil and refine it in addition to their own production. 
Producers who market their refined oil as package goods for the 
retail trade find this practice especially desirable in order to supply 
the demand created by their extensive advertising. This practice 
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of the large refiners has furnished a valuable outlet for the crude oil 
of producers who for one reason or another have not installed refining 
equipments. 

The starch and hominy plants which do not refine their oil or 
sell their entire output to other producers dispose of the crude oil 
mostly to brokers and soap makers. 

HANDLING AND DISPOSING OF THE OIL CAKE. 

The oil cake from corn germs has a well-recognized feeding value. 
As previously stated, it contains from 5 to 7 per cent of fat when 
obtained in hominy mills and from 8 to 12 per cent when produced 
in starch plants. When this cake is ground and mixed with feed 
products the fat content of the resulting mixture ranges from 3 to 
6 per cent. Practically all the oil cake is utilized for this purpose. 
The bran and husks and the poorer quality of meal must be disposed 
of as feed and is sold by the dry millers under the name of ‘‘hominy 
feed.” The starch makers produce a feed which they usually call 
‘“‘oluten feed.” This gluten feed generally carries a guaranty of 
about 20 per cent of protein. All the feeds are marketed under a 
guaranty as to the content of fat. The feed stock from the hominy 
mills (see fig. 2) can be sold separately because it has sufficient fat, 
but when mixed with the bran and husks it becomes necessary to add 
the oil cake in order to bring the fat content up to the amount 
expected infeeds. It is generally stated that the value of a feed, in 

so far as it is reflected in the price, depends mostly on the protein 
content and not so much on the fat content. Thus, a feed with 6 per ~ 
cent of fat would not bring an appreciably greater revenue than one 
containing only 5 per cent. Hence, an excessive amount of oil in 
the cake is carefully avoided. 

The question of color is important with regard to feed. Although 
a dark color has no effect on the feeding value, it immediately affects 
the price, because buyers are accustomed to a light-colored feed. 
Excessive pressure in the expeller, which insures a maximum yield of 
oil, so darkens the cake that it is thought the reduced price obtain- 
able for the feed because of the darker color may perhaps offset the 
gain in the yield of oil. At one plant where hydraulic presses are in 
operation the oil cake is not mixed with the feed, but is sold separately 
as a dairy feed. 

The question of extracting the oil from the cake by means of 
solvents and thus removing all the oil has in recent years received 
considerable attention, owing largely to the high price of corn oil. 
It is understood that already such extracting systems are being 
operated by several large corn-oil producers. Just how the removal 
of all or nearly all the fat from the germ would affect the feed problem 
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is a question; but since the removal of practically all the fat would 
concentrate the protein to some extent, it would seem, in view of 
what has been said regarding the relative value of protein and fat 
in feeds, that the feeding value would not be greatly diminished. 

BUYING AND SHIPPING CORN GERMS. 

Until a few years ago there was considerable trade in corn germs, 
but this has almost entirely disappeared because no germs are to be 
had. The attractive prices for oil have induced many manufacturers 
of corn products, who formerly disposed of the germs to others, to 
install expelling units and thus add a material source of profit to 
their business. The very fact that there was a brisk demand for the 
germs by oil manufacturers was convincing evidence that the expel- 
ling of the oil was a profitable operation. 

Some difficulty is encountered in the shipping of corn germs 
because of their tendency to spoil in transit, and the loss incident to 
such spoilage has somewhat discouraged the practice. The germs are 
shipped in bags, and with rapid shipment and the proper control of 
moisture the spoilage can be reduced to a minimum. 

UTILIZATION OF CORN OIL. 

Corn oil has been used to a greater or less extent for most technical 
purposes for which other vegetable oils are used. One of the prin- 
cipal technical uses for which it has been in good demand is in the 
preparation of rubber substitutes, for which it seems to be well 
adapted. Both crude and refined oils are used for this purpose. 

Corn oil is still used in considerable quantities for soap making, 
this being one of the principal uses for the poorer grades, which can 
not be refined except at a large loss. The oil is very well adapted 
for making soft soaps, but it is not so suitable for the harder and 
better quality of soaps. The foots obtained on refining the crude 
oil are, of course, used exclusively for soap making. 

It is reported that corn oil has been used in wool spinning where a 
cheap noncombustible oil is demanded. The present price, however, 
probably makes it uneconomical for that purpose. The iodin num- 
‘ber also would indicate that it might not be entirely safe. 

~ In the manufacture of lubricants, corn oil has had a limited appli- 
cation. For this purpose it has not been used alone, but has been 
mixed with blown rape oil and mineral oil. However, the fact 
that it has a tendency to gum makes it unsuitable ior this purpose, 
and its use in lubricants has practically ceased. 

Corn oil is classed sometimes as a nondrying oil and sometimes as 
a semidrying oil. Its iodin value might place it in the semidrying 
class, but it has few drying properties and does not form a hard 
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-film. Its use in paint, therefore, has been limited to the cheap 
grades of barn paints, when combined with other and better drying 
oils. This use is also rapidly declining and will no doubt be entirely 
discontinued if the price of the oil remains high. 
When corn oil was first produced in marketable quantities it was 

used exclusively for technical purposes. Gradually, however, as 
refining methods were improved and the demand for edible oils 
increased, the oil was diverted to edible purposes until at present 
probably 75 per cent of the total output is utilized in that way. It 
is in demand for practically all purposes for which cottonseed oil is 
used, and the producers, brokers, and refiners are confident that in 
time all the corn oil of good quality will be used for edible purposes. 

The shortage and the high price of olive oil during recent years 
have served to stimulate the use of other vegetable oils for salad-oil 
purposes, and corn oil is being sold in increasing quantities to meet 
this demand. In line with this development its use in cookery has 
also been increased. The sale of refined corn oil for household 
purposes is at present limited almost entirely to a few firms. 

Corn oil can be heated to a relatively high temperature without 
smoking or developing an odor and does not darken as readily as 
some other edible oils. In this connection it may be mentioned 
that there is a conviction that in cookery it is more economical to 
use liquid fats than solid fats, because there is less waste. It is 
easier to measure the necessary quantity when the material pours 
than when it is solid; consequently excess fat is more easily avoided. 

There seems to be some difference of opinion among bakers regard- 
ing the adaptability of corn oil for shortening in crackers and bakery 
goods. The refined oil is used to some extent for this purpose and 
is said to give results similar to those obtained with cottonseed oil. 
Some bakers are inclined to believe that its use is limited because 
of its yellow color, such color bemg undesirable in the manufacture 
of white goods like soda crackers. For sweet goods the oil is usually 
used blended with other vegetable oils. In bread it is also used by 
some bakers when mixed with lard. 

The general impression gained from interviews with large bakers 
is that the future of refined corn oil in the baking industries is assured. 
The principal reason why it is not used more generally at present 
is because it is not obtainable at all times in sufficient quantities. 
The bulk of the refined oil is marketed as package goods for the 
retail. trade; therefore for the bakers only such quantities are avail- 
able as are not needed to satisfy the retail demands. <A consider- 
able increase in the production of the refined oil could no doubt 
easily be absorbed in this field provided the price compared favor- 
ably with that of other oils suitable for the same purpose. 
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EFFECT OF COLOR AND CONDITION OF THE CORN ON THE YIELD AND 
CHARACTER OF THE OIL. 

Both white and yellow dent corn are used in this country for the 
manufacture of corn products, but the white seems to be generally 
preferred. In hominy mills the variety used is determined largely 
by the kind of corn meal demanded. Certain sections of the country 
consume only yellow corn products, while others prefer the white. 
Starch and glucose makers use both kinds, most operators claiming 
that the products are the same. There is no indication that there 
is any difference in the oil from the two kinds, but it is the opinion 
of some that the white corn has a larger germ and hence produces 
more oil to the bushel. This opinion is based largely on conjecture. 

The opinion seems to be quite general, especially among the dry- 
corn millers, that the quantity of oil obtainable decreases somewhat 
with the age of the corn. Their theory is that the oil ‘‘creeps”’ out 
of the germ into the starchy portion of the kernel and is thus lost 
in the hominy products and feed. No definite study of this question 
seems to have been made. It is possible, however, that with age and 
the drying of the kernel the germ becomes more brittle and thus 
chips and breaks more in the degerminators, the smaller fragments 
being lost in the feed. The monthly oil records for a number of 
years of one starch and glucose plant were carefully examined, and 
it was found that the quantity of oil in the corn, calculated on a 
moisture-free basis, was about 4.3 per cent, as determined by ex- 
traction with carbon tetrachlorid. The corn milled during the sum- 
mer months was somewhat higher in oil content. While the increase 
was only about 0.3 per cent, it was shown by the records that this 
increase occurred every year. Asarule, the corn used in the summer 
months is the last of the previous year’s crop. It would seem, 
therefore, that if the general assumption is true that the older corn 
yields less oil, it is not because there is less oil in the kernel, but 
because the degerminating is less efficiently performed on the older 
corn. In the dry process of degerminating, this is very likely to 
be the case. 

The condition of the corn with regard to its maturity has a pro- 
nounced effect upon the character of the oil and the quantity ob- 
tainable. According to figures available at one of the glucose plants, 
the soft corn of 1917 had a somewhat higher oil content than well- 
matured corn, but the general experience with that year’s crop 
showed a decidedly reduced yield. The explanation usually ad- 
vanced is that some of the oil was distributed in the kernel outside 
of the germ and was lost. A most interesting feature of this oil was 
its high acid content. While normally the oil averages between 
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1 and 2 per cent of free acids, the oil from the 1917 crop averaged 
nearly 10 per cent and in many instances was as high as 15 to 17 
per cent. It was also darker than usual and the expelling was more 
difficult, in some cases more than 15 per cent of the oil being left in 
the cake. Naturally the refining of this oil involved big losses, and 
consequently it brought a greatly reduced price in the crude state. 

COMPARISON OF THE OIL-PRODUCTION OPERATION IN DIFFERENT 

MILLS. 

In order to ascertain the extent to which the products from the 
various mills differed, determinations were made of the fat and mois- 
ture content of the germ, oil cake, and feed secured from these mills, 
and samples of the oils they produced were tested for free fatty 
acids. Table [ shows the results. 

Tas_e I.—Comparison of the fat, morsiure, and free fatty acid content of material produced 
in representative corn-products mills in the United States, showing the results of the 
wet and dry processes of degerminating the kernels. 

Source of material, different mills (per cent). 

Material analyzed. | Average 

1 zp: 3 4 5 | 6 Uf of7 

- | mills. 

Sec. A.—Hominy mills (dry 
process): 

Free fatty acids— | 
Crude oil. 22 4222. 1.29 0.78 0.73 0.88 2.34 1227 0.88 1.11 
Refined oil........... LON cetss Slee | ee clscters eel ieee = ee Se Ee aie ee eee ean oer [ence eeee | eae 

Fat— 
Geritiss2 aeons se aera ae 13.3 14.37 15. 68 22.41 16. 66 24.90 17.88 
OUNGAKe roe 2 sae eel eee ee 5. 80 PTA AS iy eee 7.90 9.38 | 412.97 6.82 
Heed 2 sewatcen ace 5.93 6.36 6.15 Dai2o oaeesee tae | fete | ee 5.92 

Moisture— 
Genin S Bae coe ees ool teeter 2.92 8.66 7.90 8.49 9.61 4.31 6.96 
Oilcakeey Bexe prem eea| eo eae 3.37 i tay) [Serer 7.96 4.45 2.74 5.81 
o EV 2y 216 [Eee en a 12.50 10.35 12.66 10.86 10536). 2232 2e0 5 See IG IER HS 

SrEc. B.—Starch and glucose 
plants (wet process): 

Free fatty acids— | 
Grudeiglieee ees. 1.78 b9.17 139 1.65 5.34 2.14 2.05 2.39 
Riefinedi ous. 2 sem. .see | aac ee | Seen ates AI Eyal eee alli es Pee (eso a 

at— 
GeVMNS2 se oat ee 51.85 |. ¢ 23.78 41.99 22.35 50.14 55. 96 49.20 42.23 
Ol Cakes. 2 $35.22 8.90 8.08 7.35 9.25 a6§.04 8.35 10.30 8.70 
ING s\¢ eve pn pee te PME is 6.85 3.63 5.20 2.85 3ud6i| ase 4.38 

Moisture— 
Genmssccc tase oeee = 3515 5.46 4.68 4.38 | 4.62 2.28 5. 44 4.37 
OU GAKG 2.532 ane oe 9.7 9.20 7.89 3.80 | deAL Dy | See 8.67 7.74 
HGGGc ecto sae ee ee ln ae 9853) 10.38 8.91 | 11.22 9u(6:\- seer 10.15 

@ Not included in average. 6 Immature corn of 1917, not included in average. ¢ Immature corn of 1917. 

A study of Table I shows that there is a wide variation in the 
character of the material produced in the various mills. While the 
percentage of free fatty acids in the oils is low it is evident that the 
oil obtained from germs separated by the dry process of degerminating 
is somewhat lower than that from the wet process. This might be 
expected from the nature of the two processes. So far as observation 
indicates, however, the refined oil from the two processes shows no 
noticeable difference. The percentages of fat in the germs and oil 
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cake, as s indicated by the averages, agree fairly well with the opinions 
cd by the operators of both types. Since the moisture con- 
tent may be much affected by the age of the material and the con- 
ditions under which it was shipped, feared relating to the percentage 
of moisture may not necessarily be indicative of actual conditions. 

Attention is directed to some of the figures in section A of Table I. 
Mill 2 furnished germ material of exceedingly low fat content. This 
mill also reported a low yield of oil from a bushel of corn. It is evi- 
dent, therefore, that the degerminating was not efficiently performed. 
Mill 7 shows an excessive percentage of fat in its oil cake, but also a 
germ material greatly above the average in fat content, indicating a 
good separation of germs, but probably less efficient handling of the 
expeller. 

ECONOMICS OF CORN-OIL PRODUCTION. 

To determine the cost of producing corn oil is exceedingly difficult, 
and no producer was found who had any clear idea as to,just what it 
cost him or how to determine the cost. The difficulty lies in the fact 
that in the general processes of making hominy and starch the re- 
moval of the germ is a necessary factor in obtaining the best 
products. This cost, therefore, should be charged to those products 
in the manufacture of which it is a necessary process and not to 
the cost of producing the oil. The cost of the oul production should 
be calculated only on the operations involved after the germs have 
been separated. Thus, in the dry process the cost charges for the oil 
should begin after the germs have passed through the hominy reels 
and the fine meal removed. In the wet process the germs must be 
washed several times in order to save the adhering starch, and the 
cost charges for the ol should therefore begin with the expelling of 
the moisture. If the net revenue from corn oil is to be compared 
with that obtainable when the germs are disposed of as feed, the 
cost of expelling the moisture and drying must be eliminated, since 
both operations are necessary in order to prepare the germs for feed. 
The cost, therefore, of producing corn oil in the industries here 
Aeerined is femiced to the cost of expelling the oil and preparing 
it for market. 

COST OF EXPELLING CORN OIL. 

Among starch manufacturers the impression seems to prevail that 
the cost of expelling corn oil approximates half a cent per pound of 
oil. Since the cost per pound depends on the amount of oil obtained 
from a given quantity of germ material, it follows that the greater 
the fat content of the germ the lower the cost per pound of oil will be. 
Consequently, the character of the germ material as regards the 
presence of foreign matter is an important factor. For this reason 
it will cost more per pound to expel the oil from dry-process germs 
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than from wet-process germs, because the same quantity .of material] 
yields much less oil over which to distribute an equivalent operating 
cost. 

In an effort to determine as nearly as possible the actual cost of 
producing corn oi, based on the cost of equipment and of operating 
the same, the figures in Tabie I are submitted. The cost of the 
equipment is, of course, an estimate based on present-day prices. 
The cost of repairs on expellers and the items of labor, power, and 
productive capacity were obtained from a careful study of the 
operation of a 4-expeller unit in a typical hominy plant. 

TasLE I1.—IJtemized estimate of the cost of the process of producing corn oil. 

Division of cost. 

Itemization. | 
Invest- Per Ee Gy 
ment. | year TiVGIETES 

| i} 

Millequipment, 4’expellers at $4,000: 22.2222... sc cated = Lect see oe], $165,000 epssnaieane oo eater ar 
Pepreciatiomand repain (2sspericent) ac as- 42 -cteeiae ne oats a eci- ee ee ee eee | $2,000 $6. 66 

Auxiliary equipment: : | 
SCHLOSe eos tes aes Se eee ce saci as oe tn se eee 230009| 5-22 sae eee eseeersee 
MLOTARC DINSes 22% =o hee Pas. at ce ae = Rae or ers hee eae ane 1, 0005) 52.5 ove Sct 
Conveyor to expellers..-.-. Se SE eR eo Aare ee 1 O00.)- 7.2. Sse eccleeeseeecee 
OiUiGonvieVorsss 3. G2 Sansa ahs Soec te ae Sai soe + See SS Sti seoaeee 1,000 |e ea eM eee eee 
CAKE. CODMEY ORs ects oa eee arcs Soe ee, ee ee 1.000%) se. eS 2eoe |e ees 
ION DS: (2) at eer eae Pe ee ee eee. 9 See SS tree a “eel 600). | Fo. eee. PRR eee 
ITER PreSSha See seers e See soe eee eas 5 er cya ee emis 10007) 2.22 eeereas | Bese 
Told ge; CAMS (2) <\ No a ee ee Se ratepayers So ee enc in eie 4;.000.-|.'. 225 Sea sack eere 

SU Geni septa s eee ae eee eae oe ea ey ee ye em ©, ee aes IU; 600 |os-Sec525| ee easene es 
Depreciation’ (5 Pper:cent) =... 5.22%: 22k. seee sae eeediaes decease sec sees| tesa eee Se 580 1.93 

Powers b)a12/k: wb. Der, 24 houtss22e.e S. 2: - Sones 2 fou Gmersene vee satenen al aeee aeeeee 88.7 
Labor: | 

Oilmilleriat s0icents permbounrs ol 2s ssn 2 eee enee eee eee eee | Uta Some pare | ae ee \ 21.60 
Assistant miller‘at 40'cents-per hour: $9/60....... 222 o-an-cs2 ees oho 2| Soc eete cee lecee soemee i 

d M0 i [rene agra TN ED RR ie SPER era rae Ser eee AM oe 118. 89 

Production.—Per machine, 3,000 pounds of oil in 24 hours, 12,000 pounds: Cost per 

pound ($118.89--12,000), 0.99 cents. 

These figures are intended to show approximately what it costs 
to expel corn oil in connection with hominy plants where the neces- 
sary floor space may be arranged for without the construction 
of an additional building. Overhead charges, such as management 
and selling organization, are not included. It seems probable that 
the installation of an expelling plant such as is here outlined would 
not necessitate any material addition to the pay roll except for the 
labor required to operate the machines. Although in making an 
actual cost accounting the charge for overhead expense should be 
included, the amount thus chargeable would be so difficult to ascer- 
tain, owing to the fact that the expelling is so involved in the other 
operations of the plant, that to include it here would be largely guess- 
work. It is evident that if an independent plant were operated 
exclusively for the expelling of corn oil the heavy overhead expense 
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of management and office organization would almost certainly make 
the operation unprofitable. 

Assuming that the foregoing estimate of approximately 1 cent is 
the cost to produce 1 pound of oil in the average hominy plant (dry 
process), it is possible to arrive at the cost for similar operations in 
starch or glucose plants (wet process). As previously stated, the 
wet-process germs yield approximately three times as much oil as 
the dry-process germs. The cost to produce a pound of oil in a 
starch plant would be, therefore, about a third of a cent. Some 

operators in starch plants were of the opinion that the cost would 
approximate half a cent a pound. 

Table III gives a comparison of the revenue that may be obtained 
by disposing of the germ material for mixing with feed and by 
expelling the oil and returning the oil cake to the feed. 

Tas ie II] —Comparison of the revenue obtainable from the germs from 1 bushel of corn 
when disposed of respectively as feed and when used for oil expelling in either starch or 
hominy mills. 

| Wet Dry 
| process process 

Items. | (starch | (hominy 
mills). mills). 

Germsiebtained from- bushel of cormm=..--- 2-2-2 acc 22 22 ee sce eecescele pounds. . 3.47 4.17 
Revenue from germs sold as feed, at 2.6 cents a pound..............-...-.---- cents... 8. 40 | 10. 42 
OwWloptamabledremigerms®: 2555-22 252 se Fe aos es 2 2s pees eo een ese ace pounds2.. 1.25 | ne 
Revyemiedroenvoil, at 15 cents @-popnd: -- -~-2 2225.2. 2. sce ee cba ce eecne stele cents... 18. 75 | la 
OULCAKO OLA ADC n eee et Oh ad Ae ee ee ee ae oe pounds?_. 2. 22 | 3. 67 
Revenue from oil cake, at 2.5 centsa pound......................-.---2--2--- cents 5.55 | 9.17 

Total revenue from expelling operation (cake and oil)................. Beige qos 24. 30 | 16. 67 
HD) COT CUCOSHOROEPONIN tse a no — oa er tee ene ee eee ee does c. 63 d.5 

NG imeventelOnexpeHINng 2 2. cscs See 2 = See eae ee eee ee dos 23. 67 16.17 
Balance in favor of expelling as against disposal of germs for feed stock.......- dors 15. ~ 75 to ~ Or 

a Singe the percentage of oil obtainable by expelling the germs varies greatly, only the average is here 
used. 

b The weight of oil cake obtainable is here calculated simply as the difference between the weight of the 
germs used and that of the oilremoved. For example, 100 pounds of dry-process germs are considered 
as yielding 12 pounds of oi! and 88 pounds of oilcake. Although not absolutely accurate, it is considered 
sufficiently so for the purpose here intended. However, if by actual fat determination the germs are 
found to contain 18 per cent of oiland the cake 6 per cent, the following formula should be used to determine 
the exact weights of oil and oil cake obtained, thus: [6 (100—a) +100]+a=18 pounds (total oil present in 100 
pounds of germs), in which a represents the actual number of pounds of oi] which will be obtained. Upon 
Solving this equation it is found that 12.766 pounds of oil are obtained, and 87.234 pounds of oil cake con- 
taining 6 per cent of fat. 

c At one-half cent per pound, 
@ At 1 cent per pound. 

The figures in Table III are intended to be only approximations, 
since several factors have not been considered which might increase 
slightly the cost of producing the oil. The fact that the germ mate- 
rial for expellmg must be made more dry than that for feed purposes 
will add slightly to the cost. The material would also probably be 
reduced or ground to a greater extent than if intended for feed. 
These operations are not expensive, however, and since the actual 
cost is difficult to estimate they have been omitted from the calcula- 
tions. The efficiency with which the degermination and expelling 
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are accomplished is a determining factor. A good grade of corn and 
careful operation of the expellers are also necessary to obtain the 
margin of profit indicated. The price of corn feeds is of course 
dependent upon the cost of corn, and consequently the lower the 
price of corn and feed the greater the balance in favor of oil expelling, 
provided the price of the oil remains the same. 

Table IV gives data comparing the respective weights of oil left 
in the oil cake obtained from a bushel of corn by the two types of 
mills. 

TaBLE I1V.—Comparison of oil left in the oil cake obtained from a bushel of corn when 
operating on dry-process and wet-process germs.@ 

Wet 
Dry process 

process | (starch 
Items. (hominy | and 

mills). glucose 
plants). 

| 

Germs obtained trom) 1 sbushelorcortis semaceescus Jaseeenice seb eco- esi pounds 4.17 3.47 
Olin perimsess s2 ae oe es eee eee is = ee eee a ae oR -- per cent 18 | 45 
Oilleftinicaketnn. 5.6 ee eer ee eee a ee eee OA ee eae One. 6 9 
Oilobtained from di bushelofcorm=sssa sess... se aaa aeeee nee: a secce toes pounds. - | . 5382 1.372 
Cakeobtained ieee. Sacco tees se nee re ec cn yy ater ENS Sletsjensie cy peweeeer rater ae dOn 2. eeton0od 2.097 
Olin: the Cakerk wisn sscraket cee ee sam. nee Meee «2 Sen eee ate on tiecee see: dOs.2-s . 2182 . 1887 

a Thecalculations in this table were made with the formula explained in footnote 6 of Table III. 

It is evident that in expelling dry-process germs a slightly greater 
loss of oil results than when expelling wet-process germs, although 
the percentage of oil left in the cake is considerably lower. 

PRODUCTION OF EDIBLE OIL.! 

In 1919 there were 22 corn-oil producers in the United States, 
but early in the year several of these had suspended operations on 
account of adverse economic conditions. Of the 20 producers only 
four, so far as is known, turned out refined or edible oil, one being a 

hominy miller and the other three starch and glucose manufacturers. 
This sma!l number of refiners, however, is no indication of the rela- 

tive quantity of oil which is refined for food purposes. According 
to Bailey and Reuter,? 111,000,000 pounds of corn oil were produced 
in 1918, of which approximately 76,000,000 pounds, or about 70 per 
cent, were refined for edible purposes. 

It is the practice of a few of the large operators to refine not only 
the oil which is produced in their own plants, but also to buy large 
quantities of crude oil from other producers for refining. Companies 

1 Since this paper deals mainly with the production of crude corn oil as a by-product in the corn-milling 

industry, the refining of such an oil for edible purposes, which is an industry in itselfis here discussed only 

ina general way. A technical paper embodying the results of a detailed study of the preparation of edible 

corn oil may be issued later. 

* Bailey, Herbert S.,and Reuter, B. E. The production and conservation of fats and oils in the United 

States. U.S. Dept. of Agr. Bul. 769, sup., p. 4. 1919. 
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which have developed a large package trade find it necessary to do 
this in order to supply the demand created by their extensive 

advertising. 
Crude corn oil as a rule is a fairly good product, especially that 

produced from dry-process germs, and in some cases it can be used 
for edible purposes. without refining. The oil possesses a peculiar 
cereal-like odor and taste, which is not unpleasant in itself, but_is 

undesirable when 
the oil is intended 
for salad or cooking 
purposes. The color 
is a deep yellow, . 
which also must be 
removed from oil 
whichis intended for 
food purposes. 
The processes 

used for refining, 
bleaching, and de- 
odorizing are in gen- 
eralsimilar to those 
employed for other 
vegetable oils. The 
crude oil is first 

in large refining ket- 
tles (fig. 10), the 
amount of alkali 
used depending on 
the quantity of free 
fatty acids present. 
This treatment al- 
most, if not entirely, 
neutralizes the oil, 
removes albumi- 
nous matter, and 
lightens the color to 
some extent. The oil is then separated from the foots, the latter 
being disposed of to soap makers. The neutralized oilis heated suffi- 
ciently to dehydrate it, after which it is partially bleached by the 
addition of about 5 or 6 per cent of fuller’s earth, with constant 
stirring. After the oil and fuller’s earth have been thoroughly 
mingled, the mixture is pumped through filter presses to remove 
the earth, and the filtered oil is pumped into the deodorizing 

Fria. 10.—Type of tank used for refining and bleaching corn oil. 
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tank. (Fig. 11.) The treatment received in this tank is of great 
importance. Essentially this treatment consists of heating the 
oil to about 400° F. under vacuum by means of steam jackets 
and steam coils, superheated steam being used in these coils. Through 

a secondary coil with perforations, super- 
heated steam is passed into the oil. This 
treatment is continued for several hours, 
after which the steam is turned off and 
the oil allowed to cool under reduced 
pressure to normal temperature. The 
oil is thus further bleached, the peculiar 
odor and taste are removed, and a bland, 
tasteless, and odorless oil is produced 
which varies from a pale yellow to a 
very light straw color, according to the 
efficiency of the treatment. 

The process of deodorizing constitutes 
the most difficultpart of the several proc- 
esses required to produce edible corn 
oil, and the details of the operation vary 
considerably in the several refining 
plants. Questions of temperature and 

time of treatment are determined largely 
by experimentation and the experience 
of the men in charge. The character of 
the crude oil used is also in some cases 
a determining factor. 

After the oil is cooled in the deodorizer 
it flows or is pumped into the storage 
tanks. While in storage it is in some 
cases kept at a low temperature in order 

oe Spe or rank usec for dcodor™ to effect the separation of stearin, which, 
structed with jacketed bottoms for however, does not separate from corn oil 
pee eere ae to the same extent as from some other 

vegetable oils. Finally, the oil is filtered through coarse paper or 
cloth to clarify and brighten it, especially when intended for the 
retail trade. 

THE FUTURE OF CORN OIL. 

So far as can be concluded from the survey of the industry, corn 
oil appears to have established itself as a satisfactory product for 
which there will be a steady demand in the trade. That the oil can 
always be produced is assured by virtue of the fact that it is a by- 
product of the manufacture of certain staple corn products, and it is 
only in case of an overproduction of fats and oils that it might be 
discontinued and the germs disposed of as feed. Such a situation 
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seems improbable, however, and at the most would doubtless be 
only temporary. As to the utilization of corn oil, the consensus of 
opinion among those who are in position to know seems to be that 
within a few years the oil will be used almost entirely for edible 
purposes, except only that which is of such poor quality as to make its 
refining unprofitable. The sale of the oil in retail packages will very 
likely be further developed, and its use by bakers is also likely to 
increase. The amount of corn oil used for edible purposes in the 
future will be determined by the quantity available rather than by 
any question as to its utility. At the present time some bakers, 
while admitting that it is suitable for their products, use cottonseed 
oil because the supply of corn oil fluctuates so that it is not always 
obtainable in sufficient quantities. Although the supply is even now 
inadequate it is liable to become more so in the immediate future 
because of the decline in the brewing of beer. The elimination of 
the breweries removes one of the principal markets for hominy grits 
and flakes, and therefore the milling of degerminated corn is likely 
to decrease. As previously stated, several plants shut down in the 
winter of 1919. This was due in part, however, to the fact that at 
the close of the war there was on hand an oversupply of corn meal 
and flour. According to Bailey and Reuter,’ there was a decrease in 
1918 of 7,000,000 pounds of corn oil, and the 1919 production may 
show a further decrease. It is certain that the demand in this 
country for corn meal and flour is not sufficient to make a steady 
market for such products. Jn the Southern States, where the use 
of corn products is much more general than in other sections of the 
country, the supply is largely derived from mills which do not deger- 
minate the corn and hence produce no oil. It must not be under- 

_ stood, however, that the elimination of the breweries entirely removes 
the market for brewers’ grits, for in the manufacture of nonalcoholic 
cereal beverages the same material is required, but this market 
already exists, and there would need to be a great increase in the 
consumption of such beverages to make up for the decline resulting 
from the discontinuance of beer brewing. The economic situation 
with regard to sugar also may be an important factor. The increased 
demand for corn sirups and other saccharine products may result in 
an increased milling of degerminated corn. 

1 Op. cit., p. 1. 
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EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL BREEDING. 

The breeding of domestic animals dates back to remote antiquity, 
when the most advanced races of the Old World were still on the 
border line between savagery and barbarism. It far antedates any 

5254°—20—Bull. 905——1 
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but the simplest mechanical arts. Yet, while our knowledge of the 
laws of nature as they apply to machines has reached very great 
magnitude and complexity, it is comparatively only a few years since 
the principles of breeding have been more than a collection of unre- 
lated traditional beliefs. The same superstitions on which the 
shepherds of Asia based their practices at least 30 centuries ago are 
still widely current, while the one sound principle known to the 
ancients—selection of the best for breeding stock—is still widely 
neglected. 

The earliest records show that the domestic animals had already 
become much modified from their wild ancestry. The process of 
change, however, had probably been exceedingly gradual and has 
continued so until very recently. A thoroughly self-conscious move- 
ment toward improvement of livestock dates back hardly more than 
a century and a half. Robert Bakewell, of Leicestershire, England, 
is credited with being the pioneer in this movement. 

The breeders of the time of Bakewell suspected him of possessing 
and concealing special principles of breeding. It is often believed 
to-day that successful breeders have some mysterious method of 
which others are ignorant. Instead, the principles of the successful 
breeder have been exceedingly simple. He isolates and fixes a good 
type by careful selection and close breeding. If ambitious to take a 
greater step in advance, he crosses types with characteristics which 
seem to offer possibilities for a desirable combination and fixes the 
new ideal by continued selection and close breeding. He brings 
inferior stock up to a higher level by consistent use of prepotent 
sires of the same improved type. The difficulty lies not so much 
in knowing the principles as in applying them. Without skill in 
feeding and management, the possibilities of the animals can not be 
brought out in such way as to give a satisfactory basis for selection. 
Selection of breeding stock, moreover, requires the best judgment in 
estimating the merits of the animal’s own performance, its conforma- 
tion, ancestry, and previous success as a breeder, and also in giving 
each of these its due weight. Good judgment, industry, and per- 
sistence in following a given aim, as well as knowledge of sound 
principles, have been the qualities which have made successful 
breeders. 

REPRODUCTION. 

THE CELL THEORY. 

There could be no clear ideas of breeding until something was 
known in detail of the processes through which a new individual 
starts on his career and develops. The most important step in this 
direction was the discovery that all living organisms are built up of 
microscopical living units, the cells, with characteristics which do 
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not differ greatly in the most widely different plants and animals. 

These cells are semifluid bits of living matter, each bounded by a 

membrane. Each contains within itself a differentiated portion 

called the nucleus. The details of the structure are brought out by 
the use of dyes, which are seized upon by certain cell structures and 
not by others. Thus if an animal of plant tissue is properly pre- 
served and stained with hematoxylin, a dye from logwood, a number 
of threadlike or rod-shaped bodies, called chromosomes, are made 
visible in the nucleus of each cell, through their taking on of a dark- 
blue color. 

It has been found that the number of these chromosomes in the 
cells of each kind of animal or plant is constant, with certain quali- 
fications, one of which will be taken up later. There are, for in- 
stance, 40 in swine, 48 in man, 8 in the fruit fly, 20 in corn, and 16 
in wheat. A great deal of attention has been devoted to the chromo- 
somes in recent years, as it has been demonstrated that they play an - 
all-important part in heredity and the determination of sex. We 
shall have occasion to refer to them later. : 

A study of any rapidly growing part of a young animal soon re- 
veals cells which are in the act of dividing to form two cells. New 
cells are formed in the body only in this way. The individual begins 
his career as a single cell. This divides into two, the daughter cells 
divide, and so on until the trillions of cells of the adult body are 
produced. 

THE REPRODUCTIVE CELLS. 

The original single cell, though barely visible to the naked eye, 
must somehow contain within itself all the potentialities, physical 
and mental, of the organism into which it is to develop. The char- 
acteristics of both the paternal and maternal lines of ancestry must 
be represented init. It is, in fact, the product of the fusion between 
two cells, one a sperm cell furnished by the male parent, and the 
other an ovum, or egg cell, from the female parent. 

The reproductive cells from the two sexes have very different appear- 
ances. In mammals, the ovum is a relatively large, spherical cell, 
just visible to the naked eye. In birds, the yolk of an egg is really a 
single ovum, distended to an enormous size by food material. The 
sperm cell is very much smaller and can be seen well only with a 
high-power microscope. It is something like a tadpole in shape, 
having a small cell body, containing little but the nucleus, and 
attached to this a leng, whiplike process which beats rapidly while 
the cell is alive, enabling it to seek out and unite with the large, 
passive egg cell in the act of fertilization. Enormous numbers of 
sperm cells are produced by the male, but only one takes part in 
fertilization. After the first has penetrated the membrane of an 
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egg cell, a change takes place in the latter which prevents the entrance 
of others. 

SEXUAL MATURITY. 

Animals reproduce only during the part of their lifetime following 
sexual maturity and preceding senescence. During this period most 
of them reproduce only in a certain season of the year, the breeding 
season, and within this season a given female will breed during only 

Fic. 1.—A group of dividing reproductive cells from a male grasshopper. The curious spindle-shaped 

figure, which is characteristic of dividing cells, is clearly brought out. In the formation of the repro- 

ductive cells, the chromosomes, which appear solid black in theillustration, come together in pairs 

around the equator of the spindle, separate and move to opposite poles, forming two nuclei as a pre- 

liminary to division of thecellas a whole. Each of theresulting cells has only halfthe original number 

of chromosomes. In ordinary cell divisions, each chromosome splits, the halves moving to opposite 

poles, each of which thus obtains the same number of chromosomes as the original cell. Only a few of 

the chromosomes are in focusin the picture, which was taken through a high-power microscope. (Cour- 

tesy of Dr. E. E. Carothers. ) 

a very brief period, the period of heat or cestrus. In many cases the 
cestrous period recurs at definite intervals during the breeding season. 

The age of maturity, while in a general way characteristic for a 
given kind of animal, depends on a great number of factors in indi- 
vidual cases. A warm climate, liberal feeding, and good care in 
general are conducive to early maturity. There are also hereditary 
differences. Early sexual maturity is doubtless correlated with the 
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early maturity in growth that has been one of the characteristics for 
which the domestic animals have been most carefully selected. 

Under favorable conditions hogs, sheep, cattle, and horses mature 
at remarkably early ages. Females usually become mature a little 
earlier than males under the same conditions, but the difference is 

not great. Boars and sows have been known to breed as early as 
3 months, bulls and heifers at 4 months, rams and ewes at 5 months, 
and stallions and mares at 12 months. It is not, however, considered 
advisable to breed animals until some time after’sexual maturity 
has begun, in order to avoid interference with their development. 
Moreover, the young will not obtain so good a start as they should 
unless the dam has nearly finished her own growth. It has also been 
asserted that the offspring of a very young sire are apt to be unthrifty, 
but there seems to be little evidence for this belief. Sows may usually 
be bred without harm at about 8 months, permitting their offspring 
to be born just a year from their own birth. Ewes are often bred 
at 7 months to lamb at a year, but under ordinary conditions a thrifty 
flock can not be maintained unless breeding is deferred until a year 
later. Heifers may usually be bred at 15 months, which means 
calving at 2 years of age. Most fillies can be bred at 2 years and 
practically all by 3 years. Limited use of males may be begun at 
about these same ages. 

PRINCIPLES OF LIVESTOCK BREEDING. 5 

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE. 

The number of females which can be served by a mature male 
varies greatly under different circumstances. Most care seems to be 
necessary with the stallion, in which fertility rapidly declines after a 
number of daily services. Eighty mares is about the limit of the 
number which should be served by one stallion in a season. With 
careful handling a single bull may be used with 60 or 70 cows, a single 
ram with even more than 100 ewes, and a single boar with 30 or 40 
sows. Under range conditions the numbers are much less. One 
bull may run with 20 to 30 cows and one ram with 40 to 70 ewes. 

The principal effect of too frequent service on a mature male seems 
to be temporary sterility. Daily service by a vigorous stallion was 
found by Lewis, of the Oklahoma experiment station, to be accom- 
panied with a rapid decrease in both the number and vitality of the 
sperm cells. It is a common belief that fertilization by the weakened 
sperm cells, formed after excessive service, will result in unthrifty 
young, but the experimental evidence does not support this view. 
O. Lloyd-Jones and F. A. Hays, of the Iowa experiment station, made 
extensive experiments on rabbits to test this question. After too 
frequent service they found a marked decline in the percentage of 
pregnancies induced and ultimately a decline in the size of litters, 
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leading to temporary sterility. Microscopical study showed a marked 
decline in the motility of the sperm cells. Nevertheless, such off- 
spring as were obtained from the late services were in every way as 
vigorous as those from early services. 

Artificial insemination may be mentioned at this point as # practice 
which is useful in extending the service of a valuable male and in 
overcoming certain forms of sterility. This practice is especially 
useful in the case of horses, but has also been used to some extent with 

cattle and dogs. 

THE BREEDING SEASON AND CESTROUS CYCLE. 

Wild animals generally have a fairly definite breeding season, 
which in most cases occurs at such a time that the young are born 
in the spring or summer. The smaller animals, in which the gesta- 
tion period is very short and which develop rapidly, such as mice,. 
rats, rabbits, and moles, usually have an extended breeding season 

from early spring through summer; wolves and foxes, with a gesta- 
tion period of 2 months, breed in winter. Where the gestation 
period approaches half a year, the breeding season comes in the fall, 
as in the wild sheep and goats and the Texas armadillo. The bison 
and most deer, with a longer gestation period, breed late in the 
summer or early in the fall. There are some curious exceptions, 
such as bats, whose breeding season is in the fall; the ova remain 
unfertilized all winter and go through a development lasting 2 
months in the spring. 

The breeding season has become much obscured or wholly lost in 
most of the domestic animals. Most breeds of sheep, however, 
retain the definite fall breeding season and consequent spring lamb- 
ing season of their wild forbears. The Dorset breed is exceptional 
in that the ewes will breed in the spring soon after the birth of lambs, 
conceived in the preceding fall. The sheep of Australia have come 
to breed at all seasons of the year. Mares come in heat most regu- 
larly in the spring and summer and the great majority of the foals 
are born in the months of April, May, and June after a gestation 
period of 11 months. Scme are born, however, in all months of the 

year. About 50 per cent of all the calves and pigs are born in the 
months of March, April, and May. There is a secondary rise in the 
number of births early in the fall in both cases. Under favorable 
conditions sows are often bred to produce two litters a year with 
profit. 

During the fall breeding season ewes have a number of periods of 
heat, each lasting 2 or 3 days and at intervals of 2 to 3 weeks. Mares 
come in heat normally about 9 days after foaling. The heat period 
lasts several days and recurs at intervals of 3 or 4 weeks. Cows 
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come in heat from 6 to 8 weeks after calving if suckling the calf, 
otherwise after 3 or 4 weeks. The heat period is of very brief dura- 
tion, lasting only a day or less. There is recurrence every 3 weeks. 
Sows come in heat 3 days after farrowing and again within a week 
after weaning the pigs. After this there is, as in the other cases, 
recurrence about every 3 weeks. Both the duration and the time of 
recurrence seem to vary considerably in different individuals. 

THE GESTATION PERIOD. 

Normally one or more ripe egg cells are released during the heat 
period. [If fertilization takes place, there is as a rule no recurrence 
of heat until after the birth of the young. The average length of 
the gestation period is given below for a number of animals. 

Gestation period in animals. 

[Mice Mere re Huse ay cKuwena Wana ai) eet yc 11 months (340 days). 

AIGUOUOVE TE oid es eae Aree een ce ee Mc 12 months. 

CHO. sees a a ee a ee aa 94 months (280 days). 

IB Oseces ee Soe Aan HSER aece aera BPRS Sepa aia 5 months (150 days). 

CORP s Se Sb Ae AIO cee ee ate rt UPR ate eps na ea ae 5 months. 

SOW eo ees ciel gray ee mR a RM EO 4 months (114 days). 

DDO ss es ies Se SR SRO a aN 2 months. 

CEB SSE See SAG ee a aaa BCS is I Ee 2 months. 

° (Gruen Sy Jove ORE ER eR eee re ea ram UR a 21 months (68 days). 

TREN OV ON RS La est saa a A re 1 month (30 days). 

TREN Bs os 8 ess eh RTCA A Sec UR Pe han ce ie I ate (22 days). 

IMIGYISY Soy ss el ees Sree Oe ee eR a Ne la au Cenc era (22 days). 

The period of incubation in fowls corresponds to the gestation 
period in animals. The following periods are given for comparison: 

Incubation period in fowls. 

Ostraclmenie eee eNO he Rea t 2 Ue eis aba Serene 2a sae 42 days 

CeO SD ees Be oH oe ag on TU a Coe ee 30 days 

EID) ge aries stn ee 3 SA ape Ree ATA Rae VAAN SNA 28 days 

AEE REIS a HEA el a a eat gS Sl ela a Mea A 28 days 

LeU CAMO Wiles tenement CN NneE | Rg aL UP eSB 8s OG ete 2 ee 27 days 

fereasente meres eer yar re ies LEAS). SM ee TEBE UN IEC Tey 23 days. 

Womles tiesto lee siete ba teini te uke Lt | RRM AA is ale BONES VLIW Wh 4 21 days. 

JEANS GEO Ses escads yo a ele ES A SO ed Me aa 18 days. 

CRIDETAY Sse BBS SOP nE AI sie here UMM 2. 7s Wey agh ahs Bells fake ert ea eel 13 days. 

The gestation and incubation periods are both subject to consider- 
able variation. There seem to be slight breed differences among the 
domestic animals. Thus, Darwin gives the average period for South- 
down sheep as 144 days compared with 150 days for Merinos. The 
variation among individuals within a breed is, however, more impor- 
tant. Thus, it is about an even chance that a foal will be born 
between 333 and 347 days after service and there is also an even 
chance that it will be born outside of these limits. It is an even 
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chance that a calf will be born within 3 or 4 days of the 280th day. 
With sows it is not quité an even chance that birth comes on the 
113th, 114th, or 115th day. The table below gives the most prob- 
able day of birth following service on the first day of any month. 
The date of birth for any other day of service can easily be calculated. 

Probable day of birth. 

Date of birth of young. 

Date of service. tea 

Sow. Ewe. Cow. Mare. 

May 31 | Oct. 8 | Dec. 7 
July 1! Nov. 8] Jan. 7 
July 29| Dec. 6] Feb. 4 
Aug. 29| Jan. 6] Mar. 7 
Sept. 28 | Feb. 5] Apr. 6 
Oct. 29 iM Mar. 8| May 7 
Nov. 28 te 7 | June 6 
Dec. 29| May 8] July 7 
Jan. 29| June 8 | Aug. 7 
Feb. 28 | July 8 | Sept. 6 
Mar. 31 | Aug. 8| Oct. 7 

7 | Nov. 6 Apr. 30 | Sept. 

FERTILITY. 

There are few problems in practical breeding more important than 
increase in fertility. The losses to livestock farming from failure in 
fertility have been estimated as enormous. There are two phases 
of fertility which must be considered—regularity of breeding and 
number of young at a birth. 

In cattle and horses, in which twins are neither common nor - 

desirable, only the first phase is important. It is generally stated 
that twins are born in about 1 birth in 80 in cattle. Triplets and 
even larger numbers are born occasionally. The number of twin 
births in horses is generally stated as much less than in cattle, but a 
tabulation of 3,000 births taken at random from three recent volumes 

of the General Stud Book (English Thoroughbreds) yielded 66 cases. 
However, in 29 cases the foals were slipped, and only 12 of the 132 
were born alive. According to this tabulation, twins are born once 
in 45 births, but only one living horse in more than 200 is born 
a twin. 
Among the factors which affect fertility in both its phases are age, 

heredity, climate, feeding, and disease. As already noted, hogs, 

sheep, and cattle begin to become capable of reproduction when less 
than half a year old and horses at about a year. Fertility is rela- 
tively low at first, both in respect to regularity of breeding and the 
number of young at a birth. There is a rapid rise to a maximum 
and then a Sone decline. 

The sane period usually comes to an antl among light horses 
of both sexes between 20 and 25 years of age. The corresponding 
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ages in heavy horses are 15 to 20 years, in cattle 10 to 15 years, in 
sheep 7 to 10 years, in hogs 5 to 8 years. 

Examples of breeding at much greater ages can, of course, be found. 
A ewe is recorded as lambing at 19 years of age. As for the maximum 
length of life, horses are reported to have passed 40 years, cattle 30 
years, sheep 20 years. 

Chickens hatched early in spring usually begin to lay in from 6 to 
8 months, but cases of laying at less than 5 months are on record. 
The best egg record is usually produced in the first full year of laying. 
The second and often the third years are nearly as good in the egg 
breeds. After this the number declines, but laying may continue to 

the eighth or ninth year. 
That heredity is a factor in determining fertility may be seen by 

comparing the different breeds of hogs and sheep. Among hogs, the 
bacon breeds, as the Tamworth and the large Yorkshires, have con- 
siderably larger litters than the lard breeds. There are differences 
among the latter. In very extensive tabulations made by G. M. 
Rommel the average for Poland Chinas was 7,52, compared with 9.26 
for Duroc-Jerseys. Averages for the other important lard breeds are 
intermediate. Among sheep, certain breeds, such as the Dorsets, 
Oxford Downs, and Shropshires, have twins more frequently than 
singles under favorable conditions. Southdowns are distinctly less 
fecund, while among Merinos twins are not common. Within a 
breed, the number at a birth is determined by such a variety of factors 
that it is not easy to demonstrate the influence of heredity. Never- 
theless it has been shown for Poland China hogs (Rommel and 
Phillips) and for Shropsnire sheep (Rietz and Roberts) that females 
born in large litters in the former and as twins in the latter have a 
slight tendency to produce more at a birth than the average. 

Differences in fertility appear to be so great among individuals that 
breeders often look for some outer indication. It is generally believed 
that strong development of the masculine and feminine types in 

-males and females, respectively, gives a special indication of fertility 
as well as of general vigor. It is sometimes thought that the fertil- 
ity of a female is indicated by the number of mamme. Professor 
Pearl has shown that this is true in a general way in a comparison of 
different kinds of mammals. It does not, however, seem to hold to 
any significant extent within a single species. Thus Alexander 
Graham Bell was able to increase the number of functional nipples 
in his flock of sheep from 2 to 6 by careful selection. This change 
was not accompanied to any appreciable extent by increase in the 
percentage of twins, although it was an advantage in those cases in 
which twins were born. Similarly, Pearl has shown that there is no 
significant correlation between the number of mamme of a sow and 
the size of her litter. 

5254°—20— Bull. 905——2 
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The effects of inbreeding and crossbreeding on fertility are discussed 
later. For the present it will suffice to say that inbreeding is very 
likely to lead to a reduction of fertility, both as regards regularity of 
breeding and number at a birth. That this is an inevitable result is 
not, however, indicated by experiment. Among a number of inbred 
lines, some will be found which appear to suffer little or no loss of 
fertility. Experiments indicate that the fertility of a herd which has 
declined through inbreeding can usually be restored by an outcross 
even with another inbred line of reduced fertility, if the latter is not 
closely related. 
Among factors other than heredity, a warm climate, a reasonable 

amount of exercise, and a condition neither fat nor thin are conducive 

to fertility in both males and females. Insufficient exercise is con- 
sidered to be an especially common cause of failure of stallions. 
Undernourishment reduces the activity of the reproductive function 
in both males and females. Excessive fatness is, however, as great 
a cause of failure to breed in both sexes, in some cases owing to 
mechanical closure of ducts, in others to fatty degeneration of the 
sex glands, leading to permanent sterility. Sterility from this cause 
is a recognized danger in fitting breeding stock for the show ring. 
A gaining condition at the time of conception, following a somewhat 

thin condition, is considered most conducive to fertility. This prin- 
ciple is much used in Great Britain in the so-called practice of flushing 
ewes. Ewes which have been maintained on pasture are fed liberally 
for about 3 weeks before breeding, using, especially, succulent feeds, 
Similarly, fresh, green pasture is recommended for cows which have 
failed to breed. On the other hand, certain feeds, among which 

sugar and molasses may be mentioned, are considered likely to lead 
to sterility. 

There are a considerable number of pathological causes of infer- 
tility. By far the most important is the financial loss which it occa- 
sions is contagious abortion of cattle, a germ disease. Other causes 
of abortion are also sources of much loss. A small percentage of ani- 
mals are congenitally sterile. The freemartin heifer is an example 
which is discussed later. Permanent sterility which is not congenital 
may result from fatty degeneration, as already mentioned, or from 
tumors. There are, finally, a number of conditions causing sterility, 
some of which can be overcome by the use of artificial insemination. 
The subject is too large to be more than touched on here. 

HYBRIDS. 

While wide crosses within the same species tend to increase fer- 
tility, crosses between different species are apt to result in offspring 
which are either wholly sterile or of reduced fertility in the few cases 
in which such crosses can be made at all. The rather common stories 
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of crosses between the sheep and hog may be stated confidently to 
have no foundation. It is even doubtful whether hybrids can be 
produced from two such closely related animals as the sheep and the 
goat, or the dog and the fox. A few possibly authentic instances have 
been reported, but at best a successful cross appears to be exceedingly 
unusual in both these cases. The European breeds of cattle cross 
freely with the Indian humped cattle, although the latter are con- 
sidered to be of a different species. The cross with the American 
bison has often been made, the progeny being called cataloes. Some 
of the females are fertile, but the few males born alive have been 

sterile. Fertile males have been obtained by backcrossing with 
the parental species. 

The most important species cross among mammals is, of course, 
that of the horse and ass. Both sexes of the mule, produced by a 
jack and a mare, and of the hinny, produced by a stallion and a jennet, 
are probably always sterile. There are occasional reports of fertile 
mare mules, but none of these seem to have been established beyond 
doubt. Both the horse and ass will cross with the various species of 
zebra, producing hybrids which so far as known are always sterile. 
A number of sterile hybrids have been produced in crosses between 
the domestic fowl, guinea fowl, peacock, pheasant, etc. 

THE REPRODUCTIVE CELLS IN RELATION TO HEREDITY. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

As already noted, every individual begins his career in the union of 

two reproductive cells. All that is inherited from his ancestors is 
somehow passed on by these microscopic bits of living jelly. Any 
attempt to understand heredity should thus begin with a considera- 
tion of these cells and their mode of production by the parents. 

At one time it was supposed that the reproductive cells were pro- 
duced in some way by contributions from all parts of the body, 
building up, as it were, a miniature organism, ready to develop into 
an adult under the proper conditions. The egg and sperm cells were 
thus supposed to transmit the characteristics of the parents as they 
were at the time of their production. It was taken for granted that 
the powers of hereditary transmission of an individual could be 
changed by training, care, or even accident in such way that his subse- 
quent offspring would show a special tendency to develop the new 
characteristics. 

This view was first seriously questioned when it was found that 
the reproductive cells, like all other cells in the body, are produced 
only by the division of previous cells. Certain cells remain un- 
specialized from the beginning of development and after repeated 
divisions produce the reproductive cells and these only. The remain- 
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ing cells undergo specialization into skin, muscle, bone, nerve cells, 
etc., and never give rise to reproductive cells. The two classes of 
cells, reproductive cells and body cells, thus have separate histories, 
and any influence of one group on the other must be indirect. 

It will easily be seen that this leads to a very different conception 
of heredity from that mentioned above. The reproductive cells are 
not produced by the body. They are simply an unchanged bit of the 
same material which previously developed into the body of the 
parent. Heredity consists merely in their retention of the power 
to develop into a complete individual wnder the proper conditions. 
Thus, so far as heredity is concerned, the way in which an individual 
is related to his parents and more remote ancestors does not differ 
essentially from the kind of relationship with brothers, uncles, ete. 

This view of heredity was first reached by Sir Francis Galton, in 
England, and August Weismann, in Germany, from a consideration 
of the history of the reproductive cells. Numerous experiments 
have also been made to test its truth. A striking illustration is 
given by an experiment performed by Prof. W. E. Castle and Dr. 
John C. Phillips, of Harvard University. They removed the ovaries 
of a female albino guinea pig and placed in her body the ovaries of 
an immature black female, aged about 3 weeks. The albino female 
was later mated with an albino male. Albinos, mated together, 
never produce any but albino young, a fact well known to all breeders 
of small mammals. Yet in this case, the young, six in number, 
were all black. These young were in three litters, born from 6 
months to a year after the operation. The immature ovaries of the 
black female were subject to the influence of the blood of the albino 
for from 4 to 10 months before the egg cells attained full growth and 
were discharged. Through it all they retained their original heredi- 
tary potentialities unchanged. 

MODIFICATION OF HEREDITY. 

Although the reproductive cells are not produced by the body, the 
possibility must be recognized that they may be modified in some 
cases by substances circulating in the blood. Recent experiments 
have, in fact, shown that changes can be brought about in the general 
vigor of the offspring in this way. Dr. C. R. Stockard, of Cornell 
University, tested the effect of daily intoxication of guinea pigs 
with alcohol. The animals themselves remained vigorous through- 
out the treatment. Their young, however, were markedly unthrifty 
compared with those of an unintoxicated control stock. This was — 
true even when an alcoholic male was mated with a normal female, 
indicating that the reproductive cells of the male had been damaged 
by the alcohol. The injury seemed to be permanent, since a second 
generation produced by first generation animals, which had never 
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been treated, was likewise feeble. Prof. L. J. Cole, of the University 
of Wisconsin, has obtained similar results on treating male rabbits 
with lead. Several other experiments have been made along this 
general line, some of which confirm the preceding results, while 
others were negative. It seems clear that it is possible to injure the 
hereditary qualities of the reproductive cells by means of substances 
in the blood, but that it is not at all easy to do so. 

INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED CHARACTERISTICS. 

The question whether a specific change in the sire, due to training, 
care, or accident, can be transmitted to the young, is quite inde- 
pendent of the question whether a general loss of vigor can be pro- 
duced in any such way. As we have seen, the latter can be accom- 
plished through the use of poisons, such as alcohol or lead, and the 
possibility exists that extreme malnutrition may sometimes have 
such an effect. The mechanism is at least easy to understand. 
This is not the case with a specific characteristic. 

There is a strong negative evidence in certain cases. Weismann 
cut off the tails of mice tor 19 generations without causing any 
modification of the young. Docking the tail of sheep and many 
similar practices have no hereditary effect. Thus it can be stated 
very positively that the effects of mutilation or accidental injuries 
are not inherited. 

With regard to the functional characteristics in which livestock 
breeders are most interested, the evidence is not so clear cut but is 

still negative when of a critical character. F.R. Marshall has shown 
that the average age of the sires of 2.10 trotters was practically the 
same as that for all Standardbred horses of the same period, indicating 
that longer training has no effect on the speed of the progeny. F. 5S. 
Putney made an analysis of the records of the Jersey herd at the 
Missouri Agricultural College and found no relation between age of 
dam and butterfat record of the daughter. 

The failure of acquired characteristics to be inherited does not 
mean, of course, that proper care and feeding of livestock can be 
neglected, even from the standpoint of breeding. Itis only by testing 
the speed of his race horses, the butterfat record of his dairy cows, 
or the fattening capacity of meat animals that the breeder can deter- 
mune which are likely to transmit the best heredity and so separate 
the desirable breeding stock from the culls. Moreover, in such a case 
as the development of an unsoundness in a horse, due apparently to 
an accident, there should be much hesitation before breeding. The 
development of the unsoundness is likely to indicate a hereditary 
weakness, and such horses will be found in general to have sired 
unsatisfactory colts before the accident and will continue to do so 
thereafter. ! 
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Thus in many respects the breeder should act much as if acquired 
characteristics were inherited. On the other hand, it is important to 
know that it is hopeless to attempt to improve scrub stock merely by 
giving it the best of care for any number of generations. 

Probably the strongest reason for the common belief in the inherit- 
ance of acquired characteristics is that to many it seems impossible 
to account for progress in any other way. ‘To this it may be said that 
while the hereditary qualities of the reproductive cells do not seem 
to be influenced by changes in the individual, they are not unchange- 
able. Variations occur from time to time, apparently at random. 
By the methods discussed later these variations may be combined 
in desirable ways and fixed in a stock. 

TELEGONY. 

It was widely believed at one time that after a female has borne 
young, sired by a certain male, her later offspring, sired by other 
males, will show characteristics derived from the first—a supposed 
phenomenon which has been called telegony. Such an influence 
could come only from a modification of the egg cells of the female by 
influences from the first offspring before birth, and so come under the 
head of the inheritance of acquired characteristics. It is even more 
improbable, however, as the influence of the first male must neces- 
sarily be very indirect. The most widely quoted example of this 
sort of influence was a case in which a mare was mated with a zebra, 
producing a hybrid, and later, after mating with a horse, produced 
a colt which had certain markings which resembled those of a zebra. 
This, however, was merely an isolated case. A considerable number 
of attempts have been made to confirm it, but with no success. The 
most extensive experiments were those of J. Cossar Ewart, likewise 
with zebras and mares. He could find no effects which could be 
ascribed to telegony. ‘There was, indeed, one case in which a mare 
produced a colt with vestiges of stripes after having produced a 
hybrid. It was found, however, that the sire of this colt, an Arab, 

produced similarly striped colts from mares which had never seen a 
zebra. 

Similar experiments with zebra crosses, also with negative results, 
have been carried on by the Bureau of Animal Industry. F. B. 
Mumford and C. B. Hutchinson made an investigation of the ques- 
tion in the mule-breeding district of Missouri. Many cases were 
found in which mares bore mule and horse colts successively, but no 
evidence could be found for telegony. The theory is now considered 
to be thoroughly discredited and is evidently one which need give 
the practical breeder no concern. 
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MATERNAL IMPRESSIONS. 

There is another very ancient belief which may be mentioned in 
this connection. This is the belief that objects seen by a prospective 
mother, especially if a nervous shock is produced, have an effect on 
the unborn young. Such an influence appears highly improbable 
in the light of our present knowledge, as there is no nervous connec- 
tion between mother and offspring or even a direct blood connection. 
The favorable evidence is all of the unsatisfactory character of anec- 
dotes, while deliberate attempts to obtain the phenomenon have all 
failed. The kind of case which was formerly often explained in this 
way, such as the appearance of a red calf in a black Aberdeen Angus 
herd, is now accounted for in other ways. 

DETAILS OF HEREDITARY TRANSMISSION. 

BLENDING AND ALTERNATIVE INHERITANCE. 

Until rather recently it was usual to consider the contributions of 
the two parents to the heredity of the offspring to be as inseparably 
mixed together as would be two liquids. This view is illustrated in 
the common figure of speech used in referring to the degree of hered- 
ity from a given stock. Thus the cross between a Merino and a 
Shropshire sheep is spoken of as half-blood Merino and half-blood 
Shropshire and is expected to show a blending of the two breeds in 
all their characteristics. Another Shropshire cross produces a three- 
quarter blood, which is expected to be intermediate in all respects 
between the half-blood and the full-blood Shropshire. 

This simple formula is still as good as any in predicting the results 
of a cross about which nothing is known but the characteristics of 
the two animals which are mated, and even in a large class of cases 
in which a great deal more is known. 

Certain cases, however, have long been known in which this fusion 
of characteristics does not take place. This is especially likely to be 
true of coat colors. Every one knows, for example, that a great 
variety of sharply distinct colors—black, maltese, tabby, orange, 
etc.—may be found within a single litter of kittens. 

The gap between sharply alternative inheritance of this kind and 
apparent blending inheritance is bridged over by the large class of 
cases in which the first generation of a cross is more or less of a blend, 
but the second generation shows greatly increased variability, the 
different characteristics of the two races tending to reappear in all 
combinations. 

HEREDITARY UNITS. 

The basis for any kind of inheritance, of course, must ve material 
contributed by the microscopic sperm and egg cells in their union. 
The fundamental conception of the present theory of heredity is 
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that these contributions are composed of units which are handed on 
generation after generation without change. The union of sperm 
cell and ovum in its bearing on heredity may be compared to the 
mingling of two collections of solid beads instead of to a mixing of 
two liquids. Certain characteristics, such as coat color, depend on 
such a small number of these units for their development that the 
separate ones can easily be identified, given symbols, and followed 
from generation to generation. Most characteristics, including size 
and conformation, depend on such a large number of units for devel- 
opment that the effects of the separate ones can not easily be dis- 
tinguished. The inheritance is naturally more or less of the blend- 
ing type, but a large number of phenomena, such as prepotency and 
the effects of inbreeding and crossbreeding, can be understood best 
by the theory that the hereditary basis is composed of a limited 
though fairly large number of unchanging units. 

The statement that these units are unchanging applies to ordi- 
nary experience. It must not be taken too literally, however, as 
if this were true there could be no progress. Cases have been clearly 
established in which a unit must have become modified so that its 
effect is changed or, in many cases, apparently wholly lost. Differ- 
ences between individuals depend on the possession of different 
alternative forms of certain of the hereditary units. 

It may be added that the experimental evidence indicates that 
there is in general equal inheritance from sire and dam with respect 
to all kinds of characters. With the exception of a rather unusual 
class of cases, which is discussed later, it appears that the sperm cell 
contains a full set of the hereditary units characteristic of the kind 
of animal and that the same is true of the egg cell. The fertilized 
egg cell thus receives a double set of the units. 

COLOR AND ALBINISM IN GUINEA PIGS. 

A concrete illustration will bring out the behavior of these heredi- 
tary units in a typical case. It has been mentioned already that 
albino guinea pigs always breed true. Stocks of colored guinea pigs 
can also be obtained which breed true in the sense that they never 
produce albinos. The first cross between such stocks results wholly 
in colored young. Color, therefore, is said to dominate over albi- 
nism, and, conversely, albinism is said to be recessive to color. If 

these crossbred young, whether male or female, are bred back to 
the albino stock, it will be found that only 50 per cent of the young 
are colored, the other half being albinos. These albinos, when 
crossed with each other, produce only albinos, and this is true of 

their descendants indefinitely. The power to produce color seems 
to have completely dropped out of their make-up. If their colored 
brothers or sisters are crossed with the albino stock, the result is, as 
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before, 50 per cent colored to 50 per cent albino. These last colored 
young are seven-eighths blood of the albino stock, yet when crossed 
with albinos they again produce 50 per cent colored and 50 per cent 
albinc. No matter how many albino top crosses are made, the col- 
ored animals continue to produce colored young in numbers which 
never depart to a significant extent from 50 per cent. 

The animals of the original stock are supposed to have a certain 
hereditary unit in their make-up which we may call factor C, follow- 
ing the custom of representing a dominant unit by a capital letter. 
The albino stock have a modification of this factor, c, which is no 
longer able to play its normal part in the production of color. All 

} COLORED. X ALBINO 

} REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

} FIRST CROSS 
CC J (COLORED)X ALBINO 

REPRODUCTIVE 
CELLS c} 

PROGENY -HALF COLORED, 
HALF ALB/NO 

Fic. 2.—Diagram illustrating the mode of inheritance of a unit Mendelian factor. A pure colored strain 

of guinea pig (CC) is crossed with albinos (cc). Their progeny are all colored (Cc), but produce two kinds 

of reproductive cells, one transmitting color (C) and other albinism (c), as is revealed by a cross with 

albino stock. 

the reproductive cells of the colored stock have factor (, those of the 
albino stock factor c. On crossing the two stocks, a fertilized egg cell 
is produced which must possess both. The evidence indicates, how- 
ever, that the two units remain side by side in the cell, without the 
slightest influence on each other, and in each cell division, as the 
animal develops, each unit divides, with the result that every cell in 
the body is similar to the fertilized ege in containing both C and c. 
In the appropriate parts of the body—skin, eyes, and hair—factor 0 
cooperates with other factors in the production of color, and, as a 
single unit appears to be sufficient in this case, the crossbred guinea 
pigs (Cc) are as strongly colored as the original colored stock in which 
factor Cis received by each pig from both eggs and sperm (CC). 

5254°—Bull. 905——3 
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In the formation of the reproductive cells, it must be assumed that 
the double set of units is sorted into two single sets. The crossbred 
colored guinea pigs (Cc) produce two kinds of reproductive cells in 
equal numbers, those transmitting color (C’) and those transmitting 
albinism (c). On crossing with an albino it is obvious that two 
classes of the young will be produced in equal numbers, depending 
on whether the reproductive cells of the latter (c) happen to unite with 
a cell transmitting color (() or one transmitting albinism (c). The 
albino young (cc) have no more tendency to transmit color than pure 
albino stock, while the colored young (Cc), although three-quarter 
blood albino, are of the same hereditary make-up as the first cross 
and so breed like them. 

MENDELIAN INHERITANCE, 

This mode of inheritance was first worked out about half a century 
ago by an Austrian monk, Gregor Johann Mendel, who experimented 
with a number of alternative characteristics of the garden pea. The 
same principles have been found to apply to an enormous number of 
characteristics in both plants and animals and are now believed to 
be true of all heredity. Most cases appear more complicated than 
the case of the colored and white guinea pigs, because most charac- 
teristics depend on the cooperation of a large number of independently 
inherited unit factors. Occasionally there is also the complication 
that the same unit may have an influence on the development of a 
number of seemingly independent characteristics. 

There are a number of technical terms which ordinarily are used in 
discussion of heredity which it will be well to mention. Unit factors 
which are alternatives of each other in inheritance, one presumably 
being a modification of the other, are called allelomorphs of each 
other. Thus factors C and ¢ are allelomorphs. Two other modifi- 
cations or allelomorphs of factor ( are known, which determine de- 
grees of intensity of color intermediate between full intensity and 
the white of albinos (ct and ¢). Animals produced by the union of 
an egg and a sperm which contain the same unit in a given set of 
allelomorphs are said to be homozygous in that particular. Guinea 
pigs of the formulas CC, c%c4, é@¢, and ce are all homozygous. Each 
produces only one kind of reproductive cell so far as this set of factors 
is concerned. Where the alternative factors are different, the animal 
is said to be heterozygous. Guinea pigs of the formulas Cc4, Cc, Cc, 
etc, cle, and ¢é are all heterozygous. Each produces two kinds of 
reproductive cells in equal numbers. It is impossible for a guinea 
pig to transmit more than two of the grades of intensity, a conclusion 
which has been very thoroughly established by experiments. 

Factor C has been spoken of as producing colored young, but no 
particular color was mentioned. This is because it alone does not 
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determine any particular color. It merely cooperates with other 

factors. One of the other factors, which we may represent by the 
symbol E, enables black pigment to develop. Its alternative, ¢, 
permits only red to develop. The first cross between a black stock 
(CCEE) and a red stock (CCee) is black (CCEe). Thus black is 

’ dominant over red. . The first-cross animals produce reproductive 
cells containing FE and e, respectively, in equal numbers. Since 
factor E and its allelomorph e are wholly independent of factor C 
and its allelomorphs, it is possible for a guinea pig to have any com- 
bination of the two sets. Thus an albino may transmit black only 
(ccHE) or red only (ccee) or both (ecHe). Suppose that an albino 

BLACK X 
ALBINO FROM RED STOCK 

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

FIRST CROSS - BLACK 

(25 PER CENT. 
BLACK (CeEe) 

PRPEPRODUCTIVE CELLS “ED (ecto) 
4 KINDS RESULTING /V 4AINDS) 
OF YOUNG ON CROSS WITH 
ALBINO FROM RED STOCK |\25 PERCENT 
Ecce 2) MaTING 

BLACK Ec£e) 

| 25PER CENT 
ALBINO TRANS- 
SUITTING ONLY 

FED (ec ee) 

Fic. 3.—Diagramillustrating inheritance of 2independent Mendelian factors. A pure-black strain of guinea 

pig (CCE E) is crossed with albinos from red stock (ccee). The young of the first cross are all black but 

produce four kinds of reproductive cells in equal numbers, as revealed by appropriate crosses. 

of the second type (ccee) is crossed with a black stock which breeds 

true (CCEE); the first cross will be colored (Cc) and the color will be 

black (He). If, now, these crossbred blacks are bred with the same 
albino stock, we expect half the young to be colored (Cc) and half to 

be albino (cc). Of the colored young, half should be black (CcEe) 

and half red (Ccee). The albinos will be divided similarly into two 
classes, those which transmit black in half their reproductive cells 
(ccHe) and those which transmit only red (ccee). These two classes, 

however, will look alike. The cross thus should produce 50 per cent 
albinos, 25 per cent reds, and 25 per cent blacks, which it actually 
does, 
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Without going into more detail it may be said that six independent 
sets of allelomorphs are known in guinea pigs which cooperate to 
determine color. The combinations of these factors determine over 
a hundred distinguishable colors. 

THE CHROMOSOMES AND HEREDITY. 

The present theory of heredity was devised to explain the results 
of experiments such as those given above. Recent studies of cells 
under the microscope have apparently brought the mechanism under 
our eyes. It has already been mentioned that proper methods of 
staining bring out a certain definite number of rod-shaped bodies, 
the chromosomes, in the cells of each kind of animal or plant. The 
reproductive cells are found to contain just half as many as the fer- 
tilized egg and the body cells. At each ordinary cell division the 
chromosomes arrange themselves in a ring, each splits lengthwise, 
and half goes to one daughter cell, half to the other. Thus all the 
body cells have a double set. In the formation of the reproductive 
cells, on the other hand, the chromosomes do not split, but the homol- 
ogous ones, derived from the sperm and egg, pair with each other and 
then separate, one going to each daughter cell. The reproductive 
cells thus get only a single set of chromosomes. It will easily be 
seen that if the hereditary units were located in the chromosomes the 
observed behavior of the latter would fully account for the laws of 
heredity iulustrated above. 
Summing up, genetic experiments prove the double nature of 

individuals and the single nature of their reproductive cells in regard 
to each set of alternative hereditary factors, while the microscope 
actually shows us the chromosomes in pairs in the body cells in place 
of the single set to be observed in the reproductive cells. 

LINKAGE, 

As the study of heredity has advanced, a number of complications 
have been found. These complications, however, have only made 

closer the parallelism between the facts of heredity and the observed 
behavior of the chromosomes. The most important of these com- 
plications is the phenomenon known as linkage. <A case studied by 
Prof. Castle and the writer will serve as an example. 
A few years ago a freak wild rat with yellow fur and red eyes was 

trapped on a wharf in England. Another wild rat of the same color, 
but with pink eyes, was trapped in another place. Two strains of 
yellow rats were developed which could be distinguished only by the 
color of the eyes. Each strain bred true. Crosses with normal wild 
rats showed that only one recessive unit factor was involved in each 
case. It may appear surprising that on crossing the two yellow 
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strains with each other, all the young looked practically like ordi- 

nary gray rats with black eyes. This result was not, however, 

wholly unexpected. It is rather common to find that two varia- 

tions which look alike are due to different factors, so that, on crossing, 

each supplies the normal factor lacking in the other, and the young 
appear to be normal. If we represent the wild gray rats by formula 

PPRR, the red-eyed yellows by PPrr, and the pink-eyed yellows by 

ppRR, we indicate that each kind of yellow is recessive and breeds 
true by itself, but on intercrossing produces a variety PpRr, which 
contains both of the dominant normal factors, and thus appears like 
a wild gray. 

PINA-EYED YELLOW (pp FR) 
FARENTS 

RED-EVYED YELLOW (PPrr) 

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

FIRST CROSS - GRAY (Fprr) 

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

40 PERCENT pR 40PER CENT Pr 

e 

10 PER CENT pr 10 PER CENT PR 

Fic. 4.—Diagram illustrating linkage. The pink-eyed and the red-eyed strains of yellow rats depend on 

different recessive factors. As each supplies the normal factor lacking in the other, crossing results in 

normal black-eyed grays. These grays produce reproductive cells in which the factors tend to be asso- 

ciated in the same combination as that in which they entered the cross, due, itis believed, to theirtrans- 

mission in the same chromosome. Only about 10 per cent of the reproductive cells are found to trans- 

mit both normal factors (PR). 

On raising a second generation, a few pink-eyed yellows were 
found, which proved to transmit the red-eyed as well as the pink- 
eyed variation in all of their reproductive cells. Their formula would 
be pprr. On, crossing this strain with ordinary wild rats (PPRR), we 
obtain gray young, which should have the same formula (PpRr) as 

the first cross between the two strains of yellows. The two kinds 
of first-cross grays were backcrossed with the above-mentioned double 
recessive pink-eyed yellow strain (pprr) by Prof. Castle in order to 
test the formule. 
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This would seem to be the same kind of cross as that discussed 
previously, in which black guinea pigs transmitting both red and 
albinism (CcHe) were crossed with albinos of red stock (ccee). We 

should expect half the reproductive cells of the crossbreds to contain 
factor P, and half of these should also contain factor Rk. Thus, one- 

quarter of the young should receive both normal factors from the 
crossbred gray parent and be gray themselves. This, however, was 

not the result. When grays derived from the cross between the 
original two strains of yellows (PPrr and ppRR) were used, only 
174 out of 1,714 young were gray, about 10 per cent. When the 
gray parent came from the cross between wild grays (PPRR) and 

PARENTS 
WILD GRAY PPRAR 
DOUBLE RECESSIVE PINA- 
FYED YELLOW pprr 

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

FIRST CROSS - GRAY Fp Rr 

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS 

40 PER CENT PR-40PER C£Ni pr 

JO PER CENT Pr-10 PER CENT pr 

Fic. 5.—Diagram illustrating linkage. The cross between wild gray rats and double recessive pink-eyed 

yellows results in gray young with the same formula as in the cross between the two yellow strains. 

They breed differently, however, since in this case the two normal factors enter the cross together,instead 

ofapart. About 40 per cent of their reproductive cells are found to transmit both normal factors in this 

case instead of 10 per cent. 

the double recessive pink-eyed yellows (pprr), 1,255 out of 3,032 
young were gray, or more than 40 per cent. In the second case there 
is as much excess over the expected 25 per cent as there was defect 
in the first case. The explanation is that the two sets of factors P, p 
and &, r are not wholly independent of each other in heredity. An 
individual produced, as in the second case, by the union of repro- 
ductive cells PR and pr tends to produce reproductive cells of these 
kinds in excess over the kinds Pr and pR. The situation is reversed 
in an individual produced, as in the first case, by the union of repro- 
ductive cells Pr and pk. This tendency of certain sets of factors to 
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stick together in the formation of the reproductive cells, according 
to the way in which they were combined in the production of the 
individual himself, is known as linkage. 
A third color variation, in rats, viz, albinism, has been found to be 

linked with both of the yellow variations. On the other hand, the 
other known color variations, white spotting and black, are not only 
inherited wholly independently of each other, but also of albinism 
and the two kinds of yellows. 

This phenomenon of linkage has been found to be very wide- 
spread. The first case was found by Professors Bateson and Punnett, 
of Cambridge University, in the sweet pea. Cases are known in 
corn and oats, in the primrose and snapdragon, in chickens and 
pigeons, in mice as well as in rats, In grasshoppers, silkworms, and 

flies. By far the most thoroughly analyzed case is that of the fruit 
fly, Drosophila, in which Prof. T. H. Morgan and his coworkers, of 

Columbia University, have studied hundreds of Mendelian variations. 
They find that these variations fall into four groups, such that within 
each group every factor is linked more or less with every other factor, 
while there is never any linkage between factors in different groups. 
It is not merely a coincidence that in this fruit fly there are just four 
pairs of chromosomes. 

This statement suggests the accepted explanation of linkage. 
Factors which are carried by the same chromosome tend to stick 
together. The chromosomes appear to maintain their identity 
through all the ordinary cell divisions. Just before the formation of 
the reproductive cells, the homologous chromosomes come together 
and twist around each other, giving a chance for an interchange of 
pieces. The degree of linkage between two factors is believed to 
measure their distance apart within the chromosome. On this basis 
Prof. Morgan and his coworkers have actually been able to make 
maps showing the location of a great number of unit factors in the 
different chromosomes of the fruit fly, which explain the results of 
crosses In a very convincing way. 

The most remarkable corroboration of the chromosome theory of 

heredity has been the bringing of the genetic phenomenon of linkage 
and the visible behavior of the chromosomes into relation with the 
solution of the ancient problem of sex determination. 

THE DETERMINATION OF SEX. 

THE NORMAL METHOD. 

There are few questions connected with animal breeding which 
have aroused so much interest from the earliest times as the deter- 

mination of sex. Hundreds of theories have been advanced, and, 

though repeatedly disproved, keep reappearing. It is only within 
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the twentieth century that the means by which sex is at least usually 
determined in the higher animals has been discovered. This mech- 
anism, however, seems to be one that is beyond human interference. 

It has been noted that a certain definite number of chromosomes 
can be seen under the microscope in the cells of each kind of animal. 
A qualification of this statement, connected with the determina- 

Female 

Fic. 6.—Diagram illustrating the method of sex determination in an animal with 14 chromosomes in the 

cells of thefemales, 13in the males. Alleggs have 7 chromosomes but only halfthe sperms have 7 chromo- 

somes, the other half having 6. The former are female-determining sperms, the latter male determiners. 

Hereditary factors carried by the sex-determining chromosomes pass with it from father to daughter, 

never from father to son in such cases as that illustrated above. 

tion of sex, was suggested in 1902 by Prof. C. E. McClung, on the 
basis of a study of the cells of grasshoppers. This suggestion has 
since been confirmed in principle by a large number of scientists 
working with widely different kinds of animals, ranging from worms 
to mammals. In most cases that have been studied carefully a dif- 

ference has been found between the sexes, either in the number of 

the chromosomes or in the size of one pair. 
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As an illustration, we will consider the case of one of the grass- 
hoppers in which, owing to the large size of the cells and the rela- 
tively small number of chromosomes, the facts are considered to be 
beyond question. In this case, study of the cells from the digestive 
tract and muscle fibers of males shows 6 pairs of similar chromosomes 
and 1 odd chromosome, making 13 in all. The body cells of females 
contain 7 pairs of chromosomes, 6 pairs of which resemble the pairs 
in the male, while those in the seventh pair resemble the odd chro- 
mosome of the male. The same numbers are found in the repro- 
ductive cells before the final division which results in the functional 
reproductive cells. The final division is peculiar, as already noted, 
in that the chromosomes are sorted bodily into two groups. All the 
egg cells must contain 7 chromosomes, | from each pair. The sperm 
cells, on, the other hand, are necessarily of two kinds, half containing 
6 and half 7. The two kinds must, of course, be formed in exactly 
equalnumbers. The inference is clear that any egg cell which happens 
to be fertilized by a sperm containing 6 chromosomes will develop 
into a grasshopper with only 13 chromosomes in the body cells, and 
hence a male, while fertilization by a sperm containing the odd 
chromosome, i. e., 7 chromosomes in all, will result in the number 

14, and hence a female. From this it appears that sex is determined 
by chauce at the moment of fertilization. 
A similar mechanism has been found in a number of the mammals, 

including man. In the latter case, according to Von Winiwarter, 
there are 23 chromosomes in the male-determining sperms and 24 
in those which determine the female sex. 

It is naturally more difficult to establish the facts beyond question 
where such large numbers are involved. Fortunately, however, 
there is a wholly independent line of evidence which leads to the 
same conclusion. This is the evidence from characteristics linked 
with sex in inheritance. 

SEX-LINKED INHERITANCE. 

In the human species the mode of inheritance is best understood 
in the case of abnormalities which keep appearing in particular 
families. Most of these traits are inherited as if due to a single 
dominant or recessive factor. There are a number, however, includ- 
ing color blindness and hemophilia, which have long been known to 
follow a very peculiar mode of inheritance. These traits usually 
affect only males, yet are never transmitted from father to son, 
and do not reappear in the descendants of the sons. The daughters 
of affected males, on the other hand, though not affected them- 
selves, are very apt to have affected sons. This rule was discovered 
as early as 1820 by Nasse in the case of hemophilia, a condition in 
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which the blood fails to clot properly, with the consequence that 
an affected individual may bleed to death from a slight scratch. 

Until recently the explanation of this kind of inheritance was a 
complete mystery. A little consideration, however, will show that 
it is exactly what should be expected of a trait due to a factor carried 
by the chromosome which determines sex. The evidence indicates 
that in the human species this so-called X chromosome is single in 
males and paired in females. Half of the sperm cells produced by 
a male contain the XY chromosome and hence can transmit hereditary 
traits which it contains. These are the female-determining sperms. 
The other half, the male-determiners, lack the XY chromosome and 
all that is transmitted by it. This explains why a sex-linked charac- 
teristic can not be transmitted from father to son or to any of the 
descendants of the latter. All the daughters of an affected male 
receive the abnormal factor in the XY chromosome which determines 
theirsex. They will not, however, show the abnormality themselves, if 
it is recessive, as they also in general receive a normal X chromosome 
from their mother. Half of their ova, however, will contain the 
affected X chromosome. Those fertilized by sperms which lack 
the X chromosome are sons, and they will show the abnormality, 
as they can receive no protecting normal factor from the father. 

The common yellow variation of cats is another example of a 
characteristic which is linked with sex in this way, except for the 
fact that dominance is lacking. We may represent an XY chromo- 
some containing the factor for yellow by Xy, and one containing the 
alternative factor for black by Xy. There are three kinds of female - 
cats in this respect, yellow (X,X,), tortoise-shell (X,X},), and 
black (X,X>). Males, however, having only one X chromosome, 

can be of only two kinds, yellow (X,—) and black (X,—). It has, 

in fact, long been known that tortoise-shell males are so rare as to 
be classed as freaks. It should be added that there are independent 
factors which may change black in either sex to maltese or the tabby 
pattern. 

The female-determining sperm cells contain the extra chromosome 
(XY, in the case of a yellow male, X} in the case of a black male). 

The male-determining sperm cells wholly lack this chromosome. 
Thus a male can have no influence on the color of his sons so far as 
this pair of factors in concerned. A black female produces only 
black sons, a yellow female produces only yellow sons, and a tortoise- 
shell female produces 50 per cent of each on the average regardless of 
the color of the male in each case. A male can, however, transmit 
his color to the sons of his daughters. 

In an earlier section it was noted that Prof. Morgan and his co- 
workers had found that the hereditary variations of the fruit fly 
fall into four linkage groups, corresponding to the four pairs of 
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chromosomes of this insect. Microscopical study shows that sex 

is determined by one of these chromosomes in essentially the same 

way as that found in the grasshoppers and mammals in that the 

male produces two kinds of sperm. Parallel to this, they find that 

all the factors in one of the four linkage groups follow the sex- 

linked mode of inheritance of hemophilia and color blindness in man 
and the yellow color in cats. 
A number of characteristics have been found in chickens, pigeons, 

and canaries which are linked with sex, but curiously enough the 
relation to sex is exactly the reverse of that described above. The 
barred pattern of Plymouth Rock fowls is a familiar example. When 
a barred male is mated with a black female all the chicks are barred. 
With a black male and a barred female, only the male chicks are 
barred, the females being black. Further tests show that the barred 
females in the first case have no more tendency to transmit black 
than pure-blood Plymouth Rocks, while in the second case the black 
females have no tendency to transmit barring. There is, in other 
words, no inheritance of either of the alternative characters from 
mother to daughter. The conclusion drawn from such experiments 
is that in birds the females produce two kinds of eggs—determining 
the male and female sexes, respectively—while the males produce 
only one kind of sperm. Prof. Raymond Pearl, of the Maine experi- 
ment station, found indications that the difference in fecundity 
between Plymouth Rocks and Cornish Indian Games was in part 
inherited in this way. 

This method of sex determination is not limited to birds. It was 

found in a moth by Prof. Doncaster, of Cambridge University, in 
the first case of sex-linked inheritance to be analyzed, and has been 
demonstrated in the silkworm by Toyoma and Tanaka, two Japanese 
scientists. 

THE SEX RATIO. 

According to the method of determination outlined above, the 
sexes should be produced in equal numbers in thelongrun. This, in 
fact, is very nearly true in all the higher animals. Nevertheless, it is 
undoubtedly true that there is generally not exact equality. An 
extensive investigation in Germany by M. Wilckens gave the follow- 
ing numbers of males born to every 100 females: Cattle, 107.3; 
horses, 97.3; sheep, 97.4; swine, 111.8. The sex ratio in man varies 
in different countries, but always shows an excess of males, the 
average ratio being about 105 males to 100 females. These devia- 
tions of the sex ratio from equality are not necessarily out of harmony 
with the present theory of sex determination. The two kinds of 
sperm cells, for example, may differ in their activity or vitality. 
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Thus, while it appears very doubtful whether sex can ever be con- 
trolled in any exact way, the possibility of varying the sex ratio 
must be recognized. The results of even this very limited degree of 
control of sex determination, however, have been disappointing to 
date. Slight differences in the sex ratio among young born in differ- 
ent times of the year have often been published, but the results are 
so inconsistent that no general conclusion can be drawn. Another 
common theory is that a better nutritive condition of the dam favors 
the production of females. Great quantities of statistics have been 
gathered on this subject, but the evidence indicates an excess of 
males as often as of females under favorable conditions. Again it is 
believed by some that the sex of the more vigorous parent prepond- 
erates among the young, and by others the reverse is held. The 
two antagonistic theories seem to have just as much and as little 
support. The same is true of the theories which connect the relative 
or absolute ages of the parents with the sex of the offspring. A 
belief which is especially common among cattle breeders is that the 
time of services after the beginning of heat determines sex. The 
most common form of the theory is that early service tends to result 
in a preponderance of females, while service late in heat means 
more males. This theory has been most thoroughly tested by Prof. 
Pearl in data obtained from Maine farmers. His earlier data seemed 
to support the theory, but after adequate numbers had been obtained 
no significant differences remained. 

The view that sex, or at least sex ratio, can be modified by con- 

trol of such factors as those listed above has been urged most force-. 
fully in recent years by Dr. Oscar Riddle on the basis of experi- 
ments begun by Professor C. O. Whitman with various wild species 
of pigeons and doves. In these experiments Whitman and Riddle 
found an excess of males under conditions tending toward heightened 
vigor and of females under the reverse conditions. In tame pigeons, 
Cole and Kirkpatrick have shown that the sexes of squabs of the 
same clutch are distributed wholly at random, indicating the lack 
of any external control over sex. The departures from a random 
distribution found by Whitman and Riddle were not very great and 
their significance still seems to be an open question. 

A theory of sex determination which deserves mention only because 
of the frequency with which it is advanced is that sperm cells from 
one testicle produce males, from the other females. An alternative 
theory has it that it is one ovary which produces males, the other 
females. These theories are very easy to test by experiments in 
which one testicle or ovary is removed. Such experiments have 
been performed on a large scale with hogs and rats without any 
effect on the sex ratio, ; 
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The common belief that particular animals have a tendency to - 
produce an excess of males or females has rather more support than 
the other theories mentioned above. Breeders of dairy cattle in 
particular often become discouraged with a bull which seems to sire 
largely bull calves. It must be remembered in this connection, 
however, that rather large departures from equality may occur 
simply by chance. Thus if a coin is tossed 20 times, the best expec- 
tation is 10 heads and 10 tails, but about once in 40 times a departure 
as great or greater than 15 heads or tails is to be looked for. Thus 
a large number of dairy-cattle breeders may be expected to get 15 
or more bull calves out of 20 calves born. Such a result in one year 
would not have the slightest effect on the sex ratio in the next. 

However, very extensive experiments with rats, made by Dr. 
Helen D. King, of the Wistar Institute, have shown that it is possible 
by selection, accompanied by inbreeding, to produce strains which 
differ considerably in sex ratio. She obtained 122 males to 100 
females in the strain selected for male production and 82 males to 
100 females in the strain selected in the opposite direction. 
The theory that sex is normally determined by the number of 

chromosomes brought together by the sperm and egg at fertilization 
does not necessarily mean that this is the only method. There is, in 
fact, a certain amount of evidence which indicates that under extreme 
conditions the sex, as determined by the chromosomes, may be 
reversed. In hybridizing, especially, the normal mechanism seems 
likely to be upset and a great excess of males or females may be 
produced. 

THE FREEMARTIN. 

An interesting case of incomplete reversal of sex has recently been 
solved and may be mentioned in this connection. It has long been 
known that a heifer calf, born as a twin with a bull, is, in 8 or 9 cases 
out of 10, sterile. Such a heifer is called a ‘‘freemartin.’”’ The cause 

of this phenomenon has recently been worked out independently by 
Tandler and Keller in Germany and by Prof. F. R. Lillie, of the 
University of Chicago. They found that the blood systems of cattle 
twins usually grow together. When both twins were females or 
both males, no harm resulted. When a female was the twin of a male 

the development of the former appeared wholly normal in the few 

cases in which the blood systems remained separate. In all the 

cases in which the blood systems were connected, the female showed 

an abnormal development, intermediate between that of a female 
and a male. It appeared that the male embryo secreted some 

substance into the blood which tended to reverse the sexual develop- 
ment of the female embryo. 
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MENDELIAN HEREDITY ‘IN LIVESTOCK. 

POLLED CATTLE. 

We know much less about the details of heredity in the larger 
animals than m a number of small ones, such as the guinea pig, 
rabbit, rat, mouse, and especially Prof. Morgan’s fruit fly. Never- 

theless unit factors have been demonstrated in a considerable number 
of cases. Polled and horned cattle, for example, differ by a single 
unit in their heredity. The factor which determines the polled con- 

dition is nearly fully dominant over its alternative in horned cattle. 
In a cross between the polled Aberdeen Angus and the Shorthorn, 
most of the calves are wholly polled, and the rest, as a rule, merely 

have loose scurs in the skin. These scurs are more frequent in males 
than females. The same factor has appeared within the Shorthorn, 
Hereford, and other breeds and has permitted the formation of polled 
subbreeds. 

Polled bulls produce 100 per cent polled or nearly polled calves if 

they are homozygous polled lke the Aberdeen Angus breed (PP). 
Otherwise (Pp) they produce 50 per cent polled and 50 per cent 

horned in crosses with horned cattle (pp). The polled animals can 
be crossed generation after generation with horned stock without 
reducing the per cent of polled calves below 50 to a significant extent. 
Their horned descendants, on the other hand, have no more tendency 

to transmit the polled condition than ordinary horned cattle. The 
polled character can easily be fixed if the mode of inheritance is 
borne in mind in making all matings. The most important point is - 
to use exclusively bulls which have been proved to be homozygous * 
polled (PP). Such bulls can be produced only when both parents 

are polled. All polled calves produced by a polled bull from a polled 
cow are not, however, homozygous. Unless it is known that both 
parents were homozygous, the most promising bull calves among 
those with scurs small or absent should be picked out and tested 
with a number of horned cows. It should be easy to find one which 
transmits only the polled condition. 

COLORS OF CATTLE. 

The black Aberdeen-Angus, Galloway, and Holstein-Friesian cattle 
differ in their hereditary make-up from the red breeds (Shorthorn, 

Hereford, Ayrshire, Devon, etc.) by a unit factor. Black is dominant 
over red, and thus may transmit it. The red may be handed on for 

generations out of sight, to appear when two blacks are mated both 
of which transmit it. Even to-day a red calf occasionally is born in 
a respectable black herd of Aberdeen-Angus cattle. In such case it is 
well to remember that the sire, as well as the dam, is transmitting it 
in half his reproductive cells and had best be replaced. 
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Another interesting pair of factors is found in the red and white of 
the Shorthorns. In this case neither is dominant. The heterozygous 
animals have a mixture of red and white, the familiar roan pattern. 
The roan is thus an unfixable color. Roan by roan produces only 
about 50 per cent roan calves, the rest being equally divided between 
red and white. Practically 100 per cent roan can be obtained by 
breeding a white bull with red cows, or the reverse. The factor 
which removes the color from the hair of roans and whites is inherited 
independently of the kind of color. Thus, when a white Shorthorn 
bull is bred with black Aberdeen-Angus or Galloway cattle, the black 
of the latter is dominant over the red factor which is present in white 
Shorthorns as well as red ones, while the white factor of the Shorthorn 

is imperfectly dominant over the solid color of the Aberdeen Angus or 
Galloway. The result is a blue roan. When such blue roans are 
crossed together, blacks, blue roans, whites with black ears, reds, red 
roans, and whites with red ears, are all produced if enough calves 

are born. All but the last class were found among 21 calves pro- 
duced in such an experiment at the Iowa agricultural experiment 
station. 

Other colors in cattle have not been worked out so satisfactorily. 
There appears, however, to be an imperfectly dominant dilution 
factor which reduces black to dun color and red to fawn. The white 
patterns of many breeds are inherited independently of their colors 
and are, at least to some extent, dominant. The white face of the 
Hereford is thus transmitted to nearly all the calves in the first 
generation of a cross whether the rest of the coat is black or red, and 
is a useful ‘‘ trade-mark” for the recognition of Hereford grades in the 
market. Grades of the dairy breeds are usually recognized by show- 
ing traces of the dilute color of Jerseys or Guernseys or the large, 
irregular, white areas of Ayrshires, Holstein-Friesian, and many 
Guernseys. 

COLORS OF HORSES. 

The colors of horses have been worked out in much detail. The 
power to develop black (factor H) seen in bays, blacks, duns, etc., is 
dominant over its absence, as seen in chestnuts (factor h). Bays (B) 
differ from blacks (6) by an independent factor which may or may not 
be transmitted by chestnuts. The dilute colored duns, creams, and 
mouse-colored horses differ from bays, chestnuts, and blacks, respec- 
tively, by a third dominant factor (factor D and d). Three other 
independent pairs of factors determine between the roan (R), gray 
(G), and piebald (8S) patterns and their absence (7, g, and s). Since 

a chestnut horse is recessive in all essential factors (hhddrrggss), he or 
she can produce only one kind of reproductive cell (hdrgs), and two 
chestnuts, whatever their ancestry, can produce only chestnut 
foals. 
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It was thus very easy to fix the chestnut color in the Sussex Punch 
breed, but on the other hand, all other colors are dominant or, as is 
usually said, prepotent over it. The degree of prepotency depends 
on the dominant factors which are homozygous. A homozygous 
gray stallion (@G@) will produce nothing but gray colts, however 
crossed. A heterozygous gray (Gg) will produce 50 per cent gray 
and 50 per cent not gray in crosses with mares which are not gray. 

Fic. 7.—The spotted coat pattern of this scrub stallion is due to a dominant hereditary unit and may be 

expected to appear in half of his progeny. The curby hocks and other unsoundness are also strongly 

transmissible. 

COLORS OF HOGS. 

Curiously enough we know less about the mode of inheritance of 
colors in hogs than in the larger animals. The results of the first 
crosses between the various breeds are, however, well known. The 

white of Yorkshires and Chesters is more or less prepotent over the 
red of Tamworths and Duroc—Jerseys, and, probably for a wholly 
different reason, over the black of Hampshires, Berkshires, and 
Poland Chinas. The black of Hampshires is prepotent over the 
red of the red breeds. Berkshires and Poland Chinas, on the other 

hand, when mated with the red breeds, produce pigs with a tortoise- 
shell mixture of black, red, and often white spots. The white belt 

of Hampshires, like the white patterns of many other animals, is 
very irregular in its heredity. It is doubtful whether a given type 
of belt can ever be completely fixed. 
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COLORS OF SHEEP. 

The color of black sheep is recessive to the ordinary white color. 
It can thus appear only when transmitted by both ram and ewe. It 
is well to remember that a single black lamb in a flock indicates 
that the ram is transmitting the unit for black in half his sperm cells. 
Half of his daughters may thus be expected to transmit it. 

COLORS AND COMB SHAPE OF POULTRY. 

The mode of inheritance of the colors of poultry is still far from 
thoroughly worked out, but a few points may be mentioned. The 
barred pattern of Plymouth Rocks and several other color patterns 
are linked with sex in the way which has already been discussed. 

Fic. 8.—A daughter of the stallion in figure 7. Note the inheritance of the spotted coat pattern and 
curby hocks. 

The Blue Andalusian has a color which is inherited in a way similar 
to the roan of Shorthorn cattle. It is a color which can not be fixed. 
Blue by blue produces only 50 per cent blues, the rest being equally 
divided between blacks and splashed whites. It is possible, how- 
ever, to produce 100 per cent blue chicks by crossing the blacks and 
whites with each other. 
The mode of inheritance has been worked out for a number of 
characteristics of poultry besides color. Thus rose comb is dominant 
over single comb and behaves as if it differed only in one unit factor. 
The pea comb of Indian Games and Brahmas is also dominant over 
single comb but depends on a variation of a different unit factor. 
The combination of rose and pea comb results in the walnut comb 
of the Malay breeds. 

5254°—20—Bull. 905 ——5 
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HEREDITY OF FORM AND FUNCTION IN LIVESTOCK. 

RELATIONS OF THEORY TO PRACTICE. 

In the preceding sections we have attempted to present a brief 
outline of the present theory of heredity as it has been developed in 
the main from experiments with small animals and plants. TIllus- 
trations were given which show that these principles apply to farm 
livestock, at least in the case of coat color and a number of other 

rather superficial characteristics, such as the presence of horns in 
cattle and shape of comb in poultry. There is every reason for 
believing that these principles are of general application. and it is 
hardly too much to say that the normal method of inheritance is 
now clearly understood. Unfortunately, however, a thorough 
understanding does not necessarily mean easy control. The peculi- 
arities of form and function appear to be so complex in their mode 
of inheritance that an understanding of the fundamental laws of 
heredity is at present valuable to the stock breeder largely from the 
hight which they throw on such long-known methods of breeding as 
inbreeding, crossbreeding, selection, etc. In the present section 
most attention will accordingly be paid to these secondary principles. 

EQUALITY OF INHERITANCE FROM THE SEXES. 

As already noted, there is, in general, equal inheritance from the 
sexes with respect to all kinds of characteristics. There is, for 
example, no scientific foundation for such beliefs as that the dam 
controls the external form, the sire the constitution of the internal 

organs, or the reverse. The only known exceptions are the rather 
small class of sex-linked characteristics, which have already been dis- 
cussed. For reasons other than heredity, the dam naturally has 
more influence in the birth weight and some other characteristics of 
young animals, but these effects seem to be outgrown. 

The rule that there is in general equal inheritance from the sexes 
must not be taken as meaning that the sire or dam may not be 
prepotent in a particular cross on account of reasons other than sex. 

PREPOTENCY. 

An ideally prepotent animal is one that impresses his character- 
istics on all his progeny, however mated. There are many unsound 
beliefs connected with prepotency. It is often believed that it is a 
characteristic of an animal as a whole, closely related to vigor. Thus it 
is often held that a strongly masculine type in a male is an indication 
of general prepotency. This type is desirable in itself as an indication 
of vigor, which is of the utmost importance in all breeding, but there 
is no good evidence that prepotency in any other special characteristic 
is indicated in this way. The idea of general prepotency has also led 
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to the common belief that proved prepotency in one respect, such as 
color, indicates prepotency in others. Experiments, however, easily 
prove the falsity of this claim. 
A white-faced red Hereford cow with normal horns produces polled, 

white-faced, black calves when bred to a polled black Aberdeen- 
Angus bull. An Aberdeen-Angus cow produces the same kind of 
calf when bred to a Hereford bull. Evidently prepotency lies neither 
in the sex, the breed, nor the individual, but in the characteristics, 

polled head, black color (where there is any color besides white), and 

white face. 
Somewhat similarly, a cross made in either way between an 

Aberdeen Angus and a white Shorthorn produces polled blue-roan 
calves. Polled head and black color are prepotent, as before, but 
prepotency is lacking as regards the third pair of opposed character- 
istics, the solid color of the Aberdeen Angus and the nearly solid 
white of the Shorthorn. 

It is not the whole story, however, to say that certain character- 
istics are always prepotent. If in the case above, the polled, blue- 
roan Shorthorn-Angus crossbreds are bred back to a white Shorthorn, 
only half the calves will be polled, the rest having good horns, and 
only half will be black in the colored parts of the coat (that is, they 
will be blue-roan or white, with black ears), the rest being red roans 
and whites with red ears. Thus, the characters which were 

fully prepotent in the purebred cease to be so in the crossbred. The 
difficulty is that the crossbred produces more than one kind of re- 
productive cell. In the present case, half of the reproductive cells 
transmit the polled condition and half transmit horns; half transmit 
black and half transmit red; half transmit the tendency to develop 
color in the entire coat, as in the Aberdeen Angus, and half transmit 
the highly reduced condition of color, as in the white Shorthorn. 
Moreover, the representatives of the three sets of opposed characters 
are shuffled up and sorted out into the reproductive cells independ- 
ently of one another. Some of the reproductive cells transmit the 
combination polled, solid color and black, others polled, solid color 

and red, and so on through the eight possible combinations. 
In this illustration we have used characteristics which have already 

been discussed as examples of simple Mendelian heredity. Most 
characteristics probably depend on a much larger number of heredi- 
tary units, but, nevertheless, the nature of prepotency is believed to 
be essentially the same. So far as there is prepotency, it is a property 
of characteristics (or really of the hereditary units back of the char- 
acteristics), not of individuals, breeds, or sexes, and whatever the 
characteristic, there can be no prepotency unless the individual 
produces only one kind of reproductive cell so far as it is concerned. 
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In technical language, prepotency depends primarily on two th 
The factors back of the characteristic must be dominant and 
pair of factors must be homozygous. Other considerations, su 
the number of factors involved and their linkage relations as w 
the system of mating, play a part in determining whether the 
potency of an individual dies with him or is handed on to hi 
scendants. Most of these elements of prepotency are beyond 
trol and can simply be accepted thankfully when they appear. 
possible, however, to bring out such prepotency as is in a stocl 
preserve prepotency when it has appeared by breeding so as to fi 
desired characteristics. Fixation means simply to make al 
hereditary factors involved homozygous. 

VARIATION. 

Before discussing the methods of fixing characters it will be 
to go briefly into the causes of variation. In the first place it mu 
recognized that a great deal of variation is not hereditary. Diff 
characteristics are affected in very different degrees by outside 
ditions. Hereford cattle produce only white-faced, red cz 
whether raised under the best of conditions or under the v 
These same conditions, on the other hand, may make all the diffe 
between well-finished animals which win in the show ring and an 
which would appear discreditable even to a scrub herd. The w 
eliminate this kind of variation, of course, is to give all the stocl 
formly favorable conditions. 

Unfortunately there is in many cases variation which is ne 
hereditary nor due to’controllable outside conditions. As al 
pointed out, there are hereditary differences in the average si 
litter produced by different breeds of swine. There are also he 
tary differences within the breeds, but their influence is so slight 
Poland-China sows born in litters of 13 or more have been fou 
farrow less than one pig more on the average than sows born in | 
of one, two, or three. Outside conditions undoubtedly play a 
but to a very large extent the size of litter produced by a sow s 
to be beyond control. 

Even variations in coat color, at least with respect to patter! 
not always due to heredity. Spotted guinea pigs vary all the 
from nearly solid black to solid white. In a mixed stock it is ea 
show that the whiter parents have on the average the whiter offs; 
and vice versa, but analysis of the figures in a stock raised b 
Bureau of Animal Industry indicated that most of the variatio1 
due to chance irregularities in the course of development, anc 
thus beyond control. 

The importance of such irregularities in development can be 1 
ured roughly by the degree of asymmetry found. Thus the pat 
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of hooded rats and Dutch rabbits are much less likely to be asym- 
metrical than that of piebald guinea pigs, and it is found that a given 
pattern can be fixed in them much more perfectly. The white face of 
Hereford cattle is usually symmetrical and has been fixed to a satis- 
factory extent. Whether the white belt of Hampshire swine can be 
so fixed seems more doubtful, owing to its frequent asymmetry. 

Occasionally a variation is due to the appearance of a wholly new 
hereditary characteristic in a stock. The polled variation of cattle 
has probably appeared in this way a number of times. Such varia- 
tions, or mutations, as they are called, are, however, very rare. 
Most hereditary variation is due simply to recombination of the 

factors already present in the parent stocks. The blue roans and 
their varied progeny, derived from crosses between Shorthorn and 
Aberdeen-Angus cattle, are a good illustration of variation of this 
sort. It is this form of variation only which can be eliminated by 
methods of breeding. 

FIXATION OF HEREDITY BY SELECTION. 

Consistent selection toward the desired type is sometimes all that 
is necessary to fix a characteristic. Unfortunately, experiments 
have shown that what appear to be the same characteristics in two 
animals often depend on wholly different combinations of hereditary 
factors. A good example has been given in another connection in 
the case of two strains of light-eyed, yellow rats, each of which bred 
true by itself, but which produced nothing but black-eyed gray rats 
when crossed with each other. Thus progress by straight selection 
may be wholly upset at any time by an unfortunate cross of this 
kind. The whole breed must be lifted up at once if there is to be 
success by selection alone. Careful selection with breeding confined 
within a single herd or a few related herds, on the other hand, only 
requires that this small group be lifted up at once. Once success 
has been obtained, such a herd or group of herds becomes a powerful 
source of breed improvement by supplying prepotent sires. Prac- 
tical experience agrees with theory in the principle that the only 
systematic method of fixing heredity, and so bringing out such 
prepotency as is in a stock, is Bakewell’s old method of close breeding 
accompanied by careful selection. 

FIXATION OF HEREDITY BY INBREEDING. 

The primary effect of inbreeding is the fixation of hereditary 
qualities, whether good, bad, or indifferent. In other words, a 
sufficiently inbred animal produces only one kind of reproductive 
cell with respect to all hereditary characteristics (with the exception 
of sex and characters linked with sex in the case of male mammals 
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or female birds). The closer the inbreeding, the more rapid will be 
this fixation of hereditary characteristics. 
The reason why inbreeding fixes characteristics is easy to under- 

stand. As an illustration, consider a stock of horses in which blacks, 
bays, and chestnuts are being produced. Recalling that the domi- 
nant factor H is necessary in order that any black be present, that is, 
that the horse be other than a chestnut, and that the dominant 
factor B in the presence of H determines the bay pattern we see that 
the three colors may be determined by the following combinations 
of factors: . 

Baysese2 222 BBHH BbHH BBHh BbHh 

Blacks....bbHH bbHh 

Chestnuts..BBhh Bbhh bbhh 

Only the first types of bay and black breed true. Suppose, now, 
that the horses are mated brother with sister. From time to time, 
simply by chance, two animals will be mated which are homozygous 
in one or both of the factors. For example, two bays of formula 
BbHH may thus be mated. Neither of them transmits the factor 
for chestnut (A) and it is evident that their descendants will never 

produce chestnuts so long as they are bred only with each other. 
Blacks, however, will frequently appear. These blacks, being homo- 
zygous in both factors (66H), will breed true. If brother-sister 
matings are made among the bays, occasionally matings of the type 
BBHH by BBHH will be made by chance, in which the factor for 
black is eliminated as weil as that for chestnut. The descendants 
of this mating will be a true-breeding race of bays. 

Since the unfixed matings are continually giving rise to fixed 
matings, while the reverse can not occur, continued inbreeding is 
enough to insure an automatic tendency toward fixation. This 
fixation of type will tend to occur even if matings are simply made 
at random, but will, of course, be much more rapid if accompanied 
by selection, that is, if bays, for example, are mated with bays only 
in the case above. In this simple case, selection alone will have 
some tendency toward fixing the bay color, but the process will be 
exceedingly slow. A single unfortunate mating may undo years of 
work. It is hardly necessary to add that the case above is so simple 
that any of the colors can be fixed by much more direct methods, 
not necessarily involving close breeding. The case is merely used 
to illustrate the point that inbreeding has an automatic tendency 
toward making all the hereditary units homozygous, or, in other 
words, resulting in animals which produce only one kind of repro- 

ductive cell. 
A type is fixed most rapidly when matings are made between 

selected brothers and sisters, but the tendency toward fixation is 
present in almost any system of continued close breeding. There is 
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one exception, however, which should be pointed out. The mating 
of sire with daughter is in a sense as close inbreeding as brother with 
sister. Yet a male may be bred successively with his daughters, 
granddaughters, great-granddaughters, etc., concentrating his blood 
to any extent, without coming any closer to fixing his type than at 
first if the type were not fixed in himself. This will be clear from 
an illustration. A bay stallion of formula BbHh produces four kinds 
of reproductive cells (BH, Bh, bH, and bh). Half of these transmit 

the factor for black (6) and half that for chestnut (A). It is obvious 

that he will sire numerous black foals and chestnut foals, no matter 
how much his blood is concentrated. On the other hand, if it is 
possible to obtain a bay stallion which is known to be of formula 
BBHH, there is no quicker way of fixing a true-breeding race of bays 
than by repeated crosses with his female descendants. Such a 
stallion is prepotent, since in crosses with blacks and chestnuts he 

sires only bay foals. 
Speaking generally, the continued use of a sire of proved prepo- 

tency is the most rapid method of fixing his type, while the use of a 
sire which is not prepotent has no tendency toward fixation, but 
rather the reverse. 

ISOLATION OF GENETIC DIFFERENCES BY INBREEDING. 

It was noted in the section on variation that characteristics differ 
greatly in the degrees to which they are determined by heredity, 
outside conditions which are controllable, and by uncontrollable con- 
ditions, such as chance irregularity in development. Thus, in some 
characteristics, such as quality of coat color and, to a less extent, 

type, consistent close breeding, and uniform conditions, result in a 
highly uniform stock. In the case of functional characteristics, espe- 
cially fertility, there remains much variation even under apparently 
uniform conditions and any amount of inbreeding. Color pattern is 
also often of this kind, as we have seen in the case of guinea pigs. 
The Bureau of Animal Industry has a stock of guinea pigs which is 
descended wholly from a single mating in the twelfth generation of 
brother-sister mating. Variability has been reduced only 25 per 
cent by this inbreeding. There is still variation from nearly solid 
black to solid white, but none of it is now hereditary. The progeny 
of the blackest parents produce progeny of the same average grade 
as the whitest parents. Figure 9 shows the variation in pattern in 
four generations of guinea pigs from this inbred family. 

While inbreeding is of little use in bringing about uniformity in 
such cases, it does something else which, perhaps, is even more 
important. When there is a lot of variation which is not hereditary, 
straight selection is especially apt to be at fault. There can be no 
assured progress, since a single unfortunate mating with an animal 
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which is good by accident, not by heredity, may at any time undo 
all previous work. It is only by inbreeding a number of lines and 
comparing them that the real hereditary differences can be recognized. 
This was done in the inbreeding experiment with guinea pigs referred 
to above. Certain inbred lines averaged 15 per cent white, others 
85 per cent, while others were intermediate. It is very doubtful 
whether the extreme types could ever have been obtained from the 
original stock by straight selection without close breeding. Simi- 
larly, differences in growth, fertility, and vitality were brought to 
light among the different families of guinea pigs. These are discussed 
under the next heading. 

It would be difficult to overemphasize the importance of close 
breeding in the past history of livestock breeding, as the agent in 
bringing out the real hereditary differences between different stocks, 
and so leading to improvement in characteristics which could not 
have been improved by selection alone. 

Fic. 9.—Four generations ofinbred guinea pigs. The young pair at the right end ofthe lineis descended 
from 19 generations of matings of brother with sister. Three of these generations, the parents, grand- 

parents, and great-grandparents are in the picture. Color and other characteristics have become fixed 

automatically in this family because of theinbreeding. Theexact coat pattern, however, as is generally 

the case, is not wholly determined by heredity, and is therefore unfixable. 

THE EFFECT OF INBREEDING ON VIGOR. 

Along with the advantages of inbreeding, certain unfortunate 
effects have long been known. A general reduction in vigor, espe- 
cially in fertility, has long been ascribed to inbreeding, and there 
can be no doubt that these are common effects. It is not, however, 

so certain that they are invariable effects. Dr. Helen D. King, for 
example, has inbred rats, brother with sister, for 25 generations with- 

out any decline in size, constitutional vigor, or fertility, but rather 

the reverse. 
The Bureau of Animal Industry has made experiments on the 

subject involving more than 26,000 guinea pigs. A number of dis- 
tinct families have been maintained wholly by matings of brother 
with sister. The fact that one of these has reached the twentieth 
generation without any conspicuous decline in vigor in any respect 
is further evidence that the evils of inbreeding are by no means as 
great as often pictured. Other families, however, suffered a rapid 
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decline, and some decline is shown by the average for all families. 
The great differences between families confirm the suggestion that 
inbreeding is merely likely to lead to decline in vigor, but does not 
necessarily do so. This conclusion is brought out also on consider- 
ing the different characteristics se parately. One family lost markedly 
in vitality but not in size or fertility. In another the reverse was 
the case. In fact, nearly all combinations of favorable or unfavorable 
characteristics were represented by one or more families after a num- 
ber of generations of inbreeding. 

The results of crosses between different inbred families are inter- 
esting in this connection. The young from such crosses made dis- 
tinctly better gains and a larger percentage were raised of those born 
alive than in their inbred cousins raised at the same time under the 
same conditions. The crossbred females have much larger litters 
and have them more frequently. More of their young are born alive 
and the birth weights are greater than of young born of inbred dams. 
The second generation, in fact, appears to be as vigorous as a control 
stock which has never been inbred. . 

These results are easily interpreted by the present theory of hered- 
ity. They confirm the view that the primary effect of inbreeding is 
merely the automatic fixation of hereditary factors. It seems to be 
the usual rule that factors favorable to vigor are dominant over 
unfavorable ones, and hence tend to conceal the latter under cross- 

breeding. Under inbreeding the unfavorable factors are as likely to 
become fixed as favorable ones, and hence are brought to light. One 
or more of the unfavorable factors affecting size, vitality, or fertility 
are thus very likely to become fixed in each line, especially as it is 
very likely to happen that some of the favorable and unfavorable 
factors may be linked in their heredity, which means that the at- 
tempt to fix these favorable factors involves an involuntary fixation 
of the unfavorable ones. It usually happens that different defects 
become fixed in different lines, so that on crossing each supplies the 
elements of vigor which the other lacks and full vigor returns. 

The fixation of unfavorable characteristics can be prevented to 
some extent by sufficiently careful selection, but it must be remem- 
bered that fertility, vigor, etc., depend on so many factors besides 
heredity that even the most careful selection will often be at fault. 
Hereditary differences in these respects can not, in fact, be deter- 
mined with certainty except by starting a large number of inbred 
lines and comparing them. It is the discovery of one really valuable 
line, out of ascore or more of closely bred lines, which may be expected 
to make history in livestock breeding. 

While the conclusions in regard to inbreeding as given above are 
based on experiments with higher animals, it may be well to add 
that extensive inbreeding of insects has given similar results and that 
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the same is true of continued self-pollination in plants as brought 
out by Darwin, Shull, East, Jones, and Collins and Kempton. 

Summing up, the primary effect of inbreeding is the automatic 
fixation of some combination of hereditary factors present in a stock. 
This leads to uniformity of type or function, if such uniformity is 
possible. When not possible, owing to variability which is not 
genetic, the hereditary potentialities in the lines are brought out 
clearly, as is possible in no other way. Decline in vigor is a common 
but not a necessary consequence of the fixation of heredity. 

CROSSBREEDING, 

As inbred animals produce only one kind of reproductive cell, it is 
to be expected that a cross between two inbred lines will produce 
only one kind of progeny so far as hereditary factors are concerned. 
It is, in fact, well known that the first cross between two closely 

bred stocks is as uniform in character as either of the parent stocks. 
The cross between the polled black Aberdeen-Angus breed and 
white Shorthorns, producing polled blue roans, has already been 
considered. The conformation is also uniform in the first generation. 

While uniform themselves, such crossbreds are anything but 
prepotent as breeders. When two of the above-mentioned polled 
blue-roan Shorthorn-Angus crosses are bred with each other, the 
progeny, as already mentioned, include blacks, reds, blue roans, red 
roans, and whites with either black or red ears. Any of the colors 
may be associated either with horns or polled heads. There is also 
increased variability in conformation. 

As regards vigor and fertility, crossbreeding is likely to lead to 
marked improvement. As noted above, the crossing of two unrelated 
weakened inbred lines usually leads to a return to normal vigor. 

Summing up, the first generation of a cross is as uniform in charac- 

ter as the parent stocks, and in general shows increased vigor. In 
the second generation there is increased variability, the characteristics 
of the grandparents being combined, as a rule, in all combinations 
and in all degrees. 

THE SYSTEM OF BREEDING. 

THE PURPOSES OF LIVESTOCK BREEDING, 

Aside from mere increase in numbers, the purposes which the 
breeder is likely to have in mind fall under two more or less distinct 
heads, namely, production of a uniform product and improvement. 
A uniform product depends on such control over the heredity of the 
stock that matings can be made with the assurance that the offspring 
will be of a certain definite type for which there is a demand. Im- 
provement is, of course, closely related to control over heredity, but 
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the methods which give the greatest control are not necessarily 
those which lead to most rapid improvement. 

UNIFORMITY OF TYPE. 

The method of obtaining such uniformity of type as is possible, 
is, as already indicated, close breeding, accompanied by selection. 
This method was one of the foundations of Robert Bakewell’s success 
in improving the Longhorn cattle and Leicestershire sheep of the 
eighteenth century. His example was followed in the foundation 
period of most of the British breeds of livestock. Injurious effects of 
inbreeding became apparent later in certain lines, as in the low 
fertility of the Bates Shorthorns. There are to-day breeders who 
have reached great success through inbreeding and others who have 
met disaster. 

The degree of inbreeding which should be followed depends to a 
large extent on the purpose. Type, color, and utility have already 
been fixed to some extent in most of the pure breeds, and merely the 
consistent use of males of the same pure breed may be sufficiently 
close breeding in many cases. To fix a superior type within a breed, 
however, requires closer breeding. The closer the breeding, the 
more readily will characteristics become fixed. 

The expression ‘‘line breeding”’ is often used for various mild 
forms of close breeding. Thus, continued breeding within a herd or 
within a few related herds, with the avoidance of close inbreeding, 
is a kind of line breeding. The term is perhaps most frequently 
used when there is an effort to concentrate the blood of an especially 
worthy animal by mating together animals descended from him. In 
either case characters are fixed more slowly than with close inbreed- 
ing. There is, in consequence, less danger of fixing undesirable 
qualities in the stock by accident. It may be well to add that in 
line breeding, as in any form of inbreeding, animals should be mated 
primarily on their merits, regardless of the exact degree of relation- 
ship. The attempt: to follow a rigid system of mating, such as is 
sometimes represented on charts, usually interferes too much with 
selection to be a success. 

The degree of inbreeding which a man can afford to follow depends 
in, part on the size of his herd, in part on his ability in selecting the 
best for breeding stock, and in part on the extent to which he can 
take a chance. As already noted, most valuable characteristics of 
livestock are affected to such a large extent by feed and management 
and also by uncontrollable conditions, that the selection of the best 
individuals does not always mean selection of the best heredity. 
Hereditary differences can often be recognized clearly only when 
different inbred lines are compared with each other. Thus, among 
a number of inbred lines started from the same stock and maintained 
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with equal ability, some will degenerate rapidly, the majority, perhaps, 
will show some unfortunate characteristic, and in only a few will 
the desired type become fixed in association with high vigor and 
fertility. Once obtained, however, the type can be kept for a long 
time at its high level by close breeding, and can supply prepotent 
males for the improvement of inferior stock. 

CROSSBREEDING FOR THE MARKET. 

As already noted, control over heredity, and hence uniformity, 
depends on the amount of close breeding back of the parents and 
not at all on their relationship to each other. There is no doubt, for 
example, that mules can be produced as true to type as any pure 
breed, by using closely bred jacks and mares. Experience is, of 

Fig. 10.—A Poland China oat illustrating the lard type of hog. 

course, necessary to determine just what lines of jacks and mares 
will produce a mule of a particular size and type. It is probable that 
systematic crossing of breeds could be practiced to a larger extent 
than at present in cases in which the offspring are not to be used for 
breeding. An increase in vigor is to be expected. In some cases 
advantage can be taken of the good qualities of two breeds. The 
highest development of the meat type in animals is generally cor- 
related with reduced fertility. By choosing females from a breed 
distinguished for its vigor and fertility, and the male from a breed 
of the most extreme meat type, it is possible to produce progeny of 
the best market type without the losses due to defective fertility. 
Among hogs, Yorkshire or Tamworth sows can be used to advan- 

tage with an extreme type of Poland China or Duroc-Jersey boar. 
Purebred or grade Dorset ewes are useful in crosses where it is desired 
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to produce lambs out of season. Under some circumstances dairy 
cows can well be bred to bulls of the beef breeds in order to produce 
calves which can be fattened profitably. In some cases it may even 
be worth while to develop races within two breeds specially designed 
to be complementary to each other in crosses. The danger in any 
system of crossbreeding is that the very excellence of the first genera- 
tion will tempt the breeder to use them as breeding stock. The 
additional vigor due to crossing decreases after the first generation 
and uniformity of type is lost at once. 

IMPROVEMENT. 

There is a certain antagonism between control over heredity and 
radical improvement. Perfect control over heredity implies the 
absence of all variation among the progeny of a mating. A useful 
new type 1s most likely to be found where there is a maximum of 
variation. ‘Thus the pioneer breeder must make wide crosses. The 
first generation may be expected to be about intermediate between 

Tig. 11.—A group of Corriedale rams. This breed originated in Australia in the crossing of Lincoln or 

Leicester rams with Merino ewes. It has been developed into a true type by years of close breeding 

and selection. 

the parents and as uniform as the uncrossed parental lines. The 
second generation, however, will in general show distinctly more 

variability. The ancestral characteristics will be found in every 
compatible combination and in all degrees of development if enough 
young are produced. Characteristics may be found which appear 
wholly new. If a promising new type is formed it remains to fix it 
by careful selection and close breeding. 

There will doubtless always be room for the production of new 
types and from time to time even new breeds. But this work of 
radical improvement is not likely to occupy more than a few of the 
most ambitious breeders. Others will have such superior stock that 
they can do no better than conserve it by close breeding, making such 
slow improvement by selection as the limited variability of the stock 
permits. With a larger number, periods of close breeding must be 
interrupted by periods in which new blood is infused into the stock, 
a certain amount of uniformity being sacrificed to obtain renewed 
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vigor and a basis for further improvement. The great body, even of 
the owners of purebreds, however, wil! own stock which is distinctly 
below the best of its breed. For them improvement and fixation of 
type can go hand in hand. The method is the consistent use of pre- 
potent males of a given superior line. 

GRADING UP. 

Common stock can be improved and fixed in type by the same 
methods as those described last. The process in this case is known 
as grading up. Even two or three crosses with superior purebred 

Fig, 12.—A Merino ram, an example of the fine-wool type of sheep. 

males should raise the level practically to that of the average pure- 
bred, if not better, so far as individual qualities are concerned. With 
five or six such crosses it would doubtless be possible to produce 
animals better than most purebreds both in their own characteristics 
and in their breeding power. 

It is not, however, considered practicable to permit registration of 
grades as purebreds, no matter how many top crosses there may be, 
with superior purebred males of the same breed. In all but this 
respect, however, a large stock of common females can be rapidly 
converted into a herd as good as a purebred herd by grading. It is 
in the grading up of the common stock of the country that scientific 
breeding can render its greatest service. 
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METHODS OF SELECTION. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

In a broad sense the whole subject of practical breeding comes under 
the head of selection. The considerations which should determine 

the general policy of mating have been discussed in the previous 

section. 
In the present section, selection will be considered with respect to 

the characteristics which it is desired to improve rather than to the 

Fic. 13.—A Lincoln ram, an example of the long-wool type of sheep. The Corriedale breed was 
developed from crosses of rams of this type with fine-wool ewes. 

system of mating. The most obvious basis for such selection is the 
performance of the animals themselves. A dairy cow with a record 
of 1,000 pounds of butterfat in a year is more likely to produce a 
useful calf than one which produced only 200 pounds under the same 
circumstances. Unfortunately, the merits of most kinds of livestock 
can not be measured so directly. The study of conformation as an 
index of useful qualities has accordingly held a high place as a basis 
for selection of breeding stock. Livestock judging has this for its 
purpose. An animal of good stock is a better one to breed than one 
of equal individual merit but of mixed or common breeding. His 
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prepotency is apt to be greater. The pure breeds were founded in 
recognition of the importance of the heredity back of the immediate 
parents, and pedigree, though often misused, is a valuable aid to 
selection, apart from its importance in following a general policy of 
mating. The soundest basis of all for selection of breeding stock 
is the record of past performance as a breeder, provided the record is 
sufficiently extensive to give a fair test. 

The selection of the male, on whatever basis, should not depend 
wholly on the approximation to the ideal which the breeder has in 
mind, but also on the character of the females with which he is to 
be bred. The general rule is that the prospective sire and dam 

Fic. 14.—A striking illustration of the Use of a purebred sire. Two-year-old crossbred Hereford-Jersey 

steer, weighing 1,650 pounds, and his dam, a Jersey cow, weighing 800 pounds. The picture also illus- 
trates the prepotency ofthe Hereford white face. 

should be chosen so that the average of their characteristics approxi- 
mates as closely as possible the ideal type. In other words, they 
should be alike in characteristics which are up to the standard, while 
defects in one should be balanced by exaggerated development in 
the other. This principle has special application to horse breeding 
in choosing the stallion to breed with a particular mare. In the case 
of cattle, sheep, swine, and poultry its application is necessarily 
more limited, as the same male can not be expected to correct the 
defects of all the females. In these cases the male had best approach 
the ideal type in all respects as closely as possible. If all the females 
are of the same inferior type, however, the use of a male of an exag- 
gerated improved type may lead to most rapid progress. At one 
time the hogs that won the show ring awards were of an exaggerated 
type in which extreme early maturity went with lightness of bone, 
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low fecundity, and excessive fatness. This show-ring type was not 
considered the best utility type itself, but was the best for improving 
the coarse, slowly maturing, common stock of that time. 

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE AND LIVESTOCK JUDGING. 

As a general rule the most direct methods of estimating the useful 
qualities of animals are the most satisfactory as a basis for selection. 
Until relatively recently it was not practicable to make accurate 
tests of the milk and butterfat production of large numbers of dairy 
cows. The experience of dairymen with regard to the type of cow 
which had proved to be most productive was the best guide in select- 
ing breeding stock. At present the records made in a cow-testing 
association or in attaining advanced registry in a pure breed give a 
direct basis for selection, and the indications from conformation are 
being relegated to a decidedly secondary place, although knowledge 
of the approved dairy conformation is still of use in picking out the 
more promising cows from common stock or from among untested 
purebreds. 

Similarly, the trap-nest record is coming to be more important in 
finding the best egg-laying strains of poultry than the approach to 
a standard type. Wool production is of course judged directly. 
Among Standardbred trotters and pacers speed, of course, has been 
the all-important qualification from the first and has been fixed much 
better than conformation. During the longer history of the English 
Thoroughbred both speed and conformation have been fixed to a 
greater extent than in the Standardbred, but the prime basis for 
selection has always been success on the race course. The judging 
of heavy horses by conformation and action is probably as direct 
as is practicable. In the meat breeds of cattle, swine, sheep, and 
poultry study of the conformation gives the best indication of the 
actual quantity and quality of the meat which can be got without 
killing the animal and also gives indications as to early maturity. 
Detailed descriptions of the approved types can be found in bulle- 
tins on the various breeds of livestock. 

There are constant attempts to find a short cut to correct judg- 
ment through a correlation between some easily observed charac- 
teristic and the useful qualities. The development of the so-called 
escutcheon of dairy cattle was at one time very widely accepted as 
an indication of milking capacity, although the supposed correlation 
appears to have no basis in fact. In the case of poultry there are a 
number of ways, without taking trap-nest records, of picking out 
the hens which have been laying consistently. In breeds with yellow 
shanks those with the palest color have been proved to be the better 
layers. This is, however, really a more direct test than it seems. 
since the yellow color of the yolk of the egg is the same as that in 
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the skin. In times of heavy laying the yellow coloring matter from 
green feed is taken up by the eggs instead of by the skin. Other 
tests, such as those depending on the spread of the pelvic bones or 
the time of molting, are even more direct. 

There is another class of indirect indications of utility which should 
be mentioned. There is no reason for believing that the white face 
of the Hereford has any physiological connection with profitable 
meat production. The breeders of Hereford cattle, however, fixed 
this characteristic at the same time that they were fixing a good 
beef type. As it has been fixed in no other breed of cattle, it is a 
valuable indication of Hereford breeding when found in common 
stock. Conversely, fancy points which are lost on crossing have 
value as indications of pure breeding. 

THE BREEDING RECORD. 

The most direct evidence of the value of an animal in breeding, of 
course, is the past record in this respect. The discovery of pre- 
potent animals of a desirable kind means more for breed progress 
than any other factor. It is only necessary to recall the influence 
of Hambletonian 10 and his son, George Wilkes, on the American 
trotter, of De Kol 2d on the Holstein-Friesian cattle of this country, 
and of Anxiety 4th on American Herefords. In judging the value 
of an animal on this basis the number of his progeny and the char- 
acter of the animals with which he or she was mated must, of course, 
be taken into account. Uniform excellence in all of a large number 
of progeny outweighs a record of one champion among many culls. 

This method of selection is, of course, more applicable to males 
than to females, since the latter seldom have offspring enough until 
quite old. Unfortunately, it is very common to dispose of males 
before their value as sires is established, largely because of fear of 
inbréeding. There is probably nothing which will make for progress 
more than a systematic recording of the breeding record of promising 
sires, such as we have in the advanced registry for dairy bulls, based 
on the performance of their daughters. 

PEDIGREE. 

The ancestry of an animal as a clue to his probable success as an 
individual and as a breeder should first be considered as a whole. It 
makes a great deal of difference whether he is purebred, high-grade, 
crossbred, half-blood, or merely scrub. If there is line breeding to 
some prepotent individual and the other ancestors for several genera- 
tions indicate consistent selection toward the same type, it is very 
likely both that the animal will himself develop into this type and 
that he will be markedly prepotent. On the other hand, an array of 
ancestors of varied types, even though each is among the best of its 
kind, indicates an animal about which little can be predicted as to 
his own performance and less as to his progeny. 
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The value of particular individuals in the pedigree depends on the 
degree of relationship. A noteworthy sire or dam is a very important 
consideration. A noteworthy great-grandsire does not mean much 
by himself, and the more remote ancestors hardly need be taken into 
account as individuals. 

Attention should also be paid to collateral relatives. Each full 
brother or sister counts as much as a parent. Half brothers and 
sisters and full brothers and sisters of the parents are as closely related 
as grandparents. First cousins are related as closely. as great- 
grandparents. 

If the past breeding record of an individual is a better indication 
of his future success than his pedigree, it follows that in judging the 
value of a pedigree the breeding record of the sire is more important 
than his ancestry. The breeding record of the dam is important as 

Fie. 15.—Yearling Shorthorn bull. 

far as it goes, but may not be extensive enough to have much weight. 
The breeding record of her sire is likely to give more information. 
Thus, the worth and similarity in type of the progeny produced by 
the three or four closest top-cross males in the ancestry, in connection 
with their own worth and their relationship to one another, are the 
most important considerations in passing judgment on a pedigree. 
About twice as much weight should be given to the sire as to the 
dam’s sire, and so on, 

In judging the value of a pedigree, it is, of course, important to 
give as much weight to the inferior animals represented as to the 
champions. Unfortunately, it is not possible to learn much of the 
characteristics of any but the latter class. The rest of the pedigree 
consists merely of names. A knowledge of the methods and ideals 
of the leading breeders is of great assistance in giving substance to 
these names, 
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It is evident from what has been said that it is an exceedingly dif_h- 
cult thing to be able to judge quickly and accurately the amount which 
a certain pedigree adds to or subtracts from the value of an animal 
as an individual. A very detailed knowledge of breed history, recent 
and past, is necessary, as well as good judgment. The past history 
can be learned in part from standard books on the breeds, while the 
recent history, which is more important, can be best acquired by 
following the results at the great shows and sales for a few years and 
keeping in touch with the current breed journals. The pedigree of 
any purebred can easily be obtained from the herd, flock, or studbook. 

The best method of writing a pedigree for the purpose of study is 
that given for Amos Cruikshank’s famous Shorthorn bull, Roan 
Gauntlet, in the tabulation shown. All the ancestors for a number of 
generations are shown in their proper relations to each other. Any 
line breeding in the pedigree is at once brought out. In the case of 
Roan Gauntlet the accompanying form shows that he traces in every 
line to a mating of Mr. Cruikshank’s great bull, Champion of England, 
with a daughter or granddaughter of Lord Raglan. 

The other common method of writing pedigrees is given for Roan 
Gauntlet below the full tabulation. The dam, her dam, and so on 

in the straight female line, are named in the first column. Opposite 
each female is written the name of her sire. It is very common in 
this form to add the name of the breeder after each animal, a practice 
which, as already noted, is often of value in giving significance to 
otherwise unknown names. To the breeder who is_ thoroughly 
acquainted with the leading sires in his breed, their own merit and 
that of their progeny, the names of the three or four males at the top 
of the column may be sufficient for a very satisfactory estimate of the 
value of the pedigree. Unfortunately, this form of pedigree is likely 
to lead to undue weight being placed on the female line of ancestry. 
Owing to their smaller numbers, the sires are in general superior to 
the dams both in breeding and as individuals. Thus the straight 
female line is apt to be the weakest in the whole pedigree. Direction 
of attention to this line has merely the somewhat negative justifica- 
tion that if it is good the whole pedigree is likely to be good. 

The amount of information necessary for weighing properly the 
value of a pedigree is so great that a large number of men arrive at 
their conclusions by some short cut. The usual short cut in this case 
is the basing of values on family names, assigned to animals in a 
more or less arbitrary way. If the families really represented closely 
bred lines—breeds within breeds—this would be satisfactory, but that 
is seldom the case. In some breeds, the family name applies to all 
the descendants through the straight female line from some particular 
female. The second form of pedigree described above has the unfor- 
tunate effect of appearing to sanction this system. After a few gen- 
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erations such a family name may mean practically nothing as regards 
either type or breeding. A judgment based on a family name in the 
straight male line is no better. The direction of attention away 
from real values always means deterioration in the end. A fancy 
for a particular name thus tends to correct itself in the long run, but 
may work great harm to a breed in the meantime. 

THE VALUE OF PUREBREDS. 

The characteristics of our domestic animals are the result of a 
very gradual evolution, which has taken place in the course of cen- 
turies. Even our average scrubs are doubtless superior, in their 
usefulness to man, to the wild animals from which they are remotely 
descended. Until quite recently most of this improvement probably 
came about rather in spite of, than because of, the current beliefs 
in regard to heredity; one sound principle, the selection of the best 
for breeding, was, however, widely enough applied to bring about a 
slow progress. That our livestock are on the average still far from 
utilizing their feedstuffs to the greatest advantage in producing food, 
clothing, and work is shown by the achievements of individual ani- 
mals, usually belonging to one or another of the pure breeds. These 
pure breeds are the tangible result of a century and a half of conscious 
effort at improvement. As hope for a more satisfactory livestock 
situation in the country depends on the further improvement of 
pure breeds and on the diffusion of their influence through the com- 
mon stock, it will be well to consider briefly what has already been 
accomplished. 

The value of the purebreds is clearest in those cases in which the 
capability of the animals is measured most directly. No one would - 
question, for example, the supremacy of the English Thoroughbred 
in speed and gameness, a supremacy gained by a long period of the 
most direct selection. Among the farm animals, the best illustration 
can be found in dairy cattle, although careful yearly tests of milk 
and butterfat production are relatively recent affairs. The enormous 
differences among dairy cows when given the same opportunity have 
been brought out clearly in a great number of cases. Careful studies 
have shown that these differences are strongly inherited through both 
the sire and the dam. The average for purebreds and grades is also 
much above that for the average milk cow of the United States, 
which produces only about 4,000 pounds of milk and 160 pounds of 
butterfat in a year. 

DAIRY CATTLE. 

The great improvement which can be made by better feeding and by 
the grading up of common cows by the use of purebred sires has been 
demonstrated in all the many cases to which the writer has seen 
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reference. Since, however, it is not possible in most cases to separate 

clearly the effects of grading up from those of better feeding and 

management, it may be well to refer briefly to an experiment recently 

reported by McCandlish, Gillette, and Kildee, of the lowa agricultural 

experiment station, in which this can be done. 
A number of scrub milk cows were brought to the station from a 

region of Arkansas in which purebred bulls had not been used. Their 

average milk production was not known but was doubtless much 

less than that which was obtained from the same cows under careful 

Fic. 16.--A Guernsey bull of excellent type. 

management at the station. Five of the cows were mature, 2 were 
4 years old, and 7 either were very young heifers when obtained or 
were born at the station. These scrubs were bred to purebred bulls 
(Holstein, Guernsey, and Jersey), none of which were high priced. 
The records, all made under the same conditions, may be summarized 
as follows, after making the proper correction for age: 

Effect of breeding scrub milk cows to purebred bulls. 

Average | Average 
pounds | pounds 
milk. /butterfat. 

Cows |Lactation 
Descrpilou- tested. | periods. 

Hcrubs—mature when obtained. .-...--..--..--.-----22222---- 5 15 3, 169 154 
Scrubs—4 years old when obtained...............-.-.---------- 2 15 | 3, 598 166 
Scrubs—developediat station... 12.22.20 .62-2222-- 22st eee seek | 7 28 4, 036 191 
Sre-nalfipureiplood seer eae ook eka cee Necin Seca. <clssoeeee so eeene 13 40 5, 556 253 
nrce (ourihsypure DIOOds= 4206 sean ieee es ae fo —- cea e eee eee 5 6 8, 402 358 
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RESULTS OF IOWA EXPERIMENT IN GRADING UP SCRUB DAIRY STOCK. 

The table indicates that a heifer which has developed under 
favorable conditions will produce more milk than one which did not 
have this advantage (increase of 27 per cent in milk, 24 per cent in 
butterfat). The most important thing brought out, however, is 
the great improvement made by one cross with purebred sires (38 
per cent in milk production, 32 per cent in butterfat). The data for 
three-quarter bloods are rather meager, but show such a very great 
increase that it can be hardly doubted that a substantial increase 
over the first cross will be shown when larger numbers are available. 
When each of the grade cows is compared with her scrub dam or 
granddam, the improvement appears even more striking, owing to 
the fact that some of the dams were in the group of scrubs which 
were mature when brought to the station. Considerable difference 
was found in the value of the different bulls used. One of them 
produced hardly any improvement in his daughters, while others 
were responsible for a big increase in production. 

It is important to understand the essential difference between a 
good and a poor producer. An investigation by C. H. Eckles, of 
the University of Missouri, brought out no important differences 
in the quantity of feed used by the cows merely in maintaining their 
weight when dry, nor in the amount of milk and butter produced 
by a given amount of additional feed. The good producer merely 
ate more feed in addition to the maintenance ration than the poor 
producer. This does not mean that a better appetite is the cause 
of higher production. The situation is probably the reverse. It 
shows, however, that the greater economy of high producers les in 
the smaller percentage of their feed used for mere maintenance. 
The average cow, producing 160 pounds of butterfat a year, eats 
about 50 per cent more than if she were dry. Her milk scarcely pays 
for her keep. A cow which eats 100 per cent more than her main- 
tenance requirements should produce twice as much milk as the 
former cow, with only one-third more feed. If the average Ameri- 
can cow were of the latter kind, producing about 320 pounds of 
butterfat in a year, only half as many cows would be needed as at 
present and only two-thirds as much feed would be consumed in 
producing our present milk supply. With still more productive 
cows, milk can be produced still more cheaply, although it should 
be said that the rate of decline in feed cost decreases rapidly for 
production above 320 pounds. As a very considerable number of 
cows, including representatives of all the important breeds, have 
records of 900 pounds of butterfat in a year, the attainment of an 
average of 320 pounds is not a very ambitious undertaking. 

As for the breeds of dairy cows, each has its advantages. The 
Jerseys and Guernseys, for example, produce richer milk than the 
Holstein-Friesians, but on the average less of it. The average 
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difference in butterfat production, relative to the size of the animals 
and their cost of upkeep, is probably not very great. The differences 
between good and poor strains within each breed are much more 
important than differences between two breeds. 

QUALITY IN MEAT. 

The world-wide trend toward a falling per capita production of 
meat and the rising prices relative to other foods make the more 
economical production of meat a pressing problem. Both better 
methods of management and the improvement of the native stock 
by grading are of the greatest importance in this connection. The 
differences between purebred and scrub stock and the advantages 
to be expected by the grading up of the latter, however, are often 
misunderstood. The improvement is not primarily in size or even 
in the apparent economy of gains. The three most important 
breeds of beef cattle—Shorthorn, Hereford, and Aberdeen Angus— 
are indeed of large size, and when crossed with scrub beef cows or 
with milk cows which are undersized by heredity and not merely 
stunted by lack of proper feeding, they produce great improvement 
in this respect. Shorthorn and Hereford bulls have done wonders 
for the western range cattle in this way as well as in others. The 
pure breeds of swine and the larger breeds of sheep have also often 
been used to advantage to increase the size of native stock. There 
are, however, many large-sized scrubs. 

The Holstei-Friesian cattle probably have the largest bony 
framework of all the breeds, but are not the best beef cattle. Feeding 
tests at experiment stations have often shown very little difference 
in either rate or gain or the cost per pound of gain when purebred 
or high-grade beef steers were compared with steers of scrub or 
dairy breeding. MHolstein-Friesian steers, as might be expected, 
have shown up especially well in such tests. Similar results have 
been obtained in comparing purebred swine with “razorbacks”’ 
raised under the same conditions. 

In the tests with cattle, however, the animals of beef type and 

breeding usually finished out into a class for which the market 
would pay considerably more than for the finished scrub or dairy 
steers. The per cent which the dressed weight forms of the live 
weight depends largely on the degree of fattening, and varies from 
40 per cent in thin cows to 70 in the most highly finished steers. 
Under the same conditions steers of beef breeding usually dress out 
from 1 to 5 per cent more than common or dairy steers. There is 
also a slight difference in the size of the cuts from different parts of 
the carcass. Nature tends to develop most flesh in the muscles 
which do the most work. In the beef breeds of cattle, animals have 

been selected for breeding in which there was as much flesh as pos- 
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sible in the little-used muscles of the back and loin. The high- 
priced cuts from the back and loin, in fact, do form a slightly larger 
percentage of the dressed weight in beef steers than in common ones. 
The greater value of the meat from steers of beef breeding is largely, 
however, ascribed to the somewhat elusive element quality. 

If the greater use of purebred bulls is merely to improve the average 
quality of beef and not to increase the quantity produced in the 
country with a given consumption of feed, it may seem to be of no 
very great importance. It appears, however, that in this case 
superior quality really means greater food value. The essential 
differences between a beef steer and the average scrub are probably 

Fic. 17.—Aberdeen-Angus steer of excellent beef type. 

brought out most thoroughly in an experiment by Dr. H. P. Armsby 
and J. A. Fries (Bureau of Animal Industry Bulletin 128). 
An Aberdeen-Angus steer was fed in comparison with a scrub. 

The utilization of the feed was investigated by the most thorough 
methods. In agreement with the usual results, there was little 
difference in gains or cost per pound of gain. The beef steer dressed 
out better—60 per cent compared with 54.5 per cent—and the loin 
formed 17.5 per cent of the dressed weight, compared with 16.4 per 
cent in the scrub, which had more weight in the cheaper cuts. The 
beef steer, though greater im height and length of body at a year of 
age, was reached or passed by the scrub later in those respects. The 
beef steer, however, greatly surpassed the scrub in girth of body. 
Evidently the scrub continued growing for a longer time in bone and 
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muscle, while the purebred, after a more rapid early growth, matured 
earlier and turned to fattening with greater facility. There was an 
important difference in the amount of feed just necessary to keep the 
animals from losing weight, the scrub requiring about 19 per cent 
more feed for this purpose. The purebred, moreover, was able to 
consume and utilize a larger amount of concentrated feed above his 
maintenance requirement than the scrub, the same difference, it 
will be recalled, as that between a good and a poor dairy cow. 

These advantages may appear impossible to reconcile with the 
lack of difference in gains or cost per pound of gain. The explana- 
tion is that the purebred packed more food value into a pound of 
gain. A pound of his meat contained a great deal more fat and 

Fig. 18.—Yorkshire boar, illustrating the bacon type of hog. 

practically as much protein, but very much less water. Thus a 
pound of meat from the purebred was not merely of higher quality, 
because of the superior marbling with fat, but really contained 40 
per cent more food value. Thus under the same conditions a pound 
of meat from a properly finished purebred is no more comparable 
with a pound from a scrub than is a pound of rich milk with a pound 
of low-testing milk. 

Thus the important qualities which breeders have developed in the 
breeds of beef cattle are the blocky conformation with the greatest 
development of the more valuable cuts and the:smallest amount of 
waste; the low maintenance requirement which results from a placid 
disposition; the rapid but soon completed growth in bone and muscle, 
in which large size is combined with early maturity; and, finally, ease 
of fattening. 
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The improved breeds of hogs have a similar advantage over scrubs 
in conformation, disposition, early maturity, and ease of,fattening, 

resulting in the production of a more concentrated food product at 
no more or at less cost per pound. The hog, however, has such an 

Fig. 19.—A Piney-Woods ewe. 

excessive tendency to fatten that the most improved breeds do not 
produce the best quality of meat. They are valuable, primarily, 
for the lard which they produce. The breeds with more vigorous 

Fic. 20.—First cross between a Piney-Woods ewe and a purebred ram, showing improvement in type 

and wool. 

growth and less tendency to fatten, such as the Tamworth and York- 
shire, produce a better quality of ham and bacon. 

In parts of the Corn Belt the native hogs have been improved to 
such extent by crosses with purebreds that the advantages of con- 
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sistent grading to one pure breed are perhaps rather in obtaining 
uniformity of color and type than in efficiency of pork production. 
In many parts of the country, however, there is still much room for 
improvement in the fundamental qualities. 

Sheep breeding is complicated by the simultaneous selection for 
wool and mutton. Each of the breeds produces its own characteristic 
kind of wool. Any desired fineness or length of fiber which is found 
in a pure breed can easily be fixed in common stock by grading up. 
As regards mutton, the same principles apply as in beef production. 
The same qualities have been fixed in the middle and long-wool 
breeds of sheep as in the beef breeds of cattle. 

Fic. 21.—The same Piney-Woods ewe as in Fig. 22.—First cross between Piney-Woods 

figure 19, showing the lack of wool on the ewe and a purebred ram, showing wool on ab- 

abdomen. Total wool clip, 3 pounds. domen. Total clip, 8 pounds. 

BREEDING AND SOUNDNESS IN HORSES. 

The hereditary differences among the breeds of horses are more 
conspicuous than in any other kind of livestock. Differences in 
weight, speed, and conformation are fairly well fixed in the pure breeds, 
but, of course, unfixed in scrubs. The effect of a cross with a given 

pure. breed can be predicted, at least in a rough way, but no predictions 
are of value in case the stallion is ascrub. Of the greatest importance 
for any kind of horse are good feet and legs. Scrub stallions, even 
if apparently sound themselves, are more likely to transmit unsound- 
ness than stallions of the pure breeds, especially if the latter are. 
known to come from sound stock. There is, perhaps, less excuse 
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for scrub stallions than for scrub males of any other kind of live- 
stock. 

Whether it is advisable for a man who breeds only 1 or 2 mares a 
year to breed always to a stallion of the same pure breed is more 
often questioned. It may seem best to attempt to balance a certain 
defect in a grade Percheron mare by breeding to a Clydesdale stallion. 
The colt is practically a crossbred and should have the vigor of a 
crossbred with at least the general conformation and size of a draft 
horse. There is, however, much more uncertainty in such breeding 
than in consistent grading to a single pure breed. In crossbreeding, 

Fic. 21.—A Percheron stallion. 

Descendant of along line of impressive ancestors and himself a sire of valuable draft horses.. 

one defect on which attention is fixed may be improved, but unex 
pected ones are likely to appear. In shifting constantly from bree 
to breed there can be no assured progress toward a definite ideal. 

POULTRY. 

The various breeds of standardbred poultry have been selected 1 
the past largely according to type and feathers. The heavy bree 
can be trusted to excel in meat production, but the situation has no 
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been. very satisfactory in regard to eggs. With the systematic tak- 

ing of yearly egg records, however, it will probably not be long before 

reliable strains of egg producers will have become thoroughly estab- 

lished in all the breeds with pretensions in this direction. Great 

differences among breeds and strains within the breeds have been 

clearly demonstrated. 

SATISFACTION FROM PLEASING APPEARANCE. 

In this discussion, attention has been devoted in the main to the 

strictly practical merits of the pure breeds. It would not be fair to 

Fic. 24.—A Standardbred stallion. 

conclude without referring to another aspect. This is the satisfac- 
tion to be derived from a uniform stock which presents a pleasing 
appearance in type and color. The appeal of the beautiful or ma- 
jestic in livestock has been, perhaps, the most important motive 
leading to their improvement. Pride in the possession of such live- 
stock and the constant inspiration to be derived from their further 
improvement are considerations beyond the purely material ad- 
vantages. 
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Fic. 25.—Typical results of grading up with poultry. A, standardbred Barred Plymouth Rock male; 

B, mongrel hen: C, grade hen (3 blood); D, grade hen (? blood); E, grade hen (7 blood); F, grade cock 

(Z blood). 
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SUMMARY. 

Animals and plants are composed of microscopical units—the cells. 

Each cell has a specialized central portion, the nucleus, which con- 
tains a number of threadlike or rodlike bodies called chromosomes. 
The number of chromosomes is constant in each kind of animal or 

plant. 
Every animal begins its career in the union of two cells—the egg 

cell from the dam and the sperm from the sire. 
In a sense the reproductive cells are not produced by the parents 

but are unspecialized bits of the same material from which the 
parents themselves originally developed. Heredity consists merely 
in the retention, by the reproductive cells, of the power to develop 
into a complete individual under the proper conditions. 

Characteristics acquired by the parents through training, care, or 
accident are not transmitted to their progeny. Belief in the in- 
fluences of telegony and maternal impressions has no scientific 
foundation. 

The heredity, transmitted by the reproductive cells, is composed 
of unit factors, each of which is handed on unchanged from genera- 
tion to generation. 

Hereditary differences depend on the existence of alternative forms 
of certain unit factors. Such alternative factors are called alle- 
lomorphs of each other. 

The egg and sperm each contain, typically, a full set of the unit 
factors characteristic of the kind of animal. Their union results in 

a double set in the fertilized egg. 
This double set may be composed in part of pairs of identical factors 

and in part of pairs of alternative factors. The individual is said to 
be homozygous in regard to the former, and heterozygous in regard 
to the latter. 

Tt often happens that one of the alternative factors in a hetero- 
zygous individual expresses itself fully in development at the expense 
of the other. Such a factor is said to be dominant. The factor 
whose influence is suppressed is said to be recessive. The normal 
type of a species is usually dominant over deviations from normal. 

Most characteristics depend on the combined influence of a number 
of pairs of factors. 

The double set of factors in the individual is sorted out into single 
ets in the formation of the reproductive cells. Individuals produce 
nly one kind of reproductive cell in those respects in which they 
re homozygous and two kinds in those in which they are hetero- 
ygous. 
Parallel to the results of genetic experiments, the microscope reveals 

he chromosomes in pairs in the body cells, in place of the single set 
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to be observed in the reproductive cells. There is convincing evi- 
dence that the chromosomes are the bearers of the hereditary factors. 

In most cases two factors which come into an individual’s heredity 
from the same parent are no more likely to go into the same repro- 
ductive cell than two factors which were derived from opposite 
parents. 

In some cases, on the other hand, there is a tendency for factors 
which enter a cross together to come out together in the second 
generation. Such factors are said to be linked with each other in 
inheritance. 

The hereditary factors of a species fall into groups in such a manner 
that those in the same group are all linked with one another, while 
those in different groups show no linkage. It is believed that each 
linkage group contains the factors which are carried by a given 
chromosome. 

Sex is normally determined by a difference in the chromosomes. 
In some cases, including mammals, the male produces two kinds of 
sperms, male and female determining, respectively. In other cases, 
including birds, it 1s the female that is heterozygous for sex. 
A number of characteristics are known which are linked with sex 

in inheritance in such way as to indicate that they are carried by the 
chromosome that determines sex. 

No practical means of modifying the sex ratio is yet known, with 
the possible exception of inbreeding and selection. 

The colors of farm livestock depend in most cases on relatively 
few unit factors. The same is true of a few other characteristics, 

such as the polled condition of cattle and the various comb shapes 
of poultry. 

Differences in size, type, and function are believed to depend in 
most cases on many factors. Their inheritance can not, so far as 

known at present, be controlled by such direct methods as the 
simpler characteristics. 

There is equal inheritance from the sexes. 
Prepotency depends neither on breed nor on sex, nor does the 

prepotency of an individual in one respect indicate his prepotency 
in others. In part, prepotency depends on the nature of the heredity 
back of particular characteristics, especially on the dominance of 

the factors which are involved. In part, it depends on the fixation 
of heredity, which means the making of all pairs of factors homozy- 
gous. 

Variation is composed of four elements: that due to different com- 
binations of hereditary factors, that due to the appearance of new 

hereditary factors (or mutations), that due to outside conditions 
which can be controlled, and that due to uncontrollable conditions, 

such as chance irregularity in development. Some characteristics 
are determined to a greater degree by heredity than others. 
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Straight selection is sometimes effective in fixing characters, but 
a single unfortunate cross is likely at any time to upset much previous 
work. 

The primary effect of inbreeding is the automatic fixation of some 
combination of hereditary factors present in the stock. This leads 
to uniformity of type or function, if such uniformity is possible. 
When not possible, owing to variation which is not genetic, the 
hereditary potentialities of different lines are at least clearly brought 
out. Decline in vigor is a common but not a necessary consequence 
of the fixation of heredity. 

The first generation of a cross is as uniform in character as the 
parent stocks, and, in general, shows increased vigor. The type is 
usually, but not always, mtermediate between that of the parents. 
In the second generation there is increased variability, the character- 
istics of the grandparents being combined, as a rule, in all combina- 
tions and degrees. 

Aside from mere increase in numbers, the principal objects of 
breeding are to produce uniformity of a desired type and improve- 
ment. 

Uniformity of type depends on close breeding accompanied by 
selection, and may either be fixed within a line or secured in the first 
generation of a cross. 

Radical improvement depends on crossbreeding followed by close 
breeding and selection in order to fix the desired combination of 
characteristics when obtained. 
Improvement of inferior types, whether scrub or purebred, de- 

pends on the consistent use of prepotent males of the same breed or 
line within the bred. 

Selection of breeding stock requires good judgment in estimating 
the merits and properly weighing the claims of the animal’s per- 
formance, his conformation, pedigree, and previous success as a 
breeder. : 

The most direct tests of performance are the best. 
The best evidence of the value of an animal in breeding is his past 

record in this respect, if sufficiently extensive. 
In judging the value of a pedigree, the worth and similarity in 

type of the progeny produced by the three or four closest top-cross 
males in the ancestry in connection with their own worth and their 
relationship to one another are the most important considerations. 
The sire should be given twice as much weight as the dam’s sire, and 
so on. 

The pure breeds of livestock are the successful results of past 
efforts at improvement and should form the basis for further progress. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In the more arid parts of the West, arable land possesses little 
value without water. The water which can be put to a beneficial 
use is limited to relatively small quantities, so that when it is fully 
utilized, only a small percentage of the total fertile and arable 
lands of the West can be reclaimed by irrigation. In recent years, 
owing to the rapid increase in the value of soil products, intensively 
farmed land under irrigation systems has risen in many cases to 
double its former, prewar value. This great advance in the value of 
irrigated land has placed a premium on water, and a widespread 
effort is being made to convey, distribute, and use the appropriated 
waters in such a way as to incur the least possible loss. Every gallon 
of water wasted by seepage and absorption in porous earthen chan- 
nels or in careless use on the land, robs the farmer of so much profit, 
whereas every gallon saved protects fertile soil from water-logging, 
and results in larger yields and profits to the grower. 

5 ot fl 
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An experience covering a period of over a quarter of a century 
on the Pacific Coast, and more especially in California, has demon- 
strated that large quantities of water can be saved by the substitu- 
tion of pipe for earthen ditches. The results of a large number 

of measurements made by the irrigation division of this bureau 
show that the transmission losses in earthen channels vary from 10 
to 60 per cent, and average fully 35 per cent of the quantity of water 
admitted through the intake. When pipes are substituted for earthen 
channels, the loss of water in conveyance is usually negligible. 

The use of pipe for the carriage of water and of pipe systems for 

its distribution to farmers, not only prevents loss of water but affords 
better facilities for its control, distribution, and delivery. Irrigating 
land by means of open channels in earth is a laborious and unpleas- 

ant task, wasteful of water, time, and effort. On the contrary it can 

be rendered comparatively easy and pleasant if the proper equipment 

is provided in the way of pipe, pipe systems with proper gates, turn- 

outs, and other fixtures. The interest on the cost of such betterments 
for highly profitable creps is more than likely to be amply com- 
pensated for by the water and labor saved and a more uniform 
moistening of the soil. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to present to the irrigation farmers 
and orchardists of the West information concerning pipe and pipe 
systems and more especially the use of concrete pipe in irrigation, 
with such practical suggestions regarding making and laying as may 

enable those engaged in this work to avoid mistakes and attain satis- 
factory results. 

THE USE OF PIPE IN IRRIGATION. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of concrete pipe as used in irriga- 

tion systems, brief references are made herewith to other kinds of 
piping used for the same purpose. ‘These other kinds include metal 
pipe, wood pipe, and vitrified clay pipe. These, with concrete pipe, 
differ in strength, durability, cost, and general fitness for any par- 
ticular location and use, and in planning an irrigation system where 
pipes are to be used in quantity, care should be exercised to select the 

kind of piping that will best meet the requirements of each individual 
case. It happens quite frequently that the same kind of piping can 
not be advantageously used to convey water to all parts of an irriga- 

tion enterprise. 

Metal pipes, and especially riveted steel pipes, possess strength in 

a high degree and on this account should be used for high pressures 
and where excessive fluctuations in pressure occur due to water- 

hammer and other causes. On the other hand riveted steel pipe of 

the quality now manufactured is not durable when exposed to un- 
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favorable conditions unless protected by an asphaltic or other similar 
coating or galvanized. The dipping of sections of riveted pipe in a 
bath of hot asphalt has long been practiced, but if the coating becomes 
brittle when cooled, it is liable to chip off and expose the metal. To 
guard against Ai tasion’ | in the coating, roofing paper cemented to the 
pipe with hot tar has been successfully used on several large systems, 
notably those of the Terra Bella irrigation district in Tulare County 
and the Sweetwater Water Co. of San Diego County, Calif. In 
wrapping pipe, a roll of roofing paper is cut in a number of strips by 
means of a homemade machine. This machine winds a roll of roofing 
paper from one spindle to another, meanwhile drawing the paper 
over a series of knives; the knives can be regulated so as to cut any 
width of strip desired. The pipe to be wrapped is placed on a 
spindle which is suspended over a trough. It is then revolved by a 
erank by one man, while another guides the strip of roofing paper. 
The paper is thus wound spirally the length of the pipe. A third 
man pours hot tar between the roofing paper and the pipe while the 
winding process is going on. 

For medium water pressures created by heads of 20 to 100 feet and 
over, wood pipe may be used. The kind of wood pipe known as con- 
tinuous stave pipe may be built in sizes ranging from 1 to 15 feet in 
diameter. The materials of which this pipe is composed consist of 
wood staves, steel bands, and cast-iron clips, which are shipped to 
the site usually direct from the manufacturer, and the pipe is laid 

continuously either in a trench or on the surface of the ground along 
the line of the location. 

So-called machine-banded wood pipe is made in the factory in 
shipping lengths and in sizes ranging from 2 to 52 inches. In making 
this pipe the staves are held together by galvanized steel wire, wound 
spirally and spaced according to the pressure to be sustained. After 
the pipe is banded and the ends are milled for couplings, each ship- 
ping length is dipped in a bath of hot asphalt and when withdrawn is 
rolled in sawdust or shavings. The hght weight and cheapness of 
wood pipe and the ease with which it can be shipped and transported 

over mountainous and out-of-the-way places are marketable ad- 
vantages. The chief objection to the use of wood pipe is the tendency 
of the wood to decay when in contact with the earth, exposed to the 
air, and alternately wet and dry. When wood pipe is kept continu- 
ously under water pressure, or covered to a depth of 2 feet or more in 
tight soil, it has been known to give excellent service for 30 years. 

Vitrified clay pipe when well made is a suitable pipe for irrigation 
purposes, providing the head does not exceed 15 feet. It is easy to 

lay, has a smooth interior surface, and in consequence a fairly low 
friction factor. It is not asa rule saromlanialty affected by alkali. Most 
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of the failures arising from the use of this kind of piping in the 
West have been due to the practice of laying discarded sewer pipe as 
distributaries in irrigation systems. Some of these are imperfectly 
burned and glazed, possess lttle strength and are apt to disintegrate. 
Others are cracked, permitting roots to enter the pipe and obstruct 
the passageway as well as break up the pipe. The cost of a good 
quality of clay pipe is higher than a corresponding quality of plain 
concrete pipe. The latter will also safely withstand higher internal 
pressures. For these and other reasons clay pipe has not been ex- 
tensively used for irrigation purposes throughout the Western States. 

INCASING OLD PIPE OF METAL AND WOOD WITH CONCRETE. 

Old pipe of metal and wood may be converted into concrete pipe 
by placing a layer of concrete around their exteriors. This can often 
be done with the pipe in place, under pressure and in use, providing 

the leaks are not too troublesome. 
In the case of steel pipe, the pipe is uncovered and scraped clean 

of dirt and rust with steel brushes. The excavation is made large 

enough to permit forms to be placed around the sides and part of the 
bottom of the pipe. Before placing the forms triangular mesh rein- 
forcing wire of the right width is wound spirally around the pipe 
and is kept away from the pipe by small concrete briquettes. 
Wooden forms 12 feet in length are then put in place, allowing sufi- 
cient space between the forms and the exterior of the pipe for the 
proper thickness of concrete shell. Concrete is then poured within 
the form, which is allowed to remain in place 24 hours before removy- 
ing. Recently the Sweetwater Water Co. of San Diego County, 

Calif., incased 3,125 feet of 8-inch steel-riveted pipe for a total 
cost of $1.13 per foot, which included trenching, backfilling, forms, 
etc. The same company also encased 600 feet of 12-inch pipe 
for $1.39 per foot. Several years ago the Temescal Water Co., of 
Corona, Calif., incased with concrete 10,000 feet of riveted steel 
pipe, under a maximum head of 80 feet, which had been in service 
for 30 years,! also shorter lengths of pipes 30 and 18 inches in di- 
ameter. ‘The cost inclusive of trenching, forms, backfilling, etc., was 
$2.50 per foot for the 30-inch pipe, $1.70 for the 24-inch, and $1.40 

per foot for the 18-inch pipe. The price of labor at that time was 
$2.25 to $2.50 per day, while cement was worth $2.30 per barrel. 
The form used is shown in figure 1. 

CONCRETE PIPE. 

During the past 10 or 15 years the greater part of the pipe used 
for irrigation pipe systems has been made of concrete. The prin- 

1 See article in Engineering News-Record by H. R. Case, Sept. 20, 1917. 
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cipal reasons for its extended use are its relative cheapness, dura- 
bility, strength, and general adaptability to irrigation requirements. 
An excellent quality of cement is made in scores of factories in the 
West and sold at relatively low prices, while the other ingredients 
of sand, gravel, rock-dust, and broken rock usually are found in 
close proximity to where the pipe is made. 

Fic. 1.—Form used in incasing riveted steel pipe with concrete. 

Concrete pipe is made both reinforced and plain, the former 
having more or less steel embedded in the concrete shell in order to 
increase its tensile strength. A few years ago plain concrete pipe: 
was placed in the same class as vitrified clay pipe as regards tensile 
strength and limited to less than 15 feet head. This precaution was 
then necessary owing to the inferior quality of the pipe made, and 
failures were common even under less than 10-foot heads. In recent 
years a marked improvement has been produced by substituting a 
proper concrete mixture for the cement and sand formerly used and 

| 
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by adopting better methods of molding, tamping, curing, and laying. 
There is to-day in successful operation a large mileage of unrein- 
forced pipe from 6 to 24 inches in diameter under heads of 25 to 40 
feet, while other lines are under heads of 40 to 100 feet. One pipe 
line 16 inches in diameter is successfully operating under a head of 
80 feet. 

REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE. 

Reinforced concrete pipe, 12 to 72 inches in diameter, is made in 

yards or temporary sites by means of collapsible forms, the larger 
sizes being made frequently near the point of laying to lessen the 
cost and difficulties of transportation. The forms may be of either 
wood or steel, or the inside form of steel and the outside of wood. 

Either wire mesh or steel hoops may be used for reinforcing material, 
the size and spacing of the reinforcing depending on the head to be 
exerted against the pipe. Most reinforced pipe is made by placing 
a cage of reinforcing wire mesh between the inside and outside forms 
and then pouring in a wet mixture of concrete. The concrete is 

tamped into place. The molds are removed in about 24 hours, the 
pipe being kept moistened while curing. Most manufacturers of 
reinforced pipe aim to use enough steel to take all tension in the pipe, 
the concrete acting as an impervious shell only. It has been found 
that poured concrete has a lower tensile strength than a drier mixture 
that is well tamped, but it is difficult to tamp pipe well when wire 
mesh reinforcing is used. 

Reinforced pipe is laid in a trench as is done with ordinary concrete 
pipe. The joints are usually poured by the use of special forms for. 

the purpose. Some firms put out a special lock joint, which ties the 
longitudinal reinforcing wires of one joint to the next. It is not 
usual however, to provide enough longitudinal wires to take all 
stresses due to contraction, and for this reason some pipe firms have 
provided frequent expansion joints made from a thin, crimped sheet 
of copper. In the latter case very few, if any, longitudinal wires 
are needed. 

Partially reinforced pipe may be made by dropping welded wire 
rings into hand-tamped pipe while the pipe is being made. Enough 
rings may be inserted to take all the tension, or two or three rings 
may be used in every length, which are expected to prevent a crack 
from one pipe being transmitted to another. 

There are several methods of constructing continuous reinforced 

pipe one of which is shown in figure 2. This is usually done by 

using a collapsible inner form which is moved along the trench as the 
pipe is being made. An outside form may be used on the sides and 
top, or the trench may be cut so as to act as the outside form. 

The Whittier Water Co., of Whittier, Calif., has laid considerable 
quantities of continuous reinforced concrete pipe. One installation 
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is rectangular in cross section, 36 inches by 36 inches inside dimen- 
sions.. Collapsible wooden forms were used, 12 feet in length, with 
triangular reinforcing wire mesh placed in two sections. One section 
of wire mesh is laid on top of the forms, with the edges turned down 
into the side walls, and the other section covers the bottom and ex- 
tends up the sides. . The sides of the earthen excavation were cut so 
as to leave a thickness of concrete of 6 inches. This conduit is made 
to stand 50 feet head. The total cost was about $2.40 per foot. 

Tf continuous pipe is laid in cool weather and is not allowed to dry 
before being filled with water, there may be no trouble with contrac- 
tion cracks, but this class of pipe would probably give considerable 

Wig. 2.—Showing one method of building continuous reinforced-concrete pipe. 

trouble if laid in the summer, especially if allowed to dry out dur- 
ing the winter. If possible, the pipe should be covered with at least 
2 feet of earth, and if the soil is kept moist curing should take place 
without the concrete cracking. 

One firm in Los Angeles has given the following prices at the 
yard, Los Angeles, under date of May, 1919, for reinforced concrete 

pipe: 

Hi Price per : Price per 
Diameter. Fours Diameter. fo ae 

TIGA TIO eY NCSA) IGE A aN SOVSGOwieS Gui CHES Males seu n Le dae enema aie al oo $3.30 
TICS OWE OY eK Ieee eas eee ed ee OR DNS PAS CHES HEE ee RNA A ARN a aio N el Spal 
TIS} iITaNCCl EY). Gee EN eA A OP a TOA Bh GOIN CH Cg Manes h GAIN Lilies) a ces eile 2G 7.40 
PLO TA BYES 34 Sc POMC BE aH Bene ae sual aeie aa PES | Nigig ela Cl Gers se ctes srae eat cl Nene eas a koi: A 2 10.12 
Cae Ta baa) aYexS) Ana MeN des an fa pe 1.70 
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The cost of laying is estimated at about 1 cent per foot for each 
inch of diameter of pipe, but conditions may arise where it may be 

much more, especially if siphons are installed. 

MANUFACTURE OF PLAIN CONCRETE PIPE. 

Plain concrete pipe may be divided into two general classes— 
hand-tamped and machine-made pipe. Hand-tamped pipe is made by 
tamping concrete between inside and outside collapsible forms. The 
forms usually run from 6 inches to 36 inches inside diameter. The 

pipe is made for the most part in 2-foot lengths, although some is 
made 30 inches in length. In making hand-tamped pipe, the forms 
are set up vertically on the ground or on ‘a platform. Concrete is 
then poured between the forms: by one man while another tamps. 
When the pipe is finished it is reamed off on top with a special 
reamer. The inside form is first removed by collapsing it and the 
pipe carried to the proper place in the yard, where the outside form 
is removed and the pipe allowed to set. Pipe should always be 
kept thoroughly moist for at least 10 days before it is cured. If 
the concrete is moist enough when the pipe is tamped the outside 
form may be stripped, 1. e., pulled off vertically, without loosening 
the jacket. If so-called dry pipe is made, the forms can not be 
stripped, but the outside form must be loosened before lifting it off. 
The tongue and groove ends of the pipe are made to assist in lay- 
ing. The groove end, which is usually a simple inside taper on the 
bottom of the pipe, is made by dropping a cast-iron ring between 

the forms. This ring is beveled to conform to the groove of the | 
pipe, and is allowed to remain on the bottom of the pipe until the 
concrete has set sufficiently to move the pipe. (Fig. 3.) The tongue 
end of the pipe is made when the pipe is finished, and is accom- 
plished by whirling the reamer over the top before the forms are 
removed. Some hand-tamped pipe is made with bell and spigot 

ends similar to the ordinary clay sewer pipe. When pipe is made in 
this way, the outside form is split so that the forms can be removed 
laterally. 

Pipe machines’ are roughly classified as tamping machines and 
troweling machines. Some tamping machines tamp the pipe very 
similarly to the hand-tamping process. The mechanism of most of 

these machines causes the pipe to revolve under the tamper while 

the concrete is poured in between the forms. A pneumatic air tamper 
may be used to tamp the pipe. The apparatus operating the air 

tamper is suspended over the forms, the air tamper being guided 
around the shell of the pipe by one man, while another feeds the 

concrete. The pneumatic hammer delivers about 700 blows a minute 

2 Arizona State Experiment Station Bulletin No. 86, by G. E. P. Smith. 
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under heavy pressure. In other respects the pipe is made as de- 
scribed under hand-tamped methods. 

Troweling machines make use of iron vanes that force the con- 
crete down and against the outside form. The vane or packerhead 
apparatus is revolved by machinery and at the same time is lifted 
from bottom to top of a length of pipe while it is being made. There 
are a number of different types of this class of machine, many of 
which make pipe very rapidly. The troweling process usually makes 
a pipe of smooth interior finish. 

Fig. 3.—Concrete-pipe yard showing forms and cast-iron rings. 

It is probable that other types of concrete pipe machines will 
come into the market in the near future. A machine that both tamps 
and trowels pipe is used now. Another machine has been recently 
invented that compresses the concrete in the molds by squeezing in 
the outside form. Many other possibilities are talked of which may 
soon become realities. 

QUALITY OF CONCRETE PIPE. 

Both hand-tamped and machine-made concrete pipes are often of 
very inferior quality, but it is encouraging to know that the quality is 
constantly improving. Most pipe makers will agree to deliver a 
high-grade pipe if the purchaser is willing to pay for it, but as long 
as the latter insists on getting the cheapest pipe he is apt to get the 
poorest quality. Some reputable firms, however, will not make an 
inferior grade and do not try to compete with pipe makers who sell 

3445°—21 2, . 
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pipe that is made of poor materials, poorly tamped, or that lacks the 
proper proportion or kind of ingredients. 

It is sometimes difficult to judge the quality of concrete pipe with- 

out having the necessary apparatus for testing it. Usually, however, 

an intelligent examination with the application of a few simple tests, 
will give a fair indication of its worth. ‘Two requirements are neces- 
sary for the best grades—strength and impervicusness. Pipe may 
stand high pressures and still be rather porous, but a dense pipe 
that is nearly impervious can be made if proper precautions are 

taken in the choice of materials and the mixing and tamping or 
troweling of the concrete. 

Porosity can be tested by filling a length of pipe with water after 

one end has been plugged. If the outside of the pipe remains dry 

after water has been in the pipe for several hours, it is probable that 

the pipe will show very little seepage when under pressure, as seep- 
age through the shell of a concrete pipe usually shows up under low 
pressure and does not increase proportionately with increasing 
pressures. The porosity of pipe can be estimated by weighing a 
small piece of concrete pipe before and after soaking in water. 

Dense pipe should increase very little in weight after being soaked 
for 10 minutes. 

Hand-tamped pipe is often made with concrete that is far too 

dry, for the reason that a dry mixture is easier to handle when made 
by hand and will stand up with less tamping than a wet mixture. 
Some of the dry mixed, poorly tamped pipe will absorb water rapidly 

and become saturated throughout in a few minutes when soaked in 
water. A wet mixture is usually quite impervious, as it must be 

tamped well in order that the forms may be easily removed. Pipe 
that is made from a wet mixture of concrete will show a fine webbing 
on the outside of the pipe, while the wettest will show streaks and 

coarse webbing. This webbing or streaking shows up plainly after 
the pipe is cured. Such markings are due to moisture being forced 
outward against the outside form when the pipe is tamped. This 
mixture of water and cement is streaked vertically along the outside 
of the pipe when the form is stripped from the newly made pipe. 

Wet-mixed pipe may not have the maximum strength, but usually 

it can be depended upon for high-pressure work, and it should be 

durable and impervious if well cured in the yard. Pipe that is made 
with the best known proportion of water in the mixture, it being not 
too dry and at the same time wet enough, will show a fine webbing 

on the outside of the pipe, and will also be hard and tough, pro- 

viding always that the materials are of good quality and well 
tamped, or compressed, and cured. Wet-mixed pipe will usually 

slump when the forms are removed, which may cause a lopsided or 
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distorted pipe. Such pipe is more difficult to lay, but if care is 

taken in laying it should be satisfactory. Some of the pipe that 
presents the most attractive appearance in the yard may be of poor 

quality on account of having been mixed too dry. 
The best grade of pipe for use against pressure should withstand 

a heavy blow with a hammer and should give a clear, ringing sound. 
The pipe should be dense when broken and be difficult to scratch with 

a knife. The best pipe can be thrown from a wagon to the ground 
without breaking, although this is not recommended except for a 

test.” 
The best grades.must also be made from materials that will pass 

the test for any good concrete work. As much hard, broken rock or 
gravel containing a high proportion of hard pebbles should be used 
as can be incorporated. High-pressure pipe often contains as much 

as 50 per cent rock and is made with 1 part of cement to 3 

parts of aggregate. Pipe for use under low pressures is often made 
of 1 part of cement to 5 parts of sand and rock. Some machines 
will not handle a large proportion of rock and with such more cement 
must be used to get the same grade of pipe. Machines are usually 
more reliable for compressing the concrete, and the product is lable 
to be more uniform. At the same time some of-the most reliable pipe- 
making firms in the West are using hand-tamped methods, and guar- 
anteeing their product. 

Some farmers buy equipment for making hand-tamped pipe and 
make their own pipe. This practice is not to be encouraged as a 
rule, as experience is necessary if a reliable product is to be turned 
out. The saving in cost is small in many cases, and failures may 
make this method an expensive experiment. The safest thing for a 
farmer to do is to buy pipe from a reliable firm, have the same firm 
lay the pipe, and demand a guaranty that the pipe will conform to 
the specifications. 

It is not intended to discuss the best materials required for making 
concrete pipe, as this subject will be taken up in another bulletin. 
Briefly stated, however, the sand should be clean, the rock clean, hard, 

and durable, and the whole aggregate well graded. If gravel is used, 
the materials should be clean and hard, with a minimum amount of 

organic matter. The presence of clay or silt free from organic mat- 
ter in the gravel may not be harmful, and tends to make an imper- 
vious pipe if it is not present in too large quantities. Rock dust 
may be added with benefit to the pipe, while a certain proportion of 
hime will tend to make an impervious pipe. Soft or partially disin- 
tegrated rock or gravel is very harmful, especially if high-pressure 
pipe is desired. When possible, materials should be tested in the 
laboratory or test lengths of pipe made, which can be tested to fail- 
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ure in the yard. There are several types of apparatus designed by 
engineers of this bureau which can be used by pipe manufacturers 
for such purposes. In fact all pipe yards should be equipped with 
testing apparatus that can test pipe for an installation. A farmer 

should demand tests on pipe that he is ordering especially for high- 
pressure lines. 

As regards durability, concrete pipe, if well made and laid, should 
last for generations. It is the improperly made pipe which causes 

failures and early renewal. The experience of southern California 
shows that the good concrete pipe installed 30 years ago is still in 
excellent condition, whereas some of the inferior. pipe has been re- 
newed in less than 5 years after laying. 

COST OF UNREINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE. 

The price of concrete pipe has increased somewhat during the last 

two or three years, but the increase has been less than in other types 
of pipe. The following prices were quoted in July, 1919, by a num- 
ber of the larger manufacturers in southern California. 

Price per | Price per . Price per | Price per 
Inside diameter ae is foot laid | foot laid |) Inside diameter hs we foot laid | foot laid 

of pipe. ail ’ | in-light | in heavy | of pipe. ral in light |in heavy 
y : soil, | soil, | yer. soil. soil, 

Gincheg.2.c.22--sh2 $0. 123 $0. 25 $0. 28. || 18inches........... $0.46 | $0.6 $0. 85 
Sinches........---- a4 o20 BS())|\( 20:10 GOES emrermterere eters -70 1.00 . 150 
10inches.......-.-. 16 30 34 | 24inches.........0- £90"|z2 5 koee | eee eee 
12inches....:..-..-. . 20 34 238) || SO INCHES. csi coscee VIGO) |ecoeecnces|eeeee oeeee 
I4inches..:..---.-¢ 320 - 40 744: || S61 0CHES...cto0s oe 200) |sosemecaee fease eens 
16inches.........-- 230. -52 - 60 || 

Note.—Prices laid, include trenching and backfilling. 

Prices quoted at the yard by the Concrete Pipe Manufacturers’ As- 
sociation of Northern and Central California July, 1919, are as fol- 
lows: 

Inside diameter of pipe. ae | Inside diameter of pipe. Evers 
7 _ { 

GHG ON Maeen tesa oth Wem eaten sa cee e ee 60220) tS Ghesa 5a eee eee ee $0. 72 
STN Che Games $a se sR ene sacle eos «22 ||| 20 CHES s<-ko25 acces ee eee ce eee -85 
On Cheg@ees seas eee ee aoe See R tat . 28 || 24inches. .......- See en REET 5s os 1. 20 
an Ches? sare wate aes See ec hee 2D PoOdN CHESt aera. c6 memes ate Lao oe aleeeeee 1290: 
jain Chests se: 2 8556s oe ee ANE cs eet FAG) SOA CHESs oat 52 on eee e cee eee oe 2. 50 
Git Chess 528 Soon seer sae So one eee | HY) 

Some firms quote prices for pipe that will stand extra pressure, and 

guarantee the product. The cost of this pipe is about 30 per cent 
higher than stock pipe for 40-foot heads, and about 50 per cent higher 

for 50-foot heads. One firm makes pressure pipe of standard thick- 
ness from 6 to 12 inches in diameter that will stand 70 to 80 feet head, 

and sells it at a price 25 to 40 per cent higher than the ordinary low- 
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pressure pipe. Pipes of 8 to 12 inches in diameter are made in stock 

of double thickness, which will stand heads of 150 feet and over, but 
the prices are about three times as high as stock pipe. Stock pipe 
should be safe under pressures of from 20 to 35 feet. 

In connection with the above-quoted prices, it may be stated that 
many pipe manufacturers who operate small plants sell pipe much 

cheaper than the figures given. 

LAYING CONCRETE PIPE. 

Concrete pipe should be laid deep enough in the trench so as to 
reduce the range of temperature and to be safe from injury against 
plows, subsoilers or other farm implements. There should be at least 

12 inches of earth over the top of all kinds of pipe, and high 
pressure pipe should have a top covering of at least 18 inches. Tem- 
perature changes in the shell of the pipe are greatly reduced when the 
pipe is buried deeply, and less trouble is experienced from expansion 
and contraction. The moisture content within the shell of the pipe 
is likewise kept more uniform than where the upper half is laid near 
the surface of the ground. 

The trench should be wide enough to allow room for a man’s feet 
when he is straddling the pipe in the act of laying the pipe. It 
is a mistake to make the trench too narrow, especially when large- 
sized pipe is laid, as there must be room to finish off the joints. 
Excavation in soil that is not too hard or rocky may be done with a 
plow and V scraper. Road scrapers and ditchers are sometimes used 
to start large excavations, but trenches so made are too wide as a rule. 
There are several makes of tile trenching machines that are used for 
large installations, and where there are no obstructions to interfere 
with the machine it may pay to use one. These may be operated over 
the same trench twice, thus making it of nearly double width. For 
the most part trenching is done with pick and shovel—handwork 
being necessary where pipe is laid among full-grown trees in an 
orchard. 

Some contractors lay pipe by force account, charging a commission 
of 10 to 15 per cent for tools and supervision, for the reason that it 
is difficult to make an estimate of the cost of excavation, as trenching 
in hardpan, adobe, or soil full of boulders may cost several times as 
much asa trench in loose loam or sand. Some trenching in favorable 

soil has been done for 3 to 7 cents per foot for 12-inch pipe, while 
the actual cost of a trench for 24-inch pipe near Azusa, Calif., where 
bowlders were encountered, was about 35 cents per foot. Trenching 
for 12-inch pipe in adobe soil near Santa Ana, Calif., with a trench- 
ing machine was done for 5 cents per foot. Handwork for heavy soil 
often costs 15 to 20 cents per foot for 12-inch pipe. 
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The bottom of the trench should be laid as nearly as possible to 
grade, but the grade does not need to be uniform where the pipe is 

under pressure, although sudden changes in grade should be avoided, 
as such irregularities in the pipe line may collect air, which will 
decrease the carrying capacity of the pipe. If it is not possible to 
avoid alternate dips and rises, air vents should be provided for at the 
highest points in the line. Where the line makes a deep dip, a blow- 
off valve should be installed at the lowest point, so that any accu- 
mulation of sand or trash can be blown out. 

Most experienced pipe layers lay small sizes of pipe by standing 
the joint to be laid on end and filling the groove end with mortar. 
The pipe is then firmly pressed against the tongue end of the pipe 

that is already laid in the ground, care being taken to get a good bond 
of mortar between the ends of the pipe. The mortar is smoothed off 
with a trowel on the outside, and the inside brushed smooth with a 
long-handled brush. The ends of the pipe are always wetted with 
a brush before applying the mortar. 

Large-diameter pipe is usually laid by placing a batch of mortar 

in the bottom of the groove of the pipe that is laid and on top of the 
tongue end of the pipe to be laid. The tongue and groove of the two 
joints of pipe, respectively, are then pressed together and the joints 
filled in by hand, using a rubber glove or part of an automobile 
inner tube over the hand to protect it from the action of the cement. 
The inside of pipe of a diameter less than 22 inches is finished off 
by a long-handled brush, but larger pipe is finished or pointed off 
by a man who works inside of the pipe. If it is possible for a man | 

to work inside the pipe it is best to finish the inside of the joints 
24 hours or longer after the pipe has been laid. This gives the pipe 
time to settle, otherwise joints may crack if fiaished off at once. The 
pipe also has time to expand or contract before the inside is finished. 
For this reason most contractors would rather guarantee pipe against 

leaks when it is large enough to permit a man to work within it. 
Pressure pipe and the larger sizes of ordinary pipe are usually 

finished with banded joints, but small pipe that is to be under low 

pressure is not banded as a rule. The band is formed around the 
joint on the outside of the pipe with a trowel. The average size 
of band is about one-half to three-fourths inch thick over the joint 
and 4 to 6 inches wide. Some pipe layers reinforce the joint of high 
pressure with wire mesh. The wire is tied around the joint and the 
band made by plastering the mortar over it. 

Laying cores are made use of occasionally in assisting to make 

joints. The core fits inside the pipe and prevents mortar from being 

projected into it. 
Mortar used in laying is usually made of one part of cement to 

one and one-half parts of fine sand. The mortar is often made by 
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mixing the sand and cement with lime water. The addition of slaked 
lime makes the mortar easier to handle. One man who has had con- 

siderable experience with large sizes of pipe will not use lime in the 
mortar in sizes over 20 inches, as he claims mortar mixed with lime 

will tend to crack in the larger sizes. 
Back filling should follow immediately after laying. If the earth 

used for back filling is moist, the mortar in the joints will cure better. 
Pipe laid in the trench is usually dry and a moist earth used for 

back filling will tend to moisten the pipe and cause a slight expansion. 
If the expansion takes place before the mortar in the joints is set, the 
pipe will conform to the new condition created by squeezing the 
mortar more compactly at the joints, instead of shoving the pipe 
ahead, which may cause failure at curves or destroy diversion boxes 
by crushing. The temperature in the trench after back filling is 
usually much lower than the air temperature, especially in the sum- 
mer. A decrease in temperature causes the newly laid pipe to con- 
tract, which will probably be counteracted by the pipe absorbing 

moisture providing the back filling material is moist. In practice it 
is often difficult to procure enough water to wet the trench or back 
fill. In this case pipe should not be laid in the hottest weather. It 
sometimes happens that the pipe will expand enough when saturated 
after being filled with water to prevent trouble with contraction 
cracks. Accordingly water should be let into a newly laid pipe line 
as soon as possible. This subject will be discussed more fully under 
another heading. 

After the trench is dug, and the pipe to be laid strung along the 

side of it, one expert pipe layer with two helpers will sometimes lay 
as much as 1,200 feet of 8- to 12-inch pipe in a day, but 800 feet is 

a good day’s work for an average crew. Four men will lay the pipe 
and partially backfill the trench. Four men are usually needed to 
lay pipe from 14 to 18 inches in diameter, and will average 300 to 
500 feet of this size tn a day. Five to seven men will lay from 300 
to 500 feet of 24-inch pipe in a day. 

There is wide variation in the cost of laying pipe and the quan- 
tity of mortar used in making the joints. If heavy bands are made at 
the joints for high pressure lines, it often costs from 25 to 50 per cent 
more to lay the pipe. One pipe manufacturer estimates that one 
sack of cement, made into one to one and a half mortar, will lay 
350 feet of 6-inch pipe, 270 feet of 8-inch, 200 feet of 10-inch, 160 feet 
of 12-inch, and 70 feet of 20-inch pipe. If bell-ended pipe is used, 
similar to the ordinary clay sewer pipe, more mortar is needed. 

CAUSES OF FAILURE OF CONCRETE PIPE. 

One of the most frequent causes of failure of concrete pipe is a 
poor grade of pipe. If the pipe is made of poor material, or a very 
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lean mixture, it is apt to split even under low pressures. A poor 

grade of pipe may appear to be in good shape when first installed, 
but may fail after a year or more due to softening of the concrete. 
It is common, however, to detect causes of failure as soon as the pipe 
is filled with water. 

More or less seepage is common to most grades of hand-tamped 
pipe, but if it is not too pronounced it usually disappears in time. 
Such materials as silt, clay, or fine sand are often used to fill up the 
pores and prevent seepage. As mentioned above, pipe made of a dry 

mixture is more subject to seepage than wet-mixed pipe, and the 
joints are more difficult to make in a dry, porous pipe. 

If the pipe is of good quality any leaks that occur are usually at 
the joints. When pipe is laid by inexperienced men leaks at the 
joints are common, caused by poor mortar connection or by the 
mortar falling from the joints when the pipe is being laid. Care 

should be taken to see that the joints are butted against each other, 

and that the mortar is squeezed firmly into place. Mortar will often 
fall out of the joints at the top of the pipe, and the fault may be 
difficult to detect, particularly in the smaller sizes. When pipe is 
banded and under pressure it is common for water to seep out be- 

tween the band and the outside shell of the pipe. Water will some- 

times seep quite a distance in this manner. This may be caused by 
a poor union between the abutting ends, or it may be due to dry, 
porous pipe. Bands or joints will crack if the pipe is not properly 
covered with earth, and for this safeguard moist earth is preferable. 

Concrete pipe should not be injured by the roots of orchard trees 
unless cracks appear. Large roots of shade trees may heave the pipe 
and cause failure, or small, fibrous roots may enter the pipe and com- 
pletely clog it. Tree roots sometimes enter the pipe at the connec- 
tion of orchard risers, the risers being often loosened from the pipe 
by being hit with plow or cultivator. 

Pipe lines sometimes fill with sand or trash, where the inlet is not 
properly screened or settling basins provided. If velocities are high 
enough the pipe will be flushed out without resorting to any special 
means. Otherwise blowoff valves should be installed. 

Adobe soil will heave and crack and rupture pipe lines very much 

in the same manner as it affects lined ditches. Most pipe layers 
are skeptical of the success of concrete pipe laid in adobe soil, and 

some will not guarantee work under such conditions. In some cases 

the trouble has been overcome by covering the bottom of the trench 
with 2 to 3 inches of sand. A good practice seems to be to dig the 
trench deeper than in sandy loam or sandy soil, and to take extra 
precautions in forming the joints. A minimum covering of 2 feet 
over the top of the pipe is sometimes specified in adobe soil. 
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Some soil will settle when first irrigated and this settlement will 
often allow the pipe line to settle also and cause cracks. If this type 
of soil is encountered, the bottom of the trench should be thoroughly 
soaked and settled before laying the pipe. 

Probably the greatest trouble with breaks and leaks in concrete 
pipe lines is caused by expansion and contraction. It is common 
knowledge that concrete expands with a rise in temperature, but it 
is not so generally known that it also expands when saturated and 
contracts when becoming dry. It may surprise some to learn that a 
thoroughly air-dried pipe may contract as much in the process as 
it would under a fall of temperature of 100° F. In such cases 
cracks 0.18 of an inch every 25 feet or so are liable to appear. These 
cracks may close up when the pipe is refilled with water, or trash 
such as small particles of rock, sand or tree roots may enter and pre- 
vent closure. 

The contraction due to pipe drying out often takes place after the 
pipe line has been in use for one or more seasons. For this reason 
it is common for a farmer to have to repair his pipe at the beginning 
of every irrigation season. The change of temperature in a pipe that 
is buried deep, especially when under the shade of large fruit trees, 
is very small. Usually, however, the pipe becomes thoroughly dried 
during the season of non-use and this drying out process is hastened 
when orchard distributing stands are left open. 

In this connection it may be stated that a great deal of trouble is 

experienced where pipe is installed in desert regions. In such places 

the range of temperature and the drying-out process on the part of the 
pipe are at a maximum. A sudden contraction of 7 inches when a 
section of pipe was cut out is recorded. Expansion of pipe due to 
wetting will often crush diversion boxes or relief stands, and in ex- 
treme cases the pipe itself has crushed or telescoped. Pipe is also 
cracked at curves from the same cause. One manufacturer in the 
San Fernando Valley, Calif., has recorded a case where a 12-inch 
pipe laid in a straight line for a distance of 4,000 feet, expanded 18 
inches through a diversion box. There are numerous cases where 
such stands have been crushed due to expansion of the connecting 
pipe line. 

If the pipe can be anchored, either by concrete anchors at intervals 
or by reinfercing the bottoms of relief or diversion stands, failure 
by expansion may be guarded against, since concrete in compression 
should have sufficient strength to prevent the crushing of the pipe. 
On the other hand concrete is relatively weak in tension and the 
pipe is certain to crack when sufficient contraction occurs. The 
spacing of contraction cracks will depend upon the strength of the 
pipe and joints, and the force tending to hold the pipe in place. The 

3445°—21 3 
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weight of the pipe and earth pressure over it are usually the forces 
tending to prevent the pipe moving, therefore contraction cracks will 
occur when the strength of the pipe in tension is not sufficient to pull 

a certain length of pipe. There are a number of formulae for 
estimating the distance apart that contraction cracks will appear, 
but no records have been found where experiments were carried on 

in the field. It is probably safe to expect pipe of small diameters to 
crack about every 25 to 40 feet when laid under unfavorable conditions 
and subjected to sufficient contractive power. Contraction cracks 
usually appear at the joints, although at times the pipe is broken. 
There are two methods of reducing to a minimum the trouble with 

expansion or contraction. The first is to lay the pipe under favorable 
conditions, the second is to provide expansion joints at frequent 
intervals. 

Favorable conditions for laying concrete pipe depend upon tem- 

perature, moisture in the pipe when laid, and moisture in the ground. 
Pipe laid in winter, when the ground is moist from rains, seldom 

gives trouble, especially if the pipe is kept continually full of water 
after being laid. Pipe laid in sandy soil, when the ground is hot and 
dry, is almost certain to develop contraction cracks unless water is 
turned in promptly. If it is necessary to lay pipe in hot, sandy soil, 
the trench should be deep and the backfill kept moist until water can 
be turned in. As bands and joints set very rapidly, pipe can often be 
filled with water 24 hours after laying. Heavier soil containing 
moisture will protect pipe from drying out. If the pipe is dry when 
laid, and the soil is dry and warm, there will probably be little change 
in the length of the pipe until it is filled with water, but when the 

pipe is thoroughly soaked there is liable to be considerable expansion. 
This accounts for expansion troubles that are so common under 

desert conditions. If the movement of pipe due to expansion is pre- 
vented, no trouble may be experienced thereafter, as the elasticity 
of the concrete may prevent contraction when the pipe is dried out 

again after the first irrigation. Some engineers have advocated that 
the pipe be wetted before laying in desert soil, but this would not 
seem to be good practice because if the soil is dry the pipe would 
soon become dry too, causing contraction cracks, before the water 
was turned in. It would seem a good plan to have the pipe as cool 

as practicable before laying under the above conditions, as the pipe 
that is placed along the trench in the hot sun before being laid 
cools off when covered with the backfill, and this will cause con- 

traction. It should be possible in many cases to lay pipe so that 
expansion due to wetting the pipe when first laid in the trench will 

counteract the contraction due to cooling off when covered with soil. 
The safest procedure to be followed in laying pipe in the desert in 
the summer is to do the work at night, when the temperature is low, 
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but it is desirable that all irrigation systems in such localities be 
installed in the fall or winter. In any case it is best to allow the pipe 
to assume its permanent length in the trench before the mortar in 

the joints has thoroughly hardened, and to fill the pipe soon and keep 
it full of water continually thereafter. 

There is one 8-inch stock, unreinforced concrete pipe laid in the 
desert soil of Antelope Valley, Calif., that is under a continual pres- 
sure of about 80-foot head. No leaks have been observed in this pipe 
since the water was turned in over two years ago. This pipe is always 

full, the water which it conveys being used for domestic purposes as 
well as irrigation. Other pipes in the same locality are continually 
giving trouble, and in most cases such trouble can be traced to the 
alternate wetting and drying out of the pipe. 

There is little doubt that the best engineering practice to be fol- 
lowed in laying concrete pipe is to provide expansion joints at fre- 
quent intervals. Effective expansion joints will allow the pipe to be 
in longitudinal equilibrium at all times, and thus protect the pipe 
from stresses which may cause failure. Practically all engineers have 
provided expansion joints in buildings, retaining walls, concrete 
bridges, and other important structures, yet such joints in concrete 
pipe lines are comparatively unknown. Of course, temperature 
changes are less in buried concrete pipe than in many structures, but 
as has been stated, expansion due to a saturated or even moist condi- 

tion may be considerable. 
It is not difficult to provide expansion joints for pipe that does not 

carry water under pressure. One contractor has telescoped an 8-inch 
pipe in a 12-inch, calking part of the space between the pipe with 

burlap and then filling with tar or asphalt, finishing off the joint by 
calking. with burlap. This joint will answer for low heads. Tar 
or roofing paper has also been used for pipes under very low heads 
or running less than full. The tar paper is wired to the outside of 
the adjoining pipes over the joint, the pipe is not butted close together, 
and the space filled with an asphalt mixture. A strip of galvanized 
sheet metal is placed under the joint inside the pipe to hold the asphalt 
in place. Clay pipe or concrete pipe made with a bell end is some- 
times laid by pouring hot asphalt into every joint. There should be 
no expansion troubles with this installation if the pressure is not 
sufficient to force the asphalt mixture from the joints. Expansion 
joints have been made by painting heavy oil over one end of the abut- 
ting joints and then cementing a band of mortar over the joint, but 
it is doubtful if this joint will slp except under the most favorable 
conditions. Expansion joints have also been formed by placing an 
ouled thimble of galvanized sheet iron in the center of the shell of a 
joint of pipe after one-half of the pipe has been made and while the 
concrete is still in the molds, pouring asphalt over the ends of the 
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joint after the thimble has been forced halfway down into the lower 
half of the pipe, as shown in figure 4. The remainder of the joint is 
then finished. The concrete is expected to slide over this metal strip. 
Joints made in this manner in the laboratory leaked badly when 
under pressure where a prepared asphalt compound was used to coat 
the metal strip. If oil be used, it is probable that the bond would be 
too strong to allow slipping. 

A simple expansion joint (fig. 5) has been tried out that seems 
to work well under all conditions. <A strip or thimble of copper 
or lead is welded to make a continuous ring, which is about 4 

inches wide and the same diameter as the center of the shell of the 
pipe. This strip is then crimped and cemented into a short section 
of pipe. When the pipe expands or contracts the crimp in the 
metal gives. Such joints have been found to be water-tight under 
125 feet head. 

METAL RING O/LEDD 

Pi on ey A eee 

GALVANIZED /RON RING 

SASSI Be aes) 

ASPHALT OR TAR PAPER 
Fig. 4.—Expansion joints for very low pressure. 

Expansion joints are made and sold by steel pipe manufacturers 
that are adapted to the use of steel pipe. Such joints are expensive 

and are not advisable except under unusual conditions. - Bolted 
joints fitted with rubber gaskets that are commonly used with 
riveted steel pipe can be used, and will be found to be much cheaper 

than the commercial expansion joints. Cast-iron collars that fit 
over the joint and are packed with oakum and asphalt, represent 
another type. One engineer has suggested using a short length of 
light weight corrugated iron pipe to be cemented at intervals in the 
concrete pipe line. Any expansion joint made with steel or iron is 
subject to corrosion, however. 

Alkali will sometimes disintegrate concrete drain tile and may 
attack a porous, dry mixed pipe when used for irrigation. Drain 
tile is subjected to the most unfavorable conditions. The tile is 
laid where the alkali salts are continually being drained into it. 
The joints are not cemented and the tile is often only partly full of 
water. Drain tile is often made inferior to irrigation pipe, the 
small sizes being made of sand and cement only, with a deficiency of 
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cement. It may not be tamped properly and is nearly always made 
from a very dry mixture. 

Irrigation pipe if kept full of water free from alkali salts, tends 
to exclude ground water containing alkali, from the shell of the pipe. 
If the pipe is under pressure, there seems to be little chance of alkali 

salts entering the pores of the pipe from the outside. Then too, irri- 

gation pipe is usually laid on the higher parts of the land that are 
freest from alkali. Culverts of poor grade of concrete pipe used for 
road crossings have been observed to be almost eaten away when ex- 
posed to water strongly saturated with alkali. On the contrary, irri- 
gation pipe of a good grade of concrete buried in compact soils im- 
pregnated with alkali adjacent to these culverts has been found to be 
entirely sound. 

Briefly stated, the sulphates and magnesia salts seem ‘to be the most 
harmful, but dense concrete made again wet mixtures is usually very 
little affected. It has been suggested that drain tile laid in alkali 
soils be made at least of a one to three mixture of cement to aggre- 
gates. It is probable that a much leaner mixture can be used for low- 
pressure pipe, if care is taken to grade the sand and rock in the aggre- 
gate. Rock dust, clay, or even silt may be added to the mixture to 
make an impervious pipe. In any case the pipe should be made from 
a wet mixture and thoroughly tamped or compressed. 

Another source of failure in concrete pipe is the rupture of the 

pipe due to sudden increases of pressure, which may be caused by 
water hammer. Water hammer is especially troublesome where 
water is pumped directly into a pipe line and where the pipe is of con- 
siderable length and runs up grade from the pump. If the pump is 
started and stopped gradually, the extra pressure due to water ham- 
mer will be slight, but if the pump is suddenly stopped, pressures 
will sometimes increase two or even three times above normal. The 

same thing may be caused if a valve in the discharge main from the 
pump is suddenly closed. Increased pressures may be recorded in any 
pipe that is running at full See under pressure, if a valve is sud- 
denly closed. 

The usual method of et tis breaks from water hammer is to 

provide a standpipe. The standpipe or relief stand should be high 
enough to allow for grade and friction in the pipe when running at 
full capacity and should be about the same diameter as the main, 
although large mains are often protected by standpipes of consider- 
ably less diameter than the main. If pressures are increased sud- 
denly, water will rise in the standpipe and overflow, thus relieving 
the pressure in the line. For stands 25 feet in height and under, 
concrete pipe can be used. It is good practice to reinforce the first 
two or three joints if high stands are used, or pipe of larger diameter 
can be used for the first two or three joints. One standpipe near 
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Saugus, Calif., is 80 feet high and was built to protect a 16-inch rein- 
forced concrete pipe that runs gradually up grade for over 2,000 feet. 

The standpipe is made of 12-inch riveted steel pipe, supported by a 
steel windmill tower. 

Open boxes of concrete are built to about 15 feet in height and act 
as relief stands and at the same time are used as diversion boxes or 
for measuring water over weirs. 

Where pressures are too great to permit the installation of a stand- 

pipe, it is common to use air drums to relieve back pressure. Air 
drums are chambers that are partly full of air, the elasticity of the 

air preventing excessive pressures oa the pipe. Air chambers have 
been used successfully in some installations, but there are so many 
cases of the air chamber being waterlogged at a critical time that a 

PAPER RING SET INS/DE 
THIMBLE TO PREVENT 

COPPER THIMBLE SET 
IN PIPE 

Pie. 5. Expansion joints for high pressure. 

number have been replaced by rehef stands. Some air drums are 
equipped with an automatic air pump that keeps the chamber filled 
with the proper proportion of air, but as any such apparatus is hable 
to get out of order, the air drum may be worthless when needed the 
mest. There are some instances on record where air pumps have de- 
livered an excess of air which has caused large bubbles of air to col- 

lect in the main. 
Relief valves have also been used. These are so adjusted that an 

excess of pressure will open them and let out enough water to bring 
down the pressure in the pipe. Relief valves are not in great favor, 

however, as they may stick under high pressures or blow off under 

small variations of pressure which occur when a pump is directly 

connected to a main. 

Check valves have been installed at intervals along a main leading 
from a pump but have met with httle success. Unless provision is 

made to allow some water to escape at the pump when it is suddenly 
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stopped, it is not to be expected that enough water will run back to 
close a check valve. Water is incompressible and pressure alone may 
be transmitted back to the pump without any appreciable back move- 

ment of the water. 
The Whittier Water Co. has equipped electric motors with heavy 

flywheels directly connected to centrifugal pumps, in order to re- 
duce the water hammer. Gasoline engines have also been equipped 
with extra heavy flywheels, the engine being connected by gears to 
the pump. The function of a flywheel on an electric motor is to pre- 
vent a sudden stopping or starting of the pump, as the momentum 

of the flywheels will keep the pump going for about one minute 
after the power is turned off. Heavy flywheels on gasoline engines 

serve the same purpose. If a belt is used to connect engine or motor 
with pump, however, the flywheel would be of no use in case the power 
is suddenly shut off, as the belt would then slip off or break. 

The engineer in charge of this work has reported excellent results 
from the use of fiywheels, and has installed them in many of the 
pumping plants of the company. He has torn down standpipes as 
being less effective, and is of the opinion that blow-off valves and 
check valves are either worthless or else a never-ending source of 
annoyance. 
When concrete pipe is directly connected to a centrifugal pump, the 

best practice is to eliminate any check valve and substitute a slow- 
closing gate valve on the discharge pipe of the pump. When the 
pump is started the valve can be opened slowly and thus prevent a 
dangerous increase of pressure on the pipe. The valve can be closed 

slowly when the pump is stopped and thus prevent water hammer. 
In case of an accidental stoppage of the power water will run down 

the well until the valve is closed. 

DESIGN OF PIPE SYSTEMS FOR IRRIGATION. 

The design of an irrigation system for a new tract where pipe is 
to be used differs in many respects from that where all water is 
carried in open ditches. The chief difference in design is due to 
the fact that well-made concrete pipe may be depended upon to 
carry water under pressure. ‘Thus it is possible to eliminate devious 

routes of main ditches that must be located on grade. It is best, how- 
ever, to make accurate contour surveys of large tracts that are to be 
irrigated by pipe. Contour maps should also be made of all possible 
routes of main lines and each subdivision should have contour inter- 
vals plotted close enough to enable the engineer to design economically 
the sizes of laterals and their location and to indicate how the indi- 
vidual units should be graded for effective irrigation. 
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Five-foot contour intervals may be close enough for estimating the. 

location of the main pipe in hilly country, but it may be necessary 
to plot 1-foot or even 6-inch contour intervals on flat valley land. 
Furthermore the entire system should be designed before any con- 
struction work is begun. 

Tracts for new colonies under the control of the Land Settlement 
Board of the State of California have been carefully surveyed 
throughout. The location of pipe lines has been determined and 
the sizes and location of each subdivision carefully considered. 
Contour intervals have been plotted accurately enough to allow 
all surface grading to be laid out before the farm is ready for 
water. The size of each subdivision is determined by the character 
of the soil and the methods adopted for irrigation and drainage. 
The location of the laterals is also determined by the prevailing 
grades of each unit to be watered and the kind of crops to be grown. 
Land for alfalfa usually has comparatively flat slopes, while orchard 
land may be very uneven provicling pressure pipe 1s used. 

Hilly land that has recently been subdivided for citrus orchards is 
frequently irrigated with little or no grading, even though the 
separate tracts may be very uneven. In this case pipe lines are con- 
structed along ridges, feeding all the high knolls. Tree rows may 
be laid out in squares, or may be set out with respect to contours 
only. If contour or terrace planting is necessary it is usually possible 
to irrigate in two directions from one field lateral. 

The sizes of pipe needed for a given tract will depend upon the 
acreage to be served, the grades of the pipe lines, the smoothness of 
the interior surface of the pipe, the water requirements of crops, the 
character of the soil, and the slope of the land. If the source of 

water is a reservoir at a considerable elevation above the lands to be 
irrigated, it may be possible to install pressure pipe that will carry 
water at a high velocity. If pressures exceed 50 feet in head it is 
common to install steel, reinforced concrete, or wood pipe. It is often 
practicable, however, to control the pressure of the main by suitable 
relief stands so that concrete pipe of larger diameter can be used. 

The latter practice is usual in recent installations. The smoothness 

of the interior of the pipe will also affect its carrying capacity. 
The following table is compiled from data collected in the field 

by Fred C. Scobey, senior irrigation engineer of the Bureau of Pub- 

lic Roads.* The table is not complete but has been arranged to give 
approximate carrying capacities of concrete pipe under ordinary 
working conditions and for average pipe. Especially smooth pipe 
will have larger capacities and very rough pipe much lower. for 

average conditions small sizes should not be figured too closely. 
Probably pipe up to 12 inches diameter should be computed to 

°** The Flow of Water in Concrete Pipe.” Sulletin 852, U. S. Dept. of Agr. 
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carry about 20 per cent more water than shown by table, especially 
where there is danger of any clogging by débris, or pipe is very rough. 

Table gives the carrying capacities of concrete pipe in miner’s inches computed 
to the nearest. 5 miner’s inches.* 

Diameter of pipe. 0.1 

Miner’s 
inches. 

Giirichesse-eee sie ee 10 
Sn Chessa ase e = 11.)4- = 20 
1Oinchesta a2 54.22. 35 
Pi ches sees as3 2 60 
4am chesaee ne esa 422: 85 
i6inehes. 22.22. - 22 120 
Sim cheseapsse seas 160 
20inchesees sas. sss -- 225 
22 Chesser sees ae. a 275 
24inches? = 222.2 =).-5-- 350 
30 Inches: 2 <- .22---2-- 650 

[Fall in feet per 100 feet.] 

0.2 0.3 

| Miner’s 
inches. 

0.4 0.5 1.0 

Miner’s | Miner’s | Miner’s 
inches. inches. inches. 

20 20 30 
40 45 60 
70 80 110 

115 120 180 
170 200 275 
235 275 400 
330 450 550 
435 500 700 
525 625 900 
710 800 1, 150 

1,275 TRAD5 i | Sasa 

1 One miner’s inch is here equivalent to the one-fiftieth part of a second-foot and is nearly equal to 9 
gallons per minute. 

Engineers and pipe contractors will have no trouble in interpret- 
ing the above table, but for the convenience of irrigators without 
engineering experience, a few examples will be given to enable them 
to estimate sizes of pipe for various conditions. 

The retarding influence to flow of water known as friction is com- 
mon to all pipes, the intensity of the friction increasing with the ve- 
locity of the water and the roughness of the pipe. If the pipe is laid 
down grade the fall may be sufficient to overcome friction. When the 
water is pumped if the fall is not enough to carry the desired quantity 
then the water will rise in the standpipe at the entrance until there is 
sufficient head to force the water through. Of course if the stand is 
not high enough water will spill over the top. If the pipe runs up 
hill, when water is pumped, the delivery box or relief stand at the 
pump end must be high enough to overcome the difference in eleva- 
tion between the entrance and outlet of the pipe, plus the head re- 
quired to overcome friction in the pipe. In practice such standpipes 
should not be high enough to develop unsafe pressures on the pipe. 

Example 1. 

Assume that an irrigator has acquired the right to the use of 200 
miner’s inches of water and wishes to install a pipe to carry this 
amount to his farm, a distance of 2,000 feet. If levels show there is 
a total fall of 6 feet between entrance and outlet, he will have a fall of 

From the table under vertical column of 0.3 
(fall per 100 feet) it is seen that a 16-inch pipe will carry 210 miner’s 
inches. If he can fill the standpipe at entrance 4 feet deep, he will 
have 4 feet additional head on the pipe, or a total head of 10 feet (in- 
cluding fall). This gives him 0.5 foot fall per 100 feet. The table 

0.3 foot per 100 feet. 

3445°—21—_4 
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shows that a 14-inch pipe will carry 200 inches under these conditions. 
(In taking levels the actual difference in elevation between the point 

of entrance and the point where water is discharged must be taken. 
If water is discharged over distributing stand, the elevation of top of 
the stand must be taken.) 

Example 2: 

Assume an orchard lateral is run down a steep grade of 5 feet 
per 100 feet, which is not uncommon in hillside tracts. It will be 
seen from the table that a 6-inch pipe will carry 60 miner’s inches of 
water, but if a lateral is taken off this line that falls only 0.1 foot 

per 100 feet, the table shows that a 12-inch pipe will be needed to 
carry the same amount of water. If the lateral runs across a 10-acre 
tract or 660 feet and the delivery stand carries a head of 6 feet, we 
will have a total head available of 1 foot per 100 feet, requiring 
only an 8-inch pipe. 

If grades vary, where open stands are frequent, allowing little or 
no pressure in the pipe, the diameters of the pipe should vary with 
the grade, especially where the variation is considerable. On the 
other hand, if the pipe is under pressure from one end to the other 
and there are no relief stands, the pipe should be the same diameter 
throughout its entire length. 

Too many pipe contractors guess at the sizes of pipe to use and pay 

little or no attention to grades. Usually however, they are on the 
safe side where water runs down hill although the pipe may be several 
sizes larger than necessary. On the other hand, it is common for 
inexperienced men to install undersized pressure pipe that is used ° 
for pumping, which means that the pump must be burdened with 
additional lift in order to overcome the excessive frictional resistance 
in the small pipe. If concrete pipe is directly connected to a pump, 
the pipe may burst from excessive pressures, although the actual ele- 
vation between the pump and outlet may be small, the total head 

due to excessive friction causing failure. For example, it can be 
seen from the table that if 250 miner’s inches are pumped into a 10- 

inch pipe that is laid on the level, friction will cause a head of 5 
feet for every 100 feet length, or a total head at the pump of 50 feet, 
if the pipe is 1,000 feet long. 

It is wise to keep concrete pipe under as low heads as possible and 
where pressure is to be applied care should be taken to get the best 
quality of pipe. It is often possible to control pressures on pipes 
especially where there is a constant down grade. If the pipe is not 
fitted with outlets open at the top, or other means of relieving pres- 
sure such as overflow stands, open diversion. boxes and so on, the 
pressure on the lower end of the pipe will increase as the pipe fills, 

and the lower sections may fail from excessive pressure. It is a 
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mistake to depend on valves that may be closed entirely to relieve 
pressures, as such valves may all be closed at one time. Safety 
devices will be discussed under another heading. 

SETTLING BASINS AND SCREENS. 

Settling basins (fig. 6) should be installed in a pipe line where 
vegetable or earthy material may clog the pipe. Settling basins 
are often necessary where water is carried from a hilly territory in 
an open ditch, as such conditions are favorable for picking up débris, 
and where the ditch terminates at the beginning of a pipe line. It — 
is usual in this case to install the basin at the junction of the ditch 
and pipe line as shown in figure 7. The dimensions of the settling 
basin depend upon the quantity of solid material transported in the 
ditch or pipe-lne. It must be large enough in area to check the 
velocity of the water sufficiently to allow the solid particles to settle, 
and deep enough to collect sand and other trash for a considerable 
period, otherwise it will require cleaning at too frequent intervals. 
Ordinary sand is transported in a pipe or ditch at a velocity of 
about one-half to two-thirds foot per second and fine gravel at an 
average velocity of about 1 foot per second. If the grades are such 
that velocities suddenly become too low to carry solid particles, 
settling basins should be installed or the pipe is Hable to become 
clogged. Small settling basins, such as are installed at the intake 
of a field lateral with a main pipe or ditch, are usually cleaned out 
by hand. Large basins in main ditches should be located so that the 
sand can be flushed out. If a ditch runs parallel to a river bed or 
natural drain it is usual to install basins so that the waste will flush 
into the river or drain. Basins are also provided at points where the 
pipe crosses a ravine or other waterway. In this case solid materials 
can be flushed out readily. In case of flat grades, however, it is 
necessary to clean out the collected material by hand. 

Screens are often installed with settling basins for small lateral 
ditches that carry a large quantity of floating trash, in order to 
prevent orchard valves from becoming clogged. Some are placed 

in the basin at an angle of about 30 degrees to the vertical. In other 
cases multiple screens (fig. 6) are inserted in grooves. The one 
nearest the intake pipe may be of chicken wire having about 14 
inch clear openings and each successive screen having a finer mesh of 
wire down to one-half or one-eighth of an inch. The first screen 
collects the larger trash such as leaves and small floating sticks, while 
the other screens catch the finer particles. The screens are made on 
frames that slide in grooves in the sides of the concrete box and can 
be readily removed and cleaned. 

If trash is carried in large quantities it is often necessary to devise 
some method of greatly increasing the screened area. This may be 
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done by building a screen completely around the outlet pipe. Some 
screens are built in the form of a long narrow trough which is 
screened on all sides, the outlet being beneath the screen. Such a 
screen can be set in an open ditch that is widened out a little at the 
pipe inlet. 

Screens have also been designed that are self cleaning, reliance 
being placed on the velocity of the water to keep the screens open. 

Care should always be taken to prevent trash entering a ditch or 
pipe line where water is finally distributed through orchard hydrants 
having small openings. It is especially necessary to take proper 

Fig. 6.—Settling basin and screens. 

precautions at the intake where the water is diverted from a flowing 
stream. For comparatively small heads of water it is sometimes 
possible to bury the first 20 or 30 feet of pipe under the stream bed 
laying the pipe with open joints and covering it with gravel. This 
will prevent all floating material entering the pipe and should keep 
out the sand. Some comparatively large mains have been protected 
at the intake in this manner. 

Open ditches bordered by shade trees are continually gathering 
leaves which are particularly harmful in clogging screens, as the 
leaves will flatten out against a fine mesh screen and may completely 
obstruct the flow of water. 

Where pipes are fed by open ditches and have sufficient grade so 
that the velocity of water will transport sand or small gravel, the 
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entrance to the pipe is commonly protected by iron bars set on an 
_angle in front of the pipe entrance. The bars may be spaced 6 inches 
or more apart. Such protection will prevent boards and large tree 
branches entering the pipe. 

AIR VENTS. 

When air is drawn into a pipe carrying water, being lighter than 

the water, it tends to collect at the highest points of the line. Such 
accumulations of air lessen the water-carrying capacity of the pipe 
and: may obstruct it altogether. To guard against occurrences of 
this kind means should be provided to allow the entrapped air to 
escape into the atmosphere. One of the safest and best means of 

Fic. 7.—Showing long screen at junction of open ditch and pipe line. Weir box and auto- 

matic register at left of picture. 

doing this is by the insertion of standpipes at all points where air 
is liable to collect. These standpipes need not be large for the 
average sizes of pipe. They are not only automatic but continuous 
in their action. For lateral pipes a galvanized-iron pipe 1 inch 
in diameter and covered with a perforated cap and protected by a 
substantial post makes a cheap and serviceable air vent. It is also 
good practice to get rid of the air as soon as it enters the pipe by 
inserting standpipes near each intake, care being taken in all cases to 
extend the air pipe far enough above the pipe so that its top will 
be well above the hydraulic grade line, or in other words, above the 
head to which water will rise. 
Where standpipes can not be used the confined air may be released 

by the use of automatic air valves which can be inserted on pipes 
under medium and high pressures. One of the simplest of these is 
a spherical rubber ball which is pressed tightly against the circular 
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opening when the pipe is full of water, but which falls down when 
the water is lowered by the collection of air. Another kind operates 
by means of a float and lever, the lowering of the float causing the 
air valve to open and discharge the entrapped air. 

\ RELIEF STANDS. 

Where steel or wood pipe is used to carry irrigation water, it is not 
customary to make provisions for relief of ‘pressure except in long 
lines that are laid on heavy grades. Concrete pipe, however, unless 

reinforced is only intended for 
low heads and provision must 
be taken to prevent high pres- 
sures. 
Where a pipe is laid down 

a long grade, and is large 
enough to carry all the water 
running less than full, there 
will be little or no head on 

the pipe when outlets are pro- 
vided at frequent intervals 
with their tops always open, 
but as it is usual to provide 
shut-off gates to divert water, 
pressures may increase to such 

an extent as to break the pipe 
when all gates are closed un- 
less proper precautions are 
taken to guard against such 
conditions arising. 

The ordinary open diversion 
box is fitted with gates that 
divert water by closing the 

gate on the outlet pipe only, the gate being kept tight by water 
pressure against it. In this case the water can not back up in the 
pipe and form a dangerous head, since the water. in the box will 
overflow, but where the pipe will withstand 20 to 30 feet head, 
and it is desirous to force water along a lateral that runs up 
hill 15 feet or more, it is not feasible to construct the ordinary 
diversion box, as such a box would have to be too high to be con- 

veniently accessible. In this case, pressure gates may be provided 

that close the inlet pipe providing there is an open stand above the 

gate that will relieve the pressure. Another plan is to provide an 
overflow stand that will maintain a constant head at the point of 
diversion, the excess water spilling over into the main. Two vertical 

Fig. 8—Overflow and relief stand. 
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open stands made of concrete pipe cemented together may be used 
‘for this purpose. The water will rise in the pipe connected to the 
inlet, and flow over a crest or notch into the other pipe, and thence 
into the main (figs. 8 and 9). The lateral pipe leading from this 
stand requires no gate, as the pressure will remain constant, allowing 
no excessive pressures to accumulate in the lateral. If a lateral slopes 
down grade from an overflow stand it is usual to provide a shut-off 
gate where the lateral branches off from the stand. The gate may 

be set in a low auxiliary stand that is cemented to the side of the 
main relief stand. 

Some relief stands 
consist of one large 
standpipe of  sufli- 

cient diameter to 
allow an _ overflow 

pipe being placed in- 
side of it (fig. 10). 
Some orchard lat- 
erals have a 12-inch 
stand 6 to 18 feet 
high fitted with a 6- 
inch spillway pipe 
inside, the 6-inch 
pipe extending to a 
foot or so of the top 
of the 12-inch pipe. 
In this case water is 
diverted to the side 
lateral from the 12- 
inch pipe, the excess 

of water spilling 
down the 6-inch pipe 
intothe main. There Fic. 9.—Overfiow pipe in rear and small diversion box in 

are a number of sh ue 
modifications of this principle that will be taken up in detail under 
the subject of diversion boxes and pipe structures. 

Nearly all measuring devices act as relief stands, especially weirs, 
miner’s-inch boxes, and ordinary recording irrigation meters, as such 
devices are installed to allow the free flow of water over a crest in 
an open box. 

MEASURING DEVICES FOR PIPE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS. 

A number of devices are in use to measure the flow of water 
through pipes and laterals and from pumping plants and reservoirs. 
Of these the following are briefly discussed—Venturi meters, weirs, 
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miner’s-inch boxes, automatic registers, and other mechanical record- 
ing devices. 

Venturi meters. 

These make use of the Venturi principle by forcing water through 
a small throat in a pipe, thereby converting most of the static into 
velocity head. By keeping a continuous record of the normal static 
pressure and also the pressure at the throat the flow of water at any 

time can be com- 

puted for a meter of 

a given size. Meters 
of this type are in- 
stalled on main pipe 
lines when it is de- 
sired to keep a con- 
tinuous record of the 
total quantity of 
water delivered to 
any system. They 

might also be in- 
stalled advanta- 
geously on lateral 
pipe lines were it not 
for their first cost, 

since they have no 
moving parts liable 
to be obstructed or 
clogged by sand, 
leaves, or other ma- 

terial carried by the 
water. 

Weirs. 

The weir is the 
most commonly used 

device for measuring water in open ditches and canals. It is more 

difficult to adapt it to pipe systems, and when this has been attempted 

due consideration has seldom been given to the effects produced on 
the accuracy of the measurement by seemingly trivial changes from 

the standard specifications. One of the essential requirements of 

the weir is that the water shall approach the weir notch at a slow 

velocity and unaffected by eddies or cross-currents. These condi- 
tions are seldom fulfilled when water issues from a pipe directly 

above the weir. 

Fic. 10.—Twelve-inch overflow stand with 6-inch pipe inside. 
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Several years ago, a large number of experiments were conducted 
by V. M. Cone of this bureau at the hydraulic laboratory at Fort 
Collins, Colo., on the fiow of water through weir notches.* 

In figure 11 is outlined the inside dimensions of a standard weir 
box to measure water within 1 per cent of accuracy in accordance 
with the different volumes specified in Table 1. In Table 2 is given 
in cubic feet per second the discharge through rectangular weirs from 
1 to 4 feet in length and for varying heads. 

Table 3 gives the percentage of error which occurs when changes 
from the standard form are introduced. Thus the effect of side con- 
tractions (C in figure 11) is seen in the increase in error of a 1-foot 
weir and a 6-inch head from less than 1 per cent to 4 per cent when 
the distance of the sides from the end of the crest is reduced from 
2 feet to 6 inches as shown in figure 12. 

Fic. 11.—Standard 18-inch weir based on dimensions given in table. 

TABLE 1.—Weir-box dimensions for rectangular notch weirs. 

[ All dimensions in feet. The letters at the heads of the columns in this table refer to figure 11.] 

RECTANGULAR WEIRS. 

H. Ts eee Teal |e aves eta ales Dine ear ree 

Flow (second-feet). Maxi- | Length) of box | of box | Total | Total | End of| Crest fees as 
mum |ofweir| above | below | width | depth | crest to dis die 
head. | crest. weir weir | of box. | of box. | toside. |bottom. aricas eanice: 

EOS aes hiss ot | Sak 1 6 2 5h 3h Qh 2 4 2 
DORE eee eee soe ri 14 7 3 7 4 23 24 4 2 
ASS ie ae 1.2 2 8 4 8h 4h 3h 92 5 23 
(SiO ae ee 13 3 9 5 12 5 43 34 5h 3 
110) {eee ese Pe Tas 4 10 6 14 5h 5 33 6 3 

4For further information the readér is referred to Farmers’ Bulletin 813 on the Con- 
struction and Use of Farm Weirs, by V. M. Cone. 

a This distance allows for about 4 foot freeboard above highest water levelin weir box. 
b Equals distance from crest upstream to gauge. 
c Equals distance from end of crest over to gauge. 
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| 

TABLE 2.—Discharge tables for rectangular weirs. 

c dfrom tl la Q=3.2471 182-566 1®. pn 9 omputed from the formula Q=3.247 8 Tons. M9, 

14 Discharge in cubic feet per second | Discharge in cubic feet per second 
|| Head | Head for crests of various lengths. || Head | Head for crests of various lengths. 
1 || in in . in in 
| feet. | inches. | feet. | inches. 
1 1 foot. |1.5feet.’ 2 feet. | 3 feet. 4 feet. 1 foot. |1.5feet.| 2 feet. | 3 feet. |4 feet. 

0. 20 23 0.291 | 0.439 | 0.588 | 0.887 Hay) .86 10-85 2.46 3.42 5.01 7.59 | 10.19 
| wel. 24 312 -472 | .632 . 954 1. 28 87 1055 2.50 3.79 5.10 7.72 | 10.36 
i] By 23 atta) - 505 .677 | 1.02 ileBy/ -88 103; 2.54 3.85 5.18 7.85 | 10. 54 
H "23 23 358 .539 -i23 | 1.09 1.46 89 10 2.58 S92 | bea 7.99 | 10.71 

24 2% -380 -574 | .769 | 1.16 (Lays) -90 1043 2.62, | 3.93°}) 55352) 83125 10889 
j 25 3 .609 | .817 | 1 23 1.65 91 1042 2.67 4.05 5. 44 8.25 | 11.07 

26 an .646 | .865 | 1.31 1.75 2921) Ute | 20705 Ai 95053 8) 38 ees 
| eal 3t - 682 O94 e388 1.85 -93 113; 2.75 | 4.18 5.62 |: 8.52. |-11. 43 
i -28 33 720 -965 | 1.46 1.95 -94 114 2.79 4.24 5.71 |: 8365 | 1161 
| .29 34 758 | 1.02 1.53 2.05 -95 112 2.84 4.31 5.80 8.79 | 11.79 

-30 38 - 796 | 1.07 1.61 2.16 -96 114 2.88 4.37 5.89 8.93 | 11.98 
31 33 836 | 1.12 | 1.69 | 2.26|| .97] 118 | 2.93] 4.44] 5.98] 9.06 | 12.16 

| 32 318 .876 | 1.18 | 1.77 |. 2.37 | -98| 113 | 2.97| 4.51] 6.07| 9.20] 12.34 
-33 3 -916 | 1.23 1.86 2.48 .99 11Z 3208 4.57 Galoul oho da lesbo 
34 445 5 PO57 [i528 1.94 2.60 1.00 12 3.06 | 4.64 6.25 | 9-48 | 12.72 
#o0 435 16 .999 | 1.34 2.02 py fl 1.01 1 baa Reece 4.71 6.34 9.62 | 12.91 
.36 48 | .688] 1.04 | 1.40 | 2.11 | 2.82 OD Ota |eeseene 4.78 | 6.43 | 9.76 | 13.10 
api 45 -717 |. 1.08 1.45 2220 2.94 | 1.03 Loe Ae poe oe 4.85 6. 52 9.90 | 13.28 
-33 43s ee tois|| ales} P5t 2.28 3.06 1.04 Pa heral| (aeons 4 92 6.62 | 10.04 | 13.47 
-39 quid 774 | 1.17 Looe eet 3.18 1.05 DES 6] (nes 4.98 6.71 | 10.18 | 13.66 
- 40 4ig .804 | 1.21 1.63 2.46 3.30 1.06 28 Meapeece 5,05: 6.80 | 10.32 | 13.85 
-41 413 1900) || 22.26 1.69 2.155 3.42 On ip S| Pee §.12 6.90 | 10.46 | 14.04 
42 Sas | -863 | 1.30 | 1.75 | 2.65 3.54 || 1.08 1238 |... 5 20] 6.99 | 10.61 | 14.24 
.43 hoe e893 |desbe | LSi | Qe74 Gl Beer |) “NOON. 13a. la oe 5.26 | 7.09 | 10.75 | 14.43 
44 54 924 | 1.40 1.88 2.83 3.80 | 1.10 Le eee 5.34 7.19 | 10.90 | 14.64 
-45 53 955 | 1.44 1.94 | 2.93 3.93 | ib bes eee 5.41 7.28 | 11.04 | 14.83 
- 46 53 -986 | 1.49 2.00 | 3.03 4.05 | lpg 13,45 |.------ 5.48 7.38 | 11-19 |} 15.03 
-47 53 1.02 1.54 2.07 3.12 4.18 1.43 Be ee areeaxs 5 55 C47 | VLi34 | 15.22 
-48 53 1.05 1.59 2.13 3.22 4.32 1.14 1B tee sat 5 62 7.57 | 11.48 | 15.42 
49 5g | 1.08 | 1.64 | 2.20 | 3.32 | 4.45 |] 1.15] 1328 ]..... 5 69 | 7.66 | 11.64 | 15.62 
.50 6 Tad 1.68 2.26 | 3.42 4.58 1.16 Le oh Pee 5 77 7.76 | 11.79 | 15.82 
51 64 | 1.15 | 1.73 | 2.38 | 3.52 | 4.72 Tf (eee en] 5 84] 7.86 | 11.94 | 16.02 
52 6+ 1.18 1.78 2.40 | 3.62 4.86 1.18 14-85 |2..:--- 5 91 7.96 | 12.09 | 16.23 
“po 63 1.21 1.84 2.46 | 3.73 4.99 1.19 14e lt ese 5 98 8.06 | 12.24 | 16.43 
Bray onl f 64 125. 1.89 2.53 3.83 5.13 1.20 er (eee 6 06 8.16 | 12.39 | 16.63 
55 68 1.28 1.94 2.60 3.94 5.27 MEDAL W4e. \ccsmsee 6 13 8.26 | 12.54 | 16.83 
- 56 64 1.31 1.99 2:67 4.04 5.42 1.22 148 \Voetees. 6 20 8.35 | 12.69 | 17.03 
mays 648 | 1 35 2.04 2.74 | 4.15 5256 1223) 142 fl eeeeee 6 28 8.46 | 12.85 | 17.25 
58 618 | 1 38 2.09 2.81 | 4.26 5.70 1.24 14% Jl. 6 35 8.56 | 12 99 | 17.45 
.59 Ts | 1 42 2.15 | 2.88 4.36 5.80 1.25 its eel eevee 6.43 8.66 | 13 14 | 17.65 
. 60 7#5 | 1.45 | 2.20 2.96 4.47 6.00 1.26 ss Dee eee ed | Eee | ca | 13.30 | 17.87 
.61 7s | 1.49 2.20 3.03 4.59 6.14 127 L5es coe seeieeecee| hese 13.45 | 18.07 
- 62 Tes | 1.52 ao 3.10 4.69 6.29 1.28 ay Deen ee eps (esiaeeeean [ee cet 13.61 | 18.28 
.63 73/156 | 2.36 | 3.17 | 4.81 | 6.44 0 en 15 ne | ee sees | ee eae 13.77.| 18.50 
. 64 7H | 1 «60 2.42 3.25 | 4.92 6.59 1.30 158 Ups oee asl h gee ee|lseceeere 13.93 | 18.71 
.65 748 | 1.63 2.47 3532 55205 6.75 P31 158 ee, ete ek | Soe ee 14.09 | 18.92 
. 66 718 | 1.67 | 2.53 | 3.40 | 5.15 | 6.90 1.32 U5 TS) eee ee 14.24 | 19.12 
.67 875 | 1.71 2359 8.47, |-5226 7.05 1°33 L5H |e cerceccllacracaee eee 14.40 | 19.34 
. 68 835 | 1.74 2.64 3.56 5.38 7.21 1.34 WG st ee coe: |e er ereciee 14.56 | 19.55 
69 81 1.78 2 70 3.63 | 5.49 7.36 1.30 1G Fe |e. eae ecuc’ she eee 14.72 | 19.77 
-70 82 1.82 2.76 Beale Vey oy 1.52 1.36 Goa ae Saran cee eee see 14.88 | 19.98 
one 84 1.86 2.81 3.19 5.70 7.68 iy 1G 7 |.2 22st al oerse, | ness 15 04 | 20.20 
242 83 1.90 2.87 | 3.86 | 5.85 7.84 1.38 LG eo) ose sacl acm ewae |p ecoeee 15.20 | 20.42 
TB 88 | 1.93 | 2.93 | 3.94 | 5.97 | 8.00 ESO ie TG I2 a eyes Seen |e 15.36 | 20.64 
-74 8% 1.97 2.99 4.02 6.09 8.17 1.40 IY 3 2a peel | PER el brat aries 15.53 | 20.86 
ho 9 2.01 Sa0p 4.10 6.21 8.33 1.41 1642 |....... | sree byes | veiaieeets 15.69 | 21.08 
-76 9% | 2.05 Sell 4.18 6.33 8.49 1.42 Le ee ee lemioee Pecans 15.85 | 21.29 
st gt 22098 Ghose 4.26 6.45 8.66 1.43 Leo eti| emer calles oaec| eee 16.02 | 21.52 
.78 92 2c Lor | ouee 4.34 6.58 8.82 1.44 LE Soe ee | Seen eee eer 16.19 | 21.74 
219 94 22h) "3.29 4.42 | 6.70 8.99 1.45 LS |e eee eee | See 16.34 | 21.96 
-80 98 2.21 EOD 4.51 6.83 9.16 1.46 Ay Can ce | Perera (Nam ran pn. 16.51 | 22.18 
.81 92 2.25 3.41 4.59 6.95 9.33 1.47 MTSE Nee cra dre. tell hae terarcyall ereoeayerre 16.68 | 22.41 
soe 948 | 2.29 3.47 4.67 7.08 9.50 1.48 ESO ars) A ae oars | eee 16.85 | 22.64 
. 83 922 | 2 33 3.54 4.75 7.21 9.67 1.49 The eters ted oooh (corso 17.01 | 22.85 
&4 1075 | 2 37 3 60 4.84 7.33 9.84 1.50 TBs GWssect wc esha cee 717 || 23208 
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When weirs are formed by the use of concrete pipe, the usual prac- 
tice is to employ pipe too small in diameter in proportion to the length 

of the weir, thus departing at times very far from the standard weir, 
and introducing errors which may amount in certain cases to 5 per 
cent and more, a combination of this kind being shown in figures 13 
and 14. If pipes-are to be used for this purpose they should be of 
large diameter and of thin shells so as to permit the largest pos- 
sible distance between the end of the weir notch and the inner sur- 
face of the pipe. According to standard dimensions and accurate 
measurement a weir 1 foot long would require a pipe 65 inches in 
diameter whereas if a 2-foot pipe is used for the same length of 
weir the discharge may be too large by 5 per cent. 

In order that the water may approach the weir at a slow velocity 

and be freed from cross currents and eddies, baffle boards are fre- 

quently placed in the receiving chamber and the inlet pipe may be 
placed in a vertical position and at right angles to the feed pipe._ 

Another frequent cause of overregistering in the use of weirs is 
the increase in head over the weir above the normal. This may be 
partially overcome by having all excess water flow over spillways, 
the longer the spillway the greater approach to normal conditions 
being obtained. Another method is to keep a continuous record of 
the flow through the weir notch by means of an automatic register. 
In still other cases the head is kept constant by means of a gate 
regulated by a float. Apart from the long spillway perhaps the 
most effective way of maintaining a constant head over a weir is- 

~ shown in figure 15, which is a combination of the spillway and 
valves. By this arrangement valve “b” in the main feed pipe when 
closed causes the water to rise in one chamber of the box and flow 
over spillway “a” into the other chamber, while valve “c” is regu- 
lated to permit the desired amount of water to flow through the weir 
““d” into the lateral pipe. It is thus apparent that any slight in- 
crease in the depth of water in the spillway “a” will not materially 
affect the measurement at “ d.” 

Miner’s Inch Boxes. : 

A device of this kind measures the quantity of water which flows 
through a rectangular orifice under a constant head (fig. 16). The 
dimensions of the orifice most commonly used in southern Califor- 
nia are 4 inches deep and from 2 to 100 inches in length with a head 
of 4 inches of water over the center of the orifice. The quantity of 
water flowing through such an orifice is estimated to be 9 gallons 
per minute for each square inch of orifice or the one-fiftieth part of 
a cubic foot per second. The Azusa miner’s inch box or hydrant 
shown in figure 17 is fitted with a cast-iron plate which contains four 
orifices all 4 inches deep and 24, 32, 64, and 124 inches long, respec- 4) 
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Fic. 12.—Weir box having side contractions too narrow for accurate measurement, 

athough the discharge over the two weirs may be proportionately accurate. 

Fic. 14.—Faulty rectangular weir. 
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tively. Under a 4-inch head over the center of these openings, they 
will discharge 10, 15, 25, and 50 miner’s inches, respectively. When 
miner’s inch boxes are first installed they should be checked against 
a standard weir in order to test their accuracy. Under constant 
heads, the miner’s inch box measures water with fair accuracy but 

Fic. 15.—Weir box for controlling of head. 

where the heads are permitted to vary errors of 100 per cent may be 
introduced. As in the case of weirs, spillways are used to prevent 

large fluctuations in heads. One of these is shown in figure 18. 

Water registers. 

Wherever it is desired to keep a continuous record of the amount of 
water passing a given point automatic registering devices known as 
water registers are frequently used. ‘These consist of a drum around 
which the recording sheet is wrapped and both are attached to a 
clock which causes them to revolve once in a period of 8 days or 
more. ‘The record is made on the sheet by a pen or pencil attached to 
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Fic. 16.—Miner’s inch box with waste way. 

the rod of a float. The float and its record may measure the height 
of water over a weir or in a rating channel. 

Mechanical recording devices. 

These as a rule operate by a vane or propeller revolved by the 
action of the water as it passes through the meter. They possess an 
advantage in registering a flow whose record can be readily observed. 

= = 
Sf ip an rman omnes 

ia ae 

Fic. 17.—An Azusa miner’s inch box. 
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On the other hand, such devices may not measure water accurately 

particularly in reduced volumes. They are also liable to become 

clogged with silt, sand, moss, or other débris. Figure 19 shows the 

exterior of one of these meters. 

SIAIN BOX 

Fig. 18.—Miner’s inch box fitted with long waste overflow to minimize change of head 

through miner’s inch plates that feed lateral pipes. 

DIVERSION BOXES. 

As stated, weirs, miner’s inch boxes, and recording devices are 

usually set in boxes which also act as diversion boxes. Some of the 

larger rectangular boxes in use have a weir or miner’s inch plate 

on each side and divert water to three or four laterals, as illustrated 

in figure 20. 
It is common practice to measure water at the upper end of a 

lateral and then install simple diversion boxes at each orchard or 

farm. These seldom measure water, but are designed so that all 
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Fig. 21.—A diversion box formed partly of concrete pipe. 
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the water in the lateral is divided in proportion to the separate 

acreages to be served. The Covina Water Co. has installed diver- 

sion boxes that are fitted with galvanized sheet-iron gates. The 

gates are all set at the same elevation in the box and water may 

spill over into the orchard pipe lines on every side of the box. The 

gates are usually made with rectangular orifices that have several 

sizes of openings. As the head is the same on each gate, the correct 

proportion of water will be delivered to each unit, independently 

of the head over the 

orifice. 
Pipe can be used 

to advantage for 
constructing  diver- 
sion boxes as shown 
in figures 21 and 22. 
Where there is con- 
siderable pressure to 
contend with at the 
point of diversion, 
pipe structures can 
be built up in a sin- 
gle length to the re- 
quired height and 
gates operated from 
mae, top of the. 
stands. Overflow 
stands (fig. 23) can 
be made by building 
spillways and thus 
keeping a constant 
head on the mains 

or laterals. Overflow stands may operate automatically, requiring 

no gates, or gates may be made from ordinary orchard valves that 

can be manipulated from the outside of the stand. 
Where pressure is excessive or there is an objection to high stands, 

diversion boxes are sometimes built that extend only a few feet 
above the ground surface, and a top is provided over the stand that 

will withstand the pressure as shown in figure 24. Alfalfa valves are 
commonly used to close the top of the stand. Lateral gates may 

either be of the common, sliding type, or may be orchard valves that 

are loosened by turning on a threaded bolt. 
A diversion box has been designed that will relieve high pres- 

sures without the use of high relief or overflow stands. This box 
makes use of an automatically controlled valve that will open the 
gate in the main when pressures tend to become high at the point ot 

having small air vents. 
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diversion. The valve 
is controlled by a float 

im an auxiliary stand. 
Such an arrangement 
would have value 
where high pressure 
pipe is laid down a 
steep grade, and 
where relief stands 
would have to be ex- 
cessively high to back 

water up to all points 

of diversion. In the 
above case, water was 

intended to be used 
for domestic use and 
some provision was 
necessary to keep con- 

siderable pressure at 
each diversion point. 

It was not practicable to allow the entire head of water on the pipe 
on account of the steep grades and long length of the main, and relief 
stands at frequent intervals, high enough to deliver water to the 
second story of a house were too expensive, and at the same time 
unsightly. 

Fig. 23.—Overflow stands. 

DISTRIBUTING HYDRANTS. — 

After water has been conveyed to the field or orchard, the type 

of distributing hy- 
drant or valve should 
be selected to suit 
the soil, grades, and 
crops to be watered. 
The most common 
type of valve con- 
sists of a stand of 
one length of con- 
crete pipe that is 
fitted with a number 
of small gates (figs. 
25 and 26), the size 

of the stand and 
number of gates de- 
pending on the num- 
ber of furrows to be 

supplied from one Fig. 24.—A diversion stand with covered top and valves. 
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Fig. 25.—A common type of distributing hydrant for orchard irrigation. 

valve. The stand is connected to the underground lateral by a 
short riser and the water is regulated from the lateral to the stand 
by means of a small valve. A 6-inch concrete pipe stand usually 
contains two outlets, each from 1 to 2 inches in diameter; an 8- 
inch stand, 2 to 4 openings; a 12-inch stand, 4 to 8 openings; and 
a 16-inch stand contains 6 to 8 openings. The conérete risers and 
stands are usually connected by the pipe contractor when the orchard 

laterals are laid. The contractor cements the small galvanized gates 

into the pipe in the yard. A special mold is often used to make the 
concrete pipe stands, the holes that contain the gates being made 
when the pipe is in the mold. 

Fic. 26.—Distributing hydrants on steep slopes and overflow stands. 
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Large _ elliptical, 
semicircular, or oval 
stands are used where 
an extra number of 
valves are to be con- 
nected to one hydrant 
These special forms 
(figs. 27 and 28) 
are also used in sandy 

soil, where it is de- 
sirable to space the 
spouts as far apart as 

possible. If several outlets are set in a small diameter pipe, water 
will wash the furrows together where they connect at the hydrant. 
Where the larger sized hydrants are used it is a good plan to set them 
against a curb or fence, otherwise they will be an obstruction to 
cultivation if placed in the ordinary manner. These large hydrants 

are sometimes used where the smaller type would answer as well, but 

they have their use especially in walnut orchards where a large num- 

ber of furrows are required between tree rows. ‘The oval type set with 
the long axis parallel to the tree rows presents the least obstruction to 
cultivation where the stands can not be placed against a fence or’ 
curb. There are orchard hydrants which are covered over the top, 
with no valve connecting stand to the underground lateral, the 
amount of water delivered to each furrow being regulated by means 
of small galvanized gates that are attached to spouts set through 
the sides of the stand. 
This type is practicable 
where heads are low, 

but where pressure is 
in excess of a few feet 
the valves are difficult 
to make water-tight. 
Leaves and trash also 

tend to clog this type 
of hydrant. 

In some cases where 
it is not desirable to 
place a number of 
stands, the hydrants 
are placed a _ consid- 
erable distance apart. 
and portable pipes 
fitted with outlet 

valves are connected Fig. 28.—Another type of distributing hydrant. 
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Fic. 27.—Distributing hydrant elliptical in form. 
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to the hydrants (fig. 29). This portable pipe is made of light- 
weight galvanized iron and is easily carried from one hydrant 
to another. This method assures even distribution to each furrow, 
and prevents washing at the stand. More labor during irrigation 
is required, however. 
Where hillside land is to be irrigated, several new types of valves 

have been developed (figs. 30 and 31). Most of these new valves or 
methods of installation have been developed to assure an even flow 
from valves in spite of considerable variation in pressure in the 
orchard lateral. It is common practice in hillside irrigation systems 
to install the main feed lines along the upper sides of the tracts and 
to arrange orchard laterals to run down the steepest slope. As some 

of these laterals run down for several thousand feet on grades that 
fall from 15 to 35 feet per 100 feet, it can be seen that valves or outlets . 
must be arranged to continually relieve the pressure in the pipe. 

Fig. 29.—Distributing hydrant formed of portable pipe having small sliding gates. 

There are several distinct types of distributing systems designed 
to control pressure. Overflow stands may be placed at stated inter- 

vals down grade (fig. 26), the stands being high enough to back water 
up to the next relief stand above it, distributing hydrants being 
placed between the relief stands. The relief stand may be made of 
two parallel concrete pipes set vertically, as shown in figure 32, so 
that water will rise in one to the required height, and overflow into 
the other and thence down the pipe to the next stand. The common 
orchard valve can be used to supply water to the furrows. The stand- 
pipes may consist of one pipe of small diameter set in another as 
described in a previous chapter. 

The second plan makes use of an ordinary open stand (fig. 33) 
that does not stand above the ground surface over two or three feet. 
A pressure gate is cemented to the intake pipe which can be closed 

and back water up to the next box above. There is no danger of 
excessive pressures if this plan is followed, providing that stands are 
not placed too far apart or grades too steep, as water will back up to 

next stand and overflow it if more water is let into the pipe line 
than the orchard hydrants will dispose of. The disadvantage of this 
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type is that gates 
must be regulated 

very accurately 
where a large num- 

ber of orchard hy- 
drants are fed simul- 

taneously. As a rule 

such construction is 
best adapted to 
grades that will al- 

low enough orchard 
hydrants between 
two successive 

stands to take all 

the water carried by 
ers the pipe line. 

Fig. 30.—A distributing hydrant to reduce water pressure A third plan that 

on hillsides. is also adaptable to 
comparatively small pressures is to provide standpipes at intervals 
high enough to back water from one to another (fig. 34). The stands 
may be made of concrete pipe cemented together and set up verti- 

cally. A slide gate is cemented to the discharge pipe at each stand, 
leaving the inlet open. When the gate is closed, water will rise in 
the stand until it is backed up to the one above it. If an excess of 

water is turned in the pipe line, these stands will overflow and thus — 
relieve the pressure. This plan is advisable where the gate can 
be easily manipu- 
lated from the top 
of the. stands. If 
the standpipe is too 
high, it is possible to 
install a gate valve 

or irrigation valve 
that is boxed in, 

leaving the handle 
of the gate to project 
through a packing 
box inthetop. Some 
companies have in- 
stalled a short aux- 
iliary stand imme- 
diately below the 

main standpipe. | 
This stand contains ites tile Annthen Gene of hydrant shown in Fig. 30. 
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a pressure gate that controls the height of water in the stand. This 
arrangement is applicable where there is a constant down grade. 
Where excessive grades are encountered, it is usual to use overflow 

distributing hydrants. In this case each hydrant relieves the pres- 
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Fic. 32.—Relief stand for preventing excess pressure on concrete pipe. 

_ Sure at every tree row. It is not possible to pile up pressures that 
will exceed the height of the hydrants in this case, irrespective of the 
grade of the feed pipe. There are three general types of overflow 
hydrants used and each type may have several modifications 
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Fic. 33.—Relief of pressure accomplished by short stands with pressure gates. 

The most common type consists of two lengths of concrete pipe 
(fig. 8) set vertically and adjacent to each other. The stand con- 
nected to the inlet pipe acts as the distributing hydrant and is fitted 
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with valves as in the common orchard hydrant. The auxiliary pipe 
acts as an overflow and is cemented to the outlet pipe, permitting the 
excess of water to flow down the pipe line to the next hydrant. 

A small spillway connects the two stands, the spillway being set 

high enough to allo’ a few inches head on the gates set in the 

upper stand (fig. 10). A modification of this hydrant is fitted 
with lift gates, so that all the water may flow down the pipe line 

and not be forced to 

spill over the waste- 
way of each valve. 

Others have no 
gates, all the water 

being forced to rise 
in each stand and 

overflow into the 
pipe line. Where 
the valves are set on 

a long lateral that 

runs down ona 

steep grade, it is 
usually necessary to. 

provide gates in the 
pipe line so water 
can flow unob- 
structed to any set . 

of valves. 
Another type of 

SVS : 
NEN overflow hydrant is 

constructed by 
insure pressure on field hydrants above it. Excess pres. Placing a partition 
sures on pipe line impossible, as standpipe will overflow wall in as ingle 

when all orchard valves above are closed. = 

IN 
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Fic, 34.—Plain relief stand. Standpipe is high enough to 

length of pipe. The 
water is forced over the partition wall when operating and spills 
over into the outlet to the next valve. Small outlet gates that feed 
the furrows are set in the inlet chamber, the presssure on the gates 

depending upon the height of spillway above them. 
The third type is made of one large stand, consisting of one joint 

of concrete pipe having a pipe of smaller diameter set inside. The 
small pipe acts as the spillway and is connected to the outlet pipe. 

When these valves are constructed properly they are nearly ideal 
for irrigating side-hill orchards, where only a small stream is re- 
quired to each furrow. They are well adapted to contour and ter- 

race plan of irrigation. 
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The greatest difficulty with overflow relief standpipes and over- 
flow orchard hydrants is the trouble caused by entrapped air. If 

the sheet of water flowing into the outlet stand entirely covers the 
opening into the underground pipe air is carried down with the sheet 
of water and is not able to escape, due to the aperture being closed 
with water. In many cases more than three or four overflow hy- 
drants can not be operated at one time, due to air trouble. If 
the hydrants or relief stands are fitted with gates at the connection 
to the feed pipe and the valve opening is large enough to take the 
full head of water, there will be little trouble with air. Such valves 
are sometimes difficult 
to adjust, however, 
especially where a 
portion of water is to 
bewedast ri buted 
through the hydrant. 

The way to pre- 
vent air troubles in 
this type of orchard 
hydrant is to con- 
struct the outlet from 

the spillway large 
enough so that the 
entire space will not 
be filled with water 
at any time. If there 

is a clear space above 
the outlet feed pipe 
and the aperture from valve to feed pipe is never entirely covered 
with water, air will be able to escape. 

_ The spillway pipe can also be set at an angle so that water wasting 
into the outlet pipe will never entirely fill it (fig. 385). If the spill- 
way pipe is of small diameter and set inside a large diameter pipe 
it is necessary to have the outside pipe very much larger than the 
spillway pipe. The Lemon Heights Land Company near San Diego 
has a large number of overflow stands that are made by using the 
main hydrant of 20-inch pipe and the spillway of 4-inch pipe. The 
spillway pipe was originally set vertically, but there was so much 
trouble from air that all stands were changed by setting the spillway 
at an angle of about 45 degrees with the vertical. A notch was cut 
in top of the spillway pipe so that water would flow through it with- 
out entirely filling it. There has been no trouble from air since the 

Y \V, 
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Fie. 35.—Overflow distributing hydrant. Wasteway pipe 

set on angle to prevent air troubles. 
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change in design. This valve is provided with a lft gate in the 
bottom so that some of the water can flow to the lower hydrants with- 

out having to be forced through each valve. A much smaller pipe 

could be used for the main distributing hydrant if the spillway pipe 
was set through the lower side of the hydrant, and set on an angle to 
the underground pipe. Smaller spillways could also be used if this 

plan was followed, without danger from entrapped air. 

Where sandy soil is to be irrigated, and furrows run on a gradual 
grade it is often best to do away with the ordinary stand that ex- 
tends above the ground. An orchard valve or alfalfa valve can be 

cemented to the riser, having the riser 

cut off 4 inches to 6 inches below the 
ground surface. If the valve is set in- 
side the first tree and in every tree row 

it will be no obstruction to cultivation. 
Where sandy soil is encountered it is 
often impracticable to attempt to run 

a number of furrows between the rows 
on account of the rapid percolation of 
water into the subsoil. It is a common 

sight to see sandy ground watered by 

using the ordinary hydrant fitted with 
4 to 6 outlet gates, and either allowing 

all the gates to spill in one main furrow 
or letting the water run over the top of 
the stand. Where flooding or basin ir- 
rigation is practiced there is no need of 
a number of small outlet valves set in 

one hydrant. 

Where flooding is resorted to for al- 
falfa or orchards having very flat grades 
and sandy soil, risers are set at con- 

venient intervals that are capped with 

re, 36.—Distributing hyarant for 2 Special lid. This cap can ‘be removed 
large irrigation heads, such as anda portable hood or hydrant attached 
are used in irrigating alfalfa. ee (fig. 36). There are a number 

of different types on the market. The best portable hydrant can be 
fastened to the riser before the cap on the riser is removed or 

loosened. Portable pipe made from light-weight galvanized iron can 
also be easily attached to these portable hoods. This arrangement is 
often used where alfalfa is irrigated, but may be used to advantage in 
orchards where soil or grades will not permit of furrows. 

Where steel pipe is used for distributing water, the outlet valves 

are usually the common hydrants or faucets used in domestic water 
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supplies. They may be connected to concrete stands fitted with small 
gates or flumes and galvanized pots fitted with spouts may be used 

to feed the furrows. Some orchardists have utilized short lengths 
of standard three-quarter-inch steel pipe to distribute water to the 
furrows. Water is distributed through small holes bored, in the 

pipe, each hole feeding one furrow. In the latter case a connection 

is made to the iron pressure pipe at every tree row. The distribut- 
ing pipes are about 8 feet long, and are fitted to the riser by pipe fit- 
tings so that the pipe may be let down on the ground when irrigat- 
ing, or set up vertically out of the way of cultivation. 

As regards irrigation gates and valves, it is a safe plan to install 
makes that have all threaded or sliding parts either of brass, bronze, 

or other composition metal that will resist rust. Gates whose wear- 

ing parts are cast iron throughout are liable to corrode and stick. 
Cast iron, however, is satisfactory for parts that do not wear, or 
for seats to make a water-tight connection. Most gates are con- 

structed to work with the water pressure, the pressure tending to 

make them more water-tight. There are a number of pressure gates 

manufactured that are held against the pressure by being clamped 
tightly against the frame. Most gates are not built for heads over 
15 to 25 feet. Special gates can be ordered for higher pressures. 

It is better, however, to construct boxes so that pressures will tend 

to hold gates in place whenever possible. 
An average price for pressure gates including frames was about as 

follows July, 1919: 

Gann Che sales Alea CNOA areas eae G irs 2 RUN Econo $5. 75 

8-inch_____ see PB UGS: ge pm MEA aye 8. 00 

10-inch ——— ine ae he 9) er td SUNS te 10. 00 

12-inch____ pike a eee Coe _ 16.00 

16-inch__ Pen oc por a LAE Tn ag ae Ne 28. 00 

18-inch__ ERE vale eee te eae es Ventre eke cine ee ATs 36. 00 

These gates are fitted with a locking device that will hold the gate 
in any position, and are used both against and with pressure. Plain 
gates without the locking device sell for one-half to one-third of the 
above price. 

Orchard valves for controlling water from pipe line to hydrant 
stand sell for about as follows: 

6=inehuawse zt pt roe AR z pia ere ree CCE ToD Fy 

8-inch__ a2 ae a EE ESURA N ee G50 

12-inch ay bh oh CoE so 2 RS RES IAA) () 

Alfalfa valves without hoods cost about $4.50 for 6-inch size; $6.75 

for 10-inch, and $9 for 12-inch. Portable hoods or hydrants for 
flooding or for use with light-weight portable galvanized-iron pipe 
cost about $12.50 for 6-inch hydrant and. $18 for 12-inch size. 
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One pipe contractor in southern California quotes the following 
prices for standard orchard stands installed in the field fitted with 
14 inch galvanized gates: 

S-ineh stands) 4 Openinessee ne ee 

12-inch Stands” 4. Openings. 222 es ee 250 

12-inch, Stands) GO OPeCHiN es ema ees see oe ee eens 2.70 

Another contractor quotes the following: 

12-inch stands, with 4-hole openings ________ eh) ol) 

12-inch stands, with 6-hole openings_______________ 3. 75 

18-inch oval stands, with 6-hole Openings__________ 4. 00 

18-inch oval stands, with 8-hole openings___________ 4, 25 

It should be borne in mind that the large majority of concrete pipe 

systems under operation are made of pipe of medium if not inferior 
grades and that the relief stands, diversion boxes, and other appli- 

ances designed to relieve water pressures have been adapted to this 
kind of pipe. With the introduction of a better grade of pipe capable 
of withstanding higher pressures the necessity will arise of modify- 
ing the present practice by using more high pressure valves and fewer 
standpipes, and this change should lessen the cost of pipe systems, 
In other words, if concrete pipe in the smaller sizes can be made to 
withstand with safety heads of 50 feet, it should tend to revolutionize 
the present costly system of reducing the pressure to 10-foot heads, 
particularly on steep slopes. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The important factors long known to modify damage to the fruit 
and foliage of citrus trees under orchard conditions of fumigation 
with hydrocyanic acid include temperature, moisture, light, and 
physiological condition of the plant. Of these, light appears to 
have more completely influenced the application of this gas than any 
other factor and early confined fumigation to a night practice. 
Coquillett (3),? the originator of orchard fumigation with hydro- 
cyanic acid, found early in his studies that citrus trees were less 
liable to injury by this gas when treated at night than in daytime, 
and explained that this result was due to decomposition of the gas 
by light and heat into other gases more injurious to the plants. 
Gossard (7), working with citrus trees in Florida, stated that ‘‘mid- 

day fumigation can hardly be practiced.”’ More recently Fernald, 
Tower, and Hooker (5), experimenting with cucumbers and tomatoes 

under glass, concluded that for such tender plants day fumigation, 
even in cloudy weather, is unsafe. 

Literature treating of the causes of fumigation injury is confined 
almost exclusively to the consideration of conditions, physiological 

1 Resigned September 11, 1920. 2 Reference is made by number (italic) to “Literature cited,” p. 42. 
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as well as environmental, which prevail during the actual ex- 
posure of plants to the gas. The prefumigation and postfumiga- 
tion environments have been given scant attention. The writer 

early in his fumigation studies observed types of injury not fully 
explainable by influences during the gas exposure, and subsequently 
it developed that certain factors must be considered, not only during 
but also before and after the gas treatment. Accordingly, a series 
of experiments was performed to determine the prefumigation and 
postfumigation influence, if any, of the two very important factors, 
heat and light. This paper presents the results of these experiments, 

and furthermore interprets the results in the light of field experience. 
In the discussion it has been found necessary to touch on other 
factors which also bear on the subject of fumigation injury. 

THE EFFECT OF HYDROCYANIC ACID ON PLANTS. 

The modification of plant injury by most external factors can be 
ascertained with sufficient accuracy and comprehensiveness to guide 
field work without attempting to determine the actual physiological 
action which occurs within the plant tissues when these are exposed 
to varying concentrations of hydrocyanic acid. Studies of the effect 
of this gas on plant metabolism have been made, however, and some 
very important papers have appeared setting forth the results of 
careful research on this subject. One of the earliest oe eee 
papers confined to this subject was issued by Schroeder (17), 
which he concluded, as the result of a long series of determinations on 
the effect of potassium cyanid on the fungus Aspergillus niger, that. 

injury arises through paralysis of respiration, but that the reduced 
respiration is followed by complete recovery when the poison period 
does not last too long. Moore and Willaman (7/2), working with 
greenhouse plants, similarly conclude that the absorption of more or 
less hydrocyanic acid by plants results in a reduction of respiratory 
activity, and show that this inhibitory effect on respiration is due 
primarily to disturbance of the respiratory enzymes, oxidases, and 
catalase. Various other physiological effects resulting are the inhi- 
bition of photosynthesis and translocation of carbohydrates; also an. 
increase in the permeability of the leaf septa. — 

Since the passage of gases takes place between the open air and the 
intercellular spaces of leaves through the stomata, it has been 
believed by most investigators of fumigation that hydrocyanic acid 
gains entrance into the tissues of fumigated plants through these 
openings. Researches by Moore (//) led to the conclusion that during 
fumigation hydrocyanic acid not only does enter plants through the 
stomata, if they are open, but also through the cuticle, depending 
upon its thickness and degree of cutinization. In a recent paper 
Clayton (7) emphasizes that the stomata seem to be the most impor- 
tant single factor in determining the amount of injury resulting from 
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hydrocyanic acid fumigation, although Stone (8) concluded from his 
investigations that susceptibility to injury is due more to the condi- 
tion of the tissue, whether thin and tender or resistant, than to the 

open or closed condition of the stomata. 
It has not been uncommon in California to hear practical fumi- 

gators state that plant injury during fumigation is due to impurities 
in the cyanid or sulphuric acid. One writer (23) has attributed 
injury to sulphuric-acid fumes given off during the gas generation 
and has discussed in great detail how such action is brought about. 
The work of Schroeder, Moore, and others disproves any conclusion 
that. does not mention the cyanid gas itself as the cause of plant 
injury, and experiments by the writer (79) furnish further data in 
disproving these theories with reference to sulphuric acid. Further- 
more, the recent wide use of high-purity liquid hydrocyanic acid, a 
material free of sulphuric acid, has been attended by the customary 
fruit and foliage injury. 

DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTS. 

Boxed seedling orange trees, pruned to several branches and from 
1 to 2 feet in height, were grown beneath a canvas shelter which 
afforded protection from the midday sun. The foliage was dense 
and for the most part consisted of heavily cutinized leaves, except 
for the tender growth toward the top. 

The gas-tight fumigatorium (Pl. I, A) in which the experiments 
were performed contained 100 cubic feet of space and was equipped 
with two large glass windows, which permitted the regulation of light 
conditions. ‘Treatment in the shade signifies that both windows were 
fully exposed to diffused light. The temperature of the fumigato- 
rium for any one experiment was uniform during the exposure, unless 
otherwise noted. All records were made in the Fahrenheit scale. 
Only high-grade commercial cyanids of 96 to 99 per cent purity were 
used. Potassium cyanid was used according to the 1-1-3 formula, 
or sodium cyanid according to the 1-14—2 formula (19). The foliage 
in all cases was dry, unless otherwise noted. Check plants were used 
in all experiments and failure to refer to them signifies that the checks 
were in no way injured. The dosages in these experiments approxi- 
mate those employed in orchard treatment in California. All plants 
im any one experiment were fumigated at the same time. Immedi- 
ately after treatment they were removed from the fumigatorium and 
placed in different environments of temperature and light. Final 
notes on results were taken five to seven days after treatment. Shade 
signifies protection from the sun by a canvas shelter or a wooden 
building. Darkness means total exclusion of light. Moisture does 
not include atmospheric humidity. Injury as included in this paper 
should be interpreted as meaning damage to or death of tissues, so 
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that the effect is observable to the naked eye. Burned signifies 
severe injury amounting to the partial or total discoloration of 
numerous leaves, as by heat. Singed indicates slight burning, espe- 
cially at the tips or edges of leaves, 

Varying degrees of damage to the plants were indicated as follows 
in all experiments: 

O0—Plants entirely unaffected externally. 
i—Some of the tenderest undeveloped leaves or tips of tender 

shoots at ieast shghtly injured. 
2—Tenderest tips with undeveloped leaves severely injured; fully 

grown tender ieaves sometimes slightly affected; mature 
leaves uninjured. 

3—Tender growth, including fully developed new leaves, destroyed; 
old leaves shghtly affected. 

4—Mature leaves in large numbers severely burned. 
5—One-half to entire plant severely burned. 

THE EFFECT ON PLANT INJURY OF TEMPERATURE, LIGHT, AND MOIS- 
TURE BEFORE FUMIGATION. 

The fumigation of growing plants is usually conducted without 
regard to their environment prior to the gas exposure, barring the 
factor moisture relative to which a divergence of opinion exists. The 

experimental evidence presented in this paper bearing on prefumiga- 
tion conditions draws attention not only to the influence of moisture 
but also to that of temperature and light. Data on the influence of 
these factors are brought out in experiments 1 to 9, inclusive, as well - 
as in 11, 12, 14, 15, and 18, these latter experiments being discussed 
under the subject of postfumigation influences. Certain of these | 
experiments, namely, 1, 2, 12, 14, 15, and 18, are of special value 
by reason of the number of postfumigation environments also in- 
cluded in each experiment. ; 

EXPERIMENT 1. 
Condition during fumigation, shade, 58°-60° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 18, 1915, 8.45-9.45 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 30. 

Remarks: Plants somewhat hardened. 

Resuits. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Condition after fumigation. Dark, Shade, Sun, 

60° F, 58°. F. 68° F.1 

Dank GOSH ae. eeie wees 1 1 3 
Shade; 58° P< eee ee } J 1 3 
Dark, 86° F.............. | 2 2 5 
Sliadies OO CMH ewe es, see | 2 2 5 
SUN AWi2c Egos mene wer joe 3+ 5 

1 Plants in sunshine for 2 or 3 hours before fumigation. Maximum sun temperature for day, 77° F. 
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A, Fumigatorium used in experimental work, showing interior arrangement. 
B, Orchard citrus tree fumigated in the daytime and immediately afterward 
exposed to a hot sunshine; foliage completely destroyed. Other trees in the 
same grove, fumigated at an equal temperature but free from sunshine influence, 
were uninjured. ; 
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EXPERIMENT 2. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 67°-69° 1 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 15, 1915, 9.30-10.30 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 18. 

Remarks: Plants somewhat hardened.’ 

Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Condition after fumigation. 
Dark, Shade, Sun, 
Dome He 67° F. ore ks 

Darke booeheten esate cea. 1 1 3 
itadens7 0 cehee ee ee 1 1 3 

SHUuMy, Wo 1D eee ee 2+ 2+ 5 

1 Temperature 55°-57° F. throughout day. 
2 Maximum shade temperature during day, 80° F., at 1.30 p. m. 
3 Maximum sur temperature during day, 86° F.,at 1.30 p. m. 

EXPERIMENT 3. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 57°-58° F. 
Condition after fumigation, shade, 59°-66° F., for 24-hour period. 
Dosage, | ounce NaCN. 
Date, September 28, 1915, 7.10-7.50 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 15. 

Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Shade, 56° F.1 | Shade, 90° F.2| Sun, 60° F.3 

1 At cool temperature several hours before fumigation. 
2 At temperature 88°-90° F. for 1 hour before fumigation; previously at 56° F. 
3 In sun for 11 hours before fumigation. 

EXPERIMENT 4. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 63° F. 

Condition after fumigation, shade, 88°-90° F. 

Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 
Date, September 28, 1915, 9-9.40 a. m. 
Plants in each test, 3; total, 12. 

Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Shade, 67° F., | Shade, 67° F.,| Sun, 72°F., Sun, 72° F. 
plants wet.! plants dry. plants wet. plants dry. 

3 3 3 4 

1 Plants thoroughly sprinkled with tap water before fumigation. 
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EXPERIMENT 5. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 64°-66° F. 
Condition after fumigation, dark, 60° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, May 17, 1916,.6.07-6.57 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 7; total, 14. 
Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Dark, Dark, 
64°-66° F. 90°-102° F.1 

2 2 

15 hours before fumigation temperature raised from 70° to 90°-102° F. 

EXPERIMENT 6. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 60° F. 
Condition after fumigation, shade, 64° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 30, 1916, 9.37-10.27 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 15. 
Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Sun, 67° F., 
Sun, 67° F., 
piants wet, 

Sun, 67° -Ho5 = 
plants wet, 

plants dry. | water temper- | water temper- 
ature, 58° F. ature, 86° F. 

| 
i 1 | 1 

EXPERIMENT 7. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 72°-73° F. 

Condition after fumigation, shade, 65° F. 

Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 

Date, October 7, 1915, 12.10-12.50 p. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 15. 

Remarks: Plants exposed to the sunshine for several hours, then wet thoroughly 

immediately before fumigation. 
Results. 

~ 

Condition before fumigation. 

Sun, 80° F., Sun, 80° F., 
Sun, 80° F., plants wet, plants wet, 
plants dry. water temper- | water temper- 

ature, 64° F. ature, 96° F. 

4 A 4 

All dry plants had the mature foliage quite severely burned, while only 3 of the 5 
hot-water-treated plants were equally severely affected. None of the plants treated 

with cold water were as severely injured as where dry. 
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EXPERIMENT 8. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 62° F. 

Condition after fumigation, shade, 67° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, May 17, 1916, 9.50-10.40 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 15. 

Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Shade, 65° F.,.| Shade, 65° F., 
Shade, 65° F., plants wet, plants wet, 
plants dry. water temper- | water temper- 

ature, 68° F. | ature, 100° F. 

EXPERIMENT 9. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 62° F. 

Condition after fumigation, sunshine, 74° [. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 
Date, March 30, 1916, 10.57-11.47 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 10. 
Results. 

Condition before fumigation. 

Shade, 65° F., | Shade, 66° F., 
dry. wet. 

DARKNESS AND SHADE. 

In experiment 1 ten citrus plants in the dark at a temperature of 
60° F. and ten in the shade at approximately the same temperature 
(58° F.) were fumigated at the same time. After treatment they 

were so divided that plants from each prefumigation condition were 
placed under five distinct postfumigation environments, each to 
include two plants from the darkness and two from the shade. No 
difference in degree of injury could be detected between the plants 
from prefumigation shade and those from prefumigation darkness in 
any of the five postfumigation conditions. Equivalent results are 
presented in experiment 12 between the series of plants in prefumiga- 
tion shade and prefumigation darkness at 60° F. These results would 
appear to indicate that neither darkness nor diffused light before 
fumigation in any way influences the degree of injury to citrus plants 
from treatment with hydrocyanic acid. 
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TEMPERATURE. 

The relation of temperature before fumigation to plant injury is 
brought out in experiments 2, 3, 5, 14, 15, and 18. In experiment 3 

it is seen that plants at a shade temperature of 90° F. before fumiga- 
tion were no more severely injured than others at a temperature of 
56° F. Practically identical results occurred in experiment 5, where 
the prefumigation conditions were darkness at temperatures of 64°- 
66° F. and 90°-102° F., and in both cases merely the tenderest growth 
was slightly injured. Experiments 3 and 5 were performed at cool 
temperatures, and the postfumigation environment was cool. On 
the other hand, experiment 15, which was conducted at the high tem- 
peratures of 86°-91° F., developed no difference in injury between 
plants at prefumigation temperatures of 62° and 90° F. 

In experiments 14 and 18 most of the plants showed no apparent 
difference in injury attributable to temperature before exposure. A 
few plants, however, did show slightly greater injury than others 
under similar postfumigation conditions and in these cases all the 
more severely injured plants were under the highest prefumigation 
temperatures (80° and 76° F., respectively). These two experiments 
were performed at comparatively high temperatures (85° to 92° F.), 

It would appear from these experiments, therefore, that where 
plants are in shade or darkness the temperature immediately previous 
to fumigation has little influence on the resultant plant injury. 
Sometimes, however, a difference in plant injury apparently due to 
heat influences develops, and in such cases the greatest injury appears - 

on those plants subject to the highest prefumigation temperatures. 
In the experiments in this paper the prefumigation temperatures 
ranged between 56° and 102° F. Within these limits there was little 
or no difference in injury where the fumigation and postfumigation 
temperatures were both below 70° F. However, slightly more 
increased injury did occur at the prefumigation temperatures of 76° 
and 80° F. than at 56° F. in two experiments in which the actual 
fumigation temperature was about 85° F. This would indicate the 

advisability of keeping plants at a cool temperature prior to fumiga- 
tion in case the fumigation and postfumigation environments are 
hot. If the fumigation and postfumigation temperatures are cool 
a comparatively high prefumigation temperature appears to have 
little more effect on the results than a cool temperature. 

SUNSHINE, 

The influence of sunshine on plants before fumigation is shown by 
the results of experiments 1 to 4, 12, 14, 15, and 18. In experiment 
1 this influence previous to the gas treatment contrasts sharply with 
that of diffused light or darkness. Sun and shade exposed plants 
under cool temperature conditions were fumigated at the same time 
and on removal from the fumigatorium were placed under five dif- 
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ferent conditions. In each of the five conditions the prefumigation 
sun-exposed. plants developed decidedly greater injury than those 
that were in shade before treatment. The results of experiment 
18, in which plants were exposed to a hot sunshine (83° F.) imme- 
diately before fumigation and fumigated at a high temperature, 
show all sun-exposed plants killed regardless of the postfumigation 
conditions; yet others in the shade at approximately the same pre- 
fumigation temperature (76° F.) and placed at a temperature of 
56° F. after the treatment had only the very tenderest foliage singed. 
The effect of prefumigation sunshine is not so conclusively brought 
out in the other experiments, but, with the exception of No. 3, it 
appears to have intensified the injury in at least a few of the trees 
treated. Experiment 3 alone shows no difference between plants 
in the shade and those in the sunshine previous to fumigation. It is 
noted in this case that the sunshine temperature was 60° F. and the 
fumigation and postfumigation conditions were equally cool, all 
three being ideal for exposure to cyanid gas. 
A comparative study of the temperature before and after treatment 

shows that the effect of prefumigation sunshine is modified by the 
degree of heat present at these different times. For instance, in 

‘experiment 3 where the sunshine appeared not to affect the degree 
of injury more than the shade, all fumigation conditions, the pre- 
fumigation, postfumigation, and actual fumigation, approximated 
60° F. On the other hand, experiment 2, which was performed 
with the same type of plants, the same dosage, and at approximately 
thesame temperature, exhibited a decided difference in injury between 
the prefumigation shade and sunshine-exposed plants, the injury 
in the latter being greater than for experiment 3. It is noted that 
the sun temperature in experiment 2 was 75° F., whereas in experi- 
ment 3 it was 60° F., which shows that the degree of injury attribut- 
able to sunshine increased with the increased temperature. Thus a 
hot sunshine before fumigation is more to be avoided than a cool 

- sunshine. 
In conclusion it can be stated that the experimental evidence in 

this paper appears to show that sunshine coming in contact with 
citrus plants before fumigation tends to produce greater injury than 
where plants are in the shade or darkness; that sunshine accom- 
panied by a high temperature is more injurious than if accompanied 
by a low temperature; that the degree of injury is modified by the 
postfumigation conditions, greater injury developing at high tem- 
peratures than at low temperatures; that the most critical environ- 
ment is to subject plants exposed to a hot sunshine before fumiga- 
tion to a hot sunshine after fumigation; finally, that a high tempera- 
ture during fumigation probably increases the injury of prefumiga- 
tion sunshine-exposed plants over that taking place at a low tem- 
perature. 

4533°—Bull. 907—20——2 
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MOISTURE. 

The effect of moisture on fumigated citrus trees is shown in experi- 
ments 4, 6 to 9, and 11, in which varied prefumigation conditions 
occur. In Nos. 4, 8, 9, and 11 a number of plants in the shade at 
temperatures between 60° and 68° F. were drenched with water 
before they were placed in the fumigatorium with others having 
perfectly dry foliage, and were then immediately subjected to 
hydrocyanic-acid gas. Thirty-seven plants in all were used in these 
four experiments and in no case was there any apparent difference 
in injury between the wet and the dry plants, even though a num- 
ber of the trees had some very tender foliage. 

In experiments 4, 6, and 7 plants were exposed to prefumigation 
sunshine at temperatures ranging from 67° to 80° F. Immediately 
before fumigation a part was drenched with water and afterwards 
fumigated with others having perfectly dry foliage. Experiment 6 
exhibits the same degree of injury for the wet plants as for the dry, 
a condition which holds true whether the water used in the treatment 
was 58° or 86° F. In experiment 4 the dry plants were slightly 
more severely injured than the wet, quite the contrary to what 
would be expected, and in fact to what is shown by Moore (/1) to 
take place in the case of tender greenhouse plants. In experiment 7 
the dry plants were likewise more severely injured than those treated 
with cool water, although where wet with warm water the injury 
was equal. While these two experiments are insufficient in them- 
selves to prove definitely that plants subjected to a hot sunshine 
before fumigation are more severely injured when dry than when wet — 
it at least indicates that the wetting of such plants can, in some cases 
at least, reduce the degree of injury to an extent. In this connection 
it should be noted that the reduction of injury to the wet plants 
occurred where the water used was at a temperature considerably 
lower than that of the sunshine. Water at a temperature equal to 
or higher than the sun temperature did not appear to influence the | 
degree of injury over that normal to dry plants. 

In conclusion it may be stated that water on citrus plants appears 
in no way to affect the degree of injury, if the plants are subjected 
to shade or darkness before treatment; if, however, plants are in the 
direct sunshine before treatment, water appears to reduce the injury 
slightly, at least in some cases where the temperature of the water 
is below that of the sunshine. 

THE EFFECT ON PLANT INJURY OF TEMPERATURE, LIGHT, AND MOIS- 
TURE AFTER FUMIGATION. 

Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid is usually considered completed 
with the separation of the treated plants from exposure to the gas. 
Little or no attention has been given to the postfumigation environ- 
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ment. That this environment may modify the degree of plant injury 
is shown in the following experiments, which indicate the influence 
of different light intensities and of different temperatures on citrus 
plants immediately after fumigation with hydrocyanic acid. These 
experiments were performed, some in darkness and some in the shade, 
at temperatures ranging from 60° to 91° F. Ail plants in each experli- 
ment were fumigated at the same time, part being placed immediately 
after treatment in direct sunshine, part in the shade, and, excepting 
Nos. 11, 13, and 19, part in darkness. An effort was made in several 
experiments to have the shade temperature approximate that of 
the sunshine, thereby eliminating consideration of the heat factor and 
furnishing an exact basis for determining the influence of the sun’s 
direct rays, a factor of special consideration. Most of the experiments 
also contain postfumigation environments of shade or darkness at 
decidedly cooler temperatures than those of sunshine, and thus 
furnish data for study of comparative temperature influences. Four 
experiments, Nos. 12, 14, 15, and 18, include plants under three 
different prefumigation environments, each set of which was sub- 
jected to either four or five different postfumigation conditions. 
Such experiments offer a wide range of data on the influence of 
various prefumigation as well as postfumigation factors. 

EXPERIMENT 10. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 64° F. 
Condition before fumigation, dark, 64° F. 

Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 

Date, September 22, 1915, 7-7.40 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 4; total, 20. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Dark, 65° F.! | Shade, 65° F.1) Dark, 79° F.2 | Shade, 79° F.2| Sun, 79° F.2 

1 At cool temperatures throughout the day. 
2 At equal temperatures throughout the day. Maximum 102° F. at 2 p.m. 

EXPERIMENT 11. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 61° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 61° F. 
Dosage, 1 ounce KCN. 

Date, June 17, 1914, 8.15-9 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 3; total, 12. 

Remarks: Condition of plants comparatively tender. All at equal temperatures 

throughout the day after fumigation. Maximum 83° F.at2p.m. Plants wet imme- 

diately before fumigation. 
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Results. 

Condition after fumi- 
gation. 

Shade, Sun 
65° F. 65° F, 

Foliage drenched with water.......- ie Ge 4 
Pohiage.drys vi. s- e act ee 2 4 

EXPERIMENT 12. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 64°-65° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 18, 1915, 10.50-11.50 a. m. 
Plants in each test, 2; total, 30. 

Remarks: Fumigatorium contained ice to maintain a low temperature. This 

absorbed much gas. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Condition before fumigation. { 
Dark, | Shade,| Dark, | Shade,} Sun, 
60° F. | 60° F. | 90° F.1 | 88° F.1| 75° F.2 

Dark, 60° F.......2......- 2 2 3 3 3 
Shade, 60° F.............. 2 2 3 3 3 
Say oo eee 2 2 4 4 4 

1 Temperature maintained 4 hours after treatment. 
2 Maximum temperature for day, 77° F. 

EXPERIMENT 13. 

Condition during fumigation, dark 66°-68° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 66° F. 
Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 

Date, November 17, 1917, 9-10 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 4; total, 12. 

Remarks: Plant foliage tender. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Shade, 68° F. | Shade, 79° F.1| Sun, 79° F.1 

bo bo or 

1 At equal temperatures throughout the day. Maximum 98° F. at 2 p.m. 

All foliage on plants in the sunshine was destroyed, while those in the shade exhib- 

ited injury only to the tenderest growth. 
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EXPERIMENT 14. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 91°-92° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces KON. 
Date, March 15, 1915, 1.30-2.30 p. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 22. 

Remarks: Plants were in a somewhat resistant condition. Temperature of the 
fumigatorium 80° F. when plants entered, being raised immediately to 90°-91° F. 
before fumigation, and thus maintained throughout the exposure. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 
Condition before —————————— 

fumigation. Dark, Shade, Shade, Sun, 
56° Fil 80° F.2 90° F.3 85° F.4 

Dark, 56° F........ 2 3 ae senate 
Shade, 80° F....... 3 a aut 4 
SunS6° Be. ssc 52 3 4 4 5 

1 Temperature uniform throughout day. 
2 Held at sun temperature. 
3 Temperature 85°-90° F. maintained for 3 hours after treatment. 
4 Temperature dropped to 75° F. 3 hours after exposure. 

EXPERIMENT 1. 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 86°-91° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 18, 1915, 12.35-1.35 p. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 30. 
Remarks: Growth asin experiment 14. Temperature of fumigatorium 73° F. when 

plants entered, being raised immediately to and maintained at 86°-91° F. during 

fumigation. 
Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Condition before fumigation. ! 
Dark, | Shade,| Dark, |Shade,} Sun 
63° F.1| 63° F.1| 91° F.2| g9° F.31 77° Fs 

Warkea G2 Oise eee. 3 3 4 4 4 
Darks O0 Seba ieee: S05 3 3 4 4 4 
Siti VEO n ange came 4 4 4 4 4 

1 Maximum temperature for 24 hours after treatment, 65° F. 
2 Temperature 86°-91° F. maintained for 3 hours after treatment. 
3 Temperature 3 hours after treatment, 69° F. Slight haze developed during afternoon and at 4.45 p. m. 

completely obliterated the sun. 
EXPERIMENT 16. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 61°-63° F. 
Condition before fumigation, dark, 60° F. 
Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 
Date, September 22, 1915, 6.10-6.50 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 4; total, 20. 
Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Dark, 65° F.1 Shade, 70° F.2 Sun 73° F.2 

2 

Shade, 64° F.1 

2 

Dark, 73° F.2 

2 2 

1 At cool temperatures throughout day. 
2 At equal temperatures throughout the day; maximum 102° F. at 2p. m. 
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EXPERIMENT 17. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 60°-62° F. 
Condition before fumigation, dark, 64° F. 

Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 
Date, September 21, 1915, 6.50-7.35 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 5; total, 20. 
Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Dark, 64° F.1 | Dark, 80° F.2 | Shade, 70° F.3| Sun, 71° F.3 

2 2 2 4 

1 Temperature 64°-68° F. throughout the day. 
2 Temperature 80°-91° F. during the day. 
3 Temperatures equal throughout the day; maximum 94° F. at 1 p. m. 

EXPERIMENT 18. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 85°-89° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces KON. 

Date, March 15, 1915, 11.20-12.20 p. m. 
Plants in each test, 2; total, 24. 
Remarks: Growth asin experiment 14. Plants placed in fumigatorium at tempera- 

ture 70°-75° F. which was immediately raised to and maintained at 85°-89° F. during 
fumigation. 

fesults. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Condition before 

fumigation. Dark, Shade, Shade, Sun 
56° Fl 79° F.2 | 90° F3 | 35° Fa 

Darke, 56 -sHeeee ce 2 i 3 4 
SlekeyeKen Vliet sae ee Pe 3 4 5 
NUNS OO Haase ae 5 5 5 5 

1 Temperature practically uniform for day following treatment. 
2 Maximum temperature, 80° F, 
3’ Temperature, 90° F. maintained for 4 hours. 
4 Maximum temperature, 86° F. at 1.30 p.m. 

EXPERIMENT 19. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 78°-80° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 76° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces NaCN. 

Date, November 2, 1917, 9.20-10.20 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 6. 

Remarks: Plants hardened from growth in open. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Shade, 74° F.1 Sun, 87° F.2 

2 

Shade, 87° F.2 

2 

1 Maximum temperature, 80° F. at 2p. m. 
2 Maximum temperature, 93° F. at 1. p.m. 
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DARKNESS AND SHADE. 

‘The effect on plant injury of shade and darkness after fumigation 
is well illustrated by experiments 10, 12, 15, and 16 which are arranged 
in Table I for comparison of these influences. 

TaBLE I1.—Comparative effects of diffused light and darkness on plants after fumigation 
with hydrocyanic acid. 

Postfumigation temperatures. 

Experiment 10. Experiment 12. Experiment 15. | Experiment 16. 

89°- 64°- 70° 
65° ie 79° F, 60° Fl °=90° F.2 63° F.2 91° F.1 65° F. 73° F. 

Darkness... ...- 2 2 2 3 4 3 4 2 2 
Shaders ns 2 2 2 3 4 3 4 2 2 

a Include: 2 fumieation conditions: 

An examination of this table shows that in none of the several 

tests included is there any difference in injury between the plants 
placed in darkness and those placed in the shade following fumiga- 
tion. This condition holds equally true at the minimum post- 

. fumigation temperature of 60° F. or the maximum of 91° F. for these 
experiments. Likewise this situation does not appear to be altered 
by the temperature of fumigation, for experiments 10, 12, and 16 
were performed at 61°-64° F. while experiment 15 was carried on 
at 86°-91° F. 

SUNSHINE. 

The influence of sunshine on citrus plants immediately after fumi- 

gation is clearly developed in experiments 10 to 19. Eight of these 
10 experiments show a decidedly greater injury to the plants placed 

in the sunshine after fumigation than to those placed in either the 
shade or darkness at equivalent temperatures. This condition is 
brought out in Table IT. 

TaBLE I1.—Comparative degree of injury between plants placed in the sunshine and those 
placed 1 in the shade or darkness following fumagation. 

Postfumigation temperatures. 

Bee: Exp. yeD: Exp.| Exp. Ta Exp. Tee age | Ded gee | ae Exp. 18.2 wae 

° ° 79° Th ° ° 70°— 70°— ° ° Ly Ao} r) 79° F. | 65° F.} 79° F.|80° F.|85° F.| 90 5 | qyop. 85°-90° F. 87°F. 

Darkness. ..-.-...- ic 2) a sae cna rack a en a 7 ie | tes | Feoe  a| | preter |Nisyies 
Slade ee tee 5 Dee (ioe | BEA 2 S8e ea | 5k 8 
Sunshine......... 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 | 5 5 

1 Experiment consisting of two distinct parts. 2 Experiment consisting of three distinct parts. 
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An examination of this table shows that a dosage which slightly 
injures merely the tenderest growth of plants placed either in the 
shade or darkness after fumigation may result in severe burning of 
even the old, resistant leaves if the treated plants are exposed to 
sunlight (Pl. IT, A), while in extreme cases complete defoliation fo!- 

lows, as happened in experiments 13 and 19. Increased injury due 
to sunshine was apparent even at as low a sun temperature as 65° 

F., which was the minimum experienced (experiment 11). The 
plants in this case were comparatively tender, and this condition 
naturally invited greater injury than would have been the case with 
more resistant foliage. Astudy of the data presented in these experi- 
ments would appear to indicate that, all other conditions being the 
same, injury increases more or less directly with the sun temperature. 
The plants in experiment 11 were somewhat tender yet the degree of 
injury in the case of those exposed to the sunshine (65° F.) was less 
than to the plants in a hardened condition in experiment 19, in which 
the postfumigation sunshine temperature was 87° F. In this latter 
experiment the hardened or resistant growth of plants placed in the 
sunshine was almost completely destroyed, although plants placed 
in the shade at the same temperature merely had the tenderest growth 
injured (PI.II, A). This would indicate that sunshine at such a high 
temperature is more injurious than sunshine at a low temperature; 
in short, that the toxic action of hydrocyanic acid on fumigated 
plants subjected to sunshine increases with the sun’s intensity. 

Turning to experiment 12 it is seen that the sun-exposed plants 
were no more injured than those in the shade at a slightly higher tem- 
perature. It so happened that in this experiment the fumigatorium 
contained a piece of ice which had been used to maintain a low tem- 
perature prior to the treatment. This ice absorbed gas with the 
result that the strength of the gas was greatly reduced at the end of 
the hour’s exposure. A conclusion to be deduced from this experi- 
ment is that plants exposed either to a strong gas for a short period 
or to a dilute gas for a longer period before being placed in the sun- 
shine are much less injured by fumigation than plants exposed to a 
gas Which maintains its proper strength throughout the period of an 
hour’s exposure, as in the other nine experiments. Data in support 
of this statement are found elsewhere in this paper and, furthermore, 
are supported by other experiments performed by the author but not 
included in this article. 

The relation of the temperature of fumigation to injury to plants 
subsequently exposed to sunshine is not well shown by the experi- 
mental data presented. Plants in experiments 10, 11, 18, 16, and 

17 were fumigated at comparatively cool temperatures (60°-68° F.), 
yet the injury was about as severe to those plants subsequently placed 
in the sunshine as to those under similar postfumigation conditions 
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FUMIGATION OF CITRUS PLANTS WITH HypRocYANIc ACID. 

A, Comparative effect of hot sunshine and shade, after fumigation, on citrus plants with resist- 
ant foliage. Immediately following the treatment two plants were placed in direct sunlight 
and one in the shade, at 87° F., and held at parallel temperatures throughout the remainder 
ofthe day. It is noted that leaves in the sun-exposed plants have abscissed at the base of the 
blade. 8B, Citrus plants with tender foliage which were exposed immediately after fumiga- 
tion to the sun or shade at 79° F. The plant in the shade had merely the tender tips injured. 
Ate leaves and petioles of the sun-exposed plants were completely burned and cling without 
abscission. 
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in experiments 14, 15, and 18, which were fumigated at temperatures 
ranging from 86° to 92° F. This would appear to indicate that the 
temperature of fumigation within the limits of those experiments, 60° 
and 92° F.,. has little if any modifying influence on the resulting 
degree of injury to plants subjected to the sunshine after treatment. 
It happens, however, that the prefumigation or postfumigation 
conditions in experiments 14, 15, and 18 were exactly comparable to 
those in none of the other experiments mentioned. Although section 
1 of experiment 15 approximates experiment 10 as to prefumigation 
and postfumigation conditions, it is seen that the maximum sun tem- 
perature for the day in experiment 15 was 77° F., whereas in experi- 
ment 10 it was 102° F. Therefore, definite conclusions regarding the 
influence of the temperature of fumigation on plants subsequently 
placed in sunshine can not be drawn until there is further experi- 
mental evidence bearing on this subject. 

The effect of postfumigation sunshine on pliant injury appears to be 
modified to a certain degree by the prefumigation light condition. 
This is well shown by experiments 2 and 14, in which the damage to 
the plants under postfumigation sunshine is greater in the case of 
plants exposed to prefumigation sunshine than to plants in prefumi- 

_ gation shade at a comparable temperature. It is probable that the 
prefumigation temperature modifies to some degree the effect of 
postfumigation sunshine, but this point is not conclusively proved 
in this paper. 

TEMPERATURE. 

The importance of the temperature to which plants are subjected 
after fumigation as a factor bearing on plant injury is brought out by 
the experimental data presented in experiments 1, and 10 to 19. It 
is shown in experiment 12 that fumigated plants placed immediate'y 
after treatment under a shade temperature of 88° F. or a darkness tem- 
perature of 90° F. are slightly more injured than those placed at a 

- temperature of 60° F. A like condition is presented in experiment 
15 between postfumigation temperatures of 63° F. and 89° or 91° F. 
Experiments 1, 14, and 18 also show slightly increased injury due to 
higher postfumigation temperatures in the shade or darkness. On 
the other hand, each experiment of numbers 2, 10, 13, 16, and 17 
shows the same degree of injury for plants subjected to different 
temperatures. of shade and darkness following fumigation. An 
examination of the details of these experiments, however, brings out 
a significant difference between the two groups. In the set of experi- 
ments (2, 10, 13, 16, and 17) in which there was no apparent difference 
in injury due to the different postfumigation temperatures it is seen 
that the difference between the high and low temperatures in any one - 
experiment varies from 9° in experiment 16 to a maximum of 16° in 
experiment 17; furthermore, that the maximum _ postfumigation 

4533°—Bull. 907—20-—3 
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temperature for these five experiments is 80° F’., a maximum only a 
few degrees higher than the limit of optimum temperatures estab- 
lished for field fumigation. On the other hand, in the set of experi- 
ments (1, 12, 14, 15, and 18) which shows a difference in injury 

between plants submitted to high and those submitted to low post- 
fumigation temperatures, the range is from a minimum of. 23° in 
experiment 18 to a maximum of 34° in experiment 14. In short, the 
minimum range in the last set of experiments is 7° higher than the 
maximum range in the first set which developed no difference of 
injury; furthermore, the maximum postfumigation temperatures are 
higher, ranging from 86° to 90° F., except in experiments 14 and 18, in 
which they are 80° and 79° F. respectively. Another consideration 
of special importance is the temperature of fumigation, which in the 
first set of experiments ranged from 60° to 69° F., whereas in three 
of the five experiments of the set which developed differences in 
injury the fumigation temperature ranged from 85° to 92° F. Two 
of the experiments in this last set, namely, 1 and 12, were performed 
at temperatures of 60° and 64° F. In these two experiments, how- 
ever, the postfumigation temperatures were very high, 86° and 90° 
F., and the range between the cold and hot postfumigation tempera- 
tures was from 26° to 30°. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from these experiments is that 
the postfumigation temperature exerts an influence on the degree of 
injury, especially at temperatures of 80° F. or above. The effect of 
such high temperatures is modified by the temperature of fumigation; 
for instance, a high postfumigation temperature preceded by a high 
fumigation temperature is more destructive to plant tissue than a 
high postfumigation temperature preceded by a low fumigation tem- 
perature. In fact, as is well shown in experiments 10 and 15, it is 

possible to subject plants treated at such low temperatures as 60° to 
65° F. to moderately high postfumigation temperatures (79° and 80° - 
F.) without any more injury than at the lower temperatures of 64° or 
65° F. The postfumigation temperature of shade or darkness is so 
closely related to the actual fumigation temperature in modifying 
plant injury that it is important to take cognizance of each in plant 
treatment. The influence of temperature on plants subjected to 
sunshine following treatment has been discussed under the heading 
“Sunshine.” To avoid injury, or at least to reduce the possibility 
of damage to the lowest degree, the data presented in this paper 
appear to indicate that after fumigation plants should be placed at 
temperatures below 80° F. The exact number of degrees the opti- 
mum falls below 80° will depend on the prefumigation and fumigation 
temperatures. When these are ideal the maximum optimum ap- 
parently approximates 80° F., but if they are not the optimum is low- 
ered a few degrees. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF SUNSHINE AT VARYING PERIODS AFTER FUMIGATION. 

While experiments 10 to 19 clearly demonstrate the influence of 
sunshine on plants exposed immediately after fumigation, the 
following four experiments set forth the effect of this factor where 
plants are placed in the sunshine four hours or more after treatment. 

~ 

EXPERIMENT 20. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 62°-65° F. 
Condition before fumigation, shade, 66° F. 

Dosage, | ounce NaCN. 
Date, September 21, 1915, 8-8.45 a. m. 
Plants in each test, 3; total, 21. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Sun, 76° F.,| Sun, 79° F.,| Sun, 80° F.,| Sun, 84° F.,| Sun, 88° F 
Shade, Shade, exposed exposed. exposed exposed exposed — 
19°F 2 9078.2 imme- after 30 after 1 after 2 after 3 

diately. minutes. hour.’ hours. hours. 

Zs 2 i) 4 A 3 2 

1 Equal to sun temperature throughout the day. 
2 Temperature held at 85°-91° F. all day. 
3 Plants removed from fumigatorium to shade (temperature approximately 70° F.) until placed in sun- 

shine. Maximum sun temperature 94° F. at 1 p.m. 

. EXPERIMENT 21 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 58°-60° F. 
Condition before fumigation, shade 60° F. 
Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 21, 1915, 8-9 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 3; total, 27. 

Remarks: Plants were in a somewhat resistant condition. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Sinn Sun, Sun, Sun Sun Sun, Sun, 
Shade, | Shade, | 77°F, | 27° Fy | 7B, | 7° Fas 79° Be 82°F, | SF, 

3 o_Q7on 9 expose expose expose expose expose exposed 
ee ar eee as exposed after5 | after15 | after 30 after 1 after 2 after 4 

minutes. | minutes.?| minutes.?} hour.’ hours.3 | hours.’ 

1 Temperature 64°-70° F. all day. 
2 Temperature fluctuated 90°— 97° F. all day. 
3 Plants held in shade at 61°-62° F. between time of removal from fumigatorium and placement 1 in sun- 

shine, Maximum sun temperature 85° F, at 1 p. m, 
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EXPERIMENT 22. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 58° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 59° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 30, 1916, 8.15-9.05 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 3; total, 18. . 
Remarks: Plants in a slightly resistant condition. Maximum sun temperature 

76° F. Plants were removed from fumigatorium to cool shade for the period elapsing 

before placement into sunshine. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Sun. 66° F Sun, 67° F.,) Sun, 68° F.,| Sun, 72° F.,| Sun, 74° F., 
pe ise aa ”! exposed exposed aeieeans exposed 
60° F Sotto after 30 after 1 after 2 after 3 

ig minutes. hour. hours. hours. 

1 4 3 3 3 2 

EXPERIMENT 23. 

_ Condition during fumigation, shade, 65° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 68° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 
Date, March 30, 1916, 12.03-12.53 p. m. 

Plants in each test, 3; total, 18. 

Remarks: Plants in a slightly resistant condition. They were removed from 

fumigatorium to cool shade for period elapsing before placement into sunshine. 

Maximum sun temperature, 76° F. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

| 
= ano Sun, 77° F.,| Sun, 76° F.,| Sun, 74° F.,} Sun,.71° F. 

Shade puns ca *! exposed exposed exposed ; exposed : 
(atoaoy eee after 30 after 1 after 2 after 3 

a minutes. hour. hours. hours. 
i} 

1 4 a 3 ys 1 

In each of these four experiments all plants were removed from 
the fumigatorium immediately after exposure, part being placed at 
once in the sun while the remainder were held in the shade. Those 
plants which were exposed to the sunshine at different periods follow- 
ing fumigation were held in the shade at a cool temperature (60° to 

70° F.) between the time of their removal from the fumigatorium 

and placement in the sunshine. Some plants were held continuously 
in the shade at certain temperatures as a check on the injury attribu- 
table to direct sunshine. 

It is seen by an examination of experiment 20 that the dosage used 
merely injured the very tenderest growth where plants were placed 
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under shade temperatures of 79° and 90° F. immediately after the 
exposure, although plants exposed to the sunshine (76° F.) at the 
same time had almost all foliage, both tender and resistant, destroyed. 

Plants held in the shade for 30 minutes and one hour, respectively, 
after treatment and then subjected to sunshine at temperatures of 79° 
and 80° F. were about equally affected and this amounted to having 
a large part of the old resistant foliage destroyed. The injury, how- 
ever, was noticeably less than where the plants had been exposed 
immediately after the treatment. Plants withheld for a period of 
two hours before placement in the direct sunshine had the tender 
growth destroyed and a few old leaves slightly affected, while plants 
held three hours before placement in the sunshine were no more 

HOURS 

Fic. 1.—Graph showing relation of plant injury poe posure to sunshine at different periods after fumiga- 
ion, 

injured than those placed in the shade, only the tenderest growth 
being burned in either case. 

The results of this experiment are fully corroborated by both 
experiments 22 and 23, and in part by experiment 21. In number 
21, however, although the results agree with those in the other three 
experiments in showing that sunshine increases the toxic action of 
hydrocyanic-acid gas to the plant for a period of fully one hour after 
exposure, it differs somewhat in that the full effect of the sun is shown 

for one hour after which its influence quickly disappears. 
The evidence presented in these four experiments shows that 

sunshine affects the degree of injury to fumigated citrus trees usuaily 
for a period of at least two hours after treatment where dosages 
equivalent to those used in these experiments are given to growing 

‘plants; that the greatest injury follows exposure to sunshine imme- 
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diately or within a few minutes after the fumigation; that the influ- 
ence of sunshine which first reaches plants 30 minutes after treatment 
is practically the same as that of sunshine which first reaches the 
plants one hour after fumigation, and in all cases is severe; that the 
effect when plants are withheld for three hours before exposure to 
sunshine is seldom greater than where they are kept in the shade or 
in darkness at equal temperatures; in short, that sunshine appears 
to affect fumigated plants little or not at all at periods exceeding 
three hours after treatment. 

THE EFFECT ON PLANT INJURY OF TEMPERATURE, LIGHT, AND 
MOISTURE DURING FUMIGATION. 

The effect of certain weather conditions during the period when 
plants are actually exposed to hydrocyanic acid is brought out 
clearly in experiments 1 to 27. 

DARKNESS AND SHADE. 

The comparative influence on plant injury of shade to darkness 
during fumigation is shown by certain experiments, of which num- 
bers 10 and 16 are especially representative. In these experiments 
are found practically identical prefumigation and postfumigation 
conditions, and the actual fumigation environments differ only in 
that No. 10 was performed in the dark while No. 16 was carried on 
in diffused light. The results of these experiments indicate no dif- 
ference in degree of injury between plants fumigated in the shade and 
those fumigated in darkness. Experiments 5 and 17 contain a series . 
of plants which present results corroborating those shown in experi- 
ments 10 and 16. A careful comparison of other experiments given 
in this paper supports the conclusion that citrus plants are as safely 
fumigated in diffused light as in total darkness. 

SUNSHINE. 

No experiments were performed in which plants were exposed to 
sunshine during treatment, but in‘ consideration of the results pre- 
viously shown where plants exposed to the sunshine immediately 
after fumigation developed very much more severe injury than 
others in the shade or dark at equal temperatures, it would appear 
that at least equaliy severe injury would develop from sunshine dur- 
ing the actual treatment. Factors which bring about injury from 
exposure to sunshine after fumigation would appear to be present 
in at least equal force in exposure to sunshine during actual 
treatment. Sunshine exposure during actual treatment would be 
possible only under glass, and in such cases would be accompanied 
by a temperature greater than that of the outside air. 
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MOISTURE. 

Experiments 4, 6 to 9, and 11, were performed with both dry and 
wet plants. A comparison of results of these experiments has been 
presented under the paragraph treating on prefumigation influences. 
It was found that moisture on plants in prefumigation shade or 
darkness in no way affects the results where the fumigation is per- 
formed in shade or darkness. However, where plants were in sun- 
shine before fumigation it appeared that a wetting with cool water 
tended toe reduce the injury below that normal to dry plants. 

TEMPERATURE. 

Temperature is a factor of much concern during actual fumigation, 
and has already been discussed in this paper. Its influence is so 
modified.by the prefumigation and postfumigation temperature and 
light conditions that it is necessary to pay full attention to these two 
latter environments in determining the temperature of safety during 
actual gas exposure. The experiments included in this paper in 
which plants were at no time exposed to the sunshine, and in which 
the prefumigation and postfumigation temperatures were within the 
range of optimum heat conditions, exhibited very little injury where 
plants were fumigated at temperatures below 80° F. In some experi- 
ments in which the temperature of fumigation exceeded 80° the 
injury appeared to be little if any more severe than at lower temper- 
atures of fumigation, provided the prefumigation and postfumigation 
temperatures were both low; in other experiments the injury appeared 
to be greater at the higher temperatures of treatment. When, how- 
ever, either the prefumigation or more especially the postfumigation 
temperature was high as well as the actual fumigation temperature 
the injury was, in general, noticeably more severe than at cooler tem- 
peratures. This is well illustrated by a comparison of experiment 1 
with either experiment 14 or 15. Unfortunately none of the experi- 
ments performed at temperatures exceeding 80° F. were held at a 
uniform heat throughout the exposure, but the temperature fluctu- 
ated at least several degrees after the plants were inclosed in the 
fumigatorium. This condition introduces a secondary factor which 
must be taken into consideration in drawing conclusions as to the 
effect of high temperatures on plant injury. 

It appears from a comparative study of the experiments in this 
paper that severe injury is most noticeable where any two or all 
three of the fumigation environments, prefumigation, fumigation, 

and postfumigation, are at high temperatures. In short, if the actual 
fumigation temperature is high, a minimum of injury is likely to fol- 
low if both the other environments are.cool. If, however, either the 
prefumigation or more especially the postfumigation temperature is 
also high, much more severe injury is likely to result. The evidence 
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presented in experiments 1 to 27 appears to indicate that the greatest 
safety demands fumigation at temperatures below 80° F., unless the 
dosage is weak or the exposure short, and this condition has been 
corroborated by experiments in orchard treatment. 

SUDDEN CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE DURING FUMIGATION. 

The following four experiments, when viewed in the light of data 
given in the preceding experiments, show the effect of a sudden 
increase in temperature immediately before or during the first few 
minutes of exposure and followed by a fluctuation of several degrees 
during the remainder of the treatment. The actual temperature 
during the gas treatment in the first three experiments was 86° F. or 
above, while in experiment 27 it was cool, ranging from 61° to 70° F. 

EXPERIMENT 24: . 

Condition during fumigation, dark, 86°-92° F. 
Condition before fumigation, dark, 64° F. 

Dosage, 1 ounce NaCN. 

Date, September 23, 1915, 6.10-6.50 a. m. 
Plants in each test, 4; total, 20. 

Remarks: Temperature of fumigatorium was raised from 64° to 92° F. imme- 

diately before fumigation and held at 86°-92° F. throughout the exposure. Maxi- 

mum temperature for day, 93° F.at2 p.m. _ ; 

Resulis. 

Condition after fumigation. 

Dark, 65° F. | - Shade, 67° F. | Dark, 73° F. | Shade, 73° F. | Sun, 73° F. 
| 

| 
| 

4 4, 4 4 5 

EXPERIMENT 25. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 86°-92° F. 

Condition before fumigation, dark, 65° F. 

Dosage, | ounce NaCN. 

Date, September 23, 1915, 7.10-7.50 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 4; total, 20. 

Remarks: Temperature of fumigatorium was raised from 73° to 92° F. immediately 

before fumigation and held at 86° to 92° F. throughout exposure. Maximum sun 

temperature for day, 93° F. at 2 p. m. 

Results. 

Condition after fumigation. 

| | 
Dark, 65° F. | Shade, 67° F. | Dark, 75° F. | Shade, 75° F. Sun, 75° F. [> 

4 | 4 4 4 5 
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EXPERIMENT 26. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 86°-91° F. 

Dosage, 13 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 18, 1915, 2.05-3.05 p. m. 

Plants in each test, 2; total, 20. 

Remarks: Temperature of fumigatorium was raised from about 75° to 91° F. im- 
mediately before fumigation and maintained at temperature of 86°-91° F. through- 

out the treatment. 
Results. 

| Condition after fumigation. 

| Condition before 

fumigation. Dark, 63° | Shade, 65° | Dark, 91° | Shade, 95°| Sun, 74° 
F. ES | EF. | FE. 1s 

E Bee _| Lae 

Dark, 63° F...| 4 He sells cave ark 4 
Sunt 77 Bo 4 4 | WEE RA 5 

| 

EXPERIMENT 27. 

Condition during fumigation, shade, 61°-70° F. 

Condition before fumigation, shade, 54° F. 

Dosage, 14 ounces KCN. 

Date, March 30, 1916, 7.12-8.02 a. m. 

Plants in each test, 6; total, 12. 

Remarks: Temperature of fumigatorium was raised from 54° to 70° F. during appli- 

cation of gas and was held ata fluctuating temperature of 61°-70° F’. during treatment. 
Rise in temperature was accomplished in 2 to 4 minutes. 

Results. 

Condition alter fumigation. 

Shade, 57° F. | Sur, 61° F. 

| 

RESULTS. 

The experimental evidence presented in this paper indicates that 
for citrus trees the safest temperatures surrounding fumigation fall 
below 80° F. Yet in experiment 27, in which the temperature at no 
time departed from this optimum, the plants were almost defoliated. 
Experiments 3 and 8 were conducted with equally tender piants, 
with the same dosage, with the same exposure in one case though a 
little less in the other, and at comparable prefumigation and post- 
fumigation temperatures, yet the plants in these two experiments had 
merely the tender growth burned. A detailed comparison of experi- 
ments 3-and 27, however, shows a difference in temperature fluctua- 
tions during the exposure to gas, it appearing that experiment 3 was 
performed at a constant temperature of 57° to 58° F., whereas in 
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experiment 27 the temperature was suddenly raised during the initial 
exposure to the gas from 54° to 70° F., a rise of 16°, and fluc- 
tuated within the range of 61° to 70° F. during the exposure. It 
would appear that the shock to the plant resulting from this sudden 
rise in temperature during the gas exposure accounts for the greatly 
increased injury in experiment 27 over that in experiment 3 or 
experiment 8. 

The effect of a sudden rise of temperature is also shown in experi- 
ments 24, 25, and 26, all of which were performed at temperatures 

ranging from 86° to 92° F., which are much higher than that of 
experiment 27. An examination of experiment 25, in which the pre- 
fumigation temperature was 65° F. and in which part of the postfumi- 
gation conditions were equally favorable, shows that the injury is very 
severe irrespective of prefumigation or postfumigation environment, 
in all cases a large proportion of the most resistant leaves being 
destroyed. The degree of plant injury was much greater than that 
in experiments 14 and 18, which were performed at equally high 
temperatures with the same dosage and exposure. Jn experiment 25 
the temperature was quickly raised 19°, from 73° to 92° F., imme- 
diately before generating the gas, and was maintained between 86° 
and 92° F. throughout the treatment. This sudden rise in tempera- 
ture, supplemented by fluctuation during the exposure, appears to 
be the cause of abnormally severe plant injury. The results in experi- 
ments 24 and 26 are in full accord with that in experiment 25, and 
corroborate the influence of a sudden rise of temperature immediately 
before and during the exposure of plants to hydrocyanic-acid gas. 

Experiments 14, 15, and 18 also fall within the class of tests in 

which the temperature was raised during the exposure of plants to 
the gas. The injury in these experiments is comparatively less than 
in Nos. 24 to 27. 

An examination of the data presented in this paper shows that all 
experiments performed at high temperatures (above 85° F.) indicate 
a greater degree of injury, in general, than where plants are treated 
at cooler temperatures. In each of these experiments the high tem- 
peratures were attained by increasing the heat artificially during the 
gas. exposure. These sudden increases in temperature during the 
fumigation exposure varied from 10° in experiment 14 to a maximum 
of 28° in experiment 24. Furthermore, after increase to the maxi- 
mum temperature, fluctuations took place during the actual gas expo- 
sure ranging from 2° in experiment 14 to 10° in experiment 27. This 
condition of sudden rise in temperature, especially when accom- 
panied by wide fluctuation during the exposure, appears to exert a 
highly injurious influence on the plant. Where the rise of tem- 
perature was only 10° to 14°, as in experiments 14 and 18, and was 
held during the exposure with slight fluctuations of 2° to 4°, the 
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injury was not especially severe; where, however, the sudden increase 
was over a wider range, as in experiments 24 to 27, of from 16° to 28° 
and accompanied by fluctuation in temperature of 5° to 10°, the 
-injury was most severe. 

These data are of importance in showing that sudden and wide 
fluctuations of temperature during the gas exposure should be avoided 
where possible. Such fluctuations appear to be damaging to plants 
even where the ranges of temperatures of exposure fall below 70° F., 
which is considered within the range of optimum for field fumigation. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE FUMIGATION 

INJURY. 

Evidence has been presented in the foregoing experiments bearing 
on the relation of darkness, diffused light, sunshine, temperature, 
and moisture to foliage injury during the fumigation of citrus trees. 
Abundant additional data have accumulated during field and labo- 
ratory experiments to offer further corroboration of the deductions 
made from these experiments. The effect of hydrocyanic acid on 
fruit was not taken up in connection with this series of laboratory 
experiments, but a very large amount of data on this subject has been 
taken during field experimentation. 

In the fumigation of citrus trees injury to fruit and injury to foliage 
should be considered separately. The fruit has been observed to be 
severely injured without the foliage being burned in the least, while 
on the other hand trees have been noted as defoliated although the 
fruit was entirely uninjured. Several different types of injury are 
presented in the fruit and foliage of fumigated citrus trees. These 
types, though somewhat related in the case of either the fruit or the 
foliage, are sufficiently distinct to be easily detected. 

Foliage injury is properly characterized by discoloration or burning, 
and is usually accompanied by the shedding of leaves which vary in 
appearance from those completely burned to others free from deface- 
ment of tissue. The tender expanding leaves of very tender succu- 
lent stems usually show the first signs of fumigation injury, and this - 
is not localized at any particular place, but sometimes occurs at the 
edge and sometimes in the body of the leaf. These affected areas 
are frequently confined to one surface of the leaf though more com- 
monly the injury is equally apparent on both surfaces. As the 
degree of injury increases the entire tender tips are affected, this at 
first being evidenced by wilting and finally by death. The length of 
time following fumigation before tip injury appears depends upon 
the tenderness of the tip, the concentration of the gas, and such fac- 

tors as temperature and sunshine conditions surrounding the fumi- 
gation. The tender foliage of plants placed in bright sunshine imme- 
diately after treatment with astrong dosage may start wilting or dis- 
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coloration within 2 to 3 hours after the exposure. However, like plants 
fumigated under like conditions but placed afterwards in the shade or 

darkness at a cool temperature might not show injury for at least a 
half day. As a general rule, evidence of injury to active citrus trees. 
unexposed to the direct sunshine for at least several hours after the 
treatment develops within 24 hours, though the severity of injury 
may not become fully apparent for 2 or 3 days. Where plants are 
hardened or dormant at time of fumigation a much longer period is 
covered before the effects of treatment are definitely exhibited. 

Burning of the tender, fully expanded leaves in which the cuticular 
layer has not yet become fully matured requires a slightly stronger 
gas than to produce tip injury. As the expanded leaf matures greater 
resistance to the gas develops. The injury to leaves as observable 
by defaced tissue may be confined to small distinct areas, sometimes 
in the case of very tender growth not larger than the head of a pin, 
or in other cases may include the whole of a leaf. Severely injured 
leaves drop within a few days to several weeks after treatment, but 
the shedding of foliage having little or no defacement of tissue is 
indeterminable because such foliage, especially in the case of mature 
leaves, might be and apparently is greatly affected physiologically 
even when little or no superficial evidence is presented previous to the 
actual abscission. The abscission usually occurs at the base of the 
blade (Pl. IV, B, 6) rather than the base of the petiole, but later this 

also falls. 
In any examination into the causes producing plant injury from 

fumigation with hydrocyanic-acid gas at least four distinct condi- 
tions, each of which contributes toward modifying the result, must be 
considered. These are: (1) The concentration of the gas; (2) the 

length of exposure; (3) the physiological condition of the plant; (4) 
atmospheric conditions. 

THE CONCENTRATION OF THE GAS. 

The modifying influence of gas concentration on plant injury has 
already been briefly mentioned in this paper. It has been found in 
experimental work that under the most favorable conditions of treat- 
ment fully one-half ounce of high-grade sodium cyanid to 100 cubic 
feet of space in an air-tight fumigatorium is required to produce 
injury to normal healthy citrus plants, and dosages in excess of this 
amount were used in experiments | to 27. In orchard work fruit or 
foliage injury seldom results unless upward of 50 per cent strength 
of the full dosage schedule recommended by this department and 
followed in commercial fumigation in California is used. As the gas 
concentration increases above the strength required to produce initial 
injury the effect on the plant becomes increasingly severe.- In 
extreme cases the entire plant may be killed, but this result with 
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FUMIGATION OF CITRUS PLANTS WITH HYDROCYANIC ACID. 

A Valencia orange tree fumigated six months after the trunk and main branches had been 
painted with Bordeaux paste. Allthe foliage was burned and the fruit ultimately dropped. 
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FUMIGATION OF CITRUS PLANTS WITH HyprocyANic ACID. 

A, B, Fumigation injury to foliage at point of infestation with purple scale (Lepidosaphes 
beckii). The injury appeared most prominent on the side of the leaf opposite the in- 
festation. A, Upper side of leaf, showing purple scale. B, Lower side of same leaf, 
showing collapsed tissue opposite scale infestation. C, Animmature Valencia orange 
injured by exposure to sunshine following fumigation. The uninjured area was 
shaded by leaves. D, Twig from a fumigated tree, showing how the leaves are ab- 
scissed at the base of the blade, leaving the petioles clinging to the tree. 
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citrus trees is seldom experienced, so extended is the range between 

initial injury and death. 
It has been shown by the author (21) that the distribution of gas 

beneath the tent is modified by the method of application; that in 
pot-generated gas the greatest concentration is toward the top of the 
tree, whereas in the case of gas generated from liquid hydrocyanic 
acid the concentration is greatest toward the bottom of the tree. 
Correspondingly the injury in the case of pot or machine generated 
gas is most marked toward the top of citrus trees fumigated after 
this method; whereas, when liquid hydrocyanic acid is used, the ten- 
dency is for greater injury toward the bottom. 

THE LENGTH OF EXPOSURE. 

Variations in the length of exposure very naturally modify the 
effect of the gas on the plant, as early pointed out by Woods and 
Dorsett (22), and recently clearly presented by Fernald, Tower, and 
Hooker (5) in experiments with tomatoes and cucumbers. These 

latter writers performed experiments in which plants were entirely 
uninjured when exposed to a certain dosage for 10 minutes but when 
exposed to the same dosage for 2 hours the plants were killed. The 
writer has performed many similar experiments with citrus trees and 
reached the conclusion that for these plants very heavy dosages may 
be safely used with exposure periods up to 20 or 25 minutes’ dura- 
tion, but where the period of exposure approaches or exceeds 40 
minutes the injury is decidedly increased. 

Whereas short exposures to hydrocyanic acid have very little dele- 
terious effect on plants, a correspondingly less destructive action to 
insects occurs with short exposures than with long exposures. In 
the commercial fumigation of citrus trees for scale insects the normal 
exposure ranges from 40 minutes to 1 hour. Results under shorter 
exposures with the dosages used have not proved entirely satisfac- 
tory from the standpoint of killing the scales. Experiments by the 
writer have shown that satisfactory results can be secured with 
shorter exposures if an increased dosage is used. If, however, the 
exposure with these increased dosages is greatly extended more 
injury results. Since commercial outfits consist of from 30 to 100 
tents, their movements under all conditions within fixed periods of 
less than 40 minutes is scarcely practicable. At the present time it 
is not uncommon for large outfits operating on the basis of an hour’s 
exposure to require 14 hours for shifts or throws with damp tents on 
large trees. Thus commercial orchard fumigation appears to resolve 
itself into using dosages which will not injure trees even when the 
length of exposure slightly exceeds an hour. An outfit consisting of 
such a few tents that they would be operated unfailingly within short 
periods could undoubtedly fumigate successfully with greater dosages 
and shorter exposures than are now common to the practice. 
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITION OF THE PLANT. 

The influence of the physiological condition of the plant on injury 
has until recently received scant attention by writers on fumigation. 
It is evident that plant injury from hydrocyanic acid is influenced by 
the chemical condition of the cells at the time of treatment, for other- 
wise how could the fact, well known to every fumigator, be explained 
that tender growing citrus plants are less resistant to gas than those 
in a dormant and hardened condition, as during the winter. This is 
equally true with the young leaves as with the mature ones, which 
indicates that in becoming resistant young growth passes some sort 
of maturation process. In fact it appears that the condition of citrus 
plants which renders them hardy or resistant to frost injury likewise 
develops increased resistance to hydrocyanic acid. 
Harvey (8) has shown that in the case of cabbage the hardening 

process results in an increase in the glucose and sucrose content over 
that present in nonhardened plants and quotes Lidforss as authority 
for the statement that this is a common transformation in plants 
generally during the cold season. Chemical changes increasing or 
reducing the percentage of other substances are also shown to be a 
result of hardening tissues. It is further stated that the hardening 
of plants which results in an increase in. the cell-sap concentration is 
an accommodation brought about by low temperature. Plants can 
also be rendered resistant by growth in a dry soil. 

Stone (18), working with cucumber plants grown under different 
light and soil-moisture conditions, showed that the development of 
tissue is influenced by these factors as well as their susceptibility to’ 
burning with hydrocyanic acid. The weaker tissue produced by 
inferior light or excessive moisture was decidedly more injured than 
that grown under full light conditions or in dry soil. 

More recently Clayton (/) experimented with tomato plants and 
similarly observed that resistance to hydrocyanic-acid gas was modi- 
fied by the conditions under which the plants were grown. Slow- 
growing plants with a high chlorophyll content per unit area were 
found to be more resistant to hydrocyanic acid than plants grown 
rapidly with low chlorophyll content per unit area, and his conclu- 
sions that the water supply was the underlying cause of these differ- 
ences is in full accord with the prior work of Stone. Chemical 
examination of the two sets of plants gave results in agreement with 
those of Harvey (8) and others for hardened and nonhardened or 
actively growing plants, that the more resistant forms have greatly 
increased carbohydrate content, especially of the reducing sugar 
calculated as dextrose. Experiments conducted by this writer with 
plants infiltrated with dextrose showed that resistance to hydrocyanic- 
acid gas was developed by this procedure and the conclusion was 
reached that glucose in a plant acts as a protective agent against 
injury by cyanid. 
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This important conclusion offers a possible explanation of certain 
features which the writer has observed in connection with orchard 
fumigation, namely, the greater resistance of the blossom growth than 
that of the leaf growth appearing at the same time on the same tree; 
the greater resistance of this first leaf growth in the winter or spring 
than that which develops during the hot summer months; the greater 
resistance of the ripening orange than that of immature fruit. 

That chemicals in the cell sap other than reducing sugars can 
modify injury is strikingly brought out in the case of citrus trees 
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture or where trunks and main branches 
have been painted with Bordeaux paste a short time before fumigation 
with heavy dosages. This damage attributable to Bordeaux appli- 
cations is evidenced by burning of the foliage and fruit. Plate III 
shows the severity of injury that frequently follows the fumigation of 
a tree whose branches and trunk were previously Bordeaux painted. 
Since the foliage and fruit of this tree were not touched by the 
Bordeaux paste, but only the branches and trunk, it is evident that 
certain elements of the fungicide must have been taken into the cell 
sap and transported to the fruit and foliage which was so severely 
injured. Proof of this contention has been seen in the extraction 

of traces of copper from the foliage of such treated trees by Mr. H. D. 
Young,' while chemist of the Citrus Experiment Station at Whittier, 
Calif. It would thus appear probable that the injury, at least in part, 
was due to reaction of the cyanid gas on the copper for which it has a 
ereat affinity. 

It has been observed by the writer (20) that fruit injury from 
fumigation often occurs at places of weakness in the epidermis and 
that such a condition is sometimes the result of insect action. Plate 
IV, A, shows that insects can likewise influence injury to leaves by 
feeding. In this particular case it is of great interest to note that the 
injury is most apparent at the leaf surface opposite to that on which 
the insects rest. 

It has been pointed out by different authors that the moisture condi- 
tions surrounding growing plants influence their development and their 
susceptibility to injury from hydrocyanic-acid gas, those growing un- 
der moist conditions being less resistant to gas than those growing 
under dry ; in short, that dry soil induces gas-resistant plants. Studies 
made by the writer in the case of field-grown citrus trees appear in 
general to support this theory. A large lemon orchard, through 
which a deep, narrow swale extended, was fumigated in November, 
1918. At the time of treatment the soil in this swale was moist and 
had been in this condition at least since the previous irrigation six 
weeks before. The soil on the upper slopes was very dry. The tents 
were pulled in a straight string which extended down the slope on 

1 From unpublished results. 
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across the swale and up on the other side. The three or four trees of 
each row which were in the damp soil of the swale were severely 
injured, whereas the trees in the dry soil of the upper slope were 
entirely uninjured. In another case a 16-acre orchard on heavy soil 
had been abundantly irrigated twice during the month prior to 
fumigation and was very moist at the time of fumigation. This 
orchard was severely injured throughout, whereas an adjacent orchard 
of the same soil type which had been without irrigation for so long 
that the soil was dry and the foliage of a hardened appearance at the 
time of treatment showed very little injury to any trees. Many 
similar instances of greater injury on damp soil have been noted. 

The mere wetness of the soil does not in itself offer full explanation 
of plant injury due to this factor. For instance, the writer has 
conducted fumigation of orchard trees immediately following a 
heavy rain with no more injury than to trees in dry soil. Likewise 
fumigation frequently follows immediately after an irrigation without 
noticeable damage to the trees. The writer's own observation 
inclines him to believe that the greater injury to citrus trees in wet 
soil is induced especially after the plants have been subjected to a 
very moist condition for a sufficiently long period to set in action 
forces which change the general metabolism of the plant and result . 
in foliage or fruit so constituted as to be less resistant to hydrocyanic 
acid. Support to this is presented by the work of Fowler and Lipman 
(6) on the effect of soil moisture on young lemon trees. These 
writers concluded that soil moisture in excess of the optimum leads 
to depressed growth, light colored foliage, and general lack of vigor, 
the visible damage being greater than if the moisture condition is 
below the optimum. Of further interest is the statement of Pfeffer 
(15) that the supply of water affects the formation of cuticle. Al- 
though a dry soil tends to slacken growth and hasten maturity of 
plants, thereby rendering them more resistant to hydrocyanic acid, 
it has been observed that protracted situation in soil so deficient in 
moisture that the plant suffers ultimately leads to a physiologically 
weakened condition. It has been stated elsewhere in this paper that 
plants in a state of impaired health are more susceptible to injury 
than normal healthy plants. 

The soil type also appears so to influence the physiological con- 
dition of the tree that modified reaction to hydrocyanic acid some- 
times occurs. A 30-acre lemon orchard which was fumigated 
experimentally in 1918 was about equally divided between two 
distinct soil types, one a loam designated as a “barren”’ soil, the 
other black adobe which contained about 10 per cent humus. Injury 
occurred throughout this orchard but the degree was noticeably 
greater on the loam than on the black adobe. Other instances of 
injury due to different soil types have been noted. Groups of trees 
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whose growth has not kept pace with the rest of an orchard, due 
possibly to inferior subsoil, to hardpan, gravel, etc., are not uncom- 

mon. ‘Trees under such adverse conditions have sometimes been 
noted to be more adversely affected by fumigation than healthier 
trees. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that 
plants best resist cyanid gas if in a hardened or dormant condition 
at the time of fumigation. Hardening is brought about either by 
cold weather or a dry soil. From the standpoint of the action of 
cold, plants are most matured or dormant during the winter season 
and at this time least injury from fumigation is to be expected. 
Since citrus is mostly grown in countries that practice irrigation, the 
dryness of the soil can be regulated by regulating irrigation. There- 
fore, as a general rule, fumigation should precede the run of water 
rather than follow, as is frequently the practice at the present time. 

ATMOSPHERIC AND LIGHT CONDITIONS. 

DARKNESS AND DIFFUSED LIGHT. 

Experimental evidence presented in this paper has shown that 
diffused light before, during, or after fumigation in no way modifies 
the degree of injury to citrus trees. Since the active stomata of 
citrus plants open during the daytime and for the most part remain 
closed at night it is evident that the condition of the stomata does 
not noticeably alter the degree of injury from fumigation. Such a 
conclusion is not fully in accord with the statement of Clayton that 
“the stomata seem to be the most important single factor in deter- 
mining the amount of injury resulting from hydrocyanic acid * * *, 
Injury closely paralleled the stomatal movement, increasing as the 
size of stomatal aperture increased.” 

These differences in results are readily explained in the light of 
the work of Stone (18) and Moore (1/1). The former states that the 

condition of the stomata does not appear to have anything to do with 
susceptibility to burning from fumigation but the injury is due rather 
to the development of the cuticle and texture of the tissue in general; 
that tender immature tissue is least resistant to fumigation injury. 
Moore has shown that hydrocyanic acid enters plants to a greater or 
less extent through the cuticle and that those with thin cuticles are 
far more severely injured than those with thick, strongly cutinized 
cuticles. Geranium, Tradescantia, and tomatoes, the plants with 

which Clayton worked, have very thin cuticles and were injured with 
a concentration of gas at the rate of approximately +, ounce of potas- 
sium cyanid to 100 cubic feet. The smallest dosage used in the 
writer's experiments with the thicker and more heavily cutinized 
citrus plants was 1 ounce of potassium cyanid to 100 cubic feet. 
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This shows the comparative resistance of the two types of leaves. 
Mature citrus leaves are so resistant to cyanid that it appears that the 
concentration needed to produce injury is so great that the gas pene- 
trates the tissues whether the stomata are open or closed, and the 
amount which enters while the stomata are open over that entering 
while closed ‘ is insufficient to modify to any great extent the degree 
of injury. Of particular interest in this connection are the obser- 
vations of Coit and Hodgson (2) that early in the life of the leaf the 
stomata lose their power of opening and closing and remain for the 
most part practically closed thereafter. On the other hand, such 
tender plants as Tradescantia react to such small amounts of cyanid 
that the stomata seem able to exercise an influence on the passage 
of gas sufficient to modify the effect on the plant. 

SUNSHINE. 

The earliest fumigation of citrus trees was performed during the day- 
time and accompanied by much injury. Coquillett (3) offered as an 
explanation of this result that ‘in the daytime the light and heat 
decompose the gas,” the assumption being that the products of 
decomposition are more injurious than the hydrocyanic acid gas 
itself. In an effort to correct the action of sunlight blackened tents 
were used but without marked success. The final solution was night 
fumigation. American writers on fumigation who have experimented 
with sunshine work have been unanimous in proclaiming its impracti- 
cability as a general practice. 

The results of the many experiments presented in this paper show ~ 
that sunshine is one of the most important factors influencing injury 
and that its effects are not confined solely to the period of exposure, 
but are also exerted immediately before and immediately after the 
treatment. The postfumigation influence appears to be somewhat 
greater than the prefumigation influence and its effects are sometimes 
so injurious as to discolor fruit (Pl. IV, B, a) and destroy the foliage of 
plants which, if protected from the direct sun, would have been but 
slightly affected (Pl. I, B). This action on the foliage is most con- 
spicuous through burning which, if including the entire petiole as 
well as the blade, results in the destroyed foliage clinging to the tree 
until exfoliation takes place by mechanical means. (PI. II, B.) 
This postfumigation sunshine influence in such experiments as No. 10, 
in which plants in the dark were fumigated in the dark and placed in 
the sunshine with the result of severe injury, would appear to disprove 
Coquillett’s explanation of decomposition of the gas, for in this case 
the sunshine did not reach the plants until they had been removed 
from the fumigatorium. 

1 According to MacDougal (19) stomata do not close their pores so tightly that some gaseous diffusion 

may not take place through their diminished opening. 
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Temperature has a very direct relation to sunshine influence, and 
the degree of injury appears to be increased or decreased as the 
temperature of the sunshine is greater or less. Furthermore, where 
plants are subjected to sunshine immediately before treatment, the 
actual fumigation and postfumigation temperatures influence the 
degree of injury. Likewise in the case of plants exposed to sunshine 
immediately after treatment, the prefumigation and actual fumigation 
temperatures require consideration. The writer’s own experimental 
evidence shows that the optimum temperatures of fumigation are 
below 80° F., and that work conducted at higher temperatures is 
performed with increased risk. The greatest injury follows the sub- 
jection of plants to both sunshine and high temperatures both before 
and after fumigation. The effect of this combination, sunshine and 
temperature, has long influenced the time of starting orchard work in 
California. The fumigation season begins in the summer and extends 
throughout the autumn into the winter. During the warmest 

_ weather work is not:started until the sun has set, but with the advent 

of the late autumn and cooler temperatures the first row of trees is 
sometimes covered before sundown, and in the winter period of 
dormancy entire rows are treated in the sunlight. During very hot 
weather, when the atmosphere is clear and dry, injury to the first row 
fumigated at night and the last in the morning has been of frequent 
occurrence and in the latter case has been observed to occur even 
when the tents were removed from the trees before sunrise. Full 
explanation of this situation is presented in the results of experi- 
ments 20 to 23 which show that the postfumigation sunshine influence 
may extend up to three hours after exposure, although the maximum 

of influence is confined to the first few minutes after removal from the 
gas. 

In spite of the fact that sunshine has from the first been considered 
one of the most harmful agents to plants in connection with fumiga- 
tion, the greater desirability of daylight work has led to continued 
attempts to substitute day practice for that at night. These efforts to 
revolutionize accustomed practice usually were made during the 
winter months, and frequently successfully over short periods if the 
weather was moderate and the trees well hardened. Sooner or later, 

however, this attempt to fumigate by day without modification of 
dosage or exposure was followed by severe tree damage and was 
promptly discontinued. 

It has been explained previously that cyanid injury is modified by - 
the concentration of the gas and by the length of exposure. There- 
fore it is reasonable to assume that either of these factors can be so 
reduced as to render fumigation safe on the hottest sunshiny day. 
Orchard work is performed with a concentrated gas, usually as con- 
centrated as an active tree will stand safely during cool nights. In 
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the light of the experiments presented in this paper it is to be expected 
that the use of such dosages during warm sunshine would cause severe 
injury. Experiment 3 shows that by reducing the strength of the gas 
the influence of the sunshine is correspondingly reduced. One 
orchardist known to the writer has practiced daylight fumigation on 
his small lemon orchard during the growing season for several years, 
accomplishing his purpose through reduction of both dosage and 
exposure. He was observed on one occasion to fumigate lemon trees 
safely at a temperature of 84° to 86° F. by using a dosage calculated 
as less than one-half the usual dosage, with an exposure of 30 minutes. 
The effect on the scale was not noted. 

Since liquid hydrocyanic acid has come to be used in fumigation, 
daylight practice is no longer considered a dangerous experiment. 
During the winter months outfits operate throughout the daytime in 
bright sunshine, in many cases with complete safety, and under 
conditions which in the past with pot or machine generated gas were 

wont to produce severe injury. Outside of possible differences in 
physical properties of the gas due to the method of generation and 
application, the one most plausible reason for the increased safety of 
daylight operation is the difference in diffusion throughout the tree. 
In pot-generated gas the greatest concentration is toward the tree 
top, whereas with liquid hydrocyanic acid in warm weather the greatest 
concentration is toward the bottom of the tree (21). The writer has 
determined by a series of experiments that the temperature of the 
tented tree rapidly rises on the sunward side after covering and that 
the greatest increase is toward the top of the tent. In pot-generated 
gas the maximum gas concentration, maximum heat, and most 
sudden change of temperature are exerted at the same place, the top 
of the tree, whéreas in trees fumigated with liquid hydrocyanic acid 
the greatest concentration of gas at the bottom of the tree is at the 
coolest part of the sunward side of the tree, while at the top or point of 
maximum temperature the gas is most dilute. A seeming explana- 
tion is presented in the comparative appearance of damaged trees 
under these two methods of gas application. Sunshine-injured trees 
from pot-generated gas show the greatest damage on the sunward 
side toward the top; in the case of trees treated with liquid hydro- 
cyanic acid the damage toward the bottom is greatly increased over 
that as compared with pot-fumigated trees while that toward the top is 
lessened. 

It was stated in a previous paragraph that the open or closed 
condition of the stomata does not appear to affect the degree of injury 
to citrus plants in darkness or diffused light before, during, and after 
fumigation. In the case of plants subjected to sunshine either im- 
mediately before or immediately after exposure to cyanid gas, equally 
conclusive data bearing on this subject have not been developed. Cer- 
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tain experiments already presented in this paper have shown that 
plants in a prefumigation and fumigation environment of darkness (in- 
dicating closed stomata) were severely injured by placement in sun- 
shine immediately after the exposure, while check plants placed in 
the shade at an equal temperature were little affected. In these cases 
the increased damage to the sun-exposed plant was brought about in 
spite of the fact that the stomata were apparently closed during the 
fumigation. Furthermore, data have been collected during daylight 
work, both in the morning and afternoon, showing that trees some- 
what protected from the direct sun were little affected by a strength 
of gas that severely injured trees in the direct sunshine treated at the 
same time. On the other hand, the increased injury to plants in a 
prefumigation condition of sunshine, as previously explained, and 
observation that greater injury is usually apparent during morning 
orchard fumigation than during that performed late in the afternoon 
at an equal temperature, might indicate possible stomatal influence 
when viewed in the light of Lloyd’s (9) conclusions that the morning 
sun may hasten stomatal opening, that this opening is at its maximum 
toward midday, and that closure occurs during the afternoon. 

Stone, Moore, and others conclude that a strong concentration of 
gas tends to close the stomata. This closure of the stomata from 
fumigation would reduce the rapidity of the escape of gas which 
remained in the intercellular spaces after treatment and might 
thereby modify the degree of injury, especially in plants subjected to 
such adverse conditions as postfumigation sunshine. 

The condition of the soil apparently influences cyanid injury from 
sunshine, as shown in the case of a 10-acre citrus orchard fumigated 
during a clear hot day in November, 1919. This orchard was so 
irrigated that the soil nearest the head of the furrows was thoroughly 
wet to a normal depth, whereas the soil at the lower end of the furrows 
was for the most part wet only for a few inches at the surface, or 
sometimes not atall. The trees reflected this lack of required moisture 
in their general less healthy appearance. The tents were strung in 
the direction of the irrigation furrows.» Severe injury resulted from 
the fumigation, amounting almost to complete defoliation on the 
sunward side of a large part of the trees. This injury was confined 
almost exclusively to the trees on the dry soil, those on the moist 
soil being very little affected. The explanation is that the trees which 

had long suffered from lack of moisture were in a weakened condition 
at the time of fumigation, whereas the others were not. 

TEMPERATURE. 

It has been clearly shown by the experimental evidence presented 
in this paper that temperature exerts one of the most important 
modifying influences on injury from fumigation. Furthermore, not 
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only must the temperature of treatment be considered, but also the 
temperature surrounding plants after exposure and to a much less 
extent that before exposure. It has been shown that high tempera- 
tures are more injurious than low, and in the case of each of the three 
fumigation environments, the prefumigation, actual fumigation, and 
postfumigation, the maximum optimum fell below 80° F. Exactly 
how much this maximum for any particular environment fell below 
80° F. depended on the temperature of the other two; when any two 
were low the maximum optimum for the third approximated 80°; 
when they were high, however, the maximum for the third was a few 
degrees less than 80°. In one case it did not exceed 75°. These 
conclusions differ very little from the writer’s experience in orchard 
fumigation in southern California, for which 70° is held as the maxi- 
mum when a heavy dosage is used. This same maximum is recom- 
mended by Sasscer and Borden (/6) for greenhouse plants. An 

interesting relation apparently exists between the maximum. opti- 
mum temperature for fumigation and the activity of plants, for Mac- 
Dougal (20) states that temperature is one of the most widely inter- 
locking factors concerned in the activity of protoplasm, and that the 
temperature of greatest activity in seed plants varies from 80° to 
100° F. The experimental work presented in this paper shows 
increasing fumigation injury as the temperature of 80° is approached 
or exceeded, which corresponds with the degree at which greatest 
protoplasmic activity commences. 

It is possible to conduct fumigation at temperatures of 80° F. or 
above without serious injury provided the prefumigation and post- 
fumigation conditions are ideal. A high postfumigation temperature 
increases the probability of damage, and especially is this true if the 
fumigation temperature is also above the-optimum. The greatest 
damage follows when all three temperatures surrounding the treat- 
ment are high. A prefumigation temperature in shade and darkness, 
even up to 100° F., appears to alter the results very little unless the 
fumigation or postfumigation temperature is also high, in which case 
the high prefumigation temperatures are more injurious than the low. 
The temperature of 55° F. was the minimum at which experimental 
work was conducted. The little injury evidenced at this temperature 
showed it to be within the range of the optimum. In field work it 
has been stated by the writer (19) that operations are safe as low as 
38° F., although fumigation below this point is not advocated. 

In experiments 24 to 27 it was shown that a sudden increase in 
temperature immediately preceding or during the first few minutes 
of exposure produces very severe injury, especially if followed by 
sharp fluctuations of temperature. This factor offers a partial 
explanation for the severe injury in sunshine fumigation on the sun- 
ward side of the tree, especially toward the top, and also presents a 
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reason for the less amount of injury in daylight fumigation with 
liquid hydrocyanic acid. ‘This is shown by Table III, in which are 
presented data giving the increase in temperature at different parts 
of a 12-foot tree covered with a canvas tent, December 17, 1919. 

TaBiE III.—Rise in temperature at different points within a tented citrus tree in the 
sunshine at varying periods following the covering. Thermometers placed from 6 to 1¢ 
inches from the canvas. 

Rise in temperature. 

Minutes | 
afterstart.| Sunward | Sunward Shade 

side, 11 feet | side, 4 feet | side, 4 feet 
altitude. altitude. altitude. 

5 8 3 Y, 
10 16 9 3 
15 22 12 5 

20 | 26 12 6 

@ Sun temperature at start, 75° F.; shade temperature, 69° F. Time, 10.43 a. m. 

It is shown in this table that an increase of 26° occurred toward 
the top of the tent on the sunward side within 20 minutes after 
covering, whereas at the same time on the same side 4 feet from the 

ground the increase was only 12° and on the shaded side of the tree 
at thesame height only 6°. Injury in daylight work has been observed 
to be proportionately greater at- these different points in the case of 
pot-generated gas. The lower part of the shaded side of the tree, at 

which the temperature increase is very slight, is seldom injured even 
when very severe burning takes place on the sunward side of the tree. 

The effect of the temperature is least felt in the case of thoroughly 
hardened trees. In fact, the extent to which sunshine fumigation can 
be practiced during the winter period is attributable largely to the 
extent of this hardened or dormant condition of the trees. This 
condition also offers an explanation for the safety of fumigation at 
very low temperatures, sometimes at the freezing point, whereas at 
other times, especially in the early fall, while trees are active, severe 

injury takes place at several degrees above the freezing point. In the 
Tulare County citrus belt of California the writer has noted night 
fumigation, with heavy dosages, carried on during the summer at 
temperatures as high as 85° F. without apparent injury to the plants. 
Fumigation in the coast region of southern California at such high 
temperatures would produce severe injury. He believes that this 
ereater safety in the northern citrus region is due largely to the more 
resistant condition of the plants brought about by the very hot, arid 
climate during the summer. Duggar (4) states that green leaves ex- 
posed to sunlight show a temperature from 2° or 3° to 15° higher than 
the air, and according to MacDougal (10) the maximum temperature of 

higher plants varies from 100° to 115° F. At or above the maximum 
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protoplasm passes into a state of immobility. Simce the maximum 
daily temperature of the Tulare citrus belt during the summer fre- 
quently exceeds 100° F., the mean maximum for the hottest months 
seldom falling more than 1° to 3° below this temperature, a reason for 

reduced activity is presented.? This condition is doubtless promoted 
by the usual practice of withholding irrigation until after fumigation. 
In the more equable, damper climate of the coastal region, where the 

temperature very seldom attains a maximum of 100° F., but rather 

approaches the optimum for protoplasmic activity, dormancy during 
the- summer is less noticeable and the physiologically active plants 
are more subject to fumigation mjury. 

MOISTURE. 

Moisture, even when present in excessive amounts, appears to 
have no influence on injury to citrus trees either before, during, or 
after the treatment, under conditions of shade or darkness, and this 

conclusion agrees with the work of Gossard (7), Morrill (73), and 

others. Under conditions of exposure to hot sunshine before fumi- 
gation the application of cool water appears to reduce the degree of 
injury slightiy. These results on the relation of moisture to the 
fumigation of citrus trees do not necessarily apply to tender green- 
house plants, for moisture on such plants with thin cuticles has been 
shown by various authors (/7, 78) to produce increased injury. 
Clayton (1), however, in a recent paper states that some species are 
made more susceptible to injury by wetting the leaves while other 
species are not visibly affected. He places the tomato in the latter 
class although Moore found that wetting tomatoes as well as various 
other plants with thin cuticle increased their susceptibility to injury. 

The influence of soil moisture has been referred to in previous dis- 
cussions and may be passed with the statement that soil moisture in 
sufficient quantity to make plants physiologically very active and 
tender renders plants more susceptible to fumigation injury than 
where present only in such quantities as place the plants in a re- 
sistant or hardened condition. 

Hydrocyanic-acid gas has a great affinity for water, and under con- . 
ditions of excessive moisture sufficient gas might be absorbed to so 
materially reduce the concentration that less injury would be pro- 
duced than otherwise, and, furthermore, its insecticidal value would 

be lessened. Where fumigation is conducted in gas-tight con- 
tainers this condition can not be ignored, and the necessity of atten- 
tion thereto has been clearly shown by Penny (/4), and Sasscer and 
Borden (16). In orchard work under cloth tents the absorption 
of gas by moisture is offset by the greater gas-holding prop- 
erties of the moist canvas. 

2 Taken from published records of the U. S. Weather Bureau, which are lower than orchard sunshine 
temperatures. - 
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SUMMARY. 

(1) It is necessary to consider the prefumigation and postfumi- 
gation environments of fumigated plants as well as that during the 
actual treatment. 

(2) Sunshine is the chief prefumigation factor that increases 

injury and this influence is greater at high temperatures than at low. 
Under darkness or diffused light, temperatures upward to at least 
100° F. do not appear to increase injury unless the fumigation or 
postfumigation temperatures exceed 80° F. 

(3) The environment after fumigation approximates in im- 
portance that during the actual treatment. Of the postfumigation 
factors both sunshine and temperature modify the degree of injury. 
Sunshine, the more important, is most destructive to plants exposed 
immediately after fumigation, but affects them deleteriously at least 
two hours after the treatment. Temperatures of 80° F. or above 
injure plants more severely than lower temperatures. 

(4) The fumigation of citrus plants is most safely performed at 
temperatures below 80° F. 

(5) Diffused light before, during, or after fumigation exerts no 
more deleterious influence than darkness. 

(6) Moisture on citrus plants does not increase the degree of injury. 
An application of cool water to plants in hot sunshine immediately 
prior to fumigation appears to reduce slightly the effect of the gas. 

(7) Sudden changes of temperature over a wide range during ex- 
posure to hydrocyanic-acid gas tend greatly to increase plant injury. 

(8) The optimum environment for safety to plants is diffused light 
or darkness at uniform temperatures below 80° F. before, during, and 
after the fumigation. The lowest temperature tried, 55° F., was 
within the range of the optimum. 

(9) Fumigation at temperatures upward of 80° F. is safest under 
cool prefumigation and postfumigation environments. The maxi- 
mum of injury follows high temperatures for all three environments. 

(10) The physical and chemical conditions of the soil influence 

injury from fumigation. Trees in a wet soil tend to be more severely 
injured than healthy trees in a dry soil. However, trees in soils 
deficient in moisture for such protracted periods as to be severely 
weakened are more susceptible to injury than if grown under opti- 
mum moisture conditions. Irrigation should follow fumigation, not 
precede it. 

(11) The physiological condition of plants is one of the most im- 
portant factors regulating fumigation damage. A condition akin to 
hardiness appears to be the optimum for gas resistance and is brought 
about by dryness of the soil, cold weather, and possibly by continued, 
very hot dry weather which exceeds the optimum for the plant. 

(12) Sunshine fumigation can be conducted with safety by [pnoipes 
regulation of the dosage and length of exposure. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

THE SARDINE. 

The sardine, popularly regarded as a particular species of fish 
used for canning, derives its name from the island of Sardinia, in 

the Mediterranean Sea, where the fish from which the sardines of 
that region are made abound(27).1. The term “sardine” is now 
applied in this country to the small fish of the Clupea family, numer- 
ous species of which are canned as sardines in various parts of the 

world. The pilchard (Clupea pilchardus) is the fish used in the 
French sardine industry, and the brisling or sprat (Clupea sprattus) 
in the Norwegian industry. The California sardine (Clupea coeru- 

1 The figures in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of this bulletin. 

2 Food Inspection Decision 64, issued by the U. 8. Department of Agriculture, March 29, 1907, provides 

that the labels of the canned sardines shal] state the country or locality from which the fish are packed, 

as an indication of the species. 

5890°—20—Bull. 908——1 - 
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lews), closely resembling the French species, is canned on the Pacific 
coast of the United States, while the immature sea herring (Clupea 
harengus) is put up on the eastern coast as the Maine sardine. 

The Bureau of Fisheries of the United States Department of 
Commerce states that the herring may be distinguished readily 
from the pilchard before it is cleaned and canned, the following 
points of difference being submitted: 

a BR 
10) a 

a be 
at SE 

Fic. 1.—The herring. 

The lower jaw of the herring (figure 1} projects a littie heyond the tip of the 

snout when the mouth is closed; the gill covers are smooth; the fish is more or less 

compressed from side to side; and the belly rather sharp-edged. If the fish were 

cut in two, crosswise, the cross section wou!d be somewhat egg-shaped. The fin on 

the back is situated nearer the base of the tail than the tip of the snout. The scales 

are comparatively small and have rounded edges. When the scales are removed 

no series of dusky spots is observable. 

Fic. 2.—The pilchard. 

The lower jaw of the pilchard (figure 2) projects but slightly, if at all, beyond 

the tip of the snout when the mouth is closed. Sharply-defined, fine ridges run down- 

ward and backward across the gill cover. The fish is more cylindrical than the herring, 

and a cross section would present a circular rather than an oval outline. The fin 

on the back is situated nearer the tip of the snout than the base of the tail. The 

scales are comparatively large, twice as large as those of the herring, and show a more 

or less angular outline of the edge. When the scales are removed a series of several 
dusky spots along the side of the front part of the body is usually plainly discernible. 

To open a can of sardines of unknown origin and attempt to determine whether 

the fish is a herring or a pilchard presents a greater difficulty. Since the heads of 

both kinds are removed in the canning process, the jaw and gill cover characteristics 
can not be observed. The scales of both fish are easily detached and may not be 

present in the can. Tne absence of the head prevents ascertaining the position of 
the back fin in relation to the tip of the snout. 
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As the skin of the herring is thinner than that of the pilchard, it more quickly 

loses its silvery appearance, particularly after the loss of its scales and subjection to 

the cooking process. In consequence, a dull-colored, laterally flattened fish with 

the edge of the belly somewhat sharp-edged would suggest a herring. If the distance 

from the front of the base of the back fin directly to the belly,when applied twice to 
the distance from the rear of the base of the back fin to the middle of the base of the 
tail, extends beyond the base of the tail fin, it is almost positively a herring. If 
fine, round-edged scales are present, the diagnosis is quite positive. 

On the other hand, the French sardine (pilchard), having a thick skin, has a tend- 

ency to retain much of its silvery appearance, even after being cooked, and this 

silveriness is more or less sharply defined from the bluish back. A silvery, plump 
fish with a rounded belly indicates a pilchard. If the dimension for the width of 

the fish, applied from the back fin to the base of the tail in the manner described, 
does not reach to the base of the tail, the fish 1s quite positively a pilchard. If con- 

spicuous scales, with one end angular, are present, the fish positively is a pilchard; 

also if a series of dusky spots is observed along the side forward. — 

THE MAINE SARDINE INDUSTRY. 

Sardines(27) have been canned in Europe since 1834, and the 

imported product has long been a popular article of food in this 
country. When the Franco-Prussian War cut off our supply of 
sardines from abroad, an opportunity was presented for the beginning 
of an American industry. It was not until 1876, however, that the 
first successful plant for canning sardines was established in Eastport, 
Me., by Julius Wolff, of the New York firm of Wolff & Reesing. 
Additional canneries were soon built in the vicinity of Eastport and 
Lubec, and at other points along the Maine coast. 

In the early days of the industry it was possible to enter the 
business with a very small capital, as all the work was done by 
hand and no expensive machinery was needed. Practically the 
only large outlay required was for the materials used in making 
the cans and for oil. In many cases these supplies were advanced 
by the dealers in tin plate or by the commission merchants, who 
later accepted canned sardines in payment. Thus the packer was 

relieved, to a certain extent, of responsibility for the quality of his 
goods, and a tendency to sacrifice quality for quantity in the pack 
was developed. So large a number of individual canneries operated 
during the period from 1877 to 1899 that the business became most 
unprofitable. This condition resulted in an unsuccessful attempt to 
form a combination about 1899. A little later two large companies 
were organized, one of which built a factory for machine-made, 
machine-sealed cans, to replace the three-piece, handmade, soldered 
cans originally employed. These two firms soon consolidated, and 
two years later sold out. The general dissension which developed 
in the sardine industry during these two years was a factor in induc- 
ing the original packers to reenter the business on an independent 
basis. New factories were built and new men came into the 
industry. 
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In 1903 machine-made and machine-sealed cans, upon which 
experiments had been made previously, were generally substituted 
for the three-piece, handmade, soldered cans originally used, and an 
independent company undertook to supply the cans. As a result, 
the quantity of fish packed increased markedly. In 1899, when 
handmade and -hand-sealed cans were in use, the total pack of 
sardines amounted to 44,951,244 pounds, valued at $4,212,351. 
In 1904, just after the machine-made, machine-sealed cans had 
been introduced, the total quantity packed was 87,224,524 pounds, 
worth $4,380,498. In 1909, 90,694,284 pounds, valued at $4,931,831, 
were put up in the sardine canneries(33). In 1914 the value of the 
entire pack was $6,238,933(84). It is interesting to note that while 
the total quantity of sardines packed in either 1904 or 1909 was 
approximately double that packed in 1899, the total value was 
practically the same for all three years. 

Several factors have led those engaged in the sardine industry to 
strive for a large output, often with a tendency to sacrifice quality. 
In fact, the majority of the improvements which from time to time 
have been adopted have been designed to increase the quantity of 
the pack rather than to improve its quality. At first, the sardines 
eanned in this country were fried and packed in olive oil, and com- 
pared favorably with the foreign article. At one time the American 
sardine was sold on the market as the foreign product, which decep- 
tion, however, was soon detected by the trade, and the dealers were 
forced to sell the domestic article on its own merits. But with the 
increasing production and increasing competition the price which 
the goods commanded declined, until it became necessary to pack 
the sardines more cheaply, resulting in the appearance on the market 
of a product vastly inferior to that sold during the first few seasons 
of the American industry. About 1880 the practice of using cotton- 
seed oil instead of olive oil was introduced, and some 10 years later 
the excellent custom of frying the fish in oil gave way to the modern 
method of cooking the fish in live steam. Several companies, how- 
ever, still fry the fish in oil. 

THE MAINE SARDINE. 

As it now enters the channels of trade, the Maine sardine is packed 
either in oil or in mustard or some other sauce, in cans of varying 
sizes, known as quarter oil, high-quarter oil, half oil, quarter mustard, 
and three-quarter mustard (p. 11). At the close of the investiga- 
tion here reported, owing to the difficulty of importing foreign sar- 
dines and the increased prices the domestic brands could command, 
from 50,000 to 60,000 cases of sardines in olive oil were put up per 
annum by some 12 or 15 canneries. As a rule, cottonseed oil is 

used for packing sardines, the grade called prime summer yellow 

being most commonly employed, although several packers use the 
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better grade known as winter-pressed oil, which they sometimes 
flavor with cloves, spice, or bay leaf, and a small amount of essen- 
tial oil for the fancy or extra fancy grades. 

Small quantities of Maine sardines are packed in tomato sauce, 
but a market for this article has not yet become widely established. 
Both the key-opening and the keyless type of cans are employed 
for this purpose. 

FOOD VALUE OF THE CANNED SARDINE. 

When well packed with a fair amount of oil, the Maine sardine 
constitutes an excellent food and gives the purchaser good value for 
the money expended. Table 1 shows the food value of sardines 
obtained for 5 and 10 cents as compared with that of various other 
common foodstuffs 2 the same price. 

Taste 1.—Comparative food value of sardines and some other common, foods. 

Five cents bought 2— 

Selling Bite per 

Calories pound-* -.< | Calories from 
Food material. per pao Total calories. | protein. 

pound.! 2 

Oct. 15, | Oct. 15, | Oct. 15, | Oct. 15, | Oct. 15, | Oct. 15, 
} 1915.3 | 1918.4 1915. 1918. 1915. 1918. 

Sardines (in oil): | | | | 
Lean fish— | |Per cent. 

1 guart of oil per case -| 975 23.2 | $0, 25 $0. 49 195 99 19 9 
4 quarts ofoilpercase.. 2,018 19.8 -25 -49 404 206 16 8 

Fat fish— ; 
i quart ofoilpercase..; 1,270 | 22. 4 «20 .49 254 130 18 9 

Son 4 quarts ofoilpercase.| 2,309 19.1 .25 49 426 236 15 8 
eel: 

Sirloin steak-.---.....-.-| 985 16.5 . 259 41 190 120 13 8 
Rounds (lean)}-3-222252 4. . 670 19.5 535) 39 144 86 17 10 

Cheese (whole milk).......-.- 1,950 25.9 . 23 -385 | 424 253 23 13 
Codfish: 

IGS Nea a ae aaa 165 8.4 .16 . 23 52 36 11 7 
Salis eee Se et Se 315 19.0 -18 2003! 88 63 21 15 

LENE EARS) a oN ar Sie a ean 635 11.9 - 266 . 426 119 75 9 6 
Ham (smoked)...........:--. 1,670 14.5 . 265 ~O2 315 161 11 6 
J A a ea 325 3.3 044 . 074 369 220 15 9 
Salmon (canned).........--.- 680 19.5 . 198 309 | 172 i10 19 12 

} 

; 1 pees from U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations Bull. 28, except the figures 
or sardines. 
2 All prices are taken from U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics publications, ex- 

cept those for sardines and codfish. 
2 Caleulated from 0.05 per 33-ounce can. 
4 Calculated from 0.10 per 33-ounce can. 

It is evident that sardines packed from fat fish in the maximum 
amount of oil have a food value greater than that of any of the other 
common food materials of animal origin, considering only the amount 
which may be procured for 5 cents, the original price of a can of 
sardines. At 10 cents per can, sardines of this quality are outranked 
by whole milk cheese, at 39 cents a pound, in the number of calories 
that can be purchased for a given sum. [ven as they are ordinarily 
packed, sardines compare very favorably with the amount of other 
animal foods which can be purchased for 5 cents. While the prices 
given in Table 1 no longer obtain, the comparative differences be- 
tween them probably remain approximately unchanged. 
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The quantity of oil in the can is a very important factor in con- 
tributing to the food value of the sardine when it is eaten. A well- 
packed can containing an adequate amount of edible oil yields a 
large amount of food fuel, and, in the form of the fish flesh, a good 
quantity of tissue-building food. 

PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION. 

A few years before undertaking the investigation herein reported, 
the Bureau of Chemistry, of the United States Department of Agricul- 
ture, made several studies of sardines shipped in interstate commerce 
from Maine, in connection with the enforcement of the Federal Food 
and Drugs Act. The bureau had already acquired some experience in 
such work, through its study of sardines offered for importation into 
the United States. These investigations of Maine sardines showed 
that a certain portion of the pack was of unnecessarily inferior quality. 
Indeed, in some cases it constituted a flagrant violation of the law. 
t seemed probable that very often the low-quality goods were pro- 

duced through faulty methods of handling and packing, due to careless- 
ness, rather than to a deliberate effort to defraud the consumer. This 
destin seemed to offer an opportunity to render the packer a real 
service in assisting him to raise the standard of his output by em- 
ploying better methods throughout the canning process, and at the 
same time to benefit the community as a whole by improving an 
important element of the country’s food supply. 

Accordingly, in 1913, a laboratory was established at Eastport, 
Me., where, during that season, as well as those of 1914 and 1916, 
the representatives of the Department of Agriculture, ably assisted 
by the packers, studied the entire process of packing sardines. The 
success of this undertaking is already evident in the steady better- 
ment of factory conditions, in the adoption of methods making for 
efficient operation, and in the increased care shown in handling the 
pack from the time the fish leave the water until the can is sent out 
from the factory. The majority of the canners have banded them- 
selves together in an association for the betterment of the industry, 
exercising its own sanitary supervision over the canning processes 
in the plants of its members. It is hoped that the industry will be 
helped by the information contained in this bulletin, which gives 
a report of the investigations on the canning of sardines on the coast 
of Maine, with suggestions for improving faulty methods, for the 
Signa eam of all unnecessary waste, and for the econaraienl utiliza- 
tion of the necessary wastes. 

METHODS EMPLOYED IN PACKING SARDINES. 

The various steps in the production of canned sardines may be 
classified as follows: (a) Catching the fish; (b) transportation of the 

fish from the fishing grounds to the cannery; (c) pickling and salting; 
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(d) flaking, as the process of distributing the fish upon the flakes for 
drying is termed; (¢) steaming; (f) drying; (g) packing the fish in 
the cans; (h) introduction of oil into the cans; (2) sealing the cans; 

(7) processing or sterilization of the sealed cans; (k) testing the cans 
after processing; (1) shooking for shipment. In some canneries 
frying in oil after the fish have been dried is substituted for steaming. 
A brief outline of each of these steps will be first given in order that 
a general idea may be had of the factory operations. 

FISHING. 

As a rule, the small sea herring, used in the preparation of the 
Maine sardines, is caught in weirs, placed in comparatively shallow 
water along the shore. Most of the weirs are located in Canadian 
waters. In 1901, Bensley(1) estimated that each season between 
700 and 800 weirs operated for catching these fish under licenses 
issued by the Dominion Government. Prince (23),in an earlier report, 

stated that 95 per cent of the American sardines are caught by 
Canadian fishermen. A weir (Pl. I) is a large circular or heart- 

shaped inclosure, made by driving stakes into the bottom of the sea, 
and intertwining brush between the stakes. Many of the oldest 
forms, which are known as “‘brush weirs,” are still employed on the 
coast of Maine. The first “brush weir’’ to be constructed in this 
region was in use during the season of 1914. In this type, brush is 
placed above the surface of the water, as wellas below. Itis attached 
to posts, and extends but a few feet above the surface of the water 
at high tide. In many of the more recently built weirs, the brush 
is replaced by seine, or twine, which is removed during the winter. 

The fish are directed into the weir by a lead made of brush, driven 
into the sea bottom, extending from the shore to the mouth of the 
weir. When a supply of fish has entered the weir, a net is dropped 
over the mouth, and the fish are seined (PI. IJ, fig. 1) with a purse 
seine, then bailed into dories from which they are transferred to the 
sardine-fishing boats. Some of the weirs near Grand Manan Island 
are large enough to permit the entrance of the sardine boats them- 
selves, in which case the fish are bailed or hoisted directly into the 
large boats CRI Ey fists 2), 

Occasionally, ahaa the fish remain off the shore, or for any reason 
do not enter the weir, the fishermen resort to seining. Fish taken 
in this way, however, are generally considered less desirable for 
packing than those from weirs, because of the large amount of feed 
often present in their digestive tracts. Since seined fish taken in the 
evening are not delivered to the cannery until the following morning, 
a certain amount of spoilage may occur during the night while they 
are held in the boat. The State of Maine has enacted laws restricting 
the seining of fish(17). Ordinarily the sea herring is caught while 
in search of food, or while actively engaged in feeding. Consequently, 
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weir fish also contain “‘feed,’’ at times in great quantities. Such 
fish, however, free themselves of excessive feed if left long enough 
in the weir. 

TRANSPORTATION. 

Most of the boats which carry the fish from the fishing grounds 
to the canneries are now well equipped and admirably suited to the 
purpose (Pl. ill). The sailing vessels formerly used have been 
superseded by boats equipped not only with sails but also with gasoline 
engines as auxiliary power, and have a carrying capacity of from 10 
to 100 hogsheads ! of fish. Each boat is provided, below decks, with 
a large tank or hold, which in the newer boats is watertight, to prevent 
the entrance of bilge water. The fish are carried in these tanks. 
The fishing fleet comprises privately owned boats, as well as those 
belonging to the various canneries. The fish are bought at the weirs 
by the captains of the boats, who act as agents for the canneries 
employing them. In addition to the cost of the fish, the canner pays 
the boatman for transportation at a stipulated rate, usually (1914) 

from $1.50 to $2.50 per hogshead, according to the distance the fish 
are carried. 

PICKLING AND SALTING. 

In early years the fish were taken in the fresh state to the canneries 
(Pl. TV), where they were held in tanks of strong brine for about two 
hours, or until they ‘struck,’ a term applied by the experienced 
fishman in the pickling sheds to indicate the condition of the skin 
and the appearance of the fish when properly salted. At present, 
in order to save time during transportation, salt is sprinkled liberally. 
throughout the mass of the fish as they are piaced in the hold of the 
boat, the amount varying from 1 to 24 sacks, of about 190 pounds 
each, to the hogshead, according to the length of time it takes to 
reach the cannery and the quality of the fish, as judged by the boat- 
man. Or a strong brine, made by adding the proper proportion of 
sea water to the fish, and salt may be used. The addition of dry 
salt draws out from the fish enough water to form a pickle, which 
sometimes is pumped off and at other times allowed to remain. Asa 
rule, when the sea is rough no water is added, and the pickle formed 
by the addition of salt is pumped off during the voyage, so that the 
fish may be carried in practically a solid bulk, thus preventing 
damage to them from the rolling of the vessel. 

At the cannery the fish are hoisted from the boat (Pi. ILI, fig. 2) 
into long chutes down which they are conveyed by a stream of run- 
ning water into tanks in the pickling room. If the fish have been 
long enough in salt during the trip to the cannery, they are simply 

1Jn practice, on the‘ Eastern Coast,’’ as the shore from Jonesport eastward is termed, a hogshead is rated 

as holding 10 tubs of fish, the weight of which is 1,000 pounds. The average weight of a number of tubs 

of fish, when taken at the weirs, has been found to be 129 pounds, thus making the weight of a hogshead 

1,290 pounds. On the coast west of Jonesport, known localiy as the ‘‘ Western Coast,’ the fish are sold 

by the bushel, 15 bushels being considered as the equivalent of a hogshead. 
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Fic. {.—BRUSH WEIR ON THE COAST OF MAINE. 

Fic. 2.—A WEIR (LEFT) PROVIDED WITH A POUND (RIGHT). 
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FIG. |.—SEINING THE WEIR. 

Hauling the fish, by means of small dip nets, into dories, from which they are later transferred to the 
larger boats. 

UP wae fod ing 

FiG. 2.—SEINING THE WEIR. 

Hauling the fish directly into the sardine boats by means of a large seine, 
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I.—TYPICAL SARDINE FISHING BOATS. FIG. 

FIG. 2.—UNLOADING FISH AT CANNERY. 
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Fic. |.—OLD TYPE OF MAINE SARDINE CANNERY. 

FIG. 2.—MOoODERN MAINE SARDINE CANNERY. 
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Fig. |.—SCOOPING FISH FROM PICKLING TANK ONTO THE TAIL OF THE FLAKING 

MACHINE. 

Fic. 2.—FLAKING MACHINE. 
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Fic. I.—MACHINE FOR FRYING FISH IN OIL. 

FIG. 2.—MACHINE WHICH AUTOMATICALLY DELIVERS A DEFINITE QUANTITY 

OF OIL TO PACKED CANS OF FISH. 
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passed through tanks containing very weak pickle. If they have 
not been sufficiently pickled during transportation, they are held in 
tanks filled with strong brine for from one to two hours. 

FLAKING. 

In a few canneries the fish are beheaded as soon as they are taken 
from the boats, but, as a rule, the whole salted fish are bailed from 
the pickling tank into the receiving trough of the flaking machine. 
The traveling apron of the machine (PI. V, fig. 1) extends from the 
floor above into the pickling room below. Carried along by the 
traveling apron to this machine, the sardines are distributed, more 
or less evenly, depending upon the manner in which the machine 
is operated, on the flakes, square or rectangular wire frames, about 
3 by 1} feet, securely bound around the edge with a 1-inch galva- 
nized metal band (PI. V, fig. 2). Several of the canneries putting out 
a superior quality of sardines distribute, or flake, the fish by hand, 
thus securing a very even distribution on the flakes, a most impor- 
tant factor in the production of quality in the pack. The flakes carry 
the fish through the rest cf the canning process until they are ready 
to be placed in the cans. 

STEAMING. 

From the flaking machine, the flakes are passed, on racks mounted 
on wheels, or, in a few cases, suspended from a track on the ceiling, 
to the steam chest. Here the fish are subjected to treatment with 
live steam for from 10 to 15 minutes. 

DRYING. 

The racks containing the steamed flaked fish are next taken to the 
drying chamber, where they are brought to the proper degree of 
dryness by one of several methods. Three types of driers are in 
use at the present time: The tunnel or “air” drier; the kiln or 
“oven” drier; and a combination of the kiln drier with a ‘“ Ferris 
wheel.”’ In the tunnel drier, which method has practically super- 
seded the once popular Ferris wheel device(29), as well as the old- 

fashioned kiln drier, the air, heated by being passed over steam 
coils, or by waste flue gases, is blown or drawn over the racks of fish. 
Where the kiln drier or Ferris wheel drier is still in use a glowing 
bed of anthracite coal supplies the heat. 

FRYING IN OIL. 

In canneries where the sardines are fried in oil, the fish, after 
having been flaked, either by hand or by a well-operated machine, 
are dried in the usual manner, without, however, having been put 
through the steam chest, transferred to frying baskets which are 
immersed in hot oil, cooked, cooled, and packed in cans (PI. VI, 
fig.1). From this point the procedure is the same as for the steamed 
fish. 
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FILLING THE CANS. 

From the driers, the racks are taken to the packing room, where 
women first remove the heads of the fish by cutting with scissors 
(‘‘shearing’”’), or, if the sardines are small, by snipping them off with 
the fingers (‘‘snipping”’). The fish are then packed in the cans. 
In most canneries the filled cans are placed in rectangular pans, with 
a capacity of 25 cans each, the pans being then stacked in tiers and 
carried on trucks to the sealing machine. In others the cans are 
passed directly to a traveling belt which carries them to the oiling 
a sealing machines. 

ADDING THE OIL. 

In plants where the oiling device is not attached to the sealing 
machine the cans are taken from the packing room to an automatic 
machine (PI. VI, fig. 2), which can be set to deliver a definite amount 
of oil to each can. Twenty-five cans may be filled with oil each time 
a& pan containing this number passes through it. Similar oiling 
machines are sometimes operated by a hand lever. 

Im many canneries, however, the oiling device is attached to the 
sealing machine, making it possible to accomplish these two steps 
in one operation. 

SEALING THE CANS. 

At the sealing machine the covers are placed on the cans filled with 
sardines and oi! and passed through the rolls. Three different types 
of machines are in use for closing sardine cans. The machines in 
most general use are equipped with rolls which travel around the 
projecting edges of the can and the lid as it fits over the can, crimping 
the edges of the can and the lid together and at the same time com- 
pressing them (PI. VII, fig. 1). Another type of machine seals the 
lid on by direct compression. ‘The can is held firmly between jaws 
which close together, crimping the lid upon the cans (PI. VII, fig. 2). 
The third method hermetically seals the cans by the use of solder, 
which is placed upon the edge of the can. The lid and can are then 
passed, by means of a mechanical device, under heated rolls. 

PROCESSING OR STERILIZATION. 

The sealed cans are processed in tanks of boiling water for one 
and three-fourths to two and one-fourth, sometimes two and one- 
half, hours, according to the individual packer’s idea of the time 
necessary for sterilization. One or two canneries employ retorts for 
sterilization. These are cast-iron cylindrical or rectangular steam- 
heated kettles with tightly fittmmg covers or doors, the contents of 
which can be heated under pressure. 

STORING THE CANS. 

After processing the cans are removed from the tanks, dried, and 
partially cleaned (Pl. VIII, fig. 1) by mixing them with sawdust and 
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shoveling sawdust over them. They are then sent to the storage 
room below and allowed to cool (Pl. VIII, fig. 2), after which each can 
is tested and then packed in a shipping case, or, as it is termed by 
the trade, ‘‘shook.”’ 

THE CANS. 

As already stated, the cans used for packing sardines in oil are 
designated, according to their size, as quarter oil, high-quarter oil, 
and half oil, while those used for packing sardines in mustard sauce 
are called quarter mustard and three-quarter mustard. The quarter 
oil and the quarter mustard cans are the same size. The greater 
part of the sardine pack is put up in oil, in the quarter size cans, 
and about 25 per cent of the normal output in mustard sauce, mostly 
in the three-quarter size cans. Lacquered cans, made from tin coated 
with a preparation which prevents the action of the acid in the sauce 
upon the metal, are employed only for mustard sardines. A case of 
quarter oil or mustard sardines contains 100 cans, while a case of 
three-quarter size mustards contains 48 cans. 

The cans used for both oils and mustards are divided into two 
classes, the key-opening and the keyless. Projecting from the corner 
of the key-opening or three-piece can, the bottom of which is soldered 
on, is a small lip to which the key for opening the can is attached. 
One objection to this type of can is that, in order to open it with 
the ‘brights’? up, the fish must be packed with the belly portions 
against the bottom of the can. It is practically impossible to inspect 
properly the quality of the fish placed in such cans or the manner in 
which they have been packed. These cans also are more subject to 
small leaks than are some of the other types. The key-opening two- 
piece can, provided with a scored top, lacks some of the objectionable 
features of the three-piece can, but is less successfully opened. The 
keyless cans, also called drawn cans, or two-piece cans, are stamped 
directly from sheets of tin by means of a power press and die. Key 
openers for these cans are made by scoring the covers around the 
edges and providing a projecting lip at one corner or at the end for 
the key. 

TABLE 2.—Size of sardine cans.) 

Length. Width. Height. Lid set in. 

Type of can. a 
‘enti- Centi- Centi- Centi- 

Inches. meters. Inches. meters. Inches. meters. Inches. meters. 

Three-quarter mustard (keyless) .---. 424) 11.9 one 8.8 146 3.8 or 0.35 
EValvOWN(keyye 2 2 ee ee 4g | 11.6 344 8.5 13, 2.7 = 3 
One-quarter oil and mustard, drawn 

ecany(keyvless) sans scenes e cece ee meas eeu 571 WED 7.5 25 2.0 a 583 
Dons a2 Btoes sae raecensoueueoes ZEEE MSO a5 229: 7.5 28 2.0 <r 35 

One-quarter oil and mustard, 3-piece 
Can ikey)) ey eA teen pie ee 4s |. 10:7 28 7.6 24 1.9 oor a6} 
BDO oe ea en: 48, | 10.6 231 7.6 a8 18 &s .35 

HMigh-Guanterss2 3205 STG. SosT Ee 4°; | 10.6 234 7.6 ize 2.9 or .35 

1 Since these measurements were taken, the height of the one-quarter cans has been reduced ¥; inch. 
In BIW. ol one possible changes, these dimensions may not be exactly correct to the fractions of inches 
or centimeters. 
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Table 2 gives the inside measurements, expressed in inches and 
centimeters, of representative types of the cans in use. This will 
serve as a reference and give a general idea of the size of cans in 
which sardines are commonly packed. 

The size of the sardine cans varies from the keyless one-quarter oil 
and mustard drawn can, which is 4% inches long, 242 inches wide, and 
23 inch high, with the cover set in 3%; inch, to the keyless three- 
quarter mustard size, which is 423 inches long, 37 inches wide, and 
145 inches high, with the cover setin 3; inch. The capacity of the 
low-quarter cans in use during the seasons of 1913 and 1914 varied 
from 154 to 157 ce in the case of the keyless type, and from 150 to 
156 cc for the key cans. With the covers on, the capacity was from 
120 to 125 cc and from 112 to 114 cc, respectively, for the two types. 
At the present time, the low-quarter and three-quarter cans (PI. 

IX) are more commonly used than the high-quarter and half sizes. 
The number of the half-size and the high-quarter cans used, however, 

increased greatly in 1916, and it is expected that as the quality of the 
pack improves, sardines in larger cans will be more in demand. The 
quarter-size cans, designated as high-quarter and low-quarter (PI. 
IX, figs. 1 and 2), have the same length and width, while the height 
of the low-quarter size is § inch and that of the high-quarter cans 
14 inches. Both types come in the form of three-piece cans, with 
key openers, and also as the keyless, drawn cans. The same size 
cover serves for both types. The three-quarter mustard cans are 
33 inch higher than the half oils (Pl. TX, figs. 3 and 4); otherwise 
the two varieties are of the same size. Both come with the bottom 
soldered on, to permit the use of the key-opening device, but the bottom 
of the keyless three-quarter can is rolled on. The same covers ft both 
types. The half oil can is the only style in that size now made, and 
it is not used as extensively as its merits would seem to warrant. 

The empty cans are delivered from the can factory to the cannery 
in the shooks or shipping cases, and are generaliy stored in the can- 
neries until they are needed. The covers are handled separately, in 
large bulk, in special boxes, or crates, for containers. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS. 

The methods of analysis used, which were adopted after preliminary 
experiments had been made with them, are as follows: 

SAMPLING. 

Take a quantity of fish large enough to represent fairly the entire lot. Wipe with 
a dry towel or spread out cn paper for an instant, to remove the water adhering to the 

surface of the fish. Behead and eviscerate, as the case requires, and thoroughly grind 

and mix by passing a number of times through a meat grinder, previously dried. 

Sample and transfer to a pint size, screw-cap Mason jar, provided with the usual 

rubber gasket, portions of this lot sufficient for analysis. 
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Fic. |.—ROLL TYPE SEALING MACHINES. 

Fic. 2.—COMPRESSION TYPE SEALING MACHINES. 
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Fic. 1.—|DEVICE FOR CLEANING CANS. 

Sawdust is passed down the rotating tube with the cans, 

Fic. 2.—CANS OF SARDINES AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN 

PROCESSED. 

It may take from 8 to 10 hours for the interior of such a pile, which is 
100 feet long, 8 feet wide, and from 4 to 5 feet deep, to lose its heat, 
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FIG. I.—HIGH-QUARTER OIL SARDINE FIG. 2.—ORDINARY LOW-QUARTER OIL 

CAN. SARDINE CAN. 

FIG. 3.—ONE-HALF OIL SARDINE CAN. Fia. 4.—THREE-QUARTER MUSTARD 
SARDINE CAN. 
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In the same way, by grinding and mixing through the meat chopper, prepare the 

contents of the cans. Wipe the last traces of oil from the interior of the can with the 

ground fish. 
MOISTURE. 

Spread thinly 2 or 3 grams of sample in 23-inch lead-foil caps, and dry in vacuo 

(25 to 28 inches) for 5 hours at 55° C. 

FAT. 

Extract the dried residues from the moisture determinations for from 12 to 15 hours 

in a Knorr fat extraction apparatus with 50 cc of absolute ether, prepared over sodium. 

Evaporate the ether at as low a temperature as possible, and dry the ether extract 

1 hour at 55° C. in vacuo. 
ACIDITY OF FAT(9). 

Dissolve the dried ether extract residues in 50 cc of benzol. Add 2 drops of phenol- 

phthalein and determine the acidity by titrating with N/20sodium ethylate. Calcu- 

late the acidity as cc of N/20 sodium ethylate per | gram of fat. 

TOTAL NITROGEN. 

Determine by the Gunning modification of the Kjeldahl method (A. O. A. C. 

Methods, 1916, p. 7). 
AMMONIA NITROGEN. 

®  Nessler(8).1—Weigh 3-gram samples and transfer to large test tubes, or small Kjeldahl 

flasks, with 20 to 25 cc of water. Add3cc of 10 per cent solution of potassium carbon- 

ate, 3 cc of 15 per cent solution of potassium oxalate, and a little heavy cylinder oil. 

Pass a strong current of ammonia-free air through this mixture for four hours. Collect 

the ammonia in 5 cc of N/20 sulphuric acid contained in a 100-cc volumetric flask. 

After aerating, dilute the contents of the flask to the 100-cc mark. Transfer a 25-cc 

aliquot portion to a 100-cc volumetric flask and dilute nearly to the mark. After 
adding 2 cc of Nessler solution and making to volume, compare the density of the 

color of the solution in a Duboscq colorimeter with that of a known standard. 

Titration.—Weigh 3-gram samples and transfer to large test tubes, or small Kjeldahl 

flasks, with 20 to 25 ce of water. Add 3cc of 10 percent solution of potassium carbon- 

ate, 3 cc of 15 per cent solution of potassium oxalate, and a little cylinder oil. Force 

a strong current of ammonia-free air through this mixture for four hours. Collect the 

ammonia in 5 cc N/20 sulphuric acid, in a 100-cc volumetric flask. After aeration, 

titrate the excess acid in the flasks with N/50 alkali, using methy] red as the indicator. 

TOTAL VOLATILE NITROGEN FOR THE SEPARATION OF AMMONIA AND AMINES. 

Weigh thirty 3-gram samples into tubes of the Folin apparatus, or small Kjeldahl 
flasks, arranged for the aeration method for the determination of ammonia. To each 

add about 25 cc ammonia-free water, a pinch of sodium fluorid, 3 cc of 15 per cent 

potassium oxalate, and 3 cc of 10 per cent potassium carbonate. Aerate four hours. 

Collect the alkaline volatile nitrogen compounds in 5 ce of N/20 sulphuric acid. 

After the necessary time has elapsed, remove the flasks, and titrate back with N/50 

potassium hydroxid. Use methyl red for the indicator. The acid used is equivalent 

to the total volatile nitrogen, that is, the sum of the ammonia and amines present. 

1 Although a number of determinations of ammonia by the Nessler method were made, they are reported 

in only a few of the tables. The term “‘ammonia,” as used in the tables and text, represents the total 

volatile alkaline material (ammonia and amines) as determined by the titration method. In the decompo- 

sition studies, and the work on the formation of ammonia and amines here reported, the total volatile 

alkaline bases are separated into the amines and ammonia. In the work on the decomposition of the 

copepods (feed), and on theinfluence of the temperature of storage on the formation of ammonia and amines, 

the amines were further separated into their three classes by a method recently devised. 
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SEPARATION OF AMMONTA FROM AMINES (6). 

Unite the distillates obtained by the preceding method in a large dish, make dis- 

tinctly acid, and evaporate until the volume is about 400 cc. Wash into a 500-ce 

graduated flask, and cool. If the total volatile nitrogen exceeds a strength equiva- 
lent to 30 cc N/10 in amount, make up to 500 cc, and transfer a portion equivalent to 
20 to 30 ce of N/10 to another 500-ce flask. If the amount of total volatile nitrogen is 

less than the equivalent of 20 cc N/10, add enough of a standard solution of ammonia 

to raise the content to that point. Add to the liquid in the 500-cc graduated flask 10 ce 

of a solution made by mixing equal parts of 20 per cent sodium hydroxid and 30 per 

cent sodium carbonate. Fill to the mark with water. Now add 0.1 gram of yellow 

mercuric oxid for each ce of N/10 acid to which the total volatile nitrogen present in 

the solution is equivalent. Stopper tightly, cover with a black cloth to exclude light, 

and shake one hour. Allow to stand 12 hours, or overnight, to permit the oxid of mer- 

cury to settle. Separate from the mercuric oxid by forcing the liquid through a tube 

containing a little absorbent cotton, using a moderate blast. Discard the first 20-30 

ec. Distill 200 cc of the filtrate in duplicate into standardized acid. The amount of 

acid required is equivalent to the nitrogen present as amines. The total volatile 

nitrogen minus the amine nitrogen equals ammonia nitrogen. Express the quantities 

as milligrams of nitrogen per 100 grams of sample. 

AMINO ACID NITROGEN. 

The few determinations of amino acid reported were made in Klein’s (14) modifica- 

tion of Van Slyke’s apparatus, before the latest Van Slyke method was published. 

VOLATILE SULPHUR. 

Weigh 100-gram samples into 800-cc Erlenmeyer flasks, to which have been added 
400 ce of water and 10 cc of a 20 per cent solution of phosphoric acid. Distill 150 ce 

into an excess of N/20 potassium hydroxid by steam distillation in 45 minutes. 

Neutralize the excess of alkali by titration with N/20 hydrochloric acid. To the dis- 

tillate add 25 cc of approximately N/100 iodin solution, and, after allowing it to stand 

from 5 to 10 minutes, titrate the unreduced iodin with N/100 thiosulphate solution, 

Calculate the volatile sulphur as cubic centimeters of N/100 iodin per 100 grams of fish. 

CHLORIN. 

Sodium chlorid (salt).—Determine by the Volhard method(31), after the samples 

have been ashed at a low temperature with an excess of bicarbonate of soda, free from 

chlorin. 
TIN. 

Add 50 ec of concentrated sulphuric acid to the material in a Kjeldahl flask, and add 

concentrated nitric acid, boiling until all organic matter is destroyed. Rinse out the 

flask into a 600-cec beaker with boiling water, diluting to 400 cc. Neutralize with 

ammonium hydroxid, and add 5 cc hydrochloric acid. Heat on hot plate to 95° C., 

cover with a watch glass, and pass in a slow stream of hydrogen sulphid for one hour. 

Digest on a hot plate for two hours. Filter, using an ll-cem 8. & S. filter. Wash with 

three portions of a wash solution (composed of 100 ce saturated ammonium acetate, 

50 ce glacial acetic acid, 850 cc water) alternated with three portions of hot water. 

Place filter and precipitate in a 50-cc beaker and digest with three successive portions 
of ammonium polysulphid, bringing to a boil each time and filtering through a 9 cm 

filter. Wash with hot water. Acidify with acetic acid, digest on a hot plate for one 

hour, and filter through a double 11-cm filter. Wash with two portions of wash solu- 
tion alternated with two portions of hot water. Place filter and precipitate in weighed 

porcelain crucible and dry at 110° C. Ignite very gently at first, later with the full 

burner. Finally heat strongly with a large Meeker burner or blast lamp. Weigh as 

oxid of tin, and calculate percentage of milligrams of tin. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE SEA HERRING. 

The average composition of the fresh herring, as determined from 
results obtained throughout the season, is given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3.—Average composition of sea herring. 

‘ Fat Ash 
Herring. Water. | Protein. | (ether | (mineral 

extract).1| matter). 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
72.5 19.5 6.5 1.5 

IRBs sade Gan todR ce EIA SITE Cae eres Sao RR ey tee EE 68.5 14.3 16.0 1.2 

1 The fat content of these fish may vary from 5 to 18 per cent during the packing season. 

VARIATION IN Fat AND WATER CONTENT OF THE FISH. 

Several investigators have noted the fact that the fat content of 
fish varies with the season, being noticeably low in the spring. Few 
analyses showing the difference in composition and seasonal variation 
in the fat content of fish have, however, been reported. According 
to Dr. John Hjort, director of fisheries of Norway (12), the maximum 
fat content, 15.52 per cent, in the Norwegian sardine (the brisling) is 
found in September, and the minimum amount, 4.65 per cent, in 
April. The amount of fat stored up in the muscular tissue and 
viscera of the herring during the summer is consumed during the 
winter. Conversely, the water content is lower during the summer 
than in the winter months. This fish is inferior in quality through 
the winter, or period of low fat content. In discussing the quality 
of fish used for packing sardines, Dr. Hjort stated that ‘The quality 
of all three species, herring, brisling, and pilchard, is a feature which 
changes with age and season.”’ 

H. Lichtenfelt (15) states that the eeu tissue of fish changes in 
composition at definite periods of the year, the fat content depending 
on the age of the fish, the food eaten, and the spawning season. 
During the hunger period (scarcity of food) the percentage of water 
increases, while that of dry matter and of protein decrease. 

Milroy (18) found great differences in the composition of the muscles 
of fish of larger size than are commonly used for sardines, taken from 
the same waters in different months. The percentage of fat in fish, 
the ovaries of which were immature, was in the summer about the 

same as the average for herring. During August, September, and 
October the percentage of fat continued to increase. It decreased 
slightly in November, more in December, and most markedly during 
spawning, continuing at a low level until the fish began to feed again. | 
This investigator points out the probability that the decrease in fat 
in the muscle tissues of the fish is accompanied by an increase in the 
water content. 
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The herring studied by Heinecke (18) contained the largest amount 
of fat during September and October. 

According to Johnstone (13), the full and unripe herrings caught 
during the summer (June to August) are much richer in fat or oil 
than the same kind of herring caught during the fall and winter 
(October to December). His results show also that the percentage 

variation in the water and fat content of the fish is closely comple- 
mentary. 

The monthly variations in the water and fat contents of the Maine 
herring of various sardine sizes as they were brought to the canneries 
are shown in Table 4. The analyses were made not on the fresh fish, 
but on fish which had been held in salt or pickle for varying periods. 
The results are therefore influenced by the salt taken up by the fish 
and the amount of water and extractive material lost, and can not 
be considered as representative of fresh fish. 

Tape 4.—Water and fat content of sea herring by months (1918). 

Water. Fat. 
Number 

Description of fish and month caught. of 
samples. | Maxi- | Mini- | Aver- | Maxi- | Mini- | Aver- 

mum. |mum.]| age. | mum. | mum. | age. 

July: 
Oil size— Re ct. | P= Che Bch. | Bathe |e. Cit ee aeces 

Not.eviscerateds: 425. 052-0222. .0 6 70.91 53.23 65.28 52.55 3.93 4.80 
Bwviscerated: = 2 oseles- coon s eee 2} 69.68 61.54 65.61 6.06 4.36 5.21 

Mustard size— 
Not eviscerated: 2-22.02 See ee 10 | 66.90 | 48.72] 61.99] 18:61 eeal 12.94 
Miviscerated \2-be-22 2c. eee Moe 4| 64.10] 52.84] 60.06 | 14.24 9. 26 13.01 

August: | 
Oil size— 

Not eviscerated...--.-.:.:-...-..-:- 10 71.28 60. 62 65.32 11.25 6.03 9.48 
IB visCerated:.< 22h.) fe tte 1 64. 60 64.60 64. 60 7.30 7.30 7.30 

Mustard size— 
Noteviscerated:.. 2. .2...222.-2.8..- 4 65.32 58.32 61.62 15. 63 10s 87 13.44 
VISCCT ALC eee seen eee 1 62.46 62.46 62.46 12.38 12.38 12.38 

September: | 
Oil size— | 

Notevisceratedss.2: +4222 eee enee 4 | 70.381 60.08} 67.74 8.49 5t3L 6.31 
Mustard size— 

Notieviscerated) 22-2 2225 se 2 | 4 64.85 59. 96 62.43 15.07 8.54 11.32 
October: 

Oil size— 
Not eviscerated............-..------ 8 |. 72.16 | 59.18 65.10 | 14.25 5.09 8.75 
Be vascerated 422 sie ee Se aoe ee 3 71.51 64.55 69.18 9.68 7.84 9.00 

Mustard size— 
Not eviscerated-- =... esa. tees 3°| 68:13 | 55.54 |) -59/81 |; 16..00.\)/ 10756 13.16 

The average fat content of the oil-size fish was greatest in August, 
in the case of the uneviscerated fish, and in October in the case of the 
eviscerated fish. In July the fat content was comparatively low for 
each. The mustard size, or larger, fish did not show an appreciable 
increase from one month to the next, containing approximately 13 
per cent of fat from July until October. 

The low fat content for the oil-size fish found in September is 
accounted for by the fact that a number of analyses made on fish 
obtained from Castine, Me., are included. It is said that large num- 
bers of these fish run into this bay, where they remain until long after 
the food supply is exhausted, thus becoming very thin. 
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Fic. 1.—COPEPOD—CALANUS FINMARCHICUS (MAGNIFIED 26 TIMES). 

Fic. 2.—COPEPOD—TEMORA LONGICORNIS (MAGNIFIED 26 TIMES). 

Fic. 3.—AMPHIPOD—ENTHEMISTO COMPRESSA (MAGNIFIED 3 TIMES). 

THE MORE COMMON FORMS OF FEED OF THE SEA HERRING. 

(Photomicrographs by E. A. Read, Microchemical Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry.) | 
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Fic. [.—SCHIZOPOD (SHRIMP). EUPHASISID—MEGANYCTIPHANES NORWEGICA 

(MAGNIFIED 3 TIMES). 

Fia. 2.—EUPHASISID—THYSANOESSA INERMIS (MAGNIFIED 6 TIMES). 

THE MORE COMMON FORMS OF FEED OF THE SEA HERRING. 

(Photomicrographs by E. A. Read, Microchemical Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry.) 
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It is shown by these analyses that the smaller fish, of the real 
sardine size, contain much less fat in the early part of the packing 
season than later in the year. 

FOOD OF THE SEA HERRING. 

The sea herring, from which the Maine sardines are made, feeds 

upon, several varieties of marine life. According to European inves- 
tigators, the feed(19) consists of copepods, schizopods (shrimp-like 
forms), amphipods (sand fleas and their allies), the embryos of 
gasteropods and lamellibranchs, and young fish often of its own kind. 
In the examination of about 1,500 specimens at Eastport and vicinity 
Moore found but two kinds of food. Copepods (‘red feed”’) appeared 
to constitute the sole food of the small herrings, the so-called brit, and 
a marked portion of that of the larger individuals from 54 inches 
upward. The principal foods of the latter, however, were schizopods, 

crustaceans of the genus Thycanopoda, known to the fisherman as 
“shrimp.” 

Scott (26) states that of 22 species of microscopic crustaceans found 
in the stomachs of herrings examined by him the greater part were 
Calanus finmarchicus, Temora longicornis, and Pseudocalanus elongatus. 

In an investigation on the packing of American sardines conducted 
by the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, in 1911, at Eastport 
and Lubec(11), “red feed”’ was identified as the copepods Temora 

longicornis, and Calanus finmarchicus. 
Calanus finmarchicus and Temora longicornis were the most numer- 

ous of the crustaceans collected in the region, extending from Dochet 
Island to Grand Manan for the Marine Biological Station at St. 
Andrews, N. B.(16). 

Tn exploring the coast water between Nova Scotia and Chesapeake 
Bay, July and August, 1913, Dr. Henry B. Bigelow(@) found that 
of the copepods the most abundant species was Calanus finmarchicus, 
the Pseudocalanus elongatus ranking next, while in a few regions the 

_ Temora longicornis was the most abundant. He considers, however, 
that the Calanus finmarchicus is the most abundant form found in the 
waters of the Gulf of Maine. 

Apparently, therefore, the feed of the sea herring of the Passama- 
quoddy Bay region may be divided into two general classes: 

1. The copepods? (Pl. X), of which Calanus finmarchicus, Pseudo- 
calanus elongatus, and Temora longicornis are the species most often 
found, undoubtedly constitute the chief form of the ‘‘red feed.” 

The herring consumes the copepods which, in turn, feed upon micro- 
scopic plants, such as peridinia, and diatoms. R. Ramsey Wright(40) 

iJdentification of specimens made by the Division of Marine Invertebrates of the U.S. Nationa] 

Museum. 

5890° 
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classes copepods, which are approximately one-eighth inch long, as 
macroscopic forms of sea life. 

2. Schizopods,! or “shrimp” (Pl. XI), are the larger macroscopical 
forms on which the fish feed. 

FEeeEepy FIsH. 

Fish which have been feeding extensively on either of the two kinds 
of food known to the fisherman, as “red feed”’ and ‘‘shrimp”’ may be 
designated as ‘‘feedy fish.’”’ While there is little difference in the 
action of the two kinds of feed in rendering the fish unsuitable for 
packing, fish that have been feeding upon “‘red feed’’ become broken 
and deteriorate a little more rapidly than fish that have been feeding 

on shrimp. Bacteriological examination of the feed showed that the 
bacterium commonly associated with copepods grows faster and 
produces a slightly greater amount of gas than the organism found 
on the shrimp. 

‘‘Weedy”’ fish, in so far as its influence on the quality of the sardines 

is concerned, is perhaps the most troublesome factor in the sardine 
industry. Fish more or less gorged with food deteriorate very 
rapidly when taken from the water, while those having their digestive 
tracts free from food remain in good condition for a comparatively 

long time thereafter. As decomposition progresses the thin belly 
portion of the fish gradully sloughs away, producing the characteristic 
ragged appearance termed “belly blown.” The rate of deterioration 
depends upon the quantity of and the stage of digestion of the food 
material contained in the digestive tract, and the bacteria accom- 
panying it. Feed recently eaten appears to cause a greater degree 
of deterioration than that which has been partially digested. Bac- 
teriological studies have shown that the stomach portions of the 
digestive tract are sterile when free from feed, even when digestion 
in the intestines is incomplete. By the time feedy fish reach the 
cannery they have deteriorated to such an extent and are so badly 

broken that a large percentage is entirely unfit for packing. 
In the French sardine industry(27), where bait is employed in 

catching the fish, the strictest attention is given to the quality of 

the bait in order to avoid decomposition in the fish. As late as 1853 
the use of a prepared bait containing especially powdered prawn and 
shrimp was forbidden by royal decree, as it was held that it spoiled 
the fish by facilitating decomposition. In this connection it is inter- 
esting to note that the bacteria found associated with the feed (p. 24) 

were capable of decomposing fish tissue. One of these organisms 
forms spores which resist drying but are capable of growth and 
reproduction when conditions again become favorable. The bait 
mentioned, prepared from dried shrimp, doubtless contained the 

iTdentification of specimens made by the Division of Marine Invertebrates of the U. S. National 

Museum. 
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spores of this organism (Walfischrauschbrand) which was responsible 
for the decomposition of the fish. 

In the preparation, of anchovies, ‘‘Appetitsild,” and “ Gabelbissen,” 

an extensive industry in Germany (28), the importance of using fish 

from which the feed has been eliminated is recognized. Practically 
all the fish used in the German industry are imported from Norway, 
where whole schools at a time are caught in powerful purse seines. 
The fish are kept in the seines for one to several days that they may 
free themselves of partly digested food, after which they are shipped 
to Germany in large hogsheads containing weak pickle. 

The Maine sardine canners regard seined fish as inferior for packing 
on account of their excessively feedy condition. At times weir fish 
contami as much food as seined fish, but, owing to the necessity of 
taking fish under conditions existing at the time these investigations 
were made, the inferiority of such fish is overlooked and feedy weir 
fish are used. 

ELIMINATION OF FEEDY FISH. 

The solution of the difficulty experienced with feedy fish is com- 
paratively simple. It can be accomplished by allowing the fish to 
remain in the water long enough to digest the feed contained in their 
alimentary tracts, which may vary from over one tide, 6 hours, to 
12 or 18 hours, depending on the quantity of feed present. The 
fishermen, and boatmen can readily determine when the fish are free 
from feed. For this purpose “pounds” or “pockets” (Pl. I, fig. 2) 
are attached to the weirs. A pound is practically a second weir 
adjoining the weir proper with a drop net between the two. The 
feedy fish are seined or driven into the pound, and held there for the 
requisite period. Doubtless a few weirs are situated where the water 
is so deep and the tidal currents so strong that it would be impossible 
to build pounds next to them. In such cases the fish may be held in 
the weirs. This is not, however, considered a good practice from 
the fisherman’s point of view, as the use of the weir for holding a 
catch over one or two tides deprives them of the opportunity of 
catching fish at the succeeding tides. At most weirs, pounds can be 
built with the same ease as the weir itself. 
A concerted demand on the part of the packers for fish free from 

feed will make it only a question of time before practically ali of the 
weirs will be provided with pounds. This would improve the quality 
of the pack by eliminating “feedy”’ fish, provide a more uniform 
supply of fish, place the purchasing of fish and the boating on a 
sounder basis, and help to eliminate the taking of quantities of fish 
in excess of the capacity of the cannery, thus reducing one great 
form of waste. 

Another solution of the ‘“‘feedy”’ problem is to cut and eviscerate 

the fish before beginning the canning process. Thus the feed and 
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viscera, which harbor the bacteria producing spoilage, are removed 
before an advanced stage of decomposition has been reached. 

. SWELLS. 

During the latter part of the season of 1913 reports reached the 
laboratory of trouble due to swells at a few of the canneries on the 
west coast. No cause for this condition could be found by those in 
charge of the canneries, and, in spite of all the precautions taken, it 

increased each year, until it was estimated that as much as 30 per 
cent of the pack of one or two factories had swelled during the season. 
Canners in other localities reported that they had about 1 per cent of 
swells in a season’s pack, though more were found in some seasons 
than in others. As it was felt that more trouble was due to swells 
than the majority of the packers were willing to admit, a special 
investigation was undertaken to determine the cause. 

At the close of the sardine packing season of 1913, an investigation 
on the canning of clams was made at the Eastport laboratory during 
which gas-producing, facultative anaerobic bacteria were found in 
canned clams processed under commercial conditions.t. A tempera- 
ture of 240° F. was required to destroy the spores of this organism, 
which suggested the possibility that this organism, or one of similar 
nature, might be responsible for swells in sardines. 

It was first planned to carry on the experimental part of the work 
at local points reporting the greatest number of swells. After the 
work was under way, however, statements from canneries along the 
whole coast indicated that the trouble was more general than at first 
supposed. In one case a canner reported that a large percentage of 
goods stored in his shipping room were ‘‘sweills.”? Another canner 
reported the finding of a large quantity of “swells” im a shipment 
made by boat to the Pacific coast. The reports in these cases were 
accompanied by samples of the ‘swelled’ goods. Bacteriological 
examinations of cans received from these canneries, as well as of 

cans of swelled sardines secured from packers which would be fairly 
representative of the whole Maine coast, showed the presence of an 
anaerobic organism in pure culture. It was then decided to extend 
this part of the investigation to the entire coast. 

The bacteriological part of the work was begun during the late 
fall of 1915 and continued during the early fall of 1916. As it pro- 
gressed it became apparent that the organism that was being studied 
as a cause of swelled cans was also probably responsible for the 
decomposition of the feed of herring, and, therefore, indirectly for the 
characteristic belly breaking of feedy fish. A more extensive study, 
including both chemical and bacteriological work, was therefore 
conducted during the early fall of 1916. 

1 Unpublished reports in the Bureau of Chemistry. 
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BAcTERIOLOGY OF THE FEED or HERRING AND ITS BEARING ON SWELLS IN CANNED 
SARDINES. 7 

In other investigations that have been made on swelled canned 
sardines the relation of the bacteria associated with the feed to the 
swelling of canned sardines has not been considered. Thus Cath- 
cart(5) gives the results of the bacteriological examination of swelled 
cans of sardines. All the cans examined emitted gas when they were 
opened. The contents had an extremely bad odor, but were normal 
in appearance. Four different organisms were isolated, one of which 
was found to be Bacillus coli. Injections made intraperitoneally into 
guinea pigs of cultures of the unidentified organisms proved two of 
them to be pathogenic, while the third, seemingly, had no effect. 
In a bacteriological study of swelled sardines canned in Maine aud 
New Brunswick, Sadler isolated eight straims of gas-producing 
bacteria from the sweils examined(25). Very complete detailed 

descriptions of the cultures and organisms found, including bio- 
chemical reactions and morphological and biological features, are 
given, in Dr. Sadler’s report. 
A very brief summary of the bacteriological studies made during 

this investigation upon the feed and upon swelled cans of sardines, 
both native and imported, is given here.t. No aerobic bacteria were 
found, but Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand, a rapid spore former, was 
isolated in pure culture. This organism was traced through the gills 
and stomach contents of the fish to the bodies of the live schizopods, 
usually in the thoracic region, and to the masses of copepods. It 
produced gas in the dead fish by its decomposition of the feed within 
the digestive tract. 

During the investigation another organism was isolated, first from 
the stomach contents of a fish ready to be packed and later traced to 
the massed copepods fresh from deep-sea water. This organism, 
designated as Bacillus B., was pathogenic to mice and guinea pigs 
and capable of producing a chemical decomposition similar to that 
produced by B. Walfischrauschbrand. 1t did not form spores, how- 
ever, and was therefore much less resistant to heat. The Bacillus 
Walfischrauschbrand lived through the processing of the sealed cans 
whenever the temperature of the bath was slightly below the boiling 
point and when cans floated or protruded above the surface of the 
water. 

Samples of various portions of the bodies of many herring were 
cultured anaerobically and aerobically. The flesh was invariably 
free from bacteria when the fish were removed from the weirs. 

1 The bacteriological work was conducted by M. M. Obst, of the Bureau of Chemistry(21). 

2 Baciilus Walfischrauschbrand is the name applied by Nielsen(20) to the organism found in whales 

made sick by being shot with arrows previously inoculated with material from dead whales. The 

practice of shooting with such arrows was employed in certain whale fisheries at that time. The animal 

was easier to harpoon and land by this method. 
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The gills and digestive tract harbored bacteria as long as feed was 
present, but apparently as soon as all feed and waste products were 
eliminated these portions freed themselves of bacteria. Portions of 
cod, rockfish, bass, and alewives were also examined. The alewives 

alone were obtained with no feed present, and out of 72, 47 con- 
tained neither feed nor bacteria. B. colt and B. Walfischrauschbrand 
were isolated from the cod. The flesh was free from bacteria in 
practically every instance. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE FEED oF HERRING. 

The crustaceans, to which group of sea life the feed of the sea her- 
ring belong, differ in composition from meats and fish in having a 
large proportion of the carbohydrate glycogen present in the liver. 
This is suggestive in connection with the rapid formation of gas 
observed in decomposing feed, such as schizopods and copepods. 

Undoubtedly the composition of the feed is of such a nature as to 
furnish an excellent medium for the growth of gas- and nongas-pro- 
ducing bacteria. 

In an investigation of the chemical composition of plankton, K. 
Brandt(4) obtained the following results on analyzing material which 
consisted almost entirely of copepods: 

TABLE 5.—Chemical composition of copepods (dry basis) (Brandt). 

Per cent. 

PYOLELID. B= Sess Jase eects pe ok Se Ne saggy ete ak er ce eae 58. 80 

Hiei tie R08 Soe Se Se Sk a ee SE dees fale gh alee oe ket oe ee 7. 40 

Carbohydrates (by-differemce).-- <0... 2-5-2 a2 ac eee ee ees 22. 88 

WA ican 2 ee Se Bg eet ie erry ener ee cee Gee re cre Ley eer 10. 92 

Composition of ash: 

Silica (S103) =. -<. a8 os steno ew, Se eG eee eee 2.31 

Common salt NaCl) hoe ees oe eae ea ee oe 1.49 

Other salisit. <5, cs. cc sete ttc reel eae 7.12 

He found the composition of the dry substance of copepods, which 
included varieties taken from fresh water, to be as follows: 

TABLE 6.—Average composition of copepods (dry basis) (Brandt). 

Per cent. 

‘Protelm 223 = 25 Fe leet I Od 5 he abe Sb aE? ae eee 59. 0 

Chitty sits Ward ope Se Le Sa ee Oe Pee ne kel tS yay Seek eee es 4.7 

Hatice see tS Ee ce 8 eo in Ee ee shea ee Neen 0 ed ce pee 7.0 

Carbohydrates. :i2.%.. 3 528k, ceo he es ee Ss a ee 2080, 

Nol t ae ee aR ee eae ENE cei! Necker iter Sobre Ae Maes Mate ering eS 9.3 

The results of the chemical analyses, made during this investigation 
on the feed of the sea herring, to determine the rate of decomposition 
are given in Table 7. The total volatile nitrogen, ammonia, and 
amines were determined as the indices of decomposition when the 
feed, copepods, and schizopods were allowed to spoil under the most 
favorable conditions in an incubator. The determination of the total 
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volatile alkaline material im a catch of plankton, which consisted 
almost entirely of diatoms, is also given. The rate of decomposition 

of fresh-water herring is included for the sake of comparison, with the 
rate of decomposition of the feed alone. 

In each case as many determinations were made as were possible 
with the amount of material at hand, which was not often large 
because of the difficulty of obtaming any kind of feed unless the 
water was very quiet. The amount of total volatile nitrogen found 
before incubation was so small that it seemed unnecessary to deter- 
mine amine nitrogen. 

TABLE 7.—Ammonia and amines per 100 grams in feed of sea herring. 

Held in incubator. 

When taken. 

24 hours. 48 hours. 72 hours. 
Feed.1 

Am- Am- Am- - 
Total.| mo- an Total.| mo- a Total.| mo- an Total.| mo- a 

iby nia. : nia. : nia. : 
oO TE Ea ee eed ea | 

Plankton from Woods Hole, : 
Mass., kept at 30° C.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg. | Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg. 
(chiefly diatoms)......... POP] eae (RNS EMY a Py Sem arama (eae certo AS Leora | Ince Ava Sabie | Soo. 

Plankton from St. Croix 
River off Campobello Is- 
fanaa (Chie fivyzcope pods) =|) 6504 heoees |e ace. oe ees | eee eeeecrl semen sleenace|ceceiee AQ 25 Zee eicia|ecisioi= 

Copepods from east and 

water east of Grand 
Man aneemcmersoe conc SOS EY ees oeieeaaes PAG NESE Cis GPA ladeecollaasuodl|sooded |Seooudllaoacoolleaehdc 

Copepods from north end 
of Grand Manan in very 
deep water.............-. COTE) esa Seale pgeseeaes 191.7} 143.4] 48.3) 296.8) 260.9} 35.9)-...-.|....-.]...... 

Schizopods from Wilson’s 
Beach Island, off Campo- L 
Ibellok aye eases ees 1p Url eSosballerboco | sascod lee seualsacaba Ssossea bucsealicececed 822.9} 602.3] 220.6 

Schizopods from Wilson’s | 
Beach Island, off Campo- 
be llon ee a ee BAGH eee ane 220.4) 88.2) 132.2) 787.6) 573.7| 213. 9/1009. 2) 832. 6} 176.6 

Feed taken from _belly- 
blown fish at wharf, East- 
DOLL Mesias sess act ck< Boils IGM SPS (| Seseeclsaeacdlsoceoc Innccodlleacoédlocoosdllcaqocal|boaceg|soncee 

Fresh-water herring from | | 
Taunton River, Taunton, | | 
IN Crisis Hae IA eee See ele Qu94 eee: eee 127.0) 111.6) 1524). --..- eee lessens 888. 3] 812.6) 75.7 

1 Samples were kept at incubator temperature (37.5° C.). 

Both ammonia and amines in very large quantities were found in 
the decomposing feed, schizopods and copepods. When allowed to 
spoil under these conditions and to the extent that took place during 
a period of from 48 to 72 hours, ammonia was found in much larger 
amounts than amines. From the limited number of determinations 
it was possible to make it was apparent that little difference, if any, 
exists in the rate of decomposition or in materials formed between 
copepods and schizopods. Considering the similarity of composi- 
tion of the two forms, it is quite probable that no difference in 
degree or kind of decomposition would be found. The examination 
of the feed taken from the viscera of belly-blown fish gave results 
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confirming those found under artificial conditions. Both ammonia 
and amines were present in appreciable amounts, the quantity of 
amines in this instance being in excess of the ammonia. 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS WITH BaAcILLUS WALFISCHRAUSCHBRAND AND 
Bactuuus B. 

To establish more firmly the conclusion that the decomposition of 
the feed and of the fish, resulting in the condition termed belly blown, 
is due to the presence of Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand and Bacillus B, 
found in great numbers in the samples of feed and swelled cans 
examined, and to show that the presence of these bacteria is indi- 
cated when volatile nitrogen bases are found in belly-blown fish, 
swelled cans, etc., these bacteria were grown in pure culture upon a 
medium containing fish protein, and the products resulting from 
their growth observed. The fish used for cultures 24, 25, 31, and 32 
(Table 8) were fresh Boston mackerel. Fresh-caught Potomac bass 
were used for cultures 27, 28, 29, and 30. After removing the skin, 
solid masses of meat were passed through a meat grinder and mixed 
with a solution of dextrose of such strength that the final mixture, of 
a uniform paste consistency, contained 0.2 per cent of dextrose. 
The whole was then sterilized under 15 pounds pressure. Portions 
of this paste were inoculated with 24-hour-old dextrose agar anaerobic 
cultures of the bacteria, and covered with an inch layer of sterilized 
fish broth made firm with 1.5 per cent agar and no nutriment, and 
then incubated at 374° C. until removed for analysis. Whenever a 
sample was removed for analysis, the presence of the bacterium 
with which it had been inoculated was determined positively. 

TABLE 8.—Ammonia and amines in pure cultures of Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand and 
Bacillus B grown wn the laboratory. 

Total volatile alkaline material as— 

Nitro- 
gen by ane 

Period | ; Percentage | 2™7mo| linity 
Bacteria and culture No. of incu- | Nitrogen per 100 grams. of total. Ae ces d eee 

bation. F sch 
asnitro-| per 
gen Der gram). 

m. 
Total Am- Am- Am- Am- ore 

monia.| ines. |monia.| ines 

Sterile: Days. Mg. Mg. Mg. | Perct.| Perct.| Mg. (Ole 
SOR ra pata riee eens ote Se el 7 LDF [Meee AS ee etd ane Sota etaie fia eee site 0. 55 0.0 

B. Walfischrauschbrand: 
28 2 259;.55) 21522 44.3 82.9 Ler re ea eS 

AAI Re ee Sete te He eae ee cali a na ata ema he | bavaiepetarens i OOuIersrsine te 
7} 510.1] 447.1 63. 0 87.7 12.3 9.95 2.1 
7 334. 6 286. 2 48. 4 85. 6 14.4 5.16 1) 

2 TAG aS i ae rapevel| cone teetcye | arose Senesarelllspatenterstnte[trepetaretercas 1.2 
4 208. 4 160. 3 48. 1 76.9 7a en Ua Ie ee 1.9 
3 159. 1 U2 isi 31.4 80. 3 io a A Pee ne Ue 
2 145.8 132. 6 T3?2 81.0 9.0 PAY AE eaten teas 
2 225.2 198. 8 26. 4 88. 2 11.8 DOG ieee 
Be Sie sire eer a eal lee ae AUS a be aN Bak et es 5.59 oS 

1These determinations were made by the latest amino acid method and apparatus. Van Slyke (J. 

Biol. Chem. (1913) 16:121). 
+ A few micrococci in this culture. 
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The results in Table 8 show that both ammonia and amines are 
formed when Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand and Bacillus B are grown 
in pure culture on fish media. Under the conditions which obtained 
when these experiments were made, amines are formed in smaller 
amounts than when the different lots of feed are decomposed at 
incubator temperature. It would appear that a larger proportion of 
amines are formed during the decomposition of the feed and the fish 
under natural conditions. 

In the cultures of Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand and Bacillus B 
used for the determination of ammonia and amines, positive tests for 
both indol and skatol were obtained. These results confirm those 
shown in Table 7—that ammonia and amines are produced by these 
organisms during the decomposition of the feed. 

CAUSE OF BELLY-BLOWN FISH. 

The fact that the bacteria found with the feed and in feedy fish 
decompose fish tissue, elaborating the same end products of decom- 
position as when the viscera and contents of herring decompose, 
points clearly to the cause of the condition of the fish termed “‘ belly 
blown.” It was shown (p. 86) that when the stomach and in- 

testinal tract of the fish are empty, or practically so, no bacteria are 
present. The bacteria associated with the feed are elimmated with 
the digested feed or destroyed during the process of digestion. Only 
when the stomach or intestines contain feed in an undigested or par- 
tially digested condition are these bacteria found in abundance. 
Their growth during these conditions, when the fish are dead, gives 
rise to the products of decomposition. At certain times during the 
prevalence of feed a large proportion of the fish on flakes just taken 
from the steam boxes have been seen with the belly portions ruptured 
in a manner suggesting an explosive bursting. Small amounts of gas 
often were found lodged in some portion of the digestive tract when the 
gas-producing organiam was also present. When occurring in suffi- 
ciently large amounts, the rapid expansion of this gas during the 
steaming process may cause the rupturing of the partially digested 
and weakened tissues surrounding the viscera. From this the term 
“belly blown” undoubtedly originated. 

As the decomposition in the viscera and contents progresses 
bacteria are carried into the surrounding tissues, which are rendered 
soft by the alkaline materials, ammonia and amines. The thin belly 
portion of the fish is disintegrated by the action of the bacteria, and as 
decomposition progresses this portion of the fish gradually sloughs 
away, producing the characteristic ragged appearance termed ‘belly 
blown” (Pl. XVIII). The rapidity with which this condition is 
brought about depends upon the extent to which the fish are gorged 
with feed and the kind of bacteria accompanying the feed. Several 
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lots of fish which contained feed when taken from the water showed, 
on reaching the canneries, an actual loss of 85 per cent due to belly- 
blown fish. A 25 to 50 per cent loss is not uncommon when feedy fish 
are taken. It is impossible to mistake the characteristic appearance 
of belly-blown feedy fish before or after packing. 

TRANSPORTATION OF THE FISH. 

A series of experiments were made to determine, both by chemical 
analysis and physical examination, the rate at which the fish decom- 
pose during transportation and their fitness for packing after being 
transported under different conditions. As a measure of the decom- 
position the total volatile nitrogen (ammonia and amines) was the 
only determination made. 

The fish were carried in the hold of a small sardine boat, in a large 
hogshead, approximately 34 feet at its greatest diameter by 4 feet 
deep, provided with a wire screen to serve as a well, extending from 
the top to the bottom, through which the water and pickle could be 
pumped. Samples were taken as the fish were removed from the 
water and at 2- to 4-hour intervals thereafter, up to 24 and 30 
hours. In one case samples of fish which had stood for 50 hours were 
examined. The samples that were taken during transit were placed 
in screw-cap Mason jars, which were kept in a mixture of salt and ice. 
‘They were frozen by this method, and were thus preserved until 
analyzed. At the laboratory the fish were cut and eviscerated, and 
samples made of the flesh and of the intestines and contents. A 
separate analysis was made of each. 

Fish CARRIED IN BULK WITHOUT SALT. 

Two lots were studied to determine the effect of transporting the 
fish in bulk without salt. The water dipped up with them was not 
drained off from the first lot. It was, however, pumped off from the 
second lot shortly after placing the fish in the hogshead, and at regular 
intervals thereafter. Five tubs of small fish, 4 to 5 inches in length 
and weighing 625 pounds net,* composed the first lot. : 

The first four samples (Table 10), which were taken at 2-hour 
intervals, represent conditions while in transit, whereas the sample 
taken at the end of 20 hours represents conditions while the fish were 
lying at the wharf overnight. The temperature of the fish in the 
middle of the hogshead at the time the 20-hour sample was taken 
was 54° F. The fish of this lot seemed to be in good condition when 
landed after the 5-hour run. At the end of 20 hours they had begun 

ordinary practice of loading the boats at weirs, the water does not completely drain from each tub of fish. 

The only drainage is through a number of half-inch holes in the measuring tubs while the tub is being filled. 
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to soften, and some water had collected. A sample of this water 
weighing 2 pounds, was taken at the end of 20 hours and also at the 
end of 24 hours. At the end of 24 hours the fish and water had an odor 
of decomposition, particularly the water, which had not been pumped 
off during transit. Unfortunately, some of the water had leaked out 
of the hogshead during the night, but the amount pumped off, to- 
gether with an estimate of that lost through leaking, made approxi- 
mately 50 pounds of water collected from this quantity of fish standing 

24 hours. 
The figures in Table 10 show plainly the rate of decomposition. 

The viscera and contents deteriorated somewhat during the 4- to 
the 6-hour period. At the end of the 20-hour period the content 
of total volatile nitrogen was just double that found at the end of 
the 6-hour period. Some decomposition was also evident in the 
flesh of the eviscerated fish at the end of the 6-hour period, while at 

the end of the 20-hour period marked decomposition had occurred. 
In the analysis of the viscera and contents and of the flesh, samples 
taken from the bottom of the hogshead showed more decomposition 
than samples collected from the top of the hogshead. These results 
indicate that the viscera and contents deteriorate more rapidly than 
the flesh of the fish, and that no very marked deterioration in the flesh 
occurs during the five hours of transportation. Subsequent bacterio- 
logical studies showed that the flesh of the fish was sterile or, at most, ° 
contained but few bacteria. Bacteria were very frequently found in 
the contents of the viscera. Decomposition would naturally occur 
in the viscera and contents before penetrating to the flesh. 

Five tubs of fish, weighing 628 pounds, were used in the second lot. 
The tubs of fish were allowed to drain thoroughly before being 
weighed; consequently but little water was present. After allowing 
the fish to stand in the hogshead for a few minutes, 14 buckets, 
weighing 25 pounds, of water were pumped off. The fish were 
brought to the laboratory after a 2-hour run and sampled every 
two hours, up to and including 12 hours, during the day while lying 
at the wharf. A sample was also taken the next morning at the 
end of 24 hours. After standing for 6 hours the water was pumped 
off and found to weigh 24 pounds. At the end of 12 hours an addi- 
tional 94 pounds of water was pumped off. After standing over 
night, or at the end of 24 hours, 74 additional pounds of water had 
formed. The total amount of water obtained in 24 hours was 40.6 
pounds. The water pumped off during the first 6 hours had but a 
slight color; at the end of the next 6-hour interval it was blood red; 
and at the end of the next 12-hour interval it was decidedly bloody. 
Both the 12- and 24-hour specimens precipitated a quantity of pro- 
tem from test portions. 
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When landed at the laboratory 2 hours after being taken from 
the weir these fish appeared to be in as good condition as when they 
were taken aboard. They had settled a little in the hogshead, be- 
coming more solid and compact. So far as the physical appearance 
would indicate, they were in good condition up to_and including the 
6-hour period. :At the end of 8 hours they had changed slightly, 
while 2 hours later a slight odor was noticeable in the hold of the 

boat and the fish seemed a trifle soft. After 12 hours had elapsed 
this softness was more pronounced, and the bellies of some of the 
fish were broken. At the end of 24 hours, although there was no 
decided odor of decomposition, the fish were soft and spoiled and 
the bellies of a number were broken. The fish on the top of the 
load had lost their luster (‘‘bloom’’) and taken on a dead whitish 

color, while those from the bottom were in worse condition, being 
badly broken and pressed out of shape by the mass above. Such 
fish were quite unfit for packing. The temperature of the fish 
in the hogshead at the end of the 6-hour period was 51° F. The 
temperature of the water in the bay at this time and during the 
time the fish lay at the wharf was 50° F. 

The analyses of samples from this lot of fish show at the end of the 
6- and the 8-hour period a sufficient increase in the amount of 
volatile nitrogen in the viscera and contents over that found in the 
‘fresh fish to indicate a slight decomposition. At the end of the 12- 
hour period the decomposition in the viscera and contents was 
marked, although there was no visible evidence of decomposition in 
the flesh. At the end of the 24-hour period, however, marked 

decomposition was shown in the flesh as well as in the intestines 
and contents. 

In this experiment the fish at the top of the load did not differ in 
amount of decomposition from those taken from the bottom of the 
pile. In this shipment the water was pumped off at intervals, 
whereas in the preceding experiment it was not. Evidently this 
drainage water tends to increase the rate of decomposition of the 
fish at the bottom of the mass from which it has not been removed, 
or, as might be expected, larger quantities of volatile nitrogen occur 
in fish standing in water drained from fish undergoing decomposition. 

FisH CARRIED IN BULK, SALTED AT THE Rate oF ONE-Hatr Sack PER HOGSHEAD. 

In this experiment five tubs of fish, weighing 649 pounds, were. 
employed. On being loaded, the fish were evenly salted at the rate 
of one-half sack per hogshead. The water dipped up with the fish 
was drained off and the pickle formed during the experiment pumped 
off at 2-hour intervals, with the exception of the 10-hour period. 
This pickle was weighed, sampled, and analyzed (Table 9). 
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TABLE 9.—Composition of pickle formed during transportation of fish in salt. 

Time of 0 i : Specific | Salt : 
forming Description. Weight. Bait y. | (NaCl). Nitrogen. 
pickle. 

Hours. : Pounds. |} Grams. Per cent. | Per cent. 
2) Very light, slight yellow color, clear. - ba) 13, 409 1.155 19. 93 0.072 
4 qient in color, with slight reddish tinge, 

CLE AI een Matis ahaa sap mee urine Se et 2.9 10, 227 1.145 18.55 134 
6 slightly reddish in color, slightly cloudy - 9.0 4,090 1.140 17.68 -178 
SiipReddish cloudy. 22255 32.0 secant 4.5 2,045 1.140 17.14 . 206 

12 Reddish, more cloudy, than that held 8 i 
OU See ee ee ee ieiavo eis tes\-yejeserearcteta) stole epi 4.21 1,912 1.130 15. 86 . 245 

74594 oe CO Sete CARS RE ECT ame a nia ears 11.0 5, 000 1.110 12.44 - 330 

Attention is directed to the decrease in the specific gravity and 
corresponding decrease in the percentage amount of salt, and to the 
increase in the percentage of nitrogen during each succeeding interval 
that the fish remained in salt. 

At the end of the 2 hours required for the run to the laboratory 
all the fish had ‘‘struck,” and at the end of the 4- to 6-hour 
period, they had begun to show the effects of salting, although still 
in fair condition. At the end of the 8-hour period they were 
hard and firm, and some showed the thin, pressed appearance charac- 
teristic of fish which have been carried too long in salt. The bellies 
of very few were broken at the end of 8 hours. Compared with 
the standard for quality obtaining at the time these experiments 
were made, they would at this period have been considered good fish 
for packing. The same can be said for them at the end of the 10- 
hour period, except that the shrunken and shriveled appearance had 
become more pronounced. 

While the determination of total volatile nitrogen (ammonia and 
amines) is not a true criterion upon which to base decomposition 

changes taking place in the flesh of fish carried in salt, since the 
decomposition products formed, particularly ammonia and amine, 
pass into the brine, it is none the less interesting to note that the 
volatile nitrogen content of the flesh gradually diminished during the 
time the fish were in salt, up to and including the 12-hour period, 
rising noticeably after the fish had been held for 25 hours and again 
at the end of 50 hours. At the end of the 4-hour period the 
amount of ammoniacal materials in the viscera and contents of the 
fish carried in salt had increased appreciably. 

In contrasting this experiment with the preceding experiment it 
is apparent that the viscera and contents of this lot decomposed a 
little more rapidly than those of the fish carried without salt. While 
this may be due, in part at least, to the difference in the quantity or 
quality of the food in the intestines of the fish comprising these lots, 
it serves to show that the salting of fish does not prevent. deteriora- 
tion during transportation to the extent generally supposed. In an 
investigation on the conservation of fish and meat products with 
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salt, Pettersson(22) found that anchovies and similar preparations 
always contain numerous cocci, rods, and yeasts as bacterial flora. 
Apparently, therefore, certain forms of bacteria survive the exces- 
sive salting given such products. Table 10 shows that a little over 
3 per cent was the maximum quantity of salt found in the flesh, 
viscera, and contents of fish subjected to the ordinary salting or 
pickling process—not a sufficient amount to retard bacterial growth. 
In fact, a media containing 3.33 per cent salt was found to be the 
most favorable for the growth of bacteria common to this region. 

This experiment proves also that the analysis of the viscera and 
contents may be taken as a very good indication of the time and the 
rate at which the fish deteriorate, and that the intestines and con- 
tents show decomposition in greater quantity at an earlier period’ 
than does the flesh. Another interesting point brought out in these 
experiments is the fact that decomposition extends to the flesh of 
fish held in salt for an excessive length of time. 

Fiso CARRIED IN COMPARTMENTS, SURROUNDED WITH IcE AND SALT MIxTURE. 

This shipment was made at the same time as the one in the pre- 
ceding experiment. Two tubs of fish, weighing 294 pounds, from 
the same catch were used. The fish were equally divided among the 
five compartments of the box designed to carry them, and com- 
pletely surrounded with ice and salt mixture. They were not piled 
over 5 or 6 inches deep. <A hole in the bottom of the hogshead in 
which the box was placed allowed the drainage to pass into the hold 
of the beat. The temperature of the iced fish in the third compart- 
ment from the top, after 12 hours, was 3° C. (37.4° F.). After 25 
hours’ standing the temperature in the third and fourth compart- 
ments was 14° C. (34.7° F.), and after 30 hours the temperature 

reached —i° C. (30.2° F.). Some of the ice and salt had melted, 

about one-fourth of the total quantity used remaining at this time. 
These fish remained firm and plump, even after standing 25 hours. 

They did not have a leached-out appearance, but were of a brighter 
and better color than those which had been carried in the salt. 
When the samples were being prepared for analysis, the iced fish 
looked like fresh fish. At the end of 6 hours, however, a difference 

was noted in the appearance of the gills which were not as bright a 
red as those of fresh fish. The fish retained their freshness of color 
and consistency of flesh throughout the time they were kept. Even 
at the end of 50 hours, in spite of the fact that they had deteriorated 
to such an extent as to be unfit for packing, they had a better ap- 
pearance than those which had been kept in salt. At the end of 12 
hours the fish surrounded with ice were in splendid shape, still firm 
and plump, although they had lost the stiff, rigid condition shown 
previous to this time. At the end of 25 hours a few fish in both lots 

(in salt and in ice) showed broken bellies, but one lot had no more 
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belly-broken fish than the other. At the end of 50 hours the iced 
fish were quite soft and the bellies of a few more were broken, but no 
more than in the case of the salted fish, which were harder and firmer 

in texture, though much poorer in appearance, suggesting a poor 
quality of salt fish. 

The analyses of the samples from the lot of iced fish, which were 
taken at intervals of 4 hours, up to and including 12 hours, and at 
25, 30, and 50 hours, indicate that the viscera and contents of the 
fish kept without appreciable evidence of decomposition up to and 
including 12 hours. At the end of 25 hours a slight decomposition 
was indicated, which was more noticeable at the end of 30 hours. 
At the end of 50 hours, decomposition of the viscera and contents 
was quite marked. Under the conditions of this particular experi- 
ment, practically no decomposition took place in the flesh of the 
eviscerated fish. It is probable that the slight evidence of decompo- 
sition obtained after 50 hours standing in excess of that found in the 
fresh fish represents the slight deterioration that might be expected 
in fish kept under these conditions. 

Taste 10.—Changes in composition of fish when transported under varying conditions. 

Condition of fish. Viscera and contents. Flesh of eviscerated fish. 

| Total Total 
ee a volatile ah; volatile 

Y Salt | nitro- |}, alt | nitro- 
Out of water. Sale Water.| Fat. (NaCl). gen (N) Water.| Fat. (NaC1).|zen (N) 

per 100 per 100 
grams. grams. 

Hours. Per Per Per Per Per Per 
Lot 1 (no salt): Hours.| cent. cent. cent. Mg. cent. cent. cent. Mg. 

BCS Hn sas Sores oe eee ee 665102 195 123 ee oe 11.6 | 76.00 4.39 |_. f ; 
. ADC Uae asa ee 76.64 3.65 
S 285 Ole eee oe 11.6 ; 74.70 5.34 |. 
$ 20505) eee 16.3 | 76.37 4.34 |. 

FLV he Sao hie a eal ms eeseeseee ORL AZO Siler seo 32.6 | 16.92 4.43 |. 
7 al Se bec cocae FAL 23 i |e 365995 | eoe ssa eee 75.23 5202 |= 
ZA TaN E EEN Sie VOR te ea 60.60 | 328.94 |........ 37.3 | 74.86 5.38 

Lot 2 (no salt): 
Pests eee ee ne pee tesd G2P40 cpa 2le dala = see 12.6 | 74.44 4.91 
epee oe NE ede Chea GOLSos eal OPD yale. o fh ees 11.7 | 75.68 3.42 
A Me See seis ae a| =. see 63505015 24 Taal eee ee 14.0 | 76.96 3.90 
Ce Soke SUES eae ees ae ee 635633|) 20485: | ben fees 15.0 | 76.78 3.92 
OP eee eee ccees|= teens (ETB | 97D We en eon 17.7 | 76.58 3.68 

LS 2 ee es ae pee arene Ines ae 62529 26.1 5s 17.7 | 76.42 4.03 
OFS i SSee So Se eS ae oE a ee aae GSR4TG 247651 Sees eee 22.3 | 77.01 3. 88 
AER ee ee Pin oa) a sa e| Sao GSAGON | ene 7a | eee eee 39.1 | 76.65 3.30 
OY, 2 oil a eerie aegis (P| Pa EAU? ba ee 38.2 | 77.26 4.53 

Lot 3G sack salt per hogs- 
ead): 
20s WR eee ES Fresh.| 62.33 | 24.62 0.41 11.0} 76.18 4.40 0.21 14.0 
Be ees eo 5 ees S 2] 59.45] 26.62 1.22 IDET Paley 4.99 2.41 10.8 
Be cece CEOS Beene 4| 56.70 | 26.84 2.18 18.2} 69.49 6.03 2.98 8.8 
AEE eee sece ad 6| 56.86] 27.68 Tis 18.2 | 70.89 5.51 2.29 8.0 
slo Space seewessteteests 8| 59.67 | 23.97 1.93 18.7 | 70.39 5.61 2.42 9.8 
ES Spee Roe Co EEE | 10 | 56.21 | 25.16 2.76 19.1 | 68.93 6.29 2.93 7.9 
ae Reet. ee Vo 12} 55.74] 26.86 2520) | Paolo OSalo 6.98 2.74 7H 
See ees sae essa 25 | 60.14 21.20 2.94 27.6 | 67.22 6.14 3.69 11.5 
5s Done ee eee cee eee ol 50 | 59.74 | 26.85 1.59 38.0] 71.24 5.19 1.95 17.9 

Lot 4 (kept cold with mix- 
ture of ice and salt): 
PTO S I ee ee Sac aes ales en ae G25 33) 242027115 sae ee 11.0} 76.18 ATA ee 14.0 

App aie ere hn aoa eeeis|ia SS coca 57.23 BUEN lsseon see 14.9 75.99 (BG) soso 12.2 
Bape seer ee sot soe facet a| See sces 62.02 | 27.66}. .--2--- 17.2} 74.87 Si (G3) | lee= cece 7.9 

Ren ee es oan sees |inwcsee ee HOO3h |i aoO O44 eee 16.3 | 75.86 SEB) leecuakee 9.8 
DEE Erne hace ee Sete eelse secon. 6102071) 2857 ose sae 18.6 76. 22 A460 ae seee 10.3 
abe GadeabopecNenSete eae aaa am 62. 46 2G Odeon ees 19.6 75. 64 GY Oy es Se Seats 11.0 
DO ete ese Gat 2: | Gc gene Ol O4. ZOE Onl eeee pee 33.2} 76.85 363d] =ee2ee 16.3 

1 From top of load. 2 From bottom of load. 3 Shows effect of pressure, 
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These experiments show that as a means of preservation in the 
transportation of the small sea herring, refrigeration is in every 
respect far superior to the use of salt. This is apparent from a com- 
parison of the physical condition of the two lots of fish at the different 
intervals of time, and is confirmed by the analytical results. The 
same degree of decomposition in the viscera and contents of the fish 
carried under refrigerator conditions as that found for the 8- to 10- 
hour period in the case of the fish in salt is not shown until the end 
of from 25 to 30 hours. 

The difference between the appearance of fish transported under 
refrigeration and that of those carried an excessive length of time 
in salt is shown in Plates XIT and XIII. Kept in compartments 
surrounded with ice and salt they are plump and firm, and look like 
fresh fish, even after they have been 30 hours out of water. The 
fish carried an excessive length of time in salt, in bulk, are poorer in 
appearance, and much thinner, and have been pressed out of shape. 
Each lot of fish at the time of capture varies in the amount and 
kind of food in the digestive tract, and also in the bacterial con- 
tamination of the digestive tract. The keeping qualities, or the rate 
of decomposition, of different lots of fish should therefore vary 
directly as the contamination and quantity of feed vary. That 
this is true is shown by the differences in the time and extent of 
spoilage of the various lots of fish employed in these experiments. 

TEMPERATURE CHANGES OCCURRING IN Loaps or Fish Durinc TRANSPORTATION. 

Temperature observations were made on boatloads of fish trans- 
ported from the weirs to the canneries m pickle and in dry salt. It 
was estimated that the fish in the three lots studied contained dif- 
ferent proportions of feed. The results are given in Table 11. The 
temperature measurements were accurately made by means of a 
Leeds and Northrup potentiometer, the thermocouple of which was 
inserted in the mass of fish in the boats, and readings taken at the 
time intervals indicated. The temperature changes of the air on 
the warmest day of the month and the changes shown, from the 
mean temperatures for the month in which these observations were 
made are included in the table. 

TABLE 11.— Temperature changes in loads of fish during transit. 

FLOATED IN BRINE CONTAINING 150 POUNDS OF SALT PER HOGSHEAD OF FISH; 
SLIGHT AMOUNT OF FEED PRESENT. 

Temperature. 

Of air.1 

ate Of fish 
observed. | Warmest | Mean for cay 

day. month. 

Cams: a OF Sais eaG? 
6.30 12.7 6.9 12 
FOO N cbs ore oes Sees ee aa 13 
ReBOCWT. ween ed pee nee aes 15 
8.00 13.8 &.2 16 

1 From hourly thermograph readings taken from original monthly record of observations at Eastport, 

Me., for October, 1916 (courtesy of U, 8, Weather Bureau), 
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Fic. i.—FISH CARRIED IN SMALL BULK, IN COMPARTMENTS SURROUNDED 

WITH ICE AND SALT. 

No salt on fish. Fish out of water 30 hours. 

FIG. 2.—FISH CARRIED IN BULK IN SALT, ONE-HALF SACK PER HOGSHEAD. 

Fish in salt 25 hours. Note eflect of excessive salting and compare with iced fish 30 hours old, 
with no salt. 
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Fig. I.—FISH EXCESSIVELY SALTED AND CARRIED IN LARGE BULK. 

Fic. 2.—A CAN OF SARDINES SHOWING THE EFFECT OF EXCESSIVE SALTING OF 

THE FISH. 

Note the transverse cracks and fissures on each fish. A portion of the side of one fish has been lost. 
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Taste 11.— Temperature changes in loads of fish during transit—Continued. 

ED, POUNDS OF SALT PER HOGSHEAD; FISH 2} FEET DEEP IN BOAT; 
ae ala ee 47 PER CEN'T OF FEED PRESENT 

Temperature. 

Of air. 

Time Of fish. 
Creer yor: Warmest | Mean for 

day. month. 

a. ™. °¢, REQ °¢ 
9.30 17.2 9.6 11 
VAG Pa cecbaoscedl ladeceeoacoes 14 
gOS NA Se ae ee ae ee 18 

p.m. 
12.30 29.0 11.9 23.9 

a. Mh. NE aC: AC. 4 
5.56 11.7 6.7 il 
CREA [to REN Ge ne 12 
Ga i pela ee a NES 18.5 
1016 alleen PE ao. AES 22 
FFE Tel gS FR nA 24.5 

}. ™. 

12.30 20.0 ELD) Vl (27 
2.00 | 22.8 sree SANE aaa eel 
4.20 | 20.0 11.1 | 75 

The changes of temperature in the outside air were not sufficient to 
account for the changes in temperature which occurred in the loads 

of fish. It is evident that fish heat when carried in bulk, as is now 
the custom, the temperature increasing in proportion to the amount 
of feed present. The temperature of fish which contained but a 
small amount of feed and were carried in pickle rose 4° during one 
and one-half hours. That of dry-salted fish, estimated to be 47 per 
cent feedy, rose 12.5° during three hours. A boatload of fish in dry 
salt, 90 per cent of which were estimated to contain feed, rose 11° 
in temperature during a run of four and one-half hours. Just before 
the fish on this boat were unloaded, practically 104 hours after they 
had been taken from the water, the temperature of the mass, taken 
midway between the top and bottom, showed an increase of 26.5° 

The rise in temperature of masses of fish in bulk is caused by 
decomposition changes due to bacterial growth, by far the greater 
part of which takes place in the viscera and contents. As the tem- 
perature of the mass of fish rises and approaches the optimum 
temperature favorable to bacterial growth, it is evident why the 
decomposition of feedy fish proceeds, at times, so rapidly. It is also 
evident why keeping the fish in smaller bulk and at a low temperature 
markedly retards this decomposition. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

It is not necessary to salt excessively fish which are to be in transit 
for a reasonable length of time only. Since excessive salting does 

5890°—20—Bull. 908——3 
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not prevent completely the decomposition of fish, salt should be used 
in transit with the idea of saving time in the pickling sheds rather 
than as a means of preserving the fish during transportation over great 
distances. 

Fish preserved with salt should not be transported over a distance 
requiring more than 6 hours to cover. Sometimes 4 hours is the limit. 
Where practicable it would be desirable to install some method of 

refrigeration on all boats used to haul the fish for long distances. 
Boats thus equipped not only greatly extend the fishing radius, but 
also bring the fish to the canneries in a condition far superior to that 
of fish carried in salt. 

The decomposition due to ‘heating,’ which was found to occur in 
large masses of fish during transportation, can be retarded by shipping 
them in small bulk at low temperature. Small compartments, per- 
mitting the circulation of cold air, are necessary in boats equipped 
with refrigeration devices. 

PICKLING AND SALTING THE FISH. 

In earlier days all the pickling was done after the fish reached the 
cannery, where an expert in this work was employed in the pickling 
shed. As a rule, the fish were held in strong brine or pickle, usually 
made to a strength of 90° on the salimeter, for about two hours, 
although the period of holding varied with the fatness of the fish, 
those which were fat needing more time for the process than the lean 
ones. The length of time was determined by the appearance of the 
fish, which were said to have “struck” when they had been long 
enough in the salt brine. 

Within the past 12 or 15 years most of the boats transporting fish 
have been equipped with water-tight tanks in which salt or pickle 
may be added to the fish as they are taken from the weirs. Thus salt 
came into use as a means of preserving the fish during transportation. 
The use of salt during the trip. prevents the extreme decomposition 
possible under the old methods of transportation, cuts down the time 
required for pickling at the canneries, and permits the carrying of the 
fish for greater distances. While fish obtained near the canneries 
still are salted or pickled in the sheds, those which are to be trans- 
ported far are kept in salt or pickie. When transported for great 
distances no attention is paid to the length of time the fish are kept 
in salt or pickle. This excessive salting results in an inferior pack of 
sardines (Pl. XIII). 

The time the fish remain in pickle or salt is a most important con- 
sideration in the packing of sardines. They should be kept there 
iong enough to acquire the proper salt flavor, but no longer. As a 
rule, fish are salted sufficiently or excessively during the run to the 
cannery and need but little or no subsequent pickling. When they 
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have been too Jong in dry salt, itis customary to hold them in weak 
pickle for a short time after they reach the factory, to remove the 
excess of salt before they are started through the process. Part of 
the salt also is removed when they are steamed (p. 47). 

According to the best practice, the fish are not allowed to remain 
excessively long in pickle after they have reached the cannery, over- 
night, for example. Held in vickle for from 6 to 10 hours, they 
become soft, the bellies often breaking away, and they acquire a 
peculiar, dull, leached appearance. Held too long in dry salt the 
fish, particularly those that are small and lean, become dry, hard, and 
brittle, with a tendency to break transversely during the steaming 
and drying processes, in which case they are said to:be ‘‘ burned by 
salt’”’ (Pl. XIV, fig. 2). Fish treated in either way are very unde- 
sirable for canning. 

Since it is impossible to make even a fair grade of sardines from 
fish which have been excessively salted or pickled, it is essential that 
the canner should constantly guard against excessive salting and 
pickling of the fish. 

In order to obtain information which would be helpful in carrying 
out this step of the canning process, an extensive investigation of the 
pickling and salting of fish was undertaken. 

CoMPosITION OF Satt USED. 

Salt used in pickling and salting fish is said to vary in effectiveness 
with its calcium and magnesium content, one of a low content pene- 
trating the tissues of the fish better than those high in these con- 
stituents. Samples of three kinds of salt used in the Maine industry 
during 1913 and 1914 were analyzed, with the results shown in 
Table 12. 

TaBLE 12.—Composition of salt used in salting and pickling the fish. 

Determination. American. | Liverpool. | Trapani. 

MIGIS{TIRC Meee aaa aah oo specie ee peace ce Shvecn per cent.. 1.57 4.16 3. 44 
SGD IONTIAWALED ast aco fe cnas oes abet eos al Ae Gosaes 212 ale -14 
Cnleranncmioridi(CaGl) pas satct erecta ce ona tens cee een ee dorset -94 - 46 - 87 
Macnesimchiorid: (MeCls) = j24. 2-24 e 2k Saye Lt doze - 09 .16 1. 04 
Pod Ssimiphare. (Nas Os) - 5 s-2 sens ce ees aes e ences 8 does 1.61 . 76 1.42 
Potassium CHTOTIAY EC era eee ek SURE Cancte SNE i ey doses. 2, 22 4.03 - 40 
Sodium'chiorid’@NaCh) cosas. ie os ee Pais Se domes 93. 48 90. 33 92. 49 

PROP Alaa esieaice csc itennene ese hecis Heyes seo Ok Le do 100. 03 100. 07 99. 80 
Sodium chlorid (NaCl) on dry basis.......................--- do 94. 97 94.21 95.78 

Each contained but a small amount of calcium and magnesium. 
The Liverpool salt showed the highest water content and lowest cal- 
cium and magnesium content, and the American salt the lowest water 
content and highest salt (NaCl) content. It had but little over 1 

per cent of calcium and magnesium calculated as the chlorids. The 
Liverpool salt was used in the experimental work. 
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CHANGES OccURRING IN Fish Hetp In PickuEe anv In Dry Satt. 

A number of experiments on a laboratory scale and on a compara- 
tively large scale were conducted to determine what changes occur 
when fish remain for certain periods of time in pickle and in dry salt. 

LABORATORY SCALE. 

Fish about 5 inches long, said to have been out of the water only 
two hours, both eviscerated and uneviscerated, were used for the 
first series of experiments. They had been carried in pickle with a 
specific gravity of 1.1212 at 25°/25° C. and a salt content of 15.5 per 
cent. 

Some of these fish, in covered porcelain evaporating dishes, were 
allowed to stand for some time in pickle obtained from a freshly 
prepared lot at an adjacent cannery. The composition of this 
pickle at the stated intervals is shown in Table 13. 

TaBLE 13.—Composition of pickle in which fish were held. 

From eviscerated fish. | From uneviscerated fish. 

esas Specific | Specific 
Condition. aoa Salt | eee Salt 

_(by pic- y pic- 
nometer), | (NaCl). | nometer), | (Nac). 
25°/25° C. | 25°/25° C. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
Mrs hcg sae nce ee ha cict esas cd omnes ee See ee essa eRe 1.1279 16. 49 1.1279 16. 49 
PAT CT 24sNOUTS! sacc conics os So ee eas Sema aac 4.1150 14.50} © 1.1099 13. 56 
PATECT- 48) NOUTS== so a2 ssid chew cece s one os Seman Sete Eee 1.1152 14, 49 1.1120 13.98 
After: 96'NOULS:S cco cacccesc seme ces S BAP See Serre ie 1.1157 14, 49 1.1132 13.97 

TABLE 14.—Composition of fish held in pickle and in dry salt (2 to 96 hours). 

Molsiete and fat 
ree basis. : 

Total Acidity 
volatile oN 

Condition of fish. Water. Fat. tae Total sodium 
BU volatile Amino | ethylate nia and | nitrogen | “2 7iq ae : 

te ed) SE nitrogen. | gram). 

amines) 

Eviscerated fish in pickle: Per cent. | Per cent. Mg. Mg. Mg. Ce. 
QHOUMS! so oes ecer cet eresscnmaicaiee 69. 68 4,36 16.3 62.8 1.53 12.3 
DA DONUTS eta oo. gach tae e eis aes aseean 63. 75 ASO 2) 2 oe sascaa|Cemeeeeee - 96 12.6 
48 NOUTS!26. asco Seas oe he eee 62. 30 3.94 10.5 Bi uh 1.00 12.5 
OG MOULS santa iae ow cette cence 67. 39 3. 69 ey) 24.2 1.00 10.7 

Uneviscerated fish in pickle: 
DOUG sje o Sabo ewes eves escmaasecee 69. 33 3.97 18.6 69. 7 1. 87 15.5 
DA NOUTSH Soca ce cee cessation ener 63. 22 5. 86 13.9 45.0 1.68 14.6 
48NOUWIS. sce. cede ccceckescseaegeeestce 62. 63 D265) | oe ocsiansee| tece ose 1.37 15.0 
96 hours.......--.- Pacha Aeeeecess eel ee 68. 25 3.77 12.9 46.1 1.34 16.9 

Eviscerated fish in dry salt: 
QAMOUTSS2 2 = Se sake ce wages Se sace acess 52. 42 5. 20 14.0 33.1 1.09 17.0 
ASNOUTSE. ce. Sess Ein seks Sea eeeeu cones 52. 68 4,85 12.8 30.1 1.00 16.7 
OB DOUES areas Ses gece eee sewer ore 53. 31 5.00 15. 2 36.5 1.00 16.4 

Uneviscerated fishin dry salt 
DA NOUTS: cece one ee est ede ene 51. 85 6. 31 12.8 30. 6 1.44 17.3 
48OUTS2 saitise sce chee sate eases eee 50, 58 6. 01 13.9 32.0 1. 03 17.1 
OG NOUTCl2 2% sc ssc senscece aes sosseee 52. 56 6.44 14.0 34,1 1.18 15.1 
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Other fish of the same lot, in enamel pans, were intimately mixed 
with salt until they were almost covered, when a final layer just 
covering them was sprinkled over the top. A fairly large excess of 
salt in proportion to the quantity of fish was used. 

The changes which the fish held in pickle and in dry salt underwent 
at certain intervals of time are shown in Table 14. 

As was to be expected, the water content of the fish decreased 
during the first 48 hours they remained in the salt and pickle, the loss 
being much greater in the case of those kept in dry salt. At the end of 
the 48-hour period the percentage of water lost by the eviscerated 
fish in pickle was practically the same as that lost by the unevis- 
eerated fish. The uneviscerated fish in dry salt, however, showed 
at this period a slightly greater loss of water than did the eviscerated 
fish in dry salt. The water content of the fish kept in pickle and in 

- dry salt for 96 hours increased from that shown for the 48-hour 
period, the increase being more marked in the case of the fish held in 
pickle. 

There appears to be a greater loss of volatile nitrogen, as ammonia 
and amines, from the tissues of the fish when kept in pickle than 
when kept in dry salt. No change of a significant nature was found 
in the results obtained for the amino acid nitrogen or the acidity 
of the fat. 

The fish used in the second experiment, brought to the laboratory 
during cool weather, were in good condition, having been but from 
4 to 6 hours out of the water. They were oil size, packing on the 
average 6 fish to the can. 

After a representative sample, designated as fresh fish in Table 
15, had been taken from the entire portion, 500-gram lots were 
accurately weighed into beakers, and 350 cc of pickle reading 90° 
on the salimeter were added. At the expiration of the time intervals 
indicated in Table 15 the samples were removed and weighed, and 
the volume, specific gravity, and weight of the pickle determined. 

Of the other fish, 500-gram portions were treated with 100 grams 
of salt. At the end of the stated periods the brine which had formed 
was poured off, and the whole mass of fish, rinsed free from adhering 
water and brine, was analyzed. 

The results of the analyses of the fish appear in Table 15, and of 
those of the pickle in Table 16. 

The loss in weight, 4.4 per cent of the original weight of the fish, 
which occurred during the first hour they were held in pickle, was 
almost doubled at the expiration of the 8-hour period. A gradual 
loss in both water and fat, corresponding to the length of time the 
fish remained in the pickle, occurred. 
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TaBLE 15.—Composition of fish held in pickle and in dry salt (1 to 18 hours). 

Chemical composition. 

oe On 

W cent of On water, were 
: Samples as taken. fat,and salt fat 

free basis. Ae 
e 

‘ basis 

re 2 3s i Se Ba 
Condition of fish. Se er] at Bo 20 5 

lo) — ~ = 

a £q Bg 
Oo gs aa 

Salis dn ee oe i 
Ba q 5 las 5 g IS& g 
GES Se 50 3-5 80 3.8 o 

a aa O 7S seh Oo ~l°S ep on pa a o8 a oe 
a i) * |$So # |SSo 
5 2 i a Eby a eh 
od a & . ™ |akk ; 3 |ak 5 
3 | 4 S| s| 5 28 4/8 [2a 4- 
< < ze i Be ie n ae |& opt 

‘Per Per ber Per Per A 2b er Per 
Uneviscerated fish: Grms.|Grms.|\Grms.| cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | Mg. | cent. | cent. | Mg. | cent. 

Preset Soe Ree Sse Ae PS ae ee ee ee 68.51] 14.18} 2.54) 15.2] 0.16] 14.81] 88.6} 0.92 
In pickle— 

HnOUmese so. ae ee 500} 478 22) 4.4) 69.02) 11.82) 2.67] 17.5] 1.75] 15.34] 100.5) 9.13 
PHOUTS ce eaeee ee 500} 466 34| 6.8] 67.83] 11.76) 2.73} 14.0) 2.12] 14.93] 76.5) 10.39 
AsMOUTStemsaeeee sas 2 500 470 30 6.0] 65.93] 12.46} 2.71] 14.0) 2.93] 14.51] 74.9) 13.56 
GOUTSHee oe eee 500 470 30 6.0} 64.28} 13.67) 2.77) 17.4) 3.38] 14.84) 93.2) 15.33 
SHOUTS esac sabe cose 500 459 41 8.2) 63. 84}.12.61} 2.81] 16.3] 4.05] 14.41] 83.6] 17.19 

Same lot dry salted: 1 
In salt— 

P4NOUTS 222 Sascncoe 500. 427 73| 14.6] 55.82) 14.92} 3.02} 15.2) 8.54! 14.58} 73.4] 29.19 
JISMoOuTssss ence ce 500 420 80) 16.0) 55.02) 14.02) 3.04] 12.8] 9.94] 14.46] 60.9) 32.11 

Eviscerated fish: 
Wresh@e gba c ests eens co ecee AA eeS 71,6%|) 9:68) -2271) 42420). .2.22 14.41) 74.4]...2.. 
In pickle 2— 

LONOUrSEss22-.52e 212 195 Ay) 8.0} 69.59] 10.31) 2.61} 13.4]...... LOSSB ie STATE Saee 
1 2NOUTSees: mee eee 237 212 20) L026) 64220 10231) 2710 10/5) 2s TOR65|), 44 3)ee ces 

Same lot, uneviscerated: 
POSH eet sees Hing crnate|cecects bese tleertmed leases. Onto OeShlerz6al|) ae 6 | eee see 13/56] 59s8)ocs22- 
In pickle— 

LOMOUTS.22225c.cce- BH 290 20, 8.5) 62.92) 12.50) 2.80) 216:3}....5.2 11.39})) 6603|- 2202 
TP WOUIS: oie one cs 305) 274 SL} 7 1002)662250)) 12515)" 286 \25 theta ce VTi 28s ore eee 

1Jn 100 grams ofsalt. 2 200 cc of pickle, reading 90° on the salimeter, used. 3 By titration. 

The results calculated to a water, fat, and salt free basis showed 
an actual loss of 0.40 per cent of nitrogen, corresponding to 2.50 per 
cent of protein during the 8 hours the fish were in pickle. The dry 
salted fish lost 14.6 per cent of their weight after remaining in salt for 
14 hours and 16 per cent after being in salt for 18 hours. 

Most of the loss in weight of fish held in dry salt may be ascribed 
to the abstraction of water from them. The water content of the 
fish held in dry salt is a little less than 1.0 per cent lower at the 
end of the 18-hour period than it was at the end of the 14-hour period. 
The total nitrogen in the fish for both periods in dry salt is less than 
the amount found in fresh fish, and is practically the same as that 
shown for fish held in pickle for 8 hours. The total volatile nitrogen 
content of the fish held in dry salt is much less than that of fish from 
the same lot which had been held in pickle. 

The marked variation in the composition of the pickle in which the 
fish were held for the different periods compared with that of the 
fresh pickle (Table 16) shows in an even more striking manner the 
changes which the fish underwent. 
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TABLE 16.—Composition of pickle in which fish were held (1 to 18 hours). 

Volume ofpickle.| ; Brine contained— 

ne r me Ane = which In- Specific . | volatile 
Condition of pickle.t were | creased | gravity.) Weight. Total titrogen| Amino 

added | after | nitroven (am- acid Salt. 
“500 ‘| alloted rogen.| monia |nitrogen. 
grams | time to. and 
fish amines) 

With uneviscerated fish: lpeax@e: Ce. Grams. Mg. | Mg. Mg. | Percent. 
LDS ts es ST Eo a POR 1.1729 410.5 (2 - 0.0 4.9 22.75 
AftemiUhoure ce) bay) eos 350 368 | 1.1487 422.5 94.41 4.1 16.9 18. 98 
After 2 hours 350 370 1.1400 421.8 144.39 Bb 7/ 22.9 18. 06 
After 4 hours 350 375 | 1.1306 423.9 2) 6.3 26.7 16. 86 
After 6 DOUES 350 380 ; 1.1280 428.6 ; 262.73 8.0 31.5 16.36 
After 8 hour: 350 403 1.1212 451.8 | 360.36 13.5 46.5 15.47 

With dry eaited hist: 3 
After 14 hours. ........... 8 PE ep gO mPa g re eS 2 | Das ai ee 8 SOS OTH ake tees hei ee 
After 18 hours............ (G) Ja SSeS se Scab ge [eae ee ADSI) Gace eee 6320 Sean eeee 

With eviscerated fish: 
Tonya) ae) en (8) ai, eres 1.1841 286 1.5 0.0 3.2 23.31 
After 10 hours............ 222 | 1.1365 252.3 | 244.2 7.5 46.3 17.56 
After 12hours............ 200 228 | 1.1227 | 5 291.8 6.9 42.9 14.95 

With uneviscerated fish(same | 
lot as last): 

After 10 hours bates TS 200 231} 1.1200 258.7 | 254.1 10.7 67.9 14.89 
After 12 Hours eae 200 | 232 | 1.1200 259.8 PUB (Voie eee ai Io Pa 14. 89 

Peels used with fish the analyses of which are given in Table 15. 

3 100 grams ofsalt to 500 grams of fish. 
4125 cc brine collected made to volume of 200 cc. 

Ty er regal 
The volume and weight of the pickle increased gradually and the 

specific gravity decreased during the time the fish remained in it. 
The amount of material exuracted from the fish in the pickle, repre- 
sented by the total nitrogen, ammonia and amines, and amino acid 
nitrogen, gradually increased, while the percentage of salt in the 
pickle gradually decreased ~ith the length of time the fish remained 
init. More nitrogenous material was extracted from the fish during 
the 18-hour period in salt than during the 14-hour period. -The 
total nitrogen extracted from the fish held in salt was noticeably 
less than that removed during the 6 and 8 hours they remained in 
pickle. More of this nitrogen, in the form of amino acids, was 
extracted when the fish were kept in dry salt than when kept in 
pickle. 
A supplementary experiment was made with a second lot of fish 

part of which were eviscerated and part of which were not. These 
fish, which contained about 5 per cent less fat than those used in 
the previous experiment, were kept in pickle for from 10 to 12 hours. 
Different weights of fish were added to 200 ce of pickle which read 
90° on the salimeter. 

The eviscerated fish and uneviscerated fish ! showed practically 
the same percentage loss of weight at the end of the 10- and 12-hour 

1These samples contained more fish to the quantity of pickle than the previous samples. The two 

sets ofresults are not, therefore, strictly comparable. 
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periods in pickle. The loss at the end of 12 hours in both was greater 
by approximately 2 per cent than that at the end of the 10-hour 
period. A greater loss of total nitrogen and of ammonia and amine 
nitrogen occurred in the eviscerated than in the uneviscerated fish. 
More nitrogenous material was extracted from these fish than was 
lost by the lot used in the previoys experiment when held in either 
pickle or dry salt. The weight and volume and specific gravity 
changes were slightly greater in the case of the pickle from unevis- 
cerated fish, showing that a larger quantity of water was removed 
from uncut fish than from those in which the viscera had been re- 
moved. There was practically no difference in the total amount 
of nitrogen found in the pickle of the eviscerated and uneviscerated 
fish. The quantity of total volatile nitrogen, however, was slightly 
greater in the case of the uneviscerated fish. 

It is seen from these three sets of experiments that fish lose more 
water when dry salted than when held in strong pickle. The amount 
of nitrogenous material extracted in proportion to the amount of 
water removed is very much less in the case of fish held in dry salt 
than that extracted from fish held in pickle. More nitrogenous sub- 
stances are extracted from eviscerated fish than from uneviscerated 
fish, while a greater amount of nitrogenous extractives is removed 
from fish relatively poor in fat than from fairly fat fish. 

LARGE SCALE. 

To secure experimental conditions which would approximate as 
nearly as possible those of actual practice and still keep the work 
under control, two additional experiments were conducted on the 
dry salting of fish. 

The first one was made on fish from Grand Manan, which had been 
about 8 hours out of water. The weather was decidedly cool, so 
that they were in good condition. The largest fish were discarded, the 
experiment being conducted on 70 pounds, accurately weighed to one- 
half ounce, of one-quarter oil and three-quarter mustard size. 

The salting, which was done in a small barrel provided with a hole 
in the bottom, through which the pickle could be drawn off at inter- 
vals, was at therate of one sack to a hogshead, which is approximately 
180 pounds of salt to 1,000 pounds of fish, or 13 pounds to 70 pounds 
of fish. The brine was drawn off after the first hour and the second . 
hour, and then at 2-hour intervals. A sample of the fish designated 
as fresh was taken from the lot as it was being salted. After drawing 
off the brine at each time interval, a sample of fish was removed, 
weighed, washed free from adhering salt, the heads removed, and ° 
ground thoroughly. The brine collected after each interval of time 
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was measured, weighed, and analyzed. The results of the analyses 
are given in Table 17. 
A gradual loss of water occurred during the entire period the fish 

remained in the salt until at the end of 12 hours a reduction of 11.07 
per cent in moisture is noted. This loss was accompanied by an ap- 
parent gain in fat of 2.43 per cent, which, however, on being calculated 
to a water free basis, becomes an actual loss of 3.10 per cent. Ona 
moisture, fat, and salt free basis 4.06 per cent of nitrogenous material 
was abstracted from the fish by the action of the salt and brine. 
The ammonia and amine nitrogen content, which fluctuated mark- 
edly, showed a general tendency to decrease in accordance with the 
length of time the fish remained in salt.! In this particular lot of 
fish the maximum amount of salt was absorbed during the 8-hour 
period. 

As soon as the fish are placed in salt the formation of brine begins, 
and the results of analysis of the brine show that appreciable quanti- 
ties of nitrogenous extractive material passed into this brine formed 
from water removed from the fish. The maximum amount of nitroge- 
nous material was abstracted during the 4- and 6-hour periods of the 
time in salt, although the greatest quantity of brine was collected at 
the end of the 6-hour period. The quantity of nitrogen in the brine 
increased from only 206.3 mg during the first hour to 1,865 mg at 
the end of the second hour and was then fairly constant. The largest 
amount of nitrogen was obtained in the next period or at the expira- 
tion of 4 hours, during which time a total of 1,992.5 mg of nitrogen 
passed into the brine. During the next 2-hour period, in which 
the largest amount of brine was formed, the amount of nitrogen 
abstracted by the brine was but a few milligrams less than that found 
in the previous period. 

The nitrogenous material extracted during the 8-, 10-, and 12-hour 
periods diminished noticeably, though stili fairly large. The amount 
of ammonia and amine nitrogen per 100 cc of brine increased notice- 
ably from the first hour on. The largest amount was found at the 
expiration of the 6-hour period, when a total of 90.3 mg is shown, 
after which a gradual decline is indicated. The greatest amount of 
amino acid nitrogen obtained, 435.9 mg, was found in the brine for 
the 4-hour period. This corresponds to the period in which the 
largest amount of protein material was abstracted. The total quantity 
of nitrogen in the brine for the entire 12-hour period was extracted 
at the rate of 152.4 mg per pound of fish. 

The figures in Table 18 showing the loss of weight and the per- 
centage loss of the total amount of fish and salt are interesting. 

1The ammonia content of the fish in this experiment was high because the samples had begun to 

deteriorate before the determination could be completed, and may also have been influenced by irregu- 

larity in salting and sampling. 
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The weight of the fish and salt decreased uniformly during the first 
12 hours, but from the 12-hour to the 20-hour period it was small in 
comparison with the loss which occurred when the brine forrhed was 
drawn off at 2-hour intervals. Obviously not as much brine is 
formed after this period, when it is allowed to remain surrounding the 
fish. The greatest loss in weight occurred between the 4- and 6-hour 
periods, when 2.82 pounds, or 3.72 per cent, of the weight of the 
material at the beginning of this period was removed in the form of 
brine. The total loss of weight at the expiration of the 12 hours 
that the fish remained in salt was 17.9 pounds, which, corrected for 
the total weight of the samples taken (4.3 pounds), leaves 13.6 
pounds, or 16.39 per cent, as the actual loss of water, salt, and protein 
material from the original weight of fish and salt. The total loss 
for the 20-hour period amounted to 18.4 pounds, or 22.17 per cent, 
of the original weight. In this particular lot of fish nearly one- 
quarter of the weight of the original fish and salt was abstracted by 
brine during the 20 hours in ‘dry salt.” 

TABLE 18.—Loss in weight of fish held in dry salt. 

Weight of fish and 
salt. 

oe Weight * 
Condition of fish. of oss in weight. 

cae sample. 
Total. loss was 

obtained.) 

EXPERIMENT 1. - |Pounds. |Pounds. | Pounds. | Grams. | Ounces. | Pounds. | Per cent. 

Py ee eee Waar Fr epee sce coe esepagine eee tena tne te] ST 
Held in salt— : 

1 hour. ... 82.6 81.9 0.7 181 6.4 0.4 0.50 
2 hours. . 79.7 79.1 20 992 35.0 2.2, 2.68 
4 hours. - 76.5 75.9 26 1,179 41.6 220) 3.29 
ONO Sige teet oc eeiaoe eerie (ER 72.4 26 1, 282 45.2 2. 82 Bede 
SMOUTS 220 we sctiawteo Hoc mahe 70.2 69.6 6 981 34.6 2.16 2.98 
TOMOUDS Se ccce ees eas toe 67.6 67.0 6 902 31.8 2.0 2.87 
L2INOUES ee actaoatacte Shee 65.1 64.5 -6 872 SO 1.92 2.87 
QO MOUNTS. ae ventaccssacsiceatace G03 Jetcct Sees ee etticee 1,917 67.6 4,23 6.56 

FDA is arc Srevanaratere | siojejarsveinalarel eis lere o-cue eae | care sorece,e meal l Sie ee creverein el | eambeteta terete 
SDB re is sible ce aS | atate sete Siena Z lis ie'aye sie i ieee! erate eve ora chore |e ete creole Scie erte arererore 

146.0 145.1 9 442 15.6 0.98 .70 
142.5 141.6 9 1,157 40.8 2.6 1.79 
136.9 136.0 9 2,138 75.4 4.7 Bae 
132.0 131.9 9 1,795 63.3 4.0 2.94 
128.5 127.6 9 1,546 54.5 3.4 2.58 
124.5 IPERS 8 1, 409 49.3 3.1 2. 43 
120.9 120.0 Bo 1,284 45.3 2.8 2. 26 

ZOMOUTS? ea. 22 se Re ae 1b Ae eee neem artscts 3,278 | 115.5 | 7.2 6.00 

1The first column gives the weight of fish and salt at the expiration of the different intervals of time at 
which the brine was drawn off. The second column shows the weight of fish and salt from which the 
brine for the succeeding interval of time was obtained. That is, the figures in the first column are corrected 
for the weight of the sample taken, forming the figures from which the true percentage loss for each interval 
was obtained. 

2 Fish. 
‘Salt. 

The total volume of brine collected during the 20 hours the fish 
were in salt amounted to 6,970 cc, which, as a saturated salt solution, 
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would contain 2,509 grams, or 5.5 pounds, of salt. Subtracting this 
amount of salt from the total actual loss during the 20-hour period 
gives 12.9 pounds, or 18.4 per cent, of water and protein material 
removed from the original quantity of fish. The same calculation 
applied to the results obtained for the 12-hour period indicates that 
9.3 pounds, or 13.3 per cent, of water and protein material was 
extracted from the fish during this time. 

The second experiment of this series was run on fish Shick had 
been but 3 hours out of the water, beimg, therefore, somewhat fresher 
than those used in the first experiment. They were of uniform size, 
about 7 inches long, and were much fatter than those of the previous 
lot. One hundred and twenty-four pounds of fish were treated in the 
same manner as the others (p. 40), using 23 pounds of salt. The results 
of analysis are recorded under ‘Experiment 2”’ in Table 17. 

During the 12 hours they remained in salt these fish lost the same 
percentage of water as those in Experiment 1. A comparison of 
results for the two experiments shows that the fatter fish do not 
absorb salt quite as rapidly as the thinner ones. A more gradual 
absorption of salt up to, and including, the 8-hour period and a more 
marked increase during the 10- and 12-hour periods occurred in the 
fish used for Experiment 2. The percentage amount absorbed dur- 
ing the 12 hours, however, was practically the same for both lots of 
fish. The greatest quantity of ammonia and amines was found in 
the fish at the end of the 4-hour period. 

The largest amount of brine was formed during the 2- to 4-hour 
interval. A decrease in the rate of formation of brine occurred when 
the brine was allowed to accumulate. The specific gravity of the brine 
was highest at the end of the 2-hour period. The greatest quantity 
of nitrogenous material extracted, represented by total nitrogen, 
was found at the end of the 4-hour period. The quantity of amino 
acid nitrogen, was also correspondingly high for this period. In Ex- 
periment 1 the highest amount of protein material was extracted 
during the same interval of time, but the largest volume of brine 
was obtained at the end of the 6-hour period. The greatest quantity 
of ammonia and amines, as nitrogen, in the brine was found during 
the 10-hour period. 

With the exception of the specific gravity of the brine and the 
results for ammonia and amines, the quantity of the materials de- 
termined declined gradually from the fourth period, when the maxi- 
mum was reached, to the end of the 12-hour period. For the entire 
12-hour period the total quantity of nitrogen in the brine was extracted 
at the rate of 151.1 mg. per pound of fish. None of the extractive 
materials was determined in the brine collected at the end of the 
20-hour period. 
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During the first hour (Table 18) nearly 1 pound of material, or 
0.7 per cent of the total weight of fish and salt at the beginning of 
the experiment, was lost. The greatest loss occurred at the end 
of the 4-hour period. After being ‘dry salted” for 20 hours, the 
total loss of material, water, salt, and protein substances amounted 
to 28 pounds, or 19.05 per cent of the weight of the fish and salt at 
the beginning of the experiment. This is 3.12 per cent less than that 
found in Experiment 1. The volume of the brine collected during 
the 20 hours amounted to 10,860 ce, which, as a saturated salt solu- 

tion, would dissolve 3,910 grams, or 8.6 pounds of salt. This leaves 
19.4 pounds as the actual loss of water and nitrogenous material re- 
moved from the fish during the 20 hours in salt, and is 15.65 per cent 
of the total weight of fish employed at the beginning of the experi- 
ment. This is 2.75 per cent less than that abstracted im Experiment 
1 for the same period of time, showing that the fatter fish lose less 
extractive material while in salt. 

Practically one-quarter and one-fifth, respectively, of the original 
weight of fish and salt was lost in 20 hours, the smaller loss occurring 
in the case of the fatter fish. An appreciable amount of nitroge- 
nous substances was extracted from the fish during the time they 
remained in salt, although, as shown by the figures in Table 15, not 

as much as would have been removed had the fish remained in 
pickle for corresponding periods. This is due to the fact that a 
number of protein substances are rendered insoluble by salt and 
very strong salt solutions. As the solution grows weaker, or if very 
weak pickle is used, a larger proportion of these protein substances . 
are dissolved. These substances give fresh fish the characteristics 
which distinguish them from salt fish. The maximum quantity 
of the nitrogenous material was extracted at the end of the first 
4 and 6 hours, a marked increase being shown at these periods 
over the 2-hour period when the fish were salted at the rate of 
one sack per hogshead. 

The results of these experiments indicate that 2 hours or less is the 
proper period of time for pickling or dry salting the fish, when the loss 
of the minimum quantity of extractive material is considered. The 
time allowed in the older method when the fish were pickled in the 
pickling sheds, usually 2 hours, permits the conservation of the 
maximum quantity of those extractive substances which are char- 
acteristic of fresh fish. 

Errect oF Various STEPS IN CANNING PROCESS ON SALT CONTENT OF SARDINES. 

A number of analyses were made to determine the variation of the 
salt content of the fish at different stages of the canning process 
under actual commercial practice. The results are given in Table 19. 
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TaBLE 19.— Variation in salt content of fish at various stages of the canning process. 

Salting and 
pickling period. 

Condition of fish. 
Dry 

salted 
in 

boat. 

In 
pickle 
in fac- 
tory. 

Chemical composition. 

On 
water 

On original samples. and 
fat free 
basis. 

Water.| Fat. Salt. Ash. Salt. 

Lot 1 (oil size): 
ROT) YOR RS SOS SCORE Ee ne sae oe eee ae 
HTOMMPICKI Oras ewe tae ee ee Te 
After steaming 
From drier (18 hours)............-:-----. 

Lot 2 (oil size): 1 
OTOMMO OME Ere eens ae cecil SOMA NG 
After steaming and drying................ 
Packed in can, sealed, but not processed. . 
Packed in can, sealed, and processed...-.. 

Lot 3 (oil size): 
From flakes before steaming ...........-.. 
From flakes after steaming and drying.... 
Packed in oil and processed...........-... 

Lot 4 (oil size): 
TOME O Abas sens clale ste isjacioais Sass 
HTOMMPICkey. 2 jesse ee eee 
After steaming and drying § 
Packed in oil and processed............-.. 

Lot 5 (mustard size): 
Toney LOOT Be eee Uy esi a a eral ye a ee 
After steaming and drying................ 
Packed in mustard sauce, sealed, and 
EOC OSS OC ap etn ya srry eo tare ase ic 2a 24 

ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. 
. 65 3.38 
- 50 |. qe50, 
B25 5.35 
.77 |. 6. 29 

-08 7.40 
a3 11.49 
202) 14. 23 
. 70 11.32 

22 |. 9.56 
a ht} 7.20 
. 03 8.11 

75 3.41 
1.93 7. 86 
2.04 8.19 
1.61 5. 52 

1 Salted at the rate of 1 sack per hogshead. 

It is seen that the salt content is most seriously affected by the 
steaming process, which readily removes the salt, especially when it 
is present in large amounts. Further tests were therefore made to 

determine how much salt is lost by steaming fish under certain con- 
ditions. The results which appear in Table 20 are self-explanatory. 

TaBLE 20.—E fect of steaming on salt content of the fish. 

Condition of fish. 

Lot 1: 
Omipotpicklesseee sae ae FeRAM InN AR is Say LHD uh oe 
Off flaking machine....... EVE eA EARL AN a 
SteamedlOm@miatess ces ee ea Seen 
Steamledhl hmminiitesh seats he ee Ne i Sali lt 

Lot 2: 
CONGIE OnE ORTON Eel GN A Ia EAN AS aE eR eg 
Flaked and steamed 12 minutes................. 

Water. 

Per cent. 
66. 61 
64. 08 
61. 80 
62. 71 

66. 43 
65. 28 

[ 
Salt 

(water 
and fat | Loss. 

freebasis). 

Fat. Salt. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
* 24. 25 5.93 6. 66 a ZOE eialaYeleiaials oie 

6. 13 6. 50 21. 82 2.43 
6. 78 5.78 18. 40 3.42 
7.07 5.57 USEC Re ey a eae 

11.53 2.24 TONO2 | Set oes 
10. 74 1.97 8. 21 1.81 

EFFECT OF CUTTING AND EVISCERATING ON LENGTH OF TIME IN PICKLE. 

Two large samples of eviscerated and uneviscerated fresh fish were 
held for varying periods of time in pickle made up to read 90° on 
the salimeter and containing a slight excess of salt in a solid state. 
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The amount of pickle used, about 14 buckets in each case, was rela- 

tively somewhat more than would be employed in actual practice. 
At the end of each of the periods indicated in Table 21 samples of 
the fish were flaked, steamed for 10 minutes, dried, cooled, packed, 
oiled, and processed for 2 hours. The salt content of the fish 
subjected to this treatment is shown in Table 21. 

TABLE 21.—Salt content before and after packing of cut and uncut fish held for varying 
periods in pickle. 

Fat.- Salt. 

Condit f fish Wat oat ‘ondition of fish. ater. r oss after 

A : A ; A ; 
basis. basis Bt 

oiling. 
1 

; 
Cut fish taken from pickle: Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. , Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Unsalted (fresh).......-.... 71.47 7. 84 27.47 0.33 1! a A 
In pickle— 

SOMINWteS ase oce ne 67. 24 LOB4 |b ea seese Se 2.16 9. 64 SiObN eee ee eer 
pio Yn bo a opie eg saree be ae 67.90 85,80) wacsnrece te 3.27 14.07 AS ABMs Sete 
DINOUTS fete eee eee etre 67.31 SO | ease eee 4.25 17.69 81627 ose 
BIMOULS Seer sce Secen 65. 41 OLS) Lesa. cae 5.47 22. 07 BSS) ee eee ae 
A \HOUTS= fsc5.c- se eeb gens 64.55 9.48 26. 74 5. 82 22.41 SOM? [Bx ae ees 

Uncut fish taken from pickle: 
Unsalted (fresh).........-.. 66. 12 13.61 40.17 30 Lyd: ene cee Se eee 
In pickle— 

BOMMINMGCS eae oe ones 66. 54 1A ae ancy 1.35 6.34 ASSGE ie cioes ae ae 
{OWE ae arene seen 66.35 2EAGS eases eee 1.68 7.93 Leah Bape to ate 
ON OUIS ike womens Seis 65. 71 a 2 ha Dre 2.85 11.85 SiO 27 eee oe eae 
Oo NOUTSE Soe sce ae Sneee 60. 58 TAL TE sesmrere oe 3.19 12.94 093s Pees 
@NOUISs eo ccidocee aces 2 59. 36 14. 25 35. 06 3.77 14. 28 TOA eee oes 

Cut fish after steaming, packing, 
and processing: ' 
Unsalted (fresh)......-..... | 48.42 772 to al Peet 42 JUSS eee sees +0. 22 
Tn pickle— = 

OO mMiniwtes. 222... se.4 | 48.11 PUES) Bt teat ae 1.92 8.41 6.60 —1.23 
MW NOUB ss eee a ie eee | 46. 87 7) BY 1 eee ee 2.27 9.60 1.19 —4.47 
DONS See ws see eee | 44. 40 SORGOW ereueresianiare 2. 87 11.47 1.87 —6. 22 
SwlOUrswass2 cee esac seey 35. 45 30-20) |ce eee ees 3.98 13.58 2.11 —8.49 
AMNOUISS he case es eee | 42.73 S2484) |e ceases 4.00 16.35 2.77 —6.06 

Uncut fish after steaming, pack- | 
ing, and processing: 
Wnsalted (iresh) ss sc.4.4-22 | 51.61 Vi be: (al SS eee ay 43 189) {tee maseoee + .41 
In pickle— | 

30 MINULbeS:.....2- sce-26. 51.98 DA SR Ros cas 1.81 5.67 3.78 — .67 
HOUT ose eee 46. 53 BU ia ees eee 1.79 7.95 2.28 + .02 
PMOUES 2 dossases oo eee: } 40. 69 Sy Tt el eeesee sees 2.45 9.13 1.18 —2.72 
SiNOULS ese sete ees 35. 12 SGP 17 )2ee ose 3:22 11.22 2.09 —1.72 
A NOUS s.cach2ccc-6 2+ ar 44.83 EH ISY-7 (a neers 3.21 13. 43 2.21 — .85 

A comparison of the actual amounts of salt absorbed at the expira- 
tion of each period shows that the cut, or eviscerated, fish take it up 
much more readily than the uncut fish. At the end of 30 minutes 
the cut fish had absorbed more salt than the uncut fish at the expira- 
tion of one hour, and at the end of one hour in pickle they had ab- 
sorbed practically the same amount of salt as was found in the 
uneviscerated fish after 4 hours in pickle. At the close of the 4- 
hour period in pickle, the eviscerated fish had taken up about 57 
per cent more salt than the uneviscerated fish for the same period of 
time. At the end of the experiment after 4 hours, the pickle of 
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both the cut and uncut fish read 85° on the salimeter. One-fourth of 

the time necessary for the uneviscerated fish to remain in strong 
pickle (90°) is sufficient for the eviscerated fish to acquire an equiva- 

lent salt content. 
The effect of steaming on the salt content of the sardines packed 

from these two lots of fish shows the same relative differences at the 
various intervals of time as existed when the raw fish were taken 

from the pickle. The loss of salt by steaming was greater in the cut 
and eviscerated fish than in the uncut fish. The salt content of the 
packed goods prepared from fish held in pickle 30 minutes was much 
higher in the case of cut fish than that from uncut fish which had been 
in pickle one hour. The degree to which steaming removes the 
excessive amount of salt is well shown in the case of cut fish which 
had been in pickle for 2, 3, and 4 hours. Before steaming 
these fish contained 17.69, 22.07, and 22.41 per cent of salt, respec- 
tively. After steaming and packing they contained 11.47, 13.58 and 
16.35 per cent, a loss of 6.22, 8.49 and 6.06 per cent. The pack from 
the uncut fish, which had been in pickle 4 hours, contained 13.43 per 
cent of salt, a loss of only 0.85 per cent from the amount found in the 
raw fish. These results show the extent to which steaming removes 
the salt from the fish, particularly where it is present in large amounts. 
A comparison of the salt content of eviscerated with that of 

uneviscerated fish, at different lengths of time in pickle, points unmis- 
takably to cutting and eviscerating as the means for obtaining the 
proper salt content of fish in the minimum period of time. It also 
follows, therefore, that cutting and eviscerating permit the proper 
pickling of the fish with the least loss of extractive material. 

Fish that are to be fried in oil when cut and eviscerated require 
much less time in pickle than fish which are to be steam cooked. 
From 10 to 15 minutes in a 90° pickle should be sufficient for evis- 
cerated fish which are to be fried in oil. 

During the course of this experiment it was noticed that, while the 
bellies of the uncut fish broke out, to some extent during the time 
they were held in pickle, the cut fish showed no signs of being belly 
broken. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SALT IN SARDINES. 

The distribution of salt in the skin and meat of the uncut fish and 
the loss of salt from the skin after steaming were determined. One 
set of samples was prepared by removing the skin from a number of 
fish which had been in dry salt for seven hours. Another set was 
prepared from the same lot of fish which had been steamed for 10 
minutes. The results of the analyses of these two sets of samples 
are shown in Table 22. 

5890°—20—Bull. 908-4 
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TABLE 22.—Distribution of salt in uncut fish. 

Salt 
(water 

Contained in— Water. Fat. Salt. and fat Loss. 
ree 

basis). 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
SEINE wae Pees Se ee Oe hae aes Ser Ee nak ae a 63. 70 14.62 4.05 18. 59 . 
es hae Beeman eae eke goatee me aoe e Cenc heen 70. 76 3.56 1.79 6597. |e 
Skin: 

Beloreste@Mine... soc c cota ieewien se eee es cee eee 56. 03 21.98 4.26 LOGY A eae ee 
After steaming 10 minutes..:.....2.22.00-.2 2820. 50. 41 28.09 2.15 10. 00 9.37 

The skin contained four times the amuuunu of fat or oil, and nearly 
two and one-half times the quantity of salt found in the flesh. The 
fact that one-half the amount of salt present in the skin was lost 
during the steaming process explains the removal of the large per- 
centage of the salt contained in the fish shown in Table 19. 

PERCENTAGE OF SALT IN ©‘ DINES. 

To obtain an idea of the length of time necessary for fish to remain 
in pickle to attain the proper salt flavor, a number of samples from 
the foregoing experiments (Table 21) were submitted to an impartial 
jury with no knowledge of the way the products had been prepared. 
Of the uneviscerated fish, the pack composed of fish which had been 
three hours in pickle was judged the best, while in the case of the 
eviscerated fish, the majority favored the packs which had been in 
pickle for from one to two hours. 

Of the packs which were regarded favorably, the uneviscerated 
fish contained 3.22 per cent of salt, and the eviscerated fish 2.27 and 
2.87 per cent. This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that 
the viscera of uncut fish which have been held in pickle or salt contain 
a higher percentage of salt than does the flesh which was the part 
tested. 

While the question of the best flavor is a matter of individual taste 
for which no hard and fast rule may be made, an average of 3 per 
cent of salt may be considered the most satisfactory. At all events, 
an amount varying from 2.5 to 3.5 per cent in the finished product 
would prove satisfactory to the majority of people. It would seem 
wise to undersalt rather than oversalt the fish. 

FLAKING THE FISH. 

The purpose of flaking is to distribute the fish evenly on flakes, or 

wire-meshed rectangular frames, so that the drying medium can 
reach them all uniformly when the flakes are taken into the drying 
room. This purpose seemed to have been entirely forgotten in the 

many instances where the fish were found piled high up on the 
flakes, that thereby became containers of fish rather than drying 
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racks. Figure 1, Plate XIV, shows a flake where the fish are entirely 
too thick, although it does not represent the maximum number of fish 
found upon one flake during the course of the investigation. Some- 
times fish which have been flaked too thickly become glued together: 
during the drying process (PI. XIV, fig. 2), making it necessary to 
tear them apart before placing them in the cans, much to the detri- 
ment of the pack. Too thick flaking also causes uneven drying. It 
has been demonstrated that thin flaking of the fish results in a better 
degree of drying in a shorter period, facilitates packing, eliminates 
waste due to marred and broken fish, and produces a larger yield 
and a better looking can of goods. 

The number of fish of various sizes that can be distributed to best 
advantage on the flake is shown in Table 23. 

TABLE 23.—Number of fish of various sizes per flake (hand flaked). 

Size of flakes. Number of fish. 

Over all. | Internal.| 4-inch. 5-inch. 6-inch. 7-inch. 8-inch. 

Inches. | Inches. 
22 by 36 | 19 by 33 106 87 53 49 48 
30 by 30 | 27 by 27 131 104 84 52 48 

Several canneries packing the higher grades of sardines flake the 
fish by hand, thereby securing a very even distribution and eliminat- 
ing the losses from mechanical injury. Where machines are used for 
this purpose, the utmost care should be given to their operation to 
avoid a thick and uneven flaking of the fish. 

DRYING THE FISH. 

Drying is a very important step in the canning of sardines, par- 
ticularly in the case of those which are steam cooked. Packers who 
fry the fish in oil realize the necessity of frying only fish which have 
been, properly dried in order to prevent spattering and breaking when 
the fish are first placed in the fryer. Fish after frying in oil do not 
contain an excessive amount of water, one point of superiority of 
fried sardines over poorly dried steam cooked sardines. Fried fish 
contain a fairly uniform quantity of water, ranging from 60 to 64 
per cent, which should be the limit for the degree of dryness to which 
steamed fish are brought before packing. 

In the tunnel type of driers where the removal of the excess water 
is accomplished by drawing a current of warm air over racks of the 
flaked fish, a number of factors make a rigid control of drying quite 
difficult and at times impossible. These factors (some of which can 
be controlled) are the humidity of the air, the volume and tempera- 
ture of the air passing through the drier, the size of the fish, the 
amount of water they contain, the surface exposure, and the time 
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allowed for drying. In many instances more attention given to 
those controllable conditions responsible for the variations in the 
degree of dryness to which steamed fish are brought before being 
packed would insure a higher quality pack than when they are dis- 
regarded, 

In the examination of a number of cans of inferior sardines during 
the early part of this investigation it was discovered that the con- 
ditions found could be attributed, im many cases, to insufficient 
drying of the fish. 

The influence of some of the factors responsible for variations in 
the water content of the packed fish is shown in the results collected 
and experiments made on drying under various conditions during 
the course of this investigation. 

Errect or STEAMING AND DRYING ON COMPOSITION OF SARDINES. 

Five lots of fish were steamed and dried under varying conditions, 
with the results shown in Table 24. 

TABLE 24.—Effect of steaming and drying on moisture and fat content of sardines. 

| 
. Actual 

Stage of canning. Water. | Fat. gee loss of 
| ence: water. 

| 
Lot 1 (large fish): Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

TOM MAK CS At ae cht yaar es ek ase hice see e ceo seal 59.90 A761, | nhac dbl flea feye ies Be 
From steam box (steamed 15 minutes)...............------ (aul a ese ce DZ Oa ahaa el ee 
Hrom:arien (dried sl ssnours) 2: 412. a se a jececee satis cates = is 59.10 17.00 .80 1.96 

Lot 2 (three-quarter mustards): 
From steam DOSs<.n0es 222 cet mencetsacue pe eyeconecees cece e 62.31 15.62: | c2c.c sen ete Ee 
HMOMMOTICR Sec oceh wine ne acieses Ae eae eR ene eee eee 61.30 14.36 1.01 2.61 

Lot 2 (one-quarter oils): 5 
Mron SteamebOXs. 65 2c gaetee ce eee oom ence eee pena eee oe 70.12 G299s| See oe Neen 
Prom: Crier 42, .£8 85208256 hee he eS ee hee ees Toe 60594:|...-2.8.22 9.18 23.50 

Lot 3: 
EROTODOBtAosa8 sont see fete tek nek ca teesice Som omer ee 66.20 fe ceai ec ciel See ee Ine NR Sika ae 
Bromifakine machine 24. sates es cee oes ae een a ee 64.01 12.81 2,19 6.08 

' Steamed 15 minutes and dried 15 minutes (kiln drier).....-. 59570: |o ate aascae 6.50 16.13 
40t 4: 

rom pickle. <..0-c5cecesets soaece emeesecseeoenests esse cee TOs3Y || es Senecc|t sees ee ees eee eee 
Steamed 22k Ste ote see eee ee ae ee ae ere 681315 | ces eee 2.00 6.31 
DOT GG erases SAS hci are cick nts we een ete oie nt ites eet DOC 94 ei eeean cee 8.37 25.89 

Lot 5: 
From pickle (in pickle 12 hours)2:.22.-222222-22.c..cscess =. 60. 08 8249 [evel sche | Eee 
Steamediand dried :.2. wae fo boat chen Neemeeseesas 59.31 12.65 BH 1.89 

1 Possibly due to irregularity of sampling. 

Since large fish require a longer drying period than small fish, the 
packer should grade his fish by size before sending them to the drying 
room. 

Errect or VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF DRYING ON SARDINES. 

Experiments were conducted in certain canneries to ascertain the 
amount of water driven from fish under various conditions of drying 
and to determine the effect on the quality of the sardines of packing 
fish containing various quantities of water. The analytical results 
given in Table 25 show the water content and percentage loss of water 
under different conditions and periods of drying. 
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Fic. |.—FISH FAR TOO HEAVILY FLAKED. 

The fish can not be properly dried when so thick, and when roughly and carelessly pulled apart 
they are greatly marred and damaged as they are packed. 

FIG. 2.—FISH SO THICKLY FLAKED THAT THEY BECOME GLUED TOGETHER IN 
DRYING. 

Entire sections of fish of this size and larger could be removed from flake. Note transverse cracks 
on fish caused by excessive salting. (Castine fish.) 
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oo aerate Se 

Fig. |.—A DIRTY FLAKE. 

Note the remains of fish and débris adhering to the wires and edges. 

FiG. 2.— FISH MARRED BY MARKS FROM DIRTY FLAKES. 

Note also the waste caused by cutting back fish of large size. 
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TABLE 25.—LHffect of various conditions of drying on water content of fish. 

m . Actual ‘ Pre Water Differ- 
Condition of fish. loss of 

content. ence. onto 

Lot 1 (three-quarter mustards): Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
SIEOTESL PAIN ADO Xe ists prs ee See eeed Sop ee AMR ah oT es Me ee 3 GSB SRS sea ee (hs eee oe 
PMCS OMES A il Ome bie eens ete ect cia eine moe cence eee eens ects 59.98 3.67 9.20 
Dried 7 hours, left over night, ad dried 14 hours the following morning. 54.20 5.78 20. 63 

Lot 2 (three-quarter mustards): 
RIS UNI(A Trem altim ees We bn ach Vi ete ey ek a a oa G3SSBi eee ks a SER eis Zhe 
GEOTIFES DEA INI O Reyer ae cs ae Shays nia, eis murine ees NMC an es nla ERO 63386) [Oo rere le eae 
Dried 15 minutes, 1 revolution of wheel, coal fire, left at room tempera- 
Teter eNO Ts ee eee es LE IONS RAIN! BTR MRS 55.70 8.18 18.47 

Lot 3 fone quarter oils): 1 
FEVaNVaLISEs (AILOT SE LUUTI 2) Semrcts sie mtae seve open ore cls arenas ome ey eee eT Ie GOTAON ise se van ened Sueno 
iromisteam box not dried®. lsu is ea ie ss eee Sa A En 64.70 .70 1.98 
TDI 2 raTRLNL So See el ln tala A a Cas Meee EIS AAS 62.33 2.37 8.15 
PCCD RATE IbeShe = sa eae cel eS als ek EEN oe Seba doe ciooe 64. 28 1.95 3.14 
IEICU SIR OLLI Pe eee reel nna eM aim cyanea a ame OUI AED 61.12 1.21 11.01 
Mricdsenonrand 2Omminutess soso A Ne eo eee 62.67 1.55 72381 
HrredsenourandAGmninibtess a sees stead ele teat ee ae an ee ay 62.53 14 7.43 
ICG MOT Sree oes cee a i E alelin BD ea eh i te ak Sa 60.63 1.90 12.17 

Lot 4 (one-quarter oils):2 
IVA (AAG EIS AL ELIND) epsereereye aka eee chs path a a TBI ee cosconod bocopeeonc 
Hromisteamnpox (Steamed 15 minutes): 222252. 2 bes ee ay 67.64 2.74 8.47 
Dried 20 minutes 3 64.75 2.89 15.97 
Dried 40 minutes... 61.18 3.57 23.70 
Dried@dMhonraw seb. 3225s a 61.18 0. 00 23.70 
Dried 1 hour and 20 minutes. 62. 26 1.08 21.52 
Dried 1 hour and 40 minutes. -- 58.40 3.86 28. 80 
TD SeRieo) ) L ae Ns a ti leat ea 58.05 .35 29. 32 

1 Rain fell during the entire day, making the conditions most unfavorable for drying. 
3 Experiment conducted on a bright, clear, cool day, ideal for drying. 
3 vera air (tunnel) dryer, run with a very large volume of air a little hotter than that usually found, 

was use 

The marked difference in the rate of drying of lot 3 and that of lot 4 
is due to the presence in the air of moisture during the entire day on 
which the experiment with lot 3 was conducted. The effect of such 
unfavorable drying conditions is well shown in the small variations 
in the water content of the fish at different intervals of drying, an 
actual loss of only 12.17 per cent of water occurring during the 2 hours 
the fish remained in the drier. 

The experiment on lot 4, consisting of fish from Castine, strongly 
salted and of a size packing 14 to 18 fish to the can, was conducted 
on a bright, clear, cool day, ideal for drymg. The air (tunnel) drier 
was run with a large volume of air, a little hotter than is customary, 
the temperature in front of the steam coils ranging from 110° to 115° 
F. The total loss of water from these fish amounted to 29.32 per cent 
for the two hours they were in the drier. Under the conditions pre- 
vailing drying for a period of from 20 to 30 minutes would have been 
sufficient for this particular lot of fish. The fish being packed at 
the cannery from the same lot, however, were being dried from 40 to 
45 minutes. 

The physical appearance of the various packs at the different 
drying intervals was as follows: 

Lot 1.—The mustard sauce in the cans packed with fish taken directly 
from the steam box was darker and somewhat thinner than the original 
sauce, and contained small particles of broken flesh. The flesh of the 

i? 
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fish was dark and soft. The mustard sauce in the pack dried for 2 
hours was brighter, and contained no particles of fish. The flesh of 
this fish was white and firm. The mustard sauce surrounding the 
fish which had been dried 7 hours, allowed to stand overnight, and 
then dried 14 hours was bright and of about the same consistency 
as when put in the can, and showed no particles of fish. The flesh of 
this fish was very firm, although not as white as that of the fish dried 
for 2 hours. The contents of the cans of this last pack when opened 
had the best appearance of all four lots. The pack dried 2 hours 
differed very little in taste from that which was dried the longer time. 
The proper quantity of water to be driven from this particular lot of 
fish to be packed as mustards would seem to be 20.63 per cent. 

Lot 2.—On opening the cans of raw fish from this pack a few days 
after they had been put up, it was found that the mustard sauce, 
which was of a different brand than that used in the case of lot 1, 
was quite thin, but retained its yellow color. The fish were soft, and 
had a characteristic fresh fish taste. The mustard sauce of the fish 
packed as they came from the steam box was of a good color and con- 
sistency, and the fish were fairly firm. The fish which had been dried 
and baked were, if anything, firmer than those from the steam box, 
but otherwise the same. The fish which had been dried, baked, and 

allowed to stand for an excessive length of time at room temperature 
were firm and hard. The mustard sauce was thick and pasty, as all 
the water it originally contained had been absorbed by the fish, 
which, however, remained hard and dry. The fish that had been 

packed raw differed very markedly in appearance from those packed 
after an excessive period of drying. In this experiment the cans with 
the best appearance and quality were those from the pack that had 
been dried for 15 minutes. 

Lot 3.—The steamed fish packed without drying were soft, and the 
cans contained a great deal of water. Fish dried 20 minutes were 
much firmer, and the oil surrounding them appeared to be in good 
condition. he fish dried for 2 hours were the firmest of the lot, 
and the oil around them was the best in appearance and flavor. The 
physical examination of this pack was made before the determina- 
tions for water were completed. All who participated in the examina- 
tion wondered at the apparent lack of improvement in the packs 
which were dried for the customary periods of time. The reason for 
this was evident when the moisture content was known (Table 25). 

Lot 4.—When cans from this pack were opened and compared, it 
was the consensus of opinion that for both the oils and the mustards, 
drying for 20 minutes gave a product of very good appearance and 
flavor. There was not much difference between the packs after 
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drying for 20 and for 40 minutes. It was apparent that, with this 
particular lot of fish, drying for a period of from 20 to 30 minutes 
under the conditions prevailing would have been sufficient. The 
fish packed after longer periods of drying were too hard, and did not 
make a good appearing or tasting can of sardines. 

The results of these experiments show the wide divergence in the © 
quality of sardines packed from fish containing varying amounts of 
water. It is true that at certain times, when the intervals of drying 
are short or conditions for drying the best, no very great difference 
in the packed goods is noticeable. The drying period should be as 
short as is consistent with securing the proper degree of dryness 
for the product. 
Work still remains to be done in establishing simple tests to deter- 

mine when the proper degree of dryness has been reached. It may 
be suggested here that the weight of a number of fish of uniform size 
taken from the flakes as they enter the drier, be accurately deter- 
mined. When the weight of an equal number of fish of the same size 
after drying is 15 per cent less than the weight of the raw fish, the 
proper state of dryness within the established limits will have been 
reached. 

Oil sardines packed from fish insufficiently dried have a distinctly 
poor appearance. They are soft, and can not be taken readily in a 
whole condition from the can, while the oil surrounding them often 
looks milky and usually contains large drops of water. The taste is 

also decidedly bad, often soapy, a condition probably caused by the 
saponification of a small part of the oil during the sterilizing process 
in the presence of the excessive amount of water in the can. If dried 
too much, the fish become dry, hard, and brittle, and the flavor of 
the oil is strongly predominant. Oil sardines prepared from over- 
dried, hard fish lack the characteristic fish flavor. 

VARIATIONS IN WATER CONTENT OF Driep Fish TAKEN THE SAME DAY FROM 

DIFFERENT CANNERIES. 

A series of samples were taken from several canneries at practically 
the same time of day, to determine how efficiently the fish were being 
dried, and to ascertain the variations in the degree of drying in the 
different canneries. Three of the canneries from which samples were 
taken were equipped with tunnel driers, one with the Ferris wheel oven 
type, and one with the old-style kiln drier. The time of drying was 
60 minutes, 14 minutes, and 3 minutes, respectively, for the three 
types of Hriere. 

The description of the nate the kinds of driers, the conditions 

surrounding drying, and the results of this test are given in Table 26. 
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Bul. 908, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XVI. 

Fic. |.—Two WELLE PACKED CANS, BRIGHTS UP, CONTRASTED WITH 
POORLY PACKED CANS, BAcKS UP, AND TWO POORLY PACKED CANS, 

BRIGHTS UP. 

Fic. 2.—CANS OF SARDINES FAIRLY WELL PACKED, BUT MARRED BY 
ROUGH HANDLING. 



Bul. 908, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XVII. 

Fig. 1.—AN EXAMPLE OF GOOD PACKING CONTRASTED WITH POOR PACKING. 

Cans taken from packing table before being oiled. Same lot of fish, taken from the same weir on the 
same day, but packed by different concerns. | 

! 

| FiG. 2.—SARDINES FROM THE SAME LOT AS THOSE WELL PACKED IN Fic. I, 
| TAKEN FROM THE SHIPPING ROOM. 

Note the disarrangement of the fish, due to rough handling after being processed. The mussy 
appearance is due to the presence of particles from the gills of snipped fish and material from 
the intestines, 

Fic. 3.—SARDINES FROM THE SAME LOT AS THOSE POORLY PACKED IN FIG. I, 
TAKEN AT RANDOM FROM SHIPMENT READY FOR MARKET. 

Unattractive appearance is due to slack packing and rough handling. Note the 3-fish can which 
shows the absence of standardization of the pack. 



Bul. 908, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XVIII. 

Fic. |.— CAN OF QUARTER O!L SARDINES PACKED WITH FEEDY FISH. 

It was packed backs up, thus concealing the condition shown on opening the can. 

FIG. 2.—CONTENTS OF CAN OF SARDINES, SHOWING THE CHARACTERISTIC 

BELLY-BLOWN FISH, RESULTING FROM FEED. 



PLATE XIX. Bul. 908, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

Fie: I. EEFECH OF (REDIEEED: 

Every fishin a boatload may be like this when excessively feedy fish are taken. 

Fic. 2.—CONTENTS OF A CAN, REPRESENTING PACK OF GOODS ON A CERTAIN 
DAY, ILLUSTRATING THE DESIRE OF SOME PACKERS TO PRODUCE QUANTITY 
IRRESPECTIVE OF QUALITY. 

Practically all the fish were belly broken from feed, and were literally thrown into the cans, no atten- 
tion being paid to producing a neat appearing can. 
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MAINE SARDINE INDUSTRY. 57 

The results obtained (Table 26) show that a sufficient amount of 

water was abstracted from the fish in all cases except one. Less water 
was removed in the cannery equipped with the kiln drier than in 
those equipped with the air drier, and much less than in the one 
equipped with the Ferris wheel drier. In Cannery E, equipped 
with an air (tunnel) drier, practically no water was removed. 
Throughout the test, as the results indicate, very little attention was 
shown in this cannery to the important feature of drying. It is 
apparent that the air driers, with the exception of that in Can- 
nery H, and the kiln drier removed a sufficient quantity of water, 
while the plant equipped with the Ferris wheel oven drier did not. 
The degree of dryness of the fish on the next day on which samples 
were taken varies widely. On October 9, which was a rainy day, 
drying was not efficient, scarcely enough in any of the canneries to 
remove the proper amount of water from the fish before packing. 

These results indicate that a great variation in the degree of 
drying sardines existed among the different canneries on the same 
day. It is probable also that variations in the degree of dryness of 
the fish exist in the same factory on the same day. 

INTERMITTENT DRYING. 

The practice of intermittent drying, adopted by a few canneries in 
the preparation of mustard size fish, consists in allowing the larger fish 
to stand for a period of from 8 to 10 hours after the first drying, and 
then drying them for an additional hour or so just prior to packing. 
This should be done only in the case of cut and eviscerated fish and 
those which have been handled in a sanitary manner, because of the 
possibility of the development of bacteria in the viscera and contents 
of uncut fish (p. 86). Fish which have not been cut and eviscerated 

should not be permitted to stand in the driers overnight, as moist 
fish furnish an excellent medium for the growth of bacteria. 

EFFECT OF CUTTING AND EVISCERATING THE FiIsH. 

It was found that the drying process was aided by cutting and 
eviscerating the fish, particularly those of mustard size. Drying is 
thus facilitated by the removal of the large amount of water in and 
surrounding the viscera, which is particularly difficult to drive off 
from the uncut fish. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The factors in drying which can be controlled by the canners and 
which are essential in obtaining a uniform degree of dryness are an 
even, thin flaking of the fish, the volume and temperature, within 
proper limits, of the air, in the tunnel type of drier, and the time of 
drying. Too high a temperature of the oven or of the air used in 
drying must be avoided on account of the resulting loss. of oil from 
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very fat fish and for fear of scorching the product. The degree of 
heat which may be employed in drying is therefore limited; otherwise 
it would be possible to overcome the difficulty of drying on exces- 
sively humid days by raising the temperature of the drying medium 
sufficiently to obtain the desired results regardless of the humidity. 
Air should be taken from a source that will not carry particles of 
dirt to cause contamination of the fish. 

It is believed that a great deal of the difficulty experienced in 
packing the three-quarter mustard sardines is due to insufficient 
drying. Fish that are packed too wet or too ‘‘green’”’ become soft 
upon standing, and the mustard sauce often becomes discolored. If 
the cans should happen to be packed too full, resulting in a ‘‘fat can,” 
they are likely to be rejected, particularly if on opening (cutting) 
the contents are found in the condition described. 

All fish for mustard sardines should be cut and eviscerated. The 
fact that fish of this size are packed in a sauce containing from 85 
to 90 per cent of water makes it necessary to dry them a great deal 
more than fish packed in oil. In some cases it is the practice to 
allow mustard size fish to stand overnight, after a preliminary drying, 
and complete the operation just before packing. 

It is also well to have no more than a sufficient number of racks 
of fish out of the drier on the packing room floor, as the fish after 
being dried, particularly on a rainy day, absorb enough water to 
make their handling very difficult. It is practically impossible to 
prevent breaking of the skin of fish when handling them after they 
have absorbed water on standing. 

The fish should be separated according to their size, so that the 
smaller fish need not remain in the driers as long as the larger ones. 

Probably 90 per cent or more of the Maine sardines are packed 
from fish which have been steam cooked. Attention, therefore, to 
drying and its better control will have a marked effect on the quality 
of the product. 
Much still remains to be done in studying the conditions of drying 

sardines as packed in this region. Investigations might profitably 
be undertaken with the object of establishing, for example, the proper 
time of drying, the maximum temperature, and the requisite volume 
of air (in the tunnel type of drier) under varying degrees of humidity. 

PACKING THE FISH. 

The packing of sardines differs from that of most food products 
put up in cans, in that it is necessary to arrange the small fish care- 
fully to insure an attractive looking finished product. No other 
foodstuff requires the same skill or technique in the matter of being 
placed in their containers. From the selling point of view it is most 

important that sardines be properly packed. 
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Several photographs illustrating the appearance of the contents of 
cans when packed with varying degrees of care and skill were taken. 
The cans of sardines from which these photographs were made were 
obtained at random from different canneries. While the illustrations 
of the better appearing packs must not be regarded as representative 
of the best packing to be found in the Maine sardine industry, they 
indicate the kind of packing that should be demanded in the ‘‘stand- 
ard” grade of Maine sardines. 

Figure 1, Plate XVI, shows two cans of well packed sardines, 
brights up, contrasted with poorly packed cans that were packed 
backs up. Carelessness in the packing process was responsible for 
the inferior appearance of the unattractive can. The cans in figure 2 
were well packed, but the fish had been roughly handled on the flakes, 
causing breaking of the skin and other damage. 

Plate XVII is fairly representative of well packed cans, contrasted 
with poorly packed cans. Figure 1 shows two cans packed the same 
day with fish from the same weir, but at different canneries. The 
‘cans were taken from the packing table before being oiled. The su- 
periority of the cans at the left was typical of the entire product 
of the cannery at that time, and did not represent any special 
degree of perfection in packing. Figure 2 shows the cans taken 
in the shipping room from the same lot as the well packed cans 
shown in figure 1 after they had been oiled, sealed, and sterilized. 
The disarrangement of the fish in the cans was caused by rough 
handling received by the cans during the processing and the sub- 
sequent handling. The mussy appearance of the fish is due to the 
presence of particles from the gills of snipped fish and material 
from the stomach and intestines. Figure 3 depicts three cans from 
the lot of poorly packed goods shown in figure 1 after they had been 
taken from the shipping room. The complete disarrangement of this 
slack and poorly packed can is due to rough handling. One of the 
cans selected proved to be a 3-fish can, showing the lack of grading 
on the basis of the number of fish per can (p. 96). These sardines 
also illustrate the utter lack of standardization on a quality basis. 

The kind of goods that brings the Maine sardine into disrepute is 
shown in figure 2, Plate XIX. Practically all of the fish used for 
this pack were belly-broken, from the action of feed, and were literally 
thrown into the cans, with no effort to secure a neat appearance. 
The fault here is not entirely the packer’s, as there is no incentive 
to pack carefully when material of such inferior quality is permitted 
entry into the cannery. 

The conditions responsible for the quality of sardines, as repre- 
sented in these photographs, can be attributed to (a) lack of uniform- 
ity of opinion as to what shall constitute a fair quality of sardines, 
(6) lack of desire on the part of a few to produce any standard 
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quality, and (c) a lack of control over the employees. Sardines of 
the poorest quality are packed in canneries where the methods are 
inefficient and haphazard, and where very little, if any, supervision 
is exercised over the labor. 

RoucH TREATMENT. ; 

At several points in the handling of fish preparatory to packing 
. the fish receive too rough treatment. For instance, they may be 
scooped from the boats after having settled in a solid mass, whereas 
the best practice is to float them well m the hold of the boats before 
bailmg them out. Another source of damage is the pulling and 
mauling the fish receive while on the flakes, particularly when too 
thickly flaked. 

After the fish are packed in the cans the rough treatment the cans 
and contents receive has a direct bearing on the final appearance of 
the sardines. In many cases it was found that the operators in 
placing the cans upon, the tail of the sealing machine inserted their 
fingers in the packed cans, thus disarranging and marring the con- 
tents. Sometimes a few cans become crushed, or some trouble with 
the sealing machine causes spilling. The fish thus lost are repacked, 
at the close of the day’s sealing, constituting an inferior product 
because of the careless manner in which the sealer, unskilled in pack- 
ing, does the work. Other commonly found instances of rough treat- 
ment are: 

Permitting the cans to fall a distance of from 2 to 3 feet from the | 
sealing machine after the covers have been attached. 

The bailing of cans from the “bath” tanks with scoopnets and 
forcibly throwing the cans on the floor of the cannery. 

Shoveling the cans over in drying and cleaning them with sawdust. 
Tumbling and rattling the cans through revolving sawdust cleaners. 
Shoveling and rolling the cans down too sharply inclined chutes to 

the shipping rooms. 
Such treatment not only disarranges the fish within a well-packed 

can, but it may dent the seams of the cans, causing leaks. 
Those packers who maintain a definite quality and who take pains 

to pack the fish neatly and attractively in the cans clean the exterior 
of the cans, before shipping, in a careful manner to prevent dis- 
arrangement of the contents. 

ADDING THE OIL. 

QUANTITY OF Om PER CASE. 

A series of experiments were conducted on fish of different fat 
contents, packed in oil at the rate of 1 quart, 14, 2, 24, 3, 34, and 4 

quarts per case of 100 cans. Four packs were prepared in quarter 
oil size key cans. Fish of uniform size were selected from the flakes 



oe 

in the packing room, at the end of the steaming and drying process. 
The oil was run into each can from a pipette graduated to deliver the 
proper quantity. After allowing enough time to permit all the oil 
possible to soak into the fish the covers were sealed on the cans. 
Different types of sealing machines were used, but no provision was 
made to guard against leaks, such as the use of a gasket or by 
soldering. 

In putting up the fish used for lot 4 a small patented packing 
device’ was used. Some of the advantages claimed for this device, 
however, could not be checked in this experiment, owing to leakage 
of oil from the cans. 

After these lots had been. packed, oiled, processed, and allowed to 

stand for from 2 to 3 months, the contents of two representative 
cans from each lot were ground and thoroughly mixed. The oil 
was wiped out as completely as possible from the interior of the cans 
with the ground meat, and every effort was made to have each 
sample uniform. Three separate samples of the two cans from each 

pack were analyzed, the water, fat, and total nitrogen analyses being 
made in triplicate. The percentage amount of oil recovered, and 
the total food value per can, expressed in calories, were calculated 
from these results. In calculating the weight of oil added, the 
specific gravity of cottonseed oil was taken as 0.925. To determine 
the average weight of the fish per can, several lots of 100 fish each 
were weighed and an average taken. The results of these analyses 
are shown in Table 27. 

The cans of lot 1 to which oil had been added at the rate of 1 and 
14 quarts per case contained only a trace of visible oil when opened. 
Those to which oil had been added at the rate of 2 quarts per case 
were less than one-quarter full of free oil, while those having oil 
added at the rate of 24 quarts per case were less than half full. 
Cans to which the oil had been added at the rate of 3 quarts per 
case showed a reasonable amount, being about five-eighths full. 

At the rate of 34 quarts, the cans were practically seven-eighths full, 
while those that were packed at the rate of 4 quarts per case were 
found to be practically full of oil. 

The figures for the recovery of the added oil vary widely, owing 
to loss of oil at the time of sealing full cans and to loss on standing 
through imperfect seams. In all instances the percentage amount 
of oil recovered when the sardines were oiled at the rate of 4 quarts 
per case was low. These figures agree with observations made at 
the time of sealing and with the experience of the packers that 
when the cans are full, or almost full, of oil a great deal of it is ex- 

pelled when the lid is forced Cown by the chuck during the sealing 
operation. 

MAINE SARDINE INDUSTRY. 61 

1U.S, Letters Patent 1,206,977. 
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The influence of the increasing quantities of oil on the food value 
of a can of sardines is indicated in the column of Table 27 which 
shows the total calories per can. These figures are the average re- 
sults of the analysis of six cans. The food value of the sardines com- 
posing lot 1 to which a minimum amount of oil was added was 201 
calories per can, and that of those to which the maximum atic | 
oil was added (at the rate of 4 quarts per case) was 412° “lorie 
can. 

The fish composing lot 2 were much fatter than the Castine fish ~ 
used for lot 1. The influence of the fatness of the fish on the oil ” 
present on opening the cans is shown. The cans which were oiled 
at the rate of 3 quarts per case were nearly full, as were also those 
oiled at the rate of 34 quarts per case. The cans packed at the rate 
of 4 quarts of oil per case were full of oil: The percentage recovery 
of oil was much less when the cans were oiled at the rate of 34 and 
4 quarts than when smaller amounts of oil were added. To avoid 
this loss, many packers do not add enough oil to make a good show- 
ing when the can is opened. ‘This is particularly true in cases where 
the pack is composed of lean fish and where the oiling device is at- 
tached to the sealing machine, allowing insufficient time for the oil 
to be absorbed by the fish before some of it is squeezed out of the 
can during the sealing operation. The resulting loss due to the 
method of oiling and that due to poorly sealed cans which “‘weep”’ 
oil after sealing are conditions which should be remedied in order to 
avoid waste of oil. Not only is oil lost in this way but the product 
also loses in food value. In this lot, at the rate of 1 quart of oil per 
case, the average number of calories per can was 291, while at the 

rate of 4 quarts per case the average was 469. The figures for the 
calories at the other rates of oiling increased as the amount of oil 
increased. 

The cans of lot 3, even those containing fish which had been oiled 
at the rate of 4 quarts per case, were only about three-quarters full 
of oil. These cans were poorly sealed, and consequently lost oil 
during processing and while standing, as is shown by the fact that 
an average of only 80.52 per cent of oil was recovered for all the 
packs in this lot. The food value is also low as compared with that 
of lot 2. 

The fish used in lot 4 were very fat, containing 55.76 per cent of 
water and 16 per cent of fat. The cans packed at the rate of 4 
quarts per case were only three-quarters full of oil when opened. — 
Considering the care taken in packing, the percentage amount of 
oil recovered was small. On the other hand, the food value agreed 
very well with that of the other packs and showed the same varia- 
tions according to the quantity of oil present. That the food value 

5890°—20—Bull. 908 D 
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was correspondingly high was due to the fatness of these fish. An 
inspection of the rest of the cans of this pack showed that they had 
leaked badly while stored in the shook. The cans were very un- 
sightly, being covered with oil, and, in many cases, stuck together 
with the partially dried oil. The analyses showed that practically 

“rd of the oil added had leaked through the seams of the cans. 
om these experiments it seems fair to conclude that the proper 
+ of oil per case to add to sardines is 3 quarts (75 per cent of 

w gallon) for average fat fish and 34 quarts (87.5 per cent of a gal- 
-lon) for lean fish of poor quality. These quantities allow for pos- 
sible unavoidable losses in oil during the sealing process. The oil 
in these amounts can readily be added to the standard quarter oil 
can without loss, if time be allowed for the absorption of oil before 
the cover is sealed on the can. 

KInD oF Ott. 

TESTS WITH CORN OIL. 

As has already been stated, cottonseed oil is the oil most widely 
used in packing Maine sardines. During the season of 1913 the 
possibilities of the use of corn oil for packing sardines were investi- 
gated. The oil in corn is contained in the embryo or germ, which 
is separated from the rest of the kernel in the manufacture of starch, 
glucose, etc. The germ is heated and the oil expressed and then 
refined. It is a neutral, bland oil, with practically no characteristic 
taste. It does not, therefore, mask the flavor of the fish which are 
packed init. At the time these experiments were made corn oil was 
cheaper than cottonseed oil. Under normal conditions, corn oil is 
said to sell for from 5 to 10 cents a gallon less than cottonseed oil, 
which should make it worthy of consideration by the sardine packers. 
In normal times enough refined corn oil may be had to supply the 
entire sardine industry. 

Inquiry among the packers showed that, in previous experience, 
corn oil had proved generally unsatisfactory. At the time the 
packers had tested this oil it was the practice in all the canneries 
to fry the fish in oil. When the corn oil was tried out in the frying 
vats it gave off a disagreeable odor and foamed so badly that 1t 
boiled out of the vats. Within the last few years the process of 
refining has been improved, so that a fine grade of oil, much superior 
to that formerly marketed, can ‘now be had. The highly refined oil 
was secured for the tests here reported. 

BEHAVIOR ON HEATING. 

Corn oil, summer yellow cottonseed oil, and winter yellow cotton- 
seed oil, 100 to 150 ce (3 to 5 ounces) of each, were heated in beakers 
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over the flame, stirring constantly with a thermometer, with the 
following results: 

Corn oil did not boil at 265° C. (509° F.). An odor not disagreeabie and hardly 

characteristic of corn appeared at about 150° C. (302° F.). At 230°-240° C. (446°-464° 

F.) copious fumes with a slightly irritating, pungent, penetrating odor appeared. 

Summer yellow cottonseed oil did not boil at 265° C. (509° F.). A characteristic 

odor appeared at 165° C. (329° F.). Fumes, slight in quantity compared with corn 
oil, but more penetrating, appeared at 245° C. (473° F.). 

Winter yellow cottonseed oil did not boil at 265° C. (509° F.). A slight characteristic 

odor appeared at 160° C. (320° F.). Fumes, slight in amount and with no more 
odor than that obtained from the oil when heated at 160° C., appeared at 250° C. 
(482° F.). 

The results of these tests show that corn oil of the quality rep- 
resented by these samples compares favorably with eottonseed oil. 
It does not stand heating to a high temperature quite as well as the 
winter yellow variety, but is equal, if not superior, to the summer 
yellow grade, particularly when heated at a lower temperature, 
around 150° to 165° C. (302° to 329° F.). Apparently corn oil 
breaks down a little more rapidly when heated at the higher tem- 
peratures. 

When tested by the Kreis reaction for rancidity upon exposure to 
the air, each oil gave a negative test at first. On standing in uncov- 
ered beakers fer one and two days, corn oil failed to show a test for 
rancidity at the expiration of 24 hours, the winter yellow cottonseed 
oil gave a positive test at the end of 24 hours, and the summer yellow 
cottonseed oil gave an intensely positive test. At the end of 48 
hours the corn oil showed only a slight positive test for rancidity by 
this reaction, while both the winter and summer yellow oils were 
intensely positive. With respect to the development of rancidity 
on exposure tc the air, corn oil appears to be far superior to cottonseed 
oil. 

EFFECT ON FLAVOR OF SARDINES. 
* 

During the seasons of 1913 and 1914 a number of small packs using 
various kinds of oil—raisin, olive, peanut, winter yellow cottonseed, 
summer yellow cottonseed, and corn—were made. Tests with the 
raisin oil were at once abandoned, as its odor and sweet flavor made 
it entirely unsuited for use with fish. All the methods of packing in 
vogue at that time were employed, as well as the process of baking 
the fish before packing them. Samples of the packs in these oils, 
with the exception of raisin oil, were submitted to different people 
for an opinion as to the quality and taste, the samples submitted to 
each person or group being selected from the same pack, in which 
the source and treatment of the fish were identically the same, with 
the exception of the kind of oil used: 
By all but one or two the samples packed in corn oil were pro- 

nounced superior to those packed in cottonseed oil. Some even prefer- 
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red the corn-oil to the olive-oil pack. Eliminating the olive-oil packs 
from consideration, there was no question of the superiority of the 
corn-oil packs in the rich flavor imparted to the fish and the absence 
of any characteristic taste of the oil. The flavor of the fish in the 
corn-oil packs was not masked by the oil, but rather improved by it. 
In most cases, the winter-pressed oil was pronounced second in 
quality to corn oil, prime summer yellow oil being classed third. 

The packs composed of baked fish and of fish fried in oil were far 
superior to the products prepared by other methods which did not 
bring out the delicate fish flavor. The better flavor of the fish, 
developed by frying or baking, may be conserved for the canned 
product by the use of corn oil. 

Canneries equipped with the so-called Ferris wheel driers can 
utilize this equipment to excellent advantage by grilling the fish 
before frying and packing them, thus attaining the very best flavor. 

EFFECT ON APPEARANCE OF SARDINES. 

It was found also that in packing sardines in corn oil or the better 
grade of cottonseed oil, stearin did not settle out during cold weather. 
Sardines packed in prime summer yellow cottonseed oil when opened 
in cold weather present a very unattractive appearance, due to the 
white film or mass of stearin over the fish. It would seem wise, there- 
fore, to pack sardines for shipment into cold climates in the winter- 
pressed variety of cottonseed oil or in corn oil and use prime summer 
yellow cottonseed oil for goods going to warm regions. 

Tomato Sauce. 

Sardines in tomato sauce have not been packed in Maine to any 
great extent. During the season of 1913 an attempt was made by one 
of the canning companies to pack a few cases in this way, but the 
undertaking proved unsuccessful. It is understood that several 
other companies are now packing a few sardines and herrings in 
‘tomato sauce. In consideration of the demand for this product, it 
is strange that herring and sardines in tomato sauce are not prepared 
in greater quantity in Maine. That no special difficulty is encoun- 
tered in the process, and the product is very attractive, is shown by 
the fact that packers in other localities put out a great many cans 
of this article. 

MUSTARD SAUCE. 

It has been estimated that 25 per cent of the season’s pack of Maine 
sardines is put up in mustard sauce. A large part of the sauce used 
for this purpose is prepared in mustard sauce mills, owned and oper- 
ated by the sardine companies. In one instance several companies 
operate a mustard sauce plant on a cooperative basis. Part of the 
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sauce is prepared by an independent company located m one of the 
principal centers of the industry, and a certain amount is furnished 
by a well-known sauce and spice manufacturer. The results of the 
analysis of samples of the three sauces most widely used are given 
in Table 28. 

TABLE 28.—Composition of mustard sauce. 

Total Total quieren Mustard 
Total Salt Acid, as in sa 

F + . nitrogen | protein and tur- solids. | (NaCl). | acetic. (N). |(Nx6.25). eee meric.1 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent. 
11. 83 3.36 0. 395 2.47 4. 67 6. 00 3.12 . 
12. 00 4. 49 1. 42 - 368 2.30 4.90 5. 21 

2. 63 - 023 3.27 4.46 8.47 14. 49 | 2.75 

1 Total solids — (salt+ protein}. 

In the preparation of the sauce represented by the second sample 
a smaller amount of vinegar, or one of weaker strength, was used, 
while in that of the sauce represented by the third sample a larger 
amount of mustard or turmeric was employed. These samples were 
also examined microscopically. The first two samples contained a 
great deal of turmeric and more red pepper than is commonly found 
in a mustard sauce of this grade. The last one contained more 
turmeric than either of the other two and not quite as much red 
pepper. The amount of turmeric in this sauce is excessive, compared 
with that in the other two sauces. 

PROCESSING THE SARDINES. 

The method of processing or sterilizing the sealed packed cans by 
heating them in tanks of boiling water is practically universal in the 
Maine sardine industry. At the time these investigations were made 
one of the canneries employed for this purpose retorts in which the 
contents could be heated under pressure. 

The length of time given to processing varied widely among the 
different canneries. ‘The usual period was from 1? to 24 or 24 hours, 

the variation depending on the size of the cans and the canner’s idea 
of the time necessary for sterilization. An instance was found in 
which the canner was giving only one hour to processing in a tank 
of boiling water. 

To obtain data which might be helpful in determining the length 
of time of processing, the temperature of the inside of cans of sar- 
dines, as ordinarily processed in boiling water baths, was determined. 
The results, given in Table 29, show the time necessary to raise the 
initial temperature of the cide of the can to aes the boiling 
point of water. 

1 The pxamination was made by B. Silberberg, of the Microchemical Laboratory of the Bureau of 

Chemistry. 
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TABLE 29.— Temperature of inside of can of sardines processed with regular lot. 

7 . Near surface of 
Dhawrrrnns ul boil- wate in boiling 

i ank. 

. Temper- P Temper- 
Time. ature. Time. | “ature. 

m ne a.m. OF 
12.25 36 8.30 26 
12.35 47 8.35 36 
12.42 88 8.40 45 
12. 46 94.5 8.46 71 
12.48 99 8.48 80 
12.50 100 8.50 91 

8.52 99 
8.54 99 
8.58 99 
9.10 99.25 

1 This boiling tank was provided with a board cover which was lowered while processing the cans. The 
ee eae Py PAs Desens through pipes in bottom of tank. It boiled freely during the period 

2 Tank uncovered, heated by direct steam. 

The length of time required to reach the boiling point varies with 
certain conditions commonly found. In this method of processing it 
is very important that the cans be completely submerged during the 
entire period. Since it was found that sardines were not always 
uniformly sterile, it would be safer to process for the longer periods 
of time. 

STORING THE SARDINES. 

A portion of each year’s pack of sardines is stored for varying 
periods of time and under varying conditions before it reaches the 
consumer. When heid by the packers the sardines are subjected to 

the rigid winters of Maine, as no suitable warehouse exists for storage, 
advantage being taken of cellars, wherever available. When shipped 
they are often frozen, only to be thawed out again upon coming into 
a warmer region, where they may be held at terminals or warehouses 
having relatively high temperatures. Finally, they may remain upon 
the retailer’s shelves for some time, under varying temperature 
conditions. 

Certain differences in the composition of canned sardines, when 
analyses were made directly after processing and after standing for 
different periods of time led to an investigation of the changes occur- 
ring in sardines kept under varying conditions of storage. 

EORMATION OF AMMONIA AND AMINES. 

The values for ammoniacal nitrogen in fresh and decomposed fish 
as determined by the Nessler method did not agree with the results 

obtained by the titration method. Noticeable increases in the 
amount of total ammoniacal material in packs of fish which had 
stood for a time over the amount of such material found in the same 
packs directly after being processed were also apparent. 
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Table 30 gives the results of the determinations of ammoniacal 
nitrogen in sardines stored for various periods of time. 

TABLE 30.—Ammoniacal nitrogen content of sardines stored for various periods. 

Ammoniacal ni- 
trogen per 100 
grams. 

Condition of fish. Period held. 

7 Titra- 
Nessler. Fara. 

Mg. hg. 
TOS TSC ash SIE ean Ss eae 107.8 147.6 

DOR aes 24 hours....... 121.7 189.6 
Tn pickle: 

4 hour. 2 25 MEMOS? 535 ee ce 203.1 
MEHOUTE eee seo (0 Lo Gee sel eas eae 206.1 
1$ hours.......)...-. GO ae pars |e eene 2 204.5 
3 hour........- 19) months sess eee ee 271.8 
HOUR oe ae GOs eee esl Sen ea 239.4 
is howTss sees \seses (0 (oe ul (Be ee 223.0 

From the nature of the material, coupled with the well-known fact 
that amines are formed in the decomposition of fish, fish brine being 
a source of trimethylamine, amines were naturally looked upon as 
responsible for the discrepancy between the values obtained by the 
two methods of analysis, and possibly were partly responsible for the 
increase in the ammoniacal nitrogen which occurs on standing. 
Evidently a change occurs in canned sardines on standing, sub- 
stances having an alkaline reaction (amines), determined as ammonia 

_ by the titration method, being liberated. Unfortunately, the Nessler 
method for determining ammonia is not reliable in the presence of 
amines. ‘The difference in the values obtained by the methods em- 

ployed for ammonia, while giving some indication of the amount of 
amines present, is not even sufficiently accurate to warrant regarding 
it as an approximate measure of the amine content. 

The interesting fact that older packs of sardines contain larger 
amounts of ammoniacal material than those which have stood for 
only a short time was definitely proved by analyzing samples of 
commercially packed sardines which had stood for 2, 4, and 6 
years in a cellar where the temperature was practically uniform 
and never reached the freezing point. In these analyses determina- 
tion of the total volatile nitrogen and ‘‘ammonia’’ by the Nessler 
method, as well as the separation of ammonia and amines in the total 
volatile material, were made. 

On opening the cans the two brands which had been packed for 2 
years were found to be in very good condition. The fish were 
slightly colored by what appeared to be iron from the lid of the 
can, which was badly detinned. The cans in the 4-year-old lot 
looked worse than any of the other samples. A large amount of a 
white, soft material, probably stearin from the oil, was spread over 
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the fish. The fish in the cans of the 6-year-old lot were covered 
with the same soft, white material. These cans contained only a 
small amount of visible oil, and the fish adhered to the lid of the can 

when opened. The interior of the can was detinned to a greater 
extent in this lot than in any of the others. The results of these 
analyses are given in Table 31. 

TABLE 31.—Ammonia and amine content of sardines after long periods of storage. 

Total volatile | Total volatile 
nitrogen (N) nitrogen (N) pereens 

ip 5 peritbarams, | porid0grams, | iit gt 
Condition of fish. Sankt eee 

ee 

d g = 3 

o| Pale lel.telelels 
2 elelelial4|- si 
2st) 2 eee ie ae |e 
Ke aa H A A = < <i = =< 

Good; slightly colored, 
apparently by iron; 
lid badly detinned. 

P.ct.|P.ct.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.| Mg.|P.ct.|P. ct. 

6 Best grade, packed 2 and /|f55. 88/20. 73} 46. 9, 2 : 
held 2 years. \54. 15/21. 76) 40. 8] 17.4] 23.4) 46. 6} 15.6) 31.0] 33.5) 66.5 

| 
Poorer grade,packed and | {57. 08)18. 73} 39.6} 14.7] 24.9) 44. 

held 2 years. |\55. 40 BF al 24.2 
Particularly bright and 

|20. 95] 43. firm. eo ssi 

Very poor; soft white 
material, probably 
stearin, spread over 

Packed and held 4 /f50.01/33. 60! 33.8) 14.0} 19.8) 37. 
\ 

fish. 
VWieATS se Ee Pete IN eae see oat eee een eeeee 45. cor ren PO 

Poor, covered with 
white material; small 
amount of visible oil; 
fish adhered to lid; 
large amount of de- 
tinning. 

Packed and held 6 ee 75/21. 94) 60. 6) 14.9) 45.7) 51.1) 8.6} 42.5} 16.8) 83. 2! 
years. é 

Oe ob = Wor Oo 00 00 

= ee Lcd 

SS a SS = 

1 Determinations and separations made on 50-gram samples. 
2 Determinations made on 3-gram samples. 
3 Lost. 

The results show that a change in the relative amount of ammonia 
and amines occurred, the degree depending on the time the fish 
remained in storage. The total amount of alkaline material was 
quite constant in the 2-and 4-year-old goods, but creased noticeably 
in the 6-year-old pack. The quantity of ammonia, both in the actual 
amount obtained and in the percentage of the total volatile nitrogen, 
decreased, while the amines increased directly with the age of the 
goods. Eliminating one determination, which shows a very low 
ammonia content on the 2-year-old packs, the average percentage 
amount of the total was 38.7, while the three determinations on the 
4-and 6-year-old packs showed only 15.5 per cent of the total alkaline 
material as ammonia, with a corresponding increase of from 61.3 to 
84.5 per cent, respectively, in nitrogen as amines. 

An experiment was conducted to ascertain whether these changes 
in the canned fish could be followed during shorter periods of standing 
at ordinary room temperature. A pack of a little more than half a 
case of quarter oils was made from fish which had just been landed 
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at a cannery, and had been only a short time in brine. After being 
steamed and dried, under ordinary commercial conditions, these fish 
were taken to the laboratory, where the heads were removed, and the 
portion used for packing ground and thoroughly mixed. A repre- 
sentative sample was reserved for analysis and the remainder was 
packed in cans which were sealed and processed for 1? hours at 212° 
F.. Samples taken at varying periods were analyzed, with the results 
shown in Table 32. : 

TABLE 32.—Ammonia and amine content of sardines stored for short periods. 

Total Volatile nitrogen (N) per Percentage of 
volatile 100 grams as— total as— 

Condition of fish (ground it . nitrogen AG 
flesh). Water. Fat. (N) per ‘ l 2 

100 ATPL [eed OBS II agua ee m- ( 
grams. Total. TOTiia | ees nonin. Amines. 

Before packing in quarter oil |Per cent. |Per cent. My. Mg. Mg. Mg. \Per cent. |Per cent. 
COINS OA BER eae ere eIey Ie ae 67.01 9.07 14.0 |}; 113.3 7.4 5.9 55.6 44.4 

After packing and processing 
hours t2l2cn see te 65.75 9.13 30.3 139.7 25.3 14.4 63.6 36.4 

After packing, processing, 
and standing— 

Mem onthe see eee e ea: : 65. 85 9.02 42.0 146.8 27.2 19.6 58.1 41.9 
ORIN OM LSS a ene 67. 60 8.72 47.8 147.3 22.6 24.7 | 47.8 5292) 
BUTIVOM pM Seres a eae ee 66. 40 8.69 62.5 VO). 24.2 28.9 45.6 54.4 
AoTTONUNS Ea es ee oe 66. 64 8.18 55.0 254.3 25.9 28.4 47.7 52.3 
GuiniNAISs Ao wase ane seoe 66. 25 9223 50n0 255.6 19.1 36.5 34.3 65.7 
SAMTOMUtNS He sas eee 64. 79 9.93 69.0 269.0 35.8 Boe 51.9 48.1 
PE OBIIMOTILIAS |S rapa raves gee | eae a enn eee aa al oats i es 278.9 41.3 37.6 52.4 47.6 
SOPMUOMPIS senate eer neal neatae e | prs aU ae ee aegis 282.4 44.0 38.4 53.4 46.4 

1 eee determinations were made on the combined volatile alkaline nitrogen obtained from two 50-gram 
samples. 

2'These determinations were made on the combined volatile alkaline nitrogen obtained from thirty 
3-gram samples. 

Te eee pence. 

An Increase in the amount of ammonia, with a corresponding 
decrease in the relative amount of amines, occurred during the 
processing. ‘The actual amounts of both the ammonia and amines 
increased. Standing caused a gradual increase in the amount of 
total alkaline material obtained from the flesh, due to the formation 
of amines, the ammonia content remaining fairly constant, with the 
exception of the samples taken from the 6-months’-old pack, when a 
decrease in the amount of ammonia was noted. 

The results expressed as percentage of the total volatile alkaline 
material point more clearly to a reduction in the quantity of ammonia, 
with a corresponding increase in the relative amount of amines, up 
to and including the 6-month period of standing. 

The increase in total volatile material continued in the case of the 
cans stored for 18 and 36 months. A more marked increase over the 

amount found at the end of 6 months occurred during the last year 
and ahalf. The imcipient sweil cans contained but aslightly greater 
quantity of volatile alkaline material than the normal cans. The 
separation of ammonia and amines in the volatile alkaline material 

= 
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gave, in all three cases, results quite different from those obtained at 
the earlier periods of examination, particularly those of the 6-month 
period. After standmg 18 and 36 months, the volatile alkaline mate- 
rial consisted of practically equal parts of ammonia and amines. 
The proportion of ammonia and amines in this pack, after the longer 
periods of standing, agreed closely with the results obtained on 
packs which were allowed to stand for an excessive length of time 
(Table 31). : 

INFLUENCE OF TIME AND TEMPERATURE OF STORAGE. 

To determine the influence of the time and temperature of storage 
on the formation of ammonia and total amines in sardines, a number 
of packs were prepared from fish which had been subjected to widely 
diverse preliminary treatments. The fish used in the preparation of 
lots 1, 2, and 3 were dry salted at the rate of one-half sack of salt per 
hogshead of fish, when taken from the water, and were held in the 
salt for varying periods, as indicated in Table 33. Those composing 
lot 4 were surrounded with an ice and salt mixture during transporta- 
tion and at no time were they in contact with salt or pickle. The 

* fish of lot 5 were feedy fish, gorged with feed which did not look like 
shrimp. The fish were steam cooked, dried, packed without being 
eviscerated, and processed for 1? hours. As soon as the processed 
cans were cool,samples were prepared and analyzed. The rest of the 
packs were stored for different lengths of time at ordinary room 
temperature and at 33° F. When the analyses were made, the vis- 
cera of some of the fish were separated from the whole fish, so that 
determinations were made upon the whole fish, upon the eviscerated 
fish, and upon the viscera and contents. ‘The results of these analyses 
are given in Table 33. 
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TABLE 33. “pcre of time and temperature of storage on the formation of ammonia 
and amines in canned sardines. 

WHOLE FISH AS TAKEN FROM CAN. 

Condition of fish. 

x 
oO 
=| 
se) 
AS} 
& 
a 

Lot 1: Mos. 
Packed and processed..-..- 0 
Sloe at room temperature. 2 

pes ocosbeeoescononesd oO 

3 aati at room tempera- 

12 months at 33° F........- 
Stored atroomtemperature.} 32 
Storediatwoacsh: oo ess ese sce 32 

Lot 2: 
Packed and processed.....- 0 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 3 
DOME oceans 15 
IDO SS SG Se Sree ee aia 32 

Lot 3: 
Packed and processed.....-. 0 
Storedatroomtemperature.| 3 

DOE oss ecsesebeee- 15 
DORE ee econ dees 32 

Lor 4: 
Packed and processed.....-. 0 
Storedatroomtemperature.! 2 

Do 15 

LS IMOn LHS atisosteee see. | 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 32 
SLOLediatoowm tae eeeeeceee 32 

Lot 5 (FEEDY FISH): 
Packed and processed....-.. 0 
Bhored atroom temperature. ie 

2 montis at room tempera- 
MITOR te Semecisnic soe 

13months at‘33° EF .-.-.--- 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 32 
ShOLEC atom beees ence aae - 32 

Lot 1: 
Packed and processed...... 0 
Stoed atroomtemperature.| 3 

15 

ture 
12 months at 33° F......... 

Period in dry salt. 

oa AOD 

Volatile alkaline material as— 

Nitrogen (N) per 100 grams. Peteentage 

Amines. : 
n 

3 2 5 oS 3 B= 
| 2 Al ae est pee 

Ag A i) i oe g S) 3 

S APE rede Sealers ees. Weer (esau (ee alba 
ellos eae | eee en Si aie ce Baers 
Sy cee led Nase el hele bases le a pat) easel [aes al P= 

P.ct.| P.cé.| Mg. | Mg. | Mg.| Mg.| Mg. | Mg. | P.ct.\ P.ct. 
GSEs IPIMYA | iso) Pests BNA! ee ea eee 64.9} 35.1 
GAN) COL Gy cada neacd lsoSeca SaeKed loaded |soeo-d toacine 
58.38 |17.72 | 68.6 | 34.7 | 33.9 1.7.) 92567) 28.5 | 50:5 | 4955 

52.18 |22.85 | 50.9 | 26.1 | 24.8] 3.1] 2.3 | 18.9 | 51.3] 48.7 

een ae eer 79.8 | 43.0 | 36.8] 0.0] 6.7] 26.8] 53.9} 46.1 
Pes Al Pa hs 62.1 | 26.6 | 35.5] 0.0 6.1 | 28.8 | 42.5) 57.5 

AUG TN26526 3400) | 24s Ost LOHOs [pee tan eee mene 70.6 | 29.4 
BES GVIPTEUE eee) | eased aseacdsasace boesed loucdsa lsdonne | Sauass 
47e 58) (265.93) |) Ol. Oar ct CEA OA Gin lia Paty | eel ano senl laa koee 
SFIS Bo [near TB 92280. 31 Bae9) | OSO0n| er Se8" | 28. lo |hodet |, 46.0 

| 

AOS ATID ESO noose |e ooey te lt Aan | ere tee pera facies (6G \e BYAh) 
PBR el CEG eee locas laaaoae Sedeed ososse SocaSAlseusor 
47.05 |28.70 | 58.3 | 31.7 | 26.6] 2.2] 2.0] 21.9] 54.4] 45.6 
ESD ESE 76.7 | 44.5 | 32.2} 0.0] 3.4} 26.5] 56.7] 43.3 

ORB ANE ERE) A260. |e Tht) I ececed booone jsoocee 61.0 | 39.0 
CUCU ap HW Nee 7d oe ee ane on moathod Bocaa Goossd lesesad loescas 
64.14 |19.96 | 69.2 | 34.8 | 34.4] 2.5] 4.2] 24.2] 50.2] 49.8 

64.49 |14.78 | 53.4 | 26.0 | 27.4] 1.1] 1.4] 24.7] 48.7] 5.3 

pera vases 80.1 | 42.8 | 37.3] 0.0] 5.1] 32.3] 53.4] 46.6 
Batesd paced 56.9 | 27.1 | 29.8) 0.0] 5.8] 23.7] 47.7] 52. 

REPT SE 7a || aed |) GS jake ee ee eee oe a 59.1} 40.9 
BON2E | 2BeL Oi | oOo tea cra tee ape cre rctei ia] Rv aed eve pete eae cea | ete erate 
52. 67 126.77 | 62.5 | 30.0 | 32.5] 2.4] 3.1] 25.7] 48.0] 52.0 

49.96 |27.80 | 40.7 | 19.2 | 21.5] 1.7] 1.5] 18.5] 47.2] 52.8 

Bae oebee 76.4 | 42.4 | 34.0} 0.0] 6.7] 26.5 | 55.5] 44.5 
Béeeddloscend 49.8 | 22.4 | 27.4 0.0 5.1} 22.3 | 45.0 55. 0 

FISH EVISCERATED WHEN TAKEN FROM CAN 

BY SCA GS C3 | CLUS) |) Oi) TB RC a ee ee ced leoaoce 67.2] 32.8 
BSG Passa fee Ee pe oe See ae anaa Hooe sa Garesc beecod| (Saaces 
55. 09 |20.18 | 61.3 |45.8(?)} 15.5 1.6 1.3 | 12.0 | 74.7 25.3 

57.53 |16.96 | 55.5 | 23.3 | 32.2] 2.0] 2.2) 28.0} 42.0] 58.0 

Storedaproombtemperature=|0 (S2nde| eas elke ee ee Te Moca osc cela neeee|eeceen saee sel eeeeue 
pited C3 Cae Dy ae ope mee C74 er ee Beaoes Bpiaad NGScse Sonoda deecod Scebed oodse mocond acsead Issacs 

Lot 2 
Packed and processed ...... 0 DAS SOA S115) p20 2ntolilad | ssoeeelaeeees| ee eee 69.9 | 30.1 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 3 GID |G OY 2 esos esd loceode bonded lpacsad Coase. bossae 

ID) Oates aie Bae oe 15 52. 00 |22.16 | 63.7 | 31.3 | 32.4 1.9] 2.2 | 27.6 | 49.1 50.9 
DOE 4. Se Se MCSE he reese By) beueitedl beers Ih ees (Sesreiicl areca) lanerated eapanie brissiege [Himmel Iie ayy Henne 

Lot 3: 
Packed and processed.....- 0 ERLE PAL ISIE AG ll 27610 || MOG Re See Ral se 71.8} 28.2 
Stored atroomtemperature.} 3 ofS PESO ee ne” year ad beodad boodad Gocohe brace lsoceks 

12 50. 59 |23.12 | 62.2 | 33.3 | 28.9 Groat) 2.8) (125.0 158.51) 4625 

1 Surrounded with ice and salt mixture. 
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TaBLE 33.—Influence of time and temperature of storage on the formation of ammonia . 
and amines in canned sardines—Continued. 

FISH EVISCERATED WHEN TAKEN FROM CAN—Continued. 

Volatile alkaline material as— 

? Percentage 
Nitrogen (N) per 100 grams. Gitta: 

Condition of fish. 4 
wi Amines : 

n 

318 |. | # Ble g gy |eu sale 
fel pea ; r=) 4 a a g g 
ro Le) 4 : ° . q 4 | S 
3 |25 S ‘ ad | or 3 ql q re) 
Ea fa eS 4 5 = q S ey » 
{0 {9} as tos] io) | oO ° or SH q {>} 

Slee & | aq he POS Gea oes a 

Lot 4: Mos.) Hrs.| P.ct.|P.ct.| Mg. | Mg. | Mg. | Mg. | Mg. \Mg. |\P.ct.| P.ct. 
Packed and processed.....- OF) -,2 44158523 120579134. Ou 235 WW VB | ooo Saas eee 66.2 | 33.8 
Storedatroomtemperature.| 2 4165200 =f12'65 s/248h2 ips Sosy S occ fier ane ore eal ee oe | 

ND OF sere nee eee a tea an 15 4 151.49 |16.80 | 62.1 | 30.5 | 31.6] Q@8] 1.8 | 26.2] 49.1] 50.9 
2 months at room tem pera- 

TULEle co Losece das sate see 15 4 161.70 114.75 |.47.5 | 22.2 | 25.3 | -1.9 | -103 | 22.5 1'46.7 | 53:3 
13 months at 33° F......... ; 
Stored at roomtemperature.| 32 Ail cies ea[ nase swlsse set le eee ce) ceo else acee]aacere ieee noe eee meee 
SlOTed atid. Wes. sseecesene 32 Gl weceis|sceeccfasacic =| cco sts) ccteon| ss occs|coebes lapeemelnoemen meses 

Lot 5 (FEEDY FISH): 
Packed and processed...... 0 6.156504 WLSI0F | idbe¢. | 20.60) 025 0 sce cele cccoe|esemee 66.1 | 33.9 
Stored atroom temperature. 2 6 (58543117502 3| 420 ee fa] tess oe | enlace Stee oe | eee ee [es toe eae 

DO. wk eset ele = 15 6 [56.48 }19.03 | 62.9 | 31.4 | 31.5} L1] 2.2) 27.9 | 50.0] 50.0 
2 sponehs at room tem pera- 

Se ealerha wees Saisie 15 § |53. 88 |22,37 | 40.5 | 19.6 | 20.9] 1.5] 1.1] 18.2] 48.4 51.6 
13, mets Boom Wee eee 
Storedatroomtemperature.| 32 Gil Seceeaies cscs |sdiecicis| ate vc |'see ee dlsetoe cela sce | eetseiee seins | ees 
Storedatiss?s Mj s.6c2-. = - 32 Gils aa Se Sas | sisocte ale Genet emieteie eters cote Aclete eet [eeseae ieee 

VISCERA AND CONTENTS 

Ib foya le 
Packed and processed.....- 0 47156278 |20501|°89: 9 | 26529) 13.7 toe. sa). eleoeees 65.7 | 34.3 
pre atroomtemperature.| 3 4158281107035: 47.0 Wo. oe |ise ce ch eee fs be oe ol ces ts | Cee aes 

Seichitistersleisiciem soe epynele 15 4 (56.44 }19.15 | 66.4 | 32.8 | 33.6 | 2.2] 3.4 | 28.7 | 49.4 50. 6 
3 Pagntas at room tem pera- 

CULO SS Cen a melas 15 4 154.15 |23.20 | 52.4 | 22.3 | 80.1] 1.3) 2.5 | 26.971'42°6:)" 57:4 
12; months at 33° Wy 0i5.- 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 32 Wilt ature dle cihc |e catees Pie Dsle’e o [fb alate cols dts OTS Na e212 2 eel |e oe a 
ebored at33" Bole. telco. 32 Q | voc aie e |Sa co ats.d| eed wise ereisttes | ae ste etal oalcieeed | Severe a] eaisiorers [Rees mereerees 

Lot 2: 
Packed and processed...... 0 8755/6121 59° 4 2a 2559 tbo. tes | bale eral 62.9 | 37.1 
Stored atroomtemperature.; 3 8156.10" |20.41 | 4626) |2 ofc clee Mo ap cicc ic] sees cele al see eee 

DO Saeeis cccseceeeeeeens 15 8 |53. 26 |21.70 | 68.7 | 29.8 | 33.9 | 4.4] 2.2 | 27.6] 46.8 | 53.2 
D Ose wescte sce Mecsas 32 Sh) Breed Saie sie |lowicteicis | Siac ia.c| ever cetel ie sara oseie safe | sete ere | Deer aeiecree 

Lot 3: 
Packed and processed.....- Oo! 254/55..307}21..057|/4752:1 33.4 | 1808: oes sec|ee aces eeeene 70.8 | 29.2 
Stored atroomtemperature.|| «:'3:|s" 25,155. 56; |20165)/(51..6)|2 2.2.) 22 -3-2l-c ess) ate ec|ccnseclesesselecenee 

ID Ose sigccracieuietsoat& aastere 15 | 25 |53.52 122.25 | 61.2 | 32.8 | 28.4] 1.4] 1.1] 24.4] 53.6] 46.4 
DOR ace ote yee B21 2D! [teres mace] ecrecsietell rece a.drail s Siciaisis| la Sinema fictecmce| Seiee oc] seen ine ele | tetera 

Lot 4: 
Packed and processed... ... Quy 14161047 18.54: |. 86.6) 1250811. 7 |. 2 ssa Pbeeeelleoeeere 68.3 | 31.7 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 2 Aileen aot ese e ale teen | on ccc c/s ee cie| crete i mise ioeereete |e eemere 

DOR Ren oes hae teeced 15 4 cctecles | ube al newe es ae aecs| ae catie| ate clos abesenl aeeee Ameena 
2months at room tempera- 

TUTE se ae eon eee 15 4 |53.78 121.40 | 49.1 | 21.3 | 27.8} 21] 2.9 | 22.5 |.43.4] 56.6 
13 months at 38° F.......-. 
Storedatroomtemperature.| 32 Al oe rare [lene «ee | steerage | mre einters| miciete mis |cttter= ara lferete tiers | eeeaene ete | tear ee | eetecetete 
Storedati33° Wes. cace oe 32 Ac wiaves aa] tratatata o]'ocoreteiellle ayeisis S| arsieteie is] locate Se ole miete Ce sea ate eererecatal eee 

Lot 5 (FEEDY FISH): 
Packed and processed....-.. 0 611545168) 125.566) |e 30s07| 2354)! 1oiS-) occas le. seer eee 63.9 | 36.1 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 2 6 1545020 )26..84: | 40U5' [eens 2.05 2] Leo. |e eee ee ee ee 

DOce hiede ses cmees scat s 15 6 153. 02 |28.45 | 59.3 | 30.9 | 28.4 6} 92] 16.7 | 52.1) 47.9 
2 months at room tempera- 

UUPC umes Sooo eeeucae 15 6 /49.39 [31.98 |-44.8 | 21.9 ) 22.9 |.2..-.Joi..0c].0.25- 48.9} 51.1 
13 months at 33° F......... 
Stored atroomtemperature.| 32 Ostend a eee ISO HOLES |e ok od Secor | eee Ses ea | pate |e 
Stored at.337 Foo. ecccissee 32 Gili ock ce | oe ct ese Psa eae Sane! Sets cif ees 0 eae SO DP ae | acer 

} Surrounded with ice and salt mixture. 
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According to these results, variations in the preliminary treatment 
of the fish and their condition have no effect upon the formation of 
ammonia or amines during storage. Only slight variations are 

‘shown in the ‘results of the analyses of the whole fish as removed 
from the can, the flesh alone, and the viscera and contents, indicating 

that no greater changes took place in any one portion than in the 
others. The quantity of total volatile alkaline material gradually 
increased during storage at ordinary temperatures in all three of the 
divisions made for analysis, but when stored at a temperature of 
33° F. its formation was greatly retarded. 

The relative quantities of ammonia and amines composing the 
total volatile alkaline material changed during storage. After proc- 
essing practically two-thirds of the total alkaline nitrogen con- 
sisted of ammonia and one-third of amines. After storage these 
proportions changed, the volatile alkaline material consisting of about 
equal parts of ammonia and amines. Storage_at a low temperature, 
while causing a decrease in the total quantity of ammonia and 
amines, apparently does not affect the relative amounts. The 
quantity of ammonia and amines in the storage samples is also about 
equally divided. 
By far the largest part of the volatile alkaline material,’ consisting 

of amines, existed in the form of triamine in canned sardines stored 

for the lengths of time used in these tests. Apparently the separa- 
tions of the canned fish had no effect on the results for triamine. 
No uniform increase or decrease in the amounts of triamine contained 
in the different portions of the fish analyzed, due to the various 

periods or temperatures of storage, was shown. Monamine and 
diamine were present in very small amounts and about equal quan- 
tities at the end of 15 and 18 months. At the end of 32 months of 
storage no monamine was found, while the amount of diamine had 
increased in some instances, being double or more than double the 
quantities found at the end of 15 months. The temperature of 
storage apparently has no influence on the quantities of monamine 
and diamine formed. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Marked changes in the quantities and relative amounts cf ammonia 
and total amines took place in the canned fish on standing. In the 
case of packs composed of ground meat, these changes could be de- 
tected at one-month intervals, amounting in the first few months to 
an increase of approximately 5 mg of total amines per 100 grams of 
the material per month. Directly after processing the volatile 
alkaline material contained practically two-thirds ammonia and one- 

1 As the method (37) for these determinations was not available at the time of the first examination of 

these packs, the data for the separation of the total amine fraction into its constituents are given for the 

longer periods of storage only. 
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third amines. During storage at room temperature the proportions 
appeared to change slowly, until after a long period of standing the 
total alkaline material was about half ammonia and half amines. 
When stored at a temperature just above freezing, the total quan- ° 

tity of volatile alkaline materials was greatly reduced, as compared 
with that produced at ordinary temperatures. 

Sardines stored just above a freezing temperature for 32 months 
contained in most cases less volatile alkaline material than was 
found when they were held at room temperature for a period of 15 
months. The relative amounts of ammonia and amines formed at 
the lower temperature of storage remain the same as the total vola- 
tile alkaline material formed while standing at room temperature. 
The total amines composing this volatile alkalme material consisted - 
mostly of triamine (practically 80 per cent). Monamine and diam-, 
ine also were present during the earlier period of storage(15 and 18 
months), but in much smaller quantities. At the end of the 32- 
month storage period no monamine was found, but the diamine in 
some instances had increased 50 per cent or more. The difference 
in the rate of formation of ammonia and of amines at a lower tem- 
perature of storage and at room temperature suggests that these 
changes may be caused by bacterial growth, although it is more 
probable that this action is associated with detinning and adsorp- 
tion of tin by the fish protein. 
When the cans of long standing commercial packs were opened 

the fish constituting the 4- and 6-year-old goods were decidedly soft. 
These showed the presence of the largest amounts of amine. 

The quantity of ammonia and amines in the canned sardines also 
has a decided bearing upon the detinning of the interior of the cans 
(p. 82). 

It is planned to continue the studies on the relation of detinning 
to the formation of ammonia and amines in canned fish. 

Errect OoF FREEZING AND THAWING ON SARDINES. 

To determine the effect of freezing and thawing upon sardines, 
cans from each of the packs put up under the drying experiments 
(p. 51) were frozen and thawed, after which they were compared 
with cans of the same goods which had not been frozen. Three lots 
were employed. In one the sardines were frozen and thawed twice, 
in another three times, and in the third six times. 

The general appearance of the oil sardines which had been frozen 
two, three, and six times was practically the same as that of the fish 

which had not been frozen. On closer examination, however, cer- 
tain changes in the texture of the meat were readily recognizable. 
it was apparent that the texture of the fish which had been insuf- 
ficiently dried was partially destroyed when frozen and thawed twice, 
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the meat fibers being broken and the whole fish a trifle softer. These 
changes were more marked in fish from the same pack which had been 
‘frozen and thawed three and six times. After having received this 
treatment six times, the fish were quite soft, those which had been 

packed too “green” being difficult to remove from the can without 
breaking and tearing apart. The texture of the tissues of the fish 
which had been dried enough or too much changed very little after 
the pack had been frozen twice, but slight changes were detected in 
the same pack which had been frozen and thawed three and six 
times. In the case of the fish which lost an excessive amount of 
moisture during the drying process, the oil taking the place of water 
in the tissues served to protect them during the subsequent freezing 
and thawing. 

In nearly all cases the flavor of the fish was slightly impaired by 
freezing and thawing. This was not always readily determined, for 
these packs were put up under conditions which did not allow the 
best flavor and taste to be conserved. In one pack which was not 
properly dried the soapy taste, so often present when fish are in- 

sufficiently dried, was very pronounced in all the cans opened. In 
a, pack put up from excessively salted fish the lack of flavor was very 
pronounced, particularly when the fish had been dried so long that 
the oil flavor predominated. 

The most marked changes caused by freezing and thawing took 
place in the mustard sardines. In nearly all cases, particularly when 
frozen, six times, the mustard sauce lost its homogeneous appearance, 

and, where the fish had not been sufficiently dried, was partially de- 
colorized. The change in the texture of the flesh was more pro- 
nounced than in the case of oil sardines, being apparent when frozen 
and thawed only twice. When frozen six times, the fish were soft, 
even mushy in some instances, and could not be taken from the can 
without breaking-and tearing. The texture of the flesh was de- 
stroyed, the tissues becoming granular and friable. The loss of flavor 
was very pronounced, much more so than in the case of the oils. 
The fish from Castine Bay were dry, brittle, mealy, and practically 
tasteless, particularly when dried too long. These fish, when ex- 
cessively salted and dried, were not quite as dry or as mealy after 
being frozen and thawed. Packed in mustard sauce, these fish were 
tasteless, dry, and brittle, while packed in oil they retained some of 
the fish flavor and were less dry and brittle. 

In conclusion it may be said that freezing and thawing have no 
noticeable effect on the appearance of oil sardines. The change in 
the texture of the meat and the impairment of taste and flavor are 
slight when frozen and thawed twice, but more marked after they 
have been frozen and thawed a greater number of times. The dam- 
age resulting to oil sardines is directly proportional to the amount of 
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water present in the fish and to the number of times the packed goods 
are frozen. Mustard sardines, however, are very seriously damaged 
by freezing and thawing, even once, particularly if improperly dried 
before packing. The texture of the flesh is destroyed, the appear- 
ance injured, and the taste lost. 

The desirability of storing sardines at a low, even temperature was 
demonstrated by these experiments. 

DETINNING OF SARDINE CANS. 

EFFECT OF SULPHUR IN SKIN OF FISH. 

-More or less blackening or detinning of the inner surface of the 
unlacquered sardine cans always occurs on standing. It was sug- 
‘gested by a former packer that this might be due to the action of 
some compound in the skin of the fish, as from his experience skinned 
fish when, packed did not cause detinning. Sulphur was first con- 
sidered as a possible cause of the detinning. A difference in the quan- 
tity of sulphur in the skin of the fish and in the flesh, provided the 
skinned fish did not attack the tim, would indicate that sulphur was | 
an important factor m this phenomenon. 

A small pack was made of skinned and unskinned fish from the 
same source which had been the same length of time in pickle. 
Part of the fish were skinned and then steamed, dried, and packed. 
The other portion was dried and packed without removing the skin. 
Both lots were packed in oil at the rate of less than 2 gallon per case, 
and were sterilized for 1? hours in a boiling water bath. In all re- 
spects, except for the skinning of part of the fish, the packs repre- 
sented actual commercial conditions. Representative samples of the 
skin and flesh of the fish composing this pack were analyzed, with 
the results shown in Table 34. 

TABLE 34.—Composition of skin and flesh of sardines. 

Determination. | Skin. Flesh. 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
63. 60 70. 76 WiSibOete sxc arteeysnvatec ouiste Siccsmrers sea ectem siete Scarce nis alsarce etnameinele’a\- eines njey= coe een 

BCH peace ae oe eee ee Loe er te aa eee nerd Seley bin ce ee Oe eee 14. 62 3. 56 
TotalmitrogeniCN)..c..t cs nctt neo ne cee eee oe Ses om ase Semeeee ee emacs oe caaee 2. 85 3.90 
PTOLEIIS CNC GOLZ5))i feos secirets wisleta of ate steteie es Resa tiie cars seein Saal ae eee oe hectare eevee 17. 81 24, 38 
SET CGIN GOL ro Disparate we scsi syst Srarcioeets & tareiee ene Nea oie ce See Sa ce oe ine cee 4.05 1.79 
Totalsulphiur (S)eos se Has care ke Pe A eS ee eta ere eee kN Eee 0. 207 0. 260 
Lotalksulphun (waterand fat freeibasis)_ so 652s eo. See ee ee eee eee eee 0.95 1.01 
Total sulphur (water; fat; and salt free basis): <22..2..s ct osee Reise. wl es ck chert ees aly 1.09 

The amount of sulphur in the skin was practically the same as that 

in the flesh of these fish. A marked difference in the extent of de- 
tinning between cans packed with the skinned and those packed with 
the unskinned fish would not, then, be due to the quantity of sulphur 
present, although it might be due to its form of combination. No 
work, however, was done to determine the form in which sulphur 
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exists in. the skin or flesh of the fish. Different combinations of sul- 
phur, in the form of cystein, cystin, and keratin, are found in animal 
tissues. The first two occur in the true proteins or meat tissues, 
while the last is the principal sulphur-bearing constituent of hair, 
nails, skin, etc. Theoretically, if sulphur has any relation to detin- 

ning, that in skin should exert the least effect. To a certain extent 
this is confirmed by the results of the experiments. 

The examination of a few cans from these packs three months 
after they had been processed showed that portions of the surface 
of the cans containing the unskinned fish had become blackened or 
detinned, usually where the skin of the fish came in contact with the 
can. In rolling the lid back or in taking the fish from the can pieces 
of skin adhered to the lid or bottom of the can. The surface imme- 
diately below this was detinned and sometimes slightly pitted, while 
the surface of the can not in contact with the fish remained bright. 
The interior surface of the cans containing the skinned fish showed 
black markings on both the lid and bottom, in some instances a little 
more marked than in the cans of the unskinned pack. In the pack 
of skinned fish the entire surface of the can, although not black, was 
tarnished or dulled. The detinning appeared to be more general 
over the whole surface, that is, there were no bright places on the 
surface, as was the case in the pack of unskinned fish. It was quite 
evident that more corrosion of the surface of the can occurred in the 
pack of skinned fish than in the pack of the unskinned fish. : 

After standing six months, the same markings in the interior of the 
cans, perhaps a little more pronounced, were found in the cans of 
unskinned fish. Several places where the fish had come in contact 
with the surface of the cans were detinned and slightly pitted. The 
portions of the cans not touched by the fish remained bright and , 
untarnished. All the cans examined were attacked to about the 
same extent. The skin that adhered to the cans was caretully 
removed and added to the sample for analysis. Besides being tar- 
nished, the surface of the cans containing the skinned fish was badly 
pitted, and small pieces of the fish adhered to the cans at the end of 
six months. This pitting and adherence of the flesh to the surface 
of the can had not taken place after three months’ standing. 

After six months’ standing the interior surface of the cans con- 
tainmg the skinned fish had been attacked to a greater extent than 
had the surface of those in which the unskinned fish were packed. 
In both cases more corrosion was shown after six months’ standing 
than after three months’ standing, and in both instances it was more 
marked in the case of the unskinned fish. 

The water, oil, and tin contents of samples of these two packs are 
shown in Table 35. 

5890°—20—Bull. 908 ——6 
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TABLE 35.—Composition of sardines (skinned and unskinned) stored in cans for 3 and 6 
months. 

Period held. Water. Olle > Oe eink 

Unskinned fish: Per cent. Per cent. |My. per kilo. 
SIT OLUG INS Sen oe ayo ce ictala ctetatare ate tatayerers pautesess Lee eee tere 52.19 18. 88 194 

Dou cesetea< ibe Hate eh Dep ae ineeie et oe eet 2 wis cess sgise 52.67 15. 64 2 66 
6 months : = 55. 00 16. 20 172 

Skinned fish 
3 months : 56. 00 14. 93 225 

IDOers coaches ce | 56. 81 14. 89 85 
6 months -| 54.68 19.31 145 

80 ea at WS oe Neon Ree mr ade its | 56.13 17, 31) 3319 

1 Determinations made by E. L. P. Treuthardt, Food Control Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry. 

Pe ant eae an over eat surface pitted. 

The tin removed from the can varied greatly among the individual 
cans, but in some cases corresponded to the amount of tarnishing or 
detinning undergone by the can. The tin content of the pack of 
skinned fish was, on an average, higher than that of the pack of 
unskinned fish. It was observed, incidentally, that detinning is 

reduced to a minimum when the cans are well filled with oil, and 

progresses more rapidly in cans where too little oil has been added 
or where the fish have absorbed the oil, thus removing the protective 
film between the fish and the can. The examination of these packs 
showed that the corrosion of the interior of the can was progressive 
and was more extensive in the packs composed of skinned fish. 

Apparently sulphur is equally distributed through the flesh and 
skin of the fish and is not primarily responsible for the corrosive action 
of the contents of the can. The blackening of the areas detinned and 
the excrescences sometimes seen are due to the formation of iron 
sulphid. This probably is the extent to which sulphur enters into the 

. reaction in the corrosion of the tinned plate. 

EFFECT OF AMMONIA AND AMINES. 

That the alkaline materials, ammonia and amines, are primarily 
the cause of part, at least, of the detinning which occurs in sardine 
cans was shown by the following experiments. 
Ammonia and amines, found in appreciable quantities in commer- 

cial and experimental packs of sardines, increase during storage 
(p. 70). That amines have a corrosive action on tin plate when con- 

fined in cans has been shown by experiments! in which monomethy]l- 
amine of various strengths was sealed in cans and allowed to remain 
for different periods of time. Bigelow and Bacon(3) attributed the 

corrosion of the interior of tin containers used for canning shrimp to 
monomethylamine. A. Réssing(24) found the interior of cans in 
which sterilized lobsters and codfish had been preserved for several 

! Unpublished results on file in the Bureau of Chemistry. 
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years to be covered with a white coating composed of stannic oxid, 
phosphoric acid, and iron. He attributed the corrosion to the action 
of phosphate and ammonia contained in the codfish and lobster. 

Determinations of the total amount of tin in packs of sardines in 
raustard sauce and of the tin content of mustard sauce, plain and 
fortified with acetic acid, when packed separately, showed that more 
tin was present in the fish and the sauce than in the sauce alone.' 
This observation is in agreement with the conclusions drawn by 
Goss(10) who stated that the tin which is dissolved from the can 
forms an insoluble compound (by adsorption) with the protein and 
carbohydrate (starch) elements of food. The active materials, acids 

or alkaline substances, responsible for the solution of the tin are then 
left free to dissolve more tin. This action may go on until no more 
tin can be taken out of solution by the food products within the can, 
or until detinning is complete. 

It having been shown that diamine and monoamine are asso- 
ciated with ammonia and triamine, as constituents of the total vola- 

tile alkaline material formed in sardines (p. 75), solutions of all 

these amines were used to determine the extent of corrosion when 
present in sardine cans. The amine solutions, in approximately 
twentieth normal. strength, prepared from Kahlbaum’s highest 
purity 33 per cent solutions, were introduced into the ordinary quarter 
oil cans. The interior of the cans and the lids were thoroughly 
cleaned by washing with alcohol and ether. The lids were then 
soldered on and the solutions introduced by means of a pipette 
through a tap and a vent hole in the end of the cans. As soon as the 
cans were filled, these holes were closed by a drop of solder. The 
cans were next processed for one hour in boiling water. One set was 
opened immediately after cooling and the others placed aside for 
future examination. The results of the determination of tin in the 
solutions after being removed from the cans, and the extent to which 
the inner surfaces of the cans were corroded are given in Table 36. 

1 Unpublished results on file in the Bureau of Chemistry. 
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On standing, a small amount of a white sediment containing 0.4 to 
0.9 mg of tin settled out from the solutions when the contents of the 
cans were transferred to digestion flasks. This was undoubtedly an 
oxid of tin. 

Of the cans opened directly after processing, those containing dis- 
tilled water were not. attacked. The cans containing ammonia ap- 
peared to be attacked the most. Next, in order of the apparent 
degree of corrosion, was the can containing equal parts of ammonia 
and trimethylamine, followed in order by those containing trimethyl- 
amine, monomethylamine, and dimethylamine. The apparent ex- 
tent of corrosion in this series does not conform to the actual amount 
of tin removed. The can containing monomethylamine lost the most 
tin, while the least went into solution in the mixture of ammonia 
and trimethylamine. 

In the lot which stood for three months, the cans containing 
dimethylamine showed the greatest effect, as well as the removal of 
the largest amount of tin. The fact that these cans were only partly 
filled may account for the greater corrosive action. Next in amount 
of corrosion came the cans containing ammonia and trimethylamine, 
with monomethylamine third. In this group the apparent extent of 
corrosion agrees fairly well with the actual amounts of tin deter- 
mined. 

Of the cans which stood for eight months, those containing ammo- 
nia and equal parts of ammonia and trimethylamine were attacked 
the most. Dimethylamine followed in order of severity, while the 
ones containing trimethylamine appeared to be the least attacked. 
The amount of tin in solution agreed with the observations made on 
this lot. Unfortunately no monomethylamine was available for com- 
parison at this period. 

The variation in the amount of tin found in these solutions at dif- 
ferent periods may be due to variations in the quality of the tin plate 
oi the cans. No attempt was made to obtain cans composed of the 
same plate, the cans used being taken from a miscellaneous lot. 

These results, although limited in the number of cans tested, show 
that weak solutions of ammonia and amines exert a detinning action 
on the interior of the cans, and that this action increases on standing 
up to a period of at least three months. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Ammonia and amines are formed in sardines stored for any length 
of time, the amount depending upon the period and temperature of 
storage. Sardines held at room temperature contain a higher per- 
centage of ammonia and amines than when they are held just above 
freezing. Ammonia and amines in solution are believed to be re- 
sponsible for a great part at least of the detinning which occurs in 
sardine cans. 
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The damage done to oil sardines by freezing and thawing is negli- 
gible in comparison with that done to mustard sardines. 

The results of these experiments show that it is most desirable to 
store sardines at a low, even temperature. 

DECOMPOSITION OF THE FISH. 

The flesh of fish differs in composition from that of animals in 
that it is relatively richer in gelatin-yielding materia! (collagen) and 
contains a smaller proportion of extractives. It is probable that cer- 
tain bacteria grow more rapidly on fish than on meat, thus explaining 
the greater rapidity in the decomposition of fish. The end products 
of decomposition of the flesh of fish are the alkaline substances, 
ammonia and amines. Fish flesh contains a small amount of am- 
monia as a normal constituent, and the tissue juices doubtless 
contain amines, but in such small quantities that their presence 
in appreciable amounts may be considered as an evidence of decom- 
position. This is true also of the flesh of the lobster, crab, and 

shrimp, to which group of marine life the organisms classed as 
teed for the sea herring belong. 

InpIcES oF DECOMPOSITION. 

AMMONIA AND AMINES. 

During the course of this investigation a number of determinations 
of the amount of ammonia and amines present in fresh fish and in 
fish at various stages of spoilage were made. Fish free from feed 
and fish containing feed in different stages of digestion, some of them 
belly blown, were examined. The average of numerous determina- 
tions showed that the fresh fish contained from 1.5 to 2 mg of ammonia 
and amines, as nitrogen per 100 grams of fish, or, calculated to the 
water and fat free basis, 11 to 12.5 mg per 100 grams of fish. 

The transportation experiments (p. 26) brought out the following 
facts: In the case of small fish which contained no feed, and were 
kept, without the addition of salt, at 54° C., the viscera and con- 
tents decomposed more rapidly than did the flesh. In the case of 
larger fish, containing a little feed and transported without salt, the 
ammonia and amines in the viscera and contents increased from 12.6 
mg in the fresh material to 22.3 mg per 100 grams of material at the 
end of 12 hours, while that in the flesh increased only from 13 to 
14.5 mg during the same period. After these fish had stood for 24 
hours, the flesh showed a decided change, with evidence of marked 
decomposition. In the case of fish carried in salt (13 sacks per 

hogshead), a noticeable increase in ammoniacai material, from 11 

to 18.2 mg per 100 grams, had occurred in the viscera and contents 
by the end of the 4-hour period of holding. 

Fresh fish containing some feed, but hardly to be classed as feedy, 

aiter standing for certain periods of time, showed a marked increase 
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in the ammonia and amines in the viscera and contents, as a result of 
decomposition. The 11.6 mg of ammonia nitrogen per 100 grams of 
fish in the stomach and intestinal contents increased on standing for 
6 hours to 16.3 mg, and on standing for 20 hours to 21 mg over the 
amount found in the fresh fish. 

In still anothet experiment, the viscera and contents of the fresh 
fish contained 12.6 mg of ammoniacal material as nitrogen per 100 
grams of the sample when fresh, 14 at the end of 4 hours of standing, 
15 after 6 hours, 17.7 after 8 hours, and 22.3 after i2 hours. 
A preliminary experiment to determine the amount of ammonia 

and amines formed when fish decompose showed that the greater 
part of these alkaline bases formed during decomposition pass into 
the solution when the spoiled fish are placed in pickle. These results, 
coupled with the condition, approximating that of salt fish, when 
fish for sardines are held too long in pickle or in dry salt, indicate that 
a transfusion of material from sound fish into the brine or pickle 
occurs. 

Experiments were conducted to ascertain the amount of decompo- 
sition which occurs in the viscera and contents of fish kept in pickle 
for various periods of time. The data thus obtained are given in 
Table 37. 

TABLE 37.—Decomposition in viscera and contents of fish kept wn pickle. 

Before packing (raw viscera). After packing and processing. 

Total Total 
volatile volatile 

In alkaline alkaline 
pickle. material material 

Water. Fat. Salt. (ammo- | Water. Fat. Salt, (ammo- 
nia and nia and 
amines) amines) 
per 100 per 100 
grams. grams, 

Hours: Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. Mg. Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. Mg. 
ot 1: 
0 56. 58 32. 00- 0. 42 15. 2 58. 61 19. 77 0. 49 40.8 
6 56. 70 26. 62 2. 46? 16.3 43. 31 28. 46 3. 91 46.6 

12 54. 40 25. 96 4 53 19 8 45. 76 28. 16 8. 69 43.7 
24 57. 47 27.12 4.22 28. 0 47. 96 27. 32 4.21 42.7 
Lot 2:1 
0 50. 93 38. 08 . 29 13.4 56. 70 23. 89 B23) 35. 6 
6 51. 06 37. 24 1.71 18.3 53. 62 26. 58 1.56 39.0 

12 49. 53 35. 08 2.93 38. 4 50. 40 26. 62 3. 32 47.8 
24 51. 62 32. 30 3. 55 36. 1 44. 92 30. 87 3. 87 45. 4 

1 Slightly feedy. 

The decomposition of the raw viscera increased markedly in both 
lots of fish during the time they were held in pickle, lot 2, made up 
from slightly feedy fish, showing the greater increase. The amount 
of volatile alkaline material increased markedly in both lots after 
processing. The increase due to processing was sufficient in the 
case of lot 1 to mask that due to the decomposition found at any 
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stage. Decomposition is indicated in the processed material in the 
case of the slightly feedy lot. 

The amount of ammoniacal material thus far reported in this 
section includes both ammonia and amines. The following data 
show the production of amines during the course of decomposition 

of the flesh and the viscera and contents of fish. 
The fiesh of eviscerated fresh fish showed the presence of 0.53 mg 

of amines, in terms of nitrogen per 100 grams of sample. After a 
portion of this lot of fish had stood for 24 hours with the viscera intact, 
samples were prepared by eviscerating the spoiled fish. The content 
of amines had risen in the flesh to 14.53 mg per 100 grams. These 
fish had no pronounced odor, but the bellies of the greater part were 
ruptured, and they were spoiled to such an extent as to be unfit for 
packing. 

The viscera from several lots of fresh fish, which contained feed in 

the intestines in a state of practically complete digestion, showed a 
maximum of 1.60 mg and a minimum of 1.31 mg of amines, expressed 
as nitrogen per 100 grams of sample. 

The viscera of fish, the stomach portions of which were full of 
shrimp, contained a maximum of 16.07 mg and a minimum of 12.99 
mg of amines, as nitrogen per 100 grams of sample. Some of the 
fish from which the viscera were obtained were badly belly blown, 
while others showed only the preliminary softening and a slight 
rupturing of the belly tissues. 

In the special investigation conducted during the fall of 1916, 
the total volatile alkaline nitrogen determined in the feed taken ~ 
from belly-blown fish on arrival at a cannery amounted to 37.7 mg 
per 100 grams of sample. Of this quantity 20.6 mg were amine 
nitrogen, and 17.1 mg ammonia nitrogen. 

Portions of the samples of the feed itself, collected from the 
waters in the vicinity of the fishing grounds, were allowed to de- 
compose under the most favorable conditions, at incubation tempera- 
tures, and samples were taken at different periods. Ammonia and 
amines in very large quantities were found in all cases as products 
of the decomposition. 

The examination of the stomach and intestinal contents of a 
number of fish which had been out of the water different lengths of 
time showed that raw fish whose stomachs were full of undigested 
shrimp gave from 10 to 15 times the quantity of amines found in 
the viscera from fish which contained material in a more advanced 
stage of digestion. 

VOLATILE SULPHUR. 

The amount of volatile sulphur in the viscera of fish which con- 
tained feed was determined, and the results, expressed in terms of 
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cubic centimeters of N/100 iodin solution reduced per 100 grams of 
material, were compared with those obtaimed on fish containing 
practically no feed. In the viscera of fish containing no feed a 
reduction of 4.5 cc of iodin solution was obtained, against a reduction 
of 12.6 cc from the viscera of fish which were somewhat feedy. 

EXPERIMENTAL Packs FROM DrEcomposEeD FISH. 

Even in the presence of salt or pickle decomposition proceeds in 
the viscera of the fish, particularly when a large amount of feed is 
present. This fact is borne out by the experience of the fishermen 
and boatmen, who report that when feed is abundant, no amount 
of salting or any known way of treating the fish will keep them from 
spoiling. Decomposition begins and rapidly extends in the viscera 
and contents long before it is manifest m the flesh of the fish. When 
free from the viscera and contents (eviscerated), the fish, at the 
temperatures prevailing in this region, do not show evidence of 
decomposition for a fairly long period of time. 
A series of experiments were conducted to ascertain the amount 

of decomposition in sardines packed under varying conditions of 
spoilage. Fish which would pack 6 to the can, from a lot taken 
without salt or pickle directly from the weir to the wharf, were 
flaked after they had been out of the water for three hours, and at 
once analyzed, to determine the water and fat content, the ammonia 
and amines, and the acidity of the fat. 

About 1? buckets of these fish were placed in a barrel containing 
14 buckets of pickle, the amount usually employed for this quantity 

of fish. Because of a temporary lack of water at the factory where 
the experiment was conducted, a pickle prepared the night before, 
and previously used to hold 2 bushels of fish for 2 hours, was 
used. It registered 100° on the salimeter, however, and was but 
slightly colored. At intervals of 30 minutes, 1 hour, 14 hours, and - 
2 hours portions of the fish were removed from the pickle, flaked, 
and samples analyzed. The rest of the fish were allowed to stand 
for 24 hours in a basket in the pickling shed, where the temperature 
was about 60° F. At the end of this time the same procedure was 
followed for the 24-hour-old fish. The esis of the analyses of 
these fish are given in Table 38. 

Although ammonia and amines were extracted from the fish by 
pickle, a sufficient quantity remained, at the various periods of time 
given, in the 24-hour-old fish to indicate an appreciable decom- 
position. The results obtained for the acidity of the fat suggest 
that this determination may also have value as a measure of de- 
composition. The evidence of decomposition in the fish after 
standing for a period of 24 hours without salt or pickle was very 
marked. 
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TABLE 38.—Composition of fresh and 24-hour-old fish before and after being in pickle 
from 30 minutes to 2 hours. 

Moisture and 
fat free basis. 

Total 
volatile Acidity 
nitrogen dois! of fat 

: va ; per 100 | volatile as N/20 Condition of fish. Water. Fat. grams as | nitrogen eee Seah 

arunonie per 100 aerl ethylate 
anc grams as | -, 7 per gram. 

amines. ammonia] ™rosen. 
| and 
amines. 

| 
Fresh fishfrom weir: Per cent. | Per cent. Mg. |} Mg. Mg. Ce. 

3 hours out of water, no pickle or salt. . 69. 00 8. 44 21.0 | 93.1 2. 50 7.0 
In pickle— | 

SOMMINU TES Se es tee nce aie ate | 67. 84 REY 21.0 S54 let id Ges gel eae we 
A TOUT eee a SOU Sie ee eae | 67.52 8.47 18.6 Cae (apace eens ee a a Oe, 
HOUSE aa os dee Sessa ntememe 67. 46 8.63 18.6 | 166 Bi ed OAS 
PARVOUE Seen at arrestee teat 67. 38 6. 62 18.6 TAs 2. 50 9. 09 

Same lot 24 hours old: 
After standing 24 hours, no pickle or 
SO] Gig ccm eetas weeieer ae ewe ereeles 71. 36 6. 56 46.6 211.0 2.40 8. 96 

In pickle— | 
SOMMITTLCS We derens ok ee ee Pace 68. 24 8. 28 BY eG) 169.97). s ie ees 
HOUT ee: cpl Li ines Meer 69. 65 5. 43 35. 0 | 140.4, ice Se sae ee ne 
PE TOULS Ant strerd atles ah nie Jac nities ot 69. 40 5. 42 32.6 | uA aya eran eee Rae aesidha ic 
QIN OUES ssceoar cae cowl ce stabi Seen ee 66. 99 6. 84 28. 0 107.0 1.96 9. 20 

Packs of the fresh, 12-hour-old, and 24-hour-old fish were made in 
oil and without oil, as well as from each lot held for different lengths 
of time in pickle. in each pack the fish were steamed for 12 minutes, 
dried for three-quarters of an hour in a tunnel drier, and then packed 
in ordinary one-quarter cans. Oil was added to part of the pack; 
the rest of the cans were left dry. The cans were processed at the 
temperature of boiling water for 24 hours. The fresh fish packed 
easily and quickly, and made a very good looking pack. At the 
time of packing about half of the 12-hour-old fish and nearly all of 
the 24-hour-old fish were belly-broken and soft. 

The results of these analyses, made as soon as the sardines were 
allowed to cool after processing, are given in duplicate on samples of 
fish packed in oil from the fresh lot, and after 2 hours in pickle, 

and from the 24-hour-old fish, before and after they had: been 2 
hours in pickle (Table 39). 

The evidence of decomposition was quite marked in the goods 
packed from the 24-hour-old fish which had not been in pickle. Hold- 
ing both the fresh fish and the 24-hour-old fish in pickle for 2 hours 
decreased the amount of ammonia and amines in the packs made 
from them. The packs made from fish which stood 24 hours showed 
a greater loss in alkaline material than those made from the fresh fish. 
The acidity of the fat of the fish packed in oil and processed in- 
creased slightly during spoilage and during the periods in pickle. 
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TABLE 39.—Composition of fish packed fresh and at the end of 24 hours. 

RONG ie | 

| Total volatile nitrogen per 
100 grams as ammonia 
and See Acidity of fat as 

N/20 sodium 
ethylate per 

Condition of fish. Water. Fat. Moisthunokandierat gram. 

nh! free basis. 
onerel 

asis, SSS 

Total. | Average.| Total. | Average. 

Fresh, no pickle or salt, packed | Per cent. | Per cent. Mg. Mg. Mg. Ce. Ce. 
in oil, and processed teehee 57.00 18.90 35.0 145. 2 147.6 1.74 1.70 

TDI), 5ey/5 is ees ne hee ne 54.12 24.13 32.6 149.9 : 1.65 i 
Fresh, 2 hoursin pickle, packed : 

in oil, and processed 1....._-... 50. 41 26.00 30.3 128.4 \ 133.1 { 1.70 \\ 1.63 
IDO peo Sen eee ee 54.00 22.35 32.6 137.8 : 1.55 If we 

24 hours old, no pickle or salt, 
packedin oil ,and processed 2. . 50. 06 23.48 49.0 185.2 189.6 { 1.90 \ 1.83 

IDO RAS aa tage eae 54. 53 21.45 46.6 194.0 ; 17s te 

. ey i nee a Dette 47.76 25.23 39.6 146. 6 2.20 |\ acked in oil, and processed. . Bu = b b 
aoe Bi 73 | ote14 44.3] 163.3 \ 154.9 { 13g |f 2-04 

1 Same as first lot of fish given in Table 38. 2 Same as second lot of fish given in Table 38. 

Table 40 shows the results of the determination of the ammonia 
and amine in packs of the same fish in oil and without oil, as well 
as those from this same lot allowed to stand for 12 hours before 
being placed in pickle. The sardines on which these analyses were 
made stood for about 7 months under conditions of storage which 
would approximate those found in actual practice. The analyses 
were made in triplicate, but only the average results of the deter- 
mination of ammonia and amines calculated to a moisture and fat 
free basis are tabulated. Total nitrogen was also determined on 
these packs, but the results showed no variation that would indicate 
a loss of protein material under the conditions of the experiment, 
for which reason they are not included in Table 40. 

The cooking received during sterilizing very greatly increased the 
amount of ammoniacal material in the packed fish. In the case of 
the fresh fish, not in pickle, this increase amounted to 54.5 mg per 
100 grams immediately after processing, and to practically 117 mg 
per 100 grams after the sardines had stood seven months. Not 
enough ammoniacal substances were extracted from the fresh fish 
during the time in pickle to cause a very noticeable decrease in the 
ammonia and amine content of these same fish after they had been 
packed and sterilized. The ammonia and amine content, however, 
had a tendency to decrease with the length of time the fish remained 
in pickle. This was more markedly shown in the case of the fish 
packed without oil. The ammoniacal nitrogen content was greater 
in the pack of fish from the 24-hour-old lot, not in pickle, than in 
the pack from the fresh fish without pickle. The quantity of am- 
moniacal material found in this pack (24-hour-old fish) decreased 
according to the length of time in pickle. In general, the results of 
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the analyses of the different lots of fish packed without oil agreed 
very well with the results on the packs in oil, about the same quan- 
tity of ammonia being found in both cases. These results show that 
canned sardines contain more ammoniacal material than the fresh 
fish. 

TABLE 40.—Total volatile nitrogen (ammonia and amines) on water and fat free basis in 
packs with and without oil. 

Total volatile ni- 
trogen (ammonia 
and amines) on 
water and fat 
free basis per 100 

Condition of fish. grams. 

e Packed 
rae without 

: oil. 

Fresh (3 hours out of water):2 Mg. Mg. 
NGbiin picklesisso2. 2 gn2- Sone SL ee Se albeit See et eo eee eee 210.2 205. 2 
In pickle— 

SOMMINU CESS stockn eens cack ee Cae eee eee is mesenteric eae ee in ee 203.1 220.7 
Whours eee tee Be eee ria. ce Dawe nee SET kate Be ae we See en eet cee aL Ree 206.1 193.0 
Te hOULS.222.22ccasee areece Sociedad ES dig se setae See Sat eee See Hoe ae 204.5 224.1 
DiW OWLS: 2 cis seeiis satis ote eae asec Toa a Sa erao ee ok eee Pee hee ee 202. 8 191.3 

12 hours old: 
Nota picklewscss seen ia i Retin tye cesar ea cose nie anne ter inte doers 204.0 207.0 
In pickle— 

SOMMINUtes sce See Sea ee ees soe eee Cae ee rene me ners g fs dette 8 | 204. 2 194.0 
ig 0100 | Cees cieam nee Pare ne Syne Speen ton SOR Ie gre tee re ier ee ey tet es mit os pee eRe Berea. 188. 8 173.0 
1d OUPSESEE ot hs ere Sanson cae Se tse eae sas ee oe Nee teh sae oe er 179.9 217.3 
DID OUTS He oso Se eee he ane aes Pe ere roe Seale aa loen i oecenice ae eee 204. 2 199.6 

24 hours old: 2 
Notim pickles: 375. ane awe see oe Cae ote ee Se est fxd etepes SPs a te ates ete bs ve 22752 221.0 
In pickle— | 

30 minutes..... Eee | 209. 8 206.3 
{hours 22 i 205. 4 201.0 
13 hours.. 4 196.8 189.3 
BHOUPSS es st cet Pe Ne cate ee es 183.6 177.0 

| 

1 These sardines had been packed about 7 months. 2 Same as lot of fish given in Table 38. 

Tn the case of fish which had undergone an excessive decomposition 
the results point to the possibility of detecting this degree of spoilage 
in the packed goods. The length of time in pickle had a more 
marked influence on the ammonia content when the fish were in an 
advanced stage of decomposition than when they were fresh. 

The determination of volatile alkaline material, expressed in terms 
of ammonia and amines, in the canned product, therefore, becomes of 

doubtful value as a means for detecting decomposition of a less 
degree in fish which have been in salt or pickle. , 

The process of pickling and salting the fish is subject to extreme 
variations. There is no uniformity,in the length of time the fish 
remain in pickle, in the degree of salinity of the pickle, in the amount 
of salt used in dry salting, in pumping off the brine formed when the 
fish are dry salted, or in the length of time of processing, all of which 
have a marked effect upon the ammonia and amine content of canned 
fish. In consideration of these factors it would be impossible to gage 
the extent of decomposition undergone by the commercial canned 
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product from the ammoniacal substances alone. Furthermore, proc- 
- essing produces a quantity of ammonia and amines greatly in excess 
of that found normally and sufficient to mask the quantities of these 
substances formed during the actual spoilage of the fish in the raw 

state. 
GRADING THE FISH. 

As already stated, the fish received at the cannery vary in quality 
according to the season of the year and to the treatment to which 
they have been subjected during transportation. Obviously best 
results can not be obtained unless some differentiation is made in 
the treatment of these fish during the packing process. This investi- 
gation showed that all the fish, fat or lean, excessively salted or 
pickled or the reverse, were sent through the cannery together. Ina 
majority of the canneries the fish were not sorted according to size. 
At one plant the best lot of oil-size fish received during the season 
were mixed with very inferior fish that had been in pickle over night 
and were soft and, in many cases, belly broken. These dull, leached- 
out fish should have been discarded at once, instead of which they 
were packed in cans with the good fish, to the detriment of the entire 
output from that particular cannery. It is a great economic waste 
for the sardine canner to adopt a routine method for treating every 
lot of fish brought in. Best results can be obtained only when the 
fish are separated at the cannery into different grades with respect 
to quality. Greater care should be used in handling fish of poorer 
quality, thus insuring better results in the finished product. The 
various grades should be kept together throughout the process. 

FEEDY FISH. 

Packing badly belly-blown fish has done more than any other one 
factor to bring the Maine sardine into disrepute. Excessively feedy 
fish should not be taken from the water (p. 18), and fish which reach 

the cannery in a badly belly-blown condition should be discarded 
(Pl. XTX). The packing of fish containing feed should not be per- 
mitted under the present methods of snipping and shearing. Small 
pieces from the gills and particles of partially digested food from the 
stomachs produce a messy appearance on the surface of the packed 
fish. 
A reasonable limit for the amount of feed fish may contain before 

being rendered unfit for packing should be established. In determin- 
ing such a standard, the method and time of transportation, the ex- 
tent of the rupture of the belly portion of the fish, the grade of sar- 
dines into which they are to be packed, whether they are to be cut 
or cut and eviscerated before canning, and other factors should be 
taken into consideration. 
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SMALL FISH (BRITT). 

The facilities for handling the fish and the processes employed at the 
present time are not at all suited for ‘‘britt,’’ as fish from 1} to 2$ 

inches are called. With the methods now in vogue a good article can 
not be prepared from britt. In the first place, they are taken in 
entirely too large quantities, 50 or 60 hogsheads of fish about 23 
inches long being actually landed at a cannery in one load. In most 
of <he canneries they are treated in exactly the same manner as the 
larger fish. The waste is enormous, and the taking of these fish, 

which would, in from two to three months, be of sufficient size to 
make easy handling and packing, constitutes a great economic loss. 
When the catch is composed of large and small fish, even if completely 
separated at the cannery by running them through a separator, the 
loss is too great to make a sacrifice of these small fish in the quanti- 
ties sometimes taken. If the larger fish are not separated from the 
britt, as is the case in the majority of the canneries, the small fish are 
not discarded until they reach the packing tables. Since, as a general 
thing, they can not be flaked properly, they fill up the spaces be- 
tween the larger fish, delay drying, and increase the damage and mar- 
ring of the larger fish when they are separated during packing. 

Small fish from 14 to 24 inches long should not be taken from the 

water. Legislation should be enacted prohibiting the taking of fish of 
this size. In the case of a mixed run, regulations should be pre- 
scribed as to the percentage of these small fish which may be taken in 
acatch. No attempt should be made to pack fish that are less than 3 
inches long, and this size should be accepted only when the packers 
are willing to take them in small quantities and devote sufficient 
time and attention to their preparation to insure a first-class article. 

MARRED OR BROKEN FAT FISH. 

The methods developed in packing Maine sardines, for example, the 
steaming and drying process, and others that are utilized in transpor- 
tation and packing the fish, at the speed and in the quantities handled, 
are not suited to the physical structure of the more delicate and 
tender fat fish, which will not stand rough treatment without being 
marred and broken. Their use is not conducive to speed in packing, 
with resulting quantity, which is desired in the preparation of the 
cheaper grade of sardines. For these reasons preference has been 
given to the thinner and firmer fish for use in this class of goods. These 
fish, deficient in fat, are taken during the early part of the season, par- 
ticularly during the spring catch or during a scarcity of feed. While it 
is generally conceded that sardines made from fat fish are superior in 
flavor to those made from the thinner fish, they are not in general favor 
among the packers because of the difficulties in handling them. The 
tissues of the fat fish are exceedingly tender, so that they are easily 
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marred and broken; consequently great care must be exercised to 
obtain a neat looking can. 

‘To rule that all broken fat fish should be discarded would result in a 

great waste of good, wholesome food material. Some means should be 
provided for using the broken and marred fat fish, other than mixing 
them with, and spoiling the appearance of, packs made from undam- 
aged fish. These fish should not be mixed with the undamaged fish, 
but may be utilized legitimately by packing them as mustard sardines 
or “backs up” in oil, with the understanding that this method of 
packing designates seconds or broken and marred fish. 

In packing the better or fancy grade of sardines unbroken fat fish 
of superior quality are to be preferred. It would be desirable to 
select the better quality of fish, whenever they can be obtained, for 
packing the fancy grade of sardines and use the poorer quality of fish 
in the cheaper sardines. 

The Norwegian sardine packers recognize the value of fish of good 
quality, and pack the better. grades of sardines at a season when the 
fish are the fattest, and consequently of the best value. 

CUTTING AND EVISCERATING THE FISH. 

All fish used in the preparation of sardines should be cut and evis- 
cerated. Under present conditions it would be impossible to cut all 
the fish. The employees are decidedly averse to hand cutting, and it 
would be impossible to secure a sufficient force to cut all the fish 
during a heavy run. Several of the canneries, however, have suc- 
ceeded with hand labor in cutting fish of a certain size, while a few 
cut most of the large fish used for mustard sardines. Since this 
investigation was undertaken much progress has been made in the 
development .of mechanical devices for doing this work. Several 
canneries now use mechanical means for beheading the fish. It is 
hoped that eventually all fish will be cut and eviscerated by machinery. 

It is most desirable that fish be eviscerated as well as beheaded 
before starting them through the canning process. Experiments have 
shown that the viscera and contents are responsible for the early and 
rapid spoiling of the fish. Not only does cutting and eviscerating 
prevent such decomposition, but it also facilitates matters all along the 
line in the packing of sardines. It will abolish the practice of ‘“‘snip- 
ping” and “‘shearine” the fish during packing and will practically 
eliminate the handling of the large amount of refuse in the packing 
room. It shortens the length of time in pickle after the fish reach the ~ 
cannery, thus eliminating the damage and loss resulting when fish are 
held too long in salt and pickle. It reduces to a negligible degree 
the chemical changes which fish undergo in brine or pickle, causing the 
removal of a large part of the material which is characteristic of fresh 
fish and which is so largely responsible for the delicate flavor. It 

va 
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greatly reduces the time required for drying, and finally an important 
reason for cutting and eviscerating the fish is that if generally adopted 
it will aid materially in solving the ‘“‘feedy”’ problem, by the removal 
of the feed and viscera before an advanced stage of decomposition, 
brought about by the bacteria associated with the feed, has been 
reached. 

STANDARDIZATION OF THE SARDINE PACK. 

In order to satisfactorily market any commodity it is essential that 
standards should be established before sales are made. It is then the 
duty of the manufacturer to see that his product complies with the 
standard adopted. At present there are no uniform grades or stan- 
dards for sardines upon which a satisfactory marketing and selling 
arrangement could be based. Although several canners have stan- 
dardized their pack and sell their goods on a basis of quality, the great 
majority have in the past sold their products simply as sardines, 
without reference to their merit. As a result the jobbing trade does 
not look for a definite uniform quality in Maine sardines, but governs 
its purchases by price alone. Such a condition nullifies the attempt 
of those packers who have made an effort to standardize their packs, 
and often forces them to cast a high-grade article in with the poorer 
grades of those who care less for quality than for quantity. 

The greater part of the Maine pack is sold under the distinctive 
name ‘‘standards.” They may be very good, or they may be inferior, 
and often their quality is unknown to the peeker The jobbing trade 
has become so accustomed to this class of goods that quality is not a 
consideration in the transaction. 

Probably in no other line of goods does this lack of systematized 
dealing between producer and distributor work more hardship on the 
consumer. Price and the nature of the competition caused thereby 
rule the quality of goods produced, with the result that the whole 
tendency on the scale of quality is downward. 

PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS. 

The following specifications, based on the division of the pack into 
four subdivisions, is offered as a working Beet for a standardization 
of the pack of Maine sardines. 

STANDARDS. 

Cans.—Quarter size only, plain or decorated. 
Fish.—Not less than 5 to a can, preferably 6. Steamed; not 

necessarily eviscerated, though this would insure a better product; 
carefully packed brights up, to make a neat and attractive package. 
Oil—Prime, summer yellow cottonseed, or corn, not less than 75 

per cent of a gallon (8 quarts) to a case of 100 cans. 
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Extra STANDARDS. 

- Cans.—Quarter, high-quarter, and half sizes, plain or decorated. 

Fish.—Not less than 5 to a can, preferably from 7 to 10. May be 
steamed, preferably fried in oil, and carefully packed brights up. 

Oil.—Winter yellow cottonseed, or corn, not less than 87.5 per 

cent of a gallon (34 quarts) to a case. 

FANCY. 

Cans.—Quarter, high-quarter, and half sizes, plain or decorated 
tins, brass label, or wrapped and labeled. 

Fish.—Not less than 7 to a can, preferably from 10 to 15. Cut 
and eviscerated, fried in oil, packed brights up, carefully, neatly, and 
attractively. 

Oil.—Winter yellow cottonseed, corn, or olive, at the rate of 87.5 

per cent of a gallon (34 quarts) to the case. 

Extra FAnNcy. 

Cans.—Quarter, high-quarter, and half sizes, plain or decorated 

tins, brass label, or wrapped and labeled. 
'  Fish.—Not less than 7, preferably 12 or more. Cut and eviscer- 

ated, fried in oil, and well packed. 
Oil.—Olive, at the rate of 34 to 4 quarts to a case. 

STANDARD QUARTER OILS. 

Since the grade called standards at present constitutes by far the 
greatest part of the pack, it may suffice at first to urge a standardiza- 
tion of this, the poorest grade, and allow the other grades to take care 
of themselves as the marketing conditions and the ideas developed 
by the new demands dictate. The following specifications for “‘stand- 
ard quarter oils”’ are therefore suggested: 

Cans.—Plain or decorated. 
Fish.—Not less than 5, preferably 6; more, according to the size of 

the fish. Steamed and packed brights up, neatly, carefully, and 
attractively, to show on opening a smooth, bright, clean surface. 

Oil.—Prime, summer yellow cottonseed or corn; not less than 75 

per cent of a gallon (3 quarts) to a case of 100 cans. 
Criticism of the number of fish to the can may be made, owing to 

the fact that in some seasons it would be difficult to obtain fish of 
proper size for packing the various grades. Two sizes only, how- 
ever, are strictly specified. When fish of a more suitable size can be 
obtained preference is given for larger counts in the respective grades, 
so that these fish may be packed to better advantage by placing them 
in a higher class of goods than is done at present. 

The too prevalent practice of packing the fish in the cans backs up 
undoubtedly originated in an effort on the part of the canner to con- 
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ceal damaged and inferior (belly-broken) fish, and in many canneries 

it is still done for this purpose. Many cases of sardines which could 
have been packed brights up were found, however, packed backs up. 
Undoubtedly a number of fish which are not too badly damaged | 
could be packed backs up to make a wholesome product, thus elimi- 
nating some waste. Such a product should be sold for just what it is 
and not in competition with better grades. In any system of grading 
that may be adopted all sardines that are packed backs up should be 
classed as seconds. A premium would then be established for pack- 
ing brights up and a better appearing ‘pack assured. 
A standard for the three-quarter mustard sardines, based on the 

size of the fish, should be adopted. Under present conditions rela- 
tively large fish are called herring when packed in round No. | cans 
and sardines when packed in mustard sauce in the square sardine can. 
The sardine is generally regarded as a small fish, and it is important 
that the canner do nothing to prejudice the consumer against his 
goods by abusing this justly prevalent idea, such as packing as sar- 
dines three or four tailpieces cut from large fish. 

Poor quality and overproduction, two prominent factors in the 
fluctuation of the prices of sardines, may be overcome to a great 
extent by the adoption of standards of quality. A big season’s catch 
may thus be utilized in several different classes of goods instead of 
in one grade, making the pack more elastic and at the same time 
establishing a better quality in the poorer grades. 

It is believed that the production of a pack of sardines of specified 
standards of quality will in time create a demand for them which 
will always exceed the supply. At the same time it will bring about 
a better condition in the marketing of sardines by placing them in 
the class of staples which can be sold on merit and which the trade 
will buy because there is a demand for them. It will also tend to 
eliminate the speculative feature now unfortunately present when the 
jobber waits till the price suits him before buying. 

SANITARY PRECAUTIONS IN PACKING SARDINES. 

THE WATER SUPPLY. 

The water supply of the canneries is obtained from the beach 
through a pipe, the opening of which usually is a few feet below the 
level of the water at low tide. The depth to which this pipe extends 
varies from being completely out of the water to several feet below, 
depending upon the location of the cannery and the slope of the 
beach. At some canneries the intake pipe was found to be in too 
close proximity to the sewer outlets or to the drainage from the out- 
door privies attached to the cannery. Table 41 shows the results of 
a bacteriological examination of representative cannery water sup- 
plies. 
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Taste 41.—Bacteriological examination of the water supplies from representative sources 
- around Eastport, Lubec, and North Lubec, Me. (Sept. 18, 1916). 

B. coli present in— 

Source. 

5 ee. ice: 0.1 cc. 

North Lubec, Me.: 
Rect eribe LOWAWALOL! 202 ac So Saar sac cnaciisecseisccne celncsceesialcessees ee 0 0 
8 feet trom MoUpheof pipe: lowiwatelssce.2 2: os se-ceeaas2e see eae ee ee | + 0 0 

PIT Ce OM meee ace seen sa eeeeec usec cate Gece wee Wee cecese noes oe encees = + a 
Very reat Samy alist coe eon wane men tetiemic cies rote eineecas = + = 

+ + 4° 
Eastport, Me.: | 

Meomueniinend of town a ee ee hee + + 0 
| + aF + 

DISPOSAL OF SWELLS. 

Swells are caused by the activity of a specific bactertum found in 
and near the canneries, and associated also with the feed of the 
small fish. At many canneries the returned swells are dumped into 
the water near the cannery. 

When loaded into scows the discarded fish and cuttings from the 
packing tables often are spilled near the wharves. If the collection 
of this material becomes too large before it is convenient to remove 
it, it may be thrown overboard below the cannery, where it furnishes 
an excellent. medium of growth to the organisms present in the cans 
of swells. At low tide any contamination on the beach is gradually 
washed back by the receding water, and concentrated near the open- 
ings of the intake pipes. Thus the cycle of infection from the re- 
turned swells is completed when the bacteria causing them are 
pumped up through the intake pipe in the canneries, to contaminate 
the fish which will produce more swells. 

Contamination of the pack in this-way may be eliminated only by 
using fresh water free from pollution. The reprehensible practice of . 
throwing out upon the beach near the canneries returned swells, dis- 
carded fish, and waste portions and viscera of the fish should be 
abandoned. Moreover, the opening of the intake pipe through which 
the water supply is pumped should be far enough offshore and at a 
sufficient distance from sewer openings to insure water free from 
contamination. 

BOATS AND TANKS. 

In some of the canneries not enough attention is given to keeping 
the holds of the boats and the pickling tanks clean. In order that 
the fish may arrive at the canneries free from any contamination from 
the boats, the tanks in the boats should be inspected, to see that they 
are thoroughly clean and sweet before the fish are put into them. 
These tanks should be absolutely tight to prevent any leakage into 
the bilge to contaminate the ballast. The bilge and ballast should 
always be kept clean. The sluices, pickling tanks, carriers, cutting 
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sheds, and benches should be thoroughly washed after each operation, 
and no fish, parts of fish, or brine should be allowed to remain in 
them. 

FLAKING MACHINES. 

After each operation the flaking machines should be washed with 
a stream of water of sufficient force to cleanse them thoroughly and 
to dislodge any fish adhermg to them. 

In the past the unclean condition of the flakes has been one of the 
greatest sources of damage to the appearance of the sardine pack 
(Pl. XV). Particles from dirty flakes and dirt and débris adhering 
to the hands of those manipulating the flakes find their way into the 
cans with the fish, to the great ‘detriment of its appearance. The 
flakes should be thoroughly cleaned after each operation, and no 
particles of fish from the previous operation should be allowed to 
remain on them. 

PANS. 

The pans used for holding the packed cans should receive the same 
care as the flakes, and should be provided with some means of support, 
so that when they are stacked no pan shall touch the fish in the cans 
immediately below it. Negligence of these precautions gives another 
chance for spoiling the appearance of the packed goods by incorporat- 
ing in the pack particles rubbed from the pans on the fish i the cans 
and by marring the fish with the bottoms of the pans. The packed 
goods should be kept covered at all times and should be removed 
from the packing room before any sweeping or cleaning is done. 

PACKING. 

The packers should be instructed to wash their hands m running 
water often enough to keep them free from bits of the fish which 
unavoidably adhere to them. Roller paper towels, paper napkins, or 
some other means for drying their hands should be provided. They 
should handle nothing but the fish and cans while packing, and the 
fish as little as possible, exercising great care that the skin of the fish 
isnot broken or damaged. In cutting (shearing) the fish, when done 
from the flakes, the heads and tails should be kept in one pile and 
the main portion of the fish, used in packing, in another pile, thus 
facilitating packing and keeping particles of refuse, heads, and tails, 
and small débris from adhering to the fish and entering the cans, to 
spoil the appearance of the finished product. 

STORING THE EMPTY CANS. 

In a majority of the canneries no special provision is made for 
suitable storage of the empty cans. The cans, particularly the covers, 
are often stored in some unused portion of the cannery where dust 
and dirt accumulate. An improvement could be made in the con- 
dition of the cans as they sometimes leave the can factory. The 
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shooks as they are made up often contain a quantity of sawdust, a 
large part of which is contributed by the covers. When the covers 
are nailed on and during subsequent handling the sawdust is shaken 
into the cans, where it adheres to the thin coating of oil covering the 
tin plate. - When this oil dries, it ts impossible to remove the adhering 
dust and other dirt.which may have accumulated. 
An effort should be made to improve these conditions. Placing the 

cans in the shooks upside down—that is, with the bottoms facing the 
cover of the shook—and keeping the shipping case in this position 
afterwards will prevent the sawdust from entering the can. When 
stored in the canneries the covered shooks should be in a dust and 
dirt free place, or should be kept covered with material which will 
prevent the entry of dust and dirt. 

SEALING THE CANS. 

In the course of the investigation many instances of improper 
sealing were found. Unless the closest attention is given to the 
machines of the first two types mentioned on page 10, particularly to 
the adjustment of the rolls and the compression jaws, the cans are 
but imperfectly sealed. It may be possible in the future to render 
cans sealed in this way tight by providing them with gaskets or with 
@ preparation on the covers which will form a gasket, approximating 
the seal obtained on the hermetically sealed soldered cans. <A poorly 
sealed can permits leakage of oil, as a result of which the product 
may reach the consumer in a very unsightly condition, lacking in 
some of the original food value, and sometimes with the contents 
contaminated or spoiled. 

CLEANING THE CANS. 

The unattractive, unclean condition of packed cans has been a point 
of severe criticism on the part of the wholesale and retail dealer, and 
has done much to bring American sardines into disrepute. It is 
caused by permitting the cans to leave the factories without having 
been properly cleaned, or, if cleaned, so poorly sealed that oil can 
leak over all the cans in the shook. | 

As a rule, the cans of sardines are cleaned by shoveling them over 
with sawdust or rolling them through sawdust (PI. VIII, fig. 1). When 
the cans are bumped and rattled about during shoveling or when 
passed through revolving sawdust cleaners the fish, even if well 
packed, become disarranged, and leaks often occur because of 
dented seams. To prevent disarrangement of the contents those 
packers who maintain a definite quality, and who take pains to place 
the fish in the cans neatly, carefully clean the exterior of the cans 
before shipping them. Cleaning the cans may be done mechanically 
by passing them through a hot water bath containing soda lime and 
rinsing them afterwards with hot water. 
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WASTE IN PACKING SARDINES. 

ELIMINATION OF UNNECESSARY WASTE. 

Carelessness in attention to details which would eliminate waste 
and wasteful methods are too common in the sardine industry. For 
the most part, this is the result of a desire to turn out large quanti- 
ties of goods and of a lack of control overlabor. The owners and man- 
agers of the canneries are often so negligent in enforcing regulations 
governing employees that wasteful methods have developed from 
careless operators, and the quality of the finished product has been 
impaired. In regions where sardine canneries are numerous, uniform 
rules and conditions of labor are badly needed. The standard for 
discipline and the enforcement of rules can never be higher than that 
permitted in the plant which is the most lax in these matters. On 
the manufacturing side, the principal sources of loss in the industry 
are the waste of fish and oil, in the case of the raw material, and rough 
and inefficient handling of the equipment of the plants. These of 
course are not found to the same degree throughout the industry. 

The waste of fish may be due to (a) cutting back fish of large size 
to pack in quarter-size cans; (b) discarding on the flakes fish that are 
suitable for packing; (c) using feedy fish; (d) using fish (britt) that 
are too small for packing by the methods employed in the industry. 
The waste in cutting back fish of large size to pack in small cans is very 
generally found. That due to negligence on the part of women 
packers in discarding fish that are suitable for packing can be cor- 
rected by stricter discipline. 

Some concerns persistently accept feedy fish, which means that they 
pack a great many broken and damaged fish to the detriment of 
their own particular goods and of the sardine industry in general. 

The lack of cooperation among the packers permits different 
standards in the quality of the output, and makes it difficult for afew 
packers to maintain a standard of quality. On a hostile, competing 
basis, fish that are refused at one cannery as unfit for packing are 
frequently accepted by a competitor, who cares little for quality, or 
who may have different ideas as to what constitutes a certain standard. 
Under such conditions the standard can never rise far above that 
adopted by the packer who has no consideration for the quality of 
his pack. 

The waste of oil through spilling from the cans after the fish have 
been packed and oiled is found in varying degrees among the different 
canneries, and is directly chargeable to the lack of strict supervision 
of those employees whose duty it is to fill the cans with oil and of 
those who handle the filled cans. 
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WaAsTE In Curtinec Back FisH To Pack IN QUARTER-SIZE CANS. 

_ Data were secured to show the waste occurring when fish of large 
size were cut in various ways to fit the can, and the use of a can of 
larger size to fit these fish was considered. 
A high-quarter long can (Pl. XX, fig. 1), made to hold large fish 

without cutting away the best portions of the flesh, has the same 
dimensions in height and width as the ordinary high-quarter can, but 
is linchlonger. The larger fish (7 and 8 inches long), which at certain 
times are the only ones obtainable, can be packed more economically 
in this can. One of the most striking features in the preparation of 
sardines is the enormous waste of edible material caused by packing 
such fish in the common quarter oil size can (Pl. XX, fig. 2). Fish 
7 and 8 inches long were cut back in different ways to properly fill 
the suggested higher and longer can and the ordinary low-quarter 
can (Pl. XXI). To fit the new type of can the 7-inch fish is cut 
directly back of the gills, with the tail trimmed, thus eliminating all 
waste of edible material. If the tail is not trimmed, a small piece 
of edible material is lost in cutting (Pl. XX], fig. 1). In cutting fish 
of this size to fit the ordinary quarter oil can, a large amount is wasted 
(Pl. XXI, fig. 1, central figure). Practically half of' this waste may 
be saved by trimming the tail of the fish when packing in the low- 
quarter can. 

With 8-inch fish no waste occurs when the tail is trimmed and the 
fish cut to fit in the larger can (Pl. XXI). When the tail is not 
trimmed a certain amount of waste results (Pl. XXI, fig. 2). 
When cut according to present practice, tail untrimmed, to pack in the 

' ordinary lew-quarter oil can, practically one-half, and the best meaty 
portion of the fish, is discarded. By trimming the tail and cutting to 
pack in the ordinary quarter size can, nearly one-half of this waste 
can be saved. The amount thus saved is practically the same as that 
obtained by cutting, with the tails untrimmed, to pack in the sug- 
gested longer can. A greater saving is effected by the use of this can 
with the 8-inch fish than with the 7-inch fish. 

The saving in material which may be obtained by the use of a can 
to fit the fish, rather than cutting the fish to fit the can, is strikingly 
shown in Plates XXII and XXIII, where the determination of the 
amount of waste was actually made on a number of fish 8 inches long, 
cut in the manner described to pack in the longer can and in the 
ordinary quarter oilsize can. Figure 1, Plate XXII, shows the mini- 
mum waste, 19 per cent, of heads, and a portion of the tails only, 
of fish which had been cut and the tails trimmed to pack in the high- 
quarter long can. Fish cut in this manner will pack five to the can, 
with no waste of edible material. 
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The maximum waste, two-thirds of which is edible, was found to be 
60 per cent in cutting 8-inch fish with the tails untrimmed, according 
to present practices, to pack in the ordinary low-quarter can (PI. 
XXII, fig. 2). Fish of this size, cut in this manner, pack only four to 
the can. Tons of good food material obtained in this way (PI. 
XXII, fig. 2, left-hand pan) are emptied into scows to be carried 
away to be made into fertilizer, or are simply thrown away. 
When 8-inch fish, with the tails trimmed, are cut and packed in 

the ordinary can, the waste of edible material is reduced to 24 per 
cent, a saving of 17 per cent of edible material (Pl. XXTITI, fig. 1). It 
makes, however, only a 4-fish can. Practically the same amount of 
waste of edible material, 23 per cent, is obtained when 8-inch fish, with 

the tails untrimmed, are cut to pack in the high-quarter long can 
(Pl. XXTI, fig. 2). Fish of this size, with the tails untrimmed, when 
packed in the longer can, make a, 5-fish can, which is more desirable 
from all standpoints than the 4-fish can. Plate XX, figures 3 and 4, 
shows an ordinary low-quarter can and the suggested larger can, 
packed with 8-inch fish. When packed with fish of this size, the 
smaller can holds only four pieces, whereas the larger can holds five 
fish, the entire edible portion of which is utilized. 

The waste thus shown is all the more deplorable when the fact is 
considered that the fish have already gone through the greater part 
of the process and need only to be placed in cans of the proper size 
to be entirely utilized. 
From the packers’ standpoint, a legitimate objection to the adop- 

tion of cans radically different in dimensions from those in ordinary 
use may be raised. The appliances for handling, and the machinery ~ 
adapted for sealing the cans are standardized. The use of this new 
longer can would necessitate a refitting of the carrying table, the 
chuck, and headpiece of the sealing machinery, which in certain 
cases would be an expensive undertaking. The old type single spindle 
machine, which is fed by hand and would require only a chuck and 
headpiece in order to adapt it for use with this can, could, however, 
be used. In several of the canneries some of these old type closing 
machines are now in use; in others they are stored away. An effort 
to introduce sardines in these larger cans to the trade could be made 
to good advantage. 

The fact that the objectionable3- and 4-fish cans of domestic sardines 
would be eliminated should make worth while the use of the larger 
cans. 

Other cans now in use, notably the high-quarter and the half-oil 
size, may be employed to effect a saving of part, at least, of the waste 
just discussed. There appears to be no mechanical difficulty in pack- 
ing, sealing, and preparing for shipment the high-quarter and half- 
oil cans (Pl. EX). The high-quarter cans are a very desirable size 
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Fic. |.—HIGH-QUARTER LONG SARDINE 

CAN. 

Fic. 2.—ORDINARY LOW-QUARTER OIL 

SARDINE CAN. 

FIG. 3.—FIVE 8-INCH FISH PACKED IN 

A HIGH-QUARTER LONG CAN. 

No waste of edible material. 

Fic. 4.—A 4-FISH CAN. ORDINARY 

QUARTER OIL CAN, PACKED WITH 

8-INCH FISH. 

Waste of edible material, 41 per cent. 
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Fic. {.—CUTTING 7-INCH FISH. 

Waste when packed in quarter oil cans (left), as eeobaied with that when, packed in larger cans 
(right). 

Fic. 2.—CUTTING 8-INCH FISH. 

Waste when packed in quarter oil cans (left), as compared with that when packed in larger cans 
(right). 

MANNER OF CUTTING BACK FISH. 
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Fic. 1.—MINIMUM WASTE (19%) WHEN 8=-INCH FISH ARE CUT AND HAVE 

TAILS TRIMMED TO PACK IN HIGH-QUARTER LONG CAN. 

No waste of edible material. Five fish to the can. 

Fic. 2—MAXIMUM WASTE (60%) OF EDIBLE MATERIAL WHEN 8-INCH FISH 

ARE CuT, AS IS NOW THE CUSTOM, WITH THE TAILS UNTRIMMED, TO PACK IN 

AN ORDINARY QUARTER OIL CAN. FOUR FISH TO THE CAN. 
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Fic. |.—EIGHT-INCH FISH, TAILS TRIMMED, CUT TO PACK IN ORDINARY QUARTER 

OIL CAN (TOTAL WASTE, 43%, WASTE OF EDIBLE MATERIAL, 24%). FOUR 

FISH TO THE CAN. 

Trimming the tails results in a saving of 17% when fish of this size are packed in quarter oil cans. 

FIG. 2.—EIGHT-INCH FISH, TAILS UNTRIMMED, CUT TC PACK IN HIGH-QUARTER 

LONG CAN (TOTAL WASTE, 42%, WASTE OF EDIBLE MATERIAL, 23%). FIVE 

FISH TO THE CAN. 
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and furnish a quality of sardines which should be most attractive to 
the purchaser. 

Although not quite as long, and hence not as economical in packing 
the larger fish, the half-oil can may well take the place of the one 
that has been suggested. The high-quarter cans have been success- 
fully used by some of the canners during the past few seasons. The 
1-pound and the half-pound oval cans deserve consideration for pack- 
ing large fish. Oval cans are coming into use at one or two of the 
sardine canneries on the Maine coast. The quality of the sardines 
packed in them would suggest that they are being well received by 
the trade. 

UTmiIzATION OF LARGE FiIsH IN SPECIAL Packs. 

To do away with the waste which occurs when only fish too large 
for packing in the ordinary sardine ¢an are available, various special 
packs may be made. 

KIPPERED HERRING. 

Some of the large fish which at certain seasons and in certain 
places are the only ones obtainable may be used to excellent advantage 
in the form of kippered herring. Fish that necessitate cutting back 
to such an extent that there is a large waste of edible material when 
packed in the cans at present in use, furnish the proper minimum 
size to use for this product. 

Directions for preparing this product are given by Charles H. 
Stevenson(30). 

Comparatively few kippered herring are prepared in the United States, the round 

bloaters being so much more popular. The kippered herring are split along the back 

from the head to the tail, like mackerel, eviscerated, washed, and salted in a manner 

similar to that applied to bloaters, except that they are not kept in the pickle so long. 

They are next hung up to dry for a few hours, then smoked for six or eight hours at 

a temperature of 80° or 85°, each fish being suspended by the napes to keep its ab- 
domen open. With the exception of splitting, the cure is similar to that of bloaters. 
* * * Herring put up in this way are in great demand everywhere and are pre- 
ferred by many to the bloater. The very best herring are required for the kippering 
process. * * * The fish used for kippers should be had as soon as possible after 

they are taken out of the water. * * * Herring put up in this way are most 
delicious. * * * The same materials are used for smoking kippers as are used 

for smoking bloaters and the same conditions apply, only that kippers, presenting a 

larger surface to the smoke as they do, do not require to be so long exposed to the 

smoke. As in the case of bloaters and red herring, the tastes of the consumers must 
be ascertained and the curing as to salt and smoke regulated accordingly. The 
manufacture of kippers is greatly on the increase in Britain. It is an important 

branch of the herring industry and utilizes a large proportion of the British catch of 
herrings. 

Many of the Maine canneries are already provided with facilities 
for smoking fish, and those not so equipped might utilize part of the 
drying ovens and spaces for this purpose, making the expense of 
installation of suitable equipment a negligible factor. The prepara- 
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tion of kippered herring is comparatively simple and inexpensive, and 
experimental packs made during a lull in the packing of sardines 

_showed that an excellent quality can be produced on our eastern 
coast. Kippered herring is one of the best products for which the 
herring may be utilized. It is believed that there is an excellent 
opportunity to prepare this food product on a larger scale than has 
heretofore been done in this country and that it will provide a means 
for the sardine packer to utilize large fish to a better advantage than 
heretofore, thus adding to his present profits. 

RUSSIAN SARDINES. 

In 1870 the importation of Russian sardines into the United States 
amounted to 50,000 kegs a year, coming for the most part from 
Hamburg. The disturbed trade conditions arising at that time 
stopped the importation of this product, whereupon an attempt was 
made to supply the deficiency with a domestic article. That this 
enterprise was successful is shown by the fact that in the late nineties 
some 60,000 7-pound kegs, worth approximately $27,000, of Russian 
sardines were prepared annually in this country. By 1900 the 
industry had become quite important, but the next 10 years showed 
a rapid decline, until in 1913 practically none of these sardines were 
produced here. The imported article had taken the place of the 
domestic product. It is believed that many of the fish too large to 
be packed as ordinary sardines now might well be put on the market 
in the form of Russian sardines. 

Conditions are now similar to those which inspired the production - 
of Russian sardines at Eastport in 1874. The foreign supply is again 
shut off, or greatly curtailed, and an unusual opportunity is presented 
to win back and hold a market in a food product which has once been 
won and lost. 

Stevenson has discussed the method of preparing Russian sardines 
(30), as well as methods for making somewhat similar products known 
as Matjeshering and spiced herring. 

MATJESHERING. 

Fresh full herring, both spawners and melters, are well washed, and the gills, 
stomach, and intestines are removed in such a way as not to necessitate cutting the 

throat or abdomen, this being accomplished by pulling them through the gill flap. 

The fish are next immersed for 12 or 18 hours in a 7 per cent solution of white wine 

vinegar, from which they must be removed before the skin becomes flabby and be 

wiped dry and covered with a preparation composed of 2 pounds of salt, 1 pound of 
powdered sugar, and a small quantity of saltpeter, this quantity being sufficient for 

75 herring. The fish are then packed in a barrel as upright as possible, in layers, with 
a sprinkling of salt over each. The following day the fish are returned with the 

original brine to the barrel, which is sealed. When there is not sufficient brine to 
fill the barrel, additional should be made of 1 part of the above mixture and 4 parts 
of water which has been boiled. 
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SPICED HERRING. 

“Spiced herring (Gewiirzhering) are prepared in Germany in the manner above 

described, with the addition of spices mixed with the salt. The spices commonly 
used consist of 1 part of Spanish pepper, 5 parts of white pepper, 4 parts of cloves, 
24 parts of ginger, an equal quantity of mustard, and a particle of mace and of Spanish 

marjoram, with a few bay leaves scattered between the layers. 

Some years ago one of the sardine-packing companies built up an 
attractive trade in spiced herring. Although the supply of fish for 
this product was not as uniform as could be desired, as many as 
5,000 cases were prepared and sold in one season. The scarcity of 

fish made it difficult to supply the demands during the next season. 
The trade in spiced herring was finally ruined by unscrupulous can- 
ners, who packed salt herring in round cans and misbranded the 
product as spiced herring. It should not be difficult to create a new 

demand for this product. 

ROLLMOPS, HERINGSROULADE, ROLLHERING, BISMARCKHERING. 

These names are applied to whole or halves of herring which are 
rolled up with a highly seasoned filling and bound together with 
twine or held together by little wooden skewers, packed in wooden 
boxes, and a sauce poured over them. For the most part salt herring 
are used in their production. The methods for their preparation 
are given by Viktorin(35) as follows: 

1. Fine, large salted herring are washed, the heads are cut off, the bodies split, the 

bones taken out, and the skins taken off. They are then placed in fresh water for 24 

hours. The inside of the herring, now clean, is rubbed with onion sprinkled with 

pepper and rolled up from tail to head. These rolls (Rouladen) are then cut into two 
or four cross sections and laid for 8 to 14 days in vinegar which has been boiled and 
allowed to cool. 

2. The heads, tails, and entrails of salted herring being removed, they are washed 

well and allowed to remain in water for 24 hours. The fish are cut along the belly, laid 
out back down and pressed out flat, the backbone and ribs are completely and easily 
removed if a hot iron or cloth dipped in hot water is laid on the backs. Upon each 

herring there is placed a slice of cucumber, several small onions (or a larger one cut 

up), Some Spanish peppers, and a little piece of lemon. It is then rolled up from 
head to tail with the skin out and tied with a thread. Prepared in this manner the 
fish are placed in pure wine vinegar for two days. After the expiration of this time the 
rolls (Rouladen) are packed symmetrically in boxes and a sauce is poured over them 
made as follows: For 100 herring, the roe of three is mixed with vinegar to form a 

mush which is forced through a sieve. Two and one-half liters (approximately quarts) 

of pure wine vinegar is heated with some tarragon, lavender, bay leaves, and Spanish 
peppers. The mush of roe, with 100 grams of sugar, is then added, the whole thor- 
oughly mixed, and when cold it is poured over the herring laid in the box. : 

The herring are put in water for 24 hours, changing the water occasionally. They 

are boned and prepared in the same way as ‘‘Appetitsild,’’ except they are not skinned. 
The strips are laid on the table with the skin side down. The upper surface is strewn 
with small cubes of gherkin and onion mixed with pepper and mustard. Roll up the 
pieces and fasten with a skewer or thorn. Asa pickle use a good vinegar, which may 
be treated with tarragon. 
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In place of onions a thick tomato sauce or grated horseradish may be used on the 
herring, or they may be heated and filled with finely chopped celery. In any case a 
little pepper, cinuamon, and mace should be sprinkled on them. ‘Rollmops prepared 
in this way should be laid in vinegar which has been cooked with tomatoes, celery, 

or horseradish, and there may even be added some Worcestershire sauce. 

STUFFED SARDINES. 

In the preparation of the experimental packs, designed for use in 
studying the utilization of edible waste in the packing of sardines, a 
few packs which were classed as ‘‘stuffed sardines” were made. If 
the heads of the raw fish are cut off properly, the viscera can at the 

same time be entirely withdrawn, leaving the stomach cavity mtact. 
As the name suggests, the interior of each fish, beheaded and entirely 
free from all the viscera, was filled with various ingredients, and then 
packed and processed. The methods employed with the small packs 
made to determine the practicability of preparing such a product 

were as follows: 

After removing the heads of and eviscerating firm, plump fish, quarter oil size, they 

were thoroughly washed in dilute pickle, and then allowed to remain in moderately 

weak pickle for 5 minutes. On removal from the pickle they were rinsed for an 
instant in clear water. The stomach cavities were then packed with the material 

desired. Next the stuffed fish were placed upon flakes and grilled over a moderately 
hot fire by passing through a Ferris wheel oven dryer for 15 minutes. After cooling 
slightly the fish were packed in quarter size cans, and olive oil wasadded. They were 
processed 2} hours at the temperature of boiling water. 

The materials used for stuffing the different packs of fish were 
chowchow, ground stuffed olives, sweet pickles, sour spiced gherkins, 
pickied onions, and pepper sauce (p. 110), respectively. These rel- 
ishes were finely ground before being inserted in the fish. 

Samples of these packs were submitted to a number of persons, 
ignorant of the method of packing and the ingredients used, for an 
expression of opinion as to the quality. The packs prepared with 
chowchow and pepper sauce were unanimously regarded as far 
superior to any of the others, chowchow being considered the best 
of all. Ground stuffed olives as a fillmg were also favorably received, 
ranking third. Samples of the packs with chowchow, submitted to 
the buyers of an eastern firm which handles exceptionally high-grade 
fancy grocery products, were pronounced very good. The buyers 
stated that they could place a product of this character on the market, 
and would be willing to give it a trial if it ever became available. 

No great difficulties need be overcome to prepare and pack stuffed 
sardines, but the process would be somewhat tedious and the output 
necessarily limited. Great care in preparation and in attractive 
packing would be essential. A smali device to aid in inserting the 
filling material into the interior of the fish would be necessary, the 
form and character of which would readily suggest itself if the 
project were undertaken. The only question from the packers’ 
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standpoint in regard to packing stuffed sardines is whether they can 
spare the time and attention required to produce them. There 
would be no trouble in securing a market for them. 

UTILIZATION OF UNAVOIDABLE WASTE. Ras hs 

SARDINE PAsTE AND DEVILED SARDINES. 

Much of the edible portion of the large fish, now wasted in cutting 
them back to fit the small cans, may be made available as a whole- 
some food product in the form of a paste or as deviled sardines. 
Several experimental packs of sardine paste were put up according 
to a recipe taken from “Die Merresprodukte,”’ by Heinrich Viktorin 
(35) with a few modifications, as follows: 

Add to 1 kilogram (1,000 grams or 2.2 pounds) of ground fish meat, free from bones: 

3.5 grams (0.123 ounce) white pepper 

2.0 grams (0.07 ounce) ginger 
2.0 grams (0.07 ounce) cloves 

1.0 gram (0.035 ounce) mace 

1.0 gram (0.035 ounce) cinnamon 

1.0 gram (0.035 ounce) allspice 

100.0 grams (3.51 ounces) butter 

10.5 grams (0.37 ounce) salt 

215.0 grams (7.56 ounces) olive oil 

The flesh from the large middle part of the fish, cut away in packing the large sizes, 

was taken from the flakes as they came from the packing tables, so that it was steam 

cooked and dried to the same degree as sardines. After the meat had been separated 

from the bones, an easy matter, as the sections readily divide into two portions along 

the “‘line of cleavage”’ between the bones, it was passed through a meat chopper two 

or three times until thoroughly ground. The spices were then added and thoroughly 

mixed with the meat by again being passed through a meat grinder several times. 

The butter, in a semimolten condition, was added, then the oil, and the whole mass 

again passed through the meat chopper two or three times, until it was thoroughly 
mixed and finely ground. This made a quantity sufficient to pack 12 of the small 

round No. + sanitary cans, having a net weight of 34 ounces. 

It is believed that by increasing the quantity of oil it would be 
possible to eliminate the butter in this formula without seriously 
affecting the quality of the product. Any of the ingredients, par- 
ticularly the amount of oil, can, of course, be changed. Sardine 
paste, as the term implies, should be soft in texture. The product 
made according to the formula given was not as soft as might be 
desired. It did not flow, and could not be spread as readily after 
bemg processed as before. Consequently, when a softer paste is 
desired, it would be advisable to increase the quantity of oil for this 
quantity of meat. 
A second lot of sardine paste was prepared according to the given 

formula, substituting corn oil for olive oil. Here again corn oil 
proved to be excellent. In the opinion of several who tasted the 
preparation, the corn oil was as satisfactory as olive oil in sardine 
paste. 
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The following formula was used in the preparation of a small 
quantity of what may be properly termed deviled sardines: 

Add to 1,000 grams or parts: 

500 grams or parts of olive oil 

220 grams or parts of pepper sauce 

27 grams or paris of salt 

Pepper sauce.—Chop fine equal parts of green and red peppers and onions. Cover 

with water, bring to a boil, and then pour off. To one dozen each of the peppers and 

onions, add 2 cupfuls of sugar and 4 tablespoonfuls of salt, dissolved in 3 pints of 

vinegar. Then boil the mixture about 1} hours. Larger quantities may be made in 

the same proportions. z 

This preparation imparted a delightful flavor to the fish. The 
fish meat was obtained and prepared in the same manner as that 
used in making the sardine paste. 

To devise a simpler recipe for sardine paste, or deviled sardines, a 

small quantity of paste was made by adding to the fish meat, free 
from bones and ground thoroughly, pepper and salt for flavor, and 

oil to bring it to the proper consistency. The ingredients were added 
in the following proportions: 

1,000 grams or parts of finely ground fish meat 

5 grams or parts of white pepper 

12 grams or parts of salt 
530 grams or parts of corn or olive oil 

This was well mixed and rendered fine by passing it through the 
meat chopper a number of times, after which it was packed into cans. 
This product did not compare in flavor with that prepared by either 
of the other formulas. It would, however, serve as a very satisfac- — 

tory cheap food product, and, if prepared attractively, would meet 
the demand of a class of people who should be supplied with whole; 
some food of high nutritive value at a low price. 

In the preparation of these pastes, it was noticed that the portions 
of meat taken from the larger fish gave more satisfactory results than 
those taken from the small fish. With the idea of using the waste 
which is so enormous when feedy fish are taken, one experimental lot 
was prepared from the ground meat taken from feedy fish having 
the bellies badly broken. When ground, however, this produced a 
dark-colored, unattractive mass. In the preparation of the paste 
or the deviled sardines, meat from the large fish should be used to 

impart the proper color and taste to the product. It is impossible 

to make a satisfactory food product from the small fish which 
have been ruined through the action of feed. 

The time and temperature necessary for complete sterilization of 

these products were not determined. Some of the preparations 
processed at 212° F., for from one to two hours, were not sterile when 
examined bacteriologically six months later, but had not swollen 
during this time. The contents of cans of a product similar to the 
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deviled sardines which had been processed at 240° F. for from one 
to. two hours also contained bacteria. It is difficult to properly 
sterilize products of this nature. Before attempting to prepare 
them, experimental packs should be made to determine, by bacterio- 
logical control, the time and temperature necessary to insure complete 
sterilization. It would be unsafe to try to market a canned product 
unless it was sterile. 
A product as easy of preparation as the deviled sardines, but 

superior in flavor and quality, was prepared from the square or 
rectangular sections of meat obtamed by carefully splittmg the 
waste pieces of the fish down the backbone, thus dividing it into two 
sections, and leaving the bone and a portion of the viscera. These 
sections were neatly packed in sanitary cans and sardine cans, and 
covered with a sour spiced vinegar. A sweet spiced vinegar used for 
a small pack was found to be unsuitable for this purpose. 

The cans and contents were processed by first venting and heating 
for 20 minutes at 220° F., then closmg the vent and again heating 
the cans at 220° F. for 30 minutes. Examination was not made to 
see if complete sterilization was effected. 

FERTILIZER. 

The waste residue from fish and whole inedible fish have long been 
used in the manufacture of pomace or fish scrap, to be incorporated 
in commercial fertilizers. One of the sardine packing companies at 
Eastport operates a reduction plant for the pressing and drying of 
waste from the packing houses for a fertilizer ingredient. To supply 
the fertilizer factory this company also purchases the raw waste mate- 
rial from several of the other canneries in the vicinity of Eastport 
and Lubec. This plant is housed in a substantial concrete structure, 
is well equipped, and manufactures a very good grade of fertilizer 
fish scrap. Prior to the season of 1915 this was the only instance 
along the coast where a concerted effort was made to utilize the waste 
as a by-product of the canning of sardines. During the two following 
packing seasons, however, another company was organized to produce 
fish scrap for fertilizer from the waste. 

Fish Meat. 

Fish meal as a source of protein has been used to a large extent in 
foreign countries as a supplementary food for stock. It has been 
used to a very limited extent in this country, and then principally as 
the protein basis for poultry foods. The use of fish meal in feeding 
stock and poultry is increasing. A discussion of the use of fish meal 
for animal feeding and the results of feeding experiments conducted 
with fish meal made from the sardine waste, the preparation of which 
is here discussed, has already been published (36). 
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The waste in the sardine industry offers excellent material for the 
preparation of a high-grade fish-meat meal. This waste, as it comes 
from the packing table, has been steam cooked and partially dried, 

so that it can be taken after collection from the packing table directly 
to a plant equipped for pressing and drying. The advisability of 
producing fish meal in a small unit plant attached to the individual 
canneries or at a central plant devoted exclusively to this purpose is a 
question for the individual canneries to decide, and depends upon 
various considerations, such as the location and administration of the 
plant. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. It would 
seem that a cooperative arrangement might be satisfactorily worked 
out. The prime consideration is to hasten the utilization of the total 
waste as a by-product for animal feeding purposes. 

Looking toward the utilization of this waste material as a stock 

food, a quantity of fish-meat meal was prepared in an experimental 
way during the course of this investigation. Six different lots were 
made under slightly varying conditions on a small commercial scale, 
and the yield of the dry material and of the oil determined. 

The waste material used in all these experiments was taken directly 
from the packing tables to a small fertilizer plant previously thor- 
oughly cleaned, which was equipped with an iron steam cooker, a 
rack, and cloth No. 2 screw press capable of yielding a pressure of 
120 tons, and an ordinary type rotary fertilizer drier having a capacity 
of 1,800 pounds of dry material. Table 42 shows the treatment given 
the raw material, the composition of the raw material and of samples 
taken during the process, the method of treatment, and the yield of 
fish meal and oil. 

Lots 1 and 2, which were taken out of the drier much too soon 
and which therefore contained too much water, did not keep. Lot 1 
spoiled in the course of a week and lot 2 in about four weeks’ time. 
The meal from both these lots was discarded. 

Since it was desirable to have the moisture content of the material 
much lower, longer drying periods were adopted in preparing the 
remaining lots. Drying the meal to a moisture content between 5 
and 10 per cent resulted in the product keeping satisfactorily. 

The dried meal composing lot 3 had a very strong odor of ammonia 
when drawn from the drier. This disappeared, however, on cooling 
and standing overnight. Lot 4 had a faint odor of ammonia when 
first prepared. No ammonia odor was detected in the two other lots. 

The proportion of whole fish composing the waste used in these 
experiments varied considerably, as did also the oil content. In the 
case of very fat fish the oil was expressed in a pure condition, mixed 
with comparatively little water. 
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Lot 5 was made from waste obtained from small fish from 3 to 5 
inches long (snippers), which would pack from 20 to 25 to a can. 
This waste material contained from 60 to 70 per cent of whole fish 
which had been discarded from the packing table because it was 
decomposed by feed, broken, and damaged. 

The waste material used for lot 6 was composed of small fish which 
would pack 8 to 10 to a can. These fish were very feedy, and had 
been badly broken during transportation to the cannery. The waste 
in these fish as actually determined amounted to from 80 to 85 per 
cent, the largest encountered during the entire investigation. Whole 
flakes full were discarded at a time. 

The results of the analyses made show that a large percentage of oil 
was removed during pressing, while the percentage amount of water 
was not appreciably changed. Where the material was steam cooked, 
the percentage of water increased, and pressing in these instances 
brought the percentage of water down to practically the same amount 
as that present in the raw waste as it came from the packing tables. 
The sum of the constituents—water, oil, protem, and ash—add up to 

practically 100 per cent in all cases in the results on the raw mate- 
rial, but after drying there is a shortage of undetermined matter of 
from 24 to nearly 4 per cent. This difference is in large part due to 
the formation of nonnitrogenous material during cooking and dry- 
ing, and in part to the fact that the factor 6.25, used for calculating 
the total protein from the nitrogen determined, is not exact for fish 
protein. 

The average yield of meal, ranging from 5 to 10 per cent of water, 
as determined in these six experiments, amounts to 29 per cent. 
The average would be higher than this by eliminating the last lot, 
in which the waste was steam cooked an excessive length of time, so 
that undoubtedly a great part of the protein material was lost in 
the water which was formed. It is safe to place the yield of mate- 
rial that can be obtained from this waste at 25 per cent under aver- 
age commercial conditions. 

In the case of the oil, cold pressing gave as good-a yield as pressing 
the steam-cooked material. Steam cooking or heating before press- 
ing reduces the time required for pressing. Excessive cooking should 
be avoided. The yield of dry meal is apparently decreased by mate- 
rial lost during cooking in the excess water formed by condensing 
steam. The small amount of oil yielded and the comparatively 
small amount retained in the dried meal made from small fish with 
a low fat content might suggest to the prospective producer of fish 
meal that at times in the season, when these fish are plentiful and 
when they are as poor in fat as those composing lots 5 and 6, it 
would not be necessary to press them at all before drying the waste 
for feeding purposes. As much of the oil as possible should be re- 
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moved by efficient pressing of the raw material. In pressing there 
is this to be gained, that, if the material has been steam cooked, 
part of the water is also removed, thus making the time of drying 
shorter. ; 

Based on a pack of 1,800,000 cases, and assuming that the entir 
amount of waste would be made into fish-meat meal, and 20 cases are 

obtained per hogshead, with 1} tons of waste for each 15 hogsheads 
of fish, and that the yield of meal is 25 per cent of this amount, the 
following amount of meal could be prepared from the waste in the 
sardine industry: 1,875 tons of meal, which at from $40 to $45 per 
ton would have an approximate value of $80,000. An estimate based 
on 14 tons waste per 10 hogsheads would yield 13,500 tons of waste, 
which at 25 per cent yield of meal would amount to 3,375 tons. This 
at $40 per ton would produce a revenue of $135,000. Ona basis of 15 
gallons of oil per ton of waste there would be in this case 202,500 gal- 
lons of oil, which at 20 cents per gallon would be $40,500. Ona basis of 
10 gallons of oil per ton the revenue on the oil at 20 cents per gallon 
would amount to $27,000. In round numbers, it is safe to estimate 

that the utilization of the waste material, such as could now be 

obtained from the packing of sardines, would yield 3,000 tons of meal 
and 200,000 gallons of oil. The oil produced in this way is a very 
superior grade of fish oil, far superior to the ordinary grades. At the 
1916 prices of fish oil the oil obtained from rendering the sardine. 
waste should amount to a sum more than sufficient to defray the cost 
of manufacturing the dried meal. 

As a result of this work a system has been installed in one of the 
canneries for utilizing the waste for fish meal for animal feeding 
purposes. Reports received indicate that this effort has been very 
successful. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS. 

BUYING FISH FOR THE CANNERIES. 

At present the fish are sold at auction by the owner of the weir, 
often creating keen competition between the various boatmen who 
act as the packers’ agents. Within certain limits the boatmen are 
free to bid up the purchase price. As the packer pays the boatman 
a certain sum for each hogshead of fish transported, the boatman 
often is tempted to receive this fare without sufficient regard to the 
quality of the fish or the price asked for them. It would seem most 
advisable, therefore, to place stricter limitations upon the price the 
boatmen may bid for the fish, and to refuse to accept fish which are 
too poor to pack. 

NUMBER OF FISH, OF VARIOUS SIZES, PER HOGSHEAD (1,000 POUNDS). 

The unit of measure in the Maine sardine industry, the hogshead, 
is considered in practice to hold approximately 1,000 pounds. Ten 
tubs of fish of specific dimensions constitute a hogshead. It was 
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shown that the actual weight of a number of tubs of fish, when taken 
at the weir, averaged more than 100 pounds each. The weight of a 
hogshead, therefore, should be considered as more than 1,000 pounds. 
Doubtless these weights vary, and for convenience the numbers of 
fish per hogshead are given on the basis of a hogshead weighing 1,000 
pounds. ‘The figures for the fish were determined by counting several 
100-pound lots of fish of various sizes. The following results, in 
round numbers, were obtained: 

Length of fish, Approximate number 
inches. , per hogshead. 

rE NATE Wie (MEN Uae Lay ee uc a Yes ai Raeginegeeeh 2A 51, 000 
ie CUE etd “5 Re SECA SD eee rk ANA RE eet rete Ant Renae 33, 500 
apt SEERA PSOHBOR eA HIS euieay AAA AE ys JEN REY PRUNE Came eee. f 22, 300 
os seead cls te ein corn cobalt Sites S.A care eh ary wee 9, 900 
(SH Aap ae Ns eae Pe ope Ss dP a PRN NM Yrs erg FOOSE 7, 200 

The number of fish 4, 5, and 6 inches in length necessary to fill the 
quarter size can was found to be, on an average basis, 22, 11, and 8, 
respectively. With these figures as approximate data, it is possible to 
estimate the number of cases per hogshead that may be packed from 
a uniform lot of fish. The more efficient the operation of the factory 
the nearer to the theoretical the yield should approach. 

CAPACITY OF THE CANNERIES. 

The sardine canners along the coast of Maine are entirely at the 
mercy of the run of fish for their supply of raw material. Sometimes 
in the early spring, and usually from the summer school in August, 
there is an oversupply of fish, while at other times during a season 
there is a scarcity. The supply of fish varies during the year and also 
varies locally, depending upon the places where the different schools 
strike in. 

There is an urgent need for some method to insure a more untform 
supply of fish. Durmg a period of overabundance it would be 
desirable to store the excess supply for use as needed rather than 
attempt to use all that can be taken from the water, thereby crowding 
the capacity of the canneries to the detriment of the quality of the 
finished product. This would be accomplished, to a certain extent, 
by the use of pounds or pockets attached to the weirs and by floating 
inclosures made entirely of nets in which the catch of a few weirs 
could be stored. Cold storage facilities would also very materially 
aid in solving this difficulty. It is doubtful, however, if the product 
could legitimately stand this added cost. 

Using impounded fish only would insure a nearly constant supply 
of fish free from feed. Such fish could be taken at the proper time in 
the morning and in the desired quantity. They could be brought to 
each cannery in amounts governed by the capacity of the particular 
cannery. Under the present system the supply depends upon the 
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irregularity of the catch, and the time of delivery is governed by the 
stage of tide at which the weirs can be seined. Fish beyond the 
capacity of the cannery are often brought in by the boatman, who is 
anxious to earn on each trip as large a fare as possible. 

The universal application of regulations prohibiting the packing 
of ‘‘feedy’’ fish, strictly observed, will necessitate the building of 
pounds on a majority of the weirs. In the interest of efficiency, the 
elimination of waste, and the improvement of quality it would seem 
wise to extend the idea a little further and use nothing but impounded 
fish in packing sardines. Following this, it would be desirable if each 
cannery were on a capacity basis, taking no more fish than can be 
properly handled, so as to make a neat, attractive product, according 
to specifications adopted for the particular grade packed and which 
can be sealed in a working day of 10 hours. 

CARTONS FOR STANDARD SARDINES. 

Sardines are packed in tins with the brand name and design 
printed on the cover or sides, and also in plain tins. The practice of 
cartoning the standard grade of sardines packed in plain tins has 
increased rapidly in recent years. The cartons provide a place for 
the key in the key can goods and conceal unattractive, unclean 
cans. This is an expensive method of attaching the key and over- 
coming the difficulty of cleaning the cans. It seems a great waste 
of effort and material tc place the so-called ‘‘standard”’ grade of 
sardines in cartons. According to present practices, all the different 
brands of the standards in cartons are prepared from the same grade 
of standard goods. Although cartoning or wrapping the fancy and 
extra fancy sardines may be justifiable, the margin of profit in the 
standard grade does not justify this additional cost on manufacture. 
It should be put elsewhere in the process to bring about an improve- 
ment in quality. It is hoped that the sardine canners will be able 
to cooperate in this feature of packing sardines, which, through 
competition, has developed into a wasteful and useless practice, to 
the end that it may be completely eliminated. This should prove 
particularly desirable now that labor and paper are high and scarce, 
and will be an advance in the direction of conservation and 
efficiency. 

IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION OF SARDINES (1910-1916). 

Table 43, prepared from the Annual Reports on Commerce and 
Navigation of the United States, shows the value of the importations 
of sardines into the United States, for the years mentioned, from the 
principal sardine-producmg countries. An interesting feature in the 
value of the sardine importations is the gradual decline in the impor- 
tations of the French sardine and the increase in the value of the Nor- 
wegian product during the years 1910 to 1915. Importations from 
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Portugal show a slight increase during the last three years over the 
first three years of this period. The value of the sardines imported 
from Italy shows a notable increase during 1914, 1915, and 1916, 
while little change in the values of the fish imported from Spain is 
seen until 1915, when there was a decided decrease, followed in 1916 
by a marked rise. 

The total importations from all countries reached, in round num- 
bers, a value of $3,000,000 during 1914 and 1915. The total value 
for 1915 was a little below that of 1914, owing to the great decrease 
in the value of the French sardines imported in 1915. During 1916 
the importations of sardines fell off over $1,000,000 in value. Nearly 
90 per cent of this decrease was caused by the diminished importation 
of Norwegian sardines. The embargo placed on the exportation of 
Norwegian sardines by the Government of Norway at the close of 
the year 1915 and the war conditions in the French sardine industry 
practically eliminated these goods from this country. The price of 
foreign sardines resulting from present conditions is practically pro- 
hibitive for the domestic market, and only small quantities are 
available at any price. 

TABLE 43.—Importations of fish packed in ol} 

Value of imports. 

Country. 

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 

TANCO See oi toete este se $1,317,940 | $707,644 | $495,903 | $634,162 | $700,984 | $446, 434 $359,701 | 
INOERWAYors cn asceee aae 861, 944 | 1,034, 946 947,431 | 1,199,850 | 1,427,318 | 1, 662, 609 741, 697 
PONG pa lees eee can se 346, 036 303, 565 313, 420 477,310 536, 451 517, 407 334, 467 
THaly cc oeee eee 165,903 | 191,983] 143,541 | 154,451 | 255,589 | 251,383 340, 000 
Spainsssoiss 2 Steen ee 50, 943 40, 427 39, 025 42, 262 42, 369 23, 145 50, 573 

Ms Woy 1 VA cers ee 2, 742, 766 | 2,278,585 | 1,939,320 | 2,508,035 | 2,982,711 | 2,901,978 | 1,826,438 
Total from Europe (in- 
cluding all other coun- 
PHOS) Shakes ee eae 2,982,475 | 2,533,218 | 2,079,002 | 2,659,074 | 3,178,000 | 2,996,596 | 1,911,346 

1 For the years ending June 30, 1910 to 1916. From Annual Reports on Commerce and Navigation of 
the United States, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce. Duties 
under the present’ tariff are levied on a class of goods packed “in oil? While it is recognized that there 
are a few articles, such as anchovies, etc., which would be included in the statistics gathered from this 
source, it is believed that by far the greater part of the values reported is due to oil sardines. The table 
is given for ie purpose of indicating as closely as it is possible to do the business done in foreign sardines 
in this country 

OUTLOOK FOR THE MAINE SARDINE INDUSTRY. 

The volume of foreign sardines handled (Table 43) indicates the 

possibility of creasing the business in grades of domestic sardines of 
a quality capable of giving them an entrance to this market and hold- 
ing the greater portion of it now that the supply of the foreign 
article is practically cut off (1916). The trade and the consumer 
should not expect a domestic sardine of exactly the same excellence as 
the French article, for several factors mitigate against it. 

In the first place, the pilchard, from which the French sardine is 
made, is generally conceded to be the most desirable in point of size, 
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color, texture, and flavor of all the varieties of fish used in the prepara- 
‘tion of sardines. Even if it does not possess the very fine shade of 
flavor characteristic of the French sardine, it is believed that a sardine 

satisfactory to the most fastidious may be made from the sea herring 
if the work is properly done. A smoked sardine packed in olive oil 
has been commercially prepared from the sea herring, and was consid- 
ered a very superior article. 

Another advantage which the French sardine has over the Maine 
sardine has been aptly expressed by Dr. H. M. Smith, United States 
Commissioner of Fisheries(27), who states that the unit of measure in 

the French industry is the individual fish, whereas in this country 
it is the hogshead. More attention to the details of the packing 
process on the part of the American canner will aid in eliminating 
this distinction. 
A third point of difference between the two kinds of sardines lies in 

the fact that the French fish are put up in olive oil, while cottonseed 
is the oil commonly used in Maine. The consumer who dislikes cot- 
tonseed oil will, of course, maintain his preference for the foreign 
article. As already suggested (p. 66), however, the use of corn oil 
may improve the standing of some of the better grades of sardines. 
The high cost of olive oil prevents its being generally employed for 
this purpose in the United States. In this connection it is interesting 
to note a provision in the Canadian tariff laws! which permits the 
importation of olive oil, free of duty, when it is to be used in the 
canning of fishery products. Under this provision olive oil may be 
entered free under a bond stipulating that it is to be used only in the 
preservation of fishery products. Such an arrangement in this coun- 
try might go far toward stimulating the production of an article of 
quality with which to bid for that portion of the domestic trade 
formerly occupied by the foreign sardine, and also for the South 
American trade. 

Not only is there an excellent chance to enter the domestic field 
vacated by the foreign sardines, but the South American markets 
also offer exceptional opportunities for the introduction of sardines. 
There are a few features of the South American trade which packers 

- of domestic sardines should bear in mind before attempting to enter 
this field. The chief consideration is that the sardines must be of 
good quality, as good as or better than the foreign goods of which 
these countries are now deprived. The grades of domestic sardines 
known at the present time as standards will not hold this market. 

Another point to be considered is the taste of the people of the 
South American countries(32). They prefer fish packed in sauces 

1Canada. The Customs Tariff, 1907, p. 31, Schedule A, Item 278. Under provisions of the Canadian 

war tax, oil covered by this item is now (1916) subject to a duty of 71 percent ad valorem. On removal of 

this tax, oil under this provision will be again free. 
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marinase, highly spiced, and are also accustomed to olive oil in the 
oil sardines. Tomato sauce is a favorite and another is ‘‘escabeche,”’ 
which is made by adding vinegar, pepper, salt, and spices to hot oil 
in which the fish have been cooked. 

Table 44 shows the import values of sardines in the different South 
American countries for 1910, and, in some instances, for 1912, and 
lists the principal exporting countries. 

TaBLE 44.— Value of sardines imported into South American countries. 

To— Value. From— 

IAT CONTIN ASS het So PEs Se tbe ae $1,104, 898 | France and Spain. 
BOMVInSE eos stock f cosetie Pan tee eee eae mae cine 16.80-14 | Spain, Portugal, and Italy. 
BLAZ se se Se NE eh. PERS atcyos shinee cere SOREN Weta eres TNL IS 21,267,575 | Norway. 
Chiles eet ec sae oek ioe se ci a ie Seine tie cee obi ee 296,485 | Spain. 
PS CUAG OF oases see eee ees etic ieee tensooe hee 48,553 | Germany and Spain. 
AM AINA oe eee tes oo here ete tas sete anseneee see cane 30,450 | Germany and Great Britain. 
PALACUBY So sas oe ates oe ie Sees cake Le seots shia een late ceaiee actos France, Spain, and Italy. 
Peres secs cet eats: Scans PaSe cee eee ean ee ae 102,871 | Portugal, Spain, and Germany. 
WU UAV A Se ale be tree dese ot oct orem ensce sens oteee 49,546 | Spain and France. 
VICTIOZUOIA «a2 ch a Solace cites cleo tate cieoe aeeiceeee ates 252,982 | Spainand Germany. 

1 Value per case. 2 Preserved fish and fish extracts. 

According to the United States Department of Commerce(32), 
Spain and Germany lead in supplying sardines imported into Vene- 
zuela, the United States furnishing only $4,427 worth of a total of 
$252,982. The Spanish sardine is of good quality and reasonable in 
price. The situation with regard to the possibility of securing a 
good portion of this trade is well summed up by the following state- 
ment(32), calling attention to the inferior quality of the domestic 
product and the necessity of producing an article appealing to the 
taste of the people: 

No great increase in exports from the United States to South America of sardines 

and other fish may be looked for unless the quality of the product can be improved 

and the tastes of the South Americans considered for fish put down in sauces. The 
consumption in this line is very large and worthy of study by fish canners. 

This publication(32) gives the rates of duty, the details of trans- 
portation, shipping, etc., and other valuable information pertaining 
to sending goods to these countries. 

There appears to be no reason, other than a scarcity in the supply 
of fish and an overwhelming demand from the domestic market, why 
the American packers of sardines should not obtain their share of the 
South American trade. This is another irrefutable argument for the 
improvement of quality. 
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SUMMARY. 

The packers of Maine sardines occupy a very important position 
in the food industry in their ability to supply a food product which is 
comparatively cheap and at the same time has a high nutritive value. 
Careless methods on the part of some packers, due to a desire for 
quantity production at a sacrifice of quality and to a lack of control 
over the employees of the plants, have resulted in the appearance on 
the market of some very low-grade sardines, tending to bring the 
whole sardine industry into disrepute. 

In an effort to assist the packer in improving the character of his 
output the Bureau of Chemistry conducted an extensive investigation 
of the packing processes, as a result of which it has been able to make 
various recommendations to the canners. 

The salient points brought out in the course of the experimental 
work are as follows: 

Composition of the fish.—The composition of the sea herring varies 
during the season, the fat content increasing from July to October. 
This variation is greater in the case of the smaller than of the larger 
fish. 

Food of the sea herring.—The copepods (red feed) and schizopods 
(shrimp) constitute the principal food of the sea herring. When 
gorged with food on being taken from the water the fish are said to 
be feedy, in which condition they are unfit for packing. The diffi- 
culty encountered in the form of feedy fish may be overcome by 
holding the fish in pounds attached to weirs until they are free from 
feed, and by cutting and eviscerating the fish befcre sending them 
through the packing process. 

Swells.—Two organisms, a bacillus apparently identical with Niel- 
sen’s Bacillus Walfischrauschbrand and Bacillus B, a nonspore-bearing 
pathogenic gas-producing bacterium, are associated with the feed of 
the small herring, the former being more frequently found with the 
schizopods and the latter with the copepods. During decomposition 
of the copepods and schizopods (feed), both ammonia and amines 
were produced in very large quantities. Growth of the two organ- 
isms in pure culture on fish media also produced ammonia and amines. 
Apparently swells are produced by the action of these organisms, 
also the condition of the fish known as belly blown. 

Transportation of the fish.—lt is unnecessary to salt excessively 
fish which are to be in transit for only a reasonable length of time. 
Such salting should be done with the idea of saving time in the 
pickling shed, rather than as a means of preservation, as decompo- 
sition, particularly in the viscera and contents, is not completely 
prevented by the presence of salt. The limit of the time to be con- 
sumed in transporting fish in salt, without refrigeration, seems to be 
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from four to six hours. Some method of refrigeration should be in- 
stalled on all boats used to haul the fish over long distances, thus 
ereatly extending the fishing area and bringing the fish to the can- 
neries in a condition far superior to that of fish carried in salt. The 
boats, both the refrigerator and the ordinary type, should be pro- 
vided with small compartments, permitting circulation of cold air, so 
that the fish are carried in small bulk, thus preventing the rise in 
temperature which occurs when fish are carried in bulk, as is now 
customary. : 

Salting and pickling the fish—An appreciable amount of nitro- 
genous matter is extracted from fish held in salt, and an even greater 
quantity from those held in pickle. To insure a minimum extraction 
of material, consistent with the proper degree of salting, uneviscerated 
fish should remain in salt or pickle not more than two hours, while 
from 15 to 20 minutes is long enough for cut and eviscerated fish to 
remain in strong pickle. Fish which are excessively salted or are 
kept in brine an unduly long time lose the characteristics of fresh 
fish. Sardines with a salt content of 3 per cent were received with 
the most favor. The greater part of the salt remains in the skin of 
the fish, which explains why it is so readily lost during the steaming 
process. 

Drying the fish.—More attention should be paid to the drying 
process than is now customary. Before being packed, from 5 to 8 
per cent of the water they contain should be driven from the fish. 
Either too little or excessive drying ruins the appearance of the 
pack. An even, thin flaking of the fish, proper control of the volume’ 
and temperature of the air in the tunnel dryers, and drying for 
exactly the requisite period are essential for securing a high-grade 
product. 

Packing the fish.—Special skill and technique are necessary in 
packing sardines. Great care must be exercised in placing the 
small fish in the can and also in cleaning the cans. Rough treat- 
ment of the filled cans not only tends to disarrange the contents, but 
may dent the seams, causing leaks. 

Oiling.—Three quarts of oil to the case should be added to fat 
fish, and 34 quarts to the case for lean fish. Time should be allowed 
for the absorption of this amount of oil before sealing the cans. Corn 
oil appears to fulfill all the requirements for a good pack and its 
flavor does not mask that of the fish. Baked fish packed in corn 
oil and fish fried in corn oil proved to be superior to fish which were 
steamed. 

Storing the sardines.—The desirability of storing sardines at low, 
even temperatures was demonstrated by a series of experiments on 
the freezing and thawing of sardines. Weak solutions of ammonia 
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and amines were found to exert a detinning action on the interior of 
the cans, which increased on standing. The suggestion that detin- 
ning of cans does not occur when fish are skinned before being packed 
was disproved. During storage the amount of ammonia and amines 
in canned sardines increases, the extent of the increase depending 
upon the temperature. Sardines stored at room temperature 
showed a greater increase in these substances than sardines stored 
just above freezing. Triamine was found to be the chief constituent 
of the amine fraction. 

Decomposition of fish.—A small amount of ammonia and frequently 
negligible amounts of amines were found as normal constituents 
of fresh fish. During decomposition of the fish the quantity of both 
ammonia and amines increased very rapidly. Greater increases 
were found in the viscera and contents than in the flesh of the fish. 
The increase in the amount of ammonia and amines in canned sar- 
dines composed of fish which have undergone excessive decom- 
position indicates that this degree of spoilage can be detected 
in the packed goods. The determination of these substances, 
however, is of doubtful value as a means for detecting a less degree 
of decomposition in fish which have been held in salt or pickle before 
being packed. Decomposition of the viscera and contents of fish 
occurs at a more rapid rate than decomposition of the flesh. Fish 
become belly blown as a result of the extension of the processes of 
decomposition from the viscera and contents to the belly portion. 

Waste.—A great deal of the waste found in the canneries may be 
eliminated by (a) using cans to fit the fish instead of cutting the fish 
to fit the cans, or trimming the tails of the fish which are a trifle too 
large for the cans, and cutting the fish as close to the gills as 
possible, (6) flaking so well that 100 per cent of the edible fish on 
the flakes may be packed, (c) preventing the deliberate discarding 
of fish suitable for packing, and (d) enlarging the scope of the pack 
by preparing kippered herring, Russian sardines, spiced herring, and 
other similar products. The unavoidable waste may be utilized by 
(a) making sardine paste, deviled sardines, and similar articles from 

the discarded edible portions of the fish, (6) converting the cuttings 
which can not be used in this way into fish meat meal, after expressing 
the oil from such residues, and (c) converting all residues and wastes 

that can not be used to better advantage into fish scrap for fertilizing 
purposes. 

Quality and appearance of sardines.—The results of the investiga- 
tion indicated that the following are the chief factors responsible 
for low quality: Use of feedy fish rendered unfit by decomposition; 
excessive salting or pickling; removal of flavor by steaming process; 
insufficient drying; variation in composition, especially the fat content, 
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of the fish at various times of the year; using inferior oil or oil in 
insufficient quantities; and permitting the packed goods to become 
frozen. Careless packing and rough handling at various stages of the 
process are responsible for poor appearance. 

The following suggestions for the improvement of the pack are 
offered: 

1. Accept feedy fish for packing only when they have been 
impounded for a period of from 12 to 24 hours. When this practice 
has been widely adopted, it will be wise to keep all fish in pounds or 
pockets, thus distributing the supply over a longer period and thereby 
aiding in placing the canneries on a capacity basis. 

2. Sort the fish according to size as they reach the cannery. 
3. Cut and eviscerate all fish. 
4. Establish a proper period for the salting and pickling of fish, 

both eviscerated and uneviscerated. The salting and pickling treat- 
ment of the fish at the cannery as well as the distance they can be 
carried in salt will then be determined. 

5. To insure the highest quality discontinue the steaming process, 
which causes the loss of a large amount of salt and flavor. 

6. Flake the fish by hand or thinly with the flaking machine. 
7. Dry the fish to the proper degree before packing them. 
8. Pack the fish neatly and attractively in the cans, eliminating all 

slack packing. A well-packed can of sardines should be full of fish 
and oil. 

9. Handle the packed cans carefully. 
10. Establish standard grades for the sardine pack. 
11. Maintain a rigid sanitary control of canneries. The law of 

Maine, which adequately covers this question, should be strictly 
enforced. The beach surrounding the canneries should be kept free 
from decomposing fish waste. Under no consideration should 
swelled cans of sardines be disposed of by being thrown out on the 
beach. They should be burned. The water supply of all the can- 
neries should be investigated. Whenever a water supply giving 
evidence of contamination is found, requisite changes should be made. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

‘The use of American black-walnut timber for various products 
began in early colonial times. Probably its first extensive use was 
for fence rails, for which it was chosen because it was easy to split 
and resisted decay. Much of it was cut for fuel. Large quantities 
of black walnut, which prefers rich agricultural land, were wasted 
in clearing for cultivation, In the eighteenth century it was a favor- 
ite wood for furniture, and was one of the two native woods (wild 
cherry being the other) best adapted for fine cabinetwork. It was 
also highly valued for gunstocks. The excellent stands in the fertile 
valleys of eastern Pennsylvania, which furnished wocd of a rich 
dark color that was well liked, were the main source of supplies. 

During the first half of the nineteenth century there was a gradual 
increase in the use of walnut, which was manufactured mainly into 
furniture in eastern factories. In this period the region of the Ohio 
River basin became the chief source of supply. 

Krom 1860 to 1880 the demand for walnut grew tremendously, 
because of its use for rifle stocks during the Civil War, and also be- 
cause of its popularity for making furniture. The maximum wal- 
hut production was reached about 1875, when it is estimated that the 

7434°—20 
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total cut was Approxoaey 125,000,000 board feet. During this 
period a large part of the walnut Esher was removed from the region 
ne of the Mississippi River. 

The past six years have seen a. revival in the walnut-furniture 
industry, and latge amounts of the wood have been called for. The 
greatest use of this timber recently, however, has been for rifle stocks 

and airplane propellers for the Great War. On account of the un- 
precedented demand for walnut for these uses, the sawmill cut in 
1918 was about 100,000,000 board -feet. The entire country was 
searched for available material, and even smali and defective trees 

that had been considered unfit for lumber were taken. 

Wainut has never been plentiful in the sense that large amounts 
of the timber were available in any one locality. lts scattered 
growth is the reason for this. The exhaustion of the available sup- 
ply has been repeatedly announced. Nevertheless, during the war 
large supplies were discovered that no one thought existed, and 
many lots of large-sized trees were found that were equal in quality 
to those of the period when walnut was most popular. The annual 
cut of walnut timber is comparatively small, but a fairly steady sup- 
ply is available because of the wide distribution of the tree. 

Black walnut (/uglans nigra Linn.) is a very near relative of the 
Circassian walnut (/. regia Linn.) of the Old World, which is 
highly prized as a cabinet wood. It is also closely related to the but- 
ternut (/. cinerea Linn.) of eastern United States. This last wood 
is less epee ee BOMENeS, than the black walnut. There are two 
other wainuts native to the United States. These are the Mexican 
walnut (/. rupestris Engelm. ) and California walnut (/. californica 
Wats.). These two species grow in southwestern United States. The 
timber is of little importance even locally, and the trees are usually 
less than i2 inches in diameter, with a clear leneth of trunk ordi- 
narily not more than 8 to 10 feet. 

This bulletin deais with the characteristics, properties, uses, manu- 

auladad and market values cf black-walnut wood, and par dail 
discusses the uses for which walnut is best adapted. 

PROPERTIES OF THE WOOD. 

GENERAL APPEARANCE 

The heartwood of black walnut is light brown to dark brown or 
checolate-brown. The sapwood is nearly white. In forest-grown 
trees the heartwood is generally a rich chocolate-brown. The sap- 
wood is narrow in such trees, usually 1 inch wide or less. In open- 
growth trees the heartwood is lighter in color; the sapwood grows 
to about 3 inches in width, and is white or discolored to yellowish or 
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UTILIZATION OF BLACK WALNUT. 3 

1. Key urplish brown. The annual rings of growth are usually broad and 
are marked off from each other by the presence of many pores at 
the beginning and a somewhat dense growth at the end of each 
annual ring, as weil as by a fine light-colored line between adjacent 
rings. This contrast between the growth rings is especially marked 
on tangential cuts and gives a somewhat coarse figure to the wood. 
The pores are compartively large and im cross sections easily visibie 
to the naked eye; they appear as fine dark and generally short lines 
over the entire longitudinal surface. Figured wood is in demand for 
different kinds of finish. Its handsome effect is often preduced by 
dark-colored streaks or alternate stripes of lighter and darker 
shades. The striped figure in quartered stock is caused by the 
alternate light and dark shades of the growth rings. Another kind 
of figure is that formed by the wavy or curly grain which is found 
near a knot or other defect. Abnormal! or irregular growths, crooks, 
forks, and twists produce a special figure in the wood. Highly 
figured walnut, with a great variety of design, is cut from the walnut 
burl—an abnormal growth of wood tissue. 

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. 

Black-walnut wood is heavy, hard, strong, and stiff. It is easy 

to split, has good shock-resisting ability, shrinks moderately in 
seasoning, is susceptible of a good polish, and takes paint, stain, and 
other finishes exceedingly well. 

The results of certain Forest Seruice experiments on black walnut 

tested green are shown in Table 1 in comparison with oak. The 
strength values of the green wood are considered the best basis for 
comparison. Walnut compares still more favorably with oak when 
their dry weights are taken into consideration. For instance, black 
walnut, which has a dry weight of 85 per cent cf the dry weight of 
oak, has shock-resisting ability 27 per cent greater and strength 
in bending 14 per cent greater than that of oak. As to strength in 

compression parallel to the grain, wainut rates 21 per cent higher, 

and in stiffness 14 per cent more. The shearing strength of walnut 
is only slightly iess than that of oak. The hardness values of wal- 
nut and oak are in the same proportion to each other as their specific 
eravities—85 per cent. As to strength in compression perpendicular 
to grain, walnut has a lower value than oak. ‘The shrinkage of 
black walnut in volume is less than that of oak, which is about 16 

per cent. Shrinkage in the radiai direction is about the same in 
both woods; but in the tangentia! direction the shrinkage of black 
walnut is less than that of oak. The ratio of radial to tangential 
shrinkage is much less in black wainut than in oak. In weight, and 
likewise in dimension, walnut changes slowly with changes in 
atmospheric conditions. 
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Cross SECTION OF BLACK-WALNUT WooD MAGNIFIED 714 
DIAMETERS. 

a.r., annualring. 
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UTILIZATION OF BLACK WALNUT. 5 

‘Black wainut is straight-grained, easily worked with tools, is not 
liable to warp and check or to shrink and swell to any considerable 
extent after it has been seasoned, and glues well. These qualities 

add greatly to its value as a cabinet wood. Table 2 shows the prep- 
erties of various cabinet woods in comparison with walnut as a basis. 
These are composite values (excepting those of weight and shrink- 

age), each being based on several different kinds of tests. The data 
show that walnut compares favorably with white and red oak in 
strength as a beam or post, in shock-resisting ability, and in stiff- 
ness. The hardness of walnut, however, is less than that of oak. ‘In 
shock-resisting ability and stiffness birch is superior to walnut, 
although the two woods are about equivalent in strength. Birch is 
not so good in holding its shape after it is seasoned, and is also more 
liable than walnut to be cross-grained. Sweet birch is harder than 

walnut, and yellow birch is softer. Red gum ranks much lower than 
walnut in respect to these different properties. Oak and birch have 
ereater dry weights than walnut, while red gum is lighter. All of 
the native cabinet woods listed have greater shrinkage values than 
walnut, with the exception of the radial shrinkage of oak and red 
gum. ‘The volumetric shrinkage values of these woods are consider- 
ably greater than those of walnut. Walnut, therefore, compares very 

favorably with our other native cabinet woods in regard to these 
basic properties. 

Taste 2.—Properties of various cabinet woeds, compared with black walnut. 
Black walnut=100. 

| 

| Shrinkage (from green 
| to oven-dry condi- 

Strength Shock- Specific! tion based on volume 
: asa | resist-| Stiff- | Hard- 8™@Vit¥,| when green). 

beam | ing | ness. | ness. [C&TSEYY,| ae 
or post. ability. OF l | weight.| Thal HOI oy) aba 

| ume. | gential. 
| ) | 

White oak (Quercus alba)..........-. | 92 | 98 2 live 195 Ib tddulis oi4ir|- redone 40197 
Red oak (Quercus rubra)...-....-.--- | 84 | 99 88 Wii 108 127 74 | 117 
Sweet birch (Betula lenta)........--- | 98 | 115 111 113 114 134 119 | 107 
Yellow birch (Betula dutea)........-- | 99 | 124 109 3 107 159 140 | 127 
Red gum (Liguidambar styracifiua) -. 76 | 78 84 67 86 | 134 98 | 129 
True mahogany (Central America) | | | | | 

(Swietenia mahagoni).........----- | 95 | 68 87 90 | 87 | 70 | 67 | 68 

Notre.—The relative-strength figures given in the first four columns of this table are based on comvosite 
values, each of which is a combination of several difierent kinds of tests. 

The triie mahogany of Central America, listed in the table, shows 
a slightly lower value than walnut in streneth as a beam or post. 
In stiffness and hardness it is much lower. Its shock-resisting abil- 
ity is far below that of walnut. The amount of shrinkage in Cen-. 
tral American mahogany is much less than in any of the native cabi- 
net woods listed. The relation between volumetric, radial, and tan- 
gential shrinkage is about the same as for walnut. 
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‘ * STRUCTURE. 

Black wainut is classed as a diffuse-porous wood, the pores be- 
ing scattered throughout the annual-growth ring. These pores are 
comparatively large in size and easily visible to the naked eye, espe- 
cially in the spring wood, and they gradually decrease in size toward 

the outer portion of each annual ring. Tyloses are present but do 
not completely fill the pores. The large pores of the spring wood 
sometimes give the appearance of a ring-porous arrangement. 
Plates I, IT, and IIT show the structure of the wood in cross section 
at different magnifications. The pith rays are narrow and can not 
be seen without the aid of a hand lens. The structure of butternut 
wood closely resembles that of black walnut, but the wood of the 
former may be distinguished from the wood of the latter by its light 

chestnut-brown color. 

INSECT AND FUNGUS ATTACK. 

Black-walnut timber is largely free from insect and fungus attack 
in the tree, log, lumber, and finished product. Thrifty trees are 
generally sound. If the trees are very limby and are found on poor 
soils where growth is less vigorous, decay often gains access, through 

knots, to the interior of the tree trunk. A heart rot sometimes at- 

tacks the central portion of the trunk at the butt. This is called 
red butt rot and is most often found in the northeastern section of 
the area of distribution. It is especially prevalent in trees originat- 
ing from sprouts, the fungus making entrance from the stump of the 
original tree as it rots away. Large white grubs also often gain 
access to the butt, and generally burrow out a small portion only. 
Injury from these agencies does not usually cause a loss of more thar 
1 to 3 feet of the merchantable length at the butt, although occa- 
sionally it may extend the entire length of the log. A more serious 
fungus attack than the red butt rot is a white top rot which is found 
mostly on the walnut of the southwestern area. This rot often ex- 

tends over the greater part of the entire merchantable length of the 
tree, and often renders a log unsuitable for manufacture into either 
lumber or veneer, on account of the discoloration of the wood caused 
by the fungus attack. 

Defective trees and logs are often attacked by small larvee which 

leave what are called “pin holes.” Such an attack often causes 
black streaks in the wood, and this damage unfits it for use on the 
face of veneered panels. In general, western timber suffers more 
than eastern timber from such attacks. 

Walnut suffers little injury from fungi or insects either in the 
‘lumber or in the finished product. Green lumber or lumber partly 
dried is subject to fungus attack, but there is little hability of injury 
if ordinary care is taken. 
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UTILIZATION OF BLACK WALNUT. 1 

SUPPLY. 

RANGE. 

_ The black-wainut tree grows naturaiiy over a large area extending 
rom southwestern New England to central Nebraska, Kansas, Okla- 

homa, and Texas. The limits of its distribution are shown in figure 
1. Within the limits of its range, however, there are regions un- 

favorable to its growth where it is almest unknown. Black walnut 
grows best on soil that is rich, moist, and deep, but not wet. It is, 

ro 

ca] 

See a 

Wie. 1.—Botanical range of black walnut {Juglans nigra). 

therefore, not generally found on the higher elevations throughout 
its range, nor on wet bottom lands, but in moist coves, on fertile hill- 
sides, and on the well-drained soil of valleys and bottom lands. A 
limestone soil or sandy loam containing a large quantity of humus, 
overlying a deep subsoil of gravel, with a sufficient water supply, 
furnishes ideal conditions for growth. West of the Mississippi the 
walnut is confined generally to river valleys and moist situations, 

®t 
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‘The region throughout which black walnut is found in sufficient 
quantities for commercial exploitation is much more restricted (fig. 
9). This region excludes the following areas embraced within its 
botanical range: Practically all of New York; the greater part of 
Pennsylvania, chiefly the mountainous and the northern portion; 
nearly all of New Jersey and Delaware; al! but the central part of 
Maryland; southeastern Virginia, all but the western portion of 
North Carolina, and the regions of relatively high altitude in those 

LEGEND 

SSS Frimary Commercial Range 

Seconaary Commerciat Range 

Fig. 2.—The area of primary commercial importance indicates in a general way where 

walnut is found in comparatively large quantities. The area of secondary commercial 

importance includes the region where it generally occurs in quantities large enough for 

commercial exploitation. 

States (as also of West Virginia); practically all of the area in- 
cluded in the other Atlantic and Gulf States; southern Arkansas, 
and parts of other States on the border of its botanical range. 
Throughout the commercial range indicated walnut is, of course, 

not everywhere found, as, for instance, on barren soils, the high 

ridges of Tennessee and North Carolina, and the low bottom lands. 
On the cther hand, in the montainous sections of Virginia and West 
Virginia, where it is shown to be unimportant, many rich coves and 
fertile valleys contain profitable stands of excellent walnut timber. 
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The area of principal or primary commercial importance is also 
indicated in figure 2. This area excludes the mountainous high- 
altitude region of eastern United States, the region east of those 
mountains, Texas, Wisconsin, Michigan, and parts of States whose 
remaining area is within its principal commercial range. 

SUPPLY OF TIMBER IN DIFFERENT REGIONS. 

Table 3 gives the estimated amounts of standing black-walnut 
timber, by States and groups of States, for trees 12 inches and over 
in diameter at breast height. This estimate is based on available 
data from various sources, and is subject to revision as more definite 
data are obtained. The amount of timber available for commercial 
uses 1s, of course, considerably less than this, because many walnut 
logs iess than 14 inches in diameter*at the small end are not. mer- 
chantable. Moreover, much of the timber included in the estimate 
is in small amounts too scattered to warrant its removal. A very 
large part of it is also inaccessible under present conditions ; however, 
as conditions change, timber formerly inaccessible becomes accessible. 
Any statement, therefore, as to amounts available is mere conjecture. 

TABLE 3.—Hstimated amounts of. standing ivalnut, by States. 

[Trees 12 inches and over in dinmeter, breast high.] 

Amounts Amounts 
in millions . in millions 

State of board Foley State. of board Towls, by 
feet, log. | Tesions. feet, log Ce: 
seale. scale. 

Vbiravoytss Scot Mis oak Reeeeedee oe oa 79 | le NIC WaGORKEE a a aan Soe sete 2 | 
RVSSOUTI Seer ey te see 107 f 246 |, Penueyivarie a Le 26 
OWAR oe ree cme hse 60 ieViarvlan deity: seh es 5 36 
eer chy epee rae tee 67 | Ne ereey cone aad yr ep ies HIP 2 ? 
PRETIIVESSCO Se He tale tose iecte 69 aI Welawanerers 4 see pne 1 
Worth @arolina, 2.222.222 14 | South Carolina......-.... 7 

i 3 I ef @areyeceen a 

Ta eee Bl O07 ll anemia: ica 5 28 
PAK AINGAS = io ah tel 46 le Mississippim scm ore ease 4 
Hlahomanis 2 |: 18 } 1019||*Woutsianas © <p e aa: 3 

MEK AS yA Lund 2 SoS | 37 jEMichig ants ee none. 15 | 
iI es ee eee 29 |) gg || Wisconsin.....-.....----. 10 + 28 
West Virginia........... | 60 If g ! Minnesota......-....--... | 3 | 

(5) OL LE el es eae | 18 | ~ || | —_—_—_——_——- 
IRB 9. aes Eee ee 27 i 24 || Grand total........ {ep Feeaeaes Leyes 821 

The locations from which walnut timber has been recently cb- 
tained are given in figure 3. This figure shows graphically the wal- 
nut timber that had been purchased by mills cutting gunstock blanks, 
and which was in the woods and at sidings at the time of the signing 
of the armistice. 

ILLINOIS-MISSOURI-IOWA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 246 million feet.] 

Hstimates of standing walnut timber credit the Tlinois-Missouri- 
Towa region with approximately 30 per cent of the total. Large 
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UTILIZATION OF BLACK WALNUT. iL 

of the exploitation being more recent and the oe being relatively 
inaccessible, the best su pphes are now 2 uted in Llimois, Missouri, 
and Iowa. This region is, on the whole, fairly Ay adapted for the 
growth of walnut, which is quite genera il ly distributed throughout 
the section, except on the poorer and drier ae fandes oils and low, wet 
bottom lands. The best timber is to be found on fa a that has none 
been cleared for cultivation. 

The principal walnut area in this regien comprises southern Lo 
and northern and central Missouri. in lowa, walnut is sate im 
commercial quantities principally along the streams. On the higher 
elevations in the northeastern part of the State merchantable trees 
are rarely seen. Southeastern Iowa was one of the mest important 
sources of walnut timber during the war. There are still many val- 
uable stands in the southern and southeastern parts of the State, 
chiefly on broad river bottoms where the soil is not too moist. 
Missouri is by far the banner State in respect to the total amount of 
standing walnut timber. It is said that walnut is found growing 
along the streams in every county. In northern Missouri, black wal- 
nut is confined principally to the alluvial soils adjacent to the 
streams, where the deep moist !oams maintain some excellent stands. 
Canal Missouri is also an important walnut region, especially in 
the western part, where there are comparatively heavy stands ef wal- 

nut continuous with those of eastern Kansas. In the Ozark region 
of southern Missouri the walnut growth is confined to the lower ele- 
vations, principally to the deep moist Sail of the stream courses. In 
uch locations it attains large size, and in the aggregate there is a 
large amount of excellent walnut onetnen in the Ozark region, al- 
though much of the best has been removed. The low bottom lands 
of the southeastern portion of the State do not generally contain 
walnut in commercial amounts. 

In northern Tilinois, and paula ly in the northeastern portion, 
there is comparatively little walnut. There is also vei ry little on the 
low bottom lands of the southern portion. The principal supply is 
located in an east and west belt occupying the middie third of the 
State. Here it is confined largely to moist situations. 

The wainut timber in the Uhncis-Missouri-fowa region does not, 
in general, grow so large as that of Ohio and Indiana. Nevertheless, 
as it has been culled less extensively than that farther east, the gen- 
eral run of the timber is probably as good as the average or better. 

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE-NORTH CAROLINA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 141 million feet. ] 

The presence of comparatively large supplies of walnut timber 
in Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina is due in large part to 
the relative inaccessibility of the region. The best timber is now 
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probably in the mountainous areas of eastern Kentucky and Ten- 
nessee and western North Carolina, where it grows to large size in 
moist coves and in the rich soil of creek bottoms and valleys. Along 
the streams, however, the largest timber has been taken, and the 
small coves are now, as a rule, the best sources. On the slopes of the 
ridges, where the soil is deep, moist, and loamy, particularly on the 
north slopes, are supplies of walnut, but the trees seldom grow to 
large size there. At the higher altitudes and on the ridges, where: 

the soil is poor and lacking in moisture, the trees are small and 
defective. Over a large part of the mountainous region the walnut 
has been removed in the process of lumbering for such species as 
yellow poplar, with which it is generally associated in this region. 
In former years, because of the large size to which the trees in 
thrifty stands in this section generally attain, it was the practice to 
take only the very large timber. As a consequence many trees of 
good size have been found in recent years. Throughout the large 
timbered areas of the mountains the walnut is so scattered that it is, 

as a rule, impracticable to log the walnut alone. Estimates made by 
the United States Forest Service of mountain timber in this area 
show an approximate stand of 28 board feet of wainut to the acre 
in virgin timber and 4 feet to the acre on cut-over lands. As a rule, 
therefore, the walnut timber of the mountain region will become 

available only as it is released by general timbering operations. 
There are many comparatively small agricultural areas scattered 
throughout this mountain section in which walnut occurs as a shade 
or field tree or mixed with other hardwood timber. In such locali- 
ties, however, the most valuable trees have usually been culled out. 

Outside of the western portion of North Carolina, walnut is not 
of frequent occurrence in this State. Immediately to the east of the 
more mountainous section there was formerly much walnut timber 
on good soils, but this has been very largely removed as the country 
became populated, and merchantable trees are now infrequent. 

There are considerable amounts of walnut in Kentucky and Ten- 
nessee north and west of the mountainous regions. Throughout cen- 
tral Tennessee there is a great deal of walnut scattered over the 
agricultural lands. Many of the trees are, however, small and de- 
fective, for the most desirable ones have been cut out. It is esti- 
mated that only about 16 per cent of the stand in the entire State of 
Kentucky is located in the western half, and this is nearly all in the 

vest central part. There is little in the western third of the 
State. in central Kentucky there is a very large area in which wal- 
nut grows in quantity, principally in fertile sections of the blue- 
grass region in the east central part of the State. Much walnut 
has been obtained from this section in past years on account of its 
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accessibility, and, although the supply has been greatly diminished, 
there are still stands of merchantable walnut to be had here. Prob- 
ably the best available supplies in this part of the State are located. 
in southeast central Kentucky, in localities far from the railroad, 
whence a haul of 15 to 20 miles or more is necessary. In eastern 
Kentucky, in the territory drained by the Big Sandy River, there is 
a good supply of walnut, but it is difficult to get it out because of 
lack of roads and on account of the roughness of the country. In 
the rugged southeastern part of the State, in fertile, moist valleys, 
there are supplies of good quality. On mining lands in this area, 
which have not been cleared, there is considerable walnut. The cost 
of logging in that kind of country is naturally very high. The low- 
lands of western Kentucky and ‘Tennessee are not so well adapted to 
the growth of walnut, and only small amounts are found there. | 

OHIO-INDIANA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 107 million feet. ] 

The Ohio-Indiana region, which now stands third in importance, 

held first rank in lumber production for several years prior to 1914. 
Tt is remarkable that a region which has yielded so much walnut 
and which is so largely given over to agriculture should still contain 
such large amounts of this timber. 

In Indiana, walnut is quite generally distributed over the entire 
State, but is most plentiful throughout the central portion. It is not 
important in the northwestern part of the State; and in the south- 
ern portion, which is somewhat rugged, it is confined to fertile val- 
leys and slopes. Over a large part of the State, in which there are 
extensive areas of purely agricultural land, walnut trees, as well as 
other timber trees, have largely disappeared, except for a shade 
tree here and there, or a small! patch of woodland, which the agricul- 
turalist has spared. Along streams and in moist, fertile gullies 
throughout the State walnut is somewhat common. Such trees as 
are found, however, are more often small or otherwise not merchant- 
able. That Indiana for a good many years continuously produced 
large supplies of walnut is accounted for by the fact that the species 
was distributed almost everywhere on good lands. 

in Ohio, walnut is found generally except in the extreme northern 
part. The extreme western part of the State is fairly level and 
unbroken, and is almost entirely agricultural land similar to that 
in central Indiana. In consequence, the walnut and other timber 
has been very largely removed. The central, southern, and eastern 
portions, which are rougher, have the greatest amounts. Of these 
three sections, the central part, being the most settled, has the least. 
Over a large part of the extreme southern portion, the land is not 

2 
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suitable for the growth of walnut, but in fertile sections and valleys 
there is much walnut available. The eastern portion of Ohio is in 
eneral very rolling, and this area has the largest amounts. There 

is much nonagricultural land here among the hills and valleys. 
Fertile, moist slopes and valleys contain some excellent stands of 
the best quali ity of forest-growth walnut. In northeastern Ohio 
the walnut is scattered, is generally below the average in size, is 
likely to be limby, and shows a large proportion of one-log trees. 

. Ve 

ARKANSAS-OKLAHOMA-TEXAS REGION. 

{Estimated stand, 101 million feet.] 

Walnut is of commercial importance in the Arkansas-Oklahoma- 
Texas region principally in eastern Oklahoma, northwestern Ar- 
kansas, and northeastern Texas. It is generally confined to fertile, 
moist locations along the streams, but avoids the low, wet bottom 
lands. The best walnut has been removed from this region, except 
in the rough, inaccessible areas, and these are chiefly in Arkansas. 

The greater part of the walnut in Arkansas lies in the Ozark 
regicn north of the Arkansas River. Throughout this region there 
are many valleys which have a rich, moist, deep, loamy soil. In such 
valleys and on moist hillsides there are good stands of walnut of 
large size. The forest-growth walnut of this region is said to yield 
a higher percentage of clear material than that from farther north 
in Iowa and Missouri, which is largely open growth. A considerable 
amount of walnut is said to have been taken out of the northwest © 
corner of Arkansas in recent years. 

In Oklahoma and Texas the walnut is generally very limby and 
defective. in Oklahoma the best walnut is found on the fertile allu- 

vial soils of the bottom lands, along the stream courses of the north- 
eastern and east central parts of the State. Practically all of the 
desirable biack walnut in the State is found east of the ninety- 
seventh meridian, principally along the Arkansas, Verdegris, Cana- 
ea and Red Rivers. The black walnut west of this line is small in 

ze, Short-boled, scrubby, and very defective. 

ae Texas the best walnut is in the extreme northeastern part, and 

particularly in the Red River valley, but even this is rather poor in 
quality. In general, the black walnut is found north of the thirty- 
first parallel and east of the ninety-seventh meridian. In eastern 
Texas the walnut is largely confined to the better-drained, but moist, 
bottom lands. Along the larger rivers these bottom lands are fre- 
quently 5 miles or more in width, and the soil is rich and deep. If 
the soil is not too wet, walnut makes a good growth here. However, 
the more valuable timber has been removed from these localities. 
Present supplies usually stand 10 miles or more from the railroad. 
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ver the greater part of eastern Texas the best walnut has been 
taken out during the past 15 or 20 years and shipped te Kurepe 
through the Gulf ports. The level country and good railroad facili- 
ties made possible the shipment oi the greater part of the best 
timber. South of the Trinity River and west of the ninety-seyenth 
meridian, black walunt is replaced by Mexican walnut (/uglans 
rupestris), which is often marketed as black walnut, but is inferior 
in quality. 

VIRGINIA-WEST VIRGINIA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 89 million feet. ] 

Walnut is not found at the higher elevations in the mountainous 
regions of southeastern West Virginia and northwestern Virgima 
nor in the coastal-plains region of southeastern Virginia. There are, 
however, many fertile valleys in the mountainous section, excluded 
from the commercial range on the map, in which there are small 
commercial stands of walnut of good quality. 

In West Virginia the main wainut area occupies, roughly, the 
northwestern halt of the State, the bulk of the flee being in the 
northeastern portion of this area. The largest amounts are at pres- 
ent in the region lying between Fairmont and Charleston. The Elk 
River region, exclusive of the headwaters, contains much walnut. 
Seme excellent walnut timber is found in the southwestern part of 
the State, but the greater portion of the timber is difficult of access. 
In the territory traversed by the Great Kanawha and New Rivers 
the walnut has been largely cut out, and only an cccasional tree 
remains. 

During the recent war this northwest section of the State, which 
had not been heretofore closely worked for walnut, largeiy because 
the timber was below the average in size, was drawn upen heavily 
for war needs, and much suitable material was obtained. This terri- 
ory is not very extensively traversed by railroads, however, and 
much timber remains to be cut if the demand warrants t. in the 
southeastern half of the State there are many broad valleys, and 
those whose altitude is not too great contain merchantable sta 
good quality. Many of these on fertile Lee origin ally con- 
tained large amounts of excellent forest- growth walnut, the greater 
part of which was removed 15 to 20 years ago, the timber being 
hauled long distances over mountain ranges and shipped for ex- 
pertation. An occasional stand of virgin walnut timber is stil! found 
in this section of the State, but is likely to be tec small m amount to 
warrant the necessary lone haul to the railroad. In southern West 

Virginia, because of the high altitude and the poorness of the soil, 

there are not many walnut trees. 

ga a NTR 
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In Virginia, stands of merchantable size are generally confined to 
fertile valleys. The Shenandoah Valiey, on account of its fertility 
and its limestone soils, originally contained large amounts of excel- 
lent walnut timber. This timber has been very largely removed, 
because it was accessible to the railroad, and only an occasional tree 
remains. ‘The valley is now worked largely for veneer logs, because 
walnut is not found in sufficient quantity to warrant its being cut 
for saw timber. The best walnut region extends from Winchester -. 
to Staunton, and the best supply is now being obtained from the 
southern part of this area. South of Staunton the land is more 
rugged and walnut is scarce. In extreme western Virginia walnut 
is seldom found, because of the high altitudes and the barren soils. 
East of the Blue Ridge Mountains commercial stands are generally 
confined to stream valleys. Scattered trees are the rule in this area. 

NEBRASKA-KANSAS REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 45 million feet.] 

In Kansas and Nebraska, walnut is limited to the eastern parts, 
and the principal cc smmercial stands are in southeastern Nebraska 
and eastern Kansas. It is usually found along the streams and in 
alluvial river bottoms, where comparatively ree amounts are avail- 
able, the walnut making up a large percentage of the total timber 
stand. The walnut timber has been exploited in this region probably 
less than in any other in proportion to the existing supply, and this 
section is one of the best sources, if not the best source, of this wood 
at the present time. 

NEW YORK-PENNSYLVANIA-MARYLAND-NEW JERSEY-DELAWARE REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 26 million feet. ] 

in New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, and Delaware, 
walnut is very much scattered and the supply is small in proportion 
to the total area, because walnut and other species have been taken 
out for many years. Some good forest-growth walnut is still found 
in southwestern Perera in Hee and well-drained bottom 
lands of agricultural areas near the Chio and West ae irginia State 
lines. In central Maryland, also, some walnut cf good quality is 
obtainable. For the most part, however, the walnut in these States 
is of the shade-tree kind. It is very imby, and the timber, conse- 
quently, is defective. 

To ee Dg ae State commercial stands 4 wainut are confined to a 
small area of scattered growth in the southeastern part. 

In Pennsylvania commercial! amounts ar ale cated only in the south- 
eastern and southwestern parts of the State. These stands are found 
in rich agricultural valleys in which the soil is deep and moist, and 

o 
Se 
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generally in such isolated amounts that they are not worth the cost 
of cutting and hauling. As a shade tree, walnut is found over the 
entire State, with the exception of the northern and most mountain- 
ous sections. ‘These shade trees were taken in large amounts to 
satisfy the great needs of the war; in normal times, however, this 
source of supply is unimportant. 

In western Maryland the altitude is too great, and walnut is not 
often seen. In central Maryland, in the region of Hagerstown and 
Frederick, limited quantities of merchantable walnut are still avail- 
able. In eastern Maryland the soil is too poor and sandy for walnut 
to be of importance. 

Walnut is often seen throughout the States of Delaware and New 

Jersey, and occasionally a large tree is found; but on the barren, 
sandy soils the trees are limby and very defective, and little saw 
timber can be produced from them. In extreme northern Delaware, 
walnut of good quality is sometimes found; the same is true of north- 
western New Jersey, where the soil is more fertile. 

SOUTH CAROLINA-GEORGIA-ALABAMA-MISSISSIPPI-LOUISIANA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 28 million feet. ] 

The total area in the coastal region from South Carolina to 
Louisiana in which walnut is commercially important is very small. 
In South Carolina it is found in quantity only in the northwestern 
corner of the State, at the higher elevations and on fertile soils. In 
Georgia there are commercial amounts in the valleys of the northern 
mountainous section and especially in the valley region of northwest 
Georgia, where it is found in quantity in the three tiers of counties 
next to the northern border. In northeast Georgia it is important. 
only in the tier of counties farthest to the north. In Alabama the 
only walnut of importance is in the northeastern portion in the 
fertile valleys of the limestone region. This timber is difficult of 
access, however, and it will probably not be exploited soon. In 
Mississippi there is no walnut area of commercial importance. In 
Louisiana walnut is of commercial importance only in the Red 
River region, in the extreme northwestern part of the State. 

MICHIGAN-WISCONSIN-MINNESOTA REGION. 

[Estimated stand, 28 million feet.] 

Walnut is now of little commercial importance in Michigan, Wis- 
consin, and Minnesota. It was formerly somewhat plentiful in south- 
ern Michigan, but now it occurs only as a single tree here and there. 
It grows to good size, however, and is occasionally cut for commercial 
purposes in the extreme southern part of the State. In southwestern 

7434°—20- 2.43 
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Wisconsin, likewise, the tree has a scattering growth, and in fertile 
woodlands it sometimes occurs in sufficient quantities for exploita- 
tion. The restricted region of commercial importance in southeastern 
Minnesota is continuous with the walnut area of Iowa. 

QUALITY OF TIMBER FROM DIFFERENT REGIONS. 

Walnut timber varies greatly in quality throughout the region of 
its growth. Climatic conditions have a large influence in producing 
this result, but the character of the soil seems to be the greatest fac- 
tor. On poor, sandy, or shallow soils where there is little moisture 
the trees are usually undersized and defective; but on deep, rich, and 
moist agricultural land the timber grows to large size and is gen- 
erally sound and of excellent quality. 

On the agricultural lands of Ohio and Indiana walnut seems to 
reach its best development and is generally considered to be the best 
so far as the soundness and texture of the wood are concerned. 
The logs now obtained from this section naturally run small in size, 
but are, as a rule, sound and comparatively free from defects. A 

very great part of the walnut timber is now of the shade-tree kind, 
and generally produces only one log to a tree. Unless they have 
suffered some injury, trees of this kind are usually sound, often of 
large size, and suitable for manufacture into lumber or veneer if the 
sapwood is not too thick for the latter use. 

If forest-growth timber of good size can be obtained it is gener- 
ally of the best quality, and the logs are as a rule straight and sym- - 
metrical. Each tree usually yields several logs, and the top logs 

are often of good quality and comparatively free from defects. The 
heartwood is very dark and uniformly of good color. In these logs 
the sapwood is thin, and this makes them very valuable for veneer. 
Decay in trees of this kind generally occurs at the butt only and does 
not usually extend more than a few feet upward in the center of the 
log. Sawing off 2 or 3 feet from the butt log is generally sufficient 
to remove the worthless part. 

The color of the heartwood of Ohio walnut is often ashen brown, 
and this is well liked for veneer. Heartwood from Indiana is apt 

to be dark or blackish brown. In the extreme northern and south- 
ern parts of these two States, which are regions not well adapted to 
walnut, the trees are likely to be imby and defective. 

The walnut of central and eastern Illinois on good lands does not 

differ appreciably from that of central Ohio and Indiana. Where 
conditions are not so favorable for the tree, especially in the northern 

and southern parts of the State, it is of inferior quality. 
Throughout central Kentucky and Tennessee the timber, taken as 

a whole, is good in quality but somewhat more defective than that 
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from Ohio and Indiana. It is claimed that this timber is sometimes 
shaky or badly worm-eaten, and these are very objectionable defects. 
There is a large proportion of field-growth walnut in this section. 

Trees of this kind of walnut often yield figured wood and are there- 
fore in demand for veneer if they are not too defective. However, 
it is said that in much of this walnut the heartwood is not sufficiently 
dark in color to give an attractive appearance if it is used for veneer 
panels. Some of the peculiar brown tones are found in walnut from 
this section and occasionally those with a bluish cast which are well 
liked by the veneer manufacturer. 

in the mountainous sections of the southern Appalachians, includ- 

ing adjacent parts of West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, 
North Carolina, and Georgia, the quality of the wood varies greatly, 
depending for the most part on whether it is grown on poor soils or 
in the fertile coves and valleys. The timber of the former localities 
is quite uniformly small and defective. In the latter sections, how- 
ever, it grows to large size, and the timber is generally sound. In 
the rich valleys of this region on favorable sites there is excellent 
walnut timber, although isolated trees with spreading branches are 
now therule. Even though but one log can be obtained from one of 
these trees, this log is generally a valuable one, because of its good 
form and the soundness of the wood. 

In West Virginia, outside the mountain region, trees are, on the 
average, smaller in size than are the representative trees of Ohio and 
Indiana. West Virginia walnut trees generally branch nearer the 
ground, and the trunks are often badly shaped and defective. One- 
log trees are the general rule. As there is a good supply of walnut, 
however, much desirable timber is obtainable. The heartwood is 
dark in color. 

In central Maryland the quality of walnut is fairly good, but the 
timber is generally in the form of field walnut, and is very limby. 
In eastern Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey the trees have many 
limbs, and generally only one log is obtained from a tree, often a 
short log at that. Even if a log length free from limbs is obtained, 
it is often knotty, and the wood underneath is cross-grained and 
defective. Large trees are often found here, but their trunks are 
usually short and ill-shapen, and the wood inside is frequently cross- 
grained or decayed. Near the Pennsylvania State line the walnut 
is somewhat better in quality. 

In Pennsylvania, where good walnut timber was found in the time 
of the early settlers, there are now generally only open-growth trees, 
the wood of which is defective. Good trees may still occasionally 
be found in the rich valleys, and there are some scattered stands of 
good quality in the agricultural lands near the central western border. 
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As a rule, however, the quality of the walnut available in the State 

is comparatively poor. 

In general, the walnut of extreme eastern United States has many 
defects, including knots, decay, wormholes, and black streaks. Be- 

cause of its open growth, however, the heartwood gives a figured 
effect when it is cut into veneer, and the different colors often pro- 
duced by the eastern timber make it desirable for this use. 

West of the Mississippi River the walnut timber does not on the 
average grow so large in size as the timber of the East, and the trees 
are apt to be more defective. Western timber often has a large 
proportion of hollow and rotten butts, and this defect may run the 
entire length of the butt log. Knots on the outside of the logs often 
indicate decay that extends to the interior. Logs cut from the upper 
portion of the tree are generally small and knotty. Notwithstanding 
the defectiveness of much western walnut, the general run of the 
timber is better than that of the eastern, especially in the more 
remote sections of the country. This is because the western timber 
has not been cut over so much as the eastern. Western walnut 
as a rule has more figure than eastern, and this makes it desirable 
for the manufacture of veneer. It is also said to be harder in general 
than eastern walnut. 

The Missouri timber, except that from the southeastern part, is 
somewhat above the average in quality. That from low, wet loca- 
tions is very defective. 

The walnut of Iowa does not vary greatly in quality from that 

of Missouri. In the best locations for its growth in the State, along 
stream courses, it averages somewhat better than the Missouri wal- 

nut. The walnut of Kansas is similar in quality to that of Missouri; 
where the land has not been so greatly cut over the trees run larger 
and are less defective. The walnut of southeastern Nebraska is of 
very good size and quality, because the land has not been cut over 
to the extent to which it has in a large part of Missouri and Kansas. 

The walnut of northwestern Arkansas is also said to be of a better 
quality than that from Missouri, the former being largely forest 
growth, and the latter, in a large measure, open growth. The hitherto 

greater inaccessibility of the Arkansas timber has contributed to 
produce this superiority. South of the Arkansas River the quality is 
more like that of the walnut of Oklahoma and Texas. Walnut from 
these two States is very inferior, especially that grown on the up- 
lands. The main defects are crooked grain, windshake, sap pockets, | 

wormholes, and large, loose knots. Logs from this region are, as a 
whole, not suitable for the manufacture of lumber. On account of 
these irregularities of growth, such logs produce a considerable 
amount of figure in veneer and are valued largely for this purpose. 
Different shades of color are often produced by the Texas walnut, 
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purplish tones being somewhat common. In the trees grown on the 
heavier soils the heartwood is quite dark in color. In open-growth 
trees there are often light and dark stripes of brown, which make a 
pleasing figure. Texas logs have been in demand for many years for 
making veneer if highly figured stock was desired. 

Computations were made on approximately 12,000,000 board feet 
of logs purchased near the close of the war to show the average size 
of logs from different States. The average number of board feet to 
the log is shown in Table 4. These figures indicate that in the ex- 
treme northeastern, southeastern, and southwestern portions of the 
range the logs run below the average in size. With the exception 
of Ohio, Indiana, and Missouri, the States of the central and north- 
western areas are above the average in footage. The small size of 
logs from these States is probably the result of the extensive exploi- 
tation of the timber there, particularly in Indiana. Walnut logs 
from Tennessee and Kansas also have low values, particularly as 
compared with values in the adjacent States, Kentucky and Nebraska, 
respectively. In Kansas the best timber has been largely cut out in 
recent years. In Tennessee and Alabama the trees run smaller in 
size than they do farther north. The very high average shown for 
Michigan is doubtless occasioned by the shipment of choice lots of 
timber. 

TABLE 4.—Average number of board feet in walnut logs from different States. 

Board Board Board 
State. feet per State. feet per State. feet per 

og. log. og 

Michigan............- 106.63 || Arkansas...........-. 76.02 || Pennsylvania......... 63.51 
TOUS ee eee as oe 79.61 || North Carolina........ Tos l2e ||) Varginia ss <i. 55205. 60. 71 
OW eee aes a 79.50 || Kansas.......-...-.-- 75.06 || Marvland.....-.....-- 55.10 
Nebraska......-....-. 19430; Rexas soi in 222s 5ess 6 73.10 || Alabama.............. 51.88 
Kentucky --.-.--....-- 78.67 || Indiana...........-.-- 70.37 

est Virginia........- 76.95 || Tennessee.....-..----- 69.37 Average for all 
ORION ee eee 76.20 || Oklahoma..........-- 66.59 SS Uae 76.38 
IMUSSOUPL ssi ecco 76.17 

DEMAND. 

It is somewhat difficult to determine the total amount of walnut 
timber used annually, because of the fluctuation from year to year. 
Conditions prevailing during the war added greatly to the normal 
demand. The total demand for walnut is made up almost entirely 
of logs for export, logs for conversion into lumber and veneer, 
and timber for use as railway ties, posts, and fuel. On account 
of its high value, little walnut is used in rough building con- 
struction. Prior to the war the exportation of logs amounted to 
7 to 12 million board feet, equivalent to between 8 and 15 million 
board feet of lumber; logs used for veneer amounted to 24 to 4 
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million board feet, equivalent to 3 to 5 million board feet of lum- 
ber; and the total lumber cut was probably between 40 and 50 million 
board feet. This makes a total annual use of 51 to 70 million board 
feet, exclusive of the wood used for ties and fuel. The years 1911 
and 1912 may be.taken as representative or average years. The sta- 
tistics for these years show an annual demand as follows: 

Logs exported from the United States (1912), 9.82 million board 
feet ; equivalent in lumber to about 12 million board feet. 
Logs manufactured into veneer in.the United States (1911), 4.12 

million board feet ; equivalent in lumber to about 5 million board feet. 
Lumber production in the United States, estimated at 50 million 

board feet. 
Total, 67 million board feet. 
Reports of wood-using factories in the United States during the 

years from 1909 to 1913 show a total annual use of about 24 million 
board feet of black-walnut lumber and veneer for the manufacture 

of various products. As about 55 million board feet of lumber and 
veneer were manufactured annually in the United States in 1911 and 
1912, the difference of 31 million board feet represents exportations, 
which were almost altogether in the form of lumber. The amount of 
walnut used for ties, posts, and fuel is difficult of estimate, but is 
small, compared with the total for all purposes. 
During the war the demand amounted to about 90 million board 

feet annually. In 1918 the total lumber production was about 100 
million board feet, which was cut for war purposes. There was no 
exportation of logs. and practically no veneer was produced that year. 

The home demand for walnut at present is comparatively great 
on account of the marked increase in its use for cabinetwork. The 
total future demand depends very largely on the extent to which 
exportations approach or exceed the amounts sent abroad before 
the war. 

UTILIZATION BY INDUSTRIES. 

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES. 

LUMBER. 

PRODUCTION BY STATES. 

Table 5 shows by States the reported amounts of walnut lumber 
produced in the different years for which statistics are available. 
The computed annual production of walnut lumber is also given for 

the years 1915 to 1918. This table shows that the annual production 
of black-walnut lumber in the United States for the past 15 and 
probably 20 years did not greatly exceed 50 million board feet up 
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to the year 1915. During the years 1915 and 1916 there was an 
increase of about 50 per cent over previous years. In 1917 there was 
a falling off in production. In 1918 there was an increase to 100 
million board feet as a result of war demands. Missouri shows a 
marked increase in production, and Iowa a large output since 1914, 
because the large mills in these States obtained new supples from a 
great part of the walnut region west of the Mississippi. The States 
of Kentucky and Tennessee have kept up a fairly steady cut of 
walnut lumber. Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois also have steadily fur- 
nished very large amounts from the beginning of the walnut-lumber 
industry. 
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In West Virginia and Virginia the mills generally cut little walnut 
lumber, although these States furnish considerable saw timber. The 

‘logs are shipped very largely to mills in other States. The same is 
true of North Carolina and Arkansas. Pennsylvania, Michigan, and 
Maryland, which formerly furnished large amounts of walnut lumber, 
produced only small quantities during those years in which the out- 
put was recorded. 

Figures 4 and 5 show graphically the reported production by coun- 
ties for 1916 and 1918. ‘These maps show a movement to the west of 
the Mississippi of a great part of the walnut lumber manufacturing 
industry. 

Figure 6 shows the order in which the principal walnut-manufac- 
turing States stood in different years in point of lumber production. 
It is quite remarkable that Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois, after a con- 
tinuous and heavy drain upon this region for so many years, rank 
so high in 1918. Missouri, Tennessee, and Kentucky since 1899 have 

also maintained a notably steady output. 

TABLE 6.—Number of mills in the different States reporting manufacture of 
walnut lumber in different years, arranged in the order of lumber cut for 
1918. 

State. 1907 | 1908 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 

Mota lca ceeeeee ks ke 1,803 |2, 563 |3,518 |2,882 |2,502 |2,738 | 895 | 749 |1, 293 |1, 204 |1, 001 855 

IMASSOULIM Soe cese ccs ances see 17 210 384 346 284 322 114 68 86 73 61 54 
Indlanaee eee se 385 478 544 421 346 413 191 176 223 203 189 149 
ORIOM Een ee ee 299 | 326] 387} 320] 306] 346] 107] 102] 149] 160) 126 110 
Tennessee.........--------- 260, 279 387 292 249 286 94 115 205 144 115 108 
Cansas he Seeman ness a 3 6 3 a 5 Be eee are esc 3 | a 4 
MNO ISP eee eset Sep ae 92 112 145 106 82 87 31 21 33 20 Ge 2o: 20 
MO WAM ee ees Soe a 50 114 82 82 72 27 8 45 32 31 22 
Kent uckyee s2% o8 os S.5- isc5 5 315 348 419 367 315 320 110 77 149 1534122. 96 
VAT EINIA Ese Se a 127 210 204 167 166 40 21 64 S4s IR O2: 51 
West Virginia.........-..-.- a} 149] 216} 182] 165} 175 50 41 | 107 96 77 63 
Arkansas! ee seso et os et a 38 56 46 28 31 10 13 23 18 27 21 
North Carolina. .........--- a 39 58 58 75 65 27 13 26 42 43 28 
MG OUISIAM ARE seer See og | iseoe (eee ean Geelesneccleacasas Qesec8 @ soe (hi eam a 
ING@ OGG ao aos eoabsoc Seed peeeoa eects pacoee aaeta Bestene a Bs | aes | (BV Se ar ice a 
Pennsylvania. .......----.- a| 177} 258) 179] 181] 204 30 39 72 71 50 43 
Michigan sy ies oe con sues a 32 46 49 40 36 9 10 9 15 9 12 
Oklahoma 2522-2 ~~ 482. 52- a| 34 42 43 36 40 10 5 11 12 9 12 
IN@WiJCISeY. =< a2 2556-2 - 3-- a@| 13 18 20 18 12 a 4 11 11 4 8 
Manyland: 522 snc. 22-2 Geer34 51 45 30 38 8 7 18 17 17 8 
Wisconsin... -.222-...-22..- a| 24 26 12 12 14 6 a 11 7 5 a 
ING WAIYAOL Koa sssaistecte Sore oslo eae eet oweeecligaeese a 6 5 5 6 14 8 11 
PAV ADAM Ae cese ee cece eae a, .20 51! 38 21 23 3 10 14 8 10 3 
Georgians ss fs stake a 10 12 11 7 16 Gas 5 11 4 3 
Mississippi......--..------- a 8g 4 8 3 Esl ts Br Reser a 3 a 4 
Massachusetts...-..-------- a 16 26 11 18 22 5 a 5 7 3 i55 
LEN OV ENG Gis Ss Se a ua ce oe ee ate al et (Ci epee et | eee ESP eee (pve e a 
Wermonta- 2223. 5282 2-2. a 5 a a 3 ARE Dea) ane a 4 4 a 3 
Connecticut........-------- a 12 18 12 10 8 a 3 3 4 4 a 
MROXASEE Gaaentiosas oe eee Se a + 7 5 3 a Ae Se, 4 8 a 3 
Rhode Island...-........-.-|------ 7 8 (al Were ase a a Oi | ease 3 5 a 
IDCLA WATE est ee at eee eee a a a LBL) tes eee ee a @)\ Pee ee|e sere a 
South Carolina: -:..--.2-...|..----|---..- 10 6 9 10 a a 5 5 a a 
IMannesotasss-secee. sone ss lee- ee 4 8 5 4 5 ORNs as a 3 a a 
New Hampshire....-....-.-]-.---- a 3 5 4 (nl Baecesl eerie a @ (scree a 
Maine.......... BREE Ee a taal ters oral cis cinta a totote ts [Siahelo ete a cision eeeiice | omad Baa Gi sectors 
Ail other States!........... 282 4 4 6 4 7 ie al 8 5 3 Tal ea 

1 Including those marked ‘‘a.”’ 

Table 6 gives for different years the number of mills in each State 
reporting the manufacture of walnut lumber. These are arranged 
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in order of importance for 1918. This table shows a marked and 
almost universal reduction in the number of mills sawing walnut in 
the different States, particularly since the year 1912. This reduction 
in the number of mills cutting walnut was, of course, to be expected 

for 1918, for during that year the manufacture of walnut logs was 
permitted only for war products. However, Missouri shows a reduc- 
tion from 322 mills in 1912 to 61 in 1917, and Indiana a reduction 
from 413 mills in 1912 to 189 in 1917. Practically every State that 
had a number of mills sawing walnut several years ago has shown a 
great reduction. ‘This is largely because walnut manufacture has be- 
come in recent years a highly specialized industry, and walnut logs are 
now generally worked up at a mill specially adapted for handling 
this kind of timber. 

MANUFACTURE, 

The manufacture of walnut lumber is one of the most exacting 
processes in sawmilling. The percentage of failures among walnut 
operators is notoriously high. The problem, naturally, is for the 
operator to get the most walnut lumber of the greatest value out of 

the saw logs, or so to regulate his sawing that as much of the log as 
possible will be utilized for products for which there is a demand 
and at a price that will yield the necessary profit. Wainut sawmill 
operators, therefore, do not strive for maximum lumber output. 
Care must be used in sawing each log, for improper manufacture 
produces a greater proportion of less valuable stock, and the opera- 
tion might easily result in a loss rather than a profit. 

Large walnut sawmills are equipped with modern band saws, 

which make a narrower kerf than the circular saws of small mills. 
This gives to the large mill the advantages of faster production and 
less waste in sawdust. 

As walnut saw logs are nearly always defective, the sawyer must 
be able to judge, so far as possible from the outside appearance, the 
position and character of interior defects. Walnut logs are apt to 
be knotty toward the center, and the sawyer aims to get as much 
wide, fairly clear lumber as possible without running into the knots 
near the center. The position of the log on the carriage, the number 
and thickness of the boards sawed from the log, and the turning of 
the log at the proper time to saw from another side have much to do 
with getting a profit from the walnut-lumber business. 

The cost of manufacture at large mills can not be easily deter- 
mined, because the veneer operations are so closely tied up with 
lumber manufacture. At small mills the cost of sawing is generally 
placed at $7.50 to $10 a thousand feet. 

It is a general practice among walnut-lumber manufacturers to 
subject their sawed stock to a steaming process as it comes from 
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the saw. The older method was that of piling the lumber in a pit 
made of boards, at the bottom of which was the open end of the 
exhaust-steam pipe from the engine. The lumber was then covered 
over with sawdust and kept in the wet steam for several days. (PI. 
IV, fig. 1.) The common method now is to build one or usually 
several large, fairly tight compartments with large doors and, after 
the lumber is piled in these compartments, to close them as tight as 
possible and turn in the steam. ‘This method has the double effect 
of giving the wood, including the sapwood, a uniformly brown color, 
and of expediting the process of seasoning. There is usually not 
sufficient exhaust steam for this purpose, and live steam also must 
be used. Operators ordinarily steam their stock from four to five 
days at a temperature of 140° to 160°. If live steam is used it is 
difficult to regulate the temperature with the usual equipment; for 
when little exhaust steam is available more live steam must be used, 
and a higher temperature results. To regulate the moisture and tem- 
perature of the steam there is an equipment used in which the live 
steam is run over tanks of water; as moisture is taken up, the tem- 
perature is reduced. 

Forest Service tests on walnut steamed for 10 days at a tempera- 
ture of 190° and at atmospheric pressure have shown a decided 
loss in shock-resisting ability, or “toughness,” for the steamed mate- 
rial. It is likely, however, that no appreciable loss in strength prop- 
erties results from steaming at the usual lower temperatures. Cab- 
inetmakers report that they find little or no difference between the 
properties of steamed and unsteamed walnut as it is now placed on 
the market. 

Steaming gives a more or less uniform color to both heartwood 
and sapwood and makes the sapwood as valuable on the market as 
heartwood; for, according to the grading rules, any amount of sap- 
wood is admitted in steamed walnut. Steaming also shortens the 
seasoning period. Manufacturers claim that steamed walnut, prop- 
erly piled and air-seasoned, in 30 days will be as dry as unsteamed 
green walnut that has been in the pile for 90 days. Steamed walnut 
lumber 1 inch thick is considered to be “shipping dry” after being 
air-dried 30 days; and 14-inch steamed walnut is so regarded after 
being air-dried 45 days, or one week for each quarter inch in thick- 
ness. ‘This procedure effects a great saving in the time required for 
seasoning. It is also claimed that the steamed lumber is not so sub- 
ject to fungus attack and discoloration when it is piled for air-drying. 

The amounts of different grades of lumber produced from walnut 
logs are very difficult to determine, because no two manufacturers 
use the same general class of logs for lumber, nor do they manufac- 

7434°—20——_3 
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ture the same kind of stock from them. The best that can be done, 
therefore, is to show averages derived from reports of several large 
representative manufacturers. These reports relate to grades of 
lumber produced and cover a considerable amount of material. The 
data are available for the years 1912 and 1919 and are as follows: 

1912: First and seconds, 30 per cent; No. 1 common, 45 per cent; 
No. 2 common, 20 per cent; No. 3 common, 5 per cent. 

1919: Firsts and seconds, 15 per cent; selects, 7 per cent; No. 1 

common, 45 per cent; No. 2 common, 23 per cent; No. 3 common, 
10 per cent. 

From the figures covering the year 1912 the overrun of the log 
scale could not be determined. It is probable, however, that this 
overrun was greater than the average generally obtained from hard- 
wood timber, because walnut logs usually run smaller. The high 
overrun during the war, amounting at many mills to about 40 per 
cent, was the result of sawing the thick gunstock flitches, which 
usually contained many defects. The small loss in saw kerf also 
helped to increase this overrun. For the year 1919 it is claimed that 
the overrun resulting from the sawing into lumber amounted to only 
about 10 per cent. This overrun seems remarkably low, but it 1s ac- 
counted for by the very poor quality of the logs remaining in the 
hands of the manufacturers that year, for a very large part of this 
timber was purchased to fill Government contracts and was intended 
mainly for rifle-stock blanks. Logs of that kind have many inte- 
rior defects; and in most cases defects visible on the outside of the 

log were not scaled out, because the mill people were so desirous of 
obtaining the logs. Manufacturers claim that the 10 per cent over- 
run was entirely absorbed by the 10 per cent No. 3 common, or 
cull grade, which became unmerchantable, because of the very 
large amount of this low-grade stock on hand from the manufacture 
of war materials. Some walnut mills even claim an actual loss when 
the yield of merchantable lumber was compared with the amount 
of the log scale. 

Under the present normal conditions, logs are scaled more closely 
for defects than during the war period; and, therefore, the overrun 

and also the proportion of firsts and seconds is greater. Furthermore, 
a better average grade of logs is being purchased. It is also probable 
that there will be a greater demand for cull or low-grade material. 

The high percentage of the No. 1 common grade, as compared with 

that of other woods, is due, in the main, to the remanufacture of the 
No. 2 common grade. By resawing the widest and least defective 
lumber of this grade, narrower and shorter pieces are cut which will 
be classed as No. 1 common grade. In this way the amount of defec- 
tive material is reduced. 
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GRADES AND PRICES. 

The manufacture of walnut has become such a specialized indus- 

try that each log is generally purchased on its own merits without 
regard to grade. One classification used for walnut logs is grade 
No. 1 and grade No. 2. Grade No. 1 may have one or possibly two 
knots or other slight defects. Grade No. 2 includes all defective logs 
below grade No. 1 that are merchantable. Another classification 
used is Nos. 1, 2, and 3. No. 1 logs are practically clear, and gen- 
erally 16 inches and over in diameter at the small end; No. 2 are of 
medium quality; and No. 3 of poor quality. This classification, of 
course, leaves much to the judgment of the log buyer. Manufacturers 
generally do not have any published grades. They usually purchase 
logs 14 inches and over in diameter at the small end, and the small 
sizes must be quite free from defects, particularly crook and large 
knots. 

During the war the quality of logs was much lower than in normal 
times, on account of the pressing need for the timber. Small and 
defective logs were taken, which would not have been considered in 
peace times. Almost any log that would yield a clear gunstock 
blank was considered merchantable. The poorer class of such logs 
could be manufactured into lumber only at a loss. 
Walnut lumber is classified by the National Hardwood Lumber 

Association rules according to five grades—namely, firsts and seconds, 
selects, No. 1 common, No. 2 common, and No. 3 common. In firsts 
and seconds the pieces must be at least 6 inches wide and 8 feet long. 
Each piece may have from one to three standard defects and a speci- 
fied amount of sapwood, both depending on the size of the piece. In 
selects, pieces must be at least 4 inches wide and 6 feet long. In 
general, pieces of this grade are about equal in quality to the firsts 
and seconds grade on one face and to the No. 1 common grade on the 
other face. Specifications are given according to the size of each 
piece. No. 1 common must be at least 3 inches wide and 4 feet long. 
Each piece must be capable of yielding clear cuttings free from sap- 
wood on one face and not over one-half sapwood on the reverse face, 
each cutting with at least 144 square inches, a minimum width of 3 
inches, and a minimum length of 24 inches, and with a maximum 
waste of 334 per cent. Pieces in No. 2 common must yield clear cut- 
tings free from sapwood on one face, at least 2 inches wide, and with 
a minimum of 72 square inches, with a maximum waste of 50 per cent. 
No. 3 common must be at least 3 inches wide and 4 feet long and 
must be capable of yielding sound cuttings at least 14 inches wide, 
and with a minimum of 36 square inches, with a maximum waste of 
75 per cent. When steamed walnut is specified, restrictions as to sap- 
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wood do not apply. Standard thicknesses for walnut are as follows 

(in inches ) > £, 8 3, 8, #, 1, 14, 15, 13, 2, 23, 3, 33, 4, 43, 5, 53, and 6. 

As walnut logs are generally not purchased 
Tae according to certain specified grades, the 

neve prices for logs of different size and quality 
: ; rice, : f : : 

Diameter (inches). | 1,000 bonrd} ~ are quite indefinite, ‘The yalue of eachslogus, 
as a rule, determined by the log buyer. 

12 $0 13... ss s-e- $25 The representative prices of Arkansas logs, 

16 to 17. | on the track at Kansas City, in 1913, based on 
20 to 21........-. _ © | a freight rate of 20 cents, or about $18 to $20 
24 t0 25.0.0... u0 | a thousand board feet, are shown in Table 7. 
28 and up...---.: | 210 The average shipment brought about $60 

a thousand feet, which is approximately the 

average price for 20-inch logs. Just before the war walnut logs were 
costing the large walnut operators between $50 and $60 a thousand 

board feet, on the average, at the factory. 
The prices paid for several years past by one firm for three differ- 

ent grades of walnut logs at the factory are given in Table 8: 

TABLE 8. 

( ial practically 

i ng clear, gen- No. 2 No. 3 
Diameter (inches). erally 16 (medium (poor 

aaichostantd quality). quality). 

over). 

AOUC OSTA Se res ASAE = 205 ays eray sh Nath et ae eee en pte eee en $50 $35 $25 
VBCOW Ge oe 3 cca k ane ote nai are Beles cea oe siete eee Se cele aie ae nis ee ree = 55 40 30 
TBO; 20 Fee Pets ees Seem oka See eae eae aaee See mele eee ae 60 45 33 
QUO 22 aie sha Satel he ais esta hae deci SI NS Ae PR Ss oe hg, 3 rae eS 70 50 35 
2B GORDA ct ta nouns wisi: 3 ees nee ae See oe ep ters ne ieee eee 80 55 40 
Do LO 2G Sets Sg ee Soe a seiner Some Manon epee lane es eee eae 90 60 45 
LOCO! 286s. 2 aeons ce src pes a oe nes pee) eta Pare ee eo eet oe 105 75 50 
71352) a6 I | 0 ee eae a seer eae tae aren SP rarer ee 115 85 55 

During the war, in order to make more timber available, higher 

prices were paid for walnut logs than had been paid before. The 
War Industries Board of the Council of National Defense drew up 

a schedule of fair prices for walnut logs and stumpage as shown 
in Table 9: 

TABLE 9. 

Prices of black walnut 
logs, 8 feet long and | Equivalent value for 
over, f. 0. b. cars at standing timber. 

ilroad. 
Diameter (inches). tence 

Minimum, | Maximum,|] Minimum, | Maximum, 
1,000 board | 1,000 board | 1,000 board | 1,000 board 

feet. feet. feet. feet. 

TD COMA SRS get ee ected aes tee Nes Se Ee $45 $55 $20 $35 
1a Co fa Wc ee ee ak Rey a Re ON SU se a IR, 55 65 30 45 
COM St ace? aap ge See nas come ee See aenne 65 75 40 50 
LO GOI20 See sc tioe eel oemc oe Cee sees nae ee eee 75 85 50 60 
ZV EO 222 SAR ASS ce ee oe ei Sd AO es ey OR oa Serer oeute 85 95 60 | 70 
DSL ON2A ES Le cetera = en a aaa ae eee 95 105 70 80 
D5 LOS26 are fae ae a er etn eee ice ee eee ne 105 115 80 90 
ZUNO28 coaiaa 2s 2 ain eos tects i dae oe ince ee eI ee eee 115 125 90 100 
DOW OOO Sees oon See ce ee en ee eet alee ee eee 125 135 100 110 
SLANG UD cee ao a aee ee Cee ae eens 135 150 110 120 
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Prices paid for walnut generally averaged a little higher than this, 
especially toward the close of the war, except for the more inaccessi- 
ble and scattered timber. The average stumpage price was around 
$50 a thousand board feet, the price usually paid for logs 16 inches 
in diameter. 

The cost of getting stumpage to the mill yard varies greatly, de- 
‘pending on the distance to mill and the extent to which trees are 
scattered, as well as on some other conditions. During the war the 
range in costs was about as given in Table 10: 

TABLE 10. 

TB RUIS AUP So ________per 1,000 board feet, log scale__ $5-$10 

AE Tiny ee ensayo DES le fib Sane R Nn AD RD AR ISL do____ 5- 10 

Hauling and loading on cars___________ Fil Set Oe Wee = oman e30) 

TED SES IN a a Ge Fg aE spa rem dow@ese i 20 

DC reds oes eas a Se EE bo Ea re ke SNe se uae a RA ene AEB) 

The high cost of buying and felling is due to the widely scattered 
growth. If good stands of walnut are available these two items of 
cost should be only about half those given. If the average stumpage 
price of $50 is added to the sum of these costs the total cost becomes 
$90 to $120 a thousand at the mill yard. 

For several months following the close of the war, prices paid 
for walnut timber ranged about the same as during the war; but a 
better quality of logs was purchased, and logs 14 inches and under in 
diameter were not taken unless they were of very good quality. Re- 
ports from walnut operators on prices paid for logs during this 
period show an average cost at the mill of $75 a thousand board feet, 
log scale, for logs 16 inches in diameter, as against a cost of $90. to 
$120 a thousand board feet for logs of the same size purchased dur- 
ing the war. The average cost for logs of all sizes was $90 a 
thousand board feet. This shows that the average size of logs pur- 
chased was greater than that of those purchased during the war. 
More recently prices paid for walnut logs have increased greatly, 
following much higher prices for walnut lumber and other hard- 
woods. These greatly increased prices are due in large part to 
higher logging costs. 

The prices given above for large logs can not be considered as 
lumber-log prices, since the larger sizes, particularly if the logs are 
clear, are used for veneer. As lumber and veneer logs are generally 
purchased together, the above average for all logs does not repre- 
sent average prices paid for lumber logs. It is not practicable, how- 
ever, to attempt to give prices for lumber logs alone. 
Table 11 shows the average value of salar lumber at the mills, 

by States, for the years fare which these data are available. These 
figures show a marked rise in price since 1911. 
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In Table 12 are given the average wholesale prices of walnut lum- 

ber in various markets, based on actual sales for the years 1908 to 
1912, inclusive, the only years for which these data are available. 
These figures show a steady increase in the price of firsts and seconds 
erade for these years. 

Table 13 gives the prices of 4/4 firsts and seconds, of 4/4, 6/4, 
and 8/4 No. 1 common, and of 4/4 No. 2 common, from 1912 through 
the first half of 1920, in different markets, as published by the Lum- 
bermen’s Bureau. These figures show a general rise in price, par- 
ticularly since 1915, and a marked rise since the middle of 1919. 

For comparison with other native cabinet woods, Table 14 was pre- 
pared from the same source. It gives prices of walnut, red gum, 
plain white oak, and birch, and uses 4/4 No. 1 common, at Chicago, 
as a basis. 

TasBLE 11.—Average value of walnut lumber per 1,000 board feet f. o. b. milis, 
by States, for different years. 

1899 | 1904 | 1907 | 1908 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 
! | 

United States... -.. $36.49 |$45. 64 [$43.31 [$42.53 |$42. 79 $34.91 [$31.70 1348.47 $42.38 |$72. 99 |$77. 60 

IMSS OUTE Sore ats = te =e <1 42.59 | 47.60 | 48.30 | 50.73 | 42.39 | 33.39 | 32.39 | 48.78 | 46.33 |177.77 |-85. 92 
WdiaNas 2-522 somes 39.18 | 40.56 | 44.87 | 43.93 | 42. 66 | 37.74 | 34.86 | 44.83 | 43.95 | 61.92 | 80.99 
Ohige err eee eee ae | 42.68 | 50.95 | 47.10 | 46.08 | 55.33 | 38.08 | 32.38 | 48.21 | 40.63 | 44.51 | 89.07 
Mennessee 22a... 222-1 - | 19.27 | 35.27 | 34.62 | 36.39 | 37.37 | 32.88 | 29.37 | 44.28 | 36.87 | 55.82 | 58.04 
Kansas saaesc ssemeccace | eb TS OH ESO NODS) eee mstcstacts 30: 008/83 0s C0) Ss eases] eee 68.00 | 84.86 | 59.33 
Mlinois == 22.2 SSs5-555 25 | 33.43 | 72.98 | o1.28 | 54.38 | 54.53 | 36.76 | 33.75 | 62.59 | 44.46 |115.21 | 82. 83 
NOW eas eericaeiseeeeeeaicae 35. 88 | 33.37 | 36.67 | 27.14 | 34.20 | 36.58 | 30.45 | 45.76 | 57.26 | 58.91 | 78.71 
Kentucky: -2s:2--42-5- 30. 24 | 32.88 | 37.59 | 38. 54 | 35.94 | 31.88 | 28.67 | 45.36 | 37.18 | 44.05 | 68.48 
Mirgimia= 2. be socecase oe 30.39 | 35. 09_) 34. 88 | 33. 43 | 33.63 | 30.60 | 32.33 | 27.89 | 23.66 | 31.53 | 51.23 
WiestiVi1nginia=s-s2 ses -- | 25.46 | 31.46 | 32.54 | 31.02 | 29.98 | 32.00 | 31.57 | 31.70 | 34.68 | 37.70 | 51.30 
ATKANSAS's o.320022s05cimce 20. 81 | 40.91 | 37.59 | 49.84 | 41.65 | 37.30 | 28.33 | 33.22 | 29.79 | 51.06 | 64.73 
North Carolina......... 27.85 | 20.09 | 37.75 | 25.97 | 32.39 | 31.29 | 23.95 | 27.04 | 28.55 | 32.85 | 34.93 
GOmSianae eee ee SOM00i Ee sce ocececlosetems|ae eee Etats oe dle eat |ES ee | 40.00 |.....-- 100. 00 
Pennsylvania BI28 oes eae 39. 01 | 37.17 | 36.94 | 30.38 | 21.47 | 36.39 | 30.09 | 41.55 | 40.25 
MICHISA Ti) .5 ste cinsias a 47.34 | 61.67 | 42.80 | 40. 53 | 36.60 | 38.84 | 36.25 | 35.58 | 44.06 | 48.00 | 46.03 
OkJahoma 322-2225 22 ==. 38. 29 | 52.03 | 41.21 | 24.50 | 25.40 | 22.44 | 25.67 | 29.62 | 23.75 | 32.54 | 59.68 
New. Jers€yies-- 2c 25- doe O04 | io ccce 45.00 | 35.36 | 51.12 | 51.00 |....... 32.00 | 41.25 | 60.00 | 50.00 
Maryland. 322328252252 27.65 | 49.50 | 45.40 | 39.76 | 33.45 | 37.59 | 25.00 | 31.47 | 19.70 | 30.45 | 65.33 
WISCODSINE Soo erscs sere 12.26 | 18.13 | 23.00 | 23.00 | 26.67 | 40.00 | 22.33 | 54.50 | 44.00 | 65.71 | 43.88 
N@WYOrk. 2252 f222555-- 3000" | 400157). 22 5528] oeaeens|seaeeaafesccses| 26s saec 33.70 | 32.33 | 36.00 | 53.00 
Ma baIN a sat = scene tee 27.31 | 40.00 | 35.83 | 40.19 | 43.57 | 34.47 | 24.86 | 31.75 | 44.07 | 32.47 | 42.00 
GeOrt lassen soccrcnce=s: ADA eee 45.00 | 39.25 | 19.67 | 41.50 } 22.75 | 29.33 | 29.75 | 32.14 | 30.00 
MASSISSID Die oceanic as |aeee ses | oe see 50. 00 | 46.69 | 57.18 | 35.00 |.......]...-... 31.98 | 30.00 | 52.06 
Massachusetts. .....-:.- 41.67 | 16.21 | 29.33 | 21.26 | 21.37 | 17.00 | 18.67 | 18.33 | 21.61 | 24.67 | 23.25 
MEnIMONG seca ema | aaa | oeeeoas 17003) s205 008 MLS2008| Seemens| Seca 23.00 | 44.80 | 45.00 | 28.13 
Connecticut -... <2 =.:2.. 25.81 | 28.77 | 30.00 | 20.00 | 20.24 | 24.36 | 23.75 | 20.00 | 27.11 | 20.00 | 30.00 
FLOXOS Sema eee se eaaes 16.03 | 33.33 | 40.00 | 25.00 | 30.89 |.....-.).....-. 50.00 | 30.00 | 35.00 | 40.33 
Rhode Island.......-..- 28:00) |Sasaces acer LODZ yee Soa esas | cece | Serene 29.00 | 28.82 | 40. 80 
Delaware... feces sesso EL eee ae (00.00 (2700) Eso osc. |os oss 25..00)-|2 222-0] 28555, 50. 00 
NOubh) Carolia erro eae series = fee eae lesion We ceree 29.00 | 37.25 | 27.33 | 40.00 | 35.74 | 25.00 | 35.00 
IMinnesOlass se_- see eee ee 20500) |2 222-22 [ose esae | 65.00 | 35.00 | 42.50 |......./-..-... 22.50 | 25.00 | 35.00 
New Elantpshine. se. 4) 2se 5s eee eer 1215100"! -20200 51819! 00) 2252 ac0|aceece = 27.00 ie seer 39. 00 
Maine. 2 -ieecoste paced 2 osee s8| secs se |wiaje mais Vcr cart) srcistsie + |aise(e ciaic| sis sie's|a'sele cae 25: 00} | Soe cet te see 
Californiat: 22222522225. SOLO THE eae anes oe elena ee ee eee cere | Heocsdelvontsee|seeneee [Se ecice | eee 
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TABLE 12.—Average wholesale prices of walnut lumber per 1,000 board feet, 
arkets, based on actual sales made f. o. b. cach market. | various m 

UTILIZATION OF BLACK WALNUT. 39° 

1908 1909 1910 1911 

Boston: 
Winstsian Gd SeCCONGS 4/455 acca o lec eee see ene $105.00 | $107.00 | $105.00 | $108.12 
ING, TL Canengan asa Cy a ee ee eee les ee ees ry 58.00 62.25 63.25 
IN@; Y Coyesteaarn cy he en ee necesspenaHSesEecod apeeeccone 38-00h | beeenenenc 40.75 

Philadelphia: 
Firsts IAC ESC CONUS 44 earch harass hie aye MN Re eee re 111 0300) | Seeeneeeee 102.50 
IND; 1 Corea yl eat ee ee he ee ee oe Ieee Se Hoo GO5008 | Saseemeeee 57.50 
IN@. % @ouringn Gye. cape oconemeeaesaeDacqesocuad |bocaouedes Bo.00F Bee eaeeee 33.25 

Buffalo: 
irsismandsseconds:4/422-8- 3. 52 acces e. desea Soe)) 2 OCD 1052005 | Seeeeneree 103.38 
INOMIsCOMMON 4 Ass Bees ee ao ee eas Sieeee 63.67 615258 beeen eee 55.38 
INOMACOMMONIA/A eee aoe noe eee elas cece s-lejnls 33.17 GBLU i oseesonoas 31.62 

Cincinnati: 
First and seconds 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/4 

Chicago: 
First and seconds 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/4 

Memphis: 

4/4 

4/4 

Firsts PIV GESCCONO S14 Amen tay seactegeh ae nee ee Seaeyape nue [INE | irae 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/4 

Minneapolis: 
Firsts and seconds 4/4.......- pa as essere cine [iad Aue Sala 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/4 

Denver: Firsts and se 
San Francisco: 

CON ASA AS een Soh hee See oa] Seer err 

BeebITStSanaisecOnds 4/4220 aS so te ates ee 190.50 
NOME CommMoOn 4/4. 225 Bars ee. Sa ee es ee 147.50 

Los Angeles: Firsts and seconds 4/4.....-...--.-.---- 150.00 
Tucson: fe and se 
Kansas C: 

Firsts pea SCCOM GSA 4) este ese eee R= a oes Man ee, Wee Nae eee oe 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/ 

St. Louis: 
Firsts and seconds 4/4 
No. 1 common 4/4 
No. 2 common 4/4 

ON OG OU Oe ee tare eI IE SISrINE ISCEIE ee cere 

1912 

$112.00 
60.75 
37.38 
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Fic. |.—STEAMING PITS FOR WALNUT LUMBER. 

In the foreground the lumber is piled in one of the compartments preparatory to being covered 
and steamed. The other compartments are filled with lumber, except at the extreme right in 
the background, where the steamed lumber has just been lifted out. 

Fic. 2.—WASTE WALNUT, SUITABLE FOR MANUFACTURE INTO SMALL ARTICLES, 

BUT GENERALLY USED FOR FUEL. 
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TaBLE 14.—Average wholesale prices per 1,000 board feet of different cabinet 
woods for different years and quarter-years, based on 4/4-inch, No. 1 common 
grade at Chicago. 

Year. Walnut. | Red gum. eee | Birch. 

| 2 

TG a oe ae REL aA SK oe ole ASE RN cay ea $55. 57 $26.18 $33. 11 $25. 00 
IOS - - soe SONS BAe BEE cee Se eS h Sees Behe ene eye a 57.75 24. 91 37. 95 28. 50 
VE ey os 5 I eae ER Si ETE LS ee oe he ea 57. 22 22. 40 34. 60 26. 70 
NG INS een pk cry ee Sosa osl aes Sh oa ed AC eee 56. 00 21.71 82. 33 25. 00 
ON GME fete Pyare Spe DS dake i Dee Sea. ue ecu 60. 75 26. 38 35. 12 27.71 
1917: 

BY UUSHE GTBMEN RUS ene eo SA re eae i eee ge 59. 67 30. 00 35. 67 30. 67 
SeCOMARG AT te rae eae eee oe IL eee 57. 00 33. 67 37. 67 Sieoo 
MRT ACG CT ATE CT ete seen ee es Ra eRe en ee ey 62. 00 38. 00 40. 33 40. 67 
HouTtbNQuantencs. oni tee in re ee Me ee ae 65. 33 37. 67 37. 00 39. 33 

1918: 
ABIES HHONMLATAE CLs sty eae a Dee es Se 65. 67 39. 00 40. 33 36. 00 
DECOMAKCMARCETA Gye tos cm ieminae seme Nebo Aeneas. 65.17 39. 67 | 41, 83 38. 50 
PIRI NG ATE be Te ees ae SN) ee 67. 50 42. 50 46. 67 40. 50 
HOUR MALE CEs). .aoe see ee ae ay 67. 50 41, 83 46. 67 40. 50 

9: 
FUT SECA ECT Sb ee eck, eis ee ete epee hin bio elo een 67. 50 40. 67 46. 67 38. 50 
Second quarter..............- sagen talent aU Onin Te een 68. 17 45. 00 51. 00 37. 83 
AMonieol OfMRN PETE 5 A Bets a see ee idle ieee Series a Me eae 84. 00 73. 00 124533 48. 50 
HOuniho Martens cee sc os Le Unease ye de oy 110.17 90. 50 85. 67 56. 33 

20: 
PUES ECAT CET e rie) seers Sa eae eae ee ae eis 175. 50 157. 17 133. 00 115. 00 
Secondiquarter wey. Aes ee Re aE ee Eee ie 205. 83 156. 33 153.13 148, 33 

METHODS AND COST OF LOGGING. 

Because of the scattered growth, methods of logging walnut timber 
differ from those employed for timber found in large quantities. 
Walnut is often cut by the owner and hauled to the railroad; some- 
times it is cut and hauled by a local representative of the mill pur- 
chasing it or by the independent buyer with his own teams or truck. 
Hauling logs by large automobile trucks long distances to the rail- 
road or mill is becoming quite a common practice. Large mills 
sometimes employ a regular corps of logging crews, trucks, and 
teams, which cover different walnut areas systematically, picking up 
all available walnut timber as they go. During the war some firms 
covered the ground very thoroughly; at first they sent out men to 
locate suitable timber, then they sent buyers to purchase it, and later 
they sent cutters, teams, and trucks to fell it and load it at the 
railroad or to haul it to the mill if that was not too far distant. Some 
firms that do their own logging have trucks specially equipped with 
cables and windlass, with which logs may be dragged out of steep 
gullies and other difficult places and loaded. Three hundred board 
feet of average-sized logs weigh about 2,500 pounds and are consid- 
ered a large wagonload. A motor truck should carry up to four 
times that amount and make much more frequent trips. 

As walnut splits somewhat easily it is necessary to exercise unusual 
care in felling the tree, especially if there is a large crotch, for the 
split may extend a long distance below the fork into the large trunk 
and cause considerable loss. 
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The cost of logging walnut is higher than that of logging other 
species, because it is often a case of picking up a few trees or only one 

ona farm. The cost also varies greatly with the amount of timber 
in any one locality. West of the Mississippi, where there are com- 
paratively good stands and the best timber has not been removed, 
the trees can be felled and sawed into logs for $2 to $5 a thousand 

board feet, log scale. In the East, where the trees are much scat- 
tered, this cost may run as high as $8 or $10 a thousand. Digging » 
up stumps is expensive. It generally takes a crew of five men to 
dig up and dress an average of two stumps a day. 

The cost of hauling to the railroad varies greatly with the length 
of haul, the character of the country, the condition of the roads, and 
the equipment used. With a team and fairly good hauling condi- 
tions it generally costs $15 to $30 a thousand board feet for a 
5 to 10 mile haul, or at the rate of $3 a mile. A general average 
would probably be about $20 a thousand for a 7 to 8 mile haul. 
If the timber is much scattered and the country rough, the cost 
will amount to $4 a thousand for a mile. A team can usually make 
but one trip a day, hauling about 300 board feet of logs for 10 miles 
over fair roads. A large automobile logging truck generally makes 
two round trips a day, carrying about 1,000 feet over a 20-mile haul. 
On this basis the truck will do 12 times as much work as one team. 
The cost of trucking depends to a very large extent upon the invest- 

ment and expense of upkeep, and will vary greatly with the equip- 
ment used: The cost of loading logs on cars is generally figured at 
$2.25 to $2.50 a thousand board feet. 

WASTE, 

Walnut logs are utilized very closely for lumber. Material com- 
ing under the head of waste consists of saw kerf or sawdust, slabs 
and edgings, very low-grade and defective lumber, and relatively 
clear pieces of small dimension. The waste caused by the saw kerf 
may be reduced to a minimum by using a band saw instead of a 
circular saw. A timber so valuable and so scarce as walnut should 
not be sawed with a circular saw, and, because less waste results, 

small sawmills often ship their walnut logs to a large mill that has 
aband saw. The sawdust is generally used for fuel. It is used also, 

instead of hickory, to a considerable extent for smoking meats andl 
with the exception of hickory, is said to be the best Sarl Alene 
for the purpose. Large packing houses use great quantities of walnut 
sawdust in this way, but the demand seems to be very small in com- 
parison with the supply available. Sawmill operators have en- 
deavored to find other uses for walnut sawdust, such as for sweep- 
ing compounds. The dark color of walnut seems to bring it into 
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disfavor for this use, probably because of the mistaken idea that the 
dark sawdust is not clean. Slabs and edgings are useful only for 
fuel and are generally burned in the steam boilers. At some mills 
located near large cities a good trade has been started up in walnut 
cordwood. This waste, together with pieces too low in grade or 
too small in size to be merchantable, is usually sold by the wagonload 
for about $1.25 or $1.50 a load, which is equivalent to about $3.50 a 

cord. Much very low-grade and defective lumber that is marketable 
in normal times has not been salable because of the large ac- 
cumulations made during the war. This class of material may be 
in demand for cheap and low-grade lumber when such stocks become 
less plentiful. A vast quantity of small sound portions of walnut 
accumulated in the process of manufacturing gunstock blanks from 
the flitch, and from these portions many clear pieces may be cut. 
Some of this stock has been disposed of to manufacturers of such 
small novelties as air rifles, but the market is hmited, and immense 
piles of this material must be used for fuel. (PI. IV, fig. 2.) 

Some mills convert their low-grade and small-dimension material 
into dimension stock. This, however, does not seem to be generally 
successful with walnut, on account of the large number of sizes de- 

manded, and these can not be produced without considerable waste. 
Manufacturers complain that for carefully manufactured clear stock 
they receive much less than for No. 1 common lumber; whereas they 
should receive a price equal to that of the firsts and seconds grade. 
Factory managers claim, on the other hand, that much waste in the 

use of dimension stock is caused by too close cutting to the finished 
size, by warping and checking, and by the presence of serious defects 
which can not be cut out. Theoretically, the manufacture of low- 
grade material into dimension sizes should be a success economically, 
provided the sizes are made to meet factory requirements. Thus, be- 
fore the war, a chair factory would purchase No. 1 common black. 
walnut lumber for, say, $65 a thousand, kiln-dry it for approximately 
$6, and cut it up at a cost of $10 to $15 a thousand, making a total 

cost of about $83. Since the average waste in manufacture amounts 

to about 25 per cent, the original thousand board feet would be re- 
duced to about 750 board feet. This would make the material cost 
11 cents a board foot, or $110 a thousand, after it had been seasoned 
and cut up. It would seem that a good grade of dimension material 
should bring a price by the thousand board feet at least equal to the 
price which high-grade lumber would bring. As a matter of fact, 
managers of many furniture factories prefer to buy the lumber and 
cut their dimension sizes from it, for they have a large number of 
different designs which change from year to year, and they might 
suffer much waste in buying dimension sizes. Therefore, the lumber 
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manufacturer generally cuts dimension material merely to use his 
low-grade lumber and get a return from stock which is difficult to 
market. There has been and still is a wide range in selling prices for 
dimension material. A price as low as $30 a thousand board feet, 
before the war, was reported for small clear stock cut from No. 2 
common, and as high as $80 for chair stock cut from waste. Differ- 

ences in price depend to a large degree on the quality of the stock. 
Notwithstanding the many objections to the use of dimension ma- 
terial, its manufacture in standard sizes in large quantity is success- 
fully carried on. Dimension stock should be clear of defects and 
first class in every way. Kiln-dried or thoroughly air-dried stock is 
much more satisfactory than green or partially seasoned material. 
Low prices and lack of demand for dimension materials are, in large 
part, the result of the manufacture of improperly seasoned, scant, 
and defective stock. 

Walnut-lumber manufacturers now often recut such low-grade 
lumber as No. 2 common, for which there is a relatively small de- 
mand, into smaller, less-defective pieces, which are classed in a 
higher standard lumber grade or may be sold as a special grade of 
stock that is narrow or short or both narrow and short. This 
remanufacture is generally applied to the lower grades of 4/4, 6/4, 
and 8/4, and to a considerable extent is taking the place of dimen- 
sion manufacture. This method is advantageous in that the fac- 
tories may saw their required pieces from this material, and the 
waste that might result from the purchase and use of dimension 
stock is often avoided. Some lumber manufacturers are disposing 
of their low-grade walnut by running factories in connection with 
their sawmills, in which they utilize the small sizes of material in 
making such products as phonograph cabinets and various kinds of 
boxes and novelties. 

VENEER. 

Because it is so easily worked with tools, walnut is an excellent 
wood for manufacture into veneer. The pleasing appearance due to 
its good color, the different figured effects and the variety of tones 
and patterns which can be obtained from different logs, and its ex- 

cellent finishing qualities combine to make it one of the most satis- 
factory native woods for fine cabinet veneer. The best-growth logs 
are generally sound, well rounded in cross section, straight, and with 
little taper. Our wild cherry is also a good cabinet veneer wood, 
but it lacks the figure of walnut, and even the best timber generally 

has many small defects. Walnut, mahogany, and cherry are said 
to be the most satisfactory cabinet woods for making sliced veneer, 
because they are so easily cut with the veneer knife and make a 
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smooth sheet without splintering. Moreover, the veneer warps very 
little in drying, glues very satisfactorily, and after it is made into 
panels does not shrink or swell excessively under varying moisture 
conditions. 

PRODUCTION. 

- Data on the output of walnut in the form of veneer are available 
from reports of the Census Bureau for the years 1904 to 1911, in- 

_clusive. The amounts of walnut logs used in different years are 
given in Table 15, and also the cost of the logs per thousand board 
feet, log scale, where reported. Approximately 95 per cent of the 
total amount for the years 1906 to 1909 was used for rotary veneer. 
Reports for those years are given by States and are shown in 
Table 16. 

TaBLeE 15.—Walnut used in different years in the manufacture of veneer, from 
reports by the Bureau of the Census. 

Thowsends| Cost per 
Year. 1.000 board feet, log feet 

scale. ; 

ODA 5 iid bien ee Sees RA RS a IISc kee UIE Se a ee 125250 ee eee 
WOO B os ob patie se ee ne ata a oa ak areca Me NE pe A Bef ae D725 [ins nik JA 
UGS ,oscécco th esobenbe se adb pe oducuc cee boa Sab aRDoSSe Seb eens aao Sap penbeeocEoBenoeE ia DAL $67. 76 
19) pene Pte a ates See INGE Lio Biote otele ia lnlelolcla bicteleld cise einhibe cSe bias ae cette snes 3, 952 70. 39 
IQWS. san Sooscodcdssg bus ascoase TODHE DOae oa ObOoene cE ceecn nunc ds UAC EOAeECoEDaOETesS 5,176 60. 53 
AG (V0 BeReM eter Peele se eros ie Si aicjcie ete Siete ions ays iciclaising ae Smiciisinls e veel Soils mic weiecileeciomts 2,400 69. 36 
IMIG). coccodscoUod Oe COBB DAE AD Be duno nGEDoe Beppe pa booe Soren Sopp DOSE oorESorsaEoe aes Pee Sao ou ae 
TOs coccooed Sau SS oe BE See EE See Ce as ee tet ei irs nO tar Pan separ te Wet Se Pe ASOT BEA eta le 

1 This figure was obtained by using an average converting factor of 12 square feet of veneer to each board 
icot, Joe scale, derived from reports for the years 1905-1907, as reports for 1904 were only on veneer pro- 
duced. 

TABLE 16.—Amounts of walnut logs consumed in the production of veneer, .by 
States, for different years, in thousands of board feet, log scale. 

| 
Ctate. | 1906 1907 1908 1909 

(CRUNROV HONEY o 5 52 a's SUSE Shey  getralig See a a tie ar pee Epa 2s WPS LA a a [RP a ea | Hee eae 3 2 
BES) LEW LCUT sree ate eS pene ate oem TN ye es Oe ea Se ay ae ne yeep me tiaaterere [yee neo NG 2 See koe 10 
IME. 33 capes ao see ORL ER BE aM OSE So One a eee Renee none a| 2,329 2,590 2, 813 1, 492 
ITO ETE 55 Boa GAG SAA GOSS HO EOC a ae RE ce Nese ua ee Oita na ara re 1,115 696 2,120 310 
COTA UC Kayes ee ct eR iy ape id allies Ack PN Se Rio eee | 23 40 37 19 
IVP TRV ALATA year Hier yee am ee unm nee ra esl Re Dey yt | 400 200 51 51 
IVTASSECHUS CUBS Sessa ae ee Pee ta me RT mde aie mei ie A eae en ee 4 1 
IMichioaneveeen st Resa RO eae a ak ee ee 3 6 2 20 
JN ITSSIO LBA ss aes re GN OA ee eA eae ya ee el A eee ie el 200 
INGEN I GAISEN Goes eRe oP SS eA EI ERIS Beate caesarean 1 oe ca al Ue al (cy ea 
INGE NC OS Ee ge ik SoG 1 eI a ee eae 35 64 12 50 
QHD a2 Bob Sis Ets aR Rie ad A Ne a Dac ec Nea 1,175 203 105 181 
RGHnSVlvanlareerer en sop ak een bee con TES UR ers aly) as Ses ea LOOM eee ee eels meekeecm 
INST RWEYES SIO es SS NSS ee ESS A aN ET np AUS SE an ae Seeeeee 30 Tae eon e 
“TDRSS co a Ie a aE a cee ar A a 18 13 6 6 
NVICSLMVALT ETT epee ee eene le Renan MEU RR Ore Yueh) 18 10 16 50 

Hilo revues FUSER NE Nk SENS MU DR NNER SO aR 18 OL 5,151 3,952 5,176 2,400 

Recent reports obtained from practically all of the-large manu- 
facturers of walnut veneer in the United States show a consump- 
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tion of 3,296,000 board feet, log scale, of logs in 1917, with a pro- 
duction of 64,654,000 square feet of veneer, and an estimated con- 

sumption of about 5,615,000 board feet of logs in 1919, with a pro- 

duction of about 111,200,000 square feet of veneer. These figures 

are given by States in Table 17. About 50 per cent of the total 
amount is straight sliced and the other 50 per cent is about equally 
divided between rotary proper and stay-log rotary. Of the total 
amount of veneer produced, approximately one-half is plain and one- 

balf figured. During 1918 the cutting of walnut veneer, except 
highly figured stock from cross-grained wood, was prohibited by 
the War Department. Near the close of the year the cutting of 
walnut veneer was resumed; and the great demand that arose because 
of depleted stocks, together with the large supply of walnut logs on 
hand that had been purchased to fulfill Government war orders, ac- 
counts for the marked increase in production shown for 1919. It is 
also estimated that the 1920 walnut veneer production will be in ex- 
cess of 100,000,000 square feet. The increase in the production of 
veneer in recent years is greater than the log-consumption figures in- 
dicate, for the amount of veneer obtained now is much greater from 
the same number of feet, log scale, largely because of the cutting of 
thinner veneer. Tor instance, in 1906, from 5,121,000 board feet of 

logs, 67,184,000 square feet of veneer was produced, or 13 square feet 
of veneer to 1 board foot of log; but in 1917 and 1919 the ratio of 
square feet of veneer to board feet of logs, log scale, was about 20 to 1. 
The estimated 1919 production was nearly double the reported pro- 
duction of 1906, and the estimated log consumption of 1919 was only 
about 9 per cent greater than the reported consumption of 1906. 

Paste 17.—Amounts of walnut logs consumed in the production of veneer for 
1917, and estimated consumption in 1919, by States. 

Thousands of 
board feet. 

States. 
{ 

1917 1919 

im dianar ease Bosse acces ae ese are ee en ee Ae ol psy ore ee 1, 200 2, 250 
WUT OTS apes Se a Ry ts Ai Rete a Nell Se enn ee ae ee cone eens 789 650 
OUI OS ee Se os cers tate cise Sse ce eens a eee eee ee ree 190 835 
Michigan, West Virginia, Maryland 636 1, 130 
ATISAS: MASSOUTI 2% feos a es eee a ee tay Se ee not open 481 750 

Moalasetene eae Ey eh SE Oa ene, Ae i SERRE Ne lahrys Sao 3,296 5,615 

MANUFACTURE. 

Walnut veneer is produced almost altogether by slicing, but small 
amounts are still sawed for special purposes. Sliced veneer is made 
by two processes—the rotary method in which the timber is rotated 
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against the knife, and the straight-slice method in which the timber 
moves in a straight line. 

Rotary-cut process—This process has been used extensively for 
making veneer. It is still the method in most common use, for it 
has the advantage of a low cost of production. 

Walnut veneer logs are sawed into the lengths required for the 
veneer that is to be cut. These sections are put in hot water, gen- 
erally over night; hard material may require a night and a day, or 
even two nights and a day. Each log section is then taken out and, 
after the bark is removed, revolved in the rotary machine, which is 
constructed like a lathe. The knife is constantly advanced, the ad- 
vance for each revolution of the log corresponding to the thickness 
of the veneer. The veneer is usually torn off where a defect occurs, 
often at each revolution. Logs may be sliced down to a diameter of 
6 to 8 inches, depending on the machine. Some specially constructed 
machines cut down to a diameter as small as 4 inches. The figure 
in this veneer is made by the growth rings, and, since the slicing is 

done in the direction of these.rings, a veneer with a large coarse 
figure is the result. Hence only the lowest grade of logs is cut in 
this manner. Moreover, a considerable part of the heartwood, and 
usually the most valuable part, is wasted in the core. If the center 
of the log is defective, there is some advantage in slicing by the 
straight rotary process. 
A variation of the rotary is the half-round process, by which the 

log is set somewhat off the center, and veneer is cut only part way 
around the log. This method is most commonly used with small logs 
in which there is a small amount of heartwood. The veneer may be 
sliced from the heartwood in this way, whereas by the straight rotary 
process little or no veneer can be obtained from the heartwood of 
small logs. If they are trimmed, successive sheets may be matched 
up for panel work. After the slicing of two sides of the log, the 
rest may be straight sliced and will yield quartered stock provided 
the central portion of the log is not defective. If the log is not 
sufficiently clear for veneer, it may be made into dimension stock. 

The stay-log rotary process is a development from the rotary 
method proper, and is now very largely used for walnut. In this 
process a heavy flat plate is set off center, at a distance of about 1 
foot, to which the timber to be sliced is fastened. The walnut block 
to be sliced is in the form of a half-log, generally called a flitch, and 
the sapwood is largely trimmed off (Pl. V, fig. 1). Holes are then 
bored in this flitch to correspond with those in the plate, to which 
it is to be fastened with stay bolts. By this method the heartwood, 
which must be thrown away in the core in the straight rotary method, 
may be more closely utilized. 
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Some manufacturers cut from the “sap” side, the outside of the 
log (Pl. V, fig. 2), and others cut from the “heart” side or center 
of the log. Those who cut by the latter method do so in order to 
get wide heartwood stock that is at least partly quartered. This adds 
to its attractiveness, particularly if there is a figure in it. More of 
the quartered stock may thus be obtained with less waste than by 
the straight-slice method. It is true, as manufacturers claim who cut 
from the “sap” side of such flitches, that by slicing from the fiat 
heartwood side there is considerable waste in working down to the 
curved surface from which a continuous sheet may be obtained. 
Moreover, since knots are more numerous near the center of walnut 
logs, the “ heart ” side is more likely to be defective. On the other 
hand, if the center of the log is clear, considerable valuable heart- 
wood is wasted in the “ dog board” when the slicing is done from 
the sapwood side. Although the thickness of the sapwood must first 
be trimmed off, and after that some narrow sheets of heartwood are 
cut, this method makes possible the production of wider sheets of 
heartwood than are obtained by cutting from the heartwood side. 
If the cutting is from the outside, the figure is somewhat coarse, as 
in the rotary method proper, but slicing from the “heart” side cuts 
across the growth rings and gives a striped effect. In stay-log slic- 
ing the flitch is sliced down to a thickness of about 3 inches, the piece 
that is left being called the “dog board.” If the veneer is cut from 
the heartwood side, the last sheets are nearly all sapwood. 

Rotary machines are generally made to take a log as long as 8 to 
10 feet. Stump or “butt” wood is sliced by the rotary stay-log 
process, veneer being cut from the outside of the log. This is for 
the reason that the figure in “ butt ” wood runs with the outer sur- 
face of the wood. These stumps or butts are cut in half, because they 
can be more conveniently handled in this form. 

Straight-slice process —In this method the timber, which is first 
soaked, as in the rotary method, is pushed vertically against the 
knife with, however, a shghtly oblique motion from end to end. 
The log lengths are usually cut in half lengthwise and prepared as in 
the stay-log rotary process. The cut is then made from the heart- 
wood side. Quartered stock is, of course, obtained only near the 
center of the log. The coarser figure is soon reached, particularly in 
the middle of the sheets. The panel maker generally trims off the 
outside striped veneer from the central coarse figure and keeps the 
two separate for different uses. Very large logs are sawed lengthwise 
in quarters, in order to get more of the quartered veneer stock. For 
quartering, logs should be at least 24 inches in diameter at the small 
end. Logs are also prepared for straight slicing, by squaring them, 
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FIG. 2.—A WALNUT HALF LoG BEING SLICED FRom THE SAPWOOD SIDE BY 
THE ROTARY STAY-LOG PROCESS. 
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Fic. |.—A PIECE OF PLAIN WALNUT VENEER OBTAINED BY STRAIGHT SLICING 

OR THE STAY-LOG ROTARY PROCESS FROM THE SAPWOOD SIDE. 

FIG. 2.—PLAIN ROTARY VENEER. 
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and this removes most of the sapwood. The smaller logs are handled 

advantageously in this way. 
If there is sapwood on the edges of the veneer sheets it is trimmed 

off with the exception of about 1 inch. During the cutting of the 
sheets, the veneer from each log is piled and kept by itself, and in the 
same order as it came from the log. In selling this veneer, about 
four samples are taken from the veneer sheets from each log in differ. 
ent parts of the pile. 

Special dimension veneer is straight sliced from clear blocks sawed 
from the log. These blocks are usually 4 to 6 inches thick, 1 foot 
wide, and 24 to 6 feet long, and may be sliced down to a thickness of 
three-fourths inch. This procedure involves much less slicing, and 
the sheets obtained are practically clear of defects. The method is 
not largely used, however, and is, on the whole, adapted to making 
plain veneer only, because the panel maker must choose and match his 
figured stock from large sheets of veneer. In the usual straight-slice 
process the flitch is so clamped in the machine that it may be cut 
down to a thickness of about 2 inches. Most slicers are made to take 
flitches as long as 10 to 12 feet. The longest shcer will take a flitch 
about 16 feet in length. These machines for cutting cabinet-wood 
veneers are built very heavy, in order that a smooth, clean cut of 
uniform thickness may be made. 
Sawed veneer.—Little sawed walnut veneer is manufactured. It 

is claimed that the sawed veneer is of a higher grade than the 
sliced. In the manufacture of sawed veneer the log is squared, and 
long sheets, usually one-twentieth inch in thickness, are sawed from 
it with a fine-toothed saw. Highly figured stock, including “ butt” 
wood, is also sawed for veneers. High-grade sawed walnut veneer is 
used principally in Puliman cars. The highest grade is used in 
private railway cars. The plain veneer is used mainly for door stiles, 
rail stock, and table tops. This veneer is generally about one-six- 
teenth to one-eighth inch thick, and is used because of the greater 
wear to which such stock is subjected. 
Burls—Walnut burls are made into veneer by special methods of 

handling that depend on the size and form of burl, the quality of 
wood, and the kind of figure. The burl is first cut into several pieces, 
as an apple is cut, and may then be made into veneer by sawing. 
straight slicing, or rotary slicing. The kind of product and its value 
depend very largely upon the way in which it is handled. To get the 
most out of a bur! requires much care and experience. 

Thickness of vencer—The most common thickness for walnut 
veneer at the present time is one twenty-eighth inch. Some firms use 
one-thirtieth inch, and thus make more veneer from a given quantity 

7434°—20 4+5 
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of wood. Such highly figured pieces as burls are usually cut one- 
thirtieth inch thick. There seems to be a tendency on the part of 
panel makers to use thicker veneer of about one-twentieth inch. 
Although this veneer costs more, the makers figure that.it is more 
profitable in the end; for with the thicker veneer almost no waste 
results from the rejection of panels that have been sanded through. 
Furthermore, the panels may be sanded more rapidly, and this is a 
particular advantage on account of the present high cost of labor. 
One-twentieth inch was formerly the common thickness for sliced 
veneer, but the thickness has been reduced, as walnut has become more 
scarce and higher in price. Sawed walnut veneer is usually one- 
eighth or one-sixteenth inch thick. Figured stock is usually sawed 
one-sixteenth inch thick. 

Yield by different methods.—Exact data are difficult to obtain on 
the yield of veneer from logs of different sizes, because the different 
processes are varied to suit each log. Moreover, there are wide dif- 
ferences in the quality of different logs. Average yields may be 
calculated, however, from practically clear logs, with deductions of 
the average amount of waste in that part of the log from which, in 
commercial practice, merchantable veneer is produced. Table 18 
gives in terms of veneer one twenty-eighth inch thick the calculated 
volumes to the linear foot of logs of different diameters. Table 19 
gives the average thickness of sapwood and diameter of heartwood 
for logs of different diameters. In the calculations of yield, a larger 
allowance for sapwood is made than is shown in this table, for the 
reason that the sapwood is often of irregular thickness and therefore 
a greater waste is caused than the actual thickness of sapwood in- 
dicates. 

TABLE 18.—Theoretical volumes, in terms of one twenty-eighth inch veneer, of 
logs of different diameters, per linear foot of log. 

Sq. ft., 5’ || Sq. ft., oy” : a BRGS). Denar miGnaheae 
Diameter log (inches) ornac! iameter log (inches) Tahoe 
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TABLE 19.—Aver age width of sapwood and diameter of heartwood, of walnut 
logs of different diameters. 

Single i Biba: Single D iets Diameter inside bark. ce of Biante Diameter inside bark. vet Of Nh extrraer 

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. In-hes. Inches. 
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If the straight rotary process is employed, manufacturers generally 
find that there is, on the average, about 20 per cent of waste, not 
counting the core and the sapwood. Figuring the core at 6 inches 
in diameter for an average log of 18 inches in diameter, because 
rotary logs generally run small, and figuring 2 inches as the thick- 
ness of the sapwood, the entire log contains 359 square feet of veneer 
to the linear foot of log, inside the sapwood, less 66 square feet in 
the core, which is generally considered waste, thus leaving 293 square 
feet to the linear foot. If 20 per cent waste in slicing is deducted, 
a net yield is left of 235 square feet of veneer to the linear foot. As 
the original log scaled 12 feet to the linear foot, this makes a yield 
of about 19} square feet of veneer to the board foot of log, log scale. 

In the stay-log rotary process, a half log from a log 24 inches 
in diameter, which is representative for this type of veneering, will 
yield to the linear foot, if it is perfectly clear, about 273 square feet 
of one twenty-eighth-inch heartwood veneer cut from the sapwood 
side, and about 282 square feet cut from the heartwood side, allowing 
for a 3-inch “dog board” and the waste in cutting down to get a 
sufficiently wide sheet of heartwood veneer. Figure 7 shows the 
cross-sectional area from which merchantable veneer is generally 
cut by the two processes. Manufacturers calculate that there is a 
10 per cent waste in the portion from which merchantable veneer is 
cut. If this 10 per cent is deducted, a balance is left of 246 and 254 
square feet, respectively, in cutting from the sapwood and heart- 
wood sides. 

As there are 124 board feet, log scale, for each foot in length in 
the half log referred to above, this makes a yield of approximately 
20 square feet of veneer for each board foot, log scale. This figure 
corresponds with the general average of 20 obtained from reports of 
veneer manufacturers. 
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Because there is a somewhat greater waste in cutting from the 

sapwood side on account of the “dog board” being all heartwood, 

Fig. 7.—Diagrammatie cross sections of two walnut half logs showing how the veneer is 

sliced by the stay-log rotary process from the sapwood side (above) and heartwood side 

(below). In both sketches the portion above the upper curved line is trimmed off before 

a sheet of merchantable size is obtained. That below the lower curved line is the dog 

board. The part below the dog board in the lower sketch is trimmed off to secure a face 

for attaching the log to the veneer machine. 

the yield from clear flitches will be on the average somewhat less 
than it is when the cutting is from the heartwood side. If the heart- 
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wood is defective the yield might be made greater by cutting from 
the sapwood side. 

In the straight-slice process the principal waste is in squaring the 
log lengths and in the “dog board.” A 20-inch log may be taken 
to illustrate the straight-slice method. Squaring this to 14 inches 
will remove nearly all of a 2-inch rim of “sap” and cut down to a 
heartwood face of about 8 inches in width. If allowance is made 
for a 10 per cent waste, as in stay-log rotary, a possible yield is given 
of 353 square feet of veneer to the linear foot of log, after a 2-inch 

“dog board” is deducted. As there are 16 board feet, log scale, to 
the linear foot in a 20-inch log, each log-scale foot will yield about 
22 square feet of veneer. The figure generally given by firms that 
make straight-sliced veneer almost exclusively is 20 square feet to 
the board foot, log scale. The small amount of sapwood that was 
not removed in squaring the timber probably accounts for the differ- 
ence in these figures. 

If it is cut in halves for slicing, the log is not squared. The sap- 
wood is largely trimmed off, and the back, or outside, of the log is 

trimmed down to a fiat surface in order that the half log may be 
held in the veneer slicer. As there is a little less heartwood trimmed 
off by this method, the yield in veneer will be slightly greater. 
Although there are two “ dog boards” to a log if the half log is used, 

each one is thinner than the “ dog board” from the entire log. 
The yield to the board foot of log does not, therefore, differ greatly 

in the three different processes—straight rotary, stay-log rotary, and 
straight slice—the general average of 20 square feet of veneer to 
each board foot of log applying very closely in each case. 

If dimension wainut veneer is made from small clear pieces, only 
about 15 square feet of veneer is obtained to one board foot, log scale, 
of the logs from which the clear pieces were cut. Asa matter of fact, 
a clear block 1 foot by 6 feet by 6 inches, containing 36 board feet, 
which is equivalent to about 30 board feet, log scale, will yield about 
880 square feet of veneer, or 29 square feet to each board foot, log 
scale, in addition to a three-fourths-inch “dog board.” Therefore 
only about one board foot of the clear piece is required to produce 
the same amount of veneer as may be obtained from 2 board feet cal- 
culated on the basis of the entire log; that is, only about one-half of 
the log is used for the small clear blocks. The remainder of the log 
not used in producing the clear pieces may be utilized for lumber and 
dimension material. Furthermore, logs of lower grade may be used 
than are required in making the larger-sized veneers. 

Dimension veneer, cut to the size required by factories, is often 
obtained from veneer made by the rotary process. This plan in- 
volves much trimming of the veneer, but it makes unnecessary the 
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shipping of a great deal of stock which would not be adapted to the 
needs of the purchaser. 

Of sawed veneer the yield is about half what it would be in 
straight sliced, because the saw kerf is about the thickness of the 
veneer sheet. Thus, a 20-inch log with an equivalent volume to the 
linear foot of 524 square feet of veneer one-twentieth inch thick, 
after it is squared, and 10 per cent is deducted for waste in the sheets 
and in the “ dog board,” yields 126 square feet of veneer to the linear 
foot. This makes only about 8 square feet of veneer to the board 
foot of log. 
Kinds of veneer.—Wainut veneer is generally termed plain, striped, 

or figured, although there are no hard and fast lines of distinction 
separating the three kinds. 

Plain veneer is without stripe or figure. It is produced mainly 
by the rotary method, but some of it is made by straight slicing from 
the log in the tangential direction. (Pl. VI, fig. 1.) The veneer 
produced by the straight rotary process is generally plain. In forest- 
growth timber in which the annual rings are not very distinct the 
straight rotary method gives a coarse effect to the veneer, and in 
open-growth timber the more distinct growth rings give a still 
coarser effect, producing a very “wild” design. (Pl. VI, fig. 2.) 
Plain veneer is also produced by the stay-log rotary process. If 
cutting is from the sapwood side, the effect is somewhat similar to 
that produced by the rotary process, but some striped effect is ob- 
tained, especially toward the center of the log. If cutting is from 
the heartwood side, the striped effect is obtained at first, the veneer’ 
becoming plain in the middle, and entirely plain before the flitch 
is sliced down to the “dog board.” Plain veneer is also produced 
by straight slicing near the outside of the log. 

In striped veneer the lines caused by the growth rings are fairly 
straight. This effect is produced both by straight slicing and the 
rotary stay-log method. The veneer straight sliced from near the 
center of the log has the most distinctly striped effect, especially if 
the veneer is from an open-growth tree in which dark and light lines 
alternate. These stripes are sometimes so marked that the veneer 
resembles that made from Circassian walnut. In straight slicing 
the stripes become broader as the sheets are cut at a greater distance 
from the center and the striped effect is not so pronounced. 

Striped veneer is produced by the stay-log method when the cut- 
ting is from the heartwood side. Near the center of the log a quar- 
tered effect is produced. (PI. VII, fig. 1.) Ata short distance from 
the center striped veneer is obtained along either edge of the strip. 
Slicing from the outside of the log gives a striped effect to the 
middle part of the sheets cut near the center of the log. 
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Figured veneer is cut from curly or highly figured wood. Walnut 
veneer cut on the quarter either by the straight-slice or stay-log rotary 
process shows a striped and cross-figured effect if the grain is wavy 
or curly. (Pl. VII, fig. 2.) This waviness of grain is not brought 
out so well if the cut is made tangentially. In figured stumps or 
“butt ” wood the curl is along the surface of the trunk, and the cross- 
figured effect is here obtained by slicing along the surface. (Pls. 
VIII and IX.) 

Highly figured veneer cut from burls, crotches, and stumps has a 
great variety of figure. (Pl. X, figs. 1 and 2.) Burls are particu- 
larly highly figured with islets and bird’s-eye effects. Burls from 
very old trees often have a mottled appearance on a glossy dark 
groundwork, ranging from almost jet black to lighter shades of brown 
or chocolate color. This gives them an extravagant value. Such 
highly figured’ veneer is sometimes marketed under the names of 
“French burl” and “ Circassian walnut.” 

Prices of veneer.—The prices given in Table 20 prevailed in the 
summer of 1919 for different kinds of walnut veneer. There is con- 
siderable range in price within some classes because the veneer itself 
differs greatly in quality and figure. 

TABLE 20. 
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Some manufacturers who turn out high grades of walnut veneer 
got an average of 24 cents a square foot for their product. The aver- 
age value, derived from reports to the census for 1904, was $14.70 a 
thousand square feet, or nearly 14 cents a square foot. 

GRADES AND PRICES OF VENEER LOGS. 

Walnut is a timber so variable in quality that veneer makers find 
it difficult to draw up any hard-and-fast rules that will indicate 
the value of any particular log. They take the view that each log 
must be judged on its own peculiar merits, with reference to its 
size, the amount of sapwood, the straightness and form of log, the 
Peer. size, and position of defects, and, particularly, the kind and 
amount of figure in each log. 

_ Veneer manufacturers a not generally publish any prices for 
their logs, for they claim that the prices depend on the quality of 
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each log and the general run of the lot. The company’s log buyer 
usually proposes a lump sum after he has gone over the logs carefully. 

Some veneer companies buy both plain and figured logs and saw 
the plain ones into lumber. Others buy only figured logs.- Most 
firms will take logs that are at least fairly clear and 16 inches and 
over in diameter at the small end, or as small as 14 inches if there 

is a sufficiently large portion of clear heartwood, or if the log is 
figured. They prefer logs that are 18 inches and up and clear of 
defects. Logs having more than a 2-inch ring of sapwood are not 
so well adapted for making veneer unless they are very large. 

Merchantable stump or “ butt” wood should be at least 22 inches 
in diameter at the small end, and from 30 to 42 inches long, according 
to the specifications of different buyers. Some manufacturers use 
lengths of 30 and 36 inches to correspond with the standard panel 
sizes. Figured stumps usually bring a price of $100 to $500 a thou- 
sand board feet, depending on size and figure. 

Veneer logs should have a minimum length of a little over 8 
feet. Some mills buy 6-foot logs, and some accept 44-foot logs, if 
they are of exceptional size and quality. During the first half of 
1919 the price of walnut veneer logs ranged from $75 to $175 a thou- 

sand board feet, log scale, depending on size and quality. 
Walnut burls are very high in price, and, on account of their 

irregular form, are usually sold by the pound. Before the war the 
general range in price was 10 to 15 cents. Genuine burls are now 
very scarce. 
Two somewhat common grades for walnut veneer logs are as fol- 

lows: No. 1 logs, which may have one or two sound knots if the logs 
are 10 feet or over in length, but must be free from worm holes, bird 

pecks, and shakes; and No. 2 logs, which must have a clear length 
of at least 43 inches. 

WASTE, 

The waste in the manufacture of walnut veneer is mainly in the 
form of the loss that results from trimming down the flitch suff- 
ciently for a sheet of merchantable veneer to be cut; the “ dog board,” 

or core, left after cutting off as much veneer as possible; the defects 

trimmed out of the veneer, including pith center and sapwood; and, 
in the case of dimension veneer cut from rotary stock, the loss from 
cutting to size. 

The only data available on the amount of waste in different proc- 
esses are those derived from calculating the yield of average or 
representative logs, as given in the section on “ Production.” The 
proportions of waste in different processes, according to these cal- 
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Sliced on the quarter either by the straight-sliced process or by stay-log rotary cutting from the 

Fic. |.—A PIECE OF STRIPED WALNUT VENEER. | 

heartwood side of the half log. 

FiG. 2.—PANEL COMPOSED OF TWO MATCHED SHEETS OF CROSS-FIGURED I 

WALNUT VENEER. 
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A PIECE OF FIGURED WALNUT ‘“‘BuUTT’’ WooD VENEER. 

Produced by slicing in the stay-log rotary process from the outside 
of the log—that is, approximately in the direction of the annual- 
growth rings. 
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SMALL SHEET OF FIGURED ‘‘BUTT’’ WOOD VENEER AS IT COMES FROM 
THE SLICER. 

The light-colored wood is sapwood. The figure is in that part where the rings of growth bend 
out toward the root spurs. 
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Fic. i.—PANEL COMPOSED OF FOUR MATCHED SHEETS OF FIGURED WALNUT 

VENEER. 

Fic. 2.—PANEL CCMPOSED OF FOUR MATCHED SHEETS OF HIGHLY FIGURED 

“Butt’’ Woop VENEER. 
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culations, are given in Table 21. The amount of waste in the in- 

dustry as a whole may be approximated by converting into terms 

of veneer the total quantity of logs used for veneer manufacture, 

and comparing this amount with the actual yield according to the 
reports of veneer manufacturers. If the average log is assumed to 
be 20 inches in diameter there is about 733 square feet of veneer 
one twenty-eighth inch thick and 16 board feet to each linear foot 
of log, or approximately 46 square feet of veneer to each board foot 
of log. If, according to figures on the production of walnut veneer 
for 1917, 20 square feet of veneer is produced for each board foot 
of log, 484 per cent of the log is veneer stock, and 564 per cent is 
waste. As about 50 per cent of the total output of walnut veneer 
is straight sliced, 25 per cent straight rotary, and 25 per cent stay- 
log rotary, a weighted average of the percentages of waste shown in 
Table 21 gives a general average of 54 per cent for the industry. 
This corresponds closely with the general average of 564 per cent, as 
determined from the manufacturers’ reports. 

Taste 21.—Calculated percentages of waste in the manufacture of watnut 
veneer by different methods. 

Entire vol- | Amount of 
Diameter of | ume oflog,in| veneer ob- 

Method. representa- | terms of ve- | tained per Waste. 
tive log. neer, Per lin-| linear foot 

ear foot oflog of log. 

Inches. Square feet. | Square feet. | Per cent. 
OTA AD RODEL Mae oles ey Le oe 18 594 235 60 
FUOLADYA SAY lOgsen hase Soe a ee Lee 24 1578 1 250 52 
SUTRA OH SIC, See ae a aes a a aL 20 733 353 52 
SENG Se sGHoasherE ene Ea meeeee Bip ote nae kes 20 524 126 76 

1 Halflog. 

From the standpoint of utilization there are three general classes 
of waste in veneer manufacture: Trimmings from logs, flitches, and 
veneer sheets; pieces such as “dog boards” and cores that are left 
after cutting the veneer; and defective material, including sapwood. 
The first class of waste is useful only for fuel and is generally dis- 
posed of in that way. “ Dog boards” from straight-sliced veneer, if 
they are not too defective, are often resawed into boards; if they are 
figured, valuable stock may be secured from them. The “dog 
board” of the stay-log rotary process, on account of the stay-bolt 
holes, is generally useful for fuel only. Cores are usually 3 or 4 
inches in diameter and are often resawed into dimension stock if they 
are not too defective. Such dimension material shortly after the 
war often sold for $50 to $80 a thousand board feet at furniture fac- 

tories. Veneer cores have been used for porch pillars, but they are 
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usually too defective for this purpose and, moreover, there is little 

demand for a perfectly straight and plain pillar. These cores are 
not generally suitable for rollers because the wood is too soft. Most 
manufacturers use them for fuel. 

Defective and sapwood veneer is often used for fuel because of 
the small demand for such stock. Some manufacturers claim that 
often they can get only one-eighth cent a square foot for it, and that 
it is not profitably marketed at this price. It is used for backs of 
pianos, bureaus, and mirrors, and for drawer bottoms. Furniture 
factories prefer to buy yellow poplar or some other cheaper veneer 
for such purposes because the use of the larger sizes in which it is 
to be had involves less work and a lower cost for the labor in using it. 

Some manufacturers utilize their logs very closely in making 
straight rotary veneer. They stop the slicing before the core is too 
small, and then either saw or straight slice it. In this way less of 
the heartwood is wasted. 

USES. 

Walnut veneer is used mainly in dining and bedroom furniture, 
musical instruments (principally pianos and phonographs), and 
cabinetwork in general. It is used, as a rule, in the panels only, the 
smaller pieces, such as corner posts, being made solid. Furniture 
manufacturers may either make their own panels or buy them made 
to size from panel manufacturers. 

TIES. 

Walnut makes a satisfactory tie because of its durability. It is 
used untreated by the railroads. Locust, black walnut, and white 
oak are generally considered the best tie woods and command the 
highest prices. 

There is a considerable quantity of small and defective timber 
in the course of logging walnut, which may be converted into ties 
at a profit. Ties are usually 6 by 7, 6 by 8, 7 by 8, or 7 by 9 inches 
in cross section and 8 or 84 feet in length. A 12-inch log, if it is 
straight and not too defective, may be cut into a 7 by 9 or 7 by 8 
tie. A 10-inch log will make a 6 by 8 tie if it is not necessary to 
cut the log down on account of a defect. Top logs and especially 
the limbs of walnut are liable to be so crooked that there is much 
waste in cutting up such material. Ties as small as 5 by 7 inches 
are sawed for use on sidings and on trolley lines. 

The prices paid for walnut ties generally amount to about the 
same as the market value of cull walnut lumber. It is usually, 
therefore, a question with the manufacturers whether it is profitable 
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to turn this kind of stock into ties. There is, however, a larger per- 
centage of overrun in sawing into ties, and for this reason the manu- 
facture of ties is often profitable, especially if the mill is in a region 
where the best prices are paid. Defective ties are sometimes cut 
into mine caps about 6 inches thick if there is a demand for such 
material. Wedges to be used with the caps are also sawed out of 
waste walnut. 

POSTS. 

Close utilization may be effected by sawing small and defective 
walnut into fence posts. Although it is not so durable as locust and 
some other woods, walnut is suitable for posts and is in demand for 
this purpose. A common size for posts is 5 by 5 inches at the bottom 
and 2 by 5 inches at the top. This manner of sawing is advantageous, 
because the yield is greater than it would be if the posts were of the 
same size throughout. 

SECONDARY INDUSTRIES. 

Walnut is manufactured by factories mainly into three classes of 
products—cabinetwork in general, interior finish, and firearms. 
Under cabinetwork are included furniture, fixtures, chairs, cabinets 
and cases for musical instruments and sewing machines, and caskets. 
Inside finish includes products of the planing mill, doors, and panels 
for stores, offices, and railway cars. Gun and rifle stocks and pistol 
erips are the parts made for firearms. Of minor importance are 
such small articles as handles of various kinds and fancy boxes. 

Table 22 gives the annual consumption of walnut, as reported by 
factories and grouped according to classes of products. These figures 
apply to the years 1909 to 1913 and represent the pre-war consump- 
tion. There has probably been an increase over these figures in the 
use of walnut for general cabinetwork, on account of the great recent 
demand for walnut furniture. This increase in the use of walnut for 
furniture has been largely offset by the greatly lessened demand 
for certain kinds of cabinetwork, such as sewing-machine cabinets, 
which were made almost entirely for supplying the foreign trade. 
In other classes of products lessened foreign demand is also gen- 
erally more than balanced by an increased use of similar products 
at home. It is believed, therefore, that the figures shown in the 
table are somewhat representative of the importance at the present 
time of the different industries in walnut utilization. The figures 
on the cost of material are of value only for the purpose of 
comparison. 
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TABLE 22.—Reported annual factory consumption, and cost of black walnut 
? 

by industries." 

Quantity used 

annuaily. Average | Total cost 
Industry. at ee cost per Bs 0. b. 

“eet boar > 1,000 feet.| factory. 
measure. | ) er cent. 

General cabinet worlo? 2 = o.)cci54 Set 2s tee oe eeee 2s oboe 10,147, 407 42.30 $80.66 | $818,508.77 
ImStraments ;musica Wes scce se sce eee eee ae 4,991, 808 20. 81 81.31 405, 898. 95 
Planing-mili products, sash, doors, blinds, and general 
TOMVLEW OU ate cies tees seek aoe an ee Sass ae See Sarees 4, 606, 420 19. 20 76.55 352, 618. 50 

Firearms. ....... 1S oe ark eee eee OP rs eae 1,700, 135 7.09 61.53 | 104,601.00 
Casketsiand! coflinS2# s: s5) sec aceces ceenie reer en ne a seer 474, 000 1.98 106. 66 50, 557. 00 
Machinery and apparatus, electrical.....................- 452, 600 1.89 79. 53 - 35, 994. 00 
Vehiclesiand vehicle partsS__ 2 2.222222 cee. c= 25-22 secsee - 390, 450 1.63 91. 44 35, 702. 00 
GChairsiand! Chair StOc lke see sae sess a ene eee 263, 200 1.10 76.73 20,196. 00 
CaricOnstruction 2,...2 2.42552 .2 3-66 sce alee cee Beane 256, 181 1.07 87. 63 22,450. 00 
IB OR OSS i dio wos eieacies eRe Nee antes oo etic ete ace ee eee emsaee 163, 250 . 68 39. 27 6,411. 00 
Frames and'‘molding, picture... 220. e22¢ (eles che chee 125, 004 «52 117.76 14,721.00 
Instruments, professionaland Scientific...............-.-- 71, 200 a5) 64. 72 4,608. 00 
ClOCKS Ss ot eS eS A De see oe ae nce eee 58, 527 ~24 65. 22 3,817.00 
IBunesandifauCetSas . ese s oe ec see ae ee eee eee 56, 000 no 31.04 1, 738. 00 
Sporting and athletic goods...................2.--2022--- 41, 000 17 92, 93 3, 810. 00 
Woodenware, novelties, and dairymen’s, poulterers’, and 

ADIANISES’ SUPDlieS 2c =. Sse aise Joe oti tenes eet cee 38, 547 26 96. 29 3, 711. 50 
andleSiee ce eee ee re cece ere ete eee hore eee 29,050 GP 45. 65 1,326.00 
IBTUSHES: soe a eet eh ees cee Moms saree tine ate eae 26, 700 lL 77.15 3, 060. 00 
Batternsiand flasks.2. 2.8 eso: aced osee se ene see sere = seas 21,500 09 57.44 1, 235. 00 
Laundry @DpNances? - sac aewcens acess see eteee ees oar 20,000 08 90. 00 1,800. 00 
Whips, canes, and umbrellaSticks........:....-..-.+-.--- 20, 000 08 51.00 1,020. 00 
Machine: ConStrictiOies s-a2 6 -eieees ee eae einai 10,817 05 40. 40 437.00 
Plumbers?’ Wood Wo0lks.o sce ose ae sec s ee nee 10,300 04 78. 64 810.00 
Aenicultura limplementScc-s..cce-2,- 4-1 sce esis sse os ce 8,000 03 16. 50 132. 00 
HID And Oat DUI Gin Paes eee eee eee eee eee 3,750 .02 120. 80 453. 00 
Rollers; Shadeiand. map teases sceesc soe seties ee ee see 2,000 O01 110. 00 220.00 
Carpet'SWeeDersisii «02 < dctodd aten- chee tts cm eke Sacescatie 500 (3) 200. 00 100. 00 

Wotal=fescsc2: Sag See ee es eee oes ae eee ei eres 23, 988, 346 100. 00 78.99 | 1,894, 935. 72 

1 Data collected by the Forest Service during the period from 1909 to 1913, inclusive. 
2 Includes furniture, fixtures, and cabinets for sewing machines. 
3 Less than one one-hundredth of1 per cent. 

Table 23 gives the same data by States. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

and Kentucky are the States that have comparatively large amounts 
of walnut available and that use large amounts in manufacturing 
finished products. The States of New York and Michigan, which 
have to go farther for their raw material, also use considerable quan- 
tities in manufacturing. 

TABLE 23.—Reported annual consumption of black walnut in factories, by States. 

Quantity Quantity 
used used 

State. annually, State. annually 
feet board feet board 
measure. measure. 

Das Whzh 0b: ee peregrine oe ene arr 55588, 0be| | West Mireinial: to on..2-cl2 scenes caer 49,500 
NUM OSES eooaci gas cee nae or 43405300) || Rhodedsland!.2..2... 22-222 25 sews 40,300 
ORION Seo oe cee ee ee eee 27920040) |KiamSaSe oe sce a eee ee ee 26, 500 
ING WisViOVk ene oo tose oA e Ace eee 2,629, 128 || District of Columbia...............- 26, 000 
MiGhiganwiee.cwec Sosce te eheacoence se LATS A128: MLO Witleeereece cee seine s ani aae meee eetae 11, 500 
Keentucekeyias sce ta asocmes ans nhs 1,463, 500 || South Dakota..................-.-.- 10, 500 
MiaSsaGhusettSicee aa: see eens coe ee 874,250 || South Carolina.~....+..-......-... 10,000 
Rennsylvania ess: sscs-cee ose ee 782, 615: || New Hampshire >: 0ss....24.2-12252 9,000 
COnNCChCUL oacccnz sce ae asses nese 648;690:||" Georgian... cee 2 eccccscina so 2 aeacctseee 7,000 
NorthiCarolina:® 222.2052.) 2.225.c5: 504; '0003||MAssIssip ples ces cee e see ee eae 3,000 
Mansy lam dios Sete on Scorer aa Se ee 548-00 Nh Maine sok Nees eee ee See ee ee eee 2,000 
TOnNeSSCG! oF SL ois ee thoehen seas 52050001 |S@iklalvom gee eer. sane asec e tere 2,000 
INO WJ CISGY: «535 tiscjrarc.2. setts a aicetere BOI, 850)| Delawarem Ae ces tesla ro neers 1,948 
Wirpinia!: 2 2.2-i.<s a ARE ES tees fe 27753003} ‘Oregon in cia cee ose eee ees 1,900 
Manniesotal. casccn. sac nese Soe 161,639") Ne praskats s2ccn sone see eee 1,252 
MeELIMODGS sete e soe ee eee 141042: |h Wroasbin gt onic st 22eten nes ocseeeee 1,000 
MASSOUTIE SoS 25 sieht ane eases ee 1405732 || Se OUISIANA soe eee seis eee eee 500 
RexaS tes can pees eee emer ee are 135;:000%|| Montana. S200 oocseemeseceeesss ee oe 250 
Califormias .------.-- Be Sane Oe WMD OUG | |MC OlOnad Ob =. aes eae soe coe See eee 100 
PTA EIN see eye etree ote ae ele eee 62,500 = 
WaSCONSIN iE) oe eee ee eee 62, 000 Totale..-*-os ceo ee ae 23, 988, 346 
ATKONS@S© .o2.eolseesece nese tee seo 59, 000 

1 Data collected by the Forest Service during the period from 1909 to 1913, inclusive. 
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FURNITURE. 

The extensive use of walnut for furniture dates back to the latter 
part of the seventeenth century, when walnut furniture replaced 
oak in Europe. England was the first to appreciate the value of 
American walnut, and it was used there at that time and often pre- 
ferred to the English or Circassian walnut of Europe. Elaborately 
carved pieces, often with highly figured veneer, were well liked. Ex- 
ports to England reached fair proportions by the end of this period, 
and large shipments for that purpose have gone to European coun- 

tries ever since. Walnut furniture (including chairs and chests of 
drawers) was made in New England in the latter part of the seven- 

teenth century, and at about the same time it was used in Virginia. 
In the eighteenth century wild cherry and walnut were the principal 

native cabinet woods. During the first half of the eighteenth cen- 
tury much furniture was made of walnut in eastern Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey; probably the best was made in and near Phila- 
delphia. The walnut grown in this region had a uniformly dark and 
rich color which was weil liked. Mahogany also was much used. 
The “ lowboy,”’ a very low dresser with one or two drawers, and the 
“highboy,’ a dresser of six or seven drawers, were characteristic 
pieces of furniture at that time. 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century walnut as a furniture 
wood went out of fashion in England. During the first half of 
the nineteenth century, however, walnut was utilized in large quan- 
tities for furniture in this country. The source of supply of the 
timber was now farther west than the region of supply during the 
eighteenth century, and large amounts were obtained from Ohio 
and Indiana for shipment to eastern factories, mainly in Phila- 
delphia, New York, and Boston, where furniture of the better quality 
was produced. Veneer was much used at that time. During the 
third quarter of the nineteenth century heavy, cumbersome walnut 
furniture of grotesque and ungainly patterns came into vogue in 
this country. The dark stain with which the wood was generally 
covered gave it a uniformly dull, lifeless appearance, which, together 
with the unattractiveness of these styles, resulted in so discrediting 
the wood that by the latter part of the nineteenth century it became 
extremely unpopular. Its employment in large quantities during the 
earlier part of the nineteenth century served to reduce greatly the 
best of the available supply in eastern United States, and that fact 
in time helped to discourage its use. 

During the past several years there has been a revival in the 
demand for walnut furniture in this country. This is mainly because 
of the adoption of lighter finishes and figured effects, which are in 
contrast with the dark, somber finishes in earlier use, and because of 
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the obtaining of new supplies of the wood. On account of the high 
price of oak and the relative scarcity of mahogany that resulted 
from restricted imports during the war, walnut has recently dis- 
placed these woods to a large extent for furniture. 

There are several reasons for the high value placed upon walnut 

as a cabinet wood. It has good seasoning properties, will hold its 
shape well, and will not deteriorate after it is properly seasoned; 
it has an attractive appearance, may be polished to a smooth sur- 
face, and will take stains and varnishes very well; it may be cut 
easily with tools, and is thus adapted to carving and veneer making ; 
it may be glued with very satisfactory results; it possesses moderate 
strength and weight. 

To a degree equaled by few other woods walnut possesses all the 
different qualities that are essential to a first-class cabinet wood. 
Greater strength would be of advantage, but this would involve 
greater weight and greater hardness, and the greater hardness would 
interfere with its being easily worked with tools. 

The principal articles of furniture made of walnut are dining- 
room and bedroom suites. Dining-room tables of walnut are much 
in demand, because they are very serviceable and do not show to the 
extent to which some other woods do the hard usage to which such 

tables are subjected. Bookcases, desks, living-room tables, and 
many other pieces are commonly made of walnut. Recently, on 
account of its serviceability, there has been a considerable demand 
for office furniture of walnut. 

There are three general classes of furniture—that made along 
plain lines and of figured wood; that characterized by elaborate 
design and made almost altogether of plain wood; and cheaper 
grades of furniture, simple in form and of plain wood. 

The greatest demand now is for walnut furniture of plain lines 
and finished to show the natural figure of the wood. Much plain 
walnut furniture is made, but usually some figured wood is employed 
for the most conspicuous parts. Large-figured effects in walnut are 
not so popular now as formerly. The highest class of walnut fur- 
niture generally has stripe and cross figure, and often some crotch 
and burl-wood pieces. Some large, heavy walnut furniture of an- 
tique design, usually with large carvings, is also made. These pieces 
are for large rooms of expensively furnished houses, and are gen- 
erally copied after the early-period designs of walnut furniture. 

Dining-room tables of walnut are manufactured in large numbers. 
They are generally finished in plain wood, because the only conspicu- 

ous part is the top, and this is often kept covered. Table tops are 
generally made of three or five plies, with a core of solid wood and 
one or two sheets of veneer on either side of the core. Occasionally 
table tops are made with the upper ply of sawed veneer one-sixteenth 
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or one-eighth inch thick. This will stand more wear than the thinner 
sliced veneer if hard usage is involved. The top may also have a 
small bent rim of walnut along the edge to cover the core. Table 
rims are usually made of three or four plies, each about one-fourth 
inch thick. These may be of walnut or covered over with walnut 

veneer. 
Buffet and serving-table tops are made of three or five plies. They 

may be plain, but more often they have stripe and cross figure. 
Doors and drawer fronts of buffets and serving tables are also made 
of three or five plies and they generally show some figure. Small 
drawer fronts are often of highly figured crotch or burl. The ends 
of such pieces are generally of plain wood, except in very expensive 
stock. Doors in furniture of high grade have a ply of walnut ve- 
neer on the back and an edge of walnut. 

Plain rotary-cut walnut veneer is used also for drawer sides and 
bottoms. China closets are usually made of plain wood. The shelves 
are more often made of some cheaper wood with the front edge of 
walnut veneer. : 

In bedroom furniture the same general style of finish is used. 
Built-up tops may be plain, but more often they have some figure. 
Drawer fronts and panels are made of three or five plies, and, if 
they are conspicuously placed, figured effects are often made use of, 
including stump wood and burl. 

Legs, corner posts, and mirror frames are to a very large extent 
made of solid pieces of other woods, except in the manufacture of 
the most highly priced furniture. In very expensive pieces such parts 
as the corner posts are veneered in order to secure the desired figure. 
In low-priced walnut furniture the ends and other inconspicuous 
parts are entirely of less expensive woods. 

The best panels in common use are made of five plies. The core 
is of some such wood as oak, quarter-sawed red gum, birch, chestnut, 
basswood, or yellow poplar. This should be constructed of narrow 
pieces to prevent warping, and the two plies on either side should 
be so laid that the grain in the ply next to the core is at right angles 
to that of the outside ply and that of the core. This method makes 
a strong panel and minimizes the effects of shrinking and swelling. 
A small piece of highly figured veneer, usually stump wood, crotch, or 
burl, is often placed upon the center of a large panel of plain or 
striped wood. This is called an “overlay” and is popular at the 
present time. An “overlay” of walnut burl or crotch is sometimes 
used on mahogany furniture. It is stained to match the mahogany 
panel and is regarded as adding much to the attractive appearance 
of the mahogany. Maple burl is sometimes used as an “overlay” 
panel with walnut. 
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Carvings often add greatly to the attractive appearance of the 
article. The finer, more detailed carvings are usually made sepa- 
rately and afterwards attached to the wood. On account of the high 
cost of labor wood carving is expensive, and many imitation wood 
carvings are made. <A tendency is now observable, however, toward 
the use of simple carvings made of genuine wood. These carvings 
are sometimes made by machinery and at a lower cost than when 
made by hand. 
Walnut finishes are now more nearly like the natural color of the 

wood and vary from lght to dark brown. A medium lght-brown 
tone that shows a figure of darker streaks is considered especially 
attractive. Very light and very dark brown finishes are not so pleas- 
ing. Walnut shows to better advantage when rubbed to a dull finish 
than when given a high polish. These dull finishes are popular at 
the present time. 

Probably the largest amount of walnut used for furniture is in 
the form of veneer, for in a very large part of this furniture the 
solid (not veneered) parts are of some other wood. All kinds of 
walnut veneer are used in furniture, the highest grade largely de- 
manding figure, stripe, cross figure (often with rippled and “ fiddle- 
back ” effects), figured stump wood, crotch, and burl. A large amount 

of plain veneer is used. Rotary veneer that is unsuited for outside 
work is sometimes used for sides and bottoms of drawers and in 
other places where it is not conspicuous. 

Many factories buy much of their walnut cut to the approximate ~ 
dimensions of the finished pieces. This apples pare to di- 
mension squares. Common sizes purchased are 2 by 2, 24 by 24, and 
3 by 3, 18 to 36 inches long, and used largely for corner posts and 
legs. Sonie manufacturers consider that the purchase of this stock 
at, say, $75 a thousand board feet, means a saving to them in both 
labor and machinery in comparison with the cost of working it up 
from lumber. Other manufacturers find that, if they have to dry 
the stock, and if it is not then perfectly clear and first class in every 
way, no saving is effected, on account of the waste involved. One of 
the greatest objections to the purchase of dimension stock for fur- 
niture is that there are so many different and special sizes used, it is 
often not practicable to have them cut at the sawmill. Moreover, 
styles of furniture change frequently and with resultant changes in 
the sizes of the different pieces. 

Furniture manufacturers are, therefore, purchasing more walnut 
lumber and cutting it to the desired sizes. No. 1 common is the 
erade generally found most advantageous. Some factories purchase 
the firsts and seconds grade also, and others get No. 2 common and 
better and make all their stock from this combination of grades. The 
most common thicknesses used are 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, and 8/4. 
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Furniture factories generally buy steamed walnut lumber in order 
that the sapwood as well as the heartwood may be used. Some facto- 
ries make a practice in manufacture of so placing squares and other 

solid walnut pieces that only the heartwood is exposed to the outside. 
The principal waste in furniture manufacture is in the making of 

panels from the veneer sheets. Panel manufacturers estimate that 
there is about 50 per cent waste in rotary and stay-log veneer, and 
60 per cent in straight sliced. If the veneer sheets are cut at the 
veneer mill to the approximate size of the panel, or sliced from small 
clear blocks to the required size, the waste in veneer is much less. 
In the latter case, it is figured that the waste in veneer ranges between 
10 and 20 per cent, with an average of 15 per cent. 

There should be less waste in solid stock if the dimension sizes are 
purchased than if they are cut from lumber. Waste in dimension 
material may come from stock that is poor because of a lack of 
proper or sufficient seasoning or because of improper handling. 
Seant sizes, as well as knots and other defects, are also the cause 
of waste in this material; or, loss may result from a change in the 
size required, after the stock has been purchased. The waste of 
high-grade dimension stock is, of course, a much more serious 
matter to the factory than the waste of a like amount of No. 1 com- 
mon lumber from which it is generally sawed by the furniture 
makers. The use of lumber instead of dimension stock requires, of 
course, the shipment of defective material which would have been cut 
out at the mill; but this is preferable to the waste of dimension stock. 
The purchase of standard sizes of clear dimension material should 

be profitable to the furniture manufacturer. The amount of waste 
in the use of a certain grade of lumber depends on how advantage- 
ously the required sizes may be cut out. The greater the number of 
sizes to be cut, the less the amount of waste should be. 

The most common substitute for walnut in furniture manufacture 
is red gum. It is a general practice to utilize red-gum wood finished 
in imitation of walnut for corner posts, legs, mirror frames, and, in 
fact, for practically all but the veneered parts. The reason for this 
has been that gum was a lower-priced wood than walnut. On ac- 
count of the recent rapid rise in the price of red gum, however, there 
is now relatively less difference in cost. The same styles of furniture 
are generally made in either walnut or mahogany, and the gum may 
be finished in imitation of either wood. This is obviously a distinct 
advantage to the furniture manufacturer. Birch also is used in the 
same way. On account of the difference in the figure or grain, neither 
of these woods has the same appearance as the walnut, even when it 
is stained to match the color. Consequently, in making the highest 
class of walnut furniture, walnut wood is utilized for all outside 

7434°—20——_5 
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work. Some factories finish their best pieces with walnut on the 
edges and backs of doors and on the inside of drawers. 

The quarter-sawed plain heartwood of red gum is considered most 
desirable as a substitute for walnut, because it is not so liable to warp 
as the plain sawed, and the heartwood is nearer the natural color 
of walnut. The sapwood is objectionable because of the lighter color, 
and the figured wood is not so suitable because it does not match 
so well the appearance of the walnut. Wood with dark streaks is 
objectionable for this reason. 

As a matter of fact, walnut is a suitable wood for the solid pieces 
in furniture, and there is no advantage other than that of lower cost 
to be gained by the use of another wood, and the substitution is 
hable to make the piece less attractive. 

Black walnut is sometimes used in the form of veneer to imitate 
Circassian walnut. Only pieces with unusually dark, distinct streaks 
running through them are suitable, such wood being sometimes found 
in the extreme southwestern portion of its range. Some very pleas- 

ing effects are obtained from this kind of wood, but the usual plain 
or figured walnut is unsuitable. 

Plastic material colored to resemble walnut is quite often used to 
imitate the carved walnut wood. These imitation carvings are 
pressed to shape in a mold that is usually made from the genuine 
wood carving and so successfully simulates the pores of the wood 
that a resemblance to walnut wood is produced. Such imitation 
carvings, on account of their uniform coloring, are apt to have a dull, 
lifeless appearance and do not match well the genuine wood. These 
composition carvings are often overdone in detail and are generally 
distinguishable from the wood carvings, which are considered more 
attractive and in better taste. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

Walnut is well suited for the manufacture of cases for musical 
instruments because of those characteristics that make it so valuable 
as a cabinet wood, namely, its good seasoning and working qualities, 
its adaptability to panelwork, and its fine appearance when finished. 

In this industry its greatest use at the present time is for phono- 
graph cabinets. The solid pieces used for legs, corner posts, and cross- 
pieces are of plain walnut; panels are usually of figured veneer, the 
striped wood being popular. The cabinets are usually finished in a 
light shade, but they may also be given a dull, dark wax finish in 
antique style to match old walnut furniture. Lumber about 14 
inches thick of the Nos. 1 and 2 common grades is used to a large 
extent for these cabinets. The lumber manufacturer sometimes finds 
it advantageous to make these cabinets in conjunction with the saw- 
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mill. In this way a very close utilization is effected, and much small- 
sized and low-grade lumber may be made use of. Mahogany and 
walnut are sometimes used interchangeably in the manufacture of 
these cabinets, a light stain being used to give a walnut finish and a 
dark stain to give a mahogany finish. By this method one wood may 
be used for the solid parts and the other for the panels, walnut being 
generally used for the former and mahogany veneer for the latter. A 
cabinet made in that way does not give so good an appearance as if 
all walnut or all mahogany had been used. Moreover, each wood 
should be given a finish particularly suited to it. 

Piano cases are sometimes finished in walnut. There was formerly 
a good demand in Europe for walnut-finished pianos, but this busi- 
ness was interrupted by the late war. There has recently been a 
large demand from Australia, Mexico, and South America for pianos 
finished in walnut. Exports to these countries were, in fact, in- 
creased by the war, because the supply of German-made pianos was 
cut off. The United States is the largest manufacturer of pianos; 
before the war Germany was second, and England third. Figured 
walnut is now largely used for walnut piano cases. The figured 
“butt” or stump wood is quite generally used to form a panel for 
the front. The figured ends are matched together in the middle, and 
the figured wood generally runs out into plain wood on either side. 
Walnut cases are sometimes given a very light finish, resembling 
maple. The different streaks and shadings in the figured walnut 
are regarded as giving more character to the wood than the figured 
maple does. Walnut is sometimes used for the core wood on which 
the veneer is placed, because under varying moisture conditions it 
shrinks, swells, and warps very little. 

Piano benches are made of walnut to match the finish of the 
piano. The seat is usually a panel of figured veneer which is 
veneered with walnut on the edges also, in order to give the appear- 
ance of solid walnut. 

Walnut was formerly much used in the manufacture of reed or- 
gans, but very few of these instruments are now made. The proper 
finish of a pipe organ depends entirely upon the finish of the wood- 
work of the room in which it is to be placed, and the two should 
be in harmony, 

PLANING-MILL PRODUCTS, SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, AND GENERAL MILLWORK. 

Black walnut is manufactured into many products that go to make 
up the finish of houses, offices, and stores. A large proportion con- 
sists of planing-mill products, such as flooring, ceiling, molding, 
baseboards, and those other dressed and matched materials that are 
considered finished when they leave the planer. Walnut was formerly 
much used for borders and designs in floors laid mainly in other 
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woods. Mahogany and cherry are now preferred, on account of their 
more striking reddish color, for these make a more pleasing contrast 
with the light-colored woods, oak and maple. Walnut is also much 

used in the form of panels for inside finish, especially in cafés and 
public buildings where fancy figured effects are in demand. Door 
stiles and rail stock are sometimes made of plain sawed veneer one- 
sixteenth to one-eighth inch thick. This thickness of veneer insures 
greater wear than can be obtained from the thinner sliced veneer. 

The door panels are of figured sliced stock. Walnut is well adapted 
for these uses, because it polishes to 2 smooth, even surface, takes 
stains and other wood finishes well, and has a wide range of possible 
effects in the finished state. Much of this class of material was ex- 
ported in former years because of the popularity of walnut finish 
in foreign countries. The demand in this country has been much 
greater in recent years than formerly. 

SEWING MACHINES. 

Walnut has been used in very large amounts for sewing-machine 
cabinets on account of its good qualities as a cabinet wood and be- 
cause of its fine appearance, which is very well liked abroad. Veneer 
is made use of very largely. The cabinet type of sewing machine, in 
which the working parts may be entirely inclosed, is most commonly 
finished in walnut. .Relatively small amounts have been used recently 
for this purpose, because exportations have been largely cut off, and 
the demand for walnut-finished cabinets in this country is very 
small. 

FIREARMS. 

Black walnut is particularly suitable for the manufacture of gun- 
stocks. The properties fitting it for this use are as follows: It is 
liable only in a slight degree to warp and check, and shows only a 
small amount of shrinking and swelling after it has been properly 
seasoned; it is easy to work with tools to its final shape; it will hold 
metal parts with lttle wear; it possesses a uniformity and slight 
coarseness of texture which render it easily gripped and held by the 
hand; it has a good degree of strength without excessive weight; it 
will stand considerable shock without injury; on account of its dark 
color it is attractive in appearance and is not easily soiled. 

Tt is important that a wood used for gunstocks should “ machine” 
well to insure the metal parts fitting satisfactorily. Warping is 
particularly objectionable in the stock of rifles (for example, those 
ised in the Army) in which the barrel is incased in wood for prac- 
tically its entire length, because the warping of the wood is liable 
to spring the barrel out of a straight line, and thus interfere with 
the accurate shooting of the rifle. Cross grain is, therefore, objection- 
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able, for it is said that the heating of the rifle barrel will cause suf- 
ficient warping to make the gun shoot inaccurately. Figured walnut 
is highly prized in the butts of sporting rifles on account of its at- 
tractive appearance. Such stocks must be finished by hand, however, 
because the machine tool will follow the grain of the wood, inaccurate 
cutting of the stock will result, and the metal parts will not fit 
accurately. Army-rifie stocks are manufactured by very specialized 
machinery. The rifle blank (PI. XI, fig. 1) is subjected to between 
40 and 50 different machine operations; it is then dipped in stain; the 
excess stain is rubbed off; and the metal parts are fitted to it. 
Sapwood is used with the heartwood without discrimination. Ameri- 
can walnut was the standard gunstock wood in the United States 
during the late European war, and was also used extensively by Eng- 
land and other European countries. 

In 1861 the subject of stocks for guns was formally discussed at a 
convention of gunsmiths at Atlanta, Ga. The consensus of opinion 
among those present was that black walnut was superior to all other 
woods for muskets; after walnut, maple was to be preferred, and 
persimmon was ranked third. It was then claimed that no artificial 
seasoning would suffice, and that gunstock material should be air- 
dried for 20 years. Walnut for gunstocks was, therefore, procured 
both in the North and South by taking floors, beams, and joists out 
of old barns and mills in which some of the walnut had been seasoning 
for a quarter or half of a century, and also by purchasing miles of 
fence rails. Modern methods of kiln drying the wood have largely 
taken the place of air seasoning, and with much more satisfactory 
results. Black-walnut stocks are now dried from the green state in 
special kilns in about 60 days. The modern rifle and shotgun re- 
quire much less wood for the stock than was used by the old-style 
long musket, which was incased in wood nearly its entire length. 
Gunstock blanks for the United States Army rifle are clear cuttings, 
approximately 4 feet in length, made from 24-inch flitches, sawed 
from the log, and equivalent to a little better than the No. 2 common 
grade. 

Although black walnut is the best wood for this use, yellow birch 
has been found to be an excellent substitute. Yellow birch is about 
equal to black walnut in weight, strength, and toughness, but is not 
quite so good in holding its shape, shrinks more, and is more apt to 
be cross-grained. It is light in color, but may be readily stained. 
Gunstock manufacturers report that birch, when properly seasoned, 
makes as good a stock as black walnut. Birch is more difficult to 
“machine,” however; the production is slower; and there is more 
waste in the “ machining” operation than with walnut. Birch tim- 
ber is quite often wavy and cross-grained, and that kind of stock 
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is unsuited for the manufacture of gunstocks by machine process. 
There is also some waste in “ machining” walnut stocks, but this is, 
for the most part, because of internal defects that are not visible 
on the surface of the blank. Red gum is a suitable wood for small 
rifles, but not for long army rifles, on account of its tendency to warp 
and twist. 

A considerable amount of walnut is used in the manufacture of 
air rifles, chiefly in Michigan. Manufacturers of air rifles do not 
require such thick material as is used.for the military rifle. The 
wooden stock of the air rifle usually consists of a comparatively small 
piece forming only the butt. (Pl. XI, fig. 2.) Air-rifle factories 
can, therefore, utilize fairly low-grade material by cutting out the 
defects. ‘They generally use No. 1 and No. 2 common grades, 1 inch 
in thickness. A special grade of “shorts” is sometimes made use 
of. This grade consists of pieces of good quality, the length of which 
is less than is allowable in the upper grades. Air-rifle manufacturers 

can utilize this stock very closely on account of the small sizes used. 
Several different models are usually made, and the maximum size 
of the stock is about 3 to 4 inches in width by 14 inches in length in 
the rough. The dark-colored heartwood of black walnut is well 

liked for the small rifle, and the makers must either use heartwood 

entirely or stain the sapwood to match. Black walnut also holds 
screws well and is, therefore, particularly desirable for the small 
gun, in which the stock is a very short piece and is attached to the 
metal part by a few screws. Other woods also, particularly red gum, 
are used for air rifles and small-cartridge rifles, and are stained to 
resemble walnut. There is some objection to the gum on account 
of its warping and because there is a tendency for the screws to be- 
come loose in it. The cartridge rifle is made from lumber 14 to 2 
inches in thickness. A considerable quantity of walnut is used for 
shotgun butts also (Pl. XI, fig. 3), for which short pieces and such 
waste material as veneer cores may be utilized. Much high-grade 
walnut is used for pistol grips, although the individual revolver 
requires only a small piece. European walnut (Circassian walnut, 
which was long ago naturalized in Europe) has been used for gun- 

stock material in European countries for many years. This is a 
satisfactory wood, but the lack of a sufficient supply has necessitated 
a large use of the American walnut in recent years. 

FIXTURES. 

Black walnut is utilized for bank, office, and store fixtures, in 
which it shows to good advantage in broad panels on account of its 
attractive color and figure. It is usually employed only for the 
exterior parts of fixtures and other cabinetwork. It is much used 
for showcases, for large cabinets in drug stores, for standing desks in 
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banks, for counters, and for bars. On account of its dark color, 
black walnut is popular, for the interior woodwork of churches and 

lodge rooms, and for altars, pews, and Bible stands. 

CASKETS AND COFFINS. 

Less than 2 per cent of the total amount of black walnut used 
annually was reported as being employed in the casket and coffin 
industry. Its value for this use consists in its rich and somber ap- 
pearance, and in its relative freedom from decay and the effects of 
moisture. It is utilized principally for high-priced caskets, the 
natural wood being highly polished and attractively finished, and the 
most expensive cases being richly carved. Oak and mahogany are 
much more used, however, than walnut. By far the greater number 
of caskets and coffins are made of some cheap wood like low-grade 
chestnut and covered with cloth. Coffins are not so much employed 
as they were formerly. Black walnut for many years was the prin- 
cipal coffin wood and is still used for the better grades. Black- 
walnut coffins are often made by hand by cabinetmakers who supply 
the local trade in small towns where the wood is available. The use 
of black walnut at the present time for caskets and coffins is largely 
a matter of custom or sentiment. It is restricted for the most part 
to regions where there is a good supply of high-grade walnut and is 
dependent on a personal preference for the wood. 

In 1912 Pennsylvania reported the use for burial cases of over 
200,000 board feet of walnut annually, and Kentucky reported one- 
half this amount. Other States reported small quantities. A high 
grade of black walnut was used for manufacture into these products. 

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY AND APPARATUS. 

Black walnut constitutes a large proportion of the wooden parts 
of telephone outfits and of other electrical apparatus. It is much 
used for base blocks for electrical appliances and for boxes to hold 
such equipment. Its dark color and excellent working qualities 
adapt it for these uses. It is used also to a small extent for sub- 
scribers’ telephone sets, mostly of the wall kind, where it is wanted 
to match the woodwork of the room. The piece that goes against 
the wall and the bell box are the wooden parts. Black walnut is not 
essential for this use, however, for other woods could be substituted 
with the same effect. American walnut is in demand for public tele- 
phone booths in Europe, particularly where the inside of the room is 
finished in walnut. 

VEHICLES AND VEHICLE PARTS. 

The use of walnut in this industry is confined almost entirely to au- 
tomobiles. It is employed for the rims of steering wheels, for which 
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purpose it is admirably suited. The wood has a slightly coarse 
texture and can be gripped well by the hand; moreover, it does not 
become either rough or shppery from wear. The dark color of the 
heartwood also precludes its presenting a soiled appearance. As they 
are made in sections, which are dovetailed and glued together, very 
strong, serviceable rims are produced. The dash or instrument board 
of certain makes of automobiles is covered with figured walnut veneer, 
which gives a pleasing appearance. Tor this use, waterproof glue is 
required, because this part of the car is frequently exposed to the 
weather. In general, a high grade of walnut is used for these pur- 
poses. 

Battery boxes also are made of walnut. These boxes must be 
strong, tight, and serviceable. They are dovetailed and glued at the 
joints, and wooden dowels are also used to prevent their coming 

apart. The sides and bottoms are one-half to nine-sixteenths inch 
in thickness. Walnut makes a strong tight box, is not liable to warp, 

and is not soiled so readily as most other woods. The walnut used 
in the manufacture of these boxes is mostly No. 2 common and cull, 
five-eighths inch thick. 

CHAIRS AND CHAIR STOCK. 

Black walnut is used for chairs of all kinds, except very cheap 
ones, but it appears to best advantage in the large and ornamental 

kinds seen in club and lodge rooms, offices, hotel lobbies, and public 
waiting rooms. Its dignified and pleasing appearance makes it ap- 
propriate for such locations. It is also used to match high-grade 
walnut furniture, particularly dining-room chairs. It is used almost 
entirely in the form of lumber and dimension stock for this pur- 
pose. A small overlay of highly figured walnut veneer or burl is 

sometimes used to match the other pieces. Veneer is also employed 
to some extent for large and very expensive chairs in order to get 
some special figured effect. 

CAR CONSTRUCTION. 

About 1 per cent of the total amount of black walnut reported 
for factory use was utilized in the construction of railway and street 
ears. Practically all of it was used for the interior finish of Pull- 
man cars, and mainly for the large panels. For such uses highly 
figured veneer is well adapted and largely employed on account of 

the beautiful effects that may be secured and because of its excellent 
finishing qualities. The most expensive veneers, particularly those 
from crotch and stump wood, are used in private cars. On the 
average a high grade of walnut is used in car construction. 
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BOXES. 

- The use of black walnut in the box industry is confined to making 
small fancy boxes for holding jewelry, silverware, and other expen- 
sive merchandise, and the box is usually sold with the article it con- 
tains. Walnut is also made into small boxes for office use. A com- 
paratively low grade of walnut is used for making boxes; the average 
value of the walnut is high, however, when compared with that of all 

wood used in the box industry. 

PICTURE FRAMES AND MOLDING. 

Black walnut is an excellent wood for picture frames and molding 
‘on account of its fine appearance and its good finishing qualities, 
and because it holds it shape when seasoned. A very high grade of 
wood is required for these uses. 

OTHER FACTORY USES. 

Sixteen other industries reported an aggregate annual use of less 
than 100,000 board feet of black walnut. Some of the most im- 
portant of these uses are for parts of professional and scientific 
instruments; for the outside finishing pieces of clocks; for bungs and 
faucets on account of the uniform texture of the wood, which makes 
them fit well; for the decorative parts of sporting and athletic goods, 
especially of billiard cues; for woodenware and novelties, particu- 
larly carved articles of various kinds; for fancy handles; and for 
brush backs. It is sometimes made into tobacco pipes to take the 
place of the French briar because it does not burn readily and has a 
very attractive grain. 

There is a large range in prices reported for the smallest amounts, 
as shown in Table 22. The unusually high prices reported for some 
of these items indicate that some special stock was purchased. For 
instance, the 500 board feet purchased for carpet sweepers, for which 
a very high price for that time was paid, was doubtless figured stock. 
Very little walnut is now used for carpet sweepers. The 8,000 board 
feet used for agricultural implements at a low cost may have been 
purchased locally where there was little market for walnut and was 
probably low-grade material. That employed in ship and boat build- 
ing at an unusually high cost was doubtless selected figured wood for 
inside-finish work. 

AIRPLANES. 

Black walnut is valued highly for airplane propellers chiefly be- 
cause of its excellent seasoning and working properties and also 
because it possesses strength without excessive weight. Some author- 
ities claim that black walnut is by far the best wood for this pur- 
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pose. Ash, mahogany, oak, and some other woods are used for these 
propellers at the present time in the United States. The propeller 
blades are built up of several plies of wood glued together. Extreme 
care must be taken in making propellers, for any shght warping or 
opening of a glued. joint may render the propeller worthless. Pro- 
peller stock should be seasoned by special methods, and the different 
laminations should be approximately of the same density and the 
same moisture content. The laminations are kept under constant 
moisture conditions for several days prior to gluing. Propellers 
are first finished to the exact form and afterward are balanced. The 
ends of the blades are often tipped with a strip of sheet copper, and 
the propeller is covered with varnish or some other preparation to 
protect the wood. Walnut for airplane stock must be of the highest 
grade and entirely clear. Wide lumber, usually 1 inch thick, is de- 
manded. Statistics are not available on the amounts of black wainut 
consumed in the industry or on the average prices paid for what 
was used. The United States, through the Bureau of Aircraft Pro- 
duction, paid during the war as much as $310 a thousand board feet 
for black-walnut propeller stock, and this was considered a very high 
price at that time. 

EXPORT. 

Exportation has always played an important part in the walnut- 
lumber industry. European countries early recognized the value of 
the timber, particularly for cabinetwork. It is claimed that black- 
walnut timber was shipped to Europe as early as 1629. War con- 
ditions have interfered with its exportation during the past few 
years. During the year 1918 its shipment from the United States 
in the form of the log and for any but war uses was stopped, and, 
on account of the disturbed conditions abroad, exportation is still 
considered below normal. However, the amounts exported are now 
steadily increasing. 

Walnut is exported in the form of both logs and lumber. Table 24 
gives the amounts of logs and the total and average values for dif- 
ferent years, by countries. Similar data are not available for lumber. 
Records of walnut-lumber exports for the year 1912 show that ap- 
proximately 75 per cent of the total lumber output of the large wal- 
nut producers was exported during that year. According to the 
calculated amounts shown in the section on “ Demand ” this exporta- 

tion amounted to about 31 million feet, which would be distributed 
about as follows: Germany, 50 per cent, 15.5 million board feet; 
British Isles, 35 per cent, 10.85 million board feet; other countries 
(principally Denmark. Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, and Spain), 
15 per cent, 4.65 million board feet. During the first six months of 
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1919 only about 25 per cent of the total lumber output was exported, 
and about 95 per cent of this went to the British Isles and to parts 
of Denmark and Sweden. The greatest demand for both logs and 
lumber before this had been from Germany. There is little demand 
from either France or Italy. According to these data the total ex- 
portation of walnut logs and lumber in 1912 amounted to about 43 
million board feet, lumber measure. 

TABLE 24.—A mounts and values of walnut logs exported from the United States 
during the fiscal years ending June 30, 1912 to 1917. 

1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 

Value Value Value Value Value Value 
Country. 1,000] per | 1,000] per | 1,000! per | 1,000] per |1,000/ per | 1,000] per 

board! 1,000 |board| 1,000 |}board| 1,000 |board| 1,000 board! 1,000 |board} 1,000 
feet. board] feet. |board] feet. |board! feet. |board| feet. |board] feet. | board 

feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. 

PROGAS cress Soe 9, 816 $62. 3512, 711/354. 49} 6, 951/$54. 96! 1,090 $71. 87) 1, 083/881. 49 1, 604/3104. 33 

Europe: 
Austria-Hungary...:.. A 25 OD | eee | eieiapares| eee |e ee [pate epee | Oee ca [peeN I caee| deeee ; 
IBelermease 791| 71.30) 395) 54.98 509} 55. 43 V5 |S GS G7 era lterstee ee | arene 
Menmarkee) 6s 2) a2 19] 49. 47 TPA Mee 0 sas ee Las Soe Pe fll HS rm ce 
IMP CE Soaan iia 77| 60.39 416] 87.59 672] 28.47 105} 67.82 PPAR THR aaa alae dees 
Germany ...-......-.. ! 7,759] 61.52;10,307| 52.15! 4,535] 57.09! 209] 62.89,......|......}---...|-.-.--. 
Netherlands.......... 140) 78.64 161} 72.90 144) 69. 74)....../....-- OM OGRA eae ere 
IPOnb ca lee ee | 9)133. 33 11; 81.82 G6) 80533 |e ae OAD OO Ree lev ese 
Paneer Nees t eee | espera se 4]111.25 SOW GLAD esses ors eee ese a eed es aera eee a 
Wieden camrst a: eRe le ays wee eS DSUs ret eats San DORIS Cre aGaT yay TAA PBN os ell ee 

United Kingdom: 
nolandae sa) cee hoe ee 964! 57.81) 1,213) 57.98 847| 59. 72 720] 74.32 825) -85. 93) 1,209 106.64 
Scotland sp oe einen 41) 69.15 84] 67.08 120} 60.33 37) 94.59 19| 54.79 382; 97.97 
ireland se ees! | TO: SO 200 ee ee alin cioreer4 [ever te | meeps oer pecpeece le ods ol ean ela Oa ge Weer 

North America: | 
Canadatees 5s ee, 2) 78.50 72| 72.18 60} 65. 80 4) 53.75 56) 55.18 11) 76.27 
Mexico. .... See it ean fees bea nas SA AGO 9 | aatzs, clare Rees legs ral ayant | vee eg | Deana tc [arab eet ser a er 

CentralAmenca-seanamac eae sie aso a Une a aes Slr eee eae | SEBS e67 nen aes 
PAuricas dritish™ SOUte=ses|s0 2. |22 2288 2|104. 00 LOGON 53 oot es inte [seks celleoncee BY eter) 

1 None exported for the year 1918. 

Data are not available on the export of walnut veneer. It is said 
that foreign countries generally manufacture their own veneer from 
the logs. On account of the extensive use of carved work thin 
lumber five-eighths and three-fourths inch thick largely takes the 
place of veneer in Europe. 

Walnut logs have always been in great demand from foreign 
countries, especially from Germany. There is hardly any section 
throughout the walnut area of the United States from which the 
choice walnut timber has not been taken, often hauled long distances, 
and shipped to Germany, usually to Hamburg. Thence it was re- 

distributed in the form of logs, veneer, or lumber, largely to Russia, 
Poland, Austria, and Scandinavia. This timber was used chiefly 
for furniture, walnut furniture being well liked in those countries. 
A large part of the shipments to England also was reshipped to 
Germany. Canada, Mexico, South America, and South Africa are 
promising markets for this timber. 
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There has always been a big foreign demand for such walnut- 
finished articles as sewing machines and music cabinets. Many firms 
depended upon the export trade almost entirely to take their walnut- 
finished products. Formerly the dark-finished walnut of uniform 
shade was in demand, but now the foreign trade prefers the more 
natural color of the wood. The plain heartwood finished in a brown 

natural color is now well liked. 

WAR-TIME UTILIZATION. 

Two products made from walnut are used in warfare—airplane 

propellers and gunstocks. To obtain maximum production, both 

propeller and gunstock material should be cut, so far as possible, 

from the same log. High-grade stock, 1 inch in thickness, is required 
for propellers; and it should be 8 inches wide and over and 8 feet 
long and over, although a specified maximum proportion of the 
lesser widths and lengths is allowed. The propeller grade is about 
equivalent to firsts and seconds, but will include some of the large- 
sized pieces of No. 1 common. Gunstock material is sawed from the 
log in the form of flitches—that is, without the bark being edged 
off—and low-grade flitches may be used. Any piece is of value that 
will yield a gunstock blank free from all defects, including both 
cross grain and pith, the latter being called “ “heart. ” The flitches | 
are 24, inches in thickness. 

Small and defective logs do not usually a propeller stock, but 
are sawed entirely into flitches. Large and mostly clear logs usually 
yield a high percentage of propeller lumber. Because walnut logs 
are apt to be defective near the center, the propeller lumber is usually 
sawed from near the outside of smooth logs; if serious defects are 
encountered, gunstock flitches are cut. 

Straight-grained material is particularly in demand for propeller 
laminations, and is more often obtained by sawing tapered logs with 
the grain—that is, in a line approximately parallel to the bark 
rather than to the central axis of the log. This generally leaves a 
wedge-shaped piece in the center, but does not increase the amount 
of waste, as logs from which propeller stock is cut are more liable 
to be defective toward the center. 

Some gunstock material is obtained even from practically clear logs 
in sawing on two parallel sides. By sawing from four sides of the log 
a larger yield of propeller Juamber may be obtained from high-grade 
logs than from sawing from two parallel sides. This method, how- 
ever, reduces the yield of gunstock material, increases the proportion 
of waste, and makes narrower propeller stock. During the late war, 

manufacturers were required by regulations of the War Department 
to saw the logs with all cuts parallel, in order that the propeller 
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lumber might be of full width and the gunstock flitch might not be 
edged. This was a great advantage in cutting out the clear blanks. 

Some mills found it possible to saw as much as 40 per cent of pro- 
peller stock from their logs. This was generally accomplished by 
sawing on four sides of the log. The small amount of gunstock flitch 
obtained by this method was very defective and yielded few blanks; 
hence the resultant waste, including low-grade lumber unsuited for 
war material, amounted to about 50 per cent. When the best utiliza- 
tion was reached in the production of war materials, the average 
yield was about as follows: Propeller lumber, 15 to 18 per cent; 

gunstock fiitch, 65 to 70 per cent; waste, in the form of low-grade 
lumber, 15 to 18 per cent. 

TABLE 25.—Proportionate amounts of propeller stock, gunstock flitch, and low- 
grade lumber; and values per 1,000 board feet, sawed from walnut .logs. 

TYPE 1.—FAIRLY SMOOTH LOG, 15 INCHES IN DIAMETER (“GUNSTOCK LCG’”’), 

[In cases A, B, C, and D all cuts are parallel.] 

Propeller stock. Gunstock flitch. Low-grade lumber. 

rane dota 

Value Value Value} Vatue 
mee Per Ik t ae Per War t eas Per Aanount Ge 15000 mount. ount. - unt. iy 

cent. 1,000 cent. stock | cent. 1,000 feet. 

feet). blank). feet). 

Feet. Feet. 
Jioopalousccs| laser aaacyiee alae age 85 | 850 feet, at $143 per 1,000 |$121. 55 15 150 |$8.00 | $124. 55 

feet (7 feet per blank). 
eee 10 100 | $30.00 70 | 700 feet, at $111 per 1,000 | 77.70 20 200 | 4.00 111.70 

feet (9feet per blank). 
Cee: id 150} 45.00 60 | 600 ‘eet, at $100 per 1,000 | 60.00 25 250 | 5.00 110. 00 

feet (10 feet per blank). : 
Diese. 25 250 | 75.00 20 | 200 feet, at $67 per 1,000 13. 40 55 550 |11.00 99. 40 

feet (15 feet per blank). 

TYPE 2.-SMOOTH LOG, 18 INCHES IN DIAMETER (“PROPELLER LOQ’’). 

[In cases E and F all cuts are parallel. In case G the log is cut on all four sides.] 

| 
Biever |pano0) 500 |$159. 00 45 | 450 feet, at $111 per 1,000 | $49.95 5 50 |$1.00 | $200. 95 

feet (9 feet per blanix). 
Wise 2 60 600 | 180. 00 30 | 300 feet, at $100 per 1,000 | 30.00 10 100 | 2.00 | 212.00 

feet (10 feet per blank). 
Geuas 75 750 | 225.00 10 | 100 feet, at $80 per 1,000 8. 00 15 15) | 3.00 | 236. 00 

feet (12 feet per blank). 

During the war period logs were divided roughly into two classes— 
airplane logs, which would saw out comparatively large amounts of 
propeller. stock, and gunstock logs, which were of value chiefly for 
the gunstock flitch. When the best utilization was practiced smooth 
logs 16 inches and over in diameter at the small end were generally 
considered as airplane logs, and rough logs of all sizes and smooth 
logs under 16 inches in diameter at the small end were classed as 
gunstock logs. Some flitch was, of course, obtained from propeller 
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logs, and a small percentage of propeller stock was sawed from the 
better grade of gunstock logs. 

If a fairly smooth log 15 inches in diameter is regarded as typical 
of gunstock logs as a class, the manufacturer could obtain stock in 
about the proportions and amounts and at the values given under 
Type 1 in Table 25. Naturally, the smaller the proportion of pro- 
peller lumber sawed, the larger the proportion of flitch and the better 

its quality. The better the quality of the flitch, the smaller will be 
the number of board feet required to produce a gunstock blank, 
because of the smaller amount of waste. Ifa smooth log 18 inches 
in diameter is taken as representative of the propeller-log class, 
proportions and values would be those given under Type 2 in Table 
20. It was, therefore, more profitable to cut a high percentage of 
gunstock flitch from the gunstock logs than to saw the maximum 
amount of high-priced propeller stock from them with the large 
amount of low-grade lumber that would also be produced. From 
propeller logs the greatest profit could be obtained by sawing the 
maximum amount of propeller stock, notwithstanding the greater 
proportion of low-grade material produced. A yield of as much as 
75 per cent of propeller stock could ordinarily be obtained only by 
sawing on four sides of such logs. 
Many small mills sawed only inch lumber from walnut logs. 

This lumber was generally purchased by other firms and the pro- 
peller grade sorted out. This practice resulted in much waste of 
war material. Mills were later required to saw gunstock flitch along 
with the propeller stock in order to effect better utilization. 
Two types of United States Army rifle stocks were made during 

the war—the Enfield, which was made in by far the largest quan- 
tities, and is a modification of a new model British Army rifle; 
and the Springfield, which is slightly shorter and smaller than the 
Enfield, and is the older United States Army model. Large amounts 
of British Army stocks were made of American black walnut. I or- 
tunately, the model commonly used by the British Army is a two- 
piece stock made up of a “butt” and a “fore end.” These parts 
were manufactured from the pieces of fiitch left after cutting out 
the one-piece United States Army rifle blank. Smaller pieces called 
“hand guards,” which go over the barrel of the rifle and protect 
the hand from the heat of the barrel, were also made from the waste 
walnut. 

Statistics compiled by the War Industries Board show that the 
following amounts of black-walnut timber were used by the United 
States and the Allies during the late war: For airplanes, 9.609 mil- 
lion board feet; for gunstocks, 94.832 million board feet; total, 
104.441 million board feet. In explanation, it may be well to state 
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that a certain portion of this material was manufactured into the 
finished product outside of the United States. 
During the war very high prices were paid by the Bureau of Air- 

craft Production for propeller stock, amounting to as much as $310 
a thousand board feet for walnut. The contract price for walnut 
gunstock blanks was about $1 a blank, amounting to about $120 a 
thousand board feet for the flitch material. 

SUMMARY OF GENERAL MARKET CONDITIONS. 

On account of the scarcity and high cost of walnut logs they are 
generally utilized very closely. The great bulk of the walnut is 
handled at large mills that are equipped for the manufacture of both 
lumber and veneer. Band saws, experienced sawyers, and modern 
kilns contribute to make a very efficient utilization. In veneer manu- 
facture 20 square feet of veneer are obtained to each board foot, log 
scale, of logs, and in the making up of panel stock about one-half of 
this is wasted. There is a waste of about 25 per cent also in manu- 
facturing furniture from the lumber. Allowing a 20 per cent over- 
run of the log scale in the manufacture of lumber, we have the yields 
shown in Table 26 from 100 board feet of lumber, log scale: 

TABLE 26. 

| Original log scale. | 
| 
| Total product. 

| 

Net amount used in finished 
product. 

WMD eree Coane as | 100 board feet 
Weneetr ied agectns ss slocid hos ae eek 

Be sas 120 square feet, 1 inch thick. . 
Shee cae 2,000 square feet veneer, 3, 

inch thick. 

90 square feet, 1 inch thick. 
1,000 square feet (finished 

panel). 

There is evidently a great economy in using veneer in place of lum- 
ber; moreover, a much better, more attractive, and more durable 

piece of furniture may be made by the use of veneer. 
The principal problem of the walnut manufacturer is the disposal 

of his low-grade stock, both of lumber and veneer. It is most profit- 
able for him to turn his large, clear, and especially his figured logs 
into veneer; for, although the lumber sawed from such logs may 
bring a high price, the veneer sliced from them will bring much 
more. However, if only small and defective logs are converted into 
lumber, only low-grade stock will be obtained, and this is difficult to 
market. The stocks of walnut veneer were greatly reduced because 
of the discontinuation of the making of veneer during the war. For 
this reason comparatively small amounts of the highest grades of 
lumber are being manufactured, and furniture factories are using 
more of the lower-grade stock. 
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Many sawmills find it profitable to cut low-grade lumber into furni- 
ture dimension stock. Many furniture factories, however, object to 
using dimension stock because the quality is not good enough, or the 
sizes ate not exactly suited to their needs. They prefer to buy the 
lumber and cut their stock sizes from that. It is, of course, more ex- 
pensive to ship the lumber than the dimension sizes cut from it. 
Sawmills should be abie to saw the stock sizes more cheaply than the 
factory can; but if there is considerable waste in the use of dimension 
stock it is more profitable to buy the lumber. The sawmills can often 
recut their low-grade walnut lumber into a special grade of stock for 
furniture, and therefore it is not necessary for the factories to handle 
so much waste material. This is also more economical for the fac- 
tories than cutting clear stock from very defective lumber. A large 
surplus of very low-grade stock and of small clear pieces accumu- 
lated from the manufacture of walnut war material is now in 
the hands of the large walnut operators. This stock is absorbed very 
slowly. Since only small dimension pieces can be made from this 
stock, markets for this material are very limited, and a great deal 
of it goes into the waste pile and is used for fuel. 

The more extensive use of walnut instead of the various woods 
now substituted for it in making the small solid parts of walnut. 
furniture would effect a closer utilization of the wood. These small 
pieces should be sawed from low-grade stock, of which there is usu- 
ally a surplus in the hands of lumber manufacturers. 

The small demand for low-grade walnut veneer makes the waste 

im veneer manufacture greater than it would otherwise be. This- 
low-grade veneer is suitable for backings and drawer bottoms, but 
factories prefer large sheets from a lower-priced wood, because there 
is less trouble in cutting out the required sizes. Under present 
conditions a large part of the sapwood and defective veneer must be 

used for fuel. 

MARKETING WALNUT TIMBER. 

Owners of standing walnut timber generally dispose of their trees 
through a log buyer, who may be either an independent buyer or 
recularly employed by a walnut-manufacturing concern. Profes- 
sional log buyers generally have connections or arrangements with ~ 

some establishment for reselling the timber. Because, as a general 

thing, the occurrence of the tree is occasional, walnut is often handled 

by small log buyers, who may dispose of it to a larger log buyer. 

Small country sawmill owners often purchase walnut logs and sell 

them, or at least the choice ones, to a large mill or factory. As the 

timber passes through the hands of several men before reaching the 

mill, the original owner may get comparatively little for it. Some 
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Fic. |.—STOCK OF A UNITED STATES ARMY RIFLE. 

a, blank; b, finished stock; c, front hand guard. 

Fic. 2.—EVOLUTION OF AN AIR-RIFLE STOCK FROM THE PLAIN BLANK TO THE 

FINISHED STOCK. 

i 

iE 
: 

i 

| : 

FIG. 3.—EVOLUTION OF A SHOTGUN BUTT FROM THE ROUGH BLANK TO THE 

FINISHED STOCK. 

These butts are sometimes made from waste rotary veneer cores. 
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Fic. |1.—WALNUT LOGS SUITABLE FOR LUMBER AND VENEER. 

Fic. 2.—WALNUT VENEER LOGS OF Goob SIZE AND QUALITY. 

Well shaped, with small amounts of sapwood, and nearly clear of large defects. 
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Fic. |.—WALNUT STUMPS FOR SLICING INTO FIGURED “‘BuTT’? Woop VENEERS. 

Fig. 2.—WALNUT VENEER LOGS. 

The two small logs near the top, although only 13 and 14 inches in diameter, are suitable for making 
veneer because the rim of sapwood in each is less than one inch in thickness. | 
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Fic. |.—Two WALNUT STUMPS WITH ROOTS PROPERLY TRIMMED OFF FOR 

MAKING VENEER. 

The longer stump is 7 feet in length, with a crotch at the top end, and is particularly vaJuable 
for veneer. 

Fic. 2.—A |12-FooT WALNUT LOG (THE LARGE ONE IN THE FOREGROUND) THAT 

SHOULD HAVE BEEN CUT TO IO FEET IN LENGTH. 

If a portion had been sawed from each end it would have scaled as a 16-inch log, and the general 
quality would have been much higher. 

Fic. 3.—A VERY DEFECTIVE KNOTTY WALNUT LoG. 

Scarcely worth sawing into lumber and worthless for venecr. The defectiveness of this log is indi- 
cated by the large knots visible on the surface, which have not healed over smoothly. 
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manufacturers prefer to buy their walnut logs through dealers only, 
rather than to purchase in small lots from owners. This is par- 
ticularly true of firms that make a specialty of figured walnut veneer. 
Other manufacturers prefer to buy from the owners of the standing 
timber through their salaried log buyers. A few firms buy walnut 
logs subject to inspection at the mill. 

Walnut trees are usually converted into logs for the manufacture 
of either lumber or veneer, because of the comparatively high value 

of walnut in these forms. (Pl. XII, fig. 1.) Conversion into ties, 
fence posts, and fuel wood, except in regions far removed from the 
railroad, is confined to that part of the tree which is too small or 
defective for lumber or veneer. Large and figured logs may be 
hauled and shipped long distances at a profit. (Pl. XII, fig. 2.) 

Formerly choice walnut timber for export was purchased from 
remote mountainous sections of the eastern United States, where a 
good supply was found, and hauled 25 or 30 miles over rough moun- 
tain roads to the railroad for shipment to the coast. During the war 
walnut timber was hauled as far as 20 miles to the railroad in sec- 
tions west of the Mississippi, where there were comparatively large 
stands. 

Walnut butts or stumps are very valuable if they are highly 
figured. (Pl. XIII, fig. 1.) If they are plain they do not have 
special value. The figured portion should be at least 28 or 30 inches 
in length. Burls are very rare and bring high prices at veneer plants. 
These burls have the appearance of a knot, and typical specimens are 
covered with little conical spines. They are more often found near 
the outer western limits of the area of distribution, where the trees 
are apt to be stunted and not thrifty. As a general thing, only those 
burls at the stump or root of the tree, called root burls, and mostly 
beneath the surface of the ground, are of value; those higher up on 
the trunk or on large limbs are generally full of cavities. A good 
burl should have sound, solid wood like the normal growth. The 
best bur!s are usually turnip shaped. 

It is impossible to give current prices for walnut logs, both because 

there has been a great fluctuation in price on account of the war’s 
demand, and because walnut mills do not generally put out a price 
list, the amount paid being determined by the quality of the indi- 
vidual logs, particularly in regard to their suitability for veneer. 
During the war, prices ranging from $20 to $120 a thousand board 

feet, log scale, were paid for standing timber, depending on size and 
location. This averaged about $50 a thousand. The prices for logs 
on board cars at the railroad ranged from $45 to $150 a thousand for 
diameters 12 inches and over, making in most cases a cost for all sizes 
of $100 to $110 a thousand at the mill. The average-sized log 

7434°—20—_6 
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measured between 15 and 16 inches, and low-grade logs were included 
if they were not too defective. Comparatively little standing walnut 
timber was purchased for a short time after the close of hostilities, 
because of the large stocks on hand at the time of the signing of the 
armistice. 

Prices of $75 to $175 a thousand board feet at the mill were re- 

ported soon after the close of the war, $75 representing the price 
for 16-inch logs, and the average cost for logs of all sizes being 
about $90 a thousand. The higher prices were for large veneer logs 
of special value. If $50 a thousand is allowed for logging and 
freight costs, the variation of stumpage prices is from $25 to $125 
a thousand for logs 16 inches and over, or an average price of about 
$40 a thousand, this average price applying to a log about 19 inches 
in diameter. These prices are given only for the purpose of indicat- 
ing the variation. They vary greatly with the quality of the tim- 
ber and the distance from market. While the prices paid shortly 
after the war were slightly higher than those paid during the war, the 
quality of the logs was much better, the prices applying to logs that 
were comparatively clear. War-time costs of 16-inch logs at the mill 
amounted to about $110 a thousand on the average, while $75 a 

thousand was paid more recently for logs of the same size and of 
better quality. During the first haif of the year 1920 prices for wal- 
nut and other hardwoods were very high. Prices paid in Indiana for 
walnut logs at the mill in some cases averaged about $300 a thousand 
board feet, log scale, and large, high-quality veneer logs brought 
about $500 a thousand board feet at the mill. Whether high prices - 

will prevail depends for a large part on future prices of walnut 
lumber and on prices of other hardwoods. The very high cost of 
marketing timber is one of the main factors responsible for these 
greatly increased prices at the mill. Highly figured wood, includ- 
ing stumps, crotches, and burls, is worth more than the average 
veneer log, the value depending on the size and quality of log and 
the kind of figure. Burls are sold by weight, usually for 10 or 15 
cents a pound and up. 

If the farmer has walnut trees which he wishes to dispose of, it is 
generally more profitable for him to fell the timber and haul it to the 
railroad than to sell it on the stump. After the timber is sawed into 
log lengths its actual worth may be better judged than when it is in 
the standing tree. Firms often buy standing timber by paying a 
lump sum for the lot. It is generally more satisfactory, however, 
to sell in conformity with a scale of prices, by the thousand board 
feet, according to the size of logs. The size is generally determined 
by the average of two diameters taken at right angles to each other 
and measured inside the bark at the small end. A 14-inch log is 
usually the minimum size desired; however, 12-inch logs are taken if 
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they are straight.and first classinevery way. Small figured logs also 
arein demand. ‘Trees should be felled by cutting as near the ground 
as possible if the wood is sound, in order to get the advantage of the 
extra length of large-sized material. 

The usual merchantable lengths are 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 feet. An 
allowance of at least 2 inches over these lengths should be made for 
trimming the lumber at the mill. Some firms allow odd lengths; some 
allow only certain proportions of lengths under 10 and under 12 feet. 
Shorter lengths than 8 feet may be allowed when it is necessary to 
cut the log short, if it is large and of good quality, and especially if 
it is a figured or otherwise high-grade veneer log. Veneer logs 6 
feet or even 43 feet in length are accepted by some mills. 

Unless they are very large, logs for veneer manufacture preferably 
should not have more than a 1-inch rim of sapwood. (PI. XIII, fie. 
2.) Three and even 2 inches of sapwood spoils the ordinary-sized log 
for veneer. Open-growth timber often has much sapwood. If there 
is a good amount of heartwood, and if it is not too defective, this 
timber is often very valuable for veneer on account of the figure that 
is generally present. 
Figured logs are now greatly in demand. Highly figured stump 

or “ butt” wood is especially valuable. However, few stumps have 
the valuable wrinkle, curl, or roll figure. This figure is generally evi- 
denced by a ridged surface under the bark. Panel lengths are 30 and 
36 inches, and, if the figure extends over this entire length, the loe 
is of much value. Stump wood, to be marketable, should be at least 
20 inches in diameter at the small end and from 30 to 42 inches long. 
Only the solid portion of the stump can be used, and the base should be 
squared off by sawing. The root spurs along the side of the stump 
should be cut off nearly flush with the surface of the trunk. (PI. 
XIV, fig. 1.) The roots are sometimes used for hatracks and coat 
racks, for hall trees, and for couch legs. Crotches are often of value 
and should be cut about the same length as stump wood. 
Walnut logs are usually measured by the Doyle log rule. Table 

27 gives the number of board feet in logs of different diameters and 
lengths. Careful attention should be given to cutting the logs into 
the most advantageous lengths. If it is practicable, logs should be 
cut at a crook, crotch, or knot, in order to get as straight and clear 
lengths as possible. (PI. XIV, fig.2.) The amount of scale obtained 
and the price may vary with the method of cutting. For instance, 
a log cut 16 feet long, having a diameter of 14 inches, and containing 
100 board feet, on account of a marked taper in the upper 2 feet, 
might measure 16 inches at a length of 14 feet. This would give a 
scale of 126 board feet (over one-fourth more) at a price of, per- 
haps, $10 a thousand more, on account of the greater diameter. This 
does not mean that there is necessarily an advantage in cutting short 
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log lengths, for some log buyers take the diameter measure of iong 

logs at some specified distance back from the small end. If, however, 
there is a decided taper at the upper end of the merchantable length 
of the tree, it would often be a loss to the owner to leave that small- 
diameter material on the log. Defective parts of the bole may often 
be left out altogether to better the quality of the logs. (Pl. XTV, fig. 
3.) After the trees are cut the logs should not be left lying for a long 
time on the ground or exposed to the sun. The logs should be raised 
from the ground and the ends should be painted. if the ends of the 
logs are checked at the time of felling, it is customary for the cutters 
to make a blunt cut with a wedge across each end cf the check. This 
helps to prevent the check from extending to the bark and, what 
would often result, the log splitting open its entire width. 

TaBLE 27.—Amounts of board feet, log scale, contained in logs of different 
lengths and diameters, nveasured according to the Doyle log rule. 

Length in feet. 

small enc , | ! | aera © 7 | 8 | 9 ie | at a ae: | 14 | 15 | 16 
(inches). 

Board feet. 

| 
eet eged i 2 2 2 2 | 3 3 3 3 4 4 
iA eee 3 4 4 5 5 | 6 7 7 8 8 9 
ea | 6 7 8 9 10 | u 12 13 14 15 16 
Geen | 9 1 12 14 16 17 19 20 | ap 23 | 25 

10p2 Shas 13 16 18 20 | 22 25 27 29 31 34 | 36 
Ti eaeeee ee 18 21 24 28 31| 34 37 40 43 46 49 
(Se ets 24 28 32 36 40 | 44 48 | 52 | 56 60 64 
Cares 30 35 40 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 
a aneee 37 | 44 50 56 62 69 75 | 81 87 94 100 
‘i ene 45 53 60 68 | 76 83 91 98 106 113 | 121 
rere 54 63 72 | 81 90 | 99 108 117 126 135 144 
17: 63 74 84 | 95 106 116 127 137| 148 158 | 169 
18_. 73 86 98 110 122 135 147 159 171 184 | 196 
10h ae 84 98 112} 127| 141| 155 169 183 | 197 211 | 225 
20... 96 112 128/ 144] 160, 176) 192 208} 224 240 | 256 
5 a 108 126 144 163; 181} 199] 217 235 253 71 289 
22 i21| 142 162 182| 202 223 243 | 263 283 304 324 
BR eas 135 158 180 203} 226, 248 271 | .-293 316 338 | 361 
Ets Soares hae 150 175 200 225| 250) 275; 300| 325, 350 375 | 400 
7 alpen 165 193 220 248 276 303 331 358-386 413 | 441 
7 ea ee 181 212 242 272 302 333 | 363 393 | 423 454 484 
0 (cane ae | 498! 231 264 298 331 364| 397 430 463 496 | 529 
7 eee mae | 216) 252 288 324 360, 396) 432| 468 504 540 | 576 
D2 eaten | 934 273 312 352, 391, = 430 469} 508 547 586 625 
BO is oss. | 253} 296 338 380 422} 465 507] 549] 591 634 | 676 

Costs of marketing include those of buying the timber, felling the 
trees, cutting into lengths, hauling to the railroad, loading on cars, 
and transporting to market. Buying costs generally range from $5 
to $10 a thousand board feet. The cost of felling is variable, depend- 

ing mostly on the extent to which the timber is scattered. If the 
trees are frequent, the cost of felling and sawing into logs generally 
varies from $2 to $5 a thousand: if the growth is much scattered, and 
if considerable time is lost in going from one tree to another, the 
cost may amount to several dollars a thousand more. The cost of 
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hauling and loading on cars varies almost directly with the distance ; 
‘it usually runs from $15 to $30 a thousand for a 5 to 10 mile haul. 
The freight cost depends, of course, on the distance to the mill or 

factory. 
Farmers owning walnut timber usually find it profitable them- 

selves to haul their logs to the railroad, especially during the winter 
months, when work is comparatively slack. The timber is not so apt 
to deteriorate at this time of the year, and hauling may then be done 
more conveniently. Inspection may be made by the buyer’s repre- 
sentative at the farm, the railroad, or the mill. If the logs are of 
average size and quality the mills will purchase as little as 3,000 
board feet, log scale—an amount which is considered a minimum 
carload. Smaller shipments are often made if the logs are very high 
grade or figured. Owners of small lots of timber may often combine 
to ship a carload. Following are the shipping weights of walnut in 
various forms: 

Pounds. 

20ugh lumber, 1 inch thick, 1,000 board feet, green_-_____________+__ 14, 900 

Rough lumber, 1 inch thick, 1,000 board feet. dry______________________ 18, 800 
Logs, 1,000 board feet, log scale, Doyle rule: 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 12 inches, green_______________ 11, 9300 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 12 inches, dry____________ 8, 200 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 18 inches, green______________ 8, 300 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 18 inches, dry____________ a3 5, 700 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 24 inches, green___________ 7, 100 

Diameter, inside bark at small end, 24 inches, dry___________ 4, 900 

Cordwood, bolts, butts, ete., 1 cord of 128 cubic feet, green________ 74, 700 

Cordwood, bolts, butts, ete., 1 cord of 128 cubic feet, dry____________ *3, 200 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

The use of black walnut covers as long a period as that of any other 
native wood. It has been repeatedly predicted that the supply would 
soon be exhausted. The timber has never been plentiful; but, on ac- 
count of its being scattered throughout a large area, there has been 
a fairly steady supply since colonial times. Its area of commercial 
distribution is, roughly, the eastern half of the United States ex- 
clusive of the coastal regions, the southern Mississippi Valley region, 

-and the extreme northern regions. The principal supplies are now 
located in central Tennessee, eastern Kentucky, northwestern West 

Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, southern Iowa, Missouri, south- 
eastern Nebraska, eastern Kansas and Oklahoma, northeastern Texas. 
and northwestern Arkansas. Although the best quality of walnut 
has come from Ohio and Indiana, the general run of the timber is 
now better in the western part of its range, because it has not been 

1 Official standard weights of the National Hardwood Lumber Association. 

2 Figured on the basis of 90 cubic feet of solid wood content. 
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cut out to the extent to which it has in the eastern part. The best 
stands are now west of the Mississippi River. 

Before the war the annual demand amounted to about 60 million 
board feet; during the war it increased to about 90 million board 
feet. A large part of the total is exported in normal times, princi- 
pally to European countries. 

The greatest problem of the lumber manufacturer is to dispose 
of his lower grades, of which there was a surplus from the manu- 

facture of high-grade airplane-propeHer lumber during the war. 
The cutting of dimension stock is often impracticable, on account of 
the varying needs of the factories using this stock. It is now a 
common practice among walnut-lumber manufacturers to recut low- 

grade stock in order that it may be classed in a higher grade, or 
may be sold as a special grade of smali-dimension stock of a better 
kind. 

Walnut is valued mainly for its good seasoning, working, and 
gluing qualities, its fine appearance, and its good finishing proper- 
ties: Its principal uses are for cabinetwork in furniture, musi- 
cal instruments, and sewing machines, for interior finish, and for 

gunstocks. For cabinetwork and inside finish it is used very largely 

in the form of veneer panels. Thin lumber is used extensively in 
European countries for cabinetwork, instead of veneer. Other cabi- 

net woods—as, for instance, red gum and birch—are commonly used 
for the solid pieces in cabinetwork. A substitution, however, de- 
tracts from the appearance and general quality of the piece. Panels 
are usually made of five plies, and the outer ply is generally of the 
striped walnut that is characteristic of open-growth trees, or of some 
other highly figured walnut as, for example, cross figure, stump 
wood, crotches, or burls. 

There has been a recent revival in the popularity of black walnut 
furniture, which is now given lighter finishes more nearly like the 
natural color of the wood. This treatment brings out the natural 
beauty of the grain and figure. For this reason the rapid-growth, 
light-colored heartwood is now more in demand than is the dark, 

uniformly colored. Figured wood is scarce and highly valued, and 
is cut into veneer usually one twenty-eighth inch in thickness. 

Walnut veneer is cut by the straight rotary, stay-log rotary, or 
straight-slice process. Manufacturers get about 20 square feet of 
veneer from each board foot of logs, log scale, with a waste of about 
55 per cent. This waste is unavoidable, and includes the sapwood, 
the defective veneer which is not marketable, the wood trimmed off 
before a sheet of merchantable width is obtained, the waste due to 
defects, and the “ dog board.” Because walnut veneer logs run com- 

paratively small in size, wide walnut veneer is much in demand. 
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Walnut is a suitable wood for railway ties, fence posts, and fire- 

wood, but only small and defective material is ordinarily converted 

into “hag products. 

The price of walnut lumber has increased greatly shortine recent 

years, and the same thing is true of the price of such other cabinet 
woods as red gum, white oak, and birch. ‘These prices have also ef- 
fected a great increase in the price of logs. During the war, on 
account of the unprecedented demand for walnut, much small: and 

defective material was accepted. Logs 14 inches and over in diame- 
ter and at least fairly clear are now generally specified. The in- 
creased expense of logging and of freight has been an added factor 
in making the cost of logs higher than before the war. 

Owners of walnut timber can dispose of their trees to best advan- 

tage to walnut lumber and veneer manufacturers, and to factories 

that purchase walnut in the log form. Figured walnut is more valu- 
able than plain. Walnut firms do not, as a rule, publish a fixed scale 
of prices and log grades, the price generally being set by the log 
buyer. 

Although the present very high market price of the timber may 
not be maintained, walnut will always be in demand, and will bring 
good prices because of the intrinsic value of the wood. Owners ot 
timber tracts containing walnut will generally find it profitable to 
favor the young growth of this timber over that of less valuable 
species, 
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DETAILED LIST OF USES OF BLACK WALNUT REPORTED BY 
FACTORIES. 

Bozes and crates.—Ballot boxes; lodge ballot boxes; box handles; machine 

boxes; seed boxes; storage battery boxes; tool boxes; tool chests. 

Brooms and carpet sweepers.—Carpet sweepers. 

Bungs and faucets.—Bunegs. 

Car construction.—Cabinetwork (electric cars); cabinetwork (passenger 

cars); car repairing; cars (finish); cars (interior finish); passenger cars; 

passenger cars (interior finish); railroad cars; switch-box covers (Puliman 

cars); upper berth doors (sleeping cars); grilles (Pullman cars) ; panel wain- 

scoting (Pullman cars); push buttons (Pullman cars); sash (Pullman cars). 

Caskets and coffins —Casket cases; caskets; coffin cases; coffins. 

Chairs—Chair arms; chair arms (Pullman cars); chair-back posts; chair 

legs; chairs; desk chairs; ecclesiastical chairs; office chairs; official chairs 

(lodge room); rocking chairs; chairs (spindles); rockers: parlor rockers; 

settees ; settles. 

Clocks.— Clock cases; hall-clock cases; clocks. 

Firearms.—Gun butts; gun forearms; fore-end blanks; gun fore ends; air-gun 

stocks; air-rifie stocks; gun stocks; pistol stocks; rifle stocks. 

Fiztures.—Altars; church altars; lodge altars; church Bible stands; book- 

shelves; cellarettes; barber chairs; closet seats: commodes; counter tops; 

fixtures; bank fixtures; bar fixtures; church fixtures; fixtures (exterior parts) ; 

office fixtures; store fixtures; church pews; showcases, 

Frames and molding, picture.—Picture frames; picture molding, 

Furniture—Beds; folding beds (exterior parts); bedsteads (exterior) ; 

benches; pookcases; bookcases (exterior); revolving bookracks; bureaus; 

bureaus (exterior) ; cabinets; drug cabinets; filing cabinets; humidor cabinets; 

letter-filing cabinets; magazine cabinets; music cabinets; smoker cabinets; 

thread cabinets; furniture carving; carvings; case work; chests; chiffoniers; 

chifforobes; china closets; couch legs; desks; house desks; ladies’ desks; office 

desks; drawer handles; dressers; dressers (exterior); prineess dressers (ex- 

terior) ; newspaper files; foot rests; footstools; frames; mirror frames; mirror 

frames (Pullman cars); furniture; case-goods furniture; church furniture; 

lodge furniture; office furniture; hail hatracks; inlaid work; knobs; cheval 

mirrors; bed molding; case panels; Gesk panels; veneered panels; chair pillars; 

rails (billiard tables); rails (card tables); rails (pool tables); sideboards; 

chafing-dish stands; stools; tables; card tables; dining tables; drop-leaf tables; 

extension tables; library tables; portable lunch tables (Pullman cars); parlor 

tables; side tables; tea tables; taborets; veneer; wallcases. 

Handles.—Handles; package handles; handles (saddlers’ tools). 

Instruments, musical—aAccordions; phonograph cabinets; consoles; drum 

shells; mandolin bodies; molding (piano players) ; music benches; piano music 

Shelves: orchestrions; organ actions; pipe-organ blocks; organ cases; reed- 

ss 
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organ cases; pipe-organ casing; organ frames; organ parts; cabinet organs; 

interior organs; pipe organs; pipe organs (exterior) ; reed organs; reed organs 

(exterior) ; panels; piano actions; piano benches; piano cases; piano chairs; 

piano legs; piano molding; piano parts; piano players; piano seats; piano 

stoois; yveneer cores (piano cases) ; veneer cross-band work (pianos) ; veneer 

(piano cases). : 

Instruments, professional and scientific—Carpenters’ tools; dental cases; op- 

tical cases; embalming boards; heads (carpenters’ squares) ; heads (draftsmen’s 

T-squares) ; miter boxes. 

Machine construction.—Cylinder heads; machinery construction; flour-mill 

machinery; flour-mill trim. 

Machinery and apparatus, electrical.—Cabinets (electrical work) ; coil cases; 

electrical appliances ; electrical appliances (bases): electrical equipment; tele- 

phone-subscriber sets; switchboards; telephones. 

Patterns and fiasks.—Patterns; foundry patterns. 

Planing-mill products.—Finish; interior finish; flooring; parquetry flooring; 

flooring (parquetry borders) ; flooring strips; floors; interior trimming (house) ; 

molding; base molding (house) ; molding (caps, interior trim) ; house molding; 

quarter-round moiding; spring-cove molding (bouse-interior trim); nosing 

(house-interior trim); panel strips (house-interior trim); panels, ceiling 

panels; window panels; partitions; dining-room plate rails; window aprons; 

window stools (house-interior trim). 

Printing material.—Printers’ materials. 

Refrigerators and kitchen cabinets.—Witchen cupboards. 

Sash, doors, blinds, and general millwork—Balusters; stairway balusters; 

baseboards; flat battens; dining-room ceiling beams; boards (fillers) ; brackets 

(plate rails) ; cabinetwork; cabinetwork (stairs) ; carpet strips; casing; door 

easing; head casing (house); window casing; doors; folding doors; mirror 

doors (house); doors (rails); sliding doors; dust caps (hcuse-interior trim) ; 

fillet (house-interior trim); fret wood; grilles; grilles (house-interior trim) ; 

stairway hand rails; joiner work; millwork; exterior: millwork; screen molding; 

neweis; pilasters; railing; sash; door screens; fire screens; window screens; 

Stairwork; stiles (doors); wainscot rails; wainscoting; wainscoting caps; 

window aprons; window stops. 

Sewing machines.—Cabinets (sewing-machine) ; sewing-machine parts. 

Ship and boat building.—Boats; interior cabinets (ship); interior cabinets 

. (yacht) ; pilot wheels (ship); pilot wheels (yacht) ; steering wheels. 

Sporting and athletic goods.—Cigar wheels (wheel of chance); tennis-racket 

throats; tennis rackets. 

Vehicles—Automobile bodies; automobile dashboards; automobile dash- 

boards (fillers) ; automobile dash frames; automobile deck rails; automobile 

handrails; automobiles (interior finish) ; dashboards ( buggy) ; vehicles ; wind 

shields (automobile) ; window frames (automobile). 

Wiips. canes, and wmbrella sticks—Canes; umbrella handles. 

Woodenware and novelties.—Fancy boxes; gavels; novelties; rolling-pin 

handles; toddy sticks; jewelry trays; serving trays; woodenware. 
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SUMMARY. 

This bulletin is based on the experience with motor trucks of 753 
farmers in the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Penn- 

sylvania, Delaware, and Maryland who have motor trucks for use 
on their own farms. 

These farms are of all sizes and types, and the motor trucks used 
on them are of all sizes from 4 ton to 5 tons. The rated capacity of 
very few of the trucks is over 2 tons, however, and nearly half are of 
the 1-ton size. 

Only 18 per cent of these farms are less than 5 miles from market, 
and nearly one-fourth are 20 miles or more from market. 

Ninety-five per cent of these men believe that their trucks will 
prove to be profitable investments. 

8335°—20—1 
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One-ton trucks are preferred by more of them than prefer any 
other size. About half of the owners of $- and ?-ton trucks prefer 
sizes larger than they now own. 

In the opinions of these men the principal advantage of a motor 
truck is in saving time, and the principal disadvantage is ‘“‘poor 
roads.”’ 

As compared with horses and wagons, the trucks save from half 
to two-thirds of the time required for hauling materials to and from 
the farms. 

These men have return loads for their trucks on about one-fourth 
of the trips. 
_A majority still use their horses for some road hauling. 
On most of the farms all the hauling in the fields and around the 

buildings is done with horses and wagons. . 
About one-fourth of these men do some custom hauling with their 

trucks. The average amount received per year by those who do such 
work is $174. 

On the average there are about eight weeks during the year when 
the roads are in such condition on account of mud, snow, etc., that 

the trucks can not be used. Three-fourths of them usually travel on 
roads that are all or part dirt. 

About one-fourth of the men have changed their markets, for at 
least a part of their produce, since purchasing trucks. For those who 
have changed market, the average distance to the old market is 
7 miles, and the average distance to the new market is 20 miles. 

According to owners’ estimates, each of these trucks travels an- 
average of 3,820 miles per year and is used on 173 days per year. 

The average estimated life of the trucks is between 64 and 7 years, 

and, in most cases, depreciation is the largest single item of expense. 
Most of the owners of the 4-ton and #-ton trucks prefer pneumatic 

tires, the owners of the 1- ton trucks are about evenly divided in 
their preference, but most of the owners of trucks larger than 1 ton 
prefer solid tires. 

Over two-thirds of these trucks had not been out of commission, 
when needed, for a single day during the year covered by the reports, 
and nearly the same proportion of the owners stated that they had 
not lost any appreciable time on account of motor and tire trouble, 
breakage, etc., when using their trucks. However, about one truck 
in thirty had been out of commission 10 days or more. 

The average cost of operation of the 4-ton trucks was about 8 cents 
per mile; of the #-ton trucks about 13 cents; of the 1-ton about 12 

cents; of the (ion and 14-ton about 19 cents, and of the 2-ton about 

20 cents. 

The average cost of hauling crops, including the value of the driver’s 
time at 50 cents an hour, was about 50 cents per ton-mile with the 
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1ton trucks, 34 cents with the ?-ton, 26 cents with the 1-ton, 24 

cents with the 11-ton and 14-ton, and 18 cents with the 2-ton trucks. 

About four-fifths of these men state that their trucks save hired 
help. On the average they estimate that this saving amounts to $324 
per year. 

About half the men have decreased the number of work stock by 
at least one head since purchasing their trucks. Less than one man 
in ten had disposed of more than two head, however. 

Over half of the men whose farms contain more than 120 crop-acres 
own tractors. The number of work stock kept on the farms where 
both trucks and tractors are owned is only slightly less than the num- 
ber kept on the farms of corresponding size where only trucks are 
owned. . 

METHOD OF STUDY. 

In December, 1919, the crop reporters of the Bureau of Crop Esti- 
mates were asked to report the names and addresses of farmers who 
owned motor trucks for farm use. Nine thousand six hundred and 
fifty-nine names and addresses of farmers in the 11 States included 
in the study were received, and to each was sent a questionnaire on 
which to report the type and size of his farm, the use he makes of his 
motor truck, the cost of operating it, his idea of its profitableness, 
the advantages and disadvantages of a truck for farm use, and other 
related information. In all, 2,314, about 24 per cent of the farmers 
queried, replied to the questionnaire. 

However, no reports from men owning second-hand trucks nor 
trucks made by the addition of truck units or attachments to pas- 
senger cars, were included in the study. Twenty-seven per cent of 
the reports were on machines of these classes. About 10 per cent of 
the reports were from men who had owned their trucks only six 
months or less, and they were also excluded. Another 30 per cent of 
the reports were excluded for other reasons. Some were from farmers 
who are using their trucks primarily for custom work, or in connec- 
tion with other business, and only incidentally for farm work; some 
were from men who had sold their trucks; and a few of the reports 
were not filled out in sufficient detail to make their use worth while. 
The questionnaire called for information on over 150 items, 

LOCATION OF FARMS AND TYPES OF FARMING. 

The number of reports tabulated from each State follows: 
Nibrine Se peek A Re ee ete shy pie eames Tip New, Yorker 222 io 2300 oer 241 

Newaliampshire s.. 2 6 se ok Ide New Jersey 226 sacs a t ae oeee 92 
WierInOM ey et cat ee Gel -Benmey livamia ear ee a te ee 235 

WMassaclURe hiss. ie ys ey St G3kle Delaware sie a ae: Se 11 

hope: Islands <2 hs Feo UGe le Mary lam deyase te set sea eh eee 40 
CoOnne ChleCWt ses ee ee ee! 17 
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These farms are of all sizes and types, varying from truck farms of 
only a few acres to large crop farms containing several hundred acres. 
The types of farming practiced have been classified into five groups, 
as follows: , 

(1) Truck farms, on which the raising of vegetables and similar 

produce predominates. 
(2) Dairy farms, on which dairying is the principal enterprise. 
(3) Fruit farms. 

(4) Crop farms, on which general field crops are raised, but few or 

no dairy cows are kept, and no live stock is raised for sale. 
(5) General farms, where no one special enterprise predominates. 
In the region studied there are many more general farms than any 

other type. Although more reports were received from men who 
operate general farms than from any other class, this does not neces- 
sarily mean that the percentage of such farmers who own motor 
trucks is larger than that of men who follow special types of farming. 

The number of farms of the different types and their average size 
are shown in Table I. 

TaBLE 1.— Number of farms of different types, and their acreages. 

Type of farm. Number. pee | 

| Acres 
ORT Ge sec eon eke rata hares wisiae eeetele ears See 149 64 
(DSA ecn cope nbc ee eee ee 129 234 
TUG ieee ot eee pfeil tae inte Pie ate 113 111 
Cropiie 252 2aSe ees 04 Os PER sc ts casas 48 237 
General oo hess a6 Se 8 eo rin cee eee 314 210 

AN oats tence fs aera ae 753 | 173 

DISTANCE TO MARKET. 

Probably the most striking point concerning these farms is their 
great distance from market as compared with other farms in the same 
section. Only 18 per cent of these farms are less than 5 miles from 
market, while nearly one-fourth of them are 20 miles or more. As will 
appear later, some of the men who have very long hauls have changed 
their markets since purchasing their trucks, but the average distance 
from market, even before the purchase of the trucks, was a little over 
10 miles. (See fig. 1.) 

Seven hundred and four men reported the distance to the towns 
where the materials hauled by trucks are usually marketed. The 
exact number of farms of different types at different distances from 
market is as follows: 

Of 148 truck farms— 

11 are less than 5 miles from market. 

32 are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

34 are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 
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Of 143 truck farms—Continued. 

3 are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

17 are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

9 are from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

7 are 30 miles and over from market. 

Of 117 dairy farms— 

48 are less than 5 miles from market. 

45 are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

8 are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

Z are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

7 are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

4 are from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

3 are 30 miles and over from market. 

Sclee 

i a 
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Fic. 1.—Ifa farmer is located on an improved road, such asisillustrated here, a motor truck will enable 

him to reach a distant market in a short time practically any day in the year. 

Of 98 fruit farms— 

18 are less than 5 miles from market. 

21 are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

16 are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

10 are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

9 are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

9 are from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

15 are 30 miles and over from market. 

Of 44 crop farms— 

11 are less than 5 miles from market. : 

15 are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

4 are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

4 are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

4 are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

lis from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

5 are 30 miles and over from market. 
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Of 302 general farms— 

36 are less than 5 miles from market. 

67 are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

68 are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

57 are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

22 are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

23 are from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

29 are 30 miles and over from market. 

Of all the 704 farms— 

18 per cent are less than 5 miles from market. 

25 per cent are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

19 per cent are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

15 per cent are from 15 to 19 miles from market. 

8 per cent are from 20 to 24 miles from market. 

7 per cent are from 25 to 29 miles from market. 

8 per cent are 30 miles and over from market. 

The distances from market of more than 4,000 farmers in these 

States, as shown by farm survey records in the Office of Farm Manage- 
ment and Farm Economics, indicate that only a small percentage 
of all the farms in this section are more than 10 miles from market. 

The average distance from market of 4,271 farms is 4.1 miles, and the 
number at different distances is as follows: 

2,936, or 68.7 per cent, are less than 5 miles from market. 

1,018, or 23.8 per cent, are from 5 to 9 miles from market. 

241, or 5.7 per cent, are from 10 to 14 miles from market. 

51, or 1.2 per cent, are from 15 to 19 miles from market 

25, or 0.6 per cent, are 20 miles and over from market 

SIZE OF TRUCK. 

The motor trucks owned on these 753 farms are of many sizes, their 
rated capacities running from 4 ton to 5 tons. However, these men 
use more 1-ton trucks than. any other size, and only a little more 
than 2 per cent of the total number are rated at more than 2 tons. 
The number of the different sizes on the farms of different types is 
as follows: 

On the 149 truck farms, there are— 

24 4-ton trucks. 

18 3-ton trucks. 

59 1-ton trucks. 

19 14- and 14-ton trucks. 

22 2-ton trucks. 

7 over 2 tons. 

On the 129 dairy farms, there are— 

43 4-ton trucks. 

14 #+ton trucks. 

62 1-ton trucks. 

4 14- and 1}-ton trucks. 

4 2-ton trucks. 

2 over 2 tons. 
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On the 113 fruit farms, there are— 

17 4-ton trucks. 

17. 3-ton trucks. 

48 1-ton trucks. 

11 14- and 14-ton trucks. 

18 2-ton trucks. 

2 over 2 tons. 

On the 48 crop farms, there are— 
1 4-ton truck. 

5 2-ton trucks. 

19 1-ton trucks. 

11 14+- and 14-ton trucks. 

11 2-ton trucks. 

1 over 2 tons. 

On the 314 general farms, there are— 

65 4-ton trucks. 

41 2-ton trucks. 

156 1-ton trucks. 

22 14- and 14-ton trucks. 

24 2-ton trucks. 

6 over 2 tons 
AGE OF TRUCKS. 

The length of time the 753 trucks had been in use at the time the 
reports were made is as follows: 

201 had been in use 7 to 12 months. 

269 had been in use 13 to 24 months. 

164 had been in use 25 to 36 months. 

119 had been in use 37 months or over. 

ARE THESE TRUCKS PROFITABLE INVESTMENTS? 

No attempt was made to determine to what extent the incomes of 
these men had been increased through the use of the trucks, but 95 
per cent of the total number stated that in their opinion their 
machines bid fair to be profitable investments. So far as could be 
determined, the size of the truck, the type of farming practiced, and 
length of time the machine had been owned had little to do with 
the owner’s idea of its profitableness. Some of those who did not 
consider that their motor trucks had been profitable were men who 
had found them unreliable, as they were often out of commission 
when needed, or their repair bills had been exceptionally high. Others 
had found that they did not have enough work for the truck to justify 
the investment in such an expensive piece of equipment. 

THE BEST SIZE. 

The fact that most of these men consider their motor trucks profit- 
able investments does not mean, however, that they are all entirely 
satisfied with the particular machines which they own. It is very 
important that the truck should be of the proper size for the hauling 
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which it is to do. Ordinarily both the first cost and the cost of opera- 
tion of a small truck will be less than of a large one, but often the 
small truck will not carry as large loads as is desired, and more trips 
to haul a given amount of material will therefore be necessary than 
with a larger truck. A truck which is too large, however, would 
have to be operated with only a partial load a great part of the time, 
and the extra cost would more than offset the advantage of being 
able to carry larger loads on exceptional occasions. 

Each farmer was asked to state what size he considers the best for 
his conditions, regardless of the size he now owns, and 696 men 
answered as follows: 

Of 131 who now own 4-ton trucks— 

47 consider that the best size is 4-ton. 

14 consider that the best size is ?-ton. 

56 consider that the best size is 1-ton. 

9 consider that the best size is 1}- or 14-ton. 

4 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

1 considers that the best size is over 2-ton. 

Of 83 who now own #-ton trucks— 

1 considers that the best size is 4-ton. 

46 consider that the best size is ?-ton. 

28 consider that the best size is 1-ton. 

6 consider that the best size is 14- or 14-ton. 

1 considers that the best size is 2-ton. 

1 considers that the best size is over 2-ton. 

Of 329 who now own 1-ton trucks— 

2 consider that the best size is $-ton. 

242 consider that the best size is l-ton. 

54 consider that the best size is 14- or 14-ton. 
30 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

1 considers that the best size is over 2-ton. 

Of 63 who now own 1}- and 14-ton trucks— 

2 consider that the best size is 1-ton. 

39 consider that the best size is 14- or 14-ton. 

19 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

3 consider that the best size is over 2-ton. 

Of 77 who now own 2-ton trucks— 

1 considers that the best size is l-ton. 

5 consider that the best size is 14- or 14-ton. 

59 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

12 consider that the best size is over 2-ton. 

Of 13 who now own 24-ton and over— 

2 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

|L consider that the best size is over 2-ton. 

In all— 

48 consider that the best size is }-ton. 

62 consider that the best size is 3-ton. 

329 consider that the best size is 1-ton. 

118 consider that the best size is 14- or 14-ton. 

115 consider that the best size is 2-ton. 

29 consider that the best size is over 2-ton. 
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There has evidently been a tendency on the part of some of these 
men to purchase trucks which experience has shown to be too small 
for their needs. While 444, or 64 per cent, prefer the size they now 
own, only 13 of the entire number prefer smaller sizes and 239 prefer 
larger sizes. However, the 1-ton size is preferred by nearly three 
times as many men as any other size, and only about 1 man in 25 
prefers a truck of over 2 tons capacity. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES. 

There are advantages in the ownership of a motor truck, but just 
how great these advantages are and which should be given the greatest 
weight are questions unanswerable by the man who has not had 
experience with a truck. A summary of the answers of 638 of these 
truck owners to the question ‘“‘ What is the principal advantage of a 
truck for farm use?”’ is given in Table IT. 

TaBLE II.—The “principal advantage”? of a motor truck as reported by 638 farmers. 

Number | Per cent 
Principal advantage. reporting.| of total. 

FM e'Savie Gao Swen Sok MURR icc AS eel 577 91 
Sa VIESHIOTSES eee ce pe aR eT, Relea 19 3 
Bet beramMarke bee ol ss A es ee 15 2 
Conveniences eer ie 2 oneness ate aie 13 2 
Reducesiexpense: teens) Waite rau 9 1 
POT sateen TeVage Mire, DT ees eels karst i 1 

More than 90 per cent of the owners believe that time saving is 
the principal advantage. There are other advantages, of course, but 
in the minds of these farmers this is the principal one. While only 
15 of the men report that the principal advantage of the truck is 
that it enables them to go to a better market, a much larger number 
are going to a better market now than before the purchase of their 
trucks. Going to a market which is farther from their farms is 
simply a matter of taking more time for marketing, and part of the 
men who say that saving of time is the principal advantage find that 
the truck saves them su‘ficient time to enable them to go to the 
better market. 

The fact that such a small number consider the saving of horses, 
the reducing of expense, and added convenience as the principal 
advantages of the truck, indicates that the amount of time which 
the motor truck will save, which may incidentally result in reaching 
a better market, is the item which should be given paramount impor- 
tance when considering the purchase of a motor truck. 

Disadvantages of the motor truck were reported by 283 men. 
(See Table III.) Of the remaining 470 farmers 297 did not answer 

8335°—20-—_2 
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the question and 173 stated that they knew of no disadvantages in 
owning a truck. 

TaBLe III.—The “ principal disadvantage” of a motor truck as reported by 283 farmers. 

Number | Per cent 
Principal disadvantage. reporting.| of total. 

IPOOT TOADS 22.2 oc yaee em oe een eos ns eee 168 59 
Costiof operation 222 oseeca eee sees 48 17 
SOMsPTOUNG : 2 ceenaace es eee ae aoe 25 9 
TSE COSGam eee eae eine Ey 15 5 
Incompetent driver. . - 14 5 
Mechanical trouble. - -. Bel 8 3 
Opens see sc oe eee oe nee al eee 5 2 

Totalitrs Sec inscwe a ecckes cee eee 283: alee eceeee es 

It is seen that ‘poor roads” was given as the principal disadvan- 
tage by 59 per cent of those who reported on this item. <A large per- 
centage of the reports stated that there is some time during the year 
when the roads are in such a condition that motor trucks can not be 
used. (See page 18.) The men who live on unimproved roads, of 
course, have the greatest handicap in this respect, but even the best 
of roads may be impassable for a truck because of snow at certain 
times of the year in the region in which this study was made. After 
poor roads, either the cost of operation or soft ground is considered 
the greatest disadvantage, 17 per cent giving the cost of operation 
and 9 per cent soft ground as the greatest disadvantage. First cost 
is next in importance, 5 per cent considering it the most serious 
disadvantage, and troubles due to incompetent drivers and mechan- 
ical defects are considered prime disadvantages by 8 per cent of the 
owners. 

ROAD HAULING WITH TRUCKS. 

All materials hauled to and from the farms were divided into five 
general classes, viz, ‘‘Crops,” ‘‘Milk,” ‘‘Feed,” ‘‘Fertilizer”’ (includ- 

ing lime and manure), and ‘‘Other.”” An idea of the relative amounts 
of these different classes of material hauled by the trucks may be 
obtained from the fact that 444 farms reported hauling a total of 
52,977 tons of crops during the year; 100 reported hauling a total of 
10,371 tons of milk; 96 reported hauling a total of 2,847 tons of feed; 
118 reported hauling 6,487 tons of fertilizer; and 159 farmers reported 
hauling 14,599 tons of other material. The character of the crops 
to be hauled depends, of course, upon the type of farming practiced. 
All the crops raised on the different types of farms represented in this 
study are included. 

Each farmer reported the size of load, length of haul, and the time 
required for the round trip with the truck. Similar information was 
given for hauling with wagons before the purchase of trucks. The 
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time required for the round trip included the time required for loading 
and unloading the truck or wagon. 

Table IV shows a comparison of the size of load, length of haul, and 
time required for hauling crops with trucks of different sizes and with 
wagons. 

Taste LV.—Time required to haul crops with trucks, and with wagons before purchase of 
trucks (567 reports). 

With truck. With wagon. 

Size of truck. Hours Hours fs F Hours Hours 
Size of . per per ize 0 . per per 
load. | Pistance.| sound ton- load. | Distance.) round ton- 

trip. mile. | trip. mile. . 

Pounds. | Miles. Pounds. | Miles. 
BRtOM seen a os ista ol 960 10.4 25.5) 0. 50 1, 505 | 9.0 hv 1. 06 
Pe LOM eis sori oe see 1, 851 12.9 Bye OA 2,213 11.4 8.6 - 68 
N=TOM EE eee eee cies 2,391 13. 0 3.4 o22 2, 582 10. 4 8.3 - 62 
BETO iP AOinecesaaneee 3, 469 10. 1 2.8 16 3,306 9.2 7.3 49 
ZetOMaen cms act osetia 4,928 13.6 3.6 - 10 4, 488 12.9 9.5 - 34 
Ower2 tones 8, 125 21.1 6.0 07 5, 783 | 19.7 13.8 24 

Table V gives a like comparison for hauling milk, Table VI for 
hauling feed, and Table VII for hauling fertilizer. 

TaBLE V.—Time required to haul milk with trucks, and with wagons before purchase of 
trucks (132 reports). 

With truck. With wagon. 

Size of truck. | c Hours per . Hours per 
Size of P Hours per| Size of F Hours per 
load: Distance. round, pment ealoade Distance.| round fortcnites 

p. | trip. 

Miles. Pounds. Miles. 
4.3 1.4 1.10 657 | 4.1 yal 2.30 
7.9 2.6 .52 1,332 | 8.4 5.0 - 90 
5.1 1.6 - 48 1,309 4.9 3.6 1.12 

TaBLeE V1.—Time required to haul feed with trucks, and with wagons before purchase of 
trucks (113 reports). 

With truck. | With wagon. 

Size of truck. 
. Hours per . Hours per Size of A Hours per| Size of = Hours per Ton Distance.| round |ton-mile.| load, |Distance.| round | +o) mile. 

trip. trip. 

Pounds.| Miles. Pounds. | Miles. 
LONE syne ciao 942 4.6 2) 0.55 1, 943 4.8 3.9 0. 84 
PbO sen ee shea anne 1,555 6.6 1.8 35 2,331 7.4 6.7 50) 
A ECOMM ae esos oo 2,407 6.8 1.9 23 2,824 5.7 4.8 . 60 
11- to 14-ton...-....-- 3,214 5.6 1.8 20 3,071 5.6 5.0 59 
DELOMNer renee as tLe 4,300 8.0 2.5 14 3,300 7.8 7.0 -56 
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TaBLe VII.—Time required to haul fertilizer with trucks, and with wagons before purchase 
of trucks (121 reports). 

| With truck. With wagon. 

| 

Size of truck 
F |Hours per | a: Hours per Size of ae a | Hours per) Size of : | Hours per 

| load. Distance. se |ton-mile. load. Distance. parce ton-mile. 

| Pounds. | Miles. | Pounds. | Miles. | 
3 LOD Seen eee oa | 1,917 | a 2.0 0.28| 2,444 8.9 6.9 0.65 
TE Hoya eee ee aera areas | 2, 444 | 7.3 | 2533) 27 | 2,962 6.8 5.7 - 56 
f= ponsetones oss 3,840 | 6.2 | 18: | .15] 3,681 6.1 4.5 41 
oar ee 5, 281 7.2) 22] 112] 47107 5.5 5.3 47 

| | | 

It will be seen that the men who are using the smaller trucks 
hauled comparatively small loads with their wagons; however, the 
average size of loads of crops hauled with the 4-, #-, and 1-ton trucks 

is less than the average size of loads which were formerly hauled 
with wagons. The same is true with feed and fertilizer. 

Milk was hauled almost entirely with 1-ton trucks or smaller, only 
7 of 139 men who reported hauling milk having trucks larger 
than 1 ton. The size of load is smaller and the distance hauled is 
shorter for milk than for the other three materials. For each size 
of truck the average distance crops are hauled is slightly greater than 
the distance hauled with the wagons before the trucks were pur- 
chased, this difference being due to the fact that a number of men 
changed their markets after buying their trucks. 

The hours per ton-mile were arrived at by dividing the hours for 
the round trip by the product of the distance in miles and size of 
load in tons. For instance, in Table IV the 4-ton truck carrying 
a load of 960 pounds a distance of 10.4 miles accomplishes 4.99 
ton-miles of hauling. Since 24 hours are required for making this 
trip the time required per ton-mile is 0.50 hour. A comparison 
of the hours required per ton-mile for hauling by truck with the 
hours per ton-mile required for hauling by horses and wagon gives 
the proportion of the time saved by using the truck. 

TIME SAVED BY TRUCKS. 

Table VIII shows the percentage of time which the trucks of differ- 
ent sizes are saving their owners in hauling different materials. In 
nearly every case the trucks are saving more than half of the time 
formerly required to haul with wagons. 
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TasBLe VIII.—Percentage of time which trucks of different sizes save in hauling different 
materials. 

Time saved in hauling. 

Size of truck. 

Crops. Milk. Feed. |Fertilizer. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
52 35 e= COM SE Naess sala DSN Reaae OLEH Mee OOl |S seame sere 

$-LOU Seams cee es 60 42 53 57 
LOM ee eerste aie 65 57 62 52 

14- to14-ton......... Gi aetee Sees 66 63 
2-CON Sas es ee i eee seeeees 75 75 
Over 2-ton......---- ALE eye sates ere ae te (fae ee 

If the men who own small trucks had hauled as large loads with 
wagons as the men with larger trucks did, the saving of time effected 
by the small trucks would have been much less. As shown in 
Table IV, the time per ton-mile required to haul crops with the 
4-ton trucks is 0.50 hour, while the time required per ton-mile by 
these same men in hauling with wagons before the trucks were 
purchased was 1.06 hours, the trucks thus saving 53 per cent of the 
time. The men who now own 1}4- and 14-ton trucks required only 
0.49 hours per ton-mile for hauling with wagons before purchasing 
their trucks. This difference is due entirely to the fact that the 
men who now own 4-ton trucks formerly hauled loads with wagons 
which averaged 1,505 pounds, while the men owning 14- and 14-ton 
trucks hauled loads which averaged 3,306 pounds. 

RETURN LOADS. 

The percentage of time which a truck is run without a load has a 
direct influence on the cost per unit of hauling with the truck. Ifa 
farmer can arrange to haul a load of produce to market and bring 
back a load of supplies to the farm on the same trip, he will reduce 
the time required and expense for hauling practically 50 per cent. 
(See fig. 2.) The reports of these men show that they have loads 
both ways for their trucks on an average of about 26 per cent of 
their trips. Thirty per cent of the men, however, stated that they 
never have return loads. The dairy farmers and general farmers 
reported return loads a considerably larger percentage of the time 
than did the fruit, truck, and crop farmers. 

ROAD HAULING FOR WHICH TRUCKS ARE NOT USED. 

A majority of these men still use their horses to supplement their 
trucks in hauling on the road. While 516 men reported concerning 
their present use of horses for road hauling, only 193, or 37 per cent, 
stated that they did all their road hauling during the year preceding 
the time of reporting with trucks. Table IX shows the reasons 
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given by the remaining 323 of these 516 men for using their horses 
on the road. 

Nearly one-half gave ‘‘poor roads”’ as the reason for using horses; 
that is, they found it necessary to use their horses for hauling which 
had to be done at times when the condition of the roads was such 
that their trucks ‘could not be used. A majority of the remainder 
stated that they used their horses either because the truck was 
too light for the load which it was desired to haul, or because the 
body was unsuitable for carrying the material. However, no farmer 
with a truck larger than the 1-ton size stated that he used horses 
because the truck was too light. About 7 per cent of the total 
number said that they used their horses to help out when the truck 

Fig. 2.—A market gardener hauling manure to his farm on the return trip from market. 

was busy, and about an equal number said that since they must 
keep their horses anyway they used them for some road hauling 
when they were not busy at other work. 

It was not possible to determine from the reports the exact pro- 
portion of the road hauling which is still done with horses on these 
farms. However, on a large majority of them horses were used 
only for road hauling which it was necessary to do at times when the 
trucks could not be used or for which the trucks were not suitable, 
and such hauling would amount to only a small percentage of the 
total. The size of loads and distance hauled with horses are approxi- 
mately the same as given in Tables IV to VII. 
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- Tasie IX.—Reason for using horses for hauling on the road. 

Number | Per cent 
Reason for using horses. lreporting.| of total 

IROOM TOROS Sha tase eoess 2 5 teers in ees 146 45 
Truck body unsuitable...........-.------ | 49 15 
Pru CkgvOOUl es Nba pers: cL eepn eae aleat 47 15 
Keep horsesipusyience > - see eee se oe 24 7 

y Dri CkabUsyereteee eee see meee | 22 7 
Soft ground. .-....---. Se paaee oS Spee aanenanen 5 | 2 
Reduce expenses ssoi0. Tee a iT ee | 4 1 
Others Sea Meee eee | 26 8 

HAULING ON THE FARM WITH TRUCKS. 

Of 416 men who reported on the use of their trucks for hauling on 
the farm, i. e., in the fields and around the buildings, 294, or more 
than 70 per cent, stated that they do not use their trucks at all for 

Fia.3.—The truck can often be used to advantage for hauling fruit from the orchard to the packing house. 

such work. The reasons for not using the truck for hauling on the 
farm were not given in every case, but a large number stated that their 
trucks were not suitable for such work. The smaller trucks in many 
cases will not carry as large loads as it is desired to haul, often the 
truck can not obtain traction in the fields, and sometimes the body 
with which it is equipped is not suitable for some of the hauling on 
“the farm. 

Many others stated that they used their horses for all hauling on 
the farm because there was no advantage in using the truck for such 
work. Most of the time required for hauling on the farm is taken up 
with loading and unloading, and the percentage of the total time 
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which will be saved by the truck when used for such work is small as 
compared with the time it will save in road hauling. When there are 
horses on the farm which would otherwise be idle, it would naturally 
be more profitable to use the horses and let the truck stand idle if 
there is no advantage in time saved or convenience in using it. 

The reasons for using their trucks, as given by 122 men who re- 
ported that they did some hauling on their farms with their trucks, 
are summarized in Table X. Practically all of this hauling was either 
crops or fertilizer, including lime and manure. The average length 
of haul for 94 of these men who reported on hauling crops was 148 
rods, and for 40 who reported hauling fertilizer it was 149 rods. 
The average size of all the farms included is only 173 acres (see Table 

I), and 149 rods is considerably greater than the average distance 
which crops and fertilizer are usually hauled on such farms. 

TaBLE X.—Reason for using truck for hauling on the farm. 

Number | Per cent 
Reason for using truck. report- | fe) 

ing. | total. 

MING Sav GG: = 734-2 Sar eee ena. 3 eee 7 
Gonvenience sai. 2 sees e eee oe eee 2 
(EL OFSCS'| DUSY2 2222s s225 = eee nase ste eee 1 
ODNer eens ne Pee ee ae ee i) 

Sixty-four per cent of the 122 men reporting gave the saving of 
time as the reason for using their trucks for this work. A truck will 
save some time over horses on hauls of this distance if the truck body 

is suitable for carrying the material to be hauled, and if there is no 
difficulty in obtaining traction in the fields. It may also save time 
to use the truck when only one or two loads are to be hauled, and the 

horses and wagons are not ready for use. 
Kighteen per cent reported that they used their trucks for hauling 

on their farms because it was more convenient than to use their horses. 
There is some hauling on the farms where frequent stops must be 
made, or where the horses or truck must be left without attention for 

a considerable length of time. In such cases it may be preferable to 
use the truck even though the horses are allowed to remain idle and 
the use of the truck does not save any time. (See fig. 3.) 

The men who do use their trucks for hauling on the farm reported 
hauling only an average of 45 tons of crops and 37 tons of fertilizer 
per year (including lime and manure) with them, while the average 
amount of crops hauled to market per year with trucks for all farms 
is 119 tons, and the average amount of fertilizer hauled on the road - 
with trucks is 55 tons per year. Thus, even the comparatively small 
number of men who use their trucks for hauling on the farm still use 
their horses for a goodly share of such work. 
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CUSTOM HAULING. 

While all the men whose reports are included use their trucks pri- 
marily for hauling to and from their own farms, about 28 per cent 
reported that they did some custom work during the year preceding 
the time of reporting. Of 492 farmers who reported concerning 
eustom work 355 said that during the past year they had done none 
whatever. The remaining 137 had received on the average $174 
for such work. The number of men who reported hauling different 
materials, and the price which they received per ton-mile, are given 
in Table XI. 

TaBLE X1.—Returns for custom work. 

Number| Price 
Material. of per ton- 

- | reports. mile. 

Crops S26 naa aee ase. ie eee eee eee 60 $0.37 
SIVAia cca SS Fs Spa a NE A tye Se ey -69 
TCEe 6 LS SS a ie Pr ed ee 6 .39 
MCrGLiZere cease woe heaton a ener 6 28 
£1 a(S) eg re ey er eae eS eee aa ae 71 -48 

About 30 per cent of these men who had done custom work stated 
that it had not been profitable. Many of them stated that the main 
reason for doing custom work was to accommodate their neighbors, 
and ordinarily in such cases the price was not high enough to make 
the work profitable. Most of the custom work reported was done by 
men owning large or medium sized trucks. Only seven of the men 
who own half-ton trucks reported that they did any custom work, and 
the average amount received by the seven for the work which they did 
during the past year was $53. 

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF ROADS ON USE OF TRUCKS. 

It has been shown that the majority of these farmers considered 
poor roads the greatest disadvantage in the use of a motor truck, and 
that most of those who still use horses for part of their road hauling 
do so because of poor roads.. In order to gain a more definite idea 
of the effect of the kind of roads on the use of motor trucks, each ~ 
farmer was asked to specify the kind of roads over which his truck 
traveled and the number of weeks during the past year the roads 
had been in such condition on account of mud or snow that the truck 
could not be used. 

All kinds of roads, from unimproved dirt roads to high-class State 
highways, were reported. Twenty-nine per cent of the men who 
reported on this point stated that their trucks ordinarily travel only 
on dirt roads, 46 per cent stated that the roads which they ordi- 
narily use are part dirt and part improved, and the remainder stated 
that they have all improved roads, either macadam, gravel, or better. 

8335°—20——_3 
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Of course, snow may make even the best of roads impassable for a 
truck, and this must be remembered in interpreting these figures. 

The exact number of men with different kinds of roads and the 
number of weeks they could not use their trucks is as follows: 

Of 187 men with dirt roads only— 
17 were able to use their trucks every week in the year. 

36 were unable to use them for 1 to 4 weeks in the year. 

32 were unable to use them for 5 to 8 weeks in the year. 
38 were unable to use them for 9 to 12 weeks in the year. 

24 were unable to use them for 13 to 16 weeks in the year. 

19 were unable to use them for 17 te 20 weeks in the year. 
21 were unable to use them for 21 weeks and over. 

Of 298 men with roads partly improved— 
62 were able to use their trucks every week in the year. 

68 were unable to use them for 1 to 4 weeks in the year. 

59 were unable to use them for 5 to 8 weeks in the year. 

43 were unable to use them for 9 to 12 weeks in the year. 

30 were unable to use them for 13 to 16 weeks in the year. 
20 were unable to use them for 17 to 20 weeks in the year. 

16 were unable to use them for 21 weeks and over. 

Of 159 men with improved roads only— 

78 were able to use their trucks every week in the year. 

38 were unable to use them for 1 to 4 weeks in the year. 

19 were unable to use them for 5 to 8 weeks in the year. 

16 were unable to use them for 9 to 12 weeks in the year. 

5 were unable to use them for 13 to 16 weeks in the year. 

1 was unable to use it for 17 to 20 weeks in the year. 

2 were unable to use them for 21 weeks and over. 

On the average, there were 10.7 weeks when the men with all-dirt 
roads could not use their trucks, 7.8 weeks when those with part-dirt - 
roads could not use them, and 3.5 weeks when those with wholly 
improved roads could not. 

In all, less than 25 per cent of the men found it possible to use 
their trucks every week in the year, and between 35 and 40 per cent 
reported that there were more than 8 weeks during the year when 
they could not use their trucks. About one-half of the men with 
wholly improved roads stated that they could use their trucks any 
time during the year, but only 9 per cent of those with all-dirt roads 
were able to do so, and there were more than 8 weeks during the year 
when 55 per cent of these men with all-dirt roads were unable to use 
their trucks. Snow was doubtless the main factor in making the 
roads impassable for the 81 men who have improved roads only, but 
who found there was at least one week during the year when they 
were not able to use their trucks. 

The kind of tires with which the trucks are equipped apparently 
has little to do with the amount of time which they can not be used 
on account of the roads. That there was no apparent relation be- 
tween the character of the roads and the different kinds of tires, and 
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no great difference in the length of time during which the condition 
of the roads prevented use of trucks with different kinds of tires, is 
shown by the following: 

Of 222 owners of pneumatic-tired trucks— 

69 have all-dirt roads. 

96 have part-dirt roads. 
57 have no dirt roads. 
On the average there were 7.9 weeks during the year when the condition 

of the roads prohibited the use of the trucks. 
Of 211 owners of solid-tired trucks— 

47 have all-dirt roads. 

98 have part-dirt roads. 
66 have no dirt roads. 
On the average there were 6.4 weeks during the year when the condition 

of the roads prohibited the use of the trucks. 
Of 211 owners of trucks with pneumatic tires in front and solid tires behind— 

71 have all-dirt roads. 
104 have part-dirt roads. 

36 have no dirt roads. 

On the average there were 8.6 weeks during the year when the condition 
of the roads prohibited the use of the trucks. 

Seven out of 69 men whose trucks are equipped with pneumatic 
tires and who have dirt roads only, and 4 out of 47 whose trucks are 
equipped with solid tires and who have dirt roads only, stated that 
there was less than a week during the year in which they could not 
use their trucks. The time during which the pneumatic-tired trucks 
with all-dirt roads could not be used was practically the same as for 
the solid-tired trucks with dirt roads only, the average being between 
10 and 11 weeks in each case. 

It does not necessarily follow that horses were always used for 
hauling when the roads were in such a condition that the trucks could 
not be used, as on at least a part of these farms there was no hauling 
which it was necessary to do at such times. 

CHANGE OF MARKET. 

Each truck owner was asked to give the name of the town where 
his produce was usually marketed before the purchase of the truck, 
and its distance from the farm. He was also asked to give the name 
of the town where the produce hauled by the truck is usually mar- 
keted and its distance from the farm. Answers of 704 men to these 
questions show that about one-fourth of them have changed their 
markets since purchasing their trucks. The exact number of men 
on each type of farm who answered the questions concerning their 
markets, the number who changed markets, and the average dis- 
tance to the new markets is given in Table XII. 
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Taste XII.—Change of market after purchase of motor trucks. 

Number | Average 
who distance 

changed | tonew 
market. | market. 

: Number 
Type of farming. report- 

ing. 

| 
| LES. 

139 Bien, At paid 8 
119 18 16 
102 3 in) oT 
44 i el ey 

300 88 } 19 

704 172 20 

A somewhat smaller percentage of dairy farmers than of - any 
other type changed their markets. When milk is hauled to a con- 
densery or to a station for shipment it is not often that one market 
or station is enough better than another to warrant a change. 
A large percentage of these men who have changed their markets 

stated. that they did so because the new market was better than the 
old one. A few, however, stated that they changed for other rea- 

sons, several saying that the better roads between their farms and 
the markets they are now using were responsible for the change. 
It should be remembered that a considerable number of the men 
who have not changed their markets were using first-class markets 
before purchasing their trucks. | 

The fact that a man has changed his market does not necessarily 
mean that all his produce is hauled to the new market, or that he 
purchases all the material for his farm at the new market. In fact, 

a considerable number of these men who usually market their prod- 
uce at a different place than before purchasing their trucks re- 
ported that they still haul some material either to or from the old 
markets. 

The distances from 156 of these farms to the markets which they 
used before buying their trucks, and the distances to the markets 
which they are now using are as follows: 

Of 64 men who formerly used markets | to 4 miles distant— 

2 now use markets 1 to 4 miles distant. 
17 now use markets 5 to 9 miles distant. 
14 now use markets 10 to 14 miles distant. 
15 now use markets 15 to 19 miles distant. 

10 now use markets 20 to 24 miles distant. 

3 now use markets 25 to 29 miles distant. 

3 now use markets 30 or more miles distant. 

Of 53 men who formerly used markets 5 to 9 miles distant— 

7 now use markets 5 to 9 miles distant. 
7 now use markets 10 to 14 miles distant. 

7 now use markets 15 to 19 miles distant. 
7 now use markets 20 to 24 miles distant 

9 now use markets 25 to 29 miles distant. 

16 now use markets 30 or more miles distant. 
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Of 26 men who formerly used markets 10 to 14 miles distant— 
1 now uses market 5to 9 miles distant. 

4 now use markets 10 to 14 miles distant. 

7 now use markets 15 to 19 miles distant. 

2 now use markets 20 to 24 miles distant. - 

2 now use markets 25 to 29 miles distant. 

10 now use markets 30 or more miles distant. 

Of 8 men who formerly used markets 15 to 19 miles distant— 

1 now uses market 5 to 9 miles distant. 

2 now use markets 15 to 19 miles distant. 

1 now uses market 20 to 24 miles distant. 

2 now use markets 25 to 29 miles distant. 

2 now use markets 30 or more miles distant. 

Of 5 men who formerly used markets 20 or more miles distant— 
1 now uses market 1 to 4 miles distant. 

1 now uses market 20 to 24 miles distant. 

3 now use markets 30 or more miles distant. 

Before purchasing their trucks the operators of 75 per cent of these 
farms used markets less than 10 miles from their farms, but now over 
80 per cent of them are using markets 10 miles or more from their 
farms. The average distance to the old market was 7 miles, and the 
average distance to the new market is 20 miles. 

Seventy-one of these 156 men now use markets which are 20 miles 
or more from the farm. Of the entire’ 704 men who reported con- 
cerning their markets only 164 are now using markets which are 20 
or more miles from the farm (see p. 6). Thus over 40 percent of the 

men who now use markets which are such a great distance from their. 
farms have changed markets since purchasing their trucks. 

ANNUAL USE OF TRUCKS. 

The number of miles per year which a motor truck travels has a 
_ direct bearing upon the cost per mile run or per ton hauled. Depre- 
ciation, interest, and repair charges appear all more or less independent 
of the number of miles which the truck travels per year, and the 
greater the number of miles traveled per year, or the greater the 
amount of material hauled, the less will be the charge per mile or per 
ton hauled for these items. 

Following is a summary of the estimates of 553 men as to the 
number of miles per year which their trucks travel: 

58, or 10 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 1,250 or less. 

118, or 22 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 1,251 to 2,250. 

115, or 21 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 2,251 to 3,250. 

92, or 17 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 3,251 to 4,250. 

66, or 12 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 4,251 to 5,250. 

34, or 6 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 5,251 to 6,250. 

19, or 3 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 6,251 to 7,250. 

19, or 3 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 7,251 to 8,250. 

7, or 1 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 8,251 to 9,250. 

14, or 3 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 9,251 to 10,250. 

11, or 2 per cent, estimated the annual mileage at 10,251 or more. 
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The average of the estimates of these 553 men is 3,820 miles, but 
53 per cent of the estimates were 3,250 miles or less. 

The amount of material healed from and to the farm, which 
depends on the type of farming and the size of the farm; the size of 
load, which depends on the size of the truck; and the length of haul, 
all have an influence on the distance per year which a truck travels, 
but for the farms under consideration these factors are all corelated 
in such a way that no one of them exerts a predominating influence. 
For instance, the average of the estimates of the number of miles per 
year traveled by the trucks on the farms of different types is as 
follows: 

Miles 

MOS: Gru eke Parris ssc see ss ee a eee Sho re SH oy eee 3, 800 

93 dairy farms>2 22.2 Seat Nate aes Seater eee Sicko nie Ae See ee 3, 960 

89 fruit farms ic. 222. ie Ee eerie. ey ore ieee seers .. 3,980 
S6icrop farmsa2 (22222. a Uae erate gersts spenereeciwin ee Anas Sea dee Stet eero e240 

227 Ceneral [avs ooo tate acta ett ee wate s hole bate eee 3, 800 

Similarly, the size of the truck and the distance from the farm to 
market show very little relation to the number of miles traveled per 
year. The average of the estimates of— 

113 men who own 3-ton trucks is 3,790 miles per year. 

80 men who own }-ton trucks is 4,370 miles per year. 

232 men who own |-ton trucks is 3,660 miles per year. 

. 52 men who own 14- and 14-ton trucks is 3,100 miles per year. 

60 men who own 2-ton trucks is 4,070 miles per year. 

16 men who own 24-ton and larger trucks is 4,980 miles per year. 

These farmers were also asked for their estimate of the number of 

days per year on which they used their trucks—not the number of 
full days work per year which the truck did, but simply the number 
of days on which some use was made of it. The average of the 
estimates of the number of days per year on which some use is made 
of the trucks on farms of different types is shown in Table XIII. 
The dairy farmers use their trucks on the most days and the crop 
farmers on the fewest. The estimates also showed that in general the 
smaller trucks were used on a somewhat greater number oF days than 
were the larger ones. 

TaBLe XIII.—Days per year on which trucks are used. 

| 

| | Days per 
| Number | year on 

Type of farming. | of esti- | which 
| mates. | truck 

| is used. 

TUG kee ae Sa eS oe ee 133 160 
DBI soos See oe ee a ee 109 | 244 
EUG eo ee Sa aoe cit aes Ss ee | 99 | 159 
CHOP ateters oan Aeon eee ee ee 43 | 127 
Generals <3 oe ee ae ee a ye | 255 | 162 

PAN eee ee ee eet aoe eS 639 | 173 
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LIFE AND DEPRECIATION OF TRUCKS. 

The average first cost, average life,‘and average depreciation per 
year and per mile traveled for trucks of 4 to 2 tons in size are shown 
in Table XIV. There were so few reports on trucks over 2 tons in 
size that no figures for them have been included. 

TasLe XIV.—First cost, life, and depreciation charges for trucks of different sizes. 

[Italic figures in parentheses indicate number of reports for respective items.] 

Size of truck. 3-ton. 3-ton. _ 1-ton. eS lee 2-ton. 

HINTS COStse ee = Stan aes ass see ea se aes cs $574 (149) | $1, 269(94) | $900 (342) | $1,731 (67) | $2,366 (9) 
PRAT PSGUEPMeNG n=) 254 - sea ceatee ew - { 26 (116) | 37 (66) 59 (289) 111 (50) 99 (58) 

MROLAUCOSU ore aes aaa oae Bee eh 600 | 1,306 | 959 ip 1,842 © 2,465 

IPFESENTATE GYCAIS) => secs seecck eo onect=nee | 2.7(150) | 2.3 (95) | 1.6 (344) | 2.1 (67) 2.5 (79) 
Remaining life (years). <:-..2-2-2-s.02-2--- |} 3.9 (94) 4.8(56) | 4.7(196) 5.1 (40) 5. 4 (48) 

MOCAllites (years) ses = =-522 s2s-252 2252 6.6 7.1 6.3 | th? 7.9 

fa eP-AMNRVALGeCprecia iON... 55222 -5252- 4252550! = $91 | $184 $152 $256 $312 
Miles traveled per year-.---. eile Pas ese | 3,790 (115) | 4,370(80) | 3,660(252) | 3,100(52) | 4,070(60) 
Depreciation per mile of travel.......-----.| $0. 024 | $0. 042 | $0. 041 $0. 083 $0. 077 

| . 

The quoted price of the truck often does not include some equip- 
ment which it is necessary or desirable to have, and each man was 
asked to report not only the first cost of his truck, but also the cost 
of any extra equipment he had purchased for it. It was found that 
nearly 75 per cent of the men had bought some equipment which was 
not included in the quoted price. This extra equipment varied from 
minor attachments costing only $2 or $3 to bodies and cabs costing 
as much as $200 or $300. As shown in the table, the amount spent 
for this extra equipment has been added to the reported first cost to 
obtain the total cost. 

Tn all, 7 men reported that they owned trailers for use with their 
motor trucks. However, the cost of these trailers was not included 
in the total cost of the trucks. 

The total life of the trucks was figured by adding the present age 
(that is, the average number of years which the trucks had been 
owned) to the average of the estimates of the remaining number of 

years for which the trucks will give satisfactory service. The remain- 
ing life of the truck depends not only upon its present condition, but 
also upon the probable work it wili do in the future, and the owner’s 
idea as to when it will be cheaper to discard it and purchase a new 
one than to spend more time and money on it for repairs. There is 
quite a wide variation in the individual estimates on this item, but 
the average life as obtained in this manner gives the best available 
basis for figuring depreciation costs. The average life of ail trucks 
as figured by this method was 6.7 years. 
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The annual depreciation was figured by dividing the first cost by 
the life in years, the depreciation per mile of travel by dividing the 
annual depreciation by the average number of miles traveled per year. 
A comparison of these figures with those for the cost of fuel and oil 

.in Table XVI and for tires in Table XVII shows that for each size 
the depreciation charge is greater than the cost of fuel and oil, and 
for the larger sizes it is greater than the combined costs of fuel, oil, 
and tires. 

REPAIRS. 

Each truck owner was asked to report the amount he had spent for 
repairs since the purchase of his truck. A summary of the replies 
for trucks of different sizes is given in Table XV. 

TABLE XV.—Average repair costs of trucks of different sizes and ages. 

Size of truck. 

1 3 14- and Present age (months owned). 3-ton. #-ton. 1-ton. ear 2-ton, 
| 2 

Average total expense for repairs. 

AATIOH CSS See et ae eee een Aenea ectee ec eee eee $9 $20 $14 $2 $19 
TBO eee ee Bet Ree ee eae ee ee eae 36 42 49 28 112 
PASTS OYE |e eae eee eae ce er = a Re os ALS 52 | 116 65 89 143 
Dian CLO V eles sectinas sce eeeiee cere See eee eee 136 | 191 | 155 127 444 

In all, 40 per cent of the men who had not owned their trucks 12 
months had spent nothing on them for repairs. However, very few 
of those who had owned their trucks for more than 12 months had 
been free from expense for repairs. The amounts which the owners 
of the trucks of different sizes had spent are as follows: 
Half-ton trucks: 

Of 20 men who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 

7 had spent nothing for repairs. 

13 had spent from $1 to $87. 

Of 30 men who had used their trucks 13 to 24 months— 

28 had spent from $1 to $87. 

2 had spent from $88 to $187. 
Of 41 men who had used their trucks 25 to 36 months— 

1 had spent nothing for repairs. 

30 had spent from $1 to $87. 
9 had spent from $88 to $187. 

1 had spent from $188 to $287. 

Of 36 men who had used their trucks 37 months or more— 

1 had spent nothing for repairs. 
21 had spent from $1 to $87. 

4 had spent from $88 to $187. 

3 had spent from $188 to $287. 

2 had spent from $288 to $387. 

5 had spent $388 or more. 

lene WA eis oi BEN 
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Three-fourths-ton trucks: 
Of 18 men who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 

7 had spent nothing for repairs. 
11 had spent from $1 to $87. 

Of 27 men who had used their trucks 13 to 24 months— 

4 had spent nothing for repairs. 

19 had spent from $1 to $87. 
z 3 had spent from $88 to $187. 

1 had spent from $288 to $387. 

Of 25 men who had used their trucks 25 to 36 months— 
3 had spent nothing for repairs. 

12 had spent from $1 to $87. 

4 had spent from $88 to $187. 

3 had spent from $188 to $287. 

2 had spent from $288 to $387. 

1 had spent $388 or more. 

Of 18 men who had used their trucks 37 months or more— 
1 had spent nothing for repairs. 

7 had spent from $1 to $87. 

2 had spent from $88 to $187. 

4 had spent from $188 to $287. 
2 had spent from $288 to $387. 

2 had spent $388 or more. 

One-ton trucks: 
Of 127 men who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 

50 had spent nothing for repairs. 

73 had spent from $1 to $87. 

4 had spent from $88 to $187. 

Of 134 men who had used their trucks 13 to 24 months— 
15 had spent nothing for repairs. 
96 had spent from $1 to $87. 

13 had spent from $88 to $187. 

7 had spent from $188 to $287. 
3 had spent from $288 to $387. 

Of 39 men who had used their trucks 25 to 36 months— 
3 had spent nothing for repairs. 

26 had spent from $1 to $87. 
7 had spent from $88 to $187. 

2 had spent from $188 to $287. 
1 had spent $388 or more. 

Of 25 men who had used their trucks 37 months or more— 
12 had spent from $1 to $87. 
6 had spent from $88 to $187. 

1 had spent from $188 to $287. 

4 had spent from $288 to $387. 

2 had spent $388 or more. 
Trucks of 14 to 14 tons: 

Of 10 men who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 
8 had spent nothing for repairs. 
2 had spent from $1 to $87. 

Of 28 men who had used their trucks 13 to 24 months— 

7 had spent nothing for repairs. 
18 had spent from $1 to $88. 

3 had spent from $88 to $187. 

25 
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Trucks of 14 to 14 tons—Continued. 

Of 12 men who had used their trucks 25 to 36 months— 
2 had spent nothing for repairs. 

4 had spent from $1 to $87. 

4 had spent from 388 to $187. 

2 had spent from $188 to $287. 

Of 11 men who had used their trucks 37 months or more— 

5 had spent from $1 to $87. 

4 had spent from $88 to $187. 

1 had spent from $188 to $287. 
1 had spent $388 or more. 

Two-ton trucks: : 

Of 10 men who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 

4 had spent nothing for repairs. 

5 had spent from $1 to $87. 

1 had spent from $88 to $187. 

Of 23 men who had usea their trucks 13 to 24 months— 
3 had spent nothing for repairs. 

13 had spent from $1 to $87. 
2 had spent from $88 to $187. 

2 had spent from $188 to $287. 

3 had spent $388 or more. 

Of 27 men who nad used their trucks 25 to 36 months— 

3 had spent nothing for repairs. 
12 had spent from $1 to $87. 

6 had spent from $88 to $187. 
2 had spent from $188 to $287. 

1 had spent from $288 to $387. 
3 had spent $388 or more. 

Of 11 men who had usea their trucks 37 months or more— 

3 had spent from $1 to $87. 

1 had spent from $88 to $187. 
7 had spent $388 or more. 

The average age of the trucks which had been owned 37 months 
or more was not far from 4 years, and on this basis the average 
annual repair costs for the first 4 years of these trucks’ lives were 
approximately $35 for the 4-ton trucks, $50 for the $-ton, $40 for 
the 1-ton, $35 for the 14-ton and 14-ton, and $110 for the 2-ton. It 
is apparent that these figures are too low for the average annual 
repair cost for the entire life of the machines, but since none of the 

machines reported on were entirely worn out it is impossible to 
obtain accurate figures for this item. In the absence of accurate 
figures, allowances of $50 per year for the 4-ton trucks, $75 for the 

2-ton trucks, $75 for the 1-ton trucks, $100 for the 14-ton and 14-ton 

trucks, and $150 for the 2-ton trucks, have been made as fair charges 
for the average annual repair costs in figuring the cost of operation 
in Table XX on page 32. . 

GASOLINE AND OIL. 

The average number of miles obtained per gallon of gasoline and 
per quart of cylinder oil by the men who use trucks of different sizes 
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are shown in Table XVI. The average price which these men paid 
for gasoline at the time they made their reports (January and Feb- 
ruary, 1920), was 27 cents per gallon, and the average price of lubri- 
cating oil was 65 cents per gallon. The costs per mile traveled are 
computed from these figures. No attempt was made to learn the 
amount and value of the grease used, but in any case its value should 
be only a fraction of that of the lubricating oil. 

TaBLE XVI.—Gasoline and oil requirements of trucks of different sizes. 

[Gasoline at 27 cents per gallon; lubricating oil at 65 cents per gallon.] 

Gasoline. Oil. Total 
cost per 

Size of truck. mile for 
Miles per | Number | Cost per | Miles per} Number | Cost per | gasoline 
gallon. jofreports.} mile. quart. jofreports.} mile. and oil. 

PAO e GaoaS nea ae SS aae ae aeeS 14.8 138 $0. 018 59 93 $0. 003 $0. 021 
BPH) eG a a eee ae 12.1 92 - 022 58 71 003 025 
MELON EEE ae eee ee tae es Ue 11.2 332 . 024 48 281 003 027 
land A-One s a e2e- sss. seca se 9.5. 64 . 028 49 54 003 031 
PTOI 5 MSN GCE EEE Cn ee 8.0 75 . 034 40 62 004 038 

TIRES. 

Each man was asked to state what he paid for tires and the mileage 
obtained. The cost per mile for tires as shown in Table XVII is 
figured by simply dividing the average cost per tire by the average 
number of miles which the tire runs, and multiplying this result by 
four to obtain the cost for four tires. According to the estimates of 
318 men, the pneumatic tires on these trucks run an average of 4,500 
miles, and according to the estimates of 206 men the solid tires run 
an average of 8,200 miles. Such a large percentage of the }-ton 
and ?-ton trucks used are equipped with pneumatic tires that no 
figures for solid tire costs for these sizes are given, and such a large 
percentage of the trucks over 1 ton in size are equipped with solid 
tires that no figures for pneumatic tire costs for them are shown. 

An allowance for the mileage obtained from the tires with which a 
machine is equipped when purchased must be made in order to deter- 
mine the net tire cost to the user, as the cost of the first set of tires 
is included in the purchase price of the truck. 

_ According to the estimates of these men the percentage of the total 
mileage of the trucks obtained from the tires with which they are 
equipped when purchased is as follows: 

Pneumatic tires on the 3-ton trucks run 18 per cent of the total mileage. 

Pneumatic tires on the }-ton trucks run 17 per cent of the total mileage. 
Pneumatic tires on the 1-ton trucks run 19 per cent of the total mileage. 

Solid tires on the 1-ton trucks run 36 per cent of the total mileage. 
Solid tires on the 1}- and 14-ton trucks run 40 per cent of the total mileage. 

Solid tires on the 2-ton trucks run 26 per cent of the total mileage. 
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The cost per mile as indicated by the cost of the tires and miles 
which they run has been reduced by these percentages in order to 
obtain the net cost per mile traveled. No attempt was made to 
obtain the cost of inner tubes for pneumatic tires or to obtain the 
cost of tire repairs separately from the entire repair costs of the 
trucks. 

TaBLeE XVII.—Tire costs. 

Allow- 
C ance for 

: rs oe ost per | Number | tires on | Net cost 
Size of truck. Kind of tires. mule. |ofreports.| machine | per mile. 

when 
bought. 

PaO [lta ay sene nate caterers mrss orate oye Seis rereyteecere se PHeEUMAatIC.22ssse- $0. 020 113 $0. 004 $0. 016 
BLOM seers ttelateece, ros © cicitreis is yee teeta Semen oe eee (| DEaeeereets eee -035 47 -006 -029 
SGOT yet ene ctf oe x Svspeos ameee cP n, Sa Seattle | escyeree (cee Se -020 151 -004 -016 
TOM epee ame cee eee ees abe aealsae Solid 25..22,- aaener 020 94 -007 -013 
Meera YS “GO Marae =)aehat aren atrseig Rat saree hcele teas GO: 3. .ccaens -029 20 -012 -017 
EL OMe eye ate s/f Nye ee ie ae oe meee ee onl meas (6 (oer 034 25 -009 -025 

KIND OF TIRES RECOMMENDED BY USERS. 

These truck owners were asked what kind of tires they consider 
the best for their conditions, regardless of the kind actually used. 
The kinds of tires which 637 men with trucks of all sizes are now 
using, together with the kinds they prefer, are as follows: 

Of 231 men who use pneumatic tires— 
230 prefer pneumatics. 

1 prefers pneumatics in front and solids in rear. 
Of 209 men who now use solid tires— 

16 prefer pneumatics. 
192 prefer solids. 

1 prefers pneumatics in front and solids in rear. 

Of 197 men who now use pneumatics in front and solids in rear— 
75 prefer pneumatics. 
67 prefer solids. 

55 prefer pneumatics in front and solids in rear. 

In all, 36 per cent now use pneumatics, 33 per cent use solids, and 
31 per cent use pneumatics in front and solids in the rear, while 50 
per cent prefer pneumatics, 41 per cent prefer solids, and only 9 per 
cent prefer pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. The kind of 
tires which a man prefers depends considerably upon the size of his 
truck and the kind of tires which he now uses. Four hundred and 
seventy-seven of these 637 men recommend the same kind of tire 
equipment as they are now using, and doubtless in a majority of 
these cases the kind of tires now used is the same as the kind with 
which the truck was equipped when it was purchased. 

A large percentage of the owners of the 4- ton and ?-ton trucks 
consider pneumatics the best; the owners of the 1-ton trucks are 
about evenly divided in their preference, and a large percentage of 
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the owners of trucks larger than 1 ton prefer solid tires. The exact 
number of owners of trucks of different sizes, and their recommenda- 

tions, is as follows: : 

Of 135 owners of 4-ton trucks— 

129 recommend pneumatics. 

5 recommend solids. 

1 recommends pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. 

Of 92 owners of ?-ton trucks— 

64 recommend pneumatics. 

25 recommend solids. 

3 recommend pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. 

Of 278 owners of 1-ton trucks— 
111 recommend pneumatics. 

120 recommend solids. 

47 recommend pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. 

Of 54 owners of 11- and 14-ton trucks— 

8 recommend pneumatics. 

44 recommend solids. 

2 recommend pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. 

Of 65 owners of 2-ton trucks— 

9 recommend pneumatics. 

52 recommend solids. 

4 recommend pneumatics in front and solids in the rear. 

Of 13 owners of trucks over 2 tons in size, all recommend solids. 

RELIABILITY. 

The reliability of a motor truck, as that of any other machine, has 
a very decided effect upon its profitableness. If a truck is out of 
commission for several days at a time when its services are needed 
and when its owner is depending upon it to help him through a busy 
time it can scarcely be considered a profitable machine for him to 
own. Likewise, if a great deal of time is lost on the road on account 
of motor and tire trouble, breakage, and other delays, this loss and 
annoyance may overcome all the advantages attending its use. In 
order to obtain information as to the reliability of motor trucks for 
farm use these truck owners were asked to give both the number of 
days their trucks had been out of commission when needed during 
the past year, and the percentage of the time lost while using them. 
Table XVIII shows the average number of days 682 trucks of differ- 
ent ages were out of commission during the year preceding the time 
of reporting. The reports indicated that there is practically no 
difference in this respect among the trucks of different sizes. 
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TaBLE XVIII.—Days per year trucks were out of commission when needed. 

| 

Total Average 
number | days out 

of of com- 
| reports. | mission. 

Age of trucks (months). 

‘ 

12 and less... .- Fee ee 187 0.7 
245 Us tf 
147 2.0 
1038 3.2 

Wad ATE 2 es Dee ees cee... eee | 682 

The total number of days the trucks of different ages were out of 
commission is as follows: 

Of the 187 which had been in use 12 months or less— 
157 were out of commission no days. 

23 were out of commission from | to 5 days. 

5 were out of commission from 6 to 10 days. 

2 were out of commission over 10 days. 

Of the 245 which had been in use 13 to 24 months— 
173 were out of commission no days. 

44 were out of commission | to 5 days. 

18 were out of commission 6 to 10 days. 

10 were out of commission over 10 days. 

Of the 147 which had been in use 25 to 36 months— 
93 were out of commission no days. 

39 were out of commission -l to 5 days. 
10 were out of commission 6 to 10 days. 

5 were out of commission over 10 days. 

Of the 103 which had been in use 37 months or more— 
56 were cut of commission no days. 

32 were out of commission | to 5 days. 

9 were out of commission 6 to 10 days. 

6 were out of commission over 10 days. 

Seventy-one per cent of the trucks had not been out of commission 
at all when needed, 20 per cent had been out of commission 5 days or 
less, 6 per cent had been out of commission from 6 to 10 days, and 3 
per cent had been out of commission over 10 days. In general, the 
newer trucks are more reliable than the older ones. While nearly 85 
per cent of the trucks which had been owned 12 months or less had 
not been out of commission when needed, only a little more than one- 
half of those which had been in use more than 3 years had not been 
out of commission during the preceding year. 

The average percentage of time lost on account of motor and tire 
trouble, breakage, etc., by 542 men owning trucks of different ages is 
shown in Table XIX. 
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TaBLeE XIX.—Per cent of time lost by trucks of different ages on account of motor and 

tire trouble, breakage, ete. 

| xy Average | Number © 
Age of truck (months). (0) percent 

| reports. 1e8t3 

DANG CSS eee ea ee ee eee 155 0.6 
TRB WO) 2% RR ee ye RR es oh ered teat 190 ihwat 
DOME OVS OSs epee haere ee mete as Ect ape 120 1.6 
UPTO ONCE terre he ee ee et nme eS 77 1.6 

| 

The estimates of the men who had used their trucks different 
lengths of time were as follows: 

Of 155 who had used their trucks 12 months or less— 
122 reported the loss of no time. 

32 reported the loss of 1 to 5 per cent. 
1 reported the loss of more than 10 per cent. 

Of 190 who had owned their trucks 13 to 24 months— 
130 reported the loss of no time. 

52 reported the loss of I to 5 per cent. 
7 reported the loss of 6 to 10 per cent. 

1 reported the loss of more than 10 per cent. 
Of 120 who had owned their trucks 25 to 36 months— 

73 reported the loss of no time. 
39 reported the loss of 1 to 5 per cent. 

6 reported the loss of 6 to 10 per cent. 
2 reported the loss of more than 10 per cent. 

Of 77 who had owned their trucks 37 months or more— 
39 reported the loss of no time. 

34 reported the loss of i to 5 per cent. 

3 reported the loss of 6 to 10 per cent. 

1 reported the loss of more than 10 per cent. 

The newer trucks are more reliable in this respect, just as they are 
in respect to the amount of time they are out of commission when 
needed. Highty per cent of the men whose trucks have been in use 
12 months or less stated that they lost no time, and only one-half of 
the men whose trucks have been in use more than 3 years stated that 
they had lost no time. In all, 67 per cent of the total stated that they 
had lost no time, and only 1 man in 26 stated that more than 5 per 
cent of the time was lost on this account. 

The average distance crops are hauled by these men is about 10 
miles, and the average time required for the round trip is not far from 3 
hours (see Table IV). A loss of 5 per cent of the time on such a trip 
would mean a delay of about 10 minutes, and a loss of 10 per cent of 
the time would be a delay of about 20 minutes. Such delays, even 
with the trucks which give the most trouble in this respect would 
scarcely be as serious as the loss due to having the truck out of com- 
mission several days when it was needed. 

To a certain extent the reliability of a motor truck depends upon the 
ability of the operator and the care which the truck is given. 
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Roughly, about 60 per cent of these trucks are operated by their 
owners, about 30 per cent by the sons of the owners, and about 10 
per cent by hired men. Automobiles are owned on about three- 
fourths of the farms and tractors on about one-fourth of them. It is 
to be expected that the owner of such an expensive machine as a motor 
truck, or any member of his family, would give it a reasonable amount 
of care and operate it witha reasonable degree of intelligence, and the 
fact that automobiles or tractors were owned on a large percentage of 
these farms indicates that most of the operators were more or less 
skilled in the operation of gas engines. ‘That such a large percentage 
of these trucks were operated without any loss of time and were always 
ready for work when needed is very probably partially due to these 
facts. 

COST OF OPERATION. 

The cost of operating trucks of different sizes reported by these 
men is shown in Table XX. The items considered in making up these 
costs are depreciation, repairs, interest on investment, registration 
and license fees, cost of gasoline and oil, and of tires. 

TABLE XX.—Cost of operating trucks of different sizes. 

Size. 

| 
| 1h and | 

3-ton. 3-ton. 1-ton. | Li fae | 2-ton 
| | 

Fixed charges: | | ; 
AMIMITAVCEDTECLALION: sa 22 asietets se cise wise ease mee | $91 $184 $152 | $256 | $312 
ATIMUAUTEDAITS 25222 en = oeostee sn cece aac ee 50 75 75 100 | 150 
PANIIT SIIMLECLOS ts smes feces ee eee eee 21 45 33 63 | 83 
Annual registration and license fees............-. 10 15 18 22 | 26 

Total fixed charges. 2 oi 424 scene oc see sed oeen ees 172 319 278 441 | 571 

Miles traveled per year. 2.22225 ,2-4ncesoceemece aces | 3,790] 4,370| 3,660 3,100 | 4,070 

Wixeqdioharces: peril Gs .mescwiee selects acco ees cae oem! 30.045 |  $0.073 | $0. 076 | $0. 142 | $6. 140 
Gasoline and oil per mile | .021 | . 025 . 027 -031 | . 038 
Asis joyeseinil (2 ee eoncamonceoncre 016 | . 029 -016 | 017 | 025 

Motalicost per mile: .esss--ee2 cee eee sess = 082 | 127 | .119 | . 190 | - 203 

The figures for annual depreciation are obtained from Table XIV; 
those for annual repairs are obtained from page 26. 

Interest is figured at 6 per cent on the average investment. The 
average investment has been found by the rule: Average invest- 

ment =first cost x “= vais 
years of service X 2 

method for determining the average investment in equipment where a 
fraction of the first cost is charged off each year for depreciation. 
The interest charge when computed on this basis is slightly greater 
than when computed on one-half of the first cost. 

This is the generally accepted 
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Registration and license fees vary considerably in the different 
States. No attempt was made to determine the exact average of the 
fees paid by the different men. The amounts used as shown in the 
table are, however, representative of such fees for the year 1920 in the 
Eastern States, and include both the registration of the truck and the 
operator’s license. . In nearly every instance these amounts are within 
$5 of the actual fees charged in the different States. 

No charge has been made for taxes, insurance, housing, or labor 

spent in caring for the truck. However, these items would ordinarily 
amount to a very small percentage of the total cost. 

The number of miles traveled per year are shown on page 22. The 
gasoline and oil charges are obtained from Table XVI, and the tire 
charges from Table XVII. The tire charges for the $-ton, ?-ton, and 
1-ton trucks are for pneumatic tires, while for the 14-ton, 14-ton, and 
2-ton trucks the tire charges are for solid tires. 

COST OF HAULING WITH TRUCKS. 

The cost of hauling with a motor truck is determined by the cost 
of operating the truck, the charge for the driver’s time and labor, 
the size of load hauled, and the percentage of time the truck runs 
without a load. In Table XXI are given the cost per mile of haul, 
and the cost per ton-mile of hauling crops with trucks of different 
sizes. The cost of operating the truck is taken directly from the 
preceding table. The charge for the driver is obtained by allowing 
a rate of 50 cents per hour for his time while driving and while load- 
ing and unloading the truck. The average time required for hauling 
different materials as given in Tables IV to VII is 0.14 hour per 
mile of travelfor the 4- and ?-ton trucks, and 0.15 hour for the 1-, 14,- 
14-, and 2-ton trucks. 

It is stated on page 13 that these men had return loads for their 
trucks about 26 per cent of the time; that is, each truck hauls loads 
both ways on 26 out of every 100 round trips it makes from and to 
the farm, and runs without a load 74 one-way trips. The cost of 
operating the truck and the value of the driver’s time for these 74 
trips with no load must be charged to the 126 trips with loads, in 
order to obtain the actual cost per mile of haul. That is, every 
126 miles of haul must bear the expense of 200 miles of travel, or 
every 63 miles of haul must bear the expense of 100 miles of travel. 
The cost per mile of haul as given in the table is obtained by mul- 
tiplying the total cost per mile traveled by 100 and dividing the 
product by 63. 

The cost per ton-mile hauled is determined by dividing the cost 
per mile hauled by the weight of the load in tons. As shown in Table 
IV, the average weight of a load of crops hauled with }-ton trucks is 
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0.480 ton; for ?-ton trucks the load is 0.926 ton; for the 1-ton 
trucks, 1.196 tons; for 14-ton and 14-ton trucks, 1.734 tons; and 
for the 2-ton trucks, 2.464 tons. The costs per mile of haul for the 
trucks of different sizes divided by these figures give the costs per 
ton-mile. 

TABLE XXI.—Cost of hauling with trucks of different sizes. 

Si x ph aa i 14-and z 
ize of truck. 4-ton. }-ton. J-ton. L}-ton. 2-ton. 

AMrCkICOSE POG MMe TUT 2c eete tet epepeetarsiciere see state $0. 082 $0. 127 $0. 119 $0. 190 $0. 208 
Chargeior-driver-per mile runs. 225 if ecess ok - 070 - 070 - 075 - 075 - 075 

Totals Sescocesic oles sse ene oie soeeeaseeees . 152 «197 - 194 265 278 
Cost per mile of haul (37 per cent idle running)... .-. 241 -313 - 308 - 421 - 441 
Cost per ton-mile for hauling crops.......-.-.--..--- - 502 - 338 258 - 242 - 179 

SAVING OF HIRED HELP. 

The saving of time is given by these men as the greatest advantage 
in the use of a motor truck, but the saving of time will not be of any 
financial benefit to a farmer unless he uses the time thus saved on 
other work, or unless it enables him to reduce the expense for hired 
help. 

These men were asked whether or not their trucks reduce the 
expense for hired help, either man or horse, and, if so, to estimate 
the amount thus saved per year. Of 711 men who answered the 
question as to whether the truck reduces the expense for hired help, 
562, or 79 per cent, said that it does, and the remaining 149 that 
it does not. 

Three hundred and fifty of the 562 estimated the amount thus 
annually saved, and the average of these estimates is $324. This 
figure can scarcely be taken to represent the actual amount which 
the labor bills of these men have been reduced since purchasing their 
trucks, but rather as their estimates of the amounts by which their 
bills would be increased if they did not now own trucks, and if they 
were doing the same amount of work they are now doing. 

Eighty-four per cent of the operators of fruit farms think that their 
trucks reduce the expense for hired help. This is a slightly higher 
percentage than is reported for any other type of farming. The 
average of the estimates of those of this 84 per cent who attempted 
to place a value on the amount of help saved is $364. 

The owners of the larger trucks make higher estimates of the 
amount that their trucks reduce expenses than do owners of the 
smaller ones. The averages of the estimates of the owners of the 4- 
ton, #-ton, and 1-ton trucks, who report that their trucks reduce the 
bill for hired help, were all between $250 and $300, the average of 
the estimates of the owners of the 14-ton and 14-ton trucks was 
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between $375 and $400, while the estimates of the owners of the 2-ton 
trucks and of those over 2 tons averaged more than $600. There is 
no great difference in the percentages of the owners of the different 
sizes who consider that their trucks do not reduce the expense for 
hired help. 

DISPLACEMENT OF HORSES. 

The operators of 610 farms reported the number of head of work 
stock they owned before purchasing their trucks and the number 
they had disposed of since that time. Four of these 610 farms were 

~ small ones which had been operated without horses even before 
trucks were purchased. The number of head of work stock kept on 
the other 606 farms varied from 1 or 2 on the smaller farms to 20 
and more on a few of the larger ones. The total number of work 
stock kept on the 606 farms was 3,103. On 296 of them the number 
had been reduced since the trucks were purchased by a total of 586 
head, an average reduction of 19 per cent for the 606 farms and an 
average displacement of 1.0 head per truck. 
A man with only 1 or 2 horses will usually need to keep them for 

work on the farm even after buying a truck, and only about 1 man 
in 7 who owned 1 or 2 horses had sold any since buying his truck. 
Similarly, the purchase of a motor truck will not often enable a man 
who owns 3 or 4 horses, all of which he sometimes uses as a single 
unit, to reduce the number of his work stock. A little less than one- 
half of the men who had owned 3 or 4 horses before purchasing their 
trucks reported that they had disposed of any since that time, but 
nearly two-thirds of those who had owned 5 or more had disposed 
of at least 1 after purchasing the truck. The exact number of work 
stock formerly owned and the number disposed of by the different 
men is as follows: 

Of 90 men who owned 1 or 2 head before purchasing trucks— 
77 had disposed of none. 

10 had disposed of 1. 

3 had disposed of 2. 

Of 232 men who owned 3 or 4 head before purchasing trucks— 

130 had disposed of none. 

59 had disposed of 1. 
42 had disposed of 2. 

1 had disposed of 3. 

Of 156 men who owned 5 or 6 head before purchasing trucks— 

66 had disposed of none. 

35 had disposed of 1. 

43 had disposed of 2. 
8 had disposed of 3. 

4 had disposed of 4. 
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Of 63 men who owned 7 or 8 head before purchasing trucks— 

16 had disposed of none. 

7 had disposed of 1. 

25 had disposed of 2. 

5 had disposed of 3. 

10 had disposed of 4. 
Of 34 men who owned 9 or 10 head before purchasing trucks— 

8 had disposed of none. 

1 had disposed of 1. 

10 had disposed of 2. 
4 had disposed of 3. 

5 had disposed of 4. 
6 had disposed of 5 or more. 

Of 31 men who owned 11 or more head before purchasing trucks— 

13 had disposed of none. 

2 had disposed of 1. 

4 had disposed of 2. 

3 had disposed of 3. 

3 had disposed of 4. 

6 had disposed of 5 or more. 

This displacement of horses by motor trucks is quite comparable 
to the displacement by tractors in this section. A study of 252 New 
York farms on which tractors are owned, as reported in Farmers’ 

Bulletin 1004, “The Gas Tractor in Eastern Farming,” showed that 
on these farms the total work stock owned when the tractors were 
purchased amounted to 1,321, while the total after the purchase of 
tractors was 1,018, a reduction of 22 per cent, and an average dis- 
placement of 1.2 head per tractor. 

FARMS ON WHICH TRACTORS ARE OWNED. 

Of 675 men who reported on whether or not they own tractors, 180, 
or 27 per cent, stated that they own tractors. Tractors are owned 
on a larger percentage of the crop and fruit farms than on farms of 
other types. They are owned on 9 per cent of the truck farms, 33 
per cent of the dairy farms, 38 per cent of the fruit farms, 42 per cent 
of the crop farms, and 25 per cent of the general farms. Size of the 
farm, however, evidently had a greater influence in this regard than 
did the type of farming. The number of men with farms of different 
sizes (crop acres, not total acres), who do and do not own tractors, is 

as follows: 

Of 243 men with 60 or less crop-acres— 

21 own tractors. 

222 do not own tractors. 

Of 227 men with 61 to 120 crop-acres 

47 own tractors. 

180 do not own tractors. 
Of 103 men with 121 to 180 crop-acres— 

42 own tractors. 

61 do not own tractors. 
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Of 45 men with 181 to 240 crop-acres— 

31 own tractors. 
14 do not own tractors. 

Of 30 men with 241 to 300 crop-acres— 
20 own tractors. 
10 do not own tractors. 

Of 27 men with 301 or more crop-acres— 
19 own tractors. 
8 do not own tractors. 

Over two-thirds of the 675 farms consisted of not over 120 crop- 
acres. Tractors are owned on only about 15 per cent of such farms, 
while they are owned on 55 per cent of those with more than 120 
crop-acres. In most cases the reports did not show the size of the 
tractor owned, but atleast a part of the tractors owned on the 21 farms 
with 60 or less crop-acres are small ones of only one or two draw-bar 
horsepower, and are capable of dog the work of only about one 
horse. 

The ownership of both motor trucks and tractors, even on the 
large farms, has not resulted in a very great reduction in the number 
of horses. The men who own both trucks and tractors and who have 
from 61 to 120 crop-acres still keep nearly 4 horses on the average— 
one horse for each 24 crop-acres—and only 6 of them are farming 
with fewer than 3 horses. The men who have from 121 to 180 crop- 
acres still keep an average of 5 horses—one for each 30 acres—and 
only six of them are now farming with fewer than 4 horses. The 
men who have over 180 crop-acres still keep an average of between 
8 and 9 horses—one to each 39 crop-acres—and only 3 of them are 
farming with fewer than 4 horses. 

The number of crop-acres per horse on the farms of different sizes 
where trucks are owned, but not tractors, is only about 2 acres less 
in each case than on the farms where tractors are owned, there being 
22 crop-acres per horse on the farms with 61 to 120 crop-acres where 
tractors are not owned, 28 per horse on those with 121 to 180 crop- 
acres, and 37 per horse on those with over 180 crop-acres. 
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METHOD OF CONDUCTING REARING WORK. 

The studies reported in this paper on the grape-berry moth 
(Polychrosis viteana Clem.) began in 1916 with the collection of 

grapes which were infested with early hatching first-brood larve. 
These infested grapes were taken to the open-air insectary and 
placed in cylindrical wire baskets which held from 1 to 14 quarts 
each. These baskets were placed in glass battery jars which had 
been supplied with about one-half inch of sand in the bottom. This 
sand absorbed the juice from the infested grapes and maintained a 
fairly constant humidity in the jars. The jars were closed with 
cloth covers. 

Fresh grape leaves were placed in the battery jars in the space 
between the wire baskets and the glass surface, and the larve pupated 

1 The data reported in this paper were accumulated during the seasons of 1916, 1917, and 1918. The ac- 

tual rearing records were secured at Sandusky, Ohio, and the field observations were made in the grape 

sections about Sandusky, including the Lake Erie islands, in Dover and Avon sections west of Cleveland, 

and in the Euclid section east of Cleveland. 

Control experiments based on these life-history studies were conducted each season and the satisfactory 

control effected proved the value of such life-history data. The results of the control experiments are 

published separately as U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 837. 

These investigations were conducted in cooperation with the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. 

During the season of 1916 the writer was assisted by E. R. Selkregg, then field assistant in the U. S. Bu- 

Teau of Entomology. Mr. Selkregg was in direct charge of the rearing work for 1916. In the seasons of 

1917 and 1918 the writer was assisted by Chester I. Bliss, field assistant in the U. 8. Bureau of Entomology. 

7678°—20——1 - ; 
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in these leaves. The leaves bearing cocoons were removed each day 
and fresh ones supplied. The cocoons were placed in small jelly 
glasses until the moths emerged. The moths were removed each 
day as the records were taken. To secure oviposition records when 
the moths are confined several different methods have been tried 
but all without satisfactory results. 

Throughout this work the rearing records have been checked and 
supplemented by extensive field observations and, except where 
noted, represent as nearly the actual conditions as it was possible to 
approximate. Each table presented is to be considered complete in 
itself and not dependent on any other table. Special methods for 
the securing of any particular records are given with the records. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS IN 1916, 1917, AND 1918. 

Seasonal-history data sufficient for accurate timing of spray 
applications were secured in 1916 and the other data secured were 
incidental. The weather conditions in the season of 1916 were 
about normal except for an unusually warm dry autumn. In 1917 
the records are more complete, but represent an abnormally late and 
wet season throughout. The fall was unusually cold and rainy and 
considerably retarded the development of the second-brood larve. 
In 1918 berry-moth infestation was generally light throughout 
northern Ohio and difficulty was experienced early in the season in 
securing sufficient material for rearing records. ‘The season of 1918 
opened unseasonably early and remained advanced throughout. 

SEASONAL-HISTORY STUDIES, 1916. 

These studies began with the collection of early hatching first- 
brood larve in the vineyards. Vineyards known to have. been 
heavily infested in 1915 were searched carefully on June 1, 5, 10, 
and 14, but not until June 20 was a larvafound. At this time only 
an occasional larva could be found and there was no general infesta- 
tion of the grape cluster buds. Not until July 5 were larve present 
in the vineyards in any considerable number. Collections of larve 
were made frequently and regularly throughout the season, beginning ~ 
June 20. 

FIRST GENERATION. 

TIME OF FIRST-BROOD LARVA LEAVING THE FRUIT. 

Actual records began with the early hatching larve leaving the 
fruit. Table I shows the dates on which the first-brood larve spun 
their cocoons. The earliest date is seen to be June 28 and the latest 
August 18, with the greatest number cocooning on July 21. It 
seems worthy of note that a very large percentage, 81.35 per cent, 

cocooned within the 12-day period from July 16 to July 27, inclusive. 
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Tassie I.—Time of leaving grapes of first-brood larvx of the grape-berry moth in 1916. 
Fruit collected at Venice, Put-in-Bay, and Kelley’s Island, Ohio. 

F P Number . ‘ Number 
Date of leaving fruit. AM ETES. Date of leaving fruit. ati 

1 || July 26 142 
1 27 139 
1 95 
3 8 
1 28 
3 35 
5 || Aug. 27 
6 3 8 
4 10 
4 73 

22 70 
63 60 
28 59 
32 18 

163 12 
349 11 
151 29 
316 22 
376 12 
425 4 
346 6 
398 14 
381 
164 4, 125 

LENGTH OF TIME OF FIRST-BROOD INDIVIDUALS IN THE COCOON. 

The time of cocooning and length of time in the cocoon for 38 
individuals observed are shown in Table II.. The maximum time is 
19 days, the minimum 9 days, and the average 11.7 days. 

TaBLE II.—Time of cocooning and the length of time in cocoon of the first brood of the 
grape-berry moth at Sandusky, Ohio, in 1916. 

| Larve Moths | Daysin Number oflarve. | left fruit.| emerged. |in cocoon. Total. Larve collected at 

12 8 eee ee ere June 28..| July 11.. 13 13 | Put-in-Bay, Ohio. 
ee ao Saese aS See edOzee oly, 1252 13 13 Do. 
WE ase ctee ncaa es - earl Uilhy oes bee dozer 10 10 | Venice, Ohio. 
ee ee eserince foe aes July 4 July 14.. 10 10 Do. 
Dac date anCCe en ee Wee GOnea| dily Toe: 11 22 Do. 
Sy aaa neers See eee July 5...) July 16 15 15 Do. 
I aos Sia ae eee SR Sean Julllys6822| S22 dose 10 10 | Kelley’s Island, Ohio. 
les sae bop SE Eee o EES .-.do....| July 18 13 13 Do. 
1 8 eke e sese eee ceie (eee Gore sally, 25% 19 19 Do. 
1s oe Oe a a ae | July 7...) July 17.. 10 10 Do. 
Nl as cae args ae ea ee --.d0...-| July 19-- 12 12 | Venice, Ohio. 
IA ictal a ea SeeOW shal lsocoOsoce 12 12 | Kelley’s Island, Ohio. 
Owe Sebo Saeed ea a ene -..do... .| July 21. 14 84 Do. 
Oe ees Ne uly Ageeetdows- 9 45 Do. 
per eeye eens cies iscsic ais July 13..| July 24.. 11 il Do. 
eat ae ar i a ae ee gacGesealosccls coe 11 110 | Venice, Ohio. 
See aR eA chy Ee done sa |\ililiye2o== 12 24 Do. 
| eesti gee ee eee eeaeee fee doses | vualy 260s 13 13 Do. 

38 Average. 11.7 
Maxi- 
mum.. 19 

| Mini- 
mum. .| 9 

TIME OF EMERGENCE OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

The material for securing emergence records of first-brood moths 
included the larve collected beginning June 20 and shown in Tables 
T and II, and pupe collected in the field at frequent intervals. It 
will be seen in Table III and figure 1 that moths began to emerge 
July 11 and continued until August 31, with the greatest number on 
August 3. <A large part, 63 per cent, of this emergence came within 
the 11-day period, July 27 to August 6. 
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TaBLeE IIT.—Time of emergence of moths of the first brood of the grape-berry moth at 
Sandusky, Ohio, in 1916. 

Date of emergence. | A Cae | Date of emergence. eas 

Ute ti sehr et eee es | 1 | 
DQ Sre eS ari ar ae ae eee neers! 2 | 
LS Bee eed Sere aoe hee eee i 
LB ott a sec Ae Ds Sere oe ee S| 1 
LE Ses a Soe eee eee eee eRe eI 2 
LG foc See ese Sale ce See ee eee 2 
ee ee ae ee Ae NOE een ee 1 
LB ne ne at cna are Gees 1 
bh) epee Ae reer A ere, ry aperreene renin nr 1 
D2) wae Sree ross SS ca eee eres Senta oe eee 3 
OR SN ate Oe Ae sha aaa a vere Sees 1i 
7 OE ee A See ERTS 10 
DOE a eee Be EAA on ee eat 7 
DA Oy es eae eee Oe nen cea ee eee ee 13 
DD ie eas oases ais se es nee 10 
DG ie oes eianet ean chee ences es aa 43 
Ds eee a Ae ee | ane eee 116 
AS aise aoe see et Pee ee aes 168 
9 ie eet ate aE aes Suan S| 164 
DO reve sive Cte hake Backes eee ee yaar 119 
SUS Se We Sia coes cae ee ace 2 sees 111 

AUS Bae Seto cee see see eee eet | 78 
Vase oes sds ees Peas Sh Se ces cease 118 
bey SS I i Re ile teat AT ee ee nS eR 194 
A So se pa ee Peas ae ee 109 
Bee wyatt laciatere ae Sia ee eee 190 
Ove. .2ee ae teseeeade = o- 28st eases: 112 || otal. ios senses see Se eee 2, 340 

</O0 

180 

150 
we 

N 
S /20 

9 ‘ O 

Q 
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8 8 

/O co FO /O - ZO TO 
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Fic. 1.—Diagram showing time of emergence of first-brood moths of the grape-berry moth (Polychrosis 

viteana) at Sandusky, Ohio, 1916. 
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OVIPOSITION OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

~The oviposition records were secured from some of the moths 
recorded in Table III. The oviposition of a few of these moths is 
shown in Table IV. No attempt was made to secure oviposition rec- 
ords throughout the entire oviposition period. From observations 
made in the vineyards during the season it was found that the 
heaviest oviposition was in the period from about August 1 to 10. 
Freshly deposited eggs were found in small numbers in the vineyards 
as late as August 17, and eggs were being deposited in the insectary 
as late as September 1. 

TaBLe L[V.—Oviposition by first-brood moths of the grape-berry moth in rearing jars at 
Sandusky, Ohio, in 1916. 

Number of moths. Date of— Days— 

: From 
No. of jar. 9 eee ace First Last Before Ofovi- | emergence 

8 ‘|oviposition.|oviposition.|oviposition.| position. | to last ovi- 
position. 

lepers 3 9 | July 24....| July 26 July 26 2 1 2 
GIs Vek esd 14 9 | July 27....| July 30 July 30 3 1 3 
Soest 12 UH eduly, 28:23.) Augie =< | Age. 522s: 6 2 8 
AT Sp (1) Q) Aug. 5-6. .| Aug. 7-8 Aug. 11 2-2 3 6 
Gye Siscenasenon 3 14 | Aug. 22-23.| Aug. 26 Aug. 26 4 1 4 

PANY CTS @ Sapna eentn Mss ceed yee eens meta ine ye ater pie pire ay 3.4 1.6 4.6 
SVE AEXCHTTT UTTAR eee een eae a ere ieee eal ete nee 6 3 8 
NINTUATTN TI emer ee ee eet ets leh ang wae EER ie ee ae ee 2 iL 2 

1 No record. 

SECOND GENERATION. 

TasLeE V.—Incubation period of second-brood eggs of the grape-berry moth at Sandusky, 
Ohio, 1916. 

Days of F Date of Date of | ; @ 
Number of observation. oviposition. | hatching. ieee: Number of eggs. 

TE SB Uys ee a a MIPS epee Aug. 8... 5 | No record. 
2 eee Wnts eter lie pl 2yN not Aug. 7-8...| Aug.11.. 4 Do. 
Oy al Slee ET I ee aN Aug. 9-10. .| Aug.13.. eg enAn ods 
Cbs Sb 5 bn Ce ee eee Aug. 11....| Aug.16.. 5 | 39. 
Go Sec as Se ae ee es ee Aug. 27-28...) Sept. 3-- 7 | Norecord. 
(a is as rs On See eae Aug. 30...-| Sept. 5-- 6 Do. 
Un Soo SLE Bae ra etl ae aaa Sept-l/ss--2 Sept. 6-.- 5 Do. 

I ! 

Average length of incubation period, 5.1 days. 
Maximum length ofincubation period, 7 days. 
Minimum length ofincubation period, 4 days. 

The incubation period of second-brood eggs as shown in Table V 
averaged 5.1 days with 7 days as the maximum time and 4 days as 
the minimum. It may be assumed then that the earliest second- 
brood larve began feeding about July 21, 10 days after the emer- 
gence of moths on July 11. The hatching, however, was light until 
about August 5, when larvee began to be present in the vineyards in 
large numbers. Though some larve hatched in the insectary as 
late as September 6, in the vineyards most of the larvee had hatched 
by August 25. 
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FEEDING PERIOD OF SECOND-BROOD LARVZ IN REARING CAGES. 

Records from the date of hatching to the date of cocooning were 
secured from 51 individuals as shown in Table VI. 

TaBLE VI.—Feeding period of second-brood larvx of the grape-berry moth in rearing cages, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1916. 

Date of | Number . 
Date of hatching. cocoon- of Heading Total. 

ing. cocoons. | P i 
z = he? en | 

Days Days. 
PASUL ANI Dee ene epee Aan 3 meeps Seve tay avers are eae meee See Oe Aug. 31 2 40 

1 BY 0 eR frat ern PDS ce aati PAN SI Re Se Sept. 1 5 21 105 
ID) OS eee nl tere a kt eS ee SI cay, Mie Deter aNe Sept. 6 4 26 104 
Boek ee wean Memrttnn sag Nv aLiae NEM PNAS ot inn. 2 | Sept. 7 1 27 27 

EAST 21 3 ape es ey hope es Me AEE 9A RE ce n= ae eR, 92a ; Aug. 31 i 18 18 
TO Seat De ne oy rai nt | Sept. 1 2 21 42 
1) 0 See RO asa ee eet wee ce See eee ae eee | Sept. 2 1 22 22 
ILD We se Ne Ee an a er pact eae Ne | Sept. 4 4 24 96 
TS) Oe Re aes Poe ec oe c=, Se A I sept i 4 27, 108 
EDD) See ee acre te pa os oy, Mat en at ak oh SY Oe | Sept. 9 2 29 58 
DD Osc 3S ee ei ete ere Bae y- A ieee: a. See | Sept. 10 1 30 30 

Aug. 16... Biers cette Wn ENA Ss a Sep Ba oy Sa ee | Sept. 1 33 16 48 
TD) Oe yee ie te Ra cee Pon ae ee ee I Ot seed 5 19 95 
UD Os as ete oe Sea ne eect cs yn ars Be eas Seer ee Sept. 9 31 24 72 
Dos. : Sept. 10 3 25 75 
Site ate es sae cn | Sept. 3 26 78 

| Q 3 27 81 
1 29 29 
1 36 36 
1 33 33 
1 36 36 

: OL eee eee 1,233 
PASV. CTS OO nc SR SA Ree ies fore eet Rte ope ere lesa my My St tact | 24.18 
At. 0001 bb Oe pepe ge eares alee eae mea pS mR nie ent ee ON CLES, SOMERS ccc oe ne a | 36 
AMET = 2 este eee os ek oe oe Se I os, oe Ae, ee re 16 

The average length of the feeding period for the 51 larvee was 24.18 
days, a much shorter period than has previously been recorded as the 
average for the second brood. This shortening was due no doubt to 
the unseasonably warm weather that prevailed during August,- 
September, and early October of 1916. This figure should not be 
taken as representing the usual condition, but is presented here to show 
the influence of a warm fall on the maturing of the larve. The maxi- 
mum length of the feeding period was 36 days and the minimum 16. 

LENGTH OF THE PREPUPAL PERIOD. 

The length of time between the spinning of the cocoon and pupa- 
tion was recorded for 13 individuals as shown in Table VII. 

TaBLe VII.—Length of the prepupal period of 13 individuals of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1916. 

Number | 
Number Date of days Total 

Date of spinning cocoon. of co- of pu- in pre- | number 
coons. pation. pupal | of days. 

stage. 

PATI SUSI pers et le oes Sees Meares ee wee SI Sere latte a 1) Sept. 3 3 3 
iO Yo ys oer Oe Es ele eee cee EN IP Gare eee OES nanny a) Gee OE 1| Sept. 4 4 4 
0 DY 0 epee a Re ee ae ep age ee Fo See nee SD eee a 122.40: 4 4 

POA 2) 9) pin Ae ese ey See ete Seg aR ese) Geers a Pe Spee WS CPE 2 22002 3 6 
DOs ee Poe eee sss cee 52 het as eens soe eee eee eee 5 | Sept. 5 4 20 
DD Yo ee eee ee arte ee ee ORAL SE a ener 5% AEA 2| Sept. 6 5 id 
HB Yo ae ekg ee emi Pen al Aree peer oa Py okie ae fee pete ka rp 1| Sept. 8 7 7 

Ro) FF: ERP ee a ek oe he Cee Tene Se ate ote MALE LBs SUS 22 es | te eee 54 

Average length of prepupal period, 4.15 days. 
Maximum length of prepupal period, 7 days. 
Minimum length of prepupal period, 3 days. 
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The average length of the prepupal period was 4.15 days, the 
maximum 7 days, and the minimum 3 days. 

TIME OF COCOONING OF THE SECOND-BROOD LARVA. 

In an effort to deterfiine the percentage of worms normally re- 
moved from the vineyards with the harvested grape crop the following 
records were secured: 

Tasie VIII.—Time of cocooning of the second brood of the grape-berry moth at Sandusky, 
Ohio, in 1916. 

¢ 

Number Number 
Date of cocooning. of co- Date of cocooning. of co- 

coons. coons 

LMU DP) Sah SS SO ree ae ne PEI SCD G2 Teen seen ie eee eae ieee ays 244 
INOS GS es Se I ae ae Tiss ifebs\ el Wee eA Selene ree ene ete rteey ae s 109 
SND HS 5 5s SESE Ee ao eae Gigi ES@ pt 420) See ars oe a nee ee 46 
ANWR D5) 3 OE SS SEE SEO Gee ere ee ae eae SS AM ERSISY ORF oO eae apr eee Oe es aaron 18 
INORG. Un Bic a BARS ROSH tee ae ere ae AMANO CG Gephee ae anh ee Ote ED MMC aie Acuna 2 33 
ANUS 283 be ce GS BLU eG ED eee eee ORO Cl a2 Sei ae ae esa ale on Marae 2 ease 40 
ENUSs Qsic oa Soc Chee SNE e nee aes OES BOE OCG O eee eee ee ene meena SER See 64 
BACT Oranges Ieee ee apenas cases 2 ie aie ta Ra eae ASB C tevAsseresaet eros PSE aay oo Ey epee (a 87 
Sha he SoS a Se a ae ei ee Eee SD ZEB NING) C beset otnee eran yeh ep ene ee ase aE 119 
SO Dice ome me ere San ecie ae skiesse su LIaS LOTS PO CURG Saat es see eee IN See sete 64 
PSE) Og oo os Oy Le Se en De an a a ee eed BIOORG eae a ents RR oe Sa eee eee 51 
SEs Bccse cle es Ae ae ee ae eee 1634 ROCENS ee eee ere tne Naso e a a 55 
SEs Os geces sede sO ROO See eee 20S RO CEO Rees seat cacem conse aatnaren se wo 16 
SETS To concasaacUn Guat a ae eee eee BBY OV paa Deane wu teen USea nel Ge i alias ema 10 
SGD ites meen em en i mee aie ee SAORI BO CER Aes tet ns azo a eat ae De les 15 
Sets Oo. 5 oS ee GSES eG Rene ee eee eee ee ZHAO Cheek oe Was tae ain panier ean pa as Sega ve eee la 9 
Sept Onecare S60 es ase TS SHO CEs Saree rae cae sae nae ae RIE 15 
SGp Caplin m ee en ae) ee SAS SWRO Cte doa Nate ne ees ee Me RNs 14 
EON ss eo Ni Co ae eee RUSH Fe ONG) Festh esha oan ie a eo ee al gare a 9 
Septsloeeeaesn i en ee ae ees AQQUI SO CEs one ee es ane 16 
Sis 14) oe 33 Goauedenene ceeeEeSeeEneeane j D33e |S O Cte Qian eer Cee en weiner linn eae 8 
Sy Mi opaaie Cope S coco nee E eee EE eee a 197A) SO CESS led etee aN ce ee aes 6 
SCD uae Gears eee enn Scene eee O47 O CER OB Bera re hice ep wana Rie 5 
SOOtis Wee sae 5 Sa ee aie a nee eee PAG Ue © Chea eee at ae tem Sore ya ee Sen ree 4 
DOD tepl Siemens eae alse ee A AEH SOG GED (pa cess Meese sapere ec ye ee ener 6 
SE Dipl ORM eeas eee ah en A eee LOD IO CE29 Saye one spare eon ee tee seen 6 
Silo HOSS ee 5 ocala seer ae ae eee ILO AON eal Wee aaa ser eeE eee aude aeuresaaeal 6 
(SSH OR: AL se ie tie ec Spill MENiawersesenvrcete eee am ian URN RSL eee aes 2 
SOD Leelee ee ee ee ese eR CL AAPAL SUNT O Vien eee tee eiciaee rN LI ET 4 
SOs 92.5 oot CoSR Eee ae ae un aera ene | GAG SN ON aiilitetece See ere eee Re ese er 4 
SOs: Wits os 2 See Seen Re te ore Se eer | 68 a 
SOD banca see ar se uate cil sade eee | 126 Rota eta once eee ger 6, 138 
[SejOhRs DOs 2 5e 05 yaw Soe ee ieee era ae 128 || 

Larve began to leave the grapes as early as August 22 and con- 
tinued to leave as late as November 7. The table further shows 
that 77 per cent of the larvee left the fruit previous to September 25, 
the date of the beginning of the Concord harvest, and that 90 per cent 
had left the grapes previous to the beginning of the Catawba harvest 
on October 3. From these data it would seem that little control 
is effected by the removal of the worms with the crop. 

SEASONAL-HISTORY STUDIES, 1917. 

The 1917 rearing records begin with the emergence of spring-brood 
moths from overwintered pupe. These pupx were kept under a leaf 
blanket in the insectary yard, a condition similar to that in a pro- 
tected part of the vineyard. At the time when “plowing away’’ 
from the vines began in the Sandusky section May 14, the cocoons 
were moved from the wintering place to the insectary, placed in rear- 
ing jars, and records of moth emergence taken as shown in Table IX. 
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TABLE [X.—Time of emergence and sex of moths of the spring brood of the grape-berry 
moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Number of moths. | Mean Number of moths. | Mean 
daily ; daily 

Date of emergence. ——]| tem- || Date of emergence. tem- 
pera- ra- 3 @ [2:9 otal, Bere 3 Q | 2¢ |Potal | Eee 

senate Disaster 2 G2) Nodnaly TOgee see eee 5 Bie boas 40 65 
ste ity epeeaeee 1 G25 |iedialye dite gee ease 2 (iia (ee 8 63 

2 Lingerie ee 3 ON || editaliy W222 oss elas: 10 Sale aiers 47 66 
2 A (ese 3 ros) Rie Vai eee eee cer ee 1 On| Geen df 64 

Sees ai etree 1 Olav eee. Ao 4 20M cae 24 70 
1 Dasa’ 2 BA alyeloe eects Be 8 22 1 31 72 

seat en eer 3 60M Duly V6.2. sos u 20 1 28 74 
5 9 3 17 GON Ibe ee ee eet 5 2 (ese 32 72 

10 16 2 28 3) \ PV See ee ree eee 1 174i) |e 13 70 
1 ee 2 66 || dulyelOic ses2s 4 28 2 34 71 

10 6 3 19 63) duly 200.2525. . =: 3 4 3 10 76 
34 46 1 81 683) | diullivi2de Gaels oes 5 14 2 21 76 
3 a eee @) Ve ||| July 22: .3....:5..'. 2 18 Beane 13 76 

13 OL ameter 64 G25 Dulye2o ee eee see 1 Teese 8 78 
18 82 2] 102 63h] duly, 24-2 sees ee 1 Srliesaes 9 80 
17 56 3 76 78 t i 8 78 

| if Od |ewoe ee 38 69 2 1 3 80 
32 90 2| 124 70 ibe cree te 1 76 
13 39 1 53 68 9 1 10 72 
17 79 2 98 69 ial roesters 2 86 
15 36 3 54 76 2 1 3 87 
10 37 2 49 69 2 2 88 
6 He eee 33 64 1 2 88 
1 31 1 33 63 1 1 74 
5 82 1 38 64 1 L 80 
6 By eee 41 66 1 1 66 
5 AG} | ereseets 51 74 
4 26 4 34 71 1,116 43 {1,464 |-..-.- 
Bi) BS Nees 2 46 | 76 

1 3 Denotes specimens the sex of which was undetermined. 

SPRING BROOD. 

EMERGENCE OF SPRING-BROOD MOTHS. 

In addition to the time of emergence and number of moths emerg- 
ing each day, the sex of the moths was determined and recorded. 

Moths began to emerge June 9, but did not emerge in any con- 
siderable numbers until June 22. (Fig. 2.) From this date emergence 
was heavy for about 10 days and then fell off gradually until the 
end of the emergence period on August 10. 

RELATION OF EMERGENCE OF SPRING MOTHS TO GRAPE BLOOM. 

The relation between the time of emergence and the blossoming 
period of grapes is of interest in substantiating earlier records. 

TABLE X.—Relation between the time of emergence of the spring brood of grape-berry moths 
and the period of grape bloom, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

. Female Sex undeter- 
Mate moths, moths. mined moths. Total. 

Period. DH $<  —$=| 
Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per 
ber. | cent. | ber. | cent. | ber. | cent. | ber. | cent. 

Before grape bloom.....- June! 9-20. .-- 2-22. 21| 6.88 36 | 3.22 5 | 11.63 62 4,23 
During grape bloom..... June 21-July 1..... 179 | 58.68 522 | 46.77 17.} 39.53 718 | 49.04 
Ten days after bloom....| July 2-11.....-....- 52 | 17.05 313 | 28.04 8 | 18.60 373 25.47 
Remainder of season... .-- July 12-Aug. 10... 5a)| 17238 245 | 21.97 13 | 30.24 SLL PeQteo 

TD Obamas SS tested | ame en ahemterne aes BON (hemes ea a een ADS la ct aee T4640. seas 
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The blooming period of grapes from June 21 to July 1 begins with 
the bloom of the Ives variety, one of the varieties grown commercially 
in the northern Ohio sections, and ends with the falling of bloom from 
the Catawba variety, also a commercial variety of importance in the 
sections studied. It is seen that less than 5 per cent of the total 
emergence occurred before the beginning of bloom, 50 per cent in the 
10-day period during bloom, 25 per cent in the next 10-day period, 
and 21 per cent during the remainder of the season. 
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Fig. 2.—Diagram showing the time of emergence of spring-brood and first-brood moths of the grave- 

berry moth at Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

A rather close correlation is evident between the rate of emergence 
and the daily mean temperatures. 

_ PROPORTION OF SEXES OF SPRING-BROOD MOTHS. 

TaBLE XI.—Proportion of sexes of spring moths of the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, 
Ohio, 1917. 

Number } Per cent 
Sex of moths. of of 

moths. sexes. 

VEC pe emre a r aamie nee oe ere ite MOM Rao CS Ntirane Mt agi N Niky coca t Mima UMM Ane MI Nuva) Senet conte rae 305 21.46 
INGTATEN Gs 655 ds MO GB aR et ne es IR GE PLAC ADI Ee ai ce) MNO UE ecg 1,116 78.54 
(Uyrayeley iS iene mat aii Le os Rare gE a Te eo RS EAN a RG NA en: 3 HA at 

ANGE SoS c ie eet eeu Kt ae re ROS ve Se a ae 2 ie Sheers he a 1,464 100. 0U 

The high percentage of female moths, as shown in Table XI, seems 
to account for the frequent heavy infestation by second-brood larvez 
after a comparatively light first-brood infestation. 

7678 °—20——_2 
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PERCENTAGE OF EMERGENCE OF SPRING MOTHS. 

TABLE XII.—Percentage of emergence of spring moths of the grape-berry moth from 
hibernation under a leaf blanket in insectary yard, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Number | Number Ez 
Lot No. Source of material. of ofmoths| —™7e 

cocoons. | emerged.| 8°"C°: 

Per cent. 
1 | Collected as larvee at Venice, Ohio, 1916.....................-- 2, 082 780 37.46 
2 | Collected as larvee at Putin Bay, Ohio, 1916--................. | 1,493 236 15. 80 
3 | Collected as larvee at Kelleys Island, Ohio, 1916.---........... | 2, 371 231 9.74 
4 | Collected as larvee at Venice, Ohio, 1916.-............-........ 82 12 14.63 

AR OtAT ESS 6 2. Sephe Bre elo ee ne eee er SE eT 6, 028 1259112 seem 
AVE BE Ciae)a ea eak mes Seat ane = aan tae eee aee aes of” [Recess oe seca emane 20.88 

| 

No explanation is offered for the variations in percentages of 
emergence from material collected at the different places. The ma- 
terial was all collected as larve in the infested grapes at similar 
times and kept under identical conditions after collection. That but 
20 per cent of the cocoons formed withstood the winter under a light 
leaf blanket indicates that the natural mortality is considerable. 

TIME OF DAY OF MOTH EMERGENCE. 

Records were taken as opportunity offered on the time of day of 
moth emergence. These records were in the period July 8 to July 
17 or about in the middle of the emergence period. They indicated 
in a general way that emergence began in the morning as soon as the 
heat of the day was felt and that practically all emergence took place 
between 6.30 a. m. and noon. 

OVIPOSITION BY THE SPRING BROOD OF MOTHS. 

A few records of oviposition were secured and are shown in Table 
XIII. These meager records serve only as an indication of the actual 
conditions prevailing. 

TasLe XIII.—Oviposition of spring moths of the grape-berry moth in rearing cages, 
Sandusky, Ohvo, 1917. 

ees Date of— Days— 

Observation No. F : ae 
Emer-  lrirst ovi-| Last ovi-| Before | Of ovi- genceto 

fof 2 gence of ne i Ovipo- | posi- 1 
moths. position. | position. sition. | tion. oat 

ovipo- 
sition. 

ILS ole nace ten are Pe cS ae es 2 4 | June 18 | June 21 | June 24 3 4 6 
On ean Semen raps eta tere ee 10 10 | June 27| July 2] July 2 i 1 5 
Se cee See sare eae ela eine 4 10 | July 18] July 21] July 23 3 3 5 
A ete Saraki ese Bo Piae see eee 4 12 | July 20} July 22 | July 26 2 5 6 
Dy ees oe Aa eee See hee Se! ! 2 11 | July 23] July 24 | July 28 1 5 5 

VOLTA SO sae sapwiace once ane Soe ehae | Guns Sot eee eeeaene mee ceens saleeeemeriece 2.8 3.6 5.4 
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PLACE OF OVIPOSITION ON THE VINE. 

It was found that a vine of the Clinton variety set in a row of 
Concords was heavily oviposited upon before the Concord berries 
were formed. For use in the spacing of spray nozzles for the set- 
nozzle method of spraying, the place of oviposition on the vine 
seemed important. The place of oviposition on this one vine by 
the spring brood of moths was recorded and the data are presented 
in Table XIV. The vine was trained according to the fan system 
of grape training which is generally used for all varieties in the north- 
ern Ohio sections. In the fan system the vine growth which is 
trained to an upright trellis is annually renewed to within a short 
distance of the ground. The vines are cut back usually to from 2 to 
4 canes and as many spurs each year; the canes are spread out and 
tied to the trellis obliquely, giving the shape of a fan. 

TaBLeE XIV.—Place of oviposition on vine by spring moths of the grape-berry moth 
under natural conditions in vineyard, Venice, Ohio, 1917. 

| Percentage of— 
Num- Num- 

mt 4 Dis- a ber None ber 5 
ace on vine. er of | grapes er eggs epo- 

tances. clusters.| bearing| eggs. per sition Clusters 
eggs. cluster.| in this Rael 

space. ? 

Inches 
Between ground and first wire...........-...- 21 15 82 107 7 17 33.3 
Between first and second wire.-.-.....-..---. 21-33 233 260 333 15 53 51.1 
Between second and third wire-..........-.-- 33-49 7 124 190 29 30 15.5 

TNO os sone SBS SSS Sse EES SOECSOaa ens ae SSeaeSee 45 466 630) |Faseeeee 100 100.0 
JNIGEEEO > Sebo OHO CBOE BO a OS CBRE OES eS aetsel eerste) cece sees ese aarares 1440) essere eee 

The figures in Table XIV agree with the usual observation that 
the clusters near the ground are less heavily infested than those 
higher up on the vines. Thirty per cent of the deposition occurred 
between the middle wire and top wire, whereas but 15 per cent of 
the clusters were in that space. These figures likewise agree with 
field observations in that the heavy infestation is generally where 
the clusters are well covered with foliage, a condition which prevails 
near the top of the trellis. 

In Table XV are presented records of the length of the incubation 
period of eggs of the first brood. The average number of days 
required for incubation was 4.39, the maximum 8 days, and the 
minimum 3 days. ‘These figures include both insectary material and 
eggs collected in the vineyard when the date of deposition was known. 
In obtaining the eggs from the vineyards all eggs were removed from 
the vines each day. 
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FIRST GENERATION. 

INCUBATION PERIOD OF FIRST-BROOD EGGS. 
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TaBLe XV.—Jncubation period of first-brood eggs of the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, 
Ohio, 1917. 

Date'ot Nbinier wanes nies ett ate o umber ion 
Date of oviposition. hatching. oflarvee.| period 

(in days). 

J UIT 2 aan i ge A ed SN ce Shes OATS ct Pa ae nage ylides t See ag June 28 4 7 
ET eae eee Ais oc RU ee ROR RAS, enna er. cour Mata July 4 28 4 
SON aS a ehaen ta pe ee oe eee ee Lee eae July 5 18 5 
BONG Seer a cae ces cn ok bas memes hace cee see eeas Lie aoe ee eee pees July 6 8 6 
BO rare) Bei Heid oct hie Sis oan wafers chara te iaraysrs Storchers Meapare epataie fem a icqons aie apeetes ater spo July 8 1 8 

=A si) ei ei ei SL ree eae ad ee na ene eae fo ha July 5 24 4 
Se ee argc Erie ee io ees ia Da NY eh Rn ne oe July 6 6 5 
i aR a AA. se Pinata Dee reise DMO pate eer ene aed Yee, OAL esas Ok Daan geM eae July 7 2 6 
Ae ae Sacer an oe Re SR a a ae July 6 18 4 
Ve ose ge ce «aden bates oie aeeecswedies etoe os cr emee cess ee ee eee eese July 7 2 5 

Di ses Somes SUS ee Se oe aes eee are Se July 24 1 3 
YER SSE Se nea En ER ee Sen ON nes RnB hn a are Sea Soto eee At July 25 2 3 
2B” cee mfe ca moe aneee 2ohee esos sac Wieee anne ce bee nqnee conan aceeeeaeieeese July 26 1 3 
yee Ae ae ee Sn ence, a Aen Marne alee tc PNR e re July 28 1 5 
D4 re Bet psfitg Oana dees boise a OES ae iets bee eh Mibic ates 4 Cee eee gee ote July 28 2 4 
DAE ET 2 at Se OE AR AMS L-type July 30 4 6 
DG 5 Pe Reopens Ne Me EON a ee Se ae Ea, ee eae July 29 2 3 
D0 Foo oe wi ols iach ode bess Sa ae ee ois Oe MAS iets ses aaetee eee sie July 30 3 4 
26 noe Sea eRe ene cee hecued Scie cee hie ee hale koe ee seeneeoee eee adaes July 30 27 4 
Die tiab ON Som Sots eR pmol cee ee Oc. | em cart Smee Jake eats July 31 i 4 

To tale ss 23. Woes Soe ae See ee Se ota Se RES ase Nie, ee 165 |Eaneeoses 

Average length of incubation period, 4.39 days. 
Maximum length of incubation period, 8 days. 
Minimum length of incubation period, 3 days. 

LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD OF FIRST-BROOD LARVA. 

Records from the date of hatching until date of leaving fruit were 
secured on 70 larve in the insectary. 

TaBLeE XVI.—Lenyth of feeding period of 70 first-brood larvx of the grape-berry moth in 
grapes in rearing jars in the insectary, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Larvee Larve | Feeding || Larve 
Number oflarve. hatched. | left fruit.| period. Number oflarves. hatched. 

Days. || 
July 3 | July 21 [Si | 22 Speen re enon et ee! July 25 
i Kosa July 25 22) |\eoeeace neem tt Seale emer 
2200255-5 July 26 pk ea it er ea ee July 5 
$20 0sea-72 July 29 263 || i ee ee et Ba oes 
Ed Oreeee July 30 Dio Wid ete ye en ee =edOs eee 
=. GOs. Aug. 5 Potala Ug A al Be oe a Solo ee 
July 4 | July 19 SJ Se | |p hehe see eens ee ere ei Kose 
ps Osese July 21 a Ef gael a eee ete ee ee ge July 6 
= 0sse-- July 22 13 3| |G etee eee ce ee naQOsease 
e2d.0222e= July 23 aR) had bees ere Se Reeds 52200:-2 
eidozeea July ~24 20) PL eens Mien ns eee ee sei dOueees 
eedOseas: July 27 28g | IR RP cs ee oe me oko ec 
pad O2gee = July 28 DAS || Ate pee cate) pee ene 22c0Oves= 
eeQO0sceae July 29 25: ||! isan Cs Game 8 ee GOtzsas 
S20 Ore. Aug. 5 32: || plaka Hee eee! aos Oveen= 
July 5] July 19 Ai Clee eat eahen ect qeee aed Oveeae 
220 0sees July 20 1:5; || Speer: Ses ee oe July 7 
dom: July 21 TON | Tienes ee fot: Bc nae oats 
=0se-5- July 22 17 || — 
oOn. sar July 23 18 || 70 
Blo ane July 24 19 

Average days, 20.62. 
Maximum days, 37. 
Minimum days, 14. 

Larve ee 
left fruit. period. 

Days. 
July 25 20 
July 28 23 
July 29 24 
July 31 26 

| Aug. 1 2 
Aug. 2 28 
Aug. 6 32 
July 22 16 
July 23 17 
July 26 20 
July 27 21 
July 30 24 
July 31 25 
Aug. 1 26 
Aug. 2 27 
Aug. 12 37 
July 21 14 
July 25 18 
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The average length of the feeding period is seen to be 20.62 days, 

the maximum 37 days, and the minimum 14 days. The records 

extended throughout the regular hatching period, and therefore 
reflect vineyard conditions closely. 

LENGTH OF THE PREPUPAL PERIOD OF FIRST-BROOD INDIVIDUALS. 

In Table XVII are given the dates of cocooning and the length of 
the period from the time of spinning the cocoon until pupation for 
individuals some of which were supplied with sprayed foliage and 
others with unsprayed foliage. 

Taste XVII.—Time of cocooning and length of prepupal period of 231 individuals of 
the first brood of the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Foliage unsprayed: Ninn banet 

Dates of cocooning— - cocoons. 

ANTOUERITENG hie CR a SUB A ALO SU a LU, ae en eS et Oe el fa 50 

ASL OCU Gaeta hep aoe tes oy Sree at SMe ate eS Re ey many MUMBO TABI kc NM aN 50 

ANTUPETUISYG Disa Sea eae ar aS iat cle eer ea car eg See 50 

PASI OUIS Glare ose) Syl Soe eae PSS AG Seas See eee Bie ere 39 

ANTONIS Gis 2 chats ee ae tg Sens oe an ge rege ee 34 

Foliage sprayed: 
ANUIGAUIEAE, 1 gS ES oe ies es te ls aes means Pete raya ga ease eke BRIE oe mera Naess tp 40 

ANSONSAUUENG (5) 5 SS re me oy es Ses a meee ere area | pine le eet raped NPA ea Ne i 24 

Dates of pupation. Number of pupe by days. 

EAU ARE ere eS eset ise sede soce cise Seemann ce eee ce 1) eeuineel boasad| Sopacal iccssalsasoeniseoac 
SOSH ge BOGUS EA AE aE ae I a ese ae er eee eet ar cetete 26 Dien PN | ee | eee a oat 

(a peo Gade DOGO EOS SES ee SOSA eRe ent es ome a a ee 3 28 2s [sees pemesern|| temsataell Seecsrare 
Meee SSS anes ors a ois we cereals cents Sas Se wists cee Ma eae 7 DS | ose | Sine serail Macys ees eer 
See ere ee elected elfen mice setae Sees eee elmo a aml SESE 1 PA ee seee: De yore 
soca mecb arco se Se Hen SHASTA ESSE Be Beane aren aeonmnar hema ner Wenacad|bocoG6 14 1 S11) ese 

Wao di sbactedog och eto Asan OBO TSO SSE OenNSS SERA ASN ase Hence ose SoeenS SaSnae 1 18 7 2 
Tee tae Serer PS Saas en sea os nite mimeo a nla ae SRST en RM Ssieme ic See cioeileeminee 1g | See 5 
We séesonssoquehbode aude an ss dune ovanepeesbaaenone SoncnCnl aden basdealosasucl Gogers) bosecc 3 6 
Teo sdoe cictice So BR SOS oe ae ee Se a Pees PR et leaves 1 

Rotalmumberorpupree= 242. aa-cce 2 ena ese ee | 46 42 40 36 30] 23 14 
Wea dimiCOCOONS esr n a Seek aoe ee eee eee | 4 8 10 3 AG rele, 10 

TaBLeE XVIII.—Summary of Table XVII. Length of prepupal period of 231 indi- 
viduals of the first brood of the grape-berry moth, tanita Ohio, 1917. 

Number individuals. 

A pceepel 
ocoone period. eccooned on ee on sprayed 

5 foliage. 

Days. 
67 2 1 

104 13 2 
23 12 3 

eS a soe SSPE RB EA OES 6 4 
Bn aly peeseeataaea Wa ee aes 4 5 

194 BY (iia als me be | 
ae EES 

PAV Cla Orie een MS 'Cef 773) Ul SBASEaseeoe | 
Maximum...... 3 bein eel se tes a | 
Minimum...... 1 I ee leno] A Se ee 
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The data from Table XVII are summarized in Table XVIII. The 
average length of the prepupal period was 1.77 days, the maximum 
period 3 days, and the minimum 1 day, where unsprayed foliage was 
supplied. Where the cocoons were formed on sprayed foliage the 
average prepupal period was 2.9 days, the maximum 5 days, and 
the minimum 1 day. The spray material apparently had a repellent 
action, for in another experiment where both sprayed and unsprayed 
foliage were equally accessible to larve there were 226, or 63 per 
cent, of the total number of cocoons formed on unsprayed leaves and 
but 135, or 37 per cent, formed on sprayed leaves. Considerable 
mortality can be attributed to cocooning on sprayed leaves, since 
194 pupe were formed in 223 cocoons on unsprayed leaves, a mor- 
tality of 13 per cent as compared with the individuals that cocooned 
on sprayed leaves, where but 37 pupz were formed in 64 cocoons, 
showing a mortality of 42 per cent. 

TIME OF COCOONING OF FIRST-BROOD LARVA. 

TaBLE XIX.—Time of cocooning of 2,447 larve of the first brood of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Number Mean - Number Mean 
Date of cocooning. of Yy Date of cocooning. of y temper- temper- cocoons. ater cocoons. | “ature. 

Haag | oF. 
Aol yet Ie tea a apa or eee ere, eae 3 71 || Aug. 51 74 

2 76 || Aug. 28 72 
9 76 || Aug 36 74 
9 76 || Aug 31 68 

18 78 || Aug 58 68- 
10 80 || Aug 35 73 
31 78 || Aug 58 78 
44 80 || Aug. 33 73 
DD 76 || Aug 33 72 
73 72 || Aug. 30 adie, 
54 86 || Aug. 21 66 

128 87 |! Aug 8 60 
170 88 || Aug 9 62 
129 88 |} Aug 17 73 
142 74 || Aug 5 68 
230 71 || Aug 5 62 
117 68 || Aug. il 64 
112 80 || Aug 6 64 
131 76 || Sept 4 75 
158 76 || Sept 8 69 
111 75 || Sept. 1 67 
26 66 |} Sept. 1 66 
64 66 | Sept. 1 62 
37 68 
62 71 2,447 |......2-2- 
45 74 

In Table XIX are given the complete records of cocooning for the 
first-brood larve. Cocooning began on July 19 and continued until 
September 8 with a distinctly high period from July 30 until August 8. 
The correlation with temperature is of interest, showing that as the 
mean temperature dropped below 70° F. there was a drop in the rate 
of cocooning. 
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LENGTH OF PUPAL STAGE OF FIRST-BROOD PUP. 

brood pupx of the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

UNSPRAYED FOLIAGE FOR COCOONING. 

15 

TABLE X X.—Time of cocooning and length of pupal stage of 90 individuals of the first- 

Number of larve. Date of Days in pupal stage. 

Date of pupation. Ot 

fe) 3 Total. gence. 3 fe) 3 

SPRAYED FOLIAGE FOR COCOONING, 

Number of larve>. 

+O +Os Totai. 

Date of pupation. 

Date of 
moth 
emer- 
gence. 

In Table XX the length of the pupal stage of 90 individuals is 
given. ‘The average length of the stage was 13.4 days for males and 
13.11 for females, all on unsprayed foliage. On sprayed foliage the 
average length of the period was 16 days for males and 15 for females. 

LENGTH OF TIME SPENT IN THE COCOON 
INDIVIDUALS. 

BY FIRST-BROOD 

The average length of time in the cocoon on unsprayed foliage is 
shown in Table XXI to be 15.52 days for males with 32 days as the 
maximum period and 9 days as the minimum. For females on un- 
sprayed foliage 14.62 days was the average period, 32 days the 
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maximum, and 6 the minimum. On sprayed foliage males were in 
the cocoons 16.82 days as the average with 20 days as the maximum 
and 16 days the minimum period. Females were in the cocoons an 
average of 17.06 days with 27 days as the maximum and 13 days the 
minimum. 

TasLe XXI.—Length of time in cocoon of 1.318 wndividuals of the first brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

{ 

Number of days in cocoon. 
Number 

Sex of moths. Bal Gemoths: 

‘ Average. | Maximum. } Minimum. 

NEA] GER aces ote es re Erect DU eee eat es ok as ee 226 15. 52 32 9 
OMSIG: Sees fee ecm ce ee ce oe oe eee ne mee ae eee 1,003 14. 62 32 6 
Wndeterminedsa.2 22 tesserae ete selctero ate oe eee wie ions Sai ateleeee 25 14. 32 20 9 

ST OG ERs ee tiee aoe ed Be falas ee ee 1, 254 14.78 32 6 

Cocooned on sprayed foliage: 
Malex eet. Sac SPS A ae Neate aye EE 11 16. 82 20 16 
em al Glee coe Sere Sere rea a ae ose oe ees eee 53 17. 06 27 13 

DO ta ees it. Be A ene Sexi te 5 he Orne he ee ee 64 17. 01 27 13 

TIME OF EMERGENCE OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

TaBLE XXIJI.—Time of emergence and sex of the first-brood moths of the grape-berry 
moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Number of moths. Number of moths. 

Date of emer- Date of emer- 
gence. ] l gence. 

3 9 38 | Total. 3 2 $ | Total. 

Oh ye 20 see eae 0 1| 0 || GeAN oeoG sae sen 8 42 0 
BU Be ersttets 0 1 0 1 D (lake 12 50 3 65 
8 bate sear a 1 6 1 8 OSes eee 7 45 i 53 

(Nuie 5 Meer Sas 5 1 8 0 Nani es 0 3 0 3 
De Seaeesens 4 4 1 9 BOs Saas 14 23 0 37 
Soe eee 0 3 1 4 Pilea eae 4 | 27 1 32 
Bee cas 22ers & it 12 0 13. |) Sept. Veses.e7 22 5 31 1 RYE 
Oia stes ses 4 8 0 12 epee pe oe 2 27 1 30 
Gi eiae eens 1 16 0 17 Diasec. eee 10 23 0 33 
ce RE re 2 1s 20 0 27 ae nen 0 6 0 6 
2 ene gee 4 33 3) 40 Dig seeeisens 5 3 0 8 

Til! Pewee nee 0 5 0 5) G2 aN ae 4 20 2 26 
i 0 See fee 2 25 1 28 Gcee Re e 1 iD 0 6 
1 ee uf 26 0 33 Siamese se 1 8 0 9 
1 eee i 43 0 50 Qeeoneees. 4 14 0 18 
(Stace pee e 2 14 0 16 a) ee ae ee 1 7 0 8 
if ere 20 66 0 86 i i Deere 0 2 0 2 
POS ore ae ere 19 110 1 13 1 Pasa 1 3 0 4 
VO eeees5 4.2 24 128 8 160 ie eee ee 2 2 0 4 
ieee me es 10 41 3 54 14 Seo 0 1 0 1 
Sac eee eee 21 85 0 106 Toes acest 1 2 0 3 
1g Ee ener | 19 49 4 72 ily nese 0 1 0 1 
20 s2ceeeasee 6 55 1 62 See aoree. lee 1 4 0 5 
Dis seeae 23 105 2 130 LOE taser 0 1 0 1 
Dose a ccteanies 19 61 0 80 202 eoeecene 1 2 0 3 
De Seer 13 66 4 83 71 eens 2 0 0 2 
Dias Se eer 9 44 1 54 De sa, Aa 0 1 0 1 
DOE ane 5 27 0 32 

Motalaes 316 | 1,412 41| 1,769 

First-brood moths began to emerge on July 29 and emergence 
continued until September 22. It will be seen in figure 2 that the 
emergence was high for the entire period of August 12 to 28, varying 
with the mean daily temperature. It is also shown that the emergence 
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: of the first-brood moths began before the spring brood emergence 
ended. This means that moths were emerging practically from 
‘grape bloom until grape harvest; the majority of all emergence, 
however, occurred in two well-defined periods, as shown graphically 
in figure 2. 

PROPORTION OF SEXES OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

Taste XXIII.—Proportion of sexes of first-brood moths a the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Percent- 
Number 

Sex of moths. age of of moths. oe 

SIV connie rere eae Un NEE Sane SANNA SMe eae Sal Ae BE oS ac a 316 18. 28 
TESTED RN Seo es aR A aI Pa cup a 1,412 81.72 
At Henrie teresa ye rae nme ey eee ALE MURS. G thes eae MIEN Nigeria meal feel ya Valo yan Sanat alr, Cbs SAE ee sce 

STR nf: ct Leet rts Se eatres an ses ok Mt ae eA ape UL a UNE a ieee ena ra 1,769 100. 00 

The high percentage of female moths helps further to explain the 
occurrence of a large second brood of larve. 

LIFE CYCLE OF THE FIRST GENERATION. 

TaBLE XXIV.—Life cycle of the first generation of the grape-berry moth as determined 
from observations on the separate stages; summaries from the previous tables, Sandusky, 
Ohio, 1917. 

Days of duration of stage. 
Summary Number 
nom Table Stage. ee ee en 

0.— viduals. axi- Mini- 
Average.! mum. | mum. 

PROVE PONS TACO marcia se see ae oe oie ewan Siale nem ane mo erate 165 4.39 8 3 
XVI | Length of feeding period of larve...-. Legansoabacosl 70 |- 20.62 37 14 

et \Making of cocoon and pupal stage.........--.---.- 1,254 14.78 32 6 

Rotalliteeyclery ee seeemsemacsenem eee eee sists 39. 79 77 23 

The life cycle as here presented is seen to average 39.79 days with 
77 days as the total of the maximums and 23 days as the total of the 
minimums. ‘To the average of 39.79 should be added the period 
between moth emergence and oviposition, which is usually 3 days, 
thus making the total life cycle 42.79 days. 

SECOND GENERATION. 

INCUBATION PERIOD OF SECOND-BROOD EGGS. 

One record only was secured concerning the incubation period of 
second-brood eggs, and that late in the season when the temperature 
was comparatively low. Twenty-two eggs were deposited on Sep- 
tember 1, the black spot was evident on September 9, and the eggs 
hatched Sie varlber 11, 10 days after Oe osen, 

7678 °—20——3 
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TIME OF COCOONING OF SECOND-BROOD LARV. 

The dates on which larve were leaving the grapes and spinning 
cocoons are shown in detail in Table XXV. 

TaBLE XXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917. 

Dates of collection of larve. 

Date of cocooning. August— September— 

30 30 30° 2 3 3 6 

1 Lals-cas cie.¢ 2 cel ae ae cies | Geer ee 

eee Do Secret Lis | sorsre coer 
in aaie Repel od Coates re ony late atc oreo 1:9 [se eyaers es 

L | eccced wets |ateecos ce | oc oeinee sets aaeeceeee 

an: Talos 3 Dis ae 3c| ara eee eee 
2 1 ae Ceti 1 i ee errs 
1 il 1 B 
2, 22 Soccote eal. Se cee eee 
2 We | Sa oes, fekwtare [etoeesrere eee 
1 iL eer aer 2 

1 3 1 Loleon eeeseclle . 
1 9 2 if 7). - 
2 io 3 1 1 1 
5 9 3 0 2 1 
0 5 2 3 3 1 
5 Z 10 8 8 10 7 
5 4 8 6 8 3 4 
5 1 5) il 2 9 3 
8 a 6 | 6 8 7 5 
5 9 Lye 7 4 11 10 
7 2 3 | 4 6 3 7 
5 2 5 | 12 2 1 6 

Ochs. plies se So eee. 1 4 2 2 1 2 4 
Sao ee ory paren 8 2 4 3 6 2 4 
So aeists caisee oon omaat 3 4 a 10 9 4 8 
BD stern Sloe =, cee eee moe ee 2 1 5 6 4 5 6 
HME St eco) ne RE 6 10 6 il eet terres 2 5 
Gs. Reese anes oe Sceratcle sal vars Seraaioerd | Serre ae ehe BO aos ore See are] are te teen wrstane |e ra arora ate aca | areetete ee tetera eet 
isi te eae Peawiva see ici 4 2 24 os 2) keene 1 
Bo Sse comeeuce aeons. ae Seca meer i eee eee ib 4 2 7 
QS Aiea. eos eee LG | yee \e fateeaaee De keisocce 2 1 

i) () eect yee eat on. VR Ae eye eh eee Dy 8 ee 2 Bd Hae ete cae 1 
i lh Aesietre ate ee Kae ae re tO eee 2 Dil ee eras 6 ee 5 2 2 
ID ee ees rea iseye, Neel steiso elsrete one | vere meee Se le Ae aia | ae ee 2 4! 1 
1D Sona eelen are ceee eaters PRS ees, a ame er S| heen a ee a Pilics Se cedars etre cer oem lees secre 
1S eee a Ro ok ante aS | 4 7 BI] 9 10 6 3 
TGs sees eee. ne cee fk 6 5 5 | 10 3 1 
[yee ee eee eee ane Pe een 3 1 a 1 2 3 
TS one BRS: Beemer tl See Sana 5 3 2 | 8 4 4 
1G eee ee eee | 4 3 6 pal 13 5 14 
QD scsthe Sete oS Merebare mace E Aare Saeed ce oot ae oases eee oh ee |< ches eee rel eee || ene 
Pe atest, carecaists SMe oe Oasis eee eee es [ee SRS Sell Secs oe ee eee 1 ese oceorcore 
DD ee ea eA | aed eee Be Fete dere (cp ee et Seta | oe see | ee 
7 ae et ie eaten aa IE chen: 8 [ie eso CC Ra Sees aE et eea| 5 ee eee 
rd aie sa a2 ea Sr eid che (tay eee rel oars tae } oeisiatia «cc onucdis oes chester oe ho mowes © ames eee Aee Sees eee oer 
Pele ei meee ere] Nee Ae |ioSatiee SSRs OR es sue a Acc os | cae. caesar | MRE eaten epee ee 
DG ee Saat ete Gere eee ee) eee | aw eure ee [ners ee [i eaeeeee|s 22 Men cose. cee ee eee 
ee ee rete ena re | ene were [Sirah cco | Die RDN ae = a cde? |b Sate eee | 
DO asersiataard Mop aie ele as Seca ie Wee eee Doe 2 Cea eeete tial (eaten SEAR lier Dis 2 horton ors | eee eee 
DO cin Ed Dean RIS So chate pets iors See ae Seal Stn Sra cre | Seppe eee crore | avec store fel eee ere ee | ee 
Bes See eae eee eee ees ees Ali seer ae came eee Bl esciae cise Tal ee es 
Obrerasiace se Sa .scee Ss acioeBiciznie |'o-s Fee merece | Seema eal | ae eee ee lis Sata Setas dine case cee eeer a eeee | See ee eee 

NOV. (Osces2scceceat cect 5.25c|aeeoesens|Eeteaeeses|eecseeecee Vie co voneilogecacs cee en esee need | Mean 
Oem Coronet See ee fem eME cial eer eee cis eastern [eianeeiaia Sada) 2o0b oct e.cie%s (Sonatas areteree | eters otenyereres 

Jardiscontinued-...2<oss<2s% se: Oct. 22 | Nov. 10 | Nov. 10 | Nov, 21 | Nov. 10} Nov. 10 | Nov. 10 
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TaBLE XXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917—Continued. 

Dates of collection of larve. 

Date of cocooning. September— ~ 

Oct. 

Nov. 
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TasLe XXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917—Continued. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Date of cocooning. 

Dates of collection of larve. 

September— 

14 

Ds) ee a ee a yee wre ee see aiele ares 

a. dat ease) were am wie fey oie. nya caeres ere 

1 6 
1 2 

Bee ees: 4 
1 4 

Ce acento 1 
4 11 
3 ] 
3} 9 

is ec 3° 
Bey nine £5 3 

Be ier Parad a i 
a” aoa 1 
a i i 

2H A BOGS oe 9 

ae ace 8 
Rpts Sane 3 

5 Ee ROoSEe | 2 

St hee an ge 12 

es Os ne eee 

Eo ee A Eas. Made its 
eR SRE Meas [Somesekied 

Nov. 22 | Nov. 21 

4 
& 

2 
ff 

11 10 
9 Dy 
4 5 
5 1a} 
Di |G eae oka 

133 16 
Bi | eters aos 

14 6 
eee ee 

3 2 
Jcaaeeisines 2 

2 2 
1 3 
6 2 

17 4 
11 5 
3 3 

10 il 

oe DEA ye TT 
1 1 

seers iE 

kc BOE A aaa 2: 
Palsenctee ce 

Rie eee Pe oar 

A. ene acess 
3 5 

Nov. 26 | Nov. 21 

18 
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TaBLeE XXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917—Continued. 

“Dates of collection of larvee. 

Date of cococning. September— 

18 22 22 22, 29 29 29 

Oct. 

Noy. 

Jar disecntinued.......- OB NeHEe Nov. 9] Nov. 9| Nov. 9} Nov. 9] Nov. 6] Nov. 9| Nov. 9 
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TABLE XXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the second brood of the 
grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1917—Continued. 

Dates of collection oflarve. Mean 
Total | daily 

Date of cocooning. g co- tem- 

Oct. 2 to Nov. 4, ieee fe ct 

6 58 
0 62 
3 62 
1 52 
1 52 
0 58 
i 65 
6 65 

10 66 
8 64 
9 64 
7 64 

14 67 
29 69 
26 60 
37 59 
20 57 
78 59 
72 59 
48 64 

119 66 
123 58 
88 60 

: 80 52 
O Cts es OS eS re rere arte megs hate Seer SNS ee eae | ee eee ees |e Sel | meen er 42 48 

Nov. 

Jar discontinued........-. Nov. 21 | Nov. 21 | Nov. 21 | Nov. 21 | Nov. 21 | Nov. 21 | 2,309 

PERCENTAGE OF COCOONING PREVIOUS TO AND DURING GRAPE 

HARVEST. 

Table XXVI shows the time of cocooning of the larve that left 
the fruit in the fall of 1917. This does not necessarily indicate, 
however, that all the larve left the fruit before the end of grape 
harvest, for observation showed that a considerable part of the 
second brood of larvae were only partially grown at the time of harvest 
and that large numbers of larve actually left the vineyards in the 
fruit. No accurate method of determining what part of the total 
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number of larve were thus removed occurred to the writer, but an 

estimate of one-third would be conservative. This had a decided 
influence on the number of overwintering pupze and subsequent 
infestation in 1918. 

TaBLe XX VI.—Perceniage of cocooning previous to and during grape harvest, Sandusky, 
Ohio, 1917. ; 

Number | Percent- 
Time. Date. of age of 

cocoons. | total. 

Previous to beginning of Concord harvest.........--..-.-------- MOL O Ci S seep ene 1,291 55. 91 
Wynne Coma inthnvesticasecace sonsceeesenen Sess pe oe SeeKeaaeoes OctiSa Sees ee 653 28. 28 
Previous te end of Concord harvest......-....-.-.-------------- MOO Ct Sseel es as 1,944 84.19 
Previous to beginning of Catawba harvest.......-.--..--------- To Oct 22522222552 2,174 94.16 
Previous to end of Catawba harvest............-.--..----------- MONON Ge OE see 2,309 100. 00 
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Fig. 3.—Diagram showing summary of the life-history data for 1917 of the grape-berry moth. Sclid lines 

indicate actual records and dotted lines indicate occurrence of stages as observed in the field and com- 

puted from the average length of period. 

SUMMARY OF SEASONAL-HISTORY STUDIES IN 1917. 

A summary of the datapresented in the preceding tables is shown 
graphically in figure 3. 

It should be kept in mind in applying this diagram to future 
seasons that the season of 1917 was later than the average for northern 
Ohio and was unseasonably wet and cold throughout the fall. 
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SEASONAL-HISTORY STUDIES, 1918. 

SPRING BROOD. 

TIME OF EMERGENCE AND SEX OF MOTHS OF THE SPRING BROOD. 

Table X XVII shows the dates of emergence of spring-brood moths 
and the number of each sex that emerged each day. 

Tasre XXVII.—Time of emergence and sex of moths of the spring brood of the grape- 
berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number of moths. Number of moths. 
Date of aa || Date of Mean 
SO ee Arar p eee t ye 
ence. D gence aes 8 3 Q 3 | Total.| ature. || ence: ES fe) 3 | Total. | ature. 

| | 

May 22 i Beseacee |ejalatala sien 1 74 || June 17 8 20) oscemens 34 a 
25 1 rl eseteec 4 72 18 3 16 esses 19 65 
26 0 2 | 2 4 78 ng) 2 6 1 9 66 
27 0 4 | 1 5 78 20 1 i) Pease 7 61 
28 1 2p eee 3 66 2101 2 14. |e o2 5 16 70 
29 4 O) etaisisie ae 13 64 12 62 
30 3 ds) 2 16 72 15 66 
31 2 6 2 10 78 14 66 

June 1 12 21 3 36 81 12 66 
2 12 17 ¢. 36 75 9 76 
3 14 26 2 42 68 12 74 
4 6 17 2 25 74 16 74 
5 9 20) |2seee 0 « 29 67 Sa: 8 75 
6 12 22 2 36 73 || July 4 4 62 
7 4 Li eee 21 66 1 1 62 
8 5 Ol eesaccss 11 64 2 3 72 
9 10 25 1 36 69 2 5 73 

10 10 208 ate ne 30 66 2 2 76 
11 5 6 1 12 70 2 3 72 
12 7 30 1 38 72 4 4 63 
13 2 IP erie 14 62 1 1 64 
14 6 22 1 29 66 TAS Ve Sate rasta ll Se cueesce il 66 
15 3 Sil roseone 11 64 
16 4 a 1 12 72 || Total... 161 482 38 681 

The early opening of the season hastened the grape growth and 
moth emergence was correspondingly early. The first emergence 
took place on May 22 and emergence in considerable numbers began 
on June 1. A rather high rate of emergence prevailed for about a 
two-week period and then gradually subsided. (Fig. 4.) 

PROPORTION OF SEXES OF MOTHS OF THE SPRING BROOD. 

TaBLeE XXVIII.—Proportion of sexes of moths of spring brood of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Percent- 
Sex of moths. peer ee age of 

*| sexes. 

MoI 6 Sdn fo on cc ob ase ices cent ys sc ae ee eiee abe eee oe An ee Pe ey the No Se oe 161 25.04 
BIGINIELL Gs a is cho Ao Pe are agencies ire seem Te ee te See ie er ae 482 74. 96 
Wndetermined = 22.0% fs 22 2 2th eae sities 22 kee ides od Soe a geese snes ences cape eece | 1383/2 sais. oo2 

1s | ee ee RO ERAS he EET eR Nan Oe | 681 | 100.00 

The proportions as shown in Table XXVIII are comparable with 
the figures in Table XI on the spring brood of moths in 1917. It 
appears that the preponderance of females is the usual condition. 
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PERCENTAGE OF EMERGENCE OF SPRING MOTHS. 

- The overwintering material was collected and kept under the same 
conditions as that of the previous winter. The percentage of emer- 
gence was slightly higher but still indicating a high rate of mortality. 

TaBLeE XXIX. —Percentage of emergence of spring moths of the grape-berry moth, San- 
dusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number | Number | yor. 
Source of material. ofco- | of moths : 

gence. coons. | emerged. 

Per cent. 
Collected as larvee at Venice, Kelleys Island, Put in Bay, and Dover, Ohio. 2,544 681 26.70 
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Fia. 4.—Diagram showing emergence of spring brood of moths of the grape-berry moth at Sandusky, Ohio, 

1918. 

The winter of 1917-18 was the most severe of 47 years on record 
at the Sandusky station of the United States Weather Bureau, and 
included intensely cold periods with little covering. This is of 
importance im connection with the foregoing records, for it must be 
concluded that the grape-berry moth pup are very resistant to 
severe winter conditions. 
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FIRST GENERATION. 

TIME OF COCOONING AND LENGTH OF TIME IN THE COCOON OF FIRST- 
BROOD INDIVIDUALS. 

TABLE XXX.—Time of cocooning and length of time in cocoon of the first brood of 
the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

v 

Days. | Days. 

Number of quate Moths: |———>— | ‘Number of ple Moths 

fetes sett fruthy| eee) tatoos! eed Haevee-” lent trutty | MSEC recon ree 
coon. One| coon. cae 

1| July 7| July 23 16 16 || 5 | Aug. 2] Aug. 13 ll 55 
Aa Vuly: 9y\o2cd0.eae 14 56 Oued O1een. Aug. 14 12 108 
bel eo lore ae July 24 15 15 1, |---d0:...-], Aug. 15 1183 13 
3°) July -10'|...do....- 14 42 6) Aug. 3] Aug. 14 at 66 
3 | July 11 |...do..... 13 39 TE eee Koes a (gris aa) 13 13 
2 suly 12: \-. dois). = 12 24 1z2{ Aug. 4] Aug. 15 11 132 
3 (slaps 2 July 25 18 3 1 |s22d0:.....| Auigi'6 ily 12 
2| July 13 | July 24 il 22 ie (rae 9 Ke omar Aug. 17 13 13 
1 |ss2G0:222.| Jaly 25 2; 12 Thy REXe ove fob ees ales 14 14 
pn Fe 6 Ke eae July 26 13 26 1 Oss Aug. 20 16 16 
1 do....-| July 27 14 14 1} Aug...5) Aug. 17 12 12 
3 | July 14] July 26 12 36 3] Aug. 6] Aug. 18 12 36 
DAES 0 Kojo mest July 27 13 26 1OU) seed 0:c2 = Aug. 19 3 130 
bol July V5 fee. d0s2- 12 60 5-{..-do. Aug. 20 14 70 
Vee. Onno July 28 13 13 Wil eesd once. | PATIC 21 il 15 
1 done July 29 14 14 3) Aug. 7} Aug. 18 11 33 
2| July 16] July 27 ae 22 Ot peed0s = 2| eATIes, 09 12 108 
SF esetolo) July 28 12 36 12) feed osseae Aug. 20 13 156 
2 Gomi. July 29 13 26 Bil ees Cove as Aug. 21 14 42 
1 do Aug. 2 17 ily 2 |:.-do. Aug. 22 1s 30 
9| July 17] July 29 12 108 DP la Ole Aug. 23 16 32 
Oeics do0ts =: July 31 14 28 Lis) 2-Ad Ove. 2 Aug. 26 19 19 
7 | July 18] Juiy 29 11 77 15| Aug. 8 | Aug. 20 12 180 
5 doles: July 30 12 60 1So| Seeds Ae eel 13 234 

11 donee: July 31 13 143 1 | PSedone Aug. 22 14 154 
1} July 19| July 29 10 10 deed 02222 ug. 23 15 15 
8 Ones: July 31 12 96 5 | Aug. 9] Aug. 21 12 60 
3 doses: Aug. 1 13 39 92) |. =<G0:.2: 2} Aug: (22 13 286 
1 dOitsa: Aug. 2 14 14 12;}|2-.00:-5) |) Auge 23 14 168 
1] July 20] July 30 10 10 1/2220: 92 el) Aue 25 16 16 
3 (slower July 31 11 33 2| Aug. 10] Aug. 21 11 22 
Oreos... Aug. 1 12 108 4! G0ize-. Aug. 22 12 48 
4 (Ome=e Aug. 2 13 52 10 lone Aug. 23 13 130 
3 | July 21 dows. 12 36 i Mig) eee 6 Kora Aug. 24 14 14 
9 GOteeec| Ames 83 13 AZ, il OXa) Aug. 25 15 15 
Tileoed Ores Aug. 4 14 98 3 | Aug. 11] Aug. 23 12 36 
16°\July 22'|...do..... ils} 208 4 do Aug. 24 13 52 
14 |}22:d0...2- Aug. 5 14 196 8] Aug. 12:\e-dor. <- 12 96 
1 do...-- Aug. 6 15 15, Oe 22d02- 2 eA Ne 25 13 117 

18 | July 23} Aug. 5 13 234 TE eee (oe Aug. 27 15 15 
11 |..-do....-| Aug. 6 14 154 3 | Aug. 13} Aug. 26 13 39 
Gojduby: 240 |e2.do:. 222 13 78 2) 22-G0 Aug. 27 14 28 
1] July 25| Aug. 7 13 13 3 |.2<d0:... 2) Aug. 28 15 45 
8 dois. Aug. 8 14 112 2| Aug. 14] Aug. 27 13 26 
1| July 26}; Aug. 6 il 11 2? |e Obeeene Aug. 28 14 28 
8 225. 2 CATION oR 13 104 4 \Aqip. 15: |22-d0eea = 13 52 

10 do...) Aug. 9 14 140 2 \eelOeea Aug. 29 14 28 
2| July 27| Aug. 8 12 24 1} Aug. 16} Aug. 28 12 12 
7 do.....| Aug. 9 Als} 91 1 Bel sexe Ko eee Aug. 29 13 13 
3 do.....| Aug. 10 14 42 1 | Aug. 17| Aug. 28 11 11 
9| July 28 }...do..... 13 117 2)\\-22 G0. 2. 2) ZAI gs 29 12 24 
67 | 5-002... =| Aue. 14 14 84 2... -d0..,-..<| Ags, 30 1 26 
1| Juiy 29] Aug. 10 12 12 1 eee dOr ee Aug. 31 14 14 
6 (Kone Aug. 11 a 78 eA 2. TS eeedore a 13 13 
1/ July 30] Aug. 10 11 11 1 | Aug. 19| Sept. 2 14 14 
1 Oseee Aug. 11 12 up 1] Aug. 20} Sept. 4 15 15 
7| July 381) Aug. 12 12 84 1| Aug. 21} Sept. 5 15 15 

- a dOr.c2- Aug. 13 13 3 1} Aug. 22] Sept. 6 15 15 
1 dose.: Aug. 14 14 14 1 Auwgs 23) |222do 14 14 
2/ Aug. 1] Aug. 12 11 22 = 
OF \emedOseae « Aug. 13 12 24 Total, 522 ee ee oe 6, 731 
1G | Beco ko eee } Aug. 14 13 13 

1 

Average days, 12.9. 
Maximum days, 19. 
Minimum days, 10. 

it is seen in Table XXX that first-brood larve began to leave the 
fruit July 7 and continued to leave until August 23. The table does 
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not show as well defined a high period as usually exists; the com- 

parative dearth of rearing material is thought to account for this 

condition. 

TIME OF EMERGENCE AND SEX OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

The dates of emergence and number of moths are shown in Table 

XXXI and in graph in figure 5. Attention is directed to the rise in 

emergence on August 4 and 5 and then the sudden drop without 

another high point until August 20. The writer accounts for this, 

partly by a drop in the cocooning in the period previous 
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Fic. 5.—Diagram showing dates of emergence and number of moths of the grape-berry moth at Sandusky, 

Ohio, 1918. 

and partly by an actual killing of the pupe by excessive heat that 
prevailed on August 5 to 8. On August 5 the official Weather Bureau 
records showed a maximum temperature of 94° F., on the 6th 105°, 
on the 7th 100°, and on the 8th 97°. When emergence dropped 
off suddenly on August 6 and 7 examination of the pupz then about 
to transform to moths showed considerable mortality. [Extensive 
records could not be taken without destroying the material that 
was to serve for further life-history studies. 
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TABLE XXXI.—Time of emergence and sex of first-brood moths of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number of moths. Mean | Number of moths. Mean 

Date of daily || Date of daily 
emer- tem- || emer- | tem- 

gener | ig | gf |) | rotan. | Pete || gence |: og |g) 9/0 ga > rerany oee 

oF Sr, 
Mly 233s eee iy ae eres 6 78 || Aug. 15 il gO eer ee 15) 74 

24 1 9 1 ll 76 |i TOa|i<e S25 = By eseseiceel| 3 71 
25 1 By: peer pate 4 80 | 17 1 dL iseeeeee 2 68 
QGR pene case 5 0 5 78 i: S6| eee ee OF sce ee 9 70 
27 i 9 1 11 78 19 2 1h fa Peepeetete 19 68 
28) |sescoace 2 1 3 78 20 if 25 2 34 70 
29 2 15 3 20 78 || 21 6 20 3 29 78 
30 iL 3 2 6 66 22 14 23 2 39 78 
31 6 16 2 24 66 |) 23 9 17 2 28 82 

VAISS Dsl ero cee 9 3 12 66 || 24 3 9 1 13 76 
Z 2 iO ee meee 9 72 25 2 9 1 12 74 
3 2 (| eres oo 9 66 26 1 Ae ers 5 76 
4 if iL Si ena pete 23 78 || 27 1 oe eee df 72 
5 4 26 | 4 34 85 || 28 =a 10-2 eee =e 11 73 
6 4 yg eee 19 94 29 2 ey 7 72 
a 1 ale oeecee 2 91 SORE seceees 2 2 69 
8 8 TO!|teerie 2 18 86 Slee cen ae 2 2 68 
9 6 9 | 2 17 78 || Sept. 2 1 ed Beers peers s 1 70 

10 4 5 | 2 11 78 Biles eae apt eee 1 68 
11 2 12 [-------- 14 80 S| scaceters ote ]. nS cmas 1 63 
12) eee ae 9 | 1 10 79 6 1 Ds | BR. 3) 62 
13 2 85 |-saecsce 10 82 
14 2 15 2 19 80 Total.. 106 399 35 540 

PROPORTION OF SEXES OF FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

TaBLeE XXXI1.—Proportion of sexes of first-brocd moths of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number | Percent- 
Sex of moth. of age of 

moths. sexes. 

IM ATG: eo caer mses ts ns cco cierto ee een eae Sees 106 21.09 
EET rye = ore acta tese sees Ste ae ta att Yet Sena mE re Br etc 1 eS tale en Ne eee 399 79.00 
Undetermined: = 225.05.. .2%-2)2 bac ttiedace de see ones at oe aso ee see lees stie sisi ates Boren 85 |eeesceees 

ET Gai Beet te oe cc Ae es i ore SS Ree Ble er ER en OR ot PRE) ea 540 100.00 

The proportion of sexes as shown in Table XXXII maintains the 
preponderance of females that has been shown in previous tables. 

OVIPOSITION BY FIRST-BROOD MOTHS. 

A single record of oviposition and incubation was secured. In ajar 
containing 14 male moths and 12 female moths, all of which emerged 
on August 22, 5 eggs were deposited on August 26 and hatched on 
September 2. The period from emergence to oviposition was there- 
fore 4 days and the incubation period 7 days. 

NUMBER OF TRANSFORMING AND OVERWINTERING INDIVIDUALS 
OF FIRST BROOD. 

In Table XX XIII are presented the data on the overwintering 
first-brood individuals. 

It will be seen that the first larva to hibernate left the fruit on 
August 2 and that the number gradually increased as the season 
progressed. 
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Taste XX XIII.— Number of transforming and overwintering individuals of the first 
brood of the grape-berry moth, Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number of— 

Number of larvee. 
Chie Pupe anys 

emerged. hiber- | parasi- | Dead. 
nating. tized. 

Taste XXXIV.—Summary of Table X X XIII, showing number and percentage of first 
brood individuals of the grape-berry moth that transform. 

Observations on— Number. | Per cent. 

INITHTI O50 WEITER ee POSE ES CASEI ACIRE OOPS ICIS IE Eas ast St gS on aN 894 100.0 
Numbemotamothsjemersedetests es csae ee ces Ace Te ee ee MON Ee eee 523 58.5 
Nui bemOmalberna tin gap lip commen nec crssc ee ee eee eye Mle ER Lo) Meee 53 5.9 
Numibenoupanasitizedslanvcessssee sabe se 1. soins ae eens Son ETS TiN | 13 1.4 
INiDusall oer? Ont Gleeys neaebh TOES. pe aoe secaesenaeaeaaaoneaccosbossoescae anecnbeemenee 205 34.1 

Table XXXIV summarizes the data in Table XX XIII and shows 
that but 5.9 per cent of all the recorded larvee hibernated, that 58.5 
per cent emerged as moths the same season, that 1.4 per cent of the 
larvee were parasitized when collected, and that 34.1 per cent of all died. 

SECOND BROOD. 

TIME OF COCOONING OF SECOND-BROOD LARVA. 

Table XX XV presents the cocooning data in detail. 
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TaBLE XXXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Dates of collections of larve. 

Date of corooning. Avgust— September— 

14 

Sept. 

Dates jars.discontinued.......2.-2:.2... SMa ~ Oet. 21 | Oct. 21 Nov. 1 
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TABLE XXXV.—Time of cocooning and number of cocoons of the grape-berry moth, 
Sandusky, Ohio, 1918—Continued. 

Dates of collections of larvee. 

“Septem- shy Total 
ber— October cocoons. Date of cocooning. 

wr wry 
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Cocooning began as early as August 15 and continued until 
October 31. 

PERCENTAGE OF COCOONING PREVIOUS TO AND DURING GRAPE 
HARVEST. 

TaBLE XXXVI. —Percentage of. eoonoreny previous to and during grape harvest, San- 
dusky, Ohio, 1918. 

Number | Percent- 
Time. Date. age of 

cocoons. | total. 

Previous to beginning of Concord harvest............-..-------- TMosept. 20seses see 343 40.73 
IDunin ge: COncorduhanrvest see. eee tee aa eee Sept. 20-Oct. 10s 342 40. 62 
Previous to end of Concord harvest..............--..----------- FOS © Goat Osea é 685 81.35 
Previous to beginning of Catawba harvest ...-........-.-.-.-.-- oO: Octiass.5-22- 5 670 79.57 
Previous to end of Catawba harveSt....-........-..---.-.------- ROLOCH 26ssseee ee 821 97.50 
After Catawba harveSt...-.........-...---- Bn eee ieee ere TOINOVetetccc cos. 21 2.50 

The data in Table XXXV are summarized in Table XXXVI and 
emphasize similar records for the seasons of 1916 and 1917. From 
these records of three seasons involving a large quantity of larve 
regularly collected it must be concluded that a very large part of the 
second-brood larvee leave the fruit previous to and during the early 
part of grape harvest. 

MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS. 

In the course of the life-history studies some observations were 
made that have a bearing on the habits of the insect and the develop- 
ment of the different stages. 

ADULT. 

The pupze formed in the fall of 1916, from which moths emerged in 
the spring of 1917, were kept through the spring emergence period of 
1918 to determine if any pupe lived over and emerged the second 
spring. No moths emerged from this material the second year. 

In an effort to approach natural conditions for moths in confine- 
ment dilute strained honey was supplied in the rearing jars. The 
usual observation was that the moths were not attracted to the food, 

but would feed if they came in contact with it. In one case when no 
new food had been supplied for six days, upon placing water on the 
sand in the bottom of the cage two moths immediately went 14 inches 
to the water and appeared to drink of it. 

The adults seldom are seen in the vineyards during the day, and 
throughout these investigations, though the writer was in heavily 
infested vineyards almost daily, moths were rarely observed. In 
one case a moth was seen resting on a young cluster of grape buds, 
another was observed on the upper side of a grape leaf, and a third 
adult was seen in flight about the lower part of a grapevine. It 
alighted on a cane, ran into the angle of a small stub on the cane, 
and rested there, its head in the angle. 
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MATING. 

_ Mating was observed but once, this in the insectary on July 19, 
1917, at 2.45 p.m. The moths emerged the day previous and the 
jar contained 4 males and 10 females with a sprig from a grapevine 
bearing a grape leaf and cluster. The moths were on the bottom of 
the jar, not mounted, but with their bodies in opposite directions, the 
posterior parts touching. 

OVIPOSITION. 

The following observations on oviposition were made in a heayily 
infested part of a large vmeyard on June 30, 1917. Oviposition 
began about sundown or 6.30 p.m. When the moths first appeared 
they fluttered nervously about the vines, alighting seemingly at 
random, generally upon clusters, though often upon stems or leaves. 
Upon finding a cluster a moth would walk rapidly about upon a 
grape berry, covering practically the entire surface. Finally becom- 
ing quiet she would flex the abdomen until its tip touched the berry. 
During the process the abdomen twitched or shook slightly but the 
tip was at no time lifted and then replaced. The deposition of the 
ege required less than a minute’s time but was not instantaneous. 
Upon completion of the deposition of a single egg the moth usually 
flew nervously away from the cluster. The following exception 
occurred among four depositions observed. A moth alighted upon a 
grape and oviposited immediately without any preliminary inspec- 
tion and upon completion walked directly onto the next grape in the 
same cluster and repeated the operation. 

The spring brood of moths deposits a considerable percentage of 
the eggs near the attachment of the grape to the cluster, and the 
first-brood moths seem frequently to select a place on the underside 
of the cluster, away from the light. 

Repeated observation has shown that the moths discriminate 
between sprayed and unsprayed grapes as places for oviposition. 
This was most marked in one experimental vineyard in 1916. Four 
rows had been left unsprayed and the adjoining rows sprayed, with 
the exception of the side of one row next to the checks. This row was 
thoroughly sprayed from one side by the trailer method and the grape 
clusters well covered on that side. About a third of the surface of the 
clusters remained unsprayed and deposition by first-brood moths 
was apparently as heavy on this unsprayed surface as on the adjoin- 
ing check rows, whereas practically no eggs were deposited on the 
sprayed side of the same clusters. This observation led to continued 
study on the same point and it was substantiated repeatedly during 
the investigations. That eggs are deposited to some extent on the 
sprayed surface has been shown by infestation of sprayed plats. 

That early blooming varieties of grapes are more heavily infested 
than mid-season varieties has been known generally among grape 
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growers. During these investigations the writer has been led to 
believe that the moths normally prefer to deposit their eggs on the 
formed grapes rather than on the unopened buds. This was strik- 
ingly shown in the case of the Clinton vine on which oviposition 
records were taken for Table XIV. On this single Clinton vine, growing 
in a row of the Concord variety with the Ives variety close by, were 
994 grapes bearing eges on June 29. Subsequently 630 more eggs 
were recorded on this one vine. Careful search was made on adjoining 
vines of the other varieties and not until the grapes were well formed 
could eggs be found, whereas heavy oviposition continued on the Clin- 
ton vine. Repeatedly vines of the Shrides variety, the earliest of any 
to bloom in northern Ohio, have been heavily infested with larve 
when adjoining vines of the Concord and Catawba varieties bore no 
eges and were not infested. This condition also prevailed where 
several rows of the Clinton or other early blooming varieties paralleled 
rows of the later blooming varieties. In years of heavy infestation 
it is advisable to spray the early blooming varieties earlier than the 
midseason varieties. 

EGG. 

A single observation was made on the issuance of the larva from 
the egg, on August 9, 1916. When first observed, the head of the 
larva was just through the eggshell and 24 minutes more were required 
for the larva to free itself entirely from the shell. The larva did not 
consume the empty eggshell. 

LARVA. 

Mention is often made of the habit of the first-brood larve to web. 
the young grape clusters before or during bloom. In but one instance 
during three seasons has the writer seen these webbed clusters in the 
grapes of the mid-season blooming period. Webbing frequently 
occurs in the Delaware variety which is in full bloom a few days 
after the Concords and just at the time when the spring-brood moths 
are emerging in large numbers, as shown in figures 2 and 4. This same 
condition exists with the Norton variety, which blooms very late. 

The grape-berry moth larve occasionally feed on grape leaves in 
the rearing cages even when grapes are present, and in at least one 
case a larva developed from about one-half size to maturity by feeding 
in this way. 

LARVH FEEDING ON PHYLLOXERA GALLS. 

On August 25, 1916, and again on October 2, 1917, vines of the 

Clinton variety of grape were observed which were heavily infested 
by the leaf form of the grape phylloxera. Examination of the 
phylloxera galls showed that they had been eaten into and in some 
cases much of the gal! actually consumed. On these same leaves 
with the galls were thin white silken webs containing larve which 
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closely resembled the grape-berry moth larve. A quantity of the 
leaves were collected on August 25, 1916, and placed in battery jars 
containing no other food for the larve. The larvee at the time of 
collection varied from less than half-grown to nearly mature speci- 
mens. The leaves dried out but the larvee completed their feeding 
and cocooned in the leaves, a total of 79 cocoons being secured. 
Pupz from this material were identified by August Busck of the 
U.S. Bureau of Entomology as Polychrosis mteana Clem. The pupe 
were kept over winter under outdoor conditions and 12 moths emerged 
the following spring. In a single instance an empty eggshell was 
found on the under surface of the leaves close to a phylloxera gall. 
In the observation made on October 2, 1917, about 1 leaf in 5 had the 

web formed by the larve which were feeding on the galls. In no 
case could it be definitely determined whether the phylloxera in the 
galls were consumed with the gall tissue. No leaf feeding other than 
on the gails occurred with the larve under observation. 

CANNIBALISM AMONG GRAPE-BERRY MOTH LARVA. 

To determine if the larvee would be cannibalistic with a restricted 
food supply the following experiment was conducted: From field- 
collected second-brood larve, 40 between 4 and 7 mm. in length 
were taken and divided into two lots of 20 each on September 14, 1917. 
One lot was placed in a jar with 20 grapes and the other lot was 
similarly placed with but 5 grapes. Grape leaves were provided in 
both jars for pupation of the larve. On November 22 the following 
results were recorded: In the lot where 20 grapes were provided, 15 
cocoons had been formed and 2 full-grown live larve were present. 
Considerable substance remained in the grapes. Careful search for 
the other 3 individuals failed to locate them. In the lot where but 
5 grapes were supplied, 5 cocoons had been formed, 2 dead and 2 live 
larvee were present, or a total of 9 accounted for. A careful search 
was made for the head shields of the other 11 larve but they were 
not to be found. Ali the pulp from ali the grapes had been consumed. 
From this single experiment it appears that cannibalism exists 
among the larve when the food supply is restricted and may occur 
even with sufficient food present for all. 

LARVH NOT KILLED BY LOW TEMPERATURES. 

The resistance of grape-berry moth pupe to severe winter condi- 
tions has been noted. On October 30, 1917, a severe freeze occurred 
in northern Ohio, sufficient to freeze Concord and Catawba grapes. 
The lowest temperature recorded at the Sandusky station of the 
United States Weather Bureau on October 30 was 25° F., 26° on 
October 31 and November 1, and 28° on November 2. When 
recording the results of spraying experiments at Put-in-Bay, Ohio, 
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on November 5, and at Kelleys Island, Ohio, on November 7, live 
larve were plentiful in the grapes and no case was found where the 
larvee had been killed by the freeze. In the insectary at Sandusky 

after a minimum temperature of 23° F. had been recorded, larve con- 
tinued to leave the grapes and spin cocoons. Live larve persisted 
in the insectary on December 3, 1917, after a minimum temperature 
of 17° F. had been recorded. 

LARVA SPINNING ITS COCOON. 

On July 9, 1916, a first-brood larva was observed making its 
cocoon. When first observed the characteristic flap had been cut 
in the leaf but was not folded. The process observed was the turning 
over and tying down of the flap. The larva began at one end and by 
rapid movements of its head from the free edge of the flap to its 
place of attachment it gradually drew the flap over, the body of the 
larva resting on the flap, and eventually inclosed in it. The entire 
process observed occupied 35 minutes. 

PARASITISM. 

Considering the large numbers of individuals observed during 
these investigations the total amount of parasitism was very low, 
particularly among first-brood pupe taken for the following emer- 
gence records. 

That some parasitism of first-brood pups occurred is shown in 
Table XX XVII. 

TABLE XXXVII.—Percentage of. parasitism of field collected first-brood grape-berry 
moth pupe from Venice, Ohio, 1917. : 

| 

Number | Number | Percent- 
| f f . of co- of para- | ageo Date of collection. COOTSICOLIEITeS para- 

lected. |emerged.;| sitism. 

mNUT Ly 326 es ar chk oko. Ee Beet ONS NRT er nA. ee | AL aie 5 ee eee 18 0 0 
Hh be): Seg Ue en es TR eR ee a a uy ee iy sal 34 8 20. 58 
Typo ve sk skys cig eee nee, co asig Sar ars eee Ne eee ears ee 32 1 3.12 
RD OG pre See Ae Sa ete eR oe ie hn eS ce Ae ee 41 11 26. 82 

Alta eR Aete sae sna eS SE Seu Peet ee Ratu RC Ras hie See 64 2 | SA 
WNT 6 ete Ae eet ees Rate ae AR nee EDS ea Reka an Song he NE ried pe! 47 8 | 17. 02 
ANS AB et Te oe cer ce ee a We oe Meee See a Sok. Saver Meee meres Ome Re ages 51 | 12 23.53 
PATE EGLO) Sy ae see iin Oe ag seat ee eo os 5, ee a 35 12 34. 28 
PATI SS 20s ete hs Aes Be a BE Ee Cee Oe rn eee Le 8 0 0 

dB Ye ea i DD ee ge te EE EO SIC 2 ee a SR 31 | 4 12.90 

FBO Gags 08 oo ea eet = cee ee eee Ae a a 4 361 | OBalo.weceseee 

AVOTAGC: < Sores. eee Dee SSS 7 te TR A ees me re 2 | oe ee 16. 06 

The parasitism of field-collected pupe is seen to vary from 0 to 26 
per cent with an average of 16 per cent for pupex collected between 
July 26 and August 20. 

In a single instance, September 8, 1916, eggs of the berry moth 
were found which were parasitized to an appreciable extent. A total 
of 760 eggs were collected on 11 clusters, of which 236, or 31 per cent, 
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were parasitized. The parasite was not determined but was thought 
to be the same as recorded by Johnson and Hammar’ at North Kast, 
Pa., in 1906, Trichogramma pretiosa Riley. 

SUMMARY. 

The present account of the life history of the grape-berry moth in 
northern Ohio is based upon a series of studies made in 1916, 1917, 

and 1918. 
In the course of a year the grape-berry moth in northern Ohio 

produces one full brood and a partial second, the second brood of 
larvee being much larger and more destructive than the first. 

The grape-berry moth passes the winter in the pupal stage in 
cocoons in old grape leaves under the grape trellis. Under a leaf 
blanket approximating conditions in a protected part of a vineyard 
the mortality among the pupe was 80 per cent during the winter of 
1916-17 and 76 per cent during the winter of 1917-18. 

The first moths emerge in the spring about 10 days before grapes 
begin to bloom but emerge in greatest numbers during and imme- 
diately followmg the period of grape bloom. In 1917 but 4 per 
cent emerged previous to bloom, 50 per cent during grape bloom, 25 
per cent in the 10-day period following bloom, and the remaining 21 
per cent later in the season. Moths begin ovipositing about 4 days 
after emergence and the eggs hatch in from 3 to 10 days, with 5 days 
as the average length of the egg stage. 

The first-brood larve feed in the young grapes for a period of from 
14 to 37 days, and the average length of the feeding period was 20.6 
days in 1917. At the end of the feeding period the larve leave the 
grapes and go to tender grape leaves on the vines in which they spin 
their cocoons. The prepupal period lasted for from 1 to 3 days and 
averaged 1.77 days with the first brood in 1917, and lasted for from 
3 to 7 days and averaged 4.15 days with the second brood in 1916. 
The pupal period varied from 1i to 16 days and averaged 13 days 
for first-brood pupz in 1917. The total period in the cocoon varied 
from 6 to 32 days with an average period of 15 days. 

The life cycle of the first generation in 1917, taken as a total of the 
average length of the separate stages, was 39.79 days. The total of 
the maximums was 76 days and of the minimums 23 days. 

The incubation period of second-brood eggs varied from 4 to 10 
days with 5.1 days as the average period. The feeding period of 
second-brood larve was from 16 to 36 days and averaged 24.18 days 
in 1916. All other records have given this period as about 40 days 
which is probably nearer the average condition than the figures 
presented here. 

1 Johnson, Fred, and Hammar, A. G. The grape-berry moth. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Ent. Bul. 116, 

pt. II, p. 39. 1912. 
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Second-brood larve begin to leave the fruit early in the fall, 
August 22, 1916, August 15, 1918, September 7, 1917, but leave in 

greatest numbers just previous to and during the early part of the 
harvest season. In 1916, 77 per cent of the larve left the fruit 
previous to the beginning of the Concord harvest and 90 per cent 
previous to the beginning of the Catawba harvest. In 1917 corre- 
sponding figures were 56 per cent and 94 per cent. 

In each brood of moths the females occur in much larger number 
than the males, the proportions being 21 per cent males, 79 per cent 
females in the spring brood, 1917; 18 per cent males, 82 per cent females 
in the summer brood, 1917; 25 per cent males, 75 per cent females 
in the spring of 1918; and 21 per cent males and 79 per cent females 
in the summer brood of 1918. A small part of the first-brood larve 
do not transform to moths the same season but hibernate and emerge 
as moths the following spring. In 1918 this amounted to 5.9 per cent 
of the total number recorded. Of the same lot of larve but 1.4 per 
cent were parasitized. 

Mating and egg deposition were observed during these investiga- 
tions. The habit of the grape-berry moth larve of feeding on grape 
leaf galls formed by the grapevine phylloxera was noted. Extreme 
resistance of the larve to low temperature was also noted, live larvee 
persisting after a minimum temperature of 17° F. had occurred. 
Parasitism was very low and of little consequence as a control during 
these investigations. 

Control measures recommended are cultural methods which will 
leave the overwintering pups exposed to the elements as much as. 
possible. Satisfactory control was effected by two spray applica- 
tions by the “‘trailer”’ or hand method of spraying. The first appli- 
cation should be made 3 to 5 days after the young grapes set and the 
second when the grapes first touch in the clusters. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The business of farming involves numerous risks. These risks may 
be minimized, if not wholly removed, by the application of principles 
of insurance. The insurance method of dealing with risks and losses 
is widely current among men in commercial pursuits. To the latter, 
insurance 1s now roe ulebile, and very generally procured, against 
nearly every form of loss to which their business is subject. 

The most common source of loss-to the farmer is the partial or 
total failure of his crops. Hitherto, with negligible exceptions, the 
only form of crop insurance available has been that against loss by 
hail, and-even this limited insurance coverage is of relatively recent 
origin. In the last few years, however, hail insurance has attained 
a quantitative importance that only those in close touch with the 
business have been in position to realize. i 

Hail insurance on growing crops is written in the United States 
by organizations representing three different groups of business insti- 
tutions. These groups are: (1) Mutual hail insurance companies, 
which, with few exceptions, limit their business to the insurance of 
growing crops against hail; (2) joint-stock fire insurance companies, 
which write hail insurance on growing crops more or less as a side 

line; (3) State hail insurance boards or departments, under whose 
direction and control are administered State hail insurance funds. 

TOT oO, 
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During 1918, the latest date for, which State insurance reports are 
available, the three. groups, of hail insurance organizations just 
mentioned had in force in the United States insurance on growing 
crops to a total amount of approximately $318,543,000, on which the 
premiums amounted to $17,631,000. The figures for 1919, as ascer- 

tained from correspondence with the companies and the State insur- 
ance commissioners, as well as from various unofficial published re- 
ports, show a remarkable increase, the total risks and premiums being 
approximately $559,184,000 and $30,330,000, respectively. 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT. 

The first organization in the United States to write hail insurance 
on growing crops, so far as official records reveal, was a smal! mutual 
concern organized in 1880 by the tobacco growers in Connecticut. 
This company, for some reason or other, dropped out of existence in 
1887, but was promptly succeeded by another hail mutual organized 
in an adjoining county, which is still doing business. No other ex- 
clusive hail companies are revealed by official records earlier than 
the year 1889, in which year four mutual hail insurance companies 
were reported from North Dakota. 

In the meantime one of the larger joint-stock fire insurance com- 
panies had begun to write hail insurance on growing crops. The first 
risks were written in Minnesota in 1883, while in the following year 
a small amount of hail insurance was also written by this company in 
what was then Dakota Territory, in Nebraska, and in Kansas. The 
State of Iowa and the Territory of Oklahoma were included in the ~ 
hail insurance territory of this company in 1897, followed by Wis- 
consin, Texas, and Colorado in 1898. 

Although many of these early mutuals proved to be short-lived 

experiments, by 1900 there were 37 mutual hail insurance companies 
in existence, located in seven different States, as follows: Connecticut 
1, Wisconsin 4, Minnesota 13, Iowa 7, North Dakota 2, Nebraska 7, 
and Kansas 3. The total premiums and assessments collected by 
these companies during the year were approximately $648,000, and the 
losses incurred amounted to $407,000. More than one-third of the total 

hail insurance premiums were reported from Lowa, while Minnesota 
and Nebraska each reported more than one-fifth, Kansas somewhat 
less than one-sixth of the total, and the other three States smaller 
amounts. 

In 1905 the total number of hail mutuals was still 37, those that 

had dropped out since 1900 having been replaced by new organiza- 
tions. The total premiums of these companies during the year 
approached $800,000, and the losses were approximately one-half of 
the premiums collected. By this time at least one additional joint- 
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stock fire insurance company had begun to write hail insurance. 
The total hail premiums reported for these two companies in 1905 
were approximately equal to the amount collected by the mutual 
companies, or about three-fourths of a million dollars. 
By 1910 the total number of mutual hail insurance companies had 

decreased to 28, as against 37 in 1905. The total premiums for the 
year, however, showed a considerable increase, being more than 
$1,000,000. Of the hail mutuals reported by State insurance depart- 
ments in 1910, one was located in Connecticut, five in Wisconsin, 
four in Minnesota, nine in Iowa, one in North Dakota, two in Ne- 
braska, three in Kansas, two in Oklahoma, and one in Montana. 
Two of the Minnesota hail mutuals wrote insurance in Kansas and 
Montana, as well as in their home States, and one of these companies 
wrote also in North Dakota. In later years these same Minnesota 
mutuals have been doing business in several States, and a few of the 
Iowa companies have also been admitted to neighboring States. 

At least five joint-stock companies were writing hail insurance on 
growing crops by 1910. The total hail premiums received by this 
class of companies for the year, so far as these figures have been 
obtained, were approximately the same as those reported for the 
year 1905, or about $750,000, though they exceeded this amount in 
some of the intervening years. During this five-year period, there- 
fore, the mutual hail insurance companies had made a material 
growth, while the hail business of joint-stock fire insurance com- 
panies had been approximately stationary. 

In the five-year period following 1910 the hail insurance business 
in the United States advanced by rapid strides. The number of 
mutual companies increased to 39. Their total premiums in 1915 
exceeded $3,336,000, and were thus more than three times as great 
as in 1910. Although the mutual hail insurance companies thus 
made a material advance in the five years from 1910 to 1915, the hail 
business of the joint-stock fire insurance companies showed a far 
greater advance. The total number of such companies in the field 
increased from 5 to 35, while their total hail premiums in 1915 
amounted to approximately $6,400,000, as against three-fourths of a 
million for 1910. 

The year 1915, as will be brought out later in this bulletin, was 
an extremely severe one from the point of view of hail losses. A 
number of the mutual companies, as on various previous occasions, 
were caught without adequate reserves or other resources and had 
to prorate their losses. As a result, mutual hail insurance suffered a 

severe setback, this being particularly true in the State of Kansas. 
During the season of 1916 only 35 mutual companies were in the field, 
and the premiums collected by the mutuals in this year amounted to 
only about two-thirds the total premiums collected by this group of 
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companies in 1915. In the three years following 1916, however, the 
premiums of the mutuals again increased each year, reaching $4,775,- 
000 in 1919. 

During these same years the joint-stock insurance companies 
showed continued and rapid progress. The number of such com- 
panies writing hail insurance continued to increase, and their total 
premiums in 1916. as well as in 1917, exceeded $8,000,000. In 1918 
the hail premiums of joint-stock companies on their business in the 
United States exceeded $12,850,000, and for 1919 the corresponding 
figure was approximately $19,460,000. 7 

In the early days of hail insurance but little information existed 
as to the nature of the hail hazard and its relative severity in differ- - 
ent loealities. Many of the early hail mutuals appear to have been 
patterned on the local farmers’ mutual fire insurance companies, with- 
out an adequate recognition, on the part of the organizers and man- 
agers, of the radical difference between the fire hazard in relation to 
segregated farm buildings and the hail hazard in relation to fields of 
growing grain. With a reasonable number of risks in a given locality, 
the law of average will apply to the losses of farm buildings by fire 
in a way that it can not possibly apply to the losses in the case of 
hail insurance on growing crops. Unlike fire, a hailstorm seldom, 
if ever, strikes one farm only but cuts a swath through a limited ter- 
ritory, resembling in its effects a conflagration in the case of urban 
fire risks. The fact that mutual hail insurance in the West North- 

.Central States continued to increase in volume as well as in the 
number of companies writing it may be credited, therefore, to the - 
need for such insurance on the part of the farmers rather than to any 
general success on the part of the mutuals offering this protection. 

The causes of the frequent failure among the early hail mutuals 
can not be charged entirely, however, to lack of knowledge of the 
hail hazard. In many instances the failures were due to reckless 
or unscrupulous promotions, the organizers taking advantage of the 
general inadequacy of insurance laws, which were especially lax in 
regard to mutual companies. In cases of this kind the permanency 

or soundness of the company was frequently a minor consideration 
with the managers, whose direct object was prompt and liberal in- 

comes from salaries and commissions. 
Mutual promotions of the speculative type have tended to dis- 

credit all hail mutuals and have constituted a serious handicap to the 
growth and development of companies organized by men of ability 
aiming at real service to their constituents. To a somewhat less 
extent the same has been true of hail mutuals which were promoted 
by men who, while honest and sincere, were lacking in knowledge of 

the hail hazard or in ability as managers. 
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As time went on the nature and severity of the hail hazard in the 
different States became better known. Insurance laws, as well as 
the administration of these laws, became in general more effective in 
safeguarding the interests of the policyholders, and farmers to an in- 
creasing extent became aware that it is necessary to know something 
about the men in charge of the mutual organizations as well as to 
see that the plan on which insurance is offered is a reasonably work- 
able one. Because of these changes in conditions ill-considered and 
speculative promotions of hail mutuals appear in general to have 
passed their climax in each State a few years after the organization 
of the first hail mutuals in the State. Such climax in promotions 
was reached in the State of North Dakota in the middle nineties, in 
Minnesota and Nebraska during the last few years of the past cen- 
tury, and in Iowa during the first years of the present century. In 
Oklahoma the promotion period centered about the year 1903, and 
in Texas it occurred nearly 10 years later. The State of Kansas 
presents an exception to the general rule, in that the period of most 
rapid promotion of short-lived companies came more than two 
decades after the first hail mutuals were organized. The earliest 
hail mutual in Kansas, as already stated, began business in 1889, 
but the climax in the promotion of hail mutuals in that State was not 
reached until the five-year period following 1910. 

One of the most spectacular mutual hail insurance promotions that 
has occurred in any State took place in Missouri in 1919, and the 
organization in question is now in the hands of receivers. This com- 
pany did not limit itself to hail coverage, however, but included de- 
structive storms of whatever nature, and partly for this reason the 
risks assumed by it have not been included in the data contained in 
this bulletin. 

The total number of mutual hail insurance companies of which 
record has been found, either from insurance reports or from other 
sources, is 121. Of these 121 hail mutuals, only 41 companies were 
in existence at the date of the most recent insurance reports. The 
other 80 hail mutuals have ceased operations, either voluntarily for 

lack of patronage or under pressure applied by State insurance de- 
partments. This relatively high mortality among the mutual hail 
insurance companies as a class has frequently been interpreted as 
proof of unsoundness and instability in every mutual hail insurance 
company, without regard to its individual record or merit. Such a 

conclusion is no more justified than would be a conclusion that all 
joint-stock fire insurance companies are unsound because of the large 
percentage of such companies that, for one reason or another, have 
gone out of business. No reliable figures are at hand for the total 

number of joint-stock fire insurance companies that have been organ- 
ized in the United States. According to some of the best-known 
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insurance summaries which contain lists of companies that have 
failed or retired, however, at least six joint-stock fire insurance com- 
panies have gone out of business in the last 50 years for exery such 
company now in,the field. 

Considered by States, the number of hail mutuals organized and 
the number now in existence are as follows: 

North Dakota, 13 companies organized and 1 in existence; Min- 
nesota, 25 organized and 7 in existence; Iowa, 18 organized and 6 in 
existence; Nebraska, 16 organized and 4 in existence; Kansas, 14 
organized and 7 in existence; Wisconsin, 8 organized and 4 in ex- 
istence; Oklahoma, 9 organized and 2 in existence; Montana, 6 or- 
ganized and 2 in existence; Texas, 6 organized and 3 in existence; 
South Carolina, 2 organized and both in existence; Connecticut, 
Michigan, and New Mexico, 1 company organized in each State and 
each still in existence. 

Of the hail mutuals that have ceased doing business, 11 companies 
were in existence for one year only, 38 operated more than one year 
but under five, while 20 operated five or more years but under ten. 

In this connection the various ages attained by the 41 hail mutuals 

now in the field should be of interest. The approximate ages of these 
companies, by five-year periods, are indicated by the following sum- 
mary of their organization: 

1885-1889 _____________ par are . 2 companies. 

TSOU-1808 224 Bogs Ase _-i..-.. 2. companies. 
1895-1899 =______:__ tA __._____. 6 companies. 

1900-1904 ____~______ ae a: oh POL eel 4+ companies. 

1905-1909 ___ a caro e  pneee 2 = 7 companies. 

"4910-1914 ___ Ree Tees owen secs SSeompanies: 
1915-1919 ea ee eee ee ee lee _ 15 companies. 

The year 1911 marks the entry into the hail insurance field of the 
third type of business institution above mentioned, North Dakota in 
this year having put into operation its first State hail insurance law 
which provided for the writing of this form of insurance through a 
State hail insurance department. During the first year of State 
hail insurance in North Dakota premiums to the amount of $26,000 
were coHected, representing risks of slightly more than $1,000,000. 
The losses experienced during the year exceeded the premium in- 
come, however, by nearly 18 per cent, and the losses as adjusted had 
to. be prorated at 70 per cent. The business during 1912 showed a 
relatively marked increase; the premiums amounted to nearly $65,000 
and the risks were in excess of $2,500,000. During this year, how- 
ever, the losses were nearly one and two-thirds times the total 
premiums, and for this reason had to be prorated on a basis of 55 
per cent. These experiences discouraged the farmers from taking 
hail insurance with the State department, and the total business for 
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each of the next six years was less than one-half as great as that of 
1912. During each of these years it was found necessary to prorate 
the losses, the percentages paid being as follows: 1913, 88 per cent; 
1914, 65 per cent; 1915, 75 per cent; 1916, 38 per cent; 1917, 62 per 

cent; and 1918, 53 per cent. 
The rather discouraging experience on the part of North Dakota 

with its State hail insurance department under the law as first en- 
acted may be ascribed chiefly to two causes. In the first place, the 
premium charges provided for in the law were inadequate, such 
charges for the years 1911 and 1912 having been 20 cents per acre on 
$8 of insurance, making a rate of only 24 per cent, or exactly one- 
fourth of the rate now charged by joint-stock companies in the State. 
In the spring cf 1913 the law was amended so as to make the rate of 
premium 30 cents per acre on $8 of insurance, or 3} per cent, at which 
figure the rate remained until the complete revision of the law in the 
spring of 1919. The other outstanding cause of failure of the origi- 

nal North Dakota plan was that applications for insurance had to be 
made to the assessor in the early spring and the premiums for such 

insurance advanced at that time, before any crops were actually in 
existence. 

In spite of this apparent failure of State hail insurance in North 
Dakota, the States of Montana and Nebraska enacted laws providing 
for State hail insurance departments in the spring of 1917. The Mon- 
tana department began operations shortly after the law was passed, 
but no insurance was written by the Nebraska department until the 
season of 1918. The premiums collected by the Montana department - 
during its first year of operation amounted to $107,000, and the losses 
incurred were moderate, being only $62,000. Although the law per- 
mitted a maximum assessment of 60 cents per acre, the department 

assessed and collected hail premiums of. only 40 cents per acre on 
$12 of insurance, being at a rate of 34 per cent. With the funds so 
collected the department was able to pay its losses, together with ex- 
penses of operation, the latter amounting to $4,700, and to complete 
the year with a surplus of $40,000. This favorable beginning of State 
hail insurance in Montana in 1917 was, however, followed by a very 
trying experience in 1918. The losses this year were extremely heavy, 
caused largely by a severe and unusually extensive hail storm just at 
the time when the wheat was ripe and ready for harvest. The losses 
as adjusted approximated $870,000. The maximum levy of 60 cents 
per acre brought only a little over $400,000, and this amount, together 
with the small surplus from the preceding year, was only enough to 
pay 46 per cent of the losses. 

The Nebraska State hail insurance department during 1918, its 
first year of operation, collected $154,260 in premiums. The law in 
this case provided fixed rates which varied from 25 cents per acre for 
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the eastern part of the State to 45 cents for the western. The amount 
of insurance per acre was $10. The losses during the year proved to 
be moderate, amounting to only $127,060, and the total cost of ad- 
ministration was $6,072. All losses were, therefore, paid in full and 
the year was closed with a balance or surplus on hand amounting to 
$21,198. 

During the early months of 1919 the States of North Dakota, 
Montana, and Nebraska materially amended their hail insurance 
laws. During the same months the States of South Dakota and Okla- 
homa also enacted laws providing for State hail insurance. 

The new North Dakota law and that of South Dakota provide what 
is frequently called “ compulsory insurance,” although the term “ au- 
tomatic ” would seem more accurately to describe the plan. In each 
of these States every acre of crop is now, without action on the part 
of the owner, insured against loss or damage by hail, the amount being 
$7 per acre in North Dakota and $10 per acre in South Dakota. In 
the latter State such owner may, however, exempt his land entirely 
from the operation of the hail insurance law by filing an application 
for exemption with the county auditor before June 1 of each year. 
He may also, if he so desires, retain one-half of the $10 insurance per 
acre and be subject to one-half of the indemnity tax. In North 
Dakota the owner of a growing crop may exempt such crop by filing 
a statement with the commissioner of insurance, except that a flat 
acreage tax of 3 cents per acre must be paid to the hail insurance 
fund whether the owner retains or rejects the hail insurance provided 
by the State. 

In both the Dakotas hail insurance premiums are now collected by 
the’ State in a manner similar to that provided for the collection of 
taxes. The same is true under the laws as now existing in Montana 
and Nebraska. In the last two States, however, the State hail in- 
surance takes effect only upon the application for such insurance by 
the owner or tiller of the land. The Oklahoma law, which was not 
operative in 1919, is similar to the Montana and Nebraska laws in 
providing for strictly voluntary or optional insurance and follows 
the original North Dakota law in requiring premiums to be paid 
in advance. 

The maximum hail indemnity tax that may be levied in North 
Dakota under the existing law is 50 cents per acre or 74 per cent of 
the insurance. The actual levy in 1919 was only 25 cents per acre, 
exclusive of the so-called acreage tax of 8 cents per acre. In South 
Dakota, where the regular amount of insurance per acre is $10, a 
fixed rate is apphed for each of four different districts, into which the 
State is divided, these rates being, respectively, 35 cents, 40 cents, 42 
cents, and 45 cents per acre. Such rates are not to be reduced until 
the department has a surplus or reserve fund of $2,500,000. 

% 
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The Montana law, like the North Dakota law, provides a uniform 
maximum limit of assessment for hail indemnity for all parts of the 

State, such limit being fixed at $1.20 per acre for $12 of imsurance. 
This maximum rate was actually applied in 1919 and proved sufficient 
to pay the cost of insurance and leave a small surplus. 

The Nebraska law provides for three hail insurance districts in 
the State with fixed rates applying to each. The rates for these dis- 
tricts are 25 cents, 40 cents, and 60 cents per acre, respectively, when 

the amount of insurance carried is $10 per acre. The farmer may, 

however, take $15 per acre at one-and-a-half times the rate charged 
for $10 per acre. The hail losses in Nebraska during 1919 were heavy, 
and there was left but a small balance when losses and expenses were 
paid. 

The Oklahoma law provides for the division of the State into four 
hail insurance districts. The insured may take any amount of in- 
surance be desires up to $20 per acre. The rates are 3 per cent, 6 
per cent, 74 per cent, and 9 per cent of the insurance according to 
the district in which the crop is located. In each of the three States, 
where different rates for specified parts of the State are provided, 
the lowest rates apply to the eastern district and the highest to the 
western. 

The total risks of the four State hail insurance departments in op- 
eration in 1919 were approximately $139,300,000; the premiums, 
$6,095,000; and the losses, $4,500,000. Of the total risks, North Da- 
kota had about 62 per cent; South Dakota, 23 per cent; Nebraska, 14 
per cent; and Montana, less than 1 per cent. The South Dakota de: 
partment alone laid aside a material surplus or reserve from the 
year’s business, such surplus being approximately $900,000. 

As already stated, the total hail business in the United States dur- 
ing the summer of 1919 surpassed the already outstanding record 
of 1918 by a very wide margin. In fact, it is believed by many hail 
underwriters that the volume of this form of insurance written dur- 
ing the season of 1919 will not be equaled in the years immediately 
ahead. Certainly the record, as compared with those of earlier years, 
is a remarkable one, 

While not all of the State insurance reanets that give hail pre- 
miums and losses give also the hail risks involved, it is, of course, 
possible to arrive at approximate figures for the nya quantities by 
taking into consideration the amount of premiums and the average 
rates. Estimates for these missing figures have been worked out on 
the basis of such information as was available. 

The development of the hail insurance business in the United 
States, as measured by the approximate amount of risks in force 
each year from 1890 to the present time, may be seen from figure 1. 
Besides showing the growth in the total hail risks, the figure also 

7676 ° —20-——2 
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HAIL INSURANCE ON FARM CROPS. 11 

indicates the amount of risks and the annual increase in business 

for each of the three groups of insurance institutions already dis- 
cussed, namely, mutual hail insurance companies, joint-stock fire in- 
surance companies, and State hail insurance departments. The fact 
that the risks in force by mutual companies continue to exceed those 
in force by joint-stock fire insurance companies until the year 1916, 
while the premiums received by the two groups of insurance insti- 
tutions change place at a considerably earlier date, is to be ex- 
plained in part by the uniformly lower rates charged by the mutuals. 
The prime reason, however, is to be found in the fact that a large 

percentage of the mutual risks occurred in States, such as lowa, Min- 
nesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, where the hail hazard is less severe 
than in the States farther west and where the rates and premiums 
are on this account relatively small in proportion to the volume of 
risks. 

The total risks shown for 1919 represent those of 41 mutual com- 

panies, 48 joint-stock companies, and 4 State hail insurance depart- 
ments. Of the $559,000,000 of hail risks in force during 1919, the 
joint-stock companies had almost exactly one-half, while the mutuals 
and the State hail insurance departments each had one-fourth. 

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

The territorial distribution of the hail insurance business is deter- 
mined mainly by two factors, namely, acreage in crops subject to 
damage and the severity of the hail hazard in relation to other hazards 
to which crops are exposed. -In other words, hail insurance in large 
volume can be written only where there is a large acreage of crops 
to insure, and where at the same time the probability of destructive 
hail storms is present in such degree as to make the growers of crops 
conscious of the need for protection. These two factors coexist in a 
marked degree in the West North Central States. While from the 
point of view of acreage in crops subject to damage when hail does 
occur, a large percentage of the area of about three-fourths of the 
States would be insurable, the hail hazard in a considerable number 

of these States is relatively so slight as to preclude the taking of any 
special precaution against loss from this source. 

The acreage in crops in the different States, according to the census 
of 1910 is shown in figure 2.1 Except for a few of the Western 
States, where there has been a marked increase in the crop acreage, 
this map represents the situation as to relative crop acreage in the 
different States very much as it exists at the present time. Later data 
of an accurate character will not be at hand until the results from the 
1920 census are available. 

+ Reproduced from Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1915, p. 340. 
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HAIL INSURANCE ON FARM GROPS. 13 

Some idea of the relative importance of the hail hazard in differ- 
ent parts of the country may be obtained from figure 3, which indi- 
cates in a general way the frequency of the occurrence of hail in the 
United States during the four months, May, June, July, and August. 
The data represented on this map are based on reports from the vari- 
ous United States Weather Bureau stations, and cover the 14-year 
period 1906-1919, inclusive. The map or chart in question, it should 
be emphasized, indicates only the average annual frequency of the 
occurrence of hail during the months stated, no attempt having been 
made to allow for differences in the severity or the destructiveness 
of hail storms. It should perhaps also be pointed out, as has been 
done by the Weather Bureau in connection with earlier published 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH HAIL 

MAY TO AUGUST INCLUSIVE 
i906 1919 

WEATHER BUREAW. U SDA 

HIGH: 

data on this subject, that the reports on which the chart is based 
come from only 167 stations rather unevenly distributed throughout 
the United States. Since hail storms are frequently very local in 
character, it follows that the data as represented embody an element 
of chance even as to the average frequency of hail. It is probable, 
for example, that the total number of times at which hail occurred 
and, hence, also the average yearly number of such occurrences re- 
ported from a given station, may represent either more or less than 
the average frequency for all parts of the area for which such station 
is considered a center. 

To a certain extent the relatively long period of time covered by 
the reports will, of course, tend to eliminate some of the chance ele- 
ments involved in the lack of a sufficient number of reporting stations. 

1 See Weather Bureau Review for March, 1917, pp. 94 et seq. 
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It is quite probable, however, that the frequency indicated for the 
territory about Cheyenne, Wyo., for example, might have been 
equaled or even exceeded by other localities had all local areas in the 
relatively severe hail territory been represented. With all due allow- 
ance for these limitations, the chart doubtless indicates the prevalence 
of hail with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

The lines on the chart are intended to connect various points at 
which the average annual frequency of hail during the months men- 
tioned and for the period indicated has been found to be equal or very 
nearly equal. Thus the lines marked 1:0 are intended to connect the 
places at which hail occurred on the average once each year during 
the 14-year period, while the lines marked 2.0 are intended to connect 
the places with an annual average of two occurrences of hail during 
the months considered, and so on. 

The approximate distribution of hail insurance on growing crops 
in the United States during the year 1919 is shown in figure 4. The 
total of such risks in force was estimated to be $559,134,000. The cir- 
cles on this map represent by their respective areas the relative 
amounts of hail risks in force in the various States. They also indi- 
cate by the sectors into which they are divided the group or type of 
insurance institution by which such insurance was carried. The sec- 
tors colored black in various circles indicate the part of the total hail 
insurance in a given State carried by mutual hail insurance compa- 
nies; the checkered sectors indicate the part carried by joint-stock fire | 
insurance companies; and the striped sectors, the part carried by 
State hail insurance departments. 

As indicated by the map, the three States of Kansas, North Dakota, 
and Iowa, ranking in the order given, led all other States in the 
amount of hail risks in force. In fact, these three States together had 
more than one-half of the total hail risks in force in the United States. 
The approximate amount of risks reported from each of the three 
was: Kansas, $116,056,000; North Dakota, $99,603,000; and Iowa, 
$73,471,000. These amounts represent, respectively, 21 per cent, 17 
per cent, and_13 per cent of the total risks in the United States. The 
States of Nebraska, South Dakota, and Minnesota follow in the order 
named having risks, respectively, equal to 9 per cent, 8 per cent, and 
6 per cent of the total. The State of Oklahoma is seventh on the list, 
with risks equal to 4 per cent of the total. None of the remaining 
States had an amount equal to much over 2 per cent of the total, and 
most of them had less than 1 per cent. 

With reference to the distribution of the risks between the three 
types of insurance institutions, it may be recalled from figure 1 that 
the joint-stock companies, in 1919, carried approximately one-half 
of the total risks, while the mutual companies and State departments 
carried about one-fourth each. The predominance of joint-stock hail 
insurance during the year in question may also be seen from figure 4. 
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In the States of Iowa and Minnesota, however, the mutuals car- 
ried the major part of the total risk, while the same was true for 
the State hail insurance departments in two other of the more im- 
portant States from a hail-insurance standpoint, namely, North 
Dakota and South Dakota. The map further indicates that in the 
State of Michigan‘ all of the hail insurance of which record was 
found was carried on the mutual plan, while in the State of Wis- 
consin all but one-tenth of 1 per cent was carried on the same plan. 

COST OF HAIL INSURANCE. 

In hail insurance as well as in fire insurance it is, of course, essen- 
tial that the rates of premium or assessment yield a sufficient in- 
come to cover the losses that occur and the necessary expenses of 
operation. In the'’case of joint-stock insurance companies, it is 
naturally the intention so to adjust the rates that in addition to 
losses and expenses there will be a margin of profit for the stock- 
holders who have risked their money in the enterprise. 

In the early days of hail insurance, as already stated, relatively 
little knowledge of the hail hazard was possessed by those engaging 
in the hail insurance business. It seems that a common rate of 
premium was 5 per cent of the insurance written. The variation in 
the severity of the hail hazard found in different States, as well as 
in different sections of the same State, was soon recognized, how- 
ever, and the rates were adjusted in an effort to make them reflect 
these variations. Rates in Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and States 
east and south of these were lowered until a rate of 3 per cent be- 
came fairly general for the*-more common cereal crops in this terri- 
tory. West and south of the States named, however, rates were 
gradually advanced for succeeding districts, reaching 6, 8, 10, 12, and 
even higher percentages of the insurance written. 

While most of the mutuals started out strictly on the assessment 
plan, a few began operations on predetermined rates. Thus one of 
the Kansas mutuals which is still in the field at first wrote insurance 
anywhere in the State at 4 per cent. . After a number of years of 
experience in the business this company graduated its rates accord- 
ing to the losses experienced, until such rates were only 24 per cent 
for the southeastern part of the State and reached 10 per cent for 
some of the western counties. 

The prevailing commercial rates for the year 1919 are shown in 
figure 5, the figures on this map representing dollars per hundred 
of insurance for the crop season. It will also be noticed that the 
relative heaviness of the shading or crosshatching on the map has 
been made to represent the relative hail rates for the different States 
or parts of States indicated on the map. 

The rates here shown apply mainly to the more common cereal 
crops, namely, wheat, oats, corn, flax, and speltz. Grasses produced — 

¥ a 
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for hay or seed are, however, usually insured at the same rates as 
the grains just enumerated. For barley and rye the rates in most 
of the States are 2 per cent higher than those shown on the map, 
and the same is true for corn where protection is desired against dam- 
age to the leaves as well as to the ear. Tobacco is given a rate vary- 
ing from about one and one-half times the rates on wheat, oats, and 
corn in some districts to more than two and one-half times the rates on 

these cereals in other localities. The rates on cotton are even less 
closely related to the rates on cereals. In the South Atlantic and 
the East South Central States the rates for cotton are in general: 
the same as the cereal rates, and in a few instances even 1 per cent 
lower. In the West South Central States, on the other hand, the 
hail rates for cotton are from 2 to 4 per cent higher than the rates 
for cereals. 

In the extreme eastern part of the United States, as well as in the 
extreme western part, the rates on fruits and on garden vegetables, 
including peas and beans, even when raised as ordinary field crops, 
are in general from one and one-half to two times the rates on cereal 
crops. In parts of the West South Central and Mountain States 
these crops may be insured at a rate 2 per cent higher than the regular 
rate on cereal crops in the locality in question. The latter state- 
ment holds true for the North Central States also, except that such 
rates for this part of the country have usually covered garden vege- 
tables only. 

It is difficult to give any definite figures for rates of premium or 
assessment of mutual companies, since many of these continue to 
operate on the assessment plan without the application of fixed rates 
in advance. Where such rates are actually determined in advance 
by mutual companies they are usually somewhat lower than the joint- 
stock rates, although a few mutuals adhere to the commercial rates, 
returning a part of the premiums in dividends or rebates when the 
losses and expenses together are low enough to permit of such 
action. 

Only fragmentary data are at hand for the average expense ratio 
of the various companies writing hail insurance. Such figures as 
are available, however, point to an average expense of operation 
equal to about 35 per cent of the premium. ‘This expense of opera- 
tion, calculated as a percentage of the premiums, will, of course, vary 
to some extent with the rates on the business written. Many over- 
head items of expense will be approximately the same for two poli- 
cies, each representing a thousand-dollar risk, even though one be 
written in territory where the rate is 3 per cent and the premium $30 
and the other in territory where the rate is 12 per cent and the pre- 
mium $120. Six dollars of overhead expense attached to each of 
these policies will mean 20 per cent of the premium in one instance 
and 5 per cent in the other. Hence, to the extent that the expenses of 

16 
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HAIL INSURANCE ON FARM CROPS. 19 

operation are proportional to the number of risks rather than the 
premiums, the expense ratio should tend to vary inversely with the 
rate of premium. The biggest single item of expense in connection 
with an insurance policy, however, namely, the commission to the 
agent who solicits the business, is generally based directly on the 
premium collected and not on the number of risks written. While 
such commission in the case of hail insurance written at a prede- 
termined rate is now very generally fixed at 15 per cent of the pre- 
mium, formerly as much as 20 per cent of the premium or even more 
was paid for this service. Assessment mutuals pay their agents, as a __ 
rule, on the basis of risks written. i 

Some of the hail mutuals operating on the assessment plan limit 
the liability of their members and at the same time reserve to them- - 
selves the right to prorate their losses if the income. from maximum 
assessments, together with any reserve on hand, proves insufficient to l 
meet losses and expenses incurred. Other hail mutuals, operating, as l 
a rule, in States where the hail hazard is less severe, write unlimited 
lability contracts on the plan followed by nearly three-fourths of 
the farmers’ mutual fire insurance companies. Still other hail mu- 
tuals collect a fixed premium somewhat below the commercial rates Lh) 
for the territory in question, while the policy provides for a con- i 
tingent liability on the part of the insured equal to the fixed premium. 
Under this plan the insured may in some years have rebated to him 
a part of the fixed premium already paid, while in severe years he 
may be called upon for a part of the obligation assumed under the 
contingent liability clause. This plan has been found desirable more i) 
particularly for territory where the hail hazard is severe and where i 
annual advance-payment policies are the rule. _ iH 
No matter which plan is used with reference to the contribution 

or liability to contribution by the insured, a wise and conservative 
management of a hail mutual demands that a reasonable reserve 
be provided in years when losses are relatively light against the 
years when relatively heavy losses will be incurred. This is, of 
course, the plan aimed at by the joint-stock companies, who neither 
reduce their charges nor give any rebate because a given year brings 
losses only half, or even less than half, of the average annual losses li 
for the territory in question. No hail mutual operating on the fixed- Wi 
premium plan should place its rates at so low a point that they will 
not amply care for an average loss experience for the territory, plus 
reasonable operating expenses, plus a fair contribution to the reserve 
fund. In a year of very light losses a part of the surplus premiums 
may, of course, be returned to the insured as a rebate; but before such 
rebate is declared a liberal addition to the reserve should be made. Hi 
This plan should be adhered to until the company has on hand re- 
serves equal to at least. the average annual premium income. A hail | 
mutual operating on the assessment plan should similarly add to I 
its reserve fund each year in which its losses represent for its ter- 
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ritory an average loss experience or less. This may be done, of course, 
by a proper addition to the rate of assessment over and above what 
is found necessary to meet losses and expenses of operation during 
the favorable year. In the States where the laws governing mutual 
companies do not permit assessment mutuals to follow the bss above 
outlined, such laws should be amended in the interest of better in- 
surance and of a higher degree of stability among the compames. 
Tt is encouraging to note that the hail mutuals are to an increasing 

extent recognizing the principle above set forth. Complete figures 
for the reserves of these mutuals are not available, but 10 of the older 
and larger hail mutuals now doing business had a total of surplus 
or reserves at the end of 1918 amounting to nearly $920,000. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HAIL INSURANCE CONTRACT. 

The characteristics of the hail insurance contract are perhaps most 
easily brought out by a brief comparison with the more familiar fire 
insurance contract. While the hail policy, as well as the fire policy, 
is generally considered a contract of property insurance as. distin- 
guished from life or casualty, there is a fundamental difference in the 
nature of the property covered by the two policies as well as in the 
hazards against which insurance is written. 

Fire insurance is written, as a rule at least, on material things of 

value which are already in existence, such as buildings, stocks of mer- 
chandise, household goods, live stock, and various other forms of 
tangible wealth. Hail insurance, on the other hand, is written on 
growing crops which represent goods in prospect rather than goods 
in existence. In fact, the latter form of insurance expires almost 
coincidentally with the transformation of prospects of wealth into 
actual wealth, consisting of useful or marketable products. 

While fire insurance is generally written for a specified period of 
time, hail insurance covers, as already intimated, the period or stage 
of development of crops. Most hail policies, to be sure, stipulate that 
the lability of the company shall definitely cease at a specified time, 
which, for most of the territory in which hail insurance is written, is 
noon on September 15. Other stipulations in such policies, however, 
provide that the pom yas to be liable as soon as the grain or 
other crop has been “cut or picked.” Since the hail contract usually 
takes effect 24 hours after the signing of the application by the pros- 
pective insured even though the policy may not yet be executed, and 
terminates with the process of harvesting, it follows that in the case 
of the more common field crops other than corn left to mature on the 
root, the term for which the insurance is in force is measured by the 
period elapsing between the day following the date of application for 
such insurance and the date of harvest. No difference in the premium 
charges is made, as a rule, either because of the lateness of the date 
at which the insurance takes effect or the early maturity and conse- 
quent early harvesting of the insured crop. One risk may remain 
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imsured twice as long as another without affecting the premium 
eharges for such insurance. 

All the joint-stock fire insurance companies, so far as known, limit 
themselves to a policy covering a specific crop growing on a desig- 
nated piece of ground. The same is generally true of the mutuals 
operating west and south of Minnesota and lowa. In the States’ 
just named, as well as in the States farther to the east, a number 
of the mutuals write a term policy for either three or five years and 
cover certain enumerated crops on a given farm. One very successful 
mutual, in fact, writes a perpetual policy which means, of course, 
that the insurance contract continues in force until canceled either 
by the insured or by the company. 

While the disregard of the time element in the typical hail policy 
at first sight appears highly inconsistent, it is again, in part at least, 
explained by the peculiar nature of the objects insured. Even though 
hailstorms may be no more frequent or severe in the latter part of the 
season during which the hail policy is in force, the risk in the sense 

_ of probability of loss may be said in the case of most crops, at least, 
to increase rapidly as the time of harvest approaches. During the 
early stages of the growing crop the ravages of hail storms may cause 
a set-back merely, without materially affecting the final outcome or 
yield. As the crop develops, however, the possibility of such. re- 
covery becomes more and more remote and eventually disappears. 
Furthermore, a hailstorm occurring at the time when the crop is 
ready for harvest means not only that the damage wrought is irrep- 
arable, but a larger percentage of the stems of grain are actually 
broken, than would have been the case at an earlier stage. The heads 
on broken stems drop to the ground, while the heads on unbroken 
stems may have lost a part of their contents. 

The difference between the hail policy and the fire policy, already 
pointed out, is based mainly on differences inherent in the objects 
covered by the insurance. Additional differences arise from marked 
dissimilarities in the hazards involved. The fire hazard originates 
in two kinds of underlying causes, namely, natural forces or agencies 
and bad or careless human actions. Of these two sources of the fire 
hazard the latter is beyond doubt the more important. In the case 
of hail insurance, on the other other hand, the hazard insured against 
originates entirely in natural forces over which man has no control. 
Most of the elaborate provisions against the so-called moral hazard, 
which are embodied in the fire insurance policy, therefore, have no 
place in the hail insurance contract. 

While an individual whose crop is insured can not by his own action 
or lack of action bring about the occurrence of hail, he may, however, 
under certain circumstances increase the apparent loss due to hail 
by failure properly to care for a damaged crop after hail has oc- 
curred. There is also the possibility that the description of the acre- 
age covered be made so inaccurate or misleading as to apply equally 
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well to more than one piece of land, or that the insured may other- 
wise either carelessly, or with intent to defraud, make misstatements 
in regard to the insured crop or the damage suffered thereon. These 
phases of the moral hazard are, therefore, guarded against in the hail 
policy as well as in the fire policy. 

Because, in the case of hail insurance, the insured can not himself 
bring about the contingency insured against, slight consideration, as 
a rule, has been given to the question of overinsurance. While a 
maximum has almost invariably been fixed by each company on the 
amount written per acre, concurrent insurance purchased from other 
companies has until recently been given little attention. Hence, in- 
stances have occurred in which individuals have taken out insurance 
in several different companies on the same crop, making the total of 
such insurance greatly in excess of the value of any possible harvest 
from the acreage in question. Such a practice may, of course, be 
characterized as gambling in hail insurance and is no more to be 
defended than gambling in any other field of human activity. 

Unless the locality in question happens to be peculiarly susceptible 
to hail and the premiums have not been adjusted to meet such condi- 
tions, the gambler in hail insurance is, of course, playing with a die 
heavily loaded against him. With fair “luck,” however, it has been 
possible for individuals operating on this plan to pocket occasional 
winnings. Especially was this true before cooperation in the adjust- 
ment of losses came into practice among many of the larger writers 
of hail insurance. 8 

The maximum amount of hail insurance per acre written by the in- 
dividual company has been increased in recent years in response to 
the higher value of farm crops. While formerly $8 or $10 were 

common limits, nearly all companies operating in the Middle West, 
where the bulk of the hail insurance is carried, now write a maximum 
amount of $12 per acre on cereal crops grown on nonirrigated land 
and $25 per acre on the same crops grown on irrigated land. In some 
of the Eastern States $20 per acre is written on cereal crops by indi- 
vidual companies even though such crops are grown by the ordinary 
method. In the case of cotton such maximum usually ranges from 
$20 to $80 per acre, and in the case of tobacco and other crops requir- 
ing a considerable amount of hand labor, it reaches $100 or more per 

acre. Relatively little hail insurance has hitherto been written on 
truck or orchard crops and no fixed standards as to amounts per acre, 
or in many States even as to rates, appear to have been agreed upon 
by the companies. 

While the hail insurance companies have thus placed a hmit on 
the amount of insurance that they will individually write on a given 
acre, which limit is well within the probable value of the crop, con- 
current’ insurance was formerly, as above stated, permitted to any 
amount desired by the insured. At present, however, most com- 
panies in the case of nonirrigated cereal crops prescribe a limit of 
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$40 per acre for such concurrent insurance, including the amount 
carried by the company in question. For similar crops on irrigated 
Jand the prevailing limit on total concurrent insurance is $75 per 
acre. Should the total concurrent insurance exceed these limits, 
each company will be liable only for its pro rata part of the maximum 
amount of insurance permitted. 

The hail insurance contract as ordinarily written is a valued policy, 
the crop for adjustment purposes being literally valued at the 
amount of insurance carried per acre. In the case of a total loss 
by hail the indemnity due is the amount of insurance carried per 
acre, while in the case of a partial loss the indemnity due is such 
part of the insurance per acre as the part of the crop lost by hail 
is of the undamaged crop before the hailstorm occurred. Let it be 
assumed, for example, that an individual carries hail insurance on 
his grain in a given company to the amount of $12 per acre and that 
a hailstorm occurs and damages the crop. The problem of the ad- 
juster under the prevailing type of hail policy is not that of ascer- 
taining the actual amount by which the value of the crop has been 
reduced, but merely to ascertain the percentage of the crop which 
has been lost by reason of hail. If the estimated loss is equal to 50 
per cent, or one-half of the crop, the insured is awarded indemnity 
equal to one-half of the insurance carried, or $6 per acre, while if 

it is found that three-fourths of the crop has been lost by hail the 
indemnity is $9 per acre. This holds true, no matter whether the 
actual value of the crop just preceding the hailstorm is estimated 
to have been greater or less than the amount of the insurance thereon, 
provided the crop was not so injured or damaged from any other 
cause or causes as to preclude a profit over and above the actual cost 
of harvesting, gathering, thrashing, and marketing. Should it 
happen, for instance, that one farmer whose field is insured at $12 
per acre had in prospect a yield valued at $60 per acre, while the 
field of his neighbor, similarly insured, for one reason or another, 
promised a yield equal to but $6 per acre, and a hailstorm. passed 
over the two fields, causing a 50 per cent damage, each farmer would 
receive $6 per acre, or one-half of the amount of insurance carried. 

One of these farmers would, of course, be paid only one-fifth of the 
actual loss suffered, or one-tenth of the value of the undamaged 
crop, while the other would receive twice the amount of his actual 
loss, or a sum equal to the entire undamaged value of his crop. 
It must be admitted that the practices in hail insurance above 

referred to violate the frequently quoted principle of insurance, — 
namely, that the contract involves indemnity for actual loss, and that 
no profit to the insured is contemplated or permitted. On the other 
hand, it would seem that to limit the indemnity on the basis of the 
reduced value of the crop preceding the occurrence of hail would 
give the company an unfair advantage unless provision were also 
made for the return of a part of the premium corresponding to the 
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reduced liability. Such a provision would, in practice, involve con- 
siderable difficulty, and the necessary adjustments, assuming that the 
plan were otherwise practical, would add materially to the expense of 
operation. 

Barring some such additional change in the contract as just indi- 
cated, there seems to be no reason why the company should have its 
indemnity payments reduced on the ground that adverse conditions, 
other than the occurrence of hail, have reduced the value of the in- 
sured crop. The premium rates are fixed on the basis of the preva- 
lence of hail in a given locality coupled with the susceptibility of the 
insured crop to damage from this hazard, and not on the basis of 
any probability of earlier loss from other causes. From this point 
of view it would seem that even the provision in the hail contract 
which denies liability in cases of earlier damage, from causes other 
than hail, to such an extent that the crop is not worth harvesting, 
should be coupled with a provision for the return of an appropriate 
portion of the premium in cases where the company uses its right 
to deny lability under this provision. 
Where mutual hail insurance companies write a term policy cov- 

ering specified crops on a given farm, the amount of insurance on a 
given acre will naturally vary with the total acreage of crops which 
are enumerated in the policy. The insurance per acre is ascertained 
under these circumstances by dividing the total amount of insurance 
or the face of the policy, by the number of acres planted to the kinds 
of crops which are covered by the insurance contract. Companies 
writing term hail policies have as a rule the same provision for the 
adjustment of losses as is in vogue with companies writing seasonal 
policies applicable to specific crops on specified fields. Im a few 
instances, however, such companies adjust losses on a plan similar to 
that on which fire losses are settled, paying the actual estimated loss 
on each acre up to the amount of the insurance carried. 

Provisions in the hail policy with regard to notice of loss, proof 
of loss, and the payment of the indemnity due are essentially the 
same as in the fire policy. No liability is assumed, however, for a 
loss which does not equal 5 per cent or more of the insurance on a 
given crop, and in case the insured reports a loss representing less 
than such percentage of the crop he is himself liable for the cost of 
investigating the claim for indemnity against such loss. This pro- 
vision appears to be rarely, if ever, enforced. The payment of a 
partial loss does not terminate the policy, but reduces the liability of | 
the company by the amount paid on such loss. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN HAIL INSURANCE. 

Whether the specific, one-season. hail policy is written, or the 
blanket term policy, certain peculiar administrative problems enter 
which are not present in fire insurance. The writing of the former 
kind of policy gives rise to a strictly seasonal activity, hail insurance 
rarely being purchased on this plan until after the crop is already 
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growing and giving promise of a fair harvest. This means that, in 
erder to secure business in any considerable volume, competent 
solicitors must be employed during the relatively busy summer 
months, while the company has no employment for them after the 
hail-writing season ends except to the extent that the same men are 
also used as adjusters. The adjustment work, however, begins 
shortly after the hail-writing season opens and continues but a few 
weeks at the most after the acquisition of business has ceased. What 
is true of the field work in hail insurance is true to a considerable 
extent also of the office work, most of which is coincident with the 

' writing of insurance and the adjustnient -of losses. 
This seasonal nature of the business adds me Gol to the prob: : 

lems of administration as well as to the expenses of operation, it 
being obviously difficult, if not impossible, to attract efficient workers 
under these conditions without the offer of special inducements. In 
the case of most mutuals writing term policies the cancellations at 
the end of the first season are relatively large. Even in such com- 
panies, therefore, the risks in force during a given season rest to a 
considerable degree on policies written after the fields were giving 
substantial promise of harvest. 

There is, of course, a considerable economy in the expense item of 
an insurance company resulting from term policies, providing the 
policies actually remain in force for the term contemplated. As a 
rule, this advantage, for reasons already indicated, has been only 
partially realized. Certain notable exceptions are to be found, how- 
ever, a few mutuals having succeeded in making their membership 
practically as continuous as is the general rule in the case of farmers’ 
mutual fire insurance companies. -In such cases, as might be ex- 

_ pected, the expense item of the company has ben strikingly small 
and the total saving to the members has been correspondingly great. 
A particularly difficult problem in the administration of a hail 

insurance company as compared with that of a company insuring 
isolated buildings and other farm property against fire, is to be 
found in the peculiarly erratic nature of the hail hazard, and the 

resulting wide variation in the losses experienced. In 1914, for ex- 
ample, the total hail premiums collected by all classes of insurance 
institutions in the United States approximated $5,558,000 and the 
losses were only $2,677,000, or 48 per cent of the premiums. The fol- 
lowing year, 1915, the total hail premiums received amounted to 
about $9,752,000, while the losses incurred were $11,833,000, or over 
121 per cent of the premiums collected. The summer of 1916 was 
again a season of severe losses for the hail insurance companies, as 
well as for the farmers who carried their own risks. The years 1917 
and 1919 were both years of relatively small hail iosses fer the coun- 
try as a whole, while 1918 was what may be termed moderate or 
approximately an average year. During the six years above men- 
tioned the percentages of total hail premiums paid out for losses by 
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all classes of insurance institutions were, respectively, as follows: 
1914, 48.2 per cent; 1915, 121.3 per cent; 1916, 87.3 per cent; 1917, 
50.7 per cent; 1918, 63.7 per cent; and 1919, 47.8 per cent. With such 
variations occurring when the experience of all companies and or- 
ganizations operating in a large number of different States is taken 
into account, including those operating on an assessment plan and 
whose premium income is adjusted on the basis of losses already 
incurred, it will be apparent that the loss ratio to be expected during 
any given year is highly problematical when the figures for a single 
company charging a fixed premium rate and operating in a severe 
hail district, are considered. More particularly is this the case when 
such company limits its field of operations to a relatively restricted 
area. 

One of the larger mutuals operating in Kansas collected premiums 
during 1914 amounting to $108,459 and incurred losses of only $19.649, 
or a little over 18 per cent of the premiums. During the year follow- 
ing, 1915, the same company collected premiums amounting to 
$348,389 and incurred losses of $651,178, or nearly 187 per cent of the 
premiums collected. For the first of the two years mentioned this 
company was, of course, able to pay back to its members a substan- 
tial rebate, besides adding a considerable sum to its reserves. In 
1915, however, only the accumulated reserve on hand, coupled with 
the fact that a considerable part of the risks had been reinsured, 
saved the company from being obliged to prorate its losses, since it 
collects a fixed premium without contingent lability. Most of the 
other Kansas hail mutuals, which also operated on a fixed-premium 
basis, were obliged to prorate their losses in the year last mentioned. 

One of the joint-stock fire insurance companies writing hail in- 
surance in Kansas in the year 1908 collected hail premiums amounting 
to $134,498 and paid losses amounting to $214,633, or 159 per cent 
of the premiums. In 1912, on the cther hand, the same company col- 
lected hail premiums nearly as large as those of 1908, namely, $112,- 
889, while its losses were only $39,653, or 35 per cent of the receipts. 
The State of Oklahoma has in recent years shown variations in hail 
losses quite as great as those of Kansas. In 1915, two of the joint- 
stock companies with a relatively large hail business in this State 
had loss ratios of 112 per cent and 192 per cent, respectively. In 
1918 the same companies had loss ratios in the State of only 18 per 
cent and 30 per cent, respectively, and one other company with nearly 
$90,000 in premiums had a loss ratio of but 7 per cent. In 1916 one 
of the joint-stock companies operating in North Dakota collected 
premiums amounting to $206,424, and paid losses amounting to 
$245,767, or 119 per cent of the premiums, while in the following year 
the company had premiums in the same State amounting to $146,516 
and paid losses of only $66,996, or 46 per cent. Even more extreme 
variations in loss ratio could, of course, be cited by giving the ex- 
perience of companies with relatively small amounts at risk. One of 
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the smaller hail mutuals in Kansas, with a fixed-premium rate, had a 
loss ratio in 1915 equal to 259 per cent of the premiums. 

PREMIUMS RECEIVED AND LOSSES PAID 

HAIL BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES 

JOINT-STOCK FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES, 1890-1919 
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In connection with the phase of the hail business just discussed, 
figure 6, which shows the approximate hail premiums received and 
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losses paid by joint-stock fire insurance companies from 1890 to 1919, 
inclusive, will be found of interest. As indicative of the variation in 
the hail hazard from year to year, the figures for premiums and 
losses of the joint-stock companies are, of course, more significant 
than the corresponding figures for mutual companies. Many of the 
mutual companies, as already stated, operate on the assessment plan, 
and hence their premium or assessment income expands or contracts 
each year in proportion to the losses incurred. In the case of joint- 
stock companies, while the rates have been frequently adjusted they 
have, however, been fixed in advance on the basis of past experience. 
Figure 6, it should be noted, compares the premium income of the 

companies as a group, not with the cost of the business to them, but 
only with the losses paid. It is doubtful if any of the companies 
represented in these figures have had an expense ratio much below 
35 per cent of the premium income. In the case of some of them, 
such ratio has certainly exceeded this figure. Assuming that on an. 
average 35 per cent of the premiums has been required to cover ex- 
penses of operation, it would follow that the companies, as a group, 
have lost money during each year in which the actual losses, as indi- 
cated in the diagram, have exceeded 65 per cent of the premiums, and 
have made a profit during each year in which the loss ratio has fallen 
below this figure. The net profits in the hail business taken as a 
whole have by no means been as large as many persons have assumed. 
The last four years have been highly favorable, but many of the com- 
panies showed a net loss on their hail insurance experience at the close 
of 1916. 

The variation in the destructiveness of hail in a given State de- 
pends, of course, to some extent upon the degree to which the land 
is given over to one or two commercial crops. Thus, Kansas and 
Oklahoma, for example, with their large winter-wheat acreage in 
proportion to the total acreage in crops, North Dakota and Montana 
with their similarly large spring wheat acreage, or parts of Texas 
with their cotton acreage, are likely to be subject to especially great 
variations. One or more bad hail storms occurring at a critical period 
in the development of the main crop in these States may, of course, 
ruin a relatively large percentage of the total.crops on the farms 
in the territory visited by such storms. Even though during the 
next season equally severe hail storms occur, the damage will be far 
less in case such storms occur either before or after the critical 
period of the principal crop. The variation in the annual hail losses 
experienced by insurance compania: in States where a suit com- 

1The figures represented in this diagram, as well as those given in the text, are as 

complete and accurate as it was possible to make them. An effort to supplement as well 

as to check up the figures given in the various published reports, by data secured direct 
from the home records of the companies, was only partially successful. While a large 

percentage of the companies, and among these the more important pioneers in the 

business, generously furnished all the data requested, other companies for one reason or 
another failed to do so. 
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mercial crop predominates is further heightened by the fact that this 
commercial crop is very generally insured by the farmer without | 
including his other field acreage, thus causing hail risks of the in- 
surance companies to be concentrated in a single crop to a degree 
even greater than are the farmer’s crop prospects taken as a whale 

In States i in which considerable diversification of crops occurs there 
will exist at no given time this high degree of susceptibility to damage 
from hail. In such States farmers more generally insure more than 
one crop. The critical period of one or more of these crops is likely to 
be past before that of other crops is reached. The total hail loss in 
such States, as well as the part of such losses covered by insurance 
will, therefore, tend to vary less from year to year than is the case in 
States where there is little diversification. However, since the 
amount of hail that falls and the angle at which it falls, depending 
upon the intensity of the wind during the hail storm, are uncertain 
and variable, as well as the time at which hail occurs, it follows that 
considerable variations in hail damage from year to year will be 
found even in States having a wide diversification of crops. 

Tt should be apparent, therefore, that no insurance company can 
with safety assume a large volume of hail risks in a limited territory 
unless it has available assets in considerable amount. While this is 
especially true with reference to the tier of States composed of Texas, 
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, and the two Dakotas, as well as for 
the States immediately to the west of the tier, it is essentially true for 

all localities where hail constitutes a hazard severe enough to merit 
special attention. A new company, obliged to rely for the meeting 
of its obligations largely or entirely upon the premiums collected 
during the year, should see that the risks assumed are scattered over 
as wide a territory as circumstances permit. A limit must be placed 
on the acreage that may be accepted for insurance in any one square 
mile of area, in any one township, and, finally, in any one county. 
Even with restrictions of this kind carefully provided for and ap- 
plied, the small, joint-stock company without accumulated reserves 
takes greater or less chances of direct failure, while the mutual hail 
insurance company, similarly situated, takes chances of having to 
collect unduly large premiums if operating on the unlimited lability 
plan, and of having to prorate its losses if operating on the fixed 
premium plan. 

The mutual as well as the newly organized or small joint-stock 
company doing a hail insurance business must use every reasonable 
opportunity to build up a surplus or reserve fund. In the case. of 
mutual companies, the mutualism must, in the case of hail insur- 
ance at least, be interpreted to embrace not only the members of the 
company during a given year, but must be held to embrace, to a con- 
siderable extent, the membership included for a series of years. 
Those who join the company in a year when the hail hazard happens 
to be unusually light, for example, must be willing to be assessed 
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an amount considerably greater than that required to pay the loss 
for that year and to leave a part of the funds which they have con- 
tributed in the reserve fund of the company to be used to supple- 
ment the premiums collected in years when the hail hazard happens 
to be exceptionally severe. Unless a mutual company follows this 
plan, it is quite-certain, assuming that it is operating in severe hail 
territory, to have to prorate its losses in years of heavy hail damage. 

There is, of course, no serious objection, either moral or legal, to 
the plan of prorating losses by a mutual company, providing all the 
members have joined with the understanding that such action may 
be expected in case the contributions to the company prove insufli- 
cient to meet the losses incurred together with legitimate expenses of 
operation. The danger, however, is that the solicitors of insurance 
representing the company, in their desire to secure new members 
and to earn commissions for themselves, will permit and even en- 
courage the prospective insured to believe that the funds collected 
by the company are not only sufficient to meet al! losses in full but 
that a rebate may reasonably be expected. Members entering the 
company with this understanding are of course sure to feel, when 
losses are prorated, that they have been the victims of misrepresenta- 
tion and fraud, even though the policy specifically states that losses 
will be prorated in case such action is found necessary. 

In any case, it has been the general experience of hail mutuals 
as well as of mutuals operating in other fields of insurance that 
whenever it has been necessary to prorate losses the membership in 
the years following such action has materially decreased. The man- 
agement of the company is almost invariably blamed for the failure 
to settle in full, regardless of the facts in the case. Many com- 
panies have failed to survive the prorating of losses even where such 
companies were managed by men whose integrity was unquestioned 
among those who knew them personally. 

Another problem in hail insurance which is not found to the same 
extent in fire insurance may be pointed out with particular reference 
to mutual companies. This difficulty, namely, that of democratic 
management and control of the company, arises from the fact that a 

hail mutual, as already stated, can not be operated successfully in a 
territory of small area. A possible exception to this rule may be made 
in the case of certain districts where the hail hazard is relatively ight 
and where the insurance covers only one or two specified crops form- 
ing a minor part of the acreage of each farm. 

With a fire insurance mutual operating in a limited area, a certain 
degree of real cooperation in management is possible. Each member 
resides within a reasonable distance of the place where the annual 
meeting is held, and is therefore in position to be present and to make 
his influence felt at such meeting in case he chooses. With the hail 
mutual, on the other hand, which very properly operates in an entire 
State, or perhaps in several States, it is not possible for the average 
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member directly to participate in the management, and hence the 
control of the company must of necessity be left to a relatively small 
group of men. Most hail mutuals, in fact, have their directors all 
living in the same locality, while the average member takes no par 
either in the annual elections or in the decision of other problems of 
management. 
As yet another problem in hail insurance not to be- met with in the 

same degree in fire insurance, may be cited the difficulty of determin- 
ing the loss caused to a growing crop by hail. Frequently hail will 
occur before the crop has reached a stage at which its occurrence will 
result in permanent or material damage. At certain stages the entire 
crop above the ground may be entirely beaten down and the farmer 
claim a total loss, when as a matter of fact, with favorable weather 
conditions following the hail storm, a partial or even a complete re- 
covery of the crop may take place. In other instances, the crops may 
have been partially damaged by certain plant diseases or insect pests 
before the hail occurred. Only an expert on these matters may be 
able to determine whether or not the damage pointed out by the claim- 
ant is directly due to the occurrence of hail or to the other natural 
agencies mentioned. When a difference arising between the company 
and the claimant for loss involves the extent to which a damaged 
crop will recover, the adjustment may be postponed until harvest by 
which time nature will in part have answered the question in dispute. 
When the difference, on the other hand, hinges upon the cause of the 
damage rather than the extent thereof, postponement of the settle- 
ment is likely to increase the difficulty rather than to remove it. Be- 
cause of the greater uncertainty as to the amount of damage suffered 
by hail, it is considerably more difficult, as a rule, to satisfy | the claim- 
ant for loss than is the case in fire insurance. 

While unscrupulous adjusters have at times attempted to browbeat 
claimants and to settle for less than a fair indemnity, it is probable 
that in hail insurance as in fire insurance more losses have been over- 
paid than underpaid. Willfully unfair adjustments have at times 
been resorted to in order to injure or ruin a competing company and 
have resulted in profit to the claimant. A number of companies will, 
of course, carry risks in the same locality, and in the case of con- 
current insurance two or more companies will be involved in a loss 
on the same field. A hail storm striking such a locality may cause 
total damage in some areas and partial damage in others. Certain 
companies operating in this territory will be found to have suffered 
a large number of heavy losses, while other companies will have 
suffered but few minor losses. The representative of an organization 
with only a few risks affected, knowing the situation in which the 

competing companies find themselves, may arrive on: the scene 
promptly following the loss and make an extremely liberal adjust- 
ment with the few claimants against his company, paying perhaps 
three or four times the actual damage suffered. The same farmers 
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with whom he has settled, or in any case their neighbors, will expect 
and demand the same liberal settlement from the other concerns. 
Unless equally liberal settlements are made it will be difficult for 
these other companies to secure business in this locality in the near 
future. By this form of unscrupulous competition; losses in the past 
were often grossly overpaid, resulting in immediate injury to the 
companies affected and in needless increase in hail rates for the terri- 
tory in succeeding years. The evil just outlined has been remedied 
to a considerable extent by an arrangement on the part of a large 
percentage of the joint-stock companies for a jointly maintained ade 
justment bureau. 3 

Fair and reasonable adjustments, as well as economy in the oper- 
ation of the business, are, in the long run, as much in the interest 
of the buyers of hail insurance as they are in the interest of the 
organizations engaged in this form of underwriting. This is true, 
no matter whether the farmers in a given State or “locality patron- 
ize joint-stock companies, mutual companies, or State hail insur- 
ance departments. Hxtravagance, either in the adjustment of losses 
or in the expenses of operation, is quite sure to be reflected in in- 
creased premium rates or assessments. In the case of mutual com- 
panies, and more particularly those operated on the assessment or 
contingent lability plan, this relationship between expenditures and 
cost is very direct, and therefore apparent to every intelligent pur- 
chaser of insurance. The same may be said to be true with refer- 
ence to State hail insurance departments. In the case of joint-stock 
companies the connection between expenditures and rates is some- 
what less direct and is frequently overlooked entirely by the pur-. 
chasers of insurance. The income from excessive rates may con- 
tinue for-a time to go to increased dividends to the stockholders 
or into the general surplus of the company, while a deficit, due 
either to some form of extravagance in expenditures or to rates 
which are actually inadequate, may be temporarily cared for by the 
surplus accumulated from the business of preceding years or from 
that of other lines of business during the same year. In the long 
run, however, no company is going to continue a line of insurance 
at an unremunerative rate, nor, in the face of legal regulation and 
of competition, actual or potential, is it probable that a company 
will long collect a rate greatly out of proportion to the necessary 
cost of the business. In hail insurance, as well as in other lines of 
underwriting, adequate rates of premiums or assessments are a first 
essential to true success. Excessive rates, on the other hand, whether 
caused by extravagance or cupidity, tend to discourage the buying 
of insurance on the part of many of those who need it, to reduce the 
volume of business and lessen the usefuiness of the insurance insti- 
tutions, and to place an unfair and unjustifiable burden upon those 
who do provide themselves with needed protection. 
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WHAT A WATER RIGHT IS. 

In the western part of the United States the rainfall is insufficient 
to supply the moisture needs of growing crops, and it is necessary to 
make up the deficiency by irrigation. The water used for irrigation 
comes principally from streams, but in part from other sources. 
There is not sufficient water in these sources to supply all the de- 
mands, and consequently some land is supplied with water while 
other land must go without. In order that arid land shall be cul- 
tivated, the farmers of that land must have assurance that they may 
continue to use water in the future, for without such assurance no 
one would engage in agriculture in arid regions on account of its 
uncertainty. Under these conditions there has grown up in the West 
a system of laws and customs controlling the use of water, under 
which a farmer secures a “ water right,” which assures, in greater 
or less degree, his future water supply. Without such a right arid 
land has very little value, while with a right such land has higher 
value than much of the land in the humid parts of the country. 

It is probable that there is no more complicated subject in the 
whole field of property rights than water rights, yet the practical 
working of the system is comparatively simple and easily under- 

stood. It is believed that a general understanding of the subject is 
within the reach of all and will be of great value to every farmer in 

185335°—20 
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the arid section of the United States and to any who may contem- 
plate taking up farming’ in that region. The object of this bulletin 
is to give such a general knowledge of water rights. The bulletin 
does not discuss fundamental principles and theories, but rather 
describes those features of water rights with which every person who 
farms or intends to farm where irrigation is practiced should be 
familiar. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER RIGHTS. 

Though the irrigation laws of the Western States differ in many 
respects, they agree in several particulars: 

The use of streams and other surface water supplies for irrigation 
and like purposes is subject to control by the States. 
Water may be taken from streams and other sources for irrigation 

and other beneficial uses, but only in accordance with State laws. 
This is known as the right of “ appropriation.” 

Actual use of the water is a necessary step in the holding of a 
right and when the use ceases the right is abandoned or forfeited. 
That is, no one can acquire a right to water and hold it without 
actually using the water, either immediately or within a reasonable 
time thereafter. This is known as the doctrine of “ beneficial use.” 
Among users from the same source, the “ first in time is the first 

in right.” When there is not enough water for all, the rights are 
supplied, to the extent of the supply available, in the order of the 
dates on which they were acquired. This is known as the doctrine | 
of “priority.” Exceptions to this rule exist in a few of the States 
where, in cases of unusual scarcity, the available water is appor- 
tioned among the users either by the State officers or by the courts. 

The date of a right is fixed by the time of taking the first step 
to acquire it, rather than by the time of putting the water to use. 
This is known as the-doctrine of “ relation,” as the rights relate back 
to date of beginning. (See p. —.) 

Some of the Western States recognize also riparian rights. A 
riparian right is a right to use water from a stream which flows 
through or borders the land to which the right belongs, arising from 
the fact that the land borders the stream, not from appropriation 
or use and “use does not create or disuse destroy ” the right. Where 
riparian rights are recognized, each owner of riparian land has a 
right to make any reasonable use of the water which will not in- 
terfere with a like reasonable use of it by all the others. Hence, the 
value of a right depends very largely on other rights to the same 
source. 

Even in those States where riparian rights are recognized (Cali- 
fornia, Nebraska, Oregon, Texas, and Washington), appropriation 
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rights are recognized also, and most of the irrigating is done under 
‘appropriation rights. Consequently, the subject of riparian rights 
will not be discussed further. 

ACQUIREMENT OF RIGHTS. 

In each of the arid or semiarid States, except Kansas and Montana, 
the acquirement of rights to water direct from surface sources is 
under the control of State officials, and one wishing to get such a 
right must follow the procedure prescribed by law. The procedure 
is much the same in all the States and consists in (1) making appli- 
cation to some State official or board on forms supplied by the State, 
giving full information as to plans for irrigation works and use of 
water; (2) carrying out of the plans as approved by the State; (3) 
submitting proof of completion of works and use of water; and (4) 
granting of certificate or license by the State, defining the right as 
to quantity of water, use to be made of water, and time during which 
it may be used. 

The official or board to which application epoud be made in each 
-of the States is shown herewith: 

Arizona—State water commissioner, Phoenix. 
Cahfornia—State water commission, San Francisco. 
Coloradeo—State engineer, Denver. 
Idaho—State commissioner of reclamation, Boise. 
Nebraska—State engineer, Lincoln. 
Nevada—State engineer, Carson City. 
New Mexico—State engineer, Santa Fe. 
North Dakota—State engineer, Bismarck. 
Oklahoma—State engineer, Oklahoma City. 
Oregon—State engineer, Salem. 
South Dakota—State engineer, Pierre. 
Texas—State board of water engineers, Austin. 
Utah—State engineer, Salt Lake City. 
Washington—State hydraulic engineer, Olympia. 
Wyoming—State engineer, Cheyenne. 

In Kansas and Montana it is required that one wishing to acquire 
‘a water right shall post at the point of diversion, and record with 
the county clerk, a notice showing the intention to take water, the 

amount to be taken! and the use to be made of it. The proposed 

work must begin athin a reasonable time and must be prosecuted 
diligently to completion, and the water must be put to a “ beneficial 
use.” In Montana, if a court has defined previously existing rights 
to water from a source from which one proposes to take water, appli- 

cation for a right to divert the water must be presented to the court 
which defined the existing rights. In each of the two States the law 
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specifies what must be shown in the notice posted, and anyone pro- 
posing to obtain a right direct from a stream or other surface source 
should consult the law of the State in which the land to be irrigated 
is located. In the States given above, application to the State 
engineer, or the beard named, will bring blanks and full instruc- 
tions. The point to be kept in mind is that title to water is fully as 
important as title to land, and it should receive the same careful 
attention. However, very few will have occasion to acquire rights 
direct from streams, and the subject need not be discussed. at length. 
Although few farmers will have occasion to acquire rights direct 

from streams, many will acquire them by purchasing land served 
by such rights, and rights to water from canals relate back to the 
rights from the streams or other sources from which the water is 
taken, and one can judge of the value of rights from canals only by 
examining their rights to water from the original source. <A right 
to water from a canal can be no better than the right under which 
the canal gets its supply. 

EVIDENCES OF TITLE TO RIGHTS TO WATER FROM STREAMS.1 

Rights to water direct from streams are represented by the fol- 
lowing evidences of title: Filings in the county records; filings in 
State engineers’ offices; certificates from courts, State engineers or 
boards; and permits from State engineers or boards. The force of 
these evidences of title as guarantees of the value of the rights rep- 
resented is discussed in the following paragraphs: 

The posting and filing of a notice regarding a proposed diversion 
of water merely gives notice of intention to take the additional steps 
necessary to the acquirement of a right, and its only effect is to 
fix the date of the right at the date of Aline. rather than at the date 
of beginning construction. The filing itself gives no right to water, 
but it must be followed by the construction of works and the use of 
water. Construction may or may not have followed the filing of a 
notice, so that, taken by itself, such a filing is of little value as evi- 
dence that the party making the filing has a right to the water 
claimed. No one should purchase a right based on such filing with- 
out additional evidence that the right is valid and that there 1s suf- 
ficient water in the source from which water is claimed to supply 
not only the right in question but all prior rights. 

In Galads. a person wishing to divert water from a stream 
must file a map and plans with the State engineer, and if the map 
and plans are in proper form and set forth clearly what is claimed, 
they must be approved by the engineer and a copy showing this 

1The following discussion is taken principally from Irrigation in the United States, by 

R. P. Teele. New York, 1915. 
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approval returned to the claimant. These filings, like those in 
county offices, are merely notices of intention to divert and use water, 
and the approval of the engineer conveys only the authorization to 
proceed with the other steps necessary to the acquirement of a right. 
Thus the approval of the engineer is no proof of the existence of a 
right. As is the case with filings in the counties, the rights repre- 
sented by plans approved by the State engineer in Colorado may be 
good, but the approved plans alone are not conclusive evidence of 
that fact. 

In many of the arid States rights to water are defined by the 
courts, and when rights have been defined certificates are issued to 
the holders thereof, stating the volume of water to which each is 
entitled, the dates of the rights, and the numbers of the rights in 
the order of their priority. These certificates are proof that the 
persons ‘holding them had, at the time the adjudications were made, 
rights to the volumes of water set forth in the certificates. They 
do not, however, show that there is water in the stream to supply 
these rights. As previously explained, these rights are to be sup- 
plied in the order of their dates, and if the stream does not supply 
water enough for all rights those of late date receive no water. A 
certificate showing that a court has confirmed a right to a certain 
amount of water from a given stream is no evidence that the holder 
can get the given amount of water. The value of the right depends 
upon the relation between the volume of rights. of earlier date and 
the flow of the stream. <A further element of uncertainty is added 
by the fact that rights are forfeited by nonuse, the period of non- 
use which brings about such forfeiture being fixed by law in most 
of the States. A right certified to by a court and good at the time 
may have been lost by abandonment or forfeiture, although the cer- 
tificate is still in the hands of the former holder of the right. 

In other arid States rights to water direct from streams are repre- 
sented by certificates from the State, setting forth the dates, extent, and 
locations of the rights. Such a certificate is conclusive evidence that 
the holder had a right to the volume of water named in it for use 
on the land specified, but like a certificate from the court, it does 
not carry any guarantee that there is or will be water in the source 
named to supply the right for any considerable part of the season 
or that the right has not been lost by nonuse. There may be enough 
prior rights to water from the same source to use all the water 
in ordinary stages of the supply. As with rights represented by 
certificates from a court, rights represented by a certificate may be 
lost by abandonment or may be forfeited, without the surrender of 
the certificate. : 
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Permits from State engineers to appropriate water have dif- 
ferent effects in the various States. An approved application con- 
stitutes a permit to take water from the source named in the ap- 
plication if any is available. In several States the engineer has 
authority to refuse to approve an application if there is no un- 
appropriated water in the source of supply, or if the approval is 
contrary to the public interests. In Idaho, on the other hand, the 
engineer is required to approve any application that isin proper form. 
An approved application to appropriate water in one of the first 
group of States referred to would be some indication, although not 
a guarantee, that in the opinion of the engineer there was unappro- 
priated water in the source named in the application. 

However, some State engineers take the position that the ap- 
plicant is presumed to have examined the water supply and makes 
his investments at his own risk; that, furthermore, neither the en- 
gineer nor the applicant can predict with any assurance how much 
water a given stream will supply in any season, and that for these 
reasons he is justified in approving applications to some extent in 
excess of the apparent supply if the applicant wishes to take a 
chance on getting water. Against this practice there is one serious 
objection—it robs such permits of all value as evidence of the value 
of the rights represented. Enterprises based on permits to appro- 
priate water which, in all probability, does not exist, are launched, 
and stock, bonds, lands, or water rights, or all four, are sold to in- 
dividuals who assume that a permit from a State official to take a _ 
certain volume of water from a certain source is a guarantee that 
water is there to be taken. In this way the holder of the permit 
transfers the risk, which he fully understands, to parties who do 
not understand it. 

The purchaser of irrigated land should understand that a permit 
to appropriate water is not a guarantee on the part of the State 
issuing it that the quantity of water named in the permit is available. 
Even if water is available, a permit, in itself, does not constitute a 
right to the use of water. Building works and taking and using water 
are necessary to the holding of the right. The permit itself fixes the 
time within which the works must be begun and completed and the 
time within which the water must be put to use, and a failure te com- 
ply with any of the conditions is fatal to the holding of the right. 

The States which require applications for permits to appropriate 
water provide for issuing certificates that the works described in 
permits have been built and the water put to use. These certificates 
or licenses are in the same class as court decrees as evidence of rights. 
Rights represented by certificates or licenses can be lost by abandon- 
ment or nonuse just as any other right, but are not so likely to have 
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been, since the laws providing for them are comparatively recent and 
the time for them to have been abandoned is short. 
Certificates or licenses representing rights acquired in accord- 

- ance with permits issued by States and as the results of adjudica- 
tions made by State boards or officials and based on surveys made 
and testimony collected by State officials are the best documentary 
evidence of the possession of rights which are likely to be supplied 
by streams in average years, since they are based on proof submitted 
to a State board or official whose duty it is to protect the public and 
are usually issued after inspection by those officials; court decrees 
and certificates rank next; while permits from State boards or offi- 
cials and copies of filings in county or State offices rank last. 

The preceding discussion may create the impression that there are 
no good titles to the use of water, but that is not the case. The 
point is that documentary evidence alone is not sufficient to establish 
either the existence of a water right or its value. Documentary evi- 
dence must be backed by evidence of the existence of a water supply 
in excess of the demands of prior rights. This involves the study 
of records of stream flow and of existing use. If a stream supplied 
continuously a given quantity of water, and each holder of a right 
continuously used all the water to which he is entitled, the determi- 
nation of the value of a right would be the simple matter of adding 
the amounts of all the prior rights and comparing the sum with the 
total supply of water. But neither the total supply nor the demand 
made on that supply is uniform. The flow of any stream varies 
from hour to hour, from day to day, and from season to season, while 
the demand made by any one user may vary in the same way, so that 
the probability of receiving water under any right when there is not 
enough water for all rights is extremely hard to determine. On the 
same stream there will be early rights whose holders can get water 
whenever they need it, rights whose holders usually get water as 
they need it, and other rights whose holders get water only in flood 
season—with all degrees between these extremes. 

In States having water commissioners, these officials keep records 
of the dates when each ditch received water and how much it 
received. These records, covering a series of years, will disclose 
what ditches have good rights and whether there is water in any 
source beyond the demands of existing rights. Where such records 
do not exist, it is usually possible to learn from local disinterested 
persons what ditches receive a good supply, what ditches ordinarily 
are short of water, and whether, in ordinary seasons, there is more 
water than is demanded by existing rights. A prospective pur- 
chaser of a water right should look carefully into both the docu- 
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mentary and the physical evidence of the value of the right to be 
purchased, giving, perhaps, more attention to the latter than to the 
former. 

RIGHTS TO UNDERGROUND WATERS.? 

Though most farmers who settle on irrigated land obtain rights 
through organizations of some kind rather than direct from streams, 
there is large opportunity for individuals to obtain independent sup- 
plies of water from underground sources through wells. 

With relation to the nature of rights to their use, underground 
waters are divided into four classes: (1) Underground streams 
flowing in known and defined channels; (2) underground streams 
flowing in unknown and undefined channels; (3) artesian waters; and 
(4) percolating waters. While these classes are distinct in law, it is 
not always easy to tell to which class a particular supply belongs. 
In fact, water which has long been considered in one class may be 
found to be in another class, and thus subject to a different law. 

Subterranean streams flowing in known and defined channels are 
subject to the same laws as surface streams—that is, in most States, 
to appropriation rights—and one may not take water from such 
a stream by means of wells or other means if it interferes with the 
rights of prior appropriators. Ownership of the land on which a 
well is located does not give any right if the water is, in fact, a part 
of the stream. 

But if a well draws water from an underground stream whose 
channel is unknown and undefined, the ownership of land carries - 
with it the right to take the water. It is clear that the channel of 
such a stream may become known as a result of investigation, in 
which case the stream will become subject to the law of appropria- 
tion, and the prior users may stop the use by later appropriators. 

Artesian water—that which is under pressure within the ground, 
so that it will rise in the well to or toward the ground surface—is 
held to belong to all the land overlying the artesian basin, and each 
owner of such land is permitted to make any reasonable use of the 
water which will not interfere with a like use by all the other land- 
owners. In this respect rights to artesian waters are similar to 
riparian rights on streams—they are not fixed and definite, but 
depend upon the total supply and the total demand by all owners 
of land overlying an artesian basin. Since the water is the common 
property of many owners, it is subject to public control, and most 
of the States have more or less legislation on the subject. 

Percolating water—that is, water moving through the soil, but not 
under pressure and not confined to a known and defined channe!— 

* This discussion is based on Kinney’s ‘“‘ Law of Irrigation and Water Rights,” second 

edition, San Francisco, 1912. 
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belongs to the overlying land, and the owner of the land may with- 
draw all he can get for use on his land. 
As stated before, in many instances it is difficult to tell in’ which 

class the water found under any tract of land falls, but under the 
law all underground water is presumed to be percolating water until 
it is proved otherwise. Artesian water is easily recognized, because 
it rises above the level at which it is found when a well is drilled. In 
narrow stream valleys there is a strong presumption that the under- 
ground water is a part of a stream and that pumping from a well 
may be considered an appropriation from the stream. But on the 
plains, and in the intermountain valleys which contain no streams, 
there is a strong presumption that water which does not rise above 
the stratum in which it is found is percolating water and belongs 
to the landowner. 

RIGHTS TO WATER FROM CANALS, ETC. 

As has been stated, most farmers get water rights from canal 
companies or other organizations controlling enterprises which sup- 
ply water to farmers. In the preceding pages the rights of these 
enterprises to water from streams or other sources have been dis- 
cussed. In the following paragraphs the nature of rights conveyed 
by such enterprises to the farmers to whom they supply water is 
discussed. 

Rights to water from canals differ from rights to water direct from 
streams in one very important particular—usually priority does not 
hold among users from the same canal. Their rights are all on the 
same basis, without reference to the dates when they were acquired. 
Each farmer is entitled to his share of the supply belonging to the 
canal. The companies are supposed not to dispose of water in excess 
of their capacity to supply it, but the relation of the total rights 
disposed of and the total water supply should be investigated with 
the same care as the water supply generally. The character of rights 
to water from canals and the conditions limiting them are fixed by 
the contracts, by-laws, and regulations of the organizations con- 
trolling the canals, and these are discussed below. 

The principal agencies supplying water to farmers are coopera- 
tive or mutual stock companies, irrigation districts, the United 
States Reclamation Service, Carey Act companies, and commercial 
companies. 

COOPERATIVE OR MUTUAL COMPANIES. 

Cooperative or mutual stock companies serve by far the larger 
part of the acreage irrigated by enterprises supplying water to 
farmers—62 per cent of this area in 1910, according to the census 
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reports. Water rights in such companies are represented by stock 
in the companies, and each share of stock entitles its holder to a share 
of the*total supply of water belonging to the company rather than 
to any fixed quantity. Water is not delivered in proportion to the 
acreage but in proportion to the stock owned, although there is a 
tendency for stock to be held in proportion to acreage. The cost of 
operation and maintenance is raised by assessments on stock, and the 
laws of many of the States provide that companies may sell the stock 
of parties who fail to pay assessments levied on their stock. Usually | 
the stock may be rented, and the lessee may draw the water repre- 
sented by the stock. In this respect, a right represented by stock 
in a mutual company differs materially from rights in other com- 
panies or districts. In the latter enterprises the water may be used 
only on particular tracts of land and if it is not used on those tracts > 
the owners are not permitted to draw it or dispose of it in any way. 

The plans of enterprises of all the other classes mentioned, except 
irrigation districts, contemplate that eventually they will become 
joint stock companies of the type just described, or irrigation dis- 
tricts. This change is discussed in connection with the discussion 
of the other types of enterprises. . 

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS. 

In irrigation districts a right to water is an incident to ownership 
of land within the boundaries of a district and goes with the land. 
Each acre of land in a district is entitled to its share of the water 
supply of the district, whatever that supply may be. Here the quan- 
tity of water which will be received depends entirely upon the re- 
lation between the quantity available and the acreage of land in the 
district. Thus an examination of the water right of the district itself 
is the only means of forming an idea of the value of the right. 
Every district has a nominal water supply of a certain quantity for 
each acre in the district, but, as pointed out, this may be only nomi- 
nal. The actual supply may be much less. 

In districts there is no purchase of a water right, as such, but 
merely the purchase of land. Districts issue bonds to obtain funds 
for securing a water supply, and taxes are levied to raise funds to 
pay the bonds and interest and the cost of operation and mainte- 
nance. These taxes, if unpaid, become a lien on the land, and the 
amount of bonds which must be paid off by each acre of land is in 
effect the price of a water right for that acre, although it may 
not be called that. At present (1920) there is a very strong tendency 
to reorganize enterprises of other types, particularly United States 
reclamation projects, into districts. | 
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UNITED STATES RECLAMATION PROJECTS. 

To obtain a right to water in a United States reclamation project 
it is necessary to acquire land within the limits of the project and 
make application to the Reclamation Service for water. For each 
project the Secretary of the Interior fixes the size of farm unit (the 
acreage for which one person may obtain water), the price of rights 
per acre, the quantity of water to be delivered per acre, and the 
annual charges for water. These items vary for the different proj- 
ects, but full information regarding any of them can be obtained 
from the United States Reclamation Service, Washington, D. C. 
Though the Secretary of the Interior fixes for each project the quan- 
tity of water which is to be delivered to each acre of land, the water 
user on these projects, as under the others, is, in fact, entitled to his 
share of whatever water is available for the project, rather than a 
fixed quantity. 

Originally the United States reclamation projects consisted largely 
of public lands, and entrymen on these lands took them subject 
to the water-right charges, and title to the land is not received until 

the charges are paid. Owners of private lands within these projects 
are required to apply for water and agree to make their land subject 
to the water-right charges. There is little public land in these pro- 
jects open to entry, so that the purchase of private land or relinquish- 
ments from entrymen on public land subject to the water-right 
charges is about the only way to acquire rights under such projects. 
Before making such a purchase, one should find out from the local 
office of the Tain ‘States Reclamation Service the exact status of the 
land in question with reference to payments made and to be made 
for water rights. Prices of land or relinquighments will be a matter 
of agreement between the parties. 

Water-right charges are to be paid in 20 years, with no interest 
on deferred payments. 

In 1917 and 1919 many of the States in which the United States 
Reclamation Service is operating amended their irrigation district 
laws to provide that districts may contract with the United States 
for a water supply. It is expected that under ‘these laws the land 
in reclamation projects will be organized into irrigation districts, 
when the water-right charges will assume the form of a tax lien, as 
in other districts. If this is done, the acquirement of land ritasiin a 
district will carry with it a et to water. 

CAREY ACT PROJECTS. 

The so-called “Carey Act.” (act of Aug. 18, 1894) grants public 
lands to the States containing arid lands on condition that the 
States provide for their irrigation and settlement. The States enter 
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into contract with construction companies which build the works 
and sell water rights to settlers, while the States sell the lands. The 
States sell land only to purchasers of water rights and the com- 
panies sell rights only to purchasers of land. 

Water rights are usually sold on deferred payments, and the 
notes given for deferred payments are made lens on the settlers’ 
interest in the lands and each agrees to give a mortgage on the land 
itself as soon as he gets title. 

The contracts usually provide for the delivery of a fixed quantity 
of water per acre per year, or for the continuous delivery of a stream 
of a given size for a given acreage, but they provide also that in 
case of shortage the supply available shall be divided among all 
users in proportion to the acreage. Here, as in the other types of 
enterprises discussed, the relation of the water supply of the com- 
pany to the total acreage in the enterprise is the important considera- 
tion, and not the quantity of water named in the contracts. 

Most Carey Act contracts provide that the projects shall be turned 
over to stock companies of the type described, when a certain pro- 
portion of the rights are sold. Purchasers of rights receive shares 
of stock in the new companies, so that when the rights are paid for 
the works belong to the water users. 

COMMERCIAL COMPANIES. 

Commercial companies have all sorts of plans for disposing of 
water rights, but their contracts have a general similarity. The 
laws of many of the States prohibit the sale of rights which merely 
allow the purchaser to get water upon the additional payment of 
annual charges. In consequence, almost every plan provides that 
the purchaser of a water right shall secure an interest in the works 
and rights belonging to the company. Usually the plan is the same 
as that followed in Carey Act enterprises—the exchange of the 
water-right contract for stock in the company when a certain pro- 
portion of all the rights in the company is sold. These contracts, 
like the others, fix the quantity of water to be delivered, the land 
on which the water is to be used, and the charges which are to be 
paid annually until the works are turned over to the contract holders. 
Here, again, water is to be prorated in times of scarcity. 

Tt is seen, therefore, that under practically every type of enter- 
prise, no matter what the nominal quantity of water to be delivered 
may be, the actual quantity is a share in the available supply, based, 
in most instances, on the acreage owned, but in mutual companies 

on the number of shares of stock owned. : 
In 1919 Montana enacted a law creating an irrigation commission, 

and providing that any parties wishing to sel! water or water 
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rights or to contract to supply water, shall apply to the commis- 
sion for a permit. If the commission, after investigation, finds 
that it is likely that there will not be sufficient water, or that the 
proposed contracts or terms of sale are not fair, it is to refuse permits. 
Persons thinking of buying irrigated land in Montana should apply 
to this commission, at Helena, for information as to the water rights 
and water supply of the parties offering land for sale. 

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER. 

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER FROM STREAMS. 

Water from streams is distributed to canals in accordance with 
their rights by public officials, usually called water commissioners. 
Each commisioner has charge of the water within a certain district. 
He has a list of the rights showing amounts, dates, and locations, and 
distributes the water accordingly. In most States commissioners 
control diversions only when called upon by water users. When 
there is water enough for all each takes it as he pleases. In the more 
highly developed communities commissioners are on duty most of 
the time. Interference with the work of a water commissioner, by 
changing gates set by him, is a misdemeanor in most States. 

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER FROM CANALS. . 

The method of distributing water adopted under any canal system 
has much to do with the value of its rights to farmers, as it has a 
large influence on the economy with which they can use not only 
their water supply but also their time. In many instances the regu- 
lations under .which water is distributed have more practical effect 
than the terms of contracts under which rights are acquired. Three 
systems of distributing water from canals are in common use: In 
continuous flow; in rotation; and on demand. 

Contracts or agreements under which rights are purchased usually 
provide either for the delivery of a stream of a given size continu- 
ously throughout the irrigating season or for the delivery of a cer- 
tain quantity or depth of water on the land per season; and in many 
instances where contracts call for continuous delivery, water is, in 
fact, delivered in rotation. In only a few instances is water delivered 
on demand. 

Delivery in continuous flow is the oldest system, but is giving 
place to rotation. The size of the stream delivered depends on the 
acreage, a common ratio being 1 cubic foot per second for 80 acres. 
Under this system the farmer with a few acres gets a very small 
stream, while the one with a large acreage gets a large stream. This 
system has several serious disadvantages. Small streams can not be 
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used economically. On light soils a small stream can not be dis- 
tributed evenly over the fields, and, whatever the type of soil, irri- 
gating with a small stream takes much more time than should be 
used for that purpose. When a farmer has a large enough acreage 
to give him a stream of 2 or more cubic feet per second he can use 
a continuous flow to better advantage, since it is a large enough 
stream to work with, and he can rotate the water among his own 
fields. 
Under rotation systems the various farmers under a canal receive 

water in turn, and in this way each gets a larger stream than if he 
received a continuous stream,'and he can use the water to good ad- 
vantage and get through with it, leaving him more time for other 
work. The quantity of water received is regulated by the length of 
time a stream is used by each farmer, rather than by the size of the 
stream. This system has the disadvantage that the farmer can not 
always get water just when he thinks he needs it, but usually rota- 
tion schedules are arranged to fit, as nearly as possible, the needs 
of the crops grown, and the advantages of having large streams and 
doing the watering quickly more than offset any disadvantage of 
waiting for turns. 

The ideal system is to get water on demand. In such cases a 
water supply is like a bank account. The farmer has a credit of his 
season’s supply and can draw as he needs it. This system can be 
adopted only where storage facilities are available for holding the 
water until it is called for. 

Usually the farmer will have no choice as to which system he 
will work under, except that he may choose where he will settle, 
and keep this point in mind in making his choice. If a farmer is 
acquiring land under an established irrigation system, local inquiry 
as to results under the system will be the best means of determining 
the satisfactory character of a distributing system, as well as the 
value of the water supply. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

A small greenish caterpillar, about three-fourths of an inch long 
when mature, and known as the red-banded leaf-roller, attacks the 

foliage of beans, sweet potato, asparagus, strawberry, raspberry, 
and various other crops, and at times attracts considerable attention. 
Such was the case in October, 1919, when the species was abundant 
in and near the District of Columbia. 

October 9, 1919, the writer, in company with W. H. White, Bureau 
of Entomology, noted that the foliage of sweet potato at College 
Park, Md., showed considerable injury near the petioles or leaf- 
stems manifested by large, irregular, more or less elongate holes 
between the ribs. Some of these were made by a leaf-miner and had 
been cut out earlier in the season, but many were the work of this 
leaf-roller which had tied or joined the leaves in different manners. 
In some cases the leaves were folded between the midrib and the 

next rib, and the larva had gouged out a hole about twice this length 
and half the width. Where the leaves were joined the surface at one 
end was lined with silk. In many cases the larva joined the leaves 
near the middle of one side and cut out a similar hole, constructing 
its tent-like shelter at one end. 
A very considerable proportion of the top leaves had been attacked 

by this species and the leaf-miner, but at the time these observations 
were made there were many more parasites and parasitic cocoons pres- 
ent on the leaves than larve. 

1Hulia velutinana Walk. ; family Tortricidae, order Lepidoptera. 

10299°—20 
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October 27, 28, and 31, 1919, Miss Marion T. Van Horn collected 

this leaf-roller in war gardens at Potomac Park in the District of 
Columbia on sweet potato and on lima and other beans. The leaf- 

rollers were found in particular abundance where sweet potato and 
bean vines grew together. Half a dozen or more larve were fre- 
quently found in a hill, while many rolled and webbed leaves proved 
that the larvee had been quite plentiful earlier in the season. 

Tt was noted that toward the end of October and the early days of 
November the larvee rolled the leaves from the sides and from the 
ends, making a more substantial shelter than when they were imma- 
ture, and lined it with white silk preparatory to pupation. 

The fact is noteworthy that this species was more numerous on 
sweet potato and beans in 1919 than in previous years, the first being 
an unrecorded food plant. In former years this species has some- 
times occurred in raspberry quite as abundantly as the strawberry 
leaf-roller (Ancylis comptana Froehl.). 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

THE MOTH. 

The moth which produces the red-banded leaf-roller is a small, 
mottled brown form with the fore-wings having an expanse of be- 
tween a little more than half to nearly three-fourths of an inch 
(13 to 19 mm.). The pattern of the fore-wings varies to a consider- 
able extent. In the female there is a large, median, dark reddish- 
brown band running obliquely from the middle of the costa to the 
tornus, a subapical, irregular, smaller one, and a third postero-basal 
patch of the same color. The lghter parts of the wings are pale 
reddish brown, arranged in irregular bands with borders of pale 
yellow and silver white. The hind-wings are infuscated, with wide 
white borders and an inner ciliary line. The abdomen is dark gray 
and the tufts of the head and thorax are reddish brown. 

The females are usually considerably larger than the males, with 
rather more distinct and larger patterns. 

The female moth is shown in figure 1 with expanded wings at a, 
and in natural position, when at rest with the wings folded, at 0d. 
Technical descriptions have been given in so many available publi- 
cations that a more complete one than here given may be dispensed 
with for the present purpose. The synonymy is as follows: 

Eulia velutinana Walker. 

Cacoecia (2?) velutinana Walker, 1863, List Lep. Brit. Mus., p. 314. 

Cacoecia triferana Walker, 1863, 1. ¢., p. 314. 

Tortrix incertana Clemens, 1865, Proc. Ent. Soe. Phila., v. 5, p. 188. 

Tortriz lutosana Clemens, 1865, 1. ¢., p. 1388. 

Lophoderus triferanus Walker, Walsingham, 1879, Lep. Het. Brit. 

Mus., pt. Iv, -p. 25: 

EHulia triferana Walker. 
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THE EGG. 

The eggs resemble those of other leaf-rolling species of Tortri- 

cidae. They are much flattened to the surface upon which they are 

deposited, and to which they tightly adhere, are scale- like in appear- 

ance, and overlap, are very pale dull-yellowish in color, the surface 

finely granulate and moderately shining. The length is about 0.8 
mm. to 0.85 mm. (0.03 inch) and the width 0.7 mm. 

THE LARVA. 

The larva is shown in figure 1, c. It suggests at first glance 
Epagoge sulfureana Clem., with which it agrees in many respects. It 
is, however, larger and readily distinguishable by the lighter and 
more ney uniform color of the head and thoracic plate; the head 
is perceptibly yellowish or light brownish in life but the plate 
can scarcely be distinguished from the general color of the body. 

The two lobes are 
closely joined at 
the middle, being 
separated by a very 
narrow strip of 
lighter color. The 
two lateral pilifer- 
ous spots below the 
thoracic plate are 
pale. In Dichelia, 
on the other hand, 

3 Tic. 1.—Red-banded leaf-roller (Hulia velutinana): a, Fe- 

the head and tho- male moth; b, moth with wings folded at rest; c, larva, 

Tacic plates and lat- dorsal view; d, pupa, lateral view; e, tip of abdomen of 

eral thoracic spots pupa, showing abdominal hooks. a—d, About three times 

natural size; ¢, more enlarged. 

are a decided 
brown, the latter well chitinized and with a darker posterior 
margin. 

The form is elongate cylindrical, about 8 or 9 times as long as wide 
when extended. The piliferous tubercles are larger and more promi- 
nent, but in their arrangement as well as in the vestiture itself they 
are very like Epagoge. 

The entire surface of the body except me head is in life a rather 
pale grass-green much mixed with yellow, the dorsal surface being a 
little lighter and the head less greenish and tinged lightly with 
brown. Im alcohol the dorsal surface, including head and thorax, 

becomes pale yellow, except at the sutures, where the remaining white 
color of the body is visible. Partially grown larve (8 mm. long) 
are uniform pale green. ~- 

The thoracic legs are just perceptibly darker, as a rule, than the 
abdomen, and the apices of the tarsi are infuscated. 
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The form is less flattened than in Dichelia, otherwise the shape of 
the body and of the head, thorax, and legs is very similar. The last 
segment is of the appearance shown in figure 2 at c, the anal plate 

presenting no special characters worthy of notice, although the ex- 
treme apex is remarkable on account of the comb-like process, con- 
sisting of 6 spines, with which it is armed. 

The length of the largest full-grown larva is about 0.7 inch (18 

to 19 mm.); the width, 0.8 inch (2 to 2.2 mm.). Some larve are 
considerably smaller. 

The head and first and second thoracic segments are shown from 
above, much enlarged, in 
figure 2, a. Figure 2, db, 
shows an abdominal seg- 
ment with proleg from 
the side. 

THE PUPA. 

The pupa appears still 
more lke that of H'pa- 

goge sulfureana. Itisa 
little stouter on the aver- 
age, the greatest width 
being across the wing- 
pads. (See fig. 1, d:) 
The last ventral seg- 
ment, shown from. be- 

Fig. 2.—Red-banded leaf-roller: a, Head and first two 2 , Oo 4 € 
thoracic segments, dorsal view; 6b, third abdominal low (fig. 1, e), also bears 

segment, lateral view; c, last abdominal segment, @ pair of lateral and two 
from above, showing anal plate and comblike HID 3.0, pairs of terminal hooked 

sprig of asparagus showing web of larva and chrys- ; : 

alis working its way out of web at left. a, b, ec, Much processes as in Epagoge 

enlarged ; d, somewhat enlarged. (eight in all). 

The length is about 0.4 inch (8 to 10 mm.), the width is about 0.1 

inch (2.2 to 3 mm.). 

DISTRIBUTION. 

Eulia velutinana is native to this country, and has been known for 
a considerable number of years from Maine to Texas. 

It is well established in the Transition Life Zone and available rec- 
ords show greater abundance there and in the northern portion of the 
Upper Austral, although it is to be found also in the Lower Austral. 
Possibly it has been introduced into California through commerce 
with the East. (See map, fig. 3.) 
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INJURIES AND OCCURRENCES. 

The records of the Bureau of Entomology show a wide diversity 
in larval food habits. The earliest are those of Dr. C. V. Riley made 
at St. Louis, Mo., or in that vicinity. The rearing of this insect on 
grapes was noted July 28, 1870, and the issuance of the moth from 
larvee found on raspberry was noted August 4, 1876. 

June 11, 1879, pupex were found rolled up in the leaves of red clover, 
June 23 another moth from which the moths emerged June 13. 

issued from larve feeding on clover June 10, and the following day 
an additional specimen issued from a larva feeding on white clover. 
August 11 a moth was reared from a pupa found spun up on a leaf 
of apple August 7. October 12 the larva was found on aspen and 
the moth issued December 10. 
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Fic. 3—\Distribution of the red-banded leaf-roller. 

June 15, 1882, the moth was reared from larvee found on apple in 
the District of Columbia, 

Moths were reared June 7, 1885, from larvee taken on Solidago. 
June 12, 1886, the moth was reared from larvee taken on roses, and 

on July 27.from others taken on privet and on willow. There is also 
a note on the rearing of this species June 7, 1886, from the galls of a 

a species of Phylloxera. 
This species was reared by Mr. Albert Koebele at Los Angeles 

County, Calif., from material found on the leaves of orange, April 

24, 1888; and on July 26, 1893, specimens were received from Mr. J. G. 
Barlow, Cadet, Mo., with the report that the larve were found boring 
in the tips of chrysanthemums. 
August 13, 1897, the moth was reared from larve which had been 

feeding on violet in the District of Columbia. 
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There are also three notes on specimens collected by Miss Mary E. 
Murtfeldt, presumably at her home at Kirkwood, Mo., recording the 

occurrence of the larve on lobelia, smartweed, and asparagus. 
May 15, 1898, isolated individuals in the larval stage were observed 

on the twisted-up leaves contiguous to immature buds of blackberry 

at River View, Md., the buds having been eaten into in many cases 
and prevented from blooming. During July larvee were observed in 
considerable abundance at Marshall Hall, Md., also on blackberry 
and on the webbed-up leaves of pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus). 
Moths issued August 9 and 10. 

July 14 to 25, 1899, larvee were found at Alexandria, Va., by Mr. 
T. A. Keleher, Bureau of Entomology, on cabbage, raspberry, and 

cultivated honeysuckle. Moths began to issue July 31. September 
26 the larva was received with the information that the material had 
been obtained from Mr. C. H. Stuart, Newark, N. Y., and that the 

species was infesting popcorn. Mr. Stuart made the statement that 
27 per cent of the ears of popcorn were infested, and that 87 per cent 
of the corn on each infested ear were destroyed by this caterpillar, 
an unusual instance of injury. 

During the latter part of May and early June the moths of this 
species were several times observed in the field, and June 13 the moths 
were seen at rest upon cabbage and rhubarb. On the former plant 
a deserted pupal skin was found on the under surface of the leaf 
directly below the point where the moth had been resting, and the 
midrib was found to have been eaten to the extent of 6 or 8 inches 
along both sides. Subsequently other cabbage plants were found 
to have been similarly affected, and a pupa was found in one of 
these from which the moth after a ae issued. 
October 5 larvee were observed on celery at Washington, D. C., and 

later the same species was found at work on celery and still more 
abundantly on asparagus at Brookland, D. C. Later it was observed 
on parsley, strawberry, and raspberry at Cabin John, Md., and on 
potted geranium at Washington, D. C. On celery and_ parsley 
the larve were apparently less abundant, as on these plants they 
are more difficult to see without close scrutiny, since they web 
up the leaves very neatly and in such a manner as not-readily to 
attract attention. On asparagus, however, the webs are quite notice- 
able and could be seen at some little distance. In the formation of 
their temporary homes, the larvee use an abundance of silk, often 
distorting the asparagus stems by drawing them together. 

In every instance above mentioned the adults were reared from 
the material obtained. 

In the manner of their attack the larvee of this species do not differ 
markedly from those of the sulphur leaf-roller. In work upon corn 
the young blades are either folded lengthwise so as to form a cylin- 
drical case or simply rolled up as are all other plants when attacked. 
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_ This moth was reared December 31, 1903, from larvee found on cab- 

bage by E. N. Burke, Macon, Ga. The same date the moth was 
reared from larve found on okra in the District of Columbia. 

The species was found in great abundance on asparagus in the 
District of Columbia in the latter days of September, 1904, the larvee 
at this time being full grown or nearly so. Many deserted nests 
were also found, as well as the usual number of spider nests, which 

so closely resemble those made by the leaf-roller. 
Beginning March 23, 1907, the adults of this species issued from 

foliage of elderberry collected at Arlington, Va., September 3, 1906. 
During the last week of October, 1907, Mr. C. H. Popenoe, Bureau 

of Entomology, observed specimens of this green larva working on 
species of ground-cherry (Physalis) at Arlington, Va. 

The following year he observed the larve at Topeka, Kans., work- 
-ing in the tips of ripe ears of sweet corn under the husk, lining the 
tunnels with silk. 

Most of the foregoing records were made from observations of the 
writer and his associates in the Bureau of Entomology, and there 
are also some others which need not be mentioned in detail. These 
include the finding of the larvee working on zinnia, syringa, hollyhock, 
snowball, and magnolia. There is also record of attack to catalpa 
at Welch, W. Va. 

BIOLOGIC NOTES. 

The larve taken on asparagus by Miss Murtfeldt were found 
October, 1882, and the moths of this lot issued February 21, 1883. 

In the writer’s recent experience with this insect in the neighbor- 
hood of Washington, D. C., nearly all of the larve that were obtained 
in the autumn were approaching maturity during the first week 
of October, and some had formed their webs for pupation by the 
middle of that month. By the close of the month all the individuals 
observed had transformed to pupe, the moths beginning to issue 

January 23 and continuing until March 22. In every case that came 
under observation pupation took place within the larval web or in 
another close to the place where the larva had been feeding. 

The moths kept under unnatural conditions in a warm room issued 
in January. : 
A larva obtained from Newark, N. Y., previously mentioned, be- 

gan forming its cocoon September 28, and the following day ap- 
peared to have finished, but further observation showed that it had 
not entirely completed it, since more silk was added apparently 
from day to day. It was noted that the larva, before transforming 
to pupa, cut out a round hole of about the same size or a little 
larger than the pupa itself. Transformation to this stage took place 

the first week in October, the moth issuing in January, having been 
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kept with others in a warm room. There is a singular agreement 
in the times of pupation and issuance of the specimens at Washing- 

ton and in Missouri, and of the one individual observed from New- 
ane Ne Y. 

In the District of Columbia, and probably elsewhere as well, 
hibernation takes place exclusively in the pupal state. 
From the facts that larvre have been observed in the open on May 

15, that pupeze have been found as early as the second week in June, 
and that moths have issued during the third week, it was reaaily 
surmised that the moths which have hibernated as pups appear some 
time in April and lay eggs for the first generation. The moth was 
collected during the latter days of April in 1900. 

The moths from the first new generation emerge for the most part 
during the second and third weeks of June, and of the next generation 
the last of July and the first two weeks of August, the third genera- 
tion developing in October and early November and wintering as 
previously mentioned. ; 

It seems to be fairly certain that there are at least two, and prob- 
ably three generations annually in a climate like that of the District 
of Columbia and Missouri, and probably no more than two in a more 
northern latitude like that of the New England States. 
From a female captured June 14, eggs were obtained in two masses 

of about 45 and 65 respectively upon the two following days, and the 
larvee hatched in 11 days. The weather was rather cooler than sea- 
sonable during this time. A portion of the eggs were placed in a 
large rearing jar with growing strawberry plants, and the imago 
obtained July 23, the larval and pupal stages having been passed in 
298 days. The weather was extremely hot (80° to 90° F. indoors) dur- 
ing the latter portion of this period, and the pupal stage must have 

been about 6 days, which would give 22 days or about 3 weeks as the 
larval period. 

Of the larvee which were collected in the vicinity of the District of 
Columbia in October, 1919, all had transformed to pupe by the mid- 
dle of November and the first moth issued April 15 of the following 
year, others continuing to issue for a few days thereafter. April 19 
an imago was captured at hght in the open. 

Tt will thus be seen that the pupal or resting stage of this species 
for the District of Columbia and vicinity is an even 5 months, leaving 
7 months for the active or working periods of the species. 

HISTORY OF THE SPECIES. 

The species was given its specific name in 1863 by Walker (7)*, 
who described it under the name of Cacoecia (7%) velutinana. 

2 Italic figures in parentheses refer to ‘** Literature cited,” p. 13. 
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C. triferana, described at the same time, is now considered a synonym, 
the former name having been given to the male, the latter to the 
female. In 1865 it was again described as new by Clemens (2) as 
Tortriz incertana. Four years later it was redescribed under the 
same name by Robinson (3, p. 278). With this last description illus- 
trations of both sexes were furnished. 

In 1870 our first account of the habits of this leaf-roller was pub- 
lished by Dr. A. S. Packard (4, p. 40). It is mentioned as the red- 
banded cranberry Tortrix or “cranberry worm” and is treated in 
connection with insects affecting the cranberry in Massachusetts. 
the account including a description of the adult and a short descrip- 
tion of the pupa. This paper was republished in later years (4, 6). 

In Dr. C. H. Fernald’s catalogue of the Tortricide, published in 
_ 1882-83 (7, p. 15), some new localities are added for the species and 
several new food plants, the latter on the authority of Miss Murt- 
feldt. Besides cranberry the list includes elm, soft maple, oak, apple, 
rose, beans, and Gnaphalium polycephalum. 

Tt was not until 1885 that any extensive account of the insect was 
published. This was by Dr. 8. A. Forbes (S) and is in connection 
with insects found attacking corn in Illinois. Strawberry and clover 
are added to the list of food plants. 

In 1890, Mr. F. M. Webster (70) included this species in a list of 

insects observed at Lafayette, Ind., affecting salsify. The same year 
Packard (/7) wrote again concerning this insect. The following 
year Prof. Lawrence Bruner (/?, p. 267) mentioned this species 
briefly in an account of corn insects. 

In 1893 Miss M. E. Murtfeldt (73) referred to this species as one 
which webs and curls the leaves of Osage orange. In 1898 the writer 
(75) mentioned it briefly in connection with insects that attack as- 
paragus. There followed Dr. Otto Lugger’s short description (/6), 
in which it was called the apple Lophoderus. 

In 1901 the writer (77) recorded the feeding of the larva on vio- 

let in the District of Columbia. The same year Felt (15, p. 998) re- 
corded the depredations of this insect on green popcorn at Newark, 
Ne | 

In 1904 Slingerland (19; 20, p. 47) stated that this insect was ob- 

served with the grape-berry moth on clusters of blossoms and re- 
cently set fruit of grape, and was quite often found at the same de- 
structive work. In reviewing the known food plants, he records at- 
tack to Solidago and dogbane and mentions Urogaster canarsiae 
Ashm. as a parasite. 

In 1905 Forbes (27) again mentions this species as an enemy of 

Indian corn, and the year following Felt (22) includes it in a report 
on insects affecting park and woodland trees. 
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FOOD PLANTS. 

The red-banded leaf-roller is nearly omnivorous, its food plants 
comprising many botanical orders. The list follows: 

Asparagus, beans, sweet potato, cabbage, horse-radish, celery, 

parsley, rhubarb, salsify, tomato, sweet corn, pepper, okra, ground 

cherry (Physalis), blackberry, raspberry, and strawberry among 
truck crops; chrysanthemum, geranium, rose, lobelia, violet, snow- 
ball, syringa, holiyhock, zinnia, privet, and honeysuckle comprise 
the list of ornamental plants. Other plants affected are clover, field 
corn and popcorn, cranberry, elderberry, grape, orange, apple, plum, 
elm, maple, oak, laurel oak, aspen, willow, magnolia, catalpa, balsam 
fir, and Osage orange. The larva also attacks pigweed (Amaranthus 
retroflecus), goldenrod (Solidago spp.), smartweed, dogbane, Sola- 
num sp., and Gnaphalium polycephalum. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

The red-banded leaf-roller is no exception to a somewhat general 
rule that larve which conceal themselves from view in rolled and 

webbed leaves and 

similar places of 
shelter are the more 

subject to parasitic 
attack. The fol- 

lowing list of para- 
sites is in evidence :. 

Exochus curvator 

Fab., an ichneu- 

monid, was reared 
by the writer Au- 
gust 7, 1900, from 
the host larva col- 

lected at Camerons 
Fic. 4.—WMicrobracon sp., a parasite of the red-banded leaf- Mills, Va.? 

ogee Epiurus indaga- 
tor Walsh was reared from this leaf-roller on oak at Kirkwood, Mo., 
November 7, 1878. 
An ichneumonid parasite allied to Pimpla was reared from mate- 

rial received from Cadet, Mo., in July, 1893, previously mentioned. 
(Dept. Agr. No. 5861°.) 
Lampronota pleuralis Cress. was reared at St. Louis, Mo., Novem- 

ber 7, 1878. ; 
Limnerium sp. is mentioned by F. M. Webster as having been 

reared with this leaf-roller and two others on salsify. 

2 Tdentified by Ashmead, who also identified practically all of the other species men- 

tioned unless otherwise noted. 
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Opius foersteri Gahan, a braconid, wrongly determined as Opius 
mellipes Prov., and published under that.name in Insect Life (9), was 
reared from material received from Kirkwood, Mo., September 25, 

1881. 

Epirhyssalus atriceps Ashm., a minute yellow braconid, was 

reared from its host July 1, 1907, breeding on rose and collected by 
Mr. I. J. Condit at Pataskala, Ohio.* 

Microbracon sp. (fig. 4) was reared from material collected by Mr. 
M. R. Smith at Plymouth, Ind. 

a 

: — 
—=s —S——= 
Sq 

Fic. 5.—Apanteles canarsiae, a parasite of the red-banded leaf-roller: a, Larva. feeding 

on leaf-roller larva; b, adult parasite; c¢, cocoon; d, pupa. All much enlarged. 

(Strauss. ) 

Smicra deliva Cress., a chalcidid, was reared by the writer during 

the last week of July and first week of August.from raspberry leaves 
infested by this leaf-roller from Camerons Mills, Va. 

Smicra torvina Cress. was reared with the foregoing. 
Apanteles canarsiae Ashm. (fig. 5) was reared from this leaf- 

roller by Slingerland (20) in New York, and is somewhat better 
known as a parasite of the grape leaf-folder (Vesmia funeralis Hbn.) 
_and some other species. 

4Tdentified by Mr. J. C. Crawford. 
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Phorocera parva Bigot, a tachina fly, is reported as a parasite of 
this leaf-roller by Coquillett (74). 

CONTROL. 

The red-banded ieaf-roller is seldom sufficiently abundant to war- 
rant artificial methods for its control. Since it conceals itself in 
leaves, rolled or bound together, it would appear difficult to reach 

it with insecticides, but as it must issue from this shelter to feed on 

surrounding leafage it can then be reached by the application of 
arsenicals. The best time to apply these is soon after the eggs are 
laid. Arsenate of lead is the standard insecticide, used at about 2 

or 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water and applied as a spray. 
The webbed leaves can be readily detected after a little practice, 

and when infestation is not too heavy these can be clipped and burned, 
or they may be pinched so as to crush the larvee within. 

Karly fall plowing and burning over the garden after the crop is 
off, either in fali or early spring, are two farming methods which, 
if vigorously practiced, will undoubtedly help greatly toward hold- 
ing this insect in check. They should both be put into practice in 
case of infestation. 

SUMMARY. 

The foliage of beans, sweet potato, asparagus, strawberry, rasp- 
berry, and various other crops is subject to attack by a small greenish 
‘raterpillar about three-fourths of an inch long when mature, known 
as the red-banded leaf-roler, which rolls the leaves in various ways, 
according to the nature of the plant attacked, and breeds continuously 
throughout the growing season, from April to November. 

It is native to this country, where it enjoys a wide distribution 
from Maine to Texas and has been found in California. 

The species has been studied in the District of Columbia and vi- 
cinity. Hibernation takes place exclusively in the pupal state, which 
occupies a period of 5 months, leaving 7 months for the active or 
working stage. The ascertained period of the egg stage is 11 days, of 
the larva 22 days, and of the pupa a minimum of 6 days. There are 
at least two and probably three generations annually in the climate 
where observed. 

Several natural enemies, mostly parasites, attack this species. 
The red-banded leaf-roller is seldom sufficiently abundant to war- 

rant artificial methods for its control, and since it conceals itself in 
rolled-up leaves, it is difficult to reach with insecticides. It can, how- 
ever, be reached with a spray of lead arsenate, inasmuch as it issues 
from this shelter to feed on surrounding leafage. Clipping the_ 
webbed leaves from the affected plants, early fall plowing, and 
burning over affected areas after the crop is off, will help to hold the 
insect in check. 

5 Identification by Coquillett. 
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PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION. 

A series of experiments on the toxicity of various substances to 
rats and their suitability for poisoning these animals was undertaken, 

“in 1918, at the request of the Bureau of Biological Survey of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, for the purpose of obtain- 
ing toxicological data for use in connection with the rat-extermina- 
tion work in the zone of occupation of the American Expeditionary 
Forces. Although this incentive ceased with the signing of the armis- 
tice, the studies have been continued because of their importance to 
agricultural economics as well as to the public health. 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS. 

The literature contains no references to work dealing with the 
toxicity of barium carbonate to rats, in spite of the fact that many 
articles give directions for its use as a rat poison and discuss its tox- 
icity to other animals. The earliest communication which is of in- 
terest here is one by Crampe (5),! who recommended 20 per cent 
barium carbonate in bait for poisoning field mice. Lantz’s (9) ba- 
rium carbonate formula also calls for 20 per cent of this substance. 
Recently White (20) has reported good results from poisoning Mus 
rattus by the use of 25 per cent of barium carbonate. This concen- 
tration, however, was ultimately diluted, as water was added to the 

barium carbonate bait mixture. White set out individual baits 
containing 3 grains (200 mg.) of barium carbonate. If entirely con- 

1 The figures in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of this bulletin. 

10939°—20—Bull. 915 
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sumed, one such bait for a rat of average size would amount to 600 
or 800 mg. of the poison per kilo. Storer (19) reported that calcium 
carbonate (whiting) protected rats and mice against barium carbon- 
ate as well as lead carbonate poisoning. There is, however, some 
uncertainty about these experiments, in the absence of definite 
quantitative poison and food-intake data. 

An illustration of an old popular conception of the ideal rat poison 
which was held by some investigators is found in the following trans- 
lation by Boelter (4) from Raebiger (15): “I have come to the con- 

clusion that preparations which are really nonpoisonous are unable 
to kill rats, and poisons, call them what you like, if they kill rats will 
also kill domestic animals.” Raebiger’s results are in harmony with 
all known facts, and demonstrate the fallacy of the conception of a 
poison specific for rats. 

As the toxicity of barium salts to other animals is of interest both 
to the user of barium rat baits and to the laboratory worker, a few 
citations (Tables 1 and 2) on this point are quoted. 

TaBLe 1.—Tovicity to various animals of barium chlorid administered subcutaneously. 

« Nf xX re 

Animal. | Salt. Sublsthal | /suethal dose. | 12: SeDee Citation. 

aoe per kilo. | Mg. per kilo. 
Reateretier de cas ayseotee oak BACs Sasi.) BO... Socaaned 45 to 89....- Many....- Table 4 (p. 4). 
DO. Cis dian ome eee Gl Op catererac| 4000) Sata Beisoe GOV cee Sic Daas auntie Bary (3). 

Rab biteeere teehee se eres [ee 200%. | 20 and) 462224 5ONbO oss = se Oe on eae Do. 
DO Meeeecan tno: sebeses |..-do..--..| 40 t0.50.....4] 50 up. ..2-.-) Many.2-.! Maurel (10). 
LD) Oe ee eee |e GOs cess ee ADMOG0rS2 222) Daacccencee Kissner (8). 

DOG aeeases 2 ceases es | See GO ssa See acnessaces LO MOW5ee 2 Se lsseedosteewe Aloy and Cournet (1). 
BD) OP eee ac eee Soler do. 32.62 [eee tren HeaMGGh 2-322 cena ae Schedel (17). 
Oe eae eee ese lees GOsees -G-and 10a WS to20.,.222) 52. 2ece2 neal DaEVACa)- 
DOR ees beta eee (Gliyat See |. 4.5 to 14.3... 1) 9.Land 14.3. .| 2.:..5....- Pilliet and Malbec (14). 

Cat Pasa es eee eee Osa Acca | Deanne sa seen i LBito 60. zs [NE seteRe meee Bary (3). 
Chickens rcmisee sn secan ose Aes Gomes. | 40G2 ss: Beek 50 and 80... .| Sieceoeee Be Do. 
Bigeoue ste so estes ee Sos QO mae fec| 11 Depe emer atoll (RB0imp Spee = ieee semeceee Maurel (10). 

WO ee een ee eee ee Se Co Lo ynaee Stel ge em ee | [BOOP a tant fia aeeeeescc Bary (3). 

TABLE 2.— Toxicity to various animals of barium salis administered per os. 

| 

Animal. | Weight. Barium salt. ele Dose per : Result. Citation. 

Grams. Grams. 
Rat 0.355 to 0. 533 | .| Table 5 (p. 4). 
Rabbitt ‘ Crawford (6). 

D Aa Do. 
- 22) Bary: 3 )e 

Sheep ‘ gaia (7). 

Cattle : , De 
Horse | pstctes aratorcreioretons all ra cies GOs 2c "85.0100 Cros eeeeeeec< ose Survived; thera- | Do. 

12.000. peutic. 
DONS Salles eee ee ea eee doses... 2 145.000....24 OSS se nese | Fatal, withlocal | Reynolds (16). 

| effects in 
stomach from 
two boli. 

DOe2eecee 8.01002 01} 2225. do. =.=...) .720 to 2900_ 2.090... ....| Watal.. ..2.....-|#Aloy and @Cour- 
10.000. net (1). 

PigeOMen iso asses secs ROE Sone a Sean eee oar POO See jcie'arars = Survived 2...... Maurel (10). 
Chicken! 215.22 228022---= BaCQgn sa: 1 BEEF eeeeeee | |. ee 2 Uh atalee eae White (20). 
Mane aoe ce Pcp i Se eon BaCloeesse-= 8186s. cs ceo gu |e ee ar 2 Fatalin 10 hours | Stern (18). 

WO eee te tn Seppe lnseee ro Ke yee gel PCJ * eee |= rc a Weaitale esse eeees Am. Med. Assoc. 
(2). 

| 

1 Dose per 1,000 pounds of horse weight. 
2 Vomited. 
3 A. P. Chadbourne (personal communication) found that the lowest fatal dose of barium chlorid for 

man was that reported by Stern. Approximately 8.6 grams were fatalin 10 hours. In view of the prox- 
apes of the fatal and therapeutic doses reported (2), the fatal dose therein given would seem to be rather 
smal] 
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Unfortunately, in some cases, exact lethal and sublethal doses are 
not known, since the amounts administered have not been based 
upon body weight. In other instances it has been necessary to 
calculate some of the figures from the authors’ data. It would 
appear, however, that rabbits, chickens, and pigeons are about 
equally susceptible to barium administered subcutaneously, while 
cats and dogs are approximately three times as sensitive. Owing to 
differences in the physiology of the stomachs of the different species, 
and presumably to the differences in the average size between species, 
the toxicity of barium by mouth varies markedly, the purely species 
characteristic becoming more or less masked. For practical pur- 
poses, however, it may be assumed that the lethal dose of barium 
per os per kilo tends to decrease relatively as the size of the animal 
increases. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. 

In the experiments here reported the brown rat (fattus norvegicus) 
was used as often as practicable. The domesticated white strain 
was employed for obtaining accurate food-intake data and for testing 
the relative efficiency of different percentages of barium carbonate in 
the bait. The melanotic strain was used in only a few toxicity ex- 
periments for purposes of comparison. The substitution of the white 
rat for the brown strain would seem fair, since the toxicity of barium 
to these two strains was found to be the same. The feeding experi- 
ments were confined, as far as possible, to the laboratory phase, 
although at times it was necessary to consider in some detail the 
practical aspects. In the experiments in which the stomach tube 
was used, the animals were first anesthetized with ether. The 
lethal doses are regarded, not as the minimum amounts which might 
be fatal, but those amounts which will kill a large proportion of the 
rats. 

The barium chlorid administered was the ordinary crystalized salt 
(BaCl,-2H,0). The carbonate, which was of high purity and free 
from soluble chlorid, was always used in the form of fine powder, hav- 
ing been passed through a 100-mesh sieve. The molecular weight and 
barium content of these preparations are given in Table 3, since their 

' relative toxicity is determined on the basis of their barium content. 

TaBiE 3.— Molecular weight and barium content of barium chlorid and barium carbonate. 

Reet conversion 
olecular A actor of Salt. weight. Barium. IeETHEERTA 

into salt. 

Per cent. 
BaCl,-2H.0-. 244. 32 56. 2 1.778 
BaCO3. 2.22 197. 37 69. 6 1: 437 
IBataee eee UI BY RB YAH Sica cit geo eae ee 

1 Atomic weight. 
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The results from the subcutaneous and oral administration of 
barium chlorid are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. 

TABLE 4.—Toxicity of barium chlorid to brown rats (injected subcutaneously on the 
abdomen). 

Barium Fatalities. 
chlorid . 
in 0.65 

Nee per Ba- aes 
ero cent rium. F Total . : chlorid.| 16th 24th . | Num- 
Pee etc hour, | hour. | 1ter- | “per. | Por 

tion. 

Mg.per | Mg.per 
Per cent.| kilo. kibo. 

7 Ae 0. 45 20 35 0 0 0 0 0 
esters 45 25 45 0 0 3 3 43 
Been -45 35 62 it 1 0 2 67 
Dees ~45 50 89 1 0 3 4 80 
i PBs oa ~45 75 15 1 0 0 1 100 
Qeeoae: 45 100 178 | 8 | 0 0 8 89 

TaBLeE 5.—Towicity of barium chlorid to brown rats (injected by stomach tube after pre- 
limtnary light etherization). 

Fatalities. 

Num- 3a- i Ba- Ba- 
ber of | rium ‘g ir e Total | Aver- 
rats. |ehlorid.}| U- | Tum oe ee Later. Bue per |age per 

Ney || een - | cent. | cent. 

Per |Mg. per | Mg. per 
cent. kilo. kilo. 

3.5 100 178 1 0 0 1 17 17 
ey 200 355 0 0 0 0 al 57 
3.5 200 355 4 0 0 4 80 3 
7, 250 445 0 0 1 50 |\ 71 
ya) 250 445 0 0 4 80 J 
aE 300 533 2 0 0 2 100 100 
3.5 300 533 5 0 0 5 100 

The subcutaneous lethal dose was from 45 to 89 mg. per kilo, and 
the oral lethal dose from 355 to 533 mg. per kilo. From this it 

would appear that barium chlorid is about six or seven times more 
toxic subcutaneously than per os. 

The data obtained from the administration of barium carbonate 
in starch paste suspension by a stomach tube to etherized rats are 
given in Table 6. 

TaBLe 6.—Tovicity of barium carbonate, 100 fine, suspended in starch paste (injected by 
tube after preliminary light etherization). 

: Fatalities. 
‘Siar Barium : 

Rind /oneats ber aie Ban Barium car- Total Aver- 
rosea bdal ti of ees Brian. <\ aebonate. 16th | 24th |p ator |/Num-|" Sor | age 

rats at hour.} hour. ber. cont pen 

P.ct. | Mg. perkilo.| Mg. per kilo. 
IBTOW tle sce eee 16 10 350 500 3 0 0 3 19 19 

Doerner ete Uf 10 400 630 5 0 1 6 86 \ 85 
WD te casera ce 6 10 400 630 2 0 3 5 84 
IBTOWD 2 te oases 7 20 525 750 | 4 1 1 6 86 
iBlackes ss sees 7 20 525 750 2 2 2 6 86 99 
White: nsec sec cce 7 - 20 525 750 3 1 3 i 100 
IBTOWM: sean sence 7 i0 700 1, 000 5 2 0 7 100 

ID One ae ance 16 10 | 830 to 1,400 | 1,200 to 2, 000 14 0 1 15 94 92 
DO Seschsce tne 17 10 1, 400 2, 000 15 0 0 15 88 
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‘From 630 to 750 mg. per kilo was found to be the least amount 
which could be considered’ efficient. On increasing the amount 
administered, however, there were still a few survivals, although the 
increased potency of the larger doses was clearly indicated by the 
relative increase of fatalities occurring within the first 16 hours. 
The occasional survival of an animal from a large dose would indicate 
that a 100 per cent mortality could not be expected. 

Since it is possible for liquid to be forced through the pyloris under 
some conditions, these data have been checked against the results 
of feeding experiments (Table 7). 

TaBLE 7.—Intake by hungry white rats of food containing 5 or 10 per cent bariwm carbonate. 

A Amount Barium Barium 
Wicight of | “offood | carbonate | carbonate Result. 

A eaten. in food. eaten. 

Ag. per 
Grams. Grams. |. Per cent. kilo. 

= PRs 0.55 | 5 90 Lived 
159 -20 10 125 Do 
185 o2h5 10 135 Do. 
184 - 50 5 140 Do. 
167 «20 10 150 Do. 
286, -90 5 155 Do. ) 
174 -30 10 170 Do. 
198 5p) 16 175 Do. 
292 1.40 5 240 Dead within 48 hours 
310 15: 5 250 Lived. 
215 HOO. 10 255 Do. 
192 1.00 5 260 Do. 
245 1.40 5 285 Do. 
330 2.45 5 375 Do. 
206 1.55 5 375 Dead within 24 hours. 
155 -65 10 420 Lived. 
291 2.50 5 430 Do. 
250 - OI 5 450 Dead within 40 hours. 
175 -85 10 485 Dead within 48 hours. 
343 3.50 5 510 Lived. 
148 1.60 5 540 Do. 
166 1.85 5 555 Do. 
188 1.05 10 555 Do. 
193 2.40 5 620 Dead within 16 hours. 
160 1.00 10 625 Dead within 72 hours. 
270 3.60 5 655 Dead within 40 hours. 
264 3.50 i 655 Do. 
215 1.45 10 665 Dead within 48 hours. 
280 4.10 5 730  .| Dead within 40 hours. 
320 4.70 5 735 Do. 
170 2.60 5 765 Do. 
252 3.90 5 775 Lived. 
366 5.70 5 780 Dead within 40 hours. 
175 1.40 10 800 Dead within 24 hours. 
215 1578 10 815 Dead within 48 hours. 
205 1.70 10 830 Dead within 24 hours. 
167 1.40 10 840 Do. 
167 1.45 10 870 Do. 
150 1.35 10 900 Do. 
144 3.60 5 1,270 Dead within 20 hours. 

The results of these two sets of experiments, given in the order of 
the barium carbonate intake per kilo, are in general agreement, the 
efficient lethal dose of barium carbonate being 630 mg. per kilo, or, 
more conservatively, 750 mg. On the basis of the barium content, 
this preparation of barium carbonate was from 57 to 75 per cent as 
potent as barium chlorid. In other words, approximately two- 
thirds of the carbonate was utilized in poisoning the animal. This 
does not mean, however, that every preparation of barium carbonate 
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possesses an equally favorable ratio of toxicity, since both fineness 
and physical texture undoubtedly inftuence the relative ease of 
disintegration and rate of solution. 

MINIMUM EFFICIENT CONCENTRATION OF BARIUM CARBONATE. 

Since the experiments already discussed have dealt with the 
toxicological consideration of barium, there remained to be deter- 
mined the minimum concentration of barium carbonate in the 
poisoned bait which would give a high percentage of relatively quick 
fatalities. For these tests white rats were starved 12 to 24 hours 
before being fed the poison, to insure an empty stomach and a 
sharp appetite. The rat is a nocturnal animal and under ordinary 
circumstances probably would not be deprived of food for longer 
than 12 hours. <A series of 14 rats, therefore, were starved for 12 
hours and fed at 9 p. m. with the poisoned bait. As there was no 
marked difference between the results of this series and those of the 
experiments carried on in the daytime, with respect to both the 
average food intake and the percentage of fatalities from the con- 
centration of barium carbonate used, it was concluded that the 
daytime experiments were valid. 

it was occasionally observed for group tests that the average food 
intake varied somewhat, although the experiments were tried under 
as closely similar conditions as possible. For this reason the experi- 
ments were performed at widely separated intervals to minimize 
accidental influences and to make the general averages as represen- 
tative as possible. Sometimes the same rats were used over again, 
in which instances no evidence was obtained of their having derived 
any benefit from their previous experience. Because of the fact that 
the rats used in these tests had been living upon the concentrated 
type of experimental diet and had accordingly adjusted their appetite 
or daily food intake, the averages expressed for this type of food 
might be slightly less than those which would have been secured by 
the use of a more bulky type of food. Such a possibility, however, 
is of minor importance, since it would favor the probability of fatal 
poisoning because of the larger amount of food which might be 
consumed. vs 

Several series of starved rats were for an hour offered different 
types of diet, such as grain, dog biscuit, and soft, mealy food. The 
last-named food, which consisted approximately of 70 per cent 
peanut meal, 10 per cent milk powder, and 20 per cent lard, was 
usually consumed much faster, more of it was eaten before the 
appetite was satisfied, and less was scattered or wasted. In addi- 
tion, the rapid consumption of food would occasionally seem very 
important, since a few rats fairly soon gave evidence of discomfort, 
due presumably to the relatively quick solution of the barium car- 
bonate by the acid of the stomach, with consequent irritation. 
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The results obtained from feeding both poisoned and unpoisoned 
food are summarized in Tables 8 and 9. The rats were divided 
arbitrarily into weight groups, and the food intake calculated on the 
per rat and the per kilo basis. The probable errors are given for 
individual observations as well as for each group. 

TaBLE 8.—Intake of control food (rats divided into weight groups). 

Weight. Amount eaten. | Probable error. Probable error. 
Amount. 

Num- eaten 
Weight group. ber UN fi per 

rats. ver- ver- | a - : ; a 
| Total. age. Total. age. Single. | Series. | kilo. | Single. | Series. 

| 

Grams. | Grams.| Grams.| Grams.| Grams. Grams. 
TAD ORLOO Es ec 14] 2,418 173 | 32.0 2.29 | 40.79 | +0.21 13.2 +4.6 +1.23 
7400) 10) 77. O eee ceaaene | 19 | 4,430 233 | 49.35 2.59 | +0.48 | +0.11 11.1 +2.1 +0.49 

PID 1 WO asec saseke 15} 4,094 273 | 57.45 Gen esescamel beeseaae P4503 ieee Pee ee 
C100) 10 Donn cre ea Onaee | 8] 3,166 396 | 11.6 sl ABs sateeeseet Bite nies SHOU eer tra lect terse 

Total for 250 | 
UD Eee see i 23 7,260 316 | 69.05 3.00 | 40.7 +0.15 9.51 +2.5 +0.51 

Total for all 
experiments 56 | 14,108 | 252 | 150.4 DEY Ts see enraiety lGsea ose LONGOR| Pee eee eee ee 

| | 

TaBLe 9.—Intake of food containing barium carbonate, all percentages (rats divided into 
weight groups). 

Weight. ‘Amount eaten. | Probable error. Probable error. 
Amount 

Weight group. Ne. en 
? Aver- Aver- |as : ee . f 

Total. age. Total. age. Single.| Series.| kilo. | Single. | Series. 

Grams. Grams.| Grams.| Grams.| Grams. Grams. 
HAO COPLOOE ee A ia. 22) 3,791 172 | 56.6 2.57 | 40.65 | +0.15 14.9 | +3.88 +0. 86 
200 To 249..-.-..2-.- 26 | 5,703 220 | 68.5 2.64 | 41.3 +0. 26 12.0 | +5.92 +1.12 
250 to 299... .. Wis Seas 17 | 4,614 271 44, 65 2.62 | +1.0 +0: 25 9.7 | 43.72 +0. 90 
BO) bho ccossendceces 14 | 4,795 342 | 35.8 2.56 | +0.79 | 40.21 7.5 | +2.30 +0. 62 

Moe oe) 79 | 18,903 | 239 | 205.55 | PUGOT ene eee O55 Ree ae ea ee 

Slightly greater variations occurred in the control series, and 
would seem to indicate the need of caution in too strict a mathemat- 
ical interpretation. The data indicate, however, that on the average 

the food intake was approximately one one-hundredth of the rat’s 
weight, both for the control and the barium-carbonate-fed series, 
from which it was concluded that the barium carbonate added to 
the diet was perfectly palatable. Just why the food intake per rat 
for all of the groups is approximately the same, when the stomachs 
of larger rats have greater capacity, is not at present clear. The 
greater food intake per kilo for the smaller rats is, under these cir- 
cumstances, without significance. 

For practical purposes, however, the individual food intake is the 
most important (Table 7), since the rats which eat scantily are the 
ones which necessarily determine the percentage to be placed in the 
diet, because they must also ingest a lethal dose. With this object 
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in view, different percentages of barium carbonate were fed. The 
results of these experiments are summarized in Table 10. 

TaBLe 10.—LH ficiency of different percentages of barium carbonate in the diet. 

Barium! | Fatatities. 

car- | No No. | 
Date. bonate | pats Type of experiment. rats 

in 2 lived. | 16th | 24th | 48th Later.|Total. 
food. hour.| hour.) hour. ‘ 

1920. Per Per 
cent. cent. 

RG Dei leeen co erecerore 5 | 144 | Individual, in very large 6 0 2 6 On ees 
cages. 

1919 

IMarn2d ae. <span hela 5 10 | Individual, in very small 5 0 1 1 Owes eee 
cages. 

Bebb see asek. jsut! 5 MO ale GOR o ce ai Gala) 1 2 pi eta 
Manisha. Aa See Shoes 5 LOW|Ede ee Old. fe). oS 6| (2) 1 3 Onegesss 

Motale~ eset. 5 MARNE Sec aetoecisicn lee at Cote meee D3 e| citsisieic 5 12 | 4 48 

1919. total | 
DALTIOM ge ee ee 10 3 | Individual, in very small 21 (2) 1 | 0 Oi ree 

j cages. 
1920. 

Jano iesesee eee: 10 10 | Group,in very large cages. 0 | 5 4 1 Quiescees 
Mayro at coeee sean eee 10 1 OS eee Ose iwi. eee aaoneocs 5 | (2) 1 1 3 [access 

Motalit:...csesesss UG) |e DE iin e Sees. aie 7 ede 11 Pe eae) 

1920. ve S | 
JAIIC2 eee ro he Mowe 20 15 | Group, in very large cages. 0 13 2 0 OM geet 
Reb las cee eteee se 20 11 | Individual, in very large 1} @ 5 3 Die ee 

cages. 

Mo tala ecanecc sees ZO4|| 2Gdlecea Gee os ea et Viton seg 20 3a ee 96 

1 Fed at night. 2 No observation made. 

About 50 per cent of the rats succumbed when fed 5 per cent 
barium carbonate. Most of the fatalities occurred after the twenty- 
fourth hour. On a diet containing 10 per cent, about 70 per cent of 
the rats died, the majority succumbing within the first 24 hours. 
Twenty per cent barium carbonate was even more efficient, only 5 
per cent surviving and a great majority of fatalities occurring within 
the first 16 hours. 

As already stated, the average food intake at a meal for the aver- 
age hungry rat is one one-hundredth of the body weight, and from 630 
to 750 mg. of barium carbonate per kilo may be regarded as the 
fairly certain fatal dose. When 5 per cent barium carbonate is fed 
in the bait it would be necessary for all rats to eat 12.5 to 15 grams 
per kilo, or one-eightieth to one sixth-seventh of their body weight. 
Some of the rats will do this and die, and a few of those which eat 
slightly less will succumb. This explains why about 50 per cent of 
the rats which were fed this diet died. When a 10 per cent barium 
carbonate bait is fed, a rat must eat one one-hundred-and-sixtieth to 
one one-hundred-and-thirty-third of its body weight, or 63 to 75 per 
cent of ameal of averagesize. A 70 per cent mortality on this concen- 
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tration is then readily comprehensible. In case of 20 per cent barium 
carbonate in the bait, it is necessary for the rats to consume only 
one three-hundred-and-twentieth to one two-hundred-and-sixty-sixth 
of their body weight, or 31 to 37 per cent of the average food intake, 
in order to ingest a lethal dose of barium carbonate. As a few will 
fail to do this and many eat much more, this concentration is efficient, 
as well as quickly fatal. 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON OTHER BARIUM COMPOUNDS. 

Barium chromate was found to be nontoxic in doses as high as 
2,000 mg. per kilo. 

Barium soap, chiefly palmitate, was fairly toxic. Although not 
enough experiments were performed to definitely fix the lethal dose, 
it would seem to be approximately equal to that of barium carbonate. 
Its ease of hydrolysis apparently would favor the mobilization of the 
barium, upon which basis it would be more desirable than the car- 
bonate. This fact, however, precludes its use in rat bait, since the 

hydrolysis occurring from a small amount of moisture would impart 
a disagreeable taste. 

TOXICITY OF BARIUM CARBONATE TO ANIMALS OTHER THAN RATS, 

Apparently rats are about as susceptible to barium administered 
subcutaneously as rabbits, chickens, and pigeons, and approximately 
one-third as sensitive as cats and dogs. When the barium is ad- 
ministered by mouth, however, the rat is comparatively the least 

susceptible of all the mammals cited, although the absolute amount 
is less, because of the small size of the rat. 

if 20 per cent barium carbonate is used, it will be possible, on the 
basis of the recorded doses of barium chlorid, for adult animals to 
eat without fatal effects the following amounts of this rat bait: 
Sheep, one-half ounce; horses, 14 ounces; and cattle, 5 ounces. Pre- 
sumably, one and a half times this amount could be borne, since barium 
carbonate is less toxic than the soluble chlorid. The lethal dose of 
barium carbonate for chickens (20) is 20 grains, or one-fifth ounce, 
of rat bait containing 20 per cent of this poison. The danger to man, 
particularly children, is so very great that an amount of bait set for 
one or two rats might prove fatal. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The lethal dose of barium compounds for rats is as follows: Barium 
chlorid, subcutaneously, 45 to 89 mg. per kilo; barium chlorid, by 

stomach tube, 350 to 535 mg. per kilo; barium carbonate, per os, 
630 to 750 mg. per kilo. On the basis of the barium content, the 
carbonate is about two-thirds as active as the chlorid per os. 
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The average intake of food, both poisoned and unpoisoned, by 
| hungry white rats used in these tests was one one-hundredth of their 

body weight. 
Twenty per cent of barium carbonate in the rat bait was found to 

be an efficient concentration. With this percentage a rat is required 
| to eat only one-third or three-eighths of a meal of average size, or 
| one three-hundred-and-twentieth to one two-hundred-and-sixty-sixth 

of its own weight, in order to secure the ingestion of a lethal amount. 
With this concentration, many of the rats die within the first 24 
hours, the chief factor being the consumption of an amount larger 
than the minimum efficient lethal dose. 

From the results of both the pharmacological and the feeding 
tests, it would not seem advisable to always expect 100 per cent 
mortality from the administration of barium carbonate, in proper 
amounts, to rats. 
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SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Each year the loss to growers, shippers, and carriers of potatoes 
due to freezing reaches an enormous figure. This is particularly 
true of the late or main crop produced in the Northern States. This 
crop is usually in constant danger of exposure to freezing tempera- 
ture from just before it is harvested until it reaches the consumer. 
There are two general classes of frost-injured potatoes—those frozen 
solid and subject to collapse immediately on thawing and those that 
show evidence of injury only on being cut open a few hours after 
being warmed. The first class of injured potatoes is easily identified 
by the soft, wet condition that develops on thawing. This type of 
injury is due to the potato being subjected to freezing at very low 
temperatures or to prolonged exposure at higher freezing tempera- 
tures. The second type of injury is not apparent on superficial ex- 
amination. It is due to exposure to temperatures just below the 
freezing point or to a very low temperature forashort time. If after 
the potato has been thawed a few hours it is cut open, evidences of 
this type of freezing injury are apparent by the presence of vascular 
discoloration of three types or a combination of any of the three. 

1 This bulletin gives the results of a portion of the work carried on under the project 
“* Factors affecting the storage life of vegetables.” 

11310°—21 
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PHYSIOLOGY OF THE FREEZING PROCESS. 

The frost necrosis of potato tubers is described by Jones, Miller, 
and Bailey (4)? as being characterized by three types, viz, ring, net, 
and blotch. In the ring type only the vascular ring, an area near the 
surface, is discolored. In the net type threadlike areas radiating 
from the center are discolored. The third type is marked by irregular 
blotched areas. Ordinarily no further change takes place after the 
injured potato thaws, although in the most severe cases the tubers 
soon begin to break-down if kept warm. 

Frost injury seems to be the result of actual ice formation within 
the potato tissue. Abbe (1), in his investigations of the effect of freez- 
ing upon plant tissue, considers that as the tissue cools water exudes 
from the cells into the intercellular spaces. After sufficient under- 
cooling this water freezes. The concentrated sap remaining in the 
cells will not freeze until cooled below the freezing point of water. 
On thawing, this intercellular water escapes by transpiration and the 
plant wilts. Géppert (3) and Sachs (6) both observed the presence 
of ice within the cells and the intercellular spaces of plant tissue. 
However, Sachs found crystals of ice usually present in the inter- 
cellular spaces. Miiller-Thurgau (5) was one of the first to publish 
(1880) upon frost injury of potatoes in his investigations upon the 
freezing point of plant tissue. The phenomena of undercooling were 
investigated by him to a considerable extent. He showed that plant 
tissue required undercooling below the true freezing point before 
actual freezing commences. He also showed that the expressed sap of’ 
the potato tuber freezes at a higher temperature than the living tis- 
sue. The ultimate freezing point of potatoes is placed at 30.21° F. by 
Miiller-Thurgau and between 28° and 26° F. by Appleman (2). 
Vaughan and Miller (7) state that “actual freezing does not begin 
in potatoes until the temperature drops below 28° F.” Jones, Miller, 
and Bailey (4) place the freezing point at 28.4° F. 
The author of an unsigned article in the Potato Magazine (8) states 

that exposure at 30° F. for 9 or 10 hours or at 16° F. for 1 hour 
will develop signs of frost necrosis. In results published by Wright 
and Harvey (9) the freezing point varied from 29.67° to 28.13° F. 
according to variety and season. In this investigation the freezing 
points of 18 different varieties were determined. The freezing 
points varied in different varieties and according to family groups. 
The early and medium-early potatoes froze at a higher point than 
the purely late varieties. The subject of undercooling was discussed. 
It was stated that potatoes, since their sap consists of salts, sugar, and 
other soluble material, freeze at a lower temperature than pure water. 

2 The serial numbers in parentheses refer to “ Literature cited’’ at the end of this 

bulletin. 
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It was shown that potatoes could be undercooled several degrees 
below the true freezing point without actual freezing taking place. 
In addition, it was shown that when once cooled below the true freez- 

ing point the process of undercooling can be terminated at any point 
by inoculating the tuber. The term “inoculation”? is used in this 
connection to indicate any disturbance which will start crystalliza- 
tion or ice formation. Following inoculation the temperature of the 
potato rises quickly to the true freezing point, accompanied by the 
formation of ice within the tissue. Inoculation is caused by some me- 
chanical disturbance, such as a jolt or jar sufficient to cause freezing 
to commence. It is a well-known fact that water, for example, can 
be undercooled below its freezing point. After a certain amount of 
undercooling actual freezing will resuit from any slight disturbance 
or by the addition of a crystal of ice. 

In the potato, inoculation is readily accomplished by striking or 
jarring the undercooled tuber. The degree of force necessary to 
accomplish this is determined by the extent of undercooling. It 
seems that a potato can be undercooled to such a point that the 
slightest perceptible jar will instantly inoculate it. Water on the 
surface or sap from a bruise will prevent a potato from reaching the 
degree of undercooling it would attain if dry, since this free moisture 
will freeze at a higher temperature than the living tissue and will in 
this way inoculate the entire potato. Miiller-Thurgau (5) and Jones, 
Miller, and Bailey (4) found that a freshly cut potato will freeze 
more quickly; that is, it will not undercool as far as a dry potato. 

Miiller-Thurgau was of the opinion that the undercooling point 
varies with the air temperature to which potatoes are exposed. He 
attempted to justify this view by data. In one instance freezing oc- 
curred in two hours at an exposure of 23.9° F. and in another in five 
hours at an exposure varying from 15.8° to 10.7° F. Jones and his 
colleagues (4), commenting on these results, state that possibly the 
earlier freezing at the higher undercooling temperature was due to a 
more rapid fall in temperature in this case. Data submitted by them 
and also in Department Bulletin 895, heretofore cited (9), indicate 
that the degree of undercooling is dependent for one thing upon the 
rate of fall of temperature. It is also entirely possible that a sudden 
unnoticed jar might have caused earlier freezing where the under- 
cooling temperature was higher. In Department Bulletin 895 (9, 
p- 6) a diagram is presented in which results are illustrated when two 
potatoes were exposed to different temperatures. One potato ex- 

2It is considered that the term ‘ inoculation” is rightly used here, as it is directly 
comparable to the process in physical chemistry, known by the same term, in which 

crystallization is started in a concentrated solution by adding a crystal of the solute or 

when freezing is started by adding a crystal of ice to pure water that has been 
undercooled. 
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posed to a temperature of 8.7° froze in 6 minutes when the actual 
internal temperature had reached 23° F. The other potato was 
exposed to 15.8° and froze in 12.5 minutes when the internal tem- 
perature had reached 20.2° F. The actual freezing point of both 
potatoes was 29.15° F. This substantiates the results obtained by 
Jones, Miller, and Bailey (4). They cite an instance of a tuber freez- 
ing in 80 minutes when undercooled to 24.44°, while another exposed 
to a slowly diminishing temperature did not freeze until 13.1° F. 
was reached. Another specimen froze in 40 minutes when under- 
cooled to 26.4° while exposed to a rapidly diminishing tempera- 
ture which had reached 12.2° F. They state that, in general, po- 
tatoes do not freeze until exposed to 26.6° F. or lower. To judge 
from the results submitted in this report it is possibly safe to state 
that except in the case of accidental inoculation the degree of under- 
cooling at which freezing occurs depends upon the variety, the 
rapidity with which undercooling progresses, and the length of ex- 
posure to a given degree of undercooling. 

PLAN OF THE WORK. 

In order to apply to the handling of potatoes the knowledge of the 
process of undercooling and freezing already gained, a series of ex- 
periments was conducted at the Arlington cold-storage plant of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry. It has been noted by potato growers and 
shippers that sometimes one lot of potatoes while being handled or 
otherwise disturbed in transit will freeze when another left undis-. 
turbed at the same temperature remained uninjured. Some apple 
handlers are very careful not to jar or jolt frosted apples, because 
they say it will cause them to bruise and rot. It is a practice among 
some onion growers to store their onions through very severe winter 
weather in mows or buildings between layers of hay where they are 
undisturbed during the winter. These persons will often guard 
against loose doors or shutters which can be slammed by the wind, 
as this is able to cause the onions to freeze and subsequently to rot. 
Numerous instances are reported where potatoes have been exposed 
for hours or even days to temperatures below their freezing point 
without injury. Miiller-Thurgau reported having stored potatoes 
at 32° to 26.6° F. for two weeks without injury. Of course, internal 
frost injury may have been present without its being detected unless 
the potatoes were cut open and examined. 

In the present work seven standard varieties of potatoes, all true 
to name and grown under the same conditions by the Bureau of 
Plant Industry at the Aroostook Farm of the Maine Agricultural 
Experiment Station, were used. These varieties were the Triumph, 
Irish Cobbler, Spaulding No. 4, American Giant, Rural New Yorker, 
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Russet Rural, and Green Mountain. They were all held at 40° F. 

previous to experimental use. 

Storage tests on the seven varieties held at temperatures below the 
true freezing points were conducted in order to correlate, if possible, 
the freezing points (Table I) of these varieties as determined by the 
thermoelectric method described by Wright and Harvey (9) and the 
actual freezing of the different varieties in storage. These tests were 
conducted at 28° and 25° F. The higher temperature was chosen 
because it represented about the minimum degree of undercooling to 
which the potatoes could be subjected, since it was just below the 
freezing points of most of the varieties used. The lower tempera- 
ture was chosen because it was far enough below the freezing points 
of all varieties to represent a definite degree of undercooling at which 
freezing quickly follows a very light inoculation. When the potatoes 
were selected for the freezing tests they were placed in small wooden 
baskets holding from 8 to 10 specimens, in order that they might cool 
down without much delay. At the conclusion of each test the potatoes 
were removed, to be held at ordinary room temperature for about 24 
hours before being cut longitudinally for examination. If cut imme- 
diately after being removed from storage, no evidence of freezing 
injury will be apparent unless they have been frozen solid. Unless 
specially noted, all injury reported is of the vascular type, as de- 
scribed by Jones, Miller, and Bailey. 

TasLe I.—Freezing points of seven varieties of potatoes. 

| Freezing | . | tant Freezing Variety. point. || Variety. point. 

: 
° F. 

2. F. 

MU KEBLE) ae ce AN is Re ca pe San aati a 29.04 || RuralNew Yorker..........-.-.-..-.- 28.70 
ImishiCobblerseee sense sae ea 29566) ||-RussetiRurale yee s Sea ee 28. 32 
Spaulding iNosae eae ee ee 29:33) |laGreenyMountainys => iu his gare ee 28. 50 
ATTerICATIE GAN bse oe ssa seen eee cee 29.64 

Tables II and III show the results obtained from these tests at 28° 
and 25° F. The data presented in Table II show that potatoes did 
not freeze to any serious extent when exposed to 28° F. for many 
hours. In experiment No. 1 two specimens of each variety were held 
seven hours, one specimen of Rural New Yorker being injured. In 
experiment No. 2 twenty specimens of each variety were held 24 hours. 
Only two varieties showed injury. ‘These included two specimens of 
Trish Cobbler and one specimen of the American Giant. In the third 
experiment two specimens of each variety were held 48 hours, one 
Rural New Yorker being injured. In experiment No. 4 half-bushel 
lots of Triumph, Spaulding No.4, American Giant,and Russet Rural 
varieties were held in bags for 48 hours with no injury. In experi- 
ment No. 5 eleven specimens of each variety were held for 70 hours. 
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Serious injury was apparent in this experiment. Injury occurred to 
five specimens of Triumph, six of Irish Cobbler, five of Spaulding 
No. 4, four of American Giant, one of Rural New Yorker, two of 
Russet Rural, and one of Green Mountain. The most serious injury 
occurred in the early-maturing varieties. In experiment No. 6 six 
tubers of each variety were held 96 hours, with injury occurring to 
two specimens of Triumph, two of Irish Cobbler, two of American 
Giant, and one of Russet Rural. The Spaulding No. 4, Rural New 
Yorker, and Green Mountain varieties suffered no injury. The aggre- 
gate injury in this experiment was 17 per cent, while in experiment 
No. 5 the injury totaled 31 per cent. 

TasLe Il.—Freezing injury to seven varieties of potatoes held at 28° F. for 
different lengths of time. 

Number of experiment and duration of exposure. 

INO; 357 No. 2, 24 No. 3, 48 No. 4, 48 No. 5, 70 No. 6, 96 
hours. hours. hours. hours. hours. hours. 

Variety. 

| Num- | Num-|Num-| Num- Num-|Num-; Quan-/Num-) Num- |Num-| Num- |Num- 
ber of] ber | berof| ber | berof] ber |tityof) ber | berof| ber | ber of} ber 
speci-| in- |speci-| in- | speci-| in- | speci-| in-_ | speci-| in- | speci-| in- 
mens. | jured. | mens. | jured. | mens. |jured.| mens. |jured.} mens. |jured.| mens. |jured. 

| | Bush 
(Triumphs sacse see 2 0 20 | 0 | 2 9 4 0 11 5 6 2 
Trish Cobbler....... 2 0 20 | 2] 2 OM) 2cssee besece 11 6 6 2 
Spaulding No. 4.... 2 0 20 | 0 2 | 0 3 0 11 5 6 0 
American Giant... 2 0 20 | 1 | Da aac oe ret 11 4 6 2 
Rural New Yorker. 2 1 20 0 | 2 dip eee 0 abit 1 6 0 
Russet Rural...... 2 0 20 0 | 21.0 ral ey fae Pr: 6 1 
Green Mountain. . . 2 0 20 0 | Tce Same Renesas rik) al 6 0. 

| | 1 | 

Motaletesse 14 1) 140-1) SSeS a= 12 0 77| 24| 42 | 7 
} 

In no case at 28° F. were the potatoes frozen solid. <A superficial 
examination would not have revealed any evidence of freezing injury 
in any of these varieties. It is true that during subsequent storage, 
however, these internally injured specimens are the first to break 
down, although these potatoes do not show injury so far as their 
external appearance is concerned and would be as salable in the 
ordinary market as the uninjured ones. After a few days at ordinary 
room temperature they are quite unfit for food. While no serious 
injury occurred till the potatoes were held at least 70 hours, isolated 
cases of freezing injury did occur even when potatoes were held only 
7 hours. It is difficult to explain these isolated cases. For some 
unknown reason certain individuals seem to bear much less under- 
cooling than others of the same variety. Similarly, certain varieties 
bear less undercooling than other varieties. There is a certain va- 
rietal difference shown here. The Irish Cobblers seem to be the 
first to succumb to freezing injury, followed by the Triumph, Ameri- 
can Giant, Spaulding No. 4, and Russet Rural varieties. The Rural 
New Yorker and Green Mountain varieties are the most resistant. 
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ASST Til.— Freezing injury to seven varieties of potatoes held at 95° B. for 
different lengths of time. 

Number of experiment and duration of exposure. 

No. 1, 5 hours. No. 2,19 hours. | No.3, 24hours. | No. 4, 43 hours. 
Variety. 

Number Number Number Number 
of speci- Number; of speci- Nnaber of speci- Nuamoey of speci- umber 
mrieniee injured. mens, | Jniure mens. |iojured-| whens. injured. 

rium es et 2 0 6 0 ll 5 3 a4 
irishi@ob blesses ence ne ease ae 2 0 6 2 11 6 3 a2 
Spaulding No. 4.......-....-- 2 0 6 0 11 8 3 1 
American Giant.....-....---- 2 0 6 2 i 6 3 3 
Rural New Yorker....-...--- 2 0 6 1 11 5 3 0 
Russerural ae ec seco esc 2 0 6 1 11 2 3 b3 
Green Mountain...........-. 2 0 6 1 11 4 3 1 

MBG) eee eo aly ee i os 14 0 42 7 77 36 21 il 

@ Frozen solid. b Two were frozen solid. 

In Table III are shown the results obtained when the different 
varieties were held at 25° F. In experiment No. 1 two specimens 
of each variety were held 5 hours with no evidence of injury. In 
experiment No. 2 six specimens of each variety were stored 19 hours, 
with injury to two Irish Cobblers, two American Giants, one Rural 
New Yorker, one Russet Rural, and one Green Mountain. It is 
worthy of note that the Triumph and Spaulding No. 4 varieties, 
which according to Table I have a comparatively high freezing point, 
did not show injury in this experiment. In experiment No. 3 eleven 
specimens of each were held 24 hours, with serious consequences to 
most of the varieties. Injury was found in five Triumphs, six Irish 
Cobblers, eight Spaulding No. 4, six American Giants, five Rural New 
Yorkers, two Russet Rurals, and four Green Mountains. The total 
injury was 47 per cent. In experiment No. 4 three tubers of each 
variety were held 43 hours, with injury to one Triumph, two Irish 
Cobblers, one Spaulding No. 4, three American Giants, three Russet 
Rurals, and one Green Mountain. Tubers of the Rural New Yorker 
were not injured; one specimen of Triumph, one of Irish Cobbler, 
and two of the Russet Rural varieties were frozen solid. The total 
injury in this experiment was 52 per cent. 

Generally speaking, when potatoes of the seven varieties were held 
for varying lengths of time at 28° or 25° F. they did not freeze in 
any definite order or with relation to their freezing points. At 28° F. 
the early-maturing varieties with the higher freezing points possibly 
showed more freezing injury. 

INOCULATION OF UNDERCOOLED POTATOES. 

Attention is called to the fact that in the experiments just de- 
scribed the potatoes were purposely held entirely undisturbed, as it 
had been found that potatoes when undercooled are liable to freeze 
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when jarred. It is considered highly important to call the attention 

of growers and shippers to this point, since under some circumstances 
it would be entirely possible that a lot of potatoes or even other prod- 
ucts might be undercooled considerably below the freezing point and 
escape injury if they remained undisturbed till their temperature was 
above the freezing point. If it should be found necessary to move 
such a lot in order to protect them from further lowering of the 
temperature, this should be very carefully done, having in mind the 
danger of freezing as the result of jarring or jolting. These state- 
ments seem justified and are supported by the results brought out by 
the following experiments, which were conducted to determine the 
amount and character of the disturbance necessary to cause freezing 
when different varieties of potatoes are held at temperatures between 
98° and 25° F. The same seven standard varieties before named were 
used in these experiments. 

EXPERIMENT NO. i. 

Duplicate lots of potatoes, consisting of a single specimen of each 
variety, were held between 26° and 27° F. for 5$ hours. Then each 
specimen in one lot was dropped from a distance of 4 feet to the 
concrete floor. After 17 hours from the time they were dropped, 
both lots were removed and held at ordinary room temperature 
several hours before they were cut open. In the check lot only the 
Trish Cobbler and the American Giant were injured. All specimens 
in the treated lot were not only badly bruised, as might be expected 
from the rough treatment, but they were all frost injured, as was © 
shown by extensive blackened vascular areas of the blotch type. 
(Pl. I.) None of the potatoes were frozen hard enough to cause 
collapse of the tissues. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 2. 

Duplicate lots of one potato of each variety were held at 28° F. for 
22 hours. One lot was then dropped as before and left for three 
hours. Both lots were then removed. As before, at the lower tem- 
perature all the dropped potatoes were bruised and showed extreme 
freezing injury. In the undisturbed check lot only the Irish Cobbler 
was injured. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 3. 

Duplicate lots of one potato of each variety were placed at 28° F, 
for 24 hours. Each specimen from one lot was dropped from a dis- 
tance of 2 feet, and after another 24 hours all were removed. On 
the usual examination it was found that these potatoes were badly 
bruised and showed extensive injury, as before, except the American 
Giant and Spaulding No. 4 varieties, which showed no frost injury 
and were not bruised. 
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FREEZING INJURY TO POTATOES ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED. 

The potatoes were undercooled at 25° F. for 24 hours, then inoculated by dropping 
6inches. Jn one hour after inoculation they were removed toa warm room. 
One specimen (Irish Cobbler, fig. 1) shows only slight freezing injury of the ring 
type. The other specimen (American Giant, fig. 2) shows severe injury cf the 
Ting and blotch type. 
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EXPERIMENT NO. 4. 

Duplicate lots of two potatoes of each variety were held at 28° F. 

for 24 hours, after which all of one lot were dropped 1 foot. Arter 

another 24 hours all were removed. Examination showed no bruis- 

ing; however, most of the potatoes were frozen. The results are 

shown in Table IV. 

Tapite 1V.—Freezina injury to potatoes of seven different varieties undercooled 

at 28° F. and dropped 1 foot. 

| 

| Dropped. | Check. 
| 

Variety. | 

Injured. | Uninjured.| Injured. | Uninjured. 

wi anil | | 

PION 15 we SM SSO REBAR AEOSs See ACESS Ete Seem mere pee me 2 0 | 0 2 
ATISINC OM DleTep eee crys siocene tale Seca eeOeiee be cee toc eee 2 0 0 2 
Sioawiebis ey ING, loo. Be eee eat a de apoio coB SOE EacoBCOEREesoes 0 2 0 2 
ACneriCatmGlantee . scan one sec ccicniezenccnoscetsessehesces 2 | 0 0 2 
FEVUTAISNG Wan ODK OR oo ae wietaieesaisteciecniccacieeeeeces cesses 2 0 1 1 
LVERRGE IR ea b66er osecaosbeeEsapSpeosaScor BeSnapSeensS 2 0 9) 2 
GreeneMounialte pee ede psa eecse cena sapesce esac eeelacnes 0 2 0 2 

ATR ay Vlas S28 Se CN os Ne BROS ee 10 | 4 | 1| 13 

EXPERIMENT NO. 5. 

A total of 24 potatoes of the Rural New Yorker variety were placed 
at 28° F. After 24 hours 12 were dropped 12 inches. In no case was 
a potato bruised or even the skin broken. In 4 hours both lots were 
removed. Examination showed all of the lot that was dropped to 

be injured by freezing. None of the check lot was injured. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 6. 

This experiment was conducted to ascertain, if possible, the mini- 
mum distance from which an undercooled potato may fall and still 
succumb to freezing injury. Five lots of 12 potatoes of the Rural 
New Yorker variety were held at 28° F. for 18 hours. Then lots 
were dropped 2, 4, and 6 inches, and in one lot each individual was 
struck with a pencil. After seven hours all were removed. Examina- 
tion showed that only the potatoes that were struck with the pencil 
were injured. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 7. 

Lots of three potatoes of each variety were dropped, as in experi- 
ment No. 6, with the exception that each potato was dropped six times 
instead of once. The results are shown in Table V. Practically the 
same amount of freezing injury was produced in all dropped pota- 
toes without relation to the length of the fall. The injury produced 
was of the blotch type. It may be stated here that the potatoes used 
in this experiment were purposely selected and weighed, so as to have 
both large and small specimens in each lot, thus varying the force of 
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the blow caused by the fall. There was apparently no relation be- 
tween the weight of the potato and the freezing injury. In addition 
to the lots already described in this experiment, an additional lot of 
two of each variety was treated by striking each potato sharply with 
a pencil once, with the results shown in Table V. It is difficult to 
state why it was necessary to drop the potatoes several times from 
9,4, and 6 inch heights to produce frost injury, while one sharp blow 
with an ordinary pencil results in serious injury. The possible expla- 
nation is that the blow from the pencil caused a more violent concus- 
sion in a smaller area, from which the whole potato was inoculated. 

TABLE V.—Freezing injury to potatoes of seven different varieties undercooled 
at 28° F. and inoculated in different ways. 

| 

Dropped Dropped Dropped Struck with Cheek 
2 inches. 4inches. 6 inches. pencil. oe 

Variety. 

In- Unin- In- Unin- In- Unin- In- Unin- In- Unin- 
jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. | jured. 

TrinMphs 22:23 2... 2 3 0 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 3 
IrishiCobhler7.: .-- 3 0 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 3 
Spaulding No. 4..... i 2 3 0 2 1 1 1 0 3 
American Giant..-.. 3 6 3 0 3 0 2 0 ik 2 
Rural New Yorker.. 3 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 0 3 
Russet Rural....... 3 0 3 0 2 1 2 0 0 3 
Green Mountain... . 3 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 

Totalic.c-s--2 19 2 20 i 18 3 11 3 2 19 

EXPERIMENT NO. 8. 

Two lots of one specimen of each variety of potato were held at. 
28° F. for 24 hours, after which each potato of one lot was repeatedly 
bounced on the floor for about 10 seconds by dropping it from a height 
of not over 1 inch. After another 24-hour period all were removed. 
While none of the bounced specimens showed bruising or mechanical 
injury, they were all frost injured. The specimens of American Giant 
and Green Mountain froze solid, with resultant complete collapse on 
thawing. Of the check lot the Spaulding No. 4 and the Green Moun- 
tain varieties showed slight freezing injury. 

EXPERIMENT NO. 9. 

Lots of three potatoes of each variety were held at 25° F. for 18 
hours, after which they were dropped once from distances of 6, 4, and 
2 inches. After another hour all were removed. Examination 
showed that all dropped potatoes were injured, while in the check 
lot frost injury resulted to only one each of the Irish Cobbler, Ameri- 
can Giant, Russet Rural, and Green Mountain varieties. 

Several experiments were conducted to test the rate at which the 
temperature of a potato will fall when exposed to a temperature be- 
low its freezing point. Figure 1 illustrates a typical set of results. 
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A Triumph potato was suspended in a metal container 18 inches long 
by 4 inches in diameter, which was in turn immersed in a brine tank. 
Thermoelectric couples were located at the center and near the surface 
of the potato; also one was suspended in the air 1 inch from the 
potato. Periodical readings were made from the time the temperature 
of the potato was near 40° F. The temperature of the atmosphere 
surrounding the potato gradually fell from 27.2° to 25.6° F. The 
temperature of the potato at the beginning was 40.8° at the surface 

-| eee ee 
See coc Cer erEnen 
RECS nee Fella 
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ey) 
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15 7S GO 106 (20 35 [50 65 160 195 HO 225 240255 270 28S 30C 
ai ree TIME (MINUTES) 

Fig. 1—Temperatures at the center and near the surface of a Triumph potato as it 

undercooled to between 26° and 27° F. At this point it was inoculated by tapping it 

sharply with a pencil. As the potato froze, the temperature rose. When all the heat 

was liberated, the temperature of the potato reached 28.7° F. and remained several 

minutes. The temperature of the air bath to which the potato was exposed is also 

shown. Note the accompanying rise in the temperature of the surrounding air as 

the potato froze and liberated heat. 

and 39.9° F. at the center. The difference in temperature at the 
surface and center gradually diminished until at 240 minutes there 
was a difference of only 0.4 of a degree. After this the difference 
became somewhat greater. In 285 minutes the temperature fell from 
40.8° and 39.9° F. at the surface and center, respectively, to 26.7° and 
26.2° F. At this point the potato was tapped sharply with a pencil, 
and freezing commenced. The temperature at both points began to 
rise as heat was liberated, due to crystallization of the water. In five 
minutes the temperature at the center rose to 30.2° F., and at the 
surface to 29.5° F. In 10 minutes the temperature at both points was 
practically the same, 28.7° F. This represents the freezing point. 
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The temperature of the air surrounding the potato at the time freez- 
ing took place rose from 25.6° to 26.6° F., due to heat liberated by the 
potato. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OBTAINED BY DROPPING UNDERCOOLED POTATOES. 

When undercooled at 28° F. and dropped 4 feet and 2 feet, the 
potatoes were severely bruised and showed extreme freezing injury 
of the vascular type. When dropped 1 foot, no bruising resulted, but 
all varieties froze except the Green Mountain and Spaulding No. 4. 
The type of injury was a faint blotch. When dropped 6, 4, and 2 
inches once, no freezing injury resulted; but when dropped six times 
from these heights, severe injury followed. When bounced several 
times by dropping 1 inch, severe injury followed; in some cases the 
potatoes were frozen solid. When undercooled at 25° F., dropping 
once from 6, 4, and 2 inches caused injury. 

Some further experiments were undertaken to determine what 
other forms of disturbances will inoculate undercooled potatoes. 
Duplicate lots of 12 specimens each of the Rural New Yorker variety 
were placed at 25° and 28° F. for 24 hours. At each temperature 
one lot was placed in the direct draft from an electric fan, while the 
other lot was protected from the draft to act as a check. At 25° F. 
10 of the 12 potatoes in the draft showed injury; also 3 of the 
check lot were injured. At 28° F. no injury was found in either lot. 
A possible explanation for the fact that the potatoes froze when 
exposed at 25° F’. to a strong current of air is that they undercooled | 
much more rapidly than the lot not in the draft. 
Two lots of six specimens each of Rural New Yorker were held at 

28° IF. for 24 hours, then wet and removed after another 24 hours. 
All of the lot that were wet were injured, while three of the lot that 
were not wet also were injured. In the next experiment two lots 
consisting of two of each variety were held at 28° F. for 24 hours; 
they were then wet and held for another 24 hours. The results ob- 
tained on examination are shown in Table VI. 

Taste Vi.—freesing injury to potatoes of seven different varieties held at 
28° F. for 24 hours and then wet while undercooled. 

Wet. Check. 

Variety. 

Injured. | Uninjured.| Injured. } Uninjured. 

EDP DA eras ae ee eects noone ee eee ae SOE teem 2 (@) 0 2 
irish CobpDienien cc fe Maen = go aon ters ne Sree area ee ioe eres [ 2 0 0 2 
Spaulding No, 4eh20.< ieee es oe oe sete eee 0 2 0 2 
SATTVOVUC AMIRI AN Facet ce eee Bee entire meee os eas eg 1 1 0 2 
Rural New Yorkeres22 2254522 20 eae: a aseeret mtn sees 2) 0 1 1 
RUSSO TR Ural <2 see. = s2 25 Be kone ee ease © ctaie screen eee 7 0 0 2 
Green Mountain. 2 os.. bese Fee oene buss sstlaeeaetemenees| 1 1 0 2 

Mota) te osene steer eases EPs 1 Sn eaSn Ieee RS oC 10 | 4 1 13 
| 

a Faint blotch. 
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The injury to these potatoes was not serious. All affected ones 
showed only a faint blotching. In the next experiment a mixed lot 
of 12 potatoes was held at 28° F. for 72 hours while supporting a 
100-pound bag of sand. No evidence of injury was apparent. 
An attempt was made to show that potatoes when undercooled are 

liable to be injured by ordinary handling. Duplicate half-bushel 
lots of potatoes representing four varieties, viz, Triumph, Russet. 
Rural, Spaulding No. 4, and American Giant, were put together in 
four bags and held at 28° F. for 24 hours. Then one lot of two bags 
was rolled across the floor for a distance of about 30 feet. After 
24 hours all were removed. Examination showed the results pre- 
sented in Table VII. 

TABLE VII.—Freezing injury to potatoes of four different varieties held at 28° F. 
for 24 hours and then rolled 30 feet in a bag while undercooled. 

7 

Variety. | Rolled. | Check. 

| Per cent Per cent 
| injured. injured. 

10 TM ATESTT sc oo DSSS NESE SEO AEE SEBO OG SREB OC OR OBE EROS E Ee CORE SUEorSeSOpSSnencEnar 0 
RppierpNon testes Sicistt: acy, 518 la eesegdy, vgetsl df. c.oaets | 0 0 
PAST CEI CHIT GeUUTR eee ope re cats ore mya ntaie ci) tecialnio Seth ofela aie)sinie in wieteiniageieieimie Ss mieiee Sneeisemieiele 20 S 
RGSSeL OECTA eager ee cree bai ee ries Ue lee ee eee Es 4S 8 ais Ua Vale les Sg | 50 

A similar experiment was carried out in which two lots of 12 of 
“each of the seven varieties were placed in two bags and held at 28° F. 
for 24 hours. One was then rolled about 50 feet. After another 
period of 24 hours all were removed and held for examination. The 
results obtained are shown in Table VIII. 

TasLE VIII.—Freezing injury to potatoes of seven different varieties heid at 
28° F. for 24 hours and then rolled 50 feet in a bag while undercooled. 

Rolled. Check. 

Variety. 
Number | Number | Number| Number 
injured. | uninjured. | injured. | uninjured. 

ERAT Mee eae eee piten ie 2 ce os Mewes teaeeon ee seas se Mae 5 a 0 12 
TrikniCobblerse ses ee on: ee aaa ost ook ehh eS 12 0 0 12 
SPaUldinopN Os dese as ae ent waa a 0) MS 0 12 0 12 
PASTA CTA CATA rl AT) eee rpc eta a = mea Lee eas ke Sana 2 10 0 12 
EUAIT AIP WAVOL KOI a en ae seen iosin onincine wa eine bereinicle seeeione 12 0 0 12 
EUTISSCLBEUUTS lea an ae oe nea ame ee eee eo aueeee 8 4 0 12 
Greene Our tainiene ees one Sule ak mar eee ony sre aas ee 5 0 12 

EN SOS SSeS SSCS C ROE Oe aS a See ener = cies 46 38 0 84 

A distinct varietal difference is shown here. In neither experiment 
did the Spaulding No. 4 variety show injury. The American Giant 
was also less susceptible than the rest of the varieties. The Irish 
Cobbler, Rural New Yorker, and Russet Rural showed the greatest 
percentage of injury. In these experiments the potatoes did not 
receive the amount of jolting or rough handling that they might be 
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subjected to under commercial conditions. It is unfortunate that 
lack of material prevented further tests on a commercial basis. How- 
ever, enough evidence was obtained to justify the publication of the 
results already obtained and to call the attention of growers and 
shippers of potatoes to the facts here presented. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Potatoes freeze more quickly when exposed to a rapidly dimin- 
ishing temperature than when the temperature diminishes slowly. 

(2) Potatoes can be undercooled several degrees below their true 
freezing point and then warmed again above the freezing point with- 
out freezing injury, provided no ice formation takes place within 
the tissue. 

(3) When undercooled, jarring resulting from rough handling or 
incidental to hauling is Hable to cause potatoes to freeze. 

(4) When undercooled in a temperature of 28° F., dropping from a 
height of 2 feet caused potatoes to bruise badly and to show exten- 
sive freezing injury. When dropped 1 foot they did not bruise, but 
showed frost injury. When dropped 6, 4, or 2 inches once no injury 
resulted, but when dropped six times frost injury followed. When 
wet, injury also resulted. Potatoes supporting a 100-pound weight 
were not injured. 

(5) When undercooled at 28° F. and rolled across the floor for a 
distance of about 50 feet in bags freezing injury resulted. 

(6) When undercooled at 25° F. and dropped 6, 4, and 2 inches. 
once frost injury was apparent. 

(7) After freezing commences it 1s progressive. The amount of 
injury caused within a stated time seems to depend upon the sur- 
rounding temperature. 

(8) Immediately after inoculation the temperature of the potato 
rises to its true freezing point and remains for a varying length of 
time, depending upon the surrounding temperature. 

(9) Some varieties apparently are inoculated more easily than 
others, even though their freezing point is higher. 
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THE DISTRICTS STUDIED.! 

In 1915 and 1916 a study was made of the farm practice in growing 
sugar beets in three districts of Colorado. These data were published 
in Department Bulletin 726. In the summer of 1918 these districts 
were revisited and data obtained for the 1917 farm year, showing 
the farm practice and labor requirements in handling the crops 
srown in rotation or in competition with sugar beets. 

It is believed that this information will show not only the com- 
parative requirements of labor, materials, etc., for the various crops, 
but also how these crops fit into the rotation system in these areas. 

An attempt has been made to present the comparative cost of 
producing these crops. Many items of cost in 1917 were abnormal, 
but as many of these enter into the production of all crops, the 
opportunity for comparison remains the same. 

The data presented were worked out from 328 records. The dis- 
tribution of these among the various crops is shown in Table I. 

1 Acknowledgment is due to Miss Catherine Hawley, ofthe Office of Farm Management and Farm Kco- 
nomics, for careful work in supervising the tabulations which have been used in this bulletin. Thanks 

arealso due the farmers ofthese districts for their hearty cooperationin giving complete estimates concern- 

ing the man and horse labor requirements and other costs of producing the crops included in this study. 

11311°—21—Bull. 917——1 
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TaBLE [.—Crop enterprise records obtained in Colorado in 1918. 

[The data collected pertain to the 1917 crop year.] 

2 Number of records obtained.1 

District. l l 
ae 7 = le p Pota- | Canta- | Cucum- Alfalfa. eee: Vheat.| Oats. | Beans. | Corn. toes. | loupes. | bers. 

Greeley............. 36 33 9 15 58 5 AG. |Been eee eee eee 
Fort Morgan....... 35 22 7 12 2 7 i RPI ie PRR rei Isis > ba 
Rocky Ford.......- 25 a (ane eee ee 6 10 14 bi aeons 16 | 16 

Totals. 2. 2. 3. 96 55 22; ~.37 | 74 | 10 | 46 16 16 

1 The 46 potato records which have been included in this study were obtained by the Office of Farm 
Management in a preliminary survey of the cost of producing potatoes during the years 1912 and 1913. 
These potato-enterprise records were taken in Weld County, Colo., by Mr. H. H. Clark. 

The importance of the various crops is reflected to some extent in 
the number of records obtained in the three districts. For instance, 

alfalfa is an important crop in all areas, while potatoes were relatively 

©} 

AQAMS 
© BRIGHTON 

| GRAND JUNCTION 

© 

MONT ROSE 

Fic.1.—Map of Colorado, showing the three districts included in this survey (areas with diagonal lines) 

in Weld, Morgan, and Otero Counties. The location ofeach sugar factory operating in 1917is shown by 

a black dot within a circle. Each factory idiein 191, isshown by a circle half black and half white. 

The factory formerly operated at Holly, Prowers County, hav been removed. 

unimportant except in the Greeley district. Again, cantaloupes and 
cucumbers are grown commercially only in the Rocky Ford district, 
while barley is not grown to any great extent there. Although corn 
is increasing in importance in all the areas, this crop in 1917 was rela- 
tively of very little significance. The districts covered in this work 

are shown on the map (fig. 1). 
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METHOD USED IN COLLECTING DATA. 

- The survey method was used in collecting the data presented in 
this bulletin. In many instances items were taken directly from 
actual records; in other cases estimates were obtained. Experienced 
investigators visited the farmers and held personal interviews. 
Whenever any doubt was entertained as to the accuracy of a record, 
the data were discarded. The results obtained represent the ex- 
perience of the better farmers in these districts and therefore show 
the common methods employed in the production of farm crops. 

SOIL TYPES OF THE REGION. 

The soils of these districts are, as a rule, deficient in organic matter, 

‘but high in available mineral plant food. Commercial fertilizers 
are not generally used in these regions. Such experimental work as 
has been done with prepared fertilizers has not proved them profitable 
for general use. ‘The soil of different parts of these areas varies con- 
siderably, but as a rule it is a sandy loam, most of it being well adapted 
to the growth of such crops as alfalfa, sugar beets, beans, cantaloupes, 
cucumbers, and small grains. The more sandy or open types of soil 
are especially adapted to the growing of potatoes. 

The Bureau of Soils of the United States Department of Agricul- 
ture has made soil surveys of areas in the Greeley and Rocky Ford 
districts. 

Colorado fine sandy loam is the prevailing type of soil of the 
Greeley district, but the range of soils is from the Colorado sand to 
Colorado adobe. The Colorado fine sandy loam of the Greeley dis- 
trict consists of a fine sandy loam of approximately 3 feet, underlain 
by a heavier sandy loam which increases in clay and silt content as the 
depth increases. The soil is well drained and free from seepage water. 

Agricultural methods are primarily the same for the same crop in 
a given district, but the farmer tilling the soil that is less easily 
handled must exercise greater care in its preparation and cultivation. 
These soil variations also affect the selection of crops for the farm 
and often determine the acreage of a particular crop to be grown. 
The adobe and heavier soils require that greater’ care must be 
taken in the preparation of the seed bed, and consequently they 
oftentimes show a greater cost for producing the crops. 

In the Arkansas Valley 70 per cent of the area surveyed consists of 
two soil types—the Fresno fine sandy loam and the Maricopa sandy 
loam, The Fresno sandy loam has a fine silty texture, is yellowish in 
color, and extends to a depth of 6 feet. This type of soil is especially 
well adapted to the growth of row-tilled crops and those requiring a 
good seed bed, as it is a soil that is not inclined to bake or crust and 

1 Holmes, J. G.,and Neill, N. P. Soil Survey of the Greeley area,Colorado. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Soils, 

Field Oper., 1904, p. 951-993, fig.40. 1905. Lapham, M.H.,and party. Soilsurvey of the lower Arkansas 

Boye Colorado. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Soils, Field Oper., 1902, p. 729-776, pl. 46, 53, 3 folding maps. 
1903.] 
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is easily kept in good tilth. The Maricopa sandy loam has a more 
open texture, and water soaks rapidly into the ground. This re- 
quires greater skill in the application of irrigation water. This loam 
is underlain by a compact subsoil, which has a tendency to cause 
seepage in some low spots, but it is a soil that retards the movement 
of water from ‘the irrigation canals and ditches. The Maricopa 
sandy loam and the Fresno fine sandy loam are well adapted to most 
of the crops commonly grown in the Arkansas Valley. 

In the selection of a soil for the growing of crops in an irrigated 
region, it is necessary to have one that has good drainage, especially 
subsoil drainage. A soil for irrigation should not be too compact or 
water will not penetrate it quickly. Such a soil is also likely to crust 
or bake when irrigated or after a hard rain. Most of the soils of this 
semiarid region are high in mineral fertility, and the problem of selec- 
tion is in regard to their water absorbing and holding capacity, as 
water is most often the limiting factor in maximum crop production. 

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS. 

A limited rainfall (Table IL) of approximately 13 inches a year, a 
low atmospheric humidity, occasional high winds, and but few cloudy 
days are the characteristic features of the Colorado climate. These 
conditions cause a rather heavy evaporation of moisture from the 
soil. In order to produce crops, irrigation is practiced in regions 
where there is an available supply of water for this purpose. The 
principal irrigated sections are located in the valleys and drainage 
section of the South Platte River in northern Colorado and of the 
Arkansas River in southern Colorado. Rocky Ford was selected as 
typical of the southern section and the Greeley and Fort Morgan 
districts as typical of the northern section. 

Taste I1.—Averaye annual rainfall of two sugar-beet districts in northern Colorado 
and one district in southern Colorado. 

{Depth of rainfall expressed in inches. ] 

Greeley. Fort Morgan. Rocky Ford. 

Month. ; ty eat 
1888 to 1915 1892 to 1917 1888 to 1917 
(mean). | 917% |" (mean). | 1917 |" (mean). | 1%7 

EUVIIT RVs ae ye Seis eee eee. eayela. cs, = ise e cvereeccine ‘ 0.30 0.10 0. 24 0.45 0, 25 0.17 
February : 46 .18 44 22 35 22 
March.... . 86 40 75 25 56 35 
AND TA Sea tee eukate ne Sane aera teers 11603 easece-< 1.84 -40 1.68 -99 
Ma Vet es ere ete: Sip hh Me rei fos 2 d.8h 2 Sa 2 G4 Nese eae e's 2.36 7.14 1.85 1.62 
UTA CME Ort roe Sees See et een se D5] eee 1.84 1.33 1.32 25 
aU Taye ee eae eae hs oe ey ae 1 yf |e ee 2.48 1.02 2.60 1.60 
PAUL DUIS Gacy Sete oe aera ee SY ON emt 1.63 2.31 1.45 1.18 
SG DUSLD DCT mere a: Soa Ae ae, ee Qh |e = a sare 2 93 1.53 87 2.45 
OCtOHer rec nee ee eyo ae Me eee 89 62 92 49 84 12 
AN I(G)yiz) al] Y=) cate eer eee Set ae ee 32 .09 29 30 41 0 
IDE CeMIpC Tia t eek Ys ueee 22a eee 22 Bee - 44 28 39 24 49 0 

Total annual precipitation. ......... a7 (0) lessee 14.06 | 15.68 12.67 8.95 
Ua GLU O— CC bie cee s oc. ees e oe eee #639 lio. ous 4/300) |, coneece ATO Sess 

a Data incomplete for 1917. 
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Some of the crops studied can be grown without the practice of 
irrigation in the semiarid climate of Colorado. However, to reach 
the maximum yield it is necessary to irrigate. There are other crops 
which can not be grown at a profit except by irrigation. Sugar beets 
are never grown in this region without irrigation, and cantaloupes and 
cucumbers are not commercially profitable without it. Beans, po- 
tatoes, and small grains are grown on both irrigated and nonirrigated 
lands at a profit, with the average production per acre much greater 
on the irrigated areas. 

Precipitation and the seasonal distribution of rainfall are much the 
same for the two valleys. Fortunately, the major portion of the an- 
nual rainfall occurs during the growing season. There is a some- 
what heavier rainfall in the months of March, April, and May in the 
South Platte Valley than at Rocky Ford. (See Table II.) This 
with the slightly increased temperature of the Rocky Ford district 
accounts partially for the fact that it is customary there to irrigate 
immediately after or previous to planting some crops. (Fig. 2.) 

Fic. 2.—Watering sugar-beet seed for germination, showing an example of row irrigation. The furrows 

must be well made, and careful attention should be given to the running ofthe water. The furrows 

are made as the seed is planted. 

The Greeley and Fort Morgan growers do not practice spring irriga- 
tion, as there is, as a rule, sufficient precipitation or stored moisture 
in the soil to germinate the seed and start the crops. 

Some rains which fall during July, August, and September do not 
benefit the crops greatly; in fact, they may do serious damage by 
forming a heavy crust or by causing the crop to lodge. Many of these 
rains come in heavy showers, when the run-off is great, and others in 
light showers which do not penetrate the soil. The average being 
very low, the evaporation is rapid and excessive. In some years, 
because “ih winter rains are light, the fields remain dry and hard and 
are in such poor condition in the spring that unless irrigation is prac- 
ticed the seed germinates slowly and unevenly. 
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The Greeley district is close to the mountains, and the mean annual 
temperature there is 47° F., as compared with 51° for Fort Morgan. 
The range between extremes is wide. The nights are cool and the 
days, as arule, are warm. The summer temperatures of the Rocky 

Ford district are somewhat higher than those of the Fort Morgan 
and Greeley districts. Throughout the entire territory cloudy days 
are the exception. 

High winds, which are a characteristic feature, usually blow with 
great persistence in the spring, when the fields are without vegeta- 
tion. Thus, it is a common occurrence for loose soil to be picked up 
and carried along with each strong current of air. If one of these 
heavy winds occurs when the plants are small and the soil is dry, 
much damage may be done to the crop. The seed is sometimes blown 
out or too deeply covered. Plants are left with their root systems 
exposed or covered by deposits of dust. At other times the sand 
carried by the wind cuts the tender plant leaves. Windstorms often 
damage a young crop to such an extent that it is necessary to reseed 
it. In some of the longer settled districts this difficulty has been 
reduced by the growth of windbreaks. These heavy winds accom- 
panied by a low atmospheric humidity often cause the formation of 
hard crusts on the soil and produce excessive evaporation, which tends 
to counteract all the beneficial effects of a rain. Cultivation as soon 
as possible after rainfall is essential for the best results. 

SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR. 

Before a cropping system can be intelligently established on the- 
farm, it is necessary to study the distribution of labor by months 

_ forthe various crops 
Ceres als Sk | inthe proposed plan. 

| Certain crops must 
be planted at the 
same time, and 
therefore the land 
must be prepared 
at the same time; 
others must be cul- 
tivated simultane- 

es ane ously; while others 
Fig. 3.—Labor distribution by months in growing field beans in the must be harvested 

Greeley district of Colorado. during the same 

period. In fact, every operation on two or more crops May con- 
flict with others. It is necessary then to plant only as many acres 
of these crops as can be handled by the available labor. 

In the diagrams presented (figs. 3 to 8), no crop has been consid- 
ered for more than one district. Although there is a slight difference 
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in the dates of the various operations in the three districts, the distribu- 
tion over the year is practically the same. The labor in growing small 
grains and sugar beets is tabulated for the Fort Morgan district; 
beans, potatoes, and alfalfa have been worked out under the condi- 
tions at Greeley. The cantaloupe and cucumber data pertain to the 
Rocky Ford district, _ 

which is the only 
area studied where 
these crops are pro- 
duced commercially. 

The accompany- 
ing diagrams show- 
ing the seasonal dis- 
tribution of labor 
have taken into con- 
sideration only the 
work done in grow- 
ing the farm crops. 
No study has been 
made of the live-stock enterprises on these farms from the stand- 
point of labor distribution. Attention has been given to the 
overhead labor expense, which is a miscellaneous labor charge 
common. to all farms, not definitely connected with any given en- 
terprise, but chargeable to the farm as a whole. 

The enterprise survey has been used only to a limited extent as a 
basis for the study of the seasonal distribution of labor. Such data 

_ have usually been 
obtained by the use 

32 24 (6 8 ce) {6 

ETT] of complete labor 
records of farm op- 

Whitt 

Ee t 

Fig. 4.—Labor distribution by months in growing sugar beets in the 

Fort Morgan district of Colorado. The lines of hatching represent 

contract labor. 

erations. The en- 
terprise survey has 
made available in- 
formation relating 

LT [MK], 
! 

WA CONTRACT Labor wn moe | 
Fig. 5.—Labor distribution by months in growing potatoes in the 

Greeley district of Colorado. 

tolabor distribution 

upon a compara- 

tively large number 
of farms, and the 

records thus ob- 

tained carry suggestions concerning the utilization of labor in growing 
crops and provide relatively accurate seasonal labor-distribution 
data for the district specified. Similar methods could be followed 
in obtaining labor data for the live-stock enterprises of the farm. 

im regions such as the irrigated-farm areas of Colorado, where 
there is much competition between certain crops and a variation in 
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the crops grown by individuals, somewhat greater individual range 
in seasonal distribution of crop labor is shown than would be found 
in an area where only one important staple crop is produced. For 
example, one man in this region may have a large portion of his 
farm devoted to sugar beets, which require much labor during the 

harvest season in 

October and Novem- 
ber, while a neighbor 
may grow wheat on 
most of his farm area 
and have very little 
crop labor in these 
two autumn months, 
which period covers 
the sugar-beet har- 
vest season. Another 

Ire. 6.-Labor distribution by months in growing alfalfain the Greeley may divide his crop 

district of Colorado. acreage between nu- 

merous crops, so as to be busy during the entire growing season and 
at the same time not have the peak load of the labor in growing a 
given crop conflict with the peak load of labor for another crop. 
Still another may plant two crops that conflict or need attention at 
the same season. If a farmer plants part of his acreage to potatoes 
and part of it to sugar beets, he will not be able to handle so large 
an acreage of either . 

crop with a given [7 wan wouss [wowni] worse nouns] 
equipment of men, 
horses, and machin- 

ery as if he planted 
but one of these 
crops, for the irriga- 
tion and harvest TOIT a 

dates for potatoes Wlddéddééénii. Gi 

and sugar beets in 
these districts are 

LZ Conrracr Lagor 

almost identical. s¢.7—Labor distribution by months in growing cantaloupes in the 
One variation in Rocky Ford district of Colorado. 

such a combination of crops is very common. Onafarm where both 
potatoes and sugar beets are grown, the harvest season for sugar 
beets begins at a later date than on farms growing no potatoes. This 
is due to the fact that freezing damages potatoes more than it does 
sugar beets. 

USE OF THE DIAGRAMS. 

By the use of the accompanying diagrams and with a fair working 
knowledge of some of the essential agronomic practices and average 
weather conditions, the grower should be able to plan the acreage of 
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each crop on a given farm with a given amount of labor so as to 

make the most economical use of that labor. From another view- 

point, after the selection of a certain acreage for a definite crop as 

the one best suited to his soil, the market conditions, and other fac- 

tors that arise in its selection, the grower should be abls to determine 

with a reasonable. ! 
degree of accuracy [___MAN Hours [Mont] HORSE HouRs 
the amount of labor 

he will need to hire 
for each month of 

the year and the 
number of work ani- 
mals that will be 
necessary for the 
operation of the pon ree 
farm. It is shown Wa CONTRACT LABorR | 

that sugar beets Fig. 8.—Labor distribution by months in growing cucumbers in the 

require a large tocky Ford district of Colorado. 

amount of contract labor distributed from April to November, with 
concentration for periods in May, June, September, and October. 
There are slack periods in which an interchange of labor may take 
place in connection with other crops on adjacent farms. In fact, 
this is customary in a region where competing crops are grown. 
To insure getting labor when needed one should keep the laborer 
employed on the same farm. 

It is also shown by the diagrams that extra man labor is needed 
for the grain crops at harvest time. These laborers may be used to 

_ do the contract work 
on sugar beets and be 

employed through- 
out the growing sea- 
son, while if the beets 

were not grown and 
all the acreage was 
planted to grain and 
hay there would be a 
greater demand for 

ee ae i cs eae oo venis At0 = mneniat grain end bey 
alfalfa, 2.8 acres of oats, 7.85 acres of cantaloupes,and 2.05 acres of harvest time. With 

wheat in the Rocky Ford district of Colorado. a limited number of 

helpers in the vicinity, these crops could not be handled so economi- 
cally as under present conditions, because extra labor is brought in 
to care for sugar beets primarily, and incidentally these men are 

employed to help with hay and grain. 
11311°—21—Bull. 917——2 
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Another illustration of the use of farm help is shown when one 
man and four horses are needed to prepare land for wheat during the 
month of March and very little work has to be done on wheat in 
April or May, while for potatoes there is very little work in March 
or April, but approximately twice as much man and team labor 
on an acre of potatoes in May as there is on an acre of wheat 
in March. At the same time the sugar-beet crop requires more labor 

in April than, either 
the potato or the 

1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 200 200 400 600 800 1000 i200 1406 

wheat crop, and the 
alfalfa crop requires 
very little labor dur- 
ing March, April, 
or May. 

Other diagrams 
show the average 
seasonal distribution 

Fig. 10.—Seasonal distribution of labor required to produce 36.25 acres of l b f 

ofalfalfa, 4.66 acres of oats, 6.89 acres of beans, 30.25 acres of potatoes, e crop abor tor 

10.49 acres of beets, 14.06 acres of barley, and 3.39 acres of wheat in farms having’ speci- 
soca a ne (=) 

the Greeley district of Colorado. 
fied acreages of dif- 

ferent crops. These show the season when the farmer must work 
the most hours each day and hire the most labor. 
By intelligent use of these diagrams the amount of labor required 

by a crop and the months when the labor is expended may be approxi- 
mated closely, and many items of economic and agronomic impor- 
tance to the region may be studied. 

Figures 3 to 8show 
the labor distribu- 
fod by wmonths <n < ea = a ial eal lee ae GS? 
the farm crops pro- 
duced inthreesugar- 

beet districts of 
Colorado. 

The application of 
the data on the dis- 
imbutioniot labortor ‘MBE Sementsser 
each crop is madein _ Fic. 11.—Seasonal distribution of labor required to produce 36.41 acres 
] Fitts th ofalfalfa, 9.55 acres of barley, 35.93 o f beets, 5.27 acres of oats, and 

p anning e crop- 3.11 acres of wheat in the Fort Morgan district of Colorado. 

ping system. The 
average acreage per farm devoted to the principal crops in the 
Greeley district was worked out. Using these acreages and the 
distribution of labor presented in figures 3 to 8, a diagram was 
constructed showing the monthly distribution of all the labor used 
in growing crops on the farm. (Fig. 9.) 
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To show the seasonal distribution of labor in growing all the crops 

of the various regions, the average acreage per farm of each crop 

grown was taken; also the labor required to produce the crops. 

From these data diagrams were constructed. (Figs. 10 and 11.) 

The diagram for Greeley represents a farm of about 120 acres, 

the one for Rocky Ford 80 acres, while that for Fort Morgan applies 

to a farm with an area of about 120 acres. 

FARM PRACTICE. 

The average number of man and horse hours required to produce 

the important crops common to these districts has been compiled in 

Table III. These averages are given to show a comparison of the 
various practices for the production of the farm crops within a given 
region rather than a comparison of practices for any given crop 
common to each of the three districts. Occasional references are 
found concerning the differences in practice between regions, but the 
study is mainly devoted to the various crops in the same section. 

The farm operations have been grouped under these headings: 
Manuring, preparation of the seed bed, planting, cultivation, irriga- 
tion, harvesting, and marketing. Contract labor is a direct cash 
outlay and has not been considered in totaling the hours of labor 
expended in producing the crops. This item has been included in 
considering the relative cost of the production of crops. 

These major groups of farm labor may each contain one or more 
minor operations, which are enumerated and compared for the 
individual crops. 

TaBe II1.—Distribution of labor per acre required to produce the principal crops grown 
in the Greeley, Fort Morgan, and Rocky Ford districts of Colorado. 

{ Data expressed in hours for man and for horse.] 

Crop and area covered by the records. 

hea Buea Totatoes,| Beans, | Alfalfa, Oats, | Barley,| Wheat, 
District and operation. 5.028 acres 1,862 acres.| 853 acres. |1,310 acres.| 184 acres. | 742 acres. | 160 acres. 

‘ 3 3 | o 3 3 3 3 
a n a D n : n ; D n D 

eee S| Slice ealeoml ais lanl oul ta Ric Sl/e|Si/e/S\e|S\H\Sl el Sie lsle 
Greeley district: | | 

aMAMUITIN GS eae eee sae 65081220") 0257) 1200) 1. 12595 O81 054 )058) 1.22.4 ):059 | 2.5 | 0.3 1.2 
Preparation of the seed 

W86l- Sd cabbeecaseese SS BONO E NN Gsda|20s9.3|, OnOnl24eion |e 5-| ome PON TAOU eon OSD: ose el Ong 
Planting SASS EOS EOE EE aes Pe PP 2PU EGS sleds On| Lo-2ia| iets |eeoe ee eetaee 1.0 | 2.4] 1.0 | Dada TROL B roan 
Cultivation eee apo ate ke haye (Fay, | PB (ta Le dw Oe GSS By eb oe ae ee Eee sleceed laease acess 
Ham gatiow=eee ashes Iss 3° 8.5 ZR OSUE I RON Ocular Os Salas ou |e 4rsi lenlal aa On | 58 Or erleO 
Harvesting SS RS BORED SHAE 65.1) 15.5 [62.2] 9.1 16.0 |10.1 |16: 0 |24.4/) 6.7) 6.2] 5.5|)5.2)47)] 42 
Manketings 2 sire 2. TNO Po2e 21 ONLOY 3) Leleieo se eee eee 1Of| LAOS SOs PlaOn eae 3.8 

ROCA ee ene 48.5 |104.5 [56.7 |96.6 |41.4 57.5 |22.3 |26.8 |15.7 |20.1 |15.2 EC 3 |16.3 | 24.4 
i] 

@ Alfalfa cultivation is practiced by a few growers. 
b Contract hand labor on beets and picking potatoes are not included. 
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Taste II1.—Distribution of labor per acre required to produce the principal crops 
grown in the Greeley, Fort Morgan, and Rocky Ford districts of Colorado—Contd. 

| Sugar beets, | Alfalfa, 1,233 Oats, 144 Barley, 262 Wheat, 102 
2,455 acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. 

District and operation. 

, | Man. | Horse.) Man. | Horse.| Man. ae Man. | Horse.| Man. | Horse. 
| 

Fort Morgan district: 
INE No pinot eines Ao een ee cae Le aN ie | eee el eee | 0.9 PAA La 3.4 ibs! 1.9 
Preparation of the seed bed. 6241] 8050: |esesecelencene. | 8&7] 21.3 4.9] 17.6 4,7 16.7 
(21 cha nha eee eee | eats 0 Fa be eee tel eran 1.0 3.8 1.0 3.3 1.0 3.9 
Crltivationve. + =2--en.e oe. imme cog ee Urs ie aL 2 ea aE ee eee ances Re oenons Mosossa Bomcocc 
Thin 4229 9 fore ieoe ee eyes renee eer | 9.0 1.4 Or 2) |e de k 5.6 1.4 5.6 1.9 5.9 1.5, 
Harvestin gc oscc<¢ cance | ¢4.1) 12.1] 18.0] 26.8 8.2 9.7 8&8] 10.9] 10.8 12.9 
Manketing: 6.<. 228252 583 12 Sr BO) Lee ka abe eee see Boe] pean 1.2 2.3 Le%, 3.3 

Ao) 2) er | 45.3 | 103.0] 26.3] 283) 21.4| 383 22:6) || 8924 | “2552 40. 2 

- Les Seer 

Sugar Canta- 
beets, |Beans,179| loupes, Alfalfa, | Oats, 75 | Wheat, pare 
2,429 acres. 301 Ql5acres.] acres. | 82acres. | “20725 ee 

Sane . acres. acres. € 
District and operation. 

: | & g g | g g es apr fee 
Bi°8-18 18) 8} 6: )-8 |B) BS eas eae 
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PREPARATION OF THE SEED BED. 

The preparation of the seed bed embraces numerous distinct opera- 
tions, beginning with the removal of trash from the land and ineclud- 
ing disking, plowing, rolling, spike-tooth and spring-tooth harrowing, 
crowning of alfalfa, scraping, and leveling. 

REMOVING TRASH. 

Comparatively few farmers practiced removing trash from the land. 
A few in the Greeley and Fort Morgan districts raked and burned 
potato vines from the land in preparing it for seed. Some growers 
at Rocky Ford raked and removed cantaloupe and cucumber vines. 
In most cases these vines were disked or plowed under. On the 
potato land the digging of the crop served as a sort of fall plowing, 
and the next crop was in some cases planted without plowing or disk- 
ing the land. Usually, the potato vines would interfere so much 
with harrowing or leveling that it was necessary to remove them. 
Most farmers preferred to incorporate vegetable matter with the soil 
rather than to rake it off and burnit. Where trash was to be removed 
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from the land the usual method was to rake it up with a common 
dump rake and burn it immediately. The total amount of labor 
expended in this operation is comparatively small. 

PLOWING PRACTICE. 

The benefits of fall plowing are apparent to those in these regions 
who grow potatoes or sugar beets, for in harvesting the crop the land 
is partially plowed. In the spring these fields are very easy to pre- 
pare for a seed bed, the winter’s freezing and thawing having mel- 
lowed and pulverized the soil. The land usually contains moisture 
stored from the winter and spring rains and snows. With this 
example and their experience with the few fields that they have been 
able to get plowed in autumn or winter, most farmers believe there 
would be an increase in the production of their crops if they could 
practice more fall plowing. In fact, there is so little available time 
for fall plowing that only a small percentage of the grain-stubble 
Jand is plowed before spring. Some alfalfa is plowed in early winter, 
but the time of harvesting, especially beets and potatoes, prevents 
fall plowing. The acreage of these crops is usually large, so that 
the full season is taken in harvesting, some frost usually being in the 
ground before the completion of the beet harvest. The winters are 
seldom sufficiently warm to permit winter plowing, and frost usually 
remains in the ground until late March or early April. This causes 
a rush for the preparation of seed beds in the spring, and too often 
seed is planted in a poorly prepared seed bed. 

Only 5 out of 57 men growing small grain at Greeley plowed in prep- 
aration forthe crop. Table III shows that much of this land had been 
in potatoes or beets the previous year. Out of 41 men reporting, 13 
plowed for grain at Fort Morgan. At Rocky Ford 50 per cent of the 
men growing grain plowed the land.. For beets, potatoes, cucumbers, 
and cantaloupes nearly all used the plow in preparing the seed bed. 

For such crops as sugar beets and potatoes deep plowing is neces- 
sary. With beets special care is taken to plow deeply and carefully 
cover and incorporate all manure and vegetable matter with the soil. 
Unless deep plowing is practiced for beets the beet roots are likely 
to be stunted and misshapen, and a low yield results. An impervious 
subsoil is very detrimental to the yield of acrop of beets, deep plowing 
tending partially to overcome the ill effects of a close subsoil. The 
average depth of plowing for beets in northern Colorado was between 8 
and 9 inches. Rocky Ford growers reported shallower plowing for 
beets. 

In all three regions 2-way plows are more common, than the gang 
or sulky plows. A 2-way plow is one which has a right-hand and a 
left-hand plow mounted so that one can be operated at atime. (Fig. 
12.) In this way the land is all turned one way by beginning at one 
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side of a field and plowing back and forth across it. No dead furrows 
are made in the field, and this is very important on land that 1s to be 
irrigated. In the Greeley section practically all farmers use the 2- 
way plows. These are usually 14 or 16 inch plows, three or four 
horses being required to pull them, the depth of plowing and the con- 
dition of the soil determining the number needed. A few growers 
used 12 to 14 inch gang plows with 4-horse or 5-horse teams. The 
gang plow can be operated with less labor per acre for plowing, but it 
does not leave the land in as good condition for irrigation as the 2-way 
plow. A number of men were found who used sulky plows, but only 
a few used the walking type. The 2-way plow is the best for use on 
irrigated lands. 

Fria. 12—Plowing with a 2-way plow. The use of this implement does away with dead furrows in 

the field, which is very important where irrigation is practiced. 

Where alfalfa sod is to be broken for planting a crop il is customary 
to plow the land twice. The first operation is known as ‘‘crowning 
the alfalfa” or ‘‘scalping the land.’’ The second operation is called 
plowing. The crowning of alfalfa is done by plowing the land at an 
average depth of about 3 inches, the purpose being to cut the 
alfalfa crowns from the taproot of the plant and to have very little 
root attached to the crown, so the plow is run only deep enough to pre- 
vent its shifting when large roots are encountered. To do this work 
the same type of plow is used as in plowing other lands. After crown- 
ing the alfalfa it is left to lie a few days or weeks so that the crowns 
may dry. Sometimes the land is spike-tooth harrowed, which brings 
the crowns to the surface, where they dry more rapidly. 
When the crowns have dried, the land is then plowed 6 to 9 inches 

deep. This turns the crowns deeply into the ground, and in this 
condition they are not likely to sprout and interfere with the sub- 
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sequent crop. The longer the period between the two plowings the 
less the number of crowns that will retain sufficient vitality to send 
up shoots. Where the land is plowed twice there are few plants 
that do not have the taproot severed. Where alfalfa land is plowed 
but once there is need of more work in disking and leveling to get the 
land in condition for a seed bed. 

_ Alfalfa does not leave land in condition to be easily prepared for a 
seed bed, due to the coarse root system of the plant, but the vegetable 
matter of these roots contains ingredients very beneficial to the pro- 

duction of most crops. Beet land is left in the best state of tilth 
for the succeeding crop. Grain crops are often sown after beets with 
little further preparation of the soil for the seed bed. Grain lands 
are usually plowed-for the succeeding crop, while potato and bean 
lands are often sown to grains- without plowing. Cantaloupe and 
cucumber lands are usually plowed before planting the next crop. 

DISKING. 

The disk harrow is used extensively in the preparation of the seed 
bed for all crops in each of the three districts studied. At Fort 
Morgan 17 of 41 men growing grain reported the use of the disk and 19 
of 66 beet growers used it. At Rocky Ford 8 of 14 bean growers, 10 
of 16 cucumber growers, 100 per cent of the cantaloupe growers, 10 
of 16 grain growers, and 61 of 109 beet growers used the disk in pre- 
paring the seed bed. Rocky Ford growers made a greater use of the 
disk than those of Fort Morgan or Greeley. At Greeley the disk was 
displaced by such tools as the spring-tooth harrow. The farmers at 
Rocky Ford use the disk to pulverize clods and to kill small weeds. 
There is a greater tendency for the ground to be cloddy at Rocky 
Ford than at Greeley or Fort Morgan, owing to the distribution of the 
annual rainfall. Most of the disk users at Rocky Ford plowed before 
or after disking, while in the northern Colorado district the disk was 
used more often to take the place of plowing. especially for grain crops 
and beans planted on potato or beet land. For pulverizing the soil 
in these three districts the disk is next to the plow in efficiency. 

The crew for disking is most commonly one man and four horses, 
although a greater or lesser number of horses is occasionally used. 

SPRING-TOOTH HARROW. 

The spring-tooth harrow was used on approximately one-third of 
the beet land in the Greeley district and on 72 per cent of the grain 
land. This shows the importance of this implement in this region 
in the preparation of the seed bed. The Rocky Ford operators do not 
use the spring-tooth harrow much, and in the Fort Morgan region it is 
used only to a limited extent. In the Greeley territory it is used in 
the preparation of the seed bed for all crops. Its most frequent use 
is in preparing the seed bed for grains. On the row-tilled crops where 
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the land is more often plowed the spring-tooth harrow is less fre- 
quently used. A spring-tooth harrow does not do its best work on 
land that is cloddy or rough, but it is an excellent tool with which 
to loosen fall-plowed or early spring-plowed lands that have become 
packed by heavy rains. It also works well in loose mellow fields 
where some weeds have sprouted. On land which has been planted 
to summer-tilled crops the spring-tooth harrow displaces the plow 
in preparing the land for grain. 

The spring-tooth harrow of the Greeley region is usually in two 
sections, each 6 feet in width, and is commonly operated by a crew 
of one man and four horses. Such a crew will harrow approximately 
8 acres in a 10-hour day. The average number of times this opera- 
tion was performed in the Greeley region was 1.5 for beets, 1.3 for 
grain, and 1.6 for beans. 

The spring-tooth harrow levels the land better than the disk, but 
does not pack the sod so much. It leaves an excellent surface 
mulch on the field. 

ROLLING. 

Smooth rollers are uncommon in the irrigated sections of Colorado, 
but some men make use of the corrugated roller in preparing the 
seed bed. Rollers are used for firming the soil after plowmg and 
for connecting the loose surface soil with the moist subsoil. They 
may also be used for breaking or crushing clods. In the Greeley 
region rollers are used to firm and smooth the seed bed for shallow- 
planted seeds. With a firm upper layer of soil the drill plants at a 
more even depth, and the moisture rises more evenly to the surface. - 
In this section 17 per cent of the farmers used the roller in preparing 
the beet-seed bed, none used it for grains, and very little use was 
made of it on bean or potato land. 

Fort Morgan operators used the roller to some extent on beet 
land, but less use was made of it than in the Greeley district. No use 
was made of it in grain seed-bed preparation. In the Rocky Ford 
district some use was made of the roller on grain crops by 25 per 
cent of the growers. One man rolled bean land, 14 of 110 rolled 
beet land, and 13 of 29 cucumber and cantaloupe growers rolled 
the seed bed. 

The common type of roller was 8 to 9 feet in length and was usually 
operated by one man and two horses, although sometimes as many 
as four horses were used. There is considerable variation in the 
number of acres covered, 12 to 15 being an average day’s work. 
Usually the land is rolled but once. 

SPIKE-TOOTH HARROW. 

The spike-tooth harrow is used in the preparation of land for all 

crops. All the Rocky Ford operators except one beet grower and 
one wheat grower reported the use of this implement in seed-bed 
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preparation. The use of the spike-tooth harrow was reported by 
99 per cent of the beet growers in all regions. Fort Morgan grain 
growers reported its use on 36 of 41 fields. In the Greeley district 
31 of 57 grain growers used the spike-tooth harrow, this implement 
being more used in this region than in any other. Bean and potato 
growers in Weld County commonly used this type of harrow. | 

The spike-tooth harrow is used in Colorado for the purpose of 
leveling the land, pulverizing and packing the surface soil, and 
destroying small weeds. Where land is plowed, it is customary to 
harrow the area of land plowed that day. This prevents crusting 
or the formation of hard clods and excess evaporation of moisture 
from the soil. After this first harrowing the land is usually gone 
over at intervals of from 7 to 10 days until the crop is planted. 
Beet growers went over their ground with the harrow on an average 
of slightly over 3 times and bean growers 2.6 times. Grain land in 
Weld County was harrowed with a spike-tooth implement but 1.3 
times, in Morgan County 1.5 times, and in Otero County 2.3 times. 
Cucumber seed beds were similarly treated 3.8 times, and canta- 
loupe seed beds were gone over 3.9 times. 

In nearly every case the harrowing was done with a steel spike- 
tooth harrow with a steel frame and an adjustable tooth stand. 
These harrows were of two, three, or four sections and ranged from 
9 to 16 feet in length. They were operated by one man and three 
or four horses, 12 to 15 acres being usually harrowed a day. Accu- 
rate data were not obtained as to the number of men who weighted 
the harrows by riding, although this has much to do with the effec- 
tiveness of the operation. 

LEVELING. 

No operation in the preparation of a seed bed for an irrigated 
crop is more important than the leveling, but the amount of time 
put in on any one crop depends upon many factors. Among these 
one must consider the previous crop and the condition of the land. 
Another important factor is the accumulative value of previous 
leveling. If a farmer has been practicing careful and effective 
methods of handling and leveling his fields for several years, the 
necessity for this work becomes less each year. A field that is not 
properly leveled can not be properly irrigated and can not produce 
its Maximum crop. 

Leveling is done just before planting, and in the sections studied 
it is done best with the common box leveler. This implement is 
usually constructed on the farm of heavy planks set on edge. The 
length usually is 14 to 18 feet and the width 8 to 10 feet. Four 
planks. are placed on edge, making the box, then one or two cross 
planks are inserted across the box the narrow way. The leveler 

11311°—21—Bull. 9173 
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takes dirt off all small knolls and ridges and deposits it in depressions. 
An even surface free from small depressions or knolls is thereby 
obtained, and even irrigation is made possible. Such a leveler is 
of further benefit in crushing clods and firming the land. 

To properly operate one of these levelers, four horses are neces- 
sary. One man and four horses will level from 9 to 15 acres per 
day. Men with lightly constructed levelers usually find it necessary 
to go over the land a greater number of times. 

Of the beet growers, 98 per cent leveled their land before planting, 
going over it 1.5 times in the Greeley district, 1.8 times in the Fort 
Morgan district, and 2.1 times at Rocky Ford. All cantaloupe and 
cucumber growers reported leveling their land, averaging 2.2 times 
for each crop. All the grain growers at Rocky Ford reported level- 
ing, going over the land an average of 1.6 times. In the Fort Morgan 
district 20 per cent of the grain growers did not level their land, the 
others domg so an average of 1.3 times, while 44 per cent of the 
grain growers in Weld County did not level the seed bed for grain; 
those who did went over the land on an average but once. Potato 
land is furrowed deeply, and there is less necessity of leveling it 
than for other furrow-irrigated crops. 

These figures show that more leveling is done in the preparation 
of furrow-irrigated crops than with those flood irrigated. In furrow 
irrigation small depressions or knolls retard the water or cause 
streams of water in furrows to unite, and there is a necessity for 
better preparation of the land for these crops. 

TOTAL LABOR OF PREPARATION OF THE SEED BED. 

The greatest amount of time was occupied in the preparation of 
beet land for seed. Alfalfa has no charge made for the preparation 
of the seed bed, for in all cases the crop was sown with grain and the 
hours of labor were charged to the crop of grain. In most instances 
no extra work was done on the field that was to have alfalfa sown 
in the grain. 

Approximately the same number of hours were expended per 
acre in plowing for beets as for potatoes, but the time spent in lev- 
eling, rolling, and harrowing was much less for the potato seed bed. 
The seed bed for beets must be level, firm, moist to the surface, and 

free from weeds at planting time; otherwise the stand will be poor. 
The seed bed for potatoes does not need to be as smooth or firm or 
free from small weeds. Under the head of “ Planting” an explana- 
tion of this difference in requirements will be given. Bean land 
requires approximately the same work in preparation as potato 
land. A somewhat better seed bed is required for beans, as they 
usually follow potatoes, grain, or beets; but potatoes more often 
follow alfalfa. The expense of plowing is less for beans than for 
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potatoes, and more time is expended in leveling and firming the 

séed bed for the bean crop. 
Of the grains, oats shows the least work necessary to prepare the 

seed bed; barley comes second; and wheat requires the greatest 
amount. Oats is the hardiest grain crop in all three districts. 

PLANTING. 

The only item of labor included in the planting of a crop is the 
drilling of seed except in the case of potatoes, which includes the 
labor of cutting the seed. Where cucumbers and cantaloupes are 
planted by hand the land is marked with a marker, and this is part 
of the labor in planting these crops. 

For alfalfa there is no labor charge for planting the crop, since 
most growers use a combined grain drill and alfalfa seeder. Very 

Fic. 13.—Ditching potatoes. Deep furrows are made between the potato rows, so that the surface 

of the water will be lower than the potatoes in the hills. 

little, if any, more time is consumed than in planting the grain crop 
alone. Also, since alfalfa is allowed to grow for several years, the 
labor of planting would add but little to the labor requirements per 
ton of hay. Replanting, where practiced, has been included under 
the planting practice. 

Sixty-three per cent of the man labor employed in planting an 
acre of potatoes. is consumed in cutting the seed. The common 
potato planter of the region requires a 3-horse team. Most of the 
grain drills are for 3-horse and 4-horse teams, although some use 
2-horse grain drills. Two horses are used in planting sugar beets 
and beans. In planting potatoes it is common to hill the row, and 
before the plants are up the ridge is harrowed down. ‘This kills all 
the small weeds and leaves an excellent seed bed at the time that the 
plants appear. Some farmers ridge the bean rows immediately after 
planting and harrow down the ridge before the plants come through. 
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The older types of bean drills have no ridging attachment, but the 
new types have ridging tools. This method of planting and culti- | 
vating potatoes and beans eliminates much of the hand labor of 
hoeing. It also eliminates the danger of loss of stand from the for- 
mation of a crust on the soil. (Figs. 13 and 14.) 

Approximately 1 hour of man labor is required to plant an acre 
of grain, beans, beets, or cucumbers for seed, 6.8 hours for potatoes, 
and 4.9 hours for cantaloupes. Sugar beets, beans, cantaloupes, and 
cucumbers require approximately 2 hours of horse labor per acre. 
Grains average slightly more than 3 horse-hours per acre to plant, 
while potatoes require the greatest amount of horse labor in planting, 
7.5 hours. 

In all three sections there is little variation in the method of plant- 
ing beets or grain. The grain is drilled in rows 8 inches apart, the 

Fic. 14.—Harrowing potatoes. When the tubers are planted a deep covering is put on the seed. By 

harrowing, this covering is removed, leaving the ground free from small weeds when the potato 

sprouts come through the surface. This practice is followed in bean planting and saves much hand 

labor in hoeing. 

beets in rows usually 20 inches apart, although at Rocky Ford some 
farmers planted beets 18 inches apart and some men at Fort Morgan 
and Greeley alternated 16-inch and 24-inch rows. Potatoes are 
planted in rows 36 to 40 inches apart. Beans are planted in rows 28 
to 32 inches apart. Alfalfa is scattered broadcast with a seeder or 
drilled in rows. Cucumbers are planted in rows 36 to 40 inches: 
apart. Cantaloupes are planted in check-rows or hills 5 to 7 feet 
apart with four or five plants to the hill. Cucumbers are thinned 
to approximately 18 inches between plants in the row, beets 10 to 14 
inches, beans 2 to 6 inches, and potatoes 18 to 24 inches. 

The depth of planting for beet seed is from 14 to 2 inches; for 
grains, about 2 inches; cantaloupes and cucumbers, about 2 inches; 
beans, 2 to 34 inches; and potatoes, approximately 6 inches. 
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Crops are planted a few days earlier in the season at Rocky Ford 

than in the other districts. The dates of planting beet seed at Rocky 

Ford are from April 1 to June 15, at Fort Morgan from April 10 to 

June 22, and at Greeley from April 1 to June 20. The greatest 

amount of planting is done from April 20 to May 10 in each of these 

districts. As a rule, cantaloupes are planted from April 20 to May 

10. Cucumbers for seed are planted from May 1 to June 5, the 

greater portion about May 25. Potatoes are planted from May 25 

to June 10. The planting of winter wheat varies from August 30 

to December 1 and of spring wheat from February 28 to April 15. 

Oats are planted from March 1 to April 15 and barley from March 

15 to April 25. As a rule, barley is planted later in the season than 
other grains. Beans are planted from May 15 to June 10; alfalfa 

usually in April. 
Beet seed is planted at the rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre; pota- 

toes, 600 to 700 pounds; alfalfa, 10 to 15 pounds; cucumbers (aver- 
age), 4.5 pounds; and cantaloupes, 3.4 pounds. Beans of the type 
grown for seed were seeded at approximately 55 pounds, and pinto 
beans at the rate of 20 to 30 pounds to the acre. 

At Greeley the average rate of seeding per acre for wheat was 77 
pounds, for oats 75 pounds, and for barley 83 pounds. At Fort 
Morgan the rate was 59 pounds of wheat, 82 pounds of oats, and 72 
pounds of barley. At Rocky Ford the rate was 89 pounds of wheat 
and 82 pounds of oats. 

MANURIAL PRACTICE. 

Ail the crops studied have some labor charge for the application 
of manure, although to some of the crops no direct application of 
manure was made. The charge is due to the cumulative value of 
manure in the soil. The manure value and the labor application 
cost are charged to the farm crops, according to the place in the rota- 
tion that the manure is applied. The schedule is as follows: 50 per 
cent of the value of the manure and 50 per cent of the work of apply- 
ing it to the field are charged to the crop receiving the direct benefit, 
30 per cent to the following crop, 20 per cent to the crop on the land 
the third year, no charge being made to crops farther removed from 
the application of the manure. If manure is applied to the same field 
for three successive years, the following charge will be made against 
the crop: 20 per cent of the cost of the first application, 30 per cent 
of the cost of the second application, and 50 per cent of the immediate 
application. 

In a survey of these regions it was found that 92 per cent of the 
farmers applied barnyard manure to their crops, 367 growers made 
reports upon the use of manure, and 310 applied the manure to the 
beet crop. On 22 farms the manure was applied to potatoes, and on 
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5 it was applied to grain. These statements show that beet growers 
consider beets to be the crop most responsive to the application of 
manure. No use of commercial fertilizer was reported in these 
districts. 

The hours of farm labor charged to manuring show that in each 
of the three districts studied alfalfa was the farthest removed from the 
manure application. In the Fort Morgan territory no manure charge 
was made against alfalfa, as none of the growers visited had seeded 
alfalfa on land that had been manured during the previous three 
years. Where alfalfa is put on land which has received a heavy 
application of manure there is an inclination toward the production 
of coarse hay. Manure can not well be spread on alfalfa sed, for it 
can not be properly incorporated into the soil and will be raked up 
with the hay and injure its quality. However, the principal reason 
for not manuring alfalfa is the better response of other crops to the 
manure. Instances are recorded where the average yield of beets on 

a field has been increased from 50 to 100 per cent with no other ap- 
parent factor for the cause of this increased yield than the applica- 
tion of barnyard manure. Manure can be best incorporated imme- 
diately and mixed with the soil by putting it on land which is to be 
devoted to a summer-tilled crop. The tilled crops of these districts 
are beets, potatoes, beans, cucumbers, and cantaloupes. Cucumbers 

and cantaloupes did not receive much manure. The men producing 
these crops alone, as a rule, kept few live stock, and those who grew 

beets and cucumbers or cantaloupes preferred to put the manure on 
the beet land. 

After breaking out alfalfa, 75 per cent of the farmers in the potato- 
growing section planted potatoes. On land with so much vegetable 
matter in the soil from the alfalfa roots and foliage, it would not be 
advisable to add manure, since it would add an excess of foreign 
matter to the soil and make it difficult to cultivate. Some growers 
claim that manure applied directly to the potato crop is likely to 
cause an excess growth of tops or vine and also to promote disease or 
increase the number of rough potatoes. Likewise, beans are some- 
times inclined to have excess foliage or to be uneven in maturing when 
heavily manured. 

The grain crops do not, as a rule, respond well to a direct applica- 
tion of manure, as they produce a heavy growth of straw under such 
conditions and the crop is inclined to fall down or lodge. 

Different types of soil respond differently when manured, and a 
crop that on one type of soil would show little benefit from an appli- 
cation of manure might on another type near by show greatly in- 
creased yields. However, the rule in these three districts is to put 
the manure on the beet crop, because the maximum production of 
beets is on land that has been treated with manure. 
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There is need of more humus in most soils in these districts. The 
practice of efficient irrigation requires that the soil have good water- 
holding capacity, and the climate of the districts is such that the 
humus rapidly burns out of the soil. Many farms lack a sufficient 
supply of manure for the land, and few farms use green crops for 
turning under to supply humus. Some farmers grow sweet clover 
and turn it under, others turn under considerable foliage when alfalfa 
sod is broken, but many are inclined to pasture off all alfalfa foliage 
before plowing the land. Beneficial results were usually reported 
from the turning under of alfalfa folage, and the practice is increas- 
ing. There is a demand for more care in building up the humus con- 
tent of the soils of these districts. 

Manure is usually hauled to the fields at a time when teams would 
be idle or when the farm crops are not in need of attention. This 
hauling is done at all seasons of the year, but least in the late spring 
and summer months and most in the early spring. More hauling 
would be done in the winter if it were not for the heavy winds that 
prevail, causing the manure to drift or dry out on the soil surface. 
Manure should be spread and disked or plowed under immediately. 
Where this is not possible it is often placed in small piles over the 
field and spread with forks at plowing time. Another plan is to 
place manure in large piles on or near the field and distribute it with 
spreaders just before plowmg. Most farmers used manure spreaders 
with 3 or 4 horse teams. A number of them had an extra helper to 
assist in loading the spreader. Where manure was left to be spread 
until the ground was in condition to be disked or plowed, there was 
need of the efficient use of the manure-spreading equipment of the 
farm. The hauling of manure placed in piles was usually done by 
one man and two horses. 

Most of the manure spread was produced on the farms, but in some 
cases it was hauled from near-by towns and from the sugar-factory 
feed yards. The greatest quantity was hauled from factory feed 
yards in the Rocky Ford district. This practice greatly increased 
the labor required to apply the manure. 

The greatest labor expended per acre for applying manure was at 
Rocky Ford, and the least at Greeley. More tons of manure per 
acre were applied at Greeley than in either of the other districts; 
the least at Rocky Ford. In the Greeley district the crews averaged 
larger and the distance hauled was less than at Rocky Ford. The 
manuring practice at Fort Morgan more closely resembles that at 
Greeley than that at Rocky Ford. Beet growers at Greeley manured 
49 per cent of the land planted to beets, at Fort Morgan 47 per cent, 
and at Rocky Ford 41 per cent. Other crops had only a small per- 
centage of the area manured. 
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CULTIVATION. 

The cultivation practice includes all operations, such as breaking 
the crust (fig. 15) before the plants come through the soil, which is 
done by harrowing or rolling; the cultivating with common types of 
cultivators; furrowing and sledding for irrigation; hoeing; and mis- 
cellaneous practices employed to kill the weeds and keep the soil in 
a proper state of tilth. The reason for including sledding and fur- 
rowing for irrigation as parts of the cost of cultivation is that these 
operations, although primarily performed for irrigation, often take 
the place of regular cultivation. 

Fia. 15.—Rolling a sugar-beet field after it has been irrigated to germinate the seed, 

Contract hand labor, such as for thinning and hoeing beets and 

picking potatoes, is not included in the hours of labor enumerated in 
Table III. Since this item is a direct cash outlay, it is considered 

under the cost of production. Where farmers have done their own 

hand labor, the labor hours have been reduced to their money equiv- 

alent and charged as a cash item. 

On the grain crops no charge has been made for cultivation, al- 

though a few reports showed that the farmer harrowed the grain 

after it was planted. This operation is so closely related to the pre- 

paration of the seed bed that it has been charged to the crov under 

this heading. 
In growing alfalfa 10 farmers renovated the crop. This was ac- 

complished with alfalfa renovators by 5 of the men, the others using 

disks or harrows. Grasshopper poisoning was also included as a 

part of the labor of cultivating, as it is an operation which has to do 

with carrying the crop from planting to maturity. The grasshopper 

poison used was a mixture of bran, lead arsenate, and sirup. This 

sweetened mixture was distributed from a sack around the edges of 
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the fields and along the ditch banks, a horse and buggy sometimes 

being used to carry the poison. Some crops, such as beets, some- 

times have to be sprayed to kill insect pests. (Fig. 16). 

Sugar-beet cultivation is well under way before beans or potatoes 

are sufficiently large to be cultivated. The first cultivation of beets 

comes before any contract labor has been done. At about the time 

the plants have four leaves the cultivator is run through the field. 

At this time the knives are used to cut along close to the row to throw 

dirt away from the plants. It is advisable to stir the center of the 

row as deeply as possible with a narrow shovel, thus keeping it from 

packing and enabling later ditching for irrigation to be more per- 

fectly done. Practically all cultivating and furrowing are done with 

Fic.16.—A type ofsprayer used for potatoes and other field crops. 

4-row implements requiring 2-horse teams. Beets are cultivated 

from three to five times, such frequency apparently being essential 

for a maximum yield. About 8 acres is a normal day’s work in cul- 

tivating beets. When the plants are small the work is done at a 

slower rate than later in the season. Furrowing, which is done when 

the plants are larger, is done at the rate of 9 or 10 acres a day. The 

methods of furrowing for irrigation at Rocky Ford are somewhat 

different from those of the two northern districts, where it is not 

customary to furrow except after the last cultivation. If a second 

furrowing is practiced it is usually done to make the furrows deeper. 

At Rocky Ford the first furrowing usually comes soon after planting, 

a second during the period of cultivation, and a third after cultiva- 

tion is completed. Sledding is usually done on land that is without 

a slope. 
The cultivation of beans is less exacting than that of beets. The 

work is often done with beet cultivators adjusted to the width of the 

bean row and equipped with the heavier types of beet tools. Since 

11311°—21—Bull. 917——4 
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the bean plants grow rapidly from the beginning, there is less danger 
of covering them than in the cultivation of sugar beets. The irri- 
gation furrows between the bean rows are made somewhat deeper 
than those for beets. The cost of the horse labor required to cul- 
tivate beans is somewhat higher than for beets in the Greeley dis- 
trict and less than for beets at Rocky Ford. More hand work is done 
on beans at Rocky Ford than at Greeley, where beans are often grown 
without using a hoe. One man and two horses can work approxi- 
mately 7 acres of beans a day, the crop being cultivated about three 
times and furrowed twice. A few farmers ditch alternate rows of 
beans with a potato ditcher and four horses. Others use beet fur- 
rowers and ditch each row or alternate rows as preferred. Very 
little work is done on the beans after the plants begin to bloom. 
Some beans grown for seed are rogued by the seedsman. (Fig.17). 

Fic. 17.—Roguing beans. These beans have been planted for seed, and the seedsman is taking out such 

plants as are not true to type, an important item in the production ofreliable seeds. 

The potato crop as studied at Greeley requires more hours of man 
labor in cultivation than the sugar-beet crop. The horse labor neces- 
sary in cultivating potatoes is more than twice that required for beets 
or beans. Harrowing with a team of three or four horses usually 
takes the place of the first cultivation of beans. Potatoes are har- 
rowed before they come through the surface of the ground. The 
cultivation of potatoes is done with the idea of ridging the potato 
row very high and making a deep furrow between the rows. This 
requires the use of 3-horse and 4-horse teams, usually the latter. 

In growing potatoes it is necessary to ridge the rows. When the 
crop is irrigated it is advisable to have very deep furrows between 
the rows, so that the water surface in the furrow is lower than the 

potatoes growing on the plant roots. (Fig. 18.) Beans and beets 
do not require as deep furrows for irrigation as potatoes. On account 
of the large amount of work done by contract labor in hoeing the 
beet crop, cultivation by the use of farm teams is greatly lessened 
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for this crop. The contract laborers hoe the beets usually three 
‘times during the growing season. Since beans and potatoes are 
usually hoed by day laborers, this labor is included in the hours ex- 
pended in the cultivation of these crops. The cantaloupe crop re- 
quires more horse labor for cultivation than the beet or bean crop, 
and the hours of man labor are very high. Hand labor is used in 
‘thinning and hoeing the crop. In laying back the vines for culti- 
vation and in cultivating and furrowing the field the crew often con- 
sists of one man and one horse. After planting the seed, 23 per cent 
of the cantaloupe growers harrowed or rolled the land. The crop 
was cultivated from five to seven times and usually hoed (ncluding 
thinning) three or four times. The irrigation furrows are made three 

Fig. 18.—Irrigating potatoes by means of deep furrows. Only the alternate rows carry water. 

or four times and sledded usually three times. It was necessary to 
lay the vines back twice for furrowing or sledding the furrows. The 
earlier cultivations are often done with two horses, but later it is 
necessary to use 1-horse cultivators, furrowers, and sleds, as the vines 
spread over the field surface. The cultivation of cucumbers is sim- 
ilar to that of cantaloupes, the same types of machinery being used 
for the twocrops. Cucumbers grow more rapidly, and the operations 
are therefore less in number. 

IRRIGATION. 

Irrigation includes the time expended in the application of water 
to the crop and the labor of cleaning, repairing, and making the 
ditches and laterals. The making of furrows between rows of 
cultivated crops is considered a part of the labor of cultivation. 

In cleaning ditches most of the farmers had to use some horse 
labor. Ditches or laterals often become filled with trash and dirt, 
some of it being carried by the heavy spring winds. It is often 
necessary to use a scraper in cleaning the larger ditches. The 
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greatest amount of horse labor in ditch cleaning is done with a V-drag, 
which has a long side that scrapes one side of the ditch while the other 
side smooths the bottom. ‘This sort of drag saves much labor that 
would otherwise have to be done by hand with a shovel. (Fig. 19.) 

Grain crops require another item of horse labor. After the grain 
is planted it is common to make cross ditches through the field so 
that irrigation water can get to the crop. These are made at varying 
intervals throughout the field, depending upon the slope of the land 
and the type of the soil. They must, not be too far apart or too 
jong for the even irrigation of the crop. In flood irrigation, if the 
field is too long too much water will penetrate the ground near the 
outlet from the lateral. These laterals in grain fields are made with 
a plow or common corn lister and are usually smoothed and banked 
with a V-drag. When harvest time comes they often interfere with 

Fic. 19.—The V-ditcner. This implement is used for making new laterals or cleaning and banking old 

cones. It uses horses to dolabor thatis often done by men with shovels. 

the operation of the binder and are usually partially filled by plowing 
in the banks. This can often be done by using one horse and making 
but one round to each ditch. This practice does not break down or 
destroy the grain along the ditch bank, as would be done if more 
horses were used. This operation is best done after the last irrigation 
of the grain and before the ditch banks harden. 

In irrigating beans, beets, and potatoes the water can be run a 
ereater distance, as it is in a furrow and has more head. There is, 
therefore, often less necessity for temporary ditches through the 
field. Water can be run on crops by the furrow-irrigation method 
two to four times as far as by flood irrigation. (Figs. 20 and 21.) 

Since alfalfa is a flood-irrigated crop, the ditches made in the 
nurse crop are usually left unfilled at harvest time or are cleaned with 
a V-drag and plow and thereafter each year cleaned out. There is 
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much variation for different farms in cleaning alfalfa ditches, depend- 
ing upon the type of soil and the slope of the land. Some ditches 
are inclined to wash clean and deep each year, but others tend to 

fill up. 

Fig. 20.—Irrigating alfalfa by the flooding method. One man caa handle a large head of water. 

At Greeley and at Fort Morgan the first water of the season is run 
on the alfalfa. The irrigation practice in these districts is very 
similar, but at Rocky Ford it is somewhat different. Alfalfa is 
usually irrigated three or four times at Greeley and at Fort Morgan, 
the first water being applied about May 20, the second about June 
10, and the third about July 1. Where a fourth irrigation is given 

Fic. 21.—Irrigating corn. The furrows are deep and a good head of water is used. Corn is a crop ofin- 

creasing importance in the three districts of Colorado studied. 

itis applied about July 25 orin September. This gives two irrigations 
before the first crop is cut and one soon after the crop is stacked. 
The fourth irrigation is just after the second or third crop is cut. 
The time per acre required for irrigation varies greatly with the 
flow of water, the type of the land, and the number of applications 
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given. One man will irrigate 6 to 10 acres a day. This variation 
holds for all crops. 

The grain crops of the northern areas are usually irrigated twice — 
once about June 1 and again about June 20. One man will irrigate 

Fic, 22.—Irrigating sugar beets, This illustrates the method ofletting the water out ofthe lateral into 

the furrows between the rows. 

from 4 to 10 acres of grain in a day. In irrigating grain and alfalfa 
it is customary to let the water run on the crop 24 hours of the day. 
Some farmers remain continuously in the field attending to the 
distribution of the water, while others are so situated that the water 

van be set and allowed to run three to five hours without attention. 

Fic. 23.—Irrigating sugar beets. This illustrates the use of canvas checks to turn the water out of the 

lateral into the furrows between the rows. 

Row cultivated crops, such as beets, potatoes, beans, and cantaloupes, 

may also be irrigated by having a man in continuous care of the water 
or by making sets and letting the water run a few hours. This 
practice depends upon the head of water, slope of the land, type of 
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soil, and length of rows. Some men prefer to run the water on row 
crops during the hours of daylight and turn it on the alfalfa or grain 
crops at night. (Figs. 22 and 23.) 

The farmers of the Greeley district inigated their beet crops three 
times on an average. The first irrigation came early in July, the 
second late in July or early in August, and the third usually early in 
September. The dates for irrigation at Fort Morgan are similar, 
but the average number of irrigations is 24. This shows that the 
irrigation of grain and alfalfa is practically completed before water 

‘is put on the row crops. The irrigation of beets is delayed later some 
seasons than others. ‘The water for grain and alfalfa irrigation is 
usually obtained direct from the supply in the rivers and streams of 

Fig. 24.—Furrowing a field prior to planting cantaloupes. Seed is planted alongside each row, and water 

is run through each furrow to supply moisture for germination. 

the region, but for irrigating row crops reservoir water is usually 
used, as not much water is flowing in the streams after July 1. One 
man. will irrigate 3 to 6 acres of beets per day. 

Potatoes are irrigated like beets, but one man can cover more 
acres in a day as a rule, as the furrows are made deeper and the rows 
are farther apart. Water is usually run between each two rows of a 
row-tilled crop. Potato irrigation does not usually begin as early in 
the season as that of beets. The irrigation period for beans was 
shorter than for other row crops, being usually begun about the 
middle of July and completed soon after August 15. Beans are 
irrigated two or three times. One man can irrigate 5 to 6 acres of 
beans in a day, the average time per acre being 1.4 hours. Beans 
are usually irrigated the first time just prior to the beginning of the 
blooming period. 

In irrigating row crops care must be taken to avoid injuring the 
plants. Beans should be irrigated late in the season, lest they make 
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heavy vine growth and cause uneven ripening. Beets should not 
have water on their crowns. ‘To irrigate before the crop is large 
enough to shade the ground causes crusting of the soil. ° Potatoes 
should be deeply ditched, so that the water will flow between the 
rows, the surface of the stream being lower than the location of the 
potatoes in the hill. Care must be taken to avoid an excess of water 
in the soil and to prevent heavy crusting or packing. Good subsoil 
drainage is necessary for the successful irrigation of all the crops 
studied. At Rocky Ford the climate is somewhat different from that 
of northern Colorado, and the crops need different care in the practice 
of irrigation. i 

Fic. 25.—The cook wagon. Thisis the boarding house for the thrashing crew. 

Alfalfa was irrigated on an average of 3.5 times; oats, 2.6 times; 
wheat, 2.7 times; beans, 3.3 times; beets, 4.1 times; cantaloupes, 6.6 
times; and cucumbers, 4.7 times. A man irrigating alfalfa but three 
times would turn on the water the first time May 1 to 15; next, June 
1 to 10; and lastly, June 25 to July 5. If a fourth irrigation is given 
it usually comes in September, or after the last crop is harvested. 
Some farmers irrigate as often as six times for alfalfa. Grain, beets, 
and beans are usually irrigated at planting time, so as to furnish 
moisture for the germination of the seed. Cantaloupe and cucumber 
crops are irrigated to germinate the seed. Water to germinate the 
seed is applied to row crops by making furrows at the time of plant- 
ing by attaching ditching shovels to the planter. Other irrigations 
are applied by methods similar to those explained for the northern 
Colorado regions. In the latter part of May cucumbers are given an 
irrigation to bring up the seed. The other waterings follow at 
regular intervals up to about August 25. 
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Cantaloupes are first irrigated when planted, usually in late April 
or early May. (Fig. 24.) The other irrigations are applied from 12 
to 20 days apart until about August 15, when irrigation ceases. 

Fig. 26.—Cutting wheat. 

To irrigate an acre of the crop at Rocky Ford required for canta- 
loupes an average of 1.6 hours; cucumbers, 1.8 hours; beans, 2.7 

hours; beets, 2 hours; alfalfa, 1.5 hours; wheat, 2.2 hours; and oats, 

2.7 hours. 
HARVESTING. - 

In the vicinity of Greeley the labor requirement for the harvest- 
ing of grains is less than in the other districts because of the system 

Fig. 27.—Thrashing grain. 

used in thrashing. However, the cash expense of thrashing at 
Greeley is greater than at Fort Morgan or at Rocky Ford. At 
Greeley none of the grain is stacked by the farmer, but is thrashed 
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from the shock. It is not often that much damage is done by rain 
to the grain in the shock. The thrashing crew consists of an engineer, 
separator boss, water-wagon man and team, four pitchers, and 

usually eight men, teams, wagons to haul the shocked grain to the 

thrasher, and two men to sack the grain and sew the SE) Usually 
the thrashing crew is not boarded at the farm house. (Fig. 25.) 

The farmer has to receive the grain when sacked, pile it back from 
the machine, and haul it to the bin. Some farmers haul the grain 
directly from the field to the elevator or shipping point. In these 
districts the ground is usually dry and firm at harvest time, and 
cutting the crop is attended With little difficulty. One man and 
three none constitute the most common crew, covering 8 to 10 

acres per 10-hour day. 

Fic. 28.—Cutting beans. 

Wheat harvest begins about July 10 at Rocky Ford and extends 
to July 20, oats being cut from July 15 to 25. At Fort Morgan and 
Greeley wheat and barley are harvested from July 10 to 25 and oats 
from July 15 to August 1. Thrashing for grains that are not stacked 
begins about August 15 in these districts, but for stacked grains no 
thrashing is done until about September 15. The thrashing of 
stacked or unshocked grains is usually completed before October 1, 
as the beet and potato harvest begins about this date, and the cost 
of getting men and teams for thrashing is then greater; moreover, 
the farmer does not wish to do thrashing during beet-harvest time. 
(Figs. 26 and 27.) 
The stacking of grain, which may begin a few days after it is cut, 

is mostly done from August 1 to 15. 
Bean harvesting begins about September 1 and continues until 

October 1. It is done with 2-horse bean cutters. As the beans 
are cut the plants slide off the end of the knife and to the row center 
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at the side of the machine. On the return across the field another 

row of plants is thrown in this same row center, so that two rows 

of beans are together. These plants are usually just matured, and 

with few dry pods on the plants there is no loss of beans from shelling. 

(Figs. 28 and 29.) 

The beans are not allowed to stand in the windrow, but are 

bunched with a dump rake or shocked by hand the same day they 

are cut. The labor is lessened by shocking with a rake, but more 

beans are lost by shattering than where they are shocked with a 

fork. 
Approximately half the growers thrashed the beans from the 

field shocks without stacking. The best practice is to stack the 

beans unless one is able to have them thrashed early in the fall. 

Fig. 29.—Shocking beans. 

Where beans were stacked it was done in September with wagons 

and fork or with sleds, slings, and the derrick type of hay-stacking 

machinery. Some farmers found it necessary to turn the bean shocks 

before stacking or thrashing, so as to prevent discoloration of the 

beans. This slightly increased the shattering. Bean thrashing 

begins about September 1 and may continue into the winter months. 

The thrashers do not completely clean the beans for market, but 

the grower has this done at the warehouse. One man and two 

horses will cut 6 to 7 acres of beans in a day, and one man can shock 

about 2 acres in a 10-hour day. , 
Approximately 90 per cent of the horse labor required in the 

production of the alfalfa crop is used in harvesting, and from 60 to 

80 per cent of the man labor. 

Three cuttings of alfalfa are usually made during the season. A 

very small percentage of the growers varied from this practice. 

The first cutting is made from June 15 to 20 at Greeley, the second 
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from July 18 to August 1, and the third from September 1 to 20. 
These dates for cutting are approximately the same for the other 
regions studied. 

The crew for mowing was in all cases one man and two horses, 
cutting from 8 to, 10 acres in a 10-hour day. After mowing, it was 
customary to rake up the hay within a few hours, and not later 
than 24 hours under normal weather conditions. If hay is left in 
the swath more than a day the leaves become dry and brittle and 
break off while it is being raked, causing great loss of feed value. 
At Fort Morgan and Greeley almost all the farmers used side-delivery 
rakes, but at Rocky Ford only afew used these implements. The 
crew was one man and two horses for each type of rake, and by the 

Fic. 30.—Bunching alfalfa. After the hay has been raked into windrows by the use ofa side-delivery rake 

it is bunched. 

side-delivery method 10 to 16 acres were raked in a day, while the 
dump rake covered from 12 to 20 acres. After the hay is raked 
into windrows it is bunched. The Fort Morgan and Greeley farmers 
did all the bunching with bunching or dump rakes, either of which 
is operated by one man and two horses. Such a crew can bunch 20 
acres or more of alfalfa in a day. At Rocky Ford some growers 
bunched or shocked the hay with forks, one man handling 4 to 6 
acres per day. Only a very few men did not bunch the hay before 
stacking it. 

As a rule, hay,is permitted to cure from two to five days in the 
bunches before stacking, the methods of stacking varying greatly 
in the different regions and on different farms. A few farmers at 
Rocky Ford hauled the hay to the stack on wagons. This method 
is not used by those having large acreages of alfalfa. Push rakes 
and overshot or side-lift stackers were used by some men in each 
district. At Fort Morgan most of the growers used overshot 
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stackers and push rakes, the usual crew being four or five men and 
five or six horses. One man and two horses operated the stacker, 
with one or two men on the stack. This left two men and four 
horses on the rakes. At Rocky Ford side-swing stackers were the 
most common type, the crews being the same as at Fort Morgan. 
The push rakes automatically load in the field and push the hay 
upon the stacker without any of the labor of forking. At Greeley 
the crew most commonly consisted of four to six men and six horses, 
using a crane stacker with sleds and slings. This equipment con- 
sists of two sleds or gates upon which two slings are placed, one at 
each end of the sled, and on these the hay is pitched in the field 
and taken to the stack by one man with two horses to each sled. 

Fia. 31.—A side-delivery rake. The hay should be raked into windrows soon after it is cut or many leaves 

will shatter off. : 

One man stays in the field to help load the sleds. At the stack 
the slings are lifted by one man and two horses, one or two men 
being on the stack to handle the hay. Sometimes this crew varies 
in that three sleds are used and each team is unhitched at the stack 
to operate the crane, thereby using one man less. (Figs. 30-36.) 

The harvesting of the cucumber seed crop consists of throwing 
the ripe cucumbers into piles by hand, making pits for the storage 
of the seed before washing, then thrashing, washing, and drying. 

The piling of the seed cucumbers in the field is usually done by 
contract at a specified price per acre, which is put under the cash cost 
in Table IV of this bulletin. Two men can pile about an acre of cu- 
cumbers in a day. This work is done from October 1 to 10. In a 
few days after piling, the cucumbers are thrashed by special types of 
machines which remove the seed and some of the pulp from the meaty 
part of the cucumber and rinds. The seed is hauled to pits and the 
rinds are dropped in the field near where the piles of cucumbers were. 
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Four men are used to fork the cucumbers into the thrasher, which is 
pulled about the field by two horses and is operated by a small gaso- 
line engine. One man, two horses, and a wagon are employed in 
taking the seed to the pits. In 10 days to 2 weeks the seed is washed 
free from the remaining pulp, spread on screens to dry, and then 
sacked. The washing is done in a sluice box with water from an irri- 
gation ditch. Three men do this work usually, washing 300 to 600 
pounds of seed ina day. Some growers use chemical washers. (Figs. 
37 and 38.) 

The harvesting of cantaloupe seed is done in the same manner as 
cucumber seed. Cantaloupe harvesting for market is usually done 
on contract by Mexicans, who are paid a given rate per crate. The 
work of packing the melons in crates after being sorted and graded 
is also usually done by contract. Melons must be picked regularly. 

Fia. 32.—Hauling alfalfa hay from the field with a wagon. This method is too slow where a large acreage 

is to be harvested. 

The entire field is gone over each day and the marketable ones 
gathered. Where possible, all ripe melons are packed and shipped 
the day they are picked. To get the melons from the fields, roads 
are made at regular intervals a few rods apart, where the vines have 

been laid to one side. 
The melons are hauled to sheds to be packed in crates, which are 

bought and set up at a contract price. (Figs. 39 and 40.) 
The potato harvest begins the latter part of September and is 

usually completed by the middle of October. In some seasons the 
potatoes are harvested later, but there is danger of the frosting of 
those near the surface of the ground. Potatoes are harvested by the 
use of diggers that dig one row at a time and drop the tubers in the 
furrow behind the implement. Usually the potatoes are clean and 
free from dirt. A potato digger requires a crew of one man and four 
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horses, such a crew digging 4 to 5 acres in a 10-hour day. The pota- 

toes are picked up by hand and placed in sacks or are put directly into 

wagons and hauled from the field to the storage cellar. If they are 

to be marketed they are hauled from the field to the sorter. The 

handwork of picking up potatoes is usually done at a contract rate 

per sack. Before marketing, the potatoes are run over a sorting 

screen, which takes out all the small ones. All imperfect tubers are 

picked off the screen. The potatoes are then sacked for market and 

usually sold in the sack. The crew for sorting potatoes usually con- 

sists of three men, one to place the potatoes on the screen and two to 

sort, sack, and sew the bags. This crew usually works at a contract 

price per sack. Sorting may be done at harvest time or during the 

winter or spring. It is done just before the potatoes are marketed. 

Fig. 33.—Hauling alfalfa to the stack on asled. Itis easy to pitch hay on a low carrier such as this, and 

very few leaves shatter off the stems. Hay slings are usually used on these sleds. 

Beet harvesting begins October 1 and continues until nto Novem- 
ber, but all beets should be harvested by November 15, for if left in 
the ground longer there is danger of loss of the crop by freezing. 
Beets are harvested by the use of lifters that dig one row at a time. 
The beets are not completely taken out of the ground, but are lifted 
afew inches and loosened so that they can be easily pulled up by hand 
and thrown into piles. The lifters may be operated by two, three, 
or four horses, depending on the type and condition of the soil. One 
crew can lift 2 to 3 acresinaday. The piling of the beets by hand is 
done at a contract price per ton. After piling the beets, the contract 
laborer removes their tops with a hand knife. The beets are usually 
hauled direct from the field to market, but a very small number of 
growers store them in piles in the field and cover them with dirt. 
Beets when marketed by the usual method must be hauled within a 
day or two after pulling, to prevent loss of weight by evaporation. 
The hauling of the beets is considered under ‘Marketing.’ The 
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beet and potato harvests come at the same time, and if a man grows 
a large acreage of one of these crops he can not well grow the other. 
The harvesting of beets may be delayed later in the season than that 
of potatoes, as frosting does not injure beets while in the ground. 
Where both crops are grown, the grower usually completes the potato 
harvest before beginning with beets. It is not good practice to delay 
the beet harvest, since bad weather may come which will necessitate 
additional labor in hauling the crop, and in cold weather the hand- 
work of topping beets is very tedious. Furthermore, the beet tops 
have considerable value as stock feed, and if harvested late they may 
be partly lost on account of being covered with snow. 

MARKETING. 

Few farms were visited where any labor was performed in marketing 
hay, almost all being sold by the ton in the stack. Some farmers fed 

Fia. 34.—Stacking alfalfa, showing the overshot type ofstacker. 

it to the stock brought to their farms and received cash for the labor 
of feeding in addition to the price of the hay. When the hay was 
hauled to another farm it was paid for at a cash price per ton in the 
stack, 

Oats and barley have a very small average charge for marketing; 
because the greater portion of the crops was fed on the farms and the 
erain was delivered by the grower in but few cases. 

Wheat was usually hauled to the nearest shipping point, which 
was often a beet siding or dump where a car was placed to receive 
the sacked grain. (Fig. 41.) 

Beans were hauled to the nearest bean cleaner or elevator in most 
cases, but were sometimes marketed like wheat. 

The marketing of sugar beets consists of loading them on a wagon 
in the field and hauling them to the nearest beet dump or receiving 
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station, where they are either dumped or shoveled off the wagon. 
On an average, for the Greeley district the farmer hauled his beets 
1.54 miles. Where cars are available and the yards at the factory 
are of sufficient capacity to receive the beets, they are dumped from 

Fic. 35.—Stacking alfalfa hay, showing the side-swing type of stacker. 

special-type drop-side wagons so that they go direct into the car. 
This saves the labor of shovelmg. Where the beets are not dumped 
the company receives them at the loading station and requires the 
farmer to shovel them into piles on the ground. Beets are delivered 
as they are harvested. 

To market potatoes it is necessary that they be sorted, graded, and 
sacked. This is done by running them over a screen and picking 

Fig. 36.—Stacking alfalfa hay, showing the derrick type ofstacker and the use ofsleds and slings. 

out the damaged tubers, the smaller ones and dirt falling through the 
screen. A sorting crew usually consists of three men. One puts the 
potatoes on the sorter or screen, and two men sort them and sew the 
sacks. This may be done in the field at harvest time or in the potato 
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cellar later, depending upon when the potatoes are sold. Sorting is 
always done just before the potatoes are marketed. They are hauled 
and sold in the sacks. 

More man labor and less horse labor are required in marketing an 
acre of potatoes than in marketing an acre of beets. 

Fic. 37.—Thrashing cantaloupe seed. 

Beets and cantaloupes are the only crops grown that must be 
marketed as soon as harvested. The other crops are marketed at a 
time when the field work is less pressing. 

COST OF PRODUCTION. 

As has been indicated, the prices of materials and the wages for 
labor were abnormal in 1917. These are factors which may vary 

Fic, 38.—Cleaning and drying cantaloupe seed. 

appreciably from year to year. Such items as the number of hours 
of labor, pounds of seed, tons of manure, and pounds of twine remain 

fairly constant. 
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Figures on costs are used not to indicate the absolute rates per 
bushel or per ton in 1917, but to show the comparative cost of pro- 
ducing an acre of wheat and an acre of alfalfa, potatoes, beans, or 

beets. 

Fig. 39.—A cantaloupe field, showing a roadway for hauling the melons. 

Where the quantities of materials, labor, etc., are determined, the 
cost of producing a given crop for any year can be computed by 
applying the prevailing prices and wages for that period. 

Costs are grouped under three headings: Labor, materials, and 
other costs. ‘‘ Labor” includes the work performed by men and horses, 

Fig. 40.—A cantaloupe packing shed. 

whether such employment is paid for by the hour or at a contract 
rate. ‘‘Materials’’ embraces such items as manure, seed, fertilizer, 

and water. The item ‘Other costs” covers the remainder of the 
cost items, chief of which is the use of the land. Many charges under 
this group are against the farm as a whole, and the proportion of the 
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cost applicable to a given crop must be determined by prorating the 
entire charge among the various enterprises involved. 

MAN AND HORSE LABOR RATES. 

In figuring the labor cost of producing farm crops a uniform rate 
per hour for man labor has been used throughout the crop season. 
In most sections it is customary to pay higher wages for harvesting. 
The average rate per hour during the entire crop year is a little low 
for some operations, but high for others. 

Horse labor is also figured at a uniform rate per hour for the entire 
crop year. The average rates for man and horse labor were used in 
these three districts, being 30 cents per hour for a man and 20 cents 
for a horse. 

Fic. 41.—Hauling wheat to market, 

LABOR. 

Labor is by far the most important factor in the production of 
farm crops in the districts studied. Not only is the variation in the 
cost of production to a large extent dependent on the relative labor 
requirement, but the whole farming system is planned from a knowl- 
edge of the distribution of labor over the cropping season. The 
acreage of cultivated crops is limited by the supply of labor to take 
care of it during the busy periods. It is of interest to compare the 
labor necessary to grow the various farm crops in the regions studied. 

Table III shows the hours of labor required per acre to produce 
farm crops in the three sugar-beet districts of Colorado considered 
in this bulletin. 

There are usually three classes of man labor, viz, (1) work per- 
formed by the operator, (2) work done by hired laborand paid for either 
by the month or by the day, and (3) work performed by hired labor at a 
contract rate, such as handwork on sugar beets and picking potatoes. 
Jn computing the cost of production the labor cost of the third class 
mentioned is treated as a cash item, while the labor cost of the first 
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two classes is found by multiplying the number of hours by the 
labor rate per hour. 

Table IV shows the cost of the labor required to produce farm 
crops in the three sugar-beet districts of Colorado covered in this 
survey. 

Under contract labor the actual amount paid out has been con- 
sidered rather than the number of hours spent in doing the work. 
Beans, beets, potatoes, cantaloupes, and cucumbers show some con- 

tract labor, while the remaining crops do not. 
There is considerable variation in the cost of labor required for the 

production of farm crops in the districts studied. Cantaloupes show 
the greatest cost ($125.16 per acre), while beets come second ($53.31 
to $58.92), with cucumbers next ($51.55), followed by potatoes 
($45.66). The production cost of beans is considerably higher than 
that of alfalfa and the grains, which show the lowest expenditure per 
acre for labor. 

TasiE LV.—Labor cost of producing farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of Colorado. 

Number | Gro Yield Distribution of labor costs per acre. 

Crop and district. of ay per 

records. eters Man Horse. | Contract.| Total. 

Wheat: Acres. | Bushels. 
Grecleyeerencce sosccossecees 9 160 47.4 $4. 90 $4588 le oocce ocoe $9. 78 
HOT MONEAN Sta. sie sc cmc ecices 7 102 213 155 S105 ese siae were 15. 60 

a Rockyehordeesccescccccccss 6 82 33. 6 9.96 LONGO) | Seemee sisice 20. 45 
ats: 
Grecl eysemenie ces csicacceieces 15 | 184.50 61.8 4,71 AL ODN ee sce Pees 8.73 
Ont eMOrgale esos sete cscs cs 12 144 37.4 6. 41 WOU leuemeaciste 14. 08 
VOC Ksy@H ON cae niere owe oe <' 10 75 54.7 9.78 85138 |eacevadee 18. 51 

Barley: 
Greeleyeacccest sce cccelcwes 33 742 53.9 4. 56 ¢ SSeS 9. 01 
MOK MOrganesscee soc cccc ccs 22 262 46.7 6.77 MSS oe Jesosees 14. 65 

Alfalfa: Tons 
Greeley..-..- 36 | 1,310.50 3. 43 6.70 FSG) eeeeeescs 12. 06 
Fort Morgan 34 | 1,233 3. 36 7.90 5566) [Posse tease 13. 56 
Rocky Ford... 25 915 3.13 7.77 Hi Dae eiese swe see 13 

Beans: Bushels. 
Grecleyscteiececceececesese ss 35 853. 30 24.3 12. 44 MPS HOR Sazeceee ae 23.94 
VOCKYHH Ord scnescccecss sess 14 179. 50 26.9 17.95 13. 60 $4. 27 35. 82 

Beets: Tons. 
Grecleysh eats ote Sac cclewcecs 195 | 5,028. 40 151574 16. 44 20. 90 17. 26 54. 60 
Horie MOrganeeecsoscseccces 66 | 2,455. 50 13. 65 19. 20 20. 60 13.51 53.31 
VOCKyPHOrdise secs cscs s~ice oe 106 | 2,428.95 12.99 18. 27 26. 54 14.11 58. 92 

Potatoes: Sacks. 
Greeleyrsscsssneesecssceccss 44 | 1,802 140 17.01 19.32 9.33 45. 66 

Cantaloupes: 
HVOCKYAHOLG staves sccsecesse 13 BOL Hl ESeesearces 34. 20 22.10 42.77 99. 07 

Cucumbers: Pounds. 
OckyeHOrd ee heat ocesesee 16 252 477 Ze 16. 40 9. 40 51. 55 

1Each sack weighing 110 pounds. 

MATERIALS. 

There are some materials which must be purchased; others are 
furnished by the farm. Such items as twine, sacks, fertilizer, coal, 
and irrigation water are in the first group, while manure and seed are 
usually furnished by the farm. Where materials are purchased, the 
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price paid has been used in the tabulations. Materials furnished by 
the farm have been figured at the estimated values placed on them 
by the growers. The cost of materials is shown in Table V. 

TaBLE V.—Cost of materials in producing farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of 
; Colorado. 

5 3 Distribution of the costs of materials per acre. 

3] 
C4 : = | 

Crop and district. BE 3 8 | 3 ate 
‘a et g rom ee ee ee el 4 | any iS = ' ey oO 5 

A) Ee | Sle lel8leisls]e)2 28/8 
Zi 5S | Rl alalae|F sia] s |Als |e 

Wheat: Acres. | Bush.| | 
Greeley=2* .ncoscceccses = 9) 160 47.4 | $2. 20/30. 76\$0. 55/$1. 34:90. 30,.....|.....-|..-..|.---- $5.15 
Fort Morgan...-.....-.. 7; 102 PIS) 2e0Gl palo, wo 9s OS li bbeen = |eeme seee eee eee 5. 81 
Rocky Hord2ss..2222se. 6 82 33. 6 | 18 58! 346) 82) 299)... Sec eee 6. 03 

Oats: | 
GrebleVercermeascase seas 15} 184.50} 61.8 1. 59} 65} .44| . 83] 1.32]..... meer Sera Acs 4. 83 
Fort Morgan...........- 12) 144 eer Neale] once] pte I hoe Bones beecoalaosec|laococ 5. 60 
Rocky Ford. o2. 5.2 228 10 75 54.7 2.08) .51 BO) G0) WeasOj ere 2) 2 eee eee eee 5. 55 

Barley: } 
Grecleys. 5:2.22282 52222 33} 742 53.9 1.90 -65} . 36] 1.24) 1 5. 57 
Fort Morgan...........- 22| 262 46.7 83) .61] .62) .91' 1 5. 86 

Alfalfa: | Tons. | 
RTEGGYnccsmeeecce shoes 361,310.50) 3.43 WL | Seton oe oe 1,21 26) ocec2|scetecloscan Sessa 1.98 
Bort Morgan. 2.22 ecsse ‘ ; 3. 36 Dee oe see Taare! oon 2 aoe iaeees eee 1.99 
Rocky: Bord.s:ce2- 2522 Clie! | een BA!) 3) eer see Prieta eee eras 1.63 

Beans: | 
TOC OVE coy ace ne eee 3) O0| Led) 1.16). cle ewieice |2aleaia|oemet 6. 06 
Rocky Ford.....-. pee 5.06) .02 9A Vad Ta 0159 faa Ek?) at} ee ee ee |10. 07 

Beets: | | 
Grecleyeens sia2s'saeeeeet go] Ree eae (152300 DeoOl es cie ea eleepeen a ere 8. 66 
Fort, Morgan: :- 22222222 Pe AblS cad oes IG) anc) bee ae Saeco bool cand 6. 72 
Rocky ordis-4 25-5 aco PF) ee eer ee Beeb eee eee sco sacs 6. 58 

Potatoes: | 
Gr Gel eyocw edie cticra clea 31°50) 2 55)2 225. 136) 28721. 70h 2c. lb eeee|aeeae 55. 98 

Cantaloupes: | | | 
Rocky Ford: -.:2:....<<- | §1a) 80k c= 52 4.47]..... Fi :) M08) Lat S| sees /$44, 40/80. 78)... ..|50. 92 

Cucumbers: | Lbs. | | 
Rocky: Fords....cesc2e2 POl; 252" Wer 3) WOR ees. a . 96 1. 00) bcper allie ater «| aera $0. 84) 4. 33 

| | | 

1 Each sack weighing 110 pounds. 

Table V shows little variation in the total cost of materials re- 

quired for the small grains in the three districts studied. Fort Mor- 
gan shows a high cost for manure on the wheat crop, while. Rocky 
Ford growers spent the most money for seed wheat. On the other 
hand, Greeley oat producers had a lower seed cost than the others. 

At Rocky Ford the cost of the bean seed was high, and there was 
a charge for sacks furnished by the growers. At Greeley sacks were 
used in hauling the beans, but they were returned to the farmer. 

In the outlay for materials for the beet crop the difference is due 
mainly to the higher manure charge in the Greeley district. 

Potatoes and cantaloupes cost about the same for materials ($55.98 
and $50.92 per acre), while for cucumbers only the small charge of 
$4.33 per acre for materials was made. 
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OTHER COSTS. 

“Other costs’? is taken to include items which can not be con- 
sidered properly under any of the preceding group headings. Many 
of these costs are of no less importance than those previously consid- 
ered. As a matter of fact, the use of land, the largest item in this 
group, is larger than any other one item except labor. 

Most of these costs are chargeable to the farm as a whole and 
must be prorated among the enterprises involved in order to determine 
the charge against any one crop. 

Table VI gives the remaining items of cost incurred in the pro- 
duction of farm crops in the three sugar-beet districts of Colorado 
covered by this bulletin. 

TasLe VI.—Other cosis in producing farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of Colorado. 

Distribution of costs per acre. 

Num- A 
Yield | 

Crop and district. pees es oe per | Taxes : 
ade acre. and | Useof)Machin-|Thrash-) Over- Total 

: insur- | land. | ery. ing. | head. : 
ance 

Wheat: Acres. |Bushels. 
Greele year re sein. knleeee 9 160 47.4 $1.70 |$16.48 | $0.69 | $6.20] $1.19 | $26.26 
HoLteMOrganey- 2s. 8 shee: 102 21.3 1.80 | 17.25 -95 2) 26519 eee 0235.97, 

5 VO CKsy MONG seen snes 6 82 33.6 1.83 | 11.80 67 2032) |e 2e12ils Si 74 
ats: 

Greeleypreee ae sect bone 15 | 184.50] 61.8 1.70 | 19.07 69 6.30] 1.08] 28.84 
ortpMorgan® 2. 222.22 12 144 37.4 1.80 | 12.16 95 2.84 1.58 19. 33 
ROCKayMHOnG erates se <- 10 75 54.7 1.83 | 12.95 67 2.59 | . 89 19. 93 

Barley: | | 
Grecleyeee eset csc 33 | 742 5359 1.70 | 16.47 69 O94 0 DLT 25. 97 
HonbeMiorgane ae. sen j4- =o 22 | 262 46.7 1.80 | 15.03 95 3.56 | 1.64] 22.98 

Alfalfa: Tons. 
Geeleynnera eee ner iclseie oe 36 |1,310. 50 3. 43 1.70 | 17.82 ODN |e eae 1125) 21.33 
Fort Morgan....-.- esiiaeee 34 |1, 233 3.36 1.80 | 15.23 ODS ae eee 1.25 19. 23 
VOCKsy mH ORG eee ees 5 25.| -915 3.13 1.83 | 14.88 (<7 i Pe yee eni7 18. 55 

Beans: Bushels. 
Greeleyeeern erence scene 35 853.3 24.3 1.70 | 18.81 2.75 4.18 2.40 29.84 
RO GAY Io) ale ees eee 14 179.5 26.9 1.83 | 17.87 2.67 3.93) ros OF 29.97 

Beets: Tons. 
Greeley ans se esa ein he 195 |5,028. 40 15. 57 1.70 | 14.18 CAE eas oe 5.06 23.69 
MOnbeMOLreaneccces <b s ees. 66 |2, 455. 50 13.65 DESO ial 5o, Se SOF Aare 4.80 21.95 
Hock yehiord essen eee 106 |2, 428.95 | 12.99 1.83 | 17.22 Qs Gifei| wecaee Sen 5.24 | 26.96 

Potatoes: Sacks} 
Grecleyeeaae re tenes ses cece 44 |1,802 140 1.70 | 13.95 25110) | ener 8.13 26.53 

Cantaloupes: 
Rockiye Borde. 522s. e223 2 WSR VSO, 2 Seer 1.83 | 13.09 2:67-|\.--2<24-| 12.0017 29.59 

Cucumbers: Pounds. 
FOC Ky AWOL Geese ae 16 252 477 MES Sele AeA, te oe AA eee 4.47 23. 21 

1 Fach sack weighing 110 pounds. 

The charge for taxes and insurance is fairly uniform for all dis- 
tricts. The use of land varied from $11.55 an acre for beet land at 
Fort Morgan to $19.07 for oat land at Greeley. This item will differ 
according to the cash rent, the share rent, and the yield per acre. 
Where cash was paid the exact amount was considered. If a share 
of the crop was given for the rent, the farm value of that crop was 
used in the tabulation. 

More machinery is needed for cultivated crops than for grains 
and alfalfa. The use cost of machinery was therefore greater for 
the former crops than for the latter. At Fort Morgan the highest 
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use cost for machinery ($3.80 per acre for beets) was recorded. 
The use cost of machinery for grains and alfalfa was also greatest 
at Fort Morgan. This item in the other districts was fairly uniform. 

Thrashing is partly a labor and partly a machinery charge against 
a crop. The portion of the thrashing labor furnished by the farmer 
has already been considered under “Labor costs.’’ The charge here 
is the cash paid to the thrashing crew for thrashing the grain. This 
charge probably more nearly approaches the contract-labor classi- 

fication. However, it is considered here as an individual item. 

The highest cost occurred at Greeley, where the yield was larger and 
the method of thrashing different. In this area a higher rate per 
bushel was paid, but more labor was furnished by the thrasher than 
in the other districts. 

The item of overhead, which is based on the amount of labor and 
materials, varies with these two items. This charge ranged from 
$1.08 per acre for oats at Greeley to $12 per acre for cantaloupes at 
Rocky Ford. 

The total ‘Other costs,” with the exception of sugar beets, were 

highest at Greeley. Beans show approximately the same cost at 
Greeley and at Rocky Ford, while beets show the greatest other 
cost in the Rocky Ford district. Cantaloupes cost about the same 
as beans. Potatoes and cucumbers cost about the same as sugar 
beets for this item. 

SUMMARY AND DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS. 

When all of the cost groups are added together the sum represents 
the total cost of production. 
A higher percentage of the total cost is shown for labor on culti- 

vated crops than for the other crops with the exception of potatoes, 
the labor cost for which is 36 per cent of the total cost of production. 
Where the percentage of labor cost is low the percentage of other 
costs is high. 

Alfalfa had the lowest percentage cost for materials (5 per cent) 
and potatoes had the highest (43 per cent). 

The importance of each group as compared with the total cost of 
production is readily seen when reduced to a percentage basis. 

Table VII shows the distribution of total cost in terms of per- 
centages. 
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TasLe VII.—Distribution of costs in p roducing farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of 
Colorado. 

{ 

Distribution of costs 
N otal (percentage of total). 
um- : é 

Crop and district. ber of Cree Meld per cost per 
records. F z acre. Mate. ltOthen 

Labor. | 7; 
rials. | costs. 

Wheat: Acres. | Bushels. 
Gree] eye ees a eee i SN 9 160 47.4 $41.19 24 12 64 
Ont Morgane ces eee oa u 102 21.3 45.38 34 13 53 
ockysHordeeey ec. eer at dates tres 6 82 33.6 45.22 45 13 42 

Oats: 
Grecleyeeere esse cee tise eae S| 15 184.50 61.8 42.40 21 11 68 
MonGeMonrganwers seo ee | 12 144 37.4 39.01 36 14 50 
VOC kay ELOR Gees ny A a 10 75 54.7 43.99 42 13 45 

Barley: 
(GMCClO VAR ee eae yah ea tage 33 742 53.9 40.55 22 14 64 
HOTty Morgan tees oc Loe eh 22 262 46.7 43.49 34 13 53 

Alfalfa: Tons. 
Greeleyee es me es Sees Fe Saye el 36 | 1,310.50 3. 43 35.37 34 6 60 
HonteMongames es oot ee he 34 | 1,233 3.36 34.78 39 6 55 
VOC Key BH On Mery iia eer A eae 25 915 3.13 33.18 39 5 56 

Beans: Bushels 
(GCCLS yee ee es EID I: 35 853.30 24.3 59. 84 40 10 50 
VOC Ky Ondayevaey pips ian clas ie 14 179. 50 26.9 75. 86 47 13 40 

Beets: Tons. 
Greele yA ere hia WSO ne eee 195 | 5,028. 40 15.57 86.95 63 10 27 
Ont eMOongamecenc ss 2) hl Ber es: 66 | 2,455. 50 13.65 81.98 65 8 27 
HEVOC Key MUON Geese oye een ey poe a, 106 | 2,428.95 12.99 92. 46 64 a 29 

Potatoes: Sacks.} 
Greeley sary eins (eps eal at 44 | 1,802 140 128.17 36 43 21 

Cantaloupes: 
VOC Key PROT OMEp tees seb SOL Ae 13 BAO Pa ts Bel ahat eae 179.58 55 28 17 

Cucumbers: Pounds 
VOCKsy PHONG earn ema nn erer ee 8 16 252 477 79.09 | 65 6 29 

1 Each sack weighing 110 pounds. 

TasLe VIII.—Summary of costs in producing farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of 
Colorado. 

b Distribution of costs per acre. 
Nuim- . 

Crop and district. ber of e ee Mees 
records. : : Taworeale Mate- | Other Total 

piel rials. | costs. i 

Wheat: Acres. | Bushels. 
Grecleyemaatet mer REN | Pia 9 160 47.4 $9.78 | $5.15 | $26.26 | $41.19 
Onis MOngamene- ene te ee at tae i 7 102 21.3: 15.60 5. 81 23.97 45.38 

on EVOCK yp MOL Gieea syne te ee Rea ae | 6 82 33.6 20. 45 6.03 18.74 45.22 
ats: 

(Greeley aye el Cie Ui iinl ys wl) Lacey) 15 184. 50 61.8 8.73 4.83 28. 84 42.40 
ROT bUMOn gan seer pte ee ee La 12 144 37.4 14.08 5.60 | 19.33 39.01 
VOC Ky ARON eee eee ak Oe ee | 10 75 54.7 18.51 5.55 19.93 43.99 

Barley: 
(GaRSEI EA E Sens rs lac ella ENG eee | 33 742 53.9 9.01 5.57 25.97 40. 55 
HonteMongan cas Saleen ile ae ee ey 22 262 46.7 14.65 5.86 | 22.98 43.49 

Alfalfa: | Tons. 
Greeley eer man eer 2 dene 36 | 1,310.50 3.43 12.06 1.98 21533 35.37 
IHOneMOrean teers ies le Nak Cie 34 | 1,233 3.36 13.56 1.99 19. 23 34.78 
LOC Kyp ORG mee ga tena ee Sel 25 915 3.13 13.00 1.63 18.55 33.18 

Beans: Bushels. 
(CULV SSN) SO erg 35 853.30 24.3 23.94 6.06 29. 84 59. 84 
VOC Keyan OV Gee ee eystpe rae aa AED a 14 179.50 26.9 35. 82 10. 07 29.97 75. 86 

Beets: Tons. 
GEOL OVP eer Ny ete eee ren ANON tae 195 | 5,028. 40 15.57 54.60 8.66 23.69 86.95 
HOTGsMOLSAnenmen ease meca mney el 66 | 2,455.50 13.65 53.30 6. 72 21.95 81.98 
VOC KsysHOLG wpe ccneyay warn Mellen thee 106 | 2, 428.95 12.99 58. 92 6.58 26.96 92. 46 

Potatoes: Sacks.} 
CCCI Meee a oe ei ea aa es Phat 44 | 1,802 140 45.66 55.98 26.53 128.17 

Cantaloupes: 
UOC Kiya WONG Aas odd ana ai 13 PaO Yer LS ies Gg 99.07 50.92 29.59 179.58 

Cucumbers: Pounds 
OG Keys RON deta ea ea Ae el 16 252 477 51.55 4.33 23.21 79.09 

1 Each sack weighing 110 pounds. 
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The total cost of labor, materials, and other items in the production 
of various crops (Table VIII) shows a remarkable uniformity for the 
three areas studied. On account of the higher cost of labor and 
materials at Rocky Ford, there is a considerable difference in the 
acre cost of producing beans. 

Wheat, oats, ‘and barley cost about the same per acre. Alfalfa 
shows the lowest cost ($33.18 per acre at Rocky Ford) and canta- 

loupes the highest ($179.58). It cost more to produce an acre of 

potatoes ($128.17) than an acre of beets ($81.98 to.$92.46). Cucum- 

bers cost less per acre of production ($79.09) than sugar beets. 

CROP CREDITS. 

By crop credits is meant the value of the crop produced. If the 
crop is all sold off the farm, as was done with the beets, then the 

receipts and credits are identical. However, if the crop is partly fed 
on the farm or all fed to farm stock, the receipts do not indicate the 
total credits, and a farm value for that portion used on the farm must 
be assigned to the crop. 
When this was done, the average crop credits per farm in the 

districts studied were considerably higher than the corresponding 
crop receipts in the same districts. The distribution of these credits 
among the various crops also varies widely. (Table EX.) 

TaBLe I1X.—Distribution of credits for the principal farm crops in three sugar-beet dis- 
tricts of Colorado. 

3 2 Total crop credits (per cent). 
iS 2 

| ro) 3) rat = a 

= =| es ' 
A . } cy O# r-5) n 3 

District. S 5m 4 es 3 ao 
Ss 8 a 2 B a 8 3 3 S 2 3 
sg en ee 3 | i 4 = 2 = Ei Ba 
5 3 a a fa) | ee = S =) a= 5) at Rom 
=| > = a a a © © ® S 3 Onn 
va = = S a ° a) a es | oO 6) O |e 

| i oe | ia a 

Greeley........ 3 |$16,535 | 18.7 oa a eer ie ad oo ee eg] ee ITE | OS 
Fort Morgan... 37 | 6,802 | 26.4 139) / O04}. Veg B59 |) 16..6+|. 49.07 |o22 oo oelemeee 1.2 att 
Rocky Ford.-..| 40] 6,982 | 19.6 1? | (eae 173 OFA ee ween 29.0) 25.4] 10.4] 2.1 6 

Tt will be noticed that while the receipts from alfalfa were ap- 
proximately 8 per cent of the total, the alfalfa credits ranged from 
18.7 to 26.4 per cent of the total crop credits. On the other hand, 
the percentage of credits for beans, potatoes, beets, and cantaloupes 
is somewhat lower than the corresponding percentage of crop 
receipts. 

Tt is of interest to note the distribution of crop receipts from the 
various farm crops. Some crops are grown primarily for sale, while 
only the surplus of other crops is to put on the market. 

Table X gives the total crop receipts per farm and the percentage 
of total receipts from each crop; also the yield per acre of the 
principal farm crops in the three districts under consideration. 
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In each district there are three essential cash crops. At Greeley 
and Fort Morgan these crops are beets, potatoes, and beans. At 
Rocky Ford the potato crop is displaced by cantaloupes. These 
three crops bring in more than 75 per cent of all the receipts. 

Although the total crop receipts per farm vary-considerably, the 
percentage derived from the sale of alfalfa is practically the same for 
each district. 

TaBLe X.—Cvop receipts per farm and percentage of their distribution and the yield per 
acre of the principal farm crops in three sugar-beet districts of Colorado. 

g S'4 Distribution of total crop receipts (per cent). 
B on 

Item and district. O | 42's ° = 5 irae 
be ow 8 = 2 = Saale toases, | Rages Peace be . 8 4 J Se ro a 3 oO C A x} a a 5 2 Lee 
iS oS a OF are te] 8 8 S = 5 812A 
Bl ro |S |g jae is ® i) s 5 = Bie |e 

a | so Sle | A © a) ae a) 'S) 6) Oo |= 

Crop receipts: | | 
Grecleyaaac nice scenes se 53 |$8,118 | 8.2 | 3.9 | 3.1 | 0.8 | POA) It) aE AS | cease laeoeee 0.7 | 2.6 
HorteMorgan. 2. 222-225 37 | 4,631 | 8.14 2.4 Ae Sahe se lpeors Poole Oiled) |seaeee| cesses asec a2 
VOC syaeHOLG = ei-racic <1a.0/- 40 | 5,741 | 8.0 | 2.0 ]..... 5734 YEE eetces | 34.1 | 30.7 | 12.7 2 6 

} | 

. Rocky | Fort Rocky | Fort Item and crop. Greeley. Ford. | Morgan. Item and crop. Greeley Ford. Morgan. 

| | 

Yieid per acre: | Yield per acre: 
Sugar beets....tons..; 15.57} 12.99 13.65 VAN falfazweenesee tons..| 3.43 3.138 3.36 
Beans pasee- bushels 24.3 2679 escetot Cantaloupes.dollars-.|........ PAY fila Psp ace 
Obie ccesosede do 61.8 54.7 37.4 Cucumber seed, 
Wiklea teerer ee do 47.4 | 33.6 21.3 DOUNIGSS eases eee alee aise AIG37, | Ses srence 
IBarleyzece seca: do.. BERN eecseace 46.7 Potatoes. .-.-- sacks. | 1V TR Peas Baneecoe 

SUMMARY. 

(1) The distribution of labor in the three districts in Colorado 

studied shows that sugar beets have a longer season of labor than 
any of the other crops, the grains having the shortest seasons. 

(2) For the most economica! production of crops and the best use 
of farm labor the farmer should grow a number of crops rather than 
one. Each farm should have some acreage devoted to the growing 
of alfalfa, a grain’crop, and one or more of the row-tilled crops. 

(3) The preparation of the seed bed is very important. Sugar 
beets require more labor in this respect than any of the other crops. 
A well-prepared seed bed lessens the labor of cultivation and is 
essential for obtaining a good stand and yield from all crops. 

(4) The labor of planting potatoes is greater than that of any 
other crop studied. 

(5) Manure is considered very valuable. Of the farmers visited, 
92 per cent manured some land, and 84.5 per cent of these used the 
manure on beets. 

(6) Grain crops do not respond well to the use of manure, as the 
straw growth is too great. 
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(7) Sugar beets require the most labor for cultivation because of 

the handwork necessary in thinning and hoeing. 
(8) Cantaloupes require the most labor for irrigating. 

(9) Alfalfa shows the lowest cost per acre for production, and 

cantaloupes the greatest. 
(10) Oats, wheat, barley, and alfalfa have approximately the 

same requirement of horse labor per acre and the three grains 
approximately the same requirement of man labor to produce the 
crop, while alfalfa requires a somewhat greater proportion of man 
labor per acre. Beans require approximately twice as much man 
and horse labor as alfalfa. Beets and potatoes require more man 
labor than beans, because of the greater marketing charge, and 
they require about double the horse labor necessary to produce an 
acre of beans, four times the requirement for alfalfa, and five times 
the requirement for grain crops. 
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THE LAGUNA DISTRICT. 

In 1918 the Federal Horticultural Board deemed it advisable to 
establish a research station in a locality where there was a sufficient 
infestation of the pink bollworm to make possible the gathering of 
detailed information regarding this serious cotton pest. This research 
station was established in February, 1918, in Ciudad Lerdo, Durango, 
Mexico, near Torreon. Approximately 95 per cent of the upland 
cotton produced in the Republic of Mexico is grown in this vicinity, 
the so-called Laguna district. 

1 Pectinophora gossypiella Saunders: Order Lepidoptera, family Gelechiidae. 

2 This report is based on two years’ work in the Laguna, conducted by the Federal Horticultural Board 

under authority given, in the appropriation for the eradication of the pink bollworm, to investigatein Mexico 

or elsewhere the pink bollworm as a basis for control measures. The experts conducting this investiga- 

tion were transferred to the Board for this purpose from the Bureau of Entomology and this paper is there- 

fore offered for publication as a joint contribution from these two offices. Provision for the establishment 

of the laboratory in Mexico.and authority for the work was obtained through the courtesy of Senor Pastor 

Rouix, Secretary of Agriculture of Mexico. The work was made possible also by the active cooperation 

and assistance of the cotton planters of the Laguna. Special thanks are extended to the Tlahualilo Com- 

pany, the Testamentaria de Carlos Gonzales, and to Mr. Lloyd Rone for the use of their plantations for 

experimental purposes and many other courtesies. This station was established during 1918 under the 

general field direction of Mr. August Busck and was continued by the authors of this paper under the 

general direction of the chairman of the Board and Dr. W. D. Hunter. 

11696°—21—Bull. 918 ——_1 
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The Laguna district is an irregularly shaped valley of about 2,000 

square miles, almost completely surrounded by mountains. It is 
situated about 250 miles south of the Rio Grande, on the boundary 

line of the States of Durango and Coahuila, Mexico. It derives its 
name from the fact that it was formerly a lake (laguna) serving as 
an outlet of the Rio Nazas. As recently as 1837 a part of the Tla- 

huallo property was 
under water and at 
present there are con- 
siderable areas near 
San Pedro, Coahuila, 
which are filled with 
water when the river 
is at a flood stage. 
The soil is a deep al- 
luvial deposit, very 
rich, and welladapted 
to the culture of 
cotton. 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEG. 
10 

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS. 

Torreon, the prin- 
cipal city of the Lagu- 
na, has an elevation 
of about 4,000 feet. 

Generally speaking, 
this section of the - 
country receives an 
average of 6 to 8 in- 
ches rainfallannually, 
but in 1919 the pre- 
cipitation was very 
close to 15 inches. 

In the months of 

ea 
(oe a ES ae May, June, July, and 

[io eS a DS August temperatures 
Fia. ihe mean temperature for 1918 and 1919 at range from 95°to 100° 

Ciudad Lerdo, Durango, Mexico. : 
F. during the day 

down to about 64° (average) at night. In the winter months 
of December, January, and February the thermometer registers from 
69° (average maximum) to as low as 24° F. 

Figure 1 gives a graphic record of the thermometer readings taken 
at the station in Ciudad Lerdo, Durango. 

It must be kept in mind that the above charts represent the aver- 
age of the daily readings for each month and not the extremes which 

© 
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were reached. The relative humidity is rather high, often reaching 
the saturation point at night. 
From monthly records kept by the Tlahualilo Co., at Tlahualilo, 

Durango, covering a period of 15 years extending from 1904 to 1918, 
inclusive, the average rainfall for that region has been 8.07 inches 
per year. 

Taste I.—Annual precipitation in inches at Tlahualilo. 

1 

Precipi- r Precipi- Precipi- 
Year. tation. Year. tation. Year. tation. 

| 

| | 
1904 eeeae 6.09 || 1909........ TES LOLA eee 11. 42 
1OGH En oeeee 11.31 1910S eee 3.91 191595 es 4.63 
1906222 22 12.09 TV weg hose 6.98 TOME SABE 4.30 
TOO TE 8.71 MDL oben S56 yi Wl ON eau! 3.46 
1O0Seeee 6.43 1918S 12.79 11S 7.14 

From records taken at the laboratory in Ciudad Lerdo, the fol- 
lowing figures are given, covering the years 1918 and 1919, the years 
during which the observations relating to the pink bollworm in this 
report were made. 

TaBLe I1.— Monthly precipitation in inches at Ciudad Lerdo, Durango. 

| Precipitation. 

Month. j 

| 1918 1919 
| 

ATNIALY PARE cia aces cei et PECs eae sete ie clad a elnis cette nase ckepeaeck Meticaene () 1.20 
February (1) Trace 
Marchisepaer asec cs 0.35 0.54 
AMDB oacoodceccaososcauepecsBHol see enn 945 Sesaes nes seees Hodder osecUaboEaaBeaeOne Trace 0.00 
EVI eee areas oe hee ie olete sie totate tole wiser amie yet Seetebp lee tale aoe = cinecic aoe 0.02 0.00 
ETT ee EE ce Ee recat EN en ne eats, cena ae pain Sie A Meme et | 2.76 1.44 
ST yen eee sie rye rasan crete Sieyeter jenn SUN onde cna cibin eicercie cloreerralelee Seles bese cicoelels Trace. 3.98 
JNOEFU Bo oo Gab dors ROR SoS E BSE ASE CHE AE Ree eee Ee Se ei i or het eee ama ee Be 1.56 5.16 
SOPIGIMNIER. oc consdanssapesses as susBon aan se heen spaucpaEbonosabeuneaeuoEnsen sear 0.07 1.75 
OCTODET Se eee ee ict cher eee re sme e BOTY y 2 ee Sea eee ep b eR ote ae 0.09 0.87 
DSH ONASTET OSE 5 5 cite SES STS SS I ee aa a lr ee 1.74 0.15 
December......--- A Sa MSc Ste BRACE Paka Oats cies res ae tee ae eae ae ae ies ae | 0.21 20.00 

Morale wetienirs (Nera bring 57). 0.) wins Naeetbely Man bes one | 6.80 15.09 

1 No record. 2 Record only for Dec. 1-10. 

CULTURAL METHODS AND PRODUCTION. 

This section is semiarid and depends upon the water from the Rio 
Nazas and Rio Agua Naval for irrigation. The water usually comes 
down some time between August and December and is applied at a 
rate which is equivalent to about 1 meter deep to the fields that are to 
be planted in the following year. With an occasional rain in June 
or July or a small amount of water from the river during these 
months the fall irrigation suffices for the crop. As there is not 
enough water for all the land, only asmall portion is cultivated, and 
on some plantations a portion of the land regularly les fallow for 
several years at a time. Under this system of cultivation the land 
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has to be well prepared and thoroughly cultivated in order to con- 
serve the moisture. The cotton planting begins about February 15 
and may continue until June if there are June rains or water in the 
river. The land is planted as soon as possible after it dries out, as 
this is necessary to secure germination. 

Cotton is the principal crop grown in this section, and while there 
are small areas devoted to corn, wheat, beans, and alfalfa, most of 
the planters use their land year after year for cotton and buy the 
feed for their domestic animals elsewhere. No very reliable data 
are available on acreage and production in the Laguna, but the an- 
nual production varies from 60,000 to 150,000 bales, with an aver- 
age crop of from 75,000 to 80,000 bales. The yield varies from one- 
fourth bale to 2 bales per acre, with an average of from one-half to 
three-fourths of a bale. All of the cotton is of the short-stapled 
varieties, as it has been found by experience that these give better 
results than the long-staple or Egyptian varieties. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PINK BOLLWORM. 

The species is widely distributed throughout the cotton-producing 
world, and according to Gough (/2)* is now known to occur in India, 
Palestine, Mesopotamia, Ceylon, Burma, Straits Settlements, China, 
Japan, the Philippine and Hawaiian Islands, East Africa, Zanzibar, 
Egypt, Sudan, West Africa (Southern Nigeria, Sierra Leone), Brazil, 
Mexico, and Texas in the United States. It has more recently been 
found in a limited area in western Louisiana adjoining the infesta- 
tion in eastern Texas. 

INTRODUCTION INTO MEXICO. 

The pink bollworm was introduced into Mexico in 1911. During 
that season two importations of Egyptian seed were made. One 
consisted of 125 sacks and was planted near Monterey, in the State of 
Nuevo Leon. The other, consisting of 6 tons, was planted near San 
Pedro, State of Coahuila, in the Laguna district. From what is known 
of the abundance of the pink bollworm in Egypt in 1911 it is probable 
that both shipments of seed were infested and that both of them con- 
tributed to the present infestation in Mexico. Cotton culture has not 
been continued in the vicinity of Monterey, but the crop of Egyptian 
cotton produced there in 1911 attracted considerable attention and 
much of the seed was shipped to the Laguna. 

At the present time the pink bollworm is generally and uniformly 
distributed in the Laguna. 

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION IN MEXICO. 

Outside of the Laguna district the pink bollworm is known to be 
established in three localities in Mexico. One of these is at Santa 

3 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited,’’ p. 57. 
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Rosalia, State of Chihuahua, at a point about 200 miles south of El 
Paso. The other two infestations are located in the northern portion 
of the State of Coahuila. One of these is at San Carlos, at a poimt 
about 15 miles southwest of the town of Jimenez on the Rio Grande, 
or about 40 miles approximately west of Eagle Pass, At this place 
infestation has been. found in fields in the immediate vicinity of the 
gin. None of the insects were found in outlying fields. The other 
infestation in the State of Coahuila is located at Allende. This 
is about 40 miles from the nearest point on the Rio Grande. 

During the season of 1919 inspections were made by agents of the 
Federal Horticultural Board in the cotton region between Matamoras 
and Nuevo Laredo. No traces of infestation were found. Likewise 
the cotton growing in the Imperial Valley in the State of Lower 
California has been inspected with negative results. Inspection of 
these regions will be continued, as the insect may at any time be- 
come established along the Rio Grande by shipments of seed from 
the interior of Mexico. 

The remarks above refer to infestations in growing cotton. The 
pest 1s frequently brought to the border towns of Mexico in cotton 
seed scattered in freight cars, and living specimens are constantly 
being found under such conditions by the inspectors of the Federal 
Horticultural Board. 

LIFE HISTORY. 

SUMMARY OF LIFE CYCLE. 

The moths of the pink bollworm emerge in the early spring and 
summer from larve which have passed the winter in cotton seed or 
bolls. ‘The eggs are laid soon after emergence on almost any part of 
the plant. The incubation period is from 3 to 12 days and the larve 
begin feeding in the squares or bolls. During the spring and summer 
the larval period occupies from 8 to 16 days, but in the fall and 
winter it is extended over a period of from a few months to two years 
or more. ‘These two kinds of larvee, while indistinguishable taxo- 
nomically, may be designated short-cycle or ‘‘summer”’ larve and 
long-cycle or “‘resting”’ larve. Pupation takes place in the soil or 
trash on the surface of the soil, in the summer stage, and in the 
ground, seed, or lint in the resting larve. The pupal period covers 
from 6 to 20 days. The average length of the life cycle from egg to 
egg during the summer is 31 days. 

LABORATORY METHODS. 

The experiments with the life history of the pink bollworm were 
all conducted at Ciudad Lerdo, Durango, Mexico. An adobe house 

was used for a laboratory. The adults were confined in 2-quart 
fruit jars covered with cheesecloth for oviposition. Branches of 
cotton plants containing leaves and squares, stuck in tubes of water 
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to keep them fresh, and bolls were provided for oviposition. Pieces 
of blotting paper dampened with water or sweetened substances 
were added as food for the moths. The eggs were removed to other 
jars for hatching and the young larve carefully removed to the food. 
Bolls and squares were used, but the squares were found more 
satisfactory. The food with the young larve was placed in vials 
plugged with cotton. The pieces of bolls would become discolored, 
decomposed, and unsuitable for food in one or two days, while a 
square would remain in good condition several days and the larva 
could be examined daily with less disturbance. 

Wire cages were also used over small potted plants and cotton 
plants in the experimental plat to check the laboratory results. 
The pups were removed to glass vials with a piece of damp cotton 

in the bottom to provide the necessary humidity. 
Temperature and humidity records were made with maximum and 

minimum thermometers and recording hygrothermographs placed 
indoors and outside in a U. 8. Weather Bureau instrument shelter. 

MOTH. 

DESCRIPTION. 

The moth with wings spread is about three-fifths of an inch from 
tip to tip, dark brown in color, with irregular blackish markings on 
the forewings, the hindwings silvery gray with no distinct markings. 
The forewings are bluntly pointed, the hindwings acutely pointed, 
and both heavily fringed posteriorly. When at rest the wings are 
folded flat over the back. 

Hasits. 

The moths are very seclusive in their habits during the day. It 
is exceptionally rare to find one in the fields until after sundown. 
Just at dusk they can be seen flitting very quickly from plant to 
plant, and by close examinations with a flashlight at night they can 

be readily found in a resting position on almost any part of the plant. 
They are active as late as 12 p.m. No observations were ever made 
later at night, but it is very likely that they remain active until 
daybreak. Occasionally they conceal themselves on the plant, but 
usually they crawl under trash, stones, clods, or even into the loose 
soil. They are very loath to leave their hiding places during the 
day, but when disturbed they run with a quick jerky movement or 
fly a short distance and immediately hide under the nearest object. 

In the laboratory the moths emerging from stored cotton would 
congregate on the window screens at dusk. They would remain - 
quietly till morning and then return to their hiding places. Only 
rarely would one be seen during the day. 
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LONGEVITY. 

Males and females are produced in about equal proportions and 
their length of life is about equal. Under favorable laboratory 
conditions one moth was kept alive for 26 days, but the average 
length of life of the adult was 14.7 days. There are no indications 
that moths ever live for long periods of time or pass the winter in 
this stage. 

Whether moths under natural conditions ever take nourishment 
other than water was never observed, but just as many eggs were 
deposited in the breeding jars where pure water was used as where 
sweetened water was substituted. Water is a very essential factor 
in the longevity of the adult. The average length of life of the 
moths where no water could be obtained was 7.6 days, compared to 
14.7 days when water was supplied daily. 

PREOVIPOSITION PERIOD. 

Eggs were deposited in captivity from 1 to 6 days after issuance 
of the moth, with an average of 3.8 days preoviposition period. It 
is not known how long a period elapses before oviposi- —_-<-»- 
tion begins in nature, but from analogy with other species / ~ » 
it 1s possible that the bulk of the eggs are laid the first a 
night under normal field conditions. The moths were 
never observed in the act of depositing eggs, either in the 
fields or in the breeding cages, but from the night-flying 
habits of the moth itis evident that oviposition takes place 
at dusk or at night. Fic. 2.—Egg 

EGG. of Pectino- 
phora gossy- 

DESCRIPTION. piella. High- 

The egg is small, elongate oval, somewhat broader at = 'Y ™2"i#e¢- 
one end; length from 0.4 to 0.6 mm., breadth 0.2 to 0.3 mm.; shell 
iridescent, pearly white with greenish tint when first deposited, turning 
to almost red before hatching ; surface finely reticulated with regular 
longitudinal lines or ridges with irregular cross-connections, resem- 
bling the reticulations on the hull ofa peanut. (Fig. 2.) The larva 
can be easily seen inside the shell just prior to hatching. 

ge 
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PosiIt1loN ON PLANT. 

The eggs are deposited on all parts of the plant, including the 
bolls and bracts, leaf buds, leaves, stems, and squares. The prefer- 

ence is for some more or less hidden location, such as the base of the 
boll, between the bracts and bolls, the folds of the small leaf buds, 
the creases formed by the veins and midribs of the leaves, and the 
axils of the leaves. 

Some heavily infested plants were examined at Lerdo during 
August and September, 1919, to determine the proportion of eggs 

oD" 
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deposited on different parts of the plants, the results of which are 
given in Table III. 

Tasie II1.—Location on the cotton plant of the eggs of P. gossypiella. 

Number and location of eggs. 

Total 

Number of plants number 
examined. a oan 

Leaves. | Stems. Buds: | Squares. plant. 

Bracts. Base. Tip. 

7 6 45 1 8 81 0 148 
32 6 107 3 11 108 3 270 
21 36 34 0 74 87 0 253 
04 36 66 2 54 53 1 315 
31 24 37 3 78 49 1 223 
20 16 56 1 93 55 2 243 

: 22 15 17 3 2 39 0 98 

Total(7 plants). DoT 139 362 13 320 472 @ 1,549 
REGEN ius. ce seis 14.7 9.0 23. 4 0.8 20. 7 30.5 GG ese tsr 

It is clearly seen that the boll is the most favored place, 51.7 
per cent of the entire number of eggs being deposited on the, boll 
and its appendages. The small leaf buds were second with 23.4 
per cent, the leaves third with 14.7 per cent, the stems fourth with 
9 per cent, and the squares fifth with only 0.8 per cent. It is further 
seen from this table that the base of the boll is frequently selected, 
as 30.5 per cent of the eggs were deposited there and only 0.5 per 
cent were deposited in the sutures at the tip of the boll. The 
position of the eggs upon the plant is important, for upon it largely 
depends the fate of the young larve. It is essential that the larve - 
reach the squares or bolls to feed, as no larve were ever found which 
had developed beyond the second instar on other parts of the plant. 
It is a mistaken instinct of the moths to oviposit in other parts of 
the plant, as it is evident that a much larger proportion of the larvee 
hatching from eggs laid in close proximity to the food will reach it 
than of those that have to crawl over the plant exposed to their 
natural enemies in search of food. 
When laid on the leaves, buds, stems, and squares the eggs are 

usually placed singly or in small groups of from 5 to 10. When 
laid on the tip of the boll they are placed singly or in small groups 
in the sutures. In this position the eggs are often flattened or 
crushed by the growing of the boll. When laid at the base of the 
boll they are placed between the calyx and the boll or beneath the 
bracts around the base of the boll, and are usually in masses of 
from a few to as many as 75 to 100, which are overlapped and 
flattened out more or less shingle fashion. The flattened appear- 
ance in this case is due to the presence of the calyx and not to the 
natural shape of the egg. In these masses, eggs of all stages of 
development, as well as shells, are found, showing that they were 
not all deposited at one time by a single female. 
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As the female does not deposit eggs readily in captivity, diffi- 
culty was experienced in determining exactly how many eggs 
were deposited by a single female. In our experiment usually 
from 5 to 20 moths were confined in one cage. Under these con- 
ditions it was never known which moths had oviposited and 
which had not, and while several hundred eggs were often obtained 
from a cage, it is certain that the maximum number they were 
capable of laying were never obtained. Often heavy, pregnant 
females were found dead in the cage and apparently never had 
deposited any eggs. Upon dissection of gravid females the ovaries 
were found to contain from 75 to 125 well-developed eggs. Busck 
(8) places the number at over a hundred and Willcocks (7) says that 

while small individuals may produce only about 250 eggs, well- 
developed individuals are capable of laying 400 to 500 eggs or more. 

INCUBATION. 

All of our records were made under laboratory conditions. Figure 
3 shows that the dif- i (a SENG al a 
ference between the 

eee Pt and night tempera- er Dam ey 

Betesonm | || poet EN See eS 
, Soma eae 

ewttecer (ole [dof opobt dadal dil 

Theeggstage,even © 
under these rather 

the months of April, "YAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 

May, September, and Fig. 3.—Average mean maximum and average mean minimum 

constant conditions, 

temperatures for 1919 at Ciudad Lerdo, Durango, Mexico. 
October was from 7 ; 4 

to 12 days, and for June, July, and August it was from 3 to 5 
days, with an average of 4.6 days for the entire season, the average 
being taken from 300 records based on thousands of eggs. 

HATCHING. 

The actual hatching of the egg requires only a very short time. 
The young larva can be seen moving inside the shell a short time 
before it actually emerges. An opening is cut in the broad end of 
the egg and the small larva wriggles out and crawls rapidly away 
in search of food. 

The empty shell is white and soon becomes an almost unrecog- 
nizable wrinkled object. It remains on the plant until it decays or 
is carried away by the wind or other agencies. 

11696°-21—Bull. 9182 
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LARVA. 

Newty-HatcHeD LARV#. 

The newly-hatched larve are creamy white, with dark-brown 
head and thoracic shield and long, prominent, dark sete showing 
very plainly. They are a little less than 1 mm. in length and grad- 
ually taper from the head, having thus a slight wedge-shaped appear- 
ance. In this stage the larve are very active. Under laboratory 
conditions they are very restless and crawl rapidly from place to 
place before entering a square or boll. Many larve continue crawl- 
ing around for 24 hours or more until they become so weakened that 
they are not able to cut their way into the squares or bolls. It was 
often observed that most of the larvee which succeeded in entering 
the food provided for them did so the day they were hatched. It is 
not known to what extent this wandering around takes place under 
natural conditions. Larve are found crawling over the plants, but 
they always seem restless and ill at ease. This probably does not 
take place normally to any great degree, except in the case of larve 
from eggs laid on other parts of the plant than the squares and bolls. 

Larvz EntTerRnG Botts. 

The larvee do not seem to have any preference as to where the boll 
is entered. Sometimes a light netlike web is spun and the entrance 
is made underneath it. At other times the entrance is made with 
no protection whatever. The larve cut the carpel away, throwing 
the fragments outside, very little if any being consumed. The time 
required for the larve to enter may vary with the age of the boll, 
but it usually takes them from 20 to 40 minutes to become com- 
pletely hidden. If the boll is examined soon after they have entered, 
the holes are easily located by the surrounding frass, and although 
minute, can be seen with the naked eye. After 2 or 3 days the frass 
is blown away by the wind or removed by other agents and the 
holes close up, leaving only brownish spots which are hard to dif- 
ferentiate from other discolorations on the boll. Then they can 
only be detected by a trained eye, and the only way to be certain a 
boll is infested is to examine its interior. 

Larvs Arter ENTERING Bouts. 

After the boll has been entered the larvee become glassy white, 
soft, and sluggish. They so closely resemble the watery lint at this 
stage that they would be very easily overlooked, except for their 
dark heads and thoracic shields, which show as black specks against 
the lint. 

There are three molts, completing four larval instars or stages. 
The first stage lasts about 2 days; the second and third, 3 to 4 days 
each; and the fourth, 4 to 5 days,; thus the larval development is 
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completed in an average of 13.3 days in the summer larve. The sec- 
ond and third instars resemble the first in general appearance, and 
it is usually in the fourth or last larval stage that the larve change 
to the characteristic pink color from which the name “pink boll- 
worm” is derived. Sometimes the pink color appears in the third 
instar, especially if-development has been retarded in some way or 
the larva has been exposed to the air. The coloring first appears as 
transverse pink lines on the dorsal side of the segments and diffuses 
and deepens till there is only a small whitish or flesh-colored line left 
between the segments. The color seems to be more pronounced in 
the larvee which reach maturity in the late summer or early autumn 
and is a very deep pink or dull red. The head and thoracic shield 
are reddish brown with dark-brown mandibles and anal plate. The 
ventral side, legs, and prolegs are white to flesh colored, the legs and 
prolegs with brownish claws and crotches. The full-grown larva is 
cylindrical and measures about one-half inch in length. 

With the fourth stage the larva becomes very active again when 
disturbed and conceals itself as quickly as possible. A cocoon is 
spun attached to whatever object the larva is hiding in. The full- 
grown larva is never content outside a cocoon after it leaves a boll or 
seed. Ifitis taken from one cocoon it will immediately make another. 
How many times this will be repeated was not determined, but a 
perfectly healthy larva is rarely if ever found outside a cocoon, 
except when crawling from place to place. 

PUPA. 

The pupa is whitish, with faint markings of pink when first formed, 
turning to a mahogany brown as it dries and to a darker brown 
before emergence. It measures 8 to 10 mm. in length by 2.5 to 3 
mm.in width. The surface is covered with a fine velvety pubescence, 
the posterior end terminating in a short, stout, upwardly pointing, 
hooklike process. 

PupPATION OF SUMMER LARV&. 

When the summer larve have completed their feeding, they cut 
to the outside of the boll directly through the carpel wall from the 
last seed attacked and drop to the ground for pupation. 

This exit hole through the carpel wall is usually round and clean 
cut and can be easily recognized as having been cut from the inside 
of the boll. Plate II, A, gives a comparison of the entrance hole into 
the boll of the common bollworm, Chloridea obsoleta Fab., and the 
exit hole of the pink bollworm. The entrance holes of the common 
bollworm are larger, not so clean cut, and surrounded by a raised 
margin. They are not likely to be confused once both have been seen. 

In the case of the summer larve, the holes made in the green 
cotton boll are always for the exit of the larve, and not for the issuance 
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of the moth. From an examination in 1919 of over 16,000 green 
bolls that averaged over 2.5 larve per boll, not a single pupa or pupal 
skin was found. Should a larva cut a hole in a green growing boll 
for the issuance of the moth, this hole would probably close from 
proliferation before the pupal stage of 9.3 days is passed. 

Occasionally, in mature or dry bolls, as distinguished from green 
ones, more than a mere exit hole is cut when the larva reaches the 
carpel wall. The carpel tissues and the adjoining lint are cut away 
and an elongate pocketlike cavity is made large enough for the larva 
to become straightened out in its final preparation for pupation. 
When this is done a light cocoon is spun inside this cavity and a hole 
cut through the carpel wall to the outside. The last remaining parts 
of the carpel wall are not cut entirely out leaving an open hole, but 
the particles are held togethér and in place by a few fine strands of 
silk which are easily broken and pushed away when the moth emerges. 

The very fact that only a few larvee pupate in the bolls is con- 
clusive enough that there are other more favorable places for pupa- 
tion. These places are either on the ground or in the ground. If the 
moisture conditions are sufficient on the surface, they may spin a 
cocoon in the trash or on any convenient object, and pupate there; 
but if it is too dry and the soil is loose they may burrow as deep as 3 
inches below the surface, make an earthern cell, line it with a very 
fine, tough cocoon, and pupate there. During the summer a good 
many pup are probably destroyed by cultivation, but when pupa- 
tion takes place in the ground, only the exit passage being destroyed 
and the pupa itself not molested, the moth may be able to escape 
because of its burrowing power. 

Fullaway (3) and Busck (8) found that in Hawaii pupation nor- 

mally takes place in the boll and only rarely in the soil or other 
places. Maxwell-Lefroy (2) found that in India pupation occurs in 
the boll or on the bracts or leaves of the cotton, and in unirrigated 
black cotton soil might be found in a crack of the dry soil. Will- 
cocks (7, p. 113) says that in Egypt— 

Pupation seems most often to take place on the ground under the fallen leaves, or 

in the fold of a dead leaf or again between two dead leaves, also on old bolls which have 

dropped or been broken off, and under or attached to small lumps of earth. In fact 
they may be looked for amongst any shelter of this kind. One’ situation was noted 

that seems to be especially favored by the larve asa haven to pass the pupal stage, 
this was furnished by the dead flowers which are of course very numerous below the 
plants. 

In Mexico pups were never found on the leaves or bracts under 
field conditions. When green bolls were picked and left in sacks the 
emerging larves would sometimes hollow out a slight depression and 
pupate ‘near the base of the boll, or they would pupate between the 
involucre and boll without making a depression, or spin their cocoons 
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COTTON BOLLS SHOWING CHARACTERISTIC INJURY BY THE PINK BOLLWorRM. 



PLATE II. Bul. 918, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

A, On left, entrance hole of Chloridea obsoleta. On right, exit holesof pink bollworm. (Hunter.) 

B, Double seed formed by pink bollworm larvae: Above, holes made for issuance of moth; middle, 
broken apart to show cavities; below, double seed intact. 

PINK BOLLWORM. 
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on the sides of the sack. The old flowers under the plants did not 
seem to be more favored than other bits of rubbish. 

The duration of the pupal stage of summer larve from 150 records 
ranges from 6 to 14 days. There is considerable variation among 
the individual pupz, some requiring 1 to 2 days more than others 
which pupated on the same night. 

Table IV summarizes over 300 complete records of the various 
stages of the pink bollworm at Lerdo, Durango, Mexico, during 1918 
and 1919. 

TasLe 1V.—Duration in days of summer stages of P. gossyprella. 

Average 

OUST AC CREME eae eee rete Nee ae ea EPRI Ca ee Ag, sacgine acteinm aah Liew 4.6 
Larval instars: 

TETUSHE 3 Gite ts Bese Cla Ae cae ONS Gs ais Rea emer ee Lee MAME gE ORE Bee aoe e ear ee 2-3 

SOQOIGLS 5d uhaes aeti ie VERS iene Rate oa are ie tabvewad DEM RSs k Blade AMEN Ans rab uEe ee Bes 3-4 

ANY OWT 3 le SES se Ry EES Tg eae Ro 3-4 
TEROUEE ECs 5 is Ee i Se a gt ee aS ee 4-5 

PRO tallnawierar emis Minete Se Ake cy will aes Sd ene Se AGE RN OE es eo 

PUAN GAC ene essen NS payee han UE cyase ele ialoye aia) eiarel sem. Se CIs ietels is ASE TS He 9.3 
Preoviposition period............ Se aes i NL UE Ae Be a AI cs SU SOE Bi 3.8 

RO EPCHOMSULOMIMCR LONER O S55 <p ars -siesntslerereleae eirtare = celiac ioieie, Seirarets mloe a 31.0 

RESTING LARVA. 

In the preceding part the development of the different summer 
stages of the pink bollworm has been discussed. There is still 
another important phase of the life history—the long-cycle or resting 
larve. It is in this stage that the species passes the winter when no 
food is available or when conditions are adverse in any way. It is 
also in this stage that the greatest dispersal by man takes place and 
only in this stage that any known control measures can be used. 

Beginning some time in August, when the temperature is still high 
and there is yet plenty of food available, some of the larve upon 
reaching maturity do not pupate at once, but remain wherever they 
are as full-fed larve. These larve are identical in form with those 
that pupate and can not be distinguished from them. What causes 
some larve to do this and others to pupate as usual when reared 
under the same conditions is not known, but Willcocks (7) suggests 

it is probably some instinct inherited from the time when in its orig- 
inal natural habitat there were no food plants available to sustain 
the species over a long period of time. In November and December, 
when the temperature is lower and no food is available, all of the 
larvee develop this tendency and it is the exception rather than the 
rule for them to pupate. Thus in the Laguna this resting habit 
seems to be a combination of estivation and hibernation, for it begins 
while food is still available and the temperature high. In this sec- 
tion the average frost date is about November 20, and moths emerg- 
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ing after this date would as a rule find no suitable places for ovi- 
position. 
When a larva prepares to go into the resting stage it remains in 

the boll in which it has been feeding. Usually a tough, heavy co- 
coon is spun either in the lint, in a single seed, or two seeds are fas- 
tened together to form a “double seed.’’ (Pl. II, B.) The double 

seed is formed by eating away part or all of the contents of the two 
adjoining seeds and spinning a strong continuous cocoon inside the 
cavities of the two seeds, which holds them firmly together and 
makes them difficult to separate. 

Part of these seeds go through the gin and come out intact, and 
finding double seed is sure evidence of pink-bollworm infestation. 

Often double seeds are formed in seed in different locks, the con- 
necting cocoon running through the hole made in the partition wall. 
This affords good protection for the larva, as it prevents the seed 
from falling to the ground and being exposed to excessive moisture 
and other agencies which are more detrimental to the larva on the 
ground than on the plants. 
When the cocoon is spun in the lint or a single seed the larva lies 

in a curled-up position and the cocoon is spun tightly around it, 
forming a spherical compact mass. Similar cocoons are formed in 
the ground or attached to any convenient object if larve are removed 
from seed or lint. The cocoon fits so closely and is so tough that it 
is very difficult to remove without injuring the larva. It is very 
hard to detect a larva inside a seed, and the only sure way to tell 
whether the seed contains a larva is to examine the interior. Will- 
cocks (7) in writing about Egyptian cotton seed, which has a smooth, 
black coat and is not covered with lint, says the silken-covered en- 
trance hole can usually be seen with alens. This, however, does not 
hold true for short-staple seed. 

Few data are available on the number and proportion of larve 
found in the lint and in the single and double seed. Samples of cot- 
ton were hand-ginned and the number of larve in single and double 
seed determined, but unfortunately no record was kept of the num- 
ber in the lint. It is possible that some of the larvee counted as in 

single seeds in the first and second picking samples were in the lint, 
but this did not occur in the samples of the third picking. It will 
be noted that the sample for the third picking is from the 1918 crop 
and had been stored for some time. At the time of examination a 
considerable part of the larve were dead, but this does not affect the 
proportion found in the single and double seed, and while the figures 
are not quite comparable, they at least give an idea of the number 
of larvee present at different times. The number of larve found in 
the single and double seed for the different picks are given in Table V. 
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Taste V.—Number of pink bollworm larvx found in single and double seed of cotton 
2 picked at different dates. 

Double seed. | Single seed. 

Weicht of 1 Date Date, Number | Per cent | ~ymber | Number Per cent 
eight ofsample. | picked. | ¢*85' | Number| oflar- | oftotal | “Jie | of larves | of total 

* | double | vein | larve See in sinele | J2tV2 
seed. double |indouble dannased ade in single 

| seed. seed. oer ° seed, 

First picking: 1919. 1919. | 
Aug. 4] Oct. 10 0 0 | 0 38 2 100 
Ane. GOs Oct 28 10 0 0 108 1 100 

.| Sept. 23 | Oct. -22 0 0 0 156 | 3 100 

Oct. 16 | Oct. — 30 29 58 121 21 | 41 
Nov. 2] Oct. — 234 30 56.6 467 | 23 | 43.4 

1918, 2 
Dec. 3] Mar. 30 106 95 30 715 250 70 
Dec. 10} Mar. 20 36 26 33 597 53 67 

1 One pupa in lint, not counted in above. 
2 Two pupe in lint, not counted in above. 

This table shows that no double seed was found in cotton from the 
first picking, that 57.3 per cent of the larvee were found in double 
seed from the second picking, and that the percentage fell to 31.5 
in the third picking. It is probable, however, that occasional double 
seeds are formed during August and September or in the first picking, 

Taking an average of these figures and reducing them to a 1-pound 
basis, the number of larve per bale present in the seed from the 
different pickings can be calculated. It is thought that no live larvee 
pass through the gins in the lint, and that many of the lerve in the 
seed are driven out during the cleaning and ginning. It is certain 
that the large number found in seed when hand-ginned were never 
found in commercially ginned seed. 

TaBLteE Vi.—Number of pink bollworm larvxe found per pound and the estimated number 
per baie in cotton from different pickings. 

Double seed. Single seed. 

| eae x 
stl- 

Est e peu mated 
mate er cent mate number 

Weight of sample. |ynper Dead number | of total pb et Nemaber number Bet cout of lar- 
“double in | oflar- | larve Bead in of lar- | jarve in| Y® Per 

seed. | double | Y&Per| _ im dam- | single | Y@ Pe | single. | Pale in * | Seed. | Dalein | double | 3°cq ae bale in | * a] single 
* | double | seed. Bou ; single c and 

seed. seed. double 
seed 

First picking: 
pound a: 0 0 0 0 121 6 9, 000 100 9,000 

Second picking: 
Upoundese ss; 43 39 | 58,500 56.5 392 30 | 45,000 43.5 | 103,500 

Third picking 
pounds s.2--- 189 161 | 241,500 28.5} 1,749 404 | 606, 000 | 71.5 | 847, 500 

‘Gough (5), in one of his earlier publications, states that there are 
two generations of the hibernating larve, the older generation con- 
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sisting of full-fed worms and the younger the winter-feeding brood, 
which were not full-fed at the time of hibernation and continue 
developing slowly till about March. In a later publication (12) 
weighings of resting larvee were made from January to July and it was 
found that the weight constantly fell from February to July. He 
concludes that ‘‘the fall in weight does not necessarily demand the 
explanation that the larve were fasting, but taken along with the 
known fact that many hibernating or estivating larve do not feed, it 
lends considerable weight to the probability of the larvee not feeding 
during their resting period.” 
A very small proportion of the larve have not completed their 

growth when the cotton is picked, and these continue feeding for a 
while before making their resting cocoon. In some bolls examined 
November 26, 1918, there was an average of 6.64 fourth-instars and 

0.03 third-instars per boll. After the resting cocoon is once spun 
no feeding takes place. If larvee are removed from the seeds in 
which they are resting, other seed will sometimes be hollowed out, 
but the contents are thrown to the outside and no actual feeding 
takes place. It sometimes happens that frost does not come in the 
Laguna till January or February, and it is probable that feeding 
continues longer than usual in such years. 

DURATION OF THE RESTING STAGE. 

Larve are capable of passing long periods of time in this quies- 
cent stage. Gough (5) found in seeds of Indian cotton which had 

been imported to Egypt larvee which were over 2 years old. Busck 
(8) in Hawai compressed cotton seed into small bales and found 

live larve in them for 18 months. Willcocks (7) stored a large 
number of bolls picked in November, 1913, in an outdoor cage, and 
moths continued emerging till August 28, 1915, a period of nearly 
2 years. There were 4.4 per cent of the larve in double seed col- 
lected in November, 1918, still alive on November 20, 1919, when 
work at the station was discontinued. 

PupATION oF RESTING LARVA. 

When the resting stage has been passed in the lint, single seed, or 
in any place where the larva is curled up in a small, compact cocoon, 
it is necessary to leave this cocoon and prepare more ample quarters 
for pupation. In such cases a lighter, more elongate cocoon is usu- 
ally spun among the fiber or seed, but in some instances in stored 
seed pupe are formed without any protection whatever. 
When the resting stage has been passed in the double seed the con- 

struction of the cocoon between the two seeds makes it elongate 
enough for the larva to pupate successfully and pupation usually 
takes place a situ. In such cases the emergence hole for the moth 
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is cut just prior to pupation and not when the seeds are first webbed 
together. Often the end of the pupal shell is seen protruding from 
the seeds through this opening. 
When pupation occurs in old bolls of cotton a favorite method is 

to make a slight depression in the lint and pupate between the cot- 
ton and boll. Where hibernation has been in the fields larvee may 
leave the bolls and pupate in the ground. On March 14, 1919, 14 
square yards of soil in the corral at Lerdo, where many bolls were 
lying around, were examined. Four live larve and one dead one, 
together with one live pupa and several empty pupal cases, were 
found. All were near the surface, one larva being under a piece 
of trash and the others an inch or so down. All the larve and 
the live pupa had light cocoons and seemed to have gone into the 
soil for pupation rather than hibernation. In the case of the old 
pupal skins it could not be determined whether they came from 
hibernating larvee or were left over from the previous summer. 

The duration of the pupal stage from 250 resting larve ranged 
‘from 8 to 26 days, with an average of 10.3 days. This is an average 
of 1 day more than for the summer larvee, due to the fact that pup- 
ation took place during the colder months. There is considerable 
individual variation in the length of pupz formed at the same time, 
but this occurs in pup from summer larvee as well as from resting 
larve. The pupe from which male moths emerged required an 
average of one-half day more than those from. which females emerged, 
the males requiring 10.5 days and the females 10 days. 

Time oF EMERGENCE FROM ReEsTING LARVA. 

A few moths may emerge throughout the year in the Laguna. 
When work was first begun in the early part of February, 1918, 
freshly formed pup were found among seed at the seed warehouses. 
During the month of March, 1918, there emerged 23.5 per cent of all 
the moths which emerged during the year from larve collected in 
seed in February and removed to the laboratory. Emergence con- 
tinued till August, when all of the larve had died or emerged, the 
maximum being reached in May. Pup were formed from larve 
collected in the summer and fall of 1918 throughout the fall and 
into January, 1919, thus completing the cycle of pupation for every 
month in the year. The pupal period is greatly retarded during the 
cold months, but this does not prevent emergence on warm days. 
Table VIL shows the monthly emergence of moths from resting 
larve for 1918 and 1919. 

11696°—21—Bull. 918——3 
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TasLeE VII.—The monthly emergence of moths from resting larve for 1918 and 1919. 

1918 1919 

. Per cent of 
Months. Number of| Per cent of | Number of| total emer- 

’ moths totalemer-| moths gence dur- 
emerged. gence. emerged. | ing period. 

covered. 

ILE N Cl a Bape aes 2 Ee pi ee a ee ee ENS 381 23.5 i () 
UN 0) aH ee yee eae Eh aries a ee ee ee a Nar oe 236 14.6 125 251 
IIE pena ee egy oe ee Pay rep Ra, Veter estan rae 525 32.5 851 14.3 
UVUTAC eee ere ecto ne Serica ea ete ne or cial arate oes 355 21.9 1,811 30.6 
DULY 3 Soe see ses ohana ae siete Soe tres es oe eee eee 105 6.5 2,302 38.8 
PATO 1S bya titers terreno os oe ne nae eee er Sra eee 16 0 708 12.0 
DOP LOM DEL. ose cAi seared hes ais se eloienies wasters acs sssiasisins coe Smee ee Come | ee eseetee ss 84 1.4 
OCLODER = 2a See ances eet ce eee oe ae Nee eon mea eee Sale eee Ieee 40 ah 
NOV. CID CDS ec' ane cre ere a teen 8 joerc seas ie oe Soe beeen eetates | eamiowies </hers 8 alt 

a OCA See iee nee ak See eieeinee Sees danas meteeeas 1,618 100. 0 5,930 100. 0 

1 No complete record. 

Moths emerging in 1918 were from larve collected in seed in 
February, 1918; those emerging in 1919 were from larve collected 
in bolls during November, 1918. Complete records are not available 
for December, 1918, or January, February, and March, 1919, due 

to absence from the laboratory. The percentages of moths emerging 
each month are based on the total number of moths which emerged 
and not upon the total number of larve. Of the larvee collected in 
November, 1918, 4.4 per cent were still alive and had not pupated 
on November 20, 1919, when the records were discontinued. 
A study of Table VIT shows that emergence took place much earlier 

in 1918 than in 1919. During March, 1918, 23.5 per cent of the 
moths emerged and the maximum of 32.5 per cent was reached in 
May, while in 1919 only 2.1 per cent emerged in April and the maxi- 
mum of 38.8 per cent was not reached till July. This seasonal 
variation depends largely upon the temperature and humidity. 
The winter of 1917-18 was unusually mild and there was an excep- 
tionally hot period during the first week of March which hastened 
pupation. It was also found that dampening the seed or lint hast- 
ened emergence and a rain followed by warm weather in March 
or April would no doubt cause large numbers to emerge. As a rule, 
moths emerging before the first of May would find no suitable places 
for oviposition and would not be a factor in starting the infestation 

in the following crop. 
ISSUANCE OF MOTH. 

The issuance of the moth from the pupal skin requires a very 
short time. The pupal skin breaks or splits along the dorsal side 
and the moth works its way out and crawls upon some object in the 
open so that the wings may develop normally. As soon as the 
wings have extended to their full length they are raised and held 

in a vertical position from 5 to 15 minutes to become perfectly 
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dried. Afterward the moth crawls off and hides until dark, if 
issuance has taken place during the day. What course is followed 
when issuance takes place at night was never observed. 

TimE oF Day Morus EMERGE. 

The moths emerge from the pupe at all hours of the day and 
night under laboratory conditions, where the temperature and 
humidity are more or less uniform. From Table VIII it can be seen 
that between the morning examinations and the afternoon exami- 
nations, 421 moths emerged in 134.5 hours, an average of 3.1 moths 
per hour, and that 348 moths emerged between the afternoon exami- 
nations and the morning examinations in 301 hours with an average 
of 1.1 moths per hour. About three times as many moths emerged 
during the day as emerged per hour during the night. 

TasLeE VITI.—Time of day of emergence of the adult P. gossypiella. 

Morning exami- Afternoon exami- Morning exami- Afternoon exami- 
nation. nation. nation. nation. 

Date. i || Date. 

Fi Number c Number < Number : Number 
Time. ofadults. Time. of adults. Time. ofadults. Time. ofadults. 

1919. 1919. 
May 22 10.00 (1) 5.25 27 || June 4 10. 00 (1) 5.30 9 
May 23 9.30 16 5.30 5 || June 5 10. 00 22 6.00 19 
May 24 9.30 5.30 17 || vune 6 10. 00 25 6.00 20 
May 25 10.30 15 5.30 25 || June 7 10. 00 14 (2) (2) 
May 26 9.30 10 5.00 27 || June 8 10. 00 (1) (2) (2) 
May 27 9.30 15 5.30 26 || June 9 10. 00 (1) 6.00 28 
May 28 9.30 17 6.00 13 || June 10 10.00 20 5.00 39 
May 29 9.30 13 8.30 19 || June 11 10. 00 26 5.00 27 
May 30 9.30 11 6.30 25 || June 12 10. 00 41 5.30 22 
May 31 10. 00 46 8.30 16 || June 13 9.30 8 () (2) 
June 1 10.00 20 6.00 15 
June 2 9.30 14 5.30 CAM} Woy tai sa Sees oe a BASH oie ee uae 421 
June 3 10. 00 13 (?) (?) 

1 All removed. 2, No record. 

SEASONAL HISTORY. 

The data show that moths may emerge at any time during the 
winter or early spring, and so far as known they may begin breeding 
if suitable food plants are found. Cotton does not grow as a peren- 
nial in this section. Sometimes it is left for the second year to pro- 
duce a ‘‘zoca”’ crop, but the plants are dormant during the winter 
and the crop is produced from sprouts sent out from the roots or 
old stalks. Planting may begin during the first part of February, 
but usually begins about the middle, depending upon the season. 
Squares are not formed in any numbers until about the first of May, 
usually a little earlier on the zoca than on the plant cotton. Holly- 
hock, another host plant of pink bollworms, may be in bloom earlier 
than cotton, but it is considered of no economic importance in this 
connection. Repeated attempts to secure oviposition on. young 
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cotton plants during March and April, 1918, were unsuccessful. 

The first eggs were laid in the breeding jars on May 5, and the first 
larva (one of the third instar) was found in cotton in the field on 

May 15, 1918. The first eggs were deposited on April 9, 1919, and 
the first larva found in the field on April 28. The general infestation 
in the fields, however, did not begin till later in 1919 than in 1918. 

In general, it may be said that breeding commences in the spring 
as soon as the squares begin to mature and by the time the first 
blossoms appear a few larve are present. The infestation is 
extremely light at this season and only by careful search will any 
larve be found. As a rule the bolls are not attacked till they are 
from one-half to three-fourths grown, though occasionally a larva 
works down from the blossom to the newly set boll. It is usually 
about the middle to latter part of July before bolls on plant cotton 
are sufficiently mature to be attractive to the larve. From this 
date onward the infestation rapidly increases, and in about 10 weeks’ 
time practically every green, boll is infested. The cool nights of 
October and November check the development somewhat, but 
breeding continues until frost destroys the food plants. 

Table IX shows the weekly increase in the percentage of green 
bolls infested during the 10 weeks during which breeding is most 
active. It is computed from weekly examinations of samples of 
ereen bolls collected on different plantations, an average number of 
350 in 1918 and 1,100 in 1919 being used. 

TasLe TX.—The weekly increase in the percentage of green bolls infested with Pectino- 
phora gossypiella. . 

| 
Percentage of green | Percentage of green 

bolls infested. | bolls infested. 
Week ending— | Week ending— - 

iis. | 1919. | 1918. 1919. 

1 a rr ed eee hg Ea ee cA rie f80r ce ahae Stee nel 79.2 20.8 
VO ee ewe ee ae me sO) [ooceeeeees |: SODti Goose. a eee ecasaseeoeees 93.0 29.0 
CO Lies ee ea ee BG Peseeasee ||P9@ Duel tee Meee, oe | 97.3 41.0 
AS aie NE oe lagen ee 2OS0) ot Bee |tSepta20sat eesti eee (scien cys eee 45.0 
UN DEES Ve ey ee eae 21.0 AB ullMO MD Usd (emer eee ace cane ee eee 63.0 
PATI OMG Eos Soe care sec eee teers | 42.0 500) Octet oo a5. cabs somes leoeeeeeiee = 83.3 
NUL a oot eee emer eee ne eee 65.8 10.8 | O Cl ee eee oe nee oe ee eee 100.0 

From Table IX it is seen that the time of active breeding varies 

considerably, and that in 1919 it was a month later than in 1918. 
This depends largely upon the development of the cotton. The same 
climatic conditions which retard the growth of the cotton also affect 
the activity of the species, and the relative development of the two 
is about the same from year to year. It is also clearly shown that 
there are no distinct broods or generations and that the heavy 
infestation in the fall is accumulative. If the offspring from moths 
emerging early in the spring continue breeding throughout the 
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season till December and make a complete life cycle every 31 days, 
there are six generations, but if the moths do not emerge from the 
resting larve until the fall and the first generation goes into the rest- 
ing stage again, the whole year may be passed in only one generation. 

FEEDING HABITS OF LARVA. 

LARV4Z FEEDING ON LEAVES AND STEMS. 

The feeding of the pink bollworm on the leaves of cotton is of no 
economic importance. It is a forced condition rather than a voluntary 
one. If the eggs have been deposited a long way from the squares 
or bolls, the larve may feed slightly on the leaves while searching for 
suitable food. In such cases slight abrasions on the surface of the 
leaf or minute pinholes through the leaf occur. The larve feeding 
in this manner appear either to die for lack of sufficient nourishment 
or to be destroyed by other insects. No larve older than those of 
the second instar were ever observed feeding on leaves and only 
two or three cases of the second instar. No indications of entrance 
into the bolls by larve of the second or later stages were ever 
observed under field conditions, except where the larve had been 
feeding in blossoms and had worked downward into the newly set 
bolls. Willcocks (7) records larve feeding in the stems of the 

plants just above the surface of the ground in Egypt, but this class 
of injury was never seen in the Laguna. 

LARV4E FEEDING IN SQUARES AND FLOWERS. 

The young larvee enter the squares by cutting directly through the 
undeveloped flower petals and feed on the pollen and fleshy parts 
of the embryonic flower, usually reaching the third or fourth instar 
by the time the flower opens. These infested flowers do not open 
normally, but have a peculiar rosette appearance which is well shown 
in Plate III, A. The tips of the corolla in infested flowers are 
webbed together by the larve with fine silken threads which prevent 
their opening wide and exposing the larve to the attacks of other 
insects and the heat of the sun. 

These infested flowers are easily distinguishable from normal 
flowers in walking through fields of upland or short-staple varieties. 
Even though the percentage of infested flowers was about the same 
in Kgyptian or long-staple cotton the pronounced rosette effect was 
never seen. The corolla is longer and larger in Egyptian varieties 
and the threads spun by the larva probably are not sufficiently 
strong to prevent its opening. When infested flowers are examined 
the larva is usually found beneath a fine silky web, covered with 
frass and pollen grains, and feeding upon the anthers. If full-fed when 
the flower opens it may leave it the first day and drop to the ground 
for pupation. This is especially apt to occur if the larva is dis- 
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turbed by other insects, such as the flower beetle, Hwphoria basalis 
Gorg. If the larva is not full-fed at the time of opening it may 
continue feeding inside the flower for two or three days or until 
after the flower has dropped, or it may work downward from the 
flower into the newly formed boll. No indication of the larva leav- 
ing flowers and going into large bolls was ever observed, and it is 
exceptionally rare to find more than one larva in a single square or 
flower. From June 1 till August 10, 1919, a daily record, with a few 
‘exceptions, was kept of the flowers opening on a small plot of heavily 
infested cotton at Ciudad Lerdo. The results are given in Table X. 

= 

TABLE X.—/Infestation of cotton blossoms by the pink bollworm. 

> as None Percent- 
Month. days Infested. Tecteae Total. eo 

counted. : 

ER UTTI GS es Sars oe 2 SisinyelowiSere cine S ee nt wees cele Ses aee 25 226 8, 210 8, 436 2.7 
stil yeaa Ee ae ee Nae re ae te to een Me ee 25 898 12, 333 13, 231 6.8 
PATIBUS bs socn fo esessis: seis jeis arses sicleie ate cis oisiaicueisie eet -sjecewisister-ce'= = 10 967 2, 508 3,475 27.8 

On October 3, 50 per cent and on November 10, 90 percent of the 
flowers on this same plot were infested. This plot was more heavily 
infested than is normally the case under field conditions. The in- 
festation is usually highest in June and July, when few large bolls 
are present on the plants, and decreases during August and Septem- 
ber. In October and November, when there are many larve pres- 
ent and not so many green bolls, the infestation again increases and 
the few blossoms appearing at this time are heavily infested. As 
the feeding in the squares and blossoms is largely on the pollen, 
the presence of a larva does not necessarily prevent a normal boll 
from forming. Blossoms were tagged in 1919 and it was found 
that 40.8 per cent of the noninfested squares and 67.6 per cent of 
the infested blossoms were shed. 

LARV4 FEEDING IN BOLLS. 

That inside the bolls is the most favored feeding place for pink 
bollworms is shown by the fact that as soon as the bolls are large 
enough most of the larve choose bolls instead of squares or flowers. 
They attack the boll in all stages of its growth, from the time it is 
the size of a pea until it begins to open, though most commonly 
it is not entered until about one-half to three-fourths grown. The 
larvee bore into the boll at any point upon its surface soon after 
hatching and remain in the same boll until ready for pupation. 
Once the larve have entered the boll no definite plan of procedure 
is followed. They ‘may burrow directly through the carpel and 
begin feeding on the soft watery lint or they may stop before cutting 
completely through and burrow for an inch or more in the spongy 
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carpel tissues just beneath the inner wall of the boll. In the latter 
case they leave brownish, discolored tunnels or burrows resembling 
the work of young leaf miners. These tunnels, commonly called 
‘“railroads,’’ are very characteristic of pink bollworms and when 
found are sure evidence that a boll is infested. They disappear as 
the boll grows older and are not noticeable in an open boll. 
When the larve cut directly through and into the lint sometimes 

a slightly discolored proliferation resembling a puncture made by 
a cotton stainer is formed and at other times only a slight discolor- 
ation is left. Again, a larva may be found inside a boll and no sign 
of its entrance place found even when the boll is examined from the 
inside. The larve may tunnel in the carpel tissues or feed in the lint 
in any direction from the point of entrance and seldom if ever feed 
on seed until after the first molt. They may burrow between or 
cut through the fibers of the lint for a considerable distance while 
feeding on the soft tissues, leaving behind slightly discolored trails 
through the lint and ‘‘railroads”’ through the immature seed coats; 
or, on the other hand, they may remain feeding on the lint near the 
point of entrance. 

Second or third instar larve are found which seem to have fed 
exclusively on the lint, but there is always some feeding on the seed 
before the larvee become fully mature and second and third instars 
are frequently found in the seed. The seeds are normally first 
attacked from the broad end nearer the outer surface of the boll. The 
contents of the first seed attacked are not eaten completely out 
before an adjoining seed is attacked. The number of seeds attacked 
by a single larva varies greatly, due to the age and development of 
the boll at the time of attack and the behavior of the larva. Cases 
have been seen where a larva completed its development on as few 
as two seeds and within a short distance of the place of entrance, 
while another larva may destroy a whole lock or more. Often a 
larva will cut through the partition into the adjoining lock instead 
of going to another seed in the same lock. ‘The hole in the partition 
is clean cut, round or oval, and is good evidence that a pink bollworm 
has been in that boll. Plate III, B shows these holes. 
When very small bolls are attacked by larve working downward 

from the flowers, they turn brown and usually drop from the plants, 
but if the bolls are not attacked.till about half grown, the presence 
of larvee does not cause them to shed. When there are only 2 to 4 
larvee in a boll that is rather far advanced, say three-fourths to full- 
grown, when attacked, the work may be classed as “clean,” but if 
several larve have attacked a boll that has not reached that stage, 
the entire contents are very likely to be completely broken down 
into a decayed mass. The presence of larve in bolls does not prevent 
other larvee from entering, and usually larve of all stages are found 
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in the same boll. During the latter part of the season, when the 
infestation is heavy, an average of 6 or 7 larve is found per boll and 
individual bolls may contain many more. One boll was examined 
that contained 26 larve. The number for all bolls examined through- 
out the season of 1919 averaged 2.5. 

PROLIFERATION OF BOLLS. 

The presence of larve often causes the bolls to form abnormal 
growth or proliferation. Proliferation is described by Dr. W. E. 
Hinds (/) as: 

The development of numerous elementary cells from parts of the bud or boll which 
are themselves normally the ultimate product of combinations of much more highly 

specialized cells. The resulting product is thus composed of comparatively large, 

thin-walled cells, which are placed so loosely together that the resulting formation is 

ofa soft texture, and has a granular appearance which may be plainly seen with the 

unaided eye. 

Greenish white or discolored brownish opaque swellings are formed 
on the inner wall of the carpel, the seeds themselves proliferate, 
and very little if any lint is formed on them. This spongy mass of 
granular cells develops much more rapidly than lint, thus occupying 
the space that would have been filled with lint. Badly proliferated 
bolls contain but little lint, and this is matted or felted and of poor 
quality, thus greatly increasing the damage done by the pink boll- 
worms. Proliferous seeds are not confined to those actually attacked 
by the larve. The irritation caused by the presence of the larvee in 
a boll or the stimulation from proliferation in seed actually injured 
causes other healthy seed to proliferate. The percentage of proliferous 
bolls increases very rapidly with the advance of the season, which is 
simultaneous with the increase of the number of bolls attacked by 
the pink bollworm and with the number of larve in each boll. The 
Egyptian cotton grown at the laboratory was much more severely 

affected by proliferation than were the short-staple varieties. Larve 
occasionally are killed by proliferation, but from general observa- 
tions it is thought that not more than one-tenth of 1 per cent are 
killed in this way. The result is by far more detrimental than 
beneficial. 

DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE PINK BOLLWORM. 

The damage by the pink bollworm is caused by the feeding of 
the larve on the squares and blooms, the walls and partitions of 
the bolls, and the lint and seed of the cotton. Upon entering the 
boll after hatching the larve feed on the lint and tender tissues of 
the boll during its earlier stages of growth; in the latter stages the 
larvee feed almost exclusively on the seed, thereby arresting the 
development of the lint and seed and also destroying the seed itself. 
In passing from seed to seed and from lock to lock the larve cut and 
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discolor the lint. Just as soon as the bolls are formed they may be 
attacked by the larve working downward from the flower, but 
usually they are not attacked till one-half to three-fourths grown. 
The damage to the individual boll is greater the earlier it is attacked. 
In case the larva enters when the boll is very young, that is, one- 
half grown or less, the boll is usually completely destroyed. But 
when a boll is not attacked until it is about half grown an infesta- 
tion by a larva or even several larve does not necessarily prevent 
the boll from opening and producing some pickable cotton. The 
cotton from infested bolls is of an inferior grade, the lint usually 
being short, hard, and kinky. The portion of the boll actually con- 
sumed by the larva may be comparatively small, but the damage 
caused by the feeding habits and presence of larvee in a boll amounts 
to a considerable percentage loss to the crop. The irritation pro- 
duced by the presence of a larva often causes proliferation to take 
place; and upon entering and leaving the boll the larve provide a 
means for the entrance of air and water, thereby causing decompo- 
sition in the green bolls. 

RELATION OF AMOUNT OF DAMAGE TO INCREASE OF INFESTATION. 

It has been estimated that the natural winter mortality of all 
insects 1s about 95 per cent or more. In addition to this, the number 
of pink bollworms in the cotton fields of the Laguna district is further 
reduced by the iwrigation methods, fall burning of plants, and the 
grazing of the fields by cattle, goats, etc. It is obvious that at the 
beginning of the crop the infestation, even where it was general the 
previous year, would be very light, but as the number of larvee in 
the field increases the amount of damage becomes greater. 

The pink bollworm attack is not similar to that of other insects 
like the cotton leafworm, Alabama argillacea Hitbn., or bollworm, 
Chloridea obsoleta Fab., which practically ruin a crop overnight, but 
is more of a gradual, built-up attack, starting in the beginning of 
the crop with practically a negligible infestation and culminating 
with 100 per cent of the bolls infested with from 4 to 10 larve in 
every boll. Table XI shows the rate of monthly increase of larve 
in several average fields of the Laguna. 

TaBLe XI.—Progress of infestation by larvxe of the pink bollworm; number of larve per 
100 bolls. 

Plantation. 

Month. ie lh 6 B tas | Average. 
ormi- ae aCon- | San Isi- |- os a ts Barce- 

guero. | “!Via. | “cha. dera, . |“2rae0sa.|. Rosas. 1). Tona: 
| | 

| | ir 
ANUTADIS ae Beas ae | 2.6 15.3 5.0 5.2 32.6 33.6 17.6 15.9 
September: - 2322-2222 103.0 128. 7 93.5 62. 7 312.0 210.7 188. 0 156. 0 

CtODETS ase eases | 710. 0 694. 0 585. 2 748. 0 773.0 807. 4 496. 6 662. 9- 
November. ......-..- | £20. 0 790. 0 668. 0 G38) 0) |beeaeaeee | 86440 464. 0 724.0 

11696°—21—Bull. 918——4 
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The data in the foregomg table were compiled from records kept 
of weekly examinations made of 100 boll (green) samples taken from 
different plantations in the Laguna dis:rict. The bolls in each sample 
were taken by walking through the same fields each week and pick- 
ing the bolls at random. 

ESTIMATE OF DAMAGE TO LAGUNA CROP, 1919. 

In making an estimate of the damage caused by P. gossypiella to 
the cotton crop of the Laguna for 1919, it was thought best to select 
certain average fields on average plantations and to keep these 
particular fields under close surveillance during the entire year. 

Through the courtesy of Don Carlos Gonzales y Farifio, of Torreon 
and of the Tlahualilo Company, Tlahualilo, Durango, certain fields 
upon their properties were selected. These fields were chosen with 
the utmost care in order to obtain as nearly as possible an average 
of all conditions of the Laguna, with respect to factors controlling 
the amount of damage caused by P. gossypiella. Other fields in dif-_ 
ferent parts of the Laguna were examined as often as time would 
permit for comparison with these fields. Each of these fields was 
visited regularly (as far as conditions would permit) once a week, 
and samples of 100 green bolls taken, so that the rate of increase of 
infestation might be ascertained. 

Samples of seed cotton were also taken at the beginning of each 
pick from each of the experimental fields, to determine the damage 
caused by the pink bollworm in the different harvesting periods. 
These samples were ginned in‘a sample gin separately, accurate - 
weights being kept of the quantity of lint andseed. Asample of lint 
from each field sample was taken for classification by the Bureau of 
Markets, United States Department of Agriculture, to determine 
the discolorations, grades, and spinning qualities of the lint. 
A 2-pound sample of seed was taken from each field sample for 

chemical analysis to determine quality and quantity of oil. 

DAMAGE TO SQUARES AND BLOOMS. 

The pink bollworms enter the squares just after hatching from 
the eggs, and continue feeding until they complete the larval stage, 
notwithstanding the fact that the squares may bloom in the mean- 
time. Larvee of all stages have been found in the squares, but 
generally speaking only full-grown larve have been observed in the 
blooms. ‘To ascertain to what extent this floral feeding habit tended 
to cause damage the following experiment was carried on. 

Tags were placed on 343 normal blooms and on 343 infested blooms 
during June and July. Table XII shows the results. 
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TasLeE XII.—Results of experiment to determine damage caused by feeding of the pink 
bollworm in the blooms of cotton. 

Per cent of 
Number Dropped 

Blooms. of tags. off. Set bolls. aoa 

INGEN A Sade L SSB ARE SSS SOS See eee epee 343 140 203 40.8 
NTeSCEdASeR metre Chee cena ness Scidak sos ceeescweces oae 343 232 111 67.6 

From the above table it will be seen that 40.8 per cent of the normal 
blooms did not set bolls, but 67.6 per cent of the infested blooms did 
not set bolls, a difference of 26.8 per cent. Granting that under 
favorable conditions the natural tendency of the plant will be to 
reset these fruits, it is obvious that 26.8 per cent of the blooms will 
make bolls at a much later date than they normally would, thereby 
subjecting them to a far heavier infestation, hence a greater amount 
of damage. The later maturity of the crop due to shedding of the 
early squares would also greatly increase the damage by the boll 
weevil in countries where this insect is present. (See Table XI 
on ‘‘ Progress of infestation. ”’) 

The rate of monthly increase of the infested blooms in a given 
field is shown in Table X. 

DAMAGE TO BOLLS. 

In estimating the damage caused to the mature bolls (Pl. J, 

pickable as well as nonpickable cotton must be considered. By 
pickable cotton is meant cotton that is picked, ginned, and marketed 
from the beginning to the end of the crop; by nonpickable cotton, 
the bolls or portions of bolls that are left on the plants as unfit for 
picking, due to damage by the pink bollworm. 

PICKABLE COTTON. 

To arrive at a conclusion as to the extent the cotton taken from 
the fields is damaged, a 100-pound sample of seed cotton was taken 
from each picking in each experimental field. These samples were 
taken by picking all the open cotton on about every twentieth 
plant in each row, in this manner obtaining as nearly as possible a 
composite average sample of the cotton open in the field on that 
date. After the sample was taken the remaining open cotton was 
picked in the customary manner, thereby guarding against the 
possibility of mixing any of the first and second pick cotton in the 
taking of the later samples. 

The samples were stored until the end of the season and then 
sinned separately, using a small 10-saw sample gin. <A gin sample 
of approximately 2 pounds of lint and a sample of seed weighing 
about 2 pounds were taken from each of the field samples at the 
time of ginning. 
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Loss IN THE QUALITY oF Lint. 

The 2-pound gin samples were sent to the United States Bureau 
of Markets for examination. Mr. George Livingston, Chief of 
Bureau, reported in letter dated April 13, 1920, as follows: 

In a general way it may be stated that all of the samples were of very poor quality, 

especially as regards length and strength of staple. The results obtained through 

the ordinary commercial classification of cotton were confirmed by individual fiber 

strength tests which produced subnormal results. It is commonly considered that 

upland cotton should show an average strength for individual fibers of about 8 

grams, but none of the Mexican samples possessed that degree of strength. Several 

of the samples were so weak that a considerable portion of the fibers broke upon being 

inserted in the jaws of the testing machine. Such cotton is so weak in staple as to be 

practically unspinnable. 

The exact degree of the deterioration in the quality of lint men- 
tioned above which is due to the pink bollworm can not be definitely 
stated, but undoubtedly a certain percentage of it is caused by mal- 
nutrition of the seed, which arrests the development of the lint. 
Ballou (11, p. 265) states: 

In addition to the actual damage done to the lint and seed of the attacked seed, 

there is the injury which results to sound seed in attacked bolls. This appears to be 

a matter of malnutrition, the attacked seed making demands on the supply of the 

plant food to such an extent that nearly all the seeds in the boll are deprived of a 

portion of their nutriment. 

Loss IN WEIGHT OF SEED. 

As the amount of seed destroyed or practically destroyed by 
P. gossypiella was found to assume proportions worthy of consider-. 
able notice, an attempt was made to ascertain the exact loss by 
weight caused in this manner. From material picked during the 
year, samples of seed cotton were accurately weighed, hand-ginned, 
and the seed examined individually and weighed, with the following 
results: 

TaBLE XIII.—Loss by weight to seed when hand ginned. 

Sound seed. Damaged seed. Lint. 

jin ees = 

Wei Total Aver- A -ver- 2 

Sample ag snp aa mht ee grits Lossin) 
. aunts ber | Num-|Weight | Fop.| Num-| W eight ee enT weight} Weight eed 

#~" | seed. | ber of in ae! ber of in ner per in Cesahi 
seed. | grams. |..P{". | seed. | grams. |.PS™. |seed in| grams. : seed in seed in gram.|~ 

| gram. gram. - 

First pick, Zara- | 458 gms. | 2,438 | 2,282 | 252.65 0.1107 156 8.80 0.0561 |0.0546 | 158.12 34.5 
gosa. (1 Ib.) 

Second pick, |...do....| 2,855 | 2,388 | 244.38 | .1023 467 | 34.40 | .0736 | .0287 | 159.5 34.8 
Zaragosa. 

Third pick, San |...do....] 3,678 | 1,753 | 180.20 | .1027 | 1,925 | 125.30 | .0651 | .0376 | 141.5 31 
Tsidera. 

Table XIII shows there was a smaller number of seeds in the 
sample from the first pick but that the individual seeds were heavier 
and the percentage of lint in the two samples was practically the same. 
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The damaged seed from the first pick weighed less per seed than from 
the second pick, and the damage per seed from the first pick was 
greater than in the second pick. This is probably because the bolls 
from the first pick were attacked when they were greener and the 
seeds were attacked when they were more immature than in the 
other picks. There is no indication that the number of seeds per 
boll is reduced on account of pink bollworm attack, as pointed out by 
Gough. Unfortunately, the sample of the third pick is from a dif- 
ferent plantation and is not quite comparable with the other samples. 
It may be pointed out, however, that the average weight of the sound 
seed in the second and third picks is almost the same and that the 
loss in the individual attacked seed is greater in the third than in the 
second pick. This is thought to be because a much larger number of 
Jarve had prepared to hibernate in the third pick and a hibernating 
larva needs all the available space, especially in the single seed, 
and had eaten out the kernels of the seed cleaner to prepare this space. 
From the data given in Table XIII the loss in weight of the seed in 
the different picks can be calculated, and this is summarized in Table 
XIV. 

TABLE XIV. —Summary of table showing the loss in weight of the seed from the different 
picks due to pink bollworm attack. 

i Loss in 4 B 
ctual | weight |Correcte er cent | p : ‘ er cent 

aoe weight of in- weight | of lossin . 
Pick. ofseed | fested | ofseed | lesa porttsl Remarks. 

(grams). seed (grams).} seed ° 
(grams) 

INNES Hamer e te ea 261.45 8.42 269. 88 3.1 1.24 | First pick—40 per cent crop. 
Second esas ==. 278.78 13. 40 292.18 4.6 1.84 | Second pick=40 per cent crop. 
Saris laa eys Sea eee 305.50 | 72.38 377.88 19.1 3.82 | Third pick=20 per cent crop. 

TUS {RET sees cael pS a Metall ea | ia ee 6.90 
} 

Table XIV shows a loss of 3.1 per cent in the weight of the seed 
from the first pick, 4.6 per cent of the second pick, and 19.1 per cent 
in the third pick. The data secured in 1919 showed that 40 per cent 
of the crop was harvested in the first pick, 40 per cent in the second, 
and 20 per cent in the third. The losses in the seed from the dif- 
ferent picks when given their proportionate weights with respect to 
the proportion of the total crop harvested in each pick show that 
1.24 per cent of the total seed was lost in the first pick, 1.84 per cent 
in the second pick, 3.82 per cent in the third pick, or that a total of 
6.90 per cent by weight of the seed is lost due to the attacks of the 
pink bollworm in the pickable cotton. 
When the above-mentioned field samples of seed cotton were 

ginned the seed of the first, second, and third picks were placed in 
separate piles. Using a 20-liter measure, an equal number of weigh- 
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ings were made of the seed from each pick to determine the loss in 
weight between the seed of the different picks (Table XV). 

TABLE XV.— Weight of even number of containers of cotton seed for each pick. 

] 
E | First | Second | Third 7 5 First | Second | Third 

Sample No. pick pick. pick. Sample No. | pick. pick. pick. 
| 

Kilos. Kilos. Kilos. Kilos FKilos Kilos. 
ie ets = cers Aare 10.5 10.5 10.5 Se aes ase eine 11.1 10.7 10.7 
YE RE Se EE | 11.0 10.7 10.6 ONS neers aan 10.9 10.9 10.5 
Doe SeebseOneee seems aL 10.6 10.6 LOeses a Sea8 11.0 140585) 10.6 
Ae velelocatea nna ceaee be} 11.0 10.5 E 
Des Sins cee Soin ass thet 10.9 10.6 Rotala. eee se 110.4 107.5 106.2 
Gea eee aa 12 10.8 10.8 AVGIS2Cr.c2se0e se 11. 04 10.75 10. 62 
(eas oars sescod 1152 10.9 10.8 || Net weight.......-. 6. 24 5.95 5. 82 

Weight of container, 4.8 kilos: container used=20 liters. 

From Table XIV it is shown that there is 3.1 per cent loss in weight 
in the seed from the first pick; therefore the weight of one 20-liter 
measure (6.24 kilos) would be equal to only 96.9 per cent of the weight 

of sound seed, and the corrected weight of a 20-liter measure of sound 
seed should be 6.43 kilos. 

From these data it is shown that there is a loss of 0.19 kilo in the 
seed of the first pick, 0.48 kilo in the second pick, and 0.61 kilo in 
the third pick. These losses reduced to a percentage basis would 
equal 2.9 per cent of the seed lost in the first pick, 7.4 per cent in the 
second pick, and 9.4 per cent of the third. But as 40 per cent of the 
crop was harvested in the first pick, 40 per cent in the second pick, 
and 20 per cent in the third pick, these figures when given their 
weighted values will equal 5.96 per cent of the total seed lost due to. 
pink-bollworm attack. 

This difference of 0.94 per cent between the figures representing 
the total loss in the seed when hand-ginned and when commercially 
ginned is explained by the fact that part of the damaged seed is 
broken in cleaning and ginning the cotton, and passes out with the 
cleanings, trash, and even in the lint. It is thought, therefore, that 
the figure given for the hand-ginned sample, 6.9 per cent, represents 
more nearly the actual loss in the seed of the pickable cotton, than, does 
the figure 5.96 per cent obtained from the commercially ginned 
sample. 

Loss IN QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF OIL. 

Besides the losses in the weight of the seed, there is also an addi- 
tional loss in quantity and quality of the oil produced. 

Because of the danger of introducing the pink bollworm into the 
United States, it was thought advisable not to bring seed out of 
Mexico for analysis. Samples were taken from the different field 
samples as ginned and given to the chemists of the largest oil mill in 
the Laguna district. Owing to the unsettled conditions prevailing 
in that section of Mexico during 1920, reports on these samples have 
not been received. 
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Willcox (7) states that there is marked reduction in the quantity 
of oil produced and that the quality is of an inferior grade. 

NONPICKABLE COTTON. 

It is in this class that the major portion of the gross damage 
occurs. As has been previously stated, there is a certain percentage of 
the cotton damaged to such an extent as to render it unfit for picking. 
This cotton naturally is left on the plants after the pickings are 
finished. 

An effort has been made to determine the exact portion of the crop 
that is affected in this manner. By selecting what appeared to be 
average-sized plants (according to the number of bolls per plant, 
etc.) in fields of several different average plantations, about 3,000 
plants were examined after the cotton had been picked. These 
plants were examined individually, the total number of bolls on 
each plant and total number of bolls lost on each plant due to attack 
of the pink bollworm being recorded. In counting the total number 
of bolls an empty burr was counted as a boll, and in the calculations 
has the weight of a perfectly sound boll. 

In counting ‘‘bolls lost,’ only bolls or portions of bolls which 
showed plainly that their damage was caused by the pink bollworm were 
taken into consideration. Bolls or portions of bolls that showed 
themselves to be unfit for picking because of conditions other than 
the pink bollworm, such as those attacked by the common bollworm, 
C’. obsoleta, or injured by water, heat, and dryness, were counted as 
sound bolls (Table XVI). 

TasBLeE X VI.—Loss to crop in nonpickable cotton caused bu the pink bollworm. 

; Total Totalbolls}| Percent 
Place. plants. Totalbolls. lost! damaged 

Ho 1 LEU OLO Meee ers oe neta roan Ue eh eae 248 6,737 1, 066 15. 82 
JN Wi eo o oS SS US BROCCO EA SHOS BEES ES HEEB O LOTR DEE eee 453 14,977 2,618 17. 48 
War Won clia se ane a a eee Mare i ae 503 15, 117 2,942 19. 46 
S QTNUST CMO aie meee seen sem aaa“ Se ER ONC TN a Sen i 454 20, 112 3, 768 18. 73 
ALAS OS Mere ho een ae ep May eee oe eo Ota 450 10, 428 2,044 24.39 
TRS@ SPITS Syed aE CS MN eg 450 9, 282 2,318 24.97 
TBIEYRETSY OVE, cso ON RO nS MA a 300 6, 297 1,325 21. 04 

AMG be es LO BS a aes es egaaet 2,858 82,950 16,581 141.89 
LST SEC 1 GES GSS ISO SES ETP Se NSN id Hse LAU Fl age Ua Sv Ce 19.98 

Table XVI shows that of 82,950 bolls produced by 2,858 plants 
16,581 were lost, making a total of 19.98 per cent damage in the non- 
pickable cotton due directly to the attack of the pink bollworm. 
The plantations on which these figures are based represent a true 
average of the entire Laguna. In addition to these plantations, a 
number of other places were visited in different parts of the Laguna 
and the amount of damage found ranged from 15 to 25 per cent, with 
an average of approximately 20 per cent loss due to the pink bollworm, 
which substantiates the accuracy of the foregoing estimates. 
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SUMMARY OF DAMAGE BY THE PINK BOLLWORM.! 

(1) Loss in squares and blooms: 26.8 per cent of the squares and 
blooms shed. 

(2) Loss in pickable cotton: 

Lint: Deterioration in quality. 
Seed: Is reduced 6.9 per cent in weight; quantity and 

quality of oi! also reduced. 
(8) Loss in nonpickable cotton: 19.98 per cent of entire crop ren- 

dered unpickable. 
The damage to the nonpickable cotton and the loss by weight in 

the seed in the pickable cotton can be reduced to a monetary basis. 
Assuming lint to be worth 30 cents per pound and seed worth $60 
per ton, the value of 500 pounds of lint would be $150 and 1,000 
pounds or } ton of seed would be worth $30, or a total of $180 per 
bale. For every bale picked there is 19.98 per cent of the seed and 
lint left in the field as nonpickable cotton, or, in other words, the 

amount of cotton actually picked represents only 80.02 per cent of 
the crop if no pink bollworms were present. Then the value of the 
crop produced would be $224.90 rather than $180. The loss of 
19.98 per cent of the potential crop ($224.90) is equal to $44.93 per 
bale. In addition to this there is 6.9 per cent loss by weight in the 
seed of the pickable cotton (which represents the 80.02 per cent of 
the bale not included in the 19.98 per cent loss or nonpickable cotton), 
which amounts to $2.07. Therefore the total loss is $47 or 20.89 
per cent of the value of the bale. 

The calculable loss that can be specifically stated on a definite 
percentage basis is 20.89 per cent. In addition to this figure there ° 
should be added the losses incurred in the shedding of the squares, 
deterioration in the quantity and quality of the oil in the seed, and 
the weakening and irregularity of the staple in computing the total 
damage caused by the pink bollworm. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

While cotton (Gossypium spp.) is by far the most favored food’ 
plant, a number of other plants have been recorded as host plants of 
the pink bollworm. Maxwell-Lefroy (2) records a species of Hibiscus 
and the oily seed of trees (species not given) in India; Fullaway (3) 
reared a single specimen from milo (Thespesia populnea) 11 Hawaii; 

4 Damage during 1920.—The damage to the Laguna crop by the pink bollworm was unusually severe 

during 1920. Frost did not come in 1919 till very late and this was followed by a mild winter, which 
allowed a large percentage of the hibernating larv-e to pass the winter successfully. The fields were ex- 

amined during the latter part of June, and it was very evident that the infestation in squares and young 
bolls was heavier than it had been in 1918 or 1919. The cotton was also further advanced and was growing 
rapidly, with very good prospects for a large crop. About this time there were severe outbreaks of 

aphids (Aphis gossypii), thrips, and rust (Aecidium gossypii) which checked the growth of the plants 
and gave them a setback from which they never recovered. This caused the plants to produce very few 
bolls, and the infestation by the pink bollworms and the percentage of loss have consequently been very’ 

high. Estimates made in November showed that the pink bollworm had injured 31.3 per cent of the 

crop so badly that it was rendered unfit for picking and that there was 7 or 8 per cent additional loss 
attributable to the insect by the lowering of the quantity and quality of the pickable cotton, or a total of 
38 to 39 per cent loss of the crop. 
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Busck (8) bred the pink bollworm from Gossypium tomentosum in 
Hawaii, but did not find it in milo; King (9) reports it from hanbuk 

(Abutilon sp.) in Africa; and Gough (12) records mallow ( Malva sp.). 

Willcocks (7) states that the food plants in Egypt are bamia or okra 
(Hibiscus esculentus), teel or hemp (Hibiscus cannabinus), and holly- 

hock (Althaea rosea). 

A number of malvaceous plants were grown beside heayily infested 
cotton on the laboratory grounds and several became infested. 
Okra (Hibiscus esculentus) became rather heavily infested in every 
instance when grown in close proximity to cotton. Table XVII 
is a complete record of all the seed pods grown on 30 plants at 
the laboratory during the season of 1919. From August 14 to 
December 3, 590 seed pods were examined with the following results::- 
66.7 per cent were infested with live larvee and pupe, and the total 
infestation, including seed pods that were unmistakably infested but 
in which no larve or pupe were found, was 73.8 per cent. The in- 
fested seed pods averaged 2 larvee, pupe, and exit holes. 

TABLE XVII.—Seed-pod examination of Okra (H. esculentus). 

| 

Pods infested. Infestation. Num- 
ber ot 

infested) + 
Num- | pods a 
ber of . | without) mie Remarks. 

pods. | Num-| Per | Larve| Num | Pupe | larve | poles, 
ber cent. | total. | Perof| and ib 

5 z E ew. | larve.| pups 
present 

38 11 28.9 9 0 9 3 0 | Green pods. 
33 9 27.2 9 0 9 1 0 Do. 
60 36 60. 0 48 0 48 1 0 Do. 
50 35 70.0 85 0 85 3 0 Do. 

100 69 69.0 105 0 105 13 25 Do. 
100 79 79.0 106 5 111 13 37 Do. 
50 45 90. 0 92 4 96 2 13 | Dry pods 
84 66 78.5 147 5 152 5 8 Do. 
20 12 60.0 37 0 37 1 0 Do. 
20 17 85.0 35 0 35 1 1 Do. 
35 15 42.8 21 0 21 0 0 | Green pods. 

590 | 394 66.7 | 694 14 708 43 84 
) 

From this one observation it seems that when attacking okra the 
pink bollworm is more inclined to pupate in the seed pods than in 
the bolls when cotton is attacked. No plausible explanation can be 
given as to why this should occur. 

The manner of attack and feeding habits in okra are essentially 
the same as in cotton, but no larve were ever found feeding in the 
flower buds or flowers. 

Double seeds or three or four seeds are frequently webbed together 
in much the same manner as double seed in cotton, though the work 
is not so clean and particles of frass are usually found attached to 
them. Plate IV shows full-grown larve feeding in okra pods. 

One important point to be determined is whether the species is able 
to sustain and perpetuate itself on okra alone as afood plant. Two 
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large screen cages were constructed over heavily infested okra in the 
fall of 1918. The entire plants with the fruits attached were left in 
the cages during the summer of 1919. Repeated examainations were 
made of all fruits formed during 1919 and no infestation ever devel- 
oped from the hibernating larve. The protection afforded by the 
okra is not as good as the protection afforded by cotton. The seed 
pods crack open on drying and the seeds with the larvee webbed up 
in them drop to the ground, the larve becoming subject to the detri- 
mental effects of water and attacks of insect enemies. 

Under the same conditions hollyhock (Althaea rosea), a very com- 
mon ornamental flower, was found to be subject to the attack of the 
pink bollworm larve, the insects being found in the buds, flowers, 
‘and seed pods. 

Hibernating cages were also constructed over hollyhock plants 
and experiments conducted in the same manner as with okra with 
negative results. No reinfestation occurred from hibernating larve. 

The flower buds, flowers, and seed pods of Hibiscus syriacus were 
attacked by the pink bollworm, the manner of attack and feeding 
habits being the same as in cotton and okra. The infestation in the 
flower buds was light, but the seed pods were nearly all infested and 
some contained several larve. 

One pink bollworm larva was taken from a seed pod of the Con- 
federate rose ({ibiscus mutabilis). 

Seeds from 25 species of malvaceous plants were collected in 
southern Texas and planted in close proximity to cotton at Ciudad 
Lerdo. Of this number only the following species grew: Hibiscus cocci-* 
neus Walt., Hibiscus militaris Cav., Hibiscus lasiocarpus Cav., Mal- 
vastrum americanum (L.) Terr., Sida spinosa L., Wissadula lozana 

(Rose) Fries, and Kosteletzkya virginica L. Some of these have small 

seed pods and are not well adapted to the feeding habits of the larvee, 
but the following species were attacked by pink bollworms. 

Only one plant of Hibiscus coccineus grew. It developed 7 seed- 
pods and 5 of these were infested. 

Hibiscus militaris was attacked both in the flowers and seed pods. 
The same rosette appearance takes place in the infested flower as in 

~ upland cotton. 
Kosteletzkya virginica was also attacked. The plant is a very pro- 

fuse bloomer, but the seed pods are rather small to be well adapted 
for the larve, though two full-grown larve were found in seed pods. 

Malvastrum americanum was infested. One specimen was taken 
in a seed pod. 
A species of Malva ( Malva parviflora L. %) grows rather abundantly 

along the borders of the fields in the Laguna, but was never found 
to be infested under natural conditions. The seed pods are too small 

to be well adapted for pink bollworms, though larve can reach ma- 
turity in a single pod. 
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DISPERSAL. 

The most important factor in the dispersal of the species is man. 
By his transportation of cotton seed and cotton products he has car- 
ried the insect from its original home to all parts of the cotton-produc- 
ing world. Once it is established, local: dispersal from one field to 
another is also by flight, and in some instances the carriage of the 
larve by water is of importance. 

CARRIAGE OF LARVA IN SEED FOR PLANTING AND OTHER PURPOSES. 

The transportation of infested seed by man from place to place is 
the usual means by which this insect is carried to new localities. It 
was introduced into Mexico in 1911 with seed for planting; into 
Brazil in 1911-1913 with seed for planting; and more recently into 
certain parts of Texas with seed in cotton and seed for milling pur- 
poses. From what has already been stated concerning the habits 
of the pink bollworm, it is evident that seed from an infested field is 
sure to contain a certain percentage of infestation, and it is known 
that the resting larve can live for at least 2 years in such seed. It is 
thus seen that the larve are admirably adapted for transportation 
over great distances in this way. Seed, moreover, is often inci- 
dentally carried with other products. Railroad cars which have 
been used for shipping cotton seed are a very dangerous example of 
this. Seed will usually be found in the cracks and corners and be- 
tween the walls of the car. Numerous instances of this have been 
noted, particularly by imspectors at border points, where live pink- 
bollworm larvee were taken from cars which had been used for seed in 
the Laguna district and later used for exportation of other products. 
Bales of cotton often carry seed and as many as several hundred seeds 
have been found mixed with the lint and attached to the bagging. 
Cotton waste and used cotton bagging are other items usually having 
seed attached to them. Cotton pickers in Mexico often move from 
plantation to plantation. It is a common practice with them to carry 
their own picking sacks and among their belongings seed cotton and 
cotton seed are often found. These and similar practices are common 
means by which the insect is carried. 

FLIGHT AND CARRIAGE OF ADULTS. 

While the moth of the pink bollworm is small, it has ample wing 
power for its size and is capable of quick, darting flight. When 
disturbed during the day it flies only a short distance and hides 
under the nearest object. On the other hand, several hundred 
moths were liberated on top of the house where a light breeze was 
blowing, in the morning and at dusk. About half of those liberated 
in the morning flew only a few feet before settling down, while the 
others flew upward and away as far as the eye could follow them. 
Those liberated at dusk nearly all flew upward and away till lost to 
sight. In all cases they flew with the wind and not quartering to it, 
as some insects do. Up to the present time no conclusive data have 
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been accumulated along this line, due to the nocturnal habits of the 
moth and the fact that in Mexico it was so generally distributed that 
no uninfested isolated fields were found. 

The average duration of the moth stage in captivity is about 14 
days. If the moth flies only a short distance before coming to.a rest, 
it would appear certain that it may again proceed for another short 
distance. If there were nothing to influence the direction of its 
flight, it might fly in any direction. and as likely as not return to its 
original starting point; but if the direction of the flight is influenced 
by the wind, as it was in our observations, it would fly with the wind, 
and where there is a prevailing wind from one direction the moth 
would be carried in the same general direction farther and farther 
from its starting point and might cover a considerable distance 
before dying. In the eradication work in Texas a 5-mile non- 
cotton zone around infested territory is used to prevent dispersal 
by flight, and it is thought this zone is reasonably safe. The moths 
have seclusive habits, and frequently hide in cracks, crevices, and 
dark corners. At the railroad stations in the Laguna cars stand 
upon the side tracks within a few yards of the cotton fields for days 
or even weeks at a time while being loaded and unloaded. Trains stop 
for long periods of time near the fields to unload supplies, and when 
these stops are made at night, when the moths are flying about, it is 
possible that some of the moths might secrete themselves in the cars 
and later be carried to distant points. There is the same danger, though 
to a lesser degree, in vehicles passing cotton fields along the toads. 

CARRIAGE OF LARVA BY WATER. 

Cotton plants with bolls attached were often seen floating down 
the Rio Nazas when it was at flood stage, and old bolls are carried long 
distances when fields are overflowed. Some experiments were made 
at Dr. W. D. Hunter’s suggestion to determine how long larve could 
survive exposure to water. Free larve with no protection whatever 
pupated and produced moths after being in water in tubes for 44 hours, 
Larve survived for several days after being in water longer, but 
none produced moths. Larve in cocoons survived 72 hours in water 
in tubes and free larve placed in pill boxes perforated with a needle 
produced one adult after 8 days’ submergence in a pitcher. Pupe 
did not survive as long as larve. Old bolls picked in January, 1918, 
and stored in the laboratory. till April, 1919, were submerged in 
water and left floating on the surface of water in a trough. Larve 
pupated and produced adults after 7 days in both instances, but no 
adults emerged after 11 days in either case. 

Several plants containing green bolls heavily infested were placed 
in the river and tied so that they could not float away. When there 
was enough current in the river to keep the plants floating at the 
end of the string the bolls were all washed away at the end of 4 to 5 
days. When there was no current the plants sank to the bottom 
and all the larve were found dead in 3 days. It is quite likely, however, 
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that when plants are allowed to float free and move with the current 
the bolls will remain on the plants longer. When floating in this 
manner part of the plants are always out of water and, as they revolve 
more or less, the same bolls will not be submerged all the time and 
larvee will survive more than 3 days. 
would live in green bolls, sample bolls were placed in a trough 
and examined daily. The bolls floated and larve lived for 10 days. 
On the eleventh day all of the bolls sank to the bottom and were very 
rotten, and no live larve were found in them. The results of these 
experiments are summarized in Table XVIII. 

To determine how long larvee 

TaBLe X VIII.—E fect of water on pink bollworm larve. 

Condition of exposure. Number treated. aes percent Remarks. 

Hours. 
Loose larve in tube of water...| 5 larvee............-.-- 20 60 1 pupated afterwards. 

Qibhingioacencaceer esabas 44 70 2 pupated afterwards. 
20 larvee and 3 pupe.. 120 100 Larve lived several days. 
HOVE EEaspeocuuese 144 100 

Loosecocoonsin tube of water..| 10 larvee...........-.-- 48 70 Heavy cocoons; 1 adult 
emerged. 

20ilanycst ey eke 72 90 Heavy cocoons. 
zeae ClO eer pen asa ass 96 | 100 Do. 
1Oharvess ee oP ltl eee 120 100 Do. 

Double seed in tube of water-..| 10 oe seed (5 lar- 96 100 
ve. 

10 double seed (3 lar- 124 66 2 larve alive. 
Ve.) 

Seed and cocoons in pill boxes | 1 box.............--.-- 24 0 
perforated with needle........|..... COs sees rece eeas 48 0 
(3seeds and 2cocoonsineach | ....do-...---.....---. 72 40 
box. Countedtogether).  |..-.- GOs ae ae eee 96 | 0) 

saene 00 ee ets ae 120 | 50 2 pupated afterwards. 

| Days. 
Sacra GO ee Seeee eeeer 6.5 | 40 
BETES OS te eee | 8 | 60 

pared (G10 pa aaa a sala 11 100 
Bethe GOL eee ee oe 15 100 
DARDOKESS se eee eee 17 100 

Bolls floating on water in | 20 bolls (29larve)..-... u 80 Bolls covered with alge 
trough. (Bolls picked in and rotten. 
December, 1918, andstoredin | 20 bolls (12 larva)..... 11 100 Do. 
laboratory. Containedmany | 20 bolls (56 larve)-..-. 14 100 Do. 
dead larve not included in | 20 bolls (17 larve).__.. 17 100 Do. 
count. ) 120 bolls (273 larve)... 18 100 Do. 

Bolls submerged in water in | 20 bolls (80larve).-.-. 7 77 2 pupated; bolls covered 
trough (same kind of bolls as with alge and rotten. 
above). 20 bolls (113 larvee)...- 11 100 1 larva lived several days; 

bolls rotten. 
20 bolls (46 larve)...-- 14 100 Bolls rotten. 
20 bolls (14 larvee)...-. il (tel) 100 Do. 
120 bolls (169 larve)... 18 | 100 Do. 

Hours. | 
Green bolls submerged in slat- | 10 bolls (37 larvee).._-. 48 95 Bolls fermenting and very 
ted box in river. | sticky. 

LOMO See 72 100 Interior bolls rotten. 
TOMDOUS. sass 2s eee 96 100 Badly rotted. 

Plant with green bollsattached | 10 bolls (40 larvee).-.-- 48 55 Bolls fermenting. 
floating on surface of river, | 9 bolls (19 larvee)....-. 72 98.4 | Interior of bolls rotting. 
Sept. 13, 1919. 7 bolls (11 larvee)...... 96 46 All of live larvee found in 

two bolls which were not 
Days. submerged. 

143 green cotton bolls placed in | 20 bolls (122 larvee)..-. 3 7.3 
container of water. Water | 20 bolls (125 larve).-.. 4 3.1 | All deadin two badly de- 
changed daily. cayed bolls. 

20 bolls (133 larvee).... 5 6.3 | Decaying. 
20 bolls (107 larve).... 6 60.7 | Some in bad state of decay. 
15 bolls (84 larve)...-.- 7 BLs5 Do. 
16 bolls (73 larve)...-. 8 38.8 | Some bolls rather small 

and badly decayed. 
10 bolls (61 larvee).-... 9 44.2 | Bolls decaying rapidly. 
10 bolls (51 larvee)...-. 10 60.7 | Some still floating; badly 

decayed. 
6 bolls (43 larvee)..-.-. 11 100.0 | Badly decayed. 
6 bolls (29 larve)...--- 12 100.0 | Very rotten. 
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_ In general, it may be said that larvee will live in bolls submerged 
in water or floating on the surface of the water till the bolls them- 
selves are thoroughly rotten. This may be a week or more, depend- 
ing upon the condition of the bolls. The old dried bolls and larve 
webbed up in bits of rubbish are particularly likely to carry an infes- 
tation a long distance, for they float more readily than green bolls. 
One of the large plantations was considering dividing their property 
into zones which would be planted in cotton only every third or 
fourth year in order to reduce the damage by the pink bollworm, but 
the danger of reinfestation by irrigation water was considered so great 
that it was not adopted. 

NATURAL CONTROL. 

From the data collected in 1918 and 1919, it is concluded that the 

maximum infestation and the maximum damage to the cotton of 
the Laguna have been reached by this time, except for slight yearly 
variations due to climatic conditions which may have some effect 
on the development of the pink bollworm and its attack on the 
cotton. It is the belief of the plantation owners that the damage 
or loss to the crop has remained about the same since 1916, or that 
the maximum had been reached at the end of five years from the time 
of introduction. 

MORTALITY OF NEWLY-HATCHED LARV. 

It has been shown in Table III that 47.1 per cent of the pink 
bollworm eggs are not deposited on the squares or bolls. The larve 
from these eggs must crawl some distance before reaching food. In 
this migration they are readily attacked by insect enemies, are ex- 
posed to the hot sun, become weakened and exhausted, and event- 
ually may succumb to starvation. It is thought that very few or 
possibly none of the larve from this 47.1 per cent of the eggs ever 
enter the squares or bolls. Many of the larve from the remaining 
52.9 per cent of the eggs deposited on suitable parts of the plant 
never succeed in entering the bolls or squares either. To determine 
what percentage of the larvee hatching from eggs deposited on the 
plants fail to enter the bolls or squares, five plants were examined. 
These records were carefully made. Every part of the plant was 
closely examined with a hand lens for eggs and eggshells. The larvee, 
pupe, and exit holes were also carefully counted and the mortality 
rate calculated from the number of eggshells found on the plants 
and the total infestation of the plants. The results are given in 
Table XIX. 
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TaBLE XIX .— Mortality of larvx of P. gossypiella. 

, Number of 
On plant. ERAS. are Bi 

Num it | DUPE, Soe Pupe | Exit cent 
ber of araG LES and ae Remarks. 
plants. | Num- | Num- exit : 

per of | ber of |, In holes. | tlity shells. | eggs squares.| bolls. 

Teen 181 89 3 17 0 7 27 85.1 
Sa se 141 111 1 46 0 12 59 58. 2 
deere 190 115 6 84 0 24 114 40. 0 
ieee 170 53 0 25 3 13 41 75.9 | 16 bolls on plant. 
Lees 103 143 2 39 0 15 57 44.7 | 28 bolls on plant. 

Doeaog 785 511 12 211 3 72 298 62.1 

From this table it is seen that the mortality varies from 40 to 85.1 
per cent with an average of 62.1 per cent. If it is assumed that 
none of the larve from the 47.1 per cent of the eggs laid on other 
parts of the plants ever succeed in entering the bolls or squares, this 
would still leave 15 per cent of the larve from eggs laid on the squares 
and bolls unaccounted for. Since many eggshells had undoubtedly 
fallen from the plants examined, this percentage of mortality (62.1 
per cent) is smaller than what actually occurs. 

To determine what percentage of the eggs laid on the bolls are 
lost, 16 samples of 25 green bolls each were examined, the number of 

eggs laid on them counted, and the total infestation found (Table 
OX). 

TABLE X X.— Mortality of pink bollworm larve from eggs laid on bolls. 

Eggs. Larve. Per cent 

oflarve 
Exit Total from 

Number of bolls. 4 Pupe.| infes- | eggs laid 

may, \\ases| Potala iret. |Secondel“hira:trourthelit tation.) on bolls 
P- 2 ‘ ‘ | : recovered 

in bolls. 

AG) eee eee aie - 61 | 4,958 | 5,019 190 347 442} 1,005 386 iba WOABy Al 45.8 
Average.-........ 0. 15 12.4 12.5 0. 47 0. 87 eal 255 ON96 alee GR PARES oa coonG 

There were 5,019 eggs and eggshells on the bolls. If larve from 
all these eggs had hatched and all the larve gone into the bolls, there 
would have been an average infestation of 12.5 larvee per boll, whereas 
an average of a little less than 6 larvee was actually found. These 
examinations were made in October and later examinations showed 
that the maximum infestation ever reached was an average of 7 per 
boll. 

These figures indicate that about half of the larve from eggs laid 
on the bolls themselves never succeed in entering them. In Table 
III it was shown that 51.7 per cent of the eggs were laid on the boils 
and appendages, and if only half of these successfully enter the bolls 
this would be equal to 25.8 per cent of the total eggs. This loss of 
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25 per cent, in addition to the 47.1 per cent laid on other parts of 
the plants and assumed to be lost, would bring the total mortality 
of young larve up to 72.9 per cent. This figure (72.9 per cent) is 
thought to approach more closely what actually takes place in the field 
than that of 62.1 per cent based on the number of empty shells found. 
This is borne out by laboratory experience where the mortality was 
90 per cent or more. 

Once the larve are inside the bolls there is very little or no mor- 
tality during the summer months. 

MORTALITY OF HIBERNATING LARV4 IN THE FIELDS. 

There is a very heavy mortality in hibernating larve left in the 
fields during the winter, especially when the fields are irrigated. Ex- 
aminations of old bolls picked up in the fieldsshowed that about 80 to 
90 per cent of the larve survived till February, and that the mor- 
tality rapidly increased from this date onward. The mortality varies 
greatly in different samples, but by the end of March it is difficult to 
find any live larve in the scraps picked up on the ground in the fields. 
There are still live larve present, but the old bolls have broken up, 
scattered, and in cultivated fields are difficult to find. On March 

13, 1918, only 3 live larve were found from a bushel of old bolls and 

trash picked up in a lightly infested field at San Pedro. On April 
16, 1919, no live larve were found in the old bolls left on the ground 

after cattle had grazed over the fields at Tlahualilo, but about 5 per 
cent were still alive in the bolls left on the stalks. 

To secure more data on this point, two series of experiments were 
started on November 26, 1918. One experiment was under as nearly 
normal irrigated field conditions as possible and the other under non- 
wrigated conditions. The fields in the Laguna are usually irrigated 
in November, December, or January, when cotton follows cotton, as 

it does on most plantations. When fields have been lying fallow for 
a season, the water is applied any time during the year when it is 
available. About 3 feet of water is placed on the fields and allowed 
to soak in. This requires from one to several months, depending 
upon the character of the soil. In the experimental plot irrigation 
was started on December 2 and continued till December 8, when the 

motor burned out. Water was again applied on December 23, 1918, 
and continued daily until January 22, 1919. On account of the 
small amount of electric current available, the plot could not be filled 
3 feet deep, but the daily application of a few inches of water kept 
the ground thoroughly wet and covered with water at least part of 
each day. 

In each of the series the larvee were exposed under wire cages in 
bolls in a single layer on the surface of the ground, in bolls buried 6 
to 7 inches deep, and in double seed buried one-fourth inch deep in 
flowerpots which were set in the soil flush with the surface. More- 
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over, larvee removed from all seed and lint were placed in screened 
boxes and flowerpots and allowed to enter the soil. These were also 
buried flush with the surface of the ground. A sample of the bolls 
used was examined at the time and found to contain an average of 
6.64 fourth-instar and 0.03 third-instar larvee per boll. The material 

was examined at different dates and the results are givenin Table X XI. 

TABLE XXI.—The mortality among hibernating Pectinophora gossypiella larve under 
different field conditions. 

Ex- 

ae Conditions of exposure. 

No. 

557 | 300 larvee removed 
from seed and lint 
and buried in wood- 
en box of soil in 
irrigated plot. 

5584 | 50 larvee in flowerpot, 
same as 557. 

558c | Same as 558A........-- 
558B | Same as 558A.......--- 
558D | 50 double seeds buried 

in flowerpot on irri- 
gated plot. 

560 | 300 larvee removed 
from seed and lint 
and buried in wooden 
box of soil in nonirri- 
gated plot. 

5614 | 50 larvee in flowerpot, 
same as 560. 

561B | Same as 561A..-....--- 
561c | 50 double seeds in flow- 

erpot on nonirrigated 
plot. 

559A | 200 green and dry bolls 
buried 6 to 7 inches 
deep on_ irrigated 
plot. 

559B | 200 green and dry bolls 
left on top of ground 
on irrigated plot. 

562A | 200 green and dry bolls 
buried in soil 6 to 7 
inches deep on non- 
irrigated plot. 

562B | 200 green and dry bolls 
left on top of ground 
on nonirrigated plot. 

Examination. 

Date Live Dead Live | Pupal 
% larvee.| larvee. | pupee.| skins. 

1919. 
June 11...... 0 2 0 0 

May 10....... 0 | Several. 0 0 

June 10... 0 3 0 0 
June 11.....-- 0 0 0 0 
JUMEN esse 0 0 0 0 

June 12....... ADA Seeeesee 3 2 

May 10.-.-.-.-... 28 1 1 1 

June 11....... 0 7 0 0 
June 12.. (Sit eA Sa 1 3 

Mar. 10 (10 0 65 0 0 
bolls) 

Apr. 24 (10 0 48 0 0 
bolls) 

May 16 (50 OL eh ereee 0 0 
bolls) 

June 6 (130 Del eet 0 10 
bolls) 

Mar. 10 (10 39 29 0 0 
bolls) 

Apr. 24 (10 20 36 il 3 
bolls). 

May 15 (50 74 194 2 2 
bolls). 

June 4 (116 51 344 6 18 
bolls). 

Mar. 11 (10 52 0 0 0 
bolls) 

Apr. 24 (10 13 13 2 10 
bolls). 

June 7 (180 0 0 0 0 
bolls). 

Mar. 11 (10 68 26 0 0 
bolls) 

Apr. 24 (10 54 28 0 0 
bolls) 

May 15 (50 83 137 0 6 
bolls) 

June 7 (50 152 188 2 11 
bolls) 

July 25 (25 0 100 0 7 
bolls) 

Aug. 22 (80 0 ) 0 0 
bolls). 

Remarks. 

61 empty dirt cells 
around side of box. 

Seed well rotted. 

Larvee webbed up on 
side of box. 

Larvee in cocoons. 

Seed well rotted. 

Bolls rotting badly. 

Very rotten and fallen 
to pieces. 

Fallen to pieces. 

Bolls so rotten difficult 
to pick from soil. 

Bolls in good condi- 
tion. 

Do. 

Some of bolls getting 
rotten, but those 
which had opened 
when experiment be- 
gan still in good con- 
dition. 

Bolls badly rotted. 

Badly rotted and could 
not separate bolls. 

Thoroughly rotten. 

Bolls in very good con- 
dition. 

Do. 
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Table XXI shows that no live larve were found during May and 
June among those removed from seed and lint or in double seed 
buried in the irrigated plots (Experiments Nos. 557 and 558 A to D), 
and that 12.8 per cent were alive or had emerged as moths under the 
same conditions in the nonirrigated plot (Experiments Nos. 560 and 
561 A to C). No live larve were found in bolls buried in irrigated 
plots from March 10 (the first examination) until June 6 in Experi- 
ment No. 559 A, and none in bolls buried in nonirrigated plot (Experi- 
ment No. 562 A) after April 24. The surrounding soil had been irri- 
gated and when the last examination was made on June 7 the soil in 
the nonirrigated plot was found moist about 3 inches below the surface 
from water that had seeped in from below. From this experiment 
6.2 per cent survived till April 24. There was less mortality in the 
bolls when left on the surface of the ground than when buried. In 
the irrigated plot (Experiment No. 559 B) live larve were found in 
bolls left on the surface of the ground at the last examination on 
June 4, 1919, and 9.7 per cent had survived or previously emerged 
as moths on this date. On the nonirrigated plot (Experiment No. 
562 B) 50 per cent of the larve in bolls on the surface were alive on 
June 7, 1919. At the next examination, on July 25, all of the larvee 
were dead. 

In all of the experiments, especially the later examinations, many 
of the larvee were not recovered because the dead larvee were so decom- 
posed they were not recognizable. Very few if any escaped, for the 
buried bolls had close-mesh wire screen over the top and along the 
sides, extending below the level of the bolls. The earth surrounding 
the material was carefully sifted and larvee and pupal skins found 
here counted with the others. The percentages of mortality for the 
bolls are based on the number of larve found in the samples at the 
beginning of the experiments. This is not absolutely accurate, 
because the number of larvee may vary considerably in individual 
bolls, but it is the most reliable figure to use inasmuch as the actual 
number of dead larve could not be determined. 

it is seen that the mortality increases as the season advances, even 
where the conditions were most favorable, no live larve being found 
as late as July 25, and that the mortality in all the experiments was 
greater when the larve were buried than when they were left on the 
surface, and greater when the plots were irrigated than when left dry. 
These experiments also show that the greatest danger for starting 
a new infestation from material left in the fields is the old bolls 
left on the surface of the ground. Over 9 per cent of the larvee in 
these bolls on the irrigated plot survived till June 4 and 50 per cent 
survived in the nonirrigated plot. At this season the cotton will be 
large enough for oviposition to begin. Under the usual field condi- 
tions the irrigated lands will have been cultivated before this date 
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and the mortality increased by breaking up and burying the bolls. 
On the other hand, the bolls float on water and the wind frequently 
blows them against the borders on one side of the field, where they are 
piled up several inches or more deep. This concentration keeps some 
of the bolls out of the water and affords more protection for the bolls 
in the interior of the pile against heat and cold. If the fields are not 
irrigated it means they will not be planted the following year and 
such fields are usually grazed by goats, cows, and burros, which eat 
many of the bolls. 

Whether or not the results obtained in these experiments during 
only one winter® hold true for what actually takes place in the Laguna 
it is impossible to say, but they indicate beneficial results from irriga- 
tion and burying the bolls. That a very heavy mortality, probably 
more than 95 per cent, does take place in the fields is shown by field 
examinations of the bolls and the very light infestation in the early 
part of the season. There are such enormous numbers of larve 
hibernating in the fields that the crop would be entirely destroyed 
if the mortality was not very high. 

Willcocks (7) in Egypt left bolls out of doors exposed to the sun on 
the surface of dry ground and ground that was watered periodically 
(three waterings). He found a very high mortality during April, 
May, and June, and all the larve were dead on June 25. There was 
a slightly higher mortality among the larve in the watered bolls and 
all the larvee were dead on April 8, while some survived in the dry 
bolls till May 3. His figures ‘‘ most certainly show that the chance of 
resting-stage pink bollworms surviving in the bolls fully exposed to the 
sun on the surface of dry sheraki land in May, June, and July is a re- 
mote one.” He buried another lot of bolls on November 24 in damp 
soil in boxes. Some of these were kept dry and others wet. Some 
were stored indoors and others outdoors, though none were in direct 
sunlight. There was less mortality in the buried bolls than in those 
left on the surface exposed to the sun, and he says, in speaking of wet 
conditions, ‘‘this does not seem to be materially disadvantageous to 
the pest.” In all of the buried bolls there was a decided emergence 
of thedarve to the top of the soil, which began as soon as the bolls were 
buried (November 24) and continued intermittently in some cases 

where the bolls were kept dry till the following November. Water 
hastened this larval emergence when applied in the fall or the fol- 
lowing spring, but though the bolls were badly rotted the larvee were 
still able to remain in them, and spun up in their almost water-tight 
cocoons during March, April, and May. 

In our experiments in Mexico, larve survived better in bolls on 
the top of the ground than when buried and better when left dry 
than when irrigated. In Mexico the temperature was never as high 

5 These results were substantiated by experiments during the winter of 1919-20. 
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as it is in Egypt in May and June (107° and 111° F.) and our bolls 
received some protection from the sun by the screen covering of 
the irrigated bolls and the cheesecloth covering over the nonirri- 
gated bolls. Furthermore, our bolls were probably kept wetter 
during the 30 days when they were wet than Willcocks’s were, but 
his were kept wet for a longer time. There was but very little larval 
emergence in any of our bolls. This is shown by the large numbers 
of dead larvee found in situ in the earlier examinations, when they 

were still recognizable, and by the few larvee or pupal skins found in 
the surrounding soil. There was more larval emergence from the 
bolls in the irrigated piots where 12 pupal skins were found in the 
soil than in the nonirrigated where only 2 or 3 were found. About 
half of the larve recovered in the bolls were in the lint, but no count 

was kept of this point and it is not known whether there were more 
than are usually found in lint in the bolls in the fields durmg the 
fall or not. In the case of the double seeds in the irrigated plot the 
following note was made: ‘‘Earthen cells were noticed in a few 
instances, apparently some of the larve left the seed.’ In the double 
seed on the nonirrigated plot 4 pupal skins were found in the soil. 

On March 11, 1919, 100 bolls which were picked on December 7, 
1918, and stored in the laboratory till this date were buried 1 to 2 inches 
deep in a box of soil and wet thorougnly. The box was sprinkled 
often enough to keep it thoroughly wet for 30 days. On April 11 
the contents were carefully examined and 35 live larve and 90 dead 
larvee were found in the bolls and only 4 larvee and 2 pupe in the 
soil. Willcocks (7) found a very sudden increase in the number of’ 

larve emerging to the surface in a box of bolls buried in dry soil and 
watered in the spring. 

Unfortunately a sufficiently large sample of bolls for our check 
was not examined at the beginning of the experiment to determine 
the mortality until this date, and the check sample examined at the 
end of the experiment contained more live larve than at the begin- 
ning. The indications were, however, that the treatment had killed 
a large number of the larve. The bolls were totally rotted and 
larvee which were dead at the beginning of the experiment were 
unrecognizable at the finish. 

MORTALITY OF HIBERNATING LARVZ IN STORED SEED. 

The number of larvee found in the ginned seed is very small com- 
pared to the number found in the bolls when the cotton is picked. 
In the Laguna the seed cotton is passed through cleaners or beaters 
before it goes to the gins to remove the trash and dirt. This causes 
most of the larve to leave the lint and many are undoubtedly driven 

from the seed also during the process. Larve are thrown out by 
the thousands with the trash that comes from the later pickings, and 
in some cases the pile of trash and the sides of surrounding buildings 
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are pink with crawling larve. Many of the double seeds are torn 
apart in the cleaner and gin, though some go through unharmed. 
It is extremely disappointing to look for larve in seed which comes 
from heavily infested cotton. In such seed in the winter or spring 
one can rarely collect more than 75 to 100 live larve in the course of 
an eight-hour day. Ten samples of 2,500 seeds each were taken on 
different occasions during February and March, 1918 and 1919, 
from seed houses, examined seed by seed, and only 9 live larvee were 
found. 

For our rearing work larve were removed by hand from the bolls 
and placed in fruit jars with seed to pass the winter. Table XXII 
shows that the mortality among larve removed from bolls in No- 
vember and stored in the laboratory during the winter of 1918 and 
1919 was 22.6 per cent and that 0.4 per cent were still alive November 
20, 1919, when the work was discontinued. 

Other Teas were disturbed as little as possible and were left i in 
the double seed where they had prepared to spend the winter. The 
double seed were picked from the lint by hand and stored in the 
laboratory under the same conditions as the others. Table XXIII 
shows that there was 16.2 per cent mortality among larvee in double 
seed and that 4.4 per cent were still alive on November 20, 1919. 

TaBLeE XXII.— Mortality among larve removed from bolls and kept in the laboratory in a 
condition as near to that of stored seed as possible. 

Number J F Number ee g entering Number Per cent Per cent : + 
Date collected. resting emerged. | mortality. | emerged. aly oN ON 

stage. Z ij 

| 

1918 
Septas0se eos. 83 71 13.2 85.5 2 
INOveelo Eee. seer 281 191 | 31.6 68. 0 2 

IDO ocesospe 256 180 | 28.9 70.3 2 
DOr tats 269 153 | 43.1 56.9 0 

INOVAHI 4 ee eran 260 183 | 29.7 70.3 0 
INGy Ase spsases 282 220 22.0 78.0 0 

OFA eee 309 255 | 17.5 82.5 0 
ID) OSes 239 201 | 15.4 84.1 1 
DOME A eee 320 255 | 19.6 79.6 2 
DOr eesesss 299 244 | 17.7 81.6 2 
Onesie: 277 211 | 23.4 76.2 1 

INN Is sosoasabe 260 193 25.0 74.2 2 
OPE aase 244 192 20.9 eit 1 

INOWapliiccs2 Sees 265 242 8.6 91.3 ee 
IN@e to essesossee 125 99 20.8 79.2 0 

Motalawaessn 3,769 | A OV) aga Sine ae eens ete ae 16 
IAS OLA LC me ers|o east ee cece oEpEsaaeaes 22.6 77.0 |0.4 per cent, 

The moths were removed daily and a record kept for each jar. 
The percentages used are based on the number of moths emerging 
and the number of dead and live larve found in the jar at the end 
of the experiment. As these larve were carefully removed by 
hand and stored indoors, the mortality was the minimum that can 
be expected and is much lower than in seed ginned and handled 
on a commercial scale. It is difficult to determine the mortality 
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in the seed warehouses, because the dead larve are so hard to find, 
but it is evident to one collecting larve that it is much higher in 
the early spring than in the fall. The mortality was 80 per cent 
among larve thrown out by the cleaners and stored indoors during 
the winter, and in this sample only the most active larve were used. 

TaBLE XXIII.— Mortality among larve in double seeds removed from lint by hand and 
stored in jars in the laboratory. 

Number 
A Number entering Number Per cent Per cent | .3; 

Date collected. resting | emerged. | mortality. | emerged. By oe 
Stage. Zi . 

1918 
NOV 15.22 -c.05c%% 206 182 B50 88.3 6 
INOVin22.022bsenice 190 165 9.4 86.8 7 
INOVs 28.5 -26cac08 184 157 8.1 85.3 12 
IN OVenae teem escent 88 76 9.0 86.3 4 

D Onc iiccinc Se 61 41 22.9 67.2 6 
IDOCH20% sdecuecce 213 119 41.3 55.8 6 

1919. 
Jano scsiec ccs 172 143 11.6 83.1 9 

Totale..ace 1,114 88S || seco cos ceweedeceswec sie. 50 
IAVCLALE . 2c | Haaecscisetes| sccceecee eae 16.2 79.2 |4.4 percent. 

MORTALITY OF LARVZ PLANTED WITH THE SEED. 

A screen-wire cage was built so that no infestation could interfere 
from the outside, and 100 double seeds were planted with sound 
seed in 30 hills to see what the infestation would be from larve 
planted with the seed alone. No infestation occurred during August, 
but from September 1 to November 7 the infestation went from 
12 per cent to 96 per cent, with an average of 5.6 larve per boll on 
November 7. Thus it is evident that should all the larve left in 
the fields be destroyed either naturally or by artificial means, the 
infestation arising from the larve planted with the seed alone is 
sufficient to cause a considerable loss (Table XXIV). 

TABLE XXIV.—Infestation of pink bollworm from 100 double seeds planted in a cage. 

Average infestation per boll. 
Per cent 

Dateexamined. | ofbolls ; 

infested. | Larvae. Pups. |Exitholes.| Total. 

1919 
Alig DS. saeco 0 0 0 0 0 
UGGS SSseeenes 0 0 0 0 0 
A222 esses 0 0 0 0 
Septal see a 22 12. 00 0.12 0 0 0.12 
Sept. 30.....<.-: 84. 00 2. 20 0 0. 96 3.16 
INOV Vietoee ose 96. 00 5. 60 0 0 5. 60 

PARASITES AND PREDATORS. 

What part of the mortality in the newly hatched larve is due to 
starvation, exposure to the sun, or falling from the plants, and 
what to predacious insects, could not be determined, but the toll 
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taken by the nymphs and adults of three species of small undeter- 
mined Hemiptera is evidently very high. The attacks on the 
small pink bollworm larve from these predators are so important 
that daily examinations of all food placed in the breeding cages was 
absolutely necessary. Often one small nymph would destroy the 
larvee from a large number of eggs during the night. 

The larve of a lace-wing, Chrysopa rufilabris Burm., attacks 
the newly hatched pink bollworm and also the larger larve in the 
flowers. 

Only very rarely is a dead larva found inside a boll. The feeding 
habits within the green boll greatly reduce the chances of attack by 
parasites and predators during this period. When the exit holes 
are cut, or the boll begins to open, or when the larve are migrating 
to the ground, they are exposed to these enemies for a short time. 

_ This short period of exposure may account for the very few parasites 
found. Only three species and one specimen of each were found 
attacking the larve. They were the Hymenoptera Habrobracon 
sp., Parisierola emigrata Rohwer, and a small dipteron, Tortri- 
ciophaga tortricis Coquillett. The scarcity of these parasites during 
the two years proves very conclusively that no relief can be hoped 
for from this source. 

The pupe of the pink bollworm in Mexico were not attacked by 
parasites, so far as our observations show. 

The small chalcid Trichogramma minutum Riley may prove bene- 
ficial in parasitizing the eggs of the pink bollworm, but it was not 
observed attacking the eggs until late in the season, and then only 
very rarely. 

An outbreak of mites, Pediculoides ventricosus Newport, occurred 
on the hibernating larve in the laboratory in 1918. Steps were 
taken immediately to check them by burning all infested material. 
To what extent these mites occur in the seed houses was not deter- 
mined. 

REPRESSION. 

FUMIGATION OF SEED. 

From the known instances in which infestations have occurred 
from larvee planted in the seed there can be no doubt of the danger 
of planting infested seed. Several methods of killing the larve in 
the seed have been used in Egypt and other places (10), but all 
fall into three classes: Immersion of the seed in some substance to 
lall the larvee, treatment with heat, or fumigation with poisonous 
gases. Immersion of seed in liquids is obviously out of the question 
where tons of seed are used for planting on a plantation. In Egypt 
larve can be killed by exposing them to the heat of the sun. Pre- 
liminary experiments showed that the temperature in Mexico during 
the planting season was not high enough to kill the larve and that 
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cotton seeds are very poor conductors of heat. Machines (4, 6) 
have been perfected for passing the seed on an endless belt through 
air heated to 130° F. and houses have (7) been constructed for 

heating a mass of seed sufficiently high to kill the larve, but in 
Mexico fuel is scarce and very expensive, so fumigation with poi- 
sonous gases seemed the most economical and practical method 
to use. 

A fumigation chamber of adobe bricks set in mud, the usual type 
of building in the Laguna, was constructed. The walls of this 
chamber were about 20 inches thick and were plastered on the in- 
side and outside with cement. The floor was of brick set in mortar. 
During the fumigation the wooden door was closed and several 
thicknesses of wall paper plastered over the cracks. The size of the 
room was 5 by 8 by 10 feet, or 400 cubic feet. Three tons of cotton 
seed filled it about 5 feet deep. Experiments were made with seed 
placed in the room in bulk and in sacks. Carbon disulphid and 
hydrocyanic-acid gas were used. 

CARBON DISULPHID. 

Live larve, pupz, and adults were placed at different depths in 
the seed, usually near the top, center, and bottom of the pile. The 
use of adults was discontinued after the first, few experiments on 
account of the death of all the moths, while in the same experiments 
the mortality of the larvee varied a great deal. Pupez did not seem 
more difficult to kill than larve. Larvee, and pup when they could 
be obtained, were placed in single, double, and triple pill boxes, at 
least 60 larvee and sometimes more being used for each experiment. 
Larvee in double and triple boxes were thought to be about as diffi- 
cult to kill as larvee webbed up in seed would be. Sometimes the 
larvee would spin cocoons in the boxes before they were placed in the 
house, but such larve were killed along with the others. Where 
only a few larvee were not killed they were always in the triple boxes 
on the bottom of the pile. 

As only one lot of 3 tons of seed was available, the seeds were 
taken from the house and left exposed to the sun for several days 
after each experiment. When the seeds were returned to the house 
the boxes of larve were tied in a muslin bag and placed in position, 
the disulphid placed in shallow vessels on the top of the seed, and 
the door sealed. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced at first in determining 
whether larvee were dead or not. All of the larvee would appear 
dead when removed, but they still retained their pink color and some 
of them would revive and pupate after lying in a comatose state for 
a week or more. Later all the larvee were kept until we were abso- 
lutely sure whether they were dead or alive. Table XXV is a de- 
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tailed account of the fumigations that were made with carbon 
disulphid. 

TaBLE XXV.—Preliminary fumigation experiments with carbon disulphid for P. gos- 

syprella in cotton seed. 

Dosage. 

Experi- Length 
ment _ | ofex- 
No. Ip aande: cubis posure. 

Hours. 

1 1 102 90 

2 1 161 48 

3 1 289 48 

4 1 161 23 

5 1 161 23 

6 1 161 48 

7 1 103 48 

8 1 124 48 

9] 1 82 48 

110 1 54 24 |. 

11 1 80 42 

13 1 100 | 1 week. 

Hours. 
19 1 100 48 

20 il 80 48 

21 1 80 48 

22 1 80 48 |: 

23 1 80 24 

26 1 80 12 

27 1 80 15 

29 1 85 24 

30 1 85 24 

31 1 90 24 
32 1 90 24 

Per 

iailled How seed was : ille Stored! Location oflarvee. in each 

oca- 
tion. 

‘ DOP SAC Kang sets seed ae aeiree ies 100 
In sacks....-.----- NBetiere SACK ate nN Se ae ad 100 

d \Betone SOS U IE Oe sia NoiteaNion a Uereate ale 100 
e0n0¢ Oooo IBOLCOMMSAC Kee ae see ease lee OO 

d eae sree eee nee Weal een 0 
facials 0.------------]\Bottom sack . 0 

A faeces eae 12 
Boone 0.------------!\Bottom sack - 16 

d {pop eeck AES ae yp 60 
e890 Weeneckcanucdc Boiler Sack oy 2 

~teet deep....-. 1 
In bulk.-........- Vatrcce dees Tnbeue 20 

Fi Wiles deepeeiy ssh tees ce sisets 100 
sends hg BS SHeSnro OO NV EU H Ges shone uct oe sue clueeal. is 

Al ae Ceepin steelers Bye erases 31 
apenas WEsodbo se ceo bo Ne MiG Glas e oon saben uauuea soe uen 0 

Al Nateee Geepeee aaa eos 100 
2ORoe Oo -eicicicisicicre lan eetid COD ns oie aun een eek Sell 75 

d 25 LEOUIGEEP soe casi aoe oe elon oe 100 
eft Oanadada S36 cb 42 feet deepie. . 2248 occ 3eke sk 80 

ONnOp sss ee ee anes 100 
Tmibacseeeees sees hy Centers Soca eo te ao ete 100 

On hottomees ees eee 100 
Oniop area ONT AS eee ee ee 100 

In bulk 6 feet deep. greet aoe ii oea te ion ean oie pee i 

Gifeetideep sss -esemeaeeaes ee cere 82 
18inches from top......-...---.- 100 

In bulk 5 feet deep .|) Middle........-.....-....------- 97.5 
Otome ee Seat ae cn ceeteaace 75 

do (oe gee 212 npaTe ae CNGS haar untae Oe 100 
PSI ae cater pt a ded Bottoma ee Se Vee Ee e100, 

ae ynugals ee ae TIN SEER a OTR 100 
seeing ere hes gp aisaetT 1 BXOVH RO} e012) Mra Neuen Ae Sl DE ge eval el (00) 

d (eee Ub i is LEAD et TE 100 
SG Oe eile crits OGEOI Ee eee ee ee TOO) 
eee Cote ee IB OLLOM eet etne ease lene ecm ty LOO 

AS NBoneS Pai Dea SC ET a a is 100 
lS a ree ae tea hie Keo BO tbo Soh I ie ae ea 90 

ae ae Lae lee Aa a ana ee 85 
BES ast STEEN Tees Bottom. fee ae ee ea 80 

Als ieee ARN a eA AR Da eh A 100 
Bimeguan ater in, Smee ey mit IBOLLOME eee ese reece te LOO 

‘ao \eones DSS AE WN ELE SPEEA 300 
a aeeasans Gian aunt te Bottom ise. Ms ese ese sence oL00 
ERD GOS ASS oD OFCOM Ee eee Re ote er ERS 
ete (OBER Ree ase aa sige AO KO Barris esc SH COM CeO ee acta al [irae L840) 

Total 
per 
cent 

killed. 

e So —) 

lorie) oo 

1JIn Experiment No. 10 the larve were placed in glass tubes, which were closed with cork stoppers, 
making them approximately air tight. 

In experiments 20, 21, and 22 all larve were killed with 1 pound 
of disulphid to 80 cubic feet in 48 hours. In order to shorten the 

time, experiments 23, 26, and 27 were made, and all the larve were 
not killed. All of the disulphid had not evaporated at the end of 
12 and 15 hours in experiments 26 and 27, but it had evaporated in 
experiment 23 in 24 hours, and all the larve were killed, showing 
that 24 hours are necessary to evaporate and to secure maximum 
penetration of 1 pound of disulphid in 80 cubic feet. This was in 
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the summer time, when the temperature inside the house was 75° to 
80° F. Experiments 13, 19, 29, and 30 were made to decrease the 

dosage needed. All larvee were not killed in experiments 13 and 19, 
where the dosage was 1 pound disulphid to 100 cubic feet with long 
exposures, but all were killed in experiments 29 and 30, with 1 
pound to 85 cubic feet and a 24-hour exposure. 

Table X XVI is a summary of the carbon disulphid experiments. 
From these experiments it is seen that satisfactory results were 
obtained by using 1 pound of carbon disulphid to 80 cubic feet for 
24 hours or longer when the seeds were not over 5 feet deep. 

TABLE XXVI.—Fumigation of cotton seed with carbon disulphid. 

Dosage. 

Experi- a Per cent 
ment eee larve How seeds were placed. 
No. inital Cubic ? killed, 

ae feet. 

Hours 
1 1 102 90 100 Seed in bags. 
2 1 161 48 1100 Do. 

11 1 80 42 100 Do. 
20 1 80 42 100 Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep. 
21 1 80 48 100 o. 
22 1 80 48 100 Do 
23 1 80 24 100 Do 
29 1 85 24 100 Do 
30 1 85 24 100 Do 
26 1 80 12 95 Do. 
19 1 100 48 94 Do. ‘ 
13 1 100 168 91 Seed in bulk, 6 feet deep. 
10 1 54 24 290 Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep. 
9 1 82 48 88 Do. 

31 1 90 24 85 Do. 
27 1 80 15 82.5 Do. 
di 1 102 48 80.5 Do 

32 1 90 24 60 Do 
6 1 161 48 51 Do. 
5 1 161 23 ol Seed in bags. 
8 1 124 48 17 Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep. 
4 1 161 23 13.3 | Seed in bags. 

1 Record doubtful. 2 Larvee in corked vials. 

Hyprocyanic-Acip Gas. 

The fumigation of cotton seed with hydrocyanic acid gas proved 
very unsatisfactory, as the gas is so light that it will not penetrate 
the seed more than a few inches. In some of the experiments an 
earthenware crock containing the sulphuric acid was set directly on 
top of the seed pile and the cyanid lowered by a string from the 
outside in the usual way. The penetration was so poor that a 
special generator was designed. A section of 10-inch pipe 14 inches 
long was fitted with gas-tight caps on both ends and a lead inner 
pot to hold the acid. The generator was placed outside the house 
below the floor level and the gas conducted to the inside, where it 
was allowed to escape in the bottom of the fumigation chamber 
through perforated pipes. It was hoped that the penetration 
upward would be greater than downward, but there was very little 
difference. 
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Table XXVII is a summary of the experiments with the use of 
hydrocyanic-acid gas. From these experiments it is seen that it is 
not practicable to use hydrocyanic-acid gas when the seeds are over 
4 inches deep. It could not be recommended even when seed is in 
ordinary bags, for the center of a bag of cotton seed is more than 
4 inches from the surface of the sack exposed. 

TaBLE XXVII.—Fumigation of cotton seed with hydrocyanic-acid gas. 

: Dosage 
Experi- Per cent 
ment Position of generator. eS 100 Expo; of larvee Remarks. Noe cubic sure. killed. 

feet. 

Hours. 
Tl(s|| yA Gao) sh sae NA ere 2-2-4 2 100.0 | Seed in bulk, 4inches deep. 
24 ens Goes cau ee eae 4-4-8 3 70.0 | Seed in bulk, 6 inches deep. 
13), Soane COS Ye eee Ee DDL Qh 62.5 Do. 
Zo) ss GOP sine ARAL 2-2-4 2 60. 0 Do. 
TGR Ereetey GORE See aeaee eee 4-4-8 24 47.0 | Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep; all not killed 

6 inches deep. 
15S} QWENC Des odococuaonas 44-8 24 34.0 | Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep; none kilied 

24 inches deep. 
14s) |e See CLO St Sele 8 2-2-4 24 10.0 | Seed in bulk, 44 feet deep; all not 

killed 1 foot from floor. 
11) i bats (yeaa ss Soe 2-2-4 48 .6 | Seed in bulk, 5 feet deep. 

POISONING EXPERIMENTS. 

As a possible means of controlling the pink bollworm in the field, 
poison experiments were conducted in the laboratory with both 
adults and larve. Moths readily drink water in captivity when it 
is sprayed on the leaves or blotting paper in the breeding jars, and 
it was thought they might be killed by poisoning the drinking water 
with an arsenical solution. Repeated trials were made by using a 
solution of calcium arsenate for the moths to drink. The longevity 
of these moths was the same as that of those in the check, where 

pure water was used. 

While the laboratory experiments in poisoning the adults were 
not encouraging, it was thought advisable to try it under field con- 
ditions. From the habit of the newly hatched larve of crawling 
over the plants and bolls before they enter, theoretically it seemed 
possible that a large number of young larvee might be poisoned. 

Average plats were selected at San Isidera, Tlahualilo, and at the 
laboratory for poisoning the plants. Weekly applications of pow- 
dered calcium arsenate were made with hand dusters. These appli- 
cations were begun about July 15 and continued until the last week 
in October. The gauges on the machines were opened to their fullest 
extent and as heavy an application as possible was made each time. 
(Table XXVIII.) 
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TaBLe XXVIII.— Weekly examination of bolls from poison experiments: Average num- 
ber of larvx per boll. 

Tlahualilo. 

San Isidera. Lerdo. 

Week ending— , Zaragosa. Small experiment. 

Poison. | Check. | Poison. | Check. | Poison. | Check. | Poison. | Check. 

PATI) = aie A OE 2 0.05 0.13 0.6 0.66 0 0 0.62 0.62 
PANTO es eS Ae ail -09 -6 -44 0 0 -80 -80 
PNT Gehl Olena cs onsen = aoe 26 23 -42 -46 -02 0 3.50 3.88 
ENTS Seen erate 31 -38 -88 232 -04 -05 4.34 3.14 
PATI Oe BO deen css eee 57 88 1.2 1.6 -02 -03 4.16 3.52 
DGDiOeesas siete: 12 86 led 3.0 14 -06 2.8 207, 
DOpisileseascceee sscee 1.8 5.10 2.3 2.6 -20 -10 4.6 4.8 
Seni 20 sarees sence! 1.83 1.50 3.2 2.6 -25 BS Pearman Gaecriacere 
SCD 2/22. sceeseesc 1.45 5.10 1.2 EAL «27 28 6.28 5.84 
(Oia: Sree Seen ees Dell 6.90 2.4 3.4 1.50 2500) Sect cinscte lees ascents 
OCT ial ee ee a aes 6.40 8.40 4.0 4.5 Beri) 3:0. V2amsecsca|seeee seeker 
O Glee face Soe cere 7.60 8.10 4.2 5.0 5.50 5.30 65483) |e eres 
OCi Rosen ts terse ee 7.20 5.50 6.0 5.7 81.009 | ceceneicee| seeceeeees | nce aes 
(Os ond lae aa ee 8.70 9.80 3.9 4.0 7.00 5.10 5.70 5.60 

Weekly examinations of bolls both from the poisoned and check 
plats were made. The average number of larve per boll varied 
slightly. These variations, however, occurred in other samples of 
bolls where no poison was used and the poisoning did not check the 
infestation. The season of experiments was unfavorable for poison- 
ing experiments. There was about twice the normal rainfall, which 
washed the poison from the plants, and, moreover, caused the cotton 
to grow so rank that it was impossible to get a thorough application 
with the available labor. Under more favorable conditions it is pos- 
sible that better results might be obtained. 

TRAPS. 

Trap LIGHTS. 

In the laboratory, where the doors and windows were screened and 
the moths could not escape, they would frequently come to the elec- 
tric lights, resting on the shade or wall near by, but under outdoor 
conditions moths would seldom come to lights. Acetylene and elec- 
tric lights were suspended repeatedly in front of a white background 
in the laboratory cotton plats, where there were thousands of moths. 
In the course of 2 or 3 hours not more than 6 to 8 moths would 
come to the hghts, while at the same time an examination with a 

flashlight would show there were large numbers on the plants only a 
few feet away. The few that did come to the lights were probably 
ones that we disturbed in moving about, and it can not be said there 
was any attraction whatsoever to the lights. 

An electric trap light was also placed within a few feet of the plants, 
with negative results. Another trap light was run all night for 15 
consecutive nights in an open shed where there were hundreds of tons 
of seeds and only 5 moths were taken. During the same 15 nights 
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large numbers of moths were emerging from material at the labora- 
tory which had been taken from this same shed a few weeks before, 
and it is certain that large numbers of moths were emerging in the 
seed shed while the trap was in operation. Light traps have been 
recommended as a means of control by several people. Gough (1/2), 
Willcocks (7), Ballou (17), and others report catches of thousands of 

moths per night in light traps. Ballou (//) found that most of the 
moths came to the light in the hour following sunset. Some authors 
found lights so attractive to the moths that they were used to deter- 
mine the number of moths emerging from stored material, but in 
Mexico we found that practically none came to the lights. Busck (S) 
in Hawaii also found that the pink bollworm moths were not at- 
tracted to lights. 

ATTRACTION TO FRUIT. 

Cone-shaped traps of the type used for flies were baited with 
oranges, bananas, apples, mangoes, guavas, and pineapples and were 
repeatedly exposed among the cotton plants with absolutely negative 
results. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTROL. 

Too much can not be said and done in encouraging the destruction 
of hibernating larve. They are the source of infestation for the fol- 
lowing year. If 9 per cent or less of the larve are able to sur- 
vive the natural mortality of winter and early spring in irrigated 
fields, this small percentage, with the larvee surviving in the seed and 
other places, produces an infestation the following year that causes 
approximately 25 per cent gross loss to the Laguna crop. Every 
hibernating larva killed during the winter or early spring before 
oviposition begins means the cutting off of many thousand larve by 
the end of the season. The paramount necessity, then, is to re- 
duce the survival of hibernating larve to as low a figure as possible. 

BurRNING OF OLD STALKS AND BOLLs. 

Just as soon as possible the stalks should be cut and raked up in 
pues. Old bolls, sticks, and trash of all descriptions to which larvee 
may be attached should be carefully picked up and burned with the 
the stalks, the main object being to burn everything in the field that 
contains larvee or would be likely to afford protection for hibernating 
larve. If possible, the cutting and piling of the stalks should be done 
while the plants are still green, in this way minimizing the labor and 
increasing the effectiveness of the operation. Green stalks will 
retain most of their bolls, which shatter when they are cut dry. Just 
as soon as the piles lose their green color and become more or less 
dry they should be burned. Better results can be gained by waiting 
for this drying to take place rather than by burning the plants while 
they are yet green. Ordinarily the old stalks are cut and burned in 
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the Laguna when preparing the land for the new crop. While this is 
done for purely agricultural reasons to make plowing easier, large 
numbers of live hibernating larvee are killed. On the experimental 
plot at Lerdo the stalks were cut on the last day of February and 
examined during March. At this examination live larve at the rate 
of over 5,000 per acre were found in the bolls attached to the stalks. 
So many bolls had fallen or were knocked off during the cutting and 
piling that over half were left on the ground. A little extra effort in 
collecting and destroying these is well worth while. No boll or piece 
of cotton is so small or negligible that it should not be picked up and 
burned. 

CutzInG STALKS AND Fatt PLowINa. 

Experiments have shown conclusively that the mortality is greater 
in hibernating larve buried in the soil than in those left on top of the 
soil and greater in those buried in irrigated soil than in those buried 
in dry soil. It has also been found that the most favorable of all 
places for larvee to hibernate under field conditions are the old bolls 
left undisturbed on standing stalks. During the winter of 1919-20 
100 larvee per 100 bolls successfully passed the winter on old stalks 
left standing in the fields and were alive on July 12, whereas only 4 
larvee per 100 bolls were found alive on this date in bolls lying on top 
of the soil. These facts suggest certain agricultural practices that 
can be used to good advantage in reducing the number of surviving 
larve. 

Ordinarily the old stalks are not left standing in the fields, but on 
some plantations large acreages which are not to be cultivated the 
following year are left, and on others where ‘‘zoca” is produced the 
stalks are not cut till late spring or summer. All fields should be 
gone over with a stalk-cutter as early as possible, and in many cases 
the small amounts of cotton which are picked during the winter 
and spring could profitably be sacrificed in order to do this earlier in 
the season. Fall and winter plowing to cover the bolls is recom- 
mended whenever it is possible, and water should be applied in years 
when there is an excess. 

PASTURING. 

If it is not possible to cut and burn the stalks or plow the field in 
the above manner, owing to labor shortage, weather conditions, or 
other causes, it is a very good idea to graze the fields. Cattle, goats, 
and burros will eat the majority of the bolls on the stalks. One 
important drawback to the grazing plan is that there is a certain 
amount of infested material tramped into the ground. In one field 
near the town of Tlahuaiilo where the animals had been concentrated, 
only about one boll per square yard was found on the ground. In 
other fields that had been grazed, but not so thoroughly, an average 
of 5 or 6 bolls per square yard was found, 
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CLEANING Gins, Om Mitts, AND SEED WAREHOUSES. 

In Mexico, where the infestation grows to be very intensive, thou- 
sands of live larvee have been observed to come from the cleaners with 
the trash. It is the common practice there merely to collect this 
trash containing the large number of worms and place it in piles. 
The “‘cleanings”’ should be caught in a receptacle rather than allowed 
to fall on the ground, because the larvee will crawl and secrete them- 
selves in cracks, crevices, and rubbish of various kinds. This trash 
should be either burned or subjected to some treatment insuring the 
death of the insects contained therein. If the trash does not contain 
too much dirt to make it unburnable, the best plan is to burn it in the 
boilers. A very good plan was devised by Mr. T. M. Fairbairn for 
handling the unburnable material. The end was knocked out of 
an oil barrel and a small steam line run into the barrel, almost to the 

bottom. The trash from the cleaners fell into the steaming barrel 
and all larvee were quickly killed. 

After the season is over the gin plant or oil mill should be thor- 
oughly cleaned. All seed and rubbish should be removed from every 
nook and crevice of the machinery and buildings and burned. If 
the structure of the buildings permits they should also be fumigated 
after cleaning. 

It is the usual custom to keep enough seed on the plantations for a 
second planting in case it is necessary. This seed should be as. care- 
fully fumigated as the seed that is planted, and as an additional pre- 
caution should be stored in a moth-proof screened room. It was very 
noticeable that the infestation always began earlier in the season 
and was heavier in the fields nearest the gins and seed warehouses. 

FUMIGATION. 

All seed used for planting or kept on the plantation after the 
first of March should be fumigated. An air-tight room is necessary 
for a successful fumigation, and it is better to build a special fumi- 
gation house at least a hundred yards from the other buildings, so 
that there will be no danger from fire. Carbon bisulphid is highly in- 
flammable, and no fire should be allowed around the house while 
fumigation is being done. The ordinary adobe construction is 
satisfactory, but precautions should be taken to see that.plenty of 
mud is used and all cracks between the adobes well filled. <A brick 
floor set in mortar should be provided and the inside plastered. The 
plastering not only makes the building more air-tight, but prevents 
absorption of the gases by the walls. The doors should be of matched 
wood, and paper should be plastered over the cracks when closed. 
Seed may be fumigated in sacks or in bulk, but in either case should be 
packed as little as possible. In no case should the seed to be fumigated 
be over 5 feet deep. One pound of carbon disulphid should be used 
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for every 80 cubic feet. The entire area of the building should be 
calculated and not the space occupied by the seed only. As it costs 
as much to fumigate the air space as it does the seed, it is more eco- 
nomical to make the room only high enough for a person to stand 
comfortably. The size of the building needed can be calculated 
from the tons of seed to be fumigated, a ton of seed occupying 85 
cubic feet (24 cubic meters). 

All water should be separated from the carbon disulphid and after 
the seed is in the house the disulphid poured into shallow vessels 
placed on top of the seed. Not more than a pound should be placed 
in each vessel, so that it will evaporate quickly. Old gasoline cans 
cut down to about 3 inches high, or earthenware bowls, make good 
containers. The vessels should be scattered over the top of the 
seed pile and the disulphid poured into those farthest from the door 
first. There is no danger in doing this, but it is more convenient to 
have a number of half-inch pipes fitted with caps or corks extending 
through the walls and introduce the disulphid from the outside. As 
soon as the liquid is poured into the vessels the door should be closed 
and paper stuck over the cracks with flour paste. The house should 
be kept closed for at least 24 hours, and longer will do no harm, as 
continued exposure to the gas does not injure the germination of the 
seed. 

PLANTING EARLY VARIETIES. 

From the life history and feeding habits of the pink bollworm it 
can be readily seen that the later the cotton crop is in maturing the 
greater will be the amount of loss. Every cultural practice should 
be used in securing as early maturity as possible of the available 
cotton varieties. 

SUMMARY. 

The pink bollworm was introduced into Mexico in 1911 with seed 
for planting. Five years later it was generally and uniformly dis- 
tributed throughout the Laguna and had reached its maximum 
development. 

Infestation is started in the spring as soon as squares are formed, 
by moths emerging from hibernating larve, and rapidly increases 
until practically every boll is infested with several larvee by fall. 

The life cycle is completed in an average of 31 days in the summer, 
but the larval stage of hibernating or resting larvee may be extended 
for 2 years or more. 

Dispersal is mainly through the carriage by man of hibernating 
larvee in seed, but local dispersion is brought about also by flight and 
carriage of adults. 

The pink bollworm causes approximately 25 per cent gross damage 
to the Laguna crop by feeding in the bolis and squares. This feeding 
results in a reduction in the quantity and quality of the lint pro- 
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duced, reduction in the quantity of seed, and lowering of the quantity 
and quality of the oil content of the seed. 

Early cleaning of fields by burning all the old stalks and bolls, 
cleaning and fumigation of gins, oil mills, and seed warehouses, the 
fumigation of all seed kept on the plantations, and the early maturity 
of the crop are recommended as means of control. 
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APPENDIX. 

The following generic and specific description is reprinted from 
“The pink bollworm, Pectinophora gossypiella,’ by August Busck, 
Journal of Agricultural Research, vol. 9, no. 10, Washington, D. C., 

June 4, 1917. 

HOW TO DISTINGUISH THE PINK BOLLWORM IN THE FIELD. 

Definite and final determination of P. gossypiella in any stage can be made only by 
the ‘aid of the microscope; and, unless a collector or inspector is thoroughly familiar 

with the species, all suspected material should be sent at once to the Bureau of 

Entomology for determination. Even a fraction of the insect in any of its stages can 

be recognized under the microscope by the characters given in succeeding sections 

of this paper. 

YT 
ft LU LLAMA Wal) 

Fic. 4.—Pink bollworm: Adult. (Busck.) 

The following essential characters, all of which can be discerned by the aid of a 

common pocket lens, will enable the practical worker to make a reasonably certain 

preliminary determination of the insect in all its stages in the field. 

If a small dark-brown moth is caught in the cotton field or in a cotton mill or ware- 
house and is found to have the forewings pointed and the hindwings broad and sinuated 
below the tip and to possess long curved palpi and long stiff hairs on the first antennal 

joint, it is reasonably certain that the moth is P. gossypiella, the adult of the pink boll- 
worm (fig. 4, A). 

If, within the cotton boll or associated with stored cottonseed, a small white or 
pinkish caterpillar with brown head is found and under a hand lens the mandibles are 
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seen to have four teeth (fig. 5, A~D) and the crotches on the abdominal prolegs form a 

partial circle or horsehoe, opening outwards (fig. 5, H), the caterpillar will most 

probably prove to be the pink bollworm. 
Again, if, within a cotton boll or otherwise associated with cotton in the field or in 

the mill, a small lepidopterous pupa ts found, which under the lens is found to be 

entirely covered with a short velvety pubescence and to possess a short, curved, up- 

turned hook at the posterior end (fig. 6, A—D), it may with considerable certainty be 

determined as a pupa of the pink bollworm. 

Fic. 5.—Pink bollworm: A, Right mandible of larva from underside. B, Left mandible from underside. 
C, Right mandible from upper side. D, Left mandible from upper, side. FE, Left antenna of larva from 
underside: 1 , First joint; 2, second joint; 3, third joint; 4, fourth joint. F, ’Epipharynx oflarva: ES, 
Epipharyngeal shield; ET epipharyngeal seta; r, epipharyngeal rod. G, Labrum of larva: La, 
Lateral labral seta 1; Lay, lateral labral seta 2; Las, lateral labral seta 3; M. 1 ‘median labral seta 1; Mz, 
median labralseta2; M;, median labral seta 3; p, labral punctures; r, epipharyngeal rod. H, Underside: 
of third abdominal ‘segment of larva. (Busek. ) 

GENERIC DESCRIPTION. 

Pectinophora, new genus (Gelechiide). 
Type: Gelechia gossypiclla Saunders. 

Moru.—Faceand head smooth. Labial palpi long, recurved. reaching above vertex; 
second joint thickened on the underside with slighty furrowed brush, which is evenly 
attenuated toward apex; terminal joint shorter than second, somewhat thickened 
with scales in front, compressed, pointed. Maxillary palpi.minute, deflected. 
Tongue iong, spiraled, scaled in its entire length. Antenne serrated and finely cili- 
ated on the underside; basal joint with heavy but sparse (5-6) pecten. Thorax 
smooth. Forewings (fig. 7, A) elongate ovate, pointed, smooth; 12 veins, 7 and 8 
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stalked to costa, rest separate, 1b furcate at base. Hindwings (fig. 7, B) somewhat 
broader than forewings, trapezoidal; costa deflected from the middle; apex pointed; 
termen sinuate; 8 veins; 8 connected with cell by an oblique bar; 6 and 7 closely 
approximate at base; 3 and 4 connate; 5 parallel with 4; frenulum simple in the 
males, triple in the females. Male genitalia (fig. 9, B), with harpes and uncus well 
developed; tegumen evenly chitinized. Posterior tibize (fig. 9, A) hairy above. 
Larva.—Head (PI. V and fig. 8) spherical, nearly circular in outline viewed from 

above, a little wider than long; greatest width a little behind the middle; incision 
of dorsal hind margin about one-fourth of the diameter of the head; distance between 

9] 
Fic. 6.—Pink bollworm. A, Pupa from front: lb, Labrum; /f, front; c,clypeus; g, gena; md, mandibles; 

ge, glaced eye; e¢, eye; mp, maxillary palpus; mz, maxilla; h, first thoracic leg; lz, second thoracic leg; 
l3, third thoracic leg; a, antenna; w, forewing; go, genital opening; ao, anal opening. B, Tip of pupa 
from left side: c,Cremaster. (C, Mature pupa, with eyes of theimago visible through pupalskin. D, Pupa 
from back: f, Front; v, vertex; 4, first thoracic segment; f2, second thoracic segment; ¢3, third thoracic 
segment am, first abdominal segment; a2, second abdominal segment; az, third abdominal segment; a4, 
fourth abdominal segment; 4s, fifth abdominal segment; ds, sixth abdominal segment; a7, seventh 
abdominal] segment; ds, eighth abdominal segment; a9, ninth abdominal segment; ¢ 0, tenth abdominal 
segment. (Busck.) 

dorsal extremities of hind margin about one-half of the width of the head. Front 
triangular, reaching beyond the middle; adfrontal sutures somewhat undulating, 
reaching to the incision of hind margin; adirontal ridges converging from near the 
middle, at the point of attachment of tentorial arms, to the longitudinal ridge, which is 
one-half as long as front. Projection of the dorsal margin over the ventral is one-half 
of the diameter of the head. Triangular plates of hypostoma distinctly separated by a 
slightly pigmented gula, nearly equilateral, but somewhat elongated and projecting 
slightly beyond the ventral margin of epicranium. 

Ocelli six; 1, 11, v, and vi forming a parallelogram; iii and iv on a line between ii 
and v; v smaller than the rest.’. Epistoma with the usual two pairs of setze (E,, E,) 
well developed. 

6 The European (Gelechia) Pectinophora malvella Zeller exhibits an amount of variation of the venation 
in the forewing which is very unusual in this group ofinsects. Veins 2 and 3 in this species are sometimes 
coincident or partly coincident at base or at tip; the variations sometimes differing in the two wings of the 
same insect. Nosuch variation has been ascertained in P. gossypiella, where the venation seems constant, 
as given above. 

7 This numbering of the eyes differs from that of Fracker in that his numbers 5 and 6 are reversed, so.as 
to make thein continuous with the rest. (Fracker,S. B. The Classification of Lepidopterous Larve . . 
169 p., 10 pl. Urbana, Lll., 1915. Bibliography, p. 145-146. Illinois Biological Monographs, v. 2, no. 1.) 
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Frontal punctures (Fa) close together, anterior to frontal setz (F,); distance between 
punctures less than distance between puncture (Fa) and sete (F,); frontal sete (F,) 
and adfrontal sete (Adi, and Adi,) nearly equidistant; second adirontal seta (Adi,) 
approximate to but before beginning of longitudinal ridge (LR); adirontal puncture 
(Adia) midway between adfrontal sete. _ ; 
Epicranium with normal number of primary setz, 13, and punctures, 7, and with 

three small ultraposterior punctures * (x, y, and z).? 
Anterior setze 1° (A,, Aj, A;) in a slightly obtuse angle; A, and A, closer together 

than A, and A,; anterior-puncture (Aa) between A, and A,. Posterior sete (P,, P2) 
_ and posterior punctures (Pa, Pb) near the middle of the head; P, on the level with 

B 

Fic. 7.—Pink bollworm: A, Venation of forewing; B, venation of hindwing. (Busck.) 

adirontal puncture '?; P, posterior to Adf,. Pa equidistant from P,, A, and the lateral 
seta (L,) remote from the anterior group, nearly on the level with P,; lateral seta (L,) 
remote from A,, nearly on the level of Pb; lateral puncture (La) posteroventral to the 
seta, remote. Of the ocellar sete (O,, O2, O3),1? O, is equidistant from and lateral to 
ocelli ii and iii, O, is closely approximate and posteroventral to ocellusi; O; is directly 
ventral and remote from O,, on a line with ocelli v and vi; ocellar puncture (Oa) be- 
tween O, and ocellus vi, approximate to latter. Subocellar sete (So,, So., So.) 
triangularly placed, nearly equidistant; subocellar puncture (Soa) between and equi- 
distant from So, and So;. Genal seta (G,) and puncture (Ga) both present; puncture 
anterior to seta. 
Labrum (fig. 5, F, G) with median incision rather deep and evenly rounded. The 

three lateral setze (La,, La,, La,) close to edge, La, and La, closely approximate, 
La, remote; median setze (M,, M,, M,) in the usual Micro arrangement with M, lateral 
and slightly posterior to M,; M, close to anterior margin on a line with La,; M, and 
M, on a line respectively with La, and La,. 

®The nomenclature of the head set# has been adopted from Heinrich [Heinrich, Carl. Onthetaxonomic 
value of some larval characters in the Lepidoptera. In Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., v. 18, no. 3. p. 154-164, illus. 
1916.] with certain minor modifications, noted in the following footnotes and concurred in by M;. Heinrich. 

°So-called ‘‘secondary punctures”? of Heinrich, sometimes bearing minute sete. 
10 Anterodorsal set of Heinrich. 
ul Posterodorsal set of Heinrich. 
12 The term ‘‘on the level with” is used in these descriptions as the head set are seen in frontal projec- 

tion (Pl. V, A); anything above a level is termed “‘posterior’’ and anything below is termed ‘‘anterior.”’ 
13 Heinrich’s numbering reversed. 
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Epipharyngeal shield (ES) merely a slight chitinization of the edge of the median 
incision; epipharyngeal sete narrow plates, triangularly grouped near anterior margin. 
Epipharyngeal rods not discernible in the labrum proper, only represented by their 
posterior projections, which are rather well developed. 

Mandibles (fig. 5, A—D) strong, as broad as long, with four stout, rather short teeth: 
the three lower ones pointed; the upper blunt; a fifth lower tooth is slightly indicated 
on the underside; one long and one shorter seta on upper side near lower edge. 
Labium and maxille normal (fig. 8, C). 
Antenne (fig. 5, #) four-jointed, with second joint considerably longer than joint 

3, longer than broad; the longer seta longer than the entire antenna; papillee minute, 
much shorter than third joint. 

Three pairs of normal thoracic feet; four pairs of abdominal prolegs with crotches 
of uniform size in an incomplete circle, opening outwardly (fig. 5, H); anal prolegs 
with a transverse row of uniordinal hooks. — . 

The arrangement of the body setve is normal, as shown in figure 10, A, B. It differs 
from that of Gelechia in having the three sete on prespiracular plate of prothorax 
nearly equidistant, while in Gelechia the posterior seta 1s farther separated from the 
two others than they are from each other, and in having the three seta vii of the 
proleg-bearing abdominal segments arranged in a triangle, not in a line asin Gelechia. 

Fia. 8.—Pink bollworm. A, larval head from underside. B, Seta arrangement of epicranium in figure A: 
I, Ocellusi; IJ, ocellus ii; IJ, ocellus iii; IV, ocellus iv; V, ocellus v; VJ, ocellus vi; O1, ocellar seta 
1; Oe. ocellar seta 2; Og, ocellar seta 3; Oa, ocellar puncture; SO;, subocellar seta 1; SO2, subocellar 
seta 2; SOs, subocellar seta 3; SOa, subocellar puncture; G), genal seta; Ga, genal puncture. C, La- 
bium and maxill: sp, Spinneret; lp, labial palpus; J, lacinia and galea; m, mentum; sm, submen- 
tum; cr, cardo; st, stripes; plg, palpiger; mpi, maxillary palpus, first joint; mp2, maxillary palpus, sec- 
ond joint; mpz, maxillary palpus, third joint. (Busck.) 

The genus differs further from Gelechia in the possession of an antennal pecten in 
the moth, and in the arrangement of the setze of the larval head; Aa is anterior to Ag, 
not posterior to it as in Gelechia; P, and P, are posterior, respectively, to Adf, and 
Adf,, which in Gelechia are nearly opposite to these, and L, 1s posterior to P,, not 
on the level with it as in Gelechia. 
~The most striking larval difference isin the crotches of the abdominal prolegs, which 
are uniordinal and arranged in an incomplete circle, broken outwardly (fig. 5, K). 
In Gelechia they are biordinal and in a complete circle. 
Pura.—The pupa of Pectinophora gossypiella is pubescent, without any long setze 

except on last joint, and thus is easily distinguished from the smooth, seta-bearing 
pupa of Gelechia; cremaster present. 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION. 

Morn (fig. 4, 4).—Labial palpi reddish brown; second joint with two diffused black 
bars exteriorly; terminal joint with two well-defined, broad, black annulations, one 
at base, the other at apical fourth. Antenne brown with narrow black annulations; 
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basal joint with long black pecten. Face and head light reddish brown with some pale iridescent scales. Thorax reddish brown with a sprinkling of black around the collar; patagia somewhat lighter brown, unmottled. F orewings darker brown with a series of small, ill-defined, black spots along the costal edge from base to apical fourth, where there is a larger dash of light ocherous brown; dorsal edge and apical part of wing suffused with darker, blackish brown: the middle of the wing is irregularly sprinkled with blackish scales and contains on the cell an ill-defined, round, blackish spot, sometimes divided into an upper and lower spot; there is also a smaller spot on the base of the cell; the pattern of the wing is rather vague and there is considerable variation in different specimens; in many there is an ill-defined blackish fascia at apical fourth just before the light costal dash, but in other specimens this fascia is not present and the round dorsal spot is dissolved into several smaller spots. Cilia 

IG. 9.—Pink bollworm: 4, right hind leg. B, genitalia of male: uw, Uncus; t, tegumen; h, harp: a, zedceagus; s, sacculus. C, genitalia of female: 0, Ovipositor; g, genital plate with genital opening; db, ductus bursze; ds, ductus seminalis; be, bursa copulatrix. (Busck.) 

ight ocherous brown, streaked with blackish. Hindwings dark fuscous, somewhat ridescent, lightest toward base; cilia ocherous, terminal and apical parts suffused ith dark fuscous: vein 1c with long, ocherous fuscous hairs on the upper side. bdomen flattened and ocherous above, dark brown laterally with underside suffused ith black and with ocherous scaling at the joints. Legs (fig. 9, A) blackish fuscous ith narrow ocherous annulations at the joints. The abdomen is very similarly haped in the male and in the female and it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish the 
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genital plate heart shaped; bursa copulatrix with two opposite, strongly chitinized, 
hornlike, serrated invaginations (fig. 9, C) 

Alar expanse 15 to 20 mm. 
FuLL-GRowN LAaRvA.—The full-grown larva (fig. 10, A) is 11 to 13 mm. long, 

cylindrical, white, with dorsal side strongly suffused with pink. Head reddish brown 
with blackish brown mandibles and the other trophi yellowish. Thoracic shield 
rather small, divided in the middle, dark brown. [On each side of the thoracic shield 
is a small, slightly depressed, kidney-shaped spot, thinly chitinized and less pig- 
mented than the rest of the shield. This purely specific character is easy to observe 
and may be of some assistance as contributory evidence in a preliminary determina- 
tion of the pink bollworm in the field (fig. 11).] Anal plate small, dark brown. 

SSN 4H BN 

\ 

AX AX 

Fic. 10.—Pink bollworm: A, larva. 8B, schematic chart of arrangement of body set# of larva. TJ, 
first thoracic segment; T JJ, II, second and third thoracic segments; A JJ/J, third abdominal seg- 
ment; A VIII, eighth abdominal segment; A 1X, ninth abdominal segment; A X, tenth abdominal 
segment. (Busck.) 

Tubercles small, but distinct, yellowish brown, surrounded by deeper pink than the 
prevalent suffusion and bearing rather short, dark-brown sete. Crotches of abdom- 
inal feet 15 to 17. 
Pupa.—The pupa (fig. 6, A-D) is 8 to 10 

mm. long, rather plump, reddish brown; 
posterior end pointed and terminating in a 
short, stout, upwardly turned hooklike cre- 
master; entire surface finely pubescent; no 
long sete, spines or hooks, except on last 
joint; fronto-clypeal .suture distinct and 
curved sharply upward; clypeus, labrum, 
pupal eyes and mandibles distinctly indi- 
cated; antenne diverging at their extreme 
tip and not reaching to the tips of the 
wings; metathoracic legs reaching slightly 
beyond the wings to fifth abdominal segment. 
Spiracles small, normal. Anal cpening 
large, slitlike, surrounded by strong hooked 
sete, 5 or 6 on each side; cremaster sur- 
rounded with 6 to 8 similar, strong, hooked 
sete. Genital opening slitlike, single in 

both sexes. When mature, the pupa be- yg, 11.—Thoracic shield of pink bollworm 
comes much darker (fig. 6, C); the imago’s larva. (Original) 
eyes can be seen prominently under the 
gena of the pupal skin, and the segmentation of the adult antenne and legs becomeg 
discernible. 

O 
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CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF THE WORK. 

What does it cost to produce milk? This is a question which has 
brought increasing concern to each dairyman as the cost of feed has 
increased and hired men are being attracted to other industries pay- 
ing higher wages. The United States Department of Agriculture, 
through the Dairy Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry, began 
a series of studies in 1915 intended to give the dairymen of the United 
States information on the cost of producing milk. These studies 
were made in different sections of the United States. The project 
with which this bulletin deals was organized in August, 1917, in 
Skagit County, Wash., about 70 miles north of Seattle. 

Other objects of these studies were to separate and analyze various 
factors to obtain data which would aid in improving general milk- 
production methods. 

The climate and fertility of the soil in this section produce excep- 
tionally good pasturage throughout the larger part of the year. 
The many herds of black and white cattle grazing over the large ex- 

12649°—20_—1 
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panse of low-lying meadows, together with the numerous windmills 
dotting the landscape, remind an observer of the description of the 
Holstein breed in its native country. 

At the end of the first year the work was discontinued until Janu- 
ary, 1919, because of the war. The value of this work to the dairymen 
cooperating the first year is reflected in the fact that 15 out of the 
17 continued the work for the second year. Two dairymen sold out, 
and their places were taken by neighboring dairymen during the 
second year. The data obtained in this study are actual records of 
facts obtained by regular monthly full-day visits to 15 farms for two 
years and four other farms for one year. 

Most of the miik in this section is sold for condensing purposes 
and is delivered by motor truck to large milk condenseries. None 
of the dairies selected were conducted as hobbies or as breeding estab- 
lishments, but were representative of average dairy conditions found 
in this section. It is the custom to hire milkers, who milk and take 
care of 25 or 30 cows per man and give their entire time to the herd. 
The figures reported show the amounts expended in producing milk 
under the system of dairy management found. 

The dairies were inspected by representatives from the condenseries, 
and the sanitary conditions were subject to such supervision. The 
cost of production would have been somewhat different if either 
higher or lower grades of milk had been produced. 

METHODS USED IN OBTAINING THE DATA. 

The field agent recorded in detail all available information? rela-- 
tive to the dairy business, including the amounts and classes of 
labor, feeds and bedding used, pasture cost, amount of milk sold and 
used on the farm, and the current expenses for the month. The data 
on calves and handling of manure were systematically collected. 
By obtaining records on every dairy regularly each month the 

influence of unusual circumstances at the time of any particular visit 
was lessened, and by using the records of all the herds for each 
month average figures could be compiled for each or all of the dairies 
and representative data for each month, season, and year were thus 
obtained. Records were obtained the second year as a check on the 
first year’s work and to increase the amount of data available for 
study. 

At the beginning and end of each year an inventory was taken 
of the dairy buildings, livestock, and equipment used in the care of 
the herd and its products. On his regular monthly inspection tour 
the field agent arrived at the first farm of a group in time to observe 
the first labor operations connected with the evening chores. With 

1 Copies of the blanks used can be obtained upon request from the Bureau of Animal 

Industry, Dairy Division, Washington, D. C. 
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watch in hand he noted and recorded the.exact minute each labor 
operation connected with the dairy was begun and ended. The labor 
operations during the next morning were recorded in the same man- 
ner, to complete the 24-hour period. 

The field agent also noted the feeds that were being fed on the day 
of his visit, recording the kind, quantity, cost, and description of 
each and comparing them with the quantity recorded by the cow 
tester in the cow-testing-association books. 

The quantity of milk sold and receipts each month were obtained. 
In addition the whole milk used by the proprietor and his help or 
fed to calves was measured or weighed and used as a basis for deter- 
mining the quantity kept on the farm during the month. 

Each dairyman kept an itemized account of expenses that were 
incurred between the monthly visits, and these items were recorded 
by the field agent. A monthly record was also kept of the purchase 
or sale of cows, calves, hides, outside bull service, and other miscel- 
laneous information relating to the herd. The condition and method 
of handling the manure were noted and reported each month. 
When all the labor operations about the dairy had been completed 

for the day at the first farm, the field agent drove to the second farm 
in time to observe the labor operations connected with the evening 
chores. This program was followed until Saturday afternoon, when 
he returned to his headquarters and finished his reports for the week’s 
work. The same program was followed each week in the month, and 
each farm was visited for a full day every 30 days throughout the 
two years. 

COMPARISON OF WINTER AND SUMMER RESULTS. 

Since the winter and summer seasons have a marked influence on 
the principal factors entering into the cost of producing milk, the 
results have been computed separately for those periods. The months 
from November to April, inclusive, represent the winter season and 
from May to October the summer season. This division of time was 
based directly on the change in methods of herd management made 
in November and May. 

The various tables found in this bulletin are based upon figures ob- 
tained during two years of study, and the weighted average of the 
two-year records was used whenever it would more accurately express 
the result. The weighted average was obtained by giving each item 
a weight in the average according to its relative importance. 

DESCRIPTION OF HERDS. 

During the first year records were obtained on 17 herds, having an 
average size of 31.3 cows, with an average annual production of 7,369 
pounds of 3.74 per cent milk per cow. During the second year, 18 
herds, 15 of which had been in the first year’s work, had an average 
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size of 28.6 cows, and produced an average of 8,323 pounds of 3.59 
per cent milk per cow. The cows were mostly Holsteins, and the 
average annual production for both years was 7,833 pounds of 3.66 
per cent milk. During the first year the pastures were poorer than 
they had been for years, whereas during the second year they were 
exceptionally good until the last month, when the herds were pastured 
on the second-growth meadows. As a matter of record, many herds 
grazed on pastures in which the clover stood a foot high—high 
enough to be cut for hay. ‘The extreme variation in the condition of 
the pastures during the two seasons largely accounts for the increase 
of 954 pounds of milk per cow during the second year. 

For each 100 cows in the herds during the two years, 55 freshened 
during the winter six-months period and 42 during the summer 
season, while 3 cows did not calve during the year. During the first 
year the cows dropping calves in winter were dry 1.9 months, while 
those cows dropping calves in summer were dry 1.4 months. The 
corresponding figures for the second year were 2.2 months in winter 
and 1.5 months in summer. Nearly one-half of the cows freshening 
dropped their calves during the months from February to May, 
inclusive. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCING 100 POUNDS OF MILK. 

The unit requirements for producing 100 pounds of milk during 
this investigation are shown in Table 1. In order to secure more 
uniform results and to overcome the effect of fluctuating prices, money 
values have been eliminated as much as possible. By showing the 
feeds in terms of pounds and the labor in terms of hours it will be 
possible to use these figures for some time to come. 

TABLE 1.—Units required, except cost of management, for producing 100 pounds 
of milk in winter and in summer. 

Winter. Summer. 

Two Two 
Item. winters. summers. 

1917-18 | 1919-20 1917-181 1919 

Feed: 
Purchased concentrates...... pounds..| 25.8 18.8 22.1 Ale) 4.9 4.6 
Home-grown grains............. doses aleal 12.9 tear An |k cee eeceee alent 56 

Totaliconcentrates2=.se-2-eesee 22s 26.9 Slew, 229.4 4,3 6.0 5.22 
Hauling and grinding concentrates....| $0.016 $0. 028 $0. 022 $0. 002 $0. 004 $0. 003 

Noncommercial roughage. ...pounds.. 9 10.2 DiS”) (oes -2 1 
Commercial carbohydrate hay..do....| 90.1 70.0 79.5 4.4 9.0 6.8 
BeouImMe Nays ac cetee ser oesiece oan do... Sul j1.7 7.6 3 -& 6 

Total dry roughage.............--.-- 94.1 91.1 92.9 4.7. | 10.0 7.5 
Silage and other succulent rough- 

BBC ua cee Sy eeried caecee pounds..| 156.8 131;1 143.2 42.7 38.2 40. 
IRaSturese ce 6 ee ee cee ACLS 2 | S2e eee eer Sree ee vite Meee ce 027 .02 . 025 
IBC GINgee.. eae eee eaeee pounds 12.4 5.9 S20)? | |Sa5tee eee a7 4 1 

1 This season consisted of September, and October, 1917, and May, June, and July, and August, 1918. 
2 The summary of the unit requirements by seasons is printed in bold-faced type for convenience of the 

reader. : 
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TABLE 1.—Units required, except cost of management, for producing 100 pounds 
; of milk in winter and in swummer—Continued. 

Winter. | Summer. 

Two Two 
Item. Winters. summers, 

1917-18 | 1919-20 1917-18 1919 

Labor 
PET AT ee ey. eee hours. 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.3 1583 1.3 
SET OESC Mee ioe 3 2< eee onesies dome: -O1 01 01 01 02 015 

Other costs: 
Brildineicharges.- os selie= coc eines $0. 124 $0. 130 $0. 127 $0. 085 $0. 092 $0. 088 
Equipment charges and dairy supplies - 088 . 088 . 088 . 060 . 062 . 061 
Herd charges: Taxes, insurance, veteri- 

nary, medicines, disinfectants, and 
cow-testing associations............. . 043 034 038 . 029 024 - 026 

Interest on cow investment.........-. .118 .108 .113 .080 076 - 078 
Cost of keeping bull..............0...- .078 .074 .076 . 042 . 042 - 042 
MOFOR=(E1 CKACHAT OCS emer eee ae | oe eee arall e Pee eT ete eral ais coe ek S001 | Sse 
Cashvhaulingvofmilk:: oe se te 066 065 - 062 . 067 - 062 -061 

Total other costs, except deprecia- 
ODOM COWSE >= =~ = sees snecee sce olail7/ 499 504 363 .359 356 

Depreciation on CoWS..-.......-.----- -144 007 072 098 005 050 

Total other costs...........- opecnae $0.661 $0 506 80.576 $0. 461 $0.364 $0. 406 

It will be noted in Table 1 that for producing 100 pounds of milk 
in the first winter there were required 26.9 pounds of grain, while 
during the second winter 31.7 pounds were required, an increase of 
4.8 pounds. For dry roughage there is a decrease of 3 pounds, and 
for succulent roughage a decrease of 25.7 pounds per 100 pounds of 
milk. This increase in grain and decrease in dry and succulent 
roughages can be accounted for by the fact that two of the herds that 
were sold out the first year consumed very little grain but a large 
quantity of roughage. 

Since the pastures were of a very excellent quality summer feeding 
of grain was not followed extensively. Some of the best-producing 
herds received no grain throughout the summer, which accounts for 
the low average of 5.2 pounds of grain per 100 pounds of milk during 
the summer seasons. 

While there was a slight advance in prices for both hauling and 
grinding concentrates during the second year, the increase for these 
charges per 100 pounds of milk from 16 cents to 28 cents in the winter 
and from two-tenths of a cent to four-tenths of a cent in the summer 
of the first and second years, respectively, is due primarily to the in- 
crease in the quantity of feeds ground rather than to the advanced 
rate of hauling and grinding. 

The work of collecting milk through this section is thoroughly or- 
ganized. The milk, shipped in 10-gallon cans, is collected once daily 
by motor truck. On the return trip the truck brings back the empty 
cans, which makes it unnecessary to have two sets of cans. As the 
roads are very good it is not uncommon, in the season of greatest pro- 
duction, for a motor truck and trailer to haul 100 cans. The efficiency 
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of the truck method of hauling milk is shown by the very low cost of 
6.2 cents per 100 pounds of milk in winter and 6.1 cents per 100 
pounds of milk insummer. The use of the motor truck also accounts 
for the small amount of horse labor. 

The cost of keeping a bull includes feed, labor, and other costs 
expressed in dollars. For closer study a table will be found on page 
10 expressing the costs in terms of pounds and hours. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR KEEPING A COW ONE YEAR. 

The greater production per cow; in summer, of 1,399 pounds of 
milk, shown in Table 2, is partly due to a larger percentage of cows 
freshening in the winter and early spring, but more particularly it is 
the direct result of good pastures. The value of this pasture is espe- 
cially noticeable when one observes that in winter the cows required 
946 pounds of grain to produce 3,217 pounds of milk, while in summer 
they required only 241 pounds of grain to produce 4,616 pounds of 
milk. 

Tastp 2.—Number of cows, average production per cow, and requirements for 
keeping a cow during each season and for the entire year, except cost of man- 
agement, based on records of the two years’ work. 

Item. Winter. Summer. |Entire year 

BNI UE TH GY O8 COWS «leer ta =e le ea ea re eee 1,043.1 1, 049.3 1, 046.2 
Average production per COW.....2.-..-2:----2¢2-52--2---- pounds. . 3, 217 4,616 7, 833 

Feed: 
Purchased:concentrates 2.222 - sac 54st toe oe et eee eee dotz=. 711 214 925 
(lome-srowierains 2222. ea ese. fae eee ee ee seas Cos 235 Pe 262 

Total concentrates: s55 Saese ese tose eee eases dome: 946 241 1,187 
Hauling and grinding concentrates............-.--.2.+-----++--- 20.72 $0.15 | $0.87 

Noncommercial roughage........ =e! 186 4 190 
Commercial carbohydrate hay. does. 2,558 314 2,872 
IDE AWN tT Wise 5 Seca BOOB Ee b aco see a osraee=cnceecceseeaec ood 246 28 274 

Totalidry roushape:: 222 te ee see eee oe eee eae sees doze: 2,990 346 3,336 
Silage and other succulent roughage..........-..-..------ dose 4,610 1, 864 6,474 
Badin pee se eee ae ce mene ee Cane seven ee na doltz: 289 6 295 

| $1.70 $21.34 $23.04 
IP OSUULG. ooo ngleor eect 2 oo eset annar eet ss eo eRe re eae ie O.1acre.| or1acre. | or1.lacres, 

Labor: 
PRUMAN TSS Beech oem dees -sieek sin eiscemescts copii Sa hours. . 60.1 60.9 121.0 
LOTSO se csed nc coeeace oases worcee ee teaeeee ade=icesewesnes doz: 29 67 1.0 

Other costs: 
Building charges! sec sens sececrecee cedb Arcuckachectiootastucmse $4.10 $4.07 $8.17 
Equipment charges and dairy supplies............- wo deen sss 2.34 2233 4.67 
Herd charges: Taxes, insurance, veterinary, medicines, disin- 

fectants, and cow-testing associations...... 322322 Reo eee 1222 1.22 2.44 
Interest: On: COWMMVeSEMEN bas sees. See ieee eee 3.62 3.60 7.22 
Cost.ofkeepingtbullsci2 2. 520, 5e. 202 is 2 Pete ences eee 2.44 1.94 4.38 
IM otor-truGkiCha ree oon =) ace te ee Sent oie See ee ne ee | oe cic . 04 -04 
Cashheuling ofmillle. .- 2520 soc ceoaes oes nsec eee eee ees 1.98 | 2.82 4.80 

Total other costs, except depreciation on CoWSs...-........---- 15.70 16.02 31.72 
DepreciationOnicOWS icc S3s sce. sossc coos seen a seas eee eeeeeere 2.3 2.29 4.59 

Total other GOSts. 2. : << 2. --eSsccud sce dsece sate secs een $18.00 $18.31 $36.31 

The one-tenth of an acre pasture charge shown for winter repre- 
sents supplementary pasture or pasture on meadows in spring and 
second-crop meadow and ‘grain stubble in the fall. In case the oats 
are lodged fall pasture furnishes a valuable source of feed. In 
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spring it is a common practice in this dairy section to turn the cows 
in the meadows for a short time, thereby obtaining a shorter but 
finer hay crop, which is a decided advantage when hay is inclined to 
grow tall and coarse. 

The small quantity of bedding used was due to the face that the 
winters were so mild that the cows were kept in the barn only during 
January, February, and March, while at least three of the herds 
received practically no bedding. 

The hours of labor expended per cow in summer and in winter did 
not differ materially. The time required in winter for feeding and 

for cleaning stables was used in summer for driving the cows to and 
from pasture; also in summer more time was necessary for milking 
on account of increased production. 

CREDIT FOR MANURE. 

On the average dairy farm the commercial value of manure de- 
pends upon the use to which it is put. The return in dollars depends 
upon the increase in the crops raised and in the amount received from 
the sale of these crops. These facts may reduce or increase the value 
of manure below or above the market price of the fertilizing constitu- 
ents contained in it. 
The farming land in many parts of western Washington is re- 

claimed swamp land and the soil is unusually fertile. Dairymen 
therefore derived very little benefit from the application of manure 
and did not place a high valuation on it. The credit for the manure, 
however, which was the same for summer and winter, was based on 
the market price of the fertilizing constituents contained in it. 

The prices per pound of the fertilizing constituents in the manure 
for the first year were as follows: Nitrogen, $0.25; commercial phos- 
phoric acid, $0.06; and potash, $0.068. The prices during the second 
year were 80, 191 con nitrogen, $0.056 for phosphoric net and $0.068 

for potash. 
Only that manure which was saved or could have been saved under 

ordinary farm conditions was credited to the cows. In order to de- 
termine the amount of manure saved, a monthly record was kept of 
the time the cows were actually in the stables. This made it possible 
to figure the weight of manure voided in the barns, for, according to 
the best authorities, a 1,000-pound cow will produce 13 tons of ma- 
nure in a year, or 64 tons for six months. The manure dropped on 
the pasture was not credited to the herds; if a credit had been given, 
an offset charge against the pasture for fertilizer would have been 
necessary. 
Many of the stables had holes in the gutters to permit the head 

to escape; therefore a deduction was anndle wherever necessary to cover 
this loss. Also a deduction of 25 per cent in the summer and 30 per 
cent in the winter, or rainy season, was made to cover the loss to the 
manure while in the yard exposed to the weather. 
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To determine the fertilizing constituents in the manure the feeds 
used throughout the winter were classified so that their average com- 
pesition could be obtained. This was done by referring to standard 
tables containing the analyses of the various classes of feeds. 

Since a cow in the process of digestion utilizes on the average only 
approximately 25 per cent of the nitrogen, 30 per cent of the phos- 
phorus, and 15 per cent of the potash, it is evident that 75 per cent 
of the nitrogen, 70 per cent of the phosphorus, and 85 per cent of the 
potash is available for fertilizers. By knowing the weights of the 
feeds and their average composition it was possible to determine the 
approximate amounts of the three fertilizing elements consumed. 
From these figures deductions were made for that utilized by the 
cows to obtain the total amounts of the fertilizing elements voided. In 
figuring the amount of fertilizing constituents saved the same factors 
were considered that determined the weight of manure credited to 
cows, namely, the time the cattle were out, making the fertilizer 
unreclaimable, the amount of liquid lost through holes in the gut- 
ters, and the loss in leaching while stored in the yards. 
A ton of average manure during the winter was estimated to have 

the following constituents: 
Pounds 

INDGTO 26 ri ene ES CP eae ees ee irc meee Sv ete eee 9.9 

Commercial. phosphoric4aciG= 22222 eee 4,2 

Potash. 222 cua Spee oe ee eel ae) ae ee 11.5 

No credit was allowed for bedding, as the large acreage of oats and 
a superabundance of straw from the fertile soil makes the farm price 
of the straw less than the value of the fertilizing constituents in it. . 
The farm price of the straw is little more than enough to pay for 
bringing the straw to the barn. It might be hauled directly from 
the stack to the field instead of the barn, thereby distributing the fer- 
tilizing elements on the soil at the same expense. 

TABLE 38.—Manure and fertilizing constituents credited to the herds during the 
two winters and the two summers. 

Winter. Summer. 

Item. 
1917-18 | 1919-20 | Average. |} 1917-18 1 1919 Average. 

Totalmanure saved. 2-..-c.eci2.% tons..} 1,128.2 802. 3 965. 2 179.1 126.8 153.0 
Manure per COW... s.censeseccsee pounds..| 4,200.0} 3,200.0 | 3,800.0 600.0 400.0 600.0 
Manure credited per 100 pounds of milk, 
POUNAS cc cee ce Soondooocendgassnesaosuocasllpposcscasellosecussoue WL 5 ill Seresctreesiee||eicisiterereeters 13 

Winter average. Summer average. 

Phos- Phos- 
Nitrogen.| phoric | Potash. | Nitrogen.| phoric | Potash. 

acid. acid. 

Fertilizing constituents in manure, 
OUTS See Mee os sete sale cece siete Sete Ae 9,474 4, 003 11, 134 1,500 634 1,765 

Credit: per:coW:-2'5.: 322 s.f2sc--3 pounds. . 18.2 Vail. 21.3 2.9 1.2 3.4 

1 Thesummer of 1917-18 included the months of September and October, 1917, and May, June, July, and 
August, 1918. 
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The low credit per cow for manure is due to the small quantity of 
manure saved and to the losses incurred in handling it. Since the 
cost of keeping a bull was charged against the cows under other costs, 
the bull manure was credited to the herds and included in the credit 
of 2.1 tons of manure per cow in 1917-18 and 1.6 tons per cow in 

1919-20. 
: CREDIT FOR CALVES. 

The seasonal variations in the production of calves show a small 
increase in the number of calves dropped in winter over the number 
dropped in summer, but this does not imply that winter dairying 
was emphasized. A study of the number of calves dropped per 
month shows that there were more calves born from January to May 
than during any other corresponding period, which indicates a tend- 
ency toward summer dairying. 

TABLE 4.—Total credit for calves produced, by years and by seasons. 

Credit by years. Credit by seasons. 

Item. | ; = 

| 1917-18 | 1919-20 Both winters. | Both summers. 

Number of calves......- ea na Is 514 502 442 
Motalivalueioncalves 2-932 565-2255 >-2- $3, 399. 89 | $4, 821.11 $4, 495. 38 | $3, 725. 62 
Average value of calves.--.-..-..--.--- $6.61 | $9.60 $8.4 
WalvesipenCOWrs-c.-<-- crete. occ cscs 0.96 of l calf. | 0.98 of 1 calf. lek calves | 0.84 of v3 eae 
WreditPenCOween=.2.2-seesesc sae Leese $6.38 | $9.39 $8.6 
Credit per 100 pounds of milk. ----| 0.018 of lL calf. | 0.012 of 1 calf.) 0.017 of 1 cal 0.009 of 1 nes 

| | | ! 1 | 

The average production of 0.96 of one calf per cow for the first 
year and 0.98 of one calf for the second year shows a very high 
average, which ordinarily can not be expected. Their increase in 
value was wholly due to a rise in the market value of calves. 

The greater number of calves were sold for veal when very young. 
Each calf that was raised was given a value by the farmer, who took 
into consideration the individual and its breeding. As grade prices 
were given to the purebred cows, their calves were given a value 
which corresponded to a grade calf of similar quality. This was done 
because in these studies the breeding business was separated from 
the business of producing milk. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR KEEPING A BULL. 

There is a noticeable difference in both feed and labor require- 
ments for keeping a bull in summer and in winter. On 10 farms 
the bulls ran on pasture or were tethered out. This accounts for the 
low feed requirements, other than pasture, and for the low labor re- 
quirements for the summer season. 

The small quantity of bedding was due to a combination of reasons. 
In many herds the bulls ran with the cows, and they were kept in 
the stable only at night during January, February, and March. A 

12649°—20—_2 
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number of the bulls received no bedding at all, and in one instance 
where the bull was kept separate his stall was bedded with the refuse 
hay from his manger. 

TABLE 5.—Requirements for keeping a bull, by seasons, based on averages 
obtained from the equivalent of 34.4 bulls. 

2 Entire 
Item. Winter. |Summer. year. 

Feed: 
Purchased concentrates... sescee sao. os saeecaeeeee Be ero pounds. . 280 166 446 
EL OME=STOWMETAIN Sc tee don ce oe tte cee a tenes do-- 129 55 184 

Total. concentrates. ocec2: sesotee centre ie eee ee eee dos 409 221 630 

INoncommercialrouchace:=.. ast tes<: coe aes aeceeee ees d0s2cs 339 208 547 
Commercial carbohydrate-hay--2..: . 22. ¢.2. 2226 et as-s cues dose: 3,360 1,790 5,150 
MSGi Ie Ay: 22ee es sc soe oats oe ee Cora nee Os ae ot enone dose 193 77 270 

Totalidry TOUSHAPC!. a2 n5- = ac se eee aes en ee ozs. 3,892 2,075 5,967 
Succulent roughage 4 ae 1,669 1,400 3,06 

ANOS Soe eee See ae 31 12 43 
IPastubeccet ccs ee hc ele Bee e. feo eh, SSSR ON. eae Se $1.68 $11.88 $13.56 

HUM Ane ab Ones 2; Same ie ke ls So ee oes en 0 16. 4 4 

Other costs: 7 
Interest and insurance on bullinvestment...........---..------------ $10. 54 $10. 48 $21.02 
‘Bullisshareofbuildings 5-6. ce veces sae ee cas cece teeta ne ose ames 4.06 4.09 8.15 
Depreciations. Ss. cccc te nee ee ee ee 6.36 6. 28 12. 64 

+ Total other costs: :..s cise se sees seks eed = eee ae eee See 20. 96 20.85 41. 81 
Credit_ for outside pulliservicess eae. ease nse eee ose e een Seems See 10, 22 10.10 20. 32 

Total other cost less outside bull service...............----.-------- 10.74 10.75 21.49 

Table 5 shows an annual depreciation of $12.64 per bull per year. 
Most of the bulls were purebred and were purchased when young at 
purebred prices. As they grew older their values increased. This 
appreciation in value helped to decrease the depreciation on old bulls - 
sold for beef for less than their purebred value. 
A credit for outside bull service of $20.32 per year was due to 

service fees obtained from four of the bulls in the association, one of 
which was an animal of special merit. However, the large credit 
for outside service for this bull was partly offset by the increased 
charges for interest, insurance, and depreciation. If both the “ other 
costs” of keeping the bull and the credit for outside service had been 
stricken from the records, the net “ other costs” per year for keeping 
the other bulls would have averaged $31.69. 

FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION OF MILK. 

FEED. 

Concentrates is a term applied to grains and to their manufactured 
by-products which contain a large amount of nutritious substance in 
a relatively small bulk. 
Home-grown grains refer to concentrates grown on the farm or in 

the locality where fed. 
Dry roughage includes various hays and other rough feeds, which 

are subdivided into the three following classes: 
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Noncommercial dry roughage applies to coarse feeds, such as corn 

stover and velvet-grass hay, for which price quotations are not given 
in the trade papers. Hay or other dry roughage so foul with weeds 
or so damaged in curing as not to be readily salable is also classified 

under this heading. 
Leguminous roughage includes alfalfa, clover, cowpea, soy bean, 

and other commercial legume hays, when pure, or when so slightly 
mixed with grasses as not materially to affect the protein content. 

Commercial carbohydrate roughage refers to all commercial hays 
except those classified as leguminous roughage. 

Succulent roughage consists of mangels, potatoes, silage, and soil- 
ing crops. : 

The quantities of the various feeds used were obtained from actual 
weights made by the field agent on his regular monthly visit to each 
farm. 

Purchased concentrates were chargec at the prices paid, less the 
value of the sacks in which they were purchased. ‘These sacks were 
readily salable if not desired for use on the farm and were given the 
same value for which they could have been sold. The home-grown 
grains were given the farm price plus such extra charges as hauling 
and grinding when necessary. When baling or hauling dry rough- 
age was necessary the price for such was deducted from the market 
value of the feed. If the succulent roughage was salable the farm 
price was used in determining valuations per ton; however, if it was 
not salable a price which was commensurate with its value as com- 
pared with the value of a marketable product was placed on it. 

PASTURE. 

In western Washington pasture plays a very important part in 
milk production. With cool weather throughout most of the sum- 
mer, plenty of moisture, and a rich soil there is abundant pasture 
until late in the fall. During the pasture season almost 60 per cent 
of the milk for the year was produced and at one-third the yearly 
feed cost. 

The charges against pasture consist of interest, taxes, upkeep, and 
repairs on fences, cutting thistles and weeds, and seeding. 

Interest was figured on the unimproved value of the land, which 
was obtained by deducting from the improved value any increase in 
worth due to the dairy buildings contributary to it. The rate of 
interest allowed varied from 6 to 8 per cent. The rate was deter- 
mined by the per cent the farmer would have to pay if he borrowed 
money to buy the land. 

The amount of the taxes on the whole farm was ascertained from 
the books of the county authorities; from this the amount incidental 
to pasture was calculated. 
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Upkeep and repairs to fences were largely an approximation. 
They were determined by asking the farmers the value and life of 
posts, wire, etc., and the labor required to build and keep the fences 
in repair. From these data the annual cost was computed. 

Cutting thistles and weeds is a necessary operation on most of the 
pastures; where this was the case the cost for such was included in 
the pasture charge. A seeding charge was allowed where the pasture 
takes a regular place in the crop rotation, for in this way the pasture 
derives some of the benefit from the seeding for meadow. 

The annual pasture rent per cow amounted to 1.1 acres, or $23.04. 

LABOR. 

The average labor rate per hour was obtained by dividing the wages 
per month, plus such extra considerations as board, house rent, milk, 

and fuel, by the total number of hours available for work. 
The hours available for work during the month were determined 

on the monthly visit to each farm. The times work began in the 
morning and when it ceased in the evening were noted, and from the 
period of work was subtracted the time out for meals and rest. The 
hours per day thus obtained were multiplied by the number of work- 
ing days in that month, to which were added the hours of work 
necessary on Sundays. 

TABLE 6.—Per cent of labor performed and hours per 100 pounds of milk pro- 
duced for each class of help. 

Winter. Summer. 

a : Labor Labor 
istribution of work per- per 100 Distribution of work per- per 100 

Class of labor. formed. pounds formed. pounds 
of milk. of milk. 

1917-18 | 1919-20 | Average. | Average.| 1917-18 1919 Average. | Average. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent.| Hours. | Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent.| Hours. 
27.5 : 0.48 2 oS 0.3 Manacersi.22). csccses 23.8 25.6 I, : 27.0 

Hired Men <2 s.is-s2ss 62. 4 | 66.1 64. 2 1,20 60.3 58.1 59. 2 78 

Total man labor 89.9 | 89.9 89.8 1.68 87.0 85.4 86. 2 1,14 
WOMEN 22 boccwecescs 220 1.0 1.8 03 2.9 ipa! 2.0 - 03 
IBOYSi ccc wccciic ciscos 7.6 | 9.1 8.4 .16 10.1 13eo 11.8 .16 

Opal @eeecmes oe 100.0 | 100.0 100.0 1.87 100.0 100.0 100.0 1.33 

Table 6 shows that 64.2 per cent of the work during the two win- 
ters and 59.2 per cent of the work during the two summers was per- 
formed -by hired men. It is a practice in that part of the country, 
especially with the larger dairies, to hire a man and put him in 
charge of the dairy. The men who follow this line of work are for 
the most part of Scandinavian or Swiss descent. They become very 
proficient and make excellent dairymen. They follow regular sched- 
ules for doing their work and develop a wonderful capacity for 
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milking. During the first year six dairies were handled by these pro- 
fessional milkers, and each man had an average of 32.8 cows in his 
“ string ” which he fed and milked alone. During the second year 
the average “ string ” consisted of 28.8 cows. 

In two of these dairies the milkers were accustomed to be at the 
barn and ready to start their work at 2 o’clock in the morning. At 
other farms the time for starting work ranged from 2.30 to 4 o’clock. 

The number of cows which a man can care for depends largely 
upon the quantity of milk they are producing, but usually it ranges 
between 18 and 30. A specific instance is known where one man 
milked 42 cows twice daily for a month. The average daily pro- 
duction for a “string” of cows varies from 6 to 10 10-gallon cans 
in winter and from 10 to 14 10-gallon cans in summer. On one farm 
one man, for more than a week, milked 22 10-gallon cans full a day. 

Milking usually starts between 2 and 4 o’clock in the morning 
and the same time in the afternoon. Any work which can be done 
at odd times, such as throwing down feed and mixing grain, is done 
between noon and milking time in the afternoon. Small dairies, 
which do not require all of one man’s time, are quite often cared for 
by the owner and his family. 

Only a small percentage of the work was performed by women 
and boys, as shown in Table 6. The women did very little work 
around the barn, confining their efforts to washing utensils, which 
was done in the house. 

OTHER COSTS. 

Other costs include all charges on buildings, equipment, and cattle, 
such as interest, depreciation, upkeep, and repairs. 

TABLE 7.—Per cent relationship between other costs and capital invested. 

{ 
| 

Item. Buildings. |Equipment.| Cattle. | Total. 

Gapitalimvyestedeesisc-- stesso ase pee eec wee e ee ees $54, 647.14 | $17,223.89 |$108, 679.00 | $180,550. 03 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
ATPENeS teeeeecsen Secas-- lee aaete- co se ences eehecess 7.0 7.4 UA Bae a eeaerade 
peprecayion do SOO SOUT ABH SS COS BEE CRB EEA EE Raa nenee 4.5 19,4 CANN ae OSs cebc. 
EE EX CSE an ee oo 2 2 Meee wie d cbiet onus cdesteceenee WA Soweeeeceles ee 
aera S SOB HO SO BOCES EE COC OSE HEPC aeons SDilsecwowetesices wee kex cae weet 
Mee ANGIE DAIIS -o- - «pace sobs oese el Seeec coon 3.1 6@) EAgseeoconSe Basoseceance 
PKG e-MIACHIN CLEPAINS 2 aspera sess pela ore larneianesiee eiereteis Seacdee jU | Basecdo ico] Heaasoganese 

TETRIS Oe. a eg aE 16.2 28.4 12.3 | 15.4 

1 Per cent of capital invested in the various costs. 

BUILDINGS. 

At the beginning cf the work the buildings and silos were inven- 
toried at their replacement value in normal times. Interest was 
charged on this value at the rate of 7 per cent. After the first inven- 
tory the subsequent values were determined by deducting from the 
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value at the beginning of the year the amount of depreciation during 
that year. The depreciation per year was based upon the remaining 
years of usefulness of the buildings. The average depreciation for 
the two years shows an annual depreciation of 4.5 per cent. 

There were no direct taxes on buildings; but, since pasture figures 
were based on the raw or unimproved value of the land, it was neces- 
sary that the dairy should be charged with the taxes due to the im- 
provements caused by the dairy buildings. 

Insurance charges were taken from the receipts of the insurance 
companies. 
A monthly account was kept of the money spent for such items as 

whitewashing, repairs on doors, etc.; but, to determine the amount 
necessary for painting, roofing, and such expenses which come less 
frequently, it was necessary to make an estimate on each dairyman’s 
buildings of the amounts required yearly for such purposes. The 
total cost of upkeep and repairs amounted to 3.1 per cent of the 
capital value of the buildings. 

EQUIPMENT. 

The interest charge on equipment was 7.4 per cent of the inventory 
value of the equipment. Tools and equipment around a dairy barn 
are usually worn out quite rapidly, which explains the large annual 
depreciation of 19.4 per cent. 

The charge for upkeep and repairs was 0.9 per cent and for 
milking-machine repairs 0.7 per cent. Supplies, such as gasoline, 
kerosene, washing powder, etc., amounted to 99 cents per cow per 
ear. 

* New equipment purchased during the year was added to the first 
inventory before subtracting the second inventory. 

CATTLE. 

Milk produced by a purebred cow has no greater value than that 
produced by a grade cow. Raising purebred cattle is a separate busi- 
ness involving a greater investment and resulting in larger credits 
for calves. In this investigation the purebred cows were given values 
of grade cows of corresponding production and purebred calves were 
likewise given credits as grade calves from dams of corresponding 
production. 

At the beginning and end of the year each cow was given an in- 
ventory value. The first value was based on the price at which the 
owner thought he could replace her. In order to avoid the influence 
of market conditions her subsequent value remained the same unless 
her owner thought that she had become a better or poorer cow. 

Interest was figured at the rate of 7 per cent upon the investment at 
the beginning of the year. 
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To obtain the depreciation on cattle the value of every cow that 
entered the herd during the year was added to the herd inventory at 
the beginning of the year; from this result was subtracted the total 
value of the cows at the end of the year plus the prices received for 

cows sold during that year. 

A depreciation of 4.4 per cent of the capital value of the cattle is 
‘shown. This figure would have been considerably higher had it not 
been for the large number of cows sold the last year for dairy pur- 
poses for which the dairymen received a very good price. 

Taxes chargeable to the dairy were taken from the county auditor’s 
tax books, and insurance was taken from insurance receipts. 

Such items as veterinary fees, medicines, disinfectants, and cow- 
testing-association dues amounted to $1.45 per cow per year. 

PER CENT COMPARISON OF FACTORS INVOLVED IN MILK 
PRODUCTION. 

How did the cost of producing milk in winter compare with the 
cost in summer? What items were chiefly responsible for the wide 
variation in the seasons? These questions are answered in the fol- 
lowing table: 

TasriEe 8.—Per cent of the total costs represented by feed, labor, and other costs, 
by seasons. 

Entire Item. Winter. | Summer. year. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
36.6 (ee: 43.9 Heedrandybed ding; cos fresmets fea.) aas jee seis oe taste tcl afaeoie aoa sale e ce 

LES FBT 3 G5 Sa SOMITE RIE OYE ESN eat eS a Nn re ona mere re a 9 11.6 12.5 

Heed mpedding, andipasture Cost. 225. 2-o-cce sees ee eee ereeiseiae 37.5 18.9 56. 4 
IOAN COS Kona de SSR aE BESO cSY CORUROOE ROA E OEE eae ae Ae ine peer ee aoe: 11.4 12.1 23.5 
Other costs, except herd inventory variation..................-.-----+.+-- 8.7 8.9 17.6 

Total cost, except herd inventory variation.........-.--.---------.- 57.6 39.9 97.5 
Depreciation on Sherdl Same Ne Ne es i RE RNG eae 1.2 1.3 2.5 

Motalicostonproduchlons es a2 sec eeme en eee elses is sos cll 58.8 41.2 100.0 

The first two columns show that the wide variation between the 

winter and the summer costs was due largely to the difference in the 
cost of feed and pasture. The combined feed, bedding, and pasture 
cost in winter was 37.5 per cent of the yearly costs, while the cost of 
these items in summer was 18.9 per cent. The fact that the labor 
cost in winter was 11.4 per cent and in summer 12.1 per cent shows 
there was a difference of only 0.7 per cent in this item for the two 
seasons. 

The high prices received for cows sold during the year reduced the 
depreciation charge, and this item is reported separately, so its effect 
on the total cost can be seen. 

The cost of producing milk in winter was 58.8 per cent of the yearly 
cost, while the summer cost was 41.2 per cent of it. 
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AVERAGE COMPARED WITH “BULK-LINE” COSTS. 

During the last few years attempts have been made to use the aver- 
age cost of production as a basis for determining the selling price of 
milk. Where the average. cost basis is recommended it is evident 
that practically all those producers whose costs are above the average 
will find the profits reduced if they are so fortunate as not to suffer 
an actual loss. This will tend to discourage production and reduce 
the available supply. 

In using the bulk-line method for determining a necessary price, 
only a certain number of the extremely high-cost producers may have 
costs above this price. The use of this method is illustrated in 
Table 9. 

TABLE 9.—Net cost, quantity, and per cent of milk produced by each herd, two 
winters and two summers. 

Winter 1917-18. Winter 1919-20. 

Milk produced. Milk produced. 
COSC arte tee Soa ee ae | COSE 

per 100 per 100 
pounds.} Quan- | Per cent | Cumula- |/pounds.| Quan- | Per cent ; Cumula- 

tity. of total. tive. tity. of total. tive. 

Pounds, | Per cent. | Per cent. Pounds. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
$1.91 67,036 4.2 4.2 || $2.50 | 156,032 8.8 8.8 
2. 26 113, 716 42 11.4 2.80 113, 302 6.4 15.2 
2.39 88, 736 5.6 17.0 2.88 144,577 8.2 23.4 
2.43 60, 595 3.8 20.8 2.96 127, 348 (4 30.6 
2.56 | 144,362 9.1 29.8 3.10 66, $98 3.8 34.4 
2.63 66, 956 4.2 34.1 3.11 90, 257 5.1 39.5 
2.69 195, 756 12.3 46.4 3.16 213, 169 12.1 51.6 
2.80 99,931 6.3 5237, 3. 20 92, 420 5.2 56.8 
2.84 | 82,857 5.2 57 One| tgeo5 st eens Steele oeee || aeannies 
2.86 131, 097 8.2 66.1 |} 3.30 202, 567 11.5 68. 2 
2.89 | 113,785 heal 13.3 Beedl 56, 349 3.2 71.4 

Gah LSS ces aah eg a eee ee ee [mn a are | 3.48 54,677 3.1 74.5 
3.02 48, 222 a0 76238" |l=33550 62, 631 3.6 78.1 
3.29 91, 896 5.8 82.1 3.60 100, 453 Dat 83.8 
3.47 112, 754 Tod 89.2 aster 39, 680 2.2 86.0 
3.59 80, 523 Ayal 94.2 | 3.95 113, 973 6.4 92.5 
3.82 61, 283 3.9 98.1 {| 4.01 79, 539 4.5 97.0 
4.85 30, 126 1.9 100.0 4.61 53, 581 3.0 100.0 

Summer 1917-18. Summer 1919. 
) 

$1.06 | 174,308 7.5 7.5 || $1.14 | 100, 428 4.0 4.0 
1.24 | 83/089 3.6 11.0 || 1.18 | 210,813 8.4 12.4 
1.25 | 85,339 any 14.7 || 1.30 | 123,893 4.9 17.4 
1.31 | 927050 3.9 18.6 || 1.33 | 145,812 5.8 302 
1.33 | 160,589 6.9 25.5 || 1.36 | 89,853 3.6 26.7 
1.34 | 166,339 ial 32.6 || 1.39 | 177,018 ram 33.8 
1.35 | 132277 5.7 38.3 || 1.42 | 211,960 8.4 42.2 
1.38 | 167,584 7.2 45.5 || 1.60 | 89,982 3.6 45.8 
1.39 | 1123097 4.8 A a | (Eas (| a | 
1.40 | 213) 498 9.1 59.4 || 1.62 | 309,716 12/3 58.2 

UAE 50) | coset eal ots teed |G Sa ss 1.64 | 98,174 3.9 62.1 
1.53 | 63, 466 a7 62.1 || 1.70 | 102)351 4.1 66.2 
1.57 | 462) 128 19.8 81.9 || 1.74 | 89,637 3.6 69.8 
1.65 | 1127066 4.8 86.7 || 1.77 | 167,586 6.7 76.4 
1.93 | 136, 413 5.8 92.6 || 1.79 | 92/741 3.7 80.1 
1.95 | 1257893 5.4 98.0 || 1.87 | 132,253 5.3 85.4 
3.48 | 47,846 2.0 100.0 || 2.03 | 987741 3.9 89.3 

2.12 | 91)808 ai 93.0 
2.32 | 175,642 7.0 100.0 

1 Average. 
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In Table 9, for the winter 1917-18, it will be noted that only 73.3 
per cent of the milk was produced at $2.89 or less per 100 pounds, 
which is the first cost below the average cost of $2.91. In many sec- 
tions this volume of milk would be an inadequate supply. On the 
other hand, 94.2 per cent of the milk was produced at $3.59 or less 
per 100 pounds. -In order to include 98.1 per cent of the volume of 
milk, the cost advances to $3.82 per hundred, thus increasing the cost 
23 cents per 100 pounds and adding only 3.9 per cent of the volume. 

If the price of the milk were placed at $3.47 per 100 pounds, a profit 
ranging from 18 cents ($3.47 minus $3.29) to $1.56 ($3.47 minus 
$1.91) per 100 pounds would tend to increase the volume of milk 
produced by the more efficient dairymen. Similar deductions may 
be made from the other portions of the table. 

MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS IN MILK PRODUCTION. 

A study of Table 10 shows that the per cent of milk produced each 
season did not vary greatly from year to year; however, there is a 
noticeable increase for both years in summer production over winter 
production. During the first year there was 19 per cent more milk 
produced in summer than in winter, and in the second year 17.4 per 
cent more was produced. The larger flow of milk in summer can be 
attributed to better pasture more than to any other cause. 
With the exception of the month of November in the first year the 

feed, pasture, and bedding cost for the winter in both years was de- 
cidedly higher than in the summer. The same is true of feed and 
bedding cost minus the manure credit. 
A study of the results of the two years’ work shows that the feed 

costs. for the first and second summers were 33.5 per cent and 33.6 
per cent, respectively, of the total yearly feed costs. Likewise it is 
found that the summer production was 59.5 per cent and 58.7 per 
cent of the total production for the corresponding years. 

TABLE 10.—Monthly distribution of milk prices, milk sold and used, feed cost, 
and labor required, 

YEAR 1917-1918, 

Feed, Human labor. Horse labor. 
Income pasture 

Income se ae hae i ani ; 
= per 100 | mi so ”| bedding 

Morcimenidise2s02-)| nouvids|| sold! |p and 1 Hts |) cost |(Per100| p.. 4) Berl00|0 5 
ofmilk.| and used cost. | minus | pounds| 444, |pounds| ¢ a 

used. manure | of milk * | ofmilk, | COW: 
credit. 

Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.| Hours. | Hours. | Hours. | Hours. 
November........-- $2.95 7.4 Be) 7.0 BU 2.0 9.2 0.002 0.01 
December....-.-.-- 3.01 Use 6.3 il. 10.0 Peso) 10.0 008 - 04 
VABWAT yea ee i = 3.02 7.0 6.0 1250 10.8 2:2 9.8 011 .05 
HEDIUALY ees see = 3.01 6.7 5.8 11.6 10.3 2.2 9.2 014 06 
INE Soe es ae ee eee 2.81 7.8 7.3 12.8 11.4 1.9 10.2 O11 06 
ATU ee toacic cee cio 2.52 8.3 8.6 i7/ 10.4 1.5 9.4 005 03 

Winter......- 2.86 44.5 40.5 66.5 58.6 2.0 9.6 008 04 
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TABLE 10.—Monthly distribution of milk prices, milk sold and used, feed cost, 
and labor required—Continued. 

YEAR 1917-1918. 

Feed, Human labor. Horse labor. 
Income pasture 

incon f ne aa peas % aud i 
per 10 milk so 7) bedding 

Month and season. pounds | sold ue ae cost Per 100 Ben Per 100 Per 
of milk.| and sed. ash &| minus | pounds ane pounds 

used. manure | of milk. seal (ofamillcs praca 
credit. 

Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent. Per cent.| Hours. | Hours. | Hours. |. Hours. 
| $2.21 10.0 11.8 Vion) (ees Ale Le 2 10.6 0. 007 0.06 

2.09 9.4 11.8 4.7 4.5 1.2 10.3 - 009 08 
2.28 9.1 | 10.4 5.2 5.0 3: 10.2 .012 10 
2.78 9.4 | 8.8 523. Bal 1.4 9.8 . 005 03 

September.. Sauer 2. 66 9.1 8.9 4.8 4.6 1.4 9.1 . 006 04 
OCctoberun. 222-2525 2.81 8.5 7.8 6.0 5.8 1.6 9.1 . 033 19 

Summer...... 2.43 | 55.5 59.5 33.5 32.3 13 9.8 O11 08 
} = | = = 

MWOarescsescass 2.61 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 90.9 1.6 9.7 .010 06 

YEAR 1919-1920. 

November.......-.. 3.19 CY) 6.3 10.6 9.9 1.9 9.7 . 009 05 
December..........| 3.28 7.4 6.5 11.9 11.2 2.0 nie .004 . 02 
January. . 3.65 8.3 6.5 12.0 11.4 2.0 10.8 - 015 - 08 
February. 3.33 0) 6.0 11.2 10.5 1.9 9.5 - O11 . 05 
March.... ase 2.82 (fees 7.4 11.9 11.2 Leys 11.0 - 012 BOW 
EN DEUS saceaieac seas 2.47 (ots 8.6 8.8 8.1 1.4 10.6 . 009 . 06 

Winter....... 3.08 44.5 41.3 66.4 62.3 1.8 10.4 .010 . 06 

IM a Vee see. tee 2.35 9:3: |) 214 5.1 5.0 Li tet . 003 . 03 
AIRING soso cece sa cine | 2.43 9.6 13 appl 5.0 1.2 11.3 . 045 . 43 
UV Re eases ce | 2.62 9.9 10.8 4.6 4.5 173 11.7 . 007 . 06 
PANIZUSh ote eanomce = ae | 2.94 Gai 9.4 ysl 5.0 1.4 10.4 - 022 .17 
September.......... 3.04 8.8 8.3 5s. 5.6 1.4 9.0 -019 13 
October:.< -..+3..-- | 3.12 8.2 Cota) 8.0 7.9 1.6 9.5 - 003 . 02 

Summer...... 2:71 5, bo 258.0 33.6 33.0 | 1.3 10.5| 017 | 14 

2°.) eee ry ee 2. 86 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.3 | 1.5 | 10.5 | 014 .10 

The number of hours required to care for a cow does not differ 
materially in summer and winter, but the number of hours required 
to produce 100 pounds of milk shows a marked increase from Novem- 
ber to March, inclusive. This season corresponds quite closely to 
the months of intensive winter feeding, when the cows are kept in the 
barns or yards during the nights; it also corresponds to the months 
in which the smallest volume of milk is produced, and this fact exerts 
a great influence over the amount of labor required for producing 100 
pounds of milk. This is more fully substantiated by the fact that 
during the months of May, June, and July we find the lowest time 
requirements for producing 100 pounds of milk because of the higher 
percentage of milk produced per month. 

The small amount of horse labor was due to the use of motor trucks 
for collecting the milk and hauling it to market. 

During the winter horses were used at some farms to haul the milk 
from the milk house to the road. In summer they were used for driv- 
ing cows to and from the pasture; however, during July, August, 
and September, when the horses are hitched to the harvest wagon, 
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they were quite often used to haul milk or to get cans, because this 
method requires less effort than to carry or cart them. The high 
figure of 0.43 of an hour per cow for June, 1919, is chiefly due to one 
man who used a large amount of time cutting and hauling soiling 

crops. 
SUMMARY. 

A study of the results presented in this bulletin shows that 56.4 
per cent of the total cost of producing milk was due to feed and 
bedding, 23.5 per cent to labor, 17.6 per cent to other costs, and 
2.5 per cent to depreciation (see Table 8). 

The requirements for producing 100 pounds of milk during the 
winter were: Concentrates, 29.4 pounds; hauling and grinding con- 
centrates, $0.022; dry roughage, 92.9 pounds; succulent roughage, 
143.3 pounds; bedding, 9 pounds; human labor, 1.9 hours; horse labor, 
0.01 of an hour; other costs, $0.576 (see Table 1). Credits for 
winter production other than milk: Manure, 115 pounds; calves, 
0.017 (see Tables 3 and 4). Requirements for producing 100 pounds 
of milk during the summer were: Concentrates, 5.2 pounds; hauling 
and grinding concentrates, $0.003; dry roughage, 7.5 pounds; succu- 
lent roughage, 40.4 pounds; pasture, 0.025 of an acre; bedding, 0.1 of 
one pound; human labor, 1.3 hours; horse labor, 0.015 of an hour; 
other costs, $0.406. Credits for summer production other than milk: 
Manure, 13 pounds; calves, 0.009. 

The following items were provided for keeping the average cow 
one year: Concentrates, 1,187 pounds; hauling and grinding concen- 
trates, $0.87; dry roughage, 3,386 pounds; succulent roughage, 6,474 
pounds; pasture, $23.04 or 1.1 acres; bedding, 295 pounds; human 
labor, 121 hours; horse labor, 1 hour; other costs, $36.31 (see Table 
2). Credits other than milk: Manure, 2.2 tons; calves, 0.97. 

To keep a bull one year required 630 pounds of grain, 5,967 pounds 
of dry roughage, 3,069 pounds of succulent roughage, 43 pounds of 
bedding, and 40.4 hours of human labor. In addition, $13.56 was 
expended for pasture and $21.49 for other costs after a credit of 

$20.32 had been deducted for outside bull service. 

During the winter men performed 89.8 per cent of the work and 
86.2 per cent during the summer. The remaining labor was per- 
formed by women and boys (see Table 6). 

Interest, depreciation, taxes, and similar charges against buildings, 
equipment, and cattle amounted to 15.4 per cent of the capital in- 
vested in them (see Table 7). 

In the two years 44.5 per cent of each year’s income from milk was 
obtained during the winter. The net feed and bedding cost for the 
first winter was 58.6 per cent of the net yearly feed and bedding cost, 
but during the second year the winter net feed and bedding cost was 
increased to 62.3 per cent (see Table 10). 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Are many farmers making large profits ? 
Are there many farmers who are making only a bare living? 
How much do farmers make ? 
Have farmers’ profits been greater during the recent years of rela- 

tively high prices for farm products than during former years of 
lower prices ? 

These are live questions, which concern everyone, farmers and 

city folk alike, and there are current many widely varying opinions 
about them. This bulletin, presenting facts as determined by ° 
repeated business analysis of groups of farms in three fairly distinct 
agricultural areas, is designed to throw light on these and other 
questions that arise in this connection. 

While the findings of this study will not justify making flat general- 
izations as to what the profits of farming are for the country as a 
whole, they should have weight in the consideration of the general 
problem, since they represent the results of continuous studies in 
farm profits covering a longer period of years than any other thus 

13648°—20—Bull. 920——1 
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far completed by the United States Department of Agriculture. For 
the farms studied these results show: 

That comparatively few farmers make large profits. 
That a considerable number of them are making but a bare living. 
That most of them make a labor income of less than $500 per year, 

over and above the things the farm furnishes toward the family 
living, which, however, constitute an important factor. 

That their average return on investment after deducting the value 
of their own labor was about 34 per cent prior to 1916 and about 7 
per cent for the years 1917-18. 

In considering the business status of farming certain character- 
istics of the farm business should be kept clearly in mind. In the 
first place, farming is an individual business, operated and managed 
largely by individuals who vary widely in knowledge, ambition, and 
desires, and in their standards of living. Moreover, the farmer is 
not merely a laborer. He has money invested, and should receive 
interest on his investment and also pay for directing the business. 

Another characteristic of the farm business that should be con- 
sidered in a discussion of farm profits is the peculiarly close relation 
of the home to the business. From an abstract accounting stand- 
point it may be possible to separate entirely the farm business from 
the home, but in reality it occupies an important place in the farmer’s 
mind in weighing the advantages of farming as compared with those 
of other lines cf business. 

Again, the prospect of an increase in the value of land has been a 
factor that has made many farmers content to accept a low rate of 
interest from the actual operation of the farm. As a matter of fact, 
a number of farmers are not making more than 2 to 3 per cent on 
investment, but in many areas the increase in land values has tended 
to offset this low return. 

Note.—Certain terms used in this bulletin are here defined: 

Farm capital.—The value at the beginning of the farm year of all real estate, machinery, live stock, and 

other investment used to carry on the farm business. It includes the value of the farm dwelling, but not 

of the household furnishings. : 

Receipts.—The amount received from the sale of crops, the increase from stock, and the receipts from 

outside labor, rent of buildings, etc. The increase from stock is found by subtracting the sum ofthe amount: 

paid for stock purchases and the inventory value at the beginning of the year from the sum of the receipts 

from stock products, sales oflive stock, and the inventory value at the end ofthe year. Ifthe value of crops 

or supplies on hand at the end of the year was greater than at the beginning, the difference is considered a 

receipt. 

Expenses.—The amount of money paid out during the year to carry on the farm business, together with 

the value of the unpaid labor performed by members ofthe family. Ifthe value of crops or supplies at the 

end of the year was less than at the beginning, this was considered an expense. Household or personal 

expenses are not included. 

Farm income.—The difference between receipts and expenses. It represents the amount of money 

available for the farmer’s living above the value of family labor, provided he has no interest to pay on mort- 

gages or other debts. 

Labor income.—The amount that the farmer has left for his labor after 5 per cent interest on the farm 

capital is deducted from the farm income. It represents what he has earned as a result of his year’s labor 

after the earning power of his investment has been deducted. In addition to labor income the farmer 

receives a house to live in, fuel (when cut from the farm), garden products, milk, butter, eggs, etc., as well 

(Note continued on p, 3.) 
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These are factors that can not always be measured in dollars and 
cents in considering whether the farm business is profitable or not. 
From a strictly business standpoint, assuming that every business 
should pay a fair rate of interest on the investment therein and a 
fair return for the labor expended in its operation, there may be 
drawn rather definite conclusions relative to the farmer’s returns. 
When these are made, how- 
ever, the compensating INN a 
factors, such as increase in ee RD 

value of land, the living 3 z 

furnished by the farm, the : 
sentimental appeal of the > 
home site, and the per- |{owa = 
sonal desires of the farmer, A tea Ea 
should be kept in mind. TL Vine 

SOURCES AND CHARACTER MO Sone mee 

OF DATA. . 

This bulletin presents KY 
the data obtained through 
from five to seven years’ 
continuous analyses of the 
business of 185 farms in three areas, one each in Ohio, Indiana, 
and Wisconsin. (See fig. 1.) 

The data for the area in Ohio are for 25 farms for seven years, 
1912-1918. These farms are located in Palmer township, Washington 
County—a township typical of the hill land of southern and eastern 
Ohio. The data for the area in Indiana are for 100 farms for seven 
years, 1910 and 1913-1918. These farms are located in Forest and 
Johnson townships, Clinton County—townships typical of crop and 
live-stock farming in north central Indiana. The data for the area 
in Wisconsin are for 60 farms for five years, 1913-1917. These farms 

Fic. 1.—Map showing the location of the counties in which 

these studies were made. 

as the money earned by his capital. A “minus” labor income means that the farmer received no money 

returns above food, products, fuel, and house rent for his year’s labor, and that he lacked the amount indi- 

cated by the minus sign of paying 5 per cent interest on the farm capital. 

Per cent return on capital.—The rate returned on the farm capital after the value of the farmer’s labor is 

deducted from the farm income. It represents what the investment earned after all expenses have been 

deducted and the farmer has received a fair wage for his labor. When the per cent return on the capital is 
preceded by the minus sign, it means that the farmer did not realize even fair wages for his own labor and 
management, thus leaving nothing for the earnings on the farm capital. 

In computing the return on capital the values of supplies furnished by the farm toward the family living 

have not been carried in the financial accounts for the reason that if they are carried as a receipt to the farm 

they likewise must be added as a part of the farmer’s own wages. The value given to the farmer’s own 
labor is in addition to what the farm contributes toward his living. 

Animal unit.—In order to compare the different classes of animals and to compute the total amount of 
live stock on these farms all stock has been computed in terms of animal units. In these areas one horse, 
cow, or steer was counted as one animal unit; two head of young stock (of the above kind) were counted as 

one animal; 7 sheep, 5 hogs, or 100 chickens were each counted as one animal unit, The number of pro- 
ductive animal units includes all stock except work stock, 
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are located in Verona and adjoining townships, Dane County—a typi- 
cal area of the dairying region of southern Wisconsin." 

In each area, for the period of the investigation, figures are shown 
covering the following points: 

Distribution of farm area. 
Crop yields. . 
Amount of work stock and of other live stock. 
Amount of labor used. 
Amount and distribution of farm capital. 
Amount and distribution of farm receipts and farm expenses. 
Value of the family living direct from the farm. 
Amount of the more important preducts sold and prices received 

for them. 

Farm earnings have been computed as follows: _ 
1. Farm wncome.—The combined earnings for the farm capital and 

for the farmer’s own labor and management, found by deducting the 
farm expenses from the farm receipts. 

2. Labor ancome.—The earnings for the farmer’s own labor and 
management after charging 5 per cent interest for the use of the 
farm capital. (This is in addition to supplies furnished by the farm 
toward the family living.) The labor income is found by deducting 
from the farm income a fair rate of interest on the farm capital. 

3. Per cent return on capital.—The earnings for the farm capital 
after allowing for the farmer’s own labor and management. This 
is found by deducting from the farm income a conservative charge 
for the farmer’s own labor and management. 

4. Family income.—The combined income of the farmer and of his 
family. This is found by deducting the total expenses (excluding 

1 The authors are greatly indebted to those who cooperated in the study, as the success of conducting 

these investigations over this period of time is primarily dependent upon the diligent and painstaking efforts 

of the men performing the field work and the cooperating farmers. The farmers showed increased interest 

in these studies from year to year. Some began keeping accounts, others kept accounts in more detail 

than formerly that the data might be more complete. Acknowledgment is hereby tendered to the fol- 

lowing named persons for their cooperation in obtaining these data, which should be an aid to farmers 

in general as well as to others, in a better understanding of the economics of the farm business: 

Ohic area.—The Ohiostudy was conducted each year by Mr. H. W. Hawthorne, assisted at various times 

by Messrs. E. D. Strait, C. E. Hope, R. D. Jennings, Bruce McKinley, Office of Farm Management; and 

Mr. S. C. Hartman, of the Ohio Experiment Station. The results of the first five years of this survey were 

published in U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 716, “A Five-Year Farm Management Survey in 
Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio, 1912-1916” (Hawthorne). 

Indiana area.—The work in this area was started by Mr. E. H. Thomson for the year 1910, and in addition 
to the authors, the following investigational force assisted in one or more years of thisstudy: Messrs. H. F. 
Williams, O. 8. Rayner, E. M. McGrew, E. L. Currier, C. Wentsel, W. C. Funk, E. D. Strait, F. H. Shel- 
ledy, C. C. Taylor, H. R. Smalley, H. N. Humphrey, J.C. Rundles, T. H. Summers, W. I. Myers, Chas. E. 
Miller, A. P. Brodell, R. D. Jennings, Office of Farm Management, and W. L. Elser, Lynn Robertson, and 
W. W. Sylvester, of the Indiana Experiment Station. The results of the first year of this study were 
published in U. 8. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 41 (Thomson and Dixon), 

Wisconsin area.—This study was in cooperation with the Wisconsin Experiment Station and was con- 
ducted under the supervision of Dr. H. C. Taylor, assisted by Messrs. H. W. Hawthorne, O. A. Juve, S. W. 
Mendum, C. L. Holmes, J. A. Becker, H. O. Watrud, G. W. Forster, W. I. Myers, and student assistants. 
The results of this study were published in Wisconsin Experiment Station Bulletin No. 300, ‘‘ War Prices 
and Farm Profits” (Taylor and Mendum). 
Acknowledgmentis also due Miss Mabel G. Darcey and staff of clerical assistants for compilation of 

these data, 
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value of family labor and including interest on any indebtedness) 

from the total farm receipts. 
5. Hamily ling from the farm.—The value of food products, fuel, 

and house rent furnished directly by the farm toward the family 
livmg. This form of income has been considered in addition to 
farm income and labor income. 

SUMMARY. 

The average farm income of 25 farmers in Palmer township, 
Washington County, Ohio, for the seven years 1912 to 1918 was 
$610, the labor income $276, and the return on the capital 4.6 per 

cent. 
The average farm income of 100 farmers in Forest and Johnson 

townships, Clinton County, Ind., for the seven years 1910 and 1913 
to 1918 was $1,856, the labor income $558, and the return on the 
capital 5.7 per cent. 

The average farm income of 60 farmers in Verona and adjacent 
townships, Dane County, Wis., for the five years 1913 to 1917 was 
$1,293, the labor income $408, and the return on the capital 4.7 
per cent. 
A considerable part of the farmers’ living came directly from the 

farm. In the Ohio area the value of the items food, fuel, and house 
rent furnished by the farm was estimated at $359 per farm for 
the seven-year average, increasing from $300 in 1912 to $494 in 
1918; in the Indiana area the value of these items was estimated at 

$425 per farm, increasing from $356 in 1910 to $620 in 1918; in the 
Wisconsin area the five-year average value of these items was $391, 
increasing from $351 in 1913 to $525 in 1917. 

Prior to 1916 the price level of farm products was much below 
that of more recent years. For the years of lower prices the farm 
earnings in each of these three areas were very low, but with the higher 
prices of 1916, 1917, and 1918 the returns were more satisfactory. 

In the Ohio area the average farm income for the four years 1912 to 
1915 was $468; and for the three years 1916 to 1918, $800; the labor 
income for the former period was $153, and for the latter period 
$441; the return on the capital from 1912 to 1915 was 2.8 per cent, 
and from 1916 to 1918, 6.6 per cent. 

In the Indiana area the average farm income for the four years 
1910 and 1913 to 1915 was $1,407; and for the three years 1916 
to 1918, $2,454; the labor incomes for the two periods were $205 
and $1,028, respectively; and the return on capital 4.5 per cent and 
7.0 per cent. 

In the Wisconsin area the average farm income for the three 
years 1913 to 1915 was $985, and for the two years 1916 and 1917, 
$1,754; the labor income was $113 for the three-year period and 
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$850 for the two-year period; the return on capital was 3.2 per cent 
and 6.8 per cent for the respective periods. 

None of the 185 farmers in these three areas made as much as 
$1,000 labor income every year. Four (2 per cent) made over $500 
labor income every year, one each in the Ohio and Indiana areas, and 
two in the Wisconsin area. ‘Thirty-three farmers (18 per cent) failed 
to make a $500 labor income in any year of the period, 10 each in 
the Ohio and Indiana areas and 13 in the Wisconsin area. 

Four farmers (2 per cent), after allowance is made for the value 
of their own time, made over 5 per eent return on their farm capital 
every year, 1 in the Ohio area, 2 in the Indiana area and 1 in the Wis- 
consin area; 18 (10 per cent) did not reach 5 per cent return on the 
farm capital in any one year, 4 in the Ohio area, 5 in the Indiana 
area and 9 in the Wisconsin area. 

Averaging labor income over the several years, 14 per cent of all 
the farmers failed to make any labor income, and 14 per cent made 
over $1,000, but most of them made between $1 and $1,000, 84 per 
cent of the farmers in the Ohio area falling within this range, 70 per 
cent in the Indiana area, and 72 per cent in the Wisconsin area. 

The returns on the farm capital when averaged for the period of 
years ranged from 2 per cent to 8 per cent on most farms, 52 per 
cent of the farms in the Ohio area falling within this range, 86 per 
cent of those in the Indiana area, and 78 per cent of those in the 
Wisconsin area. 

Eighteen farmers (18 per cent) in the Indiana area made over 

$1,000 labor incomes for the seven-year average, and 7 (12 per 

cent) in the Wisconsin area for the five-year average. After making 
a fair allowance for their own wages, 3 farmers (12 per cent) in 

the Ohio area realized over 8 per cent return on the farm capital 
for the average of the seven-year period, 10 (10 per cent) in the In- 
diana area, and 3 (5 per cent) in the Wisconsin area for the five-year 

period. The greater ability of these farmers, as expressed by the size 
of their business, their crop yields, their live-stock returns per animal, 
and the efficient use of labor, won for them the higherreturns. While 
these farmers were getting very good returns, 4 others (16 per cent) 
in the Ohio area, 12 (12 per cent) in the Indiana area, and 10 (16 per 
cent) in the Wisconsin area failed to make any labor income. After 
making due allowance for their own time, 9 (36 per cent) in the Ohio 
area, 4 (4 per cent) in the Indiana area, and 10 (16 per cent) in the 

Wisconsin area realized less than 2 per cent return on their farm 
capital. _ 

Four farmers (16 per cent) in the Ohio area, 32 (32 per cent) in 
the Indiana area, and 18 (30 per cent) in the Wisconsin area made 
average labor incomes ranging from $500 to $1,000; and 8 (32 per 
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cent) in the Ohio area, 54 (54 per cent) in the Indiana area, and 25 
(42 per cent) in the Wisconsin area realized a return ranging from 5 
per cent to 8 per cent on the farm capital. 
Many farmers receive low returns for their own labor if the capital 

represented in the business is allowed a fair rate of interest. Even 
with a low labor income, the available income of a given farm may 
be fairly large, if the owner is free from debt. On farms where a 
relatively large capital is represented the interest on capital may be 
enough to make the business apparently prosperous. 

In figures 6, 12, and 18, the disposition of the farmer’s gross income 
for the three areas is portrayed graphically. Just how much of the 
income goes for operating expenses, interest on capital, pay for labor 
performed by members of the farmer’s family, the amount left for 
pay for the farmer’s own labor and the value of food, fuel and house 
rent furnished the farm family may be observed from these charts. 
The increases in farm earnings for the later years covered by these 
studies has been more apparent than real, because of the decreased 
purchasing power of the dollar. 

THE OHIO AREA. 

The area in Ohio is representative of much of the hill land border- 
ing the Ohio River. The topography grades from roiling to steep 
and is often rocky. Large unbroken fields are seldom found. The 
farms are from 4 to 9 miles from railroad points, and the wagon roads 
are hilly and unimproved. The farmers practice a general or mixed 
type of farming. 

THE FARM BUSINESS. 

A summary of the farm business for the 25 farms, over the seven- 
year period 1912 to 1918, is shown in Table I. 
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TasiE I.—Summary of the farm business over a period of seven years, 1912-1918, Palme 
township, Washington County, 

7-year 
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 aver- 

age. 

Acres per farm........-- CR ESNet: 158 156 154 154 156 164 167 158 
Acres in pasture : 76 77 79 75 76 80 83 78 
NCTESITV GOTH ees ac ee Sate es 10 10 10 11 abl 12 ial il 
INCresiniwheatien neces css ces Seen caine 9 10 6 10 10 10 11 10 
INCTESIMURAY seve she ane eee Sell 20 18 18 18 21 19 21 19 
SACTES IMVOLHEN CLOPS Hoe seine es ela 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 

Corn) per’acre? che et bushels. . 45 52 41 42 34 43 29 41 
Wheat per acre a.22 ese e228 doz =. 15 gy) 18 18 10 15 13 14 
Lay PCTIACLC sae ae aes w= Biase tons. . 1.5 seal 9 a | 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 

Productive animal units. ......--...- 13.5 14.4 15.3 14.9 16.1 aie} Te, 15.5 
COWS dae c heer ead number. . 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.8 4.3 4.7 4.6 3.8. 
WOES so cite? ona ele ae do 18.9 21.5 13.4 14,2 12.6 11.5 14.0 15e2 
Brood SOWS=s:.2. 2225 -5-...5 « Costs: 1.0 1.0 Lal 1.1 1.0 van 1.0 1.0 
Chickenss<,..2eUssecsereese do....) 117.0} 130.0) 1381.0] 148.0} 143.0] 148.0) 140.0 135.0 
Work stockie vase nciisi se dos t® 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.8 207 
Receipts per animal unit ..-.-..-- $43 $45 $46 $45 $52 $73 $69 $53 
Months of labor seovss. 2225222 422 17.4 17.0 17.6 ileal aleep de Cae lypeits) 18.0 D5 

Fatm capital? 8. cesses ek $6, 037 | $6,214 | $6,422 | $6,527 | $6,639 | $7,163 | $7,726 | $6,682 
Realestate. 2 shivers sos eee 4,728 | 4,711} 4,785] 4,811 | 4,878} 5,247] 5,275 4,912 
TIVe:StOCK ees eae Sey eee 781 929 1,029 1, 076 1,097 1, 228 1, 565 1,101 
Machinery 22255 yon ss = acice eats 295 307 323 326 345 353 364 330 
Adlother: save c ween masters 283 267 335 314 319 335 §22 339 

Realestate penacres se. ct cess 4.5 = 30 30 31 31 31 32 32 31 

Receipts .6 oes ee eae $868 $796 $934 $916 | $1,112 | $1,571 | $1,476 | $1,096 
Peret;.| Perct.\ Perct..\ Perct..| Perct..\ Per ct... Pen ets. enc 

Mainy PLroductseec hese era 3 5 5 7 i 6 6 6 
Cattery. acre seee ose ers sade et 16 22 18 21 23 27 25 22 
Poultry-andiepes.. 2 bs Io. 2 sc 17 20 a) 18 18 16 18 18 
Sheep and: wool. 2... 0... 2228 20 12 13 12 12 18 15 15 
ROSS: Sarcjcwls Mote see ele eee 7 13 16 13 13 13 15 13 
Cropsihy. c4 Men eee ee aeawinee eine ne 26 10 16 20 16 14 13 17 
"AN OPNer 22.22, Menon sees Sees 11 18 13 9 11 6 8 9 

EXPCNSOSwisice205 2 0he sn ee nice siete $412 $375 $423 $430 $456 $547 $757 $486 
Perct..\ Perct..) Perc. \ Perct. | Perct;| Perct.| PerctaniPence: 

FR TE CLAD OT es fe Bes eine nite a ee il) 12 11 10 13 14 li 12 
Bamily labor! 26 isccecct sstinn ose 21 23 22 21 18 19 18 20 
Repairs and depreciation, ma- . 
CHINO Yee eles ere rere ales a 8 7 7 ul 6 5 6 

Repairs and depreciation, house. 4 by 4 4 3 3 2, a 
Repairs and depreciation, other 7 

Huildines: fee ee Lae 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 
Repairs fenCeSesee ssc cc cee eee 3 3 3 3 2 De 2 2 
Heed purchased 22225: 2222533. 52 8 11 6 13 aI 14 17 28 16 
Seed: purchased .222 22) sas secs: 5 5 6 6 5 3 4 5 
Mertilizers eye eee eae ee 10 9 10 ai 10 10 9 10 
Machine work, hired 5 4 3 4 5 2 4 4 
Taxes and insurance. . 12 14 12 13 12 i 9 12 
Opherec seas Oe Ree ae Oe 4 5 3 4 5 7 4 4 

Farmincome...2) 2267 deeso- assed one $456 $421 $511 $486 $656 | $1,024 $719 $610 
Interest on capital, 5 per cent. .-.-.--- 304 311 321 327 332 358 386 334 
Laborincome...0:032./22 26.03.85. 152 110 190 159 324 666 333 276 
@perator/slaborswols 452. see ee 288 281 295 290 298 332 347 304 
Return on capital. ....--- per cent.. 2.8 2.2 3.4 3.0 5.4 9.7 4.8 4.6 
Value of family labor:.2.-.-.. 2226 5.2 $86 $85 $92 $90 $82 $105 S133) $96 
Interest on indebtedness. ....------.-- 19 19 14 12 9 i 5 12 
Family income... ........-::-/20...-- 523 487 589 564 729 | 1,122 847 694 
Family living from farm!........... 300 302 311 317 345 443, 494 359 

Amount sold: 
Cattle cote ee ee number. . 3) 2 3 3) B 4 3 3 
ISPS es cites eres dozen 628 648 779 725, 696 623 642 677 
IWiOOl Sees fdas 2 pounds 419 405 294 316 335 165 170 301 
VOSS 2s arcana keels hee number 5 if 11 iit 8 9 9 9 
Wheatiendiss2ceeate sas bushels 57 15 35 83 32 55 35 45 

Prices: 
Cattlon. sec cctcetniee ieee d ewt $5.70 | $7.13 | $6.97 | $7.29 | $8.20] $8.32 | $10.24 $7. 69 

BS ioce Batemans atiheante dozen .19 .19 .19 .19 22 gol 34 223 
OOl es aana sce eter pound 23 20 «25 . 26 sol 65 65 36 

TORS eis se esate eo 8 ewt 6.52 8. 20 8.10 6. 60 8.50} 12.94] 15.87 9.53 
Wiheats acetals Se ke bushel .98 .97 1.19 ali 1,52 2.01 2.02 1.40 

Ohio (average of 25 farms). 

1 Figures obtained from the farmers for 1916 and computed for the other years with aid of index figures 
shown in War Industries Bulletin No oi. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FARM AREA. 

The farms averaged 158 acres, approximately one-half of which 
was used for pasture and one-fourth for growing crops. Of the 

OPEN PASTURE | 
3] UNTILLABLE|SNor TILLABLE YArcoorane 
PASTURE Zweentend Wl NOT PASTURED 

TILLABLE {. PERMANENT WASTE, ROADS, 
PASTURE 2 ROTATION | BUILDING LOTS ETC. 

7 YEAR 
1918 aAveRAGE YEAR 1YEAR 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 

Fic. 2.—Distribution of farm area on 25 farms, Palmer township, Washington County, Ohio, 1912-1918, 
A large proportion of the farm area is not adapted to cultivation. 

crop land, one-fourth was in corn, one-fourth in small grains, mainly 
wheat, and one-half in hay. 

In figure 2 the distribution of the farm area is shown graphically 
for the average of the 25 farms over the period of study, During 

13648°—20—Bull. 920—2 
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wheat, and hay in the organization of these farms, and the variation 
in the acreage of each over the seven-year period. The use of the 
silo is being increased in this area. The variation in the propor- 
tion of the corn area used for silage was also affected by the yield; 
1916 and 1918 were the years of poorest yields and therefore the 
years requiring the larger proportion of the corn crop to fill the silo. 

CROP YIELDS. 

The average yield of corn for the seven-year period was 41 bushels 
per acre; the lowest average yield for any year was 29 bushels in 
1918, and the highest 52 bushels in 1913. The average yield of 
wheat was 14 bushels per acre, ranging from an average of 9 bushels 
in 1913 to that of 18 bushels in 1914 and 1915. The average yield of 
hay was 1.2 tons, being as low as 0.9 ton in 1914 and as high as 1.5 
tons in 1912 and 1916. The highest yield of corn was accompanied 
with the lowest yield of wheat, and an average yield of hay; the lowest 
yield of corn was accompanied by average yields of wheat and hay. 
Of the total production, 35 per cent of the wheat was sold, 15 per 
cent of the hay, 9 per cent of the oats, and 6 per cent of the corn. 

LIVE STOCK. 

There was an increase in the stock kept on these farms during this 
period. This increase, representing 3.7 animal units, or over 25 per 
cent, taken together with rising prices, had much to do with the 
increase in income. ‘The live stock (exclusive of work horses) when 

expressed in equivalents of mature cattle, or in what is termed, ‘‘a 
productive animal unit,” averaged 15.5 units per farm. This is an 
average of one head to each 7.9 acres of crops and pasture. The 
number of cattle increased and that of sheep decreased during the 
first six years. A small increase in sheep was shown in 1918 over 
that of 1917. When measured by the amount of feed required, cat- 
tle represented 58 per cent of all live stock except work horses, 
sheep 17 per cent, hogs 10 per cent, and poultry 11 per cent. The 
number of work horses averaged 2.7 per farm. 

LABOR REQUIRED. 

It required, on the average, 17.5 months of man labor to operate 
these farms, of which 12 months represented the farmer’s own 
labor, 3.7 months unpaid family labor, and 1.8 months hired 
labor. This means that 90 per cent of the labor is performed by the 
farmer and members of his family, and 10 per cent is hired from 
the outside. The amount of labor for the various years remained 
practically constant. 

FARM CAPITAL. 

The average capital value of these farms was $6,682, of which 
$4,912, or about three-fourths, was in real estate, $1,101, or 15 per 
cent, in live stock, $330, or 5 per cent, in machinery, and $339, or 5 
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per cent, in supplies and operating cash. The value of land, exclu- 
sive of buildings, averaged $2,982 per farm, or 45 per cent of the 
total farm capital. Real estate averaged $31 per acre, with only a 

1 CATTLE & DAIRY PRODUCTS ESE u yeaa 
2 POULTRY AND EGGS " “ i) 3 FRUIT 
3 SHEEP AND WOOL 4 OTHER 
4 HOGS 
5 OTHER WAM MISCELLANEOUS 

1 YEAR 1912 1913 1914 19151916 1917 1918 avrmacs YEAR 
AVERAGE \ VERAGE | 
RECEIPTS 868 796 934 916: 1,112 1,571 1,476 1, 096 RECEIPTS 

IN DOLLARS —. — = ee = 2 arm Seng ee — = : —— = = =: IN DOLLARS; 

Fig. 4.—Distribution of receipts on 25 farms in Palmer township, Washington County, Ohio, 1912-1918. 
Live stock contributed the greatest share of the incomein thisarea. In 1912 crops contributed 26 per cent 

of the year’s income and in 1918 oniy 11 per cent, 

shght increase during the seven years. It is doubtful if the increase 
shown covered the cost of additional improvements put on these 

farms, 
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RECEIPTS. 

The farm receipts in this area amounted to $1,096 per farm for the 
seven-year period, ranging from $796 in 1913 to $1,571 in 1917. The 
slight decrease in 1918 over receipts for 1917 was due to the shortage 
of crops. There is a large diversity in the sources of income on 
these farms. The sales of live stock, together with such products as 
butter, cream, eggs, and wool, amounted to $819 per farm, while the 

sales of crops amounted to $180 per farm. 
Figure 4 shows graphically the average distribution of receipts 

over the period. Live stock, it will be observed, constituted 67 
per cent of the total receipts in 1912, and 78 per cent in 1918. 
Hogs and cattle show the largest mcreases and sheep the largest 
decline. Poultry has maintained practically the same relation to 
the business as a whole throughout the period. Since these farmers 
are located a considerable distance from market, many of them 
have made a practice of using a large share of their wheat crop as 
poultry feed. The items of greatest variation in receipts on these 
farms over the periods were wheat and fruit. Apples made a good 
crop three out of the seven years. 

In addition to receipts from live stock, butter, cream, eggs, wool, 

and farm crops, many of the farmers received some money from the 
sale of lumber, posts, wood, or shackle poles, for the rent of pasture 
or farm buildings, for the use of part of the farm equipment, such as 
the farm machinery or the farm team, and for part of their own labor 
or time. These have all been considered receipts of the farm busi- 
ness and designated “miscellaneous receipts.’’ They totaled $81 
per farm, and made up a little less than one-tenth of the total farm 
receipts. 

EXPENSES. 

All costs in connection with operating the farm business, above 
those of interest upon capital and the value of the farmer’s own 
labor, are included in the farm expenses. For the seven-year period 
these averaged $486 per farm, representing 44 per cent, or almost 
one-half the farm receipts. These expenses include $96 for the 
value of labor performed by the farm family. The farm expenses 
for the seven-year period are shown in Table I. The variation for 
the first five years was small, but the advance for the last two years 
is quite marked. For one year they were 23 per cent below the seven- 
year average and for the last year (1918) they were 55 per cent 
above the average. The expenses have been grouped into 12 classes, 
namely, hired labor, unpaid family labor, repairs and depreciation of 
machinery, repairs and depreciation of house, repairs and depreciation 
of other buildings, repairs to fences, feed purchased, seed purchased, 
fertilizer, machine work hired, taxes and insurance, and other. The 
proportion each class represented of the total expenses each year 
and for the seven-year period is shown graphically in figure 5. While 
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the cost for the various classes of expenses increased the proportion 
remained fairly constant. The item of feed purchased showed the 

ey AID WH REPAIRS AND [1 HOUSE WJ] TAXES AND INSURANCE 
ILY LABOR BE PRECIAT IN 1ZOTHER BLDGS. 

HIRED LABOR | P MACHINERY << 7 APERTILIZER 
FEE BRRASEED PURCHASED 
PUR 

wwrwe yr 
% 

YEAR 1912 1915 1916 1918 ,(fERE. YEAR 
| AVERAGE Awenses 412 375 423 430 456 547 757 486 EXrENses 
IN DOLLARS 

| iN DOLLARS 

Fic. 5.—Distribution of expenses on 25 farms, Palmer township, Washington County, Ohio. The poor 

yield of corn in 1918 made the feed bill a very large item of expense. Most of the items of expense re- 
tain about the same proportions to the total expense over the period of study. 

greatest variation, being directly affected by the production of the 
various feed crops raised each year. 

The average expenses for the seven-year period were 44 per cent 
of the receipts. When the value of the farmer’s own labor and 
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5 per cent interest on the capital is added to expenses, the total 
cost.is 3 per cent in excess of receipts. 

FARM EARNINGS. 

- From a study of the receipts and expenses it is seen that both 
showed a marked increase during the period. Comparing the first 
two years with the last two, it is seen that receipts increased 83 per 
cent and expenses 66 per cent, thereby leaving a considerable larger 
farm income for the latter years than for former years, as the farm 
income represents the difference between receipts and expenses. 
For the seven-year period the farm income averaged $610 per farm. 
This was highest in 1917 ($1,024) and lowest in 1913, when it fell 
to only $421 per farm. 

The labor income, which is found by deducting from the farm in- 
come 5 per cent interest on the capital, and represents the amount 
left for the farmer’s own labor and management (in addition to 

farm-furnished products), averaged $276 per farm for the seven- 
year period. The labor income was less than $200 per farm for each 
of the first four years; in 1917 it reached $666. 

The average value of the farmer’s own labor and management 
was $304,.in addition to the supplies furnished by the farm. The 
value of his labor increased from $281 in 1913 to $347 in 1918. If 
the value of his labor be deducted from the farm income, the remain- 
der represents the earnings of the capital, which was 4.6 Be cent for 
the seven-year period. The average return varied from 2.2 per cent 
in 1913 to 9.7 per cent in 1917. It was less than 4 per cent for each 
of the first four years, and in only one year (1917) did it exceed 6 
per cent. 

Beginning with 1916 the prices of farm products were on a much 
higher level than in previous years. The average labor income of 
the 25 farms in this area for the four years 1912 to 1915 was $153; for 
the three years 1916 to 1918 it was $441. The return on capital for 
the earlier period averaged 2.8 per cent and for the later period 6.6 
per cent... 

The family income, which represents the amount of money avail- 
able to the family after deducting from the total receipts all farm 
expenses and interest paid on indebtedness, averaged $694 per farm. 
‘The interest on indebtedness was a small item to the farmers in 

this area, as only a part of them carried mortgages and most of those 
reported were small. In 1912, one-third of the farmers had indebt- 
edness varying in amount from $150 to $3,000; in 1918, only one in 
eight was in debt. During the intervening period the mortgages 
on five farms were paid off with money made from the farming, and 
on three others the mortgages were decreased, while the amount was 
increased in but one case. Indebtedness decreased most rapidly 
during the years showing greater profits, while in 1913, the year 
returning least profits, there was no decrease in the indebtedness. 
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Figure 6 portrays graphically the distribution of the average gross 
income on these farms for each year and for the seven-year average. 
The chart shows how much of the gross income is represented in 
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Fic. 6.—Distribution of gross income on 25 farms, Palmer township, Washington County, Ohio. Even 
with the low price of land in this area ($31 per acre) it will take a long time to pay for a farm from the 

profits of the average business. The year 1918 was discouraging, as receipts were below those of 1917, 
while expenses had materiaily increased. 

operating expenses, interest on capital, unpaid family labor, labor 
income, and food products, fuel and house rent furnished by the 
farm. 
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FAMILY LIVING FROM THE FARM. 

Farm receipts, farm income, labor income, and value of farmer’s 
labor, as already discussed, do not include the value of the family 

living from the farm. It is well understood that a very significant 
proportion of the farmer’s family living comes directly from the farm. 
This may be considered as a form of income additional to that of 
farm receipts, farm income, or labor income. An estimate of the 
value of the items food, fuel, and house rent thus furnished in this 
area was $359 per farm for the seven-year average, having increased 
from $300 in 1912 to $494 in 1918. 

PRODUCTS SOLD AND PRICES RECEIVED. 

The amount of farm products produced for sale or for use in 
increasing the size of the farm business is of value in determining 
the possibilities of success in various areas. While it is important 
that a farm be so organized as to contribute liberally toward the 
farmer’s living, a farm can not be considered a profitable business 
until it is yielding enough products for sale to maintain itself ade- 
quately as a business organization. It was not possible to reduce 
to quantity form all the various products sold from these farms, but 
in Table I are shown the amounts for the more important sources of 
income. The number of cattle for the seven-year period averaged 
3 head, eggs 677 dozen, woo! 301 pounds, hogs 9 head, and wheat 45 
bushels. The most cattle were sold in 1917, the most eggs in 1914, 
the most wool in 1912, the most hogs in 1914-15, and the most wheat 
in 1915. 

The prices also which the farmers received over the seven-year 
period for these products are shown in Table I. In 1912 the average 
price received for cattle was $5.70 per hundredweight, in 1916 it had 
advanced to $8.20, and in 1918 to $10.24. Eggs forthe first four 
years remained at 19 cents per dozen, but in 1918 had advanced to 
34 cents. Wool showed a large advance in 1917 and remained at 
the same price (65 cents per pound) for 1918. In 1913 and 1914 the 

increased price of hogs brought increased production, but with the 
drop in price in 1915 the production the following year was decreased, 
From a study of the production and prices shown in this table it is 
evident that the increase in profits was due more to increased prices 
than to increased production. 

LABOR INCOME AND RETURN ON CAPITAL OVER THE SEVEN-YEAR PERIOD. 

The labor income for each of the 25 farmers is shown for each year 
in Table II, and the per cent return on the capital in Table III. 
The farms in each table are arranged beginning with the farm having 
the highest seven-year average labor income. The labor incomes are 
also shown graphically in figure 7. 

13648°—20—Bull. 920-—3 
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TasLe II.—LZLabor income of the 25 farms in Palmer township, Washington County, 
Ohio, 1912-1918. 

{Arranged according to size of the seven-year average labor income.] 

{ | 

fe | 7-year | ‘ | Rank of farms. | average, 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 

= 2 | es | eee | 

1 pe SAR ogee eee A a $824 | $559| $776) $661, $603] $705 | $1,680 $782 
5 722 236 398 | 811 389 578 | 1,352] 1,292 

618 | 220 273 |. = 21 397 | 1,022} 1,485 953 
616} 528 982 205 251 636 991 | 1,418 
488 247| 339 | 403 303 524 850 753 

474| 245]. 528 464) 658 372 435 619 
462 | - -- 414 |-—339 | —178 609 976 774 981 
459 | 429 344, 622) 411 134 902 369 
ANT 4) 20 159 | 484 108 | 415 985 735 
386 419 191] 228] 253 294 974 | 340 

303 1261) 83% 596 | —328 443 | 1,444] —124 
233 105 141 206 | 93 325 583 177 
224 | 93 i | a aks 139 279 410 278 
201 = 157 2 2219) 102 158 287 695 102 
198) — 11] —116} —166 158 309 418 464 

LG Sets CO SRE Neue a apes eae 137 1764) e160) 163 254 69 618 67 
pe De nen Teas Pe ete 137 10! — 6} 155 34 218 524 26 
LRSM ae oe oe ce age ee ot 2 -5|° 7416 57 186} 250 193 80 209 | —160 
LQUME SA opens ae) oe ee ASble =o 125 43} 108 109 90 422 34 
Res Bai iene eM Ce IMs Bol 85 | ~ 152 | 34. | —116 | 68 295 233 | — 69 

| | 

Died: Se cael Ae tirt OUE CN Nes ae 44 103 | —145 | —182) —122 59| . 412 185 
DDE. Soh noe en Ae a Se = | S3a/s ==n6 70) corel On BOs 258 
OS ENS et I eres alt en ee eae — 8! 122} —153) — 40} —211} — 10 474| —240 
SS Te Seperate nS an 161 | —131 189 170 | —202 213 | —179 | -=469 
D5 eres AO mae oo ae eee Se ee | —178| —108| —226| —120] —306 | -—182| —127| -—177 

INV ETAROs ee ere es ee | 976] 1521 110 190| 159 324 666 333 
Maximum.....__.. Peto tess -| ~ 824°) 850: >- 2776 811} 658 | 1,022] 1,680 1,418 
Minimums. os-s968. 005 =178 | —1574|) —880)|) —182|, —328 |e ==189l=s=-179e ergo 
Tin donc ee ok ee eee ee 004 55 40 67 | 58 117 241 121 | | | 

1 Represents the per cent the labor income each year was of the seven-year average ($276=100). 

Following the labor incomes of each farmer over the seven-year 
period, it is seen that 9 of the 25 farmers made a labor income every 
year after paying all other expenses (in other words they had plus 
labor incomes each year); 6 farmers had labor incomes for six of 
the seven years, and so on. One farmer failed to make a labor 
income in any of the seven years. 

The $1,000 labor income mark was reached only in an occasional 
year and then by only a few farmers. Not a farmer reached $1,000 
labor income every year. Two farmers had better than $1,000 labor 
income for two years, and three farmers for one year. 

Ten of the 25 farmers did not reach a $500 labor income in any 
year and but 1 had ever $500 every year. For the seven-year aver- 
age, only 4 farmers exceeded a $500 labor income; that of 7 ranged 
from $300 to $500; that of 10 others was between $1 and $300, 
while 4 failed to make 5 per cent on capital, with no returns for their 
own labor outside of the farm-furnished supplies. The four last men- 
tioned had seven-year average minus labor incomes. 

Comparing the labor income returned on these farms each year 
with the value each farmer placed upon his labor for each year, it is 
found that one-fourth of the farmers got what they considered fair 
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pay for their labor almost every year, and one-fourth of them about 

one-half of the years, while the other one-half received reasonable 

pay for their labor only three years or less of the seven. 

Yur VALUE: FOOD, FUEL, HOUSE RENT FARMERS WHO LOST MONEY BUT 
FURNISHED BY FARM FOR FAMILY USE RECEIVED FOOD, FUEL & HOUSE RENT 

' FARMERS WHO LOST MONEY 
@ INCOME OF A FARMER © AS WELL AS THEIR TIME 

an dks ae  __ 

— 
YEAR 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 averace YEAR 

Fic. 7.—The labor incomes of 25 farmers, Palmer township, Washington County, Ohio, 1912-1918. Each 

dotin this figure represents the labor income of one farmer. The farmers shown in the shaded area of the 

chart had only the food products, fuel and house rent for their year’s labor, and less than 5 per cent on 

theirinvestment. The white dots below the shaded area represent farmers whose losses were in excess 

of average value of supplies furnished by the farm for family use. (Fig. 7 is drawn on the same scale 
as fig. 13 and fig. 19 in order that some comparison of the profits in the three areas may be made.) 
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In 1912 and 19138, 5 of the 25 farmers made in labor income what 
they considered their year’s labor worth, in addition to food, fuel, 
and house rent furnished by the farm; in 1914 and 1915, 9; in 1916, 
12; in 1917, 19; and in 1918, 11. 

TasLE III.—Per cent return on capital on the 25 farms in Palmer township, Washing- 
ton County, Ohio, 1912-1918. 

(Ranked according to size of the seven-year average labor income.) 

i 7-year ae 
Rank of farms. average 1912 | 1913 1914 1915 1916 | 1917 1918 

| 

1 TN Mee st Lee hates aed eat ee 9.3 8.7 9.7 8.4 7.9 7.9 15.3 Thee 
De ee SE ee is ee 8.1 4.2 6.1 11.0 6.1 8.2 12.2 8.8 
Oa eae Sera oN Aes Ne ce ee 7,6 3.9 1.4 aE) 6.1 12.7 17.1 10.9 
A Seton ie © og) eter ere eae eee et ee 10.5 EAS) 4.4 2.0 3.5 14.9 21.9 25.0 

Use? 4.4 5.5 6.3 5.0 7.6 11.6 10.2 

7.0 4.3 Sel heck 9.6 5.9 6.7 Mosk 
5.5 5.3 ao 1.5 6.5 9.2 (Oc) 8.2 
7.4 7.5 5.8 10.9 6.9 2.1 13.7 4.6 
ee} Ie 2:3 8.6 3.1 7.5 15.9 | 11.9 
6.6 7.9 4.2 3.8 4.3 A Ors TONG, 5.6 

4.9 3.6 2.4 7.2 6 5.8 1223; 2:7 
PEL 1,0 1.2 1.7 5 4.2 8.1 233 
5.7 | — 2.7 4.1 8.0 6.0 HEL 10.4 4.5. 
8 | —12.1 2.5) — 1.0 9 4.6 16.5 —5.7 

2.6 | — 3.2} — 5.7 137 1.5 5.2 7.6 11.2 

Gl ee RE EIN AE ie REESE BO. — .2 1.2 | —10.5 | —10.7 5.4 —.4 12.0 1.5 
1 yy Ns See a oie ate ne ger ern Pec 1) —35]— 4.5 -7| —2.9 2.8 9.8 —1.8 
GS ea Naat TPR) ee rea toc 6) — 3.5 2.8 5.8 3.9 2 3.6 —8.5 
EO Ge oie ste Meee see hic ome eae 2.3 | — 2.3 lo, 2.8 2.9 1.4 10.0 aps 
D0 eee Ne ae eer ee ree —1.4 1.1)/—1.7|—4.9}; —.8 6.1 3.4 6: 

D1 pers te do tn one eRe oie eo fa 2.6 3.3) — .9] — .5 a) 2.8 7.8 | 5.4 
DOES tate Gore en ee oma Sto a 0 2.0} —1.1} — .5] —1.8 DA gee Our: 
9 ee eat ee ne re eet oe ee —1.4 2.2} —2.1|—2.5] -—4.8] -1.9 3.4 —4.1 
DA eats itn es Olena Pee oon ae vn | —.8}/— .6;/—13]/— .2| —.6 2.8 | a8 —5.8 
2 per Nh aa Se we ee Leet ee cae —2.9}; — .7|—2.38|—2.7| —5.2] —2.0} —5.0 =2.7. 

Average of iarms:-......-.-22.5.72222 3.0 17 1.4 2.6 2.6 4.8 9.6 3.6 
Maxtmuniedi sec: ances) e et 10.5 11.9 9.7 11.0 9.6 14.9 21.9 25.0 
Mintmiunmi: 2555 eo S08 eee se —2.9 | —12.1 | —10.5 | —10.7') —5.2| —2.0) -—5.0|) — 8.5 

Index Teac. se he ae. ee Se | 100 46 38 70 70 130 | 259 97 

i Represents the percentage the returns each year are of the seven-year average (3.7=100). 

For the seven-year average shown in Table III only 11 of the 25 
farmers made over 5 per cent interest on the farm capital after de- 
ducting conservative charges for their own labor and management, 
and put 3 of these exceeded 8 per cent. Only 1 farmer made better 
than 5 per cent every year, while 1 failed to make as much as 2 per 
cent return on the capital in any year. 
From Tables IT and III and figure 7 it is observed that profits on 

most farms varied widely from year to year. The uncertainty of the 
farmers’ annual return is’ partly due to the many conditions over 
which he has little or no control. Some of the conditions which 
adversely affected these farms, as well as the Indiana and Wisconsin 
areas were: 

1. Partial crop failures, due to deficient or excessive rainfall; ex- 

treme heat or cold; too short growing season; wind or hail storms; 
plant diseases; insect injuries. 
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2. Insufficient horse power at critical periods, due to losses cf or 
injuries to work stock. 

3. Curtailment of live-stock production, through losses from dis- 
ease, injury, failure in breeding stock, losses of calves, pigs, or lambs. 

4. Lack of sufficient labor at critical periods, due to sickness or 
accident either to the farmer himself or to members of his family 
and the difficulty in obtaining hired labor. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROFITS OF DIFFERENT FARMS. 

While the preceding tables show wide yearly variations in the 
profits of most farmers, they also show that some farmers made 
much more money than others over the seven-year period. Some 
made enough in addition to their living expenses to reduce indebted- 
ness, make improvements, buy more land, or make other invest- 
ments. Others realized no more than enough to supply the neces- 
saries of life. Table IV shows how each farmer stood with reference 
to some of the important factors which aided materially in earning 
larger profits. 

TaBLE IV.—The seven-year average labor income, crop area, pasture area, productive am- 
mal units, crop yields, live-stock returns and crop acres per man and per horse for each 
of the 25 farms, Washington County, Ohio, 1912 to 1918. 

Per cent 
Per cent |); 

in 7-year | average | Average | AVerage | number | yields | ner ani- |. CTP Crop | farm re- Aa - Mace ne Bags acres in| produc- | were of Devers acres per | acres per | “Coch 4 
: P area.) nastures.| tive ani-| average man horse e1p labor in- | income. aE) Oe All of heey from 

come. : erage for crops. 
farms. allfarms. be 

113 32 115 117 30 18 11 
83 22 120 128 42 a7 15 

131 22 102 115 35 14 12 
ll 98 136 28 15 35 

78 19 112 119 35 22 2 

45 14 117 130 38 17 23 
171 33 116 98 35 25 18 
57 16 102 100 36 20 12 
92 16 111 111 27 18 12 
64 10 91 128 36 24 30 

1 eae anes 303 98 173 50 99 77 31 13 8 
1 Neel ee ete 233 40 54 il 96 109 28 14 6 
AUR eee ee 224 24 41 9 92 124 19 10 11 
14 201 34 16 8 94 98 29 14 13 
15 198 24 47 ll 97 98 20 10 12 

16S 137 21 14 5 115 98 17 11 37 
17.. 137 29 59 8 97 75 21 14 | 25 
Woz 116 38 21 7 86 96 29 12 21 
19... | 113 36 52 8 85 90 29 18 17 
20)! 85 36 84 11 78 74 31 14 | 23 

DN eats | 44 46 222 21 85 66 38 23 4 
22 —- 2 31 53 Us 72 68 24 13 8 
Danis alee — 8 38 62 13 97 90 30 19 6 
24.. —161 48 120 10 98 77 36 15 | 35 
20 eee a —178 44 73 10 98 83 31 22 28 

Average,all 
eae ie 276 44 78 16 100 100 30 17 17 

fae 654 53 75 a1 109 123 34 19 17 
’ 

lowest... . — 61 41 107 12 90 77 32 18 16 
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Farm No. 1, with the highest average labor income, had a good- 
sized business, but not the largest, as measured by crop area and 
amount of live stock. The crop yields for the seven-year period were 
15 per cent above the average of all farms. Most of the crops were 
fed to live stock, which returned more per head than that of most 
farms of the region. This farm had about the average number of 
crop acres per man and per horse. In other words, a comparison of 
the business of this farm with that of the others shows a much larger 
business, with better crop yields and higher live-stock returns than 
the average. 
Farm No. 11 had the largest business of all. It had about average 

crop yields, but the most of the crops were fed to live stock showing 
low returns per head. Had the live-stock returns from this farm been 
as much per head as from any of the firsu six farms, it no doubt would 
have been at the top in labor income. 

Farms 24 and 25 represented the heaviest losers. The size of 
the business on each of these farms was about the average when 
measured by crop area, but much below average when measured by 
amount of live stock. Both farms show poor organization, having 
large acreages of pasture with only small amounts of live stock. The 
live-stock return per head was the factor which so adversely affected 
the profits of each farm. The crop yields were also produced less 
economically than on most of the other farms. 

Another interesting comparison in this table is in regard to the 
range in crop yields, live-stock returns, crop acres per man and per 
horse. Comparing the crop yields for the average of the seven-year 
period, we find only one man producing crops 20 per cent above the 
average of the region; also there are only two producing below 80 per 
cent of the average. In the case of live-stock returns we find a wider 
range; two farms have returns 30 per cent above the average, while 
two are below 70 per cent of the average. Since both intensity of 
farming and size of farm have a direct bearing upon crop acres per 
man and per horse, these should always be kept in mind im a study of 
the range. The figures do show, however, that in this area both the 
man and the horse cover small acreages as compared with many 
other regions but that the variation in acreage covered within the 
region is marked. 

THE INDIANA AREA. 

The area in Indiana, which is located about 40 miles north of 

Indianapolis, is typical of general crop and live-stock farming in 
north-central Indiana. The land was originally covered with heavy 
hardwood timber, except for a few strips locally known as “‘prairie.”’ 
The surface is level to slightly rolling and much of the land is tiled. 
The main wagon roads are improved, most of them graveled, and 
railroad points are readily accessible the year around. General farm- 
ing prevailed, with corn and hogs the leading sources of income. 
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THE FARM BUSINESS. 

A summary of the farm business for the 100 farms over the seven 
~ yéars, 1910 and 1913 to 1918, is shown in Table V. 

Taste V.—Summary of the farm business over a period of seven years, 1910 and 19135- 
1918, Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, Ind. (average of 100 farms). 

| x A = 7-year 
|. 1910 | 1913 | 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 average. 

INAS 10 a 116 | 124 | 126}  - 129 130 130 127 126 
Aeres in pasture. ...--.------ 23 27 28 25 28 25 | 26 26 
PNCTCSHINCOEDN = 2h se ci = 5. -- eee 37 37 42 43 44 49 | 41 42 
INGTOSIMIORLSH eee 20 24 25 22 32 27 | 24 25 
Acresin wheat. ..--.--------- 14 7 li 17 2 2 9 9 
Acres in Way: ---------------- 10 17 | 10 10 12 12 11 12 
Acres in other crops..--.----- 5 6 | 4 | 4 3 5 | 8 5 

Corn per acre.....-. bushels. - 52 55 |} 44 47 48 34 32 45 
Oats per-acre_...-----:d0o-_--| 47 36 | 38 53 37 36 52 43 
Wheat per acre. --..--- Gots 20 20 | 19 19 6 15 27 18 
Hay per acre.....---.- tons. . 1.4 1.5 | 1.0 eA 1.4 iLe3) 1.4 1.3 

Productive animal units -..-- 18.2 19.2 | 21.3 21.0 21.1 20.0 20.7 20. 2 
Brood sows... ----.- number. . 7.0 6.4 | fie (ee) 6.9 6.4 | 6.2 7 
WWiOEKsSEOCK ae eee doses: 4.8 4.6 | 4.8 4.9 4.8 | 43 | 4.5 4.7 
Receipts per animal unit. .--- $61 $63 | $59 $59 $83 | $116 $128 381 
Total labor, months... ...---- 18.2 18.8 | 18.9 19.6 19.4 19.6 | 19.0 19.1 

| 

Sepearmica pital: pees ss.- = $19, 055 | $24,936 | $25,724 | $26,436 | $26,599 | $27,822 | $31,135 | $25,958 
Realiestate.......2.--.2 16,977 | 22,672 | 23,084 | 23,728 | 23,888] 24,571 | 27,720] 23,234 
Waive LOCK 255525322 22 1,355 1,482; 1,709 1,677 1,788 2, 084 2, 294 1,770 
Machineny<s-c-=-- 225 2 286 376 397 406 399 433 | 459 394 
PAOEROIE = seein se oe 437 406 | 534 625 | 524 734 662 560 
Real estate per acre... .-- 147 182 | 133 | 183 184 188 218 183 

—EE = | } | 

ROCEIDES so aaa s seein hse $1,911 | $2,261 | $2,158 | $2,377 | $3,004 | $3,412 | $4,386 $2, '787 

|\Per cent-|Per cent. Per cent.|Per cent Per cent.|Per cent.| Per cent.|Per cent. 
HORS tA Bek, anette ees SE. 40 35 | 40 34 | 42 53 | AQ 42 
Come si25 22225 shoes 222s u 10 15 | 15 15 | 20 8 8 13 
Oats sa set Sia ee ae i 12 9 | 13 15 13 13 14 13 
Cattleseie ooteee acess 8 10 | 9 9 | 11 il 13 10 
Wiheateeteacseen sa. = ea il 4 | 6 | UIP hss - (E) 1 10 6 
Dairy products.......-.- 2 4 | 5 | 4 | 3 4 4 4 
Other eee sco. <= 17 23 | 12 | ra 11 10 | 9 12 

ISG UGIEEE on Soa oancosseene== $624 $758 | $828 $868 $864 | $1,169 | $1, 408 | $931 

Per cent |\Per cent. Per cent.| Per cent. '|Per cent.| Per cent. Per cent.| Per cent. 
ened Wa bores e ste | 21 17 | 18 18 | 18 15 15 Ws 
Unpaid family labor... --| 8 11 | 8 9 9 8 8 9 
Repairs and depreciation: | | 

Machinery aja 5 8 8 | 7 7 7 6 | 6 7 
EV OUSC ee ee eee 4 3 | 3 3 3 2 2 3 
Other buildings.--.... 5 4 | 4 4 4 3 3 3 

Repairs, fences....-..-.. 5 5 | 5 4 5 3 | 3 4 
Feed purchased ...-..-.-- i 10 | 19 15 16 33 | 25 18 
Seed purchased_.--.....- 3 3 | 2 4 4 3 8 4 
Orb eRe mee sare n= (a) ibs 1 | 1 @ !}! @ 2 1 
Machine work hired.....- 6 8 7 6 5 4 6 | 6 
Taxes and insurance. --..| 23 22 20 | 21 22 | 18 15 | 20 
OGherse sea eye Bee | 6 8 | 6 | 8 7 5 | 7 | 8 

Karmlncome sacs 5-20 5.5 $1,287 | $1,503 | $1,330 $1,509 | $2,140 | $2,243 | $2,978 $1, 856 
Interest on capital at 5%. ....- 953 1, 247 1,286 | 1,322 1,330 1,391 | 1,557 1, 298 
Eabor income 5:0). 22.52: = 334 256 44 187 810 852 | 1,421 | 558 
Operators labors 225252265 312 | 325 332 | 33 349 402 | 527 | 369 
Return on capital.per cent-. 5.1 4.7 3.9 4.4 6.7 6.6 Ue oad 
Value of family labor.....-..- 48 85 70 | 78 | 79 89 | 120 | 81 
Interest on indebtedness... -- b47 | 47 42 | 49 of 57 | 55 51 
Family income .....-.-.....- 1, 288 1,541 1,358 1, 538 2,160 2,275 | 3,043 | 1, 886 
Family living from farm}. _| 356 361 368 | 373 436 552 | 620 | 435 
Amount sold: | 

46 | 47 59 | 49 | 53 45 46 | 49 
455 593 482 | 601 | 645 274 23 47 
718 | 630 750 | 984 976 700 979 824 
238 | 111 178 302 8 24 220 154 

} | 
8.16 | 8.25 8.21 7.04 9. 45 15. 44 17.39 10.56 

43 | 57 67 | 59 .93 1.03 1.41 80 
32 34 37 35 -40 61 62 43 
93 | 81 80 - 98 1.40 2.11 2.08 1.30 

@ Less than 1 per cent. 
b No data, but estimated the same as for 1913. 
1 Computed from U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 410 and War Industries Bulletin No. 1, 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FARM AREA 

The farms averaged 126 acres, with only 6 per cent of the land un- 
improved. Twenty per cent of the land was in pasture and 74 per 

=a 
UNTILLABLE|2NOT TILLABLE WI) WOODLAND 
PASTURE |,wooptann @ZZANOT PASTURED 

1 PERMANENT o’-+ | WASTE, ROADS, 
2 ROTATION JBUILDING LOTS ETC. } 

7 YEAR YEAR 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 AVERAGE YEAR 

Fic.8.—Distribution of the farm area on 100 farms, Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, 

Ind. Nearly 90 per cent of the land in this area may be used for tillage purposes. Three-fourths of the 

land area is devoted to crops under the present organization. A large portion of the pasture area is used 
in the rotation system. 

cent in crops. Nearly one-half of the crop land was in corn, one-third 
in small grains, mainly oats, and the remainder in hay. 
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In figure 8 is shown graphically the average distribution of the farm 
area for the 100 farms over the seven-year period. The proportion 
of the farm area devoted to crops remained practically the same over 

1 GRAIN 3 7 TIMOTHY AND CLOVER 
FE corn {i SILAGE aj HAY {Z ALL OTHER 

3 WHEAT 5 RYE 
4 OATS : 

st, 

ee 7 YEAR YEAR 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 ,7,YEAR YEAR 

Fig. 9.—Distribution of crop area on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, Ind. 

A poor yield in 1917, together with the scarcity of labor, caused a decrease in the corn acreage in 1918. 

The wheat area shows the widest variation over the period. The area of rye was highest in 1918. 

the period. The area of tillable pasture was increased through the 
improvement of untillable area. Woodland occupies only 1 per cent 
of the farm area. The acreage taken up by roads, streams, waste, 

13648°—20—Bull. 920-4 
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building lots, etc., in this area is a very negligible proportion of the 
farm area. 

Figure 9 shows graphically the average distribution of the crop area. 
Corn and oats occupy the largest acreages, followed by hay and 
wheat. Comparing the last two years with the first two, the corn 
acreage was increased 22 per cent and oats 16 per cent, while wheat 
was decreased 48 per cent and hay 15 per cent. Wheat showed the 
greatest variation in area. In 1916, when wheat was nearly an entire 
failure, considerable acreages were plowed in the early spring and put 
in oats, thereby making the acreage devoted to oats highest in that 
year. Because of the unprofitable results in 1916, only a small area 
was put out the following year and an average of only 9 acres per farm 
in 1918, when the yield was highest. 

CROP YIELDS. 

The seven-year average yield of corn was 45 bushels per acre. The 
lowest average of any year was 32 bushels and the highest 55 bushels. 
The two discouraging corn years were 1917 and 1918, and the effects 
of these were reflected in purchased feeds for these years (shown in 
Table V and figure 11). The average yield of oats was 43 bushels 
per acre, the lowest being 36 bushels and the highest 53 bushels. 
The average yield of wheat was 18 bushels per acre, with a range 
of from 6 to 27 bushels. The acreage in wheat varied widely over 
the period, with a marked decrease during the later years. The 
average yield of hay was 1.3 tons per acre, the lowest 1 ton and 
the highest 1.5 tons. Oats and hay showed the least variation in ~ 
yield per acre over the seven-year period and wheat the greatest. 
Twenty-six per cent of the corn, 79 per cent of the oats, 88 per cent 
of the wheat, and 26 per cent of the hay produced on these farms were 
sold as cash crops. 

AMOUNT OF LIVE STOCK KEPT. 

The number of productive animal units per farm (expressed as the 
equivalent of mature cattle) averaged 20.2, not counting work horses. 

This is an average of one head to each 5.9 acres of crops and pasture. 
When measured by the amount of feed required, hogs represented over 
one-half of the live stock and cattle about one-third. Brood sows 
kept averaged 7 per farm, and the number of hogs sold per farm was 
49, or 7 per brood sow. In addition about 4 hogs were slaughtered 
per farm for home use, so that the average production was 11 pigs per 
sow. Work horses averaged 4.7 per farm. Only a small number of 
cattle were raised, and only a few farms bought feeding cattle. 
Most of the farms produced a small amount of dairy products for 
sale. The proportion of the various classes of live stock showed 
only slight variation over the period. The small increase was in 
cattle. 
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LABOR REQUIRED. 

_An average of 19.1 months of man labor per year was used in the 
operations of these farms. Twelve months of this was the farmer’s 
own labor and management, 2.8 months unpaid family labor, and 4.3 
months hired labor. Thus 77 per cent of the labor in operating these 
farms was performed by the farm operator and members of his family 
and 23 per cent was hired. 

FARM CAPITAL. 

There was a decided increase in the capital value of these farms 
from 1910 to 1918. Between the period 1910 and 1913 there was a 
considerable increase in land values. From 1913 to 1917 the increase 
hardly offset the value of additional improvements put on the farms, 
but in 1918 there was another marked increase. There were slight in- 
creases in the average size of farm and in the amounts and values of 
live stock and of machinery. The farm capital for the seven-year aver- 
age was $25,958 perfarm. Of this capital $23,234, or 90 per cent, was 
inreal estate; $1,770, or 7 per cent, in livestock; $394, or 1 per cent, in 

machinery; and $560, or 2 per cent, in supplies and operating cash. 
The value of land, exclusive of buildings, averaged $21,309 per farm, 

or 82 per cent of the total farm capital. 

RECEIPTS. 

While the farm receipts increased from $1,911 per farm in 1910 to 
$4,386 in 1918, the distribution of the more important items of receipts 
over the seven-year period shows no marked change in the farm 
organization in this area. Hogs were the leading source of income, 
with corn and oats second. The income from wheat varied most, 
but wheat represented only 6 per cent of the total receipts. Even 
with the low yields of corn in 1917 and 1918, a number of these 
farmers maintained the production of hogs by buying more feed than 
usual, and the higher price of hogs increased their incomes. 

Figure 10 shows graphically the average distribution of receipts over 
the seven-year period. Over the later years of the study the propor- 
tion of the receipts from live stock increased and that from crops 
decreased. This was due in part to the poor yields of the last two 
years. Comparing the first three years with the last three, the pro- 
portion of the total income represented by live stock increased 12 per 
cent. Corn, in addition to supplying the farm needs, contributed 
considerable income as a cash crop during most of the years. 

EXPENSES. 

The distribution of farm expenses is shown in Table V. For the 
seven-year period these averaged $931 per farm, or 33 per cent of the 
total receipts. These expenses include $81 for the value of labor per- 
formed by the farm family. The expenses were lowest in 1910 ($624), 
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but for the years 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916 there were only slight 
variations either in amount or proportions. Beginning with the year 

1 CORN 
2 OATS 
3 OTHER : HOGS 

NLIVE STOCK 4 2-carTLe 
a eTHes Wf) MISCELLANEOUS 

YEAR YEAR 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 ayepace YEAR 
AVERAGE ; AVERAGE 
RECEIPTS 1,911 2,261 2,158 2,377 3,004 3,412 4386 2.787 RECEIPTS 

IN DOLLARS | VO ete) Seah reas meckiers JN DOLLARS 

Fic. 10.—Distribution of receipts on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, Ind. 
Hogs are the most important live-stock source of receipts, and corn and oats the leading source of crop 
receipts. The receipts from wheat varied widely. 

1917 the expenses increased rapidly. The items of largest expense 
were hired labor, repairs and depreciation cn machinery and build- 
ings, taxes and insurance, and feed. 
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In figure 11 the proportion that each of the more important 

classes of expense represents of the total expense is shown for each 

DEPRECIAT’N 

sues UNPAID mA ee eee AOR Figs] REPAIRS ane (hori sipgs, LA TAXES AND INSURANCE 

MACHINERY BZ |MACHINE WORK HIRED 
SEED PURCHASED ; 

= ALL OTHER 

rrr: 

Bit HIRED LABOR 

| CENT | 

YEAR 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 ,7 YEAR. YEAR 
AVERAGE AVERAGE 
EXPENSES 
PArnCES 028 758 ~~ 628 ace LE HGS. 1408 931 EXPENSES. 

Fic. 11.—Distribution of expenses on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, Ind. 
The low yield of corn for the years 1917 and 1918 (see Table V) made necessary the purchase of a large 

amount of feed. 

year and as an average for the seven years. For the first two years 
family labor and hired labor represented 29 per cent of the total, 
while for the last two years it represented 23 per cent of the 
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total expense. Purchased feeds showed the largest percentage in 
1917 and 1918, during which years the proportional expense for hired 
labor fell off sharply. The expenses for the seven-year average were 
about one-third of the receipts. When the value of the farmer’s labor 
and 5 per cent interest on the capital are included the total costs 
equal 93 per cent. of the income. 

FARM EARNINGS. 

The farm income, or the receipts less the expenses, averaged 
$1,856 per farm for the seven-year period. It was highest in 1918, 
when it reached almost $3,000, and lowest in 1910, when it was 

slightly less than $1,306. Comparing the first two years with the 
last two, the data show that receipts increased 87 per cent and ex- 
penses 86 per cent. The seven-year average labor income of the 
farms.in this area was $558, ranging from $44 in 1914 to $1, 421 in 
1918. The return on the farm capital averaged 5.7 per cent, being 
as low as 3.9 per cent in 1914 and as high as 7.9 per cent in 1918. 

The farm earnings, whether expressed as labor income or as per 
cent return on capital, were low during the four years of low-price 
levels, but showed a marked increase during the last three years, 
when prices were higher. The average labor income of the 100 farms 
for the four years 1910 and 1913-1915 was $205; for the three years 
1916-1918 it was $1,028. Thereturn on capitai for the earlier period 
averaged 44 per cent and for the latter period 7 per cent. 

The family income, which represents the amount of money avail- 
able to the family after deducting from the total receipts the farm _ 
expenses, including interest paid upon indebtedness but exclusive - 
of the value of family labor or the farmer’s own labor, averaged 
$1,886 per farm for the seven-year period, ranging from $1,288 in 1910 
to $3,043 in 1918. About one-third of these farms had indebtedness 
varying from $200 to $12,000 per farm. 

Figure 12 shows graphically the distribution of the average gross 
income on these farms for each year and for the seven-year period. 
This chart shows how much of the gross income is represented by 
operating expenses, interest on capital, unpaid family labor, and food 
products, fuel, and house rent furnished by the farm. Receipts 
increased materially during the latter part of the period of study, 
and though expenses also increased the spread between the two 
became wider, so that the amount left for the farmer’s own wages 
(labor income) grew larger toward the close of the period. : 
Owing to the capital value of farms in this area being more than in 

the other areas studied, the item of interest for the seven-year period 
averaged $1,298 perfarm. Because of the size of this item, the avail- 
able income on many of these farms, if free from debt, may be fairly 
large, owing to the fact that the interest for the use of capital does 
not have to be paid out. On many farms where the capital repre- 
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sented in the business is rather large and where the operations are 
carried on without a large cash outlay, the interest may be of sufficient 
amount to make the business apparently prosperous even though 
the farmer’s labor income is low. 

ey PENSES CURRENT EX FARMER'S LABOR INCOME 
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Fic. 12.—Distribution of the gross income on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, 
Ind. The farmer has money invested and is entitled to a gross income of sufficient size to pay interest 

upon investment as well as pay for his own labor and supervision. The interest upon investment may 

enable a farmer to have a considerable income to spend, if free from debt, even though his own wages 

(labor income) may be very small. For the years 1916, 1917, and 1918 the gross income increased more 

than expenses, thus giving the farmers a better labor income than in previous years. 
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FAMILY LIVING FROM FARM. 

In addition to the average labor income of $558 made by the far- 

mers in this area, they had the use of products from the farm for 

family use, in the way of food, fuel, and house rent, estimated to be 

Yy ‘VALUE: FOOD, FUEL, HOUSE RENT Wty FARMERS WHO LOST MONEY BUT 
WL FURNISHED BY FARM FOR FAMILY USE UY RECEIVED FOOD,FUEL & HOUSE RENT 
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AS WELL AS THEIR TIME 

INCOMES 
IN 
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@ 

| gee alo” ° 
32 'o' 

$el509,%0 ero 
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Oo 

-2000 ee ee ee 

YEAR 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 
7 YEAR’ -._. 1917 1918 average YEAR 

Fic. 13.—The labor incomes of 100 farmers in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton County, Ind,, 1910 

and 1913-1918. Each dot represents the labor income of one farmer. The farmers represented in the 

shaded area of the chart had only the food products, fuel, and house rent for their year’s labor, and less 

than 5 per cent interest upon investment. The white dots below the shaded area represent farmers 

whose losses were in excess of the average value of supplies furnished by the farm for family use. 
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worth $435. The value of these items increased from $356 in 1910 

to $620 in 1918. 

PRODUCTS SOLD AND PRICES RECITIVED. 

It was not possible to measure quantitatively all the various 
products sold from these farms, but Table V shows the amounts of 
the more important. sources of income. The number of hogs seld 
for the seven-year period averaged 49 head, corn 470 bushels, oats 827 
bushels and wheat 154 bushels. The most hogs were sold in 1914, 
the most corn in 1916, the most oats in 1915, and the most wheat 
in 1915. Hogs and oats showed the least variation and wheat the 
most. 

In 1910, 1913, and 1914, the average price received for hogs was 

$8.16, $8.25, and $8.21 per hundredweight. In 1915 the price fell to 
$7.04, but beginning with 1916 the price made a decided advance to 
the year 1918, when the price averaged $17.39 per hundredweight. 
Oats showed little advance in 1918 over 1917 and wheat decreased 
in price slightly. Corn showed the greatest advance in price and 
wheat and oats the least. 

LABOR INCOME AND RETURN ON CAPITAL OF THE 100 INDIANA FARMERS OVER THE 
SEVEN-YEAR PERIOD. 

The labor income and the per cent return on capital for each of the 
100 farms are shown for each year and for the average of the seven 
years in Tables VI and VII. The farms are arranged in order of the 
seven-year average labor income. ‘The labor incomes are also shown 
graphically in figure 13. 

It will be seen from Table VI that 14 of the 100 had a labor income 
every year, 32 for six of the seven years, 21 for five of the seven years, 
17 for four of the seven years, 6 for three of the seven years, 7 for 
two of the years, and 3 for only one year. 

No one farmer reached the $1,000 labor income mark every year 
of the period, but several farmers reached $1,000 some of the years. 
One farmer got over $1,000 labor income six of thé seven years, 
and one-fourth of them about half of the years. Some farmers went 
above the $1,000 mark for occasional years. Four farmers made 
over $5,000 for one of the seven years. 

Only one of the 100 farmers reached a $3,000 labor income prior 
to 1916, and he for but one year. Eleven farmers reached $1,000 
labor income in 1910, 10 in 1913, 5 in 1914, 7 in 1915, 33 im 1916, 34 
in 1917, and 57 in 1918. No one farmer reached $4,000 until 1916, 
nor $5,000 until 1917. In 1918 three farmers reached the $5,000 
mark and two others reached the $4,000 mark. 

The seven-year average labor income of 18 farmers exceeded $1,000; 
that of two of these exceeded $2,000; that of 32 ranged from $500 
to $1,000; while that of the other 50 was less than $500. Twelve 
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Taste VI.—Labor incomes of 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton 
County, Ind., 1910 and 1918-1918. 

(Ranked according to size of the seven-year average labor income.) 

! 

7-year = 
Rank of farm. average. 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 

$2,210 $1, 252 $510 $2, 383 $1, 851 $2, 042 $2,348 $5, 082 
2,071 58 569 694 833 | 2, 634 4,324 5, 385 
1,812 686 | — 343] — 408 543 4,104 3, 190 4,915 
1,704 | — 583 1, 547 160 803 2, 867 4,602 2, 535. 
1,620 256 1,965.| -— 906 762 3,117 3, 558 2,590 

1,606 2,878 | — 486 785 479 14 5, 560 2,012 
1,454 687 | — 165 ee ttth:) 1,070 3, 036 3, 188 1, 584 
1,425 3,256} — 58 325 | —1,316 2,099 2,091 3,581 
1,407 1,211 | — 296 260 17 431 3, 198 5, 029 
1,280 | 1,618 2, 884 — 318| — 826 3,450 | —1,294 3, 446 

VU et Veeck cee | 12733) 499 | 1,588 424 180 1,922 2,472 1, 828 
1S eee a Seek ee sei 1,197 | —1,058 550 1,833 | — 387 2, 706 2, 700° 2,034 
SS fe os ctcte ese ees ae 1,149 | — 348 724 539 657 1,449 812 4, 209 
VAS A een Ae ae ees - 1,121 1,251 | 330°} —. 128 808 1,506 2,246 1, 829 
ASE a oe as 1,081 | 1, 832 | 920 655 292 1,271 | — 632 3, 227 

| 

WOrocecs sa osseeu, se - | 1,071 2,702 ; —1,276 2,578 1,648} — 311} — 503 2,662 
AV [cyre cine negate cee 1,045 480 1,637 1,139 966 423 2,173 499 
1B eater to ne sheer eae | 1,009 980 1.169 = — «18 1,149 2,308 | — 190 1,665 
19 972 768 1,472} — 54] — 48 alee 881 2,010 

940 300 4| — 122 824 1,865 1,730 1, 980 

901 739 921 316 1,146 1,099 1,620 463 
901 — 830) — 20 1,109 949 610 1,549 2,942 
868 ier a 15282) == 217 962 1, 403 1,228 | — 51 
843 456 451 644 795 1,072 1,160 1,324 
840 994 | — 423 68 | — 204 1,470 966 3, 006 

820 724 101 6 263 1,336 1,800 1, 507 
816 773 151 — 170 356 628 1,995 1, 982 
796 322 1, 104 672; — 122 904 886 1, 805 
793 440 759 | — 548 413 1, 226 1, 249 2,010 
789 170 254; — 148 432 1,005 2,367 1, 442 

1 

767 328 640 354 87 579 1, 081 2,303 
748 | — 358] — 261 27 | — 3 911 3,342 1,577 
720 282 | 528 5382} — 12 937 1,468 1,306 
710 | —. 15) — 190| — 1264 — °823 942 2,552 2,627 
704) — 78} 586 | — 443 683 1,649 305 2, 226 

700 53 417 399} — 15 1,069 803 2,173 
656 252 294; — 668 543 1,403 990 1,778 
647 109 672 358 751 1,616 766 258 
640 225 550 332 368 1,169 501 1,332 
596 919 291; — 2&9 387 655 1,108 904 

591 pl2, 147 | — 2738 84 1,971 991 708 
564 897 898 9 1,024 790; — 775 1,105 
554 166 90 | — 383 317 576 904 2,209 
549 33 1,104 345 858 434 126 643 
585| — 79}| — 1 | -3 446 176 404 823 2, 882 

535 421 942 974 17} — 891, — 466 1,947 
532 152} — 684] — 617 1,365 997 1,321 1,187 
527 | — 129 | 291} — 133 303 868 870 1,620 
527 243 | 389 | — 339 405 647 1,161 1,534 
502 | — 598 | 194} — 900 473 | — 176 591 3, 933 

DE eee eee 491 193 147 193 328; — 61} 569 1, 767 
(3) AP Seep See Bs 2 ee A RS 481 61 149 437 643 616] — 96 1, 558 
DO ee ec ep a 1 473} =— 255 859 | — 27 442 431 406 i, 458 
i Lee aes a peer ee 467 — 60 112} — 1385 484 1,034; — 137 1,974 
OD ee Scene \ 458 54 849 349 626 655 | — 275 947 

DOS ee ee oh ccna mee ae 457 200 407 oa 352 1, 021 642 524 
LY (is: ee ee da | 446 491 — 41651 — 54} — 70 1,319 738 852 
IS Ue re rae 7 Pe eee oe | 440 22 978; — 869; — 123) — 566 | 2, 184 1, 452 
OO hae n ote. Seat ee 400} — 82 279 164 296 267 521 1,354 
GON ae en See 369 17 246 522 738 365 | — 100 798 

(i) Na See Serta) 368 23 446 66 446 i8 1, 167 408 
O2e oe. eee 359 756 287 23 | — 326 341 752 681 
G32 eae ee el 340 197 4386} — 121 128 306 | 934 | 498 
BAS ees eo re ieee 338 222; — 77 — 580 116; — 198 1,322 | 1,557 
[ey sper etna nem oe 330 116 548 419 12 408 ! 217 ! 588 
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Tasty VI.—Labor incomes of 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, Clinton 
County, Ind., 1910 and 1913-1918—Continued. 

7-year o Rank of farm. Berire | 1210 1913_ 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 

CD Te Oe a ae $312 $622 $176 $744 | — $261} — $626 $628 $898 
iy/ scenes DGC ae 310 520 O62 teen) e008 153 250 1,397 
GSE Ge Ce eee 281 50 404 81 LY) | Nee | ee ZS} 1, 398 
BOM sae ee Fle ee 274) 1,641 1735/6 — "S80 — "646 34 50 1,003 
ets Meee Gok oe. HS || oo GN i 139 798 92 903 

Fiilpeseaten eran ts tn 258 183 S808 |e el 2a [e409 64 678 1,109 
War = in <i | = FN Sol a EP) 349 439 1,399 631 
TSR Ms Fee 253 Desa 280) |e 100 62 Diu — at 02) 1, 086 
[iene oa Sl ee ae 249 GOR ee BY pes Yl | ce 374} — 692 1, 282 
Scat cas ie 218 404 103 89 384 ASG \ seat 7 167 

Fo is oe oats 213 166 389 210 307 Cris | GL 269 
TPS eee an 207 126 198| — 54 306 S75 ee 109 568 
TiS: oS Or aaa 166 1,133 Be ee SO M0465 neg 1,000 806 
TO ak oe ea 154] — 108 207 48 322 1,092} — 454 SY 
30S HS a ai ee 143 387 160 185 188 433} — 461 112 

137 97 284} — 98 66 272 319 20 
1350 |e 158s oe == 342) OB ica Wh 403 194 772 
132 406 323 Tee 407 B55u 5 === 803 572 
1G, | ee} 172) 216) 336 311 459 e326 
65| — 186 Gielen 46 Baya ||> (Hilt 888 

Raines ec OSH tenn Ouln ——eet 29) AGE |S TU Wes Tk) |) eS) Gall 545 
SU] emt Je real eae ame 10 96611 = 167 <=" 588) |- = 460 146 234 646 
Mesa aie 2 ieee 4 54a) 64a en 403 120 207 92 = e78 
RO anos Be ail eae eal AGH |e 90 7 ee Oval 200) 363 | — 470 1,300 
(Qe alee ek ee 20036 70% 501 |e, 292 487 457 — 5 Dypp 

Oleic epee Ok i GN Ss OH eS OM es Bt) 259 AL a0 
Oi ace aes ee eee =5 Gy) UO | a AR GE SD 898 | — 586 539 
(OB ker a ee ee SOM ety 4 1 |e OAH = es O4a 86 28 7a == 168 128 
(Yui Savatage =; yA 133 |e 200 | ae 5608 88) oro al — 62, ae 30) 
OS ee TOrR een ai DMG. ees GB} 245| — 633 434 716 | —2,067 isi 

OY Re, SI ee a == 262) —1, 341) 1,864 | — 514] —1,213 |) — 373 2,743 729 
OY) SARS Ea ia einen eT Oi et alias ne Son er S144 |e = 200 80} — 441 555 
OSM ecne stent 9 eo ONO | os TN es LOR) 5 RSS a 66) -— = 179 — 369 
CO) aa en ate i a, BEY Hl tes EO): PRN ST G®) I BYE = a 123 

LOOM eee es wl EU ERO2 Mea ADI len st 8205)" 2065 a\a iT 0) B5Oul ne 6568) p= ees 

PNVCTAR OSs e ee eee ae 558 334 256 44 187 810 852 1,421 
Maximum.........-.. 2,210 3, 256 2, 884 2,578 1, 851 4,104 5, 580 5, 385 
Minimum............ 5802) | — 134s] 1864 |) = 2065;| 15850) |) — 847 | 25067 — 369 
JrayG leper ee 100 60 46 | 8 34 145 153 225 

1 Represents the percentage the labor income each year is of the 7-year average ($558.=100). 

of the latter realized no labor income outside of the farm supplies 
furnished the family, and received less than 5 per cent interest on the 
capital. 

Thirty-two per cent of these farmers realized in labor income every 
year as much or more than they valued their labor to be worth in 
addition to the farm-furnished supplies, and 41 per cent about half 
of the years. 

In 1910, 41 of these 100 farmers made in labor income what they 
considered their labor worth in addition to food, fuel, and house rent; 
39 in 1913; 25 in 1914; 43 in 1915; 73 in 1916; 56 in 1917; and 81 
in 1918. 
From Table VII it will be noted that 60 of the 100 farmers made 

over 5 per cent interest on capital, after deducting conservative 
charges for their own labor and management, and that but 10 of 
these received over 8 per cent. Only 2 farmers made better than 5 
per cent every year. 
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Clinton County, Ind., 1910 and 1913-1918. 

(Ranked according to size of 7-year average labor income.) 

BULLETIN 920, U. 8S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

Taste VIT.—Per cent return on capital on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, 
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FARM PROFITS. BN) 

TABLE V1I.—Per cent return on capital on 100 farms in Forest and Johnson townships, 
Clinton County, Ind., 1910 and 1913-1918—Continued. 

“year ¢ 1918 Rank. average. 1910 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 915 

(Oss kiss Se eeo Se eeeee Feil 7.9 4.0 iso 2.9 —.1 6.8 7.4 
(OY) Ak ee ae 4.7 5.9 4.3 W593 S77 4.5 4.9 9.5 
GRR mee ne La 4.4 2.5 4.4 2.2 6.5 3.3 2.6 Oral 
GO zegeaemmnmeee Dee! 4.8 1355 4.0 iat) ok 2.9 P4513) 7.9 
LOOP ee sashes Dae) 2.4 1.6 2.3 4.1 12.6 1.4 12.5 

(UseSecsbece ane aEee 4.2 3.8 5.1 3.0 4 3.1 6.6 7.2 
Ue kage eee 4.4 2.4 3.0 1.6 5.0 ie) 8.3 5.5 
(Riese ssbe ee ees 5.2 5.9 Bp to) 3.2 3.9 4.7 3.1 12.0 
Webs Sa SENS Ie ene 5.0 10.0 3.1 3.4 3.4 5.3 St 8.8 
OEE Eee sere pis. oo 4.3 ep) 4.0 4.0 5.1 5.3 3.4 3.2 

4.4 4.1 7.4 5.1 6.4 Meson —2.0 2.8 
4.7 4.1 4.7 1.5 6.1 6.9 15 8.2 
4.5 8.5 4.2 4.0 11583 1.5 6.6 5.6 
2.7 —7.0 5 3.0 7.9 11.9 —1.4 =—nG 
Of 4.0 2.0 ih) 3.5 6.7 —3.2 PHT 

4.0 2.9 6.5 — .8 15 6.9 9.4 1.8 
Belk 9 — .9 3.0 ORAL 5.9 4.1 6.6 
3.8 Tol 5.8 3.8 —2.2 5.4 vf 6.3 
3.4 le? 4.2 ony Ds, eal 4.9 — .4 
4.4 3.4 4.4 exit 3.6 5.8 pi) 7.8 

2.6 ileal oie 6.5 2.8 1.0 — .2 Byes 
Ga) 50, 2.0 — .8 3 4.4 5.0 dae 
3.0 4.7 2.7 otf 3.9 4.3 89 1.6 
By Ih 3.5 —1.5 3.0 1.8 5.3 1.5; 8.0 
3.0 Ab 6.1 US? 2D) 6.2 4.6 — .4 

1.4 252 1.9 ats — .3 4.0 1.6 —.1 
2.4 ait oat peal “4 7.4 — .8 5.2 
3.2 eb) 2.6 Berd 2.6 4.7 ab?) 4.4 

(@) 2.7 — .5 —3.3 —3.1 8 1.5 2.0 
2.6 -9 550 -8 iH7h 6.4 —2.1 1.3 

4.1 Da, 2.0 3.8 Boll 4.1 8.1 pee! 
1.8 — .0 4 — .8 D5) 3.6 1.2 5.4 

— .2 Bysal — .3 —4.0 —1.9 3.4 2, —1.6 
Pst 6.2 9 3.0 —1.4 2.8 3.6 4.( 
2.4 2.9 oe, bY 1.3 5.4 3.3 3.6 

5.4 4.9 4.8 Bao) 4.2 6.7 6.2 Tet 
Maximise oe 9.9 T3355) 1 a) 11.6 | 9.0 13.7 | 17.6 18.4 
Minima a ee — 2 —7.0 —1.5 —4.0 | —3.1 ans | —3.2 —1.6 
axolsp.< ses es Ne ee 100 91 89 65 78 124 115 143 

@ Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent. é 
1 Represents the percentage the returns each year are of the seven-year average (5.4=100). 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROFITS OF DIFFERENT FARMS. 

Table VIII shows, for each farm, the seven-year average crop area, 
number of productive animal units, crop yields, live-stock returns 
per animal, and crop acres per man and per horse, all of which are 
considered important factors affecting farm profits. The farms are 
arranged in the table according to the seven-year average labor in- 
comes. A study of this table will show how each farm stood with 
reference to each of these factors. (An illustration of such study was 
given for the area in Ohio on p. 22.) 

Also certain groups of farms may be studied with reference to 
these factors, as shown in the lower part of the table. The 10 farms 
having the highest seven-year average labor incomes averaged 195 
acres of crops, as compared with 86 acres for the 10 farms having the 
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lowest seven-year average labor incomes. The highest-labor-income 
farms had 45 productive animal units per farm, as against 18 for the 
lowest-labor-income farms. The crop yields of the former farms were 
6 per cent above the average of all farms, while those of the latter 
were 12 per cent below the average. The live-stock returns per ani- 
mal for the farms with the highest labor incomes were 19 per cent 
above the average, while those for the farms with lowest labor in- 
comes were 23 per cent below the average. The former group of 
farms worked 23 crop acres more per man and 7 crop acres more per 
horse than the latter group. The 10 farms with highest labor in- 
comes averaged $1,659 per farm; but the farms with lowest labor 
incomes lacked $273 of paying 5 per cent interest on the capital, 
thus leaving nothing for the farmer’s own labor save the food prod- 
ucts, fuel, and house rent furnished by the farm. 

TaBLE VIII.—The 7-year-average labor income, crop area, pasture area, productive animal 
units, crop yields, live-stock returns, and crop acres per man and per horse for each of 
the 100 farms, Clinton County, Ind., 1910 and 1913-1918. 

Per 
3S cere 

er ive- 
Average | cent | stock ‘ ae 

Rank of each farm |Average |Average |Average Bua SAT pecans c eae c tne total 

in 7-year average | labor crop | acres In aucte were of auivual per per farm 
labor income. income. | area. pasture. animal | average | were of | man. nonos TecelDts 

| units. | for all the senate 
| farms. | average ON) ge 

| for all 
farms. 

Le eres ee $2, 210 216 19 31 109 118 92 25 48 
Dinan HaiaiaecySateiete ce aria 2,071 182 49 43 99 114 84 26 34 
Behe oe See ete 1,812 344 GB) 78 112 131 96 30 29 
yey eee te Eee oes Sa 1,704 112 53 52 111 110 47 15 17 
IB ea ath <1 Lege | 1,620 204 44 52 112 121 72 26 27 

Dereon AS Se 1, 606 249 58 42 104 121 85 44 43 
Meee. ook oe hanes 1,454 | 118 30 31 101 lil 91 23 24 
Siaki te ee 2 ec tes 1,425 195 48 66 98 125 56 24 16 
Oe otecereceesstenc: 1, 407 84 22 21 118 131 50 17 32 

tN Oe eee ee oes 1, 280 248 28 35 99 106 73 27 49 

ets Fe eee ee en cere 1,273 87 12 15 117 122 55 19 53 
1D presi cece eee Los 234 70 44 101 85 73 20 54 
15 aeons 1,149 125 44 | 28 105 126 54 23 30 
Aleve tare oe area etn soy 1,121 80 38 31 100 130 58 15 9 
ye ea a ee 1,081 109 29 39 101 114 54 20 22 

IL Gs nares ce ear Gra ene 1,071 277 53 26 107 104 96 28 69 
lee Sy Aan Ae Ee ont 1,045 90 31 26 108 104 71 23 35 
Sere Stee ieee hoes 1,009 121 31 36 102 114 73 23 19 
19 ee eee 972 68 15 18 101 118 60 21 37 
10 peas, eee eee Lee 940 130 27 23 07. 104 76 25 41 

DS eeick «Sees ae 901 75 24 22 115 102 53 22 27 
7 Pa en 901 85 27 22 110 94 65 27 37 
Do iacarava/ A Sees Matcher eies 868 149 53 49 98 122 59 23 17 
DAREN cree a eee | 843 64 7 7 100 83 49 18 64 
DD isis ate canto siete 840 99 20 20 107 102 65 23 32 

ORE Natasa ee 820 3 19 24 113 140 37 12 4 
Die ind Seo ene 816 118 22 19 95 99 88 19 45 
Blac heisrs seer cere 796 63 10 8 91 95 54 24 52 
71 ee re 793 86 49 33 107 137 42 14 9 
SO ere eis eee eee 789 58 16 Lt 118 91 50 22 57 

Oat reas tocee 767 63 17 18 107 11 54 21 19 
OQ eats sine es bie eS 748 164 37 19 99 85 75 22 57 
Dasncsass see 720 47 22 15 108 116 42 16 21 
Dace ccc ee aeciee see 710 97 37 29 110 111 45 18 12 
SO Shcaare ne Sec Tn 704 97 24 17 92 110 71 18 39 

OU ee esas Sees 700 87 21 23 109 88 50 22 34 
Ol ein nee tenedasccsese 656 54 19 23 114 112 40 16 8 
ote Sis a este ee ae 647 48 15 15 108 141 41 14 21 
BO sik Gee Pace ates 640 37 9 11 93 109 34 13 25 
A) Seo ise SL eke ieee 596 85 20 20 17 107 49 15 37 
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Tasie VIII.—The 7-year-average labor income, crop area, pasture area, productive animal 
units, erop yields, live-stock returns, and crop acres per man and per horse for each of 
the 100 farms, Clinton County, Ind., 1910 and 1913-1918—Continued. 

j 

| Per 
cent 

| Per live- 
| Average} cent stock 

number} crop | returns 
pro- yields per 

ductive | were of | animal 
animal | average | were of 
units. for all the 

| | farms. | average 
: for all 

farms. 

Rank of each farm |Average |Average |Average 
in 7-year average | labor | -crop | acresin 
labor income. income.| area. | pasture. 

Average, all farms. - 558 93 26 20 100 100 
Average, highest 10- 1,659 195 44 45 106 119 
Average, lowest 10..)| —273 86 38 18 88 77 
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Farms may also be grouped with reference to each of the factors 
shown in the table. If they be grouped with reference to the number 
of crop acres, it will be found that of the 20 farms leading in number 
of crop acres 15 had labor incomes higher than the average labor 
incomes of the 100 farms, and 5 had labor incomes beiow the average; 
while of the 20 farms lowest in number of crop acres only four had 
labor incomes above the average and 16 below the average. 
A comparison of the labor incomes of the 20 farms highest in 

amount of live stock (productive animal units) with the lowest 20, 

shows that 15 of the former group and only 2 of the latter group had 
labor incomes above the average. 

Fourteen of the 20 farms highest in crop yields had labor incomes 
above the average, while each of the 20 farms lowest in crop yields 
failed to reach the average labor income of the region. 
By selecting the 20 farms with the highest returns from live stock 

per animal and the 20 with lowest returns per animal, we find that 15 
farms of the former group and only 3 farms of the latter group had 
labor incomes above the average of that of the 100 farms. 

Selecting the 20 farms having the highest number of crop acres per 
man and the 20 farms having the lowest, we find that of the highest 20 
fifteen had labor incomes above the average, and of the lowest 20 only 
3 had labor incomes above the average. 

Ten of the 20 farms leading in number of crop acres per horse had 
above the average labor income, while only five of the 20 lowest in 
crop acres per horse had more than the average labor income. 
When making studies of Table VIII it shouid be kept in mind. 

that the data shown therein represent a seven-year average for each 
farm, so that the influence of any condition of uncommon occurrence 
on a given farm is largely eliminated. 

The data in Table VIII also lend themselves to an interesting 
study in range in crop yields, live-stock returns and crop acres per 
man and per horse, since it is based upon an average of seven years’ 
results. Crop yields did not exceed 18 per cent above the average on 
any farm, and only three were 20 per cent or more below the average. 
Live-stock returns show a wider range; the farm with the highest 
returns was 40 per cent above the average and that with the lowest 
60 per cent below. On the latter farm, however, 53 per cent 
of the owner’s receipts were from the sale of crops. The farmer 
who receives the greater part of his income from his live stock 
will seldom fall below 75 per cent of the average returns in his 
locality when averaged for a period of years, but for any one year 
the variation both in live-stock returns or crop yields may be more 
pronounced. On cne farm an average of 96 acres of crops per man 
and 30 per horse were worked and the yields were 12 per cent above 
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_the average. This was a large farm, with 344 acres in crops, and 29 
per cent of the total receipts were from crop sales. On another farm 
only 15 acres per man and 6 acres per horse were worked. This was 
a very small farm and a part of the operator’s time with his team was 
spent at outside work. 

THE WISCONSIN AREA. 

The area in Wisconsin is more or less typical of dairying in southern 
Wisconsin, and is located but a few miles west of Madison. The 
surface is rolling to hilly and only the main wagon roads are improved. 

THE FARM BUSINESS. 

A summary of the farm business for the 60 farms over the five-year 
period 1913 to 1917 is shown in Table IX. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE Farm AREA. 

The farms averaged 148 acres, with 51 acres in pasture, 28 acres 
in corn, 25 acres in oats, and 22 acresin hay. Ninety-two per cent of 
the crop land was occupied by these three crops. 

In figure 14 the distribution of the farm area is shown graphically 
for the average of the 60 farms over the five-year period. The crop 
area occupied 54 per cent of the farm area, tillable pasture 19 per 
cent, untillable pasture 7 per cent, woodland not pastured 9 per cent, 
and waste, roads, building lots, etc., 6 per cent. There was practi- 
cally no difference in the distribution for the various years. 

Figure 15 shows graphically the average distribution of the crop 
area. ‘The three leading crops in the organization of these farms are 
corn, oats, and hay. For four out of the five years the proportion 
of the crop acreage devoted to these crops was remarkably uniform. 
In 1916 the corn acreage was short and the hay acreage was in- 
creased. ‘The acreage of oats was also increased slightly this year. 
There was a great variation in the way in which the corn crop had to 
be utilized in this area. For the years 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916 

the greater share of the crop was harvested for grain. In 1915 and 
1917, owing to early frosts, the greater share was cut as fodder corn. 
The acreage put in the silo increased during the period of study. 

CROP YIELDS. 

The five-year average yield of corn was 28 bushels per acre, of 
oats 33 bushels, and of hay 1.7 tons. The yield of corn varied from 
19 bushels per acre in 1915 to 36 bushels in 1913. The yield of oats 
showed less variation than that of corn, ranging from 26 bushels per 
acre in 1914 to 37 bushels in 1917. Only 2 per cent of the total 
production of corn was sold, 5 per cent of the oats, and 3 per cent of 
the hay. Thus practically all the crops grown were fed on the farms 
and the crop sales were only 3 per cent of the total farm receipts. 
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Taste IX.—Summary of the farm business over a period of five years, 1913-1917, 
Verona township and adjoining townships, Dane County, Wis. (average of 60 farms). 

a Less than one per cent. 

5-year 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 average. 

ACTOS POL Tar fe Fhe see en ec eee 149 150 146 147 147 148 
Acresin pasture-....:-...- ES eee are 52 52 50 51 51 51 
IACTCSUMCOMN ceo tae ee seen cease oetee 29 29 29 26 29 28 
Acres inoatssesse ees nc cec ee meeemesecicene 25 25 26 27 24 25 
Acresin Nay seo eae ace ee le i 22 22 vA 24 23 22 
ACresimiotherGrops ie. eect sees eee ae 6 5 4 3 5 6 

Corn per‘acres.... 22 Shhh. te-2 4: Je bushels. 36 32 19 34 23 28 
Oats MEN/ACTO ss. nice ot var eeseeeee dosea- 32 26 35 36 37 33 
SHay. Per acres- 2-222 ow se ccc neat tons... 18 Sa Lay 1.6 1.6 19 1.7 

Productive animal units..........-.-...--- 30.5 30.8 30.1 3153 30.7 30.7 
IBLOOC!'SOWS=sosea-.2 soot seeeee ee number. . 7.6 7.6 6.7 6.2 6.6 6.9 
OWS. 22 Soacdewee set ceases cecee tees dozsee 15.6 16.3 16.5 17.7 18.6 16.9 

Worle StOCkiess Sa .cactsietonceonee dOn aa. 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.7 
Receipts per-animal umit..-_......-72:..-- 60 57 60 76 101 71 
Motalilaporessercss-s ese ee se see months. - 22.1 22.9 2155 22.9 23.0 22.5 

Farmicapital: 3.255222. 2222 shccs2ene tase $17,307 | $17,596 | $17,451 | $17,803 | $18,305 $17, 692 
Realestate: sc. -) see sete ee 14,762} 14,829] 14,641 14,847 | 14,928 14, 802 
IsivelstoCles<: 2 geen hee ee 1, 740 1,918 1, 965 2,101 2,359 2,016 
Machinery 3. soscaactectece ccs oats toe 462 473 480 489 500 481 
AL others Ses sek esse cose ee ees 343 376 365 366 518 393 

Real estate Per acres ase ss ao et sc ae 99 99 100 101 101 100 

VOCCINES 5: see ee sox asins se Se ste ae eee ee 1,961 $1, 841 $1, 858 $2, 560 $3, 278 $2, 300 
SourcesiG@per cent) S222 622: o8 Se felch well tid beerceew eal sate Meteors ta are a cya endl stersyaiare arene eerste l en eer 
Dairy productS=- 5 s22-2.-c2 mace cess 42 45 49 50 53 49 
HOGS. 2825 sis Feces esses sates pac se eee sen 33 30 25 27 28 28 
Cattles. nies. eee eer see 12 14 17, 14 12 14 
POULITY: soos See Sete wehesc ui 4 4 4 3 4 
AVother seus cco. te veces se. 3. Aes nesses 9 7 5 5 4 5 

EXPONSES = sn c:522ciec-iSeced sche -ecesseaseee $882 $906 $917 $1, 043 $1, 288 $1. 007 
Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 

WA iredslabors ce) owtstasccss eee see 16 21 18 is 15 18 
Unpaid family labor...:..2.--./2.2.- 22 20 19 22 21 21 
Repairs and depreciation: 

Machineryj2.iccicce2 ccs ieessek one 7 if 7 7 7 
IH OUSO Res oueen cheers cee eacnees 4 4 3 3 3 
Other buildings 6 6 7 7 6 

Repairs, fen CeS:s2u2.0 a. serene ss ateines 3 3 3 2 2 
Heed: purchased: s. -22 2 s2n.2- eee 12 10 15 12 iy 1 
Seed) purchased’; = 222 e- ee eee 33 2 2 2 3 
Wertilizert:< 2-6 Setse te ces acs etetesee (42) (2) (a) (a) (2) (@) 
Machine work hired..-.....-.--.-..---- 4 4 4 5 4 4 
Taxes'and insurance: 5-2: 225.55 -522.- 16 15 15 15 13 15 
Other css. connate ooc eo eee 7 8 7 ic 9 8 

Farm income s-.22 32302. hee shone sete $1, 079 $935 $941 $1, 517 $1, 990 $1, 293 
Interest on capital, 5 per cent...........-- 865 879 87: 891 915 885 
ab OriNCOMe sae. sooo eee eee ee 214 56 68 626 1, 075 408 
Operator’s labor 401 429 443 479 575 465 
Return on capital, per cent............. Bi) 2.9 2.9 5.8 okt 4.7 
Valuevol famnly.laborse. 2s 2s.43 222-22. 192 185 175 232 276 211 
Interest,on indebtedness 1_..............-- Malby 115 115 115 115 115 
Bamily income=:.22555 pent oas. se te 1,156 1, 005 1, 001 1, 634 2,151 1,389 
Family living from farm?2...............-. 351 356 342 388 525 392 

Amount sold: 
Milko: 22.2 ee pounds..} 67,080] 74,165 | 78,788] 81,420] 80,910 76,473 
TORS eee. is Meare aenie sae clei eae 39.8 35.0 33.8 30.2 33.5 34.5 
Calves sae re aeee oer re rey ee est 8.8 8.4 9.4 9.3 11.9 9.6 

Prices: 
WK asneneennecae hundred weight 1,23 ileal) 1.16 1.58 2.16 1.46 

HORS Tee cae Bae omen aoe do... 730 7.36 6.51 8.72 15.73 9.14 
Calves ese Sanat eset © Seetect Jee eee 8.86 8.72 9.77 12.31 13.28 10.59 

1 Data for “interest on indebtedness”? obtained in 1913 and assumed to be the same for the other years. 
2 From U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 410 and index numbers for ‘‘cost of iving’’ published 

by the “‘ Annalist.”’ 
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AMOUNT OF LIVE STOCK. 

The amount of live stock per farm, expressed in terms of mature 
cattle, was 30.7 head, besides an average of 4.7 work horses. This is 

an average of one head to each 4.4 acres of crops and pasture. The 

OPEN PASTURE ra 
UNTILLABLE SNOT TILLABLE Y WOODLAND 

eS CROPLAND & PASTURE (incon Yl NOT PASTURED 

| TILLABLE 1 PERMANENT WASTE, ROADS, 

° 1 PASTURE 2 ROTATION BUILDING LOTS ETC. 

YEAR 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 
AVERAGE 

Fie. 14.—Distribution of farm area on 60 farms in Verona township, Dane County, Wis. About three- 
fourths of the land area on these farms is tillable. The utilization of the farm area for crops ané 

pasture was nearly identical foreach year. Most of the pasture and crop areas are used in supporting the 
dairy herd. 
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LABOR REQUIRED. 

It required 22.5 months of labor per year to operate these farms, 

12 months for the farmer himself, 4.4 months for hired labor, and 6.1 
months for family labor. Thus 80 per cent of the work was done by 
the operator and his family, and 20 per cent hired. 

FARM CAPITAL. 

The capital value of these farms for the five-year period averaged 

$17,692; 84 per cent of which was in real estate, 11 per cent in live 

stock, 3 per cent in machinery, and 2 per cent in supplies and cash. 
Real estate averaged $100 per acre. The value of land, exclusive 
of buildings, averaged $12,137 per farm, or 69 per cent of the total 

farm capital. 
RECEIPTS, 

The farm receipts in this area (Table IX) averaged $2,300 per 
farm for the five-year period. They were higher in 1913 ($1,961) 
than in either 1914 or 1915, due primarily to the decline in the price 
of milk for these two years. In 1916 the price of milk was advanced, 
and this together with an increase in the number of cows raised the 
receipts to $2,560 per farm. In 1917 these same factors aided in 
increasing the receipts to $3,278 per farm. 

Figure 16 shows graphically the average distribution of receipts 
for each year and for the average of the five-year period. ‘This 
chart shows the great importance of the live-stock business in the 
organization of these farms. In 1913 fully 93 per cent of the total 
income was from live stock, with 4 per cent from crops, while in 
1917 live stock represented 96 per cent of the total receipts and crops 
only 2 per cent. The sale of dairy products heads the list of re- 
ceipts. In 1913 42 per cent of the income was from this source, and 
this percentage increased during the period to 53 per cent in 1917. 
A decrease in the number of hogs for sale was mainly responsible for 
the decrease in the proportion of receipts from hogs. 

EXPENSES. 

The expenses connected with operating these farms, above those 
of interest on capital and the value of the farmer’s own labor, aver- 
aged $1,007 for the five-year period, increasing from $882 per farm 
in 1913 to $1,288 in 1917. The largest four items of expense, in 
order, were family labor, hired labor, taxes and insurance, and feed 
purchased. These four represented two-thirds of the total expense. 

In figure 17 is shown the relation of each of the more important 
items of expense to the total. The increase in expenses during the 
period had little effect upon the relative importance of the various 
items. The poor corn yields in 1915 and 1917 increased the expense 
for purchased feed these years. ? 
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FARM EARNINGS. 

The farm income for the five-year period averaged $1,293 per 
farm. For two years the average was less than $1,000, and for the 

last two years it exceeded $1,500. The five-year labor income 

1 DAIRY PRODUCTS 

$e uve stock { Ae Ais 
4 OTHER 

1914 1916 AVERAGE YEAR 

AVERAGE - AVERAGE { 

| RECEIPTS 1.841 1,858 2,560 3,278 2,300 RECEIPTS } 

IN DOLLARS IN DOLLARS 

Fic. 16.—Distribution of receipts on 60 farmsin Verona and adjoining townships, Dane County, Wis. In 

1913 live stock returned 93 per cent of the farm receipts, and in 1917 96 per cent. Five-sixths of the 

income was from the dairy herd and hogs, the receipts from dairy products showing the greatest gain 
over the period of study, 
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averaged $408, ranging from $56-in 1914 to $1,075 in 1917. The 
return on farm capital averaged 4.7 per cent, ranging from less than 
3 per cent in 1914 and 1915, to 7.7 per cent in 1917. Beginning 
with the year 1916, prices of farm products sold showed a marked 

UNPAID : ; 
FAMILY LABOR DoTHER BLDGS+ 

3 MACHINERY 

SEED PURCHASED 

YEAR 1916 1917 AVERAGE YEAR 
AGE 

Pane 882" 906 «O17. = floaa. 1-288" 1007 | becuse 
fiN DOLLARS IN DOLLARS 

Fig. 17.—-Distribution of expenses on 60 farms in Verona and adjoining townships, Dane County, Wis. 

Family labor is a considerableitem on these farms. The poor corn yield in 1915 and 1917 (see Table IX) 

made an increased feed expense necessary for these years. Expenses increased 46 per cent over the 

period of study, but the relative importance of the various items made only slight change, 
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increase, and while the average ‘labor income of the 60 farmers for 
the three years 1913, 1914, and 1915 was but $113, for the two years 

1916 and 1917 it was $850. The return on capital for the earlier 
period was 3.2 per cent and for the latter period 6.8 per cent. 

FARMER'S LABOR INCOME 

7] VALUE. ~ FOOD, FUEL, HOUSE RENT 
FURNISHED BY FARM FOR FAMILY USE 

( ESTIMATED ) 

- DOLLARS | 

5000 | - — —| 5000 

mT NN 
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Fic. 18.—Distribution of the gross income on 60 farms in Verona and adjoining townships, Dane County, 

Wis., 1913-1917. In 1916 and 1917 receipts increased more than expenses, which left the farmer more 

pay for his own year’s wages (labor income) than for former years. This distribution of income shows 

how farmers may have a considerable income to spend even in years with low labor incomes. If free 

from debt the interest oninvestment and value of family labor may give the farm family considerable 
income to dispose of, 
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Figure 18 shows graphically the distribution of the average gross 
income on the 60 farms for each year and for the five-year average. 
This chart shows how much of the gross income is represented in 
operating expenses, interest on capital, unpaid family labor, and 
food products, fuel, and house rent furnished by the farm. As in the 
case of both the Ohio and Indiana groups, both receipts and ex- 
penses increased materially during the last two years, the former 
more rapidly than the latter, so that the spread between the two 
became wider, thus increasing tho farmer’s wages (labor income). 

The interest on capital averaged $885 per farm for the five-year 
period, with no appreciable change over the period. The chart 
shows how it may be possible for some farmers to have fairly large 
incomes to dispose of, even though their labor incomes may be small. 
With the farms that are free from debt the item of interest does not 
have to be paid out and is therefore available for other purposes. 

In Wisconsin Experiment Station Bulletin No. 300, the discussion 
of receipts, expenses, and profits over the period of study in this area 
is summed up as follows: 

In the years 1914 and 1915 both the gross receipts and farm profits fell below the 

level of 1913. In 1916, the year prior to our entering the war, farm receipts increased 
appreciably and were followed by a still greater increase in 1917. 

In both of these years the expenses increased, but not so rapidly as the income; 
hence there was an increasing proportion of the gross income left for the farmer’s 

profits, or labor income. 

The study shows that the higher profits of 1916 were due in part to better crops, but 

more largely to higher prices, and that the relatively high returns in 1917 must be 
attributed entirely to high prices, because the crops were poorer. 

FAMILY LIVING FROM THE FARM. 

The estimated value of the family living from the farm in this area 
amounted to $392, or nearly as much as the labor income. Owing 
to advances in prices this value increased from $351 in 1913 to $525 
in 1917. 

PRODUCTS SOLD AND PRICES RECEIVED. 

The lower part of Table IX shows the quantity of the more im- 
portant products sold and the prices received during the period. 
The amount of milk sold per farm increased from 67,080 pounds in 
1913 to 80,910 pounds in 1917. Comparing the first two years with 
the last two, the average production of milk per cow increased only 
50 pounds, which means that the most of this increased production 
came from increasing the size of the dairy herd. An average of 
34.5 hogs were sold per farm and 2.5 produced for family use. 
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TABLE X.—Labor incomes of 60 farms in Verona and adj 
Wis., 1913-1917. 

(Ranked according to size of the five-year average labor income.) 

Rank. average 1913 

$1,337 $865 
1, 164 2,773 
1137: 869 
1,106 469 |. 
1,044 596 

1,010 211 
1,001 908 

997 869 
874 265 
869 964 

777 411 
773 457 
769 209 
756 — 81 
731 779 

MG eee tose Vara ete Se aici cet eile 703 516 
11, An ces tea cP 684 1,619 
1s Sees Seen? He eee 642 343 
OURS Ce ek Sen ek eat ce 603 514 
20s eee Soest eee cee ee 598 — 60 

DU ass pee ee ae eens soeae 565 201 
OP Oey SEL OS REE te 557 He 
DS ak nae ears Nason oe cline 529 236 
Dace scene tee oa eee Se se es 524 224 
pa aR ee ar err eye 512 112 

D6 see ee eae ance 468 424 
QS eens iad Sa cceeeone as oweiece 456 779 
ph Se ae Aes ee ope ee 441 528 
ZONE aoe eens Sante eRe eae 421 — 27 
SO ssa is cea eet Benes ae ee 416 7 

ee pyc z pes ate eerie oat tae 402 266 
BOb ee has. Shon. alec ae eee aes 367 552 
a ee ge EU ee em 349 283 
Be Sara ahs ciate Seis eee h sorte oeale es 342 — 714 
Bd cpon eee seman seen eee aeeees 331 — 60 

BE SARA CAE GaN aey See R areca Bates 313 236 
Dlintes oe oe es Beet ee Soe on 252 69 
BSS Fah est cine Se aee cae cee eeee 246 30 
BOs aslda sortie se Soe seajasteies See oe 239 1 
AO ees Soars os eee ce ae 233 — 98 

AN re J sees ace oes see Sec eis 221 417 
AD fae een Seba ce local cel seaaes 206 196 
7 Epes 5 one tie ge elie Ree ee hae aT 201 - WV 
AA Beene ere sa Ne meeie een meen 192 — 201 
BD ie eRe oN oeees eee nace 182 — 50 

AGE San ce stein cscceee eee eee 175 — 188 
A rejeae ees veces cee genet ees 137 158 
AS occ cc et Nene seaseess Boeck eee 98 — 45 
FO SR a oe ak ee et 39 — 38 
HO e sec awae cee sees se sok eaeaee 22 — 129 

OS se Rese tc ce eee mee amet ee —. 20 — 118 
G2 San ose eige en ce tete eee — 37 = 5 
Lit Re eee ee cere cea Ce — 57 1Ht 
DAL oma ee Se ces a teeninantee sae cease | — 100 — 301 
BO Peas Sacae mieten ae ee hace ene — 161 — 6531 

BO ca aeo ces cecece a cot oninenet — 310 — 6567 
[ecard tee seem aneen cease — 315 — 275 
DS eat oee sc decs cee eee eee — 347 —1, 584 
BQ eos Seer ee er amen Rammer A — 593 — 490 
BOs ssbck ceca cecloece sees | — 6598 — 747 

IAVGTAL OL ews cssiicceacecesoss 408 214 
Maximiimti: Socce ccc cnucsesee 1,337 2,773 
Minimums. case -cdec. see osc — 6598 —1, 584 
Mmdextrt oe Soke can chaee 100 52 

al 

| 

eae AP Tea. 

914 191 

ee Slee elise | 

5 

$111 
863 

1916 

$2, 367 
484 

oining townships, Dane County, 

1 Represents the percentage the labor income each year is of the seven-year average ($408=100). 
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Dane County, Wrs., 1913-1917. 

(Ranked according to size of the 5-year average labor income). 

‘ABLE XI.—Per cent return on cap ay 
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The price received for milk greatly affects the farm returns in this 
area. As previously pointed out, the decline in the price of milk 
for the years 1914 and 1915 was the largest single factor tending to 
decrease the income. Comparing the first two years with the last 

y VALUE: FOOD, FUEL, HOUSE RENT 7777, FARMERS WHO LOST MONEY BUT 
Wl FURNISHED BY FARM FOR FAMILY USE GY RECEIVED FOOD, FUEL & HOUSE RENT 

@ INCOME OF A FARMER o FARMERS WHO LOST MONEY 
AS WELL AS THEIR TIME 

Hes ec 
INCOMES | 

IN DOLLARS 
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4500 

LABOR 
INCOMES 

IN DOLLARS 
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35C00 
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068, : —? 500 

602, 
on0 a2 e, eo ° 

Y. @ 5°69 yop 
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LZ WW kk -500 
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Fic. 19.—The labor incomes of 60 farmers in Verona and adjoining townships, Dane County, Wis., 

1913-1917. Each dot represents the labor income of one farmer. The farmers shown in the shaded area 

had only the food products, fuel and house rent, as pay for their own labor, and received a return on 

capitalinvested of less than 5 percent. Those shown below the shaded area had lossesin addition to this, 
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two, milk increased 59 per cent in price and farm receipts increased 
54 per cent. 

LABOR INCOME AND RETURN ON CAPITAL OF THE 60 FARMS OVER THE FIVE-YEAR 
PERIOD. 

Tables X and XI show the labor income and return on capital of 
each of the 60 farmers over the five-year period 1913-1917, arranged 
in order of the five-year average labor income. The labor incomes 
are also shown graphically in figure 19. 

It will be noted from Table X that nineteen of the 60 farmers made 
a labor income each year, 15 for four and 15 for three of the five 
years, 5 for two years, and 3 for one year, and that 3 did not make 
a labor income in any of the five years. 
None of the farmers reached $1,000 labor income every year of the 

period. Two farmers had over $1,000 labor income each for three 
years; 15 for two years, 16 for one year, and 27 never reached $1,000 
labor income. 

Two farmers made over $500 labor income every year, while 13 
failed to reach $500 any year. In 1913, 1 farmer had over $2,000 
labor income; in 1914, 2 farmers each had over $1,000 labor income, 
but none had as much as $1,000 labor income in 1915. In 1916, 15 
farmers had over $1,000 labor income and 3 of these exceeded $2,000. 
In 1917, 33 had over $1,000 labor income, and of these 8 exceeded 
$2,000. None of the 60 farmers ever reached the $3,000 mark in 

labor income. 
For the five-year average, only 7 farmers exceeded $1,000 labor 

income, but none reached $2,000; that of 18 farmers ranged from 

$500 to $1,000; that of the other 35 was less than $500, and 10 of these 
had no labor income. 

About one-tenth of these farmers received in labor income each 
year as much or more than they valued their labor worth in addition 
to farm-furnished supplies, about five-tenths for half of the years, 
and four-tenths for less than two of the five years. Seventeen of 
these farmers received in labor income what they considered their 
labor worth in 1913, 5 in 1914, 9 in 1915, 31 in 1916, and 45 in 1917. 

Tt will be noted from Table XI that 25 of the 60 farmers made over 
5 per cent interest on the capital invested, and that but 3 of 
these exceeded 8 percent. Only one farmer made better than 5 per 
cent every year, while two failed to make 2 per cent in any year. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROFITS OF DIFFERENT FARMS. 

Table XII shows for each of the 60 farms the crop area, number 
of productive animal units, crop yields, live-stock returns, and the 
number of crop acres per man and per horse. This table indicates 
the rewards in labor income to those farmers with well-organized and 
efficiently operated business, as compared with those inefficiently 
‘Managed. 
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Taste XII.—The 5-year average labor income, crop area, pasture area, productive animal 
units, live-stock returns, and crop acres per man and per horse for each of 60 farms, Dane 
County, Wis., 1913-1917. 

Average ‘ Per cent 
Rank ofeach N ca | Aver- Aver number Per cent live-stock | Crop | Crop 
farm in 5-year | ~ Wied age oe produc- eels returns per} acres | acres 
average labor incame CoP | in pas- tive TorOlor = anima 1] per per 

income. area saints animal average were ofthe | man. | horse, 
units. “| average. 

Ve wiBoec eee $1,337 132 131 66 93 112 56 il¢/ 
Dae wat cn 8 1, 164 133 92 59 113 106 51 17 
Se veceesees week 1.137 76 53 42 100 110 30 13 
Ain Ss Sone soe case 1, 106 59 31 33 95 118 38 15 
OD eesmens cee ators 1,044 85 59 40 11 99 44 18 

1,010 125 85 52 108 101 43 21 
1,001 54 14 21 110 115 49 17 

997 148 74 55 100 91 45 2 
874 97 55 40 98 107 53 
869 128 92 54 17 110 44 20 

Vee Se eecsec elie Gl 34 40 20 110 | 103 28 11 
12s 8 tases oo nets 773 76 94 35 Te 104 41 17 
Bee eee ae sece 769 81 42 30 112 | 107 52 17 
143 cctsecdscecect 756 93 32 30 118 | 125 54 16 
1s een cee 731 118 96 60 110 87 47 18 

1 Pare ener eon ete 703 102 79 42 89 | 101 49 22 
iy (ee orem ete 684 186 114 62 106 96 60 28 
IScceisceeeee see 642 73 117 37 91 90 47 17 
1 ea ee 603 115 99 36 99 132 52 21 
20 Se ceis'ercicon see 598 47 24 29 127 112 24 12 

DARE Son rs eae 565 | 45 32 12 88 99 38 11 
ois rats eee See Ree 557 79 61 31 103 99 55 13 
DB oie Seta eco 529 83 28 30 84 115 39 19 
DA Ro Sane ee See e 524 51 23 19 80 96 41 24 
QD ete site eee heels i §12 | 66 34 28 109 106 33 16 

7 a ees ee 468 | 96 39 32 81 118 46 19 
Deesece pee e ec 456 | 79 57 29 90 | 94 48 14 
DB ernie Sen See ee 441 | 69 29 20 96 131 26 22 
De weceenme scecice 421 | 100 54 30 99 130 51 18 
B0ike se sores seco 416 | 59 3D 23 125 | 104 47 18 

402 118 87 31 88 92 51 21 
367 | 58 19 14 80 106 50 17 
349 | 68 25 28 94 104 37 17 
342 99 73 50 109 97 | 36 15 
Bale 52 44 22 87 82 40 13 

BO oF racmeh  e | 313| 42 18 17 97 100} 25 13 
BY anaes eee. 252 49 28 22 104 72 34 17 
ne aa eee 246 | 74 68 ais 120 108 37 15 
Be aa eee ee 239 | 82 89 28 97 94 43 16 
AQ asses esorees 233 45 23 16 110 114 36 12 

AN es reeeeacencaeee 221 | 63 14 6 86 79 55 14 
206 | 66 48 33 90 92 39 14 
201 | 74 39 33 108 101 rie a 
192 | 80 70 27 89 94 4 
182 74 32 19 92 86 63 24 

AG eee eee | 175 67 75 33 108 101 44 14 
CY ee eee et ree BYE 25 12 10 118 96 21 12 
AS eee eases 98 | 55 | 44 23 106 100 41 13 
AQ ee eee eases 39 41 | 29 13 89 89 37 13 
SOc ames cect oe 22 61 | 26 19 92 90 46 20 

lies ei noee eee es — 20 43 28 18 108 92 30 ibl 
Doe eccleote heme: — 37) sey il 29 22 128 89 42 22 
1 eae — 57) 62 10 16 93 97 45 21 
DASE. Se one eee — 100) 84 31 23 80 103 56 21 
DO Semeee eseeeeees — 161 120 49 BL 93 84 42 10 

5G aes cess — 310 60 | 13 18 88 89 30 20 
5 [repre — 315 37 23 10 110 66 31 15 
DSS ceteerse renee |" — 347 148 | 97 43 99 85 51 20 
pO ceechene apres |} — 593 92 | 43 27 75 51 44 23 
60m Shoo eee | — 598 136 53 24 84 86 54 27 
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Farmer No. 1, with the highest labor income, had a comparatively 
large business when measured by crop area or by number of animal 
units, and while his crop yields were 7 per cent below the average, 
practically his entire income was from live stock, which returned 12 
per cent more per head than the average of the region. 

Farmer No. 60, with the lowest labor income, had as large a busi- 
ness as did No. 1, when measured by crop area, but much smaller 
when measured by number of productive animal units. His crop 
yields were 16 per cent below the average and his returns per head 
of live stock 14 per cent below the average of the region. 

Only 5 of the 60 farmers had over 10 per cent of their receipts from 
the sale of crops. 

Crop yields for the 5-year average showed a range of from 25 per 
cent below to 28 per cent above the average, and live stock of from 
49 per cent below to 32 per cent above the average. The highest 
acreage of crops reported per man was 63, and the lowest 21. The 
highest acreage of crops per horse was 28 and the lowest 10. 

GCOD MANAGEMENT INCREASES PROFITS. 

The aim of this bulletin has been to show actual economic con- 
ditions as they existed in the three areas herein discussed. While 
the average profits in each area were rather low, and while many 
farmers made very low profits, yet the well-managed farms gave 
much larger returns, as poimted out previously. Each farmer is 
given his place on the labor income charts (figs. 7, 13, and 19) for 
each year. Figure 19 has been discussed in Wisconsin Experiment 
Station Bulletin No. 300 as follows. (This discussion has also a gen- 
eral application to the findings for the Ohio and Indiana areas.) 

This [chart! shows what skill, energy, and good management can do in the way of 
winning a good labor income at a time when other farmers are losing money. The 

fact that under most favorable conditions with respect to prices some farmers win no 
labor income beyond things furnished the family by the farm, helps one to understand 
why there may be discontent among the farmers when at the same time many farmers 
are known to be prospering. It is not to be expected that prices will be high enough 
to give a labor income to the indolent and inefficient, but it is necessary that the 
industrious, competent farmers be amply paid for their products if the business of 
farming is to continue to improve. 

In farming, asin other occupations, the prizes are for those who have ability. The 
wide range in labor income shown in figure 19 and more accurately arrayed in Table 
X, gives evidence that the man of skill, industry, and judgment can hope to earn a 

handsome income by operating a farm. 
This is the ground for hope that there will ever be those who can climb the ladder 

to independence. But with this hope for the man at the head of the class goes the 
gloomy outlook for the man at the foot of the class. 

The number of farmers who made a minus labor income in the years 1913, 1914, 

and 1915 is entirely too great. On the average for the five years one out of every six 
farmers netted a loss ranging from $20 to $598, omitting what the family received 

from the farm, This would seem to be too high a percentage of submerged farmers 
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even with war prices in 1916 and 1917 to bring up the average for the five years. Yet 

it must be admitted that under the same conditions more than half the farmers made 
labor incomes which, when combined with what the farm furnished the family, put 
them -in a position to get ahead financially year after year. The future of American 

agriculture demands that the road be kept open to the top. A high percentage of 
the young farmers must be able to save from their earnings and buy farms. This 

requires adequate prices, and while there is no law of human justice which demands 
that prices be so high that the man without ability and willingness to work success- 
fully under his own guidance shall be made to flourish as the manager of a farm, 

prices should be high enough to give at least five out of six a laborincome. It took 

the prices of 1916 and 1917 to bring the Verona farmers up to this level and to give 
them a 5-year average labor income of $408. 

From the study of the profits of the farms in the three areas we 
have seen that the incomes of most farmers were much higher during 
the last few years than for previous years. In this connection it 
must be remembered, however, that the increase in income is more 

apparent than real because of the decreased purchasing power of the 
dollar. . 
Whether or not farmers have bettered their conditions through 

this increased income depends upon the way in which the additional 
income is used. If the additional money is used in better equipping 
the farm, providing more conveniences, or, in other words, raising 
the standard of living on the farm and in the farm home, and a more 
satisfactory rural social life results, the industry and the rural popu- 
lation have been benefited. On the other hand, if this increased 

income becomes absorbed in increased land value, it may be of im- 
mediate advantage to those selling out of the business but may 
react upon those who purchase farms by going in dent for them. 
These purchasers must make interest on the investment, enough for 
their own wages and management, pay living expenses, and make 
payments upon the principal. The harm comes when men purchase 
farms with the idea of paying for them out of the results of their 
labor and management and at the same time maintaining or im- 
proving their standard of living, but later find that they are unable 
to do this because the land values were not based upon what the 
land yields. 
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TWO METHODS IN GENERAL USE. 

Two methods of clarifying sugar-cane juice in the manufacture 
of cane sirup have been developed and are now in general use in 
this country. One process, following closely the method of clarifica- 
tion used in the manufacture of direct-consumption sugars and fa- 
vored principally in the sugar-cane-producing region of southern 
Louisiana, where sugar also is manufactured, consists essentially in 
treating the juice, freshly expressed, with fumes of burning sulphur 
(SO,) and milk of lime. The juice is heated and the coagulated 
impurities allowed to settle or removed by settling and skimming, 
after which the clear liquor is evaporated to sirup in open evapo- 

rators or vacuum pans or by a combination of open and vacuum 
evaporation. 

The other and simpler process, used in all cane-sirup-producing 
regions outside of Louisiana and a small section of Texas, consists 
in heating the juice and skimming off the scums and coagulated 
material which rise as the juice becomes hot, forming a thick blanket 
on the surface. As a rule no chemicals are used in this process, 
though some sirup makers add a small amount of milk of lime to 
“make the skimmings rise better.” This method requires only the 
smallest, crudest sort of equipment, but when careful attention is 
given produces an excellent sirup. 

13702°—20 
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DISADVANTAGES. 

Both of these methods have disadvantages, thereby failing to give 
entire satisfaction to the sirup manufacturer. The principal disad- 
vantage of the first or Louisiana method is that often the chemicals 
used in clarification injure the flavor of the sirup, but unless sufficient 
sulphur dioxid and lime are added to the juice the impurities sepa- 
rate slowly and incompletely. Too much lime makes the sirup very 
dark and too much sulphur dioxid gives it a metallic taste. 

The second and simpler method of clarification is slow and waste- 
ful, and unless very carefully executed the objectionable material 
is not removed completely. That sirup clarified by these methods is 
not entirely satisfactory is shown by the fact that it is not sold ex- 
tensively in many parts of the United States outside of the region 
where it is made. One of the many reasons for this is that the con- 
suming public of the Northern and Eastern States does not like the 
flavor of the Louisiana type of cane sirup and objects to the ap- 
pearance of the sirup made in many parts of the other sirup-producing 
States. 

NEW METHOD OF CLARIFICATION. 

The method of clarifying cane juice for sirup manufacture de- 
scribed in this bulletin is the result of experimental work carried out 
with the object of finding a way to produce a clean sirup that is 
free from dirt and dregs, and at the same time retains its natural, 
mild, agreeable flavor. 

OUTLINE OF PROCESS. 

This process of clarification consists in heating the juice to a tem- 
perature just below the boiling point, intimately mixing with it a 

small amount of infusorial earth (sometimes called kieselguhr or 
diatomaceous earth), and pumping this mixture of juice and in- 
fusorial earth through a filter press. The resulting filtrate is clear 

and ready for evaporation to sirup. No further skimming or other 
treatment is necessary. The sirup obtained will be clean, free from 
dregs, and clearer than sirup clarified by either of the present 
methods. The color will depend upon the care taken to prevent 
scorching and caramet:ization. The flavor will be that of the natural 
cane juice, since the material added is an inert substance the func- 
tion of which is to make possible the formation of a porous filter- 
press cake through which the juice can flow freely, leaving all the 
scums, dregs, and impurities. 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. 

Production of a better sirup in Louisiana and in the other sirup- 
producing States will follow as a result of the industrial develop- 
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ment of this process. A sirup attractive in its appearance and 
flavor will promote sales and consumption in ever increasing quanti- 
ties in all parts of the United States. 

In the large sirup factories of Louisiana this method of clarifica- 
tion would involve little change or addition to the present equip- 
ment. In small steam sirup mills in other parts of the country it 
would mean the installation of additional equipment, but this out- 
lay of capital would be repaid by the saving in sugar liquor now © 
thrown out or fed to hogs as “skimmings,” and also by the im- 
proved and more uniform quality of the finished product. 

EXPERIMENTAL PLANT. 

Before outlining in detail this method of sirup making a descrip- 
tion will be given of the experimental plant and equipment used 
in testing the practicability of clarifying cane juice with infusorial 
earth. The equipment employed consisted of two tanks fitted with 
steam coils, each holding slightly over 200 gallons, a duplex 44 by 
2$ by 4 steam pump, and an 18-inch plate and frame filter press 
having about 80 square feet of filtering area. The two tanks were 
connected by a header to the intake of the pump with valve arrange- 
ment such that the contents of each tank could be pumped separately 
into the press. This arrangement permitted one tank to be filled 
with juice and prepared for filtration while the contents of the 
other were being pumped through the press. : 

OPERATION. 

One tank having been filled with juice, steam was turned into 
the heating coils and the juice heated to a point just below boiling. 
The desired amount of infusorial earth was added and mixed thor- 
oughly with the hot juice, after which the mixture of infusorial 
earth and hot juice was pumped to the filter press. While this tank- 
ful of juice was being filtered the second tank was being filled, 
heated, and treated with infusorial earth so that it immediately 
followed the first one through the filter press. The process was 
repeated until filtration became very slow even at a pressure of 40 
to 60 pounds, showing that the frames of the filter press had be- 
come full. This general procedure was followed in all the experi- 
ments. 

EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED. 

A more detailed description of some of the experiments follows, 

+The juice used in these experiments was obtained from a sugar mill. The officials of 
the sugar company also cooperated in the conduct of the work. In most of the experi- ments the mixed dilute juice was used. The dilution was about 12 per cent, the extrac- tion about 78 per cent, and the average Brix of the dilute juice 13°. In some of the experiments only the crusher juice was used, where the extraction was estimated to be about 40 per cent and the Brix of juice averaged 15°. 
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EXPERIMENT 1. 

Type of juice: Crusher juice, about 40 per cent extraction. 

Filtering material: Infusorial earth from Lompoc, Calif. 

Amount of filtering material used: 11 pounds to 200 ga}lons of juice. 

Result: 1,065 gallons of juice were filtered with a pressure not exceeding 40 

pounds, forming a very hard, firm press cake. 

EXPERIMENT 2. 

Type of juice: Crusher juice, about 40 per cent extraction. 

Filtering material: Infusorial earth from State of Washington. 

Amount of filtering material used: 18 pounds to 200 gallons of juice. 

Result: 1,000 gallons of juice filtered rapidly, leaving a firm, well-formed press 

cake. The filtered juice was bright and clear. 

EXPERIMENT 3. 

Type of juice: Whole mill dilute juice. 

Filtering material: Infusorial earth from Lompoc, Calif. 

Amount of filtering material used: 10 pounds to 200 gallons of juice. 

Course of filtration: 
Time of 

filtration. Pressure. 

Hirst (200 eallons 22222 15 minutes. 10 pounds. 

Second 200 gallons_™_—_______-___ 15 minutes. 20 pounds. 

Third 200 gallons______________ 25 minutes. 380 pounds. 

Hourth) 200 rallonsees se 40 minutes. 40. pounds. 

Fifth 200 gallons _____________ 45 minutes. 50 pounds. 

Sixth 200cerallons 222-225 === 1 hour 5 minutes. 60 pounds. 

1,200 gallons 3 hours 25 minutes. 

Result: The juice running from the press in this experiment was clear and 

brilliant, free from dirt, dregs, or sediment. It was necessary only to evapo- 

rate it to obtain a high-grade sirup. The press cake was very hard with the 

exception of the upper corners, which were a Little soft. 

EXPERIMENT 4, 

Type of juice: Whole mill, dilute juice. 

Filtering material: Infusorial earth from Lompoc, Calif. 

Amount of filtering material used: 12 pounds to 200 gallons of juice. 

Course of filtration: 
Time of filtration. 

inci. OOK Sa On SSeS = ee ee ee eee 15 minutes. 

ECON C200 2 gO Se eee ee ee ee ee 15 minutes. 

hic! ZOO CallOns 222. ee 15 minutes. 

Hour 200 callons2 22 = a ee eee 30 minutes. 

Bite e200. Salons: 22222. ee ee eee ee eee 45 minutes. 

1, 000 gallons, 2 hours. 

Maximum pressure, 50 pounds. 

Result: During the entire filtration the juice filtered freely and clearly, slow- 

ing up somewhat, however, as the frames became filled. The resulting press 

cake was very firm, each frame being completely filled. 
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EXPERIMENT 5, 

Filtering mater‘al: From Lompoe, Calit. 
Amount of filtering material used: ial 
Result: 1,150 gallons were filtered. The total time of filtration w 3 and 4 hours, the pressure never rising above 50 pounds. 

pounds to 20 

was formed, completely filling the frames. 

EXPERIMENT 6. 

0 gallons of juice. 

as between 

A firm press cake 

Filtering material: Infusorial earth from State of Washington, Amount of filtering material used: 11 pounds to 200 
Result: 800 gallons ran through rapidly 

On attempting 40 pounds. 
and clearly 

to filter more, the 
press cake was firm, but the frames were filled on 
to the top. 

gallons of juice. 
with a pressure of not over 

pressure ran up rapidly. The 
ly three-fourths of the way 

An outline of these experiments is given in Tables 1 and 9. 
TABLE 1.—Filtration. of sugar 

Experi- : 

“ment | ,7itee, 

Gallons. 
3 1,000 

5 1, 200 

8 1,000 

9 1, 100 
10 1, 200 

12 1,000 

15 1, 100 

21 1, 100 

22 1,150 

24 800 

Experiment No. 

Source of in- 
fusorial earth. 

__ 

Lompoc, Calif. . 

State of Wash- 
ington. 

WHOLE MILL JUICE. 

Maxi- Amount 
used. zasabbe 

pressure. 

Time of fil- 
tration. 

Pounds.| Pounds. 
60 60 

60 60 | 3 hours, 25 
minutes. 

60 50 | 2hours...... 

70 HOB recs sass ee 
72 COR ectee hk Ramee 

= 60 ALO epee ee AU a ele 

5 60 60 | 3 hours, 14 
minutes. 

3 64 50 | 4 hours, 15 
minutes. 

. 64 SOM sie eee ee 

cel | Seb tAN, ORR ek oad 

-cane juice with infusorial earth. 

Remarks. 

a 

Firm press cake formed; clear fil- 
trate. 

Very firm 
filtrate. 

Very firm press cake; filtration 
rapid and smooth. 

Press cake slightly soft at top. 
Very hard press cake; filtration 

very slow toward the end, 
Filtration rapid; filtrate clear and 
cake firm. 

Good filtration in all respects. 

press cake formed; clear 

Press cake very firm; filtrate clear. 

Filtration satisfactory in all re- 
spects. 

Frames filled two-thirds with hard 
press cake; tops of cloths coated 
with slimy material. 

Lompoc, Calif. . 
State of Wash- 

ington. 
pcre) Calif. . 

56 OB eee espa seeks 
92 SOM tarsi eee 

DOU tera Pe Prac ey ceNL pe 

Firm press cake; clear filtrate. 
Very firm press cake; clear filtrate. 

Satisfactory filtration inallrespects. 
0. 

Unsatisfactory. 

TABLE 2.—Washing of infusorial earth. press cake. 

Weight Sucrose Amount Sucrose of press in press of wash | in washed 
cake. water. cake. 

Per cent. Gallons. Per cent. 

PA hk ep) SOON HONOs 
6. 2 50 1:2 

SHOOSUESALS 25 4.0 
6.5 100 -8 

BAGDSASHAAeS 80 1.0 

Remarks. 

a 

These experiments in washing 
press cake followed filtration ex- 
periments of same number as 
described in Table 1. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

These results show that raw cane juice, without the addition 
of lime, sulphur dioxid, or other chemicals, can be rapidly filtered in 
an ordinary plate and frame filter press when sufficient infusorial 
earth of a good grade is added to the heated juice. It is very desir- 
able, however, that the infusorial earth be of very low specific 
gravity and also of fine mesh. The best results were obtained with 
commercial grades of infusorial earth obtained from California, 
Oregon, and Washington. It is also desirable that the infusorial 
earth be dry and free from lumps and trash. For successful filtration 
the infusorial earth must be mixed thoroughly with the juice. If it 
is wet and lumpy it does not mix well, and if it is trashy there is 
always trouble with the pump valves becoming clogged. However, 
with a good, clean, dry grade of infusorial earth, such as is at present 
on the market, no trouble whatever was experienced in obtaining a 
steady filtration, a firm press cake with each frame entirely filled, 
and a filtered liquor bright and clear. 

Most of these experiments were made by adding a weighed quan- 
tity of infusorial earth to 200 gallons of juice. Based upon a 78 
per cent extraction obtained by the mill, a dilution of approximately 
14 per cent, and the average final Brix of the dilute juice, which was 
13°, this volume of juice is almost exactly the amount obtained from 
1 ton of cane. With a good quality of infusorial earth 10 pounds to 
the ton of cane gave a satisfactory filtration. With less than this 
amount the filtration was slow and there was danger of a slimy, 
almost impervious, coating forming on the cloths which would retard 
the rate of filtration. 

With 10 pounds of infusorial earth per ton, 1,200 gallons of juice, 
or that from 6 tons of cane, could be put through the 18-inch 18- 
frame filter press in about three and one-half hours. Using 12 pounds 
of this earth to 1 ton of cane, a much more rapid filtration resulted, 
the juice from 5 to 5} tons of cane filtering in two to three hours, 
With 11 pounds of high-grade infusorial earth per ton, satisfactory 
results were also obtained, the juice from 5 to 6 tons of cane filtering 
in about four hours. No trouble at all was experienced in obtaining a 
steady, clear filtration and a firm press cake. It is not well, however, 
to try to put through the press a larger quantity of juice than will 
filter readily under moderate pressure. In the press available for 
these experiments, using 11 pounds of infusorial earth per ton of 
cane, it was found best not to try to force through more than the 
amount of juice from 54 tons of cane. This amount, filtered in about 
four hours with a pressure not exceeding 40 to 50 pounds, made a 
hard and firm cake throughout the entire frame. This press cake 
could be washed easily and thoroughly and peeled readily from the 
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press cloths, leaving them clean and. in good condition for another 

filtration. 
By this method of clarification a clean, clear, bright juice was 

obtained. Only the insoluble material in the original juice or 
that flocculated by heat was removed, that is, the material which 
the simple process of straining and skimming attempts to remove 
and does less thoroughly. After filtration by this method, it was 
necessary only to evaporate the resulting clear juice to sirup. As no 
further “skimmings” appeared the full heating capacity of the 
evaporators could be employed and evaporation was conducted as 
rapidly as the type of evaporator in use permitted. 

The resulting sirup was not absolutely clear, owing to the separa- 
tion during concentration of material which was soluble in the thin 
juice, but insoluble in the more concentrated sirup. However, this 
material formed only a slight cloud in the sirup, which is not ob- 
jectionable. All the dregs and dirty-looking material which un- 
fortunately are so characteristic of the usual run of cane sirup were 
removed by the filtration process, making the final sirup clean and 
pleasing to the eye. The color of the sirup made by this process 
was much better than that of the average unbleached cane sirup, as 
no particles of bagasse or other trash were present to stick to the 
coils or sides of the evaporators and cause discoloration by burn- 
ing. Also the juice could be cooked to sirup more rapidly, allowing 
the man in charge to give his whole attention to the evaporation 
without having to worry about skimming or to take care lest “the 
skimmings boil in.” 

After this method of clarifying, the juice is in good condition to 
be evaporated under diminished pressure in one of the various 
types of vacuum evaporators, for it is clean and no additional scum 
forms as the evaporation proceeds. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS. 

A description of a new method or process of manufacture would 
not be complete if it did not give an estimate of its practicability, 
convenience, cost, and advantages in comparison with the processes 
in general use at the present time. For purposes of comparison the 
prevailing methods of making sirup may be classified into three 
groups: 

1. The method used by the individual farmer who raises only a 
few acres of cane and makes this cane into sirup by his own labor 
and that of his hired help. His equipment consists usually of a 
comparatively small mill, operated either by horsepower or by a 
gasoline engine. The juice is evaporated in a kettle, home-made vat, 
or baftle-plate evaporator placed directly over a wood fire. The daily 
production is seldom over 300 gallons and is often less than 100 
gallons. 
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2. The method employed by the owners of small steam factories 
in regions outside of Louisiana. A number of these factories, scat- 
tered throughout the entire Gulf coastal region from Texas to 
Florida, operate by the general method which the individual farmer 
employs with his small equipment, but use steam power and steam- 
heated coils for evaporating the juice to sirup. They vary in ca- 
pacity from a few hundred to several thousand gallons per day. 

3. The method employed in Louisiana for making sirup. Here, 
too, the power is furnished by steam and evaporation 1s effected by 
steam-heated coils, but this. method differs from the others in that 
lime and the fumes of burning sulphur are added to the juice to 
effect clarification, and, in addition to skimming the heated juice, 
settling tanks are provided in which the material is allowed to settle 
out. The capacities of the Louisiana sirup factories are usually 
much larger than those of the factories in the other States of our 
sirup-producing area. 

Since the farmers employing the first method of sirup making 
operate on a very small scale and with simple equipment, it is hardly 

probable that the method of clarification described in this bulletin 
will be practicable for them. For this reason a comparison will be 
made between this method and the other two methods, where the 
sirup making is conducted on a factory or semi-factory scale. 
For comparison we will consider a plant of 50 tons daily (24 

hours) capacity, operating by the simple method of clarification in- 
volving skimming only. A plant of this type usually has a vat 
fitted with steam coils into which the juice runs direct from the mill. 
Here the juice is heated until the thick blanket of scum which rises 
begins to crack. The heat is then turned off and this blanket of 
scum is removed by skimming. From this clarifying vat the juice 
is run directly to one or more evaporators, where it is immediately 

cooked to sirup, additional scum being removed during the evapora- 
tion. The changes and additions to such a plant for the purpose of 
using infusorial earth clarification would be appreciable, namely— 

(a) Filter presses totaling about 200 square feet in filtering area. 
It is estimated from experimental results obtained with the 18-inch 
filter press that 200 square feet of filtering area will handle the 
juice from 50 tons of cane in 24 hours. In actual experiment, using 
11 pounds of infusorial earth to 1 ton of cane, the juice from 6 tons 
was handled in 4 hours. Suppose, for good measure, that 6 hours 
were required for handling 6 tons with 80 square feet of filtering 
area, then in 24 hours with 80 square feet, 24 tons could be handled, 
and by doubling the filtering area, or with 160 square feet, 48 tons 
could be handled. To make the estimate liberal an additional 40 
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square feet filtering area isadded. Thus there appears to be no reason 
why the juice from 50 tons could not be filtered easily with 200 
square feet filtering area in 24 hours, including all time necessary 
for cleaning and dressing the presses whenever necessary. In this 
connection it is suggested that two 100-square-feet presses would 
give more satisfaction than one press of 200 square feet filtering 
area. ‘ 

(0) A pump with a capacity of at least 500 gallons per hour. A 
6 by 4 by 6 duplex steam-piston pump would be satisfactory. 

(¢) Two or more vats of several hundred gallons capacity, each 
fitted with steam coils to keep the juice hot while being filtered, to 
serve as vats for mixing the infusorial earth with the juice, and in 
case no method of preheating the juice is employed, to serve also as 
the. original juice-heating vats. While not essential, a tubular juice 
heater for heating the juice before it goes to the infusorial-earth- 
mixing tanks would be convenient, economical, and a great time 

saver. If a juice heater were employed the tanks mentioned above 
would be needed only for mixing the proper amount of infusorial 
earth with the juice and for keeping the juice hot while the filtration 
was in progress. In addition to this equipment there would, of 
course, be necessary a certain, though not large, amount of pipe, 
fittings, valves, connections, etc. 

No changes would be necessary in either the grinding or the evapo- 
rating equipment, though very high extraction could be employed 
and a good sirup still produced by this method of clarification, 
whereas it is generally believed that it is impossible to make a high- 
grade sirup by the ordinary method of clarification when very high 
extraction is obtained. This method of clarification also opens up 
the way to the use of a less expensive method of evaporation, namely, 
evaporation under diminished pressure in a vacuum pan, which is 
impossible when skimming alone is depended upon to effect clarifica- 
tion. l 

An estimate of the cost of the above apparatus, necessary for 

clarification with infusorial earth, is rather difficult to give, owing to 
the rapid fluctuation in prices of machinery at this time. However, 
the cost of filter presses, pumps, and tanks as obtained from leading 
dealers at this time, July, 1920, is given here so that an idea at least 
may be obtained as to the cost of installing a filter press with its 
accessories. 

Filter presses, 200 square feet total filtering area___________ $900 

JE(pooay ay akoves sa liere -jayeerisuye Uae este May 0) 150 

JOSE AOE, ToHMOve, NYSEU NERS ex eam, IT TL a Ug SE 150 

iworoo-callonaranks) with! Collsee! = oe eee 500 § 
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The increased cost of operating the clarifying department of a 
sirup factory of 50 tons daily capacity, using infusorial earth and 
the above equipment, in comparison with the skimming method, may 
be estimated as follows: 

Cost of infusorial earth delivered, 11 pounds per ton of cane, 

or 550 pounds, at 2 cents per poumd2_—_—--= == $11 

Extra, labor—-one: Man teach Sbitt, atne00l 24222 22 ee 5 

16? 

The total increased cost per ton, assuming an operating period of 

60 days, or a total tonnage ground of 3,000 tons, can be estimated 
as follows: 

Cents. 

Interest on investment, at 6 per cent--_____-____ $102=-3,000= 3.4 

Depreciation, 10 per cent of investment_________ 170+3,000= 5.6 

Milter eloths = 205 3 et a es 80+3,000= 2.6 

Infusorial earth and extra operating expenses, 

EES En) CIELO OViCM es oe 2 a Dee See ee 32.0 

Total, per Lon. Seer i en eee 43.6 

It is necessary now to show what financial advantages result from 
making sirup by this infusorial earth and filter press method to 
offset this apparent appreciable increase in cost. The outstanding 
feature is that no skimmings are obtained. Ordinarily, in a factory 
of this capacity, from 2,000 to 4,000 pounds of skimmings per day 
will be thrown away or fed to the hogs. These skimmings, with an 
average Sugar content of 10 per cent, show a loss of 200 to 400 pounds 
of sugar. Figuring 8 pounds of sugar to the gallon of sirup, in 
grinding 50 tons of cane, from 25 to 50 gallons of sirup are lost. | 

In the above experiments on filtering the whole juice with infu- 
sorial earth, the resulting press cake from 6 tons of cane averaged 
275 pounds weight with a sugar content of 6 per cent. From 50 
tons of cane about 2,291 pounds of press cake would be obtained, 
which with 6 per cent sugar would give 137 pounds of sugar lost, 
or only 17 gallons of sirup per 50 tons. However, this loss can be 
reduced further. The press cake that is formed is very porous and 
is washed easily. Twenty gallons of water per ton of cane will 
easily reduce the sugar content of the press cake to 1 per cent, in 
which case the loss on 50 tons would be about 23 pounds of sugar, or 
about 3 gallons of sirup. 

Tf a value of $1 per gallon is assumed for sirup, the saving in 
items of dollars and cents on 50 tons of cane can be calculated as 
follows: 

Loss by skimming process, 25 to 50 gallons of sirup, or $25 to $50. 

Loss in the infusorial earth clarification process when the cake is not 

washed, 17 gallons of sirup, or $17. 

2 Or 32 cents per ton. 
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Loss in the infusorial earth process when the cake is washed, 3 gallons 

of sirup, or $3. 

A fair estimate is that 25 gallons of sirup would be saved on an 
average per 50 tons of cane. At $1 per gallon this would be a saving 
of 50 cents per ton. Thus the increased cost of this process is well 
offset by the reduction in the amount of sugar lost and in the cor- 
responding increase in the yield of sirup. 

It remains to compare this method of clarification for sirup mak- 
ing with that in general use in Louisiana. Here the changes required 
for the introduction of this process would not be so great as in the 
other sirup-making regions with which the comparison has been 
made. In Louisiana the filter press is an indispensable part of the 
factory equipment, being in general use throughout the sugar-and 
sirup-producing section of the State. As practically all of the sugar 
factories and many of the sirup factories are fully equipped with 
presses, little cr no change would be necessary in altering the equip- 
ment for infusorial earth clarification. Eighty square feet of filter 
press area per ton-hour is sufficient for filtering the whole cane juice 
with infusorial earth. The cost of manufacturing sirup by this new 
process would be practically the same as that of the lime and sulphur 
process, since fuel and labor costs would be about the same. The 
cost of the clarifying materials would be somewhat more in the 
infusorial earth method, as shown below: 

Cents. 

Infusorial earth, 11 pounds per ton, at 2 cents__________ PRAY 

Against— 
ime 2s POUN AS PET TON, valle es Cem tL ue Me eUE I en rue 2.5 

Sulphur, 1.4 pounds per ton, at 44 cents____________ 6.3 

Mota es Sep oe ot pe a cE dS 8. 8 

As shown above, the cost of the clarifying materials is somewhat 
greater, but this is more than offset by the smaller amount of sucrose 
lost in the process of manufacture owing to the ease and thorough- 
ness with which the press cake can be washed. Another advantage is 
that there is no need for settling tanks, skimming tanks, bag filters, 
or other clarifying equipment in addition to the filter presses, since 
the juice as it comes from the presses is ready for immediate evapora- 
tion to sirup without further treatment. 

The only loss of sugar in a well-managed sirup or sugar house in 
Louisiana after the juice has been extracted from the cane is in the 
filter-press mud. Here it is figured that 36 pounds of press cake 
of an average sugar content of 6 per cent are produced per ton of 
cane, 1. e., a loss of 2.16 pounds of sugar, or 0.27 gallon of sirup. 
Figured on a basis of $1 per gallon for sirup, this is a loss of 27 - 
cents per ton. 
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In infusorial earth filtration about 45 pounds of press cake were 
obtained per ton. Considering the ease and rapidity with which this 
cake can be washed, there seems to be no reason why the sugar 
content should not be reduced easily to less than 1 per cent. ‘The 
loss then would amount to about 0.45 pound of sugar er about 0.06 
gallon of sirup per ton. On the basis of $1 sirup, this would be a loss” 
of only 6 cents per ton. The difference in the losses, 21 cents per ton, 
would more than pay for the difference in the cost of the clarifying ma- 
terials. However, the principal advantage would be in the improved 
flavor of the resulting sirup, which when properly evaporated com- 
pared favorably in color with the leading brands of Louisiana cane 
sirup on the market. The flavor was, in the opinion of the writer 
and others, milder and more agreeable, lacking the somewhat tart 
and metallic flavor of the usual Louisiana type of sirup. 
The manufacture of sirup by the clarification method just de- 

scribed requires a larger outlay of capital and somewhat larger 
operating cost than When the manufacture is by the simple process 
of skimming and evaporation in open evaporators. The advantages 
are that a cleaner and better product can be obtained, the capacity 
of the evaporators can be increased—for it is not necessary to retard 
the evaporation as is at present the case to permit of proper skim- 
ming—the yield of sirup can be somewhat increased owing to 
the fact that all the scums and dregs are obtained in a hard, compact 
mass instead of in a thin mush containing a large amount of juice, 
and finally that the quality of the resulting sirup wili be more uni- 
form and will depend less upon the individual sirup maker and the 
care taken in skimming. 

VACUUM EVAPORATION IN MAKING CANE SIRUP. 

Though no exact information is available on the subject, it seems 
to be the general opinion that open evaporation is necessary in order 
to produce the finest-flavored cane sirup, some maintaining that 
the best flavor or aroma can be obtained only by cooking the juice 
in open evaporators. Some assert that sirups made in multiple- 
effect evaporators and vacuum pans are darker than those pro- 
duced by rapid evaporation with live steam in open vats, while 
others state that a very high grade of sirup can be obtained, even 
though the evaporation is conducted mainly in vacuo, provided at 
some stage of evaporation it is boiled a few minutes in an open 
vat or brush pan. For the larger factories it is undoubtedly true 
that from an economic standpoint it is desirable to carry out as much 
of the evaporation as possible in multiple effects or vacuum pans, 
since evaporation can then be effected largely by exhaust steam. 
Even when it is necessary to use live steam the fuel consumption is 
not so great as in the case of open evaporation. 
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By employing the method of clarification with infusorial earth 
as described above the practicability of vacuum evaporation for 
sirup manufacture is increased largely. This condition is just a 
little different from any at present existing. In the regions where 
sirup is made without the use of sulphur or lime, owing to the neces- 
sity of almost continuous skimming, all factories employ open vats 
or pans for evaporation. In Louisiana and parts of Texas, where 
large amounts of sirup are made in vacuum pans, the juice is clari- 

- fied with lime and sulphur dioxid. Using this infusorial earth clari- 
fication method, the juice is ready to go to the evaporators after 
coming from the filter presses without further treatment. The juice 
is clean and clear, no further scums appear during evaporation, and 

no coagulation or sedimentation takes place as the juice becomes 
more and more concentrated. 

In connection with this work on clarification a small vacuum pan 
was installed. The filter-pressed juice was taken directly into the 
pan and evaporated to sirup, the pan being charged continuously 
until its capacity was reached. The sirup thus produced was 
of a light color, comparing very favorably in this respect with 
the highest grade of Louisiana sirups. The flavor, which, after all, 
is the principal quality to be considered, was excellent. It was 
quite mild, yet possessed the pleasant aroma and flavor characteristic 
of good cane sirup and was free from the peculiar after-effect that the 
highly sulphured sirup of Louisiana often leaves in the throat. In 
the author’s opinion the flavor had lost nothing by the vacuum evapo- 
ration, though it may have been somewhat milder than that of the 
ordinary run of sirups, a characteristic that is decidedly desirable 
if a large market is to be developed for cane sirup in our Northern 
and Eastern States. 

It is claimed by many that sirups made by the ordinary method 
of clarification with lime and sulphur are darkened by evaporation 
in the multiple effects and pans and that vigorous open evaporation 
makes a lighter sirup. This was not found to be the case with 
sirups clarified by infysorial earth filtration, but rather a lighter 
sirup was produced in the vacuum pan than in the open evaporators. 
No darkening of the sirup in the vacuum pan in excess of that pro- 
duced by open evaporation was observed. In fact, the sirup made 
by vacuum evaporation was in general much lighter in color than 
that made entirely in open evaporators. 
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USE OF VEGETABLE DECOLORIZING CARBONS IN CONNECTION 
WITH INFUSORIAL EARTH CLARIFICATION. 

Much interest is being taken at present in the use of decolorizing 
carbons of high efficiency in the manufacture of sirup and sugar. 
Those which have been produced up to the time of this writing are 
expensive and for economy must be used over and over again and 
then reclaimed when their decolorizing power begins to diminish 
appreciably. Therefore, it is essential for efficiency and economy 
that the juice or liquor which the carbon is used to decolorize should © 
be as clean as possible, that is, with no dregs, dirt, or slime to clog 
up prematurely the pores of the carbon. Filtration of the juices 
with the aid of infusorial earth leaves them in an ideal condition 
for treatment by the decolorizing carbons. 

Preliminary experiments with these carbons showed that a fine 

sirup could be produced by this method. The juice after being 
filtered with infusorial earth was thoroughly mixed with an amount 
of an active decolorizing carbon, figured as 1 per cent on the solids 
in the juice. After it had been repumped through a plate and frame 
filter press to remove the carbon, it was lighter in color and clearer 
than the best grades of Louisiana sirup. Though much of its char- 
acteristic so-called cane flavor was lost, that retained was very mild 
and pleasing and should win favor in those regions where sweetness 
rather than strongly marked flavors is the quality principally de- 
sired. 

The end of the grinding season prevented more extensive experi- 
ments and tests on this subject. 

INFUSORIAL EARTH CLARIFICATION FOR SUGAR MANUFACTURE. 

A preliminary clarification of the sugar-cane juice by filtration 
of the whole juice with infusorial earth is a subject that should be 
considered by those interested in the production of white sugars on 
the plantations. Naturally, the cleaner the juice going to the effects 
and pans the better the final quality of the sugar will be. 

In crushing and grinding the sugar cane a great deal of very finely 

divided particles of bagasse and other material becomes incorporated 
with the juice. By the ordinary process of sulphuring, liming, and 
setthng much of this finer material is left in the juice as a fine sus- 
pension. This material must have some deleterious effect upon both 
the yield and quality of the final sugar. The precipitate formed by 
sulphuring and liming the juices settles rapidly and completely, so 
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if a juice already perfectly clean and clear could be delivered to the 
sulphur tower and liming tanks an exceptionally pure and brilliant 
juice should be obtained subsequently from the settlers. No experi- 
ments have been made on this subject, but in view of the unusually 

clear liquors that can be obtained by merely filtering the whole cane 
juice with infusorial earth it seems reasonable to suppose that such 
a liquor would have advantages in the manufacture of sugar as well 
as table sirup. 

SUMMARY. 

Sugar-cane juice with the addition of infusorial earth can be 
filtered rapidly, while hot, through a plate and frame filter press. 
The resulting filtered liquor will be very clean and clear. 

This filtered juice can be evaporated to sirup without further 

treatment. No skimming is necessary, nor is it necessary to add 
lime and sulphur dioxid. 

The juice can be evaporated either in an open evaporator or under 

diminished pressure in a vacuum pan. The sirup made by vacuum 
evaporation is lighter in color and milder in flavor than that made 
by evaporation in open evaporators. <A very fine flavored sirup can 
be made by evaporating the juice previously clarified by filtration 
with infusorial earth in a vacuum pan to 30° Baumé and then finish- 
ing in an open pan or vat. 

Infusorial earth clarification of cane juice followed by treatment 
with an active decolorizing carbon produces a sirup very light in 
color and with little characteristic flavor. 

After filtering the juice with infusorial earth the resulting press 
cake can be rapidly and thoroughly washed free from sugar, thus 
insuring a minimum loss of sucrose in the factory and a propor- 
tionately larger yield of sirup. 

Regardless of whether low extraction or high extraction is ob- 
tained at the mills, an excellent sirup can be made by clarifying the 
juice by the Pehod described, which is feasible in any factory 
using steam as the source of power. 

Filtration of the entire mill juice with the aid of infusorial earth 

before chemical treatment has possibilities of producing for the 
sugar industry a purer liquor, hence a better yield and better quality 
of sugar. 
An excellent quality of sirup is made from juice clarified by filtra- 

tion with infusorial earth. This sirup has a milder flavor than 
the present Louisiana type and is lighter in color and cleaner than 
the Georgia type of sirup. 
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INTRODUCTORY. 

The clover-leaf weevil, Hypera punctata Fab. (fig. 1), ranks as 
one of the important clover pests. Although it is usually unnoticed, 
it annually exacts its toll of the crop. It seldom devastates entire 
fields, however, because the larve are ordinarily checked by an 
ever-present fungous disease which spreads rapidly and reduces their 
numbers to a negligible quantity in a remarkably short time. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

This insect was introduced accidentally into this country from 
Kurope, where it is well known. It also occurs in northern Asia and 
probably in central Asia and China. So far as known it is the only 
species of Hypera that has reached this country, the genus being 
indigenous to the eastern hemisphere. 

The first record of Hypera punctata occurring as a pest in the 
United States was in 1881 when a severe outbreak occurred at Bar- 
rington, N. Y. A single specimen taken about 1850-1855 in Canada 
‘by the Geological Survey and identified by Dr. LeConte in 1876 
shows that this species had been in America for some time before 
becoming noticeable or seriously injurious. 

15131°—20—Bull, 922——1 
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In 1882 Lintner took a specimen in Vermont. In 1884 punctatus reached Canada 
in numbers, flying across the lake from Buffalo to Ridgeway, 1889 it occurred in 
several placesin Ohio * * * and Schwarz identified a beetle taken from the stomach 
of a crow killed in Michigan in 1892 as this species. Southward by 1890 it had spread 
over New Jersey and reached Philadelphia, where it was very common. The year 
1894 gave records from Maryland, West Virginia (Hopkins), and Indiana * * * 
Folsom records its first appearance at Urbanaas1903 * * * R.L. Webster reported 
it from lowa in 1910. On the west coast Hanhem reported it from Vancouver in 1902 

(Fletcher) and in 1906 E. 8. 

Wilmot states that it was up 
the Fraser River as far as 

Harrisons, about 20 miles 
from the south line of Brit- 

ish Columbia. (Titus 7, p. 
405-406) 2 

It is now found in 
the additional States 
of Delaware, Idaho, 
Kansas, Kentucky, 
Maine, Massachusetts, 
Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nebraska, New Hamp- 
shire, North Carolina, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, 
Tennessee, Texas, 

Utah, Virginia, Wash- 
ington, and Wisconsin. 

DESCRIPTION. 

The descriptions are - 
taken almost entirely 
from Titus (7, p. 402- 

404), with additions 
by the authors in- 
closed in brackets. 

Adult [fig. 2]: Length 5 

Fic. 1.—Adults of the clover-leaf weevil feeding. to 10 mm. Width 8 to 5.7 
mm. 

Stout, black or brownish black. Clothed with blackish brown pale brown, yellow- 

brown or gray scales which are short broad and emarginate at the tips, and with short 

erect bristles, edge of elytra yellow brown or at least paler than remainder of scales. 
Head clothed with short metallic yellowish scales; front not as wide as breadth of 

eye, densely clothed with dark yellow hairs or scales which extend over two-thirds 
of the beak; eyes elongate oval, narrowed beneath, rather prominent; beak scarcely 

two-thirds the length of the prothorax, and one-half thicker at tip than width of front, 

beneath on the sides and near the tip polished and densely punctate; an elongate 
impression on dorsal surface above the antennal groove; antennal groove black, 

1 Reference is made by number (italic) to ‘‘ Literature Cited,’’ p. 18. 
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deep, punctured; antennz reddish-black, scape reaching to middle of eyes, not as 

long as funicle, not greatly enlarged at tip; first joint of funicle distinctly longer 

than second, enlarged at the apex so that it is about one-half as thick as long, second 

joint equal to three and four united, joints three to seven regularly shorter and 
broader, seven as wide as long, club elongate-oval, pointed at the tip, antennz with 

many fine hairs, those on club very fine and dense. Mandibles po.ished, dull red, 

not emarginate at tip, maxille and all the palpi pale brownish-red. 
Prothoraz broader than-long, broader in female than in male, in the female broadly 

widened in front of the middle, in the male converging more behind than in female; 
sides broadly impressed, only slightly swollen; dorsum densely rather coarsely punc- 
tured, densely clothed with scales and with many slender pointed hairs; usually with 

a narrow pale median dorsal line bordered with wide dark, almost black in some, 
bands of scales which reach to the sides; sides and beneath with dark yellow scales, 

generally with a dark spot on sides behind and an indistinct dark line running from 

this spot toward the front. 
Scutellum extremely small, narrowly triangular, clothed with pale scales, 

Elytra very broad, at tip broadiy rounded, sides especially in the male nearly 

parallel, humeri prominentand 

clothed with darker scales. 

Suture and alternate inter- 

spaces more strongly elevated 

than others, deeply striately 

punctured, strize without sete; 

each interspace with a single 

row of black sete pointing 
backward and partially decum- 
bent, more erect behind; tip of 

elytra and often the sides with 
some short white hairs. The 

coloration of the scales varies 
from solid gray to black, 

through various shades of 
brown yellows. Some speci- 
mens are tessellated with brownish-yellow and black, the tessellation usually on the 
more elevated interspaces. 

In the male the outer interspaces have paler scales even in the darkest specimens, 

in the female this pale coloration is sometimes, but rarely, entirely absent. 

Venter with lighter colored scales and many light hairs; front coxe slightly separated, 

Mesosternal process between middle coxz broad perpendicular, triangular at tip; 

intercoxal process of first abdominal segment very broad, coxee separated by more 

than their width. First segment in male impressed, emarginate posteriorly. Stem 

of male genitalia nearly or quite as broad as long. 

Legs short, stout, especially the femora; black, tarsi often ferruginous, claws long 

curved, red and darker at tips; front tibize and hind femora distinctly curved, front 

tibiz more so in male; legs usually clothed with lighter scales and hairs than the 

body, femora scaled, tibize and tarsi sparsely haired; middle tibize with a distinct 
apical hook. 

gg {fig. 3): Hiongate oval, 1.1 mm. to 1.2 mm. long, 0.5 to 0.6 mm. broad, very 

regularly hexagonally sculptured * * *. [Watery yellow when laid, with a smooth 

shining shell, the yellow color deepening with age to pale olive green and finally 

turning to a dull black. | 

Larve [?| (Descriptions from Riley, Folsom, and observations by theauthor). First 

stage: 1.5 to 2 mm. long, narrow, thickest at middle, tapering toward both ends; 

Fic. 2.—Adult clover-leaf weevil, lateral view. Much enlarged. 

2The head widths for the different larval instars are quite constant and the averages will be found in 

Table I. 
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head brown, blackish-brown or black, with many fine transverse lines on the face; 

eyes very small, circular, projecting; mandibles terminating in two large sharp teeth, 

more or less separated, the lower one again divided into two or three parts; palpi pale 

yellow, mandibles brown or dark brown; dorsum of first thoracic segment with a rec- 

tangular dark band interrupted by a paler dorsal line which is the continuation of the 
stem of an inverted Y on the face, this dorsal band becomes wider on the abdominal 

segments and extends to the tip of anal segment. Hairs on the tubercles clavate 
as in several other species. [The color varies from the usual pale green to a bluish 

green or yellow. when hatched.. Yellow larvee may retain this color throughout 

development. | 

Fic. 3.—Egg of the clover-leaf weevil: a, Lateral Fic. 4.—Full - grown 

view; b, egg inserted into stem of clover plant; larva of the clover- 

c, lateral view of b. Much enlarged. leaf weevil, dorsal 

view. Muchenlarged. 

Second stage: Color greener, head dark brown, front and sides of rectangular plate 

on first thoracic segment dark, the remainder greenish; dorsal median line with a fine 

dark border, darker than the remainder of the larva. Side line below spiracles indis- 

tinct. Length 44.5 mm:, width 2 mm. 
Third stage: Black lines on each side of dorsal line very distinct [head brown or 

yellowish brown], eyes densely black, antenne darker. Color of larvee (Folsom) may 

be blue green [yellow, or with a pinkish tinge]. Usual color pale green. Length 5 

to 7mm., width 2.5 to 3 mm. in the middle. 

Fourth stage [fig. 4]: Dorsal line very white or pinkish, bordered by rose color, 

usually rather pale but sometimes rosy-black, the outer borders of this coloration are 

black and form distinct lines, interrupted on the margin of each segment [head 
brown or yellowish brown]; larva much darker green [or still may retain its yellow, 
blue green, or pink color]; lines below the spiracles dark both showing a tendency to 
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be brown or blackish [posterior segments yellowish]; the surface of the body much 
rougher in this stage than in others, the triangular points of the cuticle standing out 

prominently; tubercles [fig. 5] on thoracic segments below very strong and the hairs 

more prominent than in earlier stages. Length 8 to 14 mm. 

Cocoon [fig.6]; * * * Oval, 9-10 mm. long and 6.5t07 mm. wide. [A fine net- 
work of coarse threads which are light straw color when spun and brown after aging. | 

Pupa: When first formed with yellow-green head [lighter colored antenne, legs 
and wing-pads] * * *. Abdomen dark green with a distinct pale dorsal line 

that extends onto prothorax * * *, Frontal row 

of hairs rather distant from margin; central pairs 

close together, three following pairs form a curved 

line ending near the posterior outer edge; a few 

hairs on remainder of thorax; transverse rows of 

blunt setze on each dorsal abdominal segment; 

T4525 
ot deg 0 69 "389 
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Fic. 5.—Full-grown larva of the clover- Fic. 6.—Cocoon of the clover-leaf weevil sur- 

leaf weevil, lateral view. Much en- rounded by leaves of clover plant. En- 

larged. larged. 

hairs on beak rather short and thin; those on anal segment moderately long, stout 

and dark. [The pigmentation of the eyes, mandibles, and leg joints occurs at later 

dates in order named.} Length 5.5-7 mm. Width 3.54.5 mm. 

The measurements of the larva are given in tabular form, as fol- 
lows: 

. TABLE 1.—Larval measurements (mm.) of Hypera punctata. 

First instar. Second instar. 

5 Length of body. Length of body. N f “ % umber of specimens averaged Wi d th Wi a th 

0 | 0 
head. | Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- | head. | Mini- | Maxi-| Aver- 

mum.|mum.| age. mum. | mum.| age. 

Pes Ny St a Te CO a I ae Pe aa 0. 2 1.9 3.4 Deilialretetare ahs | Saaterell ieee oe Pees aimee 
FAVS Sec Ge ene SEP E p N PR re AR ep L> oe per a PCO nee 0. 55 1.8 5.9 3.8 

Third instar. Fourth instar. 

Length of body. Length of body. Number of im: ed. of specimens averag: Wi ath | Width 

(a) @) 
head. | Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- | head. | Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- 

mum. | mum.| age. mum.}|mum.| age. 

FUSES a ls a a oe 0.8 3.8 9.5 GSS; [ee eS Sse | ei Lea aa ae 
AL es ener rey ayy eae aac Ly ina y eee alee aes 1 atten ere ccna 1,2 5.1 13.0 9.3 
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FOOD PLANTS AND INJURY. 

The food plants in Europe are listed as Trifolium (clover) and 
Medicayo sativa (lucerne, alfalfa). In this country all kinds of 
clovers, including Trifolium pratense, T. incarnatum, °T. hybridum, 
and T. repens are eaten, as well as alfalfa and sweet clover ( Melil tus 
alba). Webster’reported white clover being eaten in preference to 
red in Ohio, but other observers, including the present writers, have 
noted that red clover and alfalfa are more often chosen. Both 
larve and adults will feed on beans, and the adults have been 

observed eating timothy, burdock, soy bean, and the flowers of 
goldenrod. W. H. Larrimer observed beetles feeding on corn 
foliage at McFarland, Kans., August 10, 1915. 

In Europe this species has several times been reported as injurious locally, but 

only for short periods. The earliest record I have found is Villa’s statement at the 
time of the outbreak in the region of Lombardy in 1868 when he says that Moretti 
in a revised edition of Gene’s publication in 1853 reports this species as injuring 
clover and believes that this referred to a previous serious injury about 1834-35. * * * 

In 1868 the species caused serious damage in Northern Italy so that a commission 
was appointed to investigate the matter and published several papers giving recom- 

mendations. Targione-Tozzetti in 1879 notes a severe outbreak in the region around 
Florence. It was again injurious in the region of Florence in 1902-3. (Titus 7, p. 

408.) 

The first record of the destructive work of this species in America 
occurred at Barrington, Yates County, N. Y., in 1881 and 1882, but 
since that time it has been controlled largely by an epidemic fungous 
disease. The clover-leaf weevil has spread rapidly over the country, 
and outbreaks have occurred repeatedly, but usually have been. 
checked before serious damage was done. The most notable of 
these late outbreaks occurred in Michigan and persisted for a year 
or two before the fungus succeeded in checking the insect. In this 
connection Pettit (5, p. 46) records that cattle pastured on clover 
at the time the larve were being destroyed by this fungous disease 
were made seriously ill, and so many complaints were received in 
Michigan that it was advised that cattle be kept out of clover pas- 
tures until the bodies of the dead larve had dropped to the ground. 

LIFE HISTORY. 

LIFE CYCLE. 

The life history of this species was first studied in the United 
States by Riley (6, p. 171-179) in 1882, and Folsom’s paper on clover 
insects in 1909 (3, ». 155-164) gives much additional information. 

Numerous other writers have added notes on the distribution, habits, 
and life history, and these have been drawn on by the authors. The 
life cycle is one year according to observations made by the present 
writers, which agrees with the results obtained by Folsom. Briefly, 
the life cycle is as follows: 
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The eggs are laid in or on different parts of the clover or alfalfa 
plant, more often in a puncture on the stem or leaf sheath or on the 
outside of these parts in the fall of the year between September 8 
and November 29. The eggs laid previous to October 25 hatch the 
same fall, and hibernate as first, second, and third instar larvee while 
those laid after October 25 usually remain over winter as eggs, and, 
except in the case of eggs laid quite late, hatch the following March. 
The larve feed on the foliage of their hosts and become full grown 

_by the last of May, when they spin cocoons at or just below the 
surface of the soil, pupating therem and issuing as adult beetles in 
June or July. The beetles feed on foliage of clover intermittently 
until September when they mate, and soon thereafter egg laying 
begins. 

, Since the period of oviposition extends over a number of weeks and, 
furthermore, eggs laid late in the season do not hatch until spring, 

Fig. 7.—Diagram illustratmg life history of the clover-leaf weevil and indicating the abundance of the 

different stages during the season in the latitude of La Fayette, Ind. 

the various stages greatly overlap. The accompanying diagram (fig. 
7) illustrates graphically the life cycle of Hypera punctata. 

The experiments made by the authors were not started until Sep- 
tember 8, 1915, but some of the beetles collected September 1 had 
oviposited previous to September 8. 

The eggs are laid in the fall during September, October, and the 
first two weeks in November, although oviposition was observed as 
late as November 29 in 1915. Females laid during periods of 64 to 68 
days and individuals laid the following numbers of eggs: 74, 83, 108, 
162, 166, 176, 181, 196, 287. Following the last oviposition the 
females lived from 1 to 16 days, and all the males and females used 
in the experiments in the fall of 1915 and kept out of doors under 
normal conditions were dead by February 18, 1916. 

The beetles laid consistently between September 8 and November 
15, there bemg a marked increase in the numbers laid between 
October 15 and November 15. After November 15 the laying 
records were scattered. It was noticeable that none of the eggs 
laid after October 21 hatched previous to March 1, 1916, except 
in one case when eggs laid October 25 hatched during a period of 
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mild weather between December 20, 1915, and February 18, 1916. 
Since eggs laid after November 13, in 1915, failed to hatch the follow- 
ing spring, it appears that partial development of the embryo previous 
to cold weather is necessary to enable the egg to survive the winter. 
Approximately 30 per cent of the eggs overwintering in vials hatched, 
but it is probable that this is below the normal under natural 
conditions. 

The eggs, which are a watery yellow when laid, soon grow darker yel- 
low and early in the fall turn dark in from 2 to 6 days. The last laid 
eggs may retain their yellow color through the winter, all development 
being arrested. Early in the fall the eggs that have darkened become 
sculptured in a day or two, but later on the time elapsing between 
these changes may be lengthened to weeks or months. The next no- 
ticeable change in the egg is the rapid pigmentation of the head of 
the embryo which appears beneath the shell as a distinct round black 
spot. In the early fall the egg hatches in from 1 to 3 days after this 
change, although later such eggs may go through the winter in this 
condition or may hatch during some of the mild winter days. 

During the fall of 1915 the shortest egg period was 13 days, the 
eges being laid September 10, and the longest period, excepting for 
overwintering eggs, was 46 days, the eggs in this case being laid 
October 21. The average of the records of 50 lots of eggs between 
September 8 and October 21 was 25.8 days. 

Just previous to hatching the embryos are active within the egg 
and can be seen moving around. They emerge by cutting a small 
round hole large enough for the larva to pass through, usually near. 
one end of the egg. The eggshells are never eaten by the larvee after 
they have emerged. The larve will commence feeding at once if 
placed on clover leaves, but may live a long time without food, as in 
the case of those hatching during the winter. The length of the 
larval stages is very variable in the fall, for feeding is suspended 
during adverse weather and resumed in mild. The shortest time 
secured for the first stage was 13 to 14 days, for the second stage 
12 to 14 days, and for the third stage 10 days. No fourth-stage larvee 
were obtained in these experiments during the fall as the cold weather 
sent the larve into hibernation. ‘Table IT summarizes the lengths of 
the different stages and larval instars as observed at La Fayette, 
Ind., in the spring and early summer. 

Numerous larve were collected on different dates during the 
winter to determine the ages of the wintering larvee and the results 
of such collections are given in tabular form in Table III. No 
adults were found by the authors but Folsom (3) records that hiber- 
nating adults collected in the sprmg were much enfeebled and unable 
to lay eggs. He suggests the possibility of a second generation of 
beetles farther south which hibernate and oviposit in the spring, 
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and observations made by different members of the Bureau of Ento- 
mology would indicate that ovipositing beetles in the latitude south 
of southern Indiana are capable of laying fertile eggs in the spring 
and that two broods sometimes, if nor ordinarily, occur annually. 

The larve have often been observed feeding during the mild days 
of winter on the small leaves at the crown of the clover plant. In 
the early spring the larve commence to feed as soon as the clover 
starts its growth, but feeding and growth are intermittent, due to 
climatic changes, so that larve of all stages may be found during 
April and May. Larve in the first three instars are most numerous 
in April, but beginning with May there is a gradual falling off in 
numbers of larve in the first two instars, those in the third and 
fourth predominating. By the end of May few active larve remain 
and by June 20 practically all have completed their growth and spun 
their pupal cocoon. Tables II and III give the number of days 
passed in different stages and the dates of their occurrence in the 
field. 

Taste I1.—Hypera punctata: Length of larval and pupal periods. 
[ 
| 

Number: ,,-.. | baa 
Stage. WitggeniTe Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- 

ples. mum. | mum. aces 

| Days. | Days. | Days. 
IPSC HNStAIS Soe ac ce a ees ox de wa wd awen cee Se es | 6 | 17 ER is 
ECON GSES ba eae tee re ae oe miae seems seas 19 4 15 | 10 

ane Third instar -....-.....---.-----------------+-------- | 23 | 4 13 | SE 
er eae HounLnaANS Alencaoes cess a2 + = see oo assesses eee 32 | 8 21 | {41 

Spinnin CO COON Sposa cl 2 eee ae Seen ee 37 | 1 2 | fer 
ETE PUP Aes oes oe cereale oe as ee aoe ence eee 44 | 1 10 | 40 

FEU B Eee rea toe 8 Sows woe Jb s v2 2 see nse Se we ae ees | 58 | 5 16 ee 
Length of time remaining in cocoon after adult........---..--.-------- 56 | 1 5 Dee 

TABLE I11.—Hypera punctata: Stages occurring in field at different dates. 

| | 
Fourth) Pre- 
stage. | pupa. 

| First 
| stage. 

Second | Third Date collected. Stage. | stage. Pupa. 

kr OLD BR O1W HO WOO mI 

15131°—20—Bull. 922——2 
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The cocoon (fig. 6) is spun in an ovat cell made by the larva in the 
soil just beneath the surface or among the stems and rubbish at the 
base of the clover plant. This cell is formed by the larva turning 
around and around with its body in the characteristic curved posi- 
tion and is smoothed with its head. The spinning is done by the 
mouth but the bulk of the spinning material is drawn from the anus 
and every few minutes during the construction of the cocoon the 
larva reaches back to the anus for a fresh supply. Knab (4) shows 
by his dissections of these larve that there is an enormous develop- 
ment of the malpighian tubes and reasonably supposes that the 
bulk of the spinning material primarily arises in these tubes and is 
drawn from the anus by the larva. He further observes that the 
necessarily smaller amount of silk produced by the silk glands which 
open into the mouth may be used in waterproofing the other materials, 
for he has noticed the larva passing its mouth along the threads 
after they have been drawn out and put in place. 

The cocoon is spun in from 1 to 2 days and the larva pupates 
within four days after the cocoon is completed. In one instance at 
La Fayette, during excessively hot weather, a larva pupated within 
a day after completing the cocoon, and in another instance under 
adverse conditions this prepupal period extended over 10 days. The 
newly formed pupa is pale green but later changes to yellow and 
finally to a brownish color. 

The beetle issues 5 to 16 days after pupation, the average pupal 
period, according to our observations, being 11 days. The adult is 
at first soft and pale green, the wings protruding beyond the elytra, 
the pupal and larval skins remaining as a small shriveled pellet at 
an end of the cocoon. The elytra gradually become silver, iri- 
descent, and pale green through which the maculations are faintly 
visible, the ventral surface of the abdomen is pale green, the lower 
part of the head reddish brown, the prothorax tan colored. The 
wings are soon withdrawn beneath the elytra and within 24 hours 
the insect has become mature, after which the beetle issues by eating 
an irregular hole in the cocoon. The first beetles issuing at La 
Fayette in 1916 emerged on May 26 and the last June 26, although 
other observers in the same latitude give the period of greatest 
emergence as the last week in June, the period of emergence extend- 
ing from May 9 to July 15. 

After emergence the beetles feed during the night and conceal 
themselves during the day under rubbish or in cracks in the ground. 
They feed steadily for about two weeks, after which they become 
semidormant and remain inactive until about the first of Septem- 
ber, whereupon they become sexually active. 
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COPULATION. 

As stated, the beetles resume activity the last of August or the 
first of September. The record of copulation for one pair reads 
September 15, October 4, 8, 14, 17, 27, and November 7, the female 
of this pair laying 196 eggs between September 25 and November 
27. As these beetles were examined but once or twice each day 
probably only a few of the copulations were observed. Mating 
probably takes place normally during the day, for beetles in copula 
have been collected in the field only at this time. 

OVIPOSITION. 

The records of other writers give as places of oviposition the 
ground, base of plant, stems, and the inside of dead stems. Careful 

‘ search was made in the field for eggs during the laying season, but 
only three were found, these being placed singly on dead stems. 
In the breeding cages the beetles rarely laid on the ground but in or 
on some portion of the plant. When fed alfalfa they laid the eggs 
singly in punctures in the stem. (Fig. 3.) Sometimes it seemed 
impossible for the beetle to make punctures enough to contain all 
the eggs she wished to lay, so she would fasten several in a mass 
on the stem by means of a rapidly drying secretion. When fed 

' clover the females practically always laid inside the petiole or the leaf 
sheath; and if these were not present and only stems provided, the 
eggs were laid as in alfalfa. In laying the eggs in the petioles the 
female usually cut a hole with her mandibles just large enough to 
admit one egg at a time, through the side of the petiole, but in the 
case of an old matured petiole a cavity would be made into which 
the ovipositor could be thrust and from 1 to 23 eggs laid, part of 
which would be pushed up and part down the stem. Measurements 
showed that the eggs were sometimes pushed in the petiole as far as 
34 mm. above and 6 mm. below the puncture. Unless the last egg 
was left in the opening, as infrequently occurred, the opening practi- 
cally healed before the eggs hatched. In case the petiole was solid, 
the inside would be eaten out and the eggs laid as before. It was 
noticeable that petioles and their leaves never appeared to be injured 
when eggs were laid in them. The eggs were also readily laid in the 
sheath at the base of the petiole, a tiny hole being cut through its side 
and a mass of eggs deposited within, as many as 33 eggs being laid 
by one female at one time in this way. In all the experiments the 
largest number of eggs laid by one female at one time was 34, 18 to 25 
being common. The eggs are usually laid at night but some were 
recorded between 8 and 9 a.m., and it was noticeable that there was 
a marked tendency to lay during the day in the fall when the nights 
were very cold. 
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HABITS. 

The young larve feed during the day, largely on the underside of 
the leaves, eating small holes in them. Whether they feed from the 
underside because it is more protected or because there are more 
epidermal hairs for them to cling to is not known. After the third | 
molt they eat patches from the edges of the leaves, feeding only at 
night, and dropping to the ground when disturbed, curling themselves 
tightly end to end. During the day they lie polled at the base of the 
plant, hiding under dead leaves and other débris. 

The larve are legless but are supplied with pairs of vaueculne 
fleshy tubercles on the ventrum of the segments and these are used 
in grasping epidermal hairs, edges of leaves, etc. The young larvee 
move about by grasping the epidermal hairs with their mouths, the 
folds between segments, and the transverse folds. Older larve 
ascend petioles spirally, using the muscular abdomen as a means of 
locomotion, and with each successive advance securing a new hold 
with the mouth and forepart of the body. As this is repeated, the 
larve move around and around the stem with a spiral motion. 

When handled, the larve will often emit a greenish saliva, which 
appears to be for defensive purposes, and in addition may pass their 
blackish semiliquid waste. 

The young larva molts by first coiling itself about a bunch of 
epidermal hairs and then crawling out of the larval skin, which opens 
in the head region, leaving the empty skin coiled around the hairs. 
The larve have never been observed to eat the cast skins. 

The adult, after casting off the pupal skin, which shrivels to a small 
pellet at one end of the cocoon with the last larval skin, scon eats its 
way out and feeds during the summer, ragging the clover leaves and 
sometimes eating the plants to the ground. During the day they 
usually hide under rubbish or in cracks in the ground but have been 
observed to feed, and many have been collected by sweeping the 
tops of clover plants at this time. 

FEEDING EXPERIMENTS. 

Feeding experiments were conducted at La Fayette, Ind., to 
determine the amounts of clover foliage eaten by Hypera punctata 
at different seasons and during the larval and adult stages (Table IV). 
The amount of food eaten by individual larve averages 3.09 square 
inches of red clover foliage from 25 examples studied, and of this 
amount 2.48 square inches, or approximately 80 per cent, is con- 
sumed during the last instar. Comparatively small amounts of leaf 
tissue are eaten during the first three instars—0.019 square inch being 
eaten during the first, 0.087 in the second, and 0.504 in the third 
instar (Table V and fig. 8). 
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As has already been noted, the beetles begin to feed immediately 
upon issuing in May and June and continue for a period of about 
two weeks. They then become dormant and do not resume feeding 
until early in September, coincident with the beginning of sexual 
activity. During the early period of feeding the foliage is the 
principal part of the clover plant eaten, but in late fall the beetles, 
and especially the females, show an increasing tendency to feed upon 
the stems and petioles. 

Fic. 8.—Diagram showing average comparative amounts of clover 

foliage consumed by larve of the clover-leaf weevil in their different 
instars. 

The life of the adult, therefore, is divided into two distinct feeding 
periods, separated by one of inactivity during the months of July 
and August. During the first active feeding period enough nourish- 
ment is taken to tide the insect over midsummer when but little food 
isavailable. Beetles deprived of foliage immediately after emergence 
from the cocoon die within a few days. According to experiments 
made by the writers, the average amount of clover foliage eaten by 
individual beetles prior to the inactive summer period, during what 
might appropriately be termed the predormant period, is 3.28 
square inches, which is consumed in an average of 23.5 days. Beetles 
issuing late in May become dormant late in June, while those emerging 
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from the middle to the end of June do not stop feeding until early in 
July. The amount of foliage eaten during the postdormant period, 
that is, after the summer inactive period, is 1.48 square inches and 
extends over an average of 82 days, that is, not one-tenth as much 
per day as is eaten in the predormant stage (Table VI and fig. 9). 

The amount of food consumed by the individual beetle during its 
entire adult stage averages 4.76 square inches, 0.045 of an inch per 
day during the feeding periods. The feeding by the beetles is there- 
fore so slow and gradual that they seldom do an appreciable amount 
of injury except when in unusual numbers. On the other hand, the 
larva needs approximately 2 square inches less of foliage for its 
development than is eaten by the adult, but of the 3.09 square inches 
of leaf eaten by each larva, 2.48 inches are consumed during the last 
instar, which occupies a period of 10 days or less, and the large amount 
of foliage taken in so short a period greatly increases the liability of 
injury. 

Fic. 9.—Diagram showing the comparative amounts of clover foliage 

eaten by adult beetles of the clover-leaf weevil during the different 

months of the season.! 

Tables IV, V, and VI give the amounts of clover foliage eaten by 
adults and larve. 

Tape [V.— Average amounts of clover foliage eaten by adult and larva of Hypera punctata. 

Average |Average 
St amount | length | Average 
plage. food | feeding | per day. 

eaten. | period. 

Days. 
23.5 0. 139 
82.0 009 
18.6 - 001 
10.0 008 
8.5 . 059 

14.0 177 
61.1 06 

105.5 . 038 

1 The beetle consumes at least an equalamount ofstem during this period and this could not be measured. 

1 As recorded in Table IV, at least an equal amount of stem is eaten in the fall in addition to the foliage, 

and due consideration is taken of this fact. 
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Taste V.—Amount (inches) of clover foliage eaten by larve of Hypera punctata. 

First Second | Third | Fourth 
Cage No. instar. | instar. | instar. | instar. | T°t@!- 

Lai. D454: 
Shige these ee a 0.0025 | 0.08 0.66 2.14 3.1425 
ppp et i, ee Fe Se ee... 005 1 2525 | 2.4121 2. 7696 
EE. sens seo cuba o eas eee ae a ee pa -005 055 195 | 2.415 2.67 
peti i gee ie de ele ek ee 0025 | 005 62436 | 2.80052) 3.4414 

3. 09076 
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TaBLeE VI.—Amounts (inches) of clover foliage eaten by beetles of Hypera punctata. 

DURING PREDORMANT PERIOD, 

Num- Amount of foliage eaten during— 
ber of | Date of Date Motel? | oo es 

Cage No. beetles} emer- | stopped |feeding Sex. 

ere ORES feeding. | period May. | June. |} July. | Total. 

Days 
DBOS aL Rie et eon eee as 1] May 25 | June 20 26 1.36 3 
IDB63 Diteeemeee ay soc. Semen 1} May 26 | June 14 19 It) 3 
W338 ions ce tae ote tc oe 1| May 28 | June 20 23 25 3 
363M erin eossesc eae ce hek 1/ June 3 | June 27 ye eereee fe) 
IDS088 eaot eee tec scee one 1| June 4 | June 30 26) |oscoleee Q 
MS63t Reta sco sacs eee aea: ieee C Of =2d0. Q6ulesiccnite Q 
gD 1G ogee ne eae near 1} June 13 | July 5 284 Ses cmsiee Q 
W36sad We ea teases: lass 1| June 15 | July 8 7 eee Q 
D363a8s se. ener ose acc 1) June 17 | July 7 AW i saseree'sie'= Q 
WD SG8A exec sarciy-< cot emenne 2| June 27} July 10 QA: Nome euk oe oP 
D5O8C sce eta to 2|...do. July 8 DORE Mee 3 
(D5G80 as ecser ee eee 2|..-do. July 10 QAtl et aeces 1 boQ 

Motalaverace per beetles. |252...66.|o senses see lesen cece 23.5 05 

DURING REPRODUCTIVE PERIOD. 

Num- | Amount of foliage eaten during— 
ber of Total 

Cage No. beetles ericd. | BOX: 
per | Sep- | Octo- |Novem-| Decem-| P&0¢- 

cage. jtember.| ber. ber. ber. 
° 

2 | 0.152 0.792] 0.498} 0.149 | 1.591 | gO 
By lesa sade . 754 . 228 -032 | 1.014 |h¢ 99 
2] .104 1. 240 - 430 - 232 | 2.006 | o 
2} .080 922 - 283 - 155 | 1.440 3 
2] .045 640 - 459 -346 | 1.490 | 3 
2| .436 818 - 440 -280 | 1.974 | o 
2] .249 461 - 503 -195 | 1.408 | 3 
22 |e 285 D221. aaa eo eevee 1.506 | g 
2 - 806 - 505 - 138 | 1.449 | o 
2 |. -844 | 1.341 -690 | 2.875 | 3 
3 376 - 563 -136 | 1.075 |g¢O9 

Betas - 0965 . 369 239 O11 | .7155 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

The most important check on the abundance of Hypera punctata 
is the fungous disease Empusa sphaerosperma Fres., which kills the 
Jarve in vast numbers during the months of April and May and again 
in October and November. This disease is epidemic, and contagion 
so rapid and thorough that in from two to four weeks it is almost im- 
possible to find living individuals where previously there were 
thousands. 

The sick larve of all ages crawl up the herbage during the night, and instead of 

again concealing themselves near the ground on the approach of light, as the healthy 

ones do, ascend as high as possible, and if on grass, coil themselves in a horizontal 
position about the apex of the blade, or if on other objects, take a position as nearly 

similar as the shape of the object permits. If disturbed before the middle of the fore- 

noon the majority are still able to crawl, although sluggishly; by noon most of them 

are quite dead, but unchanged in appearance. . . . Late in the afternoon, the body 

has changed from the normal yellowish or pea green and smooth appearance to vel- 

vety gray. The next morning there is only a small, blackened and shriveled mass 

remaining, while the surrounding foliage is powdered with a whitish, clinging dust, 

composed of the spores of the fungus. (J. C. Arthur (1, p. 285-289).) 
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The fungus mycelia ramify through the body of the larva, absorb 
the body fluids, but do not penetrate the tracheal or alimentary tract. 
A portion of the mycelium pushes out through the ventral side of the 
larva and forms rhizoids attaching the larva securely to its support. 
Other mycelial threads push out from other portions of the body and 
form a gray velvety coating over the body of the larva. On the tip of 
some of these branches is formed a spore which is projected forcibly 
into the air to infect other larve with which it may come in contact. 
These are the temporary spores and germinate at once to infect new 
hosts. Resting spores are also formed and these develop in the body of 
the larva and are capable of retaining their virility for a longer time. 

This disease is well distributed in the United States and attacks 
numerous other insects, among them the common cabbage worm 
(Pontia rapae L.), mosquitos, flies, ichneumon wasps, and certain 
leafhoppers. 

According to Riley the larva of a smail beetle (Collops quadrimac- 
ulatus Fab.) feeds on the eggs of the clover-leaf weevil and one of 
the tiger-beetles (Cicindela repanda Dej.) probably preys on the 
larve. In Europe several larval parasites are known but none have 
been recorded from this country. H. L. Parker, of the Bureau of Ento- 
mology, collected a clover-leaf weevil larva at Hagerstown, Md., April 
30,1915, bearing atachinid egg, but the adult was not reared therefrom. 

Poultry, especially turkeys and chickens, are fond of the larve 
~ and beetles, and if given the opportunity will consume large numbers. 

Birds are valuable and important naturai checks on this insect and 
according to the Bureau of Biological Survey (2, p. 7), 
The common or large clover-leaf weevil is the prey of 25 species of birds. The 

nighthawk, crow, red-headed woodpecker, purple martin, and crow blackbird have 
the best records for the destruction of adults, and the Savannah and vesper sparrows 
of the larve. 

In literature we find the following birds listed as feeding on Hypera 
punctata: 

AMMETICAN COW! = 23-56. 54. 0222. Corvus brachyrhynchos. 
Bobolink.....................-.-Dolichonyx oryzivorus. 
"5 /O] Diya hes is eee a Colinus virginianus. 
Waroindins sate ste te 8 Io Dumetella carolinensis. 
Crowablackibird= 93-222. 2.82 Quiscalus quiscula. 
inieke pees - .Colaplesaunatius: 
Horiedatkease ioe to one Otocoris alpestris flava. 
Rene pirdeesse2-2)-- 2-2 - 8 Tyrannus tyrannus. 
IMeadowilankens 52 hh: Sturnella magna. 
Nicci trasyy keer eke ee Be Chordeiles virginianus. 
Burpleamartin 25. 2228s 1 Progne subis. 
Red-headed peo Re Oe Melaner pes erythrocephalus. 

Robin... See ee ELON ESLLCIS “MLGT ALON VUES: 
Soamine 

1 Spay WS) ie 2 a eH Passer domesticus. 
Rano ans 2s nara ae Passerculus sandwichensis savanna. 
MCS Pebe ee si 5) eee Poccetes gramineus. 

WOOK PEWECls..c0- 22 cig toe Contopus virens. 
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Toads and frogs sometimes prey upon the weevils. Mr. T. S. 
Wilson, of the Bureau of Entomology, found one adult in a toad’s 
stomach at Wellington, Kans., July 12, 1915, and Mr. H. L. Parker 
found 11 adults and one pupa of Hypera punctata in the stomachs 
of four frogs (Rana sp.) collected at Bridgeport, N. Y., December 6, 
1915, out of 14 examined. 

CONTROL. 

The outbreaks of this insect are eventually suppressed by the 
fungous disease mentioned and, except in rare cases, before serious 
damage is done. Often what promises to be a serious attack is wiped 
out by the disease just as it seems to appear most threatening, or, 
as was the case in 1917, the weather conditions may enable the clover 
to make a rank growth and overcome injury by the larve, even 
though they may be present in enormous numbers. 

Usually the need of remedial precautions does not become apparent 
until toolateto apply practical measures. The insect does not ordina- 
rily become abundant in a clover field until the second season, and inlo- 
calities where it is known to occur in occasional or frequent abundance 
itis a good practice to pasture lightly all first-year clover in the fall or to 
clip it back in spring and further to hinder the increase of this insect in 
thelocality by thoroughly plowing under the second year crop in the fall. 

Other measures, such as burning clover fields in winter, rolling, 
dragging, and flooding, have been advised, but the practical value of 
these measures has not been proved; and clipping and plowing under 
clover at the end of the second season, in themselves valuable in 
the control of other clover insects as well as being good farm prac- 
tices, seem all that is necessary, as a rule, for prevention of injury 
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CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF THE WORK. 

To determine the requirements of milk production and to obtain 
data which would aid in improving milk-production methods, the 
United States Department of Agriculture, through the Dairy Divi- 
sion, Bureau of Animal Industry, began a series of studies in 1915. 
These studies were made in detail on practical dairy farms in various 
market milk centers of the United States, and the project with 
which this bulletin deals was undertaken in a market milk section 
of Vermont. 

The work of this project, which was located in Addison County, 
was begun on all but three of the herds in November and December, 
1916, and on these three in March, 1917. Although the records of 
the last three herds were not completed until March, 1919, they are 
included and reported with the records of the herds completed in 
December, 1918. 
Lge 
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The project was located in this section because most of the milk 
produced was market milk. The milk from the farms was hauled 
to central receiving stations for shipment to New York City, and 
the equipment and methods used in the production and handling 
of the milk were subject to the supervision of sanitary inspectors 
from the city, who visited the dairies regularly. The figures reported 
show the relation of the various factors used in producing milk in 
the section studied and probably approximate the requirements of 
similar sections, but they do not apply to dairying in sections where 
other conditions and management prevail. The herds and farms 
represented typical conditions in the section studied, and the co- 
operation of members of cow-testing associations was obtained. 

The quantities of feed and labor are expressed in pounds and hours 
instead of money cost, so that current prices may be applied. 

METHODS USED IN OBTAINING THE DATA. 

The figures are actual records obtained by regular monthly 24- 
hour visits to 17 farms during the first year+ and 18 farms during the 
second year. The record work was continued for the second year on 
11 of the 17 farms visited the first year. 

The field agents of the department. recorded in detail all available 
information relative to the dairy business, including the amounts and 

classes of labor, feeds, bedding, pasture cost, amount of milk sold and 
used on the farm, and current expenses for the month. Accurate data 
on calves and first-hand information on methods of handling manure 
were systematically collected. 
By obtaining records? on every dairy regularly each month fen in- 

fluence of unusual circumstances at the time of any particular visit 
was lessened, and by using the records of all the herds for each month 
complete data for each month, season, and year were obtained. Data 
were obtained for two entire years in order to compare one year with 
the other in the same section and to increase the amount of data for 
study. 

At the beginning and end of each year the fieid agent took an in- 
ventory of the dairy buildings, livestock, and equipment used in the 
care of the herd and its products. On his regular monthly inspection 
tour he arrived at the first farm of a group in time to observe the first 
labor operations connected with the evening chores. With watch in 
hand he noted and recorded the minute each labor operation connected 
with the dairy was begun and ended. The labor operations during 
the next day were recorded in the same manner. 

1 Howard B. Cannon carried on the field work during the first 6 months, until it was 

taken cover by Ralph P. Hotis. 

2 Copies of the blanks and description of the methods used can be obtained on applica- 

tion to the Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry. 
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The field agent also verified the records of feeds that were being 
fed on the inspection day, recording the kind, quantity, cost, and de- 
scription of each, and compared them with the quantities recorded by 
the cow tester in the cow-testing-association books. 

The quantity of milk sold and receipts each month were obtained, 

and the whole milk used by the proprietor and his help or fed to 
calves which were being raised was measured or weighed and used as 
a basis for determining the amount kept on the farm during the 
month. 

Each dairyman kept an itemized account of expenses which were 
incurred between the monthly visits, and these items were recorded 
by the field agent. A monthly record was also kept of the purchase or 
sale of cows, calves, and hides. Outside bull service and other mis- 
cellaneous information relating to the herd were recorded. The field 
agent aiso noted the condition and methods of handling the manure 
and reported it each month. 
When all the labor operations about the dairy had been completed 

for the day at the first farm, the field agent drove to the next farm in 
time to observe the labor operations connected with the evening chores. 
This program was followed each day until Saturday afternoon, when 
he returned to his official headquarters and finished his reports for 
the week’s work. The same program was followed each week, so that 
each farm under observation was visited for a working day every 30 
days throughout the two years. 

WINTER AND SUMMER FEEDING. 

Since the winter and summer seasons have a marked influence on 
the principal factors entering into the cost of producing milk, the 
results have been computed separately for those periods. The 
months from November to April, inclusive, represent the winter 
season, and from May to October the summer season. 

The various tables found in this bulletin are based upon figures 
obtained during the two years of the study, and the weighted average 
of the two-year records was used whenever it would more accurately 
express the result. The weighted average was obtained by giving 
each item a different weight-in the average according to its relative 
importance. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE HERDS. 

The principal dairy breeds were well represented by grade and 
purebred animals, but the Holsteins were most numerous. During 
the first year records were obtained on 17 herds having an average 
size of 26.1 cows, with an average annual production, per cow, of 
5,415 pounds of milk, testing 4.0 per cent butterfat. Eighteen herds 
were studied during the second year. These herds had an average 
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of 22.4 cows, with an average annual production of 5,111 pounds 
of 3.9 per cent milk per cow. 

Out of each 100 cows during the two years, 58 freshened during 
the winter six months and 27 during the summer six months, while 
15 cows did not drop calves during the year. Thus there were 85 
calves each year for every 100 cows in the herds. During the first 
winter the cows were dry 2.7 months (average) before dropping 
calves and 2.2 months during the second winter. In the first summer 
the cows were dry for 2.5 months before calving and 2.7 months 
during the second summer. ‘The .difference between the number of 
cows freshening in the winter and in the summer indicates that the 
cows were not bred to freshen uniformly throughout the year. The 
larger number of calves born during the winter does not mean that 
winter dairying was practiced to so great an extent as the number of 
cows freshening at that time would seem to indicate, for most of 
these cows freshened in the latter part of the winter and were really 
“summer cows.” 

REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCING 100 POUNDS OF MILK. 

As the price of milk is generally based on 100-pound quantities, 
the requirements for milk production were based on this unit. The 
results are given in Table 1 and the credit for calves and manure in 
Table 2. 

TABLE 1.—Unit requirements, ercept charge for management, for producing 100 
pounds of milk in winter and in summer. 

Winter. | Summer. 
Average Average 

Ttem. pe | OL tWwoo |= ee | OREO 

1916-17 | 1917-18 | Winters.) 4917 101g ee Sunes: 

Feed: 
Purchased concentrates...... pounds. . 29.0 a0: 2 29.6 <hed 9.2 8.1 
Home-grown grains..........--- ote: 3.2 3.8 3.5 At) .6 .6 

Totalconcentrates..........-- dos-ec 32.2 34.0 | 33.1 Ca 9.8 8.7 

Noncommercialroughage.-..... doze Lit 12 1.2 3.4 a) 2.1 
Commercial roughage: j 
Carbohydrate hay............ Gotcee 108. 7 121.4 114.7 10.4 18.2 13.9 
Begumo:hay =: .6 22s esecceses do. =. 18.2 9.4 14.0 2.9 2.6 2.7 

Total dry roughage..-...... dose: 128.0 132.0 129.9 16.7 21353 18.7 

Silage and other succulent roughage = 
AE Sha Eee cy. ee ae pounds.. 193.2 189.2 191.3 19.9 37.4 27.8 

IPASTULO st es seca noses cee ase e ee es ACTOSEN | Seles cacce a eee aac scents cues 09 ollit .10 
Bedding: ieee eso see es wesce en pounds... 10.0 12.5 LL.2 aon cuceccclegcies saculeseceocnce 
Hauling and grinding concentrates 

wenduaae Ste teSeeetG cece see sticse OUATS2E |S cease os) Sees aces'ac 02020')| scence |boceccceee 0.005 
Labor 
Human la boreseemecseesseee ce hours 2.7 | 2.7 2.7 1.9 2.1 2.0 
Horselabor:.. $2522 «he aos cclces nie fa) 6 5 6 4 3 4 

Other costs: be 
Building charges....-........ dollars... 0.177 0.174 0.176 0.128 0.140 0.133 
Equipment charges and dairy supplies 

Muatemcic ncn eaacisemseeiere dollars... .077 097 .087 - 056 .078 066 
Motor-truck charges...........- C6 Fo ee a see - 003 002 005 017 -610 
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TaBsLe 1.—Unit requirements, except charge for management, etc.—Continued. 

Winter. renee Summer. Average 

Item. oD | OLtWO ee |, OF two. 

1916-17. | 1917-18) Wis: |< to17 rig, (Suen 

Other costs—Continued. 
Herd charges— 5 

Taxes, insurance, veterinary, 
medicine, disinfectants, and 

' cow-testing associations. dollars. . - 048 . 066 - 056 .035 053 . 043 
Interest on cow investment..... dozees - 098 118 107 O71 -095 - 082 
Cost of keeping bull........-...-.- do... 033 - 063 - 048 -018 046 031 

Total of other costs except ap- 
preciation and depreciation on 
COWSHE ee csc sins isicatelee dollars. . 433 521 -476 313 429 365 

Depreciation on cows.....-.---- does ewes: . 166 SO7D) Wetec cece . 133 . 060 
Appreciation on cows..-....-..- GO saaleboesosada bo. co0éoudlleeonbocccs|lsocosoanddlosbooonaosc |oconoosbde 

Total of other costs ....-... dollars... 433 . 687 . 555 313 562 425 

Notr.—The summaries of the unit requirements are printed in bold-faced type for convenient refer- 
ence. 

TABLE 2.—Credit for calves and manure for each 100 pounds of milk produced. 

inter. Summer. 
Were Average . Average 

Item. TER ORE ee LD) oktWo 

AQIG=17/ |); TOW 1Ss | WARUCES: | 4007 191g Summers. 

Credit for calves..............-- number.. 0.024 | 0.026 0.025 0.009 0.009 0.009 
Credit for manure............-... pounds. . 3 | 394 382 46 68 56 

REQUIREMENTS FOR KEEPING A COW ONE YEAR. 

The requirements for keeping a cow for one year are shown in 
Table 3. It will be noted that there was a wide variation between the 
quantities of purchased and home-grown concentrates fed. Most of 
the dry roughage fed consisted of salable hay. Of course, the differ- 
ence between the quantities of feed used in winter and in summer was 
due to the large amount of pasture grazed during the summer. 

TABLE 3.—Number of cows, average production, and requirements for keeping a 
cow, except charge for management, based on ‘the records obtained for the two 
years, 1916-17 and. 1917-18. 

F Entire 
Item. Winter. Summer. year. 

Number ofcows...... SS REE ISS SET MMR Ses average. . 819.2 874.6 847.0 
PAV OFAC OP LOCUCHIOMMn ss cles coc aeee sc aee ccc fone. oe ee ees pounds. . 2,353 2, 899 5, 252 

Feed: 
urehasediconcentratess 7s. 4. 42-522.) -2eeeeee cies 002-2 696 235 | 931 
FIOMIG-PT OWA STAINS -2 vsccecmsc ns hace eclecico s+ meee nce dots 83 16 | 99 

MGLALCONCEMETALOS Mie = acca. cesar e okcn see eee dow 779 251 | 1,030 

Noncommercial roughages. :..seccueseutee cc. see seee sie. doses 27 | 61 | 88 
Commercial carbohydrate hay........... Eucla acai dong: 2,700 403 | 3, 103 
Commercial dorumeihaye ver... co tscce ence. «jas seeeenee Goss: 330 79 | 409 

Motalidryrourhages=teseccse sssce- tases - ctaene a6HGeS< dors 3, 057 543 | 3, 600 
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TABLE 3.—Number of cows, average production, etc.—Continued. 

ar Entire 
Item. _| Winter. Summer. year 

Feed—Continued. 
Silage and other succulent roughage..................- pounds 4,502 805 5, 307 
Pasture sescceeed Fee wecce eae eee eee a ee es aries ACTOS Ss |Ceeatease nee 3.0 3.0 
Bed Gin gil os ee eee a Sa Seco etre iene 7 aoe ae pounds... 2632. coe ee 263 

Hauling and grinding concentrates.......-.-.--.-------.--- dollars. - 0. 47 0.14 0. 61 

Labor: 
HUMAN TApOns sates tee Sos See nee tose eee ee eee hours. . 64.2 58.8 123.0 
ELOrs Cua DORT tases sec cee one neo nae ome arama dose. 13.7 10.4 24.1 

Other costs: 
Building Charges icc cs heececasce uae sae sae see ee dollars. . 4.13 3. 87 8.00 
Equipment charges and dairy supplies......-..-...-..-.- dozes: 2.04 1.91 3.95 
Motorntruickychargesss=se"s eee meee aac eee ee ae dost . 04 -30 34 
Herd charges— 

Taxes, insurance, veterinary, medicine, disinfectants, and 
cow-testing association, <:...s+is-...<0.biese 2c. dollars... 1.33 1.24 2.57 

Interest on cow investment... .....-..-..------------ do..5 2.52 2.37 4.89 
Costiof keeping bull <... ens 2 sce ge cereus see aiecscc dogas. 1.12 . 89 2.01 

Total of other costs, except depreciation and ayprecia- 
LIOMLON COWS <occce cones oe case eines a Sees dollars. . 11.18 10.58 21.76 

DEpreciation’ OMCOWS A esis ewe desc seen Sete ld do... 1.86 1.74 3. 60 
IA PPreGla OMOMCOWSis.2ses- cece =< saeee rs oeaoeeee es = Ed Recenencoae seosdoseoces|bepseatdodos 

Motaliothor Cost Sles-o= ae secs sae aoe oS eee do.... 13.04 12232 25.36 

1 The small amount of bedding used was partly due to the use of refuse hay and other roughage left in 
the mangers. 

The fact that almost as much labor was required to care for a cow 
in the summer as in the winter probably was due to the lower pro- 
portion of dry cows and.a higher production in the summer, which 
made it necessary to use more labor for milking. 

TABLE 4.—Cost of keeping a cow and per cent increase of the cost for the second 
year over the first. 

Increase 
in cost of 

Item. 1916-17 1917-18 second 
year over 
first year. 

Per cent. 
Reed, pasture; umdipedding. «242. jee eh 2 ak ee le $50. 24 $65. 74 30.9 
SS DOM Ms oe sects hes ca niciSeis aaa eee oe Oe ee a ore ee 20.73 23. 47 13.2 
Other costs except depreciation or appreciation on livestock ....... 19. 67 24.04 ‘ 
Appreciation ON VeStOCk: <2 sscns cs etwerromasicle iecsia e alereieinteisie sn rwisin al wis eeste ellen eerie eer 60.7 
Depreciatiomon livestock: 22 2222s ccc dete ecies oe oe Ree a oe ae Roe esece eee 7.56 

Yearly cost}per.cOWs.2s4.-/--242---- 2 e- ees Oe E Seren 90. 64 120. 81 | 33.3 
Credit forcalvesands*manure:s..2.2...22s- 0-5 cesar ce see 22.32 26. 68 19.5 

An increase in the market price for cows increased the inventory 

so much at the end of the first year that it just balanced the depre- 
ciation on the herd. There was an increase in prices during the 
second year also, but the losses from tuberculosis in a number of 
the herds were large enough to overbalance the increase in market 
values and result in a net depreciation of $7.56 per cow. 
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CREDIT FOR CALVES AND MANURE. 

CALVES. 

Most of the heifer calves were raised or sold to neighbors for rais- 
ing. The grade bull calves were usually vealed, and the whole milk 
sucked from the cows was credited to the herd by crediting the sell- 
ing price of the calves and not the birth value. 

Taste 5.—Credit for calves produced, by years and seasons. 

Year. Seasons. 

Item. = 
‘wo wo 

1916-17 | 1917-18 winters. |Summers. 

IN/UEot Ste Or EAN VGEES eS e kay Se Ries Ae aes eee ey am ee Ree Se Be ae 374 341 481 234 
ROtAlVvalilelOnCaly.eS: <2 2. 2-22 see jes cine e cecee- - 2 dollars. .| 2,275.05 | 2,647.37 | 3,160.99 | 1,761.43 
Averagervalue ofcalves. -. s52....5-.-.2 052.2202 dee dose 6.08 7.76 6.57 7.53 
CRI SHOS TEP GON SSeS ai aie ae a Se aee 0.84 0. 85 0.58 0. 27 
MONOGIE I CIMCON see Oke SARL Ses SEE EY SIGIR 2 dollars. . 5.13 6.56 3.86 2.01 

Since the purebred cows were given the same value as grade cows 
of like producing ability, the purebred bull calves were credited 
to the herds at what they would have been worth when 4 days old 
to fatten for veal and the purebred heifer calves at the value of 
grade heifer calves. 

MANURE. 

The credit for manure was figured after taking the following fac- 
tors into consideration :-Fertilizing constituents in the feeds ;* quanti- 
ties of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash not utilized in the 
bodies of the cows but voided in the manure; the per cent of the 
total manure dropped in the barn; the per cent of manure saved in 
the storing and handling; the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash 
contained in the bedding; and the value of these fertilizing con- 
stituents saved in the manure and bedding, all being figured at 
wholesale prices for commercial fertilizer. 

TABLE 6.—Credit for manure and fertilizing constituents, by seasons. 

Item. Winter. | Summer. 

Manure and bedding saved: Tons. Tons. 
TOURS GCE IE, 6 Resale ce A a ea a Oa 1,862.7 327.9 
SOCOMOBV OMT te een unt uamie ne seer mtorr: i. | SUMMERS Mee NN) BER OS Wa N 1,815. 4 384. 4 
PASOLAL. OS Oli C ONE Seneee moe na ese 82 |, MEATS AS A Bie aN S SOR 8 4.5 0.8 

? Obtained from “ Feeds and Feeding,” by Henry and Morrison. 
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TABLE 6.—Credit for manure and fertilizing constituents by seasons—Continued. 

Winter. Summer. 

Item. Phos- Phos- 
Nitrogen.| phoric | Potash. | Nitrogen.) phoric | Potash. 

acid. acid. 

Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. 
Mantirenet son setae eee ee a eee ee | meoU ns 10 13,005 42,102 7,587 2,525 8,152 
Bedding? iste e222 tee eee ee eee ees 1,145 397 2, B04)|.. Seatac all see Seen eel See 

Total fertilizing constituents -.......- 40,615 13, 402 44,956 7,587 2,525 | 8,152 

Credit percOwee 22 tee eases esas 49.6 16.4 54.9 8.7 2.9 9.3 

The average credit allowed for manure and bedding each year in- 
cludes the manure from the bulls, and represents what was or could 
easily have been saved under local conditions. Since the total cost of 
keeping bulls is charged against the cows, the bull manure is included 
as a direct credit to the herd, and the combined credit was estimated 
to be 5.3 tons per cow. 

The fertilizing constituents in 1 ton of average manure and bed- 
ding from the cows during the winter were estimated to be as follows: 

Pounds 
per ton, 

INitROg ens. Saisie ot 2 ee a ee Eee eee 10.8 

Commercial phosphoric acid=_ = — 5 ee eee 3.5 

Potash ses) ot a Nee ae nt a te eee 11.9 

Without bedding, 1 ton of average winter manure was estimated to 
contain: 

: Pounds 
per ton, 

INCTO PCTS a a ee MI a NOG, 

Commercial phosphori@ acide. === = Bae 2 er ee eee 3.5 

Potashectee 28 Reet Se ro te De 2 I DT See SA ee 11.4 

The fertilizing constituents in the manure and bedding were valued 
at the following prices a pound during the first year: Nitrogen, 21 
cents; commercial phosphoric acid, 6 cents; and potash, 7 cents; and 

during the second year: Nitrogen, 25 cents; phosphoric acid, 6 cents; 
and potash, 7 cents. 

On the average dairy farm the commercial value of manure de- 
pends upon the use to which it is put. The return in dollars depends 
upon the increase in the crops raised and the amount received from 
the sale of these crops. These facts may reduce or increase the value 
of manure below or above the market price of the fertilizing constitu- 
ents contained in it. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR KEEPING A BULL. 

The record on one bull for one month, called a bull month, was 

taken as a working unit. The bulis on about three-fourths of the 
farms were kept in the barn in the summer. This accounts for the 
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comparatively large amount of labor and feed required during the 
summer. 

TABLE 7.—Requirements for keeping a bull, based on averages obtained fron 
the equivalent of 27.1 bulls. 

Average Average Average 
Item. of two of two for 

winters. | summers. year. 

Feed: 
Purchased concentrates.......--.--------------2--00-- pounds... 162 104 266 
HETOME-CTOWA STAINS eee ovals oe ee So eee ese do...- 57 13 70 

Motaliconcentratesss: vases ees ek ee ee eae ec doves: 219 117 336 

Dry roughage:. 
INOnCOMmMerciales 32228 see o tos cone tnt 2 2 Me ae ctae do.... 56 68 124 
Commercial carbohydrate hay -.-.-...-..-..----------- do...- 2,894 2,717 5, 611 
Commercial legume hay ...-..-:..-.-.---.-25.22-22--24- do...- 765 234 999 

Mofalidnyyroughage. jG 052 ko Pee ee oi a do.... 3, 715 3,019 6, 734 

Silage a other succulent roughage.............-.-----.- do...- 1,819 577 2,396 
IB OG Chim oases CUP See Ge NE ae ee eae do...- 269 jee eseyes ee! 269 
Bactaies SEG SABES Sees rE TH ie Bbaees BA MeL SEED Meg dollarsti|s. 213198: 1.92 1.92 

umianylabonsssry 5. yeas) kee eee sy ae hours. . 22.3 15.4 37.7 

Other costs: COC alin? FM By ee 
Interest on builinvestment........--.--.-.-.-.-------- dollars. . 3.06 3855) 6.61 
Bull’s share of buildings.............---.2.---..-------2.. do.... 4.13 3.47 7.60 

Total of HO CME R COSTESIE ets ee ye Meee te en eae do.... 7.19 7.02 14.21 
ApreciavlomoOn DUlle. sul - sess acess aceon uve Lee dome: 1.09 99 2.08 

Total of other costs less appreciation ................-.. do.... 6.10 6.03 12.13 

The appreciation was due to the fact that in the first inventory 
the value of the bulls was placed at $125 a head. While in the herd 
they increased in size and thus increased their selling price when 
sold for beef. 

FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION OF MILK. 

FEED. 

The cost of hauling purchased concentrates varied from 50 cents 
to $1.50 a ton and the grinding charges ranged from 6 cents to 12 
cents for each 100 pounds of grain. The quantities of the different 
kinds of feed were obtained from actual weights made by the cow 
tester during one full day of each month. The Guentlis were also 
checked frequently by the field agent. 

Concentrates is a term applied to grains and to manufactured by- 
products suitable for feeding. The concentrates are low in fiber and 
contain a large amount of nutritive material in a relatively small 
bulk. 
Home-grown grains consist of concentrates commonly grown on 

the farm or in the locality where fed. 
Noncommercial dry roughage applies to corn stover, corn fodder, 

‘and other dry, coarse feeds for which price quotations are not given 
in the trade papers. The term is also applied to hay so foul with 
weeds or so damaged in curing as not to be readily salable. 

157960219 
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Leguminous roughage includes alfalfa, clover, cowpea, soy bean, 
and other legume hays when pure, or when so slightly mixed with 
grasses as not materially to affect the protein content. 

Commercial carbohydrate roughage includes all commercial hays 
except those classified as leguminous roughage. 

PASTURE. 

The pasture cost included the interest on the value of the land, 
the general cost of maintaining the fences, and such other items 
as seeding, cutting weeds, and repair and maintenance of watering 
troughs. The value of the land was obtained by subtracting the 
value of the improvements from the total value of the farm. The 
cost of pasture was distributed over the six summer months on a 
percentage basis. The per cent allowed for each month on each 
farm was estimated as nearly as possible in proportion to the con- 
dition of the pasture and the quantity of feed the herd received 
from the grass each month. The average from the various farms 
gave the following per cents of pasturage for the summer months: 
May, 15 per cent; June, 22 per cent; July, 18 per cent; August, 16 
per cent; September, 15 per cent; October, 14 per cent: 

c LABOR. 

The hours of labor were obtained by actually timing the various 
labor operations performed about the dairy during one entire day 
each month; this time was multiplied by the number of working 
days in that month plus the hours of work done on Sundays. 

TaBLE 8.—Per cent of labor performed and hours per 100 pounds of milk for. 
each class of help. 

WINTER. 

Distribution of work per- Labor per 100 pounds milk 
formed. 

1916-17 | 1917-18 | Average.| 1916-17 | 1917-18 | Average. 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Hours, Hours. Hours. 
IManacers foc secs ctsicosceemccanissoeneseee 41.7 41.7 | 41.7 iiFall Bal hel 
regimen’. scien seo wee Seek eeeee sees 50.3 43.6 47.0 1.4 1.2 18} 

Potal man labors --sceae ee eee 92.0 85.3 | 88.7 2.5 2.3 2.4 
W OM@n fot cece onsite 2c scaseeseae = 3.2 3.8 | 3.5 al od aul 
Boysvand sirls:3 2 23e .-e ose es eo ecas so 4.8 10.9 | 7.8 sal 3 4 

otal oak aie ace we ae | 100.0] 100.0] 100.0 2.7 2.7 2.7 
| | | 

SUMMER. 

Manaverse=2.- hac cviesnexsietsce sce scans 40.2 37.9 39.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Hired Mens 52%. css oes ceteeaececeesees 44.1 40.8 42.4 .8 9 8 

” otal man labor........-..2--+--+--- 84.3 73.7| 8.5/1.6 1.7 1.6 
[WiOMECD 2 52ers soos aee een eee 5.4 4.3 4.9 oil sal oi: 
Boys andipinlssen. oe seen ee eases ee | 10.3 17.0 13.6 | 52 3 3 

opie ee 5 canes Gees | 100.0] 100.0) 100.0 1.9 2.1 | 2.0 
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TABLE 9.—Human lavor required for producing, handling, and hauling 100 
pounds of milk to the shipping platform. 

Winter. Summer. 

: Average of 2 Average of 2 
Kind of work. winters. summers. 

1916-17 1917-18 1917 1918 

Per Per Per Per Per Per 
Hours.| cent. |Hours.| cent. |Hours.| cent. |Hours.| cent. |Hours.| cent. |Hours.| cent. 

Production..... 2.2] 81.0 Pea Ae estith 2: Qe (9:9, 1.5) Whe8 1.6 | 77.3 1.6 77.6 
Handling...... 22, 6.8 m2, 8.2 BP 7.4 52 8.9 e2i 1080 BP 9.4 
Hauling........ a3 |) al 2e2 4] 13.1 soul Lee =2| 1353 fordtes L2e 7 oe 13.0 

Totales2s.22 2.7 ; 100.0 2.7 | 100.0 2.7 | 100.0 1.9 | 100.0 2.1 | 100.0 2.0 | 100.0 

OTHER COSTS. 

The “ other costs” charged against the production of milk did not 
include the interest, taxes, and similar items against the entire farm- 
ing enterprise, but een only the dairy’s share of the buildings and 
equipment. 

BUILDINGS. 

Interest was figured at the customary rate of 5 per cent on im- 
proved real estate on the inventory value taken at the beginning of 
the year. The annual depreciation charge was obtained by dividing 
the first inventory by the number of years it was estimated the build- 
ings would remain in a usable condition. The annual cost of paint- 
ing and repairs was computed. Slate roofs, because of their long 
life and durability, made the depreciation lower on many of the 
buildings. Taxes and insurance premiums were obtained by examin- 
ing the individual tax records and insurance premium receipts. An- 
nual repairs were included in the general charge against the buildings. 
The expense for buildings charged against the dairy was in propor- 
tion to the space used for it. The total amount of these charges 
amounted to 9.5 per cent of the inventory value of the portion of the 
buildings used by the herd. 

EQUIPMENT. 

An inventory was taken at the beginning and end of each year. 
Six per cent interest was charged on the first inventory value. The 
difference between the first inventory plus equipment purchased and 
the inventory taken at the end of the year plus equipment sold con- 
stituted the depreciation. A record of all repairs on equipment was 
kept by the dairyman and given to the field agent each month. The 
total of these charges amounted to 26.3 per cent of the inventory 
value of the equipment. Miscellaneous supplies, such as strainer 
cloths, washing powder, brushes, gasoline, and oil for running ma- 
chines, amounted to 70 cents per cow per year. 
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HERD. 

Each cow and bull was inventoried at the beginning of each year 
at the market value, and to this inventory was added the value of 
animals entering the herd during the year. Interest was figured at 
6 per cent. Each grade cow purchased or sold was recorded at the 
price paid. 

As the requirements for producing milk by a purebred cow are the 
same as by a grade cow of equal productive capacity, it becomes ap- 
parent that her greater value is due to the value of her offspring 
and not the value of her milk. Since the purpose of the bulletin is to 
deal with the requirements for producing milk, raising purebreds 
must be considered as a separate business. In order to avoid the influ- 
ence of the purebred business upon the requirements for producing 
milk, purebred cows have been given the same value as grade cows of 
the same productive capacity and purebred calves have been given 
corresponding grade values. 

Death losses were taken care of in the difference in inventories. 
At the end of the year the inventory value of each animal in the herd 
took into consideration any increase or decrease in value over the first 
inventory. ‘To the second inventory was added the value of cows 
or hides sold during the year. The difference between these amounts 
constituted the depreciation or appreciation. During the first year 
there was no change in the value of the average cow, but during 
the second year the removal of animals with tuberculosis brought 
a heavy depreciation charge which probably had been accumulat- 
ing during past years. Undoubtedly it was much larger than it 
would have been if the herds had been tested regularly for tubercu- 
losis. 

The taxes were obtained directly from the township records, and 
where insurance was carried the amount of the premiums was ob- 
tained from the receipts. The total of all costs against the herds 
amounted to 11.4 per cent of the inventory value taken at the begin- 
ning of each year. 

Such miscellaneous items as veterinary services, medicines, disin- 

fectants, and cow-testing-association dues were the sum total of 
money actually paid out as shown by the monthly records of the 
individual herds. These expenses amounted to $1.78 per cow per 
year. 

The feed, labor, and other costs for keeping the herd sires were 
placed under herd charges and amounted to $2.01 per cow per year. 
The unit requirements for keeping a bull are given in Table 7, so 
that present prices can be used to approximate the present cost. 
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MOTOR-TRUCK CHARGES. 

On some of the farms the milk was hauled by motor trucks during 
a part of the year, and the charge was based directly upon the cost 
of keeping and operating the truck. 

Taste 10.—Per cent relatidnship between the other costs and the capital in- 
vested for all herds. 

eas Equip- Total in- 
Item. Buildings. ararite Herds. eanaiene 

Wapitalinvested a. a0 sss 2s lee $71, 028.50 | $10,461.37 | 369,048.00 | $150, 537,87 
Capital invested, per cow..-..-.--..----- pate: OURS. 83.86 12.35 81 52 177.73 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
ABDEES ER ee eee sce ts Hts Seka aoe oe ee 4.8 6.0 6.0 
ID GSP ECHO 55 Gases Sona ae a oa ae ee SE = bE 2.6 17.8 ee ieee See 
SLE GS) A ajc Ne a or a ea at) a JI QFEA Senor ote re \ 1.0 
ATISHMANCEP eee ese eos saa oh se ee SUL a aoe 28 ST RR Ns ST I (Rn dae “Re ee etal det ies 
Upkeepiand repairs ss i. 22 ssseee eases naan] 9 MBA settee oxees eds ecwmettlee 
Milkine-machine repairs: -<- 2.225... 2e 226522 See | east les TET BE nee OHECOG lemrc SEOeoee 

otpalomothericostSeose cee co-ess sc sen- +s = see 9.5 26.3 11.4 11.5 

The figures at the foot of each of the four columns show the per cent relationship of 
the cost to the capital invested as recorded at the heads of the columns. 

PER CENT COMPARISONS OF FACTORS INVOLVED IN COST OF 
MILK PRODUCTION. 

There was a noticeable difference in the cost of producing milk in 
winter and in summer. The following table shows that the cost of 
the feed was the chief cause of this difference. 

TABLE 11.—Per cent of the 2-year cost of milk production represented by feed, 
labor, and overhead and other costs. 

2 Average of | Average of | Average of 
Cost item. 2 winters. |2summers.| 2 years. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Heed an dibed diner es aceon se ee nats sce See co cee a scat 39.0 10.4 49.4 

AS LUGC See oe a = Sia eiera at nl reryo seis ieiate eo cE Tsioig ole wrsiate seed eb stomyernisiereye cate 5.5 5.5 
GAD OLR eres eee reat ee anise ca Scions = + ue see eine asec oe aaeels 10.8 10.2 21.0 
Other costs except herd inventory variations -..-........---.------ 10.3 10.4 20.7 

Totaicost except herd inventory variations...._.........-....- 60.1 36.5 96.6 
Herdidepreciationec 2 stesso <2 oe ee ee. ee ee eee laf 1.7 3.4 

Moraleostot production. 2-212) ) 2. eee A 61.8 38.2 100.0 
Credits: | 

(SENOS Soe i i ae A i el =a 3.5 2.0 5.5 
Manure San saee ee eee ose cope 5. 3/5 eke mee Se Hees eine | 14.9 2.8 17.7 

Potaltorcalves and manure: -- 2p 54- ..24594ys-45 Sane = 0k | 18.4 4.8 23.2 

The cost of feed, bedding, and pasture in winter was 39 per cent - 
of the yearly cost, while in summer it amounted to 15.9 per cent of 
the yearly cost. It is also interesting to note that the labor cost and 
other costs except the herd inventory variations were practically the 
same in winter and in summer, and also equal to each other, being 
slightly more than 10 per cent in each season for each of the two 
items. The average yearly cost is shown in the last column. 

The percentages obtained show the relationship which existed be- 
tween the various factors under the system of dairy management 
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practiced in this section where many cows freshened in the spring 
and where a large amount of good pasture furnished an abundance 
of feed for “summer dairying.” Although they may approximate 
the relationship found in near-by sections, they can not be applied to 
all sections of the United States. 

DETERMINATION OF THE BULK LINE OF PRODUCTION. 

When it is required to fix a price to represent the cost of produc- 
ing milk for any section or group of dairymen, it is evident that if 
the actual average cost is used for this purpose then one-half of the 
milk is produced at a cost greater than the sum fixed. Therefore, if 
the price of milk is based on the average cost of production it would 
tend to discourage production and decrease the supply. On the 
other hand, the least economical producers should have little influ- 
ence in determining the cost of production for any group of dairy- 
men. 

There is a line on the scale of costs, however, below which the 
greater quantity of the milk is produced. This line, called the bulk 
line, is placed where it will usually include from 50 to 90 per cent 
of the volume of milk produced. It is aimed to cover the cost of 
producing all milk except that produced at extremely high costs. 

Some of the factors to take into consideration in locating the bulk 
line are illustrated in figures 1 and 2. Attention is called to the 
fact that the higher the cost the less the volume of milk produced. 
The horizontal lines which indicate volume of milk are long in the 
middle of the group and the vertical lines are short, but as the cost 
of production increases the vertical lines rapidly increase in length. 

As regards the placing of the bulk line in connection with the 
volume of milk produced in the present investigation, the line for 
the summer of 1917 might have been located in figure 1 at the point 
A, or possibly at C, but hardly at EK, because the rapid increase in 
cost, as shown by the length of the line CD, is not compensated for 
by the extra volume of milk (line DE) produced at the high cost. 

Similarly the line for the summer of 1918 would not be placed higher 
than F. The bulk line for the winter production of 1916-17 (fig. 2) 
might be placed at either A or B, and that for the winter of 1917-18 
at C. 

MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS IN MILK PRODUCTION. 

The lower net feed cost for November as compared with October in 
Table 14 is due to the larger credit for the amount of manure voided 
in the barn. The gross feed and bedding cost is a more accurate 
index of the relationship of the cost of feed in October and 
November. 

It will be noted that during the first year the income from milk 
during each season corresponded very closely to the volume of milk 
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produced. In each year, however, there was no correlation between 

the seasonal production of milk and the gross cost of feed required 
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to produce it. There was no correlation between the feed cost and 
the income from milk, although the per cent of income from milk 
during the second season more nearly corresponds to that of the 
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gross feed cost of producing it than during the first winter. This 
was due to a higher price paid for milk during the second winter. 
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It will be noted that the gross winter feed and bedding cost was 
71.9 per cent and 72.4 per cent, respectively, of the first aril second 
year’s gross feed, pasture, and bedding cost, while the per cent of the 
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year’s milk production for the same season was 42 and 44.5, respec- 
tively. Subtracting the credit for manure and bedding from the cost 
of feed, pasture, and bedding in winter produced a closer correlation 
to the price received for winter milk. However, this did not prove to 
be equally true for the summer season. 

TABLE 12.—Distribution, by months, of milk prices, milk sold and used, feed cost, 
and labor required for two years. 

| 
Feed, | Humanlabor. | Horse labor. 

Price | Year's Year's | ea ped? 
‘ es q| income | Year’s reeds o, | ding cost 

Months and seasons. | "frj99|_ {rom _|milksold p aa” | minus | per 190 Per 100 
3 ounds| Wilk sold | and used.] oq ding | Manure |v ounds Per nn dsj Pe 

of milk,| 224 used. cost. aan milk, | C°W- | milk, | COW: 

credit. 

1916-17. Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Hours. | Hours. | Hours. | Hours. 
WIP ;esandccrseseoasae $2. 20 10.1 Ta 10.3 9.5 1.8 10.9 0.3 1.8 
GRUB OVS) sii el eee Seater 2.11 11.0 13.2 2.4 1.6 15 10.5 3 2.0 
isl beeps eee aaa 2.30 10.5 11. 4 2.2 13 1.8} 10.9 38) 1.9 
INTER eas pesacaedeos 2.79 9.4 8.5 2.8 1.9 2.2 9.7 4 1.7 
September...-.-.-.--- 2.83 8.3 7.4 3.8 2.9 23.2, 8.6 5 1.8 
Octobersie ss 8ee- 3. 40 8.1 6.0 6.6 5.8 2.5 8.0 6 1.9 

Summer eee s--- 2.49 57.4 58. 0 28.1 23.0 1.9 9.8 .A 1.9 

November.........-- 3.08 6.7 ORO, 9.7 4.9 2.9 8.6 .6 1.9 
December.... ---..- 2.74 6.4 5.9 11.8 7.0 3.0 10.0 6) 1.7 
Wan Wayport. 2.61 6.2 5.9} 10.9 6.0 3.4 11.8 1.0 3.4 
ING) SHEE MAE A-cooKasGor 2.52 6.4 6.4 12.2 7.4 eT, 9.7 7, 2.6 
March CE eri iad a eee ees 2.38 8.0 8.4 13.4 8.5 2.4 11.1 6 2.6 
PAT Be eiees ceitceie: 2. 26 8.9 9.9 13.9 9.0 PER) PEO oD 2.4 

\ Alene pa eaBe 2.55 42.6 42.0 71.9 42.8 OY 10.6 6 2.4 

MITE eases is|ene cece 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 Cytol aoe Re SABO OE MEllac eEoaon Inn Oaere 

1917-18. a Ses 
EM ongonacaeceeoadad 2.62 12 12.8 4.6 On 1.8 11.2 403 1.9 

LUTE, Sees aee ee eee 1.96 8.4 12.7 abe 2.4 IS 7 10.7 23 bY 
uly eee eimciac oe 2.40 8.5 10.6 3.0 2.1 2.0 10.3 4 1.9 
PATIS US bef sen oiaicis sacle 2.91 7.6 7.8 2.9 2.0 2.4 9.2 4 1.4 
September. ........- 3.19 6.7 6.3 5.0 4.1 OE 8.4 4 2 
October........ etait 3. 86 6.9 5.3 8.8 7.9 3.4 9.0 oi) 1.2 

Summer......... 2.65 49.3 55.5 27.6 2252 2.1 9.8 13 1.6 

November..........- 3.93 6.9 fe 502 10.9 6.6 3.3 8.4 .6 ES 
December........... 3.84 8.3 6.4 11.9 7.5 3.1 10. 4 6 2.1 
WAMU AGM eee eee cae Bsa) 8.4 eels ial? ao 3.1 11.8 8 2.9 
Heprualye coco ek 3.38 7.8 6.8 ee) 6.9 2.6 10. 2 4 1.6 
Cio oy Boece Sad Beece 3. 43 9.9 8.6 1DK3 8.0 2.5 12. 2 4 2.1 

AN oj al bs aie ace eed 2.70 9.4 10.4 14.3 9.9 2.2 12.1 4 2.3 

Winter. ......... 3.39 50. 7 44.5 72.4 46.2 2.7 10.8 5 2.1 

Entire)year.. 225. |22. 0222 100.0 100. 0 100.0 68a 4lseee sees |ezees Seullaseseaae mecusacs 

SUMMARY. 

The figures reported in this study were obtained from typical 
farms in a market milk section of Vermont. Although they show 
the requirements for producing milk in that section and may ap- 
proximate the requirements in similar sections, they do not apply to 
dairy sections where other conditions and methods of management 
prevail. 
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The unit requirements for producing 100 pounds of milk in winter 
were: Concentrates, 33.1 pounds; hauling and grinding concentrates, 
2 cents; dry roughage, 129.9 pounds; silage and other succulent 
roughage, 191.8 pounds; bedding, 11.2 pounds; human labor, 2.7 
hours; horse labor, 0.6 hour; other costs, 55.5 cents. The credits other 
than milk were 0.025 of one calf and 382 pounds of manure. (Tables 
1 and 2.) : 

In summer the unit requirements were: Concentrates, 8.7 pounds; 
hauling and grinding concentrates, 0.5 cent; dry roughage, 18.7 
pounds; silage and other succulent roughage, 27.8 pounds; pasture, 
0.1 acre; human labor, 2 hours; horse labor, 0.4 hour; other costs, 
42.5 cents. The credits other than milk were 0.009 of one calf and 56 
pounds of manure. 

The unit requirements for keeping a cow one year were as follows: 
Concentrates, 1,030 pounds; hauling and grinding concentrates, 61 
cents; dry roughage, 3,600 pounds; silage and other succulent rough- 
age, 5,307 pounds; bedding, 263 pounds; pasture, 3 acres; human 
labor, 123 hours; horse labor, 24.1 hours; other costs, $25.36 without 
charge for management. Credits other than milk; 0.85 of one calf; 
5.8 tons manure. (Table 3.) 

The tabulation of the figures cbtained for the expenses of the herd 
and for the herd’s share of the buildings and equipment showed that 
the annual expense for the buildings amounted to 9.5 per cent of the 
inventory value of the buildings. The charges on equipment were 
26.3 per cent of the inventory value of the equipment; and the herd 
charges amounted to 11.4 per cent of the inventory value of the 
herd. The total of the charges against buildings, equipment, and 
livestock amounted to 11.5 per cent of the capital invested in them. — 

The percentages of the total cost represented by the various cost 
and credit factors, except charge for management, were as follows: 
Feed, pasture, and bedding, 54.9 per cent; labor, 21 per cent; other — 
costs, 24.1 per cent; credit for calves and manure, 23.2 per cent of the 
cost. (Table 11.) 

The men performed 58.7 per cent and 81.5 per cent of the work 
in the winter and summer periods, respectively. The remainder of 
the work was done by women or by boys and girls. (Table 8.) 

In the winter periods the dairymen received much less for their 
milk than the gross feed and bedding costs of producing it; there 
was a reversal of this situation during the summer. (Table 12.) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DISEASE. 

Florida citrus fruits are subject to two distinct types of tear 
streaking, namely, wither-tip tear-stain and melanose tear-streak. 
The former has been attributed to Colletotrichum gloeosporioides 

Penz., while the latter, which will not be discussed in this bulletin, 

is doubtless due to a peculiar distribution of the spores of the- 
causal organism (Phomopsis citri Fawcett) in trickling waters. 

Wither-tip tear-stain is a smooth, more or less brownish discolora- 
tion of the surface which occurs typically in fingerlike patterns 
about one-fourth of an inch in width, extending longitudinally 
toward the stylar or blossom end of the fruit. (Pl. I.) These 
streaks may or may not be confined to one side of the fruit, and 
frequently they appear to arise in areas russeted by rust mites 
(Eriophyes oleweros Ashmead). The streaks are usually few in 

number, seldom more than six or eight; occasionally two or more 
merge and form a rather wide discoloration, in which event the 
injury is generally attributed to rust mites. (Pl. IT, fig. 1.) 

Wither-tip tear-stain as it occurs in Florida is one of the minor 
diseases of citrus fruits, and for that reason it has received little 

attention from investigators. Its effects are principally observed 
on the round orange and grapefruit, more noticeably and frequently 
on the latter and to a less extent upon other economic species of 
citrus. 

15580°—21—Bull. 924 
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The economic importance of this blemish is chiefly due to the 
financial loss which the grower sustains as a result of the lowered 
market value of the affected fruit, which is rendered unsightly and 
unattractive. However, tear-stained fruit seems to possess flavor 
and keeping qualities essentially equal to fruit which is free from 
these markings. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 

A careful survey of the literature reveals the fact that very little 
has been published on the subject. The cause of tear-stain was 
investigated and first reported on-by Rolfs (7),! who is quoted as 
follows: 

This peculiar form of russeting manifests itself by streaks running over the fruit 

from the side that hangs uppermost to the point which is nearest the ground. The 

cause of this peculiar form of russeting is that somewhere above the fruit a twig 

occurs which has been infested by the fungus? and which contains the hold-over 

spores. Whenever sufficient rain or dew occurs to cause a dripping from the disease- 

infected twig on to the fruit, the disseminating spores are liberated from the twig 

and carried with the rain or dew over the epidermis of the fruit. Many of the spores 

are left along in different places, and these produce sufficient irritation to the epi- 

dermis to cause russeting along in streaks; hence we have the peculiar form of tear 

staining or tear streaks. 

Again in 1911 Rolfs (8) discussed the subject as follows: 

2usseting and tear streaking can nearly always be traced back for their beginning 

to a small dead spur or sprig. The fungus ? lives in the dead spur or sprig. Water 

from rains and moisture following heavy dews collect in drops on these sprigs or 

spurs and the drops when they fall carry with them numerous fungous spores. These 

spores come in contact with the epidermis of the fruits and germinate, causing 

minute lesions on the epidermis, too small for complete infection and the production 

of anthracnose. 

This explanation as presented by Rolfs, to the effect that Col- 
letotrichum gloeosporioides is the responsible agent, seems to have 
been accepted by several investigators at various times, among 
them Fawcett (2-5), Stevens (9), Stevenson (10), and Matz (6). 

On the other hand, Earle and Rogers (1) recognized in the Isle 

of Pines two types of russeting or tear staining said to be easily 
distinguishable, the one attributed to rust mites and the other 
thought to be caused by a fungus. In discussing wither-tip they 
make the following statement: 

One of the serious troubles attributed to the wither-tip fungus in Florida is that 

water washing down from infected twigs will cause the serious discoloration of the 
fruit known as tear streaking. The discoloration is often confused with the work of 

the rust mite, though it is easily distinguished. It frequently occurs here and can 

be always traced to some dead twig, but we are still uncertain whether it is due to the 

secretions of the wither-tip fungus or the Diplodia. 

: The serial numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited”? at the end of this bulletin. 

« Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, mentioned in the context. 
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The publications cited contain practically all the more important 

references to wither-tip fear-stain in Florida or near-by sections where 

the round orange and grapefruit are grown in large quantities, and no 

presentation of actual experimental data is made therein on which the 

fungus theory regarding the cause of tear-stain is based. However, 

it can not be denied that this theory, first stated by Rolfs, is so plaus- 
ible that it has been accepted readily without the support of published 
experimental data. It was not until results very strikingly incon- 
sistent with this theory appeared in experimental spraying tests that 
its validity was questioned, and this has led to a thorough investiga- 
tion of the causation of the type of injury commonly known in Florida 
as “wither-tip tear-stain.” The evidence presented in this bulletin 
indicates that COolletotrichum gloeosporioides is not responsible for 
tear staining in Florida. If this fungus ever produces such an 
effect, it must be extremely rare in that section. 

SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS. 

During the season, of 1917, in connection with spraying experiments 
which were conducted in a bearing grapefruit grove for the control of 
citrus scab, it was observed that tear staining was almost entirely 
absent from those plats that received several applications of lime- 
sulphur solution, though it was quite prevalent where Bordeaux 
mixture had been applied during the scab-spraying season. Since 
this first observation, many similar manifestations of the lack of 
control of ftear-stain by copper sprays have appeared in the experi- 
mental plats. Such a failure has been proportional to the severity 
of rust-mite attack. 

Ordinarily the scab-spraying season in Florida begins in February 
when the spring growth starts and extends over a period of two or 
three months. It is followed rather closely by the period of very 
severe attack by rust mites. The latter are usually most abundant 
during May and June and are readily controlled by two or three appli- 
cations of lime-sulphur solution diluted 1 to 66. With this explana- 
tion the data in Table I can be readily interpreted. 

In general, the results of this spraying experiment show (1) that 
tear-stain was controlled on plats 3 and 5, which received applications 
of hme-sulphur solution shortly before the period of maximum abun- 

dance of rust mites; (2) that tear-stain was materially reduced on 
plat 4, which received applications of lime-sulphur solution consid- 
erably in advance of the period of maximum numbers of rust mites; 
(3) that tear-stain was not reduced on plats 1 and 2, which received 
spray applications of copper mixtures. Assuming that tear-stain is 
caused by a species of Colletotrichum or other fungus, it would be 
reasonable to expect that plats 1 and 2 would show at least as good 
control as plat 4. The fact that control of tear-stain was so closely 
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associated with rust-mite control is strong evidence that rust mites 
might be largely concerned in the causation of the condition that is 
generally recognized as wither-tip tear-stain. 

TasLe I.—E fect of various sprays on the control of tear-stain on grapefruit. 

' Plat designation and spray application. 

Date. No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, 
Bordeaux | Burgundy Bordeaux lime- lime- No. 6. 
mixture. | mixture. mixture. sulphur. | sulphur. 

1917 
DOO ee hen ae iar 3-4-50..--- 3-34-50..-.| 3-4-50....--..- 140-2222 1+40....| Not sprayed. 
IME S25 coo semcee ean cciees ee 3-4-50.....] 3-34-50....| 3-4-50.....-..- I-40. <a eee 40 eee Do. 
PANDY (ie 2 ares dam Sane 8s halee 3-+-50.---. 3-33-50....| 3-4-50........- 1A eee 140... Do. 
May 2andt22 222 24.32e5 cee 3-4-50.-.-. 3-33-50....| Lime-sulphur, | Not 1-40... Do. 

1-40. sprayed. 
DEEN Ge eee seme cc eee Not Not Lime-sulphur, |..... do.-..-| 1-66....| Lime-sulphur, 

f sprayed. sprayed. 1-66. 1-65. 
1918. 

February (inal count of 70.390. 2.038.202... PeOanco etme msces {iin Sesers 1225\)325| 925293 
1,000 fruits), .tear- | 
stained, per cent. | 

) 

a The excessive number of tear-stained fruits on the plat sprayed with Bordeaux mixture may be 
explained by the fact, quite frequently noted, that rust mites become unusually abundant on trees sprayed 
with that material. Theinjury did not resemble Bordeaux russet, but was similar in every respect to the 
tear staining on plat 6. 

A part of a grove of grapefruit was sprayed experimentally in June, 
1919, using 83—4—50 Bordeaux mixture for plat 1 and 1-66 lime-sulphur 
solution for plat 2. Plat 3 was an unsprayed check. This grove had 
not been sprayed previously that season. At the end of July the 
fruit in plat 2 was free from tear staining, but numerous tear-stained 
specimens were observed in plats 1 and 3. The fruit on these plats 
ripened and was harvested in February, 1920, with no increase of tear- 
stain over that observed in July, 1919. This indicates that one appli- 
cation of weak lime-sulphur solution applied at a time suitable for 
rust-mite control in that grove was equally effective for the control 
of tear-stain, while the standard strength of Bordeaux mixture applied 
at the same time did not reduce this blemish. (Pl. I, fig. 2.) 

Other experimental data obtained during the past four years 
show without exception similar results. 

The conclusion of Yothers (11), based on numerous extensive 

experiments to control rust mites in various parts of Florida, is 
that bright fruit—i. e., fruit free from rust-mite injury—is invariably 
free from tear-stain as well. (PI. I, fig. 1.) 

Growers generally throughout the Florida citrus beit have accom- 
plished commercial control of tear-stain whenever they have con- 
trolled rust mites by following the spraying schedules established 
for these pests. 

Definite observations in commercial groves show clearly the 
following facts: (1) Where rust mites are naturally absent tear- 
stain is not observed; (2) where rust mites occur and are successfully 

controlled tear-stain is also controlled; (8) where rust mites are 
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Fic. |.—DAMAGE TO GRAPEFRUIT BY RUST MITES. 

Dark tear stains are found frequently on areas more or less russeted 
by rust mites, especially where the applications of rust-mite 
sprays were delayed. For all practical purposes, both tear-stain 
and russeting are absent from fruit kept free from rust mites. 
Note the zone of faint russet. 

Fig. 2.—THE WORK OF RUST MITES ON GRAPEFRUIT SPRAYED IN JUNE 

WITH BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

In the zone of rust-mite activity injury is confined to the area not covered with spray. 
Near-by grapefruit trees sprayed on the same date with lime-sulphur solution (1-66) 
matured fruit entirely free from russeting or tear-stain. 
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present and are not controlled tear-stain occurs and usually varies 
proportionately with the severity of the rust-mite attack; (4) rust- 
mite russet and wither-tip tear-stain develop simultaneously, 

Usually in Florida a small proportion of late citrus blooms occur 
in June. Fruits from such blooms develop after the normal rust- 
mite period and almost invariably ripen free from tear staining 
unless rust mites happen to become abundant during the following 
winter or early-spring months. 

CULTURAL WORK. 

Fungi are admittedly capable of producing tear-streak patterns 
on the host; for example, Phomopsis citri is known definitely to 
produce melanose injury in distinct tear streaks on various citrus 
fruits. Consequently a careful study was made to determine the 
frequency of the occurrence of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides or 
other fungi in typical wither-tip tear-stain areas. 

In preliminary tests made during the fall of 1918 oranges and 
grapefruit were selected that showed typical wither-tip tear-stain, 
as well as fruit affected with rust-mite russet which shaded off into 
tear-stain. Usually 30 cultures were made from each fruit, 10 each 
from areas selected as follows: (1) Typical rust-mite russet, (2) 

typical tear-stained streaks or slightly discolored areas on fruits show- 
ing no streaking, and (3) normal areas not discolored. The fruits 
were washed 1 minute in 1-1,000 mercuric-chlorid solution and 

afterwards thoroughly rinsed in sterile water. Bits of tissue were 
then removed with flamed instruments to sterile Petri dishes and 
covered with melted corn-meal agar. These cultures were allowed 
to grow five days at room temperature. The results of this pre- 
liminary culture test are found in Table II, the percentages being 
based on the number of the bits of tissue used in each test. 

Tas.e I1.—Culture tests for the isolation of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides | from normal 
and affected parts of orange and grapefruit rind. 

| Bits of | Colletotri-| Miscel- 
Series Number ees chum | laneous | No 
ag ae of fruits. eniared gloeospori-| organ- | growth. 

| ‘| oides. isms. 

| | | 
SABE IISSC LOU emer eee ae Sat se (sein sons oie See wees | 17 | 170 38.2 18.8 43.0 

peB a Real stain Cdemysaseseicitem seiacicn aus Sseja os - some | 16 | 160 21.1 19.3 59. 6 
Cee Normale se sie ee eo ioe esos e stages 24 see | 19 150 6.2 15.7 78.1 

1 The use of the name Colletotrichum g!oeosporioides in the culture data of this publication merely follows 
established custom and is without prejudice as to the proper designation of the organism. Any Colletot- 
richum showing characteristic growth on corn-meal agar was recorded as this species. 

It thus appears that Colletotrichum gloeosporioides is recovered 
in rather low percentage from tear-streaked areas, that it is present 
to some extent in normal as well as badly russeted areas, and that 
the frequency of occurrence varies directly with the degree of injury. 
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TEAR-STAIN OF CITRUS FRUITS. a 

In the fall of 1919 a more extensive test was conducted. Fifteen 
lots of fruit were involved. Five of these lots were selected by the 
writer, and the remaining ten lots were selected in various parts of 
Florida by persons specially chosen for their competence to select 
typical rust-mite injury and typical wither-tip tear-stain. Each 
of these lots was sorted into several groups of one to four fruits 
each according to the variety of fruit, the particular type of effect, 
and the intensity of it. For a comparative study, cultures. were 
made from fruits in the same lot that were free from blemishes or 
from unblemished areas on the russeted or tear-stained fruits. One 
hundred bits of tissue, approximately 1 square millimeter in surface 
area, were cultured from each test area of each fruit, using 10 Petri 
dishes, each with 10 bits of tissue. The results when reduced to a 

percentage basis, as in Table III, also represent the average numbers 
of occurrence per fruit. Corn-mea! agar was used as a culture 
medium and the plates were held six days at room temperature. 
Counts were made of the common saprophytic type of Cladosporium 
as well as of Colletotrichum colonies. Bacteria and fungi other 
than these were reckoned as miscellaneous. Two parallel series 
were made, one for undisinfected tissue and one from similar areas 
on the same fruits washed with a disinfectant. Bichlorid of mercury 
solution (1 to 1,000) was used for 1 minute with subsequent rinsing 

on all disinfected lots except K, L, and M; on these three lots undi- 

luted fresh hydrogen peroxid was used without rinsing. Table III 
gives the results, with fractions omitted for the higher percentages. 

Table III shows that Colletotrichum gloeosporiides is practically 
universally distributed on citrus-fruit surfaces and that it escapes to 
a considerable degree the surface disinfection process ordinarily prac- 
ticed in culture work. It is present about equally on the average in 
tear-stained and russeted areas. The amount varies in different lots 
of fruits, but seems to be more abundant where the visible effects 

are most pronounced. A saprophytic type of Cladosporium is isolated 
with the same constancy as Colletotrichum gloeosporiides, but with 
less frequency. These extensive culture tests show, therefore, that 
it would be about as reasonable to ascribe the blemishes to one of 
these organisms as to the other, if constancy of isolation from lesions 
is to be the deciding consideration. However, neither fungus reaches 
a frequency of occurrence high enough to justify holding it to be 
the causative organism on this evidence alone. 

Certain fruits having the melanose type of tear-streak were 
selected, and cultures were made from these in the manner already 
described, comparative tests being made from unblemished areas, 
from melanose tear-streak, and from diffused melanose areas; and 

cultures from the surface blemish known as ‘‘shark skin”’ were also 
made. The results are given in Table IV. 
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TasLE IV.—Isolation of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Cladosporium sp., and miscel- 
ede eee from orange and grapefruit rind affected with melanose or with 
‘shark skin.”’ 

| 
Series A, diffused Series B, tear- Series C, un- 

patches. | streak pattern. blemished. 

Lotandnum-| Bieeles 4 | 8 | 2 4 | 8! g | 3 
ber offruits | Variety. Remarks. Re, = = esl ss s|Bo| 8 | 38 
in group. S32 | B 2 )38S |) ez @ 1) Si) oe |e 

me 6 a | Hhe |] ¢ =| mH! Oo i=e=) A, @ | SS.) 2a, [oa tons Seria Se D a= /Sa) @ | o1]ena!|] ag |) a 
ee) S| 8 oe -S is aaa) os iee 
32 = a | 3.0 3 | @ Se ee cy 
enaia| Wery loos es gq |'oo | S| ws 
OM] O a |S | OC =O Msi ee) | = 

| | oe 

Not disin- | | 
fected: | . | 

Lot E, 4 | Grapefruit. Melanose tear streaks .)......)....../..... 40 2 9 Ui eae fee pe fe ee 
fruits. 

DOs2s|22-8 Doses Bright-area on mela- |.-....|......|..---'......]...-<ele---2 Tl 23° | 40 
nose fruits. | 

DOpiGes 2.052 (60 eee Melanosce tear streaks .|....../......----- 8 10 45> te 35 15 
fruits. | 

I Wo rae eh ee GOSS s seen (8 C0 eee eee ere ere A ere eee 5 2), Sa eeeee 1s ayn ene 
fruits. | 

ot N, f \-..-- 0s Mud-caked melanose .) 32 19 Cie ees eee bs o-3 8 epee te | ee | 
fruit. 

Lot J, 4| Orange.-..., Decided ‘‘shark skin”) 31° | 17 AN) Ma Se aris eee ee eee es rns 
fruits. | | | | 

Lot K, 4 | Grapefruit-).._.. O02tas. ess 25. | 15 AD OR ees ere be eee | seme ee aan aeeteee 
fruits. | | 

Disinfected: | 
Lot E, 4'|..... do..... Melanose tear streaks .|-..-.. Some Prue Bil) ML) S rem eee Hazes 

fruits. | | 
DO ssslasse5 dowtez: Bright area on mela- |... ..- jee $25 foo eon een Slee ook Be No oti issues 

nose fruits. | 
Tot Gye tose .8 dosss. Melanose tear streaks -|.-..:.)..-...'.-.-- 26 TC 6.5 | ‘2 2 

fruits. | | 
16707 red al (ee Kay ges Ba lames O0e-s-s22eea2 Se oe alate ee ok Boe 5 | Z 1) 7 Sees jee ese | mes 

fruits. | | 

ot IN, Wi esee do.....| Mud-caked melanose.| 8.5 | 2 Oe Rees: tess eee Gesene leceaotleninede 
fruit. | 

Lot J, 4} Orange.:..| Decided ‘‘sharkskin”’| 6 1 sn [see eee Se (one eee (ei eee ese 
fruits. | | 

Lot K, 4 | Grapefruit.)..... Cpepeeeer Sacre 19 Grits) Biodiorerecee eee | sees Sele Scird ees Sade 
fruits. | 

It appears from Table IV that Colletotrichum gloeosporioides is 
recovered with about the same frequency as is shown in Table III, 
thus indicating that no positive conclusion as to the causation of 
tear-stain can be reasonably based on isolation tests. 

All the cultural work shows that Colletotrichum gloeosporioides 
has an isolation percentage from tear-stained areas rather too low 
for it to be the active pathogen and that this organism is present 
to some extent on normal as well as badly russeted areas, the fre- 
quency varying with the degree of injury. 

The fungi in various types of miscellaneous lesions on citrus fruits 
were examined by similar cultural methods. These lesions included 
spray-burn scars, hail bruises, thorn scratches, and old citrus-scab 
lesions. The fungous flora was very similar to that obtained from 
tear-stained and russeted areas. Colonies of Colletotrichum pre- 
dominated, the saprophytic Cladosporium ranked next, while col- 
onies of bacteria and various other fungi occurred in smaller numbers. 
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HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION. 

To the unaided eye, rust-mite russet with its several patterns and 
the so-called wither-tip russet or tear-stain intergrade imperceptibly. 
Ordinarily the grower calls the streak tear-stain and the solid area 
rust-mite russet. 

It was deemed important to make careful microscopic examina- 
tions to determine whether distinctive features exist in the rind 
tissue of the affected parts. Fruits were examined showing typical 
patterns of rust-mite russet as well as those showing several degrees 
of the so-called wither-tip tear-stain. Under the microscope there 
appears to be no material difference between these types of injury. 
The examination of the injured parts in both instances indicates 
that the cuticle and epidermal cells appear to be punctured, and 
beneath, depending upon the degree of russeting, one to three layers 
of cells, together with their contents, are of a rusty brown color. 
Quite frequently mycelial threads and spores of fungi are found 
adhering to the affected parts. These fungi prove to be the types 
commonly found on citrus, such as species of Colletotrichum and 
Cladosporium. 

The histological examinations have not revealed any feature that 
would serve to distinguish between the rust-mite russet and the 
so-called wither-tip tear-stain. 

The presence of punctures in the epidermai cells of the tear-stained 
areas would strongly suggest the work of sucking parasites rather 
than that of parasitic fungi. This suggestion is further substantiated 
by the following observation: In July, 1919, by the aid of a hand 
lens, numerous tear-stained immature grapefruits were examined 
while still hanging on the tree in an unsprayed grove near Orlando, 
Fla. The rust mites and their castings were more or less generally 
distributed over the fruits, but were present in especially large 
numbers over the tear-stained areas. This condition was very notice- 
able early in July. By August 2 such a marked segregation of 
mites in streaks was not particularly evident, and the mites them- 
selves, as well as their castings, were nowhere present in very large 
numbers, but the tear stains, presumably caused by rust mites. 
were quite evident. | 

INOCULATION EXPERIMENTS. 

An inoculation experiment was conducted the last week in June, 
1919, on immature grapefruits which were about 2 inches in diameter 
and so far as could be determined free from blemishes. Fifty fruits 
were used in this experiment. The inoculum was derived in part 
from dead sweet-crange twigs which had been held in moist chambers 
and on which developed a copious growth of the wither-tip fungus 
and in part from pure cultures of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, 
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which had been isolated from an injured grapefruit leaf. The 
spores were washed off the twigs and mixed with those from the 
culture tubes. This wash water, which was clouded with fresh viable 

spores, was used in saturating wads of absorbent cotton, which in 

turn were placed on the fruit. The inoculated fruit was covered 
with two or three layers of waxed paper for 48 hours. At the 
expiration of this time the paper and wet cotton were removed and 

the fruit left unprotected. To serve the purpose of a control, other 
fruits were similarly treated, except that the cotton was wetted 
with sterile water. These inoculations gave negative results. 

Similar inoculation tests were made during the fall of 1919, using 
as inoculum a mixture of a number of strains of Colletotrichum gloeo- 
sporioides isolated from typical tear stains on grapefruit and from 
dead grapefruit twigs, as follows: 

On October 20, 1919, on almost fully grown grapefruit; on October 27, on grapefruit 

showing faint vellowing; on November 7, on grapefruit approximately one-half colored; 

on November 15, on grapefruit almost fully colored; and on December 3, on mature 

grapefruit. This test was repeated during the late spring, summer, and fall of 1920, 

using mixed inoculum from the same strains of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides. Inocu- 
lations were made on May 15, on grapefruit averaging | inch in diameter; on May 31, 

on grapefruit averaging 1} inchesin diameter; on June 15, on grapefruit averaging 
12 inches in diameter; on June 30, on grapefruit averaging 2+’; inches in diameter; 

on July 15, on grapefruit averaging 24 inches in diameter; on July 30, on grapefruit 

averaging 3 inches in diameter; and on November | and 6, on grapefruit just be- 

ginning to color. 

The results of all these tests were negative. Not the slightest 
symptom of tear-stain in any of the fruits ioculated during 1919 
could be detected as late as February, 1920, when the crop was har-_ 
vested. The fruit inoculated during 1920 was free from tear-stain 
when final observations were made in November. 

Observations were made to determine the frequency of association 
of tear-stain with dead twigs that might harbor Colletotrichum or 
other fungi. Unsprayed groves with more than the average propor- 
tion of dead wood present were examined carefully during the past 
four years. Among the properties inspected in Florida 4 are in Lee 
County, 10 in Polk County, 2 in Hillsboro County, 3 in Pinellas 
County, 3 in Osceola County, 10 in Orange County, 2 in Volusia 
County, 4 in Brevard County, 3 in St. Lucie County, and 4 in Dade 

County. The data obtained indicate that dead twigs, spurs, etc., are 
found immediately over not more than 10 per cent of the tear-stained 
fruit, and that in damp, densely shaded, low-hammock properties, 
where trees have an unusually large number of dead twigs and where 
environmental factors would appear to be especially favorable for the 
development of fungi, tear-stained fruits are very seldom found. On 
the other hand, tear-stain is most abundant in higher and drier lo- 
cations where light and moisture favor the greatest rust-mite 
development. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

While the foregoing evidence is to the effect that tear staining of 
Florida citrus fruits is caused by rust mites rather than by the fungus 
Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, as claimed by Rolfs, it must be admitted 

that the writer may not have seen all types of this injury. However, 
if a special type of tear staining caused by this fungus occurs in Florida 
it must have been exceedingly rare during the past four years to have 
escaped detection by the writer. The experimental and observational 
data on the control of what has been regarded as wither-tip tear-stain 
by investigators and Florida growers seems to be definite enough to 
warrant the conclusion that practically all of the so-called wither-tip 
tear-stain in Florida is caused by rust mites and can be readily con- 
trolled by controlling these pests. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Pure cultures from typically tear-stained fruit show that Col- 

letotrichum gloeosporoides is not confined characteristically to the tear 
streaks, but is even more prevalent on the larger russeted areas and is 
almost invariably found on normally colored areas. 

(2) Inoculations on grapefruit in various stages of development 
with cultures of the fungus Colletotrichum gloeosporiordes failed to pro- 
duce tear streaks or other positive reaction. 

(3) Dead wood that might harbor Colletotrichum gloeosporioides was , 
found associated with not more than 10 per cent of the affected fruit. 

(4) It is impossible to distinguish by histological methods between 
the ordinary rust-mite russet and so-called wither-tip tear-stain. 

(5) Rust mites were found very abundant in HSCS developed 
tear-streak patterns on grapefruit. , 

(6) Spring-bloom fruit on unsprayed trees usually becomes seriously 
tear stained; June-bloom fruit on such trees usually ripens free from 
these markings. 

(7) Copper sprays applied in the spring and not followed by rust- 
mite applications of sulphur sprays tend to increase tear staining, 
but when followed by rust-mite applications no appreciable amount 
of tear staining develops. 

(8) When sulphur sprays are applied during the early spring, 
which is usually too early for the best rust-mite control, and are not 
followed by the regular rust-mite application tear staining is greatly 
reduced. 

(9) When only the rust-mite applications are made, tear staining 
is practically eliminated. 

(10) The same local and seasonal conditions of moisture and light 

that favor rust-mite injury also favor tear-stain. 
(11) Practically all of the so-called wither-tip tear-stain in Florida 

is associated with rust mites and can be readily controlled by con- 
trolling these mites. 
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DEFINITION OF BRACHYSM. 

Practicalby all the organs of maize are subject to profound modifi- 
cation, with heritable variations the rule rather than the exception. 
Many of these variations are undesirable abnormalities, and a knowl- 

edge of their origin and inheritance is of practical importance chiefly 
as an aid to their elimination. Among the many variations, how- 
ever, one has appeared which gives promise of becoming of agricul- 
tural value, since it possesses several highly desirable features ad- 
vantageous for dry-land and irrigated conditions. 

This variation consists of a shortening of the internodes without a 
corresponding reduction in their number or in the number and size 
of other organs. (Pl. I.) Variations of this nature are found in 
many agricultural plants, as, for example, the “ bush” varieties of 
peas, beans, squashes, and tomatoes, and are popularly known as 
dwarfs. The distinction between this type of dwarfing and that in 
which many if not all of the organs have suffered a reduction in size 
has been pointed out by Cook (4),' who studied similar variations 
in cotton and suggested the term brachysm for that type which in- 
volves a shortening of the internodes only. 

1 Serial numbers in parentheses refer to ‘“‘ Literature cited’ at the end of the bulletin. 

16071—21 at 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 

Brachysm and true dwarfing, or nanism, are variations which 
have recurred in maize in widely divergent and wholly independent 
stocks. In addition to the case of brachysm here described, Emerson 
(6) records the, origin of a dwarf which has a brachytic stalk, short 
broad leaves, staminate flowers scattered throughout the pistillate 
inflorescence, few branches in the male inflorescence, and it sheds little, 
if any, pollen (Pl. II). This variation appeared simultaneously in 
three progenies grown from self-pollinated ears. Two of these 
progenies were closely related, but the third had an entirely different 
ancestry. <A third independent origin of this anther-ear dwarf was 
reported by Montgomery (14), who received the seed ear from C. P. 
Hartley. 
A fourth independent origin of this same peculiar variation is 

reported by East and Hays (5), who found it in a commercial strain 
of the Stowell’s Evergreen variety of sweet corn. While the dwarf 
found by Emerson and that of East and Hays have not been com- 
pared by crossing, there can be little doubt that the three variations 
involve a similar genetic change. 

Emerson (7) also records the origin and inheritance of still another 

type of dwarf which, in addition to reduced stature, produces most 
of the seeds in the terminal inflorescence. This variation has been 
designated “ tassel ear.” 

Hartley (9) records the origin of a brachytic dwarf, the leaves of 
which were shorter and broader than those of the parental variety. 
When the dwarf plants were crossed among themselves they were 
found to breed true. 

Gernert (8) found a dwarf plant in a plat of Leaming Yellow 
Dent. The plant was less than one-third the height of normal plants 

of the parental variety, but produced as many nodes. The leaves 
were as long as those of the variety mentioned, which would seem to 
establish it as a true case of brachysm. The plant produced no ear, 
but was used as the male parent in crosses with plants of normal 
stature. There was no report on the progeny of these crosses. 

In addition to the brachytic variation to be discussed later, other 
brachytic plants have appeared in two instances in our breeding 
block, but, contrary to the usual behavior, the brachysm in these 
cases did not behave as a simple Mendelian character. The inherit- 

ance of these variations is considered briefly on pages 6-7. 

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIATION. 

The brachytic strain of maize under consideration arose in a 
hybrid between the Algerian pop-corn and the Chinese waxy varie- 
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ties (No. Dh 416). The second generation, in which the brachytic 
plants appeared, was the result of self-pollinating a first-generation 

plant which was being grown for seed characters (10). Approxi- 

mately one-quarter of the plants were brachytic, the actual numbers 

being 5 brachytic and 21 normal (11). 
The appearance of brachytic plants in the second generation of 

this hybrid may be explained by assuming that the Chinese parent 
was heterozygous for brachysm. The reasons for this assumption 
will appear later. On this hypothesis one-half of the F, plants 
when self-pollinated should give progenies having one-quarter of 
the plants brachytic, and if the Chinese parent had been self- 
pollinated, one-quarter of its progeny also should be brachytic. 
The Chinese plant, unfortunately, was not self-pollinated, so that 
the possibility of its having been heterozygous for brachytic culms 
can not be tested directly. However, many hundred progenies and 
several large bulk plantings of this waxy variety have been grown 
without brachytic plants having been found. It would seem, there- 
fore, not unreasonable to conclude that this variation is the result 
of a relatively recent genetic change and is not the result of bringing 
into expression a recessive variation which has been masked by the 
dominance of normal culms. 
The brachytic plants might also be accounted for by assuming thata 

single gamete of the Chinese parent mutated and was fenlicedl by 
a ome gamete of the Algerian variety, but since only three second 
generation progenies of the hybrid Dh 416 have been grown, there is 
a possibility that more than one gamete of the Chinese parent of this 

‘hybrid had mutated. 
One of the brachytic plants was self- nollinated and the resulting 

progeny were all brachytic. At the present time 16 progenies, de- 
rived from self-pollination or crosses between sister brachytic plants, 
have been grown. These progenies without exception have produced 
nothing but brachytic plants. 

In fade ion to these 16 progenies several crosses have been fide 
between plants of normal stature and brachytic plants. The first 

generations of such crosses were all as tall as or taller than the normal 
parent, while the second generations show a segregation into normal 
and brachytic plants closely approximating the Mendelian 3 to 1 
ratio. 

Both parents of the hybrid from which the brachytic plants arose 
may. be considered of the pop-corn type and bear several small ears. 
The brachytic plants are in no sense inferior to their parents in leaf 
area or yield of grain. A comparison of normal and brachytic 
progenies is shown in Table I. These progenies were grown from 
self-pollinated ears of sister plants. 
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TABLE I.—J/easurements of maize plants of two sister progenies, one of which 
was brachytic and the other normal in stature. 

Plant character. Brachytie. Normal. 

Heightiotplanties ac sean asek sores erates eases oe ee ee ee eer decimeters. - 8.66+0.10 14.40+0. 24 
Number of leaves: ‘ ‘ 

UA DOV.6 UHGRT POLICE a: cee seater esret eae re eet ae Neale 3. 2040.08 3.3740.09 
ED OGM Ere cee pe ere pate are im ee ees eer ay reap eya ete | 22.9040. 19 20. 80+0.27 

INimiber Of branches 1mthertassel an. a osere see cee see ere | 15.304+0.64 | 25.9041.01 
Ear length: 

Uip Per ear Fee ae Ss eee mates eee cc een eas centimeters..) 14.20+0.27 16. 40+0. 23 
ETO Ue ere eee ert ae SN ks a aes Se ee eR cro ere ee do....) 27.60+0.98 28.10+0.71 

INI MID ere OMT O WSHOTE UL CL LCase See oes oes re eae eae ae rece 16. 30+0. 26 21. 20+0.30 
Diameter of Stalk v2 seas sic = eee gee eee ae noe eee pooeae zeinch..| 20.50+0.35 12.40+0. 21 
Fourth leaf from top: 

TCDS bi esate eo Sane ee CA a eee Oe Nene Speen Dethn Seyaae centimeters..| 62.60+6. 20 64.40+48.90 
Bp (ol opera gear a oi a ed eR a ese ei ee ee mee do....| 9.20+1.40 12.30+1.50 

The range in height of the brachytic plants was from 6 to 10 
decimeters with a coefficient of variability of 10.10.81. Nine hand- 
pollinated ears were obtained from these brachytic plants, from 
which progenies were grown the following season (Table I1). In 
five cases colored and white seeds were planted separately, making 
14 progeny rows. Since no differences were found between the 
plants grown from seed of the two colors, they may be considered as 
single populations. The progenies from seeds of different colors of 
the same ear are grouped together in the table. In each pair the 
progeny grown from white seeds appears first. The differences in 

height between the progenies were for the most part insignificant, 
and while the measurements are given separately in Table If, it would 
seem not unfair to consider them as a single population. The num- 
ber of individuals is then 286 with a mean height of 8.810.046. The 
range in height is from 5 to 13 decimeters with a coefficient of vari- 
ability of 13.1-0.87. 

The progenies differed somewhat in appearance, some having stiff 
erect leaves while in others the leaves were long and drooping, lke 
those of the plant shown in Plate I. They differed also in produc- 
tivity, the best-yielding progeny exceeding the poorest by more than 
100 per cent. The diversity among the progenies, however, was no 
greater than is ordinarily found among sister progenies of normal 

stature. 
All but one progeny had about 25 per cent of the plants with 

aborted male inflorescences (P]. III). The degree of abortion varied 
from plants having a few of the branches aborted at the tips or per- 
haps several short naked branches to those which aborted all the 
tassel branches or bore only undeveloped spikelets. The progenies 
also varied in the percentage of affected plants, but for the 274 plants 
involved 27+1.81 per cent showed this abnormal behavior. 

The abortion of the male inflorescence did not affect the female 
inflorescence, and the yield of such plants was as great as that of un- 
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affected plants. The fact that one progeny was free from this unde- 
sirable characteristic affords evidence that it is inherited and that 
strains free from this defect can be grown. 

TasLe II.—J/easurements of maize plants of 14 brachytic progenies directly 
descended from the original: variation. 

Length (cm.). Longest leaf (cm.). 

Number Total 
Designation of the Height of nodes number 

progeny. (dm.). Longest above of 
tassel Ear stalk. | the ear. leaves. Length. Width. 

branch. 

Da ZH} LP A bees aoe Sa OF 16) v4 =F 0.72) o2 5 se een eee 3.140.03 | 19.4+0.21 | 66.4+0.88 | 5.840.02 
Dh 416 L2 Li L3-3.| 8.340.238 | 14.0+1.13 |............ 4.140.06 | 21.5+0.49 | 71.142.2 | 7.040.15 
Dh 416 L2 Li L3-4.| 7.5+0.31 | 12.341.99 |......22.... 4.0+40.17 | 22.7+0.50 | 71.241.89 | 7.5+0.32 
Dh 416 L2 Li L4-3.| 9.640.28 | 15.742.35 |........-.-.. 2.14+0.04 | 20.94+0.30 | 74.841.53 | 7.840.33 
Dh 416 L2 Li L4-4.| 9.2+0.23 | 15.740.93 |...........- 1.9+0.04 | 20.9+0.18 | 72.94+0.82 | 7.040.17 
Dh 416 L2 L1 U5...) 9.240.17 | 18.84+0.72 | 5.8+40.16 2.140.06 | 20.6+0.40 | 67.8+1.26 | 7.540.17 
Dh 416 L2 Li L6-3.) 8.740.11 | 18.8+0.55 | 10.040. 28 3.540.113 | 2L.44+0.15 | 69.540.74 | 8.240.15 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L6-4:) 8.140.15 | 17.2+0.79 | 10.040.24 | 3.6+0.11 |..........-- 69.8+0.68 | 8.7+40.08 
Dh 416 L2 L1L7...| 8.040.14 | 17.840.59 7.940. 21 DONO UE Posten esse 75.4+0.59 | 7.640.039 
Dh 416 L2 L1 19-3.) 8.9+0.18 | 15.841.56 | 10.94+0.62 | 3.740.12 |._.......... 73.541.44 | 7.8+0.17 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L9-4_} 8.7+0.27 | 19.841.18 | 10.24+0.34 | 3.84+0.12 |............ 74.2+0.61 | 7.740.13 
Dh 416 L2 L1L8...| 9.0+0.17 | 18.6+0.76 | 8.640.34] 3.140.08 |............ 71.1+0.86 | 8.44+0.16 
Dh 416 L2 L1 11-3) 9.640.09 | 22.740.54 | 9.44+0.26 | 3.140.08 |............ 70.7+0.52 | 8.1+0.11 
Dh 416 L2 L1 11-4} 9.240.12 | 17.740.75 8.9+0.31 BOSE O bee ee eee soseas 68.5+0.79 | 7.640.138 

Length (cm.). Length of ear (cm.). 

Designation of the Number Number of Diameter 
progeny. Branch- | Contra] ol Lasse rows of alal* 

ing space iS ‘ke pe Caceres pers Total. (ye inch). 
of tassel. pee 

1D)a\ ZUG) IU} eal ee 4.0+0.26 | 19.94+0.71 | 13.34+0.58 | 11.540.23 | 12.340.34 | 15.5+0.17 |......._... 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L3-3..| 3.540.17 | 19.441.77 | 15.040.86 | 12.340.34 | 22.040.51 | 16.34+0.16 |.....2..... 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L3-4..| 2.740.600 | 17.041.86 | 12.440.68 |} 11.5+0.44 | 18.541.64 | 16.0+0.25 |... 22... 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L4-3_.] 2.440.25 | 21.94+2.35 | 15.341.59 | 10.3+0.63 | 27.740.96 | 16.0+0.20 |........... 
Dh 416 L2 Li L4-4. .} 3.340.19 | 24.541.08 | 14.040.64 | 9.2+0.30 | 18.64+0.59 | 14.74+0.18 |__......-.-- 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L5....| 3.2+0.16 | 28.3+0.69 | 10.5+0.59 | 10.1+0.30 | 18.7+0.75 | 14.940. 23 | 16.2+0.44 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L6-3-..| 2.9+0.08 | 26.24+0.70 | 13.540.36 | 10.740. 21 | 18.340.78 | 16.8+0.23 | 16.2+0. 24 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L6-4..| 3.340.19 | 24.741.1 14.3+0.31 | 10.4+0.18 | 20.5+0.59 | 17.340. 24 | 17.3+0.25 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L7..-.| 4.340. 24 | 25.54+0.94 | 14.540.46 | 11.840. 27 } 23.140.75 | 15.340. 21 | 18.0+40.34 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L9-2_.| 3.940. 42 | 21.8+2.32 | 13.940.84 | 12.8+0.34 | 25.541.05 | 16.5+0.21 | 18.140. 29 
Dh 416 L2 Ll L9-4__|] 4.440.31 | 27.54+1.26 | 14.34+0.47 | 13.5+0.24 | 23.640.81 | 15.94+0.15 | 15.940. 22 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L8.__.| 4.340.45 | 26.5+0.80 | 16.340.55 | 12.940. 26 | 27.640.82 | 15.8+0.10 | 17.9+0. 25 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L11-3.} 6.4+0.37 | 31.340.41 | 16.4+0.36 | 12.4+0.39 | 26.4+0.83 | 16.54+0.13 | 18.3+0.22 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L11-4.| 4.440. 24 | 25.541.51 | 14.2+0.46 | 11.740.40 | 21.141.00 | 16.8+0.22 | 17.6+0.31 

= N n: inter- 
Height Number of nodes. aie of Cae ihe Eee ae 

* B of ear the long- 
Designation of the aad esrleat 

err ground | without | With | Sheath Leaf | Inter- Upper 
(dm.). roots. roots. (cm.). sheath. node, | Longest.) qnost 

Din ANG LPAI bal ees CED TNO clerical (pele es rset ea cay exami | au Sa a Oe eS Le ae | er 
TO) oe ZENG} U2 TESTE TR aN IPSN TO Ee ae ee al cea 4 Le a (ee AS ae ed eee a 
JD Vian 251} Tp) pil RF a TEU ee rn Ue ce a ge te |e Re ee pee ee (a ere ee een| bee Abe a 
DA ye DE ale a= 3 Fas 4S ONTO Benes a lee ci nienete lean eps |™ Sayeed WR i au As Die se ee 
HD) VAG yIe 2 BIG SE Ae | 45 SE (es Ole Sea ae ae |e oO SE Se Rene |e aces arora Sem SEGRE Date [yes ee 
Dh 416 L211 L5..../4.040.07 |12.3+0. 26 |8.4+0.18 |21.140.18 |10.2+0.20 ]7.4+0.19 |4.2+0.10 |7.3+0. 21 
Dh416 L2 L1 L6-3. -|3.6+0.08 |12.8+0.09 |7.8+0.16 |19.5+0.16 |10.8+0. 14 /8.5+0. 21 |3.9+0.09 }7.5+0. 21 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L6-+4. ./3.740.07 |13.6+0.12 |.......... 19.640. 16 }11.8+0:13 |9.4+0. 29 |3.6+0.09 |6.6+0. 21 
Dh4AT6 QML 7e. {)8 5120504112575. 0. 22) 222 as 19.44+0.14 }10.34+0.17 |7.5+0.30 |3.5+0.12 |7.740.18 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L9-3. ./4.540.14 |13.740.15 |....-.22.. 21.2+40.45 J11.7+0. 25 |7.8+0.38 |5.8+0.20 |........- 
Dh416 L201 L9-4. ./4.140.05 |12.740.10 |.......... 21.2+40.16 J11.0+0. 14 |]9.0+0.15 |5.640.15 |... 2... 
Dh 416 L211 L8....|3.9+0.03 }13.2+0.18 }........-- 19.9+0. 22 }11.4+0. 20 7.940. 26 |4.04+0.08 |........-. 
Dh 416 L2 Li L11-3./3.5+0.10 |13.940.09 |....2..2.- 20.0+0.13 |12.640.17 |9.4+0.32 |4.34+0.08 |.....22.. 
Dh 416 L2 L1 L11-4.|3.8+0.05 |13.440.21 |........-. 19.6+0. 22 /11.940.19 |8.84+0.31 |4.5+0.14 |8.5+0.29 

| 1 
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Brachytic plants are of’ two general types with respect to the 
shape of the internodes. The most common type has internodes of 

the familiar cylindrical form. <A longitudinal section through the 
long axis of the other type of internode is almost triangular, the 
internode being in the shape of an obliquely truncated cylinder. 
This form of internode is due to the position of the node, which in 
these cases instead of being horizontal and at right angles to the 
main axis is borne obliquely (Pi. IV). This character of the node 
does not always extend throughout the entire plant, the upper nodes 
tending to assume the horizontal position. A tendency toward such 
a difference in the position of the nodes probably exists also in 
plants of normal stature, but has escaped detection until accentu- 
ated by brachysm. ‘The alteration in the position of the node seems 
to be unaccompanied by other changes, and whether it will be in- 
herited remains to be seen. The buds are borne in the leaf axils on 
the long side of the internodes and seem to be entirely normal. 

The internodes of brachytic plants differ also in the shape of the 

sides, which in some cases are convex and in others concave. This 
difference seems irrespective of the length of the internode in bra- 
chytic plants, although in normal plants short internodes are fre- 
quently convex, indicating a partial compensation in girth for the 
loss of height. 

INHERITANCE OF OTHER BRACHYTIC VARIATIONS. 

tn one other instance brachytic plants have appeared in the prog- 
eny of a hybrid of which one of the parents was Chinese (Pl. V)- 
In all probability the brachytic characteristic in both these cases is 
derived from the Chinese parent, since this variety produces a rather 
large number of nodes for the height of the plant. The usual num- 
ber is about 19, with an average height of 135 cm. as compared with 
the well-known Boone County White variety, which produces about 
20 nodes, with an average height of 240 cm., indicating an internode 
length of about 12 em. for Boone and of 7 em. for the Chinese. 

The hybrid in question was between a white dent variety from 
Kansas and Chinese, grown from original seed. The first genera- 
tion was of normal stature, and no evidences of brachysm appeared 
in numerous progenies until the fourth generation. In the fourth 
generation, however, two brachytic plants were found in a progeny of 
only 20 individuals. One of these plants was self-pollinated, and its 
progeny offers a striking contrast to those derived from the Chinese- 
Algerian hybrid. Only 10 plants were grown from this self-pol- 

inated ear and 9 of them were of normal stature, the other being 
brachytic. This latter plant has been self-pollinated, but a progeny 
has not yet been grown. The pedigree of this hybrid is shown in 
figure 1. 
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A brachytic plant appeared also in a progeny of the Esperanza 
variety of Zea hirta (Pl. VI). This plant was not self-pollinated, 
but was crossed with a normal plant of the Chinese waxy variety. 

3 1" oe g oft 

ne B OH IIE J 
Rl s, 

ones ee Len 
B, Ary 

ALL NORMAL x QUUS NORMAL S 

FILL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

| ALL NORMAL 

H (ILL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL _\ 

y ALL NORMAL ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 
OHI ALL NORMAL OH M2 ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL WANSAS DENT PHORMAL DQHIL2 ALL NORMAL iLL NORMAL 
ALL NORMAL 4 ALL NORMAL 

OH1 ALL NORMAL DHM2L2 ALL NORMAL | 
ALL NORMAL ALL NORMAL 

CHINESE MAKY SNORMAL DHILP ALL NORMAL 
ALL NORMAL ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

DAILF ALL NORMAL 
ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORITAL ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

ALL NORMAL 

Vie. 1.—Pedigree chart cf a brachytic strain which does not breed true. None of the 
progenies shown in this chart were the result of self-pollination except Dh1L16, the 

progeny of a brachytic plant. 

The hybrid has been designated Mh 17 by Collins (1). The first- 
generation plants were all much taller than either parent. Three 
plants were hand-pollinated, but not selfed. The second-generation 
progeny of these plants gave no evidence.of brachysm, as is shown 
by the frequency distribution for plant height (fig. 2). The modal 
height of the second-generation plants was 190, which is the aver- 

age herght of normal Es- 
er peranza plants. The bra- 
Vol ue chytic Esperanza parent 

ian Anon ee Ge 
So COBARECE parent was but 167 cm. 

SZ pee AN high. Succeeding  gen- 
20 40 60° 80 200° 2040 60 60 erations have continued 

AIEIGHT IN CENTIIE TERS a 

- normal in stature, al- 
Vie. 2.—Frequency distributions of height of plant 

of the first and second generation hybrid between though progenies differ- 

the brachytic Esperanza plant shown in Plate VI jno widely in height have 
and a Chinese waxy plant of normal stature. = = 

been isolated. It is hoped 
that crosses between some of these progenies and true-breeding 
brachytic strains will explain the complete disappearance of this 
variation in the Mh 17 hybrid. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE. 

The recurrence of brachysm in maize is perhaps to be understood 
from the normal presence of this characteristic in both staminate 
and pistillate inflorescences. In cotton it appears as a lack of differ- 
entiation between the floral parts and the internodes of the fruiting 
branches, and not only are the internodes reduced but the floral bracts 
are modified, becoming leaflike while the leaves become bractlike (4). 
In maize, however, there is no indication of changes on the main 
culm other than the shortened internodes, and the leaves are normal. 

The most striking example of brachysm in maize is the normal 
pistillate inflorescence. Here a lateral branch has suffered so exten- 
sive a reduction in the length of the internodes that even the 
lower leaf sheaths of the branch inclose the terminal inflorescence. 
In this respect the brachysm of the pistillate inflorescence resembles 
that found in cotton, since the leaf blades have become much re- 

duced or more frequently lost and only the sheath remains. This 
is an approach to the floral condition where the glumes of the 
spikelets are homologous with the leaf sheaths, and in this respect 
the brachysm may be said to represent an intermediate condition 
between floral and vegetative parts belonging to that class of varia- 
tions designated by Cook (4) as metaphanic. This brachytic ten- 
dency is usually confined to the branches from the upper nodes, 
while those produced at nodes near but not necessarily below the 
surface of the ground have internodes of normal length. In some 
tropical varieties of maize the brachytic specialization of the upper 
branches has been lost, and the result is a grotesque plant with one 
or two ears borne at the ends of enormously lengthened ear stalks 
which frequently exceed the main culm in height (Pl. VII). 
When accidents force into growth the branches below the ear, which 

ordinarily remain dormant, they increase in length, or, in other words, 
reduce in specialization, progressing toward the base of the plant. 
The place where these branches change from having pistillate to 
staminate terminal inflorescences is usually marked by a more com- 
plete abortion of the buds, leaving an unbranched section of two or 
three internodes. Thus the brachysm of the lateral branches is an 
excellent illustration of a graded specialization, indicating gradual 
development, but, although there are all stages of branch brachysm 
on an individual plant, the advanced stages, as found on ear stalks, 
are little affected by environment. 

Euchlaena, the nearest relative of maize, has no such specialization, 
and, although all of the nodes except the uppermost produce a branch, 
the apices of these branches are usually about the same height from 
the ground. This results from the fact that in progressing toward the 
apex of the plant each succeeding branch has one less node than the 
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A BRACHYTIC CORN PLANT COMPARED WITH A PLANT OF NORMAL STATURE. 

The brachytic plant produced two leaves more than the normal plant. 
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Two SISTER BRACHYTIC CORN PLANTS FROM THE SAME PROGENY Row, SHOWING 

AN EXTREME EXAMPLE OF ABORTED TASSEL. 

The plant with the aborted tassel bore ears which were broken off in dissecting. 
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Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE V. 

A BRACHYTIC CORN PLANT WHICH APPEARED IN THE FOURTH GENERATION 

OF A HYBRID BETWEEN THE CHINESE WAXY MAIZE AND A VARIETY OF WHITE 

DENT CORN FROM KANSAS. 

When this plant was self-pollinated it did not breed true, but its progeny included a few brachytic 
plants. 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE VI. 

A BRACHYTIC CORN PLANT FOUND IN A STRAIN OF THE ESPERANZA VARIETY 

OF ZEA HIRTA. 

Progenies of this plant failed to show any evidences of brachysm. This plant is 105 centimeters tall. 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE VII. 

A MAIZE PLANT WHICH HAS LOST THE BRACHYTIC SPECIALIZATION OF THE EAR 

STALK. 

This plant was grown at Chula Vista, Calif., from seed obtained in Bolivia. 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE VIII. 

BASAL SECTIONS OF NORMAL AND BRACHYTIC STALKS OF MAIZE, SHOWING 

THE NODES JUST ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE GROUND. 

This illustrates the increase in root-producing nodes which could be obtained on the brachytic plants 
by a cultural method which would cover this section of the stalk with soil. (Natural size.) 
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branch immediately below until the uppermost branch, borne in the 
axis of the second leaf from the top, has but two nodes. Thus each 
branch has one more internode than has the portion of the main culm, 
which is immediately above it. Contrary to Montgomery (13), this 
does not hold true for maize, but the relation may have been modified 
through brachysm.. There is some evidence to show that the total 
number of nodes is increased when the main culm is brachytic, and if 
this fact held true for lateral branches it would account for the differ- 
ence between maize and teosinte in this respect. When the ear stalk 
is lengthened, as in the tropical varieties previously mentioned, it be- 
comes possible to ascertain the number of nodes with accuracy. In 
these cases it has been found that there are 15 or more nodes, while 
only 5 or 6 nodes of the main stalk are above the ear-bearing branch. 

Although the pistillate inflorescence of maize affords the most 
striking example, there are indications of brachysm in the formation 
of the male inflorescence. If it is assumed that the internodes of the 
main axis are shortened and the terminal spike is formed through a 
reduction of lateral branches, this would constitute a still further 

stage of brachysm. 
Brachysm of the main culm might be considered an example of 

homoeosis (12), but on this hypothesis it is difficult to understand the 
absence of any tendency for the brachysm of the upper branches to 
become transferred to lower ones, a step much more direct than that 
involved in transferring this characteristic to the main culm. There 
is, however, some support for this view in that several of the 
brachytic plants developed pistillate flowers in the otherwise unal- 
tered staminate inflorescence, and although none of these pistillate 
flowers developed seed this fact suggests that an association exists, 
however slight, between bracytic internodes and the development 

- of female flowers. 

ASSOCIATED CHANGES. 

Mutations in most organisms are not confined to single characters, 
but alter the expression of many and frequently unrelated parts. 
Usually a particular character is changed greatly, serving to divert 
attention from minor changes in other characters. Careful examina- 
tion of many characters of an individual which has mutated obvi- 

ously in a single one often reveals the presence of the other changes. 
With the intention of determining whether other characters than 

internode length had undergone alteration in the original brachytic 
plants, careful measurements were made of other organs. Only two 
other changes were observed. The ears were flattened somewhat, 
doubtless due to the mechanical pressure of the large number of leaf 
sheaths. Such an alteration can not be considered as mutative, since 
it is an indirect manifestation of the brachytic condition. The other 

16071°—21——2 
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character affected is the length of the ear stalk, which shows a reduc- 
tion in internode length similar to that of the main culm. While 
this may be considered simply as the general extension of the 
brachytic tendency to all the lateral branches, as indicated also by 

the condition of the suckers, it must be remembered that the brachytic 
nature of the ear stalk on plants of normal stature is not ordinarily 

reflected in the main culm. 
This further shortening of the ear stalk on brachytic plants indi- 

cates that the brachytic stalks of normal ears are the result of a 
- genetic change separate from 

that which caused brachytic 

internodes on the main culm. 
Support for this latter con- 

tention is derived from a hy- 
Fig. 8.—Frequency distributicn for the length of brid between Florida teosinte 

the third branch in an F2 of Tom Thumb pop 
corn X Florida teosinte. and Tom Thumb pop corn 

(8). If the ear stalk is an 
example of brachysm similar to that of the main stalk, the second 
generation of the hybrid between teosinte and maize should give the 
same evidence of segregation of this character as is found with the 
internodes of the main culm when plants with brachytic culms are 
crossed with those of normal stature. 

With the second-generation plants, the third branch from the top 
on the main culm is assumed to be homologous with the ear stalk of 
normal maize, since it 1s borne at approximately the same node as 

the ear of maize. The frequency distribution for the length of this 
branch on second-generation plants of the Tom Thumb x Florida 

_ hybrid is shown in figure 3. 
It is apparent that there is no bimodality in the distribution of 

branch lengths, and it must be concluded that the brachysm of the 
ear stalk of normal maize does not behave as a simple Mendelian 
character in crosses with teosinte. 

Slight evidence for the discontinuous nature of the brachysm of 
ear stalks is to be found in the second generation of a cross between 
Boone County White and the brachytic strain. The frequency dis- 
tributions for the length of the ear stalk on brachytic plants directly 
descended from the original variation and on the first and second 
generation plants of the brachytic-Boone cross are shown in figure 
4. While the brachytic plants had shorter ear stalks than normal 
plants, the frequency distribution for this character on the normal 
segregates of the second generation of the hybrid suggests a bimodal- 
ity that is most easily explained by assumiiig an independent inheri- 
tance of the ear-stalk character. Too much confidence must not be 
placed in results of this sort, as it is obvious that at least one other 

factor besides length of internode is involved in the length of the 

PLANTS 
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ear stalk. This factor is the number of nodes. The actual number 
of nodes can not be determined with accuracy, and an estimate is 
likely to give very misleading results. 

Further evidence for the independent inheritance of the brachysm 

of ear stalks and that of the culm is to be found in an analysis of 
the correlations of these characters. 

In the normal plants of the second generation of the brachytic- 
Boone hybrid there was a correlation of 0.295+-0.06 between the 
length of the longest internode on the main culm and the length of 
the ear stalk. ‘This correlation is reversed in the brachytic plants of 
the same hybrid, but the coefficient of 0.09+0.09 is not a significant 
deviation from no correlation. These low correlations indicate an 
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Fic. 4.—Frequency distribution of length of ear stalk on brachytic, brachytic x Boone Fy, 

and brachytic and normal plants segregated in the I, of brachytic * Boone. 

almost complete independence of the factors which affect the inter- 
node length of the culm and those which affect the ear stalk. 

AGRICULTURAL ADVANTAGES. 

Brachysm in maize produces a form of plant which seems admir- 
-ably adapted to meet the unusual requirements of dry land and 
irrigated regions. The chief obstacles to the utilization of such 
variations lies in the numerous defects which commonly accompany 
them (Cook, 4), but the present brachytic strain is relatively free from 
undesirable corollaries 

The striking characteristics of this ee type of plant are its 
reduced height and sturdy erectness. There are many situations in 

i 
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which these features might prove to be of paramount value. It is 

hard to conceive of brachytic plants breaking down or lodging 
either when exposed to severe winds or when grown in soil that be- 
comes very soft when wet. 

While it may not be worth while to consider the substitution of 
brachytic varieties for the ordinary varieties in situations where the 
latter do well, there are many situations in which the normal height 
of the maize plant and its tendency to lodge in soft ground or wilt 
down in drying winds place it at a decided disadvantage. For such 
situations it would seem to be worth while to select progenies in 
which this brachytic character is combined with other characters 
adapted to the region. 

In addition to these two very obvious advantages there is another 
which might be fully as important’in certain dry-land situations. 
This latter advantage lies in the fact that because of the shortened 
internodes more nodes are in contact with the soil and develop roots. 

With the exception of the Navajo or Hopi type of maize the roots 
which appear at germination serve only to establish the young seed- 
lng. Subsequent growth and development depend upon the roots 
produced from nodes. In most varieties of maize grown under com- 
mon cultural methods, from four to eight nodes remain in contact 
with the ground and produce roots. The uppermost nede which pro- 
duces roots is usually somewhat above the surface of the soil. At 
this node in the Boone County White variety the number of primary 
roots is about 20. The young roots are covered with a sticky, trans- 
parent gelatinous substance which affords protection from the dry 

atmosphere and permits them to reach the soil from a height of about 
10.cm. Maize plants are capable of producing roots at practically 
every node below the ear and possibly even above the ear, provided 
these nodes are brought in contact with the ground or otherwise kept 
abnormally moist. Some tropical varieties have been observed with 
roots at 15 nodes above the surface of the ground, and these roots have 

attained a length of 8 or 10 cm. before finally drying. The highly 
specialized commercial varieties have not lost their ability to produce 
roots from the upper nodes, and within 24 hours after lodging such 
plants will be found to have started roots from all nodes which are in 
contact with the ground. 

In brachytic plants the reduction in the length of the internodes 
results in more nodes coming in contact with the ground, thereby in- 
creasing the production of roots. If it were found to be desirable, the 
root-producing nodes could be increased as much as 40 per cent over 
the common dent varieties by a proper system of culture, and even 
greater increases are possible by listing, a practice much in vogue in 

certain sections of the West. The possibilities in this respect are 
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graphically shown in Plate VIII. In addition to the increase in 
the number of roots due directly to the shortened internodes, there 
is a further increase of about 15 per cent, due to the fact that the 
reduced height is accompanied by an increase in the diameter of 
the culm, thus increasing the periphery of the nodes from which the 
roots arise. 

This increased root system obtained under ordinary conditions of 
flat surface tillage is of no mean advantage. In irrigated regions 
where the flooding system is practiced or even under most furrow 
systems the taller varieties of maize lodge badly following an irriga- 
tion, especially if there is a moderate wind. The brachytic plants 
are thoroughly anchored and by reason of their greatly reduced 
height would be able to withstand such conditions and remain erect. 

Tn addition to the increased root system, brachytic plants offer an- 

other character that may be of advantage for dry-land culture. The 
reduction in internode length brings the leaves close together, thus 
effecting a partial shade at the time when the sun is at its height. In 
this manner transpiration may be reduced at the critical period, and 
if this reduction is appreciable it should result in a lower water re- 

quirement for brachytic plants. The feature of partial shade may be 
desirable also for irrigated regions where, during the bright days of 
summer, the plants frequently are unable to obtain water from the 
soil with sufficient rapidity to supply the heavy demands of midday 
transpiration, even though the soil is thoroughly wet. 

It remains to be determined just how far farm practice can be made 
to comply with the requirements of harvesting such a crop. Where 
the practice of hogging off is followed, the brachytic plants are ideal, 
since the ears are brought within easy reach of the animals and little 
waste should occur. 
Asa general rule, the commercial varieties of corn are taller than is 

necessary to satisfy the physiological requirements for yield of grain. 
This increased height is due almost entirely to the elongation of the 
internodes and not to an increase in the number of nodes. An increase 
in the height of the culm would seem to be a disadvantage unless it is 
the result of an increase in the number of nodes, as otherwise no addi- 

tional leaf area results. The brachytic variation affords a means of 
reducing the stature, with no corresponding reduction in leaf area. 

There is, of course, a physiological limit to the production of grain 
upon small plants, beyond which it is impossible to proceed. This 
limit is obviously dependent upon the leaf area available for pur- 
poses of photosynthesis. The reduction in internode length does not 
reduce the number of nodes, nor is it accompanied by a reduction 
in the size of the leaves, and the total leaf area therefore remains the 
same. The leaves, however, are brought closer together, and possibly 
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the area available for photosynthesis has been reduced somewhat. The 
degree of this reduction is yet to be determined, but with the ex- 
ception of this reduction which, under certain conditions, may be | 
beneficial, there should be no other physiological difficulties in com- 
bining high productivity with brachytic stature. 

Genetically, however, more difficulties are to be expected. Yield of 
grain, like most quantitative characters, is one of those relatively 
unstable characters difficult to recover from hybrids involving small- 
eared varieties. If only 10 factors are involved in maximum grain 
production, all 10 of these would be.expected to occur in homozygous 
combination with brachytic culms in an F, hybrid only once in | 
4,195,304 plants. To be reasonably certain of securing the combi- 
nation in an F, hybrid, at least 12,585,912 plants should be grown. 
It is, however, an unfortunate fact that probably many more than 
10 factors are involved. The form of the inflorescence alone can be 
resolved into several component parts, such as length, diameter, num- | 
ber of seeds, size of seeds, number of rows, volume, and weight of 
seeds, all of which are known to be inherited separately, and even 
these subdivisions are far from being simple characters. 
With the several advantages, the commercial value of the bra- 

chytic variation depends upon the success with which the shortened 
internodes may be combined with the grain production of the stand- 
ard dent varieties. It is not unlikely that if such a combination were 
effected the value of the strain would be appreciated in areas out- 
side the regions of extreme climatic conditions. The brachytic char- 
acter is one which reappears in the perjugate generation of hybrids, 
and the possibility of combining the dwarf stature with the high pro- 
ductivity of commercial varieties will be considered. 

INHERITANCE OF BRACHYSM IN HYBRIDS WITH COMMERCIAL 
VARIETIES. 

BRACHYTIC x< BOONE. 

In an effort to combine the brachytic character of the culm with 

the high productivity of commercial varieties, several crosses have 
been made. ‘Two crosses were made with the Boone County White 
variety, and a few first-generation plants of each cross were grown 
in the greenhouse and self-pollinated. Three ears resulted, and a 
progeny of each of these, as well as a large population of the first 
generation, was grown in the field at Lanham, Md. The first-gen- 
eration plants grown in the field were fully as large as the Boone 
parent and remarkably uniform. A number of characters were 
measured, as shown in Table ITI. 

The three second-generation progenies segregated into normal 
and brachytic plants, with well-defined classes closely approximat- 
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ing the 3 to 1 monohybrid ratio. The actual number was 234 nor- 
mal and 74 brachytic, the percentage of the recessive class being 

94.0 + 1.7. The measurements of these second-generation plants 
also are given in Table ITI. 

Tapre Ill.—J/easurements of maize plants of the first and second generations 
‘ of the brachytic X Boone hybrid. 

[The ears had dark and pale eolored seeds, and the number 11 following the progeny designation indicates 
that the color of the seed planted was dilute. Figures in the last two columns in black-face type 
indicate the characters in which the brachytic plants exceeded the plants of normal stature.] 

First generation. Second generation. 

Dif- 

ae Dh 435 Dh 436 B Diff ence P 5- — lay Ta- iffer- : 
Dh 435. 11. Dh 436. 11. Normal. chytic. aren > 

prob- 
able 
error. 

Height of plant, | 
decimeterse-- 4-20. -- = |27. 240. 25 26. 840. 36/26. 0+0. 22 26. 1+0. 37/29. 7+0. 19/10. 44.0. 12/19.340.17)114.0 

Height of upper ear from | : 
the ground .decimeters -|13.0+0. 25/12. 440. 28/12.34+0.1911.7+0. 26/12.0+0.12) 3.940.06) 8.1+0.13] 62.2 

Length of branching | 
space-.... centimeters. -|/19.5+0. 27/19. 0+0. 37|18. 240. 34,17. 140. 54/15. 14.0. 16)12. 24+.0. 22) 2.94.0. 27) 10.7 

Length of central spike, | 
Gengimeters: Sescc2 25-0 - 32. 0+0. 67/30. 0+0. 50/30. 740. 61/32. 740. 71/30. O40. 28/30. 740.56) 0.740.63} 1.1 

Length of longest tassel 
branch. . centimeters. .|29.1+0.50/27.0+0. 46/27.7+0. 51/28. 2+0. 40/24. 340. 43/24.4+0. 29) 0.14.0.48) .2 

Number oftassel branches. |37. 8+ 1. 24/34. 041. 21/29.341. 33/24. 2+1.34/31. 740. 46/36.4+0.72| 4.740.77| 6.7 
Longest leaf: 

Length .centimeters. .|103.5+0.57/91.5+1. 24/86. 5+ 0. 87/85. 84 1. 28/95. 24.0. 42/90. 24+ 0. 62} 5.040.75) 6.7 
Withee sss do....; 9.9+0.15) 9.140.15) 8.7+0.12) 8.9+0.12) 8.9+0.06) 8.940.07} 0.0+0.09} 0 

node.-....centimeters. -|16.8+0.34 18. 2+0.13)17.8+0. 29|17.5+0.16)16.8+0.12) 5.4+0.12/11.4+0.17] 67.0 
Number of internodes 
above longest .-.......-.. 9.94+0.29) 7.740.18| 7.440.21] 7.340.15; 7.5+0.09) 7.140.18} 0.4+0.20] 2.0 

Diameter ofstalk, ;';inch .|16.9+0. 29/13. 8+0. 39/13. 140. 18/13. 140. 31/14. 2+0. 12/16.0+0. 23] 1.84+0.26] 6.95 
Number of ears..........-|-- eens [ Ree eee a ynhed enc eean oe | eect gale pepe 1.25+0. 02) 1.5+0.05/0.25+0.05) 4.6 
Ear length: 

Upper ear, centi- 
Me lErse sees sise = 2 23.240. 53 21.4+0. 55/18. 8+0. 41/20. 240. 38/16. 2+0. 20/14. 0+0. 21/0. 22+0. 29 -76 

Total...centimeters. .|26.8+1. 25 22. 24.0. 54/22. 240. 90/24.3+0. 94/20. 7+0. 40/20.6+0.57| 0.140.7 ol 
Number ofrows on upper 
CAbaeseeeesecisen eo sece 18. 2+0.11,16.6+0. 24:17.7+0. 11/16. 2+0. 11/18. 2+0.12/17.0+0.13} 1.2+0.17) 7.13 

Length of staminate 
spike on upper ear, 
CBU HINES & RSE S GEG See ABBE COE IE Eero Paracel eee mares 5.5+0.30) 4.8+0.46} 0.740.55} 1.3 

Number of leaves: 
Above the upper ear. 5.7+0.09) 5.2+0.08| 5.040.06} 5.0+0.08) 4.9+0.03} 4.8+0.04] 0.1+0.05} 2.0 

1 

ANG EI Aa as Sa eae 22.340. 20/20. 3+0. 25/21. 0+0. 21/21.9+0. 75/21. 7+0. 09/22.3+0.12|) 0.640.15|} 4.0 
Number of nodes: 

IWithiOOtSess 252.22 ldo O51 4 | nar sere | ee aie | Ree ne 7.340.07) 8.540.05) 1.2+0.08) 15.5 
Without roots.......-) 14.7 0525/14. 4-4-0. 22/14. 1+ 0: 14113. 63-0.17)|2:-- 2.2. 52|2...2.- 22 2|--2 2222 ale. .--- 

Length of longest leaf 
sheath. ...centimeters.. 23. 6+0. 29/22. 640. 25/20. 940. 20/20. 0+0. 43/22. 7+0. 13/22.440.19] 0.340.2| 1.5 

Number of leaf sheaths | : 
above longest.......... 13. 0+0. 27/12. 4+0. 42/12. 0+0. 27)11.4+0. 2411.3+0.09/11.640.14) 0.34+0.16) 1.8 

Length of upper ear | 
stalk. ....centimeters.. 12.740. 46)10.2+0.56| 9.6+0.40) 9.5+0.70) 8.740. 23 Wee 0-23 1.340.31| 4.2 

While no difficulty was encountered in classifying the plants as to 
stature, a closer examination showed that several plants, classed as 
normal, in reality had one or more shortened internodes. The actual 
number was 14 plants with one or two shortened internodes in a 
population of 130 otherwise normal plants. These brachytic inter- 
nodes were located either near the base or near the top of the plant. 
(Pls. IX and X.) Such plants may be heterozygous for the bra- 
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chytic character with a partial failure of dominance or they may be 
considered as instances where the segregation has been incomplete. 

In either event the well-defined difference between these brachytic 
internodes and the adjoining normal nodes emphasizes the indi- 
viduality of the node and internode asa metamer. If these cases are 
looked upon as, partial failures of dominance, it is significant that 
instead of a general shortening of internode length throughout the 
entire plant single internodes only are affected and become abruptly 
and decidedly shorter than their mates. This fact indicates that no 
general lengthening of the internodes is to be expected as the result 
of contamination by repeated “ back crosses” on plants of normal 
stature. 

These cases would seem to offer some support for the hypothesis 
of somatic segregation or perhaps bud variation. If such an ex- 
planation is adopted, a question arises whether an ear borne on a 

node subtended by a brachytic internode would behave in heredity as 
a true brachytic. No such cases have arisen as yet, and there would 
be some difficulty in distinguishing them unless the brachysm was 
pronounced, as in the case shown in Plates IX and X. 

The internode borne on the same node with the ear is almost in- 

variably shorter than the internodes immediately above and below, 
so that to be detected brachysm of the internode at this point must 
of necessity be pronounced. 

Although an ear borne on a brachytic internode might be ger- 
minally brachytic, it cf necessity must be fertilized by male gametes 
from an inflorescence produced from a normal node. The resulting. 
seeds, therefore, would give rise either to plants of normal stature 
only, or, if the parental plant had been heterozygous for brachysm, 
one-half of the progeny could be brachytic. The point is of interest 
in connection with the sudden appearance of brachysm in the two 
Chinese hybrids. 

The brachytic segregates in the F, of Boone-brachytic hybrids 
had a mean height in decimeters of 10.42+0.112, with a coefficient 
of variability of 14.30.79 and a range of 7 to 15 decimeters. The 
coefficient of variability of the brachytic segregates compared with 
that of the 14 brachytic progenies shows that there was no signifi- 
cant increase in variation in the segregates, the increase being only 
1.2+0.87. A somewhat larger increase is obtained if the coefficient 
of variability of the brachytic segregates is compared with that of 
the brachytic progeny grown in 1918; the difference then becomes 
4.2+1.13, or 3.7 times the probable error, but since these progenies 
were not grown the same year the propriety of comparing their 
variability is questionable. While the average height of the bra- 
chytic segregates was greater than that of brachytic plants directly 
descended from the original variety, the difference of 1.61+0.87 is 
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Two BRACHYTIC INTERNODES ON A CORN PLANT THE OTHER INTERNODES OF 

WHICH WERE OF NORMAL LENGTH. 

This plant was found in the second generation of the brachytic-Boone hybrid. (Natural size.) 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE X. 

Two 'CuLMS OF MAIZE, EACH SHOWING TWO BRACHYTIC INTERNODES, THE OTHER 

INTERNODES BEING OF NORMAL LENGTH. 

These plants were segregated in the second generation of the brachytic-Boone hybrids. The portion 
shown at the left is from the base of the plant. (About one-half natural size.) 
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. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XII. 

THE SAME CORN PLANT SHOWN IN PLATE XI WITH THE LEAVES AND Husks 

REMOVED TO SHOW THE CHARACTER OF THE INTERNODES. 

Note the brachytic tiller. 
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Le 

AN “‘ADHERENT’’ VARIATION OF MAIZE WHICH APPEARED IN THE SECOND 
GENERATION OF THE BRACHYTIC-BOONE HYBRID. 

The upper leaves of such plants adhere as if glued, and the branches of the tassel are compacted into 
a hardened mass. This variation has been found on plants of normal stature only. 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XIV. 

UPPER SECTION OF AN ADHERENT CORN PLANT. 

The tassel, the silks of the upper ear, and the contortions of the culm are shown. 
(Nearly natural size.) 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XV. 

EARS OF CORN SHOWING TWO EXTREMES IN THE EXPRESSION OF THE STAMINATE 

SPIKE CHARACTER IN THE FIRST GENERATION OF THE BRACHYTIC-BOONE 
HYBRID. 

Note the few staminate spikelets about 6 Cert ters from the tip on the ear at theright. (Slightly 
reduced.)) 



Bul. 925, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE XVI. 

TIPS OF EARS OF CORN SHOWING THE EXTREMES IN THE EXPRESSION OF THE 

STAMINATE SPIKE CHARACTER. 

These ears are from the second generation of the brachytic-Boone hybrid. (Nearly natural size.) 
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not significant. The frequency distribution for height of plant is 
shown in figure 5. 

In yield, as measured by the total ear length, neither the normal 
nor the brachytic F, plants equaled the first generation, but indi- 
vidual plants were obtained which yielded fully as well as the best 

19 IS IF 1929 @2@ 238 25 2F 29 HA FFI BS BF BVP OCM 

. 5.—Frequency distribution of height of plant in brachytic X Boone, second 
generation. 

of the F,. With a sharp segregation into normal and brachytic 
plants and a failure to increase the variability of height in the segre- 
gated brachytic plants, the procedure to be followed in securing the 
desired combination of brachytic stature with high yield becomes 
greatly simplified and 
eventual success be- 
comes more certain. 
It is necessary only 
to back cross the best 
yielding of the segre- 
gated brachytic plants 
upon the high-yield- 
ing commercial varie- 
ties and repeat the 
procedure until the o 
desired combination is 
obtained. 
While the mean 

length of ear of the 
brachytic segregates ° 
in the second genera- 

age 

| wee 
eres 
ru 

AS) 

ee 
® nN 

tion of the brachytic- 
Beone hybrids is lit- 
tle, if any, greater 
than that of the 14 
brachytic progenies, 
several plants were 
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Fic. 6.—Frequency distribution for total length of ears on 

Boone, brachytic, Boone x brachytic F;, and the normal 

and brachytic plants segregated in the brachytiec x 

Boone Fs. 

obtained which greatly exceeded in length of ear the directly de- 
scended brachytic plants (Pls. XI and XII). The frequency dis- 
tributions for ear length are shown in figure 6. 

The normal plants of the second generation exceed the brachytic 
plants not only in stature but also in the length of the longest leaf, 
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in the number of rows on the upper ear, and in the length of the 
ear stalk. The brachytic plants, on the other hand, exceed the 
plants of normal stature in the number of branches in the tassel, 
the diameter of the culm, the total number of leaves, and the number 
of nodes that produce roots. The frequency distributions for the 
total number of nodes for the Boone, brachytic, and first and second 
generation hybrids are shown in figure 7. 

The reduced length of the branching axis of the tassel of the 
brachytic plants clearly indicates that brachysm includes the termi- 

nal inflorescence. Although the 30 . 
le ssl eeloael al length of the rachis from which 

20 . branches arise is reduced, the total 
pee ene esl number of branches is increased. 

/ Bea ee This increase is comparable to the 
il = IN increase in the number of nodes on 
ae ahaa the culm, which is coincident with 8 0 Et eas 8 le eae reduced stature. 

Ss he “a|\ £2 The abortion of the terminal in- 
lene cI WEN NGL florescence discussed on page 4 

S10 did not appear in the progeny of 6) Abe , ) R 5 yA Va ~— the brachytic-Boone hybrid. As 
N Bee see the evidence available thus far for 
3/0 mae this character indicates a Men- 
eee ee delian behavior, it would seem that 

o y So 5 . ° 

ae a esos the brachytic-Boone combination 
Ba j ey will be free from this defect. 

ots eke It is an interesting fact that, 
he ae a although the longest internodes on 
ea NL brachytic plants are less than one- 

"517 pipe ae epne ae oo third the length of the longest 
Ms internodes on normal plants, the 

ty eee a a ee eee length of the longest leaf sheath is 
chytic, Boone X brachytic Fi,and the not reduced on the brachytic plants, 
he Haot baciwie Boe | lor is the (position of thes shea 

altered. 
There is a correlation of 0.434+0.047 between the length of the 

leaf sheath and the length of the internode on normal plants, indicat- 
ing a definite tendency for the sheaths to cover the internodes. Curi- 

ously enough, however, the longest leaf sheath does not inclose the 
longest internode, but on the contrary is produced, on the average, 
four internodes below the longest internode. That the correlation 
is no closer than 0.434 is not surprising, since the length of internodes 
on plants of normal stature is so largely determined by environ- 
mental conditions and may be altered at a comparatively late date, 

while the dimensions of the sheath are relatively constant. 
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While there is a definite relation between the length of internodes 

and sheaths on normal plants, this relationship is not found on 

brachytic plants. On these plants the coefficient of correlation be- 

tween these characteristics is but 0.036-+0.097, indicating complete 

independence in the size of these two organs. 
Since the length of the longest sheath has the same range and va- 

riability in both brachytic and normal plants, the absence of a corre- 
jation with length of internode on the brachytic plants indicates that 
the variability in internode length on these plants is due to environ- 
mental rather than inherited differences. 

TERATOLOGICAL VARIATIONS. 

Although brachysm is commonly accompanied by other abnormal 
manifestations, only two teratological forms have been observed in 
the progenies of brachytic-normal maize hybrids. One of these ab- 
normalities is ears which end in staminate spikes. This abnormality 
has been observed frequently in strains not involving brachysm and 
therefore may be considered as having appeared incidentally in these 
hybrid progenies, with no direct relation to the brachysm of the culm. 

The other variation is entirely new in our experience, and while 
there is no evidence to indicate that it is caused by brachysm it seems 
desirable to record briefly the more general features of its inheritance. 
In this variation the leaves adhere to one another as if glued (PI. 
XIII). With many plants the upper leaves are affected most se- 
verely, but the seedling leaves also are subject to the abnormality. 

Seedlings in which this peculiarity is pronounced fail to develop, 
and even those plants which exhibit the character in a minor degree 
produce but little seed. When the variation makes its appearance 
relatively late in the life of the plant the upper leaves adhere so 
firmly that the culm is forced into many contortions in attempting to 
elongate. In some instances the ear-bearing node is involved, in 
which case the ear also is contorted. The branches of the tassel are 
compacted into a solid structure which in expanding bursts through 
the confining blades and sheaths (Pl. XIV). The spikelets are ad- 
versely affected and become shortened and twisted. In view of the 
nature of this variation it has been designated “ adherence.” 

The variation appeared in two second-generation progenies of the 
brachytic-Boone hybrid, but in none of the other progenies involving 
brachytic. In these two progenies the percentage of total plants that 
were adherent was 19.1+1.85. The adherent variation was, however, 
confined to plants of normal stature, and the percentage of adherent 
among the nonbrachytic plants was 23.9+2.1. The nature of the 
abnormality was such that the stature of the adherent plants was 
reduced, but there can be no question that the variation appeared 
only on plants genetically of normal stature. This is well demon- 
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strated in figure 8, which shows frequency distributions of the three 
types of plants for the length of the longest internode. The longest 
internode, disregarding the very uppermost, which is sometimes difh- 
cult to differentiate from the rachis of the tassel, is found almost 
always well below the ear, and hence below the area affected in the 
adherent plants. 

If the adherent variation is considered as being due to a single 
factor, completely coupled or linked with normal stature, then the 
adherent plants should be 25 per cent of the total, while the observed 
percentage is 19+1.85. While this deviation seems large, the nature 
of the variation is such that many of the plants must be eliminated 
in the seedling stage and doubtless escape notice. The percentage 
of adherent plants necessitates the assumption that this variation is 
recessive to the normal condition, and if the above hypothesis of 
perfect linkage with normal stature is correct, self-pollinated ad- 

herent plants 
re 
ls should produce 
x hing but ad- 
JEDGREEE-SUee nent Benet 
S AN normal stature. 

i214 16 zo 22 24cm The F, ofa bra- 

Fre. 8.—Frequency distribution of the length of the longest in- chytic adherent 
ternode on brachytic, adherent, and normal plants from the epggg should. be 

second generation of brachytic * Boone. 5 
normal with re- 

spect to both characters, and in the second generation there should 
be three classes of plants in the proportion of one normal in stature 
and adherent, two normal in stature and nonadherent, and one 
brachytic and nonadherent. The Boone plant which was crossed 
with brachytic must have been heterozygous for adherence, or other- 
wise it would have exhibited this character. Therefore, the prog- 
enies of one-half of the F, plants should have 25 per cent of the 
‘plants adherent. As yet only three progenies have been grown and 
two have exhibited the variation, but 30 additional hand-pollinated 
ears remain to be tested. 

EARS ENDING IN STAMINATE SPIKES. 

The staminate spike variation was found not only in the Boone- 
brachytic hybrid but also in some of the other brachytic-normal 
hybrids. The ears in this variation terminate in single spikes bear- 
ing several rows of paired staminate spikelets. The number of rows 
of these staminate spikelets, in the cases where they can be deter- 
mined with reasonable accuracy, is usually less than the number of 
rows of seeds upon the ear. 

The character is extremely variable in expression, especially in the 
second generation of the Boone-brachytic hybrid. In this hybrid, 
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ears were found with staminate spikes ranging from 15 cm. in 
length to those with just a few scattered spikelets near the tip or 
with only a disorganized area where spikelets failed to develop, 
leaving a bent and deformed ear. The range of variation in the 
Boone-brachytic hybrids is shown in Plates XV and XVI. 

The variation is one which is found frequently in maize in several 
forms. The nature of its inheritance has not been reported, but 
that it is heritable seems certain. 
While neither the Boone nor the brachytic parent plants produced 

ears with staminate spikes, many plants of the first generation pro- 
duced such ears. The exact ratio in the F, was 17 with staminate 

tips to 63 normal. This is a very close approximation to a Men- 
delian monohybrid ratio, where the variation is recessive to the 
normal form of the ear. To secure such a ratio in an F,, it may be 
assumed that both parents were heterozygous for the character in- 
volved. The same result would be obtained if normal ear form were 
the result of two dominant independent factors with the brachytic 
parent heterozygous for both of these factors and the Boone parent 
homozygous for one dominant factor and heterozygous for the other. 
On this latter hypothesis the progeny of the self-pollinated brachytic 

parent would have 43.75 per cent of the plants bearing ears terminat- 
ing in staminate spikes, while the self-pollinated Boone parent would 
give 25 per cent of the progeny with such ears. 

Of the nine hand-pollinated ears obtained from brachytic plants, 
six were the result of self-pollination, the other three representing 
crosses between sister plants. Only one progeny grown from these 
nine ears exhibited the staminate spike character. This progeny 
was from a self-pollinated ear. Ears were produced by 36 plants, 20 
of which had staminate spikes that ranged in length from 2 to 12 cm. 
The average length was 6.55+0.52 cm. The percentage of plants 
having staminate spikes (55.5--5.6) is very close to that for a 
Mendelian dihybrid, where the character is the result of the com- 
bination of two dominant factors and the parent plant is heterozy- 
gous for both of them. As in all the second-generation progenies in 
which this character reappeared it behaved as a recessive character, 
the percentage of 55.5 may be considered a chance departure from 
43.75. With the small number involved (only 36), the deviation of 
11.75 per cent above the 48.75 is less than three times the probable 
error. 

If the above explanation is correct, self-pollinated F, plants should 
give the following progenies: One all normal, three with 25 per cent 
of the plants with staminate spikes, two with 43.75 per cent of the 
plants with staminate spikes, and two with all the plants with stami- 
nate spikes. The last two, of course, would be recognized in the first 
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generation, since they would result from self-pollinating plants ex- 
hibiting the variation. 

If the hypothesis is correct that both the Boone and the brachytic 
parents were heterozygous for the variation, three classes of progeny 
should be obtained from self-pollinated F, plants, one class produc- 
ing nothing but normal-eared plants, one with 25 per cent of the 
plants with staminate-spiked ears, and one with all the plants having 
ears with staminate spikes. The ratio in which these progenies 
should appear would be the familar 1:2:1. 

As in the other hypothesis, the I‘, progenies which would have all 
the plants exhibiting the variation would be recognized in the F,, 
since they would show the variation in that generation. Since only 
three self-pollinated progenies have been grown thus far, it is not 
possible to test crucially the two hypotheses. The F, progenies 
which furnished seed for the second generation were grown in the 
greenhouse. The ears produced by these plants gave no indication 
of staminate spikes, and it was only in the larger planting in the 
field that the variation appeared in the first-generation plants. 

The three second-generation Boone-brachytic progenies were fairly 
consistent with respect to the percentage of plants that produced 
the variation, all three closely approximating 25 per cent with 
staminate tips. The variation obviously is detrimental, since the 
ears affected are reduced in length. Although the staminate spike 
is not developed entirely at the expense of the pistillate portion, the 
evidence from the Boone-brachytic hybrid indicates that the length 
of the ear is reduced about one-half the length of the staminate spike. 

It is of practical interest, therefore, to determine whether this un- 
desirable variation is associated with stature. In this respect the 
three Boone-brachytic progenies differ somewhat. All three prog- 
enies show that the gene, or at least one of the genes for staminate 
spikes, is located in the same chromosome with the gene for stature. 
In the present hybrid, staminate spikes are associated with normal 
stature, so that the improvement in yield of the brachytic variation 
is not threatened in these cases. It must not be overlooked, however, 
that by suitable crosses these correlations could be reversed, thereby 
increasing the percentage of brachytic plants with the undesirable 
staminate spike variation. 

The three progenies exhibit varying degrees of closeness of the rela- 
tionship of stature to staminate spikes on the ear, with an average cor- 
relation of 0.87+0.112. Such a correlation coefficient indicates-a 
rather loose linkage, but it is apparent that in some progenies this 
relationship might be very much closer. That such cases may be ex- 
pected is shown by the F, of the brachytic-Hopi hybrid where the 
brachytic plants appeared in combination with the staminate spike 
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character in half the cases. In this particular cross also the spikes 

were unusually well developed. (See Table IV.) 

BRACHYTIC X HOPI. 

The Hopi variety, in common with other varieties grown by the 

Indians of the Southwestern States, possesses the long mesocotyl, 

which permits deep planting. An attempt was made by crossing 

brachytic and Hopi to combine the brachytic stature with the deep- 

planting adaptation. The strain of Hopi used in this cross was par- 

ticularly vigorous, with plants fully as tail as those of the Boone 

variety. 
The first Eoreraton was a complete surprise and was practically 

worthless. The plants were tall but differed from all the other first- 
generation hybrids of which brachytic was one parent in that they 
were weak and soon lodged. The ears were small and the yield poor. 

TABLE LV.—Distribution of plants with respect to the staminate spike characters 
in the brachytic X Boone and brachytic X Hopi hybrids of maize, including 
plants of the first and second generations. 

Normal Brachytic Percentage. 
stature. stature. 

aa Coefficient 
Progeny designation. otal. : of asso- 
rate Nor- | £38 | Nor- | Ears Bros) Stamnl| ciation) with with chyt- | nate 

mal ee mal ch ic. |spikes. 
eats. | spikes.| ©97S- | spikes. 

Brachyiule Boone: 
1D ZED WW AGO) 10s Sepeonosecenees 39 21 16 7 83| 27.7] 33.8 0. 10+0. 20 
Dh 435 W1 L19, DS ee ee ae 51 20 27 5 103 | 31.0] 24.3 -45+0. 17 
Dh 436 W1 119, Hip ates yen ponents Rete 48 18 18 0 84] 21.4} 21.4] 1.0 +0 

NON iG Ree See mr a Bee meee 138 59 61 12 270 | 27.0] 26.3 . 3740. 112 

MD nyA3 Gece saree ace ane 63 TUG Sees eas peer SON Rese ee QUIS) | Saye Pe Ge SR 
Bra cayyic < Hopi: ° 

8W1 119, 1a SERRE OBE AoE 71 3 ial 10 95 | 23.2 ISH . 91+0. 04 
Dh eS Te eal 5 Asay oe Eee ET ACR 20 PA he uae esl ar oa Di tees |e bey eos seacestc 

1 The correlations are between normal stature and staminate spikes with the exception of the last one, 
whichis a correlation between brachytic stature and staminate spikes. 

The second generation was little better, and no good plants were 
found. The brachytic plants especially were poor, one-half of the 
plants having ears which terminated in the staminate spikes found in 
the brachytic-Boone hybrids and described on pages 20-22. In the 
Hopi hybrid, however, the staminate spikes were much longer in pro- 
portion to the length of the pistillate part. The magnitude of this 
difference between the pistillate and staminate parts is shown in 
Table V. In the other hybrids the staminate spikes on the ears of 
-brachytic plants were no longer than those borne on sister plants of 
normal stature. The ears with staminate spikes in the Hopi hybrid 
contrasted sharply with the normal ears, and no gradations were 
found. In this respect they differed from the Boone hybrids, where 
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the appearance of the staminate spike was variable and not well differ- 
entiated from normal ears. 

TABLE V.—WMeasurements of the first and second generation plants of a hybrid 
between brachytic and Hopi. 

, Dh 438F». 

Character. Dh 438F). 

Normal. Brachytic. | Difference. 

Height Ofplant.222 22 ieee eee eee decimeters..| 25.940. 28 | 23.1 +0.28 | 10.2 +0. 23 | 12.9 +0.36 
Length of longest tassel br anche) 2 centimeters. .| ,28.8+0. 62 | 12.2 40.14] 5.1 40.25] 7.1 +0.29 
Length of branching space..............-.---- do....| 14.7+0.33 | 12.5 +0.27) 10.4 40.35} 2.1 +0. 44 
Length Ob central Spik@e os .sn-5- 8 ees ne eee do....} 32,640.60 | 29.1 40.35 | 31-3 +0.87) 2.2 +0.94 
Number of leaves: 

Above the upper ear......-- Ws Rae ee er ee 4.1+0.07 | 23.0 +0. 40 | 22.7 +0.56] 0.3 +0. 69 
Oval: Fests oteee ec Se See es epee see ees 19.4+0.17 | 28.9 +0. 70 | 22.1 41.10] 6.8 +1.30 

Longest leaf: 
Ne PG 20s Rowen Ee Soe a, SE centimeters..| 90.54+1.15 | 94.6 40.72 | 91.5 40.87 | 3.1 +1.14 
(WAGBIE ee once eee doses: 8.740.14] 8.6 +0.09| 8.7 +0.16| 0.1 40.18 

Number of tassel branches. 29.8+0.98 | 3.7940.05 | 1.5040.31 | 2.2940.31 
Ear length: ; 

Wpperearein soos cceses: =. cenutl ..| 19.940.47 | 16.9 +0.31 | 10.1 40.67) 6.8 +0. 74 
PRO E AUC ieee ec caeyat as ote do....| 21.9+0. 78 | 20.0 +0. 53 | 21.7 +1.2 1.7 +0. 56 

Number of rows on upper ear..--..........--------- 18.8+0. 22 | 16.6 +0.20 | 15.2 +0.39 | 1.4 +0.44 
Length of staminate spike............. Centimetersss|=. 2-2... 6-cee 62.3 12.3 41.5 | 10.0 

a The total ear length includes only the length of the pistillate portion on those ears which developed 

a One creer ae ‘ 

The brachytic plants of the Hopi hybrid also differed from the 
brachytic segregates of other hybrids in that the ears were borne in 
the axils of the uppermost leaves, or in extreme cases appeared as the 
lowest branches of the terminal inflorescences. ‘This tendency to 
have ears at the base of the tassel is one which has been observed 

often in plants of the Chinese waxy variety and also in hybrids in- 
volving this type. (Pl. XVII.) Its appearance, therefore, in the 
brachytic-Hopi hybrid is not to be attributed to the same genetic 
change which caused the reduction in length of internode on the 
culm, although its expression in this hybrid was confined to brachytic 

plants. | 
Like most variations in maize, this tendency is inherited. Seven 

plants were grown from a self-pollinated ear of a Chinese plant 
which had produced ears at the base of the tassel. All seven of these 
plants showed evidence of this trait. On three of these plants the 
only symptom was a cluster of bracts at the base of the tassel; one 
plant, in addition to these bracts, had scattered pistillate spikelets on 

the lower tassel branches; another plant similar to the parent de- 
veloped an ear at the base of the tassel; while the two remaining 
plants both had ears borne in the normal position, but terminating in 

staminate spikes. 
The character is expressed in a variety of forms, sometimes ap- 

pearing simply as a group of pistillate spikelets at the base of an 

otherwise normal staminate branch, and at other times well-formed 

ears with regular rows and not much smaller than those borne in the 
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L SECTION OF A TASSEL OF CHINESE WAXY MAIZE, SHOWING CLUSTER 

OF EARS. 

(Naturals 
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usual position are found. The intermediate stages between these 
well-formed ears and branches which have only a few pistillate 
fiowers at the base closely resemble the ears that terminate in stami- 

nate spikes. 
The pistillate branches, or ears, are clustered around the base of 

the tassel, the internodes being so short as to be indistinguishable 
from one another. (See Pl. XVII.) The transformation from male 
branches to ears is accomplished by a shortening of the rachis which 
is first noticeable at the base of the branch. In the advanced stages 
this shortening results in a crowding of the spikelets, which fre- 
quently is augmented further by a zigzagging oftherachis. In these 
cases there often is evidence of twisting. The spikelets in the early 
stages of the transformation of the branches are little altered, but 
with the added shortening of the rachis the glumes become reduced 
in length and gradually assume the characteristics of glumes on 
normal ears (Pls. XVIII and XIX). 

While the tendency to have ears clustered at the base of the tassel 
is found on plants with normal internodes as well as on brachytic 
plants, the nature of the transformation from staminate to pistillate 
branches strongly suggests brachysm. Thus, there is an abrupt short- 
ening of the main axis at the point where the branching occurs and 
also a marked shortening of the rachis of the branches, accom- 
panied by a development of pistillate flowers. These changes are 
essentially those which took place in the development of the normal 
ear and are similar to those indicated in the brachytic plants of the 
Chinese- Algeria hybrid. 

Taken in connection with the fact that half the brachytic plants 
of the Hopi-brachytic hybrid produced ears terminating in staminate 
spikes and that the brachytic plants had but few nodes above the ears, 
the close resemblance of tassel ears to ears in the normal position with 
staminate spikes suggests a possible origin of these staminate spikes. 

Viewed in this light, the ear of maize may have developed not 
from a central spike of the terminal inflorescence of a lateral 
branch but from the transformation of the lower staminate branch 
of the terminal panicle into a pistillate branch. If this hypothesis 
is adopted, the sterile nodes which intervene between the pistillate 
and staminate inflorescences are not so difficult to explain and be- 
come with the ear a part of the terminal inflorescence. 

The lower branches of the tassel occasionally develop into re- 
plicas of normal plants and even more frequently are subtended by 
bracts. These lower branches are relatively unstable, being the 
first to develop pistillate flowers, and the number of rows of spikelets 
often exceeds four. This increase in the number of rows may arise 
through the reduction of secondary branches or perhaps from a zig- 
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zagging of the rachis and subsequent twisting of the saddlebacks, 
as suggested by Collins (2). 

The occurrence of ears at the base of the tassel and their restriction 
to brachytic plants suggests a relationship between these plants 
and the tassel-ear variation (6). Although the resemblance is not 
marked, the variation is in much the same direction, and seems to 

emphasize the association of brachysm with the development of pis- 
tillate flowers. Economicaily the combination of brachytic with 
Hopi has been a complete failure, and demonstrates the impractica- 

bilty of predicting the value of a hybrid from the characteristics of 
the parents. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Heritable variations occur frequently in maize. Few of these vari- 
ations are of economic value and most of them are undesirable. One 
of the most frequent variations is a marked reduction in stature. A 
reduction in stature which affects only the length of the internodes 
while the other organs remain unaltered in size or number is known 
as brachysm. Such variations have appeared not only in maize but 
also in cotton, beans, peas, squashes, oats, wheat, and tomatoes, where. 
some of them have been utilized by breeders to establish “ bush” 
strains. 

While brachytic maize plants are not of value directly for “ bush” 
qualities, the reduction in stature produces a plant which seems ad- 

mirably adapted to dry-land and irrigation culture. 
The shortening of the internodes places more nodes in contact with 

the ground and thereby increases the number of primary roots. 
The plants in consequence of the short stature and highly developed 
root system are exceptionally sturdy, while the leaves are brought 
close together, thus effecting a partial shade. 

The wield a the brachytic variation as compared with the varieties 
of the corn belt is low, but the reduced stature, sturdy erectness, and 
increased root development offer advantages for extreme conditions 
which may outweigh consideration of yield. Hybrids have been — 
made with high-yielding strains in an effort to improve the yield of 
the brachytic plants, and a successful combination seems assured. 
Brachytic stature apparently reappears uncontaminated in the perju- 
gate generations of hybrids with varieties of normal stature. This 
fact makes it possible to obtain rapidly the desired combination of 
yield and stature by repeatedly “back crossing” the high-yielding 
brachytic plants on high-yielding normal plants. 

Only two teratological forms have appeared in the hybrids be- 

tween brachytic and normal plants. One of these variations has not 
been observed previously, while the other is relatively common in 

many nonbrachytic strains. 
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The new variation appeared in the perjugate generation of the 
brachytic-Boone hybrid. This variation has been designated ‘ ad- 
herence.” It seems to be completely associated with normal stature 
and therefore offers no obstacle to securing the combination of high 
yield and short stature. 

_ The other variation has appeared in several hybrids with brachytic. 
In this variation the ears terminate in staminate spikes. These 
spikes, to a certain extent, develop at the expense of the pistillate por- 

tion and therefore are undesirable. This variation also appears to 
be associated with stature, indicating that the genes for these char- 
acters are located in the same chromosome. The amount of crossing 
over, however, is relatively large, so that no difficulties are expected 
in obtaining brachytic plants of high yield free from this defect. 

The close relation of ears terminating in staminate spikes to ears 
borne as basal branches of the terminal inflorescence is indicated in 
a hybrid between brachytic and Hopi. The evidence from this 
hybrid suggests that the ear of maize may have developed from the 
basal branches of the terminal panicle rather than from the central 
spike of the terminal inflorescence of a lateral branch of the main 

culm. 
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